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PROCEEDINGS

THE EOYAL IRISH ACADEMY,

SCIENCE

PAPEES EEAD BEPOEE THE ACADEMY.

I.

—

Eepoet o]sr THE Eloea of the Shoees of Lough EE^'^E. By
ElCHAED MAia.IEFE BAEKE^GTOIir, M.A., LL.B., F.L.S.

[Read, April 9, 1883.]

LOUGH EEKE is situated in Eermanagli, and extends through the

centre of that county from one end to the other in a north-

westerly direction. Its length is over forty miles, if we include the

broad, sluggish river which connects its upper portion with the lower
and larger sheet of water lying between Enniskillen and Belleek.

Its width yaries from six miles to less than half a mile, and in some
places it assumes the appearance of a deep, slow river. Its height

above the sea level is about 150 feet. The difference between the

level of the upper and lower lakes is only two feet, and this very slight

gradient in thirty or forty miles causes the water of the Eiver Erne
to move with exceediug slowness. Its depth is perhaps greater than
any lake in Ireland—reaching 226 feet in one spot. The waves are

frequently large, and the navigation dangerous for small boats in

rough weather. The islands vary fi'om a few yards across to several

acres in extent, and probably exceed one hundred ; they are generally

well covered with trees or low shrubs, and the scenery in some
places resembles Killamey.

Promontories, inlets, and bays are so numerous that a guide is

essential, especially through the upper lake. These windings enor-

mously iuerease the extent of the shore line, and it perhaps reaches

150 miles in length. Its distance from the sea at Bundoran is about

twelve miles at the nearest point.

R. I. A. PROC, SEK. II., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. l!
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The immediate neighbourhood of the lake is undulating ground,

with marshy meadows in the hollows. Woods are common, and
gentlemen's residences occur at intervals along the shore.

Shean JS'orth rises to the height of 1135 feet within one mile

of the shore, between Derrygonnelly and Belleek on the lower lake,

and from the upper lake, Knockninny, 628 feet in height, is about

the same distance. With these exceptions, the land near the water's

edge nowhere rises to any considerable height. K"one of the localities

for species extend further from the lake than the cliffs of Shean
North, at Pollaphuca, which are about half a mile distant.

The district is entirely limestone, except a portion of the east

side, between Enniskillen and Kesh, where the new red sandstone

borders the lake for about nine miles. Boa Island also belongs to

the sandstone formation. Everywhere the rocks are deeply covered

with boulder clay, and they are rarely, if at all, exposed along the

shore.

As my examination of the flora did not extend more than half

a mile inland, the species observed were mainly lowland forms. At
Pollaphuca a few mountain species were gathered, eleven of which
(marked with an asterisk) go to swell the species, which deviate

from Watson's British and English types. These number only

twenty-six, and are arranged after Watson's compendium of the

"Cybele Britannica," 1870, thus :—

Scottish.

*Gymnadenia albida.

Potamogeton filiformis.

ScOTTISH-HlGHXAND

.

*Saxifraga hypnoides.

"^'Crepis paludosa.

E-ubus saxatilis.

Scottish-British.

Thalictrum majus (Sm.).

Vicia sylvatica.

Pinguicula vulgaris.

Pamassia palustris.

Bbitish-Scottish.

Comarum palustre.

*Geum rival e.

Sparganium minimum.
*IIabenaria viridis.

*Scirpus csespitosus.

^Eriophorum vaginatum.

Highland.

Galium boreale.

*Hieracium iricum.

British-Highland.

Chrysosplenium oppooitifolium.

Yaccinum myrtillus.

*Lycopodium selago.

Highland-Intermediate .

"^'Sesleria caerulea.

English-Germanic .

Sium latifolium.

CEnanthe phellandrium.

Lemna gibba.

Atlantic-British.

Hypericum androssemum.

*Lastrea semula.
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Vith the exception of tlie mountain species gathered on the side

of Shean, all were collected between the lake level, 150 feet and 250

feet, or within a vertical range of 100 feet.

The great extent of shore made it impossible to go over all the

ground, even at a rapid pace, and my examination of the district

is not yet complete. Altogether I spent about three weeks there,

from the 6th to the 11th August, 1881, and fi'om the 10th to the

24th June, 1882; and the various localities examined were as fol-

lows :

—

1881.

August 7, . .

„ i^, .

,, y, . .

„ 10, . .

„ 11, . .

1882.

June 10, 11, 12,

Shore between Enniskillen and Rossclare.

Marshes near Oldcastle, Enniskillen, and Islands

of Devenish, Trasna, &c.

Eabbit, Horse and Kinnausy Islands, and Grubbaroe

Point, Kesh.
Belleek.

Belleek to Enniskillen, bv road and shore.

Camped on Devenish Island, of the flora of which
I made a tolerably complete list.

13, 14, . White Island, Ferney, &c.

15, . . Ely Lodge and Castle Hume.
16, . . Owl, Goat, Graffer, jSTamanfin and Gay Islands,

from Blaney Bay.

17, . . Blaney Bay to PoUaphuca and Shean.

18, . . Owl Island, !N"amanfiji and Gubbaroe, Kesh.

19, . . Blaney Bay to Bellisle on the upper lake.

20, . . Bellisle to shore near Lisnaskea.

21, . . Lisnaskea to Crum.
22, 23, . Crum.
24, . . Crum to Belturbet by river.

The method adopted was to gather a specimen of every species,

no matter how common, and mark it off in my list each evening,

as they were taken out of the vasculum one by one. All rarities

and critical species, and many common ones, were then set aside

and dried for examination at home.
During my second visit a boat was hired in Enniskillen, and I

camped in a tent, brought for the pui-pose, on the various islands

and portions of the shore I was desirous of exploring.

The district has, on the whole, been fairly productive of species

;

I have to report to the Academy the occurrence of 417—fifty-nine

of which have not hitherto been recorded from District X. of the
" Cybele Hibernica," to which Lough Erne belongs, nor have they

been added in a Supplement to it, published by Mr. A. G. More,

in 1872.
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Species itew io Disteict X.

Thalietrum majus (Sm.).

Caltha radicans.

j^asturtium sylvestre.

Saponaria officinalis.

-'Sagina nodosa.

Stellaria glanca.

Geranium disseetum.

"^•'Linum catliarticnm.

Euonynius europaeus.

Trifolium medium.
Lotus major.

Yicia sylvatica.

Orobus tuberosus.

^'Agrimonia eupatoria.

Eubus bemistemon (lEull.).

Eosa villosa.

"^•'Eosa arvensis.

Epilobium palustre.

Sedum anglicum.

Pimpinella saxifraga.

Leontodon birtus.

Soncbus asper.

Hieracium iricum ?

H. umbellatum.
Grentiana amai'ella.

^Myosotis CEespitosa.

Sobmum dulcamara.

Centunculus minimus.
Samolus valerandi.

Cbenopodium album.
Atiiplex angustifolia.

Polygonum minus.
*Callitricbe bamulata.

Salix capraea.

S. repens.

Anacbaris alsinastrum,

Gymnadenia conopsea.

Habemaiia bifolia.

^H. cblorantba.

^'H. viridis.

Lemna trisulca.

L. gibba.

Potamogeton polygonifolius.

P. filiformis.

"^^P. zizii.

Scii'pus pauciflorus.

"^S. setaceus.

Carex elongata.

C. bornscbucbiana.

C. Ifevigata.

*^Pbleum pratense.

Sesleria caerulea.

"^Aira flexuosa.

Trisetum flavescens.

Glyeeria plicata.

Catabrosa aquatica.

Pestuca sciuroides.

Cbara gracilis.

jS'itella opaca.

Tbe twelve species mai'ked -svitb an asterisk bave been recorded by
Mr. S. A. Ste-svart, -svbo visited anotber portion of District X. in
1881.^ Ish. Stewart did not approacb tbe sbores of Lougb Erne,

but confined bis examination to tbe mountainous district of western

Permanagb and tbe adjoining portion of Cavan. His list contains

280 species, twenty-seven of wbicb I did not observe, but of tbese

more tban one-balf are mountain species not likely to occur on tbe

sbore of a lowland lake.

On tbe otber band, I noticed 164 species not recorded by Mr.
Stewart. Combining botb lists, and allowing a margin of 150 species

for new records, tbe flora of the county Fermanagh consists of about

'Proceedings, Eoyal Irish Academy, 2nd series, vol, iii. (Science), p. 531.
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600 species, or a little more than half the Irish flora. The absence of

Papaver rhceas from the west of Ireland is well known ; but on the

east coast, especially in parts of Dublin and "Wicklow, it is the com-
monest of all weeds of cultivation.

Why is this species so rare in western Ireland ? Its seeds are

produced in thousands, and the facilities for its introduction in seed

corn are evident.

The most interesting species observed were

—

Caltha radieans, Carex

elongata, Rosa villosa, Potamogeton filiformis, P. zizii, Ruhus hemiste-

mon, Sieraciwn umbellatum, Stello/ria glauca, and Nasturtium sylvestre.

Caltha radieans is new to Ireland, and its only British locality is

in Forfarshire, where, I believe, it has not been found recently. My
specimens want radical leaves and sepals ; the latter were much nar-

rower than in Caltha palustris, and fell olEf in the vasculum. Ruius
hemistemon and Potamogeton zizii are also new to Ireland. The latter

has been recorded by Mr. Stewart '^ since I gathered it in 1881. A
few of the critical species were brought for comparison to the Her-
baria of Cambridge and Kew, and I have to thank Professor Babington
and Mr. J. G. Baker for looking over some of them. At the British

Museum Mr. Carruthers gave me every facility for comparing critical

species with the fine series of specimens there.

This report is not so complete as is desirable. To examine 150

miles of shore in three weeks with care was not possible, many
islands and localities were unvisited. The district is not an unpro-

ductive one, and yet the negative results are numerous.^ On a future

occasion I hope to be enabled to present to the Academy a supple-

mental report, and institute a comparison between the Elora of the

shores of Lough Erne and other Irish lake districts.

^li., p. 542.
^ Ranunculus auricomus, JR. Jicaria, Geranium inolle, Peplis portula, Hippuris

vulgaris, Cotyledon umbilicus, CEnantheJistulosa, Daucus carota, Matricaria inodora,

Scrophularia aquatica, Veronica agrestis, V. polita, V. anagallis, Teuerium scoro-

donia, Myosotis repens, TTtricularia vulgaris, Humex conglomeratus, Folygonum
lapathifolium, Euphorbia peplus, Viola palustris, and many other common species,

were not seen. Neither were any species of the genera, Fumaria, Drosera, Silene,

and Montia observed ; but I hope to reduce the list on my next visit to Lough
Erne.

[List of Species
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LIST OF SPECIES.

Arranged for the most part after the 1th Edition of the London
Catalogue of British Plants, 1881.

[Plants certainly not native are marked thus * ; those possibly introduced t ;

and those probably introduced J].

Ranunculace^.

Thalictrum majus (Sm.), var. a. (Bab. Man.)—Eare. Only seen on

Groat Island and at Grubbaroe Point, Kesh. Two or three speci-

mens.

T.flavum (Linn.)—Rare. On Killygowan Island, Upper Lake.

Anemone nemorosa (Linn.)—Common.
Ranunculus pseudo-fluitans (Syme).—In the river at Belleek under

the bridge. This is ]irQhdh\jR. peltatus (Fries.), yox. penicillatus of

the Lond. Cat. But in the case of the Batrachian Ranunculi, I

hesitate to identify the synonyms. After a careful examination

of the British Museum series, I was much puzzled with some
varieties.

R. heterophyllus (Fries.)
—

"Wet ditches on Devenish Island, &c.

These specimens somewhat resemble R. haudotii (Godr.).

\_R. eonfusus (Godr.) — An imperfect specimen gathered in a drain

one mile east of Crum Castle has been doubtfully referred to this

variety by Professor Babington ; but before extending the range

of a plant so rare in Ireland,* and usually found on the coast,

better specimens should be procured. At present it is included

under R. heterophyllus.
~\

R. hederaceus (Linn.)—By no means common. Noticed three miles

north of Enniskillen, on the east side, in 1881. !Not seen in

1882.

R. flammula (Linn.)—Common.
it. lingua (Linn.) — By the lake one mile north of Enniskillen.

Plentiful.

\fR. axiricomus (Linn.)—Probably escaped notice, owing to its early

flowering.]

R. acris (Linn.)—Common.
R. repens (Linn.)—Common. Very luxuriant among the ruins on

Devenish.

R. hulhosus (Linn.)—Certainly not common, and only observed at

Crum Castle.

* See T. H, Corry in Journal of Botany, 1882, p. 347.
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[^Ranunculus ficaria (Linn.)—Escaped notice, probably, as in the case

of R. auricomus.']

Caltha palustris (Linn.)—Common.
C. radicans (Forst.)—In tolerable plenty on soft mud on the east

side of Devenish Island, near the ruins. When first seen, it

struck me as being a very unusual form of C. palustris, with
almost deltoid leaves, narrow non-contiguous sepals, and rooting

at the nodes. I have compared it with specimens from Porfar-

shire in the herbarium at Cambridge, and with the original figure

in the Linnean Society's " Transactions," vol. viii., p. 323. It

has been shown to Professor Babington, Mr. J. G. Baker, the

Eev. "W". "W. Newbould, and others, all of whom consider it to be

C. radicans. My specimens are not perfect—the sepals having
fallen off in the vasculum—but they were much narrower than
in ordinary C. palustris, and non-contiguous.

*Aconitum napellus (Linn.)—Near Castle Hume, Lower Lake ; out-

cast from garden.

Ntmphace^.

Ntjmphcea alba (Linn.)—l^ot uncommon in various parts of the lake.

Nupliar lutea (Sm.)—Far commoner than the last.

Papavekace^.

'^'Chelidonium majus (Linn.)—On the walls of Crum Castle. Not a

single specimen of any species of the genus Papaver was observed,

thus confirming its known rarity in the west of Ireland.

Ffmariace^.

[None of this family observed.]

Cetjciper^,.

Sinapis arvensis (Linn.)—Frequent.

Sisymbrium officinale (Scop.)—On Devenish and elsewhere.

S. alliaria (Scop.)—Not common. In the wood at Castle Hume,
Lower Lake.

Cardamine pretensis (Linn.)—Common.
C. hirsuta (Linn.)—Common.
C. sylvatica (Link).—Frequent.

Barbarea vulgaris (Brown).—Occurs in several places. A specimen,

with spreading and curved pods, gathered one mile north of

Enniskillen, comes near B. arcuata (B,eich,), which ought to be
looked for.

Nasturtium officinale (Brown).—Common.
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Nasturtium sylvestre (Brown).—A specimen, with the pods not suffi-

ciently developed to decide with certainty, was gathered at Bell-

isle, tipper Lough Erne. It probably belongs to this species.

N. palustre (D. C.)—On Devenish Island and elsewhere. Frequent.

N. amphilium (Brown).—Common.
Capsella hursa-pastoris (Moench).—Common.

Eesedace^.

Reseda luteola (Linn.)—ISTot common. East shore, lower lake.

VlOLACE^.

Viola syhatica (Fries.)—Common.
v. canina (Auct.)—Frequent. On Devenish Island and elsewhere

about Lough Erne.

V. eu-tricolor (Syme.)— Grathered at Grubbaroe Point, near Kesh.

The flowers are almost as large as V. lutea. On the same sandy

sloping pasture, which has no appearance of recent cultivation,

grows Centunculus minimus.

V. curtisii (Forst.)—On the shore near Lisnaskea. This, and the

former species have been named by Professor Babington.

\_V. palustris (Linn.)—Not marked in my list, but has surely been

overlooked.]

Deosekace^.

None seen.

POLTGALACE^.

Polygala vulgaris (Linn.)'— Common. A very fine form, almost

P. grandiflora (Bab.), occurs on Ferney Island.

P. depressa (Wender).—Not uncommon in suitable places.

CaEYOPHYLLACE^

.

^Saponaria officinalis (Linn.)—By the avenue on the side of the lake

opposite the old castle at Crum.
\_Silene inflata (Jim..)—Apparently wanting.]

Lychnis diurna (Sibth.)—At Gubbaroe Point, Kesh.

L. jlos-cucidi (Linn.)—Common.
Cerastriuyn glomeratum (Thuil.)—Common.
C. triviale (Link.)—Common.
Stellaria media (With.)—Common.
S. holostea (Linn.)—On White Island and elsewhere not uncommon.
S. glauca (With.)—Quite plentiful in many places by the shore a few

miles north of Enniskillen. It also occurs on the upper lake at

Crum Castle, and probably elsewhere.

S. graminea (Linn.)—Common.
S. uliginosa (Murr.)—On Devenish, &c. Common.
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Arenaria trinervis (Linn.)—Frequent.

Sagina procumlens (Linn. )—Common.
S. nodosa (Meyer).—About three miles north of Enniskillen, on east

side of lake, but not common.
Spergula arvensis (Linn.)—Fields by lower lake.

P0RTTJLA.CACE^.

[Montia fontana (Linn.)—Must occur, but not seen.]

Htpeeicace^.

Sypericum androscemum (Linn.)—Frequent. Generally occurs as an
isolated specimen here and there.

S. tetrapterum (Fries.)—On Devenish, &c. Common.
S. humifusum (Linn.)—Not common. Gubbaroe Point, Kesh.
S. pulchrum (Linn.)—Common.

Malvace^.

^Malva sylvestris (Linn.)—A single specimen only was observed near a

cottage by the roadside, between Blaney Bay and PoUaphuca.

Linages.

Linum catha/rticum (Linn.)—On Devenish, &c. Common.

Gekaniace^.

Geranium dissectum (Linn.)—On Devenish, &c. ; but not common.
G. lucidum (Linn.)—Among the ruins on Devenish.

G. rohertianum (Linn.)—On Devenish, &c. Common.
\_G. molle (Linn.)—IS'ot seen., Mr. S. A. Stewart found G. molle, but

not G. dissectum.']

Oxalis acetosella (Linn.)—On Devenish, &c. Common.

Ilicace^.

Ilex aquifolium (Linn.)—Ely Lodge, &c. Frequent.

CELASTRACEiE.

Euonymus europceus (Linn.)—On the islands, and elsewhere in many
places. Common.

Ehamnace^.

Rhamnus catlimticus (Linn.)—On the islands and shores of the lower
late. Common.

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. IV. SCIENCE. (J
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Sapindace^.

'^'Acer pseudo-platanus (Linn.)—About Ely Lodge, &c. Planted.

Leguminifeii^.

Ulex europcsus (Linn.)—Not so common as is usual in many parts

of Ireland.

ITedicago lupidina (Linn.)—Frequent.

Trifolium pratense (Linn.)—Common.
T. medium (Linn.)—Eare. Banks of the lower lake, near Castle

Hume.
T. repens (Linn.)—Common.
T. minus (Relhan.)—Common.
Lotus corniculatus (Linn.)—Common.
L. major (Scop.)—!N^ear Ely Lodge, &c. !N^ot very uncommon.
Vicia cracca (Linn.)—Common, and generally distributed.

V. sylvatica (Lian.)—Only on the north end of Isle I^amanfin, lower

lake. Sparingly.

V. sepium (Linn.)—Erequent.

Lathyrus praten&is (Linn.)—Common.
L. palustris (Linn.)—Plentiful on the shore of Upper Lough Erne,

near Bellisle House.
Orolus tulerosus (Linn.)—Common.

EOSACE^.

Prunus spinosa (Linn.)—Common.
P. avmm (Linn.)—Many trees by the roadsides, between Blaney

Bay and Pollaphuca.

Spircea ulmaria (Linn.)—Very common.
Agrimonia eupatoria (Linn.)—Erequent.

Alchemilla arvensis (Scop.)—Bather rare. Seen only at Gubbaroe
Point, near Kesh.

A. vulgaris (Linn.)—Erequent. Devenish, &c.

Potentilla fragariastrum (Ehrh.)—Common.
P. tormentilla (Schenk.)—Very common.
P. reptans (Linn.)—Bather scarce ; seen very seldom.

P. anserina (Linn.)—Occurs in suitable places.

Comarum palustre (Linn.)—Erequent.

Fragaria vesca (Linn.)—Erequent.

Rulus idceus (Linn.)—Commoner about the lower lake than I have
seen it elsewhere in Ireland.

R. saxatilis (Linn.)—On the shore in many places. Eemey Island,

&c.

R. hemistemon (Miill.)—A bramble gathered on the shore opposite

White Island in Lower Lough Erne has been identified by Prof.

Babington as belonging to this yariety, which is new to Ireland.
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Ruhus discolor (W. & N.)—This variety is I believe not uncommon,
though no specimen was dried.

Geum urhanum (Linn.)—Common.
G. rivale (Linn.)—At Pollaphuca, White Island, &c.. Frequent on

the west side of lower lake.

G. intermedium (Ehrh.)—On the north end of White Island with G.

rivale.

Rosa spinosissima (Linn.)—This rose grows nearly all round the lower
lake. On the shore of one of the little promontories, near Eossfad,

I noticed a large round isolated bush, about four feet high. Its

habit was so different from R. s^nnosissima that I showed the
specimen gathered (in fruit) to Mr. J. Gr. Baker, at Kew, suggest-

ing that it might be R. Mhernica. Mr. Baker, however, pro-

nounced it to be an inland form of R. spinosissima, and certainly

not R. Mhernica. An imperfect specimen of a rose gathered on
the shore of White Island Mr. Baker was unable to identify, but
added " see if R. hihernica,^^ which species should be looked for.

R. mollissima (Willd.)—Devenish Island. My specimen was named
by Mr. Baker. There are two or three bushes. The leaves are

very soft.

R. tomentosa {8til.)—Common. Many forms of this species occur;

some coming near to R. mollissima. White and red-flowered

varieties seem pretty equally distributed, but I saw no inter-

mediate colour. Mr. Baker considers one of my specimens as

var. scalriuscula ; the other varieties were not sufficiently perfect

with fruit, &c., to identify positively.

R. canina (Linn.)—Common.
R. arvensis (Huds.)—Frequent.
Cratcegus oxyacantha (Linn.)—Common.
Pyrus aucuparia (Gaert.)—Frequent.

Ltthrace^.

Lythrum salicaria (Linn.)—Plentiful.

[^Peplis portula (Linn.)

—

l^ot seen].

OjfAGRACES.

EpiloUum hirsutum (Linn.)—Scarce. At Castle Hume and near
Bossfad.

E. parviflorum (Schreb.)—Common.
£. montanum (Linn.)—Common.
E. olscwum (Schreb.)—IN'ot uncommon.
E. palustre (iAmi.)—Scarce. Three miles north of Enniskilleu, on

the east shore of the lake.

Circaa lutetiana (Linn.)—Very common in some places.
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HALOEAGIACEiE.

Myriopliyllura alterniflorum (D. C.)—j!^ot common. In a ditch near
Crum Castle.

Callitriche stagnaUs (Scop.)— Frequent. This is C. platycwrpa

(Kiitz.)

C. hamulata (Kiitz.)—In a bog drain between Pollaphuca and
Blaney Bay.
Another specimen of Callitriche^ gathered in the same place,

has not the fruit suificiently developed, but it looks like C.

verna.

Crassitlace^.

Sedum acre (Linn.)—On walls, Enniskillen.

Saxifeagace^.

Saxifraga hjpnoides (Linn.).—Cliffs at Pollaphuca.

Chrysosplenium oppositifolium (Linn.)—Common.
Parnassia palustris (Linn.)—Trasna Island, &c., lower lake, but local,

UlirBELLrFEE^.

Hyd/rocotyle vulgaris (Linn.)—Common.
Sanicula europcea (Linn.)—Common in suitable places.

Cicuta virosa (Linn.)—Rare. In a marsh at Crum Castle, upper
lake.

Helosciadiicm nodiflorum (Xoch.)—Common.
a. immdatum (Koch.)—Common.

'^'-Petroselimim sativum (Hoffm.)—On the walls of the old castle at

Crum.
X^gopodAtwi podagraria (Linn.)—Ely Lodge, &c.

Bunium flexiwsum (^Yitll.)—Common.
Pimpinella saxifraga (Linn.)—Shores of the lower lake.

Sium latifolium (Linn.)—Plentiful near Enniskillen.

S. angustifolium (Linn.)—K'ear Enniskillen. Common.
(Enanthe crocata (Linn.)—JS^ot unfi'equent,

CE. phellandrium (Linn.)—Common.
Angelica sylvestris (Linn.)—Common.
Seracleum spliondyliwn (Linn.)—Common.
SfDaucus carota (Linn.)—Xot seen].

Caucalis anihriscus (Gaert.)—Common.
Chm'ophyllum sylvestre (Linn.)—Common.
Conitwi maculatum (Linn.)—Devenish, &c. Common.

Aealiaceje.

Sedera helix (Linn.)—Common.
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Capeifoliace^.

Samhucus nigra (Linn.)—Common.
Viburnum opulus (Linn.)—Yery generally distributed.

Lonicera periclymenum (Linn.)—Frequent.

RUBIACE^.

Galium boreale (Linn.)—Common on the shores of most of the islands

in the lower lake.

G. verum (Linn.)—Occurs in a few places round the lower lake.

G. saxatile (Linn.)—On Shean, near Pollaphuca.

G. palustre (JAvji.)—Common.
G. apa/rine (Linn.)—Common.
Asperula odorata (Linn.)—Not common.
Sherardia arvensis (Linn.)—Not seen about the shores of the lower

lake, but occurs at Crum Castle, on the upper lake.

Valeeianace^.

Valeriana officinalis (Linn.)—Common. Devenish, &c.

DrPSACE.ZE.

Scabiosa succisa (Linn.)—Yery common.

Composite.

Carduus lanceolatus (Linn.)—Generally distributed,

C. palustris (Linn.)—Common everywhere.

C. pratensis (Huds.)—Common,
A curious plant, gathered near Bellisle House on the upper lake

is perhaps a hybrid between C. pratensis and C. palustris, as both

species were growing near. This hybrid is probably C. forsteri

(Sm.) : [see Bab. Man., 8th ed., p. 207.]

C. arvensis (Curt.)—Common.
Arctium intermedium (Lange.)?—On Devenish, &c. Not uncommon.

The specimen is too young to determine with certainty.

Centaurea nigra (Linn.)—Common.
C. cyanus (Linn.)—Rare. At Kossclare, lower lake.

Crysanthemum segetum (Linn.)—In cultivated fields on east side of

lower lake.

C. leucanthemum (Linn.)—Common.
'^'Matricaria parthenium (Linn.)—On the Island of Trasna. Probably

planted.

[if. inodora (Linn.)—Not seen.]

'^Tanacetxmi vulgare (Linn.)—On the island of Trasna, Probably

planted.
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Achillea millefolium (Linn.)—Common.
A. ptarmica (JAmi..)—Common.
Artemisia vulgaris (Linn.)—Lower Lough Erne, l^ot common.
Gnaphalium uliginosum (Linn.)—Eather rare.

G. sylvaticum (Linn.) — Only seen at Gubbaroe Point, Kesb,
sparingly in a field with Centunculus minimus.

Senecio vulgaris (Linn.)—Common.
S. sylvaticus (Linn.)—Rare. Near Crum Castle.

S.jacolcea (Linn.)—Frequent.

S. aquaticus (Huds.)—Tbe commonest Senecio.

Bidens cernua (Linn.)—Not common. Near Crum Castle.

\Inula helenium (Linn.)—Only seen on Devenish Island in one spot,

at tbe end next Enniskillen. There is a colony of about twenty
plants.

/. dysenterica (Linn.)—Common.
Bellis perennis (Linn.)—Common.
Solidago virga-aurea (Linn.)—Yery generally distributed.

Tussilago farfara (Linn.)—Common.
Petasites vulgaris (Deof.)—Only seen near Castle Hume.
Eupatorium cannalinmn (Linn.)—Blaney Bay, &c. Not unfrequent,

Lapsana com?nunis (Linn.)—Common.
Sypochceris radicata (Linn.)—Frequent.

Leontodon hirtus (Linn.)—Scarce. Near Crum Castle.

L. autumnalis (Linn.)—Common.
Taraxacum officinale (Wigg.)—Common.
Sonchus oleraceus (Linn.) \ Common. Devenish and elsewhere

;
per-

8. asper (Hoffm.) ) haps S. oleraceus is the most frequent.

S. arvensis (Linn.)—Cultivated fields east side of lower lake.

Crepis virens (Linn.)—Rather a rare plant, but it was observed at

both Upper and Lower Erne.

C.paludosa (Moench.)—Frequent about the west side of the lower
lake.

Sieracium pilosella (Linn.)—Devenish, &c., but not common.
S. iricum (Fries.) ?—Common on the limestone cliffs of Shean at

Pollaphuca. The flowers on my specimens are not expanded.

JS. umhellatum (Linn.)—On the north end of Isle Namanfin in the

lower lake ; among the stones on inundated ground, the roots

forming a dense matted sod some yards square ; from this the

stems grow thickly, and rise about one foot high. A few scat-

tered specimens about ten yards away grow to twice that height.

Where the plant grew thickly, it had a very puzzling appear-

ance, not being in flower. When dried, the flowerless stems

have a slight resemblance to Inula salicina. Living specimens

brought home are expected to flower this season, but a careful

examination leaves little doubt that the plant is S. umhellatum.^

If the living plants flower, all doubt will at once be removed.

= See note at end of Paper.
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Campajstulace^ .

Campanula rotundifolia (Linn.)—Rossclare, &c. Not common.

EEICACEiE.

Vaccinum myrtillus (Linn.)—Bilberry Island, &c. Frequent.
Erica tetralix (Linn.)—Over Pollaphuca, &c. Erequent.
E. cinerea (Linn.)—Near PoUaphuca, on the hill.

Calluna vulgaris (Salisb.) — Near Pollaphuca, lower lake, on the
hill and elsewhere.

Jasminace^.

Fraxinus excelsior (Linn.)—Common.
^Ligustrum vulgare (Linn.)—Occurs in hedges near houses.

Gentianace^.

ErytTircea centaurium (Pers.)—In many places.

Oentiana amarella (Linn.)—Apparently rare. I only gathered it on
the shores of the lower lake.

Menyanthes trifoliata (Linn.)—Common. Occurs in great quantity
on Devenish.

CONVOLVXJLACE^ .

Convolvulus sepium (Linn.)—On the island of Trasna, and probably
elsewhere.

SolanACE^.

Solanum dulcamara (Linn.)— Single specimens occur on the shores

near Gubbaroe, &c., but it is not common.

ScROPHTJLAEIACEiE

.

Scrophularia nodosa (Linn.)—Frequent. S. aquatica not seen.

Digitalis purpurea (Linn.)—Isle Namanfin, &:c., by no means com-
mon.

XVeronica luxhaumii (Ten.)—Near Crum Castle. Probably occurs in

many places.

V. arvensis (Linn.)—On the old walls, Devenish, &c. Common.
V. serpyllifolia (Linn.)—Common.
V. oficijialis (Linn.)—Common.
V. chamcBdrys (Linn.)—Common.
V. montana (Linn.)—Frequent in shady places, and on Devenish,

&c.

V. scutellata (Linn.)—Shores of Devenish, &c.
V. heccalunga (Linn.)—Common.
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Veronica hederifoUa (Linn.)—In the garden at Crum Castle. V.

agrestis, V. polita and V. anagallis, ought also to occur. V.

agrestis is in Mr. Stewart's list.

Euphrasia officinalis (Linn.)—Frequent.

Bartsia odontites (Huds.)—Not uncommon in some places.

Pedicularis palustris (Linn.)—Devenish, &c. Common.
P. sylvatica (Linn.)—White Island, &c. Frequent.

Rhinanthus crista-galU (Linn.)—Common everywhere.

Melampyrum pratense (Linn.)—Plentiful in many places. Gaffer

Island, &c.

Labiate.

Lycopus europceus (Linn.)—Boggy, cultivated ground, one mile west
of Crum Castle.

Mentha hirsuta (Linn.)—Common.
M. arvensia (Linn.)?—Common on the shores of the islands in the

lower lake.

Thymus serpyllum (Fries.)—Apparently not common.
JVepeta glechoma (Benth.)—Devenish, &c. Common.

'^Melissa officinalis (Linn.)—Occurs near the garden on the Island of

Trasna, with Tanacetum vulgare and Chrysanthemum parthenium.

All three probably planted.

Prunella vulgaris (Linn.)—Common everywhere.

Scutellaria galericulata (Linn.)—Only seen in the wood between Crum
Castle and the farm-yard, where it is common in one spot.

Stachys palustris (Linn.)—Common.
S. sylvatica (Linn.)—Devenish, &c. Frequent.

Galeopsis tetrahit (Linn.)—In many places round' both upper and
lower lake, but not common.

Lamium purpureum (Linn.)—Common.
Ajuga reptans (Linn.)—Devenish, &c. Common everywhere.

[Teucrium scorodonia (Linn.)—Apparently wanting. Mr, Stewart
does not mention it, and I have no entry of its occurrence.]

BoEAGINACEJE.

Myosotis ccespitosa (Schultz).—Common.
M. palustris (With.)—Common

;
perhaps more so than the last.

M. arvensis (Hoffm.)—Not very common.
M. versicolor (Reich.)—Common ; met with more frequently than

Jf. arvensis.

'^•Symphytum officinale (Lirm.)—I have this entered in my list as occur-

ring near houses, but do not remember the locality.

PlNGUICULACE^.

Pinguicula vulgaris (Linn.)—On Devenish ; but rather a rare species

about the lake.
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Peimulace^.

Primula vulgaris (Huds.)—Devenish, &c. Common.
P. officinalis (Linn.)—Decidedly rare ; but I gathered it in the lawn

at BelHsle House, on the upper lake, and in one place near the

lower lake.

Lysimachia vulgaris (Linn.)—Very common everywhere.

L. nemorum (Linn.)—Common.
Anagallis arvensis (Linn.)—In fields. Not common.
A. tenella (Linn.)—Yery common.
Centunculus minimus (Linn.)—Rare. Only seen at Gubbaroe Point,

near Kesh, in a sandy field.

Samolus valerandi (Linn.)—Common, and generally distributed.

PlantAGiNACE^

.

Plantago major (Linn.)—Devenish, &c. Common.
P. lanceolata (Linn.)—Common.
Littorella lacustris (Linn.)—Margin of lake. Devenish Island, &c.

Common.

Chen'opodiace^ .

Chenopodium album (Linn.)—Cultivated fields. Common.
Atriplex angustifolia (Sm.)—With the last species ; but more plenti-

ful, I think.

Polygonace^.

Rumex nemorosus (Schrad.)—Perhaps the commonest species, only

var. viridis.

R. oMusifolius (Auct.)—Common. Devenish, &c.

R. crispus (Linn.)—Common.
\_R. conglomeratus (Murr.)—This species may have been overlooked.

In the "CybeleHibernica" it is stated, that in Ireland R. conglo-

meratus is more abundant than R. nemorosus. I would say, not

without difiidence, that R. conglomeratus is the more uncommon
species of the two.]

R. acetosa (Linn.)—Common generally.

R. acetosella (Linn.)—Not seen immediately near the shore of the

lower lake, but occurs on the hill over it at Pollaphuca, at

about 800 feet.

Polygonum convolvulus (Linn.)—Pather rare near the lake.

P. aviculare (Linn.)—Not common; but seen near Crum Castle, and
also near the lower lake.

P. hydropiper (Linn.)—Common.
P. minus (Huds.)—Very rare. Only seen sparingly at Gubbaroe

Point, Eesh, on the shore.

R.I. A. PROC, SEE. II., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. D
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Polygonum persicaria (Linn.)—Common.
P. ampJiibium (Linn.)—Plentiful in many places. All varieties occur

between the form floating in deep water and that growing on
dry banks next the shore.

"P. listorta (Linn.)—In a damp meadow, near the avenue at Ely
Lodge

;
probably escaped from some garden.

\_P. lapatliifolium (Linn.)—On comparing a specimen considered to

be this species with others in the British Museum, it proves to

be only a luxuriant form of P. persicaria ; but the true plant is

likely to occur in boggy, cultivated fields near the lake.]

EuPHOEBIACE^.

PJuphorlia helioscopia (Linn.)—In fields at the east side of the lower

lake, &c.

Ueticace^.

TJrtica dioica (Linn.)—Common.
U. urens (Linn.)—At Belturbet, and probably in waste ground else-

where.

^Ulmus suherosa (Ehi'h.)— At Ely Lodge, and Crum Castle, &c.

Planted.

AilEXTrFEE^.

Qiiercus rohur (Linn.)—Planted in many places, and native in other

localities.

^Fagus sylvatica (Linn.)—Planted about Ely Lodge, &c.

Coryhis avellana (Linn.)—Common.
Alnus glutmosa {Jjiiin.)—Common, generally.

Betula alba (Linn.)—Ely Lodge, &c. Erequent.

Myrica gale (Linn.)—Common.
^Populus treimda (Linn.)—Shores of lower lake.

^Salix viminalis (Linn)—Roadside from Pollaphuca to Blaney Bay.
Perhaps planted.

S. cinerea (Linn.)—White Island, &c. Frequent.

S. aurita (Linn.)—Owl Island, &c.

S. oaprea (Linn.)
—

"White Island, &c.

S. repens (Linn.)—Owl Island.

CONIFEE^.

*Pinus sylvestris (Linn.)—Planted in many places.

Typhace^.

Typha latifolia (Linn.)—Rare. Only seen in a ditch near Castle

Hume.
Sparganium ramosum (Huds.)—Near Blaney Bay, &c. Common.
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Sparganmm simplex (Huds.)—About three miles north, of EubIs-

kiUen, on the east side of the lake, at tlie first inlet which, comes

close to th.e road.

S. minimimi (Fries.)—In the same locality.

8. affine (Schn.) ?—Growing near 8. minimum.
Of S. ajfine and S. simplex I have specimens, but I refer my

specimen to the former species with some doubt, the fruit being

imperfect.

Ajeace^.

Arum maculatiim (Linn.)—E'ot common. jN^ear the lower lake.

LeMjS'ACE^.

Lemna trisulca (Linn.)—In a ditch near Crum Castle.

Z. gihla (Linn.)—In the lake, three miles north of Enniskillen, at the

east side.

L. minor (Linn.)—Frequent.

NAn)ACE.aE.

Potamogeton nafans (Liiin.)—Common. Devenish, &c.

P. polggonifolitis (Pourr.)—Boggy drains north of Blaiy ay, and

elsewhere. Frequent.

P. heterophgllus (Schreb.)—Found floating by the shore of the lower

lake in many places. Specimens identical with this compact and
perhaps brittle form are in the British Museum Herbarium, from

Lough Bofin, Co. Leitrim, collected by Mr. W. T. Thiselton

Dyer.

P. lucens (Linn.)—Abundant in the upper and lower lake. A flower-

less form, perhaps aacminatus, but with the prominent midrib not

quite so marked as in the Cambridge specimens, was gathered.

^0 specimen of this variety, either in the British Museum or

at Cambridge, is in flower or fruit, and it may be but a young
and immature state of P. lucens.

P. %i%ii (Eoth.)—Plentiful in the lower lake near the entrance to the

Kesh river, August, 1881. My specimens were submitted to

Professor Babington. This species has a great look of P. lucens,

but I saw no specimen with leaves of an intermediate shape

either at the British Museum or Cambridge.

P. ferfoliatus (Linn.)—Common.
P. filiformis (jS'olte.)—In water, about three feet deep, between Kin-

nausy Island and the mainland, near Kesh. Plentiful just in the

one spot.

Alisieace^.

Triglochin palustre (Linn.)—Common about the lake.

Alisma plantago (Linn.)—Common. Devenish, &c.

A. ranunculoides (Linn.)—Shore of Devenish, and in one or two other

places. Sparingly, and not common.
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Htdeoceakidace^ .

Elodea canadensis (Rich.)—Drain on the Island of Trasna, and in other

places. Not plentiful now. I was informed that a few years

ago this plant, which the natives call "eel-weed," threatened
almost to fill up Lough Erne. When introduced it spread with
great rapidity round the islands and shores. It has since de-

creased equally fast.

\_8tratiotes aloides (Linn.)—This species was not seen in Lower Lough
Erne, nor in that portion of the upper lake I examined. The
immediate neighbourhood of Crum Castle was visited, but the

district between Crum Castle and Belturbet, where it is reported

to grow plentifully, was not gone over.]

Oechidace^.

Orchis mascula (Linn.)—On "White Island. Not common.
0. incarnata (Linn.)—Common. Devenish, &c.

0. maculata (Linn.)—Common generally.

Gymnadenia conopsea (Brown).—Rare. Only seen by the roadside,

near Ely Lodge, when going to Enniskillen from Belleek.

G. alhida (Rich.)—Rare. On the slopes of the hill over the lower
lake at Pollaphuea.

Halenaria viridis (Brown).—In the same locality as the last species.

H. lifoUa (Bab.)—On White Island, and fields near Blaney Bay.

Not nearly so common as H. chlorantha.

H. chlorantha (Bab.)—This species and the next are the commonest
orchids about Lough Erne.

Listera ovata (Brown).—Abundant.
Neottia nidus-avis (Rich.)—Under the old beeches opposite Crum

Castle. Sparingly.

JEpipactis latifolia (Auct.)—Common, especially under beech trees.

I cannot distinguish between this species and E. media.

Ieidace^.

Iris pseudacorus (Linn.)—Very common generally.

LlLIACE^.

Scilla nutans (Sm.)—Common. In great quantity in some places.

Allium ursinum (Linn.)—Common.
JYarthecium ossifraywn (Huds.)—On the hill over the lake at Polla-

phuea ; not seen at a lower level.

JuNCACE^.

Luaula pilosa (Willd.)—Rather common.
L, sylvatica (Beck.)—Abundant in many places.
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Lu%ula rimltiflGva (Koch.)—Common.
L. campestris (D. C.)?—This species was marked off in my list, per-

haps hastily, for I do not feel sure that I met the typical form
which, when compared with the frequency of L. muUiflora,

appears to be rare in Ireland.

Juncus conghmeratus (Linn.)—On Devenish, &c. Precj^uent.

J. effusws (Linn.)—Common.
J. glmicus (Sibth.)—Common generally.

J. acutiflorus (Ehrh.)—Yery common.
J. lamprocarpus (Ehrh.)—ISTot uncommon.
J. supinus (Moench.)—Common.
J. lufonms (Linn.)—Both varieties common, i.e. genuinus (Syme)

and fascmdatiis (Xoch.).

J. squarro&us (Linn.)—On the hill over the lower lake at PoUaphuca.

Ctpeeace^.

ScTicenus nigricans (Linn.)—Frequent.

Scirpus acicuJaris (Linn.)—Rare. Shore of Devenish Island, and on

east side of lower lake in one place.

S. palustris (Linn.)—Plentiful.

S. pauciflorus (Lightf .)—On the north end of DeTcnish Island. Eather
rare elsewhere.

S. ccsspitos'us (Limx.)—On the hill over the lower lake at PoUaphuca.
IS^ot seen at a lower level.

S. setaceus (Linn.)—Springs on Devenish, &c. Erequent.

S. lacustris (Linn.)— Abundant everywhere round the lake.

Eriopliorum faginatum (Linn.)—On the hill over the lake at PoUa-
phuca.

E. angustifolium (Linn.)—Common.
Carex picUcaris (Linn.)—Common, and generally distributed.

C. disticha (Huds.)—^N'ear Bellisle House, Upper Lough Eme. Com-
mon near the shore here.

C. paniculata (Linn.)—Pare. In a marsh between Crum Castle and
the farmyard.

C. stellulata (Good.)—Common generaUy.
C. remota (Linn.)—On Devenish, &c. Erequent.

C. elongata (Linn.)—Very rare. Sparingly in a marsh between
Crum Castle and the farmyard, vrith C. paniGulata, curta, and
others.

C. curta (Good)—Rare. Growing with the last-named species.

C. ovalis (Good)—Erequent. On Devenish, &c.

C. stricta (Good)—Along the margin of the lake. Common.
C. vulgaris (Eries.)—Very common.
C. glauca (Scop.)—Erequent.
C. prcecox (Jacq.)—Xot very common. Pasture near Castle Hume.
C. pallescens (Linn.)—Occurs in many places about the lake ;

often

plentiful.
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Carex panicea (Linn.)—Very common. A rather stunted form occurs

occasionally, in which the spike is solitary, and apparently with

very few or no male flowers.

C. sylvatica (Huds.)—Frequent.

C. Iceviyata (Sm.)—Rare. Only seen in a wood near the game-
keeper's lodge, on the west side of Lough Erne, at Crum
Castle.

C. hinervis (Sm.)—Rather uncommon about the lake.

C. hornschucMana (Hoppe)—Devenish, &c. Common about the lower

lake.

C.flava (Linn.)—Frequent.

C. cederi (Ehrh.)?—Young specimens, probably referable to this spe-

cies, were gathered on the inundated shore of Devenish.

C. Mrta (Linn.)—Common.
C. ampullacea (Good)—Frequent by the margin of the lake.

C. vesicaria (Linn.)—Shore of Devenish, &c. Not so common as

C. ampullacea

.

GeAMINES.

Anthoxanthum odoratum (Linn.)—Common.
Digraphis arundinacea (Trin.)—Common around the lake.

Alopecurus geniculatus (Linn.)— Frequent. Damp ditch on Deve-
nish, &c.

A. pratensis (Linn.)—Frequent.
Phleum pratense (Linn.)—l!^ot nearly so common as the last species,

but may be found in many places : Ely Lodge, &c.

Sesleria ccerulea (Scop.)—On the rocky face of Shean Hill at PoUa-
phuca, lower lake.

Agrostis alba (Linn.)—Frequent.

A. vulgaris (With.)—Frequent.
Phragmites cotnmunis (Trin.)—Abundant around the lake.

Aira ccsspitosa (Linn.)—Occurs almost everywhere on the islands,

&c.

A. flexuosa (Linn.)—Frequent in suitable places.

A. prcecox (Linn.)—Not uncommon. Gubbaroe Point, Kesh, &e.

A. caryophyllea (Linn.)?—I have no entry of this species, but am
pretty certain it was observed.

Avena flavescens (Linn.)—Dry pasture near Crum Castle.

Solcus lanatus (Linn.)—Common.
Molinia ccerulea (Moench.)—Common.
Melica uniflora (Retz.)—Common in woods.

Catabrosa aquatica (Beauv.)—Frequent in boggy ground,

Glyceria fluitans (Brown)—Common.
G. plicata (Fries.)— Rare. In a ditch near Castle Hume, lower

lake.

Poa annua (Linn.)—Common.
P. pratensis (Linn.)—Frequent.
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Poa trivialis (Linn.)—Frequent.

Bri%a media (Linn.)—Occurs in most places ; Devenish, &c.

Cynosurus cristatus (Linn.)—Common.
Dadylus glomerata (Linn.)—Common everywhere.

Festuca sciuroides (Roth.)—Sandy field at Grubbaroe Point, Kesh.
F. ovina (Linn.)—Not uncommon.
F. rubra (Linn.)—Common around the shore.

F. elatior (Linn.)—Frequent near the lake.

F. pratensis (Huds.)?—IN'o specimen gathered, but probably occurs.

Bromus asper (Murr.)—Common in woods near shore.

B. mollis (Linn.)—Not uncommon. One specimen gathered comes
near B. racemosus.

Triticum repens (Linn.)—Frequent.

Lolium. perenne (Linn. )—Common generally.

L. italicum (Braun.)—Introduced in pasture, &c.

Nardus stricta (Linn.)—On the hill at Pollaphuca, &c.

FiLICES.

Pteris aquilina (Linn.)—Occurs in many places.

Lomaria spieant (Desv.)—Frequent in suitable spots.

Asplenium ruta-muraria (Linn.)—Devenish, &c.

A. trichomanes (Linn.)—Not uncommon.
\_A. adiantum-nigrum (Linn.)—I have no entry of this species, and do

not remember seeing it. It is in Mr. Stewart's list.]

Athyrium filix-foemina (Bernh.)—Common. On some of the islands

the specimens are very large.

Seolopendrium vulgare (Sm.)—Devenish, &c. Not uncommon.
Polystichum angulare (Willd.)—Devenish, &c., but not very common.
Lastrea filix-mas (Rich.)—Frequent.

L. dilatata (Desv.)—Common.
L. cemula (Baker)— Pare. • My specimens were gathered on the

hill over the lake at Pollaphuca, in August, 1881. I could not
find it in June, 1882.

Polypodium vulgare (Linn.)—Frequent.

Osmunda regalis (Linn.)— Pare. Only seen in one spot on Goat
Island, lower lake.

Ltcopodiace^.

Lycopodium selago (Linn.)—On the hill over the lake at Pollaphuca.

EaUISETACE^.

Fquisetum arvense (Linn.)—Common.
F. maximum (Linn.)—In several places about the lower lake.

F. sylvatieum (Linn.)—Frequent, but not common.
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Equisetum palustre (Linn.)— Frequent. Eemarkably large fertile

stems in some shady places, -with spreading branches.

E. limomm (Linn.)—Plentiful round the shore in most places.

Chaeace^.

Chara fragHis (Desv.), var. capiUacea (Thuil.)—By the lower lake,

three miles north of Enniskillen. Yar. delicatula was collected at

Blaney Bay. IS^amed by Mr. H. Groves.

Nitella opaca (Ag.)—Blaney Bay and Levenish Island.

NOTE ADDED IN PBESS

[October, 1883.]

The living specimens believed to be Ilieracium umhellatum have
flowered, and prove the species to have been correctly identified by
my friend Mr. A. Gr. More, to whose well-known critical eye I have

been so much indebted when naming doubtful species.
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II.

—

Recent Additions to the Fungi op Coitnties Dublin and
"Wicklow. By Geeentvood Pim, M.A., E.L.S.

[Read, May 28, 1883.]

In tlie early part of 1878, by request of the Committee appointed to

prepare the Guide to County Dublin, in connexion with the British

Association meeting of that year, I compiled a list^ of the Fungi which
had been recorded from County Dublin and County Wicklow, as it

was thought desirable to include the latter in the fauna and flora of

the district.

As I then pointed out, this catalogue was extremely imperfect,

being little more than a transcript of my own notes made within a

short time, and with almost no opportunity of check. A short list of

less than a dozen species collected in Powerscourt, which I received

from the Bev. M. J. Berkeley, was not included, but will be found
appended to this Paper.

In very many instances, the species enumerated in my own list

were identified merely from description, as Dr. Cooke's beautiful illus-

trations of the Helvellacei and Agaricini had not been published, and
time did. not permit my consulting other works than those in the JS^a-

tional Library of Ireland, which are not of very recent date in many
cases.

During the five years which have elapsed since the meeting of the

British Association, some sixty additional species have come under my
notice, although from various reasons I have been able to devote very
little time to the study of Fungi. I am quite sure there are a large

number still unrecorded.

Of these additions, I wish to draw the attention of the Academy to

a few of the more remarkable forms, several of which are, so far as I
have been able to ascertain, undescribed, at least in any work to which
I have access.

Passing by some twelve or fourteen Agarics and allied species, I
would note the occurrence of Polyporus giganteus last summer in

Powerscourt. It was an enormous specimen, growing layer above layer

in an imbricated manner, and forming a tuft nearly three feet in clia-

meter, of a light buff, flecked with chestnut colour, and very pretty.

It grew at the root of a large beech tree. In the same demesne near
the Waterfall, I collected the Beefsteak Fungus, Fistulina hepatica, on
an old oak.

^ Proceedings Royal Dublin Society, n. s., vol. i., p. 283.

E.I. A. PROC, SEK. II., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. E
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Of Auriculariacei we liave two species : one of tiiem a Cyphella.

Hr. Pliillips believes it to be new to science.

Of Grasteromycetes four are added. Of Coniomrcetes, nine

;

amongst the latter, a form of Chalara on the interior of a cocoa-nut

perhaps distinct from that figuxed by Corda—riz., C.fusidioides. Also

the curious forms Ecliinobotryum atrum and Tetraploa aristata, both
very rare in England aoid on the Continent, and now recorded for the

first time in Ireland.

To the Hyphomycetes, or moulds, fifteen species and varieties are

added, of which I claim four as new. These are AUio^pora mjiiicaya

(Pirn); Hehninthosporium gymnostachyi (Pirn); Stysa/mts stemonitis,

var. ramosa (Pim); and Ramidaria crypto&tegicB (Pim). Full descrip-

tions will be found in the appended lists. AUiospora sajmcaya is by
far the most curious form, combining, as it does, the characteristics of

three other genera, viz. xlspergillus, Haplaria, and Terticillium.

Tuler cestivum, the summer truffle, occurred abundantly at Farm-
leigh, Castleknock, where it was discovered by a French cook. It is

used there for culinary piu'poses. I am not aware of its occurring

elsewhere in Ireland, though most likely it and many other subterra-

nean fonns are overlooked through being buried.

In conclusion, I can only reiterate an oft-expressed desire that

some others would take up this work, that we might have some know-
ledge of the Fungi of other parts of Ireland, and of such gi'oups

as the Sphseriacei, Tuberacei, Hypogsei, &c., which have so far* been

entirely neglected.

Agaricus (Lepiota) acutesquamosus (AVm.), in a stove, Monkstown.

„ ,, clypeolarius (^Bull), ^Monkstown.

,,
(Tricholoma) immundus (Bk.), Powerscourt.

,, ,,
brevipes (Bull), Dargie.

,, (CKtocybe) ectypus (Fr.), Bray.

,, ,. dealbatus (P.), Powerscourt.

,,
(Collybia) butp-aceus (Bull).

,,
(CHtopilus) prunulus, var. Oreella (Scop.), Powerscourt.

,,
(llycena) polygrammus (Bull), Glasnevin.

,,
(Pholiota) auiivellus (Batsch), Trinity College Bot. Gard.

(Hebeloma) fastibilis (Fr.), Bray.

Gomphidius viscidus (Fr.), Bray.

Lactai-ius hysginus (Fr.), Ovoca.

,, subdulcis (Fr.), Dargie.

Boletus piperatus (Bull), Bray.

Polyporus perennis (Fr.), Dargie.

,,
ribis (Fr.), Monkstown.

,, giganteus (Fr.), Powerscourt.

Hydnum niveum (P.), Trinity College Botanical Gardens.

,,
plumosum (Duby), near Bray.
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Thelephora cristata (Fr.), Dargle.

Cyphella, sp. nov., Monkstown.

Tremella foliacea (P.), Sliankill.

Octaviania asterosperma (Vitt.), Monkstown.

Geaster miehelianns (Sow.), Trinity College Bot. Gard.

Hemiarcyria clavata (P.), Monkstown.

Trickia varia (P), Glasnevin.

Septoria cannoriim (n. s. Pirn), Monkstown. Pale yellow spores

;

about five-septate ; very slightly curTed ; on root of Canna indica ;

Monkstown, March, 1879.

Echinohotiyuni atrum (Ca.), cnt timber, Monkstown.

Tornla sporendonema (B. and Br.), on cheese.

Chalara cocos (Pim), doubtfully distinct from C. fusarioides (Corda).

Speira toruloides (Ca.), Monkstown.

Tetraploa aristata (B. and Br.), on Pampas grass, Monkstown.

Puccinia glechomatis (D. C), Enniskerry.

,, scorodonise (Lk.), Dargle.

Eaestelia lacerata (Tul.), Ovoca.

Epicoccum neglectum (Desm.).

,, var. papaveris (Pim), on poppy, Monkstown.

Helminthosporium simplex (Kze.), on Gladiolus.

,, echinulatum (Bk.), on Eucalyptus.

,,
gymnostachyi (Pim), irregular.—Blackish spores ; very

long sometimes ; concatenate ; sometimes with hyphae

at both ends ; endochrome divided into oblong masses,

as in H. Smithii
;
perhaps scarcely a good Helminthos-

porium; on Gymnostachyum.

Alliospora sapu9ay3e, nov. geri. et spec.—A curious black mould, hav-

ing minute spherical heads, borne on erect flocci. Head consists

of a small globose columella, surrounded by a dense stratum of

closely-packed basidial cells, from which depend slender hyphfe,

clustered with spores, and branched verticellately at the top. On
decaying sapu^aya nut, 1882.

Verticillium aspergillus, dead Polyporus, Monkstown.

Oidium chartarum (Lk.), damp wall paper (Mr. A. Balfe).

Stysanus stemonitis (Ca.), Monkstown.

,, var. ramosa (Pim), a well-marked branched form of the

species.

Dactylium roseum (Bk.), Monkstown.

,, obovatum (Bk.), Monkstown.

Botryosporium diffusum (Ca.), decaying stems ; abundant.
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Eamularia cryptostegise (Pim), on seeds of Cryptostegia.

Tuber sestivum (Yitt.), Farnileigli.

Peziza tectoria, Glasnevin.

,, calyeiilaeformis (Sclmin.), near Bray.

,, trechispora (B. and Br.), Dunran Glen.

Xylaria carpopMla (Fr.), Glendruid.

Epichloe typliina (B.), Ovoca, Dargle.

Sphseria aqnila (Fr.), Monkstown.

Capnodium footii (B. and D.), Monkstown.

The following were found by Mr. Berkeley in Powerscourt :

—

Agaricus (Lepiota) delicatus (Fr.); Agaricus calamistratus (Fr.);

Agaricus scolecinus (Pr.) ; Polyporus bibernicus (B. and Br.); TSTidu-

laria pisifomiis (Tul.) ; Merulius pallens(B.); Scbinzia alni (Wor.).

He also records Spbseria Keitii from Glasneyin.
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III.

—

0^ A Plane Representation of Certain Dynamical Problejis

IN THE THEOEr OF A RiGII) BoDT. By EoBEET S. BaLL.

[Read, AprU 9, 1883.]

In the following Paper I propose to exhibit a method of studyiug by
merely plane construction the theory of certain problems in a rigid

system which has two degrees of freedom. The problems referred to

are those in which the rigid body remains always in the vicinity of its

original position, so that the dynamical questions are merely those of

equilibrium, of impulsive forces and of small oscillations.

We must refer to the "Theory of Screws" for an outline of the

principles on which the present method is based. We there find that

when a body has freedom of the second order it is always capable of

twisting about every screw of a certain group which lie on the ruled

cubic surface called the cylindroid. Each screw has a pitch appro-

priate to its situation on the cylindi'oid, so that while the body has two
degrees of freedom, and is thus capable of attaining a position which
can be defined by two generalizecl co-ordinates, one of these co-ordi-

nates may be regarded as indicating the screw about which the body
is twisted, while the other gives the amplitude of the twist. We may
consider each screw of the system to be denoted by a point in a plane,

or we may regard a group of points in a plane which correspond respec-

tively with the group of screws on the cylindroid. As the screws on
the cylindroid are only a singly infinite series, so the points in the

plane must be only a single infinite series ; in other words, they must
lie upon a curve. As also when we proceed around the cylindroid we
return to the screw from which we started, it would seem natural that

the curve of points should be a closed curve. What is this closed curve

to be ? It will be easy to show that we can obtain many advantages
by taking this curve to be a cii'cle.

Let a and jB be two screws on the cylindroid. We select first

of all a point A quite arbitrarily which shall correspond to a.

We may for the moment regard the choice of B, the point corre-

sponding to /?, as also arbitrary. Let ^ be a third screw on the cylin-

droid, and let P be its corresponding point on the plane. There will

be a great convenience in choosing P, so that the triangle ABP shall

bear some quickly intelligible relation to the set of screws a, y8, 0.

We are here reminded of the fundamental property of the cylindroid

that three twists on any three screws will neutralize, provided that

each twist has an amplitude proportional to the sine of the angle,

between the other two screws. It is therefore natural to choose P,
so that the sides of the triangle ABP shall be respectively propor-

tional to the amplitudes of the twists about the corresponding screws.

Hence it follows that the angle which P subtends at A and B must
be equal to the angle between the two screws A and B. Now as this
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must be true for eaeli screw on the cylindroid, it is obvious that the

angle subtended by P must be constant, or, in other words, that the

locus of P is a circle. We are thus led to study the correspondence of

the screws on a cylindroid with the points on a circle.

We can exhibit this correspondence in a very dii'ect manner by the

formula given in " Screws," p. 1 5. The position of a screw is defined

by the two equations

y = X tan I,

% = {^fa. - i'/s) sin I cos I
;

while the pitch ^j of the screw is

p = ])o. cos^ / + p^ sin^ I.

In these equations ^a andji?j3 are the pitches of the two principal screws

of the cylindroid which intersect at right angles in the origin, and I is

the angle made by a variable screw with the axis of x. If we write

i?o = i (i?a + p^) ;
tn = + (i?a - Pi)

;

and if we eliminate / from the two last equations, we obtain the result

{p -Pof + s^ = m'^:

regarding p and z as current co-ordinates, this equation denotes the

circle which corresponds point to screw with the screws on the cylin-

droid. It will, I thiak, be found that the correspondence presents the

various problems which arise with a degree of elegance hardly to be

anticipated from the mode in which the circle has been determined.

Describe the circle HPQ, with ^as centre and m as radius, and the

plane representation of the cylindroid is complete.

Draw an arbitrary straight line ZM (Fig. 1), and a perpendicular,

ffiV", to this line ; the distance jS^IT is equal to po, which is the con-

stant part in the expression of the pitch of a screw on the cylindroid,

the expression of any pitch being

2h + ^}^ COS2 I.

Take a point P, corresponding to any screw on the cylindroid, and
let fall PA perpendicular on ZJlf; then PA is the pitch of the screw

corresponding to P. If Q be a second point on the circle, then QB is

the pitch corresponding to Q, while the intercept AB between the

two perpendiculars is the shortest distance between the two con'e-

sponding screws. The angle subtended by the arc PQ, at any point

of the circumference, is the angle between the two screws. It will

now be easily seen how the screws determine the cii'cle just as they

determine the cylindroid. Draw a pair of parallels whose perpen-

dicular distance AB is equal to the shortest pei-pendicular distance
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of the two screws. From A and B set off distances AP and BQ
equal to the pitches of the two screws, and having thus found P
and Q, describe a circle through those points, so that the angle sub-
tended hj PQ at the circumference shall equal the angle between the
two screws. It thus appears that P and Q in this method cannot be
chosen arbitrarily, for PQ'^ must equal the square of the shortest per-
pendicular distance between the two screws, plus the square of the
difference between their pitches.

B N

Fiff. 1.

It is now extremely easy to identify the various points on the

circle with their corresponding screws on the cylindroid. Any parallel

to iif will cut the circle in two points corresponding to two screws

of equal pitch; any perpendicular to iJf will cut the circle in points

corresponding to intersecting screws; a perpendicular to ZJ/ through

S, the centre, cuts the circle in points corresponding to the two prin-

cipal screws of the cylindroid ; a parallel to LM, through H, cuts the

circle in the points which correspond with the terminal screws of the

cylindroid, and the points in which LM cuts the circle give the screws

of zero pitch : the extremities of any diameter of the circle correspond

with a pair of screws at right angles ; and if a third screw Z be intro-

duced, then the twists or wrenches about P, Q, Z, which would neu-

tralize, are respectively proportional to the sides of the triangle PQZ.
The interpretation of reciprocal screws on the cylindroid is some-
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what remarkable when viewed in the present method. Let he the

pole of the pitch-line LM, with regard to the circle ; then the theorem

to he proved is that any chord through intersects the circle in a pair

of points which correspond with a pair of reciprocal screws on the

cylindroid. It will be nearly as easy to prove this in a more general

form, viz., that the virtual coefficient of any two screws is propor-

tional to the perpendicular OR, let fall fi'om on the chord PQ,
joining the two corresponding points.

From the figure, it is very easily seen that

OR = m cos {I - V) - O^cos {I + V)

;

whence

— OR = p cos / cos I' +PP cos m cos m';
m

but the right-hand member is the virtual coefficient of the two screws

(" Screws," p. 37), and hence the required theorem has been proved.

It is now easy to find the screw on a cylindi'oid reciprocal to a

given screw; for, join the point corresponding with the given screw

to the pole of the pitch-line, and the point where the chord cuts the

circle again is the correspondent of the required screw. If the screws

have a given virtual coefficient, then the chord joining them envelops

a circle whose centre is the pole of the pitch-line.

The graphical method of this Paper is also very convenient for the

illustration of the dynamical questions of impulsive forces and of small

oscillations. If a rigid body with two degrees of freedom be at rest,

and if it receive an impulsive wrench on any arbitrary screw, then it

is well known that without any sacrifice of generality we may replace

the given impulsive wrench by a wrench on a screw of the cylindroid

expressing the fi'eedom (" Screws," p. 59). We thus have two corre-

sponding systems of screws on the cylindroid, and the correspondence

being strictly of the one-to-one type is homographic ("Screws," p. 106).

We thus have in the present way of looking at the subject two sets of

homographic point-systems on the circle. We shall call Ri, P^, &c.,

the impulsive screws, and Qi, Q^, &c., the corresponding instantaneous

screws. The general theory of such point-systems on a circle is, of

course, well known, and it may be of interest to trace how in the pre-

sent case the homography departs from the general type.

If we join Pi, Qn, and also Po, d, the joining lines intersect on a

point coUinear with the similar intersections obtained by taking every

other two pairs of impulsive and instantaneous screws. The axis thus

obtained intersects the circle in the two double points of the homo-
graphy. The screws corresponding to these points are what we have

called the principal screws of inertia. They are, in fact, the screws, a

wrench on either of which will force the body to commence its move-
ment by twisting around the same screw. Now, although this axis

may remain arbitrary in the case of a perfectly general homography,

yet, in the special kind of homography now before us, this axis must
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fulfil one special condition—it must always pass througli 0, the pole

of the line by which the pitches are determined. This is easily shown,

for we have proved (" Screws," p. 48), that if Pj and Q3 be reciprocal,

then Pi and Qi_ must also be reciprocal. ISTow Pi may be chosen arbi-

trarily, and so can Q^, and, if reciprocal, the chord must pass through

; therefore P^, Qi must pass through 0, or must be a point on the

axis of homography. The fact that the axis must pass through in-

volves as a consequence the theorem otherwise well known, that the

principal screws of inertia on the cylindroid are reciprocal. It is thus

interesting to note how the dynamical conception of conjugate screws

of inertia is illustrated by an elegant geometrical theory.

"We can still further simplify the subject geometrically by the pro-

perty of the conjugate screws of inertia. Let A and £ be two fixed

points on a circle, and P and Q be two variable points ; then if a and /S

be both constants, and if the condition

a sin PPA . sin QPA + j3 sin PAP . sin QAP =

be fulfilled, then it is easy to show that the chord PQ must pass

through a fixed point ; but the condition that P and Q shall corre-

spond with a pair of conjugate screws is of this type (" Screws," p. 48),

and hence we have the interesting result that all the chords joining a

pair of conjugate screws of inertia, P and Q, must intersect in. the

same point 0'.

By the help of this theorem we are now enabled to construct the

pairs of impulsive and instantaneous screws with the greatest facility.

Fi£

Let P (Fig. 2) be an instantaneous screw ; then if we draw the chord
PO' it will intersect the circle again, at >S'; and then the chord SO

U. I. A. PliOC, SEE, II., VOL IV.—SCIENCE.
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must cut the circle in Q, -which coiTespouds with the requii'ed impul-

sive screw. We may state the matter also in a somewhat different

manner. Let S be the vertex of a variable triangle inscribed in the
circle whose two sides SF and SQ pass through two fixed points,

and 0', then the extremities of the base of this triangle trace out

the required homographic systems. One extremity corresponds to the

given instantaneous screw ; the other is the impulsive screw. The
relation is not usually an interchangeable one. If Q be the impulsive

screw corresponding to P as an instantaneous screw, then to find the

instantaneous screw corresponding to P as an impulsive screw, we
must draw PO and PlO', thus determining T, which corresponds to

the required instantaneous screw. The line 00' of course inter-

sects the circle in points which correspond to the principal screws

of inertia.

It is, however, to be noticed, that if in one case the relation of the

screws as instantaneous and impulsive be interchangeable, then it must
be interchangeable in every case. In these circumstances, any chord

through the pole of the homographic axis intersects the circle in a pair

of points so related.

A somewhat paradoxical case may be glanced at. The polar of 0'

cuts the circle in two points, and if either of these points be regarded

as coiTesponding to an instantaneous screw, then the impulsive wrench
will, fi'om the foregoing construction, lie on a reciprocal screw ; but fi'om

the nature of the reciprocal screws it would seem impossible that an
impulsive screw and an instantaneous screw could be so related. The
paradox is explained by the fact that the instantaneous screw is here

imaginary, and possesses the curious property, that even with an unit

of twist velocity the kinetic energy is zero. Under these circum-

stances, the only way of preventing a finite impulsive wrench from
generating an infinite twist velocity is to have the screws reciprocal.

As the pitch of a screw can be expressed in the fonn^iai^ +p-20-^,

and as the kinetic energy for unit twist velocity has the form %iia-^

+ u^aJ-, it follows that the law which exhibits the pitch distribution

must have a parallel in the law which shows the distribution of kinetic

energy. We thus have the result, that a perpendicular fi'om any point

of the circle on the polar of 0' is proportional to the kinetic energy due
to a unit twist velocity about the corresponding screw.

In the case of small oscillations with forces having a potential, we
find a third point, 0", any chord thi'ough which intersects the circle in

points conjugate with regard to the potential. The chord O'O" inter-

sects the circle in the two points corresponding with the two harmonic

screws.
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ADDENDUM [5^ June, 1883.]

[Read, 25th June, 1883.]

I HAVE for some time been seeking to obtain a clear geometrical con-

ception of tbe intensity of the impulsive wrench which is capable of

giving the unit of twist velocity on the instantaneous screw. I desired

to connect this with the geometrical illustration which forms the basis

of the present Paper. It was only within the last few days that I

noticed the solution of the problem, which it is the object of this note

to communicate.

Fis. 3.

Let P, Q, R, S be points on the circle corresponding to four im-
pulsive screws, and let P', Q', R', S' be the four corresponding instan-

taneous screws deduced by the construction already given. Let f^, q,

r, s denote the intensities of the impulsive wrenches on P, Q, R, 8,

which will give the units of twist velocity on P', Q', R, S'. Suppos-
ing that impulsive wrenches on P, Q, R neutralize, then the corre-

sponding twist velocities generated on P', Q', R must neutralize also.

In the former case, the intensities must be proportional to the sides of
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the triangle PQR ; in the latter, the twist velocities must be pro-

portional to the sides of the triangle P'Q'R'. If, therefore, <? be a

constant, we have
rP'Q' = dPQ,

qP'P' = dPP,

pQ'P' = dQP.

We have similarly the three other groups of equations

rQ'S' = aQS, qP'S' = cPS, rP'S' = IPS,

qR'S' = aRS, pQ'S' = cQS, pR'S' = bRS,

sR' Q' ^aRQ. s QP' = c QP. sRP' = bRP.

"Whence we easily deduce

ap = bq = er = ds = hpqrs

;

whence J3"is a new constant. We hence obtain from the first equa-

tion

P'Q' = hPQpq.

As this is absolutely independent of R and S, it follows that h must
be independent of the special points chosen, and that consequently for

any two points on the circle P and Q, with their corresponding points

P' and Q', we must have
PQ'

In the limit we allow P and Q to coalesce, in which case, of course,

P' and Q' coalesce, and ^j and q become coincident ; but obviously wo
have then

PQ : ML : : PX : LX,

P'Q' : ML :: PY: LY;
whence

1

P'Q' PY LX
PQ " PX~ LY'

and as
PY-Jc^^^^ and PXoc

we have finally

LX
LY'
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The result is, therefore, one of very great simplicity, and the

geometrical solution of the problem is now quite complete. Being-

given the impulsive screw corresponding to P, we find P' by draw-
ing PXL and L YP' : then to produce an unit twist velocity on P',

the intensity of the impulsive wrench must be proportional to LX
=7 LY. More simply still, by a proper choice of units, LX will be

the intensity of the impulsive wrench, and LY the acquired twist

velocity.

It can also be shown that the chord joining A and P' is divided by
the homographic axis at Z, so that the ratio of PZ to PX! varies pro-

portionally with the square of the twist velocity about P' produced by
the unit of impulse on P.

The line PP' envelops a conic, and the point of contact divides

PP' into two segments, whose ratio is proportional to the square of

the twist velocity acquired by an impulsive wrench of unit intensity.
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IV. CONSIDEEATIOISJ' OP THE StETJCTUEAL AND AcatTISITIOlfAL ELEMENTS
IN DEXTEiL PeE-EMINENCE, WITH CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE AmbIDEX-
TEEiTT OF Peiheval Man. By Geoege Sigeeson, M. D., Ch. M.

[Eead, June 25, 1883.]

The subject of the preferential employment of the right hand, with
incidental reference to dextral predominance generally, is one which
has attracted some attention and given rise to different opinions. It

is a question obviously surrounded by difficulties, and therefore that

there have been conflicting speculations is not a matter of surprise.

If I venture to deal with it now, it is because a certain number of

facts have come under my observation which, by permitting the adop-

tion of a method of exploration that is new as regards this subject,

though it has rendered good service in others, are calculated to secure

some addition to the domain of exact knowledge.

I. From the most ancient times, of which record remains to us, it

would appear that special attention was given to the right— at least,

in certain races. The Book of the Laiv of Menu, which has been
referred to the thirteenth century^ before the Christian era, is precise

upon this point. The distinction is not made on account of the crea-

tion of mortals being assigned to either lateral portion of the Self-

Existent Being. Still, in the religious ceremonies, the worshipper

should walk around the sacred fire from left to right, and use the

right hand in pouring the water.^ Again, when passing by, a Brah-
man should always keep his right to a mound of earth, a cow, an idol,

a Brahman, a vase of clarified butter or of honey, a place where four

roads meet, and well-known great trees. ^ In the Bible there are

several passages indicating that the right was associated with excep-

tional honour : the most prominent, though not the most ancient, being

found in the Psalm commencing, "Dixit Dominus Domino meo: sede

a dextris meis."^ Evidence exists, and has already been noted, that

amongst the Greeks and Romans (as amongst the Prench), the left was
associated with awkwardness and untowardness. Dr. HoUis has re-

marked that on most ancient stone monuments and rock sculptures at

Gizeh, Angkor, and Mundore, as well as in the Assyrian bas-reliefs,

the right hand subserves the pui'poses of supplication or war.^ An

1 M. Chezy, Journal des Savants, 1831, cited and endorsed by M. Loiseleur

Deslongcliamps.
- B. iii. 214. V. q. Sir Samuel Ferguson's article on the ancient Irish Cere-

monial of Deisiul.—Proc. R.I.A.
3 B. iv. 39.

* V. q. Gen. xlviii. 14-19 ; Judges iii. 15, 21.

^ Journal of Anatomy and Fhysiologij, vol. ix., p. 263.
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examination of the casts contained in our National Gallery shows
that, in peace, the left hand carries, whilst the right is extended;

in war scenes, the left grasps the bow, whilst the right draws the

cord.

If a law existed so absolute and -universal as would appear from
these indications, it would be almost impossible to resist the idea that

it was the inevitable expression of structural peculiarities, and that

nothing more remained to be said. But this is not the case. In the

same Sanskrit work to which I have referred, it is shown that ablu-

tion might be made with the pure part of the hand, consecrated to the

Yeda (at the root of the thumb), or to the Creator (at the root of the

little finger), or to the gods (the tips of the fingers) ; but never with
that part named from the Pitris, or Manes, which is between the

thumb and the index.'' Hence there were auspicious and inauspicious

parts in the same hand. Again, a Dwidja, or Eegenerate, invested

with the sacred cord, receives one name, Upaviti, when his right

hand is raised (and the sacred cord or his garment is attached to the

left shoulder, and passes under the right) ; he is given another appel-

lation, Pratchinaviti, when his left hand is raised (and the cord, fixed

on the right shoulder, passes under the left) ; he obtains a third,

!Niviti, when the cord is attached to his neck.'' These are evidently

grades of honour, and here the left seems dignified above the right.

The Greeks, again, had two words for left—one, crKaios, radically

evi] -meaning ; but the other, dpicrrepos, appears to have a not un-
favourable origin, since apicrreta meant valour. Sinister, in Latin,

has bequeathed its bad repute, yet it was sometimes used in an auspi-

cious sense: " Xiqiitdo exeoforas, Ausptcto, avi sinistra.^ But l<^vus

appears with better associations {Icevo, I polish, smoothen), and not
unfrequently signifies favourable, e. g. :

" iSi que?n JVumina Iceva

sinunt auditque vocatus A^jollo " (Virgil). It has been stated that this

auspicious signification arose from the fact that in augury the augurs
stood facing the south, and the left, being towards the rising sun, was
consequently favourable. But this does not lessen the value of the

fact. In the ancient Irish—which peculiarly deserves citation since it

escaped the Latin influence—the word -oeAf, signifying the right,

means also the south, and beautiful ; behind and west are synonyms
;

cuAi-o means the north, and cuac the left ; whilst ciauati and ciocog

mean the left hand, but not the north. ciocac, left-handed, is

sometimes interpreted as awkward. But, again, ciacac signifies

graceful, and the designation of a distinguished chief, " Coll-

kitto,"^ was no imputation of awkwardness. A left-handed blow

6 B. ii. 58, 59. ^ B. ii. 63. a Plaut. 1:2nd. ii. 2, 1.

^ Cf. Cassius ScEeva, Mucins Scajvola. The Eev. Dr. Haughton has called

my attention to the left-handed slingers of the tribe of Benjamin. In Judges xx.

15, 16, some statistics are given, for it stated that of the 26,700 Benjamite
swordsmen, there were 700 chosen men left-handed, every one of whom could

sling stones at a hair and not miss. Again, Judges iii. 15, et seq., Elud, the Ben-
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has an established reputation for effectiveness. Again, in the statue

of the Strigil-bearer, the left hand is shown in action.

Finally, Dr. Erlenmeyer, whilst noting that most of the Aryans
write from left to right, and that most of the Semitic peoples write

from right to left, maintains that the writers of the Old Testament,
and probably the early Talmudists, so wrote because they used
their left hands. To write with the other was a difficulty ; and he
points out that it is on this account that the Talmud orders that cer-

tain special prayers are to be written with the right hand. This
argument is certainly as valid as the converse contention which,
remarking the existence of a specific term for left-handedness in a

language, would infer the right-handedness of the race which used

that speech. Dr. Erlenmeyer quotes passages from the text of the Old
Testament emphasising, as he considers, the left-handedness of the

Hebrew race. The argument for the existence of a left-handed people

is, moreover, confirmed by the record of actual observation, inasmuch
as in the account of Yasco di Gama's voyage to Calicut it is stated that

the inhabitants of Melinda—"a polished and flourishing people"

—

were all left-handed. ^° Erom what precedes, we may, I think, legiti-

mately conclude that it is, at least, highly improbable that the pre-

ferential use of the right hand, now prevalent, depends upon the

imperative dictates of the anatomical structure of the human organism.

Under that theory, left-handedness would be a "monstrosity," and
come within the domain of teratology, which seems to have been the

view of Dr. Ogle, who stated that it resembled many physical malfor-

mations in being hereditary, and attaching rather to the male than to

the female sex.^^ This remark can scarcely be entitled an argument,

for heredity is no special appanage of malformations, and whatever
latent transmitted tendency may exist will be more developed in the

members of that sex to which it is more taught, or which more
requires it. Hence, if not bound by an absolute rule of structure,

we are free to regard left-handedness, when it does occur, as a rever-

sion to an earlier normal type, if it should so please us ; or to derive

it, with right-handedness, from a common ambidextrous ancestry, as I

maintain.

jamite, a Deliverer, is noted as left-handed. He girded Hs dagger on his right

thigh. As his peculiarity put Eglon, King of Moab, off his guard, it may be in-

ferred that the Moabites were right-handed, in this particular. Professor W. M.
Hennessy finds, in the ancient Irish tract of the Battle of Ross-na-Righ, a cham-
pion represented as doing fearful havoc on foes by a "left-handed mill-grind"
with his sword. In the Indian collection, Belgaum, South Kensington Museum,
are shown two women grinding at a mill—a quern ; the woman who turns th,e

upper stone, by means of a short upright staff, grasps this staff in her left hand.
^0 Home Tooke: Diversions of Furley, 1805, vol. ii. 10. The existence of left-

handed tribes in India is recorded. [For a summary of Dr. Erlenmeyer's observa-

tions, see British Medical Journal, June, 1883.]
11 Proceedings of Eoyal Medical and Chirurgical Society, London

—

Lancet,

July 8, 1871.
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II. The arguments from structure require particular attention.

In 1810 it was first laid clown, so far as I have ascertained, that the
preferential use of the right hand is due to a natural peculiarity in

the form of the right subclavian and carotid arteries, and that a simi-

lar preference is traceable in some dogs and horses as regards the fore

extremity. ^^ This statement was omitted from subsequent editions of

the Encyclofcedia. In 1871 Dr. Ogle gave a development of this

theory. Maintaining that the left hemisphere of the brain is pre-

eminently more complex in right-handed people; and conversely,

that the right hemisphere predominates in left-handed persons, he
argued that the cause of the greater development, as a rule, of the
left hemisphere probably depends on its receiving a freer supply of

blood than the right. He observes that the left arteries of the neck
are, as a rule, slightly larger than the right, and that (independently

of the size of the vessels) the stream of blood is less hindered on the
left side than on the right. Man, he added, is not the only animal
with a tendency to use one side preferentially, as monkeys and parrots

also exhibit it. This structural explanation Dr. Ogle regarded as

corroborated by the peculiarities of the cerebral blood supply in such
animals. ^^

JSTow, the anastomoses of the vertebrals and carotids at the base of

the brain must mitigate, if not eliminate, any lateral inequality ; but
that inequality, if it exist, has appeared to some anatomists to favour

the right side, not the left. Thus, Mr. Erasmus Wilson, describing

the common carotids, says—" It follows, therefore, that the right

carotid is shorter than the left ; it is also more anterior, and, in con-

sequence of proceeding from a branch instead of from the main trunk,

it is larger than its fellow." Under such circumstances, the right

hemisphere should have the better blood supply. It is to be remarked
that no notice is taken of the compensatory action of the vertebrals,

any more than of the interposition of the Circle of "Willis.

The second branch of the argument deserves peculiar attention.

It is asserted that the preferential use of the right extremity depends
upon the mode of origin of the brachial and cephalic arteries. In
man (usually) there is a right brachio-cephalic trunk which bifurcates

into the right common carotid and right brachial, or sub-clavian ; on
the left, the common carotid comes off direct from the arch of the

aorta, so likewise does the left brachial. Now, if we admit that, on
account of this arrangement, the left side of the head receives a freer

and fuller supply of blood than the right side, we must logically go
further, and assert that not only does the right side of the head receive

a less free and full supply of blood than the left, but also (be it noted)

we must maintain that a freer and fuller supply of blood goes to the

^^ Encyclopcedia Britannica, 1810: Art.—Comparative Anatomy—cited by Mr.
Pearson, of Emmanuel College

—

Lancet, November 27, 1875.
'3 Lancet, July 8, 1871.

R. I.A. PROC, SEE. II., VOL. IV.— SCIENCE. G
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left arm than what proceeds to the right. If, therefore, the size and
activity of an organ depend, as asserted with respect to the hemi-

spheres, on its blood supply, it would follow from the structure-

argument that in right-handed people the left hand is, per se, the

stronger and more active !

It might possibly, but improbably, be argued that the influence of

the left hemisphere counteracts this left lateral strength. But if the

hemispheres are removed dogs can yet walk, and birds fly, and fi'ogs

swim, on being stirred by external stimulus, whence it is inferred that,

though the seat of the volition be in the hemispheres, these do not

impart the power of motion. The cerebrum being concerned with
Tolition, a greater size and complexity of one of its hemispheres may
certainly indicate greater volitional activity there ; but we should look

further down, to the brachial centres, in order to discover if there be

inequality here discernible. That these are correlated with use of the

fore-extremities is declared by the extraordinary size of the myelo-

brachial enlargement in birds, which depend on their fore-arms to

raise and carry the entire burthen of their bodies, in birds, which
walk, the pelvic enlargement is the greater of the two. It is true that

the corpus striatum is. unusually large in birds, forming the greater

bulk of the hemisphei'e ; and being, according to one theory, the motor
terminal, it might have attracted notice in this discussion. But there

is no allegation that the corpora striata are of unequal sizes in the

human subject, nor has histological research taken pai'ticular notice

of inequality in the cornua of the cervical enlargement, which might,

however, reasonably be expected. Use might result in augmentation,

but that use would not, in the spinal cord, be the consequence of un-

equal blood-supply, but the effect of volition, habit, and heredity.

There is, besides, another and more emphatic way of meeting
all possible and impossible objections in reference to this question,

which I will now state :—If right-handedness in man be due to the

fact that one hemisphere of his brain is better supplied with blood

than the other—if it be due, in any way whatever, to the mode in

which the brachial and cephalic arteries come off from the aorta, then
this conclusion is imperative : in every other animal, if any other there

be, in which a similar vascular arrangement is found, there must be
a similar exhibition of dextral predominance, or right-handedness. If

not, then dextral predominance does not depend on vascular arrange-

ment. ]N"ow, what are the animals which come into the same group with
man , when classed by the standard of arterial identity in this region ?

They are : Monotremata (Oruithorynchus), many Marsupials (Phas-

colomys, Wombat), the Edentata (Bradypus, Dasypus), Hyperoodon,
and Whales, Beavers, Eats, most claviculate Rodents, Seals, Prosimians

(Tarsius), and the Chimpanzee.^*, ^^ To these must be added the

1* Owen: Comp. Anat. and Fhys. of Vertebrates, vol. iii. p. 535.
1^ Gegenbaur : Comp. Anat. § 244.
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Sirenia, where there is merely a wider space between the roots of the
off-coming arteries, the arrangement of which remains essentially the
same. JS'oW; who will contend that these animals exhibit dextral

predominance ? Did it exist, it could not have escaped notice, more
especially in the yast aquatic mammals, where, if anywhere, it should
show itself on a large scale, where lob-sidedness would be so obvious

to the observer, and so inconvenient to the sea-swimming creature.^"

Take the question in another way, and test it by the structure of

the animals in which authors assert dextral predominance to have been
observed. Aristotle, and subsequently Pliny, assigned it to the lion

and camel ; the writer in the Encyclopasdia to some dogs and horses

;

Dr. Ogle to monkeys and parrots. jN^ow, in the lion both right and
left common carotids come off equally fi-om a common brachio-cephalic

trunk, and therefore are beyond impeachment. Essentially similar is the

disposition of the arteries in the horse. With respect to the monkeys,
a few words of explanation are required. In the Chimpanzee the vas-

cular arrangement has been noted as similar to that in man ; but when
monkeys are mentioned it is not this rather rare animal which is meant,

but others of the group—those of the genus Inuus, including the

Macaques, which are more commonly seen, and in which right and left

carotids arise from a common brachio-cephalic trunk. Hence, if the

statements made as regards the presence of dextral predominance in

these animals be correct, this very remarkable conclusion is educed,

namely : that dextral predominance exists in them, not on account of

structure, but in spite of structure. The disposition of the arteries

is such as to secure a fair and equal division of the blood-supply to

the head, and yet they are represented as right-handed—if so, this

must be by acquisition merely. But it is quite possible that the

alleged facts were insufficiently, and therefore inaccurately, observed.

Contradictions have been oifered as regards both dogs and monkeys,
and with these contradictions my own investigations coincide.^'' In
every case it would require the most scrupulous vigilance to eliminate

from such a test the iniluence which right-handed men may have had
upon animals apt to imitate, and probably taught (more or less con-

sciously) by their human attendant or proprietor.

The introduction of birds, as affording (in the parrot) an illustration

of dextral pre-eminence, owing to stnicture, would have been avoided

by a little reflection. The parrot has been the subject of training, and

is very imitative : it uses not only both feet, but also the beak as a third

1^ The Rev. Dr. Haughton has noted the case of unequal lateral development

in a seal in the Dublin Zoological Gardens, in consequence of which it s\ram in a

circle.
^'' The Sphinx baboon in the London Zoological has been seen to fling pro-

jectiles with both hands. The Aye-aye, according to Mr. Bartlett, used only the

left hand in feeding (Duncan—"Apes and Monkeys"

—

CasseWs Natural, History,

vol. i.) : yet, in this animal, both carotids arise from a common branch of the

brachio-cephalic.
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organ of prehension. The fact that its right fore-arm ought to be
stronger than its left, on the hypothesis given, is ignored ; and it would
be plainly antagonistic to the right conditions of flight, if one wing were
weaker than the other. Indeed nothing, perhaps, more clearly shows the
fallacy of the arguments in question than the fact that, whilst in birds

we find a series of grades intermediate between two carotids and one
sub-vertebral carotid—beginning with the median course of the right

common carotid (in parrots) proceeding to fusion in a common trunk,

and atrophy and disappearance of the right carotid beyond the point of

fusion^^—there should yet be that constant and perfect equi-potence of

the fore-arms which is an essential condition to perfect flying. In
the Dabchick the left carotid is the larger; in the Emeu the right; in

the Apterix the left alone is found ; in the Flamingo the right is

single'^—yet no con^esponding differences have been recorded in the

form and functions of the right and left limbs, anterior or posterior.

The argument from birds thus fails of its purpose, and only survives to

demonstrate that great vascular divergences may exist without being

peripherically expressed by lateral differences.

III. Granting that a large amount of dextral predominance in man
at present exists, it is doubtful whether it exists so universally and so

completely as is assumed. Here I make elimination of persons distinctly

recognised as left-handed, and speak only of the general mass designated

right-handed people. Sir Charles BeU, Dr.W. Ogle, and others, maintain

that the predominance extends to the right foot, which, according to

Sir Charles Bell is first advanced in walking, and has a firmer tread :

he adds, " the horseman puts his left foot into the stirrup, and springs

from his right foot." Kow, there is here a patent contradiction : for if

in mounting, a man puts the left forward in order to spring from the

right, then in walking he puts the right forward in order to spring

from the left. But Bell, who accounts for his supposed fact, by the

assumption that it was so ordained in order that there should be no
hesitation as to which foot should be put forward, can never have

witnessed recruits being put through the first rudiments of military

di'ill. Untrained men show considerable diversity, and it is not with-

out teaching that the proper foot is advanced, which here, as in danc-

ing, happens to be the left. The left leg also is frequently shown ad-

vanced, in ancient art, e.g. in the Assyrian bas-reliefs. Those who are

acquainted with the habits of spade husbandly are aware that most

labourers employ the left foot in pressing the spade into the ground,

which proves that it has a tread sufiiciently firm for the purpose. If

the opera-dancer, as Sir Charles Bell observes, pei-forms "the most

difficult feats by the right foot," the organ-player, on the contrary,

gives the more difficult duty to the left foot. In proceeding to mount
a horse, we advance to his left side, take the reins in the left hand,

IS Gegenbaiir: I. c. § 244. is Owens, vol. ii., § 154.
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place the left hand on the animal's neck, and the left foot in the

stirrup. If the converse were the case, such facts would he imme-
diately cited as illustrations of dextral predominance, and it would
be shown that the right extremities had (as the left really have) to

sustain and guide the ascending body, thi'ough different planes of

motion. The right leg simply assists, though it largely assists, espe-

cially as it gives the initial propulsion.

When we consider, as in works of ancient or modern art, the posi-

tion of a warrior on horseback, with weapon in his right hand, one is

inclined at once to accept him as furnishing a marked instance of

dextral predominance. So, likewise, a pacific rider, where the whip
replaces the sword or spear. My mind was cleared to the true facts

very simply: testing, with a dynamometer, the comparative strength of

both hands in the case of a young gentleman, I found that his left was
somewhat the stronger ; and I asked him if he were not left-handed.

He replied that such was not the case at all, but that he was very fond

of hunting, which probably had strengthened the left hand. It imme-
diately became obvious that, in riding, the left is the preferential

hand ; it is in constant action holding the reins, guiding, sustaining,

or checking the horse. The right hand has usually but little to do,

and nothing requiring skill, in peace. In war scenes, the presence of

a weapon in the right hand diverts attention from the fact that the

rider's life depends also upon the vigilance and alertness of his left

hand—a fact recognised by the foe, who attempts to cut the reins.

The ship is then rudderless, though its guns be still firing. ~°

Take, in this connexion, the case of a man who discharges a

musket. The right keeps the butt to the shoulder, and draws the

trigger ; but certainly the duty performed by the left of maintaining
the barrel steady and exact to aim, where the greatest precision is

required, is not the less important. If it be asserted that the position

of the gun is due to the predominance of the right eye, the nerve of

which comes from the left hemisphere, that is counterpoised by the

superior power of closing the left eye. The argument holds good, like-

wise, where the weapons were longbows or crossbows. Dr. Pye Smith
has thrown out the speculation that people are right-handed because
of the " survival of the fittest" : those who presented the left or

heart side to the foe being extirpated. But the conditions of such an
intense struggle for life, requiring a dense, quarrelsome population,

within a very limited area, cannot have existed at an early period of the

earth's history. Besides, one-half of the population must have escaped

^0 It is perhaps this predominance of the left hand, in riding and driving, which
gave rise to the Eule of the Eoad, as quoted by Home Tooke :

—

" The Eule of the Eoad is a paradox quite :

In driving your carriage along,

If you go left, you are sure to go right
;

If you go right, you go wrong."
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that law, unless it be asserted that the women took equal part in

every fray. Again, the proportion of heart-wounds needed would, of

itself, put the proposition out of court. The early peoples flung rude
missiles, with no very exact aim, or fought with their fists. I^ow, it

is a remarkable fact that masters "of the noble art of self-defence "

train their pugilistic pupils to advance the left side, the left foot, and
the left hand, and that with this hand they are trained to strike

;

whilst they parry with the right hand, and rise on the right foot.

There is thus a division of labour apportioned between the hands in

the instances given ; and the left has, in such cases, no inferior part,

even in so-called "right-handed" persons. In stringed instruments,

such as the violin, the instrument is placed on the left shoulder (not

the right, as in the case of a gun), and the left arm is extended. The
action of the right is so ostentatious that the performance would be

classed under the head of dextral predominance, whereas the fingering

done by the left has no secondary importance. A "right-handed"
violinist would find it more difiicult to train his right to fingering

than his left to bowing. Such facts indicate an amount of precision,

alertness, activity and delicacy in the left, rendering it an agent of

great trustworthiness, whose services have been unfairly ignored.

Even in that familiar art, where right-handedness is seemingly most
manifest—namely, the manipulation of feeding-implements—the knife- '

hand simply cuts the food ; whilst to the fork-hand is entrusted, not

merely the task of holding the piece, but the duty of conveying it to

the mouth. The Eomans and Greeks, who reclined on couches at

meals, must have been accustomed to use the uppermost, and therefore

either hand, according to their position at the table. In primitive

feeding-methods both hands are generally used, just as is the case

commonly with animals which have prehensile fore-extremities. In a

primitive art, such as knitting, the fingers of each hand are almost

equally employed ; in spinning, the left-hand, as it draws the flax

from the "rock," had probably the superior function. In primitive

occupations, such as threshing corn and breaking flax, the hands are

alternately advanced. There is no art in which the right hand pos-

sesses so exclusive a domain at present as that of writing, yet there

are sufficient indications that this was not so from the beginning.

The cursive character has been shaped by and adapted to the right

hand with us ; but in ancient times (as in other countries) the

characters were such as that they might have been more readily

formed, and the implement more readily used, by either. The Greek
and Latia terms for writing mean scoring or furrowing ; and in that

particular method which took its name from the turning of the

ploughing ox, we are, I think, bound to believe that the right and
left hands were used alternately in writing. All these things tend

to prove that primeval man was ambidextrous ; that in the lapse

of years the operation of the principle of the division of labour ren-

dered each hand specially apt for certain purposes. In most cases the

more laborious duties, requiring greater strength, fell to the share of
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the right hand, which, hy constant practice, became the stronger. A
tendency to develop in this direction was transmitted by inheritance.

This opinion is opposed to the view of Sir Charles Bell, who,
straining the doctrine of design, considered that dextral preference

was a "natural endowment," a "natural provision bestowed for a

very obvious purpovse"—namely, that "there should be no hesitation

as to which hand is to be used or which foot ought to be put forward."

Not, evidently, having given this subject a sufficient share of that keen
observation which characterised his great intellect, he fell into some
errors, as I have already shown : such of his reasons as remain to be
met will give little difficulty. He argues that, " Everything being

adapted (to the right hand) in the conveniences of life—as, for exam-
ple, the direction of 1;he worm of the screw, or of the cutting end of

the augur—is not arbitrary, but relates to a natural endowment of the

body." Granting that it is not arbitrary, I deny that it is universal.

Anyone who possesses a Geneva watch is aware that it is necessary

to wind it, not from left to right, as home-made watches are wound,
but fi'om right to left. During a sojourn in Paris one may experience

vexation on account of this diversity in the theory and practice of

screws ; for, in. winding a home-made watch with a Prench watch-key,

the key (not being riveted) will unscrew itself, and come asunder in

two pieces. Sir Charles Bell's reason would hold that the "natural

endowment" of a right-handed Frenchman's body is the opposite of

our own. But he advances another and a still more curious argu-

ment, when he says :
" He who is left-handed is most sensible to the

advantages of this adaptation from the opening of the parlour-door

to the opening of a pen-knife." Plainly, Sir Charles Bell must have
overlooked the fundamental law that a door-way is for exit as well

as for entrance. If you come in through a portal, the door of which
is " adapted" to the right hand, on going out again, the door will be

found on the left—or "adapted" to the left hand. Of this theory

one may say, Solvitur amhulando.

IV. Proceeding for the moment on the hypothesis that primeval

man was ambidextrous, it remains to be considered in what way or

ways dextral specialisation became a fact. Do we owe what we
possess of it to inheritance wholly ? Is it entirely the result of in-

dividual acquisition during early life ? Or do we both inherit fi'om

ancestral acquisitions and personally acquire ? We may reject the first

supposition and the second. The first cannot be true, because it is

unquestionable that, by special use and action, a member becomes
more apt and strong within certain limits, and that this obtains as

regards the right hand. Neither can the second be correct, for it

ignores and excludes the principle of heredity, which is now well

established. "We, therefore, must admit an inherited tendency to

specialise the right arm for acts requiring strength, whilst we must
also insist on the existence of personal acquisition. Of this personal

acquisition an infinitesimal portion may accrete to the human stock,
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but the overwhelmiiig mass of it perishes with the individual. Other-

wise, long before this stage of the world's history, the disparity be-

tween the right and the left arms in a race of mechanics, such as

smiths, would have become as great as the difference between the hind
and the fore-legs of a kangaroo. This would be manifest in babies. But
every baby is ambidextrous, in this point resembling the aju.<^t8eftos

heroes of Homer, and reviving thus the characteristics of the primal

people in the world's youth. The trouble which arises to parents

who insist on teaching children, at table, to hold the knife in the

right hand, ^^ is proof that no overmastering effort is produced by here-

dity. The child has no marked preference until taught ; but it must
be remembered that such teaching may come by the influence of

example and the faculty of imitation, as well as in obedience to dic-

tates. There is on record the case of a child, the offspring of a family

all of whose members were right-handed for remembered generations,

becoming left-handed when under the care of a left-handed nurse, and
hen, when brought home, becoming right-handed.

We are bound, I believe, to accept the fact of an inherited tendency,

but not to allow it undue influence. Is there any means or method of

proving, demonstratively, the fulness of personal acquisition ? The
problem is, on the face of it, one of difiiculty, because it would seem
to involve the necessity of taking young children, and rearing them
apart from all influence which might come to them from the words,

example, arts or implements of the race. The details recorded of the

peculiarities of so-called "wild men" are not sufficient for this ob-

ject.

There is a method, however, which reaches to the end we desire

to attain. Dr. Carpenter, in his characteristically able work on
"Mental Physiology," called attention to the effect of fatigue and
impaired nutrition in weakening memory by reducing the physical

condition of the brain. An interesting illustration is given from the

experience of Sir Henry Holland : "I descended, on the same day,

two very deep mines in the Hartz mountains, remaining some hours

underground in each," he writes. " While in the second mine, and
exhausted both from fatigue and inanition, I felt the utter impossibi-

lity of talking longer with the German inspector who accompanied me.

Every German word or phrase deserted my recollection ; and it was not

until I had taken food and wine, and been some time at rest, that I

regained them again."'* Now, we have here, from our view-point, an
example and proof, showing that an acquired possession can be, and
is, lost by exhaustion and impaired nutrition. To be more precise, it

may be possible to say, that the more recent and extra-ordinary acquisi-

tion appears to go first. This is illustratedby the case ofmany Continental

emigrants in America who, when near death, lose their acquired Eng-
lish, and speak in their original tongues ; and more minutely in the

21 V. q. Franklin : A Petition of the Left Hand, p. 494. Philadelphia.
22 Holland, p. 160, in Carpenter : Mental Physiology, p. 441, 1875.
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case of an Italian gentleman, sick of yellow fever, who, at the begin-

ing of his illness, spoke English, in the middle of it French, and on
the day of his death Italian only. The languages fell away from him
apparently in the inverse order of their acquisition. The latest gained
was earliest lost. Instances of acquired accomplishments disappear-

ing, after illness, might be multiplied.

!Now, to apply this pathological method. It has been my habit for

several years to test, with a hand-dynamometer, the grasp-strength of

patients when first seen, and at intervals afterwards. Originally, this,

system was adopted from the example of my late friend and instructor,

Dr. Ducheme (de Boulogne) in cases of paralysis ; but I generalised

the practice, and have, of course, excluded all cases from consideration

here, where loss of power might be due to any paralytic affection.

The patients in question, male and female, suffered from different

degrees of debility, arising from nervous depression, exhaustion, blood-

impoverishment, &c., general or sometimes special causes affecting the

constitution generally.

Having noted down the figures indicating the relative grasp-powers,

dynamometrically tested, of right and left hands, it was obvious that

the right arm reduced more in strength than the left. As cases accu-

mulated, it became manifest that for a considerable series the rule is

general, and may be established as a pathological law, of some interest

and value. From thus simply testing the patient's power, it is possi-

ble to determine the existence of a discernible physical basis to his

complaint ; for it is plain that distinctions can be made—(«) where the

grasp-power remains normal ; (h) where it is somewhat reduced, and
(c) where it is markedly diminished.

Cases where there has been considerable diminution may be sepa-

rated into three groups or classes. In the first, or least-marked group,

I place those in which the right hand still retains a strength superior

to the left. On first testing, and if but once tested, it would be

sometimes impossible to say if the patient were in truth physically

depressed, though the lowness of the strength-standard would indi-

cate this unmistakably in certain cases. The subsequent augmentation
of strength, when ascertained by the dynamometer, suflSices to put the

matter beyond question.

In the second class are placed those cases where the index points

to the same or to nearly the same standard for both hands. When
this happens, it may be taken as certain that we are in presence of an
abnormal condition : the right arm has suffered a loss much out of

proportion to that experienced by the left. Subsequent investigations

show that, as the patient recovers, the right regains its former predo-

minance in power. In the third class, the pendulum is seen to have
swung somewhat to the other side, for the grasp-power of the right

has even become, by some pounds, inferior to that of the left. Never-
theless, here also, just as in the other groups, as the general health

improves, the right hand steadily regains its old superiority in

strength.

11. I. A. PIIOC, SEE. II., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. H
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Now, bear in mind that we have it demonstrated, by the case of

Sir Henry Holland and by other cases, that a personal acquisition,

positively known to have been the earning of the individual himself,

does fall off under circumstances of depression and exhaustion, and yet

may be easily regained. When, therefore, we discover that the pre-

dominant strength of the right arm is amenable to the same fate, and
subject to the same laws, we are compelled to conclude (having
already eliminated all interfering arguments) that this dextral predo-

minance is a personal acquisition also.

Reasoning back, it would appear that Primeval Man was ambidex-
trous. Nothing in his structure prevented this condition or suggested

another. The simple occupations of the early world and those primitive

arts which yet persist suited either hand or engaged both. Gradually, in

the lapse of years, as occupations became more complex, the principle

of the division of labour became more and more acted upon, and the

functions of the hands became more specialised. This acquired habit

of specialisation was transmitted by inheritance, constituting a ten-

dency or predisposition in the offspring. As an aptness to learn

languages may be transmitted, but not the languages themselves ; so,

a tendency to use the right hand for feats of strength was bequeathed,

but not the strength itself. That is the acquisition of the individual.

The ambidextrous child repeats in every generation the condition of

the Primeval Man.
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ILLUSTRATIVE CASES

Showing (^ivhere general strength reduced) the relative grasp-power of
hands, as tested hy Charriere' s Dynamometer, (A.) when first observed, .

and (B.) when health regained.

In Class I. The right hand is somewhat \ Finally the right

When first observed I

predominant still. hand becomes
' '

,, II. Both are almost equal. i distinctly pre-

,, III. Right hand is the weaker. / dominant.

Class I. Class II. Class III.

Right. Left. Might. Left.

Rev. L. :—
Eight.

lbs.

Left.

lbs.

lbs. lbs.

Mr. N". :
—

lbs. lbs.

A.
B

105
155

120

150

A. 110 . 83 A. 100 . 98 Rev. B. :—
B. 205 . 150 B. 145 . 120 A.

B.

83

130
96

125

Mr. M. :— Mrs. M. :—
A. 50 65

A. 150 . 145 A. 115 . 112
B. 104 106

B. 165 . 150 B. 135 . 110 Mr. M. :—
A. 124 135

Miss V. :
— B.

Mr. M'D.

:

152 140

A. 70 . 50 A. 80 . 80-6 A. 65 105

B. 150 . 95 95 .

B. 100 .

85

95

B.

Rev. B. :—
A.

130

120

116

122

Rev. Mr. O'D. :
— B.

Mr. C. :—

203 . 147

A. 115 . 112 A. 100 . 100 A. 146 . 152

B. 140 . 125 B, 145 .

Mr. K. :—

125 B.

Mr. P. :—
207 .

95 .

145 .

156

100
145

A. 50 . 30 A. 125 . 122 Mr. M'C. :-_
B. 145 . 95 B. 150 . 143 A.

B.

125 .

145 .

150 .

135
140
144
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Report oit Irish Zoophytes.—Part I. On some Rare Sea
Anemones taken at Greystones, Co. AVicklow, with Remarks on
THE Marine Invertebrate Fauna of that District. By H. W.
Mackintosh, M.A., M.R.I.A., Professor of Zoology and Curator of

the Museum of Anatomy and Zoology in the University of Dublin.

[Read, November 10, 1883.]

In the early part of 1878 I undertook to compile a list of the coelen-

terata of the coast of Dublin, for the Guide Book published in connexion

with the visit of the British Association to the metropolis. I became
interested in the group, and in the beginning of 1882 resolved to

extend my investigations, previously very limited, to other parts of

the coast. In pursuance of this project I applied for and obtained a

grant from the Academy, and having spent parts of the summers of

1882 and 1883 at Greystones, Co. Wicklow, I undertook a tolerably ex-

tensive series of dredgings, with a view to the collection of Zoophytes.

In the course of my investigations I met with the Sea Anemones
which form the first part of the present communication, and as my
dredging operations covered a fairly large area, I have thought that it

would not be out of place to record some observations relative to the

marine invertebrata of the district.

The first of the Sea Anemones I have to notice is the splendid

Bolocera eques, Gosse. The genus Bolocera was established by Gosse to

receive a single species {B. Uiedm, Johns), nearly related to Tealia,

from which it differs mainly in the non-retractility of the disc and
tentacles. In the Appendix to his "Actinologia Britannica " Gosse

described and figured, under the name of B. eques, another species

which differs from B. tuedics in having the tentacles completely, though
peculiarly retractile, thus still further approximating to Tealia, but
still possessing the facies of Bolocera. That B. tuedice is distinct from
Tealia cannot, I think, be doubted, the non-retractility of the disc and
tentacles alone forming a well-marked distinction ; but that B. eques is

generically distinct from Tealia seems to me to be open to question,

even though so skilled an actinologist as Gosse says that the discovery

of this form " makes me better satisfied with the establishment of such

a genus" [as Bolocera].

The specimen on which he founds the species was taken in "twenty-
eight-fathom water about ten miles east of the mouth of the Tees" : the

specimen obtained by me was dredged in about twelve-fathom water,

some two and a-half miles off Greystones, in a line with the Moul-
ditch buoy [vide infi^a). Whilst its genei'al resemblance to Gosse's

figure and description was unmistakable, it differed from his example
in having tentacles more of the modern shade of ecni than white ; the

red ring was well marked, as was the habit noted by Gosse of puffing
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out the walls of the stomach, which showed the striped markings

exactly as described by him. The tentacles were less mucronate and

not so crowded as in his specimen, and altogether it approached very

near Tealia—so near that, as I have said, I greatly doubt if it can be

kept separate. I had it in a temporary aquarium for about a month,

during which time it remained fully expanded, and, being some five or

six inches across the top, presented a most beautiful appearance.

The second anemone to be noticed is Stompkia churchm, Gosse.

The genus was formed by Gosse for the reception of an anemone first

taken at Lough Long, afterwards at Peterhead, Moray Firth, and
Scarborough, characterised by a column deprived of warts, a very

protrusile disc, retractile tentacles, and no acontia ; the mouth is

" often widely opened," hence the generic name, and the colouration

of the body is yellowish-white, flaked with scarlet. I dredged two
specimens of this species near the Moulditch in about twelve fathoms

;

they both belonged to the variety pyriglotta, which, with the typical

colouring, has short stout tentacles like those of Tealia. My specimens

further resembled that genus°in the striped colouring of the disc, which
was not protrusile. The gape of the mouth was nearly of the ordinary

dimensions. So far as my specimens were concerned, the afiinities

were entirely with Tealia, and but little, if at all, with Sagartia. I

kept one specimen alive, and apparently in perfect health, for a month.
The third species to be noted is Adamsia paUiata, Johnst. var.

Rhodopis, Gosse. This peculiar anemone is found on Gasteropod

shells, usually selecting one inhabited by Pagurus prideaiixii ; it will,

however, survive for a considerable time after the hermit-crab has left.

I kept the specimen I obtained for a month, having removed the

hermit-crab from the shell on which it was perched, and at the end of

that time the anemone seemed quite healthy. Two years ago I

dredged a very fine specimen at Portrush, and being greatly struck by
its beauty, seen for the first time, I kept it alive during my stay at

Portrush, then brought it up to Dublin, and kept it in a small aquarium
for several months, during which time it was deprived of the society

of the crab with which it had previously lived. Both these specimens

showed the peculiarity mentioned by Gosse, of secreting a brown semi-

chitinous structure extending out from the mouths of the shells, which
were too small for them. The species appears to occur pretty widely
on the coasts of Great Britain, and has been found at Strangford

Lough and in Bantry Bay. I have now to add the localities of

Portrush and Greystones ; I obtained the specimen at the latter place

in about twelve-fathom water, a little north of the Moulditch buoy.

The last anemone I have to notice is Atireliana heterocera (Thoms.).

This species was found between tide marks, near Cable Pock, by my
young friend Master Prederick "Wynne, the intelligent companion of

my dredging trips. Gosse records two localities—Weymouth Bay,
eightfathoms ( W. Thomson), and Crookhaven, apparently in deep water
(E. Perceval Wright). We made a careful search in the hope of finding

the species again, but failed ; however, as my informant gave me a
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good description of it, and at once recognised the figure in Gosse's

"Actinologia," Ihave no doubt as to the correctness of his discovery, and
do not hesitate to add this pretty species to the fauna of Grreystones.

I am thus able to record two species as new to Ireland, and two
which, though not new, have been but rarely found. Doubtless care-

ful search at Greystones will add more species to the list.

Passing on from this part of my Paper, I now proceed to give some
details respecting the general marine invertebrate fauna, compiled from
rough notes taken while in pursuit of a special subject.

The area over which I worked was, roughly speaking, a rectangle,

commencing in a line with Cable Pock, at the southern point of Bray
Head, and extending southward for six or seven miles, with a maximum
distance from shore of about four miles and a-half . Within this area

I made a large number of hauls, at varying distances from shore,

beginning at about two hundred yards and running out thence to

the distance mentioned. I also examined the shore line and as far as

1 could the shallow water near shore. This latter search, however,

was not very easily made, as the water was seldom of that absolute

smoothness required for a satisfactory exploration.

Before giving a list of the fauna, so far as I collected it, it will be
desirable briefly to note the main features of the shore and sea bottom
of this area.

Cable Pock runs out a short distance in the sea, then sloping back,

rapidly gives place first to a number of large stones of Cambrian and
quartz rock, which in turn are replaced by a beach of mingled pebbles

and sand. This beach extends for about a mile and a quarter to the

south, when it is interrupted at Greystones by a group of low cliffs of

slates, grit, and quartz rock, the former being folded and contorted in

very striking forms. This promontory has a base of between a quarter

and half a mile, and is succeeded to the southward by another beach

of pebbles and sand which extends to Wicklow, a distance of some
eleven miles from Greystones. The general features of the sea bottom,

so far as I can judge, are briefly these :—Opposite Cable Pock there

is a considerable area of greyish mud. On a level with the North
Strand, as it is locally called, there is nearer shore a bottom of coarse

pebbles, merging into the rocks at Greystones : further out the bottom
is rocky and very rough, a condition which is maintained up to the

Moulditch Bank, a steep ridge running out about a mile and a-half in

a direct line from shore, and rising to within a few fathoms of the

surface. Beyond this the bottom seems to be composed, like the

beach, mainly of pebbles of varying size, a character which it main-

tained as far as my investigations extended. Prom this brief sketch

it will be readily seen that the shore offered but few advantages for

collection. Pebbly beaches as a rule are barren ground, save for what
may be washed in by onshore winds, aud the rocks were not of suf-

ficient height or extent to afford good pools in which animal life could

flourish. Hence, saving for the two common species of sea anemones,

Tealia crassicornis, and Actinia mesemhrianthemum, and shore crabs.
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with an occasional small edible crab, the rocks were void of life, and
along the strand sand-hoppers were the sole inhabitants.

The most profitable, though the most difficult, ground for dredging

was the rough bottom between Cable Eock and the Moulditch Bank.
Here a great variety would be brought up whenever a fairly long

scrape of the dredge could be obtained ; this, however, was by no

means easy, as the bottom being very rocky the dredge continually got

jammed, and the effort to free it frequently resulted in a foul, especi-

ally if the sea was at all rough. I made several attempts to work
over this part in detail, but it so happened that on nearly every occa-

sion when I tried the deep water three or four miles from shore, the

wind and sea got up and put such a lift on the boat that it became
impossible to get the dredge on the bottom without fouling, a circum-

stance mainly due to the lightness of both the irons and net. South of

the Moulditch the ground is pebbly, and hence the animal life is not so

varied. Lamellibranchs and Gasteropods were frequent, and enor-

mous tufts of a Polyzoan (Gemellaria) were brought up together with

quantities of a dark-purple ramified coralline, which must in some
places completely cover the bottom.

I have now to give a more detailed account of the Invertebrates

which came under my notice, premising that the list is only an ap-

proximate one, my chief object being, as stated, the collection of

Zoophytes, my arrangements for stowage forbidding the attempt to

keep all the material obtained.

Mollusca.—The Cephalopoda are represented chiefly by XoZe^o magna,

which is taken by the fishermen in the siene nets. They usually fish

from nightfall to daybreak, and the average sweep of the siene is from
one to two hundred yards from shore ; from this it would seem as if

the squids came in towards land during the night. They are often

taken in great numbers in the months of July and August ; I have
seen thirty or forty at one haul when the weather was calm. They
are hardly ever caught at other times, one or two being found in May
or June. They frequently reach a considerable size—one specimen at

present in the Museum of the University measuring fully 1 6 inches from
the apex to the origin of the tentacles. Occasionally, but very rarely,

Octopus vulgaris is taken in the sienes, but this species seems to fre-

quent deeper water than Loligo, and so is but seldom seen. Last

August, when walking along the North Strand, I counted five succes-

sive hauls of Loligo, making a total of at least one hundred and fifty

specimens, and in one of the larger hauls occurred a small Octopus,

the only one I have seen ; I was told by one of the fishermen that they
are sometimes taken on the long lines during winter and spring. I

do not know for what purpose the squids come in so close to shore ; it

can scarcely be for breeding, for I have seen bunches of their egg
capsules in May, with the young animals fairly well developed, indi-

cating their deposition some weeks earlier, and I have taken the cap-

sules in water as deep as ten fathoms.

Of the Gasteropoda I noted the following species : Amongst
Gymnobranchs two specimens of Tritonia homlergii were taken on
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the rough bottom, half way between the Cable Rock and the Moul-
ditch buoy ; I failed to find any others, though I frequently searched

the rocks round Bray Head at low water for the littoral species, and
kept a fairly shai^p look out on the contents of the dredge for the deep-

sea forms. However, it is very likely that the minuter species may
have come up attached to bunches of sea-weed, and escaped unde-

tected, for I was unable to work over all the material with a lens. Of
the shell-bearing Gasteropods the following were taken :

—

Nassa reti-

culata, Neptunea antiqua, Fusus islandicus, F. propinquus, Murex
arinaceiis, M. corallinus (scarce), Buccunum undatum, Purpura lapillus,

Natica catena (fairly plentiful), Velutina Icevigata, Aporrhais pes-

pelicani (occasionally), Turritella communis (infrequent), Troplion

muricatus (one specimen noticed, though others may have been taken,

and overlooked owing to the small size of the members of this genus),

Troclms cinereus, Tr. %i%yphinus (very finely coloured specimens),

Pileopsis hungaricus, Littorina littorea, L. rich is, Patella indgata,

Selcion pellucidum. Of the Polyplacophora, specimens of Chiton

cinereus and Ch. asellus were not unfrequently obtained. Of the

Lamellibranchiata the following representatives occurred : Pholas

dacti/lus {rather scarce), Saxicava anglia {scarce), Psammohia ferroensis,

Tellina crassa, Venus gallina, V. fasciata, Tapes virginea, Cyprina

islandica, Astarte sidcata, Ast. elliptica, Cardium rusticum, Cardium
norvegicum, Cardium edule (a single much-worn valve), Pectunculus

ghjcimeris, Ifytilus edulis, Modiola sp. (two very young specimens),

Nucula micleus, Pecten maximus, Pect. varius, Pect. opercidaris (ex-

quisitely coloured examples), P. tigrinus, Hinnites pusio, Lima Mans,

Ostrea edulis (of extremely large size), Anomia ephippium. This is a

very scanty list, but its poverty is easily explained. The best ground
for shells is the pebbly bottom south of the Moulditch Bank ; but as

this is barren of zoophytes, and indeed of nearly everything but shells,

I always hauled the dredge as soon as we got off the rough ground
and went northward again. I believe from what I saw that the mala-

cological fauna of Greystones would prove decidedly rich if carefully

explored.

Arthropoda.—Arachnida were represented by specimens of Nym-
phon grossipes, and Pycnogonum, which were frequently found amongst
zoophytes, seaweeds, &c. The Crustacea included the following

:

Stenorhynchus phalangium (very abundant), ITyas araneus, H. coarcta-

tus (one specimen), Cancer pagurus {in rock pools, and not unfrequently

taken in the siene nets), Carcinus nicenas, Portunus pid)er, P. pusillus

(common, and showing a considerable amount of variation in the

prominence of the trilobed frontal process), Ebalia Pennantii (one

female specimen), Atelecyclus heterodon (one specimen), Pagurus lern-

hardus, P. prideauxii, P. ciianensis, P. ulidianus (one specimen in a

Trochus shell), Munida rondeletii (one young specimen, the rostrum

being feebly developed), iZb/reffn^s vulgaris, Porcellana lonyicornis {not un-

common in deep water), Pandalus annulicornis (frequent and very finely

coloured), TaUtrus locusta. The rough bottom between Bray Head
and the Moulditch is rich in Decapods : a single haul of the dredge
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yielded a number of specimens of Port, pusilhis, Ehalia pennantii,

Atelecyclus heterodon, Porcellana longicornis, and of course Paguri in

abundance. On one occasion, when the sea was particularly smooth, I

noticed several large shoals of the Megalopa stage of some crab, but of

what species I do not know. I also observed a curious habit on the

part of the shore crab which was new to me. A few miles south of

Greystones there is an inlet of the sea which breaks up into a number
of small branches ramifying over a considerable area, and of course

rising and falling with the tide. In the larger channels are to be

found sand-dabs in considerable numbers, and in the smaller channels

I was surprised to see a good many specimens of the shore crab living

side by side with numbers of gudgeon. The water in the main
channels was, so far as I could judge, fairly pure sea water, that in

the smaller channels was brackish ; the communication with the princi-

pal channels was in many cases rather obstructed, and in this way I

presume the addition of rain water from time to time rendered it brack-

ish, the freshwater fish (which probably found their way in from some
neighbouring ditch) and the marine crab becoming gradually accli-

matised. Bell, in his ^' British Crustacea," alludes to the fact that

the shore crab will survive immersion in fresh water, a power which
apparently enabled the specimens I saw to resist the effects of the

change from sea water to brackish water ; their colour was exactly

that of the sandy mud on which they lived.

Vermes.—My list of representatives of this sub-kingdom is very
meagre, with the exception of Polyzon, of which I have obtained a

good collection, but details of which I reserve for a future Paper. Of
the Tunicata the best examples were obtained tolerably near the shore,

where great masses of Botryllus violaceus were very abundant ; Apli-

dium fallax was fairly frequent, and Listoma ruhrmn rather scarce
;

Ascidia canina and Phallusia intestinalis were also common, but of

small size. The only other group of which examples were noticed

were the Chcetopoda, represented by Aphrodite aculeata of small size

and very dingy colouration ; Polyno'e squamata, Nepthys margaritacea,

Terelella medusa, Serpula triquetra, and Spirorhis communis. A small

piece of empty tube, probably belonging to a species of Pectinaria, was
also obtained. Doubtless many others occurred in sea-weed, but I did

not search for them.

Echinodermata.—As regards numbers this is the most abundant
group, for Brittle stars were taken up simply by the dredge-full, and
of th.e most exquisite beauty I have as yet seen. The species observed

were : Comatula rosacea (scarce), Ophiura texturata, Oph. allida (both

rather scarce), Ophiocoma neglecta (scarce), Ophiocoma granulaia (not

very common, but of remarkably large dimensions, and finely coloured,

the disc being frequently marked with an orange star on a chocolate-

brown ground^), Ophiothrix rosula (this species occurs in prodi-

1 Forbes (Brit. Star-fishes) remarks that a variety of an orange colour is not un-
common in the Irish Sea.
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gious numbers, of every conceivable variety of colouring ; specimens
were not unfrequently obtained with one arm of a totally different

colour from the other four—for instance the disc and four arms would
be uniform grey, and the fifth arm would be yellow ; there was also a
fine variety with the arms and part of the disc of a rich brownish-
crimson, the rest of the disc being occupied with a brilliant yellow
star), Asterias ruhens, Crilrena ocidata, Solaster papjoosa (very

abundant, and sometimes reaching a very large size), Asterina gibbosa

(not very common). Echinus escule^itus, E. miliaris (both very com-
mon). Curiously enough I failed to obtain any Holothurians, although
I cannot but believe that they are to be found on the rough bottom in
deep water. My attempts to work over this part carefully were, how-
ever, foiled by the sea gettiug up suddenly, and rendering it futile to

attempt to work over rocky ground.

Coelenterata.—The Actinozoa were represented by the Sea Ane-
mones, already described, and by the usual Alcyonium digitatum, which
of course abounds in the rough gronnd. All the specimens I obtained

varied from white to deep flesh-colour : none of the orange-coloured

variety were taken. The Hydrozoa were represented chiefly by the
Calyptoblastea ; I have have as yet only cui'soiily examined the large

mass of material I have collected, but I find that my list includes at least

thirty species ; in a future Paper I hope to give a full list of them. Of
the other members of the group, the only species observed were Rhizo-

stoma puhno, Aureliaaurita, Pleurobrachia pileiis, Kudi PI. pomiformis. I

think the paucity of the pelagic Hydrozoa may be at least partly ex-

plained by the facts that the wind was almost invariably off shore

whilst I was staying at Greystones, and that the sea is open and the

tidal currents very strong off the coast. The free-swimming forms
would thus be carried along by the currents, and kept well out at sea

by the winds.

Polystornata.—Eepresented chiefly by the commoner species of

Calcareous sponge, Sycon ciliatum (very large and abundant), and
LeuGosolenia botryoides, and amongst the Siliceous sponges by the

protean Salichondria panicea, which was for the most part of the
orange-coloured variety.

Protozoa.—I made no attempt to catalogue the members of this

sub-kingdom, and hence the only forms which I noted were the
various Foraminifera which were adherent to the zoophytes ; these

belonged chiefly to the genera Lagena, IS[onionina, Polystomella,.

Rotalina, Globigerina, and Miliolina.

When it is considered that the foregoing list is compiled merely
from hasty notes, taken while in pursuit of a special object, and can-

not be regarded as more than a veiy rough approximation to a full list

of the fauna, it will be apparent that the Marine Invertebrate fauna
of this part of the coast offers as many attractions to the zoologist

as does the surrounding country to the lover of lich and beautiful

scenery.
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Notes on MickophotoctKAphic Methods. By Eichakd A.

Hayes, M.D.

[Read, April 23, 1883.]

I HAVE the honour to lay before you some results obtained by me in

Microphotographic methods, in great part accomplished by the aid of

the grant accorded me by your Academy.
The object which I have had in view in my experiments was to

obtain some simple and easily worked methods giving fairly uniform

results. It will be easily understood that the chief difficulty which pre-

sents itself in Microphotography is to obtain a source of artificial light

which shall at the same time have light-illuminating power, be per-

fectly steady, possess very active actinic properties, and be easily pro-

duced and maintained.

After considerable experience with electric (arc), magnesium, lime,

gas and oil-lamp lights, I find that only the lime-light and the oil-

lamp fulfil the necessary conditions, the use of the latter being con-

fined to cases where the magnifying power does not exceed 50-100
cliams. ; or in other words, to the 1-inch or ^-inch objective. The diffi-

culty as to the intensity of the light is not so much in reference to the

exposure of the plate, as to the impossibility of getting the image
focussed in a satisfactory manner, the great rapidity of the dry gela-

tine plates now in use making the time of exposure quite a secondary

matter.

The arrangement by which the photographs exhibited were made
is as follows :—In front of the condenser of the lime-light lantern

is fixed a tube, 10 inches in length, at the further end of which is

placed a plano-convex lens of about 2 inches focal length, mounted
in a sliding tube movable by rack and pinion, the beam of light

passing through which comes to a focus, and then whil'e only
slightly divergent falls on the achromatic condenser fixed in the

sub-stage of the microscope. This arrangement gets rid of most
of the heat rays, the beam passing through the condenser traverses

the object to be photographed, the image of which is projected

directly on the screen by the object-glass, no eye-piece being used.

I have latterly invariably used for focussing a sheet of glazed white
paper pasted on a glass plate placed in the dark slide, and as this

is simply replaced by the sensitive plate, absolute coincidence of

the focussing and sensitive surfaces is ensured. By focussing in this

manner, as one sits in front of the screen, the various adjustments of

the microscope and condensers are easily made, while keeping a dis-

tinct view of the image.

As regards the details of focussing the image, I have latterly

adopted the following method :

—

The object having been brought into the desired position and

11. I. A. PltOC, sun. II., VOL. IV. SCIENCE. K
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roughly focussed, it is then by means of the mechanical stage removed
from the field, and the diaphragm aperture which is intended to be

used in the particular case having been placed in position, the achro-

matic condenser and light are manipulated until the field is evenly

illuminated ; the diaphragm plate is then revolved until the full open-

ing is reached ; the object is then brought back into position, and the

best possible image obtained by means of the fine adjustment of the

microscope : the diaphragm plate is then again returned to its former

position ; the image, of course, gains much in sharpness, and although

quite sufficiently bright to produce an impression on a rapid plate, is

not at all in as satisfactory a condition for accurate focussing as when
presenting a brighter appearance.

When all the adjustments have been made, the sleeve suspended

from the frame is placed in position, one end of it being attached to

the sliding front of the camera, and the other end to a pasteboard

cylinder, which fits on to the back of a narrow box, containing a

sliding shutter by which the exposure is made ; to the front of this

box the body of the microscope is attached by a small black velvet

sleeve which completes the camera : the large sleeve is made of Mack-
intosh cloth with three hoops fastened inside to prevent its collapsing.

The camera body and microscope are placed on a simple frame-

work, which is grooved on top to allow the camera body to slide to

any desired distance from the microscope. In order to obtain a con-

stant amount of magnification with each objective, I mark on the

framework the position of the camera body corresponding to so many
diameters for each objective, this being ascertained by placing a micro-

meter on the microscope stage, and measuring the image on the screen

with compasses.

All the photographs done by me lately have been taken on plates

prepared by Mr. Fredman, chemist to Messrs. Bewley & Draper, and
they have given me great satisfaction in every way.

As regards the exposures necessary, of course they will vary with
plates of different makers : the plates which I have used are not so

rapid as some made for instantaneous work, but as they are quite rapid

enough and present several advantages, at least in my hands, I have
preferred them to others of greater rapidity—in fact, the excessive sen-

sitiveness of some plates is a positive disadvantage for this work, one
of the defects complained of by those who have used them being the

so-called "halation," which I have never had to complain of with
Fredman plates. I give the shortest possible exposure necessary to

secure a dense picture, and the pictures shown to-night were printed

from negatives which received an exposure of 60 sees, for the 1-inch

objective, and 90"-120" for I" obj. when using the lime-light.

I have not yet used an objective of higher power than \" : this

gives a well-defined and satisfactory image of 200 diams. at a distance

of about 30 inches from the screen (no eye-piece being used) and the

pin-hole cap on the achromatic condenser. Similarly the 1" obj. gives

an image of 50 diams., with a similar distance between it and the
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screen, good definition being obtained by using No. 3 aperture in the

condenser diaphragm. I have confined my work to these powers as

being representative of the objectives chiefly used in ordinary patho-

logical investigations.

The microscope, as also the objectives and achromatic condenser

used, are by Powell and Leland, the \" objective being a dry glass

of low angle, and, from its possessing considerable penetration, is

particularly suitable for photographic work.
"With regard to the corrections usually described as necessary on

account of the want of coincidence of the chemical visual foci, I have
not found such corrections necessary. This in the case of the 1" objec-

tive is probably an accidental circumstance due to some peculiarity in

that particular case by which the glass does not require correction

;

but in the case of the ^" I was assured by Mr. Leland, when convers-

ing with him on the subject a short time since, that he would not

expect that the \ or any higher power would require any correction.

The only cases in which the oil-lamp can be satisfactorily used, so

far as my trials go, is when a low power such as the 1" or V' is em-
ployed. In one picture (shown) which was done in this way, and re-

quired five minutes exposure, the result is excellent.

Wishing to get the colour of the stained specimens on paper, in

order to give an appearance as near as possible to that seen in the

microscope, I applied to the Woodbury Company to make me some
pictures by their gelatine process, employing gelatine coloured to re-

present carmine and logwood stains ; they have succeeded admirably,

and these prints can be produced in quantity at a very cheap rate-
much cheaper than lithographing can be done in Dublin.
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On the Geometeical Properties oe the '' Atriphthaloid."
By the Rev. Richaud Townsend, M. A., F.T.C.D.

[Read, February 27, 1882.]

Dr. HattghtojST has discovered the existence of a large family of curves

in the course of his investigation of the form of a frictionless ocean,

covering an attracting sphere.

The whole family he proposes to call Atriptothalassic curves, but

one of them is so simj^le and elegant, that he has named it the

Atriphthaloid, and requested me to undertake its discussion, which
I have done in the following Paper :

—

The equation of the AtripMhaloid in polar co-ordinates is

r'(-4 - 2gr) = c^ cosec'6.

Putting for convenience of discussion, A = 2gh, c- = 2yk'^, and 6 - 90° - w,

the equation of the curve assumes the form

—

r\r-h)+Fsec'w = 0, (1)

where h and Jc are positive constants representing linear magnitudes,

which may have any independent values from to cc, and which may
he regarded as the parameters of the curve.

The equation (1) giving the same values for r when w is changed

into - (0, or into tt ± w, we see at once that the curve it represents is

symmetrical with respect to the two rectangular axes w = and w = ^ tt,

and has a centre at the origin (see fig.)

The equation (1) being, for every value of w, a cubic in r whose
absolute term is positive : hence, for every value of co, r has one real

negative value, commencing from its minimum absolute value OC
when (D = 0, and increasing continuously to oo from co = to w = ^tt.

Hence (see fig.), the two symmetrical conchoidal-shaped infinite

branches, which always meet asymptotically on the axis for which
(J} z= ^ TT, and which never disappear for any finite values of h and k

however related to each other.

The remaining two roots of the cubic ( 1 ) for r in terms of .w being

real or imaginary, by the theory of equations, according as sec'-^ w is <
4 7r 4 h^

or> ^ ,3; hence, when — y^ is > 1, the curve (see fig.), in addition

to the two infinite symmetrical conchoidal branches which never dis-

appear, has two finite symmetrical ovals, lying entl^-ely outside the

eonchoidal branches, and intersecting the axis of x at two pairs of real
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points A and B. The two tangents OE and OF to which from the

origin are given in position by the equation sec^ w = --
yj, and in

2
magnitude by the equation OE = OF = - h, and the equal distances

o

OD of their chords of contact FF from the origin by the equation
7,3

/i

4 h^
"When -;: 7T = 1) then for the two tangents sec^ oj = 1, and the ovals

27 B
consequently contract into points whose equal distances from the ori-

2
gin = - A : the pairs of vertices A and B of the two ovals (see fig.) then

o

coincide, and the equal distances OCof the two conchoidal vertices from

the origin - -h.
" 3

4 W'
When -z 7:; is < 1, then for the two tangents sec'^ w < 1, and there-

27 B
fore w is imaginary. The two ovals then disappear altogether, and the

curve consists entirely of the two conchoidal branches, which never dis-

appear.

The sum of the three roots r^, n, r^ of equation (1) being indepen-

dent of the value of w, and = h for all directions of r ; hence, for the
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2 1

two tangents, since ri = r^^-h for tlie ovals, therefore rz----h for
o o

the conchoidal branches. Hence (see fig.) the tangential radii O^and
OFoi the ovals, when real, are bisected at ^and j^by the conchoidal

branches at their sides of the asymptotic axis of the curve.

The sum of the three products in pairs ro/s + r^r-^ + TiT^ of the three

roots ri, r2, r^ of equation (1) being also independent of co, and equal

for all directions of r ; therefore, for every three radii of the curve

having a common direction, if ri and To, be those to either oval, and rs

that to the infinite branch at the same side of the asymptotic axis,

^3 (^1 + ^2) = ^1^2- Hence, for every three radii having a common
direction, that to either infinite branch is in magnitude and direction

half the harmonic mean between those to the oval at the same side of

the asymptotic axis of the curve.

Differentiating equation (1) with respect to w, we get

^ = _2/^3.-^.-^— .i-

,

(2)
rdia " ' eos'oi' 3r ~2h'

r''^

dr .

which shows that --=- is = only when sin w = ; that is, only for the

three apsidal points A, B, C of the curve.

Hence the radius r of the curve has its maxima and minima values

only at the three apsidal points on the axis for which co = 0, and the

conchoidal branches have in consequence no dumb-bell depressions

througliout their whole lengths.

dr
Since, from the same equation (2), —7- = 00 when u --J- tt and when

rdw
3r -2h = ; therefore, as already observed, the axis for which co = ^ tt

is an asymptotic tangent to the infinite branches, and the two radii

OSJ and OF for which 3r - '2h are the two ordinary tangents to the

ovals from the origin.

Putting, in equation (1), x = r cos ut and y - r Bm w, that is trans-

forming into rectangular co-ordinates, and solving for y, we get

y^=h''-x-- ^hWx--- + ¥x-^, (3)

which shows that, for every finite value of c^, y"^ has but a single finite

value, positive or negative ; that, from a; = 00 to a; = OA, y"^ is nega-

tive, and therefore y imaginary ; that, from x = OA to a: = OB, y^ is

positive and finite, and therefore y real and finite ; that, from x = 0£
to X = OC, y'^ is negative, and therefore y imaginary ; and that, from
X = OC to X = y^ is positive and increasing from to 00, and there-

fore y real and increasing from to 00. These results obviously verify

the form of the curve as obtained above from the equation for ^ (1).

Putting y = in equation (3), we obtain for the squares of the three
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semi-axes a, h, c of the curve, that is of the three distances OA, OB,
(9C of the three vertices A, B, C from the origin 0, the cubic equation

x^ - AV + 2hl^x- -/!;«= 0, (4)

which has always one real positive root, and whose three roots when
real are all positive.

N.B.—The equation (4) is, by the theory of equations, that whose
roots are the squares of those of equation (1) for the case when w = 0.

Since from equation (1) when w = 0, by the theory of equations.

a + I + G = h, he + ca -\- ah = 0, ahc - - ]^

ah or + ah +h'^

"a + h'
(5)

r f

and if d denote the distance 01) (see fig.); since (P'=3 —, therefore also

a-b'^
d^= 3 — = —

; relations which give the values of the four quanti-
(f + ah-v¥ ^

ties c and d, h and ]c, in terms of a and I, and show consequently that

the two latter quantities, which when real may have any independent
values from to go, determine completely all the particulars of the

curve in every case.

In the particular case when 4A^ = 2lJc', that is when the two ovals

contract into points, and when consequently a = h, equation (4) has

4 . . 1
two of its roots each = -/r, and its third root =-h^.

9 9

In the particular case when h = 2k, in which as 4A^ > 27X-^ the two
ovals are real, the three roots. of equation (4) are respectively x'^ = k',

andr' = i (3 ± V5) k-.

In the same case, those of equation (1), when w - 0, are respec-

tively r = k, and r = ^ (1 ± V5)^; as they ought, the roots of equa-

tion (4) being in every case the squares of those of equation (1), when
in the latter w = 0.

Putting in for h and k in the function (4A^ - 27k^) k^, on whose
sign as positive or negative it depends whether the ovals are real or

imaginaiy, their values in terms of a and b as given by equation (5),

we find readily that

(U^ - 27k')k^ =
(2(fl-+ ah + h^)+ 3ah)ah

{a + bf
{a - by, (6)

and that its sign is consequently, as it ought to be, positive or nega-

tive according as a and b are real or imaginary.
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'E3.—The funetion in question being, by the theory of equations,

the product of the squares of the differences of the roots of equation (1)

for the case when co = 0, the same value for it in terms of a and I would
be obtained even more readily than above by the substitution for c in

that product of its value in terms of a and I. See equations (1)

and (5).

Multiplying both sides of equation (3) by tt^^, integrating between
the limits a and I, and substituting in the result for h and h their

values just given in terms of a and l ; we get, for the volume Fof the

solid generated by the revolution of either oval round its axis of figure

AB, the value in terms of a and I, viz.

—

which, compared with that of the volume S of the sphere on AB as

diameter, viz., \ tt [a - hf, gives for the ratio of the two volumes in

terms of a and h the value

V ,
«-+ ah -I- ¥ .„.

a value which, lying always between the extreme limits 3 and 4 cor-

responding respectively to the extreme values 1 and oo of the unre-

stricted ratio of a to h, shows, consequently, that the extreme depth

MN is always greater than the extreme breadth AB of the ovals

(see fig.)

That the chords of contact 1!F of the tangents to the ovals from
the centre of the curve (see fig.), which when the ovals are finite

are of course always less than their extreme depths MN, are also

in all cases greater than their extreme breadths, AB, may be readily

shown from equation (6) as follows. Since

therefore from equation (6), as («; - 5) = AB, and as Jil^ = a-b-{a- + ab + b'-)

f («+ b)~ by equations (5),

fEFy 4 [2 {a- + ai + ¥) + 3ahJ

[aBJ ~
9 {a- + «5 -1- ¥) {a + hf

' ^^^

a ratio always exceeding unity, and having the extreme values 27 -=- 9

and 16 -f 9 for the extreme values 1 and co of the unrestricted ratio of

a to b.

The value of MW in terms of a and b not being in general deter-

minable like that of FF in finite terms, the exact value of the ratio of
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JfiV to AB cannot consequently be given in general in such terms.

As SJF is never greater than Mli when both are real, and only equal

to it when both are evanescent, the least possible value of the ratio of

EF io AB given by equation (9), viz., 4 -^ 3, is consequently an in-

ferior though by no means a close limit to the possible ratio of

MN: AB. But a superior as well as a closer inferior limit, both
however much outside the extreme limits of the actual ratio, may be
found for it from equation (7) as follows.

As the volume V of the solid generated by the revolution of either

oval round its axis of figure AB must necessarily be less than that of

the circumscribed cylinder, and greater than that of the inscribed double

cone having AB for axis and the circle described by MN for base, we
must therefore have, for all values of a and b,

1 TT {^)'(«' - i') < i TT . MN\ AB>-hiT. MN\ AB,

and therefore, for all values of a and h, as (^a-b) = AB,

[MNV „ a" +ab + b- a'' + ab + b'^ ,, „,

from which it follows, consequently, that the square of the ratio in

question must always lie between the extreme limits 2 and 8, its least

and greatest values corresponding respectively to the least and greatest

values 1 and oo of the unrestricted ratio of a to b. From the manner
in which they have been obtained, however, these limits are obviously

much outside of those of the actual ratio.

Differentiating equation (3) with respect to x, we get

y J.= - x + 2hT<?x-^ - 2¥x-^, (11)
ax ^

from which we get, for the values of x- for which y -^ = and for which
ax

consequently y"^ is a maximum or a minimum, the cubic equation

a;8 - 2MV + 2^« = 0, (12)

which has always one real negative root for which x is consequently
imaginary, and whose remaining roots will, by the theory of equa-
tions, be real or imaginary according as 87j^- 27^^ is > or < 0, and of

the same sign when real. Hence the curve has never more than two
values of x"- for which y- is a maximum or a minimum ; and as those

values of x^ lie necessarily, one between the limits «;- and V" for which
2/" is positive, and the other between the limits ^- and c" for which y~

is negative, there is therefore never more than one pair of maxima
11. I. A. PllOC, SEE. II., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. L
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double ordinates to the curve "which are real as regards both position and
magnitude, viz., those MN oi the ovals when real (see fig., page 63).

In the particular case when 4/j^ - 21W, that is when the two ovals

contract into points, the three roots of equation (6) are, respectively,

3? = -K', «^' = H (^^ - 1)^'^ and ;r- = - ^(V3 + \)li\

the first only of which gives a pair of chords real as regards both posi-

tion and magnitude of the curve.

EKminating 'j[? between equations (3) and (12), we get, after a few
ordinary reductions, for the actual maxima and minima values of y",

the cubic equation

42/S - 8Ay + 4A (A3 _ <^W) tf + ^ (4^3 _ 21B) - 0, (13)

which has always one real positive root corresponding to the real

negative root of equation (12), and belonging consequently to no
chords real even as regards position of the curve; and whose remain-

ing roots will be real and have opposite signs when 4/i^ - 21h^ is posi-

tive, that is, when the two ovals are real and finite.

In the particular case when Ali^ = 27X-^, that is, when the ovals

contract into points, one root of equation (13) is evanescent, and cor-

responds to the evanescent ovals ; and the remaining two are respec-

2 -
tively = 7r (1 t- V3); which correspond respectively, the former to the

o

real negative root of equation (12) and therefore to no real chords even

as regards position of the curve, and the latter to the pair of chords

between the evanescent ovals and the infinite branches, which, though
real as regards their positions, have no real intersections with the

curve.

Differentiating with respect to x the value of -j- given by equa-

tion (11), having first substituted in it for y its value in x given by
equation (3), and equating the result to 0, we get, after a few ordi-

nary reductions, for the values of a?" for which -z-^ = 0, that is, for the
dx~

several points of inflexion, real or imaginary, of the curve, the equa-

tion of the sixth degree,

x~ [h-x'"' - UhTc's? + U^ {2¥ + 5k^) x^ - ISh'^k'x^

+ 18MV--6P] = 0, (14)

of whose roots one is obviously evanescent, one essentially real and

positive, and the remaining four when real essentially positive also.

The evanescent root corresponds of course to the axis of y, which

is consequently a doubly inflexional as well as asymptotically tangen-
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tial chord of the curve, and the essentially real and positive root to

the pair of inflexional chords PQ (see fig.) of the conchoidal branches

;

which, equidistant in opposite directions from the axis of y, lie neces-

sarily somewhere between it and the parallel tangents at the vertices C
of the branches.

The four remaining roots, with the four pairs of inflexional chords

reflexions of each other with respect to the axis of y to which they cor-

respond in the curve, may be all real, or all imaginary, or two real and

two imaginary, according to the particular value of the parametric ratio

h ^ k on which alone they depend. When the two ovals are real and

finite, as they are for all values of the ratio for which 4/i^ > 271^, the

entire number of pairs of inflexional chords intersecting them at pairs

of real points is necessarily even; but none of the four pairs^ even

when themselves real as regards their positions, need intersect them

necessarily at real points at all. So that the ovals may be, and in

fact often if not always are, as represented in the figure, concave

to their interiors throughout the entire cii'cuits of their perimeters.

The application of Sturm's theorem to equation (14) gives us, for

all numerical values of the parametric ratio, the exact numbers of

corresponding pairs of inflexional chords which occupy real positions

within any two assigned limits of distance from the centre of the

curve ; and, as the corresponding values of OA and OJB can also be

determined for all such values to any degree of approximation, from

equations (1) or (4), by Horner's and other methods of numerical solu-

tion, the exact numbers of real pairs of inflexional chords lying within

the intervals AP, and therefore intersecting the ovals at real points,

can consequently be determined by its aid for all numerical values of

the ratio. Its applications, however, are in general laborious, and
in the present instance uninstructive except for such values of the

ratio.

By its application to the equation for the two particular cases

when h -^ k = 1 and 2 respectively, which correspond, the former to

an imaginary and the latter to a real pair of ovals ; we find, with
comparatively little trouble in either case, aiising from the circum-

stance of the quadratic functions having imaginary roots in both, and
therefore dispensing with the necessity of proceeding any ftu'ther with
the process in either, that the equation, in addition to its evanescent,

has for each of them but a single real root, that, viz., corresponding to

the pair of inflexional chords of the in finite branches which are always
real. And, by a similar application, attended with a little more trouble

arising from the reality of the roots of the quadratic functions in each

case, we arrive at the same result for the two cases when 4h^ = 26k^

and 28li? respectively, which correspond again, the former to an imagi-

nary and the latter to a real pair of ovals ; the intermediate case for

which 4A^ - 21]<? being that for which they pass through evanescence

from their real to their imaginary state, and conversely.

In the particular case when 4/?^ = 21B, for which the ovals contract

into points, the five finite roots of equation (14) are on the contrary
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all real, and correspond in consequence to five pairs of chords all real

as regards their positions ; one of which intersects, as in all cases, the

conchoidal branches, and, of the remaining four, three coincide at the

evanescent ovals, and the fourth intersects the curve at imaginary-

points.

For, equation (14) for x^ is easily seen to be equivalent in that

case to

A^ x" ix" - ^ h^ix' - ^ li'x'- + V^ h^\\ = 0, (15)

4
which, besides its single root = 0, has evidently three roots each - h^,

and two others equal respectively to

9 V V3,

which correspond respectively, the first three to the evanescent ovals,

the latter with the lower sign to the conchoidal branches, and the

latter with the upper sign to no real points at all on the curve.

Of the three pairs of chords coinciding at the evanescent ovals in

this case, two however correspond to the evanescent radii of curvature

at their vertices ; the function - y^— , which multiplied by a;^° is mani-

festly equivalent to the quantity within the brackets at the left side of

equation (14), representing in all cases, as is well known, at the several

vertices of any curve symmetrical with respect to the axis of x, the

squares of the corresponding radii of curvature at the vertices, and
being consequently evanescent at the two coincident vertices of every

acnodal double point on the axis of the curve.

As regards the third pair in the same case. Taking it in con-

nexion with the pair intersecting the curve at imaginary points, and
conceiving both pairs to change position together with the gradual

and continued increase of the parametric ratio from its critical to every

higher value, and the consequent accompanying dilatation of the ovals

from their evanescent to every greater magnitude ; they are to be re-

garded, while real, as two variable pairs of inflexional chords inter-

secting the expanding ovals at pairs of imaginary points, and after

coming together in the course of their variation, as the above particu-

lar cases show they do very rapidly with the increase of the ratio, then
passing through coincidence from their real to their imaginary state,

beyond which the particulars above stated supply no clue to follow

them.
N.B.—The questions, as to whether for any values of the parame-

tric ratio the ovals have ever real points of inflexion, and as to the

critical values (if any) of the ratio for which they cease (if ever) to

be, as represented in the figure, concave to their interiors throughout

the entire circuits of their perimeters, have, it will be observed, been
left undecided in the above investigation.
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Ceitical and Literaet Eemauks on Euclid's Doctetne op

Parallel Lines. By Eev. Samuel Haughton, M.D. ; F.E.S.

;

S.P.T.C.D.

[Eead, February, 11, 1884.]

Pbofessoe Catlet, President of the British Association for the ad-

vancement of Science, in his Address delivered at Southport, 1883,

ably defended the position that Euclid's Doctrine of parallel lines

truly rests upon an axiomatic or self-evident base, which is as fol-

lows :

—

" If a right line falling upon two right lines make the internal

angles on the same side less than two right angles ; these lines pro-

duced to infinity will meet on the side on which the angles are less

than two right angles."

On the day following the President's Address, 1 called his atten-

tion to the fact, that he had defended Euclid beyond what he required,

because the best MSS. placed the foregoing statement among the

Postulates and not the Axioms. Euclid proves absolutely (1. 17), that

any two angles of a triangle are less than two right angles ; and he
requires the reader to grant him the converse of this proposition, as

the necessary base of the doctrine of parallel lines. Some minds will

grant the converse as self-evident, others will accept it as an un-
proved condition, on which Euclid proceeds to construct his doctrine

of parallels.

I have examined the old editions of Euclid in the Library of

Trinity College, and find the following results :

—

The following editions place the proposition among the Pos-

tulates :

—

1.

2.

3.

J. Campanus^ (Yenice),

B. Zamberti^ (Paris),

Orontius (Paris),

1482
1516
1544

4.

5.

Billingsley (London),

Commandinus (Pesara),

1570
1572

The following editions place the proposition among ;he Axioms :

—

1.

2.

3.

4.

Grrynseus (Basle),^ .

Dasypodius (Strasburg),

Candalla (Paris),

Clavius (Bome),

1533
1564
1566

1574

The best edition of Euclid yet published is that of E. Peyrard,

1 This is a Latin translation from the Arabic [Editio princeps.]

2 A Latin translation.

^ [Editio princeps.]
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Paris, 1814, in Greek, Latin, and Frencli, mainly based upon a very

ancient ATS. which had remained unknown until examined by

Peyrard.

"Tliis MS. (190), may be called the Vatican, as it formerly be-

longed to that Library, and was sent from Eome to Paris by the

Comte de Peluse.

This MS. bears all the characters of the end of the ninth century,

while all the other MSS. belong to much more recent times.
_
It is

remarkable that the Vatican MS. places the base of the doctrine of

parallel lines among the Postulates and not among the Axioms ;
and

the Arabic text translated by Campanus seems to have been taken

from some old source similar to the Vatican MS.
We may, therefore, as I think, reasonably conclude^ that Euclid

shared the opinion of the moderate geometers, who think that the

foundation of the doctrine of parallel lines is not self-evident, but

takes the form of a Postulate, equivalent to the converse of the seven-

teenth of the first.
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IX.—0.\ iHi: Heights attals-ed bt Plaxts o>' Bex^ Buxbek. By the

late Thoieas HrGHES Coeey, M.A., F.L.S.*

[Eead, December 10, 1883.]

'SLr. Coeey had received from the Academy, in 1882 and 1883, a

grant for the exploration of the Botany of the Ben Bulben Range of

fountains, and it was in carrying out this undertaking that he met
with the accident which caused his prematui-e death. He and his

companion, Ih'. Dickson, were drowned by the upsetting of their Lout

ia Lough Gill, near Sligo, in the month of August last.

Mr. Corry's career as a Botanist was only just commencing, but
he had already given great promise of distinction as a scientific Natu-
ralist. Himself an Irishman, he took the greatest interest in the Botany
of the country. His remarkable zeal and energy, his love for the study

of critical plants, together with the position which he held as Curator

in the Herbarium at Cambridge, and as the trusted friend of Professor

Babington, gave him unusual advantages, of which he diligently

availed himself ; and his early death will be deplored by all who feel

an interest in the advance of Botany in Ireland. One of his best

contributions to the subject is an account which he published of a

tour made in Clare in 1879. He also wrote several short ai'ticles

chiefly relating to Irish plants for the " Journal of Botany," and, at

the time of his death, had made preparations for printing a Flora of

!North-eastem Ireland.

Owing to the unexpected death of Mr. Corry, at the very time

when he was commencing a second exploration of the Botany of Ben
Bulben and its neighbourhood, his notes and manuscripts were left

very incomplete, the more so because he had postponed writiag any
detailed account of his work until he should have fijiished his intended

examination of the whole range, both in Sligo and Leitrim, and
therefore he had not yet put together any connected narrative of the

expedition which he made, with his friend Mi'. Dickson, in 1882.

Under these circumstances, it has been thought best to extract

only the heights, as found carefully noted by Mr. Corry, in the copy
of the " London Catalogue of British Plants " which he carried with
him. As his researches were almost entirely confined to the county
of Sligo, and as there is no mention of Truskmore Mountain in his

notes, it will probably be safe to take 1963 feet, the summit of Ben
Weisken, as the highest point of the range explored by him. From
the capital letters B, W, K placed opposite many of the species, he
appears to have visited the three mountains, Ben Bulben, Ben Weis-
ken, and King's Mountaia (or Knocknaree), also Glencar, and a

mountain opposite King's Mountain.
Of the twenty-three Alpine species previously known as occiuTing

on this range, it will be seen that Mr. Corry gathered eighteen, and

* Communicated by A. G. More, F.L.S., M.E.I. A.
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himself added to the list Salix herhacea and Carex rigida. The few
mountain plants not marked in his list, recorded by other botanists on

Ben Bulben, are :

—

Drapa rupestris. Thalictrum alpinum.

Saxifraga oppositifolia. Alchemilla alpina.

Lycopodium alpinum.

Respecting the last two, it may be well to mention that there is

some doubt whether a form of Thalictrum minus may not have been
mistaken for T. al])inum. The Alchemilla alpina recorded by Mackay
proves to be A. conjuncta, and grows in a suspicious situation, where
it cannot be considered native.

In the following List, the word ''top," when accompanied by the

capital letter B, is to be understood as referring to the top of Ben Bulben
(1721 feet). And though some may not have occurred on the actual

summit, none probably were gathered lower than 1600 to 1700 feet.

All the heights exceeding this are, in Mr. Corry's list, accompanied by a

capital letter "W, and appear to have been taken on Ben Weisken only.

The Alpine species are printed in italics, and the names of the plants

are arranged in a descending series.

List of Species and Heights.

Species. Hei&hts.

Oxalis acetosella, W. top, 1900, B. top.

Primula vulgaris, "W. top, 1900, B. top.

Viola sylvatica, W. top, B. top.

Alchemilla vulgaris, 1900 and B. top, 1100.

Potentilla tormentilla, .... 1900 and B. top, 650.

Pin guicula vulgaris, 1900 and B. top, 1100.

Empetrum nigrum, 1900 and B. top, 650.

Sedimi rhocliola, 1900 and B. top, 1175, 1150.

Chrysoplenium oppositifoKa, . . 1850 and B. top.

Linum catharticum, 1850 and B. top.

Galium saxatile, 1850 and B. top, 1175.

Veronica serpyllifolia, .... 1850 and B, top.

Eriophorum vaginatum, . . . . 1850 and B. top.

Asplenium viride, 1850 and B. top, 1200, 1000, 900,

100.

Cystopteris fragilis, 1850 and B. top, 1200, 1000.

Lycopodium selago, 1850 and B. top.

Aralis petrcea, 1850.

Lrala incana, 1850 and B. top, 1500, 1100, 900,

1300, also at sea level on sand
hills.

Arenaria ciliata, 1850, 1400.

Lotus corniculatus, 1850, 1200.

Saxifraga nivalis, 1850 (7 plants only).

S. hypnoides, 1850, 600.
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monta-

Species.

Bunium flexuosiiin, .

Alelampyram pratense, v.

num,
Eriophorum angustifolium,

Poa alpina,

Ranunculus repens, .

Silene acaulis, ....
Saxifraga aizoides,

Cardamine pratensis, .

C. sylvatica, ....
Arabis hirsuta,

Carex sylvatica

Asplenium ruta-muraria,

Ranunculus repens, .

Cochlearia alpina, .

Polygala vulgaris, v. grandiflor

Silene maritima, .

Lychnis diurna,

Cerastiuni triviale,

Alsine yerna, ....
Sagina procumbens, .

Yieia sepium, ....
Geum rivale, ....
Dryas odopetaJa, .

Angelica sylrestris, .

Cha^rophyllum sylvestre,

Yiburnum opulus,

Scabiosa succisa, .

Bellis perennis.

Taraxacum officinale,

Crepis paludosa, .

Campanula rotundifolia,

Vaccinum myrtillus, .

Veronica officinalis, .

,, cliamaedrys, .

Euphrasia officinalis,

Pedicularis sylvatica.

Thymus serpyllum, .

Rumex acetosa, . .

Oxyria reniformis,

Polygonum viviparum,

Salix phylicifolia,

,, var. nitens, .

;S^. herlacea,

Orchis maculata, .

Luzula sylvatica, .

Scirpus csespitosus, . .

Heights.
1850.

to 1850.

1850.

1850, and top only of Ben Bulbeu.
1800.

1800, and B. top, 1150, 1100.

1800, and B. top, 1100, 900, 600.

1800, 1575.

1800, 1575

1800, 1200, 1100, 900, 600.

1800.

1800, 900.

B. top, 1575; 1800, W.
B. top, 1200.

B. top, 1175, 900.

B. top.

B. top, 700.

B. top.

B., near top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top, 1150.

B. top, 1150.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top, 1200.

B. top, 1200, 600, 500.

B. top, 1200.

B. top, 1200, 1100.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

B. top.

K. I. A. PROC, SER. IX., VOL. IV. SCIEXCE. M
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Species. Heights.
Carex giauca, . . . . . . . B. top

Pteris aquilina, . B. top

Asplenium tricliomaiLes, . . . . B. top

As])idiuin lonchitis, .... . B. toj), sparingly; 1250, 1150
Nephrodium filix-max, . . . . B. toj

,, dilatatum, . . . . B. toj), 1500.

Polypodium vulgare, . . . B. top

Fragaria vesca, 1550.

Carex pulicaris, 1500, 1400.

,, tinervis, 1500, 1300.

Luzula multiflora, .... 1475.

Thalictrum minus y. montanum, 1474, 1150, 1100.

Parnassia palustris, .... . 1450, 200.

Cardims palustris, to 1400.

Plantago maritima, .... 1400, 1000, 900.

Urtica dioica, 1400.

Salix aurita, 1400, 900.

Carex rigida, 1400.

Listera ovata, 1350, 1150.

Polygala oxyptera, .... 1300, 1100, 1175.

Ptosa spinosissima, .... 1300, 900.

Hieracium pilossella, . . . 1300.

Sieracium anglictmi, .... 1300, 1175, 900, 600.

,, murorum, .... 1300, 1200.

Juniperus nana, 1300, 1200.

Orchis mascula, 1300.

Carex pilulifera, 1300, 1200.

lleconopsis cambrica, . . . 1250, 1100, 1000. 500,

Ilex aquifolium, . 1200, 300.

Trifolium pratense, .... . 1200.

Pyrus aucuparia, . 1200.

Hedera helix, ...... 1200, 900.

Sieracium iricum, .... . 1200.

H. gihsoni, . 1200, 1100.

Corylus avellana, . 1200. .

Taxus baccata, . 1200.

Koeleria cristata, 1200, 1150.

Selaginella selaginoides, . . 1200, 200.

Hypericum pulchrum, . . . . 1175.

Eubus saxatilis, 1150.

Allium ursinum, 1150.

Asperula odorata, . 1100.

Yaleriana officinalis, .... . 1100, and base.

Alnus giutinosa, . 1100.

Cystopteris fragilis v. dentata, 1100 500.

Nephrodium semulum, . . . 950, 700, 300.

Pyrus rupicola, 920.
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Species. Heights.
Hypericum androssemum, . . . 900.

Arctium intermedium, .... 900.

Solidago virga-aurea, .... 900, 950.

Sonchus asper, 900.

Erica cinerea, 900.

Scolopendrium vulgare, .... 900, 950.

Solidago virga-aurea, v. cambrica, 800.

Arum maculatum, 700.

Anemone nemorosa, to 650.

Gymnadenia albida, 680, 575, 300.

Listera cordata, 650.

Euonymus europseus, . . . . 575.

Stellaria graminea, 550.

Pyrola media, 550.

Circsea alpina, 500.

Sedum telephium, v. fabaria, . . 500. (?)

Sanicula europsea, 500.

Eraxinus excelsior, 500.

Betula alba, 500.

Orchis incarnata, 500, 200.

Salix caprea, 500.

Carex pallescens, 300.

Among the more interesting species noticed, Mr. Corry marks the

following as new to District 9 :

—

Eanunculus penicillatus. Potamogeton rufescens.

Eosa arvensis, var. bibracteata. *Elodea canadensis.

Salix fragilis. Listera cordata.

S. alba. Luzula pilosa.

S. herlacea. Blysmus rufus.

fS. triandra. • Carex vulpina.

JS. purpurea. C. rigida.

fS. Smithiana.
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X. — Ow A Mode of SuB-AaxjEous Tunnelling. By Sir Samuel
Ferghtson, Q. C, LL.D., President.

[Read, December 10, 1883.]

TuNNBLS under water-ways have always hitherto been constructed by
driving a masonry-built culvert through the subjacent strata.

The conditions most favourable for such works are where the strata

are impervious to water, as rock, chalk, or tenacious clay. Those least

favourable are, where the river bottom consists of mud, sand, or gravel

;

and it may be doubted if engineering skill at present would be equal to

the construction of a drift tunnel through any considerable flow of

free water.

But the more unfavourable such conditions are for the drift tunnel,

the more they seem to invite to another method which would appear

sufficiently practicable to make it worth the attention of engineers, and
which may be thought to involve enough of scientific speculation to

commend it to the attention of a learned society.

It is simply the deposit, by sinking, of an iron-built tubular sub-

way, which, after being settled in its bed in the river bottom, should

be pumped out and connected with the underground approaches.

A tidal river or estuary, in which the work should be kept out of

the way of navigation, will best illustrate the proceedings which should

be taken in carrying out such an operation. Let it be required to sink

such a subway under the navigable bed of a tidal river having a bottom
of mud, sand, gravel, or other material easily dredged ; a depth say of

16 feet in mid-channel at low water, and a width of 400 feet between
walled wharves, up to which the approaches are assumed to have been
executed, having their roadways 22 feet below the river bottom, and
terminating in cross-walls of wood or puddle at the back of the quay
wall at either side ; and let the tunnel be 1 6 feet in height under
6 feet of solid material between the crown of its arch and the deepest

part of the river channel.

The operations would consist

—

{a) in the excavation of a transverse

trench in the bed of the river in the line and down to the level of the

roadways of the approaches
;

{h) in the preparation, at either end, of

recesses on the face of the wharf wall, down which the ends of the

tubular tunnel should be guided in its descent into the trench so pre-

pared
;

{c) in the construction of the iron tubular tunnel, having a

flat floor and arched section, floating it into position, sinking it into its

bed, and making good the river bottom alongside and over it; {d) in

luting the tube at either end in the recesses, and pumping it and them
out ; and (e) in cutting away the cross walls and completing the con-

nexions.

Each operation would have its own practical difficulties. A level

bottom under the tube (in this case supposed to be a straight bar)

would be essential, as well for the avoidance of strains as for the
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sake of adhesion, without -wliicli the tube, on being pumped out,

would rise by flotation. It is conceived, however, that a level bed,

once obtained, could be effectually kept from being silted up, pending
the deposit, by several methods, and that the weight of the tube on a

soft bed would ensure such an amount of adhesion as, even without

that of the lateral and superincumbent material, would effectually

counteract the tendency to rise ; and this envelope would consolidate

with time. The point at which the floating action of muddy water
ceases, and the adhesive and repressive action of watery mud or

silt begins, has not, I imagine, been made the subject of accurate

investigation. Water acting on large surfaces, although admitted

through narrow orifices, exerts pressure proportionate to its head
;

but the limit of tenuity where percolation ceases to carry with
it the action of a continuous column of fluid, appears to be un-

determined. It is conceived, however, that it would be found at a

point short of that whers the mixture reaches a pasty consistence.

The preparation of recesses for guiding the descent of the tube

would entail the employment of cofferdams, within which sills should

be laid level with the floor of the trench. The sides of the recesses

should be carried back to the cross walls,

and, at a point under the level of high

water and lower than the draft of the

tunnel when floated, the alternate check

at either side should be retired, to admit
of the reception of the ends of the tube,

necessarily longer than the breadth of the

waterway.
The construction of the tubular tunnel itself might either be in a

dry dock specially prepared for it, which would be hard to procure, or

on a raft, or by sections of a convenient length built on land and

launched, connected together and fitted with sides and roof in a wet dock

or other still water. Such sections should constitute shallow, open ves-

sels of no greater freeboard than would ensure their floating, so that the

subsequent work on the platform so formed should be continuous and

TTharf.

High Water.

Eiver bottom.

rigid. The ballast necessary to keep the tube upright would be sup-

plied by the metalling required for the roadway, or, if this were not

sufficient, by admission of water. To secure such a tube against the

action of salt water it should be bronze-plated externally, and its
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thickness should be such as would resist the pressure due to the
depth of the trench and of the supernatant water. Or it might he
constructed with double sides and roof, between which a coating

of concrete might be introduced from above.

The floating of the tube into position should be accomplished at

high water, when, its ends being brought home to the down-stream
check of one recess and the up-stream check of the other, with such

arrangements to prevent jamming as might be necessary, the water
would be admitted through its length by valves, and it would sink

evenly down its guide-chambers to the bottom. This accomplished,

Appro ach.

Cross Vail

the process of filling in and making good the bed of the river would
take place.

The .luting of the ends of the tube would be effected by puddling

between it and the masonry of the recesses, and the process of pump-
ing out would be proceeded with.

To complete the connexions, the cross walls at the ends of the

approaches should be cut through, and the ends of the tube being

removed, the way would be open from end to end.

In the case supposed the tube is straight ; but there is no reason

why such a tube should not be measured and fitted to the contour of

the bottom, and sunk into its bed by a similar process ; the only differ-

ence being that the concave of the bow would be already submerged on

being floated into position. In the supposed case, also, the force of

flotation was intercepted by the adhesion of the floor and sides of the

tube to the trench bottom and to the filling-in stuff thrown back from

above, as well as counteracted by the weight of the replaced river-

bottom. The adhesion, however, due to a perfect contact of so large

a surface as the floor of such a tube with a soft river- or sea-bottom

would, theoretically, exclude flotation, even though the top and sides

of the tube were surrounded by free water. Assuming perfect contact
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to exist only in theory, we may easily conceive of arrangements by
which the under margins of such a flooring could be made to bite

into such a bottom to a sufficient depth to break the continuity of the

water pressure from above, as well as to resist the sliding action of

currents.

I submit that the Academy might advantageously employ a portion

of the fund for aiding Scientific Research in investigating experimen-

tally the force of adhesion under varying heights of water pressure,

and defining the point at which the dynamical action of water is

arrested by the interposition of non-fluid matter.

Since I put the foregoing Paper into the hands of the Secretary,

I have learned—what indeed I might have foreseen to be highly

probable—that one leading thought in it has already occurred to

other minds. Our brother Academician, Mr. Thomas F. Pigot, Pro-

fessor of Engineering in the Royal College of Science, informs me
that, "When the scheme for the Channel Tunnel was proposed, one

of the suggestions was to construct a water-tight metal tube immersed
on the bed of the straits "

; and that the deposit of an iron syphon of

three feet in diameter under a waterway of eighty feet wide, at

Dantzig, was effected by excavating a sub-aqueous trench for its re-

ception. I assure the Academy, however, that it was from no desire

to seek credit for priority of invention I ventured into this region of

speculation, or presumed to invite, as I have done, the attention of

our leading Civil Engineers to the subject. The primary motive in-

ducing me has been, I confess, a wish to bring the Engineering intel-

ligence of the country to consider whether a way may not be found
for preserving our city from the necessity of a high-level railway bridge

over the Liffey. If, in prosecuting this purpose, I have put forward
the rudimentary outlines of a method of more general application, by
which unbroken traffic might, pass from bank to bank of the Suir at

Waterford, or of the Rhine at Cologne, without impediment to naviga-

tion, and without the necessity of having to seek a rock stratum en-

tailing lengthened approaches, it will not commend itself the less to

practical minds because it has originated in a desire that the architec-

tural beauties bequeathed us by that splendid race of men who once

inhabited Dublin may be preserved unimpaired for the enjoyment of

future generations. I have not been unmindful of the maxim ne sutor,

and have not presumed to bring my crude conceptions before this

assembly without having had the assurance from a competent autho-

rity, as regards the tunnel of 400 feet above described, that, subject

to some alterations of detail in execution, "the project is one well

within the range of practical application."
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XI.

—

Eepoet ois THE Botany of the Island oe RiTHLiN, Cotjntt of

ANTEiir. By SAiitJEL A. Stewart, FeUow of the Botanical Society

of Edinburgh, Curator of the Collections in the Museum of the

Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society.

[Read, January 14, 1884.]

Eathlin Island is situated at the northern extremity of the Antrim

coast, in lat. 55° 20' north, and 6° 15' west longitude. It has an area

of 3200 acres, and is, consequently, the largest island on the coasts of

the jSTorth of Ireland. Landing on Eathlin, the visitor finds himself

on a belt of rocky, mountainous land, ranging from about half a mile

to over one mile in breadth, and extending for a distance of about five

miles in a direction which is almost exactly east and west. At the

lighthouse,, which is located at the extreme north-east, the coast

bends at a sharp angle, and runs thence southwards for over three

miles, terminating, in this direction, at Rue Point, in TJshet. Fair-

head, on the mainland, is separated from the island by nearly four

miles of a turbulent sound, through which rapid tidal currents run

with immense force, rendering the passage impossible in a high

wind. As stormy weather is here of frequent occurrence, the com-

muiucation with the Antrim coast is often cut off for longer or

shorter periods. On the occasion of my third visit, which was in

August, there were three days in succession during which the boat

could not leave. The main portion of the island lies seven to eight

miles off the Antrim coast ; while the nearest point in Scotland

is the Mull of Cantyre, distant about fourteen miles to the east. Islay

is some twenty miles to the north.

The physical aspect of Rathlin is not inviting. 'Eo flowing out-

lines of softly-swelling landscapes meet the eye, but bare, rugged
crags, which are neither relieved by sylvan glades nor running water.

The rocky foundation has only a very slight covering of soil to absorb

excess of moisture ; and numerous depressions amongst the crags are

filled with water, and form lakelets, which are sometimes of consider-

able depth. The largest sheet of water is the lake at Ushet, which
has an area of over thirty acres. Cleggan Lough, to the north-west,

is a deep basin, enclosed in an amphitheatre of low hills. Its area is

about ten acres. There are, in addition, many reedy marshes, assum-
ing the aspect of lakes in a wet season, but which, nevertheless, dis-

appear, or become reduced to very small dimensions in dry weather.

The land surface rises steadily fi'om Ushet at the south and east to

the Bull at the west end of the island ; and as if to compensate for the

unprepossessing interior, the western sea-cliffs are magnificent. The
rocks on the south side are mainly of hard chalk, precisely similar to
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the "white limestone cliffs -vvhich produce such a picturesque effect at

many points on the Antrim coast. At the "vrest and north-west these

limestone rocks give way to dark trap, identical with the rocks of the

Basaltic Plateau of Antrim. These traps are sometimes massive, but
often more or less columnar. At the north-west there are great

basaltic cliffs, which rise sheer out of the water to a height of between
300 and 400 feet. These cliffs are frequently composed of huge
columns, and, in the early summer, are tenanted by innumerable sea-

birds, which find on the many inaccessible ledges a secure retreat in

which to place their nests and bring out their young. Land birds are not

abundant, Lepidoptera are few in number, and the fauna is in general

poor. Hares have been introduced, and are now well established ; but

it is remarkable that the fi'og, so common on the mainland, has not

yet penetrated to Rathlin. Trees do not grow naturally on the island

;

and the only wood is a small grove planted near Mr. Gage's residence
;

•and these trees, though well sheltered fi'om the northern winds, are

yet by no means in a flourishing condition. This absence of timber

has not always been the case, as trunks and branches of trees and
numbers of hazel nuts have been dug up in the bogs. The deforesting,

if we may so call it, was doubtless caused by scarcity of fuel. There
are now no peat bogs on the island ; and the greatest want of the

people is something to burn. Everything has been cut down long

since ; and now, when there is nothing to break the force of the

storms which career over the surface, it is difficult to induce either

tree or shrub to grow.

At the commencement of the present century, the population of

Rathlin was about 1200. It is now reduced to one-half of that num-
ber, with advantage to those that remain. The Eathliners are not now
the simple-minded primitive people described by Dr. Hamilton one

hundred years ago, and by Dr. Marshall as late as fifty years since.

Irish is spoken by the islanders universally, but there are none who are

ignorant of the English tongue, and they seem to use both languages

indifferently. Their habits and manners, their dwellings and sur-

roundings, and theii' ideas, are very much like those of people of the

same class on the mainland. With good boats and proper equipments
for fishing, no doubt a much larger population could be maintained in

comfort.

The flora of Rathlin Island was examined in a more or less cursory

manner by the Father of Irish Botany, Mr. John Templeton, and after-

wards, in 1836, by Dr. David Moore. The results of these researches

have been already published in the "Flora of Ulster," and in the
" Contributions towards a Cybele Hibernica." Miss Gage, a lady

resident in Rathlin, takes a great interest in its native flora ; and her

album of drawings contains excellent figures, representing the greater

part of the plants that occur on the island. A list of Rathlin plants

was prepared by Mlis Gage for the Botanical Society of Edinburgh;
and an abstract was published in the "Annals and Magazine of jN"atural

History" for the year 1850. Dr. Marshall, whose valuable catalogue

R.I. A. PROC, SEK. II., vox,. IV.—.=;CIEXCE. N
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of the birds of Rathlin was published by the Academy in 1837/ gave
as an addendum a list of the plants observed by himself. This list is

meagre ; and as Dr. Marshall, though an excellent ornithologist, "was

not a botanist, it is of no Talue in any doubtful case. The " Flora

Hibernica," of Mackay, contains only one reference to Eathlin. The
plants which have been stated to occur on Eathlin, and which I did

not see, are appended at the end of this Eeport.

In the lists which follow there are enumerated 318 Flowering
Plants and Higher Cryptogams, 3 species of Characese, 80 llusci, and
10 Hepaticas, all of which were collected or noted by me on the spot.

The flora has few plants of much rarity, Potamogeton pseudo-nitens

being the only one previously unknown in Ireland. On the other

hand, a number of plants hitherto credited to Eathlin must be deleted,

notably Prioeaidon septangulare, which was admitted by some unac-

countable mistake ; and Cramle maritima, which, according to Temple-

ton, grew at Church Bay, is now entirely extinct. A noteworthy
feature of .the flora is the great preponderance of common plants, and
the paucity of rare species. This is doubtless owing to uncongenial

conditions of climate, in conjunction with a rocky surface, covered to

a great extent with wet, barren moors. This is a characteristic of

the Eathlin flora, which is made very apparent by a comparison with
the general flora of Ireland. The range, in Ireland, of the plants here

enumerated is known with a considerable approach to certainty, and
they may be classed as follows :

—

Found in each of twelve districts of the

Cybele Hibernica,

in eleven districts,

in ten districts,

in nine districts,

in eight districts,

in seven districts,

in six districts,

in five districts,

in four districts,

in two districts,

in one district,

207 species.

25
22

23

11

6

5

3

3

1

1

Continuing the comparison, and classing the plants according to the

several types established by "Watson, the same result will appear.

"Watson's '•'British type," consisting of common plants, generally

diffused throughout Britain, is represented in Eathlin by 265 species,

an undue proporcion.

1 " Notes on tlie Statistics and Natural History of the Island of Eathlin," by
James Drummond Marshall, M.D., "Eoyal Irish Academy Transactions," xvii.,

part 3, Antif[uities (1837).
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The next largest of Watson's groups, his "English type," is

represented in Eathlin by twenty species, namely :

—

Nnphar lutea.

Senebie:a coronopns.

Hyper cam androsgemnm.

H. elodes.

TJlex nanus.

Trifolium minus.

Helosciadum nodiflorum.

Smyrnium olusatrum.

Inula helenium.

Pulicaria dysenterica.

The ** Scottish type " has 9 species :

—

Pamassia palustris.

Sagina subulata.

Antennaria dioica.

Orobanche rubra.

Lamium intermedium.

Carduus tenuiflorus.

Convolvulus sepiiun.

Yerbascum thapsus.

Centunculus minimus.

Samolus valerandi.

Ceratophyllum demersum.
Habenaria chlorantha.

Potamogeton lucens.

Sclerochloa loliacea.

Festuca arundinacea.

Galeopsis yersicolor.

Piaguicula vulgaris.

Empetrum nigrum.

Carex dioica.

Of the " Atlantic type " there are six species :

—

Eaphanus maritimus.

Lavatera arborea.

Lepigonum rupicola.

Sedum anglicum.

Pinguicula lusitanica.

Scirpus savii.

Of the " Highland type " only four species :

—

Sedum rhodiola.

Hieracium iricum.

Hieracium pallidum.

Selaginella selaginoides.

TTsiag these figures for comparison with the flora of Ireland at

large, we get the following results :—Relative proportions of the

several types in the flora of Ireland and in that of Rathlin, disregard-

ing fractions

—

Irisli Flora. RatHin Flora.

British type,

English type,

Scottish Lype,

Atlantic type.

58 per cent.

20 ,,

7 „
4 „

86 per cent.

7 „
3 „
2 „

Highland type,

Germanic and |

Hibernian types,
)

5 „

3 ,,

1

Alpine plants are necessarily excluded by reason of the low eleva-

tion of the hills. The geographical position equally excludes plants of
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the Germanic type ; but the broad fact of the marked absence of rare

species must, I thiak, be accounted for by the greater stamina and
adaptability of the common forms ensuiing their success in the struggle

for existence under adverse circumstances.

Having visited Eathlia in spiing, early summer, and again in

autumn, I claim, with confidence, that the list of phanerogams in-

cludes nearly everything indigenous to the island. The list of 80

mosses here given, though doubtless requiring to be extended, may
nevertheless be accounted as a substantial estimate of the Bryology of

Eathlin, and fairly exhibits the prevailing constituents of the moss-

flora. Two of the species—namely, Spliagnumpa'piT.Josum ?cci^Sypnum
sendtneri—are additions to the Irish list ; while four others are new
records for the J^orth of Ireland. These are

—

Trichostomum littorale,

Tortida hilernica, Tortida atrovirem, and Syirnum speciosum.

The few SepaticcB which conclude my list are only such as forced

themselves on my attention. They have all been previously identified

as Iiish plants by Dr. lloore and others ; but one-half of the species

have now, for the first time, been assigned a habitat in the jS^orth of

Ireland.

I have been kindly assisted by several specialists in the identifica-

tion of the critical forms. Professor Babington obligingly revised the

Eubi and several other doubtful plants. The Hieracia were deter-

mined by ]\Ir. Backhouse ; the Pond weeds by llr. A. Bennett, of

Croydon ; and the Charace^ by llessrs. H. & J. Groves. I am also

under obligation to llr. G. A. Holt, of llanchester, who kindly looked

over such of my Mosses and Hepatic® as seemed at all doubtful.

LIST or SPECIES.

EA:NTIXCn-ACE^

,

Eanunculus trichophyllus (Chaix.)—In a lakelet at the south end of

the island ; sparingly.

E. hederaceus (Linn.)—llarshy places; not common.
E. flammula (Linn.)—Common in wet places.

E. ficaria (Linn.)—Common.
E. acris (Linn.)—Distributed over the island ; but not abundant.

E. repens (Linn.)—Frequent ; but not abundant.

E. bulbosus (Linn.)—In great abundance.

Caltba palustris (Linn.)—Common.

iN'mrpHJEACE^.

I^ymphsea alba (Linn.)—Eare; it occurs sparingly in a lakelet east of

Church Bay.

K'uphar lutea (Sm.)—Abundant in lakelets east of Church Bay.
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Papaveeace^.

Papaver dubium (Linn.)—In cultivated fields ; not common. My spe-

cimens were not sufficient to determine whether this poppy should
be ranked under P. lamottei, or P. lecoqii.

PrriiAEiACE^.

Pamaria muralis (Sond.)—In cultivated fields ; not common.
P. officinalis (Linn.)—Borders of fields to the south and east ; rare.

Ceucieek^.

Nasturtium officinale (E. Br.)—Prequent.

Cardamine hirsuta (Linn.)—In several places; but not common.
C. pratensis (Linn.)—Common.
Sisymbrium officinale (Scop.)—Prequent on roadsides and waste

ground.

S. thalianum (Gaud.)—Sparingly on rocks by the shore near TJshet.

Sinapis arvensis (Linn.)—Cultivated fields.

Cochlearia officinalis (Linn.)—Yery plentiful.

Capsella bursa-pastoris (D. C.)—Waste ground; not common.
Senebiera coronopus (Poiret.)—By the shore at Church Bay, and east

to Ushet.

Eaphanus maritimus (Sm.)—In great profusion in the fields of beans
and of potatoes, occupying to a great extent the place of the

charlock.

Yiolace^.

Yiola sylvatica (Pries.)—Common.
Y. tricolor (Linn.); /?. arvensis (Murr.)— Cultivated fields; not

common.

POITGAIACE^.

Polygala vulgaris (Linn.)—Common.
P. vulgaris, y8. depressa (Wend.)—Prequent on the heaths.

CAETOPHXLLACE^

.

Silene maritima (With.)—In great profusion.

Lychnis flos-cuculi (Linn.)—Kenramer; rare.

Sagina procumbens (Linn.)—Everywhere common.
S. maritima (Don.)—Gravelly shore at Church Bay ; rare.

S. subulata (Wimm.)—Occurs in many places round the west and
north ends of the island, growing on bare horizontal rocks at the

summit of the cliffs.

Arenaria serpyllifolia (Linn.)—Eocks at the south-west; rare.

Stellaria media (Yill.)—Pields and waste ground; but not at all abun-

dant.
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Stellaria holostea (Linn.)—In several places ; but not common.
S. uliginosa (Murr.)—Wet places; frequent.

Cerastium giomeratum (Thuil.)—Rare.

C. triviale (Link.)—Common.
Lepigonum rupicola (Lebel).—Abundant, and very luxuriant on the

cliffs all round the island.

Spergula arvensis (Linn.)—Common.
Scleranthus aunuus (Linn.)—Borders of fields ; not common.
Saponaria officinalis (Linn.)—Occurs in some quantity on the roadside

opposite Church Bay ; it has, however, no claim to be considered

a native.

Maivace^.

Lavatera arborea (Linn.)—On the cliffs, sparingly ; said to have been

introduced.

Htpericace^.

Hypericum androssemum (Linn.)—Shady rocks; rare.

H. tetrapterum (Fries.)—By streams at the west end; rare.

H. pulchrum (Linn.)— Distributed over the island; but not very

common.
H. elodes (Linn.)—Abundant in some lakelets (rock basins) near the

lighthouse, and to the west.

Gteeaniace^.

Geranium molle (Linn.)—Eoadsides and waste ground; not common.
G. dissectum (Linn.)—Borders of fields ; rare.

G. robertianum (Linn.)—Common.

OxAxroACE^.

Oxalis acetosella (Linn.)—Common.

LlIfACE^.

Linum catharticum (Linn.)—Abundant.
Radiola millegrana (Sm.)—On the gravelly margin of the north-east

side of the large lake at TIshet.

Leguminos^.

Ulex europasus (Linn.)—Heaths ; but only sparingly. In Mr. Temple

-

ton's manuscript " Catalogue of the Native Plants of Ireland," the
opinion is expressed that U. europaeus " is evidently a naturalized

plant, rather too tender for the climate." He states that it was
unknown in Bathlin until sown by Mr. Gage m 1794 or 1795.

V. gallii (Planch.)—In great profusion over all the elevated unculti-

vated land in the island.

Sarothamnus scoparius (Koch.)—Abundant
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Trifolium pratense (Linn.)—Common.
T. medium (Huds.)—Eoadside near the centre of the island, and in

several places thence to Bull Point ; very luxuriant.

T. repens (Linn.)—Common.
T. procumbens (Linn.)—Abundant on the elevated pastures to the

west and north.

T. minus (Sm.)—Common.
Lotus comiculatus (Linn.)—Abundant.
Authyllus vulneraria (Linn.)—One of the most abundant plants on

the island.

Vicia hirsuta (Koch.)—Borders of fields at the south; rare.

V. cracca (Linn.)—Common.
Y. sepium (Linn.)—Common.
Lathyrus pratensis (Linn.)—Frequent.

EOSACKS!.

Prunus communis (Huds.); a. spinosa (Linn.)— Sparingly in various

parts of the island.

Spiraea ulmaria (Linn.)—Frequent.

Agrimonia eupatoria (Linn.)—On rocks at the north and west.

Alchemilla vulgaris (Linn.)—IS^ot common.
Potentilla anserina (Linn.)—Common.
P. tormentilla (Nesl.)—Everywhere abundant.

Comarum palustre (Linn.)—In marshes; frequent.

Fragaria vesca (Litin.)—I^ot common.
Eubus discolor ("W. and N.)—The commonest bramble on the island.

E. carpinifolius (W. and !N.)—Waste ground; not common.
E. corylifolius (Sm.); a. sublustris (Lees.)—Waste ground; frequent.

E. corylifolius (Sm.)
; y. purpureus (Bab.)—JS^ot common.

Geum urbanum (Linn.)—Eare.

Eosa spinosissima (Linn..)—In profusion throughout the island. The
variety ciphiana, which has fiowers of a beautiful pink colour, is

to be found on the road leading to the lighthouse, and also on the

roadside to the east of Church Bay.

E. tomentosa (Sm.)—Eare. I only met with this rose in. one spot.

E. canina (Linn.)—Occurs in several places, but is not common.
Cratsegus oxyacantha (Linn.)—Eare. There are scarcely any hedges

in Eathlin, and the hawthorn bushes are not only scarce but

stunted.

LXTHIIA.CE.S.

Peplis portula (Liun.)—In marshy ground west of the lighthouse.

Eare.

OjfAGEACEiE,

Epilobium parviflorum (Schreb.)—Eare.

E. montanum fLinn.)—I^ot common.
E. palustre (Linn.)—In wet places ; not common.
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Haxokagace^.

Myriophyllum alterniflorum (D. C.)—In the lakes and drains abund-
antly.

Hippuris vulgaris (Linn.)—Marshes to the north-west; frequent.

PoETTJLACE^.

Montia fontana (Linn.)—Abundant; the varieties minor and rivulare

are equally common.
Ceassulace^.

Sedum rhodiola (D. C.)—Very fine on perpendicular cliffs at the

north-west.

S. anglicum (Huds.)—Abundant over the island.

S. acre (Linn.)—Abundant on cliffs between Church Bay and TJshet

Point.

Saxieuagace^.

Chrysosplenium oppositifolium (Linn.)—Eare.

Parnassia palustris (Linn.)—On cliffs west of the lighthouse ; rare.

Umbeilieer^.

Hydrocotyle vulgaris (Linn.)—Common in marshes.

Helosciadium nodiflorum (Koch.)—Rare,

-^gopodium podagraria (Linn.)—Pare. I only met with this, usually

common, species near the residence of Mr. Gage.

Bunium flexuosum (With.)—Plentiful in one field, rare elsewhere.

(Enanthe crocata (Linn.)—Sides of streams and drains ; frequent.

Angelica sylvestris (Linn.)—On cliffs by the shore, and in wet rocky

places; frequent.

Heracleum sphondylium (Linn.)—Common.
Daucus carota (Linn.)—Everywhere abundant.
Torilis anthriscus (Gaert.)—Common.
Conium maculatum (Linn.)—The hemlock is the most abundant of the

Pathlin Umbelliferse, and seems to entirely replace Anthriscus

sylvestris, which I did not see anywhere.
Smyrnium olusatrum (Linn.)—Rocks near Ushet ; rare.

Hederace^.

Hedera helix (Linn.)—Frequent on the rocks.

CAPEIFOLIACEiE.

Sambucus nigra (Linn.)—Rare, and only about houses
;
probably not

nativ3.

Lonicera periclymanum (Linn.)—Rocks at Kenramer ; rare.

Rttbiace.^.

Sherrardia arvensis (Linn.)—Cultivated fields, and on rocks ; not
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Galium aparine (Linn.)—Not common.
Gr. verum (Linn.)—Abundant.
Gr. saxatile (Linn.)—Common.
Gr. palustre (Linn.)—Frequent in wet places.

DlPSACACE^.

Scabiosa succisa (Linn.)—Common.

CoMPOsiT-a;.

Eupatorium cannabinum (Linn.)—Shady rocks; rare.

Tussilago farfara (Linn.)—Not abundant.

Bellis perennis (Linn.)—Common.
Inula helenium (Linn.)—A number of plants of the elecampane occur

in the corner of a field by the road leading from the chapel to

the lighthouse. It can scarcely, however, be accounted a

native.

Pulicaria dysenterica (Gaert.)—In several places ; but not plentiful.

Antennaria dioica (Gaert.)—Common on grassy heaths.

Achillea ptarmica (Linn.)—Borders of fields ; not common.
A. millefolium (Linn.)—Common.
Matricaria inodora, var. /3. salina.—On the sea-cliffs in profusion.

Chrysanthemum segetum (Linn.)—Cultivated fields ; common.
Artemisia vulgaris (Linn.)—Abundant on roadsides and waste ground.

Tanacetum vulgare (Linn.)—Roadsides in several places, but always

suspiciously near to cottages.

Senecio vulgaris (Linn.)—Common.
S. sylvaticus (Linn.)—Waste ground, Church Bay ; rare.

S. jacobaea (Linn.)—Common.
S. aquaticus (Huds.)—Common.
Arctium intermedium (Lange.)—Eoadsides and waste ground; common.
Centaurea nigra (Linn.)—Roadsides and borders of fields ; common.
Carduus tenuiflorus (Curt.)—Shore at Church Bay ; not common.
C. lanceolatus (Linn.)—Common.
C. arvensis (Curt.)—Roadsides; common.
C. palustris (Linn.)—Common.
Lapsana communis (Linn.)—Eoadsides and waste ground ; not com-

mon.
Hypochseris radicata (Linn.)—Rocks and waste ground; common.
Leontodon autumnalis (Linn.)—Common.
Taraxicum officinale (Linn.)—Common.
Sonchus oleraceus (Linn.)—Frequent.

S. asper (Hoff .)—Waste ground ; rare.

S. arvensis (Linn.)—Cultivated fields ; common.
Crepis virens (Linn.)—Damp places ; rare.

Hieracium pilosella (Linn.)—Heaths and dry banks ; frequent.

B[. iricum (Fries.)—Rather frequent on basaltic rocks at the south-

east end.
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H. pallidum (Fries.) "jS'ot typical"—J. Backhouse. I found this

ha-^kweed very sparingly on the limestone at the south-west of

the island.

CAiEPANTJLACE^.

Jasione montana (Linn.)—Eocks ; common.
Campanula rotundifolia (Linn.)— On rocks ; frequent.

Eeicace^.

Calluna vulgaris (SaHsb.)—Heaths; common.
Erica tetralix (Linn.)—Frequent ; but not abundant on the heaths.

E. cinerea (Linn.)—Common.

Gentiajs'ace^.

Erythrsea centaureum (Pers.)—Short pastui'es; not uncommon.
Grentiana campestris (Linn.)—Mountain pastures at the west end of

the island ; not common.
Menyanthes trifoliata (Linn.)—llarshes and lakes ; common.

CoNVOLVUlACE^.

Convolvulus sepium (Linn.)—Occurs in several places, but is not

common. With pink flowers by a stream close to the church.

BoEAGIIfACE^.

Anchusa sempervirens (Linn.)—In several places near cottages, and
no doubt introduced.

Lycopsis arvensis (Linn.)—Cultivated fields; frequent.

Myosotis csespitosa (Schultz.)—Marshes; frequent.

M. arvensis (Lehm.)—Fields ; not common.
M. versicolor (Eeich.)—Fields and wastes ; not common.

Oeoban'chace^.

Orbanche rubra (Sm.)—Very rare ; only an occasional plant on the

cliffs at the south-west.

Sceophxtlaeiace^ .

Verbascum thapsus (Linn.)—Very rare ; a few plants only at one spot

on the shore at the south-west.

Scrophularia nodosa (Linn.)—Rare.

Pedicularis palustris (Linn.)—Frequent in marshes.

P. sylvatica (Linn.)—Common.
Rhinanthus crista- galli (Linn.)—Common.
Euphrasia officinalis (Linn.)—Common.
Eartsia odontites (Huds.)—Frequent.

Veronica beccabunga (Linn.)—Beside the streams; common.
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V. chamsedrys (Linn.)—Common.
V. officinalis (Linn.)—Not common.
Y. arvensis (Linn.)—Cultivated fields ; not common.
V. agrestis (Linn.)—Fields ; not common.

LABIATiE.

Mentha aquatica (Linn.)—By the streams; frequent.

Thymus serpyllum (Linn.)—Everywhere abundant.

Prunella vulgaris (Linn.)—Not common.
Nepeta glechoma (Benth.)—Eare.

Lamium intermedium (Fries.)—Abundant in cultivated fields.

L. purpureum (Linn.)— Fields and waste ground; not common.
Galeopsis tetrahit (Linn.)—Cultivated fields; frequent.

G. versicolor (Curt.)—Fields; not common,
Stachys sylvatica (Linn.)—Shady rocks at the south-west end; rare.

S. palustris (Linn.)—Fields and damp ground ; not common.
S. palustris; /3. ambigua (Sm.)—By the shore west of the church;

occurring on wet limestone rocks.

S. arvensis (Linn.)—Cultivated fields; plentiful.

Teucrium scorodonia (Linn.)—Frequent on the rocks.

Ajuga reptans (Linn.)—Not common.

LeNTIBUIABEACE^

.

Pinguicula vulgaris (Linn.)—Boggy places ; common.
P. lusitanica (Linn.).—Plentiful by the boggy margins of lakelets

near the lighthouse, and further west.

PrimulaCE^.

Primula vulgaris (Linn.)—Common.
Lysimachia nemorum (Linn.)^-Frequent.

Glaux maritima (Linn.)—Shore at Church Bay.

Anagallis arvensis (Linn.)—Fields and waste ground ; common.
A. tenella (Linn.)—Marshy ground; common.
Centunculus minimus (Linn.)—Very rare; shore of Ushet Lake in

small quantity.

Samolus valerandi (Linn.)—Frequent on the margins of lakes at

Ushet.

PlITMBAGINACE^

.

Armeria maritima (Willd.)—Common all round the shores of the

island.

Plantaginace^.

Plantago coronopus (Linn.)—Abundant over the entire island.

P. maritima (Linn.)—With the preceding; common.
P. major (Linn.)—Eoadsides and waste ground; common.
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P. lanceolata (Linn.)—Eoadsides and fields ; common. "We have in

the Island of Eathlin all the species of plantain which, are native

in Ireland : I observed the whole four growing on the same road

within the space of one hundred yards.

Littorella lacnstris (Linn.)—Common on the margins of the lakes.

Chenopomace^.

Chenopodium album (Linn.)—Borders of cultivated fields.

Atriplex deltoidea (Bab.)—Sea-shore west of the church ; not common.
I take this to be the variety salina, of Babington's Manual; it

is frequent on the coasts of Down and Antrim.

PolygonACE^.

Eumex obtusifolius (Linn.)
—

"Waste ground ; frequent.

R. crispus (Linn.)—Waste ground and roadsides ; common.
R. acetosa (Linn.)—Common.
E. acetosella (Linn.)—Common.
Polygonum persicaria (Linn.)—Frequent.

P. hydropiper (Linn.)—Margin of Ushet lake; not common.
P. aviculare (Linn.)

—
"^^aste ground about Church Bay; not common.

P. convolvulus (Linn.)—Fields and waste ground; frequent.

Empeteace^.

Empetrum nigrum (Linn.)—Rocks to the west of the lighthouse

;

rare.

Etjphoebiace^.

Euphorbia helioscopia (Linn.)—Borders of fields ; frequent.

E. peplus (Linn.)—IN'ear the chapel; rare.

CeEATOPHYLLACE^

.

Ceratophyllum demersum (Linn.)—Ushet lake ; rare.

Caliitkichace^.

Callitriche verna (Linn.)—In lakes and drains.

Ueticace^.

Ilrtica urens (Linn.)
—

"Waste ground; Church Bay; rare.

TJ. dioica (Linn.)—Common.

Amentieee^.

Salix cinerea (Linn.)—By the large lake at TJshet; rare.

S. aurita (Linn.)
—

"With the preceding species; rare.

S. repens (Linn.)—Abundant over the rocky heaths. There are in

Rathlin more forms than one of this willow, but I do not feel

confidence in separating them.
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Juniperus nana (Willci)—Eare. A fe^y plants still groTV in inacces-

sible places on the cliffs. Pormerly the juniper was plentiful,

but it has been nearly exterminated by the practice of wearing it

at Easter-time.

OUCHIDACE^.

Orchis masctila (Linn.)—Heaths and pastures; frequent.

0. maculata (Linn.)—Meadows and pastures; frequent.

0. incarnata (Linn.)—In marshy ground. The most abundant orchid

in the island.

Habenaria chlorantha (Bab.)—Damp mountain pastures; rare.

Ieidace^.

Iris pseud-acorns (Linn.)—Common in wet places.

ALISMACEiE.

Alisma ranunculoides (Linn.)—Marshes; abundant.

Triglochin palustre (Linn.)—In marshes; common.

LlLIACE^.

Endymion nutans (Dum.)—In several places
; but not common or

luxuriant.

Melajs'ihace^.

I^arthecium ossifragum (Huds.)—Frequent in boggy heaths.

Jtjitcace^.

Juncus effusus (Linn.)—Common.
J. conglomeratus (Linn.)—^Frequent.

J. acutiflorus (Ehr.)—Common.
J. lamprocarpus (Ehr.)—Common.
J. supinus (Moench.)—Marshes; Kenramer ; frequent.

J. bufonius (Linn.)—Wet places; frequent.

Luzula campestris (Willd.)—Not common.

Typhace^.

Sparganium ramosum (Huds.)— Marshes at the west side; not
common.

S. minimum (Fries.)—In lakelets at the south-east end; rare.

Lemi^ace^.

Lemna minor (Linn.)—Ditches; not common.
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POTAMOGEIOIS'ACE^

.

Potamogeton natans (Linn.)—In lakes and ditches; profusely abun-
dant.

P. polygonifolius (Pourr.)—Marshes and drains ; common, especially

on the elevated plateau at the west end.

P. heterophyllus (Schreb.), yar. pseudo-nitens (A. Bennett).—Very
rare. I found one specimen only in Ushet lake.

P. prffilongus (Wulf.)—Plentiful in the deep water of the large lake

at TJshet.

P. perfoliatus (Linn.)—With the preceding ; in some quantity.

P. crispus (Linn.)—Ushet lake; rare.

P, pusillus (Linn.)—Lakes at the south end. I found only the variety

tenuissimus, which is the common form in the north of Ireland.

Ctpeeaceje.

Schoenus nigricans (Linn.)
—

"Wet margins of lakes; rare.

Eleocharis palustris (R. Br.)—Ditches and lakes; common.

Scirpus pauciflorus (Lightf.)— Wet moors at the west end ; not

common.
S. fluitans (Linn.)—Lakes, ponds, and drains; in profusion every-

where.

S. setaceus (Linn.)
—

"Wet places ; rare.

S. savii (S. and IT.)—Frequent on boggy ground.

Eriophorum polystachion (Linn.)—Common on boggy ground.

Carex dioica (Linn.)—Kenramer ; rare.

C. pulicaris (Linn.)—Frequent.

C. vulpina (Linn.)—Ushet; rare.

C. stellulata (Good.)—Common.
C. vulgaris (Fries.)—Margins of lakes; not common.

C. panicea (Linn.)—Rare and small.

C. pilulifera (Lian.)—Rare and stunted.

C. glauca (Scop.)—Common.
C. flava (Linn.)—Common.
C. hornschuchiana (Hoppe.)—Frequent on the moors.

C. distans (Linn.)—Shore near Ushet; rare.

C. binervis (Sm.)—Keni'amer; very rare.

C. hirta (Linn.)—Margin of Ushet lake; rare.

C. ampuliacea (Good.)—Lakes and ponds; frequent.

GkAMINES.

Anthoxanthum odoratum (Linn.)—Not common.

Phleum pratense (Linn.)—jS^ot common.

Alopecurus pratensis (Linn.)—Rare.

A geniculatus (Linn.)
—

"Wet places ; frequent.

Nardus stricta (Linn.)—Moors ; not common.
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Phragmites commtmis (Trin.)—Abundant in the lakes; but I saw no
appearance of flowers anywhere.

Agrostis vulgaris (With.)—Kot common.
A. alba (Linn.)—Eocks west of the church.

Holcus lanatus (Linn.)—Abundant.
Aira c^spitosa (Linn.)—Frequent.

A. flexuosa (Linn.)—Heaths at the west end; not common.
A. caryophyllea (Linn.)—Frequent.

A. praecox (Linn.)—Frequent at the top of the cliffs.

Avena pubescens (Linn.)—A form of this species which is only

slightly hairy is plentiful on the rocks.

Arrhenatherum elatius (M. and K.)—I^ot common.
Trioda decumbens (Beauv.)—Heaths ; frequent.

Kceleria cristata (Pers.)—Rocks, heaths, and pastures ; abundant.

This grass seems to take the place, to a great extent, of

Anthoxanthum odoratum.

Poa annua (Linn.)—Frequent.

P. trivialis (Linn.)—Frequent.

Glyceiia fluitans (R. Br.)—Drains and ponds ; frequent.

Sclerochloa maritima (Lind.)—On the shore; not common.
S. loKacea (Woods).—Limestone rocks, west of the church; rare.

Cynosurus cristatus (Linn.)—Common.
Dactylis glomerata (Linn.)—Common.
Festuca sciuroides (Roth.)—Limestone rocks west of Church Bay

;

rare.

F. ovina (Linn.)—Rocks by the shore; not common. The yiyiparous

form occurs on wet heaths at Bull Point.

F. rubra (Linn.)—Common.
F. arundinacea (Schreb.)—Shady rocks; frequent.

F. pratensis (Huds.)—Damp rocky places ; not uncommon.
Serrafalcus mollis (Pari.)—Frequent.

Brachypodium sylvaticum (R. & S.)—Rocks by the shore ; not com-
mon. A form occurs south of Church Bay which has erect spikes,

resembling B. pinnatum.
Lolium perenne (Linn.)—Common.

Eqtjisetace^.

Equisetum sylvaticum (Linn.)—Heaths; rare.

E. limosum (Linn.)—Common in lakes, ponds, and di-ains. The
variety a is the common, if not the only, form in Rathlin.

E. palustre (Linn.)—Frequent, but not abundant.

FiLICES.

Polypodium vulgare (Linn.)—iN'ot common.
Lastrea filix-mas (Presl.)—Common.
Athyrium filix-foemina (Roth.)—Abundant.
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Aspleriium adiantum-nigrum (Linn.)—Eoeks ; frequent all round the

coast.

A. marinum (Linn.)—Abundant, and luxuriant on the sea cliffs every-

where.

A. ruta-muraria (Linn.)—Yery rare. I saw one plant only, on a wall

near the chapel.

Scolopendi'um vulgare (Sym.)—In a cave east of Church Bay; rare.

Elechnuni boreale (Sw.)—Frequent.
Pteris aquilina (Lirm.)—Abundant.
Ophioglossum vulgatum (Linn.)—Short pastures on hills above the

chapel; rare.

Ltcopodiace^.

Lycopodium selago (Linn.)—Heaths; rare.

Selaginella spinulosa (A. Br.)—llargins of small rocky lakelets at the

north-west ; rare.

Chaeace^.

Chara fragilis (Desv.)—In several of the lakelets.

]S'itella opaca (Ag.)—Prequent in the ponds and lakelets.

!N". translucens (Pres.)— Sparingly intermixed with the preceding

species.

Musci.

The order of the sequence in the following list is the same as that

adopted by the late Dr. David lloore in compiling his " Synopsis

of the Mosses of Ireland."

DlCEAJfE^.

Pleuiidium subulatum (Linn.)—Pastui'e fields; not common.
Dicranella squarrosa (Schrad.)—Rocky banks of stream ; rare.

D. cerviculata (Hedw.)—Bogs at the north-west; rare.

D. subulata (Hedw.)—Seen in one spot only, and veiy sparingly.

Ceratodon purpui'eus (Linn.)
—

"Waste gi'ound ; not common.
Dicranum scoparium (Linn.)—Heaths and rocks ; common.
D. majus (Turner)—Shady rocks ; not common.
D. bonjeanii (De Xot.)—Boggy places ; not common.
Campylopus atrovirens (De Not.)

—
"Wet heaths; frequent, but always

barren.

C. fragilis (Br. et Schimp.)—Common on the heaths.

GrEIlDUE^.

Grimmia pulvinata (Dill.)—Bocks and stones ; very common.
Schistidium maritimum (Tuimer.)—Common on the rocks by the

shore.

S. confertum (Funck.), var. incanum.—In several places on amygda-
loidal rocks.
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Glyphomitrium Daviesii (Dicks.)—Basaltic rocks ; rare.

Ptychomitrium polyphyllum (Dicks.)—Common.
Racomitrium lanuginosum (Hedw.)—Frequent on the heaths.

R. aciculare (Linn.)—On stones in streams ; common.
R. fasciculare (Schrad.)—Rocky heaths.

Leucobeye^.

Leucobryum glaucum (Linn.)—Frequent on the heaths.

Teichostomace^ .

Phascum cuspidatum (Schreb.)—Rare, only found in one spot.

Gymnostomum microstomum (Hedw.)—Not common.
Pottia heimii (Dicks.)—Rocky sea-shore ; not common.
P. truncatula (Linn.)—Fields ; not common.
Weissia viridula (Brid.)—Common.
"W. verticillata (Linn.)—On wet, vertical, limestone rocks, in small

quantity, and barren.

Didymodon rubellus (B, & S.)—Waste ground ; frequent.

Trichostomum mutabile (Bruch.)—Rocks in damp places ; rare.

T. tophaceum (Brid.)—Wet rocks ; not common.
T. littorale (Mitt.)—On rocks in several places ; not known elsewhere

in Ireland.

T. crispulum (Bruch.), var. elatum
;
(Schimp.)—Sparingly on rocks

at the west end.

Tortula atrovirens (Sm.)—Very rare, one small tuft only observed.

T. revoluta (Schwg.)—Wall at the demesne ; rare.

T. muralis (Linn.)—Walls and rocks ; common.
T. fallax (Hedw.)—Damp clay banks ; frequent.

T. rigidula (Dicks.)—Damp rocks; not common.
T. subulata (Linn.)—Dry banks; frequent.

T. Isevipila (Brid.)—Frequent' on the limestone rocks.

T. hibernica (Mitten,)?—This is a barren moss which, when collect-

ing, I took for a form of Didymodon cylindricus. It is not that

species ; and Mr. Holt, after a careful examination, and with some
hesitation, considers it *' a poor, drawn form of Tortula hibernica,

but decidedly abnormal." It is not rare on the basaltic rocks.

OjaiHOXJilCHE^.

Orthotrichum cupulatum (Hoif.)—Wet rocks ; the variety nudum of

Dickson.

0. diaphauum (Schrad.)—Sparingly on stones west of the church.

0. pliyllanthum (Brid.)—On rocks in several places.

Zygoclon stirtoni (Schimp.)—Basaltic rocks ; rare.

FuNlEIEiE.

Entosthodon templetoni (Hook.)—Rocks by streams; rare.
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Bartramia fontana (Liun.)—Wet, splashy places; common.
B. arcuata (Dicks.)—Damp rocks; common, but barren.

Bete-s;,

Bryum pseudotriquetrum (Hedw.)—On wet rocks in several places.

B. alpinum (Linn.)—Limestone rocks to the west of the church

;

barren.

B. capillare (Linn.)—Common.
Aulacomnion palustre (Schwaeg.)—Bogs in the north and west.

Milium hornum (Linn.)—Frequent on shady banks.

M. punctatum (Hedw.)—Wet rocks; rare.

Htpne^.

I have not availed myself of the recent subdivisions of the genus

Hypnum of Dillenius, to which so many able bryologists attach a

generic value. However desirable that, for convenience of reference,

the species should be grouped by minor characters, yet it seems to me
that these groups constitute sections only of a large but very natural

genus. The introduction of a burdensome trinomial system has also

been avoided.

Homalothecum sericeum (Linn.)—Frequent on damp rocks.

Thamnium alopecurum (Linn.)—Bocky banks of streams.

Thuidium tamariscinum (Hedw.)—Damp mossy banks; not common.
Hypnum undulatum (Linn.)—Heathy places ; not common.
H. lutescens (Huds.)—Sparingly on the limestone rocks.

H. populeum (Hedw.)—On rocks ; frequent.

H. rutabulum (Linn.)—Common.
H. ruscifolium (Dill.)—On rocks in streams ; common.
H. tenellum (Dicks.)—Common on the limestone.

H. striatum (Schreb.)—Damp shady rocks ; rare.

H. praelongum (Dill.)—Shady banks; frequent.

H. speciosum (Brid.)—Damp rocks ; rare and barren.

H. serpens (Dill.)—Common.
H. cuspidatum (Dill.)—Abundant in marshy ground.

H. purum (Linn.)—Mossy banks; not common.
H. schreberi (Willd.)—Common on the heaths; no fruit.

H. scorpioides (Linn.)—Boggy places in the north-west; quite luxu-

riant, but always barren.

H. sendtneri (Schimp.)—Boggy ground; rare and barren.

H. filicinum (Linn.)—Wet rocks; frequent.

H. moUuscum (Hedw.)—Limestone rocks ; frequent.

H. cupressiforme (Dill.)—Common.
H. resupinatum (Wils.)—Frequent.

H. squarrosum (Dill.)—Common.
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Skitophtlle^.

rissidens adiantoides (Hedw.)—Frequent on rocks in toggy ground.
P. taxifolius (Linn.)—Banks of streams; frequent.

POLTTEICHE^.

Pogonatum aloides (Hedw.)—Common.
Polytrichum juniperinum (Willd.)—Frequent on the heaths.

Sphagke^.

Sphagnum acutifolium (Ehr.)—Common.
S. papillosum (Lindberg.)—On boggy heaths,

Grimmia leucophea (Grev.); Pleuridium nitidum (Hedw.), and Ephe-
merum serratum (Schreb), were found on Eathlin by Dr. Moore
in 1836.

Hepatic^.

As regards the Hepaticse, I can merely enumerate the species

which I collected on Eathlin, as my researches were not sufficient

to enable me to give an estimate of their abundance, or otherwise.

Asterella hemispherica (Linn.)

Prullania dilatata (Linn.)—New to flora of the north of Ireland.

P. tamarisci (Micheli.)

P. germana (Taylor).

Lejeunia serpyllifolia (Dickson).

Chiloscyphus polyanthas (Linn.)—New to the northern flora.

Kantia trichomanis (Linn.)—New to the northern counties.

Scapania undulata (Dill.)—New to the north,

Diplophyllum albicans (Linn.)

Jungermannia riparia (Taylor).—New to the north.

Possombronia pusilla (Linn.)—Pound in Rathlin by Dr. David Moore.

[Ai
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APPENDIX.

Species previously recorded as occurring in, Rathlin, hit not seen there ly

8. A. Steivart.

Eanunculus sceleratus.

In Dr. Marshall's list ; but certainly not now on tlie island.

Draba verna.

In Miss Gage's list. Possibly the stunted form of Arabis tha-

liana that grows very sparingly on tbe south end of the island

was mistaken for this. D. verna has been found near the Giant's

Causeway, but there is no likely habitat in Rathlin.

Draba muralis.

Miss Gage's list. An error ; not native in Ireland.

Brassica oleracea.

Among stones on the beach, Church Bay.—Miss Gage. Doubt-
less escaped from cultivation. The cabbage is occasionally met
with in a pseudo-wild state on the sea-shore.

Crambe maritima.

" At Church Bay, Island of Rathlin."—Mr. Templeton. Long
since extract on Rathlin. Mr. Templeton's note on this plant is

as follows :

—

" Gravelly shore at Church Bay in Rathlin Island.

Inserted on seeing it in Mr. Gage's garden in Rathlin, who
transplanted it from the shore, where it is now destroyed,

1794."—Templeton MSS.

Elatine hexandra.

In Miss Gage's list. A plant likely to occur in the large lake

at Ushet, but I did not find it.

Silene armeria.

" Not frequent."—Dr. Marshall's list. A garden escape.

Malva sylvestris.

'' On one of the hills on the north shore."—Dr. Marshall's list.

This was Lavatera arborea.

Malva rotundifolia.

In Misa Gage's list ; also in Plora of Ulster. No doubt correct
;

but this is a plant that is decreasing in frequency in the north of

Ireland. I do not know of its existence now anywhere in county
Antrim.
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Trifolium arvense.

'' On dry places on the sides of hills above Church Bay, Eathlin

Island."—Te-ipleton MSS. A plant which could scarcely be mis-

taken, but must have been in small quantity, as there are but
few dry places on the wet, heathy hills aboye Church Bay.

Lythrum salicaria.

In Miss Gage's list. A plant which I expected, but did not find.

Epilobium hirsutum.

Miss Gage's list, and Plora of Ulster. I suspect this was
E. parviflorum.

Sedum reflexum.

In Miss Gage's list. "Was S. acre.

Saxifraga hypnoides.

In Miss Gage's list. A plant to be expected, but must be very

rare in Eathlin.

(Enanthe fistulosa.

In Miss Gage's list. I fear some error ; (E. fistulosa shuns

such cold, rocky, exposed ground as the Eathlin marshes.

Galium pusillum.

Miss Gage's list, and Elora of Ulster. "Was G. saxatile ; a com-
mon error.

Knautia arvensis.

Miss Gage's list, also Flora of Ulster. Has been imported with
seed ; a frequent casual.

Artemisia maritima.

In Miss Gage's list. Was A. vulgaris.

Carduus crispus.

"Common."—Dr. Marshall. Erroneous identification.

Cuscuta epilinum.

In Miss Gage's list. A casual.

Orobanche major.

In Miss Gage's list. Was 0. rubra.

Myosotis palustris.

In Dr. Marshall's list. Was M. csespitosa.

Veronica scutellata.

Miss Gage's list, also Elora of Ulster. A likely plant ; I did

not, however, find it.
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Ballota fcetida.

Miss Gage's list, and Flora of Ulster. Probably introduced ; I

did not meet "vrith it anywhere.

Lamium album.

Miss Grage's list, also Flora of Ulster. Xot seen by me ; an
uncertain plant.

Lamium incisum.

Miss G-age's list, also Flora of Ulster. "Was likely L. inter-

medium. The former is very rare in the north of Ireland.

Beta maritima.

Miss Gage's list, and Flora of Ulster. A plant to be expected.

Suseda maritima.

Miss Gage's list. A plant that could hardly be mistaken, but
I did not see it ; there are few spots in which it could grow.

Malaxis paludosa.

In Miss Gage's list, also Flora of Ulster. Occurs on Fair

Head, and might be expected in Eathlin.

Scilia verna.

Miss Gage's list. My search for this was in vain.

Eriocaulon septangulare.

"Abundant."—Miss Gage's list. An unaccountable mistake;

the very superficial resemblance of the stems of Eleocharis may
have caused the error.

Carex paniculata.

Miss Gage's list, also Flora of Ulster. An error of determina-
tion, I believe.

Carex riparia.

Miss Gage's list, and Flora of Ulster. Erroneous.

Lolium temulentum, jB. arvense.

"In dry places on hills above Church Bay."—Dr. Marshall's
list. 8ome form of L. perenne.
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XII.

—

Repoet on Ieish Lepidopteea. By W. F. DeY. Kaxe, M.A.

[Eead, January 28, 1884.]

3Iy researclies this summer, chiefly on the south and south-Tvestern

coast of Ireland, have been attended Tvith some very interesting results

in regard to the distribution of species, and may, perhaps, help to

elucidate in a small degree the problem as to whence this island

originally derived its Lepidoptera.

The migration of this order of insects has not yet been studied as

the subject deserves, considering the light it is capable of throvring

on the early history of islands and portions of continents, in conjunc-

tion with botany and geology.

Hr. ^"allace has recorded some remarkable facts observed during
his travels in the Malay Archipelago, and some of his conclusions

bear upon the subject to which I invite your attention.

The introduction of members of the tribe of Lepidoptera into such

an island as this, may be presumed to have taken place in any one of

the following ways :

—

Fii'stly (if our geological history permit the supposition), by over-

land migration, previous to our disruption from the mainland.

Secondly, by flight, either voluntarily in favoui-able weather, or

by a fertile female being blown across the sea by a storm.

Thirdly, by water—ships frec^uently harboiu-ing insects which have
flown on board, and lodged in the folds of sails or other gear, or

else by the importation of their ova on some living plant or dried

herbage.

I will offer a few remarks on each of these three possible hypo-

theses.

Those who have not studied the subject will most likely jump to

the conclusion that most of our moths and butterflies came hither by
flight. l!^ow, 3ili'. Wallace states that an arm of the sea of far less

width than that which separates the Isle of ITan from the neighbour-

ing coasts has in many instances in the Malay Archipelago proved an

insuperable barrier to a large number of species, even of birds of

ordinary powers of flight. He says:—"It may perhaps be thought

that birds, which possess the power of flight in so pre-eminent a

degree, would not be limited in their range by arms of the sea, and

would thus afford few indications of the former union or separation

of the islands they inhabit. This, however, is not the case. A very

large number of birds appear to be as strictly limited by watery bar-

riers as are quadrupeds." Again—"Insects fui'nish us with similar

facts wherever sufiicient data are to be had." In another place Mr.

Wallace poiuts out that, although the strait between Eali and Lom-
bock is only fifteen miles wide, yet that the characters of the natural
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productions differ so completely that " we may pass iu two hours from
one great division of the earth to another, differing as essentially in

their animal life as Europe does fi'om America." He elsewhere states

that neither climatic nor geological conditions account for the pheno-

mena presented.

Entomologists frequently meet with cases somewhat similar. On
tbe hypothesis of an immigration hy flight, we should expect to find

islands pretty uniformly peopled only with insects powerful on the

wing, and of hardy habit. JN'ow, although many such, doubtless,

disseminate themselves thus, yet the feebler families of Lepidoptera,

to whom this would be an impossibility, are represented on our Irish

list in full proportion, as any one who will take the trouble to com-

pare it with that of England will find. And further, also, out of the

thirteen British moths which have apterous females, the introduction

of which must necessarily have taken place in some other manner, we
can reckon ten as indigenous here,—a very remarkable proportion. Of

this number I have to announce the addition this year to our list of

one very remarkable species of extreme interest, to which I shall again

refer, i.e. IS'yssia zonaria.

Of the whole of the insects of this order, the family of Sphingidse,

by shape and size, is undeniably best fitted of any for migration on

the wing. "We therefore should expect that every British Sphinx
which could find its proper food, and a suitable climate here, would be

represented in Ireland. ^Nevertheless, it is remarkable that S. ligustri,

perhaps the hardiest and most commonly distributed species through-

out England, is totally absent from this country. As for Acherontia

atropos, our largest British moth, I believe that, with the more ex-

tended cultivation of the potato on the Continent, it has greatly

increased in numbers and distribution, and I have no doubt that it

has often crossed the English and Irish Channel ; and with regard to

this, I have to record the capture of one specimen at the Tuskar
Lighthouse, a distance of six miles fi'om the Wexford coast. Messrs.

Bates and Wallace, when at anchor off Salinas, South America, six

miles from land, saw two large Sphinx moths.

The absence of Deilephila galii and D. euphorbiaB from Ireland is

not so strange as their rarity in England with regard to their powers

of migration by fiight, since both, and especially D. euphorbise, are

generally fairly abundant on the Continent, and in North France.

How much more remarkable still is the fact that D. lineata

(livornica) is a denizen of more than one locality in the west of Ire-

land, while a specimen of D. celerio was taken a couple of years ago

at Mullaghmore, county Sligo, these insects having occurred only a few
times in the south of England, and only occasionally in France, except

in the extreme south. Mr. Kii-by also records the occurrence of a

larva of D. celerio in Ireland. The testimony of the Sphiugidee

seems, therefore, against any but very occasional immigration by
fl.ight even of the swiftest insects.

Join to this the well-known fact that Lepidoptera, both diurnal
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and nocturnal, do not fly in an easterly wind, whicli is the only one
which could carry off English specimens perforce across the Irish Sea,

and you at once limit the list to those which voluntarily undertake
the transit, an impossibility to the Lithosiidse and Geometridae, which
constitute very nearly two-thii'ds of our Macro-Icpidoptera.

That occasional visitants from France, such as Lycsena bcetica, Pa-
pilio podalirius, and Catephia alchymista, have been taken on the south
coast of England cannot be denied. But a south, or south-westerly

wind, which is one favourable to their activity, would bring them
across the Channel. Yet we do not find that the English south coast

receives any permanent accessions of species fi'om such arrivals.

Many hardy insects, such as Vanessa levana, abound in the north of

France, which have never been recorded in Britain.

The genus Dianthoecia is another group of swift-flying insects,

though smaller in size than the Sphingidae. Of this whole genus
Great Britain possesses only eight species, four of which have not

crossed the Irish Sea ; out of which two are scarce and local

in the south of England ; but of the other two, one is generally

common, and the other abundant, in Somersetshire and elsewhere.

But Ireland also reckons seven species, three of which are not
found in England or Scotland. Of these, the first, D. barrettii, is

peculiar to the Hill of Howth, though now considered to be a remark-
able variety of D. luteago, a species which occurs rarely in Central

Europe.

The second, D. compta, has been taken three or four times in Ire-

land, and is fairly abundant in France. The thii'd, D. csesia, an
insect found in some mountain districts on the Continent, has been
hitherto taken in the Isle of Man, and one specimen at Tramore, by
Mr. Warren Wright, many years ago. D. capsophila has been looked

on as having its head quarters at Howth, although it is also a Manx
insect, and two specimens have been taken at Pembroke, in Wales.

One object I proposed to myself this summer was the further in-

vestigation of this group. The occurrence of D. barrettii only in one
very restricted locality at Howth, while its food-plant flourishes luxu-
riantly everywhere on the littoral, seemed a remarkable anomaly. I

was successful in taking it on the coast of Waterforcl, and, I believe,

the larvse on the Wicklow shores, but unfortunately an accident killed

the pupae before they hatched out. I have no doubt that the insect

occurs elsewhere, but its habits are such as to render it very difficult

to capture. The divergence of this insect fi'om its original type is so

great as to lead to the inference that a vast period must have elapsed

since its isolation from the parent stock.

D. luteago occurs very rarely in Mecklenburg, Pomerauia, and
elsewhere in Central Europe, in Sardinia, Corsica, and it is one of the

rarest French moths.

The other two Irish species, D. csesia, and D. capsophila, present a

puzzle in their geographical distribution. On the Continent the latter

is found in Spain, Corsica, S. France, and Switzerland, but never

i:. T. A. PROC, SEE. II. VOL. IV.—SCIKXCE. U
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abundantly ; while D. csesia frequents the Alpine region of Central

Europe, and the Basses Alpes,. reaching fx-om Yienna to Piedmont, but
is even scarcer than D. capsophila.

D. csesia has been hitherto looked upon in regard to the British Fauna
as a ITanx insect—Mr. "Wright's capture being of only a single specimen.

I am, however, able to announce that Ireland should henceforTvard be

recorded as its head quarters, since I have taken specimens of it in

eight localities on the South Coast, reaching from Hook Point to Dursey
Island. The Irish and ^M^anx insect is considerably darker than that of

Central Europe ; but it is not so distinct from the type as is D. bar-

rettii. D. capsophila is also essentially an Irish insect, though twice

taken in "\7ales, and abundant in the Isle of Han. I have traced it in

Ireland from Lough Eoyle, and Eathlin Island, Howth, Bray Head, and
the "Wicklow, Wateriord, and Cork coasts, to Crookhaven, Berehaven,

and Dursey Island in the county Kerry, and in fact it appears abundant
wherever its food-plant grows. lEr. Buss has taken it also at SKgo.

It is identical with the Continental type, the specimens differing,

however, somewhat inter se, many from Howth being veiy grey.

The Manx insect, however, does not vary from that taken at SKgo,

nor from the majority of the Irish specimens. D. capsophila adapts

itself remarkably to the nature of its food-plant, which blooms in

succession from mid Hay to autumn, according to the season and loca-

lity ; and as the capsules are found in eveiy stage of maturity

thi'oughout the summer, so do the larvse of this insect occur contem-

poraneously, of all sizes, which is not the case with its congeners, who
live on other species of Silene whose season of flowering is more regu-

lar. So far for the testimony of strong-winged moths. I turn now to

those with wingless females. I have mentioned before that we have
ten out of the thirteen English species which possess this remarkable

feature.

My friend, Mr. Campbell, of Derry, sent me a drawing of a larva

taken at Ballycastle, county Antrim, and some pupae. I was enabled

to identify it as Ifyssia zonaria, and he has since forced some of the

pupae and procured the imago. This insect has been hitherto only

found in one restricted locality in Great Britain—on the Cheshire

coast—though it has a considerable European extension, which, fi'om

the peculiarity of its female, seems very remarkable. Erey states it

to be widely spread in Switzerland, and it also occurs in France,

Grermany, Sweden. Russia, Middle and S. Ural, &c. Mr. Bii'chall,

about twenty years ago, let go a number of its larvae on the sandhills

of Malahide, of which, however, I have heard nothing since. But
it is not possible that a creature totally incapable of flight, and of

unwieldy bulk, could have spread unnoticed to the coast of Antrim
within twenty or thii-ty years.

Another addition of exceeding interest to the Irish list is Deiopeia

pulcheUa, which was taken at Ardmore, on the coast of Waterford,

by the son of Richard J. Ussher, Esq., of Cappagh House, in that

county. He has kindly consented to present it to the National
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Museum, and it will be seen that the small size and pallid coloration

of the specimen suggest its having been bred under these sunless skies,

and that it is not a waif from some homeward-bound ship. Another
specimen has been taken at Bandon by Mr. C. Donovan.

Occasional notices of the capture of D. pulchella are to be found
in English journals of Entomology ; but even in Central Europe it is

exceedingly rare, only sporadic 'appearances being recorded, except

along the Mediterranean littoral, where it is more abundant.
Though a delicate and feeble insect, it has a very remarkable
geographical range; stretching over Southern Europe and Asia, the

]S'. and S. of Africa, N. America, and Australia ; and it has a remark-
able persistence of type wherever found.

Now, with regard to the second hypothesis, as to the possibility of

this island having been replenished botanically and entomologically

by land connexion ; most geologists are of opinion that the coast of

Antrim was once conterminous with that of the West of Scotland,

and that the British Islands were severed from the Continent at a

later era than that of the disruption which isolated Ireland.

Such a theory would account for the presence here of Nyssia
zonaria, Notodonta bicolora, H. scutosa, and other north and central

European forms. The existence of several melanic and other varieties,

common both to Scotland and Ireland, seems also, as Mr. Birchall has
pointed out, an indication that their fauna (or at least a part of it)

have had a common origin; though some allege that similar

climatic conditions may sometimes produce similar variations.

The objection is not, however, valid as regards racial varieties

such as the ones now in question, but applies merely to general cha-

racteristics. The Scotch melanic variation of Cymatophora duplaris,

however, does not seem to be found in Ireland, those from Cavan and
Tyrone, as well as those taken this year in the south, being of the
normal English type.

The Irish type of Melitsea artemis, too, as taken by me at Tra-
more, and Mrs. Battersby, at Cromlyn, in county Westmeath, differs

both from the Scotch and English insect.

A very remarkable moth indigenous to Scotland, Acronyctia
myricse, was taken by Mr. Birchall at Killarney. At Galley Head, on
a face of bare rock standing amongst the wind-shaven turf, a very
novel locality, I detected two pupae of this species, which must have
fed on the dwarf ling which survives here and there in protected spots.

jS'ow this moth, though appearing under a different name in the
British list, is identical with the strictly Alpine variety of A.
euphorbise ;

" Montivaga." To account for the presence here of a
variety peculiar to the Central European Alps, whose lowland type
pervades the surrounding countries, we are forced to the conclusion

that, in company with other hardy species, it once followed the reced-
ing ice-cap at the final close of the glacial epoch, northwards, and
crossed viA Scotland to Ireland, where with a few botanical species

it maintains its evidence as to the Alpine climatic conditions which
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once prevailed even in Kerry, whose fiords, -with moraines and glacier-

planed rocks, bear a like testimony.

But unless Scotland subsequently, yet before its separation from

Ireland, enjoyed a very much warmer climate than at present, of

which I believe there are no tokens, the heat-loving species, such as

Deiopeia pulchella, Deilephila celerio, D. livornica, Lithosia caniola,

and Heliothis peltiger, could not have entered by so northern a route.

Of this last insect, new to Ireland, I took specimens this summer
at Castlehaven and Crookhaven. It is distinctly confined in its range

to the south of Europe, Yienna being its extreme northern limit ; is not

found in Belgium, but occurs in some spots in the south coast of

England.

We are thus reminded of the existence of certain Spanish flora in

the south and west of Ireland, which would suggest that the sound-

ings between that coast and Brittany may possibly indicate a former

connexion with the Continent. But I do not know that there is evi-

dence enough forthcoming to lift the theory out of the region of bare

speculation.

I have now discussed shortly two of the three hypotheses, the

facts in regard to which seem to point that the greater portion by far

of our Lepidopterous fauna must have entered overland, though the

presence of south Europsean species offers a difficult problem for solu-

tion. And, before passing on, I would like to call attention to what
seems to me a very probable and curious illustration of the theory of

" survival of the fittest," in conformity to peculiar conditions of life.

I find that all except two of the thirteen British moths which, like N.

zonaria, have apterous females, although belonging to different genera,

have this in common, namely, that their period of emergence and
breeding is from October to March inclusive, when high winds pre-

vail ; and that they are all tree-feeders, or in the case of N. zonaria,

live on the scanty herbage of bare and exposed shores. Being insects

of weak flight, the possession of wings by their females would con-

stantly expose them to be blown from their food-plant, so that their

larvae, when hatched, would perish. If this malformation was inde-

pendent of their breeding habits, it would scarcely, one would think,

be confined to the female sex ; and if it were a purely generic charac-

teristic, one would expect those species also which have a summer
emergence to partake equally of this peculiarity.

However there are two exceptions in the genus Orgyia, namely,

the closely-allied forms of 0. antiqua and 0. gonostigma. The former,

however, seems to have adopted very unsettled habits, being poly-

phagous, and breeding irregularly throughout the summer, from June
to the end of October. I therefore consider it, and possibly its relative,

0. gonostigma, to have anciently had an October emergence, but sub-

sequently to have adapted itself to changed conditions of climate and

food. The occiuTcnce of this deprivation among other orders of in-

sects, too, throws a convergent light upon the subject.
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Among the Homoptera three species have been found to possess

apterous males, one of which is known to lire underground. Of the

Hymenoptera the ants possess apterous individuals as well as those

which deprive themselves of wings ; while the Termites among the

Neuroptera, and a considerable number of the Coleoptera, chiefly

mountain, shore, and marsh-frequenting species, are distinguished by
this peculiarity. The restricted nature of their haunts seems to offer

some explanation, while the fact that the group of Brachelytra con-

tains a considerable proportion of beetles with habits of flight, is

indicative of a different modification of organs in a different direc-

tion, considering the impediment which full-sized elytra must offer to

a flying insect.

Apologising for the above digression, I shall make a few remarks
concerning the possibility of the importation of either the ova or

images of foreign insects. There is no question that weevils, and spe-

cies of Blatta and Formica, &c., &c., have thus made their way to this

country. But the habits of Lepidoptera (with the exception of some
of the micros) do not present equal facilities for their importation. If

it were otherwise, then we might expect the shores of the Mersey, of

the Clyde, of the Bristol Channel, and of the Thames, to be the richest

storehouses for rare species ; while, as a fact, the entomologist makes
his way to the New Forest, or the fen country in England, or to E,an-

noch in Scotland, for prizes, where survivors of indigenous species,

such as Nonagria sparganii, every now and then reward patient re-

search. The few examples of the introduction of images that have
occurred from time to time seem only to prove such instances excep-

tional in the last degree. Por instance, at Neath, the splendid North
American butterfly, Danais archippus, was taken, a specimen having
doubtless been brought over by some vessel entering the Bristol Chan-
nel. The ill success, too, which has attended the attempts on the part

of naturalists to introduce new species, strengthens the evidence on
the negative side.

An eminent London naturalist lately stated to me that of all the

instances of transplantation of Lepidoptera into this country that he
had heard of, he was not aware of one instance of ultimate success.

The transplanted stock rarely take to the locality, but in a season or

two disappear. Another of our leading authorities on the subject is of

opinion that many insects are, from time to time, introduced in the

imago state by ships, but very rarely find a suitable place to settle.

Now, with regard to the importation of ova on dried herbage or

living plants, it is very evident that the chances of survival in the

former case are extremely small, the larva, when newly hatched,

having to crawl in search of its food-plant, most of such insects being

narrowly restricted in this respect. Every naturalist who has

attempted to rear from ova knows that practically there is no chance

of survival. But living plants with ova would present a much
more likely medium for the naturalization of new sj^ecics. The
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annual importation of forest trees and others may very well have
introduced such species as prefer to live on the foliage of young
growth, and are therefore in the habit of choosing such upon which to

deposit their ova.

A rare member of the order of Hymenoptera, Lophyrus pini,

occurred some years since in considerable numbers among the fir plan-

tations of Lord Powerscourt ; and as it in common with others of the

Tenthredinidae, shows a preference for the foliage of young trees, it

may very well have become naturalized here in this manner.
The capture last spring of Trachea piniperda by Miss Koynell, at

Agher, Co. Meath, is apropos to this subject. Ellopia fasciaria having
hitherto been thought to be the only exclusively pine-feeding moth
found in Ireland ; but T. piniperda has now turned up in Meath, and
one specimen in Gralway (taken bv Lieutenant "Walker, of H.M.S.
'' Hawk").

Now, as there is reason to think that the old woods of Pinus syl-

vestris were cleared away in Ireland before the country was suf-

ficiently settled to be replanted, the presence of these insects must be

explained by either modern importation or (if indigenous survivals),

by their having supported themselves upon some other food-plant.

Mr. Barrett has noticed the occurrence of T. piniperda on the

Welsh coast, at a very great distance from any of the fir tribe ; and
Ellopia fasciaria seems to occur in various localities along the Irish

coast, and to be very wide-spread. It has been recorded at Sligo and
Lough Poyle, and Mr. Sinclair took it at Bray Head ; while I can add

the localities of Mine Head, Crookhaven, and GlengarifE, Evidence

as to the survival of specimens of Pinus sylvestris of native Irish

race fire collected in the " Cybele Hibernica."

The localities I visited are too numerous to offer any list of cap-

tures, but the following are notable as having rarities, or by their

appearance promising well for the entomologist :

—

At Wexford I took Aporophyla australis, recorded already as oc-

curring on the Waterford and Wicklow coasts. The banks of the

Slaney above the town look promising.

Tramore, both inland and on the cliffs and sand-hills, which latter

are clothed luxuriantly with a very diversified flora, offers many
attractions. Agrotis prsecox was most abundant in the larval stage,

but was decimated by ichneumons.

Mine Head and Queenstown are very productive. The latter place

is the first Irish locality that has been recorded for the occurrence of

jS'euria sapouarise and Bryophila giandifera, v. par. This extremely

rare variety has been taken in scanty numbers by Mr. Warren, at Cam-
bridge, and Mr. Stainton is of opinion that it should be named
"Impar," as being distinct from the Continental "Par." Near
Queenstown it exists in greater abundance than at Cambridge,

nnd occurs (as is the case of the Continental variety) in company with
tlie ordinary type.
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As my series is more numerous, and more varied in character than
that of Mr. Warren, I append a description :

—

This variety differs from the type most distinctively hy its blurred

delineations, the sharp black lines of B. glandifera being rejjiacedii/ ill-

defined shadings ; the black spots on the costa, however, being retained

as in type. In the lighter specimens the clear ground colour of the type is

replaced by a faded yellow or greenish dusty grey, marked with dusky
shadings, the black ante-marginal lines being replaced by a pale one,

having a dark external llotch where it touches the inner margin. The
darker specimens have a dark olive-grey ground colour, with
darker suffused shadings ; especially three blotches external to the

pale ante-marginal line, of which the one resting on the inner margin is

always deepest in tone.

Intermediate between the pallid obsolete form and the melanic one

just described there is a series differing in depth of ground colour and
shading, the llotch alove described being always the darkest marlc on the

wing. All four wings have a slight black line on outer edge at the base of

the ciliee. The thorax of this variety also is more or less dusted with

minute specks.

I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Warren for an opportunity

of inspecting his Cambridge series, and a description of their charac-

teristics. The above has been written, however, exclusively from my
own series.

The neighbourhood of Cappoquin and Lismore should produce a

varied list of Lepidoptera ; the wooded glens that run down from the

Knockmealdown mountains must harbour numerous woodland species.

The demesne of Dromana, too, contains considerable portions of ancient

forest.

The neighbourhood of Grlengariff and of Sneem disappointed me,

and I have since learnt that both Lieutenant Walker and Mr. Meek, of

London, have formed the same estimate of the neighbourhood of Bantry
Bay, though the forests of Killarney once clothed the promontory
between it and the Kenmare River. Glengariff, however, seems prolific

in Coleoptera, as I took several species of Longicorns, and among them
the scarce Strangalia aurulenta.

Crookhaven I found very productive, considering its barren aspect

;

and I am inclined to think that Long Island and Skull would reward
a visit.

Waterville I found a very promising locality both for shore and
mountain Lepidoptera. At Cloonaghlin, and another lake above Lake
Currane, situated in a wild mountain glen, I noticed a profusion of

insect life, but met with no rarities in a day's excursion thither. The
Arachnidae, however, attracted my attention by their numbers and
variety of species. The Clonee Lakes, between Derreen and Kenmare,
should yield some good insects. The mountain slope above the upper
one, L. Inchiquin, is clothed with the remains of primeval wood.

I append a list of species that are either recorded for the first time
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in Ireland, or are rare ; and some notes on the distribution of others,

which may j)rove of interest :

—

Deiopeia pulchella.—Ardmore, Co. Waterford, by Mr. TJssher.

,, ,, Bandon, Co. Cork, by Mr. C. Donovan.
Heliothis peltiger.—Castlehaven and Crookhaven.
Sesia muscseformis (philanthiformis).—S. Saltee Island, county

"Wexford.

l^yssia zonaria.—Ballycastle, county Antrim, by Mr. Campbell.

Epunda glauca.—Kilderry, Londonderry; also in Killynon, by
Miss Heynell.

Dianthoecia barrettii.—Coast of Waterford.
D. csesia.—Dunmore, Tramore, BaHycotton Bay, Eoche's Point,

Mine Head, Castlehaven, Crookhaven, and Dursey Island.

D. capsophila.—Lough Foyle, Eathlin Island, Howth, Bray
Head, the coast near Wicklow, Dunmore, Tramore, Bally-

cotton Bay, Ptoche's Point, Grailey Head, Mine Head, Old
Head of Kinsale, Castlehaven, Crookhaven, Castletown-Bere-

haven, Dursey Island.

D. conspersa.—Rathlin Island.

jS'euria saponariee.—jSfear Queenstown.
Brjophila glandifera. (v. Par.)—Near Queenstown.
Caradrina morpheus.—Lough Poyle, by Mr. Campbell ; islands

in Kilkerran Bay, county Galvpay, by Lieut. Walker, R.JST.

Aporophyla australis.—Wexford.
Ellopia faseiaiia.— Mine Head, Crookhaven, Glengariff.

Cidaria pyraliata.—Mine Head : and Lough Poyle, by Mr. Camp-
bell.

Pelurga comitata.—Ballyfotton Bay, Waterville, Eoche's Point.

Luperina cespitis.—Mine Head, Eoche's Point.

Acidalia immutata.—GlengarifE.

Emmelesia blandiata.—Glengariff.

Miana arcuosa. — Eoche's Point.

Cymatophora duplaris.—Eoche's Point and Glengariff, identical

with the English type.

Larentia salicata.—Kinsale.

Tephrosia biundularia.—Glengariff.

Agrotispraeeox.—Yery abundant at Tramore, Wexford, Waterville.

Ag. cursoria.—Waterville.

Ag. lucernea.—Dunmore, Mine Head, Crookhaven, Dursey
Island, Eoche's Point.

Leucania littoralis.—Waterville, abundant.

Melitsea artemis.—Tramore ; a distinctly Irish form.

Agrotis lunigera.—Eoche's Point.

Hepialus lupulinus.—Eoche's Point.

H. velleda, and H. hectus, abundant and widely distributed along

the south coast.
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Acherontia atropos.— The Tuskar Light-house, ofE Camsore
Point.

Chaerocampa porcellus occurs all along the coast.

On the Keragh Islands, some miles from Hook Point, is a vast

mass of Silene maritima, "s^hich should be the haunt of numerous
Dianthoecise. Here I took Arctia fuliginosa in great abundance,

both the imago, pupa, and full-fed larva, on the ragwort, on the 7th

June.

Eupithecia expallidata.—Mine Head.

,, isogrammata.—GlengarifP.

,, castigata.—Castletown, &c.

,, virgaureata.—Crookhaven.

,, pumilata.—Glengariff, Yalentia, &c.

Pyrausta purpuralis.—Glengariff.

,, ostrinalis.—Glengariff.

Herhula cespitalis.—Glengariff and Crookhaven.

Among the Micro-lepidoptera the following may be worth record-

ing :—

Depressaria pastinacella.—Mine Head.
Seiaphila perterana.—Mine Head.
Bactra furfurana.—Poche's Point.

Euchromia purpurana.—Poehe's Point.

Orthotsenia antiquana.—Roche's Point.

Seiaphila colquhounana.—Poehe's Point (a very local species).

Sericoris littorana.—Tramore.
Scoparia truncicolatis.—Sneem.
Ephippiphora argyrana.—Glengariff.

Lobesia atricapitana.—Poehe's Point.

K.I. A. PKOC, 8El;. ri , ^0L. IV. SCIENCE.
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XIII.

—

On the Dihections op Maiw Liistes of Jointing obseevable

IN THE EOCKS about DuBLIN, AND THEIK HeLATIONS WITH ADJACENT
Coast Lines, and with Lines of Eaitlting and Contact of Geolo-
gical FoEMATiONs. (Part II.) By J. P. O'Eeillt, C.E., Professor

of Mining and Mineralogy, Eoyal College of Science, Dublin.

(Plate I.)

[Eead, January 28, 1884.]

In a Paper, read before the Academy in Pebniary, 1880,^ I submitted

a series of determinations of directions of jointing observable in the

rocks about the Bay of Dublin ; and by grouping them as regards

direction and relative predominance I was able to show that a pre-

dominating direction of jointing, very frequent about Dublin Bay,

represents very correctly the direction of the coast line between Carnsore

Point and Wicklow Head, the mean value of these observed joints

being IN". 16° 23' E. I further added, " as regards the eastern coast

of Ireland, it may be fairly advanced that it is represented by direc-

tions which correspond to lines of jointing observable, in greater or

lesser number, about Dublin Bay, and which are as follows :

—

" From Carnsore Point to Wicklow Head, . N. 16° 23' E.

„ Wicklow Head to Clogher Head, . „ 9° 27' W.

,, Bellagan Point, Carlingford Lough,
| , ^o on/ t?

to John's Point, Dundrum Bay, j "

,, Donaghaclee to Bruce's Castle,
| 2Q0ii'"W

Eathlin Is., ....)"
'' It should be noticed that the direction 48° 30' E. is almost ex-

actly that of the line of porphyritic rocks so markedly characterising

the geology of the county Wexford."
I now proceed to detail a further series of observations of directions

of jointing made in the environs of Dublin, and from their summary
to draw conclusions as to their relations with the outlines of the

country and with the adjacent coast lines :

—

\_The directions are all taken from N. magnetic.']

Sandyford :

—

258 Granite rocks, with, well-marked jointing, vertical,

259 „ ,, „ „ ,, „ ,, ,,

260 Cross jointing,

8°-9° W,
10°-13° W,

77° E.

' These Froceedings, ser. ii., vol. iii., p. 295.
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Sandyford—contimied.

261 Jointing in smooth face of rock mass close to road leading
to Harold's Grange, 47''-48'' W.

262 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ . 45°-46° W.
263 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ . 49°-50' W.
264 Direction of axis of gorge lying due north, of Three Rock

Mountain summit, ....... 8°-10° E.

265

266

267

268

269

Killester Q,uarry :

—

Three joints in incUned face of limestone hed near rail-

way bridge, ........
Broad J in. calcspar joint in same face,

Calcspar joint in rock further west, . . . ,

Close joint near bridge, . .

109" E.

5P-52° W.
32°-33° E.

32° E.

15° E.

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

Malaliide duarry, near Station :

—

Joint on east side of line at old signal post, .

Face of joint in quarry on west side of line, nearly ver^

tical, ........
Eagged sparry cross joint at end of this, nearly vertical

Plain joint, nearly vertical, .....
Set of parallel joints, well marked, nearly vertical.

Face of joint, about 15 yards long, nearly vertical, dip

(as in case of all this series) about 85° to E.,

Very broken and principal joint with ochreous filling.

Strike of beds here, . . . N«>- 70°-72° W
„ „ „ . . . 68° W

Dip, 18° towards JST

Cross joint (dipping N. at about 70°), .

( „ „ „ 75°), . . .

Joint dipping E.,

Cross joint evidently principal, but not well defined in

extent, ........
Cross joint on east side of railway (approximatively)

,

Ci'oss joint on east side, indistinct, but evidently im
portant, with purple ochre lining,

Similar joint, about 4 yards N. of last, with altered

ochreous mass between, .....
Face of joint on east side, broad and long, evidently a

continuation of a joint on the west side of railway.

W.

15°-16° E
90° W

Nm- S"!'

3°-4° E
r E

Nm. §•»•

3° E

Nm. S">-

4° E.

81° W.
92° W.

3°-4° E.

86° W.
68° W.

62°-63° E.

67°-68° E.

40° E.
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Iffalaliide Quarry, near Station

—

eontvnued.

288 Cross joint, dipping nortli at about 65°,

289 ,, ,, ,, (6 yards from last),

290 Vertical joint on east side of railway, well defined,

291 „ „ west „ „ „

84°

E.

E.

St. Doug'log'li's Limestone Quarry :

—

292 On south side, jointing close and frequent, ... 87° E.

293 „ „ well marked and vertical, . .
77°-78° E.

294 ,, joio-t vertical, but irregular, broad, and
filled with calcspar, 40°-41° E.

295 „ „ ., „ „ „ „ „ .
60°-61° E.

296 Sparry joint ia middle of quarry, . . . - . 47° E.

297

298

299

300

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

EEalahide Strand :

—

About 230 yards east of Eobs "Wall, MarteUo Tower, in

limestone beds, dippiag north about 20^, four calcspar

joints.

Under road

On flat boss of horizontal beds a set of joints, more or

less sparry,

Cross jointing without spar.

Set of sparry joints, occurring at close intervals under
sustaining wall of road_

Under old castle, and about 80 yards west of it, well'

marked and open joint.

Under old castle, .

Set of big joints, with Dolomite lining 1^^ in. thick at

close intervals, and running towards castle.

Detached block under castle, apparently part of a joint.

Great joint, lined with better spar and calcspar 3 in

thick, with companion joint 6 ft. to west, causing a

gap in the strand, evidently a principal one ; 40 yards

east of old castle, .......
Jointing crossing these beds, and running towards old

castle ; broken and without spar, . . .

Another joint, a little to the east of this,

Great open joint, about 100 yards east of castle, .

Set of "gashes," lined with calcspar, and forming a

direction, ........
Direction of " gashes " about,

38° E.

42° 30' E.

42° E.

39° E.

31° E.

32° E.

27°-28° E.

6° W.

31°-32°

3r-32°

E.

40°-41° E.

17° E.

20°-21° E.

14°-lo° E.

14° E.

78° W
70°_71° W
41°-42° E

13°-14° E
50°-52° E.



3r-32° E
48°-49'' E
7°-8° E
4°-6° E.

5°-6° E
36^-36° E
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Malahide Strand

—

continued.

317 15 yards east of this, a set of joints, sparry, and one of

them IJ in. thick,

318 Thin joints near these,

319 Others, ....
320 Sparry and thick joint,

321 Set of five joints,

322 Crossed hy others at,

323 150 to 180 yards south-east of old castle, sparry joint,

vertical, 1|- in. thick, very distinct, .... 2°-3° E.

324 Set of spar and Dolomite joints, 1, 1|, and 2 in. thick

at intervals of about 2 ft., . . .

.''
.

7°-8° E.

325 Set of four sparry joints, 2 to 4 in. thick, well marked, 14° E.

326 "Well-marked sparry but wabbling joint, . . . 42° E.

327 Set of sparless joints, well-marked, nearlv perpendicular

to beds, . . . 5°-6° E.

328 "Well-marked sparless joint,...... 8° E.

329 Cross jointing of beds, 12°-13° E.

Beds of Dolomite coming on here, direction N""' 92°

east, dip to north at 26°, running towards east

point of Lambay Is., finely jointed by joints at . 32° E.

330 Close sparry jointing, crossing Dolomite, and apparently

anterior to tilting of beds, ..... 23°-24° E.

331 Jointing with Dolomite lining, and evidently having
caused dolomitization of beds where traversing, . 3°-4° W.

332 Thick beds of Dolomite here, from which road metal

being obtained. Dip towards north at 41°.

333 Thick 8 in. vertical Dolomite joint, traversing same
beds, 8° E.

334 Joint in the Dolomite here, ..... 27°-28° E.

335 Portion of a thick, vertical. Dolomite joint, . . . 24°-25° E.

Anticlinal at this point, / N"^- 61° E.
] -.j

apparent direction of < ,, 63°-64° E. / (-10 on»

axis, . . • ( ,) 60° E. )

336 Dolomite dyke or horse, bounded on the south side, ver-

tical ; the Dolomite highly crystalline, and cleaved

into small Rhombohedrons, ..... 53°-54° E.

Direction of beds of Dolomite on east side of great

axis N"- 30° E. ; dip 19° towards S.E.

337 Very close, irregularly, branched, and well-marked
Dolomite jointing, in connexion with great main
joint, 22°-23° E.

338 Direction of limestone beds about 50 yards south of

great joint, N"^- 82°-83° E.

Dip to south at . . . . . ,, 25°

339 Traversed by jointing, sparry and " gashed," . . 23°-24° E.

340 Jointing in contorted limestone beds under sustaining

wall of road, 19° W.
Synclinal trough here.
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Malahide Strand

—

contimied.

341 Set of Dolomite beds, dipping towards nortli. Direction,

342 Great Dolomite joint, Hi-defined, in slialy limestone,

343 Fault running towards sustaining wall of road,

(CarrickhLlI Tower just in sight.)

Direction of beds Nm- 92"-93° E. Dip to north at

27".

344 Jointing relatively rare here, but markedly vertical and
without spar, 16"-17" E.

Recurrence of Dolomite beds here.

345 Dolomite joint, apparently the continuation of preceding

one, evidently very extended and important, . . 13"-14" E.

346 Another very important Dolomite joint, here very
marked, .' 33"-34" E.

347 Extremely well-marked, very continuous and open
jointing, largely intervalled, cutting these beds, . 17"-18° E.

348 Accompanied by a system of "gashes," filled with spar,

and rumikig on the west side of it. Main direction, . 52"-53° E.

349 Crossed by open jointing at ..... 72°-73° W.
350 Two other parallel "gash" systems—one to the east,

with jointing, and the other to the west, without,

having a direction, ....... 19° E.

These two systems of main jointing block out the

rocks here into great parallelopideds.

351 Bedding nearly horizontal here, and Dolomite with
marked joiating at, ...... 3"-4° W.

352 Joint with 2 to 3 in. thick Dolomite lining, in horizon-

tal Dolomite shale, ....... 1" "W.

A parallel at 5 yards to west, ..... „ ,,

353 Joint to west of last, 8 in. broad, Dolomitic and irregular, 12° "W".

354 Another joint to west of last, 3 in. broad, Dolomitic and
iiTegular, ........ 7°-8" E.

355 Close under roadway, 2 in. Dolomite joint, looking to-

wards Ireland's Eye, ...... 25°-26" "W.

7 or 8 other joints between this and the road, seemingly

parallel, and rimning towards the nose of Howth.

356 Great fault here, Dolomitic on both sides, with throw, . 78°-80° W.
Beds dipping on north side at about 30".

357 On shore side, in connexion with a great joint, . . 56°-57° W.

358 The Dolomite on the south side, thickly scored by thin

spar jointing, at ...... . 28°-28° E.

359 The limestone beds coming in again, a few yards to the

south of fault. Joints in it at .

360 Great open joint under road, at about ....
Here grey, crystalline limestones occm-, with " gash"

veins, one of which near Dyke gave

361 Crossed by a set of sparry joints, short, and 5 in. thick,

362 Another " gash" vein system,

96° E
85° W
4" W
20° E

7°-8° E
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Malahide Strand—continued.

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

373

374

375

376

377

378

379

380

Crossed by jointing -without spar, . . . .

Very extended jointing, forming a " gash" system

"Well-marked open jointing, without spar (running to-

wards Howth Church), ......
Three " gash" veins on road side of last -mentioned.

Set of thin spar joints, ......
Simple joint cutting these, ......
Thin spar joint, very extended, . . . . .

Beds nearly horizontal here, the spar joints frequent

;

simple joint crossing these vertically,

Set of simple open joints, cutting these beds ; well-

marked and continuous, ......
Well-marked joint, deep, crossing the beds, and dipping

south (running towards depression on Lambay Is.,

Beds rising here towards south, and traversed by jointing

at ......... .

Also by simple jointing, ......
(About 100 yards north of Martello Tower.)

"Well-marked fault in these beds......
"Well-marked 1 in. Dolomite joint, corresponding to di-

rection of depression, ......
Dolomite joint near road, 70 to 80 yards north of Tower,

Joint forming face of rock, looking towards Tower,

Double joint (fault) under Tower, . , . .

Dolomite mass, looking towards Ireland's Eye,

Contact of contorted and nearly vei-tical shales, with
limestone on which the Tower is built.

Direction of it about, . . 'N'^- 95°-100'

„ 80°-85°

Direction of vertically cleaved

shales, 40 yards south of

Tower, . . . . ,, 93°

Direction of shale beds, dip-

ping north at about 70°, . ,, 87°-90°

E.

E.

74° E.

26°-27° E.

7°-8° E.

7°-8° W.
59°-60° "W.

3° "W.

64°-65°

7°-8°

72°-73°

381 Dii-ection of most southerly outcrop on the

Strand,"

E.
E.

Velvet

14°-15° W.
N""- Sm-

53°-54° W.

29°-30° E.

29° E.

24°-25° "W.

62°-63° "W.

24°-25° W.

80° W.

Donabate Coast :-

382 Joint in boss of Cambrian, 50 yards south of MarteUo
Tower, ........

383 Feldspathic lode or vein, 1 ft. thick, in slate, running
towards Lambay Is.,

384 Same, near the Tower, .....
385 Vertical joint in boss of slate rock, north of Tower,

386 ,, ,, ,, compact greenstone.

42°-43° E.

57°-68° W
80°-85° w

65° E.

67°-68° E.
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387

388

389

390

391

392

393

394

395

396

397

398

399

400

401

402

403

404

405

406

407

408

409

410

411

412

413

414

415

2r E
54°-5o° E

26°-27° E
20° W

10 -ir E

7°-8° E
6°-7° E.

Donabate Coast

—

continued.

"Gash" joint, filled -svitt quartzose matter, in boss of

conglomorate, 400 yards north of Tower, . . . 62''-63'

Dyke in slate rock, looking towards Dalkey Is., with dip

towards north at about 70", ....
" Gash " vein in slate rock,.....
Vertical and repeated simple jointiag, dipping south at

about 70°, and crossing these rocks, .

Well-marked jointing, crossing these rocks,

Fault, well-marked, dipping north, and running towards
Tower on Ireland's Eye, ....

Fault, 12 to 15 yards north of last mentioned.

Great -vertical feldspar joint, crossing the slate rock
1 ft. thick in places, ...... 67°-6

Great fault here, crossing last -mentioned, stopping it,

and running towards Ireland's Eye, ...
Thin, simple, vertical jointing occurring here,

Ragged vertical jointing occurring here,

Great fault here, giving rise to a little inlet looking to

wards north end of Lambay, ....
Faidt in cave, with well-marked throw of beds, .

Great vertical, gaping joint (beyond little creek), pro-

ducing a cave with blow hole ; looks towards stack of

L-eland's Eye,........ 7°-8'

Dyke in banded shales near Tower, ....
Great fault at contact of slate rock with banded shales,

forming inlet (conglomerate mass), ....
Inlet, about 200 yards south-west of Tower, with ap-
proximate direction, ......

Old shaft, about 100 yards from Tower, apparently on a
fault running towards Baldoyle and Sugar-loaf

Mountain, Cave with fault i-unning towards Howth, 7°-8

Carboniferous shales, vertical, strike IST™' 52°-53° "W".

„ , 66° W.
» =, 60° W.

Jointing here sparse and unimportant, .

Fault with lining, dipping south at about 40°,

JoLuting running towards Maitello Tower on Portrane

shore, .........
"VTell-marked fault, running to north of Lambay Is.,

with slight dip to south, ......
Well-marked joint, producing a little inlet, . .

Thin jointing, running towards east side of Howth,

Jointing frequent and vertical, with spar lining in face

of Lambay Is., .......

7°-8° E.

83°-84° W.
83°-S4° W.

87° W.
27°-28° W.

7°-8° E.

45°-46° E.

7°-8° E.

20° E.

8°-9° E.

29°-30° E.

88° W.

39°-40° E.

o3°-o4° W.
Xm. S'"-

12°-13° E.

9°-10° E.
10°-11° E.
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72^-73° w.

7°-8= E.

6'-7° E.
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Donabate Coast—eoniinued.

Fault, -with caunting of strata, near Martello Tower,

Direction of strata here,

The beds here highly pitched (N"»- 60°—70") and serrated

on the edges, by very frequent and close jointing, in

a remarkable manner, ......
)> )> )j )) J' !» )' n

This character continues to show itself in the remarkable
successson of beds, which continue round N. to the

conglomerates, forming the entrance to Rush Harbour,
which evidently corresponds to a line of jointing, . 7o''-76° W.

On the north side of the harbour the Umestone lies flat,

or at low angles, and presents sparry jointing at . 53°-54:° E.

[At the northern extremity of Eush Strand, the strata

nearly vertical, with chert cores (Dip to N. at 80°).

Direction N-"- 80° E.]

Fault cutting the shales here with slickenside, . . 23°-24° W.

,, ,, ,, chert beds, 26°-26° E.

Fault crossing these, 75°-76° E.

A spary joint crossing these, ..... 27°-28° W.
A set of highly-contorted beds here undergoing marked de-

composition, apparently from oxydation of iron pyrites

;

evidently in some way connected with the stream which
comes in here, and which presents two directions, one 28°-30° "W.

And another, giving rise to a well-marked ravine, . 73°-7i° W.
Direction of beds under Giant's Hill, N"^- 88°-90° E.

Two or three sparry joints crossing these at the north-

east extremity of little bay or inlet, .... 25°-26° W.
Thick jointing, repeated, crossing north-east end of bay,

in direction of Rush point, ..... 2°-3° E.

Direction of beds here (quite vertical), .... 75°-76° "W.

Here Brook's Inlet intervenes with synclinal trough,

on the north side of inlet beds dip to south at
40°-45°.

Heavy joiating traversing Drumanagh promontory, . 6°-7° E.

On the western shore of the Inlet (Eoaring "Well

Inlet) the chert beds are decomposed as at north end
of Eush Strand, with strong indications of manga-
nese and purple ochre.

Mass of Dolomite on south-east side of Drumanagh pro-

montory, looking towards Lambay Island, . . 26°-27° W.
The beds south of the Martello Tower, dipping south at

35°-40°. Jointing in these beds, .... 34°-35° W.
Great fault under Martello Tower, 3 ft. thick in places,

being a conglomerate of limestone boulders, cemented
bycalcspar, ........ 33°-34° "W.

Parallel companion joints close to this, some of them
strongly marked, „ ,,

Crossed by vertical jointing, 55°-56° E.

Repeated jointing on north side of fault, . . . 32°-33° W".

. I. A. PEOC, SE-R. II. VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. S
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437

438

439

440

441

442

443

444

445

446

447

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

455

456

457
458

459

460

461

462

463

.464

465

466

467

468

Donabate Coast—continued.

Frequent and close jointing on soutli side of Lough.
SMnney, ........

Nortt-east end of Lough Shinney, fault 'with fUJing of

boulder conglomerate, badly-defined,

Another joint to west of last-mentioned,

Farther north, near limekila, .....
Bed of Dolomite con-esponding to a saddie-back,

about 150 yards north of UmekiLn and approximate
axis, lN°i- 55°-56° "W.

Cross jointing,

Occurrence here of frequent jointing, ....
Joint in connexion with slate clay boulders and conglo-

merate beds, ........
(The boulders apparently of Silurian or Cambrian

formation.)

Great open joint, accompanying this, and repeated,

Jointing repeated and Dolomiti^ed,

Crossed by a well-marked fault, ....
Frequent jointing here (200 yards south of old house),

Very long open joint here, .....
Jointing thin, with Dolomite filling,

(About 100 yards south of old house.)

Cave or open joint, with conglomerate filling, in lower
part undergoing decomposition (an old level apparently)

the rock outside cave very much jointed, .

Cross jointing, .......
Near old house, .......
At old house, .......
Clay-slate conglomerate beds come in here, ^yith. joint

ing, well-marked, cutting these, and running towards
Shenick's Island, .....

Another set of joints here, ....
Beds of Dolomite, dipping north by east, and traversed

by Dolomite joints (about 1 mile fi'om Skerries,

Joints in beds under Dolomite,

,, limestones, f mile south of Skerries,

,, ,, ,, frequent, .

,, ,, well-marked and vertical,

„ „ ,, and repeated,

2--3- E.

o2=-53° W.
28°-29° w.
28' w.

32'-33='

io°-ir

8^-9°

6°-7=

20°-21°

34°-35°

5°-6''

34°-35°

2''-3°

28°-29°

26°-27°

31°

18"-19= E.

24°-25" E
27° E

3r-32° E
13°-14° E
47°-48° W
24°-25° E
13°-14° E

56° W

54°-55' W.
27°-28° E.

34°-35° E.

29°-30° W.

14=-15° W.
14°-15° E.

W.
W.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.
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Donabate Coast—continued.

469 Long joint, someTvliat wabbled in limestone, Avith. Dolo-

mite lining, ........ 50^ W.

470 Frequent jointiag, crossing beds J mile from town,

opposite Slienick's Island, ..... 60' E.

471

472

473

474

475

476

478

479

480

481

482

483

484

485

486

487

Dodder River, near Donnybrook :

—

[Direction of beds in river, about 100 yards to soutb of

foot-bridge, X""- 64°-66' E. Dip to east at 60'-70=.]

Frequent jointing, crossing these beds just below tbe

weir, vertical, or only sligbtly inclined.

Frequent and nearly vertical jointing, crossing bed of

river, ........
Tbe beds at weir dippiag towai'ds soutb-east at about 20"

The fall in the bed of the river produced by a series of

joiats or faults running,

Crossed by jointing at

Above pond at ClonsUla Bridge, in flat beds of river.

Under wall of old quany,

5) 5)

Calcspar joint, crossing river bed,

Dolomite joint in bed of river, about 50 yards north of

old Minto\vn Bridge,

Do., do., 1 in. and 2 in. thick joints, frequent and
close ; 15 to 20 observable in the river bed.

Jointing without spar, and jagged,

„ well-marked, extended, and frequent in bed of

river under old MHltown Bridge,

42^-43' E

66^-67" W

50° E
56°-57° E

56° E
78° \^

78°-79° W
37°-38° E.

22°-23° W.
7°-8° W.

16°-17° W.
30°-31° E.

32° E.

30° 30'

31°-32°

53°-54°

32°

E.

E.

489
490

491

492

493

494

495

496

497

Wortliingrton Cluarry, GroUarstown Bridge, Grrand Canal :

—

!

Great calcspar lode, 9 in. thick, cutting beds.

Dii-ection of beds, 'N'^- 54''-55° "W. .

Dip to south-west about 20°

Crossed by thin jointing.

Joint in old quarry (ileade's),

Face of jointing, well-marked,

Cross jointiag on south side,

5r-52° E
52°-53° E

5° E
25°-27° W
28°-29° W
4°-5° W

51°-52° W.
2°-3° E.

78°-79° W.
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Raheny Quarry :

—

498 Face of joint irregular, about 92" E.

499 Face of joint near south side, 7°-8° E.

500 Joint on soutli side, 43°-44° E.

Palmerston—Quarries of the Asylum:—
501 Beds dipping south at about 15°

502 Face of jointing, 34^-35= "W.

503 Well-marked face, 38° "W.

604 Crossed by jointing at 26°-27° E
605 Jointing having probably given rise to bank of river, . 88° "W.

606 Another joint, 38° W.
507 „ „ . 37° W.
508 „ „ 87°-88° W.
609 Jointing close and frequent, cutting beds near house, .

41°-42° E.

610 Jointing crossing this, 41° "W.

511 „ „ „ 40° W.
612 „ „ „ 40° W.
613 Crossed by jointing at 51°-52° E.

514 Andjointing at 41°-42° "W.

515 Sparry face of jointing, 51°-52° E.
[Direction of trough of valley of Liffey as seen from

house ten-ace, ]^™- 46° 47° "W.]

Lucan—Spa in "Vesey Demesne:—
516 Jointing on path south of Spa, 7°—8° E.

517 Crossed by jointing at 88°-89° E.

518 Face representing jointing, having given direction to

river here, 3r-32° "W.

519 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ . 28°-29° W.
520 At weir in the park, edge of beds forming bank of river

;

a joint face, 2°-3° "W.

521 Crossed by repeated jointing at 53°-54° "W.

Lucan—Vesey Demesne :

—

Direction of beds on road through de-

mesne, near Leixlip Bridge, about . 30° E.
Dip to west at about 60°.

Old quany on north side of river, beds \ 53°-54° E.

very contorted. Direction of folds on > 27°-28° E.
west side of quarry, . . . ) 27° E.

Beds at Anna Liffey MiUs, . . . 44°-45° W.
Dip towards river.

Woodlands :

—

522 Face of rock on left of path from gate house, . . 32°-33° E.

(Continues along the side of stream northwards.

1

523 Lead mine, opened on a joint, 20° E.

524 ,, joint crossing this ..... 8° E.
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Woodlands—continued.

525 Cross jointing, 55° "W.

526 Large joint in rocks, near Hermitage, .... o7'-58° "W.

527 Great face of rock, near gate honse, on east side, . . 17^-18' E.

(The bedding dipping slightly towards north at a low
angle. The shaft for lead sunk to 130 feet fi'om

surface, a level driven 150 feet long on main joint.

Black iron pyrites shales at bottom. The rock

highly loaded with crystalline quartz.)

528 Between the two shafts nearest river, the dii'ection, . 55'-56° E.

Eathgar Quarry :
—

529 Face of jointing frequent on east side under main road-

way, 32'-33=' E.

530 Jointing frequent and close in mass of rock, supporting

the engine and pumps, ...... 43'-45° E.

531 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, „ ,, ,, . SS^-Si" E.

532 On north side of quarry, jointing forming face here, . 68^-70^ E.

533 Thick sparry jointing, cutting south side vertically, .
32''-33'' E.

Leixlip :

—

Direction of bed in river, near bridge, . 45^-46^ E.

Dip to west at about 30'.

534 Jointing in quarry, east of Salmon Leap, . . . 37" E.

535 „ ,, ,, „ ,, ,, ,, „ . 30"-33= E.

Direction of beds in this quarry, . . 42'-43° E.

Dip about 30" towards river bed.

536 Near the Leap, face of joint forming margin of river

(weU-marked), 14°-15° E.

537 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ • 16"-17" E.

538 Jointing in beds within 50 yards of Leap (sparry), . o2"-53" W.

539 „ „ ,, ,, „ ,, „ „ . 53°-o4" W.
540 Crossed by rugged spany jointing, .... 17°-18° E.

(Seamed or "gash" jointing in the beds here.)

541 Cross jointing, ........ 2°-3° E.

542 Jointing, not sparry, 55" E.

543 Jointing in quarry outside town, on road to Maynooth, .
25"-26 "W.

Feltrim. Quarry, near Malahide :

—

544 Jointing near road, ....... 47"-48" E.

545 „ „ „ 28"-29' W.
546 Vertical joint in quany, well marked and shoAving copper

ore, 38"-39" E.

- ,_ I Great rough face in old part of quaiTy, to the east, evi- \ nqo w
- ,o < dently representing a maiu joint system, the face > Q.9-,_n3o vy'

( broken and scarred by jointing, ....)"
549 Great joint, filled with brown clay, and associated with

a system of parallel and close joints ; vertical, . . 43"-44" E.
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650

551

552

553

654

555

556

657

558
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Peltrim Quarry, near Malahide—continued.

Crossed by a clay joint, vertical and marked,

[Connected witli this jointing is found a mass of black
crystalline Dolomite, well marked.]

Joint cutting the face of the quarry, and marked by
presence of Malachite and Cuprite,

Joint further to west, also bearing copper ore

ing a Dolomite mass

Joint further west,

and form

West side of quarry, frequent jointing ; one giving

Face of joint, with brown earthy fil ling,

92°

4r-42°

W.

43°-44° E
2°-3° E
40°-45° E

58° E
48° W

46°-47° E
47°-48° W

Kimmage Quarry :

—

559 SpaiTy jointing under waU of road, .... 39°-40° E.

560 Frequent „ „ ,, „ .... 40° E.

561 Dolomite face, evidently part of a main joint, . .
41°-42° E.

562 On west side of quarry a well-marked Dolomite jointing

with Dolomite mass on either side, vertical and re-

peated, 42°-43° E.

563 Crossed by jointing, 56° W.
Direction of beds, N"- 64°-65° W.
Dip to south at about 12°

Crumlin Sand Q,uarry:—
564 Direction of rib in face of quarry, on west side, .

68°-70° W.

565

566

567

568

569

570

571

572

573

574

575

576

577
578

Cork—Quarry to East of Queen's CoUeg-e :

—

St. Gall Abbey laneway, on east side ; face of joint

,; J) >) )> )> )> )) >>

On west side of laneway, face of joint,

,, )> >> >> )) ))

,, ,) )> )) )> ))

Large face of joint at top of lane, . ;

,, ,, )> » )) on east side.

In quarry-hole, St. GaU Abbey, N»- 83° W.,

Large quarry to east, great open joint,

"Well-marked joint, partly open.

i On east side in old quarry, weU-marked set of joints, to

\ east of projecting mass of brownish Dolomite,

12°-13° E.

18°-19° E.

8° E.

ir-12° E.

13° E.

12° E.

13° E.

97° E.

8°-9° E.

13°-14° E.

22° E.

12° E.

12°- 13° E.
10°-15° E.
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Classifying these directions, and separating them into east and
west magnetic directions, the following results are obtained :

—

No. of
Jointtng

Magnet
Bearing

ic LOCALITY OF Occurrence

273 Nm. gm. Malahide Station Quarry.
274 3° 30' E. )> J)

275 1° E. J) ))

276 Ifm. Sm.
35 5 J

277 3° E.
278 Xm. gm.

3) 3)

279 4° E.
282 3° 30' E. )J 3)

287 4° E.
290 N- gm.

3) 33

323 2° 30' E. Shore.

365 Km. gm.
33

374 N-"- gm.

411 N""- gm. Donabate Coast.

429 2° 30' E.
J

437 2= 30' E.
J

465 2° 30' E.
496 2° 30' E. Worthiiigton Quarry.
541 2° 30' E. Leixlip

553 2° 30' E. Feltrim Quarry.

0BSER\'ATI0NS.

The magnetic Tariation for

Dublin, 1883, is taken at

"W". 21° 20', as deduced

from Admiralty Chart.

Number of Directions observed, 20.

36° 30' T 20 = 2° 4' mean value. True bearing, 19° 16' W.

264 9° E.
219 7° 30' E.
320 4° 30' E.
321 5° 30' E.
324 7° 30' E.
327 5° 30' E.
328 8° E.
333 8° E.
354 7° 30' E.
362 7° 30' E.

366 7° 30' E
371 7° 30' E
392 10" 30' E
393 7° 30' E
394 6° 30' E
396 7° 30' E
401 7° 30' E
403 7° 30' E
405 7° 30' E
406 8° 30' E
402 12° 30' E
413 9° 30' E
414 10° 30' E
415 7° 30' E
418 7° 30' E

Malahide.
Frequent.

Five joints.

Frequent.

Donabate Coast.

Frequent.

Very fi-equent ; so frequent
as to be practically count-
less.
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No. of Magnetic Locality of Occurrence.
Jointing. Bearing-

419 6° 30' E. Donabate Coast.

431 6° 30' E. jj

442 10° 30' E. jj

443 8° 30' E. Lough Shinney Coast.

463 5° E. 5) ,, ,,

491 5° E. Gollerstown Bridge Quariy
499 7° 30' E. Raheny Quarry.
516 7° 30' E. Lucan.
524 8° E. Woodlands.

Observations.

Number of Directions observed, 34.

257° -:- 34 = 7° 33' mean value. True bearing, 13° 47' W.

545 12° 30' E.
567 8° E.
568 10° 30' E.
569 13° E.

570 12° E.
571 13° E.

573 8° 30' E.

574 13° 30' E.

576 12° E.

577 12° 30' E.

578 12° 30' E.

Cork College Quarries. Note.—These directions are really pa-
rallel to those observed about
Dublin since

—

Diff. of Long., . . ._ .
20 i8'

Excess of magnetic varia-

tion overthatatDublin,

Total Difference,

This added to mean direc-

tion for Dublin, ....
Gives for Cork, . .

2° 28'

4° 45'

7° 33

18'

Set of joints.

Number of Directions observed, 11.

129° ^ 11 = 11° 43' E. True bearing, 12° 5' W,

269 15° E. Killester Quarry.

271 15° 30' E. MalaMde. —
309 14° 30' E. ,, Set of joints.

310 14° E. ,,
—

315 13° 30' E. )» Set of joints.

325 14° E. ,, Set of four joints.

329 12° 30' E. ,,
—

344 16° 80' E. ,,
—

345 13° 30' E. ,,

448 13° 30' E. Lough Shinney Shore. Frequent.

451 13° 30' E. )j )) ))
—

458 14° 30' E. —
536 14° 30' E. Leixlip. —
537 16° 30' E. ,,

—
Number of Directions observed, 14.

201° 30'
-f- 14 = 14° 23' E. mean value. True bearing, 6° 57' W.

342 19° 30' E.

347 17° 30' E.

350 19° E.
388 21° E.

404 20° E.
444 18° 30' E.
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On Jointing in RocJcs about Dublin, ^c. 131

No. of Magnetic
Jointing Bearing

461 20° 30' E.
525 20° E.
527 17° 30' E.
640 17° 30' E.

Locality of Occurrence. Observations.

Number of Directions observed, 10.

191° -f 10 = 19° 6' E. mean value. True bearing, 1° 14' W.

308 20° 30' E. Malahide Coast

361 20° E. )> j>

388 21° E. Donabate Coast

404 20° E. )) )>

461 20° 30' E. Skerries Coast.

Number of Directions observed, 5.

102°
-i- 5 = 20° 24' E. mean value. True bearing, 0° 56' "W.

331 23° 30' E. Malabide Shore.

335 24° 30' E.
338 22° 30' E.
339 23° 30' E.
423 25° 30' E. Eush Coast.

445 24° 30' E. Lough Shinney Coast.

450 24° 30' E. i> >> )>

Number of Directions observed, 7.

168° 30' ^ 7 = 24° -04' mean value. True bearing, 3° 44' E,

291 40° 30' E. St. Dolough's Quarry,

297 38° E. Malahide Shore.

298 42° 30' E. ;> )>

299 42° E. ?» >>

300 39° E. i> ))

306 40° 30' E.

314 41° 30' E. j> )>

326 42° E. ;>

382 42° 30' E. Donabate Coast.

409 39° 30' E. )) )>

471 42° 30' E. Donnybrook, Dodder Eiver

479 37° 30' E. J? )) 7?

500 43° 30' E. Raheny Quarry.

509 41° 30' E. Palmerstown.
530 44° E. Eathgar Quarry.

534 37° E. Leixlip.

545 38° 30' E. Feltrim Quarry,
549 43° 30' E. )> ,,

551 41° 30' E. )> >>

552 43° 30' E. )' »>

554 42° 30' E. )> >;

R.I. A. PROC, SER, 11., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE,
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LOCALITY OF OCCURRENCE. OBSERVATIONS.

Kimmage Quarry. —
No. of Magnetic

Jointing. Bearing.

559 39° 30' E.
560 40° E.
561 41° 30' E.
562 42° 30' E.

Number of Directions observed, 25.

1025° -i- 25 = 41° mean value. True bearing, 19° 40' E.

St. Dolougb's Quarry.
Donabate Coast.

Feltrim Quarry.

Number of Directions observed, 4.

186° 30' -^ 4 = 46° 37' E. mean value. True bearing, 25° 17' E.

296 47° E.
402 45° 30' E.
544 47° 30' E.
557 46° 30' E.

316 51° E. Malahide Coast.

318 48° 30' E. 5> >)

337 53° 30' E. >> )>

348 52° 30' E. »> ))

389 54° 30' E. Donabate Coast.

421 53° 30' E.

473 50° E.
489 53° 30' E. Gollarstown Bri(

490 52° 30' E. )j r
513 51° 30' E. Palmerstown.
515 51° 30' E. „ —

Number of Directions observed, 1 1

.

572° 30 -Ml = 52° -02' mean value. True bearing, 30° 42' E.

303 27° 30' E. Malabide Coast. —
334 27° 30' E.
358 27° 30' E.

364 26° 30' E. >) >>

376 29° 30' E. ,, ,,

377 29° 30' E. )) ;;

390 26° 30' E. Donabate Coast.

407 29° 30' E. )> ,,

446 27° E. Skerries Coast.

454 27° 30' E. ,, ,,

466 28° 30' E.
467 26° 30' E.
504 26° 30' E. Palmerstown.

Number of Directions observed, 13.

359° 30' -^ 13 = 27° 39' E. mean value. True bearing, 6° 19' E.
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No. of Magnetic LOCALITY OF OCCURR
Jointing. Bearing.

267 32° 30' E. Tfillester Quarry.
268 32° E. > J J J

301 3P E. MalaMde Coast.
302 32° E. )> ?)

305 31° 30' E.
311 31° 30' E. JJ 3>

317 31° 30' E.
330 32° E.
346 33° 30' E. !) ))

441 32° 30' E. Drumanagh Coast.

447 31° 30' E. 5> )3

468 31° E.
483 30° 30' E. Donnybrook, Dodder
484 32° E. J? )»

485 31° 30' E.
486 31° 30' E. )) )>

488 32° E. Old Milltown Bridge
522 32° E. Woodlands.
529 32° 30' E. Eatligar Quarry.
631 33° 30' E. ,, ,,

533 32° 30' E. >)

535 31° 30' E. Leixlip.

455 34° 30' E. Skerries Coast.

462 34° 30' E. )) ,,

464 34° 30' E. M >)

322 35° 30' E. Malahide Coast.

OBSERVATIONS.

About 17 joints here.

Number of Directions observed, 26.

841° -;- 26 = 31° 58' E. mean value. True bearing, 10° 38' E.

435 55° 30' E. Drumanagh Promontory.

474 56° 30' E. Donnybrook, Dodder Eiver

475 56° 30' E. )) )) ))

528 55° 30' E. W oodlands.

542 55° E. Leixlip.

555 58° E. Feltrim Quarry.

Number of Directions observed, 6.

336° 30' ^ 6 = 56° -05' E. mean value. True bearing, 34° 45' E.

Malahide Station Quarry.

St. Dolough's Quarry.

Donabate Coast.

Skerries Coast.

Number of Directions observed, 4.

246° ^ 4 = er E. mean value. True bearing, 39' 40' E.

285 62° 30' E.

295 60° 30' E.

387 62° 30' E.

470 60° E.
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.No. of Magnetic LOCALITY OF OCCURRENXE. OBSERVATIOTJS,
Jomting. Bearing.

286 67° 30' E. MaJahide Station Quarry. —
370 64° 30' E. ,, Coast. —
385 65° E. Donabate Coast. —
386 67° 30' E. „ „ —
395 67= 30' E. ., „ —
532 68= 30' E. Eathgar Quarry. —

Number of Directions observed, 6.

400' 30' -f 6 = 66° 45' E. mean value. True bearing, 45° 25' E.

363 74° E. MalaMde Sbore.

372 72° 30' E. 5, )5

424 75° 30' E. Donabate Coast.

260 77° E. Sandvford.
293 77° 30' E. St. Dolough's Quarry.

Number of Directions observed, 5.

376° 30' -f 5 = 75° 18' E. mean value. True bearing, 53° 58' E.

288 86° E. Malabide Station Quarry
289 84° E. ,, ,, ,,

841 85° E. MalaMde Store.

Number of Directions observed, 3.

256° ^ 3 = 85° E. mean value. True bearing, 63° 40' E.

270 90° W. Malabide QuaiTy.

281 92° W. Malabide Coast.

283 86° W. V )5

292 93° W. St. Dolough's Quarry.

399 87° W. Donabate Coast.

397 90° 30' W. >> >j

408 88° W. ,, ,,

505 88° w. Palmerstown Quarry.

608 87° 30' w. ,, ,,

517 91" 30' w. Lucan.

547 89° w. Feltrim Quarry.

548 92° 30' w. ,, ,,

498 88° w. Eabeny Quarry.

650 92° w. Feltrim Quarry.

Number of Directions observed, 14.

1255' -f 14 = 89' 38' "W. mean value. True bearing,
| gg, ^^g' e"
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No. of Magnetic LOCALITY OF OCCURRENCE. Observations
Join ing. Bearing-.

280 81° W. Malahide Station Quarry. —
312 78= W. Malahide Coast. _
356 79" "W. „ „ —
358 84" W. „ „ _
359 85" W. „ „ —
381 80" W. „ „ —
384 82" 30' "W. Donabate Coast. —
389 83" 30' "W. „ „ —
476 78" W. Donnybrook, Dodder River, —
478 78" 30' W. „ „ „ —
497 78" 30' W. Gollarstown Quarry. —
572 83" W. Cork CoUege Quarry. —

Number of Directions observed, 12.

< / 46

102" 14' W.
E.

265 71° w.
284 68" W.
313 70" 30' W.
349 72° 30' W.
416 72" 30' W.
420 75" 30' -w.

427 73° 30' W.
472 66" 30' W.
564 69° W.

Killester Quarry.
Malahide QuaiTy.
Malahide Coast.

Eush Coast.

Eush Harbour.
Eush Strand (Xorth).

Donnybrook, Dodder Eiver.

Crumlin Sand Quarry.

Number of Directions observed, 9.

8"" 40'

92" 20' TV.

E.

379 62" 30' W. Malahide Coast.

True bearing, 83" 50' "W.

343 55" W. Malahide Shore. Fault.

357 56" 30' "W. „ „ —
368 59" 30' W. „ „ —
383 57" 30' W. Donabate Coast. —
452 56" W. Skerries Coast. —
525 55° W. Woodlands. —
526 57" 30' "W. „ —
563 56° "W. Kimmage Quarries. —

Number of Directions observed, 8.

453' -i- 8 .= 56" 37' W. mean value. True bearin"-, 77"" o7' W.
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LOCALITY OF OCCURRENCE. OBSERVATION .

Sandyford. —

Lough Shinney Coast. —
Feltrim Quarry. —

Number of Directions observed, 6.

285" 30' 4- 6 = 47° 35' W. mean value. True bearing, 68° 55' W.

No. of Magfnetic
Jointing Bearing.

261 47° 30' W.
262 45° 30' W.
263 49° 30' W.
449 47° 30' W
556 48° W
558 47° 30' W

503 38° W. Palmerstown
606 38° w.
507 37° w.
510 41° w.
511 40° w.
512 40° w.
514 41° 30' w.

433 34° 30' W.
434 33° 30' W.
435 32° 30' w.
502 34° 30' w.

Number of Directions observed, 7.

275° 30' 4- 7 = 39° 21' W. mean value. True bearing, 60° 41' W.

Drumanagh Promontory.

Palmerstown. —
Number of Directions observed, 4.

135° -^ 4 = 33° 45' "W. mean value. True bearing, 55° "05' W.

400 27° 30' W. Donabate Coast. —
425 27° 30' W. „ „ —
426 29° W. „ „ —
432 26° 30' W. Drumanagh Coast. —
439 28° 30' W. Lough Shinney Coast. —
440 28° 30' W. „ „ „ —
456 29° 30' W. Skerries Coast. —
492 26° W. GoUarstown Bridge. —
493 28° 30' W. „ „ —
519 28° 30' "W. Lucan. —
544 28° 30' W. Feltrim Quarry. —

Number of Directions observed, 11.

308° 30' -Ml = 28° -02' W. mean value. True bearing, 49° 22' W.

355 25° 30' "W. Malahide Coast.

378 24° 30' W.
380 24° 30' W.
422 23° 30' W. Eush Coast.
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No. of Magnetic LOCALITY OF OCCURRENCE. OBSERVATIONS.
Jointing. Bearing.

428 25° 30' W. Giant's HiU, Rush. Coast. —
479 22° 30' W. ClonsiUa Bridge. —
543 25° 30' W. Eathgar Quarry. —

Number of Directions observed, 7.

171° 30' ^ 7 = 24° 30' W. mean value. True bearing, 46° 10' "W.

258 8° 30' W. Sandyford. —
259 10° 30' vv. ,, —
270 9° w. Malahide Station Quarry. —
291 8° w. ,, ,, ,,

—
304 6° w. Malahide Coast. —
367 7° 30' w. ,, ,,

—
459 8° 30' w. Lough Shinney Coast. —
460 6° 30' w. ;; ,, ,,

481 7° 30' w. Dodder River (Milltown). —
Number of Directions observed, 9.

72'^9 == 8° W. mean value. True bearing, 29° 20' W.

457 14° 30' W. Skerries Coast. —
353 12° W. Malahide Coast. —
373 14° 30' W. „ „ —

Number of Directions observed, 3.

41° ^ 3 = 13° 39' W. mean value. True bearing, 34° 59' W.

340 19° W. Malahide Shore. —
482 16° 30' W. ClonsiUa Bridge. —
391 20° W. Donabate Coast. —

Number of Directions observed, 3.

55° 50' ^ 3 = 18° 30' W. mean value. True bearing, 39° 50' W.

332 3° 30' W. Malahide Coast. —
351 3° 30' W.
352 1° w.
360 4° w.
369 3° w.
416 4° 30' w. Donabate Coast.

494 4° 30' w. Gollarstown Bridge

520 2° 30' w. Lucan.

Number of Directions observed, 8.

26° 30' ^ 8 = 3° 18' W. mean value. True bearing, 24° 38' W.

Summarizing these results, comparing them with those obtained

in 1880, and taking the mean directions for the two series of observa-

tions, the annexed Table is obtained, relative to which the following

observations may be made :

—
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It will be remarked, in the first place, that only five neio directions

have been added to the series of 1880, and that in the main there is a

fair concordance between the sets of directions observed in the two
years. It is presumable, therefore, that were the survey of the various

systems of jointing extended over all Ireland, the total number of

distinct systems would be limited, and perhaps be not much in excess of

the number observed in the district to which the present observations

apply.

Considering the systems of jointing as regards frequency of occur-

rence, the Table shows that the most frequent, between Malahide and
Skerries, and indeed in the district of observation, is IS". 13° 50' W.,
which is so well marked and so frequent along the coast of Donabate.
This direction represents the coast line at Skerries and the general

direction of the coast between. Howth and Dunany Point. It is clear,

therefore, that the most frequent direction of jointing in the district

observed represents the neighbouring coast line. The prolongation of

this direction represents the valley in which runs the Newry canal,

the IS". W. shore of Lough JN'eagh, and the course of the Bann river.

Its further extension northwards cuts the east coast of Iceland. A
parallel to this direction through Wicklow Head northwards represents

the coast line between this point and Killiney, and traverses a certain

number of localities marked by the occurrence of earthquakes, such as

"Wicklow, Bray, Kingstown, Clontarf, and, in the extreme north, the

promontory of Innishowen. It would appear that further inland this

direction is not only observable, but remarkable by its frequency and
regularity. Thus in the Memoirs of the Greological Survey (data

and description to accompany quarter sheet 45 S.E., p. 21) mention
is made of "numerous well-defined joints striking IS". 10° W." ; also

in memoir accompanying quarter sheet 45 S.W., p. 23, describing the

district "W. of Ealdowery and Shanballymise, the beds are said to be
" jointed in lines running either N. and S., or 15° toW. of N." Also
in Memoir accompanying sheet 46 N.W., p. 20 :

" To the N.W. of

Drangan, in the townland of Ballylusky, numerous very regular

and smooth joints, striking N. 10° "W"., cut across the beds. To the

south of this locality, and distant about one mile, beds occur, the most
remarkable feature of these beds being ' the very regular manner in

which they are jointed.' ' These joint planes have a strike of N. and
S., and E. and W., varying occasionally 10° in either direction,' " &c.

As however all the observations of dips and directions mentioned
by this observer are given in round numbers, and with approximations
of not more than five degrees, it is evident that this direction N. 10° W.
may be in reality any dii'ection between 5° W. and 15° W., and in aU.

probability really represents that found in the neighbourhood of

Dublin, ]^. 13° 50' W. This view will appear to be sustainable from
the consideration of the directions observed in the limestone quarries

immediately E. of the Queen's College, Cork. Here may be remarked,
jointing, both frequent and well-marked, giving rise in one place to

the Dolomitization of the beds, the mean direction found for them was

R. I. A. PROC, SER. H., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. U
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IT. 12° "05 W., and, as shown, fully corresponds to that observed about

Dublin. The parallelism is very remarkable, and the very nature of

the joints in these quarries, very smooth and even, and generally ver-

tical, corresponds to a similar character of jointing about Dublin.

Similar jointing was observed in other localities about Cork. How
far westward it can be found present is a question of great interest,

and to a certain extent connected with that of the former extension of

Ireland to the West, since the correspondence of this direction with a

marked coast line implies that subsidence took place along these lines.

If this direction of jointing be found prevalent in the S. W. of Ireland

to any marked extent, there would be a fair ground for presuming

that the country once extended in that direction, and that successive

earthquakes, succeeded by subsidences, have reduced it to its present

configuration. That earthquakes have taken place along this system

of jointing in the S. W. of Ireland may in some degree be inferred

from the fact that a line parallel to this direction connects Cork and
the neighbourhood of Tuam, at both of which places earthquake

shocks have been felt in recent times. ITo other line would do so

with sufficient approximation.

It mav be furthermore remarked that, according to the Admiralty

Chart of the British Isles (1879), a part of the " Yidal Bank,'' which
limits to the IT. W. the plateau of the British Isles, presents a lineal

outline having this direction, and presumably corresponding to great

lines of subsidence, having given rise to the great Atlantic depression

which commences there.

Finally, quite recently most interesting observations as to the in-

timate relation existing between the jointing and earthquakes in the

Salt Lake territory, United States, have been made, and may be found

in Nature, JS^o. 732, vol. 29, p. 45 (November 8, 1883), fully bearing

out the connexion which I here endeavour to establish for Ireland,

and which gives the study of jointing such a real interest and im-
portance.

II.—The second most frequent direction observed, that of 20°16'E.,

represents the coast line between Mizen Head and Wicklow Head, a

portion of the Skerries coast, and the direction of the east coast of the

Solway Firth, between St. Bee's Head and Maryport. It is also re-

presented by a line joining St. David's Head, in Wales, and Braichy

PwU ; also by the direction of the IS". W. coast of Scotland, between
Buchanness and Arbuthnot. Its further extension northwards runs

parallel to the coast of Norway.

III.—The third direction in order of frequency, N. 10° 34' E., is

not markedly represented by any part of the coast line of the eastern

coast of Ireland, except by the general direction between Baldoyle and

Skemes; but farther -"^orth in Scotland it corresponds very exactly to

the direction of the E. and W. coasts of the promontory of Kintyre.
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IV.—The direction 25° 30' "W. may be represented by a line drawn
from the centre of Lambay Island to Dunany Point. It corresponds with
main faulting in the Mourne Mountains, and also with a well-marked
line of faulting which occurs at Ballinakill, Queen's Co. ; also with
a Line of faulting noted as occurring to the south of Kanturk.

V.—The direction IN". 16° 23' E., observed and remarked on in the

Paper of 1880, does not come out amongst those observed this year.

To the circumstance of its representing the coast line between Carnsore

Point and Wicklow Head very exactly, as noted in the Paper of 1880,

there may be added the fact that the Admiralty Chart of the British

Isles, already referred to, shows by the soundings the existence of a

well-marked line of depression in the Irish Sea, extending from the

Scilly Islands to opposite Holyhead, the direction of which very dis-

tinctly corresponds with that of this system of Jointing, and probably

represents it in its greatest intensity.

YI.—The direction JST. 19° 31' W. represents the direction of the

coast between Lambay Head and Soldier's Point, at the entrance of

Dundalk harbour. It traverses the Mourne Mountains, corresponding

very closely with the direction of the two great faults which are such

marked features in the structure of these mountains, the one lying

between Silver Bridge and Belleek, and the other corresponding to the

line of the JS'ewry canal. Further north it represents the general di-

rection of the boundary of the chalk between Lough JS'eagh and Lough
Poyle. Its extension northwards passes through Iceland in the neigh-

bourhood of Vatna Jokul ; while its prolongation southwards passes

through the S. "W. extremity of Pembrokeshire, Launceston in Corn-

wall, passes between Yannes and L' Orient in Brittany, also at

Bayonne, and cuts the coast of Yalencia in points marked by the

recurrence of earthquakes. This direction is parallel to the coast line

great circle West Coast of Africa, which passes at Cork, and also to

the well-marked seismic line, which extends from the Pic du Midi in

the Pyrenees to Anglesea in North "Wales.

YII.—The direction N. 5° 46' E. agrees so closely with the value
5° 43', found in 1880, that the same remarks as then made apply; it

is, however, more frequent in the district observed this year. It re-

presents a well-marked line of seismic action in its extensions south-

wards along the coast of Portugal.

The direction JST. 49° 47' W., equally prevalent, will be found to

correspond with the coast line of Bray Head. This direction extended

passes between Woodlands and Lucan, at which latter place it has

been observed. Purther N. W. it corresponds with the direction of

the hills to the N. E. of Clonymeath river, to part of which it is

parallel. It is also the direction of the principal Eurite veins and
dykes of Killiney quarries, and further to the south corresponds to the
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direction of the Glenmalure and Avonbeg rivers, down to the Meeting
of the "Waters.

VIII.—N. 29° 15' "W. This direction corresponds to certain dykes
marked as occurring in the Co. Armagh ; also with the fault lying to

the E. of Gallion Meigh (Mourne Mountains) ; also with the southern

part of the fault represented by the direction of the Newry canal

;

also with dykes at Rosstrevor and others to the E. in the district of

Mourne. It represents very accurately the direction of the coast line

from Donaghadee to Bruce's Castle on the N. E. point of Rathlin Island.

The direction parallel to this, which passes through Lough Neagh and
Innishowen, Co. Derry (an earthquake locality), traverses Iceland at

Hecla, or in the immediate vicinity, and on its extension to the S.

would correspond with the western coast line of the department of

La Manche in France.

IX.—N. 6° 5' W.

X.—N. 69*^ 57' E. This direction is remarkable from many points

of view. It occurs at Palmerstown, and being thence extended to the

S. "W., it will be found to correspond very exactly with a line of fault

marked as occurring in Mount Erin, King's and Queen's Cos., this in

its extension to the S. W. passes along the S. side of the mouth of the

Shannon. A parallel to this direction from Feltrim, where this system

of jointing is observable, corresponds very exactly with the direction

of the N. side of the Shannon mouth, between Kilclogher Head and
Corless Point, corresponding also with the line of contact of the old

red sandstone and carboniferous formations to the S. of Lough O'Grady,

Co. Clare. This line I had deduced theoretically from the great circle

("Southern boundary of tertiary formation, United States ") by the

angular relation, 40°, which it makes therewith. It also corresponds

very correctly with the marked line of faulting indicated as occurring

in the Kilkenny and Carlow coal-field. It furthermore corresponds

with the junction of the carboniferous limestone, with the granite and
lower Silurian in the Co. Dublin, between Roebuck and Allenton ; also

with the trap dyke system of the Co. Waterford. Lastly, it represents

the direction of the southern coast line of Ireland, from Carnsore Point,

in Co. Waterford, to Galley Head, Co. Cork.

XL—N. 47° 05' "W. This direction represents the Balbriggan

coast, from Shennick Island to opposite Cargee Eocks.

XII.—N. 39° 57' W. and N. 30° 30' E. The very remarkable

direction N. 30° 30' E. is that of the eastern boundary of the granite

mass which traverses the counties Wicklow and Carlow. It is also

that of the eastern boundary of the chloritic slates of the Co. Water-
ford from Tramore to Waterford. It also represents accurately the

direction of the patch of old red sandstone occurring in the eastern
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part of the Co. Eoscommon, the continuation of which northwards
represents the S. E. boundary of the same formation in the Co. Fer-

managh. It corresponds likewise with the western boundary of the

same formation in the Co. Clare, and represents the coast line of Clare

from Kilkee Bay to Black Head. It thus limits to the east and to

the west the remarkable lozenge or parallelogram formed by the N.
coast of Galway Bay, the course of the Shannon from Loop Head to

Foynes in the south, the west coast of Clare, and the boundary line of

the Loughrea and Leitrim mountains, composed mainly of old red

sandstone. In the vicinity of Dublin it is well represented by a very

remarkable fault, which occurs on the western side of Ireland's Eye,
and which is distinctly visible from the main land. This line was
deduced theoretically from the great circle, " Southern boundary of the

tertiary formation. United States," by the angle 80°, which it makes
therewith. The western boundary of the Roscommon old red sand-

stone patch, produced southwards, cuts this great cii'cle and that of

the W. coast of Africa at their intersection, and so far has a theoreti-

cal interest.

XIII.—N. 79° 11' E., 78° 4' W., and 43° 51' W. If the direction

iN". 79° 1 1' E., which occurs at Malahide, be extended westward, it

will pass south of the boss of basalt occurring near Philipstown,

King's Co., will correspond with the fault marked on the Survey map
as occurring at the JN". E. limit of Slieve Aughty, and will cut the

"W. coast of Ireland at Doolin point, where it makes an angle of 40°

with the southern coast line of Innismore Island, the largest and most
westerly of the Arran Islands. This direction forms portions of the out-

line of the northern coast of Galway Bay. That part which passes at

Cashla Bay, being extended eastward, cuts the eastern coast of Ireland

at Laytown, running parallel to the line of junction of the lower Silu-

rian with the carboniferous formation. The middle fault of the Slieve

Aughty series is also parallel to this direction, and corresponds to the

lines of jointing observed at Donnybrook (478, 479). It is also pa-

rallel to the southern contact of the Slieve Aughty old red sandstone

with the carboniferous formation. The remarkable fault which runs

from O'Brien's Bridge to Silvermines, Co. Tipperary, and which is

mineralized all along its extent, corresponds also with this direction,

and would seem to be the continuation of the system of joints having
given rise to the Shannon estuary. The direction of this great Silver-

mines fault, being extended eastward, traverses the northern part of

the Queen's Co. and Kilkenny coal-field, and corresponds with the break

in, or contraction of, the granite range of the Wicklow and Carlow
mountains, occurring in the vicinity of Lugnaquilla, as shown on the

Geological map. Further southwards this direction shows itself in the

lines of contact of the old red sandstone with the carboniferous forma-

tion (K. coast of Dingle Bay), and of the old red and lower carboni-

ferous slates which run from Sheep Head to Passage, as also the contact

of the same rocks at Skibbercen. Finally it corresponds with the part
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of the southern coast line lying between Galley Head and the N. end
of Clear Island.

The direction N'. 79° 11' E. corresponds very fairly with that of

the main barytes lode of Bantry, as described by Mr. Hardman in a
Paper read before the Eoyal Geological Society of Ireland in 1878.

He gives the direction of the main lode as 1^. 80° E.
The direction JS". 78° 4' W. is not markedly present on the eastern

side of Ireland, but would fairly represent the line of contact of the

mica slates of Galway, lying to the north of the granite.

The direction IS^. 43° 51' W. represents the southern shore of

Lough Erne, and also corresponds to a fault which runs from Lugna-
brick to Bengorm, Co. Galway. This direction would also apparently

be the dii'ection of the main lode of barytes situated in the S. W.
part of Cork, between Dunmannus Bay and Roaring Water, and stated

by Captain Triphook [Proceedings, Boyal Geological Society of Ireland,

vol. vi., p. 218, 1853-54) to be N. 45° W.

XIY.

—

jS". 2°53'E. This direction is represented on the coast by
the line from Donabate to Shennick Island. It also corresponds with
the two faults limiting, east and west, a tongue of carboniferous lime-

stone which occurs at Kingscourt, and also with the fault marked as

extending between Knocktopher and Kilkenny city.

XV.

—

jS". 87° 1' E. This direction represents very accurately the

northern coast of Galway Bay, between Clogmore Point and Salt Hill

;

and, being extended eastward, traverses the mass of trap rock which
occurs at Philipstown, and cuts the east coast on the north side of

Howth, where this direction frequently and markedly occurs (see

Proceedings, Pi.. I. Academy, 2 ser. vol. ii. Science, pp. 300-302).

It is also present at Donnybrook, in the Dodder bed, and, being ex-

tended thence westward, passes near Crumlin, where it occurs, and
crosses Galway Bay, so as to touch the northern end of Innismore Is-

land. The occurrence at Crumlin is remarkable. There occurs there a

sand-hill which has been worked for many years ; and on the escarped

face, at the south-west end of the quarry, there appears a rib or joint

having this direction, and which I take to be the result of the move-
ment of the soil in the manner of an earthquake. If this view be

correct, it would indicate that movements of ground, having given rise

to this line of jointing, took place subsequently to the formation of

these hills, which are presumably quaternary or even later. That a

great line of depression traverses Ireland from Dublin to Galway is

evident, whether represented by one single system of line of fi'acture

or by several remains for determination. To the south it represents

the southern shore line of Carrickaholt Bay, and the line of contact of

the old red sandstone with the carboniferous from Cork to Toughal
Bay.

N. 60^ 19' W. represents the southern coast of Innismore Island.
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XVI.—K 35° 7' E.

XYII.—N. 46° 39' E. This direction forms the coast line from
Dundalk Bay to Downpatrick. It also represents correctly the direc-

tion of the valley of Donegal county, and contact of the granite with
the quartz rocks there.

This direction, which occurs at Donabate, being extended thence
eastward, corresponds with the coast of the Isle of Man at Peel, and
forms the general direction of the southern contact thereof.

It also represents the direction of the remarkable line of trap rocks

which extend from Antrim by Hed Bay, the Mull of Kantyre, the

south-east coast of Arran Island (Scotland), and Renfrewshire, to

Montrose, with the parallel band of Devonian rocks in Stirling, Perth,

and Porfarshire. The promontory of Carnarvon is parallel to it.

N. 9° 27' W. This direction was noticed in the Paper of 1880

(p. 307 of Proceedings, 2nd ser. vol. iii.. Science).

JN". 73° 59' W. This direction represents very fairly that of the

depression existing between Dublin and MuUingar, and along which
the Midland and Great Western Railway runs, as also the Grand
Canal, on whose banks, at Gollastown Bridge, this direction of joint-

ing is noticeable.

XYIII.—]Sr. 34° 39' W. This direction represents very correctly

the north-east coast of Ireland, from Copeland Island to Bull Point

on Rathlin Island. It also represents the main jointing or dykes of

the Mourne Mountains at the head of Carlingford Lough. Being
extended northwards, it traverses Iceland, parallel to the south-west

coast, and near Reykyavick, a point continually subject to earthquake

shocks. It also represents very correctly the direction of the east

coast of England between the Wash and the Firth of Eorth.

XIX.—N. 25° 31' E. and K 70° 39' W.
The direction N. 25° 31' E. corresponds fairly with that of the

coast line between Courtown Harbour and Wicklow Head.
IS". 70° 39' W. This direction is that of the remarkable dykes

represented as occurring along the Mayo coast, between Killala Bay
and Broad Haven. It is further interesting as representing with
accuracy the theoretical Great Circle (" South boundary of the tertiary

formation, United States," already referred to.

XX.—N. 53° 58' E. This direction corresponds to the line of

contact of the old red sandstone with the silurian at Newcastle,

Co. Dublin. It also represents the faults occurring to the north-east

of Roscrea, and to the south-west of Borris-in-Ossory ; also the direc-

tion of the fault occurring to the south-east of Antrim ; also the

general direction of the band of carboniferous limestone which stretches

across Ireland from Galway to Lough Neagh, and which is so markedly
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traversed by greenstone or trap dykes, having practically the same
direction. It also represents the direction of the band of feldstone

which occurs to the south-west of Enniscorthy.

N. 0° 56' W. This direction is in part represented by the line of

fault occurring between "Waterford and Kilkenny. It corresponds to

the theoretical line which is given by an angle of 70° with the Great
Circle (" South boundary, tertiary formation, United States").

XXI.—N. 63° 7' E. This direction represents the axis of Slieve

Caha Mountains between Bantry and Kenmare Bay ; as also the

direction of the line of contact of upper and lower silurian slates,

south-west of Killoughter.

N. 66° 8' E. represents very correctly the remarkable tongue of

Old Red, which stretches from Bantry to Sheep Head, as also that of

the parallel line of contact on the south side of Dunmannus Bay.

It may be of interest to bring together the directions which repre-

sent the faults, dykes, and remarkable joints observed ; and the fol-

lowing list gives the results for the two sets of observations :

—

No. of
observed Faults, Dykes,
Directions. and remarkable Joints.

Locality where
observed.

Magnetic
Bearing.

True
Bearing".

416 Fault, Donabate Coast, 4°-5'' E. 16°50'W.

392 Well-marked fault. Donabate Coast, r--8° E. \
396 Great fault, . T--8° E.

401 ,, ,, and cave, r--8" E. 13° 50' W.
403 Great fault, . )) T -8° E.

405 >) )) • " r--8° E. ;

342 Great Dolomite joint. Malabide Coast, 19°--20° E.

}

1° 5' w.
388 Dyke in slate rock, Donabate Coast, 2r E.

76 Eurite dyke, Killiney TTill, .
24" E.

) T 01^' V.
423 Fault, . Eush Strand, N. side 25° -26^ E. )

213 Great joint, Howtb, S. side,

311 Great joint, witli lining, . Malabide Coast,

522 Great joint, connected "Woodlands,

with lode.

28°

31°-32° E.
32°-33° E.

E. 6° 40' E.

)
10° 40' E.
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No. of
observed Faults. Dykes,
Directions. and remarkable Joints.

Locality where
observed.

38

77

79

80

91

223

225

226
314
561

562
165

Great open joint,

Contact of granite and
slate rock,

Great joint, .

Great fault, with disloca-

tion,

" Sheep Hole " and
Greenstone dyke.

Creek and great joint.

Great open joint, .

Dolomite joint, a main
one.

Iron lode.

Bullock Harbour,
Killiney Park, .

Dalkey Island, .

Howth, S. side,

Malahide Strand,

Kimmage Quany,

Howth,

Magnetic
Bearing.

38°-39° E."|

39° E.

42° E.
39° 30' E.
38°-40° E.
38°-39" E.

True
Bearing.

36°-38° E.
>18M0' E.

3o°-38° E.
41°-42° E.
41°-42° E.

42°-43° E.
40°-45° E.

33 Main joint, Sandycove, 44° E.

N

157 Dyke, . Howth, Puck's Kock, 46°^7° E. ,

45°^6° E. ** ^^ E.
402 Dyke in banded shales, . Donabate Coast,

549 Great joint, with
lining,

clay Feltrim Quany, 43°-44° E. ;

5 Joint, People's Park, Black-

rock,

53° E. ^

1

51 Eurite vein, . Bullock Quarry,
''lfl\^rz. E.

251 Well-marked joint. Ireland's Eye, .

337 Dolomite dyke. Malahide Coast, 53°-54° E.

489 Great calcspar lode. Gollerstown Bridge, . 52° E.J

395 Great vertical feldspar Donabate Coast, 67°-68" E. 46° 10' E.
dyke,

424 Fault, . Donabate Coast, 75°-76° E. 54° 10' E.

239 Fault, . Ireland's Eye, . 87°-88° E. 66° 10' E.

204 Great joint. Howth, S. side, 3°_4° w.-]
205 )))>•• !) ;; - •

2°-3° W.
218 ,, open joint, . ,, ,, . .

3° w:>24^40'
W.

221 ,, joint. ,, ,, . .

225 Trap rock dyke, ,, ,, . .
3°-5° W.
3°-5° W.^237 Fault, . Drumleck Bay,

Howth,

87 Great Eurite vein, . Dalkey Island, .
6°-7° W. 27° 50' W.

100 Eurite vein, . Dalkey Island, . 18°-19°W.^
120 Great joint, . Dalkey Quarries, 18° W.

j

129
130

,, dyke, .

Eurite vein, .

" 18° W. 1 , ,

17°-18°W. (^^ ^° AV.

138 Great joint. )> ,,
]7°-18° W.
2r-22° W.

,

136 „ „ . . )) ))

422 Fault cutting shales, . Donabate Coast,

B. I. A. TROC, SER. II., VOL. IV. SCIENCE.

23°-24° W. 44° 50' W,

X
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No. of
observed Faults, Dykes, Locality where Magnetic True
Directions. and remarkable Joints. observed. Bearing. Bearing.

140 Great Eurite vein, . Dalkey Quarries, 26^-27° W.

"

142 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,
28"-30° W.

143 )> J! )> J)
30" W.

193 Great joint, Sutton Shore, . 30° W.
208 Joint and fault, Howth, S. side. 28° W. >49°39 W.
212 ))!>• ,, ,,

27°-28° W.
400 Fault -with dislocation and Donabate Coast, 27°-28° W.

cave,

64 Joiat and dyke, KillineT (Long Rock) 28° 30' W. ^

71 Eurite vein, . KiHiuey, . 33° W.
)

233 Great vertical joint. Hovrth, S. side, 33°-34° W. 54° 40
33°-34° W. )

W.
434 " " •

43 Great open joiat, . Kiagsto-mi Quarry, 38°-39° W.
)

37°-38° W. 59° 30'

38°-39° W. )

52 Quartz vein, . Bullock Quarry, w.
201 Great joint. Ho-svth, S. side,

144 Great dyke of porphyry, Dalkey Quarries, 44° W. 65° 20' w.

203 Great joint, . Howth, S. side. 50° W. 1 _., ,,

47°-48° W. )
'" '^ w.

449 Well-marked fault, Lough Shinney Coast

151 Lode, CaiTickmines, . 57° W.^
247 Contact of quartzite

shales.

and Ireland's Eye, . 50°-56° W.

343 Fault, '. Malahide Coast, 55° W.
383 Feldspathic lode or dyke. Donabate Coast, 57°_58° W.
410 Fault, . ,, ,, o3°-54° W. )>76'33' w.
453 Cave on open joint (old >j ))

54°-55° W.
copper level).

526 Large joint, . Woodlands, 57°-58° W.
539 Main jointing. Salmon Leap, LeixUp, 53° W.
563 " " • •

Kimmage Quarry, 66° W.J

379 Fault, - Malahide Coast, 62°-63° W. 83° 50' w.

39 Great open joint, . "Kingsto-mi Quarry, . 67° W. \ „„, .,

69°-70° W. 1
^^ "^^ w.

166 Marked jointing, Red Rock, Howth, .

254 Contact of quartzites and Ireland's Eye, N. 77° W. \

shales, side. /
99° 50' w.

356 Great fault, . Malahide Coast, 78°-80° W.
}

384 Feldspathic lode, . Donabate Coast, 80°-85° W. \
80° 10' E.

419 Fault, . Rush Harbour En-
trance,

75°-76° W. ]

399
408

Great fault, .

Fault, _.

Donabate Coast, 87° W. \ .

88° W. (

^^" ^" \Y.

547
550

Main joint. Feltrim Quarry, 89° W.
(

92° w.

;

69° 40' E.
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XIV.—A Cataiogxte op Known Vaetable Staes, "With Notes and
Obseetations. By J. E. Goee, M. R. I. A., F. R. A. S,, Honorary
Member of the Liverpool Astronomical Society.

[Eead, January 28, 1884.]

The following Catalogue of Variable Stars will be found, I tbink, to

include all those stars which have been certainly proved to be variable

in light. The periods of most of them have been determined with a

considerable degree of accuracy ; but in the case of several stars in-

cluded in the list, although their variability has been placed beyond

question by the accordant observations of several independent ob-

servers, the exact length of their periods and the nature of their light

curves has not as yet been accurately determined. The following

stars are included in the latter class, and continuous observations of

them by observers in different parts of the world are much to be de-

sired :—a Cassiopeise (No. 6) ; S Persei (No. 15) ; E, Doradus (No. 25)

;

E. Eridani (No. 27) ; e Auriga (No. 29) ; S (64) Eridani (No. 31)

;

S Auriga (No. 33) ; T Orionis (No. 36) ; E Lyncis (No. 42) ; S Puppis

(No. 53); T Puppis (No. 54) ; E Velorum (No.67) ; E Antli£e(No.68);

S Carina (No. 69) ; TJ Hydrse (No. 70) ; T Carina (No. 73) ; E Crateris

(No. 74) ; Y Virginis (No. 91) ; E Centauri (No. 92) ; V Coron®

(No. 109) ; V Herculis (No. 124) ; h' (51) Sagittarii (No. 150) ;

E Cephei (No. 164) ; S Capricorni (No. 165) ; 63 Cygni (No. 174)

;

jaCephei (No.l79); TJ Aquarii (No. 182); and U Cassiopeise (No. 190).

Argelander's nomenclature has been followed in designating those

variables lately discovered, and which possessed no distinguishing

letter or number. In the case of Elamsteed's stars, his numbers have

been retained.

The notes on the older variables are chiefly derived from Professor

Schonfeld's Zweiter Catalog von verdnderlichen Sternen (Mannheim,

1875). To these have been added later observations by other ob-

servers, and further information derived from various sources.

I have added some observations of my own on some of the more

remarkable variables.

The positions of the variables have been brought up to 1880'0,

and the Epochs of Maxima and Minima are chiefly from Schonfeld's

Catalogue.

Several of the new variables were discovered at Cordoba, and the

particulars respecting them have been taken from Dr. Gould's JJrano-

metria Argentina.

K.I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. T
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A CATALOGUE OF KN

No. Star. R.A., i88o. Decl., i88o.

Change of Magnitude. Mean E

Da3Max. Min.

1 T Cassiopeiae, . . .

H. M. S.

16 45

o

+ 55 7 33 6-5-7-0 11, 11-2 43

2 E Andromedse, . . 17 44 + 37 54 39 5-6-8-6 <12-8 404

3 S Ceti, 17 57 - 9 59 39 7-0-8-0 <10-7 323

4 B Cassiopeias, . . 18 9 + 63 28 51 >1 P p

5 T Piscium, . . 25 46 + 13 56 15 9-5-10-2 10-5-11-0 Irregi

6 a Cassiopeia3, . . . 33 42 + 55 52 45 2-2 2-8 Irregi

7 UCephei, . . . . 52 35 + 81 13 48 7-2 9-1-9-4 2-49

8 S Cassiopeise, . . . 1 10 52 + 71 58 48 6-7-8-5 <13 61

9 S Piscium, . . 1 11 18 + 8 17 54 8-8-9-3 <13 406-

10 R Sculptoris, . . . 1 21 27 -33 10 24 5-75 7-75 207

11 R Piscium, . . . 1 24 27 + 2 15 39 7-4-8-3 <12-5 345

12 S Arietis, . . . . 1 58 11 + 11 56 57 9-1-9-8 <13 288

13 R Arietis, .... 2 9 18 + 24 29 48 7-6-8-5 11-9-12-7 186

14 (Mira) Ceti, . . 2 13 18 - 3 31 18 1-7-5-0 8-9 331

15 S Persei, .... 2 14 15 + 58 2 12 8-5 <9-7

16 R Ceti, 2 19 55 - 43 6 7-9-8-7 < 12-8 16'

17 T Arietis, .... 2 41 38 + 17 36 7-9-8-2 9-4-9-7 32'

18 p Persei, .... 2 57 29 + 38 22 30 3-4 4-2 LTBgt

19 P Persei (Algol), . . 3 22 + 40 29 36 2-2 3-7 2-867

20 R Persei, .... 3 22 25 + 35 15 21 8-1-9-2 12-5 208-

21 \ Tauri, .... 3 54 1 + 12 8 54 3-4 4-2 3-95

22 T Taui-i, .... 4 15 + 19 15 3 9-2-11-5 < 12-8 In-egu

23 R Tauri, .... 4 21 43 + 9 53 36 7-4-9 -0 <13-0 325-

24 S Tauri, .... 4 22 38 + 9 40 48 9-9 <13 378

25 R Doradus, . . . 4 35 22 -62 18 47 5* 6f

26 VTaui'i, . . . . 4 45 6 + 17 20 9 8-3-9-0 <12-8 168-

,
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RIABLE STARS.

;poch of Max.

G. M. T.

Epoch of Min.

G. M. T.
Discoverer. Remarks.

3. Oct. 2. 1873. Jan. 29. Kxiiger, 1870.

)9. April 29-8. Argelander, 1858.

J2. Dec. 22-2. Borrelly,

Tyclio Brahe,

1872.

1572.

R. Luther, 1855. A maximum, 1872 Dec. 1.

Bii-t, 1831.

8. May 8.

Ceraski,

Argelander,

1880.

1861.

Schmidt's period

days.

is 2-49277

6. Jan. 5-7. Hind,

Gould.

1851.

6. Nov. 30. Hind. 1850.

2. Mar. 17. C. H. F. Peters, 1865.

6. Aug. 28-5. 1866. May 31-6. Argelander, 1857.

6. Nov. 25-5. 1866. Aug. 8. D. Fabricius,

Kriiger,

1696.

1873.

For formula of

Notes.

sines, see

0. Oct. 31-4- • Argelander, 1867.

3. Mar. 11. 1872. Nov. 8. Auwers,

Schmidt,

1870.

1854.

3. Jan. 17.

1869. Nov. 9.

Sii 39™ 25^
Montauari,

Schonfeld,

1669.

1861.

I. Api-il 30-8.

1866. Dec. 31.
12h 34«>.

BaxendeU,

Auwers, Chacornac
and Hind

Hind,

1848.

'l861.

1849.

1- Feb. 21. Oudemans,

Thome.

1855.

- Sept. 24-3. •• Auwers, 1871.

y2
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.

K"o. Star. R.A., i88o. Dec ., i88o.

Change of Magnitude. Mean Pei

Days.Mas. Min.

27 E Eridani, . .

H.

4 49
s.

55 -16
/

36 36 5-4 6-0

28 E, Ononis, . . 4 52 29 + 7 56 48 8-7-8-9 <13 378-8

29 6 Aurigae, . . 4 53 21 + 43 38 42 3-0 4-5? Irreguls

30 E Leporis, . . 4 54 9 -14 59 12 6-7 8-5? 437-8

31 S (64) Eiidani, 4 54 20 -12 42 54 4-8 5-7

32 E AiixigEe, . . 5 7 37 4-53 27 6-5-7-4 12-7 465

33 S Aurigse, . . 5 19 12 + 34 3 18 9-4 <12

34 S Orionis, . . . 5 23 5 - 4 47 12 8-3 <12-3 412 +

35 5 Orionis, . . . 5 25 52 - 23 9 2-2 2-7 Irregulf

36 T Orionis, . . . 5 28 35 + 10 9 50 5-7 r 6-7? ..

37 a Orionis, . . . 5 48 40 + 7 23 24 1 1-4 Irreguli

38 7} GeTninorum, 6 7 38 + 22 32 30 3-2 3-7-4-2 229-1

39 T Monocerotis, . 6 18 48 + 7 9 6-2 7-6 26 •7i

40 E Monocerotis, . 6 32 37 + s 50 27 9-5 11-5 Irregiilf

41 S (15) Monocerotis, . 6 34 23 + 10 15 4-9 5-4 Z^ 10^ 3

42 E Lyncis, . . . 6 51 24 + 55 29 51 9 r <12-3 ?

43 f Geminomm, 6 56 59 + 20 44 42 3-7 4-5 10^ 3t 43'^

44 E Gemiaoruni, 7 7 + 22 53 15 6-6-7-3 < 12-3 371

45 E Canis Minoris, 7 2 6 + 10 12 39 7-2-7-9 9-5-10-0 335

46 L2 Puppis, 7 9 52 -44 26 40 3-6 6-3 135

47 U Monocerotis, 7 25 4 - 9 31 35 6-0 7-2

48 S nam's Minnris, 7 26 12 + 8 34 24 7-2-8-0 <11 332-2

49 T nam's 'M'innriSj 7 27 20 + 12 9-1-9-7 <13 325-2

50 S Geminormn, 7 35 50 + 23 43 57 8-2-S-7 <13 294-2

51 E Puppis, . . 7 36 14 -31 23 61 7i ..

52 T GeTninonun, 7 42 6 + 24 2 8-1-S-7 <13 288-1

53 S Puppis, . . 7 43 15 -47 49 7i 9

54 T Puppis, . . 7 44 2 -40 21 16 6* 7± ••
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Epoch of Max.

G. M. T.

Epoch of Min.

G. M. T.
Discoverer. Remarks.

Gould.

!69. Oct. 18-6. TTiTid,

Fritacli,

1848.

1821.

!64. Mar. 4. 1863. July 18. ScTiTnidt,

Gould.

1855.

!69. Mar. 13. 1868. July 14. Argelander,

Duner,

"^ebb,

Six J. Herscbel,

Thome.

Sir J. Hersebel,

1862.

1881.

1870.

1834.

1840.

1870. April 7. Scbmidt, 1865.

574. Feb. 28. 1874. Feb. 20. Davis,

Scbmidt,

Virmecke,

Kriiger,

1871.

1861.

1867.

1874.

>63. July 17.
4h .52m.

368. Mar. 4.

1863. July 12.

4^ 30^1.

Scbmidt,

TTind,

1847.

1848.

!67. June 17. 1867. Jan. 30. Argelander,

Gould,

Gould.

1855. = Lalande, 13825.

Lacaille, 2691.

363. ilaye. TTird, 1856.

J72. Feb. 3-6. .. Schonfeld, 1865.

565. Not. 3-2- "Find,

Gould.

1848.

363. Feb. 18-3.

••

TTiTid,

Gould.

Gould.

1848.
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No. Star. R..\., i88o. Decl., i88o.

Change of Magnitude. Mean Per

Days.Max. l^Iin. 1

55 U GeTninomn,. . .

H.

7

M.

47
s.

59

o r

+ 22 18 57 8-9-9-7 13-1 IiTegula

56 E Cancri, .... 8 9 57 -t-12 5 33 6-2-8-3 <ll-7 354-4

bl Y Cancri, .... 8 14 53 + 17 40 6-8-7-2 <12 272

5S TT Cancri, .... 8 28 54 + 19 18 30 8-2-10-4 <13 305-7

59 S Cancri, .... 8 37 5 + 19 27 57 8-2 9-8-11-7 9* llh 3?

60 S Hydrse, .... 8 47 18 + 3 31 18 7-5-8-5 < 12-2 256-4

61 T Cancri, .... 8 49 49 + 20 18 36 8-2-8-5 9-3-10-5 484-2

62 T Hydi-Ee, .... 8 49 50 - S 40 54 7-0-8-1 < 12-5 289-4

63 E Carinse, .... 9 29 14 - 62 15 30 4-3-5-4 9-3 313

64 E Leonis Arinoris, . 9 38 23 + 35 3 51 6-1-7-5 <ll-0 374-7

65 E. Leonis, .... 9 41 6 + 11 59 9 5-2-6-4 9-4-10-0 312-6

66 I Cariaas, .... 9 41 57 - 61 57 12 3-7 5-2 31-25

67 E Veloruni, . . . 10 1 38 -51 36 14 6-5 7o

68 E Antliis, .... 19 4 35 -37 8 33 6-5 8 ..

69 S Carina, . . . . 10 5 33 - 60 57 45 6| 9 Several mo

70 U Hydras, .... 10 31 37 -12 45 39 4-3 6-1 ?

71 E. Ursse Majoris, 10 36 8 + 69 24 21 6-0-8-1 12 303-4

72 n Ai-gus, . . . . 10 40 25 - 59 3 6 >1 < 7 p

73 T Carinse, . . . . 10 50 30 - 59 52 47 6-2 6-9 ?

74 E. Crateris, . . . 10 54 40 - 17 40 48 >8 <9 ..

75 S Leonis, . . . . 11 4 39 + 66 54 9-0-9-7 < 13 187-6

76 T Leonis, . . . . 11 32 17 + 42 15 10 ? <13 ..

77 X Yu'grnis,. . . . 11 56 6 + 9 44 27 7-8? <10 ..

78 E Comse, . . . . 11 58 6 + 19 27 9 7-4-8-0 <13 363

79 T Virginis, . . . 12 8 27 - 5 22 3 S-0-8-8 <13 337

80 ECorvi, . . . . 12 13 25 -18 35 6 6-8-7-3 <ll-5 318-6

81 Z Yirginis, . . . 12 27 42 - 3 45 40 8-0 14 219

82 T Ursse Majoris, . . 12 30 56 + 60 8 57 7-0-8-3 12-2 255-6
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Epoch of Mas.

G. M. T.

Epoch of Min.

G. M. T.
Discoverer. Remarks.

Hind, 1855.

53. Mar. 16. Schwerd, 1829.

72. Nov. 15. Au-wers, 1870.

64. Mar. 2. Chacomac, 1853.

67. Aug. 28-9.

1867. Aug. 31.

14^ S"".

Hind,

Hind,

1848.

1848.

1868. Aug. 16-6. Hind, 1850.

66. Jan. 26-5. Hind, 1851.

80. Dec. 16. 1881. June 8. Gould.

70. April 1-7. Schonfeld, 1863.

54. Jan. 21-3. 1853. Aug. 26'3. Koch,

Gould,

Thome.

Gould.

Gould,

1782.

1871.

1874.

Birmingham, Gould.

66. July 5. Pogson,

Burchell,

Thome,

Winnecke,

1853.

1827.

1874.

1861.

68. Sept. 14-3. Chacomac,

C. H. F. Peters,

C. H. F. Peters,

1856.

1862.

1871.

63. Oct. 22. Schonfeld, 1856.

65. Dec. 16. Bogusla-wski, 1849.

70. Dec. 22-3. Earliaski,

M. M. Henry,

1867.

1874.

68. July 15-8. 1868. April 1. Argelander, 1860.
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No. Star. R.A., i88o. Decl., i88o.

Change of Magnitude. Mean Pe

Days.Max. Min.

83 E, Virginis,

H. M.

12 32
s.

25

o / //

+ 7 38 57 6-5-7-5 10-10-9 145-7

84 R Muscse, .... 12 34 46 - 68 45 6-6 7-4 0-8

85 S Ursse Majoris, . 12 38 41 + 61 45 3 7-7-8-2 10-2-11-1 224-8

86 U Virginis,.... 12 45 1 + 6 12 21 7-7-8-1 12-2-12-8 207-4

87 "W Virginis, 13 19 50 - 2 45 9 8-7-9-2 9-8-10-4 17-2

88 V Virginis, . . . 13 21 36 - 2 32 57 8-0-9-0 <13 251

89 R HydriB, .... 13 23 10 - 22 39 33 4-0-5-5 10? 436 j

90 S Virginis, 13 26 44 - 6 34 33 5-7-7-8 12-5 374

91 Y Vii-ginis, . . . 13 28 28 - 12 35 51 5 8? p

92 R Centauri, . . . 14 7 56 - 59 21 13 6 10 • •

93 TBootis, . . . . 14 8 28 + 19 37 42 9-7 <13 ?

94 S Bootis, .... 14 18 51 + 54 21 18 8-1-8-5 13-2 272-4

95 R Camelopardii, . 14 26 41 + 84 22 27 7-9-8-6 12? 266-2

96 R Bootis, .... 14 31 54 + 27 15 36 5-9-7-5 11-3-12-2 223

97 5 Librae, .... 14 54 34 - 8 2 24 4-9 6-1 2d 7h 5 in

98 T Trian Austxalis, 14 58 35 -68 15 27 7-0 7-4 1 day
;

99 R Trian Australis, . 15 9 3 -66 3 18 6-6 8-0 3-4

100 U CoronEe, .... 15 13 18 + 32 5 18 7-6 8-8 3d lOh bl^

101 S Librae, .... 15 14 30 - 19 57 12 8-0 12-5? 190 +

102 S Serpentis, . . . 15 16 2 + 14 44 48 7-6-8-6 12-5? 361

103 S Coronte, . . . . 15 16 30 + 31 48 6-1-7-8 11-9-12-5 361

104 T Libra;, . . . . 15 29 16 - 20 45 55 11 ? 310?

105 U Librae, . . . . 15 31 6 - 15 46 38 380?

106 Oe.Arg. 14782 Librse, 15 35 4 - 20 47 32 9 P 342?

107 R Coronse, . . . . 15 43 38 + 28 31 33 5-8 13-0 Irregule

108 R Serpentis, . 15 45 10 + 15 29 51 5-6-7-6 <11 357-6

109 V Coronae, . . . . 15 45 15 + 39 56 18 7-5 10-5?

110 R Librae, . . . . 15 46 49 - 15 52 36 9-2-10-0 <13 723
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och of Max.

G. M. T.

Epoch of Min.

G. M. T.
Discoverer. Remarks.

. Mar. 31-7. 1853. Jan. 19-4. Harding,

Gould,

1809.

1871.

. Mar. 14-5. 1866. Nov. 26-5. Pogson, 1853.

. June, 29-4. 1866. Mar. 28-3. Harding, 1831.

. Ap. 25-667. 1869. Ap. 17-467. Schonfeld, 1866.

. Sept. 4. Goldschmidt, 1857.

. Sept. 2-48. .. Maraldi, 1704.

. May 12-6.

••

Hind,

Schmidt,

Gould,

Eaxendell,

1852.

1866.

1871.

1860.

. April 7. .. Argelander, 1860.

. Aug. 29. .. Hencke, 1858.

. Mar. 14-5. . Ai'gelander, 1858.

••

1867. Oct. 25.
9h 14m.

Schmidt,

Gould.

Gould,

1859.

1871.

1871. Feh. 6. Winnecke,

Borrelly,

1869.

1872.

. April 5. • Harding, 1828.

. July 28. 1867. Mar. 29. Hencke, 1860.

•• • • Peters, 1880. A. N., 2360.

•• .. Peters, 1880. A. N., 2360.

•• Peters, 1880. A. N., 2360.

Pigott, 1795.

April 25-6. .. Harding, 1826.

Sept. 15-6.

April 8. ••

Dizner,

Pogson,

1878.

1858.

No. 361 of Birmingham's
Catalogue.
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No. Star. R..\., 1880. Dec ., 1880.

Change of Magnitude. Mean I

Da}Max. Min.

Ill T Coronas, ....
H.

15

M.

54

s.

29 + 26 15 36 2-0 9-5 ?

112 "W Scorpii, .... 16 19 -21 12 14 11 ? ? 405

113 R Herculis, 16 50 + 18 41 39 8-0-9-0 <13 319

114 V Scorpii, .... 16 4 46 -19 49 24 10? ? 220

115 T Scoi-pii, .... 16 9 54 -22 40 42 7-0 <10 p

116 R Scorpii, .... 16 10 30 -22 39 9-10-5 <12-5 223

117 S Scorpii, .... 16 10 31 -22 36 9-1-10-5 <12-5 176

118 TJ Scorpii, .... 16 15 33 -17 36 3 9? <12

119 U Herculis, . . . 16 20 29 + 19 10 6 6-6-7-7 11-4-11-6 408

120 X Scorpii, .... 16 22 14 -19 13 48 ?

121 ^ (30) Herculis, . . 16 24 42 + 42 8 54 5 6-2 40 to

122 T OpMucii, . . . 16 26 52 -15 52 54 10 < 12-5
• •

123 S OpMucii, . . . 16 27 24 -16 54 24 8-3-9-0 <12-5 233

124 V Herculis, . . . 16 30 58 + 37 35 8-3 11-0

125 R Ursse Minoris, . . 16 31 32 + 72 32 12

126 S Herculis, 16 46 27 + 15 8 39 5-9-6-8 11-5-12-2 303

127 Nova Ophiucii, . . 16 52 48 -12 42 30 4i
p

128 E OpMucii, . . . 17 53 -15 56 12 7-6-8-1 <12 302

129 o Herculis,. . . . 17 9 11 + 14 31 45 3-1 3-9 Irregi

130 TJ OpMucii, . . . 17 10 29 + 1 20 40 6-0 6-7 Od 20h V

131 u (68) Herculis, . . 17 12 53 + 33 13 45 4-6 5-4 37 to

132 Nova OpMucii, . . 17 23 27 -21 22 42 >1 p p

133 X (3) Sagittarii, . . 17 40 -27 47 4 6 7

134 W (7) Sagittarii, . . 17 57 21 -29 35 9 5 6-5 7

135 T Herculis, . . . 18 4 33 + 31 9 7-2-8-3 11-4-12-1 165

136 T Serpentis, . . . IS 22 57 + 6 13 15 9-1-10-0 <12-8 342

137 V Sagittarii, . . . 18 24 22 - 18 20 45 7-5? 9-5? ••

138 TJ Sagittarii, . . . 18 24 49 - 19 12 33 7-0 8-3 6
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Epoch of Min.

G. M. T.
Discoverer. Remarks.

1881. Nov. 30-84

Aug. 16-78.

July 10-659

Mar. 12-4.

Dec. 2.

June 30-976

1870.

1870.

1867.

Aug. 13-9.

July 7-5.

Dec. 25-9.

1870. June 28-009

Binningliam, 1866.

Peters, 1880.

Argelander, 1855.

Palisa, 1877.

Auwers, Pogson, 1860.

Chacomac, 1853.

Chacomac, 1854.

Pogson, 1863.

Hencke, 1860.

C. H. F. Peters, 1880.

Baxendell, 1857.

Pogson, 1860.

Pogson, 1854.

Duner, 1880.

Pickering, 1881.

Schonfeld, 1856.

Hind, 1848.

Pogson, 1853.

Sir W. Herschel, 1795.

Sawyer, 1881.

Schmidt, 1869.

J. Brunowski, 1604.

Schmidt, 1866.

Schmidt, 1866.

Argelander, 1857.

Baxendell, 1860.

Quirling, 1865.

Sfhmiflt, 1866.

Nova, 1866. See Notes.

A. N., 2360.

Nova, 1860.

Nova, 1848.

Nova, 1604.
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No. Star. R.A., i88o. Decl., i88o.

Change of Magnitude. Mean

Max. Min.

139 T Aqiiilse, ....
H.

18
M.

39

s.

59

o r

+ 8 37

n

12 8-8 9-5 Irrej

140 E Scuti, .... 18 41 5 - 5 49 54 4-7-5-7 6-0-8-5 7

141 K Pavonis, . . . 18 44 36 -67 23 4-0 5.5

142 j8 Lyrse, .... 18 45 39 + 33 13 18 3-4 4-5 1!

143 E (13) Lyrre, . . . 18 51 41 + 43 47 30 4-3 4-6 4(

144 S Coronse Australia,

.

18 53 4 -37 6 51 9-8 11-5? (

145 E, Coronse Australis,

.

18 53 50 -37 6 48 10-5-11-5 <12-5

146 E AquilaB, .... 19 36 + 83 3 6-4-7-4 10-9-11-2 34J

147 T Sagittarii, . . . 19 9 19 - 17 10 42 7-6-8-1 <11 38

148 E Sagittarii, . . . 19 9 40 - 19 31 7-0-7-2 <12 27

149 S Sagittarii, . . . 19 12 25 - 19 14 36 9-7-10-4 <12-7 23

150 A' (51) Sagittarii, . 19 28 44 -24 58 48 5-3 6-7

151 ECygni, . . 19 33 36 + 49 55 45 5-9-8-0 13 42

152 Nova Vulpeciilse, 19 42 45 + 27 1 28 3 ?

153 S Viilpeculse, . 19 43 29 + 26 59 27 8-4-8-9 9-0-9-5 6

154 X Cygni, . . 19 45 57 + 32 36 42 4-0-6-0 12-8 40

155 77 AquilsD, . . 19 46 21 + 41 57 3-5 4-7 7d 4h

156 S Cygni, . . 20 3 + 57 38 27 8-8-9-5 <13 32

157 E Capricomi, . 20 4 34 - 14 37 24 8-8-9-7 <13 34

158 S Aquilse, . . 20 6 6 + 15 15 42 8-9-9-9 10-7-11-8 14

159 Y Sagittarii, . 20 7 26 - 22 20 31
1 4

160 E Sagittse, 20 8 36 + 16 21 54 8-5-8-7 9-8-10-4 7

161 E Delphini, . 20 9 8 + 8 43 36 7-6-8-5 12-8 28

162 P Cygni (34), . 20 13 21 + 37 39 36 3-5 ?

163 U Cygni, . . 20 15 54 + 47 31 7-7 <11 46

164 E CepHei, . . 20 17 7 + 88 46 15 5? 10?

165 S Capricomi, . 20 34 42 -19 25 18 9 11

166 S Delphini, . 20 37 33 + 16 39 30 8-4-8-6 10-4-11-1 27
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)och of Max.

G. M. T.

Epoch of Min.

G. M. T.
Discoverer. Remarks.

"Winnecke, 1860.

. May 8-4. 1851. April 3-3. Pigott, 1795.

, April 11.

1855. Jan. 6.

14'^ 29™.

1869. Mar. 27.

GoLild,

Goodricke,

Baxendell,

Schmidt,

Schmidt,

1872.

1784.

1866.

1866.

1866.

/Schonfeld gives the formula,

I
12'! 21h 47"^ 16^-837^
+ 0-303977-E2

^ -0-0000149464^3.

. Feb. 10-7. 1864. Sept. 27. Argelander, 1856.

. Oct. 17. Pogson, 1863.

. June 28. • • Pogson, 1858.

. Nov. 20. Pogson,

GoxM.

1860.

I. June 16. Pogson, 1852.

Antheltn, 1670. Nova, 1670.

1. Sept. 16-6. 1868. Aug. 19-3. Eogerson, 1837.

'. Mar. 11. G. Kirch, 1686.

1. May 20.

1. Jan. 20.

1848. May 18.

51^ 58«>.

Pigott,

Argelander,

1784.

1860.

:. Oct. 3. .. Hind, 1848.

1869. Oct. 2-7. Baxendell, 1863.

uly, 1880. C. H. F. Peters, 1880. n = 2,ovn = 4:. A. N., 2360.

1868. April 25. Baxendell, 1859.

>. JiUylS-e. .. Schonfeld, 1859.

.. Janson, 1600. Nova, 1600.

!. Dec. 29. 1873. May 11. Knott,

Pogson,

Hind,

1871.

1856.

1854.

1. Nov. 5. 1869. July 28. Baxendell, 1860.
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No. Star. R. A., i! 8o. Decl., i88o.

Change of Magnitude. Mean ]

Da;Max. Min.

167 T DelpTiini,

H.

20
M.

39

s.

48

o

+ 15

f

57 48 8-2-8-9 <13 331

168 U Capricomi, 20 41 30 -15 13 18 10-2-10-8 <13 203

169 TCygni, . 20 42 24 + 33 56 6 5-5? 6?

170 T Aquarii, . 20 44 1 - 6 33 44 6-7-7-0 12-4-12-7 203

171 E Vulpeciilse, 20 59 3 + 23 20 36 7- 5-8 -5 12-5-13-0 137

172 W Capricomi, 21 37 -24 24 6 9-10 ? 326

173 X Capricomi, 21 1 41 -21 49 51 11-5? ? 217

174 63 Cygni, . 21 2 28 + 47 10 4-7 6 ± 5y

175 TCephei, . 21 10 4 + 68 8 6-4 9-8 40(

176 T Capricomi, 21 15 24 -15 40 8-9-9-7 <13 269

177 S Ceptei, . 21 36 42 + 78 5 7-4-8-5 11-5 485

178 Nova Cygni, 21 37 + 42 17 44 3 ? ?

179 ft. Cephei, . 21 39 50 + 58 13 48 4? 5? Irreg

180 T Pegasi, . 21 3 2 + 11 57 6 8-8-9-3 <12-5 367

181 S Cephei, . 22 24 43 + 67 48 6 3-7 4-9 5d8h47m

182 U Aquarii,

.

22 29 37 - 8 13 34 9-0 <13-5 ?

183 S Aquarii, . 22 50 41 -20 59 7-7-9-1 <ll-5 279

184 ^ Pegasi, . 22 57 58 + 27 25 48 2-2 2-7 Irregi

185 E Pegasi, . 23 37 + 9 53 42 6-9-7-7 12? 382

186 S Pegasi, . 23 14 29 + 8 15 48 7-6 <12-2 316

187 E Aquarii, . 23 37 37 -15 67 6 5-8-8-5 11? 388

188 T Ceti, . . . 23 51 46 - 9 37 43 9-7? ? p

189 E Cassiopeise, 23 52 19 f 50 43 6 4-8-6-8 <12 427

190 U Cassiopeiae,

.

23 55 9 + 59 41 12 6 9 ?

Addee IN THE Press.

Ma 31 Orionis, . . . 5 23 38 - 1 11 13 4| <6 ?
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jocli of Max.

G. M. T.

Epoch of Min.

G. M. T.
Discoverer. Remarks.

. Mar. 27. Baxendell, 1863.

5. Sept. 19. •• Pogson,

Schmidt,

1858.

1864.

). Oct. 16-9. 1870. July 20. Goldschmidt, 1861.

). Oct. 7-5. 1865. Aug. 4-5. Ai'gelander, 1858.

••

C. H. F. Peters,

C. H. F. Peters,

Espia,

1880.

1880.

1882.

A maximum in July, 1880.

A. N., 2360.

A maximum, end of Sept.,

1880. A. N., 2360.

5. Jan. 11. Ceraski, 1879.

;. Nov. 13. Hind, 1854.

1864. Oct. 15. Hencke, 1858.

0. Schmidt, 1876. Nova, 1876.

.. .. Sir W. Herschel, 1782.

1. Nov. 9. Hiad, 1863.

1. Sept. 26.

lOh SO'".

1840. Sept. 24.
20h 14^-6.

Goodricke,

?

1784.

. Aug. 8. Argelander,

Schmidt,

Hind,

Marth.

1853.

1847.

1848.

. Sept. 4-7. .. Hardiag, 1811.

.. C. H. F. Peters, 1880. A. N., 2360.

. April 18-9.

••

Pogson,

Birmingham.

Gould.

1853. Schonfeld gives the formula,
425 -9 -E- 0-40 ^2.

No. 658 of Birmingham's
Catalogue.
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NOTES.
1. T Cassiopeia.—Elements derived by Schonfeld from 3 maxima

and 3 minima, combined with earlier observations. The increase from
llinimum to Maximum lasts 246 days, and the decrease 190 days

;

both interrupted by minor fluctuations of light. The star is very red
(Schmidt says " ausgezeichnet roth"). An 8 m. star follows, accord-

ing to Schonfeld, 10' and O'-o to the north.

2. E. Andeomeda.—Schonfeld thinks that the period, at the date

of earlier observations (1827, Oct. 14, by Bessel), was longer, probably

about 409 days. At the maximum the light does not fluctuate much
for a period of about 16 days; in 1850, this was even extended to 50

days, with perhaps a secondary minimum.

3. S Cexi.—Schonfeld flnds the increase quicker than the decrease,

and calls the star reddish (rothlich). The variability was discovered

by comparisons with a star (ISTo. 5 of " Catalogue of Suspected Yaria-

bles") which was suspected of variation. Schonfeld observed a Maxi-
mum of S Ceti, 1874, Oct. 14, 7 m.

;
period about 333 days (" Ast.

IS'ach.," 1^0. 2065).

4. B Casstopela.—This wonderful star, which suddenly blazed out

in November, 1572, was, according to Smyth (" Cel. Cycle," u. p. 55),

first seen by Schuler at "Wittenburgh in August, 1572 (?). Tycho
Brahe, whose name is usually associated with the star, fia^st saw it

on 11th jS^ovember, 1572. It increased rapidly in brilliancy, until it

surpassed Jupiter and equalled Yenus in splendour, when it was
visible in the daytime. This state of things was not, however, of

long duration, as it gradually diminished, and in March, 1574, had
completely disappeared. Its curious changes are thus described :

—

" As it decreased in size, so it varied in colour ; at first its light was
white and extremely bright ; it then became yellowish, afterwards of

a ruddy colour, and finished with a pale livid colour." The position

given is that deduced by Argelander from Tycho Brahe's observa-

tions, and the place is situated about 1J° north of, and a little pre-

ceding the star k Cassiopeise. "Within V of arc of the position assigned

by Argelander, d'Arrest in 1865 observed a star of the 11th magni-
tude, which is of a reddish hue, and has, it is said, shown signs of

fluctuations in its light. This small star, assumed to be the Nova,
will be readily identified by means of a bright 9th magnitude, which
is ISTo. 22 of Argelander's Zone 60 ; it follows this 9 m. 29''6, and is

south of it 10' 4"'l. Hind and Plummer's observations seem to show
that the star is variable to the extent of nearly a magnitude. Sir

J. Herschel thought it probable that the star was identical with

''temporary" stars which are said to have been seen in the same
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region of tlie heavens in the years 945 and 1264, and he therefore

anticipated its return in 1872 ; but judging from the recorded dates,

its period (if it has one) 'would seem to he over 300 years. As, how-
ever, 311 years have now (1883) elapsed, its appearance—if it is to

re-appear—will not probably be much longer delayed. According to

Schonfeld, the hypothesis of its identity with the Biblical star of the

Magi has been supported by Cardanus, Chladni, and Klinkerfues

;

and the supposed length of its period, and the suddenness of its out-

burst in 1572, would seem to render such a theory very plausible.

5. T PiscrDu:.—Schonfeld's observations show no regular period,

and no remarkable coloxir. A very bright Maximum occurred 1872,

December 1 ; and very faint Minima 1869, November 29, and 1870,
December 30.

6. a Cassiopeia.—Schonfeld thinks the apparent light variation

is usually within the errors of observation, and considers that the

formula given by Argelander is very doubtful. Schmidt states that

he can detect no trace of variation, although he has watched the star

for several years. Heis gives the variation from 2*2 m. to 2-8 m.

7. U Cephei.—This very remarkable variable star is identical

with DM 81°, 25. Prom his first observations, Ceraski inferred a

period of about 10 days. Schmidt, however, by subsequent observa-

tions, reduced this to 4*^ 23^ 35"" ; and from further observations at

the Harvard College Observatory, U. S. A., it has been proved that the

true period is only one half that given by Schmidt, or 2"^ ll*' 47""5.

The rapidity of its variation is very great, sometimes exceeding a

magnitude in the. course of an hour ! The total variation exceeds two
magnitudes. The star belongs to the Algol type, as it remains at its

maximum brightness for the greater portion of its period. It then

diminishes for a few hours, and as rapidly recovers its light. The
star DM 81°, 30, 8-3 m. is within a few minutes of the variable.

Knott finds that the period is subject to some irregularities, and that

at alternate minima the star varies in brightness to the extent of

about 0-3 m. (9*1 to 9"4). As two periods are nearly equal to 5 days,

the alternate minima are observable at nearly the same hour in the

evening. Thus Knott observed Minima in 1882, April 22, at lO'^ U^S,
and April 27, 9'' 54"'3. Erom photometric measurements at Harvard
CoUege, Professor Pickering finds a period of 2^ W 49'"-9 E. At
minimum the light is only O'll of the maximum light. The decrease

and increase of light occupy about 6 hours. The light ceases to di-

minish about 1 hour before the minimum, and then remains constant

for l-h hours, when it begins rapily to increase. As in the case of

Algol, Pickering considers that the variation of light is probably

caused by an eclipsing satellite, and that in this case the eclipse is

possibly a total one, the light at minimum being that emitted by

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. IV. SCIENCE. Z
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tlie satellite, which is self-luminous ; or the observing body may be
supposed to consist of a cloud of meteors, so scattered that about
0' 1 1 of the light of the star can pass through them.

The star has been examined with the spectroscope at Lord Craw-
ford's Observatory, and it was found that at the minimum the blue

end of the spectrum faded, and the red end was intensified.

Knott has observed a small bluish star near the variable, and esti-

mated its position 60°, and distance 10".

8. S Cassiopeia.— Schonfeld finds the increase of light consi-

derably quicker than the decrease. A star 9-6 m. follows 20^ and
2'S.

9. S PisciuM.— Reddish. Elements derived by Schonfeld from
6 good maxima. He notes an 11 -12 n. star nf, and a 12 m. nearly

south of the variable. At minimum, Schonfeld says the star com-
pletely disappears in his telescope.

10. E, ScxjLPTOEis.—Discovered to be variable at Cordoba. Dr.

Gould describes it as "one of the most brilliantly- coloured stars in

the heavens," its colour being "an intense scarlet." The observa-

tions show a variation from 5*8 to 7; 7 or lower, with a period of

about 207 days, and a symmetrical light curve. Maxima occurred in

December, 1872, and January, 1874 (two periods) ; and a Minimum,
1878, November 15 (mag. 7|-). It is No. 24 of Birmingham's Cata-

logue.

11. E, PisciiJM.—Increase of light, according to Schonfeld, quicker

than the decrease, in the proportion of 4 : 5, but with fluctuations.

His observations between 1865 and 1869 give a period of only 337"5

days. He mentions an 11 m. star, nf, the variable.

12 S Aeietis.—Schonfeld finds that all the observations indicate

a period of 292 days, but that this does not agree with observations

at Markree Castle, 1848, December 14; and by Winnecke, September
and October, 1868. The last observations, if correct, would show that

no regular period exists.

13. E- Akietis.—Schonfeld says it has been well observed through
thirty-one periods, and often at minimum. The elements also repre-

sent the observations of Bessel, 1828, November 26, 8 m., and 1832,

December 15, 8-9 m. ; and also the supposed invisibility of the star to

Lalande, 1793, August 24. In some of the maxima, the light varia-

tion is very slow for some weeks.

14. o (Miea) Ceti.—This is perhaps the most remarkable variable

in either hemisphere. It varies from a bright 2 m. to about 9 m. in
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a period of about 331 days. Schonfeld gives the following formula

for the time of maximum :

—

/ 360°
1866. 11" 25^-4: + 331-3363 E + 10''-48 sin (

—— E + 282° 45'

/45° \
(
— E-f31°15'j+ 18'*-16sin[ — E-f 31°15'

/450
+ 33'^-90 sin I

— E + 70° 5'

+ 65'*-31 sin
( -^ E + 179° 48'

Argelander thought that the variations of brilliancy indicate a

40-year period. According to the same eminent authority, the mean
brightness of Mira at maximum is IJ steps brighter than y Ceti.

Heis finds it 2 steps brighter ; and taking the brightness of y Ceti as

31, he finds the average brilliancy of Mira at maximum, between
1840 and 1858, as 33-2 steps.

The mean duration of visibility to the naked eye is, according to

Heis, 4 months ; the interval from first visibility to maximum being

at the mean 42' 7 days, and from maximum to disappearance (to the

naked eye) 73*7 days.

At minimum, Schmidt gives the magnitude 9*5 m. ; but Schonfeld

states that he has never seen it fainter than the companion (89°, 116",

1831), or 9-1 m., and usually somewhat brighter. Heis states (an.

1741) that at the maximum of 1868 (Nov. 7) Mira was fainter than

he had seen it for 27 years—not brighter than A Ceti. At the maxi-
mum of 1799 it was thought to be not little inferior to Aldebaran.

The following table shows the observed maxima of Mira Ceti since

1840:—
Obseeved Maxima of Miea Ceti.

Year.
Date
of

Maximum.
Brightness. Authority. Remarks.

1840. Sept. 29
Steps.

32-0 Heis.

1841. Aug. 27 32-0 »

1842. July 24 36-5
))

1845. Feb. 27 Schmidt.

1846. Fet. 4 ))

1846. Dec. 20 41-0 Heis.

1847. Jan. 3 Schmidt.

Z2
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Observed Maxima of Mira Ceti—continued.

Year.
Date
of

Maximum.
Brightness. Authorit3'. Remarks.

1847- Not. 16 \

Steps.

23-0 Heis.

1847. Xov. 23 j Scbmidt.

1848. Oct. 12 \ 34-0 Heis.

1848. Oct. 25 j Scbmidt.

1849. Oct. 2 \ „

)> Oct. 4 ) 28-5 Heis.

1850. Sept. 6 \ 34-0 »

„ Sept. 16 j Scbmidt.

1851. July 15 2o-o Heis.

1855. Mar. 16 Scbmidt.

1856. Feb. 1 \ 5J

)) Feb. 5 i 38-0 Heis.

1857. Jan. 18 \ 34-5
,,

„ Jan. 24 j Scbmidt.

1857.

J)

Dec. 19 1

Dec. 24
>

Dec. 21

36-5 Masteiman.

"Winnecke.

„ Dec. 28 J 38-0 Heis.

1858. XoY. 3 ^ 34-0 )>

)5

XOY. 7

JS'OT. 7

"Winnecke.

Scbmidt.

,, XOT. 8 ^ 35-0 Masterman.

1859. Sept. 29 1 36-0 Heis.

„ Oct. 10 36-0 Masterman.

„ Oct. 12 ;> 2-7 m. Au-^vers.

!J Oct. 13 Scbmidt.

>> Oct. 15 "Winnecke.

1
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Observed Maxina of Mika Ceti—continued.

169

Year.
Date
of

Maximum.
Brightness. Authority. Remarks.

1860. Sept. 9 \

Steps.

Schmidt.

5) Sept. 11 \ 37-7 Heis.

5> Sept. 15 J 37-0 Masterman.

1861. Aug. 2 .. Scbmidt.

„ Aug. 11 32-8 Masterman.

1862. July. 2 Schmidt.

1863. Feb. 11 55 A. N., 1410,

1865. Mar. 19 ,5

1866.

1867.

Feb. 24

Jan. 16 \

Jan. 18 j

55

Heis.

One step brighter than «
Ceti.

1867. Dec. 18 \ Schmidt.

55 Dec. 17 [ Schonfeld. 2-7 mag.

5, Dec. 15 J .. Heis.

1868.

5)

Nov. 7 \

Nov. 10 \

Nov. 11-5/

=: A Ceti.

5-0

55

Schmidt.

Sch(5nfeld.

Fainter than Heis had seen

it for 27 years.

Visible to naked eye for 86
days.

1869. Sept. 27-7 \ Schmidt. Ast. Nach., 1793.

55 Sept. 28 [ = 7 Ceti. Heis. A. N., 1785.

55 Oct. 3 J 3-5 m. Schonfeld.

1870. Aug. 27 .. Schmidt.

1871. July 16 \

July 19 V

Eock. \

Davis. )

At Cordoba.

5) July 22 J 3-9 or 4-0 m. Schmidt.

1872.

1873.

June 22

May 25

3 m. Schmidt. Only very little brighter

than y Ceti.
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Observed Maxima oe Mera Ceti—continued.

Date
Year. of Brightness,

ilaximum.
Authorit}-. Remarks.

Steps.

1875. Feb. 27 1

Mar. 1

Mar. 3 )•

Schmidt. From comparisons with a
Ceti.

From comparisons with y
Ceti.

From comparisons ^vith a

Piscium.

" Mar. 4 2-5 m. Scbonfeld.

» Feb. 25 = a Ceti. Gore. Equal to a Ceti, hut less

than a Arietis.

1876. Feb. 3-7 \ = aPiscium. Schmidt. From comparisons with o
Piscium and y and 5 Ceti.

" Feb. 3 j 3 m. Gore.

1876. Dec. 27 " From comparisons with a

and 7 Ceti.

1877. Jan. b-o \ SchTTiidt. About 1 step fainter than

a Ceti.

" Jan. 9 ) Sch-wab. 4i steps fainter than than a

Ceti.

1877.

55

Dec. 11 \

Dec. 10 j

28-2 Sa-nyer.

Sch-^ab.

1878. Oct. 14-9 \

Oct. 16 1

Oct. 20 )

Schmidt.

WaKsch.

E. F. Sawyer. 3 or 4 steps blighter than y
Ceti.

1879. Sept. 9 Schmidt.

1881. June 28-30 „

1882. June 20 )>
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The following are some observed Minima of Mira Ceti

171

Date
Year. of Brightness. Authorit}-. Remarks.

Minimum.

1863. Feb. 11 Schmidt.

{

Very little brighter than the

1865. Oct. 6
"

\

companion, and distinctlj-

red yellow.

1866. Oct. 22 "

1873. Jan. 1

7

8'7 mag. Schonfeld.

1873. Dee. 30 8-9 „ „

1874. Nov. 20 8-6 „

(
About the same brightness

1875. Oct. 30 Schmidt. I as the companion; at no
time fainter.

1882. Feb. 4 9-5 "

On Sth JSTovember, 1876, I found Mira about 9 m. and fiery red

(3-inch refractor). A curious observation is mentioned with reference

to Mira by Mr. E. F. Sawyer, the well-known American observer

{Observatory, June, 1879). It is to the effect that Mr. W. K. Greely,

of Boston, U. S., in August, 1871 (about two months before the

maximum of that year), observed Mira as bright as a star of the

second magnitude, and that a few nights afterwards it had faded to

4 m. or 5 m. As, however, Mr. Greely was not a regular observer,

and had made no record of his observation in writing, the accuracy of

the observation seems very doubtful. If true, however (as Mr. Sawyer
seems to think), it was a very remarkable occurrence, as no irregularity

of the kind has ever been previously observed in the case of Mira.

In several books on astronomy it is stated that Mira was invisible

at the epoch of Maxima during the years 1672 to 1676; but this is

incorrect, as it was long since (Ast. Nach. Modena, 1837) pointed out

by Bianchi that the supposed invisibility of Mira was simply due to

the fact that in those years the Maxima occurred at a time of year

when the star was near the sun, and could not be observed.

On October 30, 1779, Sir W. Herschel observed Mira Ceti "of a

middle size between Aldebaran and a Arietis "
; and on November 2

its lustre was still increased " {Phil. Trans. 1780, p. 342).

15. S Peesei.—According to Schonfeld, a Maximum occurred in

December, 1873; but no approximation to correct Elements is yet

possible. A 10'2 m. star, nf.
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16. E Ceti.—According to Schonfelcl, tlie period derived from 9

maxima is 167'65 days.

17. T Arietis.—Period derived by Schonfeld from 2 Maxima and
2 Minima. Variation slow.

18. jo Peesei.—Used as a comparison star for Algol, and in this

way found to be variable by Schmidt, 1854. It seems to have no
regular period, although Schmidt at first deduced a period of 33 days.

Schonfeld observed a very bright phase (equal to or greater than
S Persei) on the following dates :—1854, October 30; 1866, Novem-
ber 28 ; 1867, February 2 ; 1869, March 9 ; and 1873, January 14.

19. /3 Persei (Algol).—This well-known variable star is now
pure white, but seems to have changed in colour, as it was called red

by the Persian astronomer, Al-Sufi, in the middle of the 10th century.

Its variability was remarked by Montanari so early as 1667 or 1669,

and, after him, by Maraldi, Kirch, and Palitzsch ; but the true charac-

ter of its variations was first determined by Goodricke in 1782. Its

period, according to Schonfeld, is 2^ 20^ 48"" 53^-67
; but this seems to

have diminished from 2'' 20^^ 48"" 59^-5, which it had in 1782. Por the

greater portion of its period it remains at a maximum of 2*2 m ; and
only during 9J hours does its light fluctuate, with a minimum of 3'7 m.
about the middle of the period. The star has been especially studied

by Argelander, who found that the period is not quite constant, but
varies to a small extent. Schmidt finds that the brightness of Algol

is equal to that of 8 Persei about 47 minutes before and after mini-

mum ; to that of e Persei about 62 minutes before and after the same
;

and to that of y8 Trianguli, 95 minutes before and after. Prom his

observations between 1840 and 1875, Schmidt finds a period of
2d 20^^ 48"^ 53^-6.

Schonfeld states that to his eye the variation of Algol is included

between the magnitudes 2-2 and 3*7.

Prom photometric measurements of the light of Algol at maximum
and minimum, Professor Pickering finds that the diminution of light

commences about 263 minutes before minimum, and recovers its

normal brightness 337 minutes afterwards. The most rapid diminution

takes place about 100 minutes before, and the most rapid increase about
100 minutes after, the minimum. Pickering believes that the decrease

in the light of this star is due to a dark eclipsing satellite.

I observed a minimum of Algol during totality of the lunar eclipse

of 23rd August, 1877.

20. Pt Persei.—Prom numerous observations through 21 periods,

Schonfeld finds a period of 208'5 days. The Elements show an error

sometimes amounting to 16 days. At minimum the star remains for

about two months below 12 m., and sometimes descends even below
13 m.
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21. A TATjfii.—A star of the Algol type, but not so well observed

as Algol, The greater part of the light change is accomplished in a

period of about 10 hours. The inequalities in the period are consider-

able, sometimes amounting to three hours.

22. T Tatjui-—North following d'Arrest's variable nebula. Schon-
feld can find no regular period, and remarks, with reference to its

colour, " Mcht auffalend gefarbten."

23. E Tatjei.—The period is, according to Schonfeld, subject to a

variation of fifteen days ; but still the elements correspond with the

supposed invisibility of the star to Bessel, February 13, 1822, and an
estimation by Bode (7 m.), February 6, 1798. The increase of light

from 10 m. occupies about 37 days, and the decrease 47 days. Schon-
feld says :

" Im minimum nach Winnecke selbst fiir das 7^ zollige

Objectiv des Pulcowa-Heliometers unsichtbar." Hind and Gold-

schmidt call the star red; "Winnecke, ''triib roth" ; Secchi, "orange-
gelb "

; and Schonfeld, " sehr roth."

24. S Tatjei.—Period seems diminishing. Only for about 70 days

of its period is the star brighter than 12 m., which renders it difficult

to be observed.

25. E DoEADtrs.—Discovered to be variable by Thome at Cordoba.

Dr. Gould says it is "excessively red."

26. Y Taxjej.—Schonfeld calls it ''rothlich, " and says, "die
Yeranderungen sind rasch "

; and he thinks that a period of 171 'S

days nearly as admissible as that given in the Catalogue. A 12'13 m.
star follows the variable.

27. E Eeidaisti.—Yariation independently found by three observers

at Cordoba ; but Gould gives no period, owing to insufficiency of ob-

servations.

28. E Oeionis.—According to Schonfeld, the increase of light

from 10*2 m. occupies 70 days, and decrease 105 days, but both with
marked fluctuations. Hind calls its colour "reddish"; Schonfeld,
" stark rothlich "

; and Secchi, " gold^elb."

29. 6 Atjeig^.—Schonfeld thinks there is no regular period, and
says that the variation is often for a long period imperceptible.

Schmidt finds from his own observations, 1843 to 1875, that the

star is irregularly variable, and only within narrow limits.

I observed e to be almost exactly equal to rj Aurigte on the follow-

ing dates:—1875, December 21 : 1876, March 21 ; 1876, ISTovember

20. On 13th March, 1883, and 2nd April, 1883, I estimated its mag-
nitude as 3"57 (from comparisons with t] and ^ Aurigee).
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30. E Lepoeis.—Hind's "crimson star." Yery difficult to observe

on account of its colour, which Schonfeld calls " ungewohnlich inten-

siv blutrothen." It is the / star of four nearly in a line: 16th
March, 1876, with 3-inch refractor, I found it rather brighter than
the furthest of the four, and much brighter than the next. The near-

est star faint. Colour of E intense red.

Schonfeld gives the duration of increase of light as 230 days, and
that of decrease 208 days.

31. S (64) Eezdani.—Discovered to be variable by Gould from
observations at Cordoba, where the estimates of magnitude varied

fi'om 4"8 to 5'7. It was rated 5^ and 6 by Lalande, and 6 m. by
Argelander and Heis.

32. E AuEiGJE.—Elements, according to Schonfeld, somewhat
uncertain ; 9 maxima give a period of 461*3 days, and 4 Minima
467'3 days. He says the light increase shows the rare phenomenon
of a stand (Stilhtandes) at the magnitude 9*2 to 9*0, which occurs about

114 days before the maximum, and lasts about 48 days, and even

forms, in some years, a secondary maximum and minimum. On the

average, the increase from 8"5 m. lasts 40 days, and the decrease 62

days. A 9 m. star s. p.

33. S AuEiG^.—Announced as variable by Huner in 1881. The
star was observed by him. 1878, September 29 and October 5, and
its strong red colour and spectrum noted. On December 31, 1880, he

missed the star, and on January 20, 1881, found it quite invisible in a

4-inch refractor, when it must have been fainter than 12 mag. About
a month later, however, February 23, it was easily visible, and
not much below 10-5 m. Tbe fact of variability, M. Duner considers

certain. The star is recorded as 9-4 m. in the Durchmusterung , and is

No. 108 of Birmingham's Catalogue of Eed Stars, with the remark,

"d'Arrest (17th J^ov., 1868); sehr roth; 9-5".—5.'s ohs.: "1876,
March 13, not seen."

34. S Oeionis.—A remarkable variable discovered by the Eev. T.

W. Webb, 1870. Yery red. Webb says :— " Centre of little triplet,

11, 11 '5 m. in large triangle; sweep 6^ m. W from minute pair 10' n
of 42."

35 8 Orionis.—Schonfeld finds a small variation, but no regular

period. Anwers found a period of 16-08 or 15-91 days with a minimum
nearly in the middle of two maxima. Dr. Gould seems to think the

variation doubtful
(
Uranometria Argentina, p. 329).

36. T Oeiokis.—This is Lalande 10492, and Dr. Gould says "it

is certainly variable." It has been observed by Thome at Cordoba at
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the magnitudes 5-7, 6'5, and 6"7. It -n^as rated 7^ m. by Hencke

;

7^ and 6i- by Ai'gelander ; and it is 6-7 in the Burchmusterung . The
star is red.

37. a OEiojas.—Argelander foimd a period of 196 days ; but later

observations render this result doubtful,

38. 7} GrEXTN-oEtrar.—From his own observations Schonfeld found
for the brighter phase, small and not very regular fluctuations ; but
for the minimum a regular decrease and increase, the first about 6

weeks, the latter probably of somewhat longer duration. Schonfeld

calls its colour " intensiv gelb." Schmidt, fi'om his observations of

two Maxima 1875, February 25, and September 23, finds a period of

210 days. From its proximity to /i, Geminorum I have found its

fluctuations of light occasionally very apparent.

39. T lIoxocEKOTis.—Schonfeld finds tolerably regular variations

from a maximum of 6-2 to a minimum of 7"6, but thinks that obser-

vations are probably influenced by the coincidence of its period with
that of the lunar month. He calls its colour " goldgelb." Davis

observed Maxima of this star at Cordoba 1872, April 24, and iS'ovember

25 or 26; and Minima, 1872, April 14, and December 12. Bigelow
observed Maxima in 1874, January 4 or 5, and February 1 and 28

( Uranometria Argentina^ p. 331). Gould's period is 27'0054 days.

40. E, MoifocEEOTis.—Near the comet like Xebula I^ 399. Schon-
feld thinks that no regular period exists, and the minimum magnitude
is uncertain.

41. S (15) Mo^-ocEEOTis.— It is the chief star of the cluster

H VIII. 5, and has two close companions of the 9th and 11th mag-
nitudes. The period given in the Catalogue was found by "Winnecke,

and confirmed by Schonfeld ; but other observers do not agree.

Schonfeld calls its colour " gelbKch" ; Struve, "griin"; Dawes,
"yeUow."

42. E Lt^^cis.—Identical with DM + 55°, 1154. With reference

to its colour, Schonfeld says " Farbe anscheinend rothlich."

43. ^ GEJUxoErii.—In 1844 Argelander found a period of lO** 3''

32™- 3 + 6"-4, but afterwards it increased. Schonfeld deduces the

period given in the catalogue from Argelander' s epoch, combined with
observations by Schmidt and himseK. He finds occasional inequalities

up to iV of the period, but a greater portion of these are explicable

by faults of observation. Argelander' s light curve gives, from 6 years'

observations, the decrease of light somewhat quicker than the in-

crease.

Pickering considers it probable that the star is a surface of revo-

lution, one side being about four-fifths of the brightness of the other.
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44. R GEirrN'OErir.—According to Schonfeld, tie light curve is

very variable, especially at maximum, when the star often remains
for a week without any perceptible change.

45. Pt Ca^^is ILixoEis.—Another determination by Schonfeld gives

a period of 329 days.

46. L- Puppis = Lacaille, 2691.—Discovered to be variable at Cor-

doba. Dr. Gould finds variation from 3"6 m. to 6-3 m., and infers a
period of about 135 days, with a variation rapid at maximum, and
comparatively slow near the minimum, which seems to occur about

6 days nearer to the preceding than the following maximum. Red
in all stages, and remarkably so near the minimum. He gives the
following dates of Maxima— 1874, Pebruaiy 8, and June 25.

Dr. Gould suspects variation also in the neighbouring star

L' Puppis.

47. TJ MoxocEEOTis.—Discovered to be variable at Cordoba. The
period was found to be about 46 days, with the minimum somewhat
nearer to the preceding than the following maximum. Maxima were
observed by Thome 1873, April 20 and June 5 ; and a Minimum on
May 14. Maxima were obseiwed by the Eev. T. E. Espin in 1883,

on the following dates : January 28 and March 7, with secondary
Maxima on Eebruary 14 and March 17 ; and Minima on Eebruary 10
and March 13, with secondary minima on Eebruary 20 and April 6.

He deduces a period of about 31 days.

48. S Caxis MrN"Ofiis.—Schonfeld gives the fonnula :

E p. E = 1863-5-20-1 ^ 333^-9 E - 0'^-4 E^

and thinks that the period is diminishing. At maximum the light

change is very slow for a week. A minimum of the star has not been
observed. Schonfeld calls its colour " intensiv gelbroth."

49. T Canis Minoeis.—Erom obseiwations before 1865, Schonfeld

finds a period of £22-1 days, but earlier observations require the

longer period given in the Catalogue. Colour not marked. A 12*7 m.
star s.p. and a 12-2 m. s.f. the variable.

50. S GEMiiv'OErii.

—

'^eW observed since 1852. The variation is

quick, according to Schonfeld, especially in the increase of light.

51. P Puppis.—Discovered to be variable at Cordoba. Dr. Gould
assigns no period. It was rated 7 m. by Lacaille, and 5^ m. by
Tarnell (1869, Eebruary, 27).
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52. T Geminoeum.—Schonfeld says the uniform period is some-
times in fault as much as 13-7 days. At the magnitude 9-5 there
seems to be a strong retardation in the increase of light, but this

is also variable. On the whole the increase seems quicker than the
decrease.

53. S Pijppis.—Discovered to be variable at Cordoba. It was
called S by Lacaille, and this falls in with Argelander's nomenclature
of the variable stars. It was rated 6 m. by Lacaille, and 7 m. by
Taylor. Dr. Gould does not assign a period.

54. T Puppis.—Dr. Gould states that this star " has varied by not
less than seven-tenths of a unit" during the progress of the Cordoba
observations, "having increased from 7'0 m. or less in 1871 to 6-5 in

1875, and diminished again since then to 7-2." From this it would
seem that the star probably belongs to Espin's Class III., viz. :

—

Variables having small variation of light with a period of several

years. Dr. Gould says ''it is decidedly red."

55. U Gemtnoefm.—A very extraordinary variable, with a most
irregular period. Sometimes it rises to a maximum with astonishing

rapidity ; in February, 1869, according to Schonfeld, it increased
3 magnitudes in 24 hours ! From the maximum it diminishes with
a slow and very variable light curve. The visibility at maximum
usually lasts only 14 days; in 1858, November, not 10 days. At some
of the maxima there is a secondary minimum. According to Schonfeld,
the smallest interval observed between 2 maxima was 75 days, the
greatest 617 days; and he thinks the period fluctuates between 70
and 150 days. At the Maximum of ISTovember, 1858, Baxendell found
that the star " had a somewhat hazy or nebulous appearance."
Colour not remarkable. A neighbouring star (No. 248 of " Cata-
logue of Suspected Yariables") has been suspected of variation by
Winnecke.

56. E Cancei.—Period derived by Schonfeld from observations,

1850 to 1859; but he thinks the period is increasing, and that the
early observations to 1833 require a period of 364 days. Increase of

light quicker than the decrease. From the observations of 1830, the
minimum falls about 125 days before the maximum. A 10 m. star, sf.

57. Y Cancel—Schonfeld calls its colour "gelbroth." An 11m.
star follows, on the parallel, and a 10-11 m. sf.

58. TJ Cancei.—Well observed since 1858 by Winnecke, and since

1865 by Schonfeld. According to the latter, the Elements fix the
later maxima within 4 days. For a month before and after the maxi-
mum, the increase and decrease of light are nearly equal. At the
minimum the star totally disappears in Schonfeld's telescope; and,

according to Chacornac, even in a 9-inch refractor.
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59. S Cajstcri.—The variation is of the type of Algol, but, accord-

ing to Schonleld, with a marked retardation of the increase of light

at the brightness 9-6 m. The duration of decrease 8|- hours, and of

increase 13 hours. The uniform period shows an outstanding fault

from 20™ to 40", but this Schonfeld considers is also periodical.

Argelander remarked that after the minimum the light begins to

increase very rapidly, and he is inclined to suppose that its descent

from the maximum is even still more rapid. Schmidt observed a

Minimum (below 9 m.) 1877, March, 12^ IV' 40", Athens M.T ; also

in 1882, April 14, at lOi^'l and ll'^-S, when it was only 11-7 m.,

fainter than he had ever seen it before. An 11m. star precedes,

nearly on the parallel.

60. S Htdr^.—The maxima are, according to Schonfeld, some-

times well marked, and sometimes for a week with a very slow

variation of light. He calls its colour "rothlich gelb."

61. T Caijcei.—Schonfeld says it is very difficult to observe on
account of its extraordinary red colour {ungemein roth). The maxi-
mum occurs about 7 months before the minimum, but can hardly be
determined with precision, owing to the small changes of light

in this phase. Six observed minima are well represented by the

Elements.

62. T Hyde^.—According to Schonfeld, the Elements given fix 11

maxima since 1858 within a few days.

63. E Cabins.—Discovered to be variable at Cordoba. Dr. Grould

finds it red in all its phases. The observed maxima give periods of

329, 306, and 326 days. Dr. Gould states that '' the minimum
appears to take place considerably more than half a period later than
the maximum, and the variation of light at that time to be relatively

slow. But while the magnitude is above 9, its change is quite rapid,

being at the rate of one unit monthly ; and the duration of the maxi-
mum is very brief." He gives the following dates of maxima :—1871,
July 17; 1872, June 10; 1873, April 12; 1874, March 4 {JJrano-

metria Argentina, p. 252). The star is Lacaille 3932 = 2551 Brisbane.

It is included in Sir John Herschel's List of Bed Stars {Cape Ohs.

p. 448, where it is described as a "very intense sanguine star, be-

tween scarlet and carmine red." Erom observations, 1880-1883, at

"Windsor, N. S. "W., Tebbutt deduced a period of about 313 days, with
Maxima about the following dates:— 1880, December 16 (4'3 m.);

1881, October 21 (5-4 m.); 1882, September 2 (4-9 m.). And Minima
about the following dates:— 1880, July 5 (9-2 m.) ; 1881, June 8

(9-3 m.); 1882, March 27 (9-3 m.) ; and 1883, February 7 (9-3 m.)
;

{lion. Not., B. A. S., November, 1883).
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64. R Leonis Minoeis.—The maxima, according to Schiinfeld, are

subject to irregularities up to 12 days. Increase of light much
quicker than decrease. Increase from 9 m. lasts from 40 to 80

days.

65. H Leonis.—This remarkable variable lies closely south of 19

Leonis, with which it has been sometimes confused, The period

given in the Catalogue was calculated by Schonfeld from observations

since 1818 ; and the Elements show irregularities, but no general

lengthening or shortening of the period since the time of Bradley and
T. Mayer. The minima are also affected with similar irregularities.

The star is closely preceded by two stars about 8 m., which form,

with the variable, an isosceles triangle. The star is considered by
most observers to be very red. I found it about 7|- m., and fiery red,

Pebruary 9, 1877, with 3-inch refractor.

The following Table shows observed Maxima of E, Leonis since the

year 1865 :

—

Observed Maxima oe E,. Leonis.

Year.
Date
of

j\Iaximum.
Brightness. Authority. Remarks.

1865. Feb. 27 6-4 Schonfeld. Ast. Nach., 1628.

1865.

1866.

Mar. 18

Jan. 15 6-3

Schmidt. A.jST., 1570. 331 days
since last.

A. N., 1628.

1867. Sept. 24 ^ „ Invisihle in finder.

1869. July 3 „ A. ]Sr., 1805.

1870. May 9 6-1 Schonfeld.

1871. Mar. 15 5-8 M

1872. Jan. 24 \ 5-5

1

Estimation very good.

„ Jan. 23-5
) Schmidt. j A. N., 1932.

1872. Dee. 6 \

)

,, Dec. 1 j 5-9 Schonfeld. j A. N., 1988.

1875. June 29 S. C. Chandler. A. N., 2119.

1876. May 7-7 \

June 1-7)

Schmidt. \ A. N., 2103.

Secondary maximum.

1876. May 17-3
5>
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Observed Maxima of E, Hydb.^—continued.

Year.
Date
of

Maximum.
Brightness. Authorit}'. Remarks.

1877. Mar. 6 ^ 5-2 Gore. A little brigMer than v

1877. Mar. 14 Schmidt.
Leonis.

A. K, 2164.

1877. Mar. 18
f

Schwab. A. K, 2191.

1877. Mar. l7-8_ ScliiTiidt. A. JSr., 2240.

1878. Jan. 18 7-0 m. Scliwab. A. N., 2248.

1878. Jan. 19-5 Schmidt. A. N., 2240.

1881. July 2 »

1882. May 20 6-5 "

1883. Mar. 19 5-4
. Gore. SHgbtly less than v Leonis.

1884. Jan. 27 6-5 Gore. SHgbtly brighter than 19

Leonis.

Minima of E Leonis "^ere observed on the following dates :—1867,

March 1, 9-6 m. (Schonfeld) ; April 30 (Schmidt); 1868, March 7,

9-6 m. (Schmidt) ; and March 21 ; 1874, March 31, 9-4 m. (Schon-

feld) ; 1875, Eebruary 13, 9-6 m. (Schonfeld); 1876, May 21-7

(Schmidt).

66. I Cajeot^.—Discovered to be variable at Cordoba. Dr. Gould
gives the following epochs of Maxima :—1871, July 31, and August
31 ; 1872, May 7. And of Minima :—1871, July 11, August 11, and
September 12; 1872, April 17 {Uranometria Argentina, p. 253).

67. E,. Yeloeum.—With reference to this star, Dr. Gould says :

—

" This has been seen by Mr. Thome to vaiy from the magnitude 6j- to

1^, thus putting its variable character beyond question". He gives

no period (^7". ^. p. 276).

68. E Antli^.—Discovered to be variable at Cordoba. It was
found near a Maximum, 1871, March 19; 1872, May 28, and 1874,

May 29 : and near a Minimum, 1873, April 28 ; 1874, June 14 ; and
1875, March 9. Dr. Gould does not assign a period {U. A. p. 295).

69. S Camji"^.—A variable discovered at Cordoba. Its period

seems to be several months ; but suificient observations have not been

obtained to determine the light curve. The star is reddish.
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70. IT Htds-3: = LAtAjnoE 20,556 = BiiLin2fGHA]a: 242.—Yariation

has been observed in this star by Birmingham, Gould, and Espin.

Birmingham's estimates of magnitude, 1873-1876, vary from 4-5 to

6'5. The Cordoba determinations range from 4"3 to 6-1
; and Dr.

Gould says, "place its variability beyond all question." It was rated

6 m. by HeveKus ; 5^ by Lalande ;
6"5 by Bessel ; 7'5 m. by Lamont

;

and 6"5 by Argelander and Heis. According to the Cordoba observa-

tions, a Minimum occurred in the first half of 1871. Dr. Gould calls

it " intensely orange red."

71. RTJes^ Majoeis.—The elements found by Schonfeld represent

the maxima generally well, and agree with the probable invisibility of

the star to Lalande, 1790, March 15. Pogson, who has observed the

star in minimum, fixes this 103 days before the maximum, and re-

marked {Men. JVot., P.. A. S., December, 1876) that the star rises

with astonishing rapidity to maximum, but fades away very slowly.

Schmidt observed a maximum (below 7 m.), 1876, June 17, and found
the interval, from first visibility (13 mag.) to maximum, 28 days, and
from maximum to disappearance, 112 days. Schonfeld calls its colour

"rothlich," and Anwers, '^ blassroth."

72. 7] Argus.—This celebrated star is one of the most remarkable
objects in the heavens, varying, as it has done, through all grades of

brilliancy, from Sirius to a 7th magnitude star (I) It was observed

by Halley as 4 m. in 1677 ; Lacaille, in 1751, rated it 2 m. ; Burchell,

1811 to 1815, saw it 4 m. Prom 1822 to 1826, it was 2 m. In
1827, it was 1 m., and about equal to a Crucis. It shortly after

diminished again to 2 m,, and so remained till the years 1834 to 1837,

when Sir J. Herschell, at the Cape of Good Hope, rated it r4 m.
Suddenly, in 1838, it rose to a magnitude nearly equal to Canopus.

After this it again faded, until 1843, when it was observed by
Maclear to be brighter than Canopus, and almost rivalling Sirius in

brilliancy. Prom that time its light has gradually diminished. It

Avas 1 m. in 1856 (Abbott) ;
2-3 m. in 1858 (Powell) ; 3 m. in 1860

(Tebbutt) ; 4-2 m. in 1861 (Abbott) ; 5 m. in 1863 (Ellery) ; 6 m. in

1867 (Tebbutt). In 1874, it was observed 6'8 m. at Cordoba, and
only 7"4 m. in Xovember, 1878. Schonfeld considers that a regular

period is very improbable, although a period of 46 years was suggested

by 'Woli, and a period of about 67 years by Loomis. The star is

situated in a very remarkable nebula, in which some observers consi-

der that remarkable changes have taken place since Sir J. Herschell

examined it with his 20-feet reflector at the Cape. The spectroscope

shows that the nebula consists of glowing gas, one of the constituents

being hydi'ogen.

73. T Cabins.—Discovered to be variable by Thome at Cordoba,

from observations in 1871-1874. The period has not been deter-

mined.

B .1. A. PROC, 8EK. II., VOL. lY.—SCIENCE. 2 A
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74. R Ckateeis.—Schonfeld finds, from very iiiicertaiii data, a

period of 160 days. The star is of a remarkably red colour, and
follows a Crateris 43^, and V-2 to the soutli. A 9 m. precedes, and an
8-9 m. sf.

75. S Leois-is.—Period derived by Schonfeld from observations

since 1860. In 1870, the error was 15 days. Schonfeld thiaks that

perhaps the period may have been somewhat greater at first.

76. T Leoxis.—Eepeatedly observed in 1865, but invisible in

1863 ; and not seen, by Schonfeld, since 1866, with the exception of

a trace, February, 1874.

77. X YrE&rNTS.—Seen by Schonfeld, March, 1873, and February,

1874, but nothing since known about the star. A 13 m. star closely

follows, according to Peters. Schonfeld finds an 11 m. following 2%
which he thinks identical with Peters' 13 m. star.

78. R Coir^.—Owing to the near coincidence of its period with
that of the solar year, the star has become, since 1875, unfavourably

situated for observation. It has been well observed by "Winnecke

only. Schonfeld calls its colour, "stark rothlich." A 7*8 star n^.

79. T YrEGLsris.—The elements, according to Schonfeld, represent

the observed maxima well, especially those since 1861. The light

curve is very little known ; but the greater quickness of the increase

from 11 m. is certain. Schonfeld mentions several small neighbouring

stars. He calls the colour of the variable, " sehr roth."

80. P CoEvi.—According to Schonfeld, the Elements of the Cata-

logue represent almost perfectly the observed maxima, 1868-1870,
and those after 1874, June 18 ; but from observations by Lalande,

1796, April 23, and Argelander, 1851, March 8, the period given

seems too large. Increase of light quicker than decrease. Two 8 m.
stars and a 10 m. star in the immediate vicinity.

81. Z YiEGrNis.—The variability of this star was discovered by
M. M. Henry, of the Paris Observatory, in 1874, and has been regu-

larly followed since 1876. According to M. P. Henry, a minimum
took place in October, 1882 {private letter, June, 1883). The star is

not in Lalande' s Catalogue.

82. T. TJes^ Majoeis.—The Elements given represent, according to

Schonfeld, the maxima since 1860 to within about 10 days, but show
an error of 50 days in the oldest observation, by Argelander, March
17, 1843. Schonfeld thinks that the period has decreased, and notes
2 Minima observed by him, 1873, February 18, and November 10.
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83. EViEGiNis—Frequently observed before 1832, and since 1844.

The Elements given in the Catalogue show, according to Schcinfeld,

marked and regular deviations in the maxima, sometimes amounting
to 17 days, and the minima show similar deviations to 14 days. He
gives, from Argelander, the formula :

—

Max. Ep. E= 1831. 9. 12-92 + 145<'-7242 E
+ 8''-370 sin (3° 41' 17 E + 310° 15' 10").

The light curve also shows irregularities.

84. E, MtrsciE.—A variable discovered at Cordoba. Its period is,

according to Gould, not far from 21^" 20"; magnitude at maximum
about 6" 6 and at minimum 7* 3 or 7*4. The minima precede the

maxima by 9 hours. Gould remarks that "its average brightness is

so near the limit of ordinary visibility in a clear sky at Cordoba,

that the small, regular fluctuations of its light place it every few
hours alternately within or beyond this limit."

85. S TJks^ Majoms.—Schonfeld calls its colour " intensiv roth-

gelb," and considers that a small increase in the period has occurred

since an observation by Lalande, 1790, March 7. The light curve is

very variable ; and shortly before the maximum the increase of light

is subject to a marked retardation. Pogson states (M. N., December,
1876) that the increase and decrease of light are more equal in dura-

tion than in other variables; but Schonfeld finds the former to vary
between 77 and 125 days, and the latter between 104 and 152 days.

86. IT ViEGiins.—Some of the maxima calculated from the ele-

ments show a variation up to 23 days, according to Schonfeld
; but

some minima are represented within 3 days. In the neighbourhood of

the maxima the light curve is very variable. A 10 m. star 7ip.

87. W ViEGiNis.—Used as a comparison star for Y Yirginis, and
thus found to be variable by Schonfeld, and nearly simultaneously by
Auwers. Schonfeld considers the light changes very uniform ; al-

though Schmidt finds, from his observations in August, 1872, evidence
of a double maximum.

88. Y YiKGiNis.—Elements derived by Schonfeld from 5 observed
maxima, since 1860, show deviations up to 10 days. Increase from
10m., 35 days, with marked fluctuations; decrease 51 days, much
more uniform. Colour, " stark gelbroth."

89. R Htdk^.—This remarkable variable star Avas first observed
by Hevelius in April, 1662. It varies at the maximum from 4 to
5-5 m., and, at the minimum, descends to about the 10th magnitude.
The period has, according to Schonfeld, diminished since the date of

2A2
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its discovery, haying been about 500 days in 1708, 487 days in 1785,
461 days in 1825, and 437 days in 1870, and it seems to be still de-

creasing. He gives the following formula, from Argelander, for the
calculation of the time of Maximum :

—

1815. 9. 2-48 + 469-3363 ^- 0'^-44351 E- + O'^-OOigSl E-.

According to Schmidt, the minimum occurs about 200 days before

the maximum.
Dr. Gould, at Cordoba, has studied the changes of this variable,

and finds that the period is rapidly diminishing, the diminution

amounting to more than 9 hours in each period, and that there is a

symmetric perturbation which completes its cycle in 72 years. He
gives the following formula of sines for the calculation of the time of

maximum, counting from the beginning of the year 1875 :

—

T= 35''-6 + 4:S4-4:45n - 0•37974?^2 + B2^-0 sin (5°/^ + 10°)

+ 2'^-6 sin {10°n + 324°) + 6^-8 sin (15n + 205").

This formula fixes a maximum for 1884, August 9.

Heis gives the minimum magnitude as 11 m. Smyth (Cel. Cycle)

calls the star /jl Hydrae ; but this is a mistake, the real /x (42 Fl) being

a 4 m. star a little south of a line joining X Hydra with a Crateris.

The following are the observed Maxima of E, Hydras since the year
1853:—

Obseeved Ma xtwa of R. Hxdks.

Year.
Date
of

Maximum.
Brightness. Authority. Remarks.

1853. Mar. 27 "sehi'heU" Winnecke. Au-svers. A. jST., 1238.

,, Mar. 30 .. ScTimidt. A. N., 1547.

1856. Dec. 15 .. „ ). ))

1858.

1859.

1859.

Feb. 27-5

May 20-5

Last S"-* May 5-4 Au\7ers.

A. N., 1410. Unsiclier, zu
Olmutz bestimmt.

A. N., 1236. Genau, zu
Athens bestimmt.

A. N., 1238.

1860.

1863.

Aug. 15

Jan. 19

Schmidt. 4 or 5 steps fainter^than y
Hydi-se. A. iST., 1300.

A. N., 1410.

1864. April 14 j>

1865. July 4 j> A. N., 1547. Period about
447-8 days.
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Observed Maxima of E, Hydr^—continued.

Year.
Date
of

Maximum.
Brightness. Authorit}-. Remarks.

1866.

1869.

Aug. 17-23

Feb. 8 1
4-1

Schmidt. {

Scbonfeld.

A. N., 1627. "R. hattezu-
letzt die 4. Grosse wenig
schwacber als 7."

A. N., 1817.

„ Feb. 17 j 5-4 Scbmidt. A. JSr., 1805.

1870. April 19 4-0 Scbonfeld. A. N., 1817.

1871. July 3 =
if/ Virginis Scbmidt.

1873. Nov. 19 „ A. N., 1975.

1875.

1876.

Feb. 10

April 12-5 \

5 m. Gore.

Scbmidt.

= 4/ Hydi-ase {S. Stel. Olj.,

p. 54).

1876.

1877.

1877.

April 12 )

June 13 X

Jime 22 >

June 24 j

5 m.

4 m.

Gore.

Scbmidt.

About = ^ Hydrse.

Slightly brighter than a
Corvi, but less than ir

Hydrae.

In finder.

With naked eye.

1878. Undetermined ,, A. N., 2213.

)) Aug. 11 5 m. „ In finder.

1882. Mar. 6-9 \ Thome.

1882. Mar. 4-7 \ Stevens.

18S2. Mar. 8 ) Schmidt.

1883. May 12 4-7 Espia.

1883. May 16 4-6 Gore. 1

90. S YinGiNis.—Elements derived from 9 maxima, 1857-1869,

with, a fault up to 6 days. Observations byLalande, 1795, andBessel,

1824, seem to show that the period is decreasing. The proportion of

the increase of light to the decrease is very variable. According to an

observation by Schonfeld, 1874, April 20, the minimum occurs about

119 days before the maximum. The star is JN'o. 25039 of Lalande's

Catalogue, and is marked 9 m. in Harding's Atlas (1822). Heis gives
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the period 373'6 days, with, a maximum on June 21, 1868. Schon-
feld calls its colour " intensiv rothgelb" ; Pogson, " vivid red" ; and
Auwers, " orange."

91. Y YiEGiKis.—Observed by Schmidt, 1866, June 6, as a star of

about 4^m., and considerably brighter than the neighbouring star, 68

(i) Virginis. It afterwards gradually decreased in brightness.

It was rated Q^vn. by Lalande (25086), 8 m. byPiazzi, and 6-7 m.

by Heis. It is 7 m. in Harding's Atlas.

Dr. Gould says that the Cordoba estimates (5-7 to 6-3) fully con-

firm the variability ; and I have therefore designated the star Y Yir-

ginis, as suggested by him, (It is marked Z in Proctor's Atlas,

Map 7.)

Schjellerup, in his translation of Al-Sufi's MS. (10th century),

identifies the star (and correctly I think) with one numbered 19 of

Yirgo by Al-Sufi, and thus described:—"La 19' est la meridional du
cote posterieur du quadrilatere, apres al-simdh (Spica), s'inclinant vers

le sud ; elle est des moindres de la cinquieme grandeur ; Ptolemee la

dit absolument de cinquieme, mais elle est plus pres de la sixieme. . . .

.... Avec al-simak et la 17^ [76 Yirginis] elle forme un triangle

iscoscele, cette etoile etant an sommet."
In 1879 Burnham made the interesting discovery that the star

was a close double, the components of nearly equal magnitude, 6*2

and 6-5, at a distance of 0""48, on an angle of 80'''4 for 1879. 4.

92. R. Centattki.—A variable discovered at Cordoba in 1871. The
observations show that the light curve is irregular. A Maximum,
6"1 m. occurred about the middle of April, 1871. It sunk to a Mini-
mum towards the end of that year, when it was invisible in a 4|^-inch

telescope, and reached a secondary Maximum of 6-7 m. about April 20,

1872. It then fell to a secondary Minimum of 8"7 m. about August
3, and rose again to 6-0 m. at the end of September, 1872. A Maxi-
mum of over 6"4 m. took place about August 3, 1877, and 6'1 about

June 28, 1878. Dr. Gould thinks the observations may be " reconciled

by supposing a full period of 525 days, with epoch of principal maxi-
mum, 1871, April 18 ; and two intermediate maxima following the

principal one by 197 and 378 days respectively." This does not,

however, agree with observations of 6J m. and 6 m., made 1874, June
25 and 26

(
Uranometria Argentina, p. 268, 269).

93. T Boons.—Only seen by Baxendell, 1860, April 9, as 9f m.

;

April 11, 10 m. ; April 20, as 12-8 m. ; April 23, invisible, and below
14 m. Schonfeld failed to see it in several trials since 1865. Place,

according to Baxendell, 1™ 45^ preceding, and 11' 30" south of Arc-

turus. Schonfeld asks, "1st der Stern eine kurz vor dem Erloschen

aufgefundone JSTova gewesen ?"
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94. S BooTis.—Period derived by Schonfeld from 15 well-deter-

mined maxima since 1853. An observation by Lalande, 1790, February
21, is well represented by the Elements. The maximum of 1874 alone

shows a difference of only 5*8 days.

95. E, Camelopardi.—According to Schonfeld, the observations

show differences up to 24 days, and a very variable velocity of light

change.

96. E, BoOTis.—According to Schonfeld, his Elements represent

the maxima and minima well. Schmidt, however, makes the period

229 days, with a maximum, October 21, 1876.

97. 8 LiBK^.—A variable of the type of Algol. The variation

occupies about 12 hours, of which the decrease takes 5^ hours. The
period is, according to Schonfeld, affected by inequalities, which
Schmidt considers may be i-epresented by a 9 years' cycle. Minima
were observed by Schmidt in 1882, on May 17, lO'^ 17™-8, and June
14, 10*^ 0"'-8, Athens MT. The error of Schonfeld's Ephemeris was
in May, 1877, 32 minutes, and in 1878, 48 minutes. Schmidt's ob-

servations in 1878 show a well-marked increase in the periofl.

98. T Trianguli Austealis.—Yariable according tu GuuUl, ^vitll a

"period which differs little from a mean solar day." He designates

this star as T, reserving S for another star (No. 487 of Catalogue of

Suspected Variables), which he believes will prove to be variable

{U. Argentina, p. 260).

99. E, Teiingxtli AnsTRALis.—Gould finds the most probable period

to be 3"^ 9™'35, the minimum preceding the maximum by about 48
hours. He considers the period to be nearly a constant one. Epochs
of Maxima, 1871, July, 14^^ 14^ and 1871, September, 13M2'^; and of

Minima, 1871, July, W 14i^ 1871, September, l-^ 8i^ and 1872,

July 29, 12*^ 15™.

100. U Corona.—A variable of the type of Algol. Decrease of

light about 4^ hours ; increase 5*2 hours. Some minima show devia-

tions of 23 minutes from the mean period. Schmidt observed a Mini-
mum, 1882, November 6, at 6''-6.

101. S LiBR^.—Schonfeld gives periods of 187 days, with a

maximum on 4th February, 1873 ; and 193 days, with a maximum on
17th June, 1874 ; the latter more probable, but both only approximate.

He notes a 13 m. star np. and a 12 m. nf.

The variability of this star was also observed by Prof. C. H. F.

Peters, 1868-1880 (Ast. Nach., 2360, No. 4). He notes two small

stars forming an equilateral triangle [fileichserUges JDreiech), with the

variable. Peters deduces a period of only 98 days.
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102. S SEEPEifTis.—SciLonfeld gives the followiag fomiula derived

by Argelander :

—

Max. Ep. £. = 1849. 5. 17-39 + 362'i-303 ^- 0-188836 E-,

wMcli represents Tvell tlie earlier observations of the star up to 1860
;

but siaee that year deviations are shown, amonntiiig in 1874 to 80
days. The nniiorm period of 361 days shows also considerable devia-

tions fi'om observation, amounting to 76 to 100 days too late in Hard-
ing's time, and for Lalande's time as much too early. The minimum
occurs much nearer the following maximum than the preceding one.

Schonfeld calls its colour " sehr roth," and notes an 11 m. star «j?.,

and a 12-7 m. star nf.

103. S CoROX^.—The elements derived by Schonfeld from 13

maxima and 9 minima show irregular faults up to 20 days, but agree

with the supposed in^•isibility of the star to Lalande and Bessel, 1794,

April 30, and 1828, Hay 20.

104. T Llbk^.—Discovered to be variable by C. H. P. Peters,

from obseiwations at Clinton (U.S.A.), 1877-1880. Attunes he found
it completely invisible in very clear air, and deduces a period of 310
days, or perhaps half this (Ast. l^ach., Is'o. 2360).

105. TJ LiBH^.—Discovered to be variable by C. H. P. Peters,

from observations at Clinton, 1878-1880. He found it invisible in his

telescope on the following dates:—1879, May 16; 1880, May 3,

June 3 ("ganzlich unsichtbar") ; July 10 ( " unsichtbar, obgleich die

Luft ausserordentlich schon"); and easily visible on the following

dates, when he compared its brightness with neighbouiing small

stars :—1878, June 19, 27, and 28 ; 1879, June 18, July9 (" ganz
hell"), August 10 ; 1880, July 24, 27, and 31, and August 27 ("hell,

und in die Augen fallend "). He derives a period of about 380 days,

or perhaps half this (A. jSI"., 2360).

106. Oe Aeg. 14782 LrsE^.—Discovered to be variable by C. H.
P. Peters, at CHnton, P.S., from observations, 1878-1880. He found
it invisible in his telescope on the following dates:—1879, June 18,

July 8 (" sehr klare Luft ") ; 1880, August 27 ; and easily visible on
the following dates, when he compared its brightness with small stars

in the vicinity :—1878, June (-" ungefahr 12. Gr."), July 5 (=0e Arg.

14784), July 22 and 27, and August 3 ; 1879, May 17 and August 11
;

1880, April 20, May 3 and 11, June 2 and 28, July 10, 24, and 31.

He fixes a maximum for 1880, May 18, and deduces a period of

684 ,— days.

107. E, CoEOifiE.—A very irregular variable, often remaining for a

whole year at a maximum, or minimum with scarcely perceptible

change. Frequently, however, a very quick light decrease takes
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place. Periods of 323 days, 160 days, and smaller have beeu as-

signed ; but none of them, seem to represent the observations satis-

factorily. In the years 1862 and 1863, according to Schmidt's

observations, it remained of 6 mag. for a year and a-half ! He ob-

served a Maximum, 1867, [November 6, scarcely 6 m. A very slow

decrease followed to 1868, February 14. It then became quickly

fainter, and on April 11 was not visible in the Finder. The colour

was white, a little yellowish. From April 11 to November 12, 1868,

it remained invisible in the Finder. On November 5 it was seen in

the refractor as a doubtful star of 13 m. ; and on Februarys, 1869, he
found it 13 12.

I found E, visible to the naked eye in the Punjab, from April 14,

1877, to August 1, 1877; and on the following dates in Ireland:

—

1883, March 31 (5-7 m.), April 8 ; April 20 (5-8 m.) ; April 30 ; May
10 (^ m.).

108. R Seepentis.
—

"Well observed since 1843. The period is

affected with strong inequalities. The numbers in the Catalogue only

apply to the epochs siuce I860. According to Schonfeld, observations

by d'Agelet near the Maximum, 1783, April 27 and 28, and the sup-

posed invisibility of the star to Lalande, 1794, June 13, are well re-

presented by the formula :

—

Ep. E. = 1853. 10. 21-0 + 396-34 E- 0-01 E-

+ 30<* sin (9°.£'+ 144°),

The star has not been observed at the minimum ; but Schonfeld

thinks that it does not descend below 12 m.

109. V CoEON^.—This star is 8"5 m. in the JDurchrnusterung

.

Birmingham could not see it, 1873, March 14 and 19, and April 20
;

and 1874, April 10. Ball also failed to see it, 1876, August 1. Duner
found it 10-5m., April 21, 1878; but, on September 20, it was 7-8 m.,

and, on October 5, had risen to 7"5 m. Schmidt observed a Maximum,
1882, September 15-6, magnitude 8.

110. R LiBE^.—Very little observed, owing to the short duration

of its visibility even in powerful telescopes. The Elements are derived

from 3 observed maxima, 1860-1868 ; but Schonfeld thinks there may
be a doubt whether the period of two years is not a multiple of the

true period. A 12 m. star s.p.

111. T CoEOK^.—The wonderful "Blaze Star" discovered by
Birmingham, 1866, May 12, 12^ and shortly afterwards observed by
several other observers in different parts of the world. When first

seen it was equal in brightness to a Coronse, or 2 m. It rapidly

diminished, however, and on May 24 of the same year was only 8'5 m.
It afterwards increased to 7-8 m. on October 16, 1866, but soon faded
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again. It was soon found that the star was identical with DM + 26°,

2765, observed at Bonn by Schonfeld, May 18, 1855, and March 31,

1856, and estimated as 9-5 m. on both occasions. When near its

maximum brightness, its light was examined by Dr. Huggins, with
the spectroscope, which showed the bright lines of hydrogen in addi-

tion to the ordinary stellar spectrum. Some observers remarked that,

when seen with the naked eye, it decidedly twinkled more than other

stars near it, which rendered a correct estimate of its brightness very

difficult.

The increase in the light of the star must have taken place very

rapidly, as Schmidt of Athens stated that he was observing the

vicinity on the same evening at 9h hours, and that no star of even

5 m. could have escaped his notice.

Dr. Gould gives the following magnitudes of the star as observed

by himself and S. C. Chandler {K.IS. 1620) :—

Time. Magnitude

866,—May 14, . .. IP .... 2-9

,, 15, . . . 9 . 3-5

„ 19, . . . 9 . 5-8

„ 19, . . . 13 . 5-9

„ 20, . . . 91 . 6-3

„ 24, . . . .
9i

. . 7-8

„ 28, . . . 10 . 8-9

„ 31, . . . . 10 . 8-9

June 9, 11, 16, 20, . . 9-0

„ 23, . . 9-1

July 2, . . 9-1

„ 10, .

„ 31, .

. 9-2

. 9-1

Aug. 6, . . . . 9-1

During the period 1866-1876, Schmidt has detected variations of

light, which seemed to exhibit a certain regularity. He deduces from

his observations a probable period of 94 days. This conclusion has

been confirmed by Schonfeld. The star appears, therefore, to be an

irregular variable, and not merely a " temporary " star.

It seems worth remarking that in the same constellation—not far

from T—is another very irregular variable, E Coronse (No. 107).

112. W ScoEPn.—Discovered to be variable by C. H. F. Peters,

from observations at Clinton, U. S. He found it invisible in his tele-

scope on the following dates :—1873, June; 1879, May 21 ; 1880,

April 20, May 3, May 11 ("bei sehr klarem Himmel"), June 2 and 6

("bei schoner Luft"); but easily visible on many occasions in 1876,

1877, 1878, 1879, and 1880. He deduces a period of about 405 days

(" Oder ein aliquoter Theil davon, i- or i"), with a maximum at the

end of August, 1880.
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113. E Heeciilis.—According to Schonfeld, the Elements show
deviations up to 15 days ; and since 1865 there seems to be a length-

ening of the period.

114. Y ScoEpn.—A maximum occurred in the middle of March,
1879.

115. T ScoEPn.—This is the IS'ova of 1860, discovered by Pogson,

May 28, in the cluster 80 Messier, while he was searching for the

variables E and S Seorpii, which are situated in the immediate vici-

nity. The star when first seen was 7 m., and bright enough to obscure

the nebula. On June 10 the star had nearly disappeared, and the

nebula a^ain shone with great brilliancy, and with a condensed centre.

Pogson' s observations were confirmed by Auwers and Luther. It was
stated by Pogson that he had examined the nebula on May 9, and
found nothing remarkable ; and, according to Schonfeld, on May 18

it presented its usual appearance in the Konigsberg Heliometer. Some
trace of the star seems to have been since seen by Schonfeld, who
says— " Mir schien nur 1869, June 1, eine unsichere Spur desselbe

vorhanden."

116. E ScoEPn.—This star is near the cluster 80 Messier, and
seems to have been seen by Admiral Smyth, who shows several stars

in the field with 80 M, in a diagram {C'el. Cycle, p. 357). Schonfeld

says the light curve is very variable, and the star has no particular

colour. A maximum was observed by Schmidt (10 m.) 1876, Sep-

tember, 13*4.

117. S ScoEPU.—Only 3|' distant from E Scoi-pii. The Elements,

according to Schonfeld, represent the observed maxima within a few
days. A 9*4 m. star n.f.

118. TJ Scoeph.—Discovered by Pogson 1863, May 20, as a 9 m.
star ; on May 28 it had sunk below 12 m., and on June 1 was in-

visible during a total eclipse of the moon. The star has not again

been seen, although searched for by Schonfeld and "Winnecke.

119. U HEEcrxis.—The period given is the mean of two periods

deduced by Schonfeld from 8 maxima, and 4 minima since 1870, but

shows a fault up to 20 days ; agreeing, however, with an observation

by Bessel, 1825, June 13. Schonfeld calls its coloui' " intensiv roth-

gelb."

120. X ScoEPn.—Discovered to be variable by C. H. F. Peters, at

Clinton, TJ. S., from observations 1876-1880. He found the star in-

visible in his telescope on the following dates:—1879, June 23 and

July 8, August 11 and 20; 1880, June 2, 30, and July 11, 13, 31,
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and August 27 ; and easily seen on the following dates, when he com-
pared its brightness with that of neighbouring small stars:—1876,
July 11 ; 1880, April 20, May 3, 6, and 11. He assigns no period.

121. g (30) Heeculis.—According to Schonfeld, the light changes
are very irregular, with periods of 40 to 125 days.

122. T Ophitjcii.—Schonfeld could not find this star, although he
searched for it on several occasions. Winnecke observed maxima,
1869, January 26; 1870, January 31 (doubtful); and 1874, February
6 ; and from these observations, Schonfeld finds a period of either

116-6 days or 359 days.

123. S Ophiucii.—According to Schonfeld, the Elements show
irregular deviatiations up to 9^ days. The light curve is very variable.

The increase and decrease of light 14 days before and after the maxi-
mum nearly equal ; afterwards the latter slower.

124. Y Heeculis.—This star was observed by Duner as 8*3 m. in

June, 1879. A year later it was about a magnitude fainter ; and it

afterwards steadily decreased to the 11th magnitude. There seems
to be very little doubt of its variability to the extent of about 3

magnitudes. The star is not in Lalande's Catalogue.

123. R TJes^ MiifORis.—Discovered by Professor Pickering, on
September 13, 1881. Eed, with a banded spectrum. Maximum
towards the end of September. It precedes the star DM 72°, 735,

I'" 50^-5, and is 10' 18" south of it.

126. S Herctilis—The Elements, according to Schonfeld, show
deviations of 16 days at minimum, and 25 days at maximum. A
retardation in the increase of light usually takes place 1 to 2 months
before the maximum, after which the decrease is very quick. A
9-7 m. star sf., and a 6 m. nf. The latter star is 49 Flamsteed.

127. jN'ova Ophiucii (1848).—When first noticed by Hind it was
about 5 m. It afterwards rose to nearly 4 m., but very soon faded to

10 or 11 m. Hind is convinced that, up to April 3 or 5, no object of

9*5 m. or brighter was visible in its position. There are several small

stars near the place of the Nova. This curious object has become very

faint of late years. In 1856, it was 10 m. ; 1866, 12 m. ; and in 1874

and 1875, not above 13 m.

128. E OpHiucn.—According to Schonfeld, a period of 302-1 days

would also represent the observations, including the first, by Lament,

June 22, and July 9, 1847.
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129. a Heeculis.—Yery irregular, and, according to Schonield,

often scarcely perceptibly variable. The period, according to Arge-
lander, varies from 26 to 103 days ; according to Baxendell, up to 111

days; according to Heis, 184"9 days, with 2 maxima and 2 minima.
Westphal, in 1817, thought that the observations might be represented

by even a period of 7 days.

Schmidt observed Maxima in 1882, February 20, June 24, and
September 19 ; and Minima, 1882, April 7, August 6, and ]!^ovember 3.

130. TJ Ophitjcii.—Discovered by E. !F. Sawyer, in 1881, to be a

variable of the type of Algol. It is D M 1°, 3408, and Lalande
31384. The period was at first supposed to be 5'^ 5^ 38'"'6, but was
afterwards found by S. C. Chandler to be only 20*" 7™ 4P-6, being the

shortest per^d known. It remains at its maximum brightness (6-0

or 6"1) for 16 hours ; and all the variations from maximum to mini-

mum, and back again to maximum, are accomplished in about four

hours. Schjellerup, in his Catalogue (Copenhagen : 1864), already

pointed out its probable variability; and he estimated it 7*7 in a clear

sky, 1863, June 9. The magnitudes given by other observers are

very discordant ; and variation of magnitude from 6'0 to 6"5 were
observed in 1871 by Davis at Cordoba.

131. u (68 Fl.) Heeculis.—Eegularly observed by Schmidt since

1869. Period, according to Schtinfeld, 37 to 40 days, with numerous
anomalies, especially at the minimum, when fluctuations of a few steps

take place in periods of 24 to 26 hours, and last about 3 days. Schmidt
gives extremes of 4 m. and 6 m. ; but these are seldom reached.

132. Nova OpHrucn.—Kepler's great new star, which suddenly

blazed out in October, 1604. "When first seen it was white, and
exceeded in brilliancy Mars, Jupiter, and was even thought to rival

Venus in splendour ! It gradually diminished, and in six months was
not equal in lustre to Saturn. In March, 1606, it had entirely dis-

appeared. The position given is that deduced by Schonfeld from the

observations of David Fabricius. There does not, however, seem to be

the same amount of certainty with reference to its exact position as

in the case of Tycho Brahe's star in Cassiopeise. The nearest star is

one of 12 m., a little sf. Chacornac, however, in 1861, mapped a star

of 10 m. about 2' preceding the spot. This star would seem to have
since disappeared, as it was missed by some observers in 1871 and 1872.

Winnecke, however, observed, in 1875 a 12 m. star very near the place

occupied by Chacornac's star. It has been stated that no star was dis-

cernible in this position, with 7 inches aperture, on several occasions in

1872-74. It would, therefore, appear that a variable star exists close

to the place of the Nova ; and its variability is, of course, evidence in

favour of its identity with Kepler's star. About 6' following the

calculated position of the Nova is a 8"9m. star—Oeltzen, 16872. This

star is again followed by two fainter stars, forming with it a rough
isosceles triangle.
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133. X (3) Sagitta-rtt.—The Elements show well-marked inequa-

lities, but the mean period given is, according to Schonfeld, certain to

within O-^-OOOo.

134. "W (y') Sagittaeh.—The observations show marked irregu-

larities in the period, the deviations sometimes amounting to xb-th of

the period; the proportional length of the increase and decrease of

light also varying.

135. T Heectjlis.—Elements derived by Schonfeld from observa-

tions of 35 periods, and show deviations up to 10 days, which have
partly a regular course. A 10 m. star 7ip.

136. T Seepentis.—This star lies sf. the coarse cluster, H. VIII,
72. The Elements show deviations to 15 days ; but Schonfeld thinks

that the period may have become longer since 1866. Increase of light

from 10 m. about 51 days, and the decrease 54 days, both with marked
fluctuations. An 11-12 m. star w/.

137. Y SAGiTTAEn.—Variation since 1870, according to Schonfeld's
observations, only trifling, and not periodical.

138. TJ Sagittaeh.—Elements derived by Schonfeld from 142
maxima and 152 minima observed by Schmidt, which nearly agree

with his own since 1870. There appear to be inequalities up to -^th

of a period. A star 8-6 m. nf.

139. T Aqtil^.—From numerous observations since 1868, Schon-
feld can flnd no regular period.

140. H ScuTi.—Schmidt and Schonfeld flnd that bright and faint

minima usually alternate. Erom 18 certain determinations of minima,
Schonfeld finds the correction of minimum epoch for E = 94 (1869,
July) in the mean + 4 days.

141. K Pavonis. a southern variable discovered at Cordoba, from
observations by Thome in 1872 and 1873. The mean period of 9-1

days is the same for the minima as the maxima. According to Grould,

the period is subject to considerable fluctuations ; and the position of

the minimum also varies, although always later than midway be-

tween the maxima. He gives the following dates of maxima and
minima :

—

Maxima—1871, December 31 ; 1872, October 6; 1873, July 26.

jMinima—1871, November 29 ; 1872, December 25 ; 1873, July 3.
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142. y8 LYEiE.—Elements derived by Schonfeld from Argelander's

observations, 1840-1859, combined with those of Goodricke, Westpbal,

and Schwerd. This star has 2 maxima of 3-4 m. and 2 minima, one
3-9 m., and one (the chief minimum) of 4-5 m. Schonfeld finds, from
a comparison of Argelander's light curve with his ovrn, the following

correction for the Elements :

—

Cor. Ep. 291 (1865, April 20) + 0^ 53"-2 ± 17'"-49.

„ „ 450 (1870, Dec. 2) + 2" SS-^-e ± 21"-30.

Smaller irregularities in the epochs and brightness also occur.

143. R (13)Ltk^.—Variation, according to Schonfeld, small, but

certain. Elements derived from a few observations by Baxendell and
Schmidt.

144. S Coe.o:n'A Afstealis.—Erom six years' observations Schmidt
found a period of 6-11713 days. "With the addition of a seventh year

Schonfield derives the Elements :

—

Ep. E. Min. 1870. 3. 26-17; Max. 1870. 3. 29-41 + 6^-1130 E;

and from another calculation of the epoch :

—

Ep. E. Min. 1870. 3. 29-79
; Max. 1870. 4. 2-04 + 6'i-2l70 E.

He thiaks that even a period of 6-0 days or 6-33 days not quite ex-

cluded. The great southern declination of the star renders it, even

at Athens, difficult to be observed.

145. E Coeo:n'a Atjsteaiis.—In connexion with a small nebula, also

variable according to Schmidt. Erom the available data Schonfeld

cannot find satisfactory Elements. "With reference to this star, Schmidt

says (A jST 1613) :
—" Nebel n und der westlich in ihm stehende

Stem X fahren fort veranderlich zu sein, wie es seheint unabhangig
von einander. "U'enigstens fur x Kann die Periode nicht kleiner als

25 Tage sein."

146. R Aqitil^.—Elements derived by Schonfield from 8 maxima
and 17 complete periods. These show marked faults up to 92- days.

The Kght cun^e is very variable, especially at the maximum and
during the first 2 months of the decrease. The increase from 9-10 m.
to 7-8 m. is often extraordinarily quick. Schonfeld calls its colour
" ausgezeichnet roth." A 9-6 m. star sp., and a 10-6 m. 7ip.

147. T Sagtttaeii.—The Elements derived by Schonfeld represent

well the earlier observations up to 1849. Increase from 9-10 m. and
9 m. very slow ; afterwards quicker.

148. E, Sagiitaeu.—Elements derived by Schonfeld from 3 certain

maxima since 1866, and represent well all the observations. An
irS m. star s})., and a 10 8 m. star np , the variable.
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149. S Sagittaeii.—Elements derived by Schonfeld from a few
maxima since 1866, and show a difference of about 10 days. Schiapa-

relli considers that this star is identical with a "temporary" star

which appeared in the year 1690.

150. h' (51) Sagittaeii.—Discovered to be variable at Cordoba.
Very numerous estimates showed a variation from 5-3 to 6'7 m. ; but
Dr. Gould suspects that the extremes may be even still wider. He
has not been able to determine the period. The star was rated 6 m.
by Lacaille, Lalande, and Piazzi ; but Heis rated it 5-4 (= 4-7), and
Behrmann 6-5 (5'7). It is not in Argelander's Uranomefria.

151. E, CxGifi.—This star lies closely sf. 6 Cygni. The Elements
are derived by Schonfeld from 8 maxima since 1854, and show irregu-

lar faults up to 16 days, but agree with earlier observations. Accord-

ing to Pogson, the minimum occurs 155 days before the maximum.
A 9 m. star nf.

152. E'ovA VuxPECULiE.—The Nova of 1670, discovered by Anthelm
as 3 m. The position given has been calculated by Schonfeld from
the observations of Hevelius and Picard, Within one minute of arc

of this place a small star was observed at Greenwich (Position for

1875 :—E A 19^^ 42"> 32^-78, I^ P D 62° 59' 15"-4), and there is a

suspicion of variability in this star within narrow limits. In August,
1872, it was exactlye qual to a star which follows it 12'-5 in E. A., and
4'-9 to the north; while in November, 1874, it was certainly fainter

by half a magnitude {Nature, June, 1877).

"With reference to the star 11 Vulpeculae of Elamsteed, supposed

to be identical with Anthelm's Nova, Baily could not find that such a

star exists, but says, "Under the presumption that it may be a variable

and not a lost star, I have preserved its recorded position, with a

view of inducing astronomers to look out for it from time to time. . . .

The observation in Lalancle's Hist. Celeste, p. 25, evidently does not

belong to this star." The position given by Baily for 11 Yulpeculse

is, for 1690—
E. A. 293°43';Decl. 26° 35'.

According to Hind {Ast. Soc. Mon. Not. Yol. xxi., 1860-61) the

suspicious star precedes Lalande 37730 by 25 seconds in E. A., and is

23'- 1 south of it. He says that to his eye "there is a hazy ill-defined

appearance about it, which is not perceptible in other stars in the

same field of view. Mr. Talmage received the same impression;

and I may add that Mr. Baxendell, who has examined it with Mr.
Worthington's reflector, observed that no adjustment of focus would
bring the star up to a sharp focus on June 1st." Hind also remarks
that the variable star S Yulpeculas, which follows the star above

alluded to (43'-6 and 2'-ll" S.), has been shown to have no proper
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motion to account for the difference of position since 1670. "Prom
the fixity of position during eight years it may be inferred that the

Grreenwich variable is distinct fi^om Anthelm's."

153. S YxTLVEcvjjJE.—This star follows the preceding. Elements
derived by Schonfeld from 63 periods show deviations up to 12 days

;

but these deviations follow a regular course, and indicate a shortening

of the period. Baxendell suspects a neighbouring fainter star to be

also variable.

154. X Ctgni.—A remarkable variable, Bayer's x Cygui, some-

times confused with 17 (Fl.) Cygni, to which Flamsteed affixed the

letter ^ by mistake, the variable—which is the true x—having been

faint at the date of Flamsteed's observation. According to Schonfeld,

the observations cannot be represented by a uniform period. The
Elements given in the Catalogue give the maxima in 1687-1738, and
since 1863 too early, and in 1747-1758 and 1821-1862 too late; but
on the whole the observations seem to show a small lengthening of

the period. Erom the observations of late years the minimum occurs

approximately 185 days before the maximum. At some maxima the

star is barely visible to the naked eye. There are numerous faint

stars in the vicinity. The following are dates of observed maxima
since 1862:—

Year.
Date
of

Maximum.
Brightness. Authority. Remarks.

1862. June 25 Schmidt. Ast. Nach., 1376.

1865. Nov. 19 \

Nov. 23 j

Schonfeld.

Sclimidt.

A. N., 1628.

1867.

1869.

1870.

Jan. 22

April 22

June 4

'

5-2 m.

5-2

Heis.

SclLonfeld. \

Visible to naked eye for about

21 months. A. N., 1642.

Both good. A. N., 1857.

=. June 5 • . Schmidt.

1871. July 13-2 \ • . j> A. N., 1871.

1872.

July 15 )

Aug. 24 \

4-6

5-1

Schonfeld. A. N., 1907. About = <p

Cygni.

A. N., 1992.

>> Aug. 26 ) •• Schmidt. A. N., 1969.

R. I. A. PROC, SEK. 11., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. 2B
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Year.
Date
of

Maximum.
Brightness. Authority. Remarks.

1873. Oct. 5 )

I

j SchTnidt. A. N., 1975.

J)

1874.

Oct. 5 j

Nov. 8 ) 6 m.

Schonfeld.

Schmidt.

A. N., 1922. "Well esti-

mated."
A. N., 2031.

» Not. 9 i 4-7 m. Schonfeld. A. N., 2065.

1877. Jan. 29-4 SdiTtiidt. A. N., 2121.

1878. Mar. 14 5 m. „ A. N., 2213.

1879. April 25-6 .. !>

1880. May 30 .. )>

1881. July 17 )

July 14 )

..

Sawyer.

1882. Sept. 1-5 .. Sclimidt.

1883. Oct. 5 4-8 Gage.

1883. Oct. 19 4-9 Gore.

Schmidt observed a minimum of x Cygni, October 11, 1878.

155. -q A.<xuiLM.—According to Schonfeld, the uniform period

given in the Catalogue does not quite suffice to represent the obser-

vations, which show marked deviations, amounting to over 6^ hours

in 1873. These variations are confirmed by Schmidt's observations.

156. S Cygni.—The period given would, according to Schonfeld,

represent the observations well within the probable errors of obser-

vation. An 8*9 m. star n.f.

157. E Capeicobni.— The Elements show great in'egularities,

sometimes amountiug to as much as 30 days. Schonfeld mentions a

13 m. star, nearly due-north of the variable, distance 20".

158. S Aqttii^.'—Elements derived by Schonfeld from 10 minima,

observed by him since 1865. Light curve very variable. Schonfeld

has observed a maximum nearly midway between two minima, others

much nearer the following maximum, which is sometimes even re-

placed by a secondary minimum. A 9 m. star s.f.
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159. Y SAGiTTAEn.—Entered in Chacornac's Chart, 1852-3, but
not seen by Peters on the following dates:—1868, June 24 ; 1870,

June 6; 1873, June 24; 1875, July 1 and 2, and August 9; 1877,
June 17 and July 4; 1878, June 30; 1879, June 23 and July 12.

He found it, however, visible on tbe following dates, and compared
its brightness with that of neighbouring small stars :—1868, July 12

;

1871, June 20; 1872, June 29; 1876, July 15 and 19; 1877, July 6

("sehr schone Luft, gerade sichtbar"); and 1880, June 18.

160. R Sagitt^.—This star has a double minimum. From Schon-
feld's observations, the intervals of the phases about the chief mini-

mum (at the mean 10 m.) are as follows :

—

Pirst Max. . 8-6 m. . . 14-4 days

Second Min. . . 9-0 . 34-5 „

Second Max. . . 8-8 . 45-3 „

with marked irregularities of brightness, especially near the first

minimum. The period seems to have decreased up to 1870-71, and
since then become greater. Schonfeld finds that the following for-

mula would reduce the deviations of all the epochs under 2-9 days :

—

Min Ep. E = 1868-4-25-968 + 70"i-467 E - 2^-463 sin (4° 30' E).

161. E Delphini.—Observed by Hencke, August 6, 1851, as 9 m.,

and considered to be a new planet ; and not firrther observed until

July, 1859, when it was found to be a variable by Schonfeld. The
Elements represent 5 good maxima since 1865 within 7 days, and all

the earlier observations. Schonfeld has not succeeded ia observing a

minimum. A 12 m. star s.p.

162. P (34) Ctgni.—The so-called Nova of 1600, which was re-

markably variable (up to about 3 mag.) in the begirming of the 17th
century; but since about 1677, it has been almost always recorded in

transit observations of 5 m. or 5i. The only notable exception is an
observation by Bessel, 1825, September 14, when it was rated 6-7.

It is marked in Bayer's Maps with the letter P. Kepler's observa-

tions of the star in 1602 agree closely with the place of 34 Cygni,

according to modern observations. According to Kepler, it remained
of the third magnitude for many years, and then disappeared. It

was again observed by Dominique Cassini in 1655, and gradually

brightened during 5 years, until it reached the 3rd magnitude, and
afterwards diminished. In 1677, 1682, and 1715, it is recorded of

the 6th magnitude ; and there is no further record of any marked
increase of brightness. Pigott assumed a period of about 18 years,

but this seems very doubtful.

2B2
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I have made tlie foUoTving observations of the relative brightness

of 34 Cygni, compared -with neighbouring stars :

—

November 9, 1876, . . 34 brighter than 36 Cygni, but less than

29 Cygni.

August 1, 1877, . . 34 brighter than 36, and very slightly

brighter than 29.

_ April 19, 1878, . . . Brighter than 36, but slightly less than

29. About equal to 28 Cygni.

November 12, 1882, . 34 equal to 28 Cygni.

163. IT CrGia.—Schonfeld says that his observations of this star

do not agree with those of Knott. A blue star 8"9 m. nf., which
Birmingham believes to be slightly variable.

164. E Cephet.—Identified by Pogson, with 24 Hevelius Cephei

(5 m.), and Schonfeld and Johnson consider this identification correct.

In 1859, it was, according to Schonfeld, only 9'10 m., and since 1865
varying between 8 m. and 8*6 m., with a period somewhat shorter

than a yeai^, and a maximum in November or December. Prom the

recorded observations, Pogson deduced a period of 73 years. In
August and September, 1838, Parley saw it bluish, and considerably

less than A. Ursse Minoris. Johnson observed in 1840, August 22 and
September 1, with the meridian circle of the Eadcliffe Observatory,

and noted it " 10th mag., scarcely visible.' In September, 1847, he
estimated it 8*5 m., and it was easy to observe. In the 3 following

years, it was only seen very faint, between the 9th and 10th magnitudes.

In Carrington's Bedhill Catalogue, it is No. 3138, and rated 8*5 m.

Its position for 1855 is given as E. A. 20^ 34'" 37^-1, and N. P. D.
1° 18'59"'l (with the note "Proper Motion"), agreeing closely with
Schonfeld's place. In the Eadcliffe Catalogue for 1860, it is 8-3 m.
(No. 2000), and its position for 1860 E. A. 20'^ 31" P-52, and N. P. D.
1° l7'58"-2. In the Washiiigton Catalogue for 1871, E Cephii seems

to be No. 8960 (= B A C 7184). The position given agrees closely

with Carrington's place for his No. 3138. In Hon. Notices R, A. S.

for May, 1856, it is stated that E Cephei has been confounded by
Lalande and other astronomers with X Ursse Minoris ; but Pogson has

shown it to be in reality identical with Groombriclge 3402. (In

Groombridge's Catalogue, No. 3402, it is rated 5 m. ; and its position

for 1810 is given E. A. 21*^ 2°^ 26'-48, N. P. D. 1° 29' 10"-3.)

By comparisons with the star Carrington 3082 (south of it) on

15th March, 1880, and 30th March, 1881, I estimated the magnitude

of E Cephii at 8-5. It was estimated about the same by the Eev. T.

E. Espin, on April 6, 1880 {private letter).
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165. S Capeicoexi.—IN'ot in Schonfeld's Catalogue, but given by-

Chambers in bis Handbook of Descriptive Astronomy (p. 584, 3rd
edition).

166. S Delphini.—Elements derived by Scbonfeld from bis obser-

vations of minima since 1865 ; but tbey sbowa marked fault up to 21

days, whicb seems to sbovr a shortening of the period. The irregu-

larities of the maxima are still greater, the star sometimes remaining

for a month without any well-marked variation of light. An 8'3 m.
star 7ip.

167. T Delphini.—The Elements derived by Scbonfeld fix 5 ob-

served maxima since 1865 within 4|- days; but in 1867 the deviation

was about -27'8 days. Erom these observations, Scbonfeld also finds

the Elements :

—

Ep. E. = 1869. 4. 1 + 330^-7 E.

Increase from 10 m. on the average 28 days, and decrease 49 days.

An 11m. star np. and a 10 m. nf. Scbonfeld calls its colour " stark

gelbroth."

168. Tj Capeicoent.—According to Scbonfeld, the Kght variation

near the maximum is partly quick, and partly for a week long very

trifling.

169. T Cygn-i.—From his own observations, Scbonfeld finds a

certain epoch for the maximum scarcely determinable ; but at the

minimum (Xovember to June), the star seems to vary much quicker.

From Schmidt's data, Scbonfeld derives the following formula :

—

Ep. E. Min. 1869. 12. 1, Max. 1870. 6. 8 + 365^ E.

170. T AQiTAEn (= Lalas^de 40196).—The Elements derived by
Scbonfeld fix 4 minima since 1865 within 4 days, but six maxima
only with a regular fault up to 16 days. A period of 202-05 days
would represent an observation by Lalande, 1794, July 15, 7*8 m.,

but is not in agreement with observations by Bessel, 1822, August 19,

and Lamont, 1844, October 3.

171. Pb YiTLPECTJX^.—Frequently observed. The probable uniform

period is, according to Scbonfeld, 136-8 days ; but this gives a regular

fault up to 20 days, which be considers would be reduced below 7

days by the Elements :

—

137-5 E- 0-06 E^
A 9-10 m. star w/.

172. "W Capeicoexi.—Discovered to be variable by C. H. F. Peters

at Clinton, U.S.A., from observations, 1878-1880. He found the

star invisible in his telescope on the following dates :—1878, August
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3 ; 1880, September 24, and November 23 ; and easily yisible on the

following dates, -when he compared its brightness "with that of neigh-

bouring small stars :—1878, August 22, 29, September 2, 19, and 21,

and October 1 and 16 (ganz hell) ; 1879, July 15, September 11 and

20, and October 6; 1880, July 15 and 18, August 16, 26, and Sep-

tember 10. He deduces a period of 326 days, with a maximum in the

latter half of July, 1880 (AJS" 2360).

173. X Capeicoeni.—Discovered to be variable by Prof. Peters at

Clinton, TJ. S. A., from observations, 1871-1880. He found it invi-

sible in his telescope on the following date :—1871, July 12. And
visible on the following dates, when he compared its brightness with
small stars in the vicinity:—1871, July 16 ("bemerkt wie ein sehr

schwaches Piinktchen") ; 1872, July 2 and 12 ( " kaum sichtbar "
)

;

1875, August 25; 1876, July 16 ("hell"), 21, and 26, September

8, ]S"ovember 5 ("niir eben sichtbar sehr schone Luft"); 1877,

November 7; 1878, August 2, 29, September 2, 19, 21, October 1, 16

("sehr schwach"); 1879, July 15, September 11, 20, October 6

("sehr klein"); 1880, July 15, August 16, 26, September 10, 24
("hell"), and November 23.

He deduces a period of 217 days, with a Maximum about the end
of September, 1880.

174. 63 Cygni.—A variable of long period, discovered by the Eev.
T. E. Espin, who assigns a variation of 4-7 m. + to 6-0 m. + with a

period of about 5 years from minimum to minimum. In January,

1878, it was about 6*0 m. With the exception of some slight fluc-

tuations, it increased in light till, in November, 1881, its magnitude
was 4"7. On May 4, 1882, it was as bright; but on August 8, it

seemed to have lost light ; and on August 11, 1882, it was about 5'0 m.

On January 15, 1883, it had fallen to 5*6 m., since which it has again

increased in light {Mon. Not. R.A. S., March, 1883).

I observed this star to increase in light from 5-0 m. on 4th March,

1883, to 4-8 m. on 10th May, 1883. On 13th August, 1883, I esti-

mated it 5-0 m. (57 Cygni = 5-3 m.) ; 17th August, 1883, 5-0 m.
;

4th September, 1883, 5-0 m. ; 6th December, 5-0 m. ; 30th Decem-
ber, 5*0 m.

175. T Cephei.—This star is D M 67°, 1291. The following

maxima and minima were observed by Knott :

—

Min., 1881, June 18, mag. 9-5.

Max., 1882, January 13, mag. 6*4.

Min., 1882, July 23, mag. 9-8.

The interval between the minima is 400 days.

A maximum was observed by Schmidt, 1882, January 11, mag. 6-7.
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M. Ceraski's comparison stars are :-

R.A. 1856. Decln.

21 7 33 ... . 67

21 10 15 ... . 69

21 12 11 ... . 69

1855. Mag.

40'
. . . . 7-0

54 . . . . 8-7

51 . . . . 6-8

27 . . . . 6-5

176. T Capeicoeni.—The Elements, according to Schonfeld, well

represent 8 maxima since 1855, and an observation at Markree Castle,

1850, August 5. A 9 m. np.

177. S. Cephei.—-According to Schonfeld, only regularly observed

by "Winnecke, from whose observations of minima the following Ele-

ments would result :

—

Ep. E. = 1866. 2. 12-4 + 487'^-l E.

But other observations would seem to require the period given in the

Catalogue. Winnecke finds that the maxima occur approximately

240 days after the minima.

178. Nova Ctgni (1876).—Discovered by Schmidt at Athens, near

p Cygni, on the evening of November 24, 1876, when it was 3 m.,

and rather brighter than rj Pegasi. It rapidly decreased, however,
and on November 30 had descended to the 5th magnitude. The
following estimates of magnitude, determined by Schmidt, will show
how rapidly it faded :

—

^ov^24,

}J 25,

!> 26,

)> 27,

}) 28,

>> 29,

}} 30,

)ec . 1,

>) 2,

}} 3,

n 4,

)> 5,

)) 7,

)) 8,

}> 9,

;) 10,

>j 11,

I

)

12,

,, 13,

^, 14,

>7 15,

magnitude.

1

1

2

8

7 „

2

4

9 ,, (hardly visible to the naked eye).

,, (visible so for the last time).
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On the evening of its discovery, Schmidt considered the star to be

a strong golden yellow, and that afterwards it remained of a deep

yellow, but at no time was it so ruddy as the neighbouring 75 Cygni.

Schmidt observed the constellation Cygnus on several occasions be-

tween ]!^ovember 1 and 20, and is certain that no star of even 5 m.
could have escaped his notice, so that the star must have blazed out

very suddenly. Between November 20 and 24 the weather was
cloudy, so the exact time of its appearance is unknown. The star was
examined with the spectroscope a few days after its discovery ; and
its spectrum showed bright lines similar to those of T Coronse in 1866.

One of the bright lines is supposed to be identical with the line 1474
Kirchoff, visible in the spectrum of the solar corona. The other bright

lines were identified by M. Cornu, of the Paris Observatory, with some
of the lines of hydrogen, sodium, and magnesium.

The star would seem to be quite new, as there is no star in any of

the catalogues in the position of the Nova. The nearest registered

star is one about 9 m., which is found in the Bonn observations.

When the star had faded to 7 m., it was considered by some observers

to be colourless, whereas by others it was thought to be decidedly

orange. I could see no trace of colour in the star with a 3-inch re-

fractor on January 13th, 1877 (when first seen in the Punjab), but it

had then faded to the 8th magnitude. On February 7th, 1877, I

estimated it 9 m.
The place of the Nova is situated south of, and a little/., 75 Cygni.

A little south of it is Lalande 42383. (8 m). In September, 1877,

the star was spectroscopically examined with a 15-inch refractor by
Lord Lindsay, who found "the light coming from it almost entirely

monochromatic, the star appearing exactly the same as when looked at

without the spectroscope, the direct prism having no effect on it."

He considers " that there is little doubt but that this star has changed
into a planetary nebula of small angular diameter." On September
3rd the mag. was 10-5; ^' faint blue near another star of same size

rather red."

Schmidt, with the Athens refractor, has observed three small stars

near the variable, with the following differences of right ascension and

declination :

—

13 m. y = Nova - P"0 Nova - 45"

13 . . %= „ -VQ „ -81

12-5 a;= ,, +4-6 „ +20

Por details of the spectrum of this curious object see Won. Notices of

R. A. S., Vol. XXXYIIL, No. 4, Peb., 1878.

Dr. Yogel considers that the theory of the star having changed into

a planetary nebula is inadmissible, the wave length of the stellar line

being 4990 ±10, whereas the wave lengths of the three nebulous lines

are 5003, 4957, and 4861, of which the second is the most charac-
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teristic ; and this line was not seen at all when the spectrum was very-

bright. [See note at end].

At Lord Lindsay's observatory the position of the l^ova with respect
to above 50 closely adjacent stars has been micrometrically de-
termined.

179. fx Cephei.—Sir "W". Herschel's " garnet star." It seems to

have been observed by Ptolemy. Argelander considered its variability

beyond doubt, but Schonfeld thinks it questionable. He gives, how-
ever, the following Elements :

—

Ep. E. Min. 1855. 10. 15-6, Max. 1856.6.20-1 + 431'i-786 E

as probably an approximation to the truth. Owing to its very red

colour, it is difficult of observation.

Erom comparisons with e, X and 10 Cephei, I estimated the magni-
tude of fjL Cephei as follows :

—

April 6th, 1878,

Jan. 12th, 1882,

Mar. 17th, 1883,

April 8th, 1883,

April 20th, 1883,

Sept. 4th, 1883,

Dec. 30th, 1883,

4-7 m
4-8

4-3

4-9

4-8

5.1

4-7

180. T Pegasi.—Argelander found that the observations from
1822 to 1864 would be well represented by a period of 374 days ; but

Schonfeld finds that, neglecting observations before 1864, the data

since that time are represented by the period given in the Catalogue

within about 5 days, and show a small lengthening of the period since

1864. The star seems to remain for a long time at 11 m., especially

at the increase

.

181. 8 Cephei.—According to Schonfeld the period and light

curve show considerable irregularities, the calculated times of maxima
and minima sometimes requiring a correction of over an hour. Arge-

lander's light curve shows a check in the decrease of light 16 to 24
hours after the maximum, and Schonfeld' s observations show the same,

but of shorter duration.

182. IT Aquarii.—Though long since notified as a variable star, it

seems to have been little observed. It was invisible on November 9th,

1874. It was estimated 9 m. at Markree on October 27th, 1848, and
it was of the same brightness in August, 1855. It is not in Lalande's

Catalogue.
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183. S AQTJAEn.—Elements derived by Schonfeld from observa-

tions of 4 maxima and 18 complete periods give the period 280-4 days,

with deviations up to 10 days. Correcting the period with reference

to an observation by Lalande, 1798, Oct. 22, this deviation would be
increased to 18 days at the maximum of 1873, Oct. 8th.

184. /? Pegasi.—Variation irregular, according to Schcinfeld, and
often for a long time scarcely perceptible. Argelander found as an
approximation

—

Ep. E. Min. 1851. 9. 23-3, Max. 1851. 10. 14-6 + 41^-079 E.

But Schonfeld says this is not confirmed by observation, the period

being more probably an irregular one between the limits of 30 and
50 days.

185. E, Pegasi.—According to Schonfeld, the observations cannot

be represented by a constant period. The Elements

Max. Ep. E. = 1858. 3. 17-1 + 379^-48 E

would, however, well represent the observations from 1848 to 1867.

The period given in the Catalogue is deduced by Schonfeld from 9

certain maxima and 21 complete periods, but shows a fault up to 30

dayS; and does not agree with earlier observations.

186. S Pegasi.—Period derived by Schonfeld from observations in

1872 and 1873, and a maximum, 1874, middle of July. He gives the

approximate Elements. .

—

Max. Ep. E. = 1873. 9. 4 + 316^- E.

187. R AaiJAEn.—Erom the earlier observations of the star Schon-

feld derives a period of 392 days ; but from Argelander's observa-

tions and his own, he finds 391 days, the period having probably

diminished. He thinks, however, that the period may have even

changed to 380 days or 405 days ; but neither of these will agree with
Argelander's observations, 1843-1848. He suggests that Argelander's

observed maxima, in these years, may have been only secondary ; and

his own observations show signs of such secondary maxima. Schonfeld

calls its colour " sehr roth."

The period of this star has lately been discussed by S. C. Chandler,

Jun. {Scie?ice Observer, Oct., 1877); and he concludes that "instead

of a uniform period, we must assume a variable one, with a mean
value of 387 "4 days, which runs through the cycle of its irregularities
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in44'4 or 4r86 single periods." He gives the following formula for

the calculation of the time of Maximum :

—

1843, Sept. 20^-26 + 387-394 E + 33-9 sin (8°-6 E + 170° 20'),

which, however, he considers must be further corrected by future ob-

servations.

The following Maxima were observed by Schmidt {Ast. Nach.

Nos. 2171 and 2240) :—

Mean max., 1877, Sept. 14—Period since last Max. = 386 days.

„ „ 1878, Oct. 5—Period, 385-6 days.

188. T Ceti.—Observed as 9-7 m. by Peters, 1879, September 11

and 12, while making observations for the minor planet Chryseis

(No. 202), but missed by him, 1880, September 2 and 23. On the

following dates he again found it visible, and compared its brightness

with some neighbouring small stars :—1880, October 31, November 5,

9, and 26,

189. R Cassiopeia.—From 12 observed maxima, Schonfeld con-

siders that the period is certainly decreasing. Assuming a constant

period he gives the Elements :

—

Max. Ep. E. = 1866. 4. 7-9 + 427<*-6 E
;

but this increases the greatest deviation from 9 to 17 days. A 10 m.
star np. the variable.

190. TJ Cassiopeia.—This is No. 658 of Birmingham's Catalogue

of Red Stars. Birmingham's Estimates of Magnitudes, 1873 to 1877,

vary from 7 to 8|- or 9. "Webb rated it 9-7, 1874, January 10, and
9 m., January 12. Birmingham says :

—" This star is certainly vari-

able, as Secchi also has remarked." It has a blue star near it, similar

to U Cygni.

NOTES ADDED IN THE PRESS.

13. R Aeietis.—Erom a discussion of the observations of maxima
and minima since 1859, Baxendell deduces a period from the maxima
of 186-71 days (Epoch, 1866, September, 1-3), and from the minima,
186-63 days (Epoch, 1870, January, 2*3), and finds that the mean
interval from minimum to maximum is 87*7 days, and from maximum
to minimum 99 days.
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29. e k.v&.iBM.—I have further ohserved this star as follows :—
October 3, 1883, 3-37 m. ; March 31, 1884, 3-27 m.

30. R Lepoeis.—Minima were first observed by E. F. Sawyer on

January 25, 1882, and March 15, 1883, magnitude, 6-9.

34«. 31 Oeionis.—Has been observed at Cordoba at the magni-
tudes 4|- and below 6, and "in almost all the intermediate stages"

{TIranometria Argentina, p. 328). It is No. 110 of Birmingham's
Catalogue of Eed Stars. I have observed the star as follows :

—

1875, Dec. 16, 6-0 magnitude.

1876, Jan. 19, 5-8
,,

1884, Feb. 22, 5-3

,, Mar. 13, 5-5
,,

,, April 1, 5-2
,,

j> j> 7, 5*0
,,

jj >> 12, 4*9
,,

This star is certainly variable.

36. T Oeionis.—The proximity of this star to A Orionis renders it

rather difficult of observation. I have observed it as follows :

—

1884, Feb. 12, 6-3 magnitude.

„ 14, 6-4

„ 22, ..... .
6-2

March 3, 6-2

„ 13, 6-0

„ 15, 6-2

„ 31, 6-2

April 11, 6-2

38. -T] GEMnsroETJM.—This star was discovered to be a close and

difficult double by Burnham, with 12-inch refractor ; the companion

about 9 m., and about 1" distant.

44. E GrEMiNOEUM.—Secchi found a wonderful spectrum at maxi-

mum, with bright lines.

47. TJ MoNOCEEOTis—The star is Lalande 14658 (8 m.). It is 8 m.

in Harding's Atlas.
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53. S Puppis.—I estimated this star 8 m. in March. 1876.

65. E Leoitis.—Minimum, 1882, J^ovember 6, 9 m., Schmidt.

94. S BooTis.—Schmidt observed a maximum (8 mag.), Sept. 26,

1876.

107. R CoEOK^.—I have made the following further observations

of this remarkable variable :—August 13, 1883, E. small "with binocu-

lar, about 7 m. ; August 17, 1883, not seen with binocular, moon-
light; March 17, 1884, E brighter than 6 m. ; March 20, about the

same ; April 2, about 5'8 m. ; April 7, E bright with binocular, moon-
light ; April 19, bright, no moon ; May 12, E, about 5*9 m. ; May 18,

about 5'9 m.

109. V CoEoi^^^.—The observations seem to indicate a period of

about 290 + days.

124. y Heecttlis.—It is said to be white at maximum and ruddy
at minimum. {Cel. Objects, p. 321.)

142. /3 Lth.^.—According to Pickering, if the light at either

maximum be represented by 100, that of the two minima will be 55"8

and 64"7. {Observatory/, October, 1881.)

174. 63 CY&iiri.—Taking Peirce's measured magnitudes of the

comparison stars, the observed magnitudes in the notes should be
raised from 5'0 to 4*7. The star seems to me very reddish, but it is

not in Birmingham's Catalogue.
.

175. T Cephei.—I observed this star at or about a maximum on
March 22, 1884, when I estimated it 6*4 m.

178. 'NoYA. Cygh-i.—Backhouse observed a line in the spectrum of

this star at about 4960, which agrees fairly well in position with the

second nebular line. This, however, rapidly faded out, and the spec-

trum was ultimately reduced to a line whose wave length was 5022.
"Ward found the star only 16 m. in October, 1881. {Knotvledge,

Jan. 4, 1884). Schmidt looked for it repeatedly in 1882, but with-
out success.

179. yu. Cephei.—This star was measured at Oxford with the

"wedge" photometer 4-53 (1883"011), e Cephei on the same date

being measured 4-78.
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I hare furtlaer oIdserved tlie star as follows :

—

1884, Jan. 21, 5-0 magnitude.

„ 31, 4-85

„ Feb. 7, 4-7

„ 10, 4-6

7> 5> 22, 4"7 ,,

,, March 4, 4-8
,,

„ 17, . . • . . .
5-0

„ 21, 4-7

;; >; 24, 4'7
,,

,, April 1, 4'8
,,

7 4-6

9 4-5

„ 19, 4-45

» 20, 4-4

„ v 26, 4-6
,,

„ May, 12, 4-6

„ 17, 4-7

„ 22, 4-6

„ 28, 4-7

The above observations were made by eye-estimations with a bino-

cular field-glass, ba^-ing objects-glasses of 2 inches aperture, and a

power of about 6 diameters. This was the method adopted at Cordoba
for determining the magnitudes of the stars contained in Dr. Gould's

great work, the Uranometria Argentina, and has been found to give

very reliable results when suitable comparison stars are chosen.
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XY. I^OTES OS THE PlANTS OF SOME OF THE MoXJNTAIJf RaJITGES of

Ireland. By Henrt Chichester Hart, B.A.

[Read, May 26, 188-4.]

I BEG to lay before tlie Royal Irisli Academy a report on the botany
of several of the mountam groups of Ireland, having been given a

grant for that purpose.

I.

In the Slimmer of 1883 I visited Brandon in Kerry, the Com-
meraghs in Waterford, Mount Leinster and Blackstairs in Carlow, the

Mourne Mountains in Down, and their Carlingfoixl continuation in

Louth, Ben Bradagh, Sawel, and Dart in Derry, and some others in

other counties whose exploration I have not yet completed.

Brandon is situated in the promontory and barony of Corckaguiny,

more usually called the Dingle promontory, and which, with the out-

lying Blasquet Islands, is the most western portion of Ireland. Of
the botany of these islands my friend Mr. Barrington has given an
account.

" This barony," says Smith, in his History of Kerry, " is a penin-

sula of about 24 Irish miles in length and 8 in breadth ; it is washed
on the south side by the bay of Dingle or Castlemaine, and on the

north by Tralee Bay ; and answers to Cambden's general description

of this county, ' that it shoots like a little tongue into the sea roaring

on both sides of it.'
"

The area of this mountainous peninsula is 138,996 acres, or about

one-eighth part of the county Kerry. It possesses, perhaps, a greater

variety of attractions and less accommodation for visitors than any other

part of Ireland. There are to be seen here the most perfect Irish

antiquities, whether Pagan or early Christian. Its geology has been,

called the key to the geological structure of Ireland. Its peculiar

position as the extreme west of Europe, its loneliness, the primitive

simplicity of its inhabitants, the grandeur of its scenery, its exqui-

sitely bracing atmosphere, and the many interesting features of its

natural history, place it in the fore-front ground for a summer's
labours in many fields of research.

Its botany is especially interesting, and has drawn thither almost
all who have paid attention to the subject in Ireland. ISTevertheless,

in consequence, perhaps, of the lack of roads and hotel accommoda-
tion, it required and still requires further examination. Having
regard to Moore and More's Cylele Hihernica, of the twelve districts

into which Ireland is divided, that which includes Kerry (District 1)

has the fewest gaps in the list of Irish plants found therein, except-
ing District 12 on the north-east. This is in great measure owing
Lo the fact that botanists, like other human beings, were attracted

R. I. A. PROC, SEK. II., VOL. IV. SCIENCE. 8 C
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by the Kerry scenery, and thereby this county became better searched.

I was able, however, to add several to the list for the district, and
others to the county Kerry flora.

The peninsula lies along an east and west axis, in S. lat. 52° 1'

to 52° 20', and W. long. 9° 48' to 10° 40'. It is crossed by two
mountain ranges running north and south—the Brandon range from
Brandon Point to Dingle, with an elevation of 3127 feet, and the

Cahirconree range, nearer to Tralee, reaching 2796 feet at Baur-
tregaum. Of this latter group I have given an account in the Journal

of Botany for 1883. These two chief ranges are about 18 miles

apart, and the intervening space is of a wildly-irregular and pic-

turesque description, consisting of numerous isolated heights, glens,

and tarns, with one considerable cluster of mountains rising to 2713
feet at Benooskey.

The coast line is for the most part precipitous ; the western and
southern portion from Cloghane to Anniscaul almost entirely so. The
rock formation of Brandon belongs to the Silurian group, and is

chiefly composed of grits, slates, and sandstones. The remainder of

the extreme promontory consists of an upper series of rocks of a

similar nature, known to geologists as the Dingle beds. The inner

or eastern part of the peninsula is formed of Lower Carboniferous

rocks, and here limestone is more frequently met with. The main
part of the barony is unreclaimed, and cultivation is chiefly to be met
with along the coast margin on the northern and south-western shores

and in the valleys.

There have been several dubious and unverified records of plants

from this promontory, both from the mountains and from the sea coast.

With a hope to settle some of these, I walked the whole sea margiu
from Tralee to Castlemaine, as well as spending some days on and

in the neighbourhood of Brandon. My chief head-quarters were at

Castlegregory, Cloghane, Ballynagall, and Dingle. With the excep-

tion of Dingle, a visitor should make previous arrangements at these

places, and I would recommend him to enter the promontory with a

supply of provisions. At Ballynagall, a retired coastguard, who
gave me clean accommodation, told me no visitor had been there

except fish-dealers since Du JSToyer the geologist's time, and I found
this lonely spot, by the western flank of Brandon, the most delightful

in the peninsula.

I will mention some of the most interesting species which have
been known as occurring in this part of Kerry ; these are

—

Lathyrus maritimus, Potamogeton nitens,

Bartsia viscosa, Rhynchospora fusca,

Sibthorpia europea, Carex punctata,

Pinguicula grandiflora, Trichomanes radicans,

Euphorbia hyberna,

and several alpine species, of which the rarest is Alcliemilla alpina,
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found elsewhere in Ireland I think only on Tonelagee, in county
TVicklow. Of the above, Lathyrus and Sibthorpia have no other
Irish locality.

In addition to these, have been recorded

—

Saxifraga coespitosa, Poa alpina.

Scrophularia scorodonia.

Of these, the claims of the Saxifrage rest on a single imperfect
specimen from Brandon : I was unable to rediscover it. Scrophularia
scorodonia, a record of Smith's, was no doubt an error, and the Poa
alpina, which I also failed to find, and which is not at all likely to

occur so far south, was probably Poa annua.

The following species, which I met with, are additions to the Plora,

of District 1, as given in the Cyhele and its Supplement :

—

Pammculus lingiia, Linn. Eleocliaris mviglmnis, Link.

Trifolium fragifcrum, Linn. P. pauciflora. Link.

Ilieracium vulgatum, Fries. Phjsmus rifus. Pang.
Polygonum tiriparum., Linn. Kaderia cristata, Pers.

Orchis pyramidalis, Linn. Ophioglo&sum lusitanicum, Linn.

Listera cordata, E,. Br.

The undermentioned plants do not appear to have been recorded

from the county Kerry. They are at any rate rare in the south-

west of Ireland. My localities will be found in the body of this

report :

—

Arabis ciliata, H. Br. Polygonum rail, Bab.

Cerastium semidecaudrum, Linn. Rumex hydrolapathum, Huds.
;j:Silene anglica, Linn. Euphorbia portlandica, Linn.

[[Althaea officinalis, Linn. Juncus obtusiflorus, Ehrh.
Radiola millegrana, Sm. Carex teretiuscula, Good.
Trifolium medium, Linn. C. pallescens, Lam.
(Enanthe lachenalii, Gmel. C. laevigata, Sm.

*Carduus marianus, Linn.

Scrophularia aquatica, Linn.

*IIyoscyamus niger, Linn.

fMentha pulegium, Linn.

In the following account I shall only mention the local or rare

species in this part of Ireland :

—

On Wednesday, the 4th July, I left Tralee, keeping along the

north coast for Castlegregory. About Tralee I noticed Apiiim graveo-

lens, Statice haJiusiensis, Sagina maritima. Poa rigida, and P. loUacea.

X The double dagger signifies prohahly ; single dagger, possihhj ; and asterisk,

certainly, introduced.

2 C2
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About Blennerville, a small suburb, with salt marshes adjoining, were
the usual estuary species. Carex mdjjina and BarUiOj imcosa were
observed here. Juncus glmieus also occurred sparingly; and along the

roadside, Seneliera clidyma, Pcq^aver chihium, and SfeUaria graminea.

After leaving the road, and crossing muddy dykes and salt

marshes amongst Salieornia and Suseda, Sj^eryularia marina and
(Enanthe firnj^inelloides, more of the before-mentioned Statice ap-

peared in company with Scirpus maritimus. On a ditch bank here

I gathered a remarkable Tariety of Rosa canina, erect, closely and
desperately prickly, and with very numerous umbellately-arranged

flowers, whose petals were deeply bilobed and very red. The leaflets

were also unusually large. In a few miles the coast assumed the

character of a low turf-bog, stretching along the narrower part of the

estuary opposite Fenit. This is the northern margin of the Cahii--

conree range, and the mountain bog plants become oddly mixed with

the salt swamp forms. Thus, alongside of Aster trifolium, Armeria
onaritima, and Juncus maritimus, occur Ilyrica gale, Anagallis tenella,

Eleoclians multicaidis, and the common heathers. Here, too, oKicurred

Scirpiis talerncsmontani, a showy plant, and the large tussocky Carex

paniculata, and in company with these a rare species, Juncus obtmi-

florus. Still keeping through the muddy, slimy, border-land of bog
and slob, I met with Eleocliaris imiglumis (a most unsatisfactory spe-

cies). Lychnis Jtos-cucidi, Syjoericum elodes, Carex limosa, Rhyncliospora

alia, Schenus nigricans, Droseras, and other moor-land plants ; and in

the deeper holes occurred Ranuncidus hatidotii, Zannichellia palustris,

and Raipina rostellata. About three miles from Camp, Juncus ohtusi-

florus occurred again, and with it Carex extensa, sparingly, and Triticum

acuta. Camp is a small village, seven, or eight miles west from

Tralee, and about a mile from the coast. In these marshes I also

gathered Carex dioica, a northern species, which I did not expect to

meet with in the extreme south-west of Ireland and at sea level.

The northern and north-western portion, of this peninsula, lying along

and under the bleak influences of high mountain ranges, affords climate

for several surprises of this nature ; and probably in no part of the

Eritish islands could a more mixed assortment of plants be found,

viewed with regard to their geographical distribution. Osmunda re-

galis grows along the ditches here luxuriantly in some places; Uale-

naria chlorantlia, Bartsia viscosa, Salix repens, var. argentca, and Viola

curtisii were noted; and in the neighbourhood of a rabbit-warren,

Cerastium tetranda, C. semidecandrum, Arenaria serpyUifolia, Scilla

nutans, and Viola canina occurred. Outside this drier coast of sandy

pasture is a shingly beach, and amongst the stones grows the mari-

time variety of Solanum dulcamara [S. marinum), a woody, stunted

plant, flowering profusely, and with the leaves somewhat glaucous,

fleshy, and less divided than in the typical species. It occupied the

position which Mertensia maritima would do if occurring. The usual

plants, bent-grass, sea-chamomile, and bladder-campion now took the

place of the wetter species, and Asjjerula cynancliica, a very characteristic
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feature in the subsequent flora of the northern side of the peninsula,

was first gathered. It is very local in Ireland, and has been recorded by
Dr. David Moore from Castlegregory, near the present locality. Thrin-

cia hirta was gathered here also, and previously in one or two places

since Blennerville. The scenery here becomes diversified with pretty

little glens descending from the uplands, in which occur holly, Agri-
monia eupatorium, and the rose already mentioned, sometimes growing-

erect to 9 or 10 feet in height, with a stem an inch and a-half in dia-

meter. (Enantlie crocata, rather rare in the west, was also gathered.

Along the roadside, on the way up to Camp, I noted Convolvulus

arvensis, and on the coast below, Polygonum rail, Solanum dulcamara,

var. ma/rinum, which occurred at intervals to CastlegJegory ; Cahile

maritima, Eupliorhia lyaralias and Lycoims europceus were also met
with.

Thursday, July 5th.—Castlegregory lies in the south-eastern sinus

of a sandy arm, thrust northwards into the sea for about four miles.

It boasts of being the largest thatched village in Ireland. I devoted

a day to making a circuit of this minor promontory, which corre-

sponds well with that of Inch on the southern side. Near the village

occur Verbena officinalis and Ononis arvensis, and on the sandhills I

found the following species : Aspierula cynanchica, very abundant, and
whitening the ground in many places for a considerable area ; Kceleria

cristata, Phleitm arenariwn, Arabis hirsuta, Orchis pyramidalis, Sagina

nodosa and the Euphorbia and Cerastia already mentioned. In low
stony flats, between the sandhills north of Lough Gill, where the

Oi'dnance Map marks lakes, but where I saw none, I gathered Eleo-

cliaris pauciflora plentifully, not found previously in the southern half

of Ireland. I^earer the point, the characteristic sandhill plants, in

addition to the Asperula, were Trifolium procumhens. Convolvulus solda-

nella, Viola atrtisii, Salsola kali, and by a little fishing-place, Senehiera

coronopus. At the extreme point this sandy spit is bound with rocks

on which occur Crithmum maritima and Beta maritima abundantly.

Outside this low stony limestone point lie the "Magherys," a group
of islands well known to Irish archaeologists. I had thought of visit-

ing them, but their land-locked position looked too unpromising.

Smith, in his History of Kerry already quoted from, speaks of

Scrophularia scorodonia, as found near the Magherys on the coast of

Tralee Bay. This record is, no doubt, erroneous. Can he have meant
the Solanum, which occurs here again? Asplenium marinum also

grows along these cliffs, while amongst the most interesting ruins at

Eilshannig are Hyoscyamus niger and Carduus marianus. Having
given time enough to this rather dull stretch of sandhills, I made
for the stream out of Lough Gill, and thence, keeping the river and
lake on my left, made a complete circuit. In this lake Dr. Moore
found Potamogeton nitens. Close by the stream, near its emboucliure
at Lough Gill, I gathered Plysmus rufus in considerable quantity.

This is another case of a northern species reaching unusually far

south on the west coast of Ireland. Its most southern recorded loca-
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lity in the Biitisii Isles is in Carnarvon, nearly a degree north of the

present habitat. In Ireland, I am not positively aware of its occnr-

ring elsewhere south of Dublin Bay. In this stream, and along the

northern shore of the lake, ocavLYredL Potainogeton crisjnis, F.perfoliatus,

P. lieteropliyllus, P. 'pectinatm, and Myrioxjhylluni S2)icatum. Ramm-
culus laudotii was also abundant, and about the middle of the lake

occurred Rumex hydrolapathum, and in heavy marshes at its south-

west end were Carex imniculata, Nymplima, alba, Sium auyustifolimn,

Selosciadium repens, Veronica scutellata, Carex teretiuscida, C. limosa,

and C. pidicaris.

On the following day, July 5th, I traversed the mountains, Benooskey,

Slievenagower, Slievenalecka, Slieveanea, and Connor Hill to Dingle.

Benooskey is 2715 feet, and reaches to alpine vegetation. The two
commonest iond fide alpine species in Ireland occur fi-om 300 feet

below the summit upwards. These are Salix herhacea and Carex

rigida. Armeria also occurs, and it is always surprising to meet
this species at the summit and at the base of sea-coast mountains while

it does not occupy the middle distance. Slievemore in Achill gives

a remarkable instance of tliis. Saxifraya stellaris and Sedum rhodiola

accompanied the true alpines, and in this latitude they nearly deserve

the same appellation. Other interesting species met with to-day were
Pinyuicida grandiflora, Lobelia dortmanna, Isoefes lacustris, Carex fidva,

Saxifraya iimbrosa, and S. yeum. The altitudinal particulars will be

given subsequently. The district gone over to-day was varied and
interesting, and many of the glens and lake shores would repay more
elaborate search. I crossed habitats of Xillarney fern and Sibthorpia,

but my labours were chiefly devoted to the higher ground. Towards
night I sighted Dingle, and was fain to look for the hotel. Thinking
I could telegraph to Castlegregory, I descended to the town, which
looked so tempting in its lake-like bay. I had to remain the night,

however, without sending word to my hospitable landlady, to the no

small alann of the Castlegregorians.

July 6th.
—

"Walked to Connor Hill, and thence along the Brandon
ridge by Beenduif, Ballysitteragh, Gearhane, and Brandon Peak to

the summit. About a mile beyond the summit I descended by two
small tams into the head of the Owenafeana valley, and crossing its

southern side made my way down to Cloghane, where I arranged

about accommodation, and walked into Castlegregory. Remembering
the fi'equent detours and climbing bouts, this was a severe day's work.

At Beenabrock, and afterwards, I gathered Salix herlacea, Saxifraya

stellaris, and Sedum rhodiola. Ai'meria also occurred in many places

as at Brandon Peak, which is south of the summit, and nearly 400
feet lower than Brandon. The alpine plants on this chain occiar on

the eastern side of its upper ridges. After Brandon Peak, I soon met
with Cystop)teris frayilis and Polystichnm lonchitis, the latter very spar-

ingly. A fine range of cliiis commences here ; and keeping a couple

of hundred feet below the crest I found Oxyria reniformis, Alchemilla

alpina, and Asplenium viride. Aira cmspitom was the nearest thing to
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Poa alpinal could discover, excepting, perhaps, Poa annua. Saxifraga

umhrosa and S. liirta (vars. ajfinis and clecijnens) occurred. At the

head of the valley above the two small lakes north of Coomaknock
Lake is good alpine ground. Alchemilla alpina is frequent. Lower
down I gathered Listera cordata. I afterwards found this northern

orchid in several different places. This is the third case of a Scottish

species finding a home far south. Its most southern known Irish

range was in Wicklow. I have, however, also discovered it in the

Waterford mountains. In the same valley I gathered Hieracium an-

glicivm. On reaching Castlegregory I was received with a reproachful

welcome. The inhabitants, unused to such vagaries, had concluded

that as I had not returned to my dinner I must needs be lost on the

mountains, and had searched for me far into the night with an honest

and entirely unmerited assiduity for my welfare. I was just in time

to disorganize a renewed expedition.

On the 7th July I examined the coast from Castlegregory to

Cloghane. Before doing so I called on Dr. Busted, who told me of

one or two localities for Triehovianes radicans (Killarney fern). He
also believes that Du ISToyer told him of the maiden-hair growing on
Cahirconree by one of the streams above Archdeacon Howan's cottage.

This would probably be Andrews' station, as given in the Cyhele

Hibernica, and the most southern in Ireland ; I failed to find it there

in 1881. Speaking of the Killarney fern, he remarked that it grew
in plenty in several places where it is now exterminated, from twenty
to ten years ago. The few remaining habitats with which I became
acquainted are carefully preserved,by Lord Yentry, on whose property

they are, and through whose kindness, and that of the liev. Mr.
Anderson of Dingle, I got directed to them. The range of Silthorpia

europma is also well known to these gentlemen ; and these species and
the neighbourhood of their known habitats I rather avoided, endea-

vouring to reach the unvisited parts of the promontory.
Continuing my coast exploration, or rather that of the marshy

murrough west of Lough Gill, parallel to the sea, I kept along the

edges of a most treacherous dyke in a floating bog for a few miles.

It is the dr^ain or stream which runs into the lake at the S. W. corner.

Near the lake I gathered Scitpus savii, Carex teretriuscula, and Gymna-
denia conopnea in new localities. All along the coast here on the dry
sandy pastures, Asperula cynnnchica is the special feature in the vegeta-

tion. The rayless Senecio jacohcea [flosculosus) occurs as usual in such

places. Along this most impracticable stream, where wading, swim-
ming, and walking were alike unsafe, I gathered Utricularia vulgaris,

Rumex liydrolapathum, Potamogeton pusiUus, Potamogeton nutans (in its

bog-hole membranous-lanceolate-leaved flowerless variety), Carex vul-

pina, Ranunculus lingua, Veronica scutellata, and ^parganium simplex.

Nearer Femoyle, Carex remota, C. extensa, and the two CEnanthes
occur: and in thickets on a headland, before striking up Cloghane
estuary, I found Carex fulva, C. Icevigata, and C. pallescens. Of these

plants, Ranuncula lingua is the rarest, not having been recorded from
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the south-Tfestem counties, and is a scarce plant everywhere in Ire-

land. Here it occurred sparingly.

On the following day (Monday, 8th July), I accomplished an
arduous journey round the coast from Cloghane under Brandon Point
and Erandon Head to Ballydavid and thence into Dingle. Xear Quay
Tillage I met with Arabis kirsuta, Aspenda cynancliica, and Bartsia
viscosa, where the coast was low and sandy ; and in other places,

JEupatorium cannahinum, Agrimonia eupatorium., Rosa firiipinellifolia,

Scdix repens, Asple7mim marinum, and the pink variety of Convolvulus

sepium. Carex extensa also occurs here on wet rocky ledges by the

sea. "Where the coast becomes steeper the vegetation is composed
chiefly of oak, osmunda, London pride, foxglove, Sedum rhodiola,

Sypericum androsmmmi, Silejie maritima, Beta maritima, Sedum anyli-

cmn, Scilla nutans, Lastrcea cemida, Empetrmn nigrum, and Eleocliaris

midticaiilis. This list of species gives a fair idea of the flora of a

south-western headland, a mixture of Atlantic and mountain plants

descending to within one hundi-ed feet of sea level, where precipitous

storm-beaten cliffs barred their further progress. It is important to

notice that two northern species, Sedum rhodiola and M)i2)etrum niyrum,

descend to sea level in Eerry. Having rounded Brandon Point, and
while scrambling on my hands and knees on very steep banks at the

verge of the cliffs, marked Deelick Point on the inch Ordnance Map,
I gathered the diminutive Ophioylossimi lusitanicum. There was here

but a small quantity of it. Subsequently I gathered it plentifully

on Sybil Head, a similar situation, about fifteen miles to the south-

west, and later in the same year, near Slieve League in Donegal. I

have thus found it on two Donegal headlands, Horn Head and Slieve

League, and two in Kerry, Brandon Point and Sybil Head. The
majority of botanists who have examined my specimens decide that it

is true 0. lusitanicum, and a somewhat hasty comparison with types in

the Kew Herbarium appeared to me to warrant this decision. Syme,
however, considers that the fructification season of my plant, which
takes place in latter summer and autumn, is against its being identical

with the Channel Island species, which is fertile in winter, and refers

it to 0. polyphnjllxmi. Climatic differences might, however, be sufficient

to effect this discrepancy. On these steep slopes I found Radiola mille-

grana. Both these plants were so minute, owing to their exposed con-

dition, that had I been progressing in an erect position I should have

probably passed them by, and the dwarf adder's tongue has to be care-

fully looked for. A little farther, and I again gathered Listera cordata,

a species which is much commoner than is supposed. I know of no

plant which eludes observation so successfully. If search be made on

the north side of a mountain at a moderate elevation where the heather

is old and lies recumbent on a steep, mossy, and somewhat rocky sloj)e,

this little orchid will be frequently found. But the heather has usu-

ally to be lifted before it is visible, and its known habitats are gener-

ally those in the nc ighbourhood of such localities, where it is abundant,

and may have spread to opener spaces. Just here I opened a bay of
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extreme grandeur, bound on three sides by lofty precipices, and with
a depth and sea frontage of about half a mile. A couple of squatters

had here (Arraghglin) the bleakest shepherds' homes I have yet seen

;

no road or even track leads to them, and there is no approach except
over the Bandon ridge, whose nose I had now rounded. On these

headlands by a brook I gathered J^quisetum sylvaticum, and in the most
exposed places here, as all along the west coast of Ireland, Scilla jiutans

thrives.

A long and laborious climb of several hours' duration, rendered

worse by a growing mist of rain which obscured the vision in all

directions, brought me round Brandon Head at altitudes varying from
500 to 1200 feet. At Beenaman (1238 feet, Ord. Survey), I gathered

Saxifraga Mrsufa, in company with Sedum rliodiola. A little

farther west, on the face of some masses of rock looking seawards, at

1180 feet above sea-level, I found a couple of luxuriant plants of

Oxyria reniformis on the neck of a rocky promontory. This is not an

instance of an alpine species being carried down by a stream, and is an
unusually low level for this plant to occur at. It is probably, how-
ever, accidental, and due to a gale of wind or some such cause. On
the low coast west of Tiduff, Sedum rJiodiola occurs abundantly to sea

level. Along here, Kceleria cristata, Schoenus nigricans, Polygala de-

pressa were frequent near the sea, and in waste places a little inland

on the lowlands west of Brandon. Bartsia viscosa is the commonest
weed. Here, too, I gathered the upright form of Mentha pulegium
in ditches by the roadside. Along the road, as I walked to Dingle,

I noted Anthemis nohilis and Senehiera didynia.

On the 9th I crossed the Brandon Bidge, between Ballysitteragh,

and examined the chain of lakes on the eastern side. Lough DufP,

Lough Gal, and others. It was a day of blinding rain. On the way
up the w(!stern slopes, I gathered Euphorbia hylerna ; and above

Lough Duff, SymeyiO'phillimi tunlrigense, Carex Icevigata, Geum rivale,

Sieracium anglicum, and others of less interest. In the lakes, Isoetes

lacustris occurs ; and along their margins, Carex paniculata, C. ovalis,

Sp>urganium minimum, and Scirpusfluitans. Near Cloghane. by a road-

side rivulet, Althaa officinalis' grows sparingly. I noted it elsewhere

in the neighbourhood as a cottage-garden plant ; and it had, no doubt,

escaped here by some accident.

On the 10th July I finally left Cloghane. The mountains were
enveloped in a heavy cloud, more and more aqueous as I ascended.

In order to avoid loss of time, I accepted the offer of a moun-
taineer I met on the way to accompany me, and bring me the

quickest way to the largest loughs under Brandon Peak to its east.

The first lough. Lough Cruttia, lies at about 700 feet above sea

level. Between it and Lough Nalacken, Sagina suhdata grows in

company with Saxifraga stellaris and Sedum rhodiola. Higher up, at

the base of the clitfs, I met with Janiperus nana very sparingly, and
Plantago maritima. The surface here is a desolate scene of bare rocks

and boulders, lying on an equally bare floor of polished and ice- worn
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grit. I had put many leading questions to my companion "with a

hope of extracting some reliable information on the natural history of

the district, and I may be excused for repeating the following :

—

"In Lough Yeagh, or the 'white lake' (one of those which I had
visited yesterday, btit which, as is frequently the case, has a different

name on the map), the people get pearl mussels. Three or four men
went there lately with oilskins and dived for them. These come off

an enormous animal called the ' carrabuncle,' which is often seen

glittering like silver in the water at night. This animal has gold and
jewels and precious stones hanging to it, and shells galore ; the inside

of the shells shines with gold. The divers hoped to have caught the
' carrabuncle' himself." This shining appearance in the water of the

Kerry lakes is alluded to by Smith, who gives it the same name,
though without a full explanation like the present. It is to be hoped
the " carrabuncle " will find its way to our new National Museum.

Turning a deaf ear to my cicerone's remonstrances, and telling

him to meet me by what way he chose on the summit, I made my
way into the cliffs by a somewhat dangerous gully, at about 1650 feet

above level. After a stiff climb for 300 feet, I came on the best

alpine ground in Brandon, better than any on MacGillicuddy's Eeeks.

This extended for about 400 feet vertically, and contained Saxifraga

affi,nis, Oxyria reniformis, Saussurea alpina, Cysfopteris fragiUs, Poly-

stichum lonchitis (very sparingly), Asplefiium virids, Alclieinilla alpina,

and other commoner mountain plants. At 2500 feet there occurred a

small patch of Scotch heather, ISrica cinerea, an unusual elevation.

These alpines were abundant on wet ledges and banks of broken and
precipitous ground. Having rounded the head of this glen above

Cooinaknock lakes, I came out on the ridge and followed it north-

wards by the head of the Feany valley. Salix Jierhacea and Carex

riyida occurred plentifully, and as usual above the other alpines, or at

least in more exposed situations. About a mile and an eighth north

of the summit of Brandon along this ridge, and close to the ruins of

an old signal tower, I discovered Polygonum viviparum, a high alpine

species, not known in Ireland south of Ben Bulben, in Sligo. From
here I struck down the west side of Brandon and walked into Dingle.

On the 11th I examined the coast from Dingle westwards round

the harbour and along the outer shore to Ventry. The formation

along here is often of slate, which forms polished walls and slides, and

leaves little scope for plant-growth. Between Dingle and Milltown,

by a road that would be a disgrace to the Desert of the Exodus,

Erodium moschatum grows. I have not seen this plant in remoter

sandhills or anywhere except in obviously suspicious localities in

Ireland. Vicia angiistifolia and Lotus major were noted along the

ditch banks, and by Burnham Bridge is a plentiful establishment of

Scropliidaria aquatica at the mouth of a brook. Along the coast here

Lord Ventry, adopting Smith's suggestion {History of Kerry, p. 180,

note P), has introduced Hippoplia rhamnoides for fencing and binding

together the sandy soil. It has not thriven to such an extent as at
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Courtown, on the east side in County Wexford, but it has spread

slightly. Carex extensa is abundant here. Although continually

watching, I could see no Atriplices except A. BaMngtonii. Near the

point at the mouth of the harbour, opposite Dingle, Trifolium medium
is abundant, and with it Saxifraga umhrosa as a seaside species on a

low coast. Having rounded the point and turned westwards, samphire
becomes frequent, ITceleria cristata and Festuca scincoides, and a

monstrous form of Cynosurus cristatus, with ovate subpaniculate

inflorescence. On the slate cliffs, under Ballymacadoyle Hill, a great

breeding place for shags, I gathered JEwpliorlia portlandica. Near
Ballymore, Sabenaria viridis, not uncommon, and on my way back to

Dingle from Ventry, Salix smithiana and Scropliularia aquatica oc-

curred in several places. On the following day (12th), I went back

to Yentry, round the west side of the harbour, and up Mount Eagle.

Near Yentry, in a marsh on the sands, Carex dioica, Vtricularia minor,

and U. vulgaris were noted. On poor upland slopes, east of Mount
Eagle, E'upliorlia hylerna, Bartsia viscosa, and Lotus major prevail.

Alchemilla vulgaris reaches large dimensions here, some of the leaves I

measured being six inches across. At Mount Eagle Lough, Isoetes

lacustris and Sedum rliodiola represent the northern species. In
marshy, rushy ground west of Yentry Harbour, CEnanthe pimpinel-

loides and Triticum acutum are common. From Yentry Harbour, I

crossed the isthmus of bog and mountain to its counterpart, Smerwick
Harbour, on the northern shore of the peninsula across about four

miles, to Ballynagall.

July loth.—Followed the coast line from Ballynagall northwards
and eastwards, round Ballydavid Head, to the point I had reached on

the 8th, close to Ballyvoe. Nothing of particular interest was met
with until reaching a sandy bay at Feohanagh, about two miles away.
Althcea officinalis occurred by a brook between a cabin and the sea.

At the sandy bay in the southern nook formed by Ballydavid Head,
close to Feohanagh, Trifolium fragiferum is abundant, forming the

sward on both sides at the mouth of a stream ; Kceleria cristata and
Asperula cynancMca also occur here, and by the roadside along the side

of the bay north of Feohanagh, Atriplex angustifolia and Radiolu mille-

grana are not uncommon. Amongst heavy heather, at about 700 feet

above sea level near Ballydavid Signal Tower, Listera cordata was
again found. Along the Feohanagh river, about a mile up, Carex limosa,

Achillea ptarmica, Veronica scutellata, and CEnanthe crocata were the

most noteworthy, and on the way back across the moorland I observed

Scirpus savii, Centunculus minimus, Rhynchospora alba, Vtricularia

minor, Scutellaria minor, and Radiola millegrana. Pretty white varie-

ties of Jasione montana and Prunella vulgaris decorate the banks, and
I have never seen Sypericujm elodes so abundant anywhere. In the

bed of the stream at Murriagh, a squalid group of hovels near Bally-

nagall, Mentha pulegium is very abundant. In all these boggy places,

Alisma ranunculoicles is a characteristic species. A low, wet stretch

of ground, in some places inundated, between Castle Gallarus and the
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sea, yielded Sium augustifolium, Bidens eernua, Ehocharis muUicaidis,

and abundance of Blysmus rufus.

The following day (July 14tli) was one of those prevalent ex-

periences which render one of the opinion that the western seaboard

of Ireland is unfit for human habitation—a day of enduring and ex-

traordinarily soaking rain. I continued the coast line west from
Gallams bog to the western horn of Smerwick Harbour, round the

Three Sisters, and Sybil Head to Clogher Head. ]S"ear Gallarus,

Euonynms europceus, Carex teretiuscida, C. limosa, C. dioica, C. extensa,

and Potamoydon pectinatus were noted. On the sands, at west side

of harbour, Convohidus soldanella, Orchis pyramidcdis, Rosa pinqnnelli-

folia, Asperida cynancliica, Polygonum raii, and Uquisetum palustre

were met with. On the eastern side of the " Three Sisters," in steep

overhanging cliffs, I was interested to observe a heronry. There ap-

peared to be seven or eight pairs of birds, and some of the young still

remained with the nests. 1 learned from a fisherman that herons had
formerly bred on the cliffs between Dallydavid and Brandon Head,
but having had their nests robbed they had discovered this site, which
has baffled all the boys of the country. St. John, in his JFild

Sports of the Highlands, notices a similar case on wooded cliffs in

Cromarty. "Where there is no timber, these birds have been some-

times known to build on the ground, but I know of no other instance

of their selecting bare sea cliffs. The "Three Sisters" is also a

breeding station for greater black-backed gulls and peregrine falcons,

and I have never seen choughs so abundant as here, not even on the

coast of the Rosses, county Donegal. A large flock of these birds

kept continually wheeling and screaming around me, and I counted

upwards of a hundred individuals together on one occasion. On the

seaward side of a low wall along the exposed crest of the " Three
Sisters," between the second and third of the eminences so named, I

found abundance of the dwarf adder's tongue
(
0. lusitanicum) already

mentioned. No further species of interest occurred except a curious

form of Centaurea nigra, very stunted, with a solitary flower, very

vividly coloured and large, and bearing conspicuous ray florets, at

Doon Point. In Ferriter's Cove, Asjjerida cynanchica maintains its

ground sparingly, but the flora of this exposed and storm-swept

extremity is very scanty. In this sandy bay. Convolvulus soldanella,

Salsola kali, Cakile, and Beta occur ; and here I struck across country

back to Ballynagall, as marked on the map, Ballydavid as called on

the spot. On the way near Ballyfeniter, I gatliered Stachys arvensis

in several places, and Pimpinella mayna along ditch banks by the

road, both local species, but already recorded from Kerry.

July 15th.—Having rowed a curragh across to the south-west

comer of Smerwfck Harbour, I explored the hills behind BLdlyferiiter,

and, striking across Croaghmartin, took up the coast line at Clogher

Head, which I followed right round Dunmore Head, lying abreast of

the Blasquets at the extreme west of Ireland. Prom hero the coast

wends east round Slca Head, where the magnificent scenery is dis-
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figured by an unfinished, ill-engineered, and unnecessary road cutting,

whicli is balanced on the vertically-placed edges of tbe slate forma-

tion, so that it is ever-toppling over and sliding outwards into the

sea. No doubt ]S"ature will eventually assert and restore her beauty.

Along this coast there are no plants of interest. The springy sward is

composed chiefly of stunted phanerogams closely adpressed to the ground.

The air is bracing in the extreme, there being, as I felt, a marked
difference in favour of Smerwick Harbour and the northern side as

compared with Dingle. The cliff scenery is bold and rugged, but

neither precipitous nor grand, and is the haunt of those fowls which
breed mostly on shelving rocks, such as the oystercatcher, whose
noisy and varied, loud and breathless song, resounded above the surge.

The flattened sod in the most exposed places consisted of Euplirasia

officinalis, Eleocliaris multicaulis, and E. palustris, Salix re-pens, Molinia

cceridea, Thymus serpyllum, Potentilla tormentilla, Arnieria, Sydro-
cotyle, AnagaUis tenella, Rumex acetoseUa, and Sedum anglicum. At
Dunmore Head I meditated a swim to the Blasquets, about an English

mile, but the current appeared impracticable. Near here I noticed

Senebiera covonoims, which is rare in the west.

On the 16th I left Ballynagall, and crossing east by Kilmalkedar

I examined Ballinloghig Lough or Crawley's Lake, as it is called in

the country. On old walls about Kilmalkedar I gathered some in-

teresting Scolopendrium sports, and close by the beautiful little ruined

church Scrophtdaria aquatica was again met with. At the lake, "with

commoner plants, occurred Cladium mariscus, Scidellaria minor, Spar-

ganium simplex, and TJtricidcuria minor. At Ballinloghig Anthemis

nobilis is very common. From here I went up the glen east to

Gearhane, in order to get the westward elevations of plants in the

middle portion of the range, and crossed down to the lakes and swamps
at the base of Connor Hill, chiefly to look for Rhynchospiora fusca,

which I failed altogether to find. Along the southern margin of

Lough Gal, I met with Sparganium minimimi, Carex pcdlescens, and
Mieracum vidgatimi in one place very sparingly. Hymenophijllum tun-

Irigense was seen several times in the day. In the evening I made
my way into Dingle, where I had a visit from the E.ev. Mr. Anderson,

who kindly gave me some information about the ferns and rarities of

the district.

On the 17th, a long and weary day's work brought me round the

coast by a lofty and steeply-sloping series of headlands to Annis-
caul. Near Dingle, at the mouth of the harbour, cormorants and
black guillemots have nesting places. Here I searched unsuccessfully

for Carex punctata, formerly gathered by Mr. Oliver ; Erodiiini mos-

chatum occurs close by. On rounding the outer point into Trabeg, I

came to low, sandy banks, which looked promising. I gathered here

Aralis hirsuta, and with it Aralis ciliata. Of the latter I have no doubt,

but owing to the abominable inconveniences I met with at Anniscaul,

my specimens of the day were all lost. A little further up, Euphorhia
porilanclica was again met with, and in the wide tract of rushy and
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tide-riven slobland at the head of the estuary (Enantlie lac'hinalii,

Blymms rufus, and Carex extensa are common. Asj^erula cynancliica has
disappeared on this shore of the promontory. On the east side of the
estuary, in corn-fields by the coast, occurred Scanclix pecten-veneris,

Stachys arvensis, and Silene anylica, the latter abundantly. The dis-

tribution of Schwnus niyricans is curious, salt marshes and mountain
uplands being its favourite haunts. Senecio sylvaticus was first met
"with at Bull's Head, where I looked on one of the loveliest views of

mountain and sea I ever beheld. MacGillicuddy's Reeks were clear

from end to end, although Brandon, as is frequently the case, was
clouded. At Minard there is an interesting old castle and a narrow
estuarine flat between steep hills of most unusual appearance—a sort

of winding fiord a few feet above sea level, about a mile and a-half

long and a-quarter of a mile wide, with a boundary of sheer and
steep hills, and filled with impassable bog, bog-plants, and aquatic

fowls. The plants were not rare, and I went out as far as possible

from one tussock to another of Carex panicidata without meeting any
novelty. The contrast between the dry slopes and the level bog is

here so remarkable as to give one the idea of an attempt at artificial

reclamation.

On the 18th I was again doomed to disappointment. I made a

desperate effort to verify the only Irish habitat of Lathyrus maritimus

at Inch Point. It was desperate, because a wearier trudge than that

round Inch Point I have seldom undertaken—amongst endless sand-

hills and in a blazing sun. But there was neither vetch nor pea
at Inch Point. The original record comes from Smith's Kerry,

perhaps the most unreliable authority on Irish botany that is ever

quoted from, or it might be fairer to say "unintelligible," for no

doubt in his records he often alluded to plants known to himself

whose identity we cannot determine. In this instance, besides the

record of Pisum maritimum, '' on the south point of Inch Island in

the bay ai Castlemaine in considerable quantities," there is also at

p. 174 (ed. 1756), another and bewildering statement, " towards the

southern point of the island (as it is called, although properly an
isthmus), considerable quantities of white peas grow spontaneously,

the seed of which was probably scattered here by some shipwreck."

l^ow the flowers of Lathyrus maritimus are purple. I cannot learn

that the plant has ever been gathered here since Smith's time, but

Mr. More is of opinion that the habitat is correct. The plant appeared

in a collection bought by my friend Mr. Barrington from a coastguard

of the place. He informs me it is labelled " Sandhills, Killorgiin

Bay, 1845." This points to a different locality, since Killorgiin is on

the opposite or south side of Dingle Bay, about ten miles from Inch

in a south-easterly direction. I went right round the isthmus and

scoured the point carefully, but without success. I noted Thrincia

hirta, Euphorlia paralias, E. portlandica, Gentiana campestris, and in

ditches near the mainland Lycopus europcBus. From here I made my
way into Tralee, as the coast became low and cultivated, and devoid of

botanical interest.
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My observations, in addition to those of previous observers, -would

place the flora of this district at 510 species, which is just equal to

that of Innishowen, a peninsula of about the same size in Donegal.^

I am not now proposing to enumerate all the species observed in a

limited visit like the present; but with a view to bringing out the salient

points, I will briefly analyse the flora into its groups as given by
"Watson :

—

The alpine plants of Brandon (for the rest of the peninsula adds

none) are

—

Alchemilla alpina, Oxyria reniformis,

Sedum rhodiola, Salix herbacea,

Saxifraga stellaris, Juniperus nana,

S. hirta et vars, Carex rigida,

Saussurea alpina, Polystichum lonchitis,

Hieracium anglicum, Asplenium viride,

Polygonum viviparum, Isoetes lacustris
;

four more than I gathered on the Eeeks in 1881. A few of these

cannot be correctly termed alpine in Ireland.

The northern plants found in the peninsula are

—

Sagina subulata, Listera cordata,

Antennaria dioica, Potamogeton nitens,

Hieracium vulgatum, Blysmus rufus,

LobeKa dortmanna, Eleocharis unigiumis,

Pinguicula vulgaris, Carex dioica,

Empetrum nigrum, C. limosa;

while of "Watson's Atlantic type occur

—

Viola curtisii, E. paralias,

Erodium moschatum, E. portlandica,

Sedum anglicum, Bhynchospora fusca,

Cotyledon umbilicus, Lastrgea oemula,

Crithmum maritimum, Adiantum capillus-veneris,

Bartsia viscosa, Hymenophyllum tunbri-

Sibthorpia europaea, . gense,

Pinguicula lusitanica, H. wilsoni.

Euphorbia hyberna,

To which may be added a few extreme members of the Atlantic

group

—

Saxifraga geum et hirsuta, Trichomanes radicans,

S. umbrosa, Carex punctata.

Pinguicula grandiflora,

1 Vide " On the Flora of Innishowen, Co. Donegal," by H. C. Hart, Journal of
Botany, 1883.
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Of this latter group, a few more, such as Carum verticillattim., and
Scirpus savii, probably occur also.

I will now give a table of the altitudes at which the mountain
species reach their upper and lower limits. I have already given an
account of the altitudinal range of plants inthe McGrillicuddy's Eeeks,

which has been published [Proceedings, vol. iii. p. 573). Brandon, al-

though lower and much less extensive, and apparently less: adapted as

a home for alpine plants, has a larger variety than the Reeks, and its

proximity to the sea modifies the range of a few. This is probably

due to its undoubtedly wetter climate, the outer prominence catching

and condensing much moisture which would otherwise reach the

Reeks, and the moister saline atmosphere at its base, which to a slight

degree assimilates the conditions for plant-life of ocean and alpine

cliffs, lloreover, the whole peninsula is much more exposed to winds,

currents, drift, and other northern influences than the rest of Xerry,

to which it acts as a sort of screen or shelter, a position which has

rendered it originally more likely to be peopled by invaders fi'om the

north, and now better fitted to enable their descendants to maintain

their lingering and precarious tenure. It should be noted also that

the alpine plants of Brandon only exist where entirely free from west
and south-west winds.

In the following table, the commoner lowland plants which ascend the

mountains are not included, except when they occur at a greater elevation

than they do on MacGillicuddy' s Reelcs {\i(\.e Proceedings, vol. iii. p. 577,

1882). A few notes of heights are extracted from a short Paper of

mine on " Hountain Plants in Kerry," Journal of Botany, June, 1882,

where I have given an account of the flora of the Caherconree or Slieve

Mish range.

Brandon summit, 3127 feet.

Cerastium triviale. Link. Luzida campestris, D.C.

Campamda rotundifolia, Linn. Poa annua, Linn.

Jasione montana, Linn.

Brandon Cliffs (looking north-east), 3000 feet.

Alchemilla vidgaris, Linn.

Saxifraga umirosa, Linn. To sea level in many parts of the penin-

sula.

S. decipiens, Sm. To 2450 feet between Brandon and Brandon Peak.

Sedum rhodiola, D.C. To sea level between Brandon Head and
Ballydavid Head; occurs also on ITount Eagle, Benooskey, Cahir-

conree, &c., and at intermediate heights on western slopes.

Oxyria reniformis, Hook. To 2000 feet above Lake iSTalacken, and at

1150 feet on Brandon Head.

Ca/rex rigida, Grood. At 2500 feet at Caherconree, 2200 on SHeve-
anea, 2400 on Benooskey ; lower limit at 2020 on Slieveanea.

Cystopteris fragilis, Bernh. Also at 2650 feet on Caherconrey ; lower
limit at 2000 feet above Lake j!<'alacken.
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2850 feet.

Saxifraga stellaris, Linn. Also at 2650 feet on Benooskey and Caher-

conree ; common, and occurs at 850 feet at Cruttia Lake, and at

1150 on western side of Brandon above BallinlogMg, quite non-

alpine situations.

Armeria mmitima. Willd. To 2000 feet above Lake Nalacken
; also

at 2500 feet on Benooskee and Caherconree ; soon vanishing till

near sea level.

Lastrcea ablreviata, B. C. and L. clilatata, Presl.

Brandon, Head of Feany Yalley (cliffs looking north-east),

2800 feet.

Alchemilla oXpina, Linn. Also at 2250 feet below Brandon Peak
lower limit at 2200 feet above Lake Nalacken.

Brandon, above Lake J^alacken (cliffs looking east),

2700 feet.

Chrysosplenium oppositifolium, Linn.

Brandon ridge (between Brandon Peak and the summit),

2650 feet.

Geum rivale, Linn. Not unfrequent lower down.
Taraxacum dens-leonis, Desf. And at 2200 feet above Lake J^alacken.

Melampyrum pratense, Linn.

Valeriana officinalis, Linn.

Caherconree (cliffs looking east), at 2650 feet.

Cochlearia officinalis, Linn.

Sedum anglicum, Huds. And at 1900 feet at Slieveanea and Connor
Hill.

Saxifraga geum, Linn. At 1900 on Slieveanea, and common lower;
var. Mrsiita occurs at 1650 on Brandon above Lake I^alacken.

Scahiosa succisa, Linn. And at 2300 feet on Brandon.

Primula vulgaris, Huds. And at 2350 feet on Brandon.

Salix herlacea, Linn. 2500 on Benooskey, and on Pierasmore, north

of Brandon ; lower limit at 1900 feet on Slieveanea and Connor
HiU.

Carex flava, Linn. And at 2200 feet on Brandon.

Poa pratensis, Linn.

Saxifraga affinis, Don. And at about this height on Brandon to 1950
above Lake Nalacken.

Athyrium filix-fcBmina, Roth.

2550 feet.

Oxalis acetosella, Linn.
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Benooskey, 2500 feet.

Antennaria dioica, Goert. Sparingly, and not seen elsewhere.

Brandon (cliffs looking east above Lake Jfalacken),

2500 feet.

Polygala devresm, "Wend.

Erica cinerea, Linn. Xot abundant for about 500 feet lower; occurs

at 2300 on Benooskey.

Carex pilidifera, Linn. Usually ceases at about 1500 feet when C.

ftdicaris begins to be fi'equent.

Asplenium triclioraanes, Linn.

Brandon (between Brandon Peak and the summit),

2450 feet.

Pinguicula vidgaris, Linn. Also at 2100 feet.

Polysticlium lonchitis, Ptoth. Also sparingly in Peany Valley at about

2000 feet.

Symenophyllmn umlaterale, Willd. Frequent lower down.
Asple7iium viride, Huds. Lower limit at 2100 feet above Lake

Nalacken.

Brandon, above Lough- Nalacken (cliffs looking east),

2380 feet.

Saussurea alpina, D.C. Abundant here to 2000 feet; not seen else-

where on Brandon.

Orcliis macidata, Linn.

Pierasmore ridge, north of Brandon, 2380 feet.

Bellis perennis, Linn.

AchUlea mUlefoJium, Linn.

Planfago lanceoJata, Linn.

Polygonum viviparum, Linn., the only locality for the alpine bistort.

Carex rigida and the tufted Saxifrage also occur to keep it com-
pany. Its lowland neighbours probably reached this unusual
altitude by the old track close by to a ruined signal-tower.

Plantago lanceolata also obtains at 2200 feet, above Lake Nalacken,
and 1950 on Breenabrock.

Brandon Peak, 2000 feet.

Jimcus supinus, IToench.

Beenabrock, 1950 feet.

Veronica officinalis, Linn.
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Benooskey, 1900 feet.

Pyrus aucuparia, Gaert.

Brandon (above Lake Nalacken), 1850 feet.

Carex vulgaris, Pries. A variety with sooty black glumes occurs on
Brandon, above Lake Nalacken, at 1870 feet.

Lastrcea oemula, Brack.

Benooskey, 1800 feet.

Pinguicula grandiflora, Lam. Frequent at lower elevations.

Emjjetrum nigrum, Linn. At about the same height on Connor Hill,

and near sea level on Brandon Head.

Connor Hill, 1700 feet.

Silthorpia europcea, Linn. And in several places between Castle-

gregory and Brandon (Rev. T. Anderson).

Benooskey, 1650 feet.

TrifoUum repens, Linn.

Brandon (above Lake Nalacken), 1650 feet.

Sagina suhtdata, Wimm. To Lake Cruttia at 850 feet. Only locality

in the county Kerry.

.

Juniperus nayia, Linn. Very rare here, and not seen elsewhere on the

Kerry mountains.

Pteris aquilina, Linn. Not common on Brandon.

The same at 1500 feet.

Carex pulicaris, Linn. Common at lower levels at about 800 feet

;

then more local.

Lycopodium selago, Linn. Frequent for a few hundred feet lower
down, and at about this altitude.

Benooskey, 1500 feet.

Ulex gallii, Planch.

The same at 1450 feet.

Erica tetralix, Linn.

Lough Adoon, near Slieveanea, 1450 feet.

Carex fulva, Good. ( C Honschuchiana, Hoppe). Also by Lough Duff
and in Feany Valley.

2 i) 2
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Benooskey, 1400 feet.

Schcenus nigricans, Linn. Common lower down.

Feany Valley, Brandon, at 1300 feet.

Sieracium anglicum, Fries. Very scarce here, and not seen above ; at

700 feet on Gearhane.

Sedera helix, Linn.

Prunella mdgaris, Linn.

Listera cordata, B. Br. Also on Ballydavid Head and Brandon Head
at lower levels.

Lough Barrot (near Slieveanea), 1280 feet.

Lobelia dortmanna, Linn. In most of the larger mountain lakes at

lower levels.

Myriophyllum alterniflorum, B.C. la all the lower mountain lakes.

Litorella lacustris, Linn. Common in the lower mountain lakes.

Polygonum natans, Linn. Abundant below.

Betula alba, Linn.

Isoetes lacustris, Linn. Also in Lough Duff, Mount Eagle Lake, &c.

Brandon, Lake Nalacken, 1250 feet.

Plantago maritima, Linn. Probably occurs higher, but I did not

meet it.

Brandon, Ballinloghig, at 1100 feet.

Lathyrus macrorrhizus, Wimm.

Brandon, Feany Valley, 1000 feet.

Sanicula europcea, Linn. Common.
Myrica gale, Linn. Common below on the moorlands.

Eleocliaris multicaidis, Sm. Abundant, and characteristic of wet rills,

&c., lower.

Hymenophyllum tunbrigense, Sm. Frequent lower down.
{Tricliomanes radicans, Sm. About the upper limit of the Killarney

fern).

Brandon, Ballinloghig, at 1000 feet.

Geranium robertianum, Linn.

Benooskey, 700 feet.

Hypericum elodes, Linn.

Rhynchospora alba, Vail.

Gearhane (Brandon), 700 feet.

Asplenium adiantum-nigrum, Linn.

Carex losvigata, Sm.
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Mount Eagle, 700 feet.

Ruhus fruticosus, var. viJJicauUs, west and north.

Lotus major, Scop.

Euphorhia hyherna, Linn.

Up to this height, on Brandon and elsewhere, occurred also

—

Hypericum androsaemuna, Scirpus fluitans,

Helosciadium inundatum, Carex sylvatica,

Bartsia viscosa, C. ovalis,

Habenaria chlorantha, Arundo phragmites,

Sparganium minimum, Equise„tum limosum.

It must be borne in mind that many common plants are omitted

from the foregoing list, because they are species which occur on all

Irish mountains, and their vertical range in this district has been
already exhibited.

With regard to the Saxifrages of Brandon, the form S. ccespitosa

(Linn.) does not occur, nor were any specimens gathered approaching it

nearly so closely as those from Connemara of last year. The commonest
form of Brandon is S. decipiens, Sm. in the higher alpine situations

;

lower down and in richer ground this varies into S. affinis, Don.
True S. hypnoides, nor its closest ally S. sponheimica, do not occur.

II.

The Knockmeildown and Commeragh mountains lie in the northern

portion of the county Waterford, the former on the western boundary
and partly in Tipperary, the Commeraghs east and north of these lie

entirely in Waterford.

I visited these mountains in 1882 and again in 1883. Both groups
lie in District II. of the Cijlele Sibernica. The Knockmeildown,
which rise to a height of 2609 feet, are monotonous in aspect, and
have little interest for a botanist. The Commeraghs are picturesque

in the extreme, and well worth a visit. They consist chiefly of an
elevated plateau broken down on all sides in steep and frequently

inaccessible precipices, with many lakes nestling in the Cooms, which
give their names to the group, at their bases. The highest point is

2597 feet. Both ranges are composed chiefly of sandstone and con-

glomerate of Old Red Sandstone Period, shales and slates of Silurian

age occurring sparingly.

These mountains lie within a short distance of the Galtees, which
are some four hundred feet higher; they are from ten to twenty
miles south of this range, and lie in the same latitude as Brandon,
about two degrees westwards. An account of the botany of the Galtee
mountains has been already given by me [Proceedings, vol. iii. p. 392).

Unless affording some additional information or illustration, I have
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omitted the re-enumeration of those ubiquitous lowland species which
ascend to the summit of all mountain ranges in Ireland.

These mountains did not seem entitled to any very detailed exami-

nation, and I did not do much more than satisfy myself with regard

to their alpine flora, and the range of the more constantly limited

species, as well as note unusual occurrences. The scarcity or absence

of Erica tctralix is noteworthy.

The alpine species are

—

Sedum rhocUola, Salix herhacea,

Saxifraga stellaris, Carex rigida,

Hieractum anglicum, Isoetes lacustris.

Vaccinium vitis idcea,

Of "Watson's northern type are

—

Saxifraga sponJieimica, Empetrum nigrum,

Crepis pcdudosa, Listera cordata ;

Finguicida vidgaris,

while Saxifraga umirosa finds here its most eastern British station.

Most of these have not been recorded from the mountains of this

county before. Hieracium anglicum, Listera cordata, Carex rigida, and
Isoetes lacustris are new to the district.

Table of heights to which mountain plants ascend on the Knock-
meildown and Commeragh mountains, county Waterford, arranged in

descending order.

Knockmeildown mountain, 2600 feet.

Saxifraga umhrosa, Linn. To 2080 feet ; on Commeraghs from 2200
to 1100 feet below Coumshingaun Lough, and 500 feet east of

Coumduala Lough.

The same, 2530 feet.

Saxifraga sponheimica, Gm. To 2450 feet ; on Commeraghs from
1200 to 1100 feet below Coumshingaun Lake.

Campanula rotundifolia, Linn.

Scdix Iwlacea, Linn. Scarce here ; abundant on Commeraghs, espe-

cially on cliffs looking north around the southern skirts of the

Stilloge coom, at 2100 feet; 2050 feet above Coumshingaun
Lough.

Poa annua, Linn.

Symenoplujllum unilaterale, Willd. To about 2000 feet ; on the

Commeraghs more common, 2150 to 1000 feet below Coum-
shingaun Lough.

The same, 2450 feet.

Empetrum nigrum, Linn. To 2000 feet west of Bay Lough ; 2150 in

Commeraghs above Stilloge Lakes, and 2300 above Coumshingaun
Lake.
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Carex rigida, Good. Scarce here ; abundant on the Commeraghs at

2100 to 2200 above Stilloge Lakes, and at 2050 above Coum-
shingaim Lake.

Commeraghs, 2450 feet.

Lycopodkim selago, Linn. And at 2000 feet west of Bay Lough,
Knockmeildown.

Commeraghs, 2300 feet.

Calluna vulgaris, Salisb.

Vaccinium myrtiUus, Linn.

Jasione montana, Linn. South of Stilloge, scarce.

Leontodon autumnalis, Linn. Common at lower elevation.

Eriopliorum vaginatmn, Linn. ,, ,,

Narthecium ossifragwn, Linn. ,, ,,

Lu%ula sylvatica, Beck.

L. campestris, D.C.

Jimcus squarrosus, Linn.

Carex hinerms, Sm.

Knockmeildown, 2180 feet.

Orchis maculata, Linn.

Aira flexuosa, Linn.

Commeraghs, 2150 feet.

Vaccinium vitis idcea, Linn. Cliffs looking north above the Stilloge

Lakes, the most southern locality in Ireland.

Pedicularis sylvatica, Linn.

Melampyrum pratense, Linn.

Carex pilulifera, Linn.

Knockmeildown, 2060 feet.

Erica cinerea, and at 2000 feet at head of River Tay, Commeraghs.
Commeraghs, 2000 feet.

Ranunculus repens, Linn.

H. acris, Linn.

Angelica sylvestris, Linn.

Saxifraga stellaris, Linn. And at 1420 feet, eastwards from Coum-
duala Lough.

Valeriana officinalis, Linn.
Tayaxacum dens-leonis, Desf.

Knockmeildown, 1930 feet.

Pyrus aucuparia, Goert. In several i>lacos on ranges lower down.
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Commeraghs, 1900 feet.

Sedum rhodiola, B.C. Cliffs above Coumsliiiigaiiii Lake.
Chrysosplenium oppositifolium, Linn. East of Coumcluala Lake.
Crepia paludosa, Moench. With the last, and again at 1420 feet;

also by the Tay river lower.

Hieracium anylicum, Fries. Cliffs above Coumshingaun Lake ; only

locality.

RMnanthus crista-yaMi, Linn. Casually transported.

Cystopteris frayilis, Bernh. Cliffs above Coumshingaun Lake ; only

locality.

Asplenium trichomanes, Linn. Frequent, and taking the place here of

A. viride.

Polypodium vulyare, Linn.

Commeraghs, 1800 feet.

List&ra cordata, B,. Br. Slopes looking north above old road between
Coumduala and Coumgorra ; also at 1350 feet above Coum-
shingaun Lake on north-looking slopes, and at 1030 feet at Bay
Lough in Ivnockmeildown.

Commeraghs, 1760 feet.

Hypericum pulchmm, Linn. Coumshingaun.
Oxalis acetosella, Linn. ,,

Solidayo viryaurea, Linn. Near Coumduala Lake.

Commeraghs, 1720 feet.

Pteris aquilina, Linn. Upper limit on Knockmeildown, 1650 feet.

Commeraghs, 1540 feet.

Litorella lacustris, Linn. Coumduala Lake.

Isbetes lacustris, Linn. ,,

Knockmeildown, 1480 feet.

Ulex yallii, Planch.

Commeraghs, 1470 feet.

Stellaris holostea, Linn. Coumshingaun.

Lychnis Jlos-cucidi, Linn. Coumduala.

Commeragh, 1420 feet.

Lychnis diurna, Sibth.

Cotyledon nmbilicns, Linn.

Ljpilohiuyn montanum, Linn.
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Knockmeildown, 1330 feet.

Bartsia odontites, Huds.
Digitalis purpurea, Linn.

Corameraghs, 1250 feet.

Ranunculus heterophyllus, Sibth. Coumshingaun, by the lake.

R. tricophyllus, Chaix. ,,

Sedum anglicum, Huds.
,,

Alchemilla arvensis. Scop. ,,

Replis portula, Linn. ,,

Rumex ohtusifalius, Linn. ,,

&cirpus setacetis, Linn.
,,

Knockmeildown, 1230 feet.

LastrcBa (nmula, Brack. Above Clogheen road on its west side ; Comme-
ragli, below Coumduala, at 700 feet.

Knockmeildown, 1130 feet.

Poltjgala vulgaris, Linn. Above Bay Lough.
Holcus lanatus, Linn. „
Triodia decumhens, Beauv.

,,

Carex panicea, Linn.
,,

C. panictdata, Ijiiin.
,,

Blechnum boreale, Sm.
,,

Knockmeildown, 1000 feet.

Vicia sepium, Linn. Bay Lough.
Lathyrus macrorrhizus, Winim. South slopes north-east of Mount

Melleray.

Lotus major, Scop. Bay Lough.
Callitricheliamidata, Kutz. ,,

Menyanthes trifoliata. Above Mount Melleray to the north-east.

Rumex nemorosa, Schr.
,, ,,

Quercus robur, Linn. Above Mount Melleray.
Uparganium minimum, Fries. Bay Lough.
Potamogeton natans, Linn. ,,

Osmunda regalis, Linn. Above Mount Melleray.
N.B.—At this elevation cultivation appears on the southern slopes

of Knockmeildown.

Commeraghs, 700 feet.

Lrosera rotundifolia. Linn. By Coumduala stream.
Hypericum elodes, Linn.

,,

Pinguicula vulgaris, Linn. ,,

Veronica scutellata, Linn. Valley of Tay river.

Scutellaria minor, Linn.
,,
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Commeraghs, 600 feet.

Ajxiga rejptans, Linn. By stream out of Coumduala.
Lastrcea oreopteris, Presl. ,,

N.B.—The saxifrages and hawkweeds are easily disposed of here;

there is only one of the tufted or S. hypnoides form, i. e. &. apon-

lieimica, Gm., to which Mr. Baker refers it. This is the usual plant

in the north-east of Ireland, and is not alpine in distribution as the

"/w'to" group usually is. S. umhrosa is the form serafolia ; the

only hawkweed is H. anglicum.

III.

The range of Mount Leinster and the Blackstairs runs north-

north-east and south-south-west between the valleys of the Slaney on
the east and the Barrow on the west, and forms for some distance the

boundary between the counties Wexford and Carlow. It is inter-

sected by one principal pass, that of ScuUogue Gap, which separates

Mount Leinster on the north from the Blackstairs portion to the

south. Mount Leinster is chiefly composed of granite and meta-

morphic rocks; and its rounded surfaces, devoid of cliffs and cliff-

bound cooms, are quite unsuitable for alpine plants. The highest

points reached are 2610 feet on Mount Leinster, and 2409 on Black-

stairs. The latter is also formed of metamorphic rocks ; along an

outcrop of bleak schist near the summit Vaccinium vitis idcea occurs.

This and Carex riyida, which grows also on Mount Leinster, are the

only alpine species. Neither have been recorded from these moun-
tains before.

The following are additions to the flora of District 3, as it appears

from the Cyhele and its Supplement :

—

Pyrus acuparia, Carex riyida,

Veronica scutellata, C. Imviyata,

Vaccinium vitis idcea, C. riparia.

These mountains are so isolated and have so little upper shelter

that the strongest growing species alone prevail above. It is worthy
of notice that the two alpine species and a few other mountain plants

appear to grow only on the western sides of the summits, as if to

escape the east winds from the channel, or perhaps I should say, to

benefit by the moister winds from the west.

Mount Lein&ter, 2600 feet.

Galium saxatile, Linn.

Calluna vulyaris, Salisb.

Vaccinium myrtiUus, Linn.
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Empetrum nigrtmi, Linn. Same range as Carex rigida on both moun-
tains.

Rumex acetosella, Linn.

Jimcus squarrosus, Linn.

Luzula sylvatica, Bichen.

L. campestris, D.C.
Eriopliorum vaginatum, Linn.

E. polystachyum, Linn.

Carex rigida, Good. To 2300 ; and on Blackstairs from 2400 to 2280

feet on west side, not descending eastwards.

Festuca duriuscula, Linn.

Agrostis vulgaris, With.
LastrcRa dilatata, Presl.

L. fllix-mas, PresL (var. alhreviata).

Hymenophyllum imilaterale, Willd. And at 1900 feet at Blackstairs;

to 1800 feet on Mount Leinster.

Lycopodium selago, Linn.

Blackstairs, 2300 feet.

Vaccinium vitis idcea. To 2100 feet : on western slopes from summit,

not descending eastwards.

Blackstairs, 2200 feet.

Polypodium vulgare, Linn.

2100 feet.

Carex stellnlata, Good. Mount Leinster.

Solidago virgaurea, Linn. Blackstairs, to 18 JO feet.

Carex pilulifera, Linn. ,, ,,

Lycopodiuni selago, Linn. ,, ,,

Blackstairs, 1900 feet.

Pijrus acuparia, Goert.

Erica cinerea, Linn. Barely ascends to this height.

Mount Leinster, 1750 feet.

Pteris aquilina, Linn. On the south side; ceases at 1550 on north

side; upper limit at 1650 on Blackstairs.

Blackstairs, 1650 feet.

Hieracium pilosella, Linn.

Blackstairs, 1450 feet.

Ulex gallii, Planch. West side.

Veronica oftcinalis, Linn. ,,

Cotyledon umbilicus. Linn. ,,
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Blackstairs, 1100 feet.

Scilla nutans, Sm. West side.

Zastrmi oreopteris, Presl. At 500 feet on Mount Leinster.

The same, 1000 feet.

Ranunculus hederaceus, Linn. West side.

Erica tetrcdix, Linn. ,,

Myosotis ccespitosa, Sch. ,,

Blackstairs, 850 feet.

jEleocharis m.ulticaulis, Sm. On the west side to 600 feet ; also on
north of Mount Leinster at 550 feet ; a scarce plant in the east

of Ireland.

The same, 700 feet.

Brosera rotundifolia, Linn.

Mount Leinster, 500 feet.

U.yperictim elodes, Linn. At North-east base.

Lotus major, Scop. ,,

Carex Icevigata, Sm. ,,

Between Borris and the base of Blackstairs I observed the following

rather local species :

—

Erigeron acris, Linaria minor, Stachys arvenis,

Linaria vulgaris, LastrtBa oreopteris, and Scutellaria minor. White
foxglove was met with. Along the railway I noted Equisetum maxi-

mum, and Lychnis vespertina ; near Goresbridge, and in a large bog near

Milford, Carex riparia.

IV.

In July, 1883, I spent a few days amongst the Mourne Mountains,

and made also an excursion over the Carlingford Hills. These moun-
tains are almost entirely formed of granite, and their rounded slopes,

devoid of considerable cliils and frequently devoid also of soil and
moisture, are unfavourable for the growth of plants. Although inter-

sected by an arm of the sea, the Carlingford Hills are geologically

and botanically a continuation of the Mourne Mountains.

The Mourne Mountains cover an elliptic area, lying north-east and
south-west, of about 15 miles by 6. Several summits rise in isolated

hummocky masses throughout the region, of which Slieve Donard

(2796), Siieve Commedagh (2512), and Slieve Bingian (2449), are the

highest, and lie to the north-east end of the range. The range lies

in lat. 54° 2' to 54° 14', and W. long. 5° 51' to 6° 7'. Considering

their position and height, they are remarkable for the scarcity of

alpine and mountain plants occurring. By the Amialong river several
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local species occur plentifully, but they are not plants of mountain
districts. Again, the wooded river banks in Tollymore Park contain

some interesting hawkweeds, but the mountain lakes are most unpro-
ductive, as they usually are in granite districts, whereas in other

formations the cliffs surrounding these usually yield some alpine

rarities.

Plants of the Mourne and Carlingford Mountains, arranged in

descending order :

—

Slieve Donard, 2796 feet.

Viola sylvatica. Fries.

Galium saxatile, Linn.

Potentilla tormentilla, Linn.

Empetrum nigrum, Linn. To 1800 feet on Eagle Mountain.
Calluna vulgaris, Salisb.

Vaccinium myrtillus, Linn.

Salix herhacea, Linn. On Slieve Bingian, Slieve Bearnagh, and Slieve

Commedagh ; lowest on Carlingford at 1850.

Carex pilidifera, Linn.

Festuca ovina, Linn.

Luzula sylvatica, Bich.

Lycopodium alpinum, Linn. On Slieve Commedagh and Slieve Bear-
nagh ; lowest at 2000 on Carn Mountain.

Slieve Commedagh, 2450 feet.

Vaccinium vitis idcea, Linn. Lower limit at 1800 feet on Slieve

Bearnagh, and 1900 feet on Slieve Donard.

Campanula rotundifolia, Linn.

Slieve Commedagh, 2350 feet.

Saxifraga stellaris, Linn. To 2000 feet.

Luzula campestris, D.C.

Scirpus ccespitosus, Linn.

Slieve Bearnagh, 2310 feet.

Leontodon autum7ialis, var. taraxiea, Sm.
Solidago virgaurea, Linn. 1500 feet on Carlingford, &c.
Melampyrum pratense, Linn.

Polypodium vulgare, Linn.

Aspiditcm dilatatum, Sw.
Zycopodiiim selago, Linn. Descends to 1500 feet on Carlingford, and

1100 feet on Slieve Martin.

Slieve Commedagh, 2250 feet.

Carex sp. not in flower on north side
;
probably C. fava, Linn, (not

C. rigida).
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Polypodium pliegopter is, Linn. To 1300 feet on Slieve Maganmore
;

also on Slieve Donard, and Caiiingford at 1900 feet; Shanlieve,

1800 feet.

Blechnum horeale, Sw.

Slieve Donard, 2050 feet.

Thymus serpyllum, Linn. And at 2000 on Slieve Bingian.

Erica cinerea, Linn.

Slieve Commedagh, 2020 feet.

Lycopodium selaginoides, Linn. Frequent, and descends to near sea

level by Annalong river; occurs at 1900 feet to 1000 feet on
Carlingford.

Slieve Commedagli, 2000 feet.

Listera cordata, E,. Br. And at 1500 feet on Carlingford and Slieve

Commedagli.

Juniperus nana, Linn. And from 1900 feet to 1600 feet on Slieve

Commedagh.

Slieve Donard, 1930 feet.

Pyrus aucuparia, Goert.

Ilieracium anglicum, Fr. And at 1500 feet on Carlingford.

Eagle Mountain, 1850 feet.

Erica tetralix, Linn. To 1800 feet on Carlingford, and 1850 on Carn
Mount.

Juncus sqtiarrosus, Linn.

p}riop>horum vaginatum, Linn.

E. polystachyum, Linn.

Aira caryopkyllea, Linn.

Slieve Maganmore, 1750 feet.

Hymenophyllum unilaterale, Willd. To 1300 feet.

Carn Mount, 1700 feet.

Pinguicula vulgaris, Linn. And at 1500 feet.

Carlingford, 1700 feet.

Cryptogramme crispa, E. Br. A couple of localities are known to the

Eev. Mr. "Waddell, of "Warrenpoint, who kindly informed me of

their whereabouts and sent me fronds. A fern- collector of a dif-

rent calibre has, I fear, exterminated the species on the Mourne
Mountains. He found it and took it away from near the summit
of Slieve Bingian (2403) in 1882, where I searched for it with-

out success.

Nardus stricta, Linn.
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Cam ]\Iount, 1600 feet.

Ulex gallii, Planch. 1200 feet on Shanlieve.

1550 feet.

Drosera roUmdifolia, Linn. Blue Lough, near Slieve Bearnagh.
Occurs frequently at 1200 feet.

PotamogeUm fohjgonifolius, Pourr. Blue Lough, near Slieve Bearnagh.

Jimcus conglomeratus, Linn. ,, ,,

Fotamogeton natans, Linn. Carlingford, in bog-holes.

Carex steUulata, Good. Blue Lough, near Slieve Bearnagh.

C. ovalis, Good. ,, ,,

C. glauca, Scop. ,, ,,

1500 feet.

Cotyledon umhilicus, Linn. Carlingford.

Jjigitalis purpiirea, Linn. ,,

Ilieracium vulgatum, Pries. With beech fern on the north side of

Pigeon Eock mountain ; another form occurs at 950 feet at

Broughnamaddy by the Causeway water.

Carex pulicaris, Linn. Cam Mount.
Asple7iium trichomanes, Linn. Pigeon Bock.

Bingian Lake, 1500 feet.

Lolelia dortmanna, Linn. And at 1150 feet in Blue Lough, near
Slieve Lamagan.

LitoreUa lacustris, Linn. With the last in Blue Lough.
Isoetes lacustris, Linn. ,,

Slieve Commedagh, 1450 feet.

Pteris aqicilina, Linn. 1100 feet on Slieve Martin.

Cave Lough, 1450 feet.

Ranunculus flammula, Linn.

Menyantlies trifoliata, Linn.

Carex vulgaris, Pries. And at 1200 feet on Carlingford.

Eleocharis palustris, E. Br.

Slieve Martin, 1400 feet.

Polygala depressa, Wind.
Carex dioica, Linn. At 1150 feet on Carlingford, and frequent at

about 1000 feet in the Mourne Mountains.

1320 feet.

Sagina procumhens, Linn. Slieve Martin.
Montia fontana, Linn. ,,
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CallUriclie jjlatycarioa, Kutz. Slieve ITartin.

Orchis maculata, Lirui.
,,

Schcemis nigricans, Linn. Cam Mount.

Slieve Martin, 1250 feet.

Scabiosa succisa, Linn.

Narthecium ossifragum, Linn.

Triodia decumbens, Beauv.

Carlingford, 1150 feet.

Epilolium falustre, Linn.

Prunella vulgaris, Linn.

Veronica scuteUata, Linn.

Scir^ms fluitans. Hook.
Eleocliaris midticaidis, Sm. In a swamp on the northern side of the

range Eleocliaris midticaidis occurs as high as 1100 feet on Slieve

Donard. and 1050 on Eagle Mountain.

Carex flava, Linn.

C. am_pullacea, Good.

Source of Bann, 1150 feet.

Potamogeton ^ncsillus, Linn.

Below Cove Lough, 1100 feet.

Salix aurita, Linn.

1050 feet.

Ilex aqui/olium, Linn. By the waterfall on Mill river, and at the

same height on Slieve Donard.

Myrica gale, Linn. Slieve Martin.

Carex linervis, Sm. ,,

Molinia ccerulea, Mcench. ,,

Slieve Martin, 980 feet.

Aiiemone nemorosa, Linn.

Rulus saxatilis, Linn.

Rosa torneniosa, Sm.
Leontodon aidumnalis, Linn.

Rhinanthus crista-galli, Linn.

Carlingford, 950 feet.

Pinguicula lusitanica, Linn.

Slieve Martin, 920 feet.

Cwrduus palustris, Linn.

Tussilago farfara, Linn.

Betula alba, Linn.
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Spelga, above Woodside, 820 feet.

Ulex europmis, Linn.

Fraximis excelsior, Linn.

Corylus mellana, Linn.

Scirpus savii, S. at M.

Do., 780 feet.

Veronica serpyllifolia, Linn.

Miner's Hill, Mill River, 600 feet.

Rliynchospora alha, Vail. Rare on these mountains.

In addition to the foregoing, some other observations at lower
levels around the mountains may be here given. Starting at Anna-
long on the sea coast, I followed up the river of that name to the

mountains. For five or six miles its course lies in a low, gravelly-

valley, with plentiful patches of marsh by its side, intermixed with
cultivation. The following species were noticed at Annalong :

—

Galeopsis versicolor, Rosa arvensis, Agrostemma githago, and Erodium
moschatum. By the stream I gathered in cultivated fields Vieia hir-

suta, Stachys arvensis, Silene anglica (frequent), Scleranthus annuus
(frequent), and at Dunny Water Bridge Mentha rotundifolia, but only

as a garden escape appai'ently established on the water's edge. Other
local plants were noted between this bridge and Annalong : Equisetum
maximum, Lycopodium selaginella, Eleocharis pauciflora, Carex fulva,

Achillea ptarmica, Gnaphalium sylvaticum, Filago minima, and Carex
laevigata.

At Narrow "Water and between Narrow Water and Warrenpoint I

found Olione port'ulacoides, which I have not seen previously north of

Drogheda. It was in company with Statice lahusiensis

.

On the coast north of Newcastle, Carduus tenuiflorus, Lycopsis

arvensis, Ononis arvensis, Gentiana campestris, Viola curtisii, Filago

minima, Gnaphalium sylvaticum,, Lepidium smithii, 8clerantlius annuus,

and Pimpinella saxifraga grow in the flats among the sandhills, and in

ditches near Carex vesicaria was met with.

In Tollymore Park, by the river banks, I gathered Lastrcua oreop-

teris, Crepis paliidosa, Veronica montana. Milium effusum, Euonymus
europceus, Lastrma cemula, Hieracium prenanthoide?,, II. vidgatum [sylva-

ticum), H. crocatum, H. anglicum, H. sabaudum, Hymenophyllum unila-

terale, and Lu%ula pilosa.

So far for District 12. The following localities belong to District

5 :—It would be more natural to include the Carlingford peninsula
with the Mourne Mountains in District 12, and let the north boundary
of District 5 run up the river from Dundalk Harbour to the Armagh
county. The Mourne and Carlingford Mountain's are geologically and
botanically inseparable.

On the way up the Carlingford Hills from Omcath, I found the
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following :

—

Scleranthus annuus, Achillea ptarmica, GnaphaUum sylva-

ticum, and Stachys arvensis. In a little shady ravine through which
a stream flows, Crepis paludosa, Veronica montana, Hieracium preyian-

thoicles, JI. anylicum, and Equisetum sylvaticwn were noted. Farther
up, several northern species o(;curred, which will be found in the body
of this report.

The alpine species met with on the Mourne and Carlin^ford

Mountains are

—

Saxifraga stellaris, Cryptogramme crispa,

Hieracium anylicum, Isoetes lacustris,

Vaccinium vitis idosa, Lycopodium alpinum,

Salix herbacea, L. selayifiella.

Juniperus nana,

In addition to these, Dr. Dickie has recorded ArctostapJtyllos uva-

ursi, and Carex rigida from Slieve Donard, and Saxifraga aizoides

from Donard Lodge, the latter on Messrs. Thompson and Hyndman's
authority. The first two are not, I think, now to be found on Slieve

Donard.
Ohione portulacoides is an addition to the flora of District 12.

The undermentioned are additions to the flora of District 5 :

—

Gnaphalium sylvaticum (given in Salix herlacea,

the Cyhele on "a single plant Listera cordata,

gathered,") Carex dioica,

llieracium prenanthoides, Eleocharis multicaulis.

a. anylicum,

In conclusion, I should mention that Dr. Dickie has given in the

introduction to his valuable " Flora of Ulster" a list of plants observed

on the summit of Slieve Donard, with a few others arranged in descend-

ing order. I have mentioned above the two chief discrepancies be-

tween us, which future botanists may be able to harmonize.

V.

My notes on the Derry mountains are the results of a visit to Ben
Evenagh and Magilligan in 1882, and a few days spent at Dungiven
in 1883, from whence I examined Ben Bradagh, Mullaghmore, and
the Sawel and Dart range from Mullaghcarbatagh to Meenard.

Of these groups, the first three lie on the western edge of tbe

Antrim trap-formation, and although of moderate height (Ben Evenagh
1260, Ben Bradagh 1535, and Mullaghmore 1825), their botany is very

interesting. That of Ben Evenagh or Magilligan has been famous

since as early as 1732, as the curious may read in the Anthologia

Hihernica for 1794 on the authority of the Bishop of Derry. The late

Dr. Moore had also more recently examined this district, when attached
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to the Ordnance Survey. The Sawel and Dart mountains are an
utterly monotonous and featureless range of wide moors and heather-

clad humps of schists, quartzites, and metamorphic limestones, reach-

ing an elevation of 2240 feet at Sawel. This group is usually called

the Sperrin Mountains. On the north side of Dart, at 1750 to 1850
feet, is a small area where a few alpines still hold their ground. Else-

where the common species have it all their own way.
One record of great interest I failed to verify. Ruhus chammnorus

has its only Irish locality "on the top of Glengana mountain, in the

Stranagalwilly range, to the west of Dart, close to the boundary between
the counties of Tyrone and Derry," where it was found by Professor

Murphy in 1826. I found an old fellow in Stranagalwilly who knew
the name Glengana, and directed me to it, which was that part of the

range called on the Ordnance map Mullaghclogher. From this I

walked the whole range, and searched especially those summits west
of Dart, but altogether failed with regard to the cloud-berry. I also

made numerous inquiries amongst shepherd lads and others for a berry-

bearing plant, which the Rev. Mr. Ross, of Dungiven, has promised to

continue for me, and I trust the plant may be re-discovered ; but a

more unlikely range for any variety in the alpine flora I have not yet

set foot on.

Omitting the ubiquitous lowland species which reach all summits,

except where there is insufficient soil, I will include all my Derry
notes in one Table in descending order. Many lowland species seem
capable of extending to a higher zone on the warm and fertile trap

rocks : into these I shall go with some detail.

The correspondence between the lingering vestige of an arcti®

flora met with on Ben Evenagh vegetation, and that I have observed

along the trap rocks, a few hundred feet above the sea west of English-

man's Bay, in Disco, in lat. 69° 15', struck me forcibly, and is, I

think, worthy of quoting. Thus, the following are characteristic and
common to both localities :

—

Saxifraga oppositifoUa, Dryas octopetala,

Stlene acaulis, Plantago maritima;

Draha incana,

while Alsine verna, Saxifraga sponheimica, Plantago maritima, and

Campanula rotundifoUa have their closely allied representation in

the arctic station, viz. Alsine hiflora, Saxifraga caspitosa, Campanula
rotundifoUa, var. linifolia ; and this enumeration comprises the major
part of the flora of the two stations quoted. This coincidence at so

vast a distance across the ocean (seventeen or eighteen hundred miles)

illustrates at once the source of our arctic flora, and the geological

instincts of some of its members. Some of these plants as Pryas
alsine and Silene, &c., also thrive on limestone, and whether there be

a similar constitution in the derivative soils is a question of interest.

I believe it is the presence of highly alkaline zeolites in the friable

2 E2
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and easily-decomposed siliceous basalt that renders the soil of the trap

so fertile. It is thus explained by an early writer, G. B. Sampson,
in his Survey of Londonderry. Th6 following is a list of the alpine

species observed :

—

Draha incana, Sieracium anglicum,

Silene acmdis, Vaccinium vitis idcea,

Bryas octopetala, Salix herhacea,

Saxifraga stellaris, Carex rigida,

8. oppositifolia, Lycopodium selaginoides.

Of these, Saxifraga stellaris and Carex rigida were found in Tyrone,

and are therefore additionsto District 10. The latter(from Sawel station)

is also an addition to District 12. Listera cordata was also added
to the flora of District 10.

General List oe Plants found on the Derry Mountains arranged
IN Descending Order, the Ubiquitous Species being Omitted.

Sawel, 2200 feet.

Carex rigida., Good, to 1730; also at 1850 feet on Dart, and at 1780

feet on Mullaghclogha.

Mullaghclogha, 2000 feet.

This was the summit which appeared most likely for Ruhus clianK^moriis,

and agreed best with the description. Its summit is a wet
tussocky bog of Erica cinerea, Eriopliora, Aira flexuosa, Agrostis

mdgaris, Carex hinervis, and C. rigida. I searched it and its

western shoulders for the cloud-berry in vain.

Dart, 1850 feet.

Carex pilidifera, Linn.

Lycopodium alpinum, Linn.

Mullaghclogha, 1800 feet.

Cardamine pratensis, Linn.

Viola palustr is, Linn.

Montia fontana, Linn.

Erica tetralix, Linn.

Myosotis cmspitosa, Shultz.

Carex stellulata, Good.

Lycopodium selago, Linn. Mullaghmore at 1700 feet.

Dart, 1780 feet.

Saxifraga stellaris, Linn.
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Salix herlacea, Linn. A large variety on Mnllagiimore at 1750 feet on
the trap rocks. This is, I was informed, Clontygearagh mountain,
which is the name of the mountain from whence Dr. Moore re-

corded this willow at 1100 feet. It is called also Craignashaugh,

and is part of the White Mountain.

MuUaghclogha, 1770 feet.

Listera cordata, Linn. The two commonest Lastraeas, polypotly and
broadfern, occurred also.

Mullaghmore (Clontygearagh?), 1770 feet.

Antennaria dioica, Gaert. Benbradagh, 1450 feet.

Campanula rotundifolia, Linn.

Vaccinkim vitis idcea, Linn. Somewhat higher on Dart, and descend-

ing to 1100 feet in the upper valley of the Altnaheglish river;

also on Mullaghclogher at 1750 feet, and Benbradagh at 1450 feet.

Mullaghmore, 1750 feet.

Sieracium anglicum, Fries. Benbradagh from 1500 to 1400 feet.

BenEvenagh, 1100 feet.

Prunella vulgaris, Linn., on trap rock.

Botrychium lunaria, Linn., on trap rock.

Mullaghmore, 1740 feet.

Sieracium vulgatum, Fries. A very stunted form, and should, perhaps,

be called S. gotliicum. The typical S. sylvaticum occurs by the

Owenrigh river in several places. The species under consider-

ation occurs on Ben Bradagh from 1450 to 1340 feet.

1700 feet.

Alchemilla vulgaris, Linn. Mullaghmore, on trap rock.

Carduns lanceolatus, Linn. ,, ,,

Bellis perennis,Jjmrs.. ,, ,,

TJignms ser2Jgllum, Linn. ,, ,,

Empetrwn nigrum, Linn. MuUaghclogha. To 1130 feet, near Mul-
laghmore to north-east.

Juncus supinus, Moend. Sawel.

J. conglomeratus, Linn. ,,

Sawel, 1650 feet.

Pinguieula vulgaris, Linn.

Ben Bradagh, 1530 feet.

Veronica officinalis, Linn. On the trap.

Euphrasia officinalis, Linn. ,,
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Do. 1500 feet.

Pyrus aucuparia, Gaert.

Lathyrus macrorrhi^us, Wimm.
Lotus corniculatus, Linn. On trap only at this elevation : Ben Evenagh

at 1100 feet.

Gentiana cmnpestris, Jjinn. ,, ,, „

Sawel, 1480 feet.

SoUdayo viryaurea, Linn.

Quercus rohur, Linn.

Benbradagh, 1460 to 1400 feet and lower.

The following list of plants will show what an effect the warm soil

produced by the decomposition of trap rocks has in modifying the

severity of climate due to this altitude without shelter. Samples of

these occurred higher on the Sawel range, but only casually, not as

members of a regularly elevated lowland flora :

—

Ranunculus acris, Anyelica sylvestris,

R. flammula, Senecio jacohcea,

Anemone nemorosa, Bellis perennis,

Cardamine hirsuta, Taraxacum dens leonis,

Viola sylvatica. Achillea millefolium,

Sayina procumhens, Veronica serpyllifolia,

Cerastium triviale, V. chamcedrys,

Linum catharticum, Rhinanthus crista-yallt,

Oxalis acetosella, Pedicularis sylvatica,

Hypericum pidchrum. Primula vulyaris,

Trifolium repens, Salix repens,

Vlex europoeus, Plantayo lanceolatus,

Frayaria vesca, Carex imlyaris,

Rosa pimpinellifolia, Aira praecox,

Crataeyus oxyacantha, Triodia decumbens,

Scahiosa succisa, Asplenium trichomanes.

Meracleum. sphondylium,

Several others have already appeared from a greater elevation on

Mullaghmore, and u few species call for remark.

-Alsine verna, Jacq. And from 1100 on Ben Evenagh to 400 feet at

Magilligan.

Saxifraya hypnoides, Linn. (var. sponheimica). Descends to 1000 feet,

and from 1150 to 1000 feet on Ben Evenagh.

Proceeding with the descending list, we shall find the effect of the

basaltic soil marked in many instances.
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Benbradagh, 1350 feet.

Cardmis palustris, Linn. Trap rocks.

Nartliecium ossifragum, Linn, ,,

Mullaghcarbatagh (west end of Skerries), 1350 feet.

Epilohimn palustre, Linn.

Veronica scidellata, Linn.

Myrica gale, Linn.

Potamogeton polygonifolnis, Pour.

Benbradagh, 1300 feet.

Rulus fruticosus (var. corylifoUus), Sm. Trap rocks.

Sieracium pilosella, Linn. „
Euphorlia helioscopia, Linn.

,,

U. peplus, Linn.
,,

Mullaghmore, 1300 feet.

Pinguicula vulgaris, Linn.

Benbradagh, 1250 feet.

Digitalis purpurea, Linn.

Sawel, 1200 feet.

Salix aurita, Linn.

Ben Evenagh, 1150 feet.

Praha incaria, Linn. He-appearing at sea leveL

Sedum anglicum, Linn. ,, ,,

Carex pulicaris, Linn.

This mountain is only four or five miles from the sea, and the in-

termediate ground is chiefly barren of sandhills. The trap escapement
looks west. The conditions as regards plant-life are almost those of a

sea cliff.

Ben Evenagh, 1150 to 1100 feet, upper limits.

Silene maritima, With. And at sea level.

S. acaidis, Linn. Descending to 950 feet.

Cera^tium semidecandrum, Linn.

Trifolium pratense, Linn.

Anthyllis vulneraria, Linn.

Pryas octopetala, Linn.

Saxifraga oppositifolia, Linn.

Hedera helix, Linn.

Senecio vulgaris, Linn.

Hieraciuui murorum, Linn.
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Plantago coro^iopits, Linn.

P. maritima, Linn.

P. major, Linn. Introduced along sheep-walks.

Urtica dioica, Linn.
,,

Carex panicea, Linn.

Asplenium ruta-muraria, Linn.

Blecknum horeale, Sm.

Mullaghmore, 11 30 feet.

Prosera rotundifoJia, Linn. By the head of Altnagleis stream.

Lonicera periclymenu7n, Linn. ,, ,,

Ilex aquifolium, Linn. ,, „
Pteris aquilina, Linn. ,, ,,

Corn is grown at or near 1000 feet in several parts of the county

This is about the upper limit of cultivation.

Benbradagh, 1000 feet.

Galium palustre, Linn.

Veronica montana, Linn.

Rimiex oMusifolius, Linn.

Poajiuitans, Scop.

Pquisetum arvense, Linn.

Do., 850 feet.

Lysimachia nemorum, Linn.

Lycopodium selaginoides, Linn.

Mullaghmore, 840 feet.

Fraxinm excelsior, Linn.

Betula alia, Linn.

Corylus avellana, Linn.

Lastrcea oreopteris, Linn.

Sawel, 800 feet.

Alnus glutinosa, Goert.

Ben Evenagh, 700 feet.

Viola tricolor, Linn. Galeopsis tetraliit, Linn.

Parnassia palustris, Linn. Stachys pcdustris, Linn.

Achillea ptarmica, Linn. Rumex sanguineus, Linn.

Chrysanthemum segetmUjlumn. PHeocharis multicaulis, Sm.

Benbradagh, 650 feet.

Ajuga repens, Linn.

Populus tremida, Linn.
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BenbracTagli, 550 feet.

Prunus communis, Huds.
Iris pseudacorus, Linn.

Lwzida pilosa, Willcl.

Do., 500 feet.

Stellaria graminea, Linn.

Crepis paUudosa, Moench.
Listera ovata, Linn.

Carex ovalis, Good.
Equisetum sylvaticum, Linn.

Ben Evenagli, 500 feet.

Gnaplialium sylvaticum, Linn. Also by the E.oe river.

Artemisia vulgaris, Linn.

In the sandhills below Ben Evenagh and on thickets intervening I

gathered Arum maculatum, Equisetum maximum, Reseda luteola, Phleum
arenarium, Trifolium arvense, Lycopsis arvensis, Silene anglica, and
Carex vulpina. Scilla verna also occurs ; while in a marsh near Ma-
gilligan Point I met with Ranunculus lingua. By the Roe river, be-

tween Dungiven and Eden bridge, occurs Galeopsis versicolor, Myrrhis
odorata, Salix alia, Geum rivale. Centaurea cyanus, Hieracium crocatum,

and Lotus major. In Owenrigh glen, Polysticlium aculeatum is frequent,

and I was informed that the beech fern occurs here. Between Dun-
given and Eeeny Salix pentandra was noted, and at Park Hill Hiera-

cium prenantJwides.
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XVI.—KoTEs oif THE Kinematics and Dynamics of a Rigid System in

Elliptic Space. By Eobekt S. Ball, LL.D., F.R.S.

[Eead, June 9, 1884.]

If we write the quadriplanar transformation

2/1 = (11) 0-1 + (12) ;r3 + (13) :r3 + (14) ^4,

^2 =(21)^1 + (22) ;r2 + (23) a-3 + (24) 3^4,

y3 = (31):ri + (32)^2+ (33):P3 + (34)a;*,

^4 = (41 ) 0^1 + (42) X., + (43) x^ + (44) x\

we have then the general homographic transformation of a point in

space. This is too general to correspond with the displacement of a

rigid system in elliptic space, but if we further specialize the transfor-

mation by the assumption that it is to be orthogonal, then it will cor-

respond with the most general displacement of the rigid system in

elliptic space.

If it be orthogonal, then we have the further conditions

x, = {\\)y, (21)^3 (31)y3 (41)^4,

x, = (12)yi (22) y3 (32)^3 (42)^4,

^3 = (13)yi (23)2/3 (33)2/3 (43)2/4,

;r4 = (14)yi (24)2/a (34)^3 (44)2/,.

From these we deduce at once the conditions

xy^ + x^' + Xi' + Xi- = 2/i^ + V'i + ys" + Vi,

and consequently

Q, = x-c + x<^ + x^ + :r4- =

is the equation to the absolute.

We thus have the general conditions of movement in elliptic space

exhibited in a symmetrical manner.

The absolute is only one member of a family of quadric surfaces,

each of which possesses the property that a point thereon before the

displacement remains thereon after the displacement. Write the

expression
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This may be

{U)x^ + {22) x^- + (33):r3^ + {A4.) x,^ + ((12) + {2\))x,x^,

or it is equally

(ll)yr ^ (22)y,^ + (33)^3^ + {U)y^ + ((12) + {2\))y,y,.
'

The family of surfaces is accordingly

u+\n = ().

In the ordinary case of a rigid system in common space every cir-

cular cylinder whose axis is coincident with the screw about which
the system is displaced possessed this property. The system
U-\- AO = is thus the generalization to elliptic space of the system
of circular cylinders.

The same result is obtained in another manner by calculating the

distance through which any point x is displaced when conveyed by
the transformation to y.

Substitute Xi + Xy, &c., for Xi, &c., in the equation of the absolute,

and we find

Xi + ^2' + ^3* + ^1' + 2X(xiyi + Xoy^ + x^y^ + x^y^) + X' (yi^ + y-^ + y^ + y^),

or n + 2AZ7+ A.2f2 = 0,

whence if ^ be the distance, we have

cos 6 = -r.
O

whence we see that the surfaces of the type

.
f^-n cos^ =

possess the property that each of them is the locus of the point con-

veyed through the same distance $. In ordinary space we of course

notice that the points equidistant from the axis of the screw are con-

veyed through equal distances.

We can now easily see the conditions that the general displacement

shall assume the special type of the vector. Cos must then be in-

dependent of X, a condition which implies

(11) = (22) = (33) = (44) = cos^,

and every equation of the type (12) + (21) = must be satisfied. We
then find that the displacement of every particle of the system is of

equal length.

It will be easy by this analytical method to deduce all the general

properties of the motion of a rigid system in elliptic space.
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If a point is to remain unaltered, then we must have

yi = pxi, Vi = px2, ys = p^3, l/i = p^i,

and accordingly,

n-p, 12, 13, 14

21, 22 -p, 23, 24

31, 32, 33-- P, 34

41, 42, 43, 44 -p

This however cannot differ from

1

11 -

12,

13,

14,

21,

22 -

23,

24,

1

31,

32,

33 -

34,

41

42

43

44

= 0,

because the transformation is orthogonal.

Hence the equation for p must be a reciprocal one, and we have
accordingly

p* + 4^p3 + 6Bp~ + 4^p + 1 =

of the tetrahedron whose vertices are given by the four values of p,

four of the edges from two pair of generators common to the surfaces

= and 17= 0. Let aj, ag, a^, Ui be the coordinates of one corner of

the tetrahedron corresponding to p, so that we have

(ll-p)ai+ 12a2 + 13a3 + 14a4 =0,

21 ai +(22-p)a2+ 23a3 + 24a4 =0,

31 ai + 32a2 + (33 — p)oL3 + 34a4 = 0,

41ai + 42ao + 43a3 + (44 - p) ai = 0.

Let (3i, fSi, ySy, ^4 be the other corner of the tetrahedron character-

ized by the circumstance that a/3 is not a generator of Q, then we
have

1

11 - -h8i+ 12/3o + &c. = 0,

PJ

and similar equations, as it is obvious that the reciprocal values of p
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correspond witli vertices so related together, a^ is indeed one of the
screws about which the system is translated.

Let 6 be the distance along the ray a/3 by which a point is dis-

placed, then if the coordinates of that point be

ttl + AySl, &c.,

we have
n = 2A(a, /3i + ao /?o + aa ^3 + aj, ^4) :

making the same substitution in Z7it reduces to

A f p + -
J

(tti /3i + tto ^3 + tta /?3 + ai/Ji),

whence we obtain finally

cos^ = |f p + - j,

whence we deduce iO = log p,

so that the pitch of the displacement is

log Pi

log pi

where pj and p, are two not reciprocal roots of the equation

p* + 4^p3 + 6^p2 + 4:Ap +1=0.

We may here notice a proof that the surface ZT" passes through the

four generators belonging to the tetrahedron. Let a and /? be the ver-

tices corresponding to p and p', then by substitution in Cwe find

^ (P + p') (<^i Pi + «2 Pt + 0.3/33 + aifSi),

and in O 2X{ai(3i + ao/Jn + 0.3/3-3 + ai/3i),

but if a;8 be a generator of CI, then the last line must vanish, and so

must the former one also.

If the movement be a vector, then the equation for p reduces to the

form

(p^ - 2p cos a + 1)".

It is well known that when twists about two given screws are

compounded together they will constitute a twist on a single screw,

which is a generator of a ruled surface of the fourth order (Linde-

mann). The laws of the distribution of pitch on the generators of this

surface are now to be given.
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The simplest way of defining the surface is as the locus of the in-

tersection of the planes

{ Xi - X:i tan ^ = 0,

X2, — Xi tan <^ = 0,

with the relation sin 2a sin 26 + sin 2/3 sin 2^ = 0, where

tan p = tan (a + cf)) tan {(3 + 6) = tan (a - ^) tan {(3-6) = the pitch.

It is hence easily verified that a ray intersecting two conjugate

polars intersects also two screws of equal pitch. This is the generali-

zation for elliptic space of the well-known property of the cylindroid,

that a ray cutting a generator at right angles passes also through the

equal pitch screws on the surface. This theorem is thus seen to be
the survival of the more elegant and symmetrical theorem in elliptic

space. In the elliptic space no less than in the ordinary space this

theorem has important dynamical applications.

For some time I found a difficulty in tracing in elliptic space the

analogue of the well-known property in ordinary space, that the pitches

of all the screws on a cylindroid could be augmented by a constant

quantity. At length however I noticed that this too was only a sur-

vival in ordinary space of a more complete theory in elliptic space.

If two screws be reciprocal, and if p, and p' be their pitches, and
X and y the lengths of their two common perpendiculars, then we
have

p + p'
tan X tan y = -.

^
1 +pp'

If therefore two screws be reciprocal they will continue reciprocal

notwithstanding changes in their pitches, provided only that

p+p'
\ + pp'

remains unaltered.

It is hence easy to show that if all the screws of a cylindroid have

their pitches p changed into

p + m
1 + pm'

where m is a constant, then they will still be admissible as a possible

pitch distribution. This somewhat remarkable result can be demon-
strated with equal facility for a system of the n"' order as well as for a

cylindroid, and we therefore give the more general demonstration.
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If and q be the pitches of two reciprocal screws, then they will
continue to be reciprocal if the pitches be changed into

and ^
•

1 + pm 1 - qm

respectively, where m is any quantity whatever. This is obvious from
the consideration that the function

I + pq

remains unaltered when p and q are replaced by their altered values.

If therefore we have, two reciprocal systems of screws, and all the

pitches of one system p be changed each into , , where m is the
1 + 2)ni

same quantity for all the screws, then each screw will continue to be
reciprocal to all the screws of the reciprocal screw-complex where each

pitch a is replaced by . It hence follows that all the screws of^
I - qm

an w-system will continue to form an ?i-system if the pitches be all

changed by writing, instead of each p, the more general value ~ .

1 + ptn
We may express this in a very interesting manner by the statement

that—" If all the pitches of a screw system be homographically trans-

formed, subject to the condition that the pitches of + 1 and - 1 remain
naltered, then the modified pitches are also a possible pitch distribu-

tion."

We may note that this change cannot affect two polars whose
pitches are reciprocal, for, if p and q be reciprocal magnitudes, then
so are obviously

p + m ^ q + m
and .

1 + mp 1 + qm

We are now enabled to take a remarkable step in the simplification

of the question of pitch distribution on the surface which replaces the
cylindroid in elliptic space. We have, as before,

p = tan (a +
(f>)

tan {(3 + 0) = tan (a - <^) tan (/? - 0),

or, by transformation,

tan a tan (3 + tan tan cf)

P
1 + tan a tan (3 tan 6 tan <fi'
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Hence we may, witliout loss of generality, regard the pitch distri-

bution to be expressed in the very simple form

p = tan B tan <^,

for, when we have obtained this pitch distribution we can pass at once

to the other by merely making ;» =tan a tan fi.

There is one feature on this surface which the analogy of the

cylindroid would hardly have suggested, it is the existence of a pair

of screws thereon forming conjugate polars, and of which the pitch is

indeterminate ; one of these corresponds to ^= and (^ = 90°, the other

to ^=90° and (^ = 0.

Much remains to be done before the theory of this surface is com-
plete in its dynamical applications ; but I have thought that the points

referred to in this Paper are of sufficient interest to justify their com-
munication to the Academy, in anticipation of a more complete treat-

ment of the subject at a future time.
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XVII.

—

Trigoxometeical Notes. Ey A, H. Aj^glin, M. A.,

P.R.S.E., &c.

[Read, May 26, 1884.]

To prove that

tan"^ «! + tan"^% + tan"^ a^-]- . . . + tan~' a„ = tair ' — ^
s

•
•

•

I - <>2 + ^4 - . . .

where «i, a^, a^, . . . a,, are roots of the equation

«" - Cix"^'^ + c-iX""'^ - c^x"^^ + . . . + (- I )"'<;,j = ;

and hence to establish the well-knoAvn trioonometjical formula

tan (aj + aj + tta + . . . + a„) =
I - Co + t^i - . .

"where c,. denotes the sum. of the products of tan aj, tan a^, tan a^, . . ,

tan a„, taken r at a time, wUhoid the use of the symhol v - i

.

A + B
I . Since tan~^^ + tan~^i5 = tan"^ —^,

1 — A.1)

we have tan"^rt!i + tan~'«o = tan^^ —^ ,

where a^, a^ are roots of the equation x^ - f^x ^- fn = ^

.

Adding on tan"V<3 to both sides of this result, we get

tan"^«i + x-xnr^(h + tan"'«3 = tan"^ r.

But (?i, Un, f/3 are roots of

{x- - p^x + p2){oc - ttz) = o,

that is, of 01? - {pi -\- a^x^ + {ih + piaz)x - p%az = 0.

Hence tan"^ «, + tan"^ ^3 + tan"^ a-^ = tan"^ -^
,

1-^2

where <?i, ^2, a^ are roots of

x^ - qiX- + qoX ~ q^ - o.

K. I, A. PROC, SER. 11.,VOL. IV. SCIENCE. 2F
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And proceeding in like manner with this result, we shall obtain

tan"^ «i + tan~^ a^ f tan"^ a^ + tan"^ «4 = tan~^
,

I - ^2 + ri

where «i, a.,, a^, a^ are roots of

x^ - ')\ x^ + r^x'^ - r-i X \ rij^ = o.

ISTow assume

tan"^ «i + tan^^ a^ + tan~^ ffg + . . . + tan"^ a„ = tan~' ~ ^ °-—^-^,
I - Co ^ e^^- . . .

where «i, «2, «3, • • • «„ are roots of

x^ - Ci x"''^ + Co x'"-' - C3 x"-^ +...+(- I )" <?„ = 0.

Here it will be necessary to distinguish the cases when n is even
and when n is odd.

(
I
) If ^^ be even, the last term in the numerator of the right-hand

member of the equation is (- i ) 2 . c„_i, and the last term in the de-

nominator is (- 1)2 . c„. Hence, adding on tan~' «„+i to both sides of

the equation, we shall get

tan"^^! + tan"^ a^ + tavr^ a-^ + . . . + tan"^ «„ + tan""" «„+i = tan~^ —

,

jD

where

A- = {Ci + ff„+i) - (^3 + C^ «„+i) + {C^ + Ci ff„+i) - ... 4- (- I 2 '((.„_! + C„_3 . «„+i)

n

and ^ = I - {co + ci ff,,.+i) + {c^ + c^ a„+-^) --... + (-1)2 (c„ + c,,_i . «„+i)-

But «i, «2, «3, • • . fi!,., «„+i are roots of

(2.-" - Ci x"~^ + ^o x^'^ - ... - c„_i . *• + c„) (it; - fi«„+i) = 0,

that is, of

.^j^+i _ (ci + «„^i) a;" + (^2 + (?! (j„+i)
d;«-i - (^3 ^ Co a„+i) . a;"-- + . . .

Hence, since n is even,

tan"' ^1 + tan"' «2 + tan"' «3 + . . . + tan"' «„ + tan"' «,,+!

= tan-'
'^1 ~ ^3 + '^5 - • • • + (- 0^ ~ '

• Ci + (- 0^ • 4+1

I -to^ti-...\{- \Y .i,.
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where a-^, a^, a-i, • «,„ «„+i are roots of

x"^^ - fi x" + f-z x"-^ - t^ x"^' + . . . + t„x"- - t„^i = o.

(2) If n be odd, the last term in the numerator above referred to
n — i n—T.

is (- i) 2 . c^^^ and the last term in the denominator is (- i) 2 . c^^x-

Hence, proceeding as before, we shall get

C
tan"' ffi + tan"' «., + tan"' %+... + tan"' «„ + tan"' (7„+i = tan"' -

,

where
« —

I

C= (ci + rt„^i) - (C3 + c. «„+i) + (C5 + c^ ff.„+i) -... + (- 1 ) 2 . (<?„ + c„.i . ff„^.i),

and
11 — I

Z) = I - (c, + Ci «„+i) + {c^ + C3 ff,,+i) -... + (-1)2 . ((,^^_^ + c^^_, ,. a,^^^

n-\- \

+ (-1)2 . C,, ff„+i.

But ffi, «,, «3, . . . a„, ff„+i are roots of

«"+' - (ci + a„+i) a.'" + (c, + Ci «„+i)
:»"-' - (<?3 + Co ff,,+i) x''-"- + . . .

Hence, since n is odd,

tan"' «! + tan"' «., + tan"' ^3 + . . . + tan"' «„ + tan"' «,j^i

?z — I

= tan"' ^j^ ,

l-^,.+ ^,-... + (-l) 2 .t,,,^

where «i, %, ^^3, ... «„, ff„+i, are roots of

Thus the proposition is completely established.

Cor.—Putting (ri = tanai, «o = tana2, ffj = tan as, ...«„ = tan a„, it

follows that

, . ^ fi - ^3 + <7s - . . .

tan (_ai 4- Oo + 03 + . . . + a,J
1 - Co + f4 - . . .

where c,. denotes the sum of the products of tau aj, tan a,, tan 03, . . .

tana,,, taken r at a time—the well-known trigonometrical formula,

which is thus established without the use of the symbol %/- 1.
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2. The following deductioiis from the foregoing general theorem
may be noticed :

—

( I ) If ^1 = ^2 = ^3 = ...=^,^ = X,

CiX -Cc^a? + c^x^ - . . .

then n tan"' x = tan~^ —
1 - CzOp' ^- CiX^ - . .

.

•where c^ now denotes the number of combinations of n things taken r

at a time, /. e. I « ^ \ r \n- r ; and if x = tan 0,

^ c, tan e-c^ Uw^e + ^5 tan^^ - . . .

tan nB =
1 - Co tan-t^ + Ci tan^^ -

(2) Further, if .<- = 1, we get

mr Ci - ^3 + fg

tan — =
4 1 -Co-\- Ci - .

If n be odd, we haA'e

71—1

tan — = (- I ) 2
;« — I

4
1 - c, + fi - . . . + (- I ) 2 . C„_l

Mnd if n be even,

n

^ = or oc
,n

I - Co + fi - . . . + (- I ) 2 . C„

according as n is of form 4/^ or A^m 4 2. Thus

n

Cj _ C3 4 C5 - . .
. + (- I

) ^ ' • ^"-1 = °' ^* " ^*^ °^ ^°^'™ 4"'

'

w

and I - Co 4 C4 - . . . + (- I )2 • <?n
= o, if ?? be of form \m + 2.

3. An interesting theorem of a like nature to the preceding one

may appropriately be noticed here.

To show that

/?i
- 7?3 + 7^5 - . . . 00

tan-' ffi + tan-' r/., + tan'' c/3 + . . . 4 tan"' a„ = tan —y j
,

1 — /?o + /'i
— • • • °C

where h,. is the sum of the homogeneous products of </i, a-z, (ii> • c»y

aud their powers all of r dimensions.
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"We have

( I - ffi xy^ ( I - a-i xy^ ( I - ^3^^;)"^ ... (1 - a,^xy^

= I -\- h]^x + hn x~ + Ji^x^ + . . . + h,. aj*" I . . . 00 .

Putting X = ± -y- I in succession, we find

(i _«^ V^y{i - a, y~iy (i-a,y^y . . . (i - «„ y~)

= i-h + hi- . . .+V - I ijh - h + /«5 - . • '),

and

( I + ffl a/- I
)-'

( I + ffo v/'- I )-'
( I + ^3 y/- I )-^ . . ( I + r?„x/- I

)-^

= I - h. + Jh- . . . - v/- 1 (Ai - 7^3 + ^5 _ . . .).

Thus
^-h,-h-.h-...^

I - 7«2 -f- Ai - . . . OO

_(i +giV-i)(r+g2\/^)...(i+g„V-i)-(i-giV-i)(r-ff.2V-r)... (r-ff«V^)

(l +«iV^)(l+«2\/^)... (l+«„\/^)+(l-fflV-l)(l-«2V- l) ... (l_ff„V^)

Again,

( I + aix){ I + a2x){ I + f/3^) . . . ( I + a„,x) = i + CiX + c^x^ + . . .-\- c,^ x",

where e,. denotes the sum of the products of a^, do, a-^, ... «,„ taken r

at a time. Putting x = ± v - i in succession, we find

( I + «i \/- I )( I + «o \/- I )( I + «3 v^- I ) • • • ( I + *u v^- J

)

= I - Co + (?4 - . . . + \/- I {c^ - Co + c-^ - . . .),

and ( I - rti V - I )( I - <ro\/ - I
)

( I - ff3 \/- i ) . . . ( i - ff,. \/- i

)

= I - C2 + C4- . . . - -\/- I (ci - C3 + C5 - . . .).

^ h^-h+lh- . . .OO Ci - (-3 + C5 - . . .

Hence
I - A2 + /^4 - . . . W I - (3 + C'i - . . .

(the last terms in the numerator and denominator of the right-hand
u 11 n — \

member being (- l)^"'. c„_i and (- 1)2 . c,„ or (- i) 2 . c„ and
11 — z.

(- i)~2~. r„-,, according as n is even or odd respectively) ;
and there-

fore

_, ^'1 -l^Z + l>r,- • • • ^
tan~'ffi + tan^'^o + taur^ci. + . . . + tan^' a„ = tan ;

j

.
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Cor.—Putting r/i = tanai, r/2 = tana2, . . . r/„ = tan a,^, it follo-vvs that

111 - 7?3+ 7?5- ... 00
tan (ai + Oo + as + . . . + a„) =

I -h^h,~

"where h,. denotes the sum of the homogeneous products of tan ai, tan a.,,

tan as, . . . tan a,„ and their powers of r dimensions—a result of a like

type to the trigonometrical one already noticed, and is thus established

without the use of De Moivres theorem.

4. Putting «! = % = ^3 = . . . = (In = X = tan 0, in the preceding result,

we may deduce

n tan ^x = tan"
^hiX - h^x^ + h^x

I -hoX- + hiX^ - . . . oc '

and

hi tan e - h; tan^^ + h, tan^O - . . . oo
tan nO

I - h.2 tan-^ + 7?4 tan*^ - . . . oo '

•where h^ now denotes the numher of homogeneous products of n things

of r dimensions, i.e. \n + r- i -^ \n - i \r.

And further, if a; = i , we have

hi - 7^3 + 7^3 - ... cc ^ nir—— = tan —

,

I -
/^a -f /<4 - . . . cc 4

)2— I

which = (- I ) 2 if « be odd, and = o or oo according as n is of form 4;^

or 4«j + 2.

Thus hi - 7«3 4- 7?5 - . . . 00 = o, if n be of form 4/^,

and I - ho -\- hi - . . . x = o, \i n be of form 4«t + 2.

SUPPLEMENT.
I . The theorem

^ hi - A3 + 7(5 - ... 00

tan ( ai + a., + a. + . . . + a„ i
= =

I - ho + hi- ... 00

may also be obtained in the following way :—We have

(cos ai + \/- I sin ai)(cos a^ + V - i sin a.,) . . . (cos a„ + v - i ) sin a,;)

= cos (tti + a-j + tts + . . . + a„) + V - I sin (aj -r ao + a;. + . . . + a„).
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_, /— . I sec a
But cos a + v - I sm a = —= = =^

;

cos a - v - I sin a i - \/- i tan a

therefore

I X
sec tti sec oo sec aj . . . sec a„ .

:z=z . -=
. . .

I - \/— I tan tti I - V - I tan ao

= C0s(ai+ a2 + a-3+. . . +a„) + \/- i sin(ai + a2+ a3+. . . + a„),

I -'s/- I tan a„

that is,

sec tti sec a^ sec a^ . . . sec a„
1

1 - /^o + /?4 - . . . + \/- i {Ih ~ Ih + /jj - . . .)

}

= cos (oi + tto + ag + . . . + a„) + \/ - I sin (aj + a, + as + . . . + a„).

Equating possible and impossible parts, we get

sin (tti + tto + aj + . . . + a„) = sec ai sec tto sec a^ . . . sec a„ (/^i
- h^ + h^ . . .),

cos (aj + ttj + 0.3 + . . . + .a,j) = sec ai sec ao sec aj . . . sec a„ ( i - ^o + ^^ - . . .),

and therefore

h-h + h- . . . ^
tan (^aj + a2 + as + . . . + a„j

I - Ju + 7^4 - ... 00

2. The following results may also be worthy of notice in connexion

with the foregoing.

We have cos 7i6 + \/- i sin n9 = cos"6 ( i + v- 1 tan 6)".

Expanding and equating possible and impossible parts, we get

cos 7i9 . sec"9 = B,

sin n9 . sec"9 = JD,

where
B = 1 - Cn tan^^ + Ci tan*^ -••,

the last term being
n n — 1

(- 1)2. tan"^, or (- I ) 2 ,n tan""^ 9,

according as n is even or odd ; and

B = Cx tan 9 - Co tan^ 9 ^- c-^ tan^ 9 - . . . .,

the last term being

n n — I

n{- 1)2""'
. tan"-i^, or (- i)^~. tan"^;

for n even or odd ; and c,. denoting the number of combinations of n

things taken r at a time, •/. e. \j^ ^ |_^' |

''^ ~ ''•
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Again,

cos nB + v/- I sin nO = (cos 6 - v^- i sin ^)"" = sec" ^ ( i - v - i tan 6)'".

Proceeding as before, we find

cos nO Gos'^6 = I -/?2 tan^^ + h^ ioxi^O - . . . oc = A, suppose,

sin 7i6 cos"' 6 = hi tan $ - h^ tan^^ + h^ tan^^ - . . . oo = C, suppose,

where h^ = \n + r - i i- \n - i jr.

Thus we deduce the following relations :

—

AB = cos-fiO,

^ = (cos^r,

CD = sin- nO,

- = (cos^)-;

and hence
4 C
^ = ~, or AD = BC,

AB + CB = I,

CD = ABiim'ne,

AfABCD = sin" inO,

AC=BBeos"'e.
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XYIII.—A Cat^ ^jgtje op Stjspecteb Vaeia:bxe Staes. "With Notes
AND OBSEKTATIOJfS. By J. E. GoEE, M. E. I. A., P. E. A. S.,

Honorary Member of the Liverpool Astronomical Society. "With.

Plate 11.

[Read, May 12, 1884.]

The following Catalogue of Suspected Variable Stars has been com-

piled fi'om various sources. Many of the stars it contains are doubtless

really variable, but the observations hitherto made have not been suffi-

cient to place their variability beyond question. In some cases the

variation would seem to be small, with a long period, possibly several

years. Others may possibly belong to the Algol type, and from the

nature of the light curve the variability may escape detection for a long

time. On the other hand, future observations will no doubt show that

many of them are constant in their light, and these of course must be

removed from future Catalogues. Observations of these less suspicious

stars should however not be neglected, as even negative results will be

of value as tending to show constancy of light.

In the notes to the Catalogue, I have given the magnitudes as-

signed to each star by different observers. In many cases there are

considerable discrepancies in these magnitudes, which may possibly be

due to actual variation in the light of the star. "With reference to the

value to be assigned to the magnitudes of the earlier observers, the

foUowiag remarks by Sir "W. Herschel, regarding the discrepancies in

Plamsteed's magnitudes may be quoted :

—

" "We ought to account for

this by allowing that Flamsteed did not compare the stars to each other,

but referred each of them separately to its own imaginary standard of

magnitude. This is the real source of all such contradiction, which,

therefore, cannot be charged to our author. As we should, however, take

it for granted that the magnitudes were affijKed to the stars with as much
care as the nature of an unsettled standard would allow, a short inquuy

iato the extent of the confidence we may place upon the method of

magnitudes will be of considerable use. "We have observed that, in this

method, the brightness of stars is referred to unsettled standards ; but

admittiag that a pretty general though coarse idea may be formed of

these magnitudes, it may be granted that a mistake of a whole order in

the first class cannot be supposed. The difference between a star of

the first and second magnitude is so palpable that it excludes all suspi-

cion of taking one for the other. "When sub-divisions are introduced

the case becomes doubtful, 1*2 may easily pass for 2-1. But though

R. I. A. PROC, 8ER. II., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. 2 G
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these two notations sliould not be sufficiently clear to be clistiaguisbed

from each other, yet I am inclined to believe that the former may be

precise enough to poiat out a difference from 2 m. and the latter from

2" 3 m. With the next order of stars the difference is much less

striking ; but yet 2 m. will convey an idea which may be pretty well

distinguished from 3 m. 2"3 m. however, cannot be sufficiently kept

apart from 3'2 m., or either of these expressions from 3 m. or from 2 m.

Perhaps the former may be distiaguished from 3 •4 m., and the latter

from 4 m. The followiag step from 3 m. to 4 m., or indeed from 3*4 to

4"5, is less decisive than from 2 m. to 3 m. Agahi, if a star had changed

from 4 m. to 5 m., or from 4'5 to 5"6 since Plamsteed's time, we could

hardly entertain more than a very slight suspicion of the alteration.

From 4 to 5*6 m., or from 4' 5 to 6 m., would be a pretty considerable

step, and might serve as a foundation for an argument. A change

from 5 m. to 6 m. is such as no stress could be laid upon ; and such are

the changes from 5 '6 m. to 6'7 m., and from 6 m. to 7 m. In all these

inferior orders less than an alteration of a magnitude and a half could

hardly deserve attention."

—

{Phil. Trans., 1796, p. 166.)

The above remarks will apply in some degree to the magnitudes as-

signed by Lalande, Piazzi, Bessel, and other meridional observers. In

the case of Plamsteed's observations, however, the discrepancies are so

great that I have not quoted his magnitudes.

I have given the magnitudes of the stars, as shown in Harding's

Atlas (1822), which seems to have been constructed with considerable

care.

The magnitudes given by Sufi, Argelander, Heis, Behrmann, and

Gould (especially the last named), are more reliable, as they are the

results of actual comparisons of the stars, inter se.

I have also given the results of Sir "W". Herschel's observation?

{Phil. Trans., 1796, and 1799), the value of which has only very lately

been recognized.

The following is an explanation of the symbols used by Sir W.
Herschel, as given by him in the Philosophical Transactions for 1796,

p. 189:—

' The least perceptible difference less bright.

Equality.

» The least perceptible difference more bright.

A very small difference more bright.

- - A considerable difference more bright.

- - - Any great difference, more bright in general.
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Compound characters, expressing the wavering of star-light, as

follows :

—

i From the least perceptible difference less bright to equality.

I From equality to the least perceptible difference more bright.

T From a very small difference more bright to the least percep-

tible difference.

= , From -, to - etc.

i The wavering expressed by the passing of the light from a

state of the least perceptible dijfference less bright to

equality, and to the least perceptible difference more

bright.

T The wavering expressed by the change from - to , and to .
,

or from • to , and to - . Professor Pritchard finds that

. = 0-09 mag.
; , = 0-19m., and - = 0-40.

Dr. Gould's magnitudes of the stars, observed at Cordoba, as given

in the Uranometria Argentina, are of especial value, as they are the re-

sults of the independent observations of four observers, and any future

change of light in a star to the extent of even half a magnitude can

hardly escape detection by careful comparison with neighbouring stars.

A few nebulae suspected of variation have also been inserted in the

Catalogue.

I have added my own observations of a considerable number of the

stars in the Catalogue. Those previous to October, 1877, were made

in the Punjab, India, and the remainder in Ireland. These obserA^a-

tions were chiefly made with a binocular, or field-glass, by Browning,

London, having object-glasses of 2 inches diameter, and a magnifying

power of about 6 diameters. With this glass, stars to about 9 m., or

fainter—when not close to brighter stars—can be readily discerned in

a clear sky, in the absence of moonlight. In comparing the relative

brightness of stars, I have always found it the best plan to accurately

focus the field-glass. Some observers put the glass slightly out of

focus in making their observations, and consider that in this way the

influence of colour on the eye is, to a great extent, eliminated. With
reference to this method, Dr. Gould says

(
Uranometria Argentina, note

to I Carinse, p. 252) :
" The results are not very satisfactory, owing in

part to the circumstance that many of the comparisons were made by

putting the opera-glass out of focus, a method which our experience

2G2
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shows not to give results in accordance with estimates made by the

method of sequences, or by comparison with artificial stars of measure-

able brilliancy."

Some astronomers lay great stress on the use of a photometer in the

determination of star magnitudes, but the Cordoba observations given

in Dr. Gould's great work, the JJranometria Argentina, show what good

results can be obtained by careful estimation with the naked eye, aided

when necessary by an opera-glass, without the use of any photometer

whatever. With reference to this method, Sir John Hcrschel says

[Cape. Ohs., p. 305): ""Without dissuading from the new and the im-

provement of old instrumental contrivances (or astrometers) for this

purpose, and having myself attempted it, not as I think without some

degree of success, as will be hereafter explained, I am yet disposed to

rely mainly for the formation of a real scale of magnitudes on com-

parisons made by the unassisted judgment of the naked eye."

Of the photometers which have been tried for the purpose, the
'' wedge photometer," as used by Professor Pritchard, seems to give the

most consistent and satisfactory results. A simple and ingenious form

of photometer has lately been devised by the Eev. T. E. Espin, a de-

scription of which will be found in the English Mechanic, vol. xxxvii.,

p. 384.

I have added Professor Pritchard's magnitudes—obtained with the

" wedge photometer "—of those of his stars which are included in my
Catalogue. They represent the magnitudes of the stars as supposed to

be seen in the zenith, and this fact should be remembered when his

magnitudes are compared with those given by other astronomers.

Professor Pritchard's results will be found in vol. xlvii, of the

R.A.S. Memoirs.

The magnitude given in the Harvard Photometry have also been

added, and are denoted by the letters H. P.

I have inserted in the Catalogue on my own authority a number of

stars which I have suspected of variation, either from my own ob-

servations or from the great discrepancies in the magnitudes assigned

to them by different observers.

The positions of the stars have been brought up to 1880-0 (the

epoch of Mr. Proctor's Atlas), the R.A. being given to the nearest

second, and the Declination to the nearest decimal of a minute.

In conclusion, my best thanks are due to the Eev. T. E. Espin,

B.A., F.E.A.S., President of the Liverpool Astronomical Society, and

W. S. Pranks, Esq., E.E.A.S., Leicester, for much valuable assistance

and information.
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I^OTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

No. 1. y Pegasi.—Schwab finds for this star a period of about 27^
days. He found it equal in brightness to a Pegasi at maximum, and

to 7] Pegasi at mimimum ; but these comparison stars have also been
suspected of variation (Observatory, April, 1879, p. 420). Sir J.

Herschel rated it 3-11 {Cape. Ois., p. 440) ; and Franks, 2|-m., No-
vember 16, 1877 ; Pritchard, 2*47 (1882-661). Prom observations at

Cordoba, Dr. Gould also finds evidence of variation. On August 19,

1871, it was found brighter than rj Ophiacii, or about 2'5, and on

September 5, midway between a and 8 Aquarii, or about 3'1. 3-04 HP.

No. 2. Star near y Pegasi.—Not ia Lalande's Catalogue. 7 m. Hard-
ing. Observed by Olbers, September 27, 1820, as 6-7 m., somewhat
brighter than 39, and nearly equal to 40 Piscium {Nature, August 15,

1878). It is 7'5 in the Burchmusterimg . It was not observed by Bessel,

but he has recorded a star of 9 vn. p Argelander's position of Olbers'

star 7^*0 and 3'58" n of it, where the DM has no star.

October 21, 1878.—I found it brighter than 39, and nearly equal to

40 Piscium; September 10, 1883, brighter than 39, but 3 steps less

than 40.

No. 3.—PiscniM.—Position given in the Catalogue is only approxi-

mate.

No. 4. Lalande, 405-6 Ceti.—6 m. Lalande. Not in Seis' Cata-

logue, 6 "5 Gould. Considered by Chandler (Jun.) to be variable from
5-2 to 6*4. The variability was confirmed by Sawyer.

No. 5.

—

Ceti.—Included by Schonfeld ia his provisional list. He
says, " 1871, November 3, 6-7°.; November 8, 8". ; November 24, 10".

und nicht weiter veranderlich ; auch ia meinen Beobachtungen nicht

oder kaum. Ich halte die Richtigkeit dieser Wahrnehmungen fiir

sehr wahrscheialich, eiae Yerwechselung mit Nr. 3 des Catalogs aber

doch noch fiir moglich S.A.N., 79, 1885, and 80-1915." {Zweiter

Catalog von verdnderlichen Sternen, p. 5).

No. 6. ^ Htdei.—3 m. LacaUle ; 3-4 Behrmann; 2-7 Gould 3-27

Sii- J. Herschel, who says, " Variable ? " His estimates of magnitude
vary from 3-08 to 3-72. The Cordoba observations, however, do not
confirm the suspicion of variation.

No. 7. 11 Ceti.—7im. Lalande (664-5) ; 7 m. Hardiag. Sii' W.
Herschel gives 10, 11. It is not ia the TJranometria Argentina, so must
have been seen below 7 m. at Cordoba. 3rd October, 1883, 1 estimated
it 7-3 m, from comparisons with W.B. 364 and W.B. 398.
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jS"o. 8. 113 P.O. Ci-j: = Laia^^de 837.—A douHe star 7, 9 : 44<'-6
:

19"-6 (7 and 8 m. GoiiM). Smyth says: " Piazzi tells us that in Mam-
steed's asterism, a connanion of the 9th magnitude follows this star by
1 1^'2 of time, which he could not find. There is however, at about the

same distance and to f/jj north, a star of this character, although rather

smaller. Is the folic vrc-r then Tariable ?"

No. 9. Lacaille 1- - Phcektcis.—The Cordoba estimates vary from
5"7 to 6"o.

'^0. 10. TT Andeo::::"^.—4|- Lalande ; 4 m. Heis; 5 m. Pranks,

:N"ovemberl8, 1877; 4_: Pritchai'd (1882-685). I found it about 4im.,

and slightly brighter tL .n e Andromedae, but less than/x, October, 1875.

1:^0. 11. 15 Ceti.—7i and 7m. Lalande (972-3); 6-8 Gould; Sir-

W. Herschel, 12-15. Srd October, 1883, 1 found it equal to WB 398,

or 6-8 m.

jS'o. 12. Lat,axde, 1013-14 Cassiopeia.—5 m. and 10m. Lalande;
7-7 m. in the Burclirmisferung. Possibly Tariable {Nature, !N^ovember

4, 1880), 6 m. Harding. It is not in Seis' Catalogue, nor is it in

Fedoretikd 8 Catalogue, or in Argdander 8 Zones. It was rated 7-9 m.
by Enott, and = BD 51% 131, JS'oyember 8 and 19, 1880. jy[y ob-

servations are :

—

I^ovember 14, 1880. Paint with binocular, 2 stars about 6|-m. nf.

j!^ovember 20, 1880. Painter than the two stars nf.

August 17, 1883. Painter than the two stai's nf.

No. 13.

—

Ajst)eoiieda.—A small star s.p., the nucleus of the great

nebula in Andromedfe (M 31) has been suspected of variation by the

Eev. T. W. Webb. He found the star readily visible on several oc-

casions with a 9^ iach. "With speculum, while at other times he found

it very faint with the sanie instrument {Ast. Register, November,

1882).

No. 14. 201 B.A.C. Cassiopeia = P. 0, 162.—6 m. Ai-gelander and
Heis, 6m. Pranks. Seenby me as 6J or 7m.in 1874. 5-36 and 5-7 HP.

No. 15. Dll 81°, 18 Cephei.—A Httle w.^;. the variable IT Cephei;
7-6 m. in the DM. Suspected variable by Pickering. Knott says,

"My own observations show that this star is certainly variable to the

extent of some six-tenths of a magidtude, but I am unable as yet to see

my way to any suggestion as to its probable period." {Mon. Notices,

R.A.S., June,' 1882).

No. 16. 36 AifDEOiiEDA.—6 and 4^- Lalande (1527-8) ; 6 m. Hard-
ing, 6 m. -4n««^/z Catalogue (1840). 'Not in Meis^ Catalogue. "Webb

says, " Yisible to naked eye " (Cel. OhJ. p. 215). IiTegularly variable,

according to Schmidt. It is a well known binary (6, 7 : 356°-2 : 1".3,

1877).
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No. 17. y Cassiopeia.—3-2 m. Ptolemy and SuflS. ; 2 m. Argelander

and Heis; 2-52 Sir J. Herscliel; 2-19 Pritchard (1882-810). In the

Bedford Catalogue (pp. 21 and 22) Smyth, gives some observations of

Sii" J. Herschel, tending to show variation in the light of this star,

llerschel's observations may, however, have been due to the fact that

he compared it with a Cassiopeise, which is a known variable. It shows

a remarkable spectrum with bright lines. 2-3 and 2*2 in HP.

No. 18. 263 B.A.C. Piscnnn. = Lalanbe, 1611.—Rated 1^ by
Lalande. It is 6 m. in the B.A.C. Franks found it 8 m., and orange

(ISfovember, 1877). It is not in Birmingham's Catalogue of Red Stars.

No. 19. -q Andeomeda.—4, 4J Lalande ; 5 m. Harding ;
4-5 Heis

;

5 m. Franks, November 18, 1877 ;
4-41 Pritchard (1882*677). 4-65 HP.

No. 20. Near yu, Cassiopeia.—Smyth says {Bedford Catalogue, p. 25),
'

' Just 1 8' sonth of /A is a star which, though of the 6th magnitude, is

not in Piazzi. It is followed nearly on the parallel, about IP. off, by a

9th magnitude, and both are remarkable for being red, of a decided but

not deep tiat." In Nature, October 21, 1875, the followiug remarks

occur with reference to these stars :
— '' There is no star of the 6th

magTiitude near this position at the present time, nor so far as we know
is there any record of such an object having been seen since the epoch

of Smyth's observations, 1832-71. It may, however, prove to be a

variable of long period There is now a star of the 9th

magnitude following /x Cassiopeise 17°-2 and 15'-38" south; this is

clearly Argelander' s star + 53°, No. 228 of the Burchmusterung, there

estimated 9-5, a considerably faiuter object than an average 9th magni-
tude in Bessel's scale ; its place would appear to correspond better

with that of Smyth's star, following his 6th magnitude nearly on the

parallel, than with that of the missing star. Probably this small

star may be variable also."

No. 21. ^ Phoenicis.—3 m. Lacaille; 3-80 Sii^ J. Herschel; 3-3

Gould, who suspects variation to the extent of half a magnitude {J7.A.,

p. 271).

No. 22. Lalajstde, 2037-8 Cassiopeia.—Rated 10 m. by Lalande,

September 29, 1790, and 8-9 m., December 27, 1790. It is 9 m. in

Harding's Atlas, and 7-0 in the Burclimmterung.

No. 23. Laiai^de, 2097-8 and 2100.—6, and 8m. Lalande; 8

Harding; 8 m. Piazzi; 7-2 in DM ; 6-7 Heis; 7-0 at Cordoba; 8m.
Bumham, January (1875), and 6-5 (1878-865). Suspected variable by
Gould {U. Argentina, p. 335); and Bumham {Memoirs R.A. 8., vol.

xlvii, p. 215).

No. 24. ^ PisciuJi.—A double star, 6, 13 : 226°-5 : 9"-0. Smyth
says, "Though marked 'objectum subtile' by 2, it is steadily seen

through my telescope. But it is singular that Piazzi says of it,
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"Duplex Comes in eodum Yerticali, aclmodiim exigua et ad astrum."

He certainly could hardly have seen it double with his instrument, as

it is now ; but the acolyte may be variable." "Webb missed the com-
panion.

^0. 25. C Piscnni.—4 m. Sufi ; 5 and 4^ Lalande (2187-8) ; 6 m.
Harding; 5-4 Heis; 4-8 Gould; 5^ Pranks, jS^ovember 23, 1877;
4-93 Pritchard (1882-609). A double star, 6, 8 : 63°-8

: 23"-4. Webb
says

(
Cel. OhJ., p. 378), "6 var. up to 4 (?) " Smyth {Bedford Catalogue,

p. 32) says, "The large star maybe variable. Ptolemy called it 8

in lustre, and he is followed by Ulugh Beigh, Tycho Brahe, and
Hevelius." 5-01 and 4-9 HP.

'Eo. 26. 37 Ceti.—61 6m. Lalande (2220-1); 5-6 Heis; 5

Houzeau ; 5-3 Gould; 5 Franks, jSTovember 20, 1877 (44 = 6m.).
Sir W. Herschel found the sequence 25-37, 28. It was measured
5-1 with the heliometer by Johnson 1851. The Cordoba estimates

vary from 5"3 to 5 "7. I found it slightly brighter than 44 Ceti in

J^ovember, 1876. It is 6 m. in the Cape Catalogue (1878'91), and
5-02 HP.

[N'o. 27. Lalande, 2416 Ceti.—A double star discovered by Sir

John Herschel in 1830, pos. 53°'0, dist. 2" (measures at Cincinnatti,

1876-78, give 26°-4 : 1"'64). Captain Jacob suspected variation in

both components, and rated the star 6-7 m. in 1857. It was esti-

mated only 9 m. by Ormond Stone, 1875. It is 6'7m. in the Urano-

metria Argentina.

'^0. 28. t, Andromeda.—5 m. Heis; 5 m. Pranks (= w), iN'ov.

25, 1877. One of Pigott's suspected variables. He says {Phil.

Trans., 1786), "This star is said to have diminished in brightness.

In 1784 and 1785 I found it, by very exact obsei-vations, less than v,

equal to w, and brighter than d and x ;
yet I must mention that it is

marked in my journal as being sometimes brighter, and at other times

less than w ; but still I am not convinced that it varies in brightness."

Pierce measured it as 4-83 {Harvard College Annals, vol. ix.). 4-94 HP.

^0. 29. DM 8", 215 Piscrrar.—In 1881 M. Tempel called attention

to the fact that, on January 31 of that year, he could not see this star,

but in its place there was a small and faiut nebula, the position of

which agreed well with that of the star in question. As on one other

occasion he has detected such a nebulous appearance in the case of a

star which wholly disappeared, and was afterwards agaia seen by
Goldschmidt, M. Tempel suggests that this may indicate the possibility

that DM 8°, 215, may again become visible {Science Observer, April 12,

1881).

No. 30. 43 Ceti.—6^ m Lalande (2484) ; 6 Harding, mtin^m'
Catalogue, 7*2 m, Purchmusterung. The Cordoba estimates vaiy from
6-6 to 7-3.
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jSTo. 31. PiscitTM.—Suspected variable by C. H. F. Peters, from
observations at Clinton, IT. S. A., 1879-1880. On January 5, 1880,

he found it 10 m, but on other occasions much fainter, and sometimes

invisible. Probably this star should be transferred to the list of

"known" variables.

No. Sla. 8 Cassiopeia.—3 m. Ptolemy, Sufi, and Argelander 3,

and 4i Lalande ; 3-2 Heis ;
3-4 Howzeau ;

2-89 Pritchard (1882-810).

Gemmill's observations from March, 1882, to October, 1883, vary from
2-7 to 3-2 {Unglish Mechanic, February 8, 1884). In October, 1876,

I found 8 half a magnitude less than y, and more than half a magni-
tude brighter than e. 2-84 and 3-0 H.P.

!N"o. 32. Lalande 2598 Ceti.—6J Lalande ; 7 m. Harding ; 8 m.
Bessel. The estimates at Cordoba vary from 6'5 to 7*8

; and Dr.

Gould says ''this is certainly variable."

No. 33. Lalande 2677 PiscniM.—7 m. Lalande, Bessel and 7'0 in

the DM : 6-7 Heis ;
5*9 Gould, who suspects variation.

ISTo. 34. Lalande 2798 Ceti.—7 m. Lalande; 6*9 m. Gould, who
marks it " var. (?) " in the Zfranometria Argentina, but gives no
particulars.

No. 35. 40 Cassiopeia.—4 m. Lalande, 1789, and 6 m. 1790; 5-2

ia the Durchmusterung ; 4' 7 in the first Eadcliffe Catalogue ; 6 Piazzi;

5-6 Groombridge and Heis {Nature, December 30, 1880). Sir W.
Herschel gives the sequence, 42, 40, 38. 6 m. Franks, November 25,

1877. 5-46 H.P.

No. 36. 3447 h Scitlptoeis = Lacaille 462 (6m.).—A double
star, 6, 7, 90°-6

: 3", 1887 (0. Stone), and the components are suspected

of variation {^Gel. Ohjects, App. iii.). Gould calls it t Sculptoris, and
rates it 5-9. 6 m. Cape Catalogue (1878'86).

No. 37. Lacaixle 468 Ekidani.—6 m. Lacaille. Believed to be
variable by Gould fi'om 5*9 to 6-5, " or, perhaps, even wider limits."

No. 38. Lacaille 480 Sculptoeis.—With reference to this star,

Gould remarks, "This appears to be generally below 7'""0, but has
been three times observed as bright as 6'""9, once by Mr. Hathaway,
and twice by Mr. Thome."

No. 39. 42 Cassiopeia.—Rated 6-7 by Heis, but found by me,
December 12, 1876, fully equal to 46 Cassiopeiae (5 m. Heis) ; Feb-
ruary, 1877, same brightness ; March 3, 1883, 42, 1 step less than 46,
and 2 steps brighter than 43, or about 5*1 m. Sir "W. Herschel found
42, 40, and 48-42-38. 6 m. Franks, November 25, 1877. On Sep-
tember 10, 1883, I estimated 42, 5-3 m.

No. 40. Steuve 155 Piscium.—A double star 7-5, 7-9: 332°-8
: 4"-6.

Dembowski thought the components variable.

E. I. A. PROC, SER. 11., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. 2K
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JSTo. 41. 54 Ceti.—6 m. Lalande ; 1^ Bessel ; 5-5 in DM; 6-0

Gould (Albany) ; 6 Heis; 6-2 at Cordoba. Dr. Gould suspects varia-

tion, although, he iucludes the star among his " Standards of Magni-
tude " {JJranometria Argentina, p. 21). 5-83 and 5*6 H.P.

No. 42. I, Ceti.—Eated 3-4 by Sufi ; 3 m. by Lalande, Argelander,

and Heis ; 5 m. Bessel; 3"5 Gould. In November, 1876, I estimated

^ and Q Ceti equal. Sir J. Herschel's estimates make t, Ceti 0-8 m.
faiuter than -r) Ceti, whereas at Cordoba they vrere rated equal. 3'85 H.l'.

No. 43. e Cassiopeia.—4 m. Ptolemy and Sufi ; 4 m. Lalande

;

3 Harding; 3-4 Argelander and Heis; 3-49 Sii'. J. Herschel

;

31 m. Franks; 3-51 Pritchard (1882-810), November 25, 1877. In
October, 1876, 1 found it rather more than half a magnitude less than S

Cassiopeiae. It has also been suspected of variation by Gemmill ; his

observations from February, 1882, to October, 1883, vary from 3'2 to

3-8 {Eng. Mechanic, February 8, 1884). 3-55 H.P.

No. 44. 55 Andkomeda.—6 m. Lalande ; 5 Hardiag ; 6 Heis
;

5^ Franks, November 25, 1877; measured 5-48 by Pierce; Sir W.
Herschel r, A*55. Described by Sir W. Herschel as " a fine specimen

of a nebulous star." Smyth says {Bedford Catalogue, p. 43),

"Pigott suspected A of variability." I estimated it 6 m., October,

1875. 5-60 H.P.

No. 45. I Pisciioii.—4 m. Ptolemy, Sufi, Argelander, and Heis

;

5^ Lalande and Piazzi; 5 Harding ; 4'5 in DM; 4-5 Howzeau

;

4-5 Gould (at Albany), and 4-7 at Cordoba ; 4-70 Pritchard (1882-623).

No. 46. V. PisciUM.—One of Argelander's variables, but rejected

by Schdnfeld. It is Lalande 3504 (7jm.). The Cordoba estimates

are 6-8 and 7-0 {TI. A., p. 335), and in Gould's Catalogue it is marked
"var.(?)"

No. 47. 56 Andeomeda = BAC (579 + 580).—6 m. Lalande

(3517 and 3524) ;
5-6 Heis. Struve found the p star of this wide

pair the smaller; Webb found it the larger 1850, and nearly equal

1871 ; Whitley and Franks i? smaller {Cel Ohj., p. 215). 5-74 H.P.

No. 48. 7 Aeietis.—7 and 5 m. Lalande (3540-41) ; 6 m. Hard-
ing and Heis; 6 Piazzi, who says, " Quator dierum intervallo ab S''

ad 6'^ magnitudiaem stellam banc transiise mihi visum. Non inde

tamen inter variabiles eam referre anderem.'

'

Sir W. Herschel gives 14-7 (which means that he found 7 about
0-4 m. less than 14). My observations are:—"November, 1875,7
slightly brighter than 1 Arietis, and about 6 m. ; Februaiy, 1877,

7 a little less than 1 Arietis ; December 29, 1877, 7 slightly less than 1

;

December 23, 1878, 7 slightly less than 1 ; October 5, 1879, 7 very

slightly brighter than 1; November 2, 1882, 7 and 1 exactly equal;

September 27, 1883, 7, two steps brighter than 1 ; January 2, 1884,

7, two steps less than 1.
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No. 49. 7)' Hydet.—5 and 6 m. Lacaille. The Cordoba estimates

vary from 6'6 to 7*5, and Dr. Gould considers it a "variable of long

period." 5-6 m. {Cape Catalogue, 1874-82).

JSTo. 50. 112 PisciTJir.—6-7 Heis; 6 m. Franks, E'ovember 23,

1877, included by Schonfeld in his provisional list. He says (quoting-

Schmidt), " 1867, hell 6 m. ; 1869, Aug. nur in Opernglase zu sehen,

AN 74, 1770." The Cordoba estimates vary from 6-0 to 6-4
; March 4,

1877, I found the star mearly 6 m., and brighter than a star??./, a

Piscium ; December 23, 1878, equal to a star s.p.; November 9,

1882, equal to the star s.p. ; September 30, 1883, 112, two steps less

than the star s.p. 5-84 H.P,

No. 51. a Htdei.—2|- m. Lacaille; 3-4 Behrmann ; 2-9 Gould;
3-44 Sir J. Herschel, who says " variable (?)" His estimates of mag-
nitude vary from 3-26 to 3-83. It is 3-2 in the Cape Catalogue

(1873-99). The Cordoba estimates, however, do not confirm the

suspicion of variation.

No. 52. a PiscruM.—A double star 2-8, 3-9 : 324°-0 : 3"-08, 1877.

Suspected " variable in brightness and colour " [Ohservatory , October,

1878, p. 186), a was rated 3-4 and 4-3 by Sufi ; 3^ by Lalande, and
3-4 by Argelander and Heis. Gould gives it 3-8 ; Pritchard 3-71

(1882-623). 3.99 H.P.

No. 53. Lacaille 617 Htdei.—7 m. Lacaille. Repeatedly observed

at Cordoba as 7f, but twice recorded in 1872 as brighter than 7-0

(
Uranometria Argentina, p. 242).

No. 54. 61 Ceti.—7i- and 6m. Lalande; 6-7 Heis; 7*3 DM.
Sir "W. Herschel gives 60-61, 63. Dr. Gould says the various esti-

mates at Cordoba indicate a fiuctuation through more than a magni-
tude (Z7. A., p. 313). In November, 1876, I found 61 about haK a
magnitude less than 60, but a little brighter than a star n.f. ; Septem-
ber 27, 1883, I estimated it 6*0, from comparisons with 60 Ceti and
LL 3889 {n.f.).

No. 55. V FoENACis (= L 618 = LL 3864) 6 m. Lacaille ;
6^ La-

lande ; 5 m. Behrmann ; 4 Argelander ; 5 Heis. The Cordoba esti-

mates vary from 4-9 to 5*7.

No. 56. a Aeietis.—This star, according to Gould, shows signs of

fluctuation in its light (Z7. A., p. 342). It was rated 3-2 by Ptolemy
and Sufi; twice as 2 m. and thi'ee times 3 m. by Lalande; 2-40 by
Sir J. Herschel; 2m. by Argelander and Heis; and 1-9 at Cordoba;
2-16 Pritchard (1883-084 and 1883-175). 2-04 and 2-3 H.P.

No. 57. 55. Cassiopeia.—6-7 Heis ; 6 m. Franks, November 29,
1877. With reference to this star, Houzeau says, " L'etoile 55
Cassiopeiae etaitpour moi bien visible et de 6 me. grandeur en 1875-10.
Elle est marquee seulement 8-9 dans I'Histoire celeste de Lalande,
p. 379." 6-08 and 5-8 H.P.

2K2

m
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'Eo. 58. 66 Ceti.—6|- and 6 m. Lalande ; 7 Piazzi ; 7 Harding;
6-7 Heis. Not in Argelander's JJranometria ; 6J m. Armagh Catalogue ;

6 m. Franks, and = 63, November 28, 1877. Sir W. Herschel found
the sequence 58, 66, 63; 6-7 Cape Catalogue (1878-96). Gould finds

no evidence in support of variation.

November 16, 1876, I found 66 about half a magnitude brighter

than 63,

October 21, 1878. Same relative brightness.

September 27, 1883. Estimated 5'6 m. - 4 steps brighter than 63.

No. 59. Lacaille 691 Hibei.—6 m. Lacaille, but found only l^m.
at Cordoba.

No. 60. Lalande 4339 Peesei.—8 m. Lalande ; 6-4 D M ;
6-7

Heis. Estimated 8 m. by Talmage at Leyton, November 25, 1880,

while observing Swift's comet of that year. On January 7, 1882, I

estimated it 6-4 m.—about equal to a star n.f. (20 Heis Persei).

No. 61. 740 B.A..C. Cassiopeia.—With reference to this star,

Bailey remarks, " Piazzi considers this star to be of the 8th magnitude

only; it was observed by Croombridge (506), who says it is of the 6th

magnitude ; it was likewise observed by Pond " (74). In Nature,

July 15, 1875, it is stated that "other estimates are:—Hevelius 6;
Eedorenko (Lalande, 1789, November) 8; Piazzi 8, by 7 observations

;

Schwerd 8i
; Taylor, in 1834 or 1835, 7 (he calls the star 21 Cephei)

;

Carrington 8'I ; the Hadcliffe Catalogue 7 '5 ; and. Durchmusterung 8-4t."

It was rated 6 m. by Eranks, November 30, 1877. On Eebruary 14,

1880, I found a small star about 8|- m. near the position ; March 14,

1884, small star near position of 740 B.A.C. very faint with binocular,

below 9 m. ; March 29, 1884—about 9 m.—faint with binocular, in a

clear sky.

No. 62. P. II. 89 Teiangitli (= 13 F = S 269).—A double star,

6-5, 10:342°-1 :
2"-3. Webb says, ''6-5 var. (?)" Heis naked eye,

''Fl. slow bin (?)."

No. 63. 15 Teianguli = 786 BAC.~6i Lalande (4762); 6-5

Heis; 6 m. Franks, November 29, 1877. In the notes to the BAC,
Baily remarks, '

' Argelander has considered this star to be of the

5th magnitude, whilst Bradley and Piazzi reckon it of the 8th. No-
vember 20, 1876, I found 15 slightly brighter than 14 Trianguli

;

November 15, 1878, 15 very slightly brighter than 14; October 6,

1879, 15 and 14 exactly equal; December 30, 1883, 15 and 14

exactly equal. 5*60 H.P.

No. 64. 79 Ceti.—7 m. Lalande (4810); 6-7 Heis. Not in

Argelander's Uranometria ; 7*0 Gould; 6-7 Cape Catalogue (187 8' 99).

(Closely »./. is an S^m. star, Lalande, 4821.) Eebruary 17, 1884,

I found 79 below 7 m.—more than half a magnitude less than LL
5008 (6-5 Gould).
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No. 65. Laxande 4831 Ceti.—6|-Lalande; 7 Bessel; 6 Argelander

Heis and Gould, and 5-6 at Cordoba. Dr. Gould suspects variation.

The star is not in the Cape Catalogue (1880).

ISTo. 66. Lalaistde 4864-5 Peesei.—7^ and 9 m. Lalande ; 8 m.
Harding; 6-7 Heis; 6*7 in DM. I^ot given by Houzeau.

Jan. 7, 1882. From comparisons with a star (6-7 Heis) south of

6 Persei, I estimated the magnitude of Lalande 4864 as 6-5 m. :

—

March 6, 1882. LL 4864 about 6-5 m.

April 8, 1883. Estimated 6-6 m.

October 3, 1883. Estimated 6-2 m.

JS'o. 67. 85 Ceti.—6|- Lalande (5006) ; 8 m. Bessel ; 6 m. Harding
and Heis; 6-5 Gould; 6m. Franks, November 28, 1877. Dr. Gould
suspects variation, although it is included among his Standards of Mag-
nitude

(
W.A., p. 22). This star is included in Aries, in Lalande's

Catalogue. 6-26 and 6*1 H.P.

No. 68. 38 Arietis.—6m. Lalande (5075); 5 Harding; 5-2 in

DM ; 5 m. Ai'gelander and Heis ; Sir W. Herschel 4*1 (Peirce's reduc-

tions)
;
5-4 Gould; 5 Franks (i mag. > 31), November 29, 1877.

5-20 H.P.

November 24, 1878, I found 38 brighter than 31 Arietis, but less

than X Ceti; October 14, 1879, 38 brighter than 31, but less than X
Ceti; November 6, 1882, 38 about 5 steps brighter than 31, or about
5-2.

No. 69. Lacaille 893 .Hoeologii.—5 and 6 m. Lacaille ;
6-5 Behr-

mann; 5-8 Ellery (1870); 6-4 to 6-7 at Cordoba. Gould remarks,
" If it be variable, as seems probable, its minimum must have occurred

in 1872. The various estimates may be reconciled by supposing a
period of somewhat more than 3 years, and a variation of the magni-
tude from 5-8 to 6-7 " {ZTranometria Argentina, p. 264).

No. 70. TT Akietis.—A triple star, 5, 8-5, 11 : 121°-6, 109°-9: 3"-l,

25". The 11m. comes seems to be variable, as Sir W. Herschel found
it brighter than the 8'5 companion, whereas Webb in 1871 rated them
9-5 and 13. So Sadler, 1874. Franks found 11 more like 13 or 14 in

1876. {Cel. Obj., p. 235).

No. 71. 17 Peesei.—5 m. Lalande (5242); 5 Heis; 5 Franks (>21
or 24), Nov. 29, 1877. In Pierce's reductions of Sir W. Herschel's es-

timates the stars 17, 21, and 24 Persei are rated equal, each = 4-9. My
observations are :—Nov. 21, 1876, 17 very slightly brighter than 24

;

Nov. 24, 1878, 17 a little brighter than 24, but less than 16; Oct. 6,

1879, about the same ; Sept. 13, '82 about the same ; March 4, 1883,
17 three steps brighter than 24, and four steps brighter than 21 ; Sept.

27, 1883, 17 three steps brighter than 24; Dec. 6, 1883, 17 one
step brighter than 24. 4*80 H.P.
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No. 72. B. 51 Cassiopeia (=Arg. + 63, 369); 6-5 Argelander ; 8 m
Birmingliam, April 13, 1876.

!N"o. 73. Lacaille 937 Hoeologh.—6 m. Lacaille. Gould thinks

that the Cordoba "observations give strong reasons for suspectiDg

variability," the estimates ranging from 6-0 to 6-7. He calls its colour
" strikingly red."

jSTo. 74. 21 Peesei.—4, 5, and 6 m. Lalande (5415-17); 5 m. Heis.
5i Pranks, Nov. 29, 1877. Sir W. Herschel found 21 equal to 17

Persei. Nov. 21, 1876, I found 21 Persei slightly brighter than 17 :

March 4, 1883, 21 decidedly less than 24 (5-6 Heis)—at least 0-2

mag., and four steps less than 17 Persei, or about mag. 5'6
; Dec. 6,

1883, two steps less than 24 Persei. 5-20 and 4-9 H.P.

No. 75. t/Eeidaki.—3 m. Ptolemy, Tycho Brahe, and Hevelius ;

4-3 Sufi ; 4 Ulugh Beigh ; 4-50, Sir J. Herschel {Cape Oh., p. 345)

:

3 m. Heis ; 3 m. Franks (Nov. 28, 1877) ; 3-7 Gould. Smyth remarks
{Bedford Catalogue, p. 73), "3 pale yellow, and not of a brightness

corresponding to its rated magnitude." Jan. 28, 1876, I found

77 = e Eridani, but slightly less than TT Ceti ; Nov. 14, 1876, t; Eridaui

slightly brighter than tt Ceti. 3-95 H.P.

No. 76. 47 Aeietis.—6 m. Lalande (5453) ; 6 m. Harding; 6 m.
Heis. Not in Ai'gelander's Uranometria ;

4-8 Sir W. Herschel (Pierce)

;

6 m, Pranks, Nov. 29, 1877. 5*88 and 5*6 H.P.

Nov. 24, 1878, 1 found 47 very slightly brighter than p^ Arietis.

Oct. 6, 1879, 47 brighter than p^, but less than p^

Mar. 3, 1883, 47 two steps less than p^

No. 77. e Aeietis.—5 m. Sufi; 4^, 5 Lalande; 4 Harding; 6

Bessel; 4-5 Heis and Houzeau ;
5*0 Gould; 5 Pranks Nov. 29, 1877

;

4"24 Pritchard (1882*704). It is a close double star, and Struve sus-

pected the components of variation. Sir W. Herschel gives the

sequences I.^.t"- and e , S. Eeb. 1877, I found e brighter than {, and

not much below S ; March 3, 1883, e 2 steps brighter than {. Dr.

Gould suspects variation. 4"58 and 4'7 H.P.

No. 78. Bradley 396 Cassiopeije.—4-5 Lalande, Nov., 1789, and

7 m. March, 1790; 7 m. Groombridge ; 6 Carrington and Heis; 5-5 iu

D M {Nature, Dec. 30, 1880). March 14, 1884, 1 estimated it 6-2m.,

2 steps less than 784 B.A.C. (6 m. Heis).

No. 79. 5 Eeidani.—6 and 5| Lalande (5546-49) ; 6 Harding

;

5-6 Heis ;
5-4 Gould ; 6 Franks, Nov. 28, 1877. Espin says, " seems

liable to sudden changes of magnitude " {private letter). Feb. 17, 1884,

I estimated it 5'4 m.
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N'o. 80. ^Ekidani.—3in. Lacaille ;
3-4 Behrmarm ; 2*6 Gould.

A double star, 5,6: 81°-5
:
8"-68 (Sir J. Herschel). The magnitudes of

the components seemed to me in the Punjab (1875) much underrated;

more like 4 and 5, or 3w and 4^. As a single star I found it about

3 m., Dec. 1876, and considerably brighter than 12 Eridani.

Gould thinks that one of the components is probably variable to

some extent. Sir J. Herschel estimated Eridani 3' 73, and r) Canis

Majoris 2"85, or the former 0-88 /«m!;er than the latter. Dr. Gould,

on the contrary, estimates Eridani 0-3 m. hrigMer than iq Canis

Majoris, which gives further reason for suspecting variation.

1^0. 81. 93 Ceti.—7 and 6 m. Lalande (5617-18); 6-7 Heis; 6-4

Gould. Closely n of a, with which it forms a fine open pair. Smyth
called 93, 5^ m.

No. 82. p2 Eridani.—A double star, 6,9: 86°-6 : 2"-26, discovered

by Burnham, who suspects the companion of variation.

No. 83. ^Peesei (Comes).—The well-known companion to Algol,

discovered by Schroter (1787), who suspected variation. Sadler con-

siders it variable from 10 m. to 14 m. in some short period. A writer

in Nature (Eeb. 20, 1879) states that he failed to see any trace of the

star on several fine nights in the early part of 1874, using a 7-inch re-

fractor ; but on Sept. 9 of the same year, he saw the companion very
distinctly with the same instrument. It was measured by Talmage at

the Leyton Observatory, Oct. 2, 1874 (194°-4 , 79"-02 ; mag. 11-12),

and by Burnham 1878-6: 192°-4: 81"-86. There are three other

fainter companions.

No. 84. 12 Eeidani.—3m. Lalande (5986); 3i Lacaille (1000);
3-4 Heis; 3-6 Gould (a Fornacis). It is a double star 3 , 8 : 316°:
2"-4 (0. Stone, 1877), and 3 is suspected of variation. 3-77 H.P.

No. 85. ^Aeietis.—4 m. Sufi; 5 Lalande; 6 Bessel ; 4*5 in DM;
4-5 Argelander; 5-4 Heis ;

4-7 Gould (at Albany), and 5-2 at Cor-

doba; 4-78 Pritchard (1882-704). Gould suspects variation, although
he includes the star among his Standards of Magnitudes

(
U. A., p. 22).

4-93 H.P.

Oct. 1875, I rated it 5 m. and equal to e Arietis.

Eeb. 1877, ^ a little less than e Arietis.

March 3, 1883, I 2 steps fainter than e Arietis.

No. 86. k1 Ceti = 96 EL—5^ and 6 m. Lalande ; 5 Heis (k-= 6) ; 5
Houzeau {K^ = &m.); 5-1 Gould (k^ (97) = 6-2). Franks found it about
6 m., and very slightly brighter than k- (Nov. 1877) "pale yellow."
Nov. 16, 1876, I found k^ nearly 1 magnitude brighter than k^, and
about = 94 Ceti ; Jan. 9, 1882, about = 95 Ceti, but less than 94; 4
March, 1883, k^ 2 steps brighter than 94, and k^ 3 steps less than 95.
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1^0.87. x' PoEi^Acis (= Lacaille 1101).—6 Lacaille ;
6-2 Gould.

The Cordoba estimates varied through six-tenths of a unit. (U. A., p.

125.

JS'o. 88. z Ebidaiti = Lacaille 1125.—5^ ni, Lacaille; 6 m. Behr-
mann ;

6-4 Gould; 6-5 Cape Catalogue \l87 7
-31). Houzeau says

with reference to this star {Annals of the Bncsseh Oiservatory) :
—" Li»

soupQon de variabilite est encore plus fort pour z Eridani , j'ai attribue

cette etoile ^ la 4 me grandeur en 1875-10, et il n'y a pas lieu de croire

qu'une erreur grave se soit giissee dans cette estimation. Cette est

d'autant moins probable que z est voisine de e et de y aux quilsil avoit

ete alors compare. Pourtant en 1875*61, je ne le voyais qu'a peine tt

le notais 6'7. Sur les cartes on I'a fait de la 5 me grandeur, qui est une
moyenne. Cette etoile devrait etre suivre attentivement par les ohser-

vateurs."

No. 89. e Ekldani.—3-4 Sufi; 3 Argelander, andHeis; 4-40 Sir J.

Herschel {Cape Ohs., p. 344). Sii^ W. Eerschel found e = 7?; 3-6 Gould
3 m. Eranks, Is^v. 30, 1877. 3-66 H.P.

Jan. 1876, I found e^^;, very slightly less than 8, but brighter

than (.

m. 90. 9 Tatjei.—In the Phil Trails., 1799, p. 142, Sir W.
Herschel remarks, " 9 Tauri, Dec. 28, 1798. This star is lost. M.
de la Lande says it is not to be found. See Mr. Bode's Art. Jahr.

Bucli. for 1795, p. 198. Flamsteed has two complete observations of

it, p. 86 and p. 506. "We can hardly admit what Mr. Bode suggests

that this star, like the rest, has found its way into the British Catalogue

by some error of writing, or of calculating the observations ; it will,

therefore, be advisable to look for a future reappearance of it, as it may
prove to be a periodical or changeable one." In the notes to the B.A.C.,

Baily remarks, "9 Tauri. Sir William Herschel says 'this star is

lost.' It is, however, still in its place. Probably it is a variable star."

He gives the reduced position for 1690 asA P 49° 41' 40", and Dec.
22° 8' 55". This position brought up to 1800—the epoch of Lalande's

catalogue—agrees fairly well with that of Lalande 6641-2 (7 m.). The
star is 7 m. in Harding'' s Atlas, where it is marked 9 Tauri.

Dec. 23, 1878, I found Harding's starless than 7 Tauri, and less

than Lalande 6670-71, but brighter than Lalande 6696-7.

Pranks rated it 6^m., and less than 7 or 11 Tauri, Dec. 6, 1877.

1^0. 91. S EErDANi.—3-4 and 4-3 Sufi ; 3 m. Argelander andHeis
;

3*3 m. Gould. In Jan. 1876, I found S very slightly brighter than

e Eridani. 3*68 H.P.

JSTo. 92. Maia PxEiADTm.—From a careful examination of the mag-
nitudes of the brighter stars in the Pleiades, M. Wolf considers that

Merope and Atlas are decidedly variable, and Maia appears to have in-

creased in magnitude since the observations of Piazzi and Bessel. The
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five other brighter stars shoTV no eYicIence of variabiiity, but some of

the sraaller stars have certainly changed their relative brightness since

the former obsei'vations [Mon. Not. R.A.S., Feb. 1876).

1^0. 93. Meeope Pleiaduii.—See last note. A faint nebula sur-

rounding this star, discovered by Tempel, 1859, has been suspected of

variation, but the evidence is very conflicting. It has been seen by
several observers with apertures ranging from 2 inches to 37 inches

(Common), but others doubt its existence, notably Burnham, who has

failed to see it with the great American refractors. Trouvelot, how-
ever, from his own obseiwations, 1875-1880, concludes that the nebula

is really variable. {Science Observer, Dec. 15, 1881.)

'No. 94. 30 (e) Tattei.—5^ and 6 m. Lalande ; 5 m. Argelauder,

Heis, and Houzeau (1875*15) ; 5-2 Gould (at Albany), and 5-3 at Cor-

doba; 6 m. Franks, jSTov. 30, 1877, " greenish white." On Sept. 27,

1883,1 estimated it 5-5 m. (about two steps less than 47 Taiui)

;

April 1, 1884, 5-2 m.

1^0. 95, Atlas Pleiautim:.—See note to itaia Pleiadum. Atlas was
seen double by Struve in 1830, dist. 0"-79

; but Dawes, Secchi, Dem-
bowski, and Burnham have always found it single.

No. 96. p PoEXACis.—6 m. Lacaille ; 5 m. Argelander and Heis
;

5-4 Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates vary from 5-3 to 6-0; 6-5 Ca^e

Cat. {187S-71).

K"o. 97. /EELDA-y-i.—A double star, 5, 5^: 199°-7: 8"-5. Gould
considers that the / star of this pair is probably variable ; estimates

from 4|- to 6.

jSTo. 98. Laxaintde 7172 Tatjei.—8^- m. Lalande; 9m. Harding;
7*8 m. in D ^. The Cordoba estimates vary from 6-8 to 7 '9, and the

star is evidently variable. Sept. 30, 1883, I found this star consider-

ably less than Lalande 7021 (6'8 Gould), and about 7-8 or 8 m.

No. 99. Lacaille 1286 Eeida^-^i.—6 m. Lacaille; 6-5 Behrmann;
6-2 Gould, who says, " There is some reason for suspecting variation in

the brightness of this star." 6 m. Cape Cataloffiie {1877 -Bi).

K'o. 100. y Eeidaxi.—3-4 Sufi; 2m. Lalande and Harding; 3 m.
Argelander and Heis ; Sir W. Herschel gives the sec_[uence 67 {f3) , y-, 8

3-94, Sir J. Herschel (%;e Obs. p. 343). He says (p. 179), "marked
as 2*3 m. in A.S.C., but it is certainly not above 3-4;" 2-8 Gould.

D'Arrest called it " orange ;" 3 m. Pranks, ISTov. 30, 1877. 3-05 as H.P.

Nov. 1875, I estimated it 3i-m. ; Dec. 1876, y seemed about 3 m.

and equal to (3 Eridani.

Secchi found " Spectrum third type; magnificent zones, but cer-

tainly variable." {Addenda to Birmingham^ s Catalogue.)
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No. 101. P III 213 Tauei.—A triple star, 7-5,8, 12: 128-1,

240° :
7-2"

, 60" ; Webb says, " 12 var ? South missed it, 1823. 2 rated

it differently in different years." Chambers remarks, " There seem
grounds for supposing C to be variable."

ISTo. 102. Lalakde 7737 Eeidani.—7 m. Lalande ; 6-7 Heis ; not in

Argelander's Uranometria. Found only 7-6 m. at Cordoba. It is not

in the Cape Cataloyue (1880).

IS'o. 103. Lalande 7710 Peksei.—6i- Lalande; 5 Harding ; 6 m.
Heis. 17 March, 1876, I found it about e^-m. ; 3 Nov., 1878, and 12

Nov. 1882, about 6^m.—less than 56 Persei ; 3 Oct., 1883, I estimated

it 6-2 m.

No. 104. 47 Tatjei.—6i m. Lalande (7888) ; 5 m. Argelander and
Heis ; 6 m. Pranks (= 46 Tauri), Dec. 7, 1877, and = P.I.V. 19. It is

5-2 m. in the Uranometria Argentina; and marked ''red." 4-97 and
4-6 H.P.

Sept. 27, 1883, I found 47 three steps brighter than 46, and two
steps brighter than 30 Tauri, but considerably less than /x (or

about 5-3 m.).

No. 105. 48 Tauei.—6 and 7 m. Lalande (7926-7); 6 Heis. In-

cluded by Schonfeld in his provisional list. He says (quoting Schmidt),

"1872, Sept. 3; kaum 7 m., mit fi'eiem Auge keine Spur, langsam
zunehmend. UN und Heis 6 m." A N 80, 1912, 1920. 6-39 H.P.

March 21, 1878, 48 about 7-3m.— 1 mag. less than 58 Tauri (6-7

Heis).

Oct. 17, 1878, 48 considerably less than 58, but slightly brighter

than a star about 1^ n of it ; 3 March, 1883, 48 about 7 m.

;

April 2, 1883, 7 m.

No. 106. 121 Heis Peesei.—Not in Lalande' s Cataloyue; 7 m.
Harding ; 6 m. Heis. Not in Argelander's Uranometria. Suspected

by Pierce {Harvard Colleye Annals, vol. ix.) to be variable. He says,

" The absence of this star from the Uranometria, and the great

difference between the magnitude assigned by Heis and me (5-8) and

that of the Burchmustermiy (7-7), certainly creates a suspicion of varia-

biHty." 7-54 H.P.

I have observed the star as follows :

—

Nov. 14, 1878, about 8 m.—equal to or very slightly brighter

than a small star closely s.f. 12 Nov., 1882, equal to or very

slightly brighter than the small star s.f.

No. 107. U Tatjei.—Included by Schonfeld in his provisional list.

No. 108. 839 H Taitei.—A small nebula discovered by Hind, Oct.

11, 1852, with a 10th magnitude star nearly touching it. This star

has since proved to be variable, and is now known as T Tauri (No. 22
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of Catalogue of Knoivn Variahles). The nebula was missed by d'Arrest,

Oct. 3, 1861. On June, 26, 1862, Le Terrier could not see it with the
12-4 inch equatorial of the Paris Observatory. Secchi also failed to

see it. It was again seen with the 15-inch refractor at Pulkowa, Dec.

29, 1861, and March 22, 1862. Hind and Talmage, however, failed to

see it, Dec. 12, 1863, with the telescope with which it was discovered

(Chambers' Edition of Smyth's Bedford Catalogue, p. 107). Tempel
has also failed to see the nebula with 1 1 inches aperture.

]S'o. 109. ^ Hetictjli.—6 and 5 m. Lacaille ;
5-6 Behrmann ;

6'2

Ellery ; 6-0 to 6-5 at Cordoba; 6-7 CajJe Catalogue {19,14:-^%). Considered
I by Gould to be variable to the extent of at least 0'3m. It is a double

star, 5i, 9 : 6°-l :
6"-4 (Sir J. Herschel, 1835).

!N"o. 110. % 547 Eeldaa^i.—Comes suspected by Gledhill to be vari-

able {Olservatory , March, 1881). It was rated 11"5 by Struve, 1829

and 1832. It was missed by Dembowski in 1865, byBuruhamin 1873,

1876, and by Gledhill in 1879 ; but it was measured by Madler, 1845,

by Burnham 1877-9 and 1879-0, and in 1880 and 1881, and by
GledhiU 1880-0 (15°-8 2"-4).

'Eo. 110a. 6'^ and 6"- Tatjei.—4 and 3 m. Lalande ; 5 and 5^ Smyth
;

4*7 and 5 Struve ;
4*5 and 4-5 Argelander; 4 and 4 Heis and Franks

;

Pritchard measured 6^=4-13 and 6~ = ^-&b (thus reversing Struve's

magnitudes) (see Gel. Ohj., p. 394). March 31, 1884, I estimated 6'

five steps less than 6' with binocular. 3-92 and 3-62 H.P.

Ifo. 111. v^ Eeidani.—(Heis and Behrmann) =ij^ Lacaille =50 El;

4|- and 5 m. Lacaille ; 5 m. Harding; 4 Heis and Behrmann; 4-7 at

Cordoba; 5 Cape Catalogue (1878-37). Suspected variable by Gould,

from observations at Cordoba, where the estimates varied from 4-3 to

5-0. Jan., 1876, I found it less than v"^ (Heis) Ericlani (=52 El.).

4-43 H.P.

IS'o. 112. a Tatjei (Aldebaran).—A red star, rated 1 m. by most ob'

servers from Ptolemy to Heis ; 1.3 m. Gould; 1-12 Pritchard (1883)-

Espin thinks it variable in colour—yellow to red {Cel Ohj., p. 393).

Secchi found variations in its spectrum {Birmingham's Catalogue, p.

309). 1-00 and 1-2 H.P.

]^o. 113. V Eridaki.—4m. Sufi; 3-4 Argelander and Heis; 5 m.

Houzeau (1875-09); 3-8 Gould; 5 Eranks (=/a) Dec. 1877 ;
5-6 Cape

Catalogue (1879-05). Taking Gould's estimate of /a Eridani (4-0), I esti-

mated V as 3-8, Jan. 30, 1883. If we take the H.P. estimate of /a

(=4-31) then my estimate will be 4-11.

No. 114. Strive 572 Tauei.—A double star, 6-5,6-5: 210°-3 :

3"-2
; the components suspected of variation by Struve. Eranks found

them only 7 or 7-5, 1877 {Cel. Oljeds, p. 239). It seems to be LL
8693-4 (7, 7^).
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IS'o. 115.—Eridan-i.—Closely n.f. v' (Lacaille) Eridani (52 El.)

6 m. Harding. Not in Lacailleh Catalogue. There was no star of 6tli

magnitude in this position in Feb., 1876, but with 3-inch refractor I

found, close to the place, a small star about 10|- or 11 m., which may
possibly be variable. Position given only approximate.

ISTo. 116. 53 ERiDAifi.—IS'ot given by Ulugh Beigh, Tycho Erahe,

or Hevelius ; Sir W. Hersehel gives 53,8; 3J and 3 m. Lalande

(8776-7); 4 m. Harding; 4 m. Heis ; 4-1 Gould; 4 m. Eranks, Dec. 7,

1877; 4 m. Cape Cataloyiie {187S- 63). I found it of a reddish tint,

and a little less than /x Leporis, Eeb. 17, 1876. 3-89 H.P.

ISTo. 117. 54 ERiDAisri.—4i and 31 m. Lalande (8860-1); 5 Heis'
6-5 Behrmann; the Cordoba estimates vary from 4'4 to 5*2; 5 m. in

Cape Catalogue (1878-63). 4-48 H.P.

'No. 118. — Eeidai^i.—6 m. Harding (underlined) ; not in Lalandeh
Catalogue. It is situated 20' due north of the star Lalande 8951.

Position only approximate. In Eeb., 1876, I found this star only 9 m.
and a little fainter than another star a few minutes to the north of it.

No. 119. TT^ Oeionis.—(tt^ Gould) (= 1 El.) ; 5 and 4im. Lalande;

4 m. Argelander ; 4-3 Heis ; 4 m. Eranks, Dec. 7, 1877 ;
3-62 Pritchard

(1881-974 and 1883-040). It was rated 3-4 by Gould at Albany, 3-1

at Cordoba, 1871, but afterwards fainter. Dr. Gould thinks it probably

varies by more than a unit in a long period ( JJ. A., p. 325).

March 18, 1876, I found tt^ about \ mag. brighter than 77^ (^l-)-

March 8, 1883, tt about 3-7—more than ^ a mag. brighter than tt^.

No. 120. B. 85 Tatjri.—9 m. Bessel ; 8-1 Argelander. Birmingham's

estimates of magnitude, 1872-1876, vary from 7 to 10 ; 10 m. Webb,
1874, Jan. 12, 9 m. March 7. I found it below 8 m., 26 Nov. 1878.

No. 121. 60 EridajS-i.—5^ Lalande; 6m. Heis. It is a red star,

and the Cordoba estimates vary from 4-8 to 5-8. 5-19 H.P.

In Nov., 1876, I found 60 a little brighter than 58 Eridani (5-7 m.
Gould).

No. 122. Lalai^de 9167 Eridani (7|- m.)—This star was missed by
Bond in 1849 {Mon. Notices R.A.S.Noy., 1849). It is 8 m. in Harding's

Atlas. About 11' nearly due south of it is Lacaille, 161 3 (7 m.),which is

not given by Harding or Lalande. There may possibly be some error in

the declination observed by either Lacaille or Lalande.

No. 123. 0^ Orionis.—No. 87 of Birmingham'' s Catalogue; 5 m.

Lalande and Harding ; 5 Piazzi ; 6 Bessel ; 6 Heis; 6 m. Eranks (=6
Orionis), Dec. 7, 1877.

No. 124. 5 Orionis.—51 m. Lalande (9183); 6m. Bessel; 6-5

Piazzi; 6m. Heis; not in Argelander's tfranometria ; 6m. Eranks^
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Dec. 7, 1877. It is a red star, and !No. 88 of Birmingham'' s Catalogue ;

5-5 m. Birmingliam, 1872, Feb. 10, and 1873, Jan. 22; 7 m. ^^'ebb,

1874. The Cordoba estimates vary fi'om 5'6 to 6*6, and Dr. Gould
says, "I entertain little doubt of its variability." 5'74 and 5*9 H.P.

March 8, 1883, I estimated it 5-7.

1^0. 125. W.B. 1025 Oeionis.—6m. Harding; 7m. Bessel and
Santini; 5-7 in Burchnusterung ; 6 m. Heis and Argelander. The
Cordoba estimates vary from 6-0 to 6'4. The position given by Gould
for this star is 1 minute of E.A., preceding LL. 9243, but agrees -^th
Lalande's star in J^T.P.D. Harding shovs Lalande's star as 7 m., and
Gould's star as 6 m. Feb. 24, 1884, I estimated Gould's star 6-1 m.,

two steps less than 14 Orionis, and one step less than 33; Lalande's

star not seen with binocular. 5-57 H.P. and 5"2 " est."

]S^o. 126. 7r« OEiojas (= Fl. 10 = LL. 9358).—3 m. Ptolemy; 4m.
Sufi; 4^m. Lalande; 4m. Harding; 5-4 Argelander and Heis; 4*7

Gould;" 5 m. Franks, Dec. 7, 1877; 4-74 Pritehard (1881-976)

Schjellerup calls attention to the discrepancy in the magnitudes
assigned to this star, in the preface to his translation of Al. Sufi's

Bescription of the Heavens (p. 25). 4'72 H.P.

March 18, 1876, I found tt*' much less than tt", and about 5 m,

March 4, 1883, tt^ equal to p Orionis.

IN'o. 127. Lala:s"de 9420 Lepoeis.—5^ m. Lalande; 6 Harding ; 6 m.
Heis (in Eridanus) ; 6-0 Gould; 5-4 Espin (1883). Espin says, "an
undoubted variable

;
probably Class III."

—

{private letter'). 5'37 H.P,

IS'o. 128. Lalakde 9418-19 Oeioi^is.—A ^vide double star; 7^, 8

Lalande; 8 Harding; 6 m. Argelander; 6-7 Heis; 6*2 Gould. From
the Cordoba observations, compared with those of Lalande, Bessel, and
Argelander, Dr. Gould concludes that " one of the components must
vary by about a unit." 5-95 H.P.

March 23, 1884, I estimated the star 6*4 m. with binocular,

jS"o. 129. Lalande 9462 Oeionis = Birmingham 95.—6|- Lalande;
6m. Schjellerup; 7m. Piazzi ; 7m. Bessel; 6m. Argelander and Heis;
5-9. Gould, at Albany (1859), and 6-6 at Cordoba (1872). Birmingham
found it 6-5, 1875, Jan. 9, and 1876 Jan. 13, "pale straw colour."

Gould calls it " decided orange." March 3, 1884, 1 estimated it 6-4 m.

;

March 31, 6-4. 6-20 H.P.

jSTg. 130. 1 Leporis.—6A- m. Lalande (9552) ; 6 m. Harding; not in

Argelander's Uranometria or Sets' Catahgiie ; 6*1 Gould; 6^ Franks,
Dec. 7, 1877 ("deep yeUow"). 5-97 H.P.

Jan. 4, 1876, I found it about 6i- m, and just visible to the naked
eye in a clear sky (Punjab). It is of an orange tint in the telescope,

and is preceded at about 3' distance by a small star 10-i- or 11m.
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1^0. 131. — Lepobis.—6 m. Harding (underlined), l^ot in Lala7zde''s

or ITeis' Catalogues. It is situated a little oi.p. e Leporis, and between
that star and Lalande 9506. Position given, iii the Catalogue only

approximate.

Peb., 1876.—With 3-inch refractor I found Harding's star a little

brighter than a 9 m. (Harding) south, of it, but less than, several

8 m. stars (Harding) following. It has a small companion / about
1' ± distant.

No. 132. e Lepokis.—4 m. Lalande : 3'84 Sir J. Herschel
(
Cape Obs.

p. 344) ;
4-3 Heis ; 3-4 Behrmann ; 3-l' Gould, who marks it " var. (?)"

but gives no particulars; 4m. Franks, December 7, 1877. 3'26 H.P.

'No. 133. Lalande 9667 Eeidani.—Eated 8 m. by Lalande; 7m.
Bessel. According to Gould it is generally below 7^ m., but it was
once observed by Mr. Bock as 6'9 (Vranometria Argentina, p. 273).

March 3, 1884, I found it more than a magnitude less than LL
9706 (closely/.), and therefore below 7|-m.

No. 134. ^ EiiiDANi.—4m. Sufi; 3m Lalande, Argelander, and

Heis. Sir W. Herschel gives the sequence /3 , y— ,8; 3"26 Sir J.

Herschel (his estimates vary from 3"06 to 3*55) ; 2"8 Gould, who sus-

pects variation to the extent of half a magnitude. 3^ m. Franks, De-
cember 12, 1877. 2-87 H.P.

March 3, 1884, I estimated it 2-9.

No. 135. X Eeidani.—4 and 4^ Lalande ; 5 Harding ; 4 Heis ;
4'6

Gould, 4-97 Sir J. Herschel; 4im". Pranks, December 12, 1877 ; 4 m.
Cape Catalogue (1878-99). 4-39 H.P.

March, 18, 1875, I found it equal to w Eridani, brighter than ;/f Eri-

dani, but not qiiite equal to t Orionis (4 m. Heis) ; March 3, 1884, I

estimated it 4- 6.

No. 136. Lalande 9767 Eridani.—8 m. Lalande and^Bessel; 7"8in

D M. The Cordoba estimates were 6-7, 6-8, and 7-0. " On March 3,

1884, I estimated this star 6-8—about = LL 9699 ; March 31, 6-9.

No. 137. Birmingham II 16 Leporis.—According to Sadler this is

Piazzi Y. 7 and W.B.Y. 78, in both of which catalogues it is 7 m. It

is Lalande 9785 (6Jm.), In Stone's Southern Catalogue it is rated

5-6 m. (1878-76). It is not given by Argelander or Heis ;
6-0 Gould.

It was rated 5 m. by Morton, 1856; 6 m. Sadler, February, 1875; 6-5

"Winnecke, December, 1875; estimated 7 m. by me, January, 1877; 7*2

Espin, December, 1877, and 6-5 December, 1879; 5-6 m. Cornish,

January, 1880, "fairly bright to naked eye." Flammarion says, " Elle

est certainemeut variable." It precedes t Leporis by 55-24 seconds,

and is 53"-25 to the north of it.
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ITo. 138. p Ofiiojfis.—JSTot in Lalande's Catalogue; 5m. Harding,
Heis, and Franks. The Cordoba estimates vary from 4*6 to 5"1.

4-47 and 4-8 H.P.

March 4, 1883, 1 found p = 7r« Orionis or 4=7; March 8, 1883, one
step less than tt^, or 4*8.

No. 139. a AmiiG^ (Capella).—Struve in a letter to Sir J. Herschel,

December, 1838, stated that he considered Capella was increasing in

brightness, and Sir J. Herschel agrees with him {Cape Obs., p. 350).

From observations made by Mr. Benedict Ellner, of Bamberg, Bavaria,

in 1855, he found that Capella varied in brightness (TO to TQ), and
also in colour (from "whitish yellow" to "red.") {Ast. Register, Sep-

tember, 1875). Pierce measured it 0-09 with the photometer (Seidel's

estimate being 0.33, and Zollner's 0-20). Pritchard 0-08 at Oxford

(1883), and 0-09 at Cairo (1883). 0-18 and 0-3 H.P.

IS'o. 140. /? Okionis (Rigel).—Dr. Gould suspects slight fluctua-

tions of brilliancy in this bright star. At Cordoba it was sometimes

estimated equal to or a little fainter than a Eridani (1-Om,), while at

other times it was found decidedly brighter than a Centauri (0-7 m.)

( U.A., p. 341 ). In Professor Pritchard' s photometer results it is rated

0-03 at Oxford (1883) and -0-08 at Cairo (1883). 0-32 H.P.

ISTo. 141, 16 Atjkig^.—ISToted by me as a reddish star in November,
1878 {Olservatory , December, 1878); not in Birmingham'' s Catalogue;

Pranks estimated it 5 m., and fine orange, December 14, 1877, and
suspects variation, but his magnitude agrees with the estimates of

Argelander, Heis, and Houzeau (1875-16), who all rate it 5 m. Sir

"W. Herschel gives the sequence 16 , 14-19. March 31, 1884, I esti-

mated it 4-9—four steps brighter than 14. 4-97 H.P.

No. 142. B. 103 Atjeig^.—7m. Schjellerup; 9 m. d' Arrest (non
utique lucidior) ; 7-8 Birmingham, February 2, 1873. Not found as a

red star by Webb, 1874, March 26 {Birmingham's Catalogue, p. 265).

No. 143. 109 Tattbi.—5i , 6 Lalande (9909-10) ; 6 m. Argelander

;

6-5 Heis; 5-6 Houzeau (w) (1875-13); 5m. Franks, "pale yellow"
= 114. I found 109 one step less than 114 Tauri (6 m. Heis) February
3, 1884; February 14, 1884, two steps less than 114, and one step

less than 97 Taiui. 5-15 and 5*3 H.P.

No. 144. 21 Oeionis.—6 and 5-|- Lalande (9953-4) ; 5 Harding
; 6

Heis ; 6 m. Franks, December 13, 1877. The Cordoba estimates ^ary
from 5-6 to 6-0. November 24, 1878, I found 21 brighter than
Lalande 9878 ;

March 4, 1883, 21 two steps brighter than WB 64 (6-3

Gould; February 22, 1884, 21 = 38, but brighter than 33 Orionis, or
5-8 m. ; March 23, 1884, 21 = 33, or 6-0. 5-37 and 5-6 H.P.
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1^0. 145. B.A.C. 1661 Oeio^-is (8 m.)—Baily says, "Taylor con-

siders tlie magnitude of this star to be variable." It is Lalande 10052

(8), and lies closely p 23 Orionis, ISTovember 24, 1878, I found it

small with binocular, about 8 m.; March 6, 1883, very small with
binocular—less than 8 m.

!N"o. 146. Laxande 10159 Oeioot:s.—A faint and close companion to

this star was discovered by Bumham, who suspects the bright star of

variation, as it is not found in the catalogues of Bode, B.A.C, Schjellerup,

Weisse, Tarnall, Eumker, or Lamont. It is 8 m. in Lalande' s Catalogue,

but was rated 6Jm.byBurnham {Memoirs R.A. S., vol. xliv., p. 178). It

is not in the TJranometria Argentina. Near 77, sf. March 4, 1883, I

found it very small and barely visible with the binocular.

1^0. 147. y Oeiokts.—2 m. Sufi, Lalande, Argelander, and Heis
;

2*10 Sir J. Herschel, who says "Yariable (?)" His estimates of magni-
tude vary from 1"77 to 2"42. It was rated 1-7 m. at Cordoba, and Dr.

Gouldmarksit '' var. (?)" Pritchard gives 1-79 (1882-073). 1-86 H.P.

1^0. 148. ^ Lepoeis.—3-4 Sufi; 3 m. Lalande; 3-4 Argelander

and Heis ; 3 m. Behrmann ; 4 m. Franks, December 12, 1877; 3-35

Sir J. Herschel, who says "probably variable." His estimates of

magnitude vary from 2-97 to 3-72. Sir "W. Herschel found /5 less

than a, but slightly brighter than /a Leporis. The Cordoba estimates

vary only from 2-8 to 3*0. 3-03 H.P.

December 6, 1875, I found y8 and a Leporis nearly equal, perhaps a
very slightly the brighter ; March 17, 1876, a and /? exactly equal,

and about 3 m. ; January 22, 1877, a Leporis slightly brighter thanyS.

jSTo. 149. 1706 B.A.C. Ca:o:lopabdaijs {Comptes Rendus, vol. Hii.,

p. 479).

—

ISot in Heis' Catalogue. It seems to be jS'o. 966 of Groom-

hridge^s Catalogue (om.) February 24, 1884, I estimated it 6'7 m.

—

two steps less than 1619 B.A.C.

IvV 151. 119 Taou.—5m. Sufi; S^ Lalande (10367); 4-4 Arge-

lander ; 5 m. Heis ;
5'5 Birmingham, orange. I found it very reddish

with binocular, November 21, 1878; January 31, 1884, I estimated it

4-5 (yitTauri = 4-6) and reddish. 4-57 and 4-9 H.P.

No. 152. 1727 B.A.C. ArEie^.—In the notes to the B.A.C, Baily

remarks, " Taylor considers this star to be variable." It is Lalande

10357 (7 m.); 7 m. Harding; closely «/x AurigEe. October 30, 1878,

I found this star equal to Lalande 10419; March 31, 1884, estimated

6-8 m., three steps brighter than LL 10419.

No. 153. Durclunusterung 45°, 1222 Atjeig^.—Estimated 8-6m.

by Espin from a photograph, March 10, 1884, but not found by him
on a photographic plate taken a few nights later. The star is 7'5 m.
in the Durchmusterung , and seems to be identical with Lalande 10355
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(8|-m.). It is 9 m. iu Uardinc/'s Atlas. On similar grouiids Espin

suspects variation in a star in Leo Minor DM 33°, 1895). {See

" Supplementary List.") {See Espin' s
^' Catalogaie of tlie Magnitudes

of 500 Stars."

—

Proceedings of the Liverioool Astronomical Society,

1884).

]S"o. 154. Anon Tatjui.—Found by Schmidt to vary from 8-9 to

11-12 (1861-1864) {Ast. Nach., 1513).

No. 155. A. Okionis.—4 m. Lalande; 4*05 Sir J. Herschel {Cape

Obs., p. 346); 3-4 Heis. Grould considers this star probably variable'

to the extent of more than half a magnitude ;
3'52 Pritchard (1883'040).

March 18, 1876, I found A equal to rj Orionis, and about half a magni-
tude less than t Orionis (3-4 Heis). 3'49 and 3-8 H.P.

No. 156. Lacaille 1890 CoLTjMB^.—6 m. Lacaille. According to

Gould this star, which is red, was once reported by Gilliss to be missing,

although it is in his Santiago Catalogue. It was also observed by
Piazzi, Brisbane, and Taylor. The Cordoba estimates vary from 6 "2

to 6"7
(
Uranometria Argentina, p. 292).

No. 157. 42 Oeionis.—4 m. Sufi (30th star of Orion.); 6 m. La-
lande (10540). Heis rated 42 and 45 together as 5-4. Gould sus-

pects variation in either 42 or 45, from observations at Cordoba.
4-60 H.P.

No. 158. Lalande 10527 Orionis.—Eated 8 m. by Lalande, and
suspected by Ealb and Gould to be variable. It is a double star % 747
(LL 10527 and 10529). It lies closely s.p. i Orionis, and I have often

seen it with the naked eye in the Punjab sky in full moonlight/

Erom the Cordoba observations, Dr. Gould concludes thatLL 10527
varies between 5|- and 7^, while LL 10529 remains nearly constant

(
Uranometria Argentina, p. 329). The proximity of the star to t Orionis

renders observations difficult. March 8, 1883, I found this star, with
binocular, less than v Orionis, but brighter than 49 Orionis, or about
mag. 5-2; February 22, 1884, one step less than 49, or 5*3 m.
4-47 H.P.

No. 159. Anon Oeionis.—Estimated 6-7 to 7*0 at Cordoba ; but

by
_

„ . . . ,

February 22, 1884, I estimated it 6"9 m. ; two steps less than a star

8./. (123 of Orion, Gould).

No. 160, 45 Oeionis.—7 m. Lalande (10555). Heis rated 42 and
45 together as 5-4. Between the two is an 8 m. star, Lalande 10547.
Gould suspects variation in either 42 or 45, from observations at Cor-
doba. 4-95 H.P.

IM.A. PKOC, SER. II. VOL IV.—SCIEXCE. 2 L
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Xo. 161. IS'ear 6 Omoyis.—This is JSTo. 822 of Bond's Catalogue of
Stars in the great Orion nebula. In April, 1878, it was observed by
Schmidt to vary from 9-7 to 12-8 m. The variability was also detected

by Common in 1883.

There are several other faint stars suspected of variation in the

vicinity of the "trapezium" (see Olservatory , j^ovember and De-
cember, 1880).

The 5th. and 6th. stars of the "trapezium" have also been sus-

pected of variability by 0. Struve and others, but Bumham considers

that there is no evidence of change.

]^o. 162. o- Oe-ioxis (CojiEs).—The 11 m. star preceding the prin-

cipal star of the group. It escaped observation by Sir W. Herschel,

but it has been seen by "\^^ard with 2-| inches aperture ; and I found it

plain enough with 3'9 inches in the Punjab, 1874. In March, 1883,

Basendell observed it of unusual brightness.

No. 163. a CoLUiiB^.—2 m. Lacaille; 3*lo Sir. J. Herschel (a

Hydri = 3-44). Estimated 2*9 at Cordoba in 1870, and 2-4 in 1872-

73 (£7: Argentina, p. 292).

jSTo. 164. BiRiiixGrHAM 118 OEioJfis.—8 m. Lalande (10785); 8

Bessel ; 7*7 Schjellerup ;
7-8 Argelander ; 6-8 Gould; 7*3 Birmingham,

who says "blue in several observations." Schjellerup noted its colour

as "roth," but afterwards found it "not red." Gould says "the
colour is decidedly red" {JJranometria Argentina, p. 330).

Ko, 165. BiEirixGHAiir 120 Tatjei.—8-5 Argelander ; 8 m. Marhree

Catalogue. Birmingham's Ohservations 8 to 9" 5. He says, "Deci-
dedly variable." It is not in Lalande's Catalogue.

No. 166. BiEirEvGHAii 121 GEiiES'OErir.—7'7 Argelander; 8 m.

Marh'ee Catalogue. Birmingham'' s Ohservations, 1876, 7"7 m. (Janu-

ary 21) ; and 7 m. (February 19). He says, " Probably variable."

No. 167. 132 Tatoi.—41 5*, and 6 m. Lalande (10966-8); 5

Harding; 5-6 Heis) ; 5 Pranks, December 14, 1877. Not 'wi. Bir-

minghamh Catalogue. I have observed this star as follows :

—

February 18, 1878, 132 brighter than 139 (5-6 Heis)—of an

orange hue with binocular ; November 21, 1878, 132 rather less than

139 ; very slightly brighter than 125 (6 Heis); December 21, 1878, 132

about J mag. less than 139, and about- 125; January 11, 1879, same

relative magnitudes as on December 21, 1878 ; February 8, 1880'

132, about two steps less than 139, but two steps brighter than 125
;

December 30, 1883, 132 two steps less than 139, but two steps

brighter than 125. 5-09 and 4-9 H.P.
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^N'o. 168. K Ois.Lo:sis.—3-4 Sufi; 3 Lalande ; 3-2 Axgelander and
Heis; 2-59 Sir J. Herschel {Cape. Obs., p. 445); 2-3 Gould, who
thinks it slightly variable. March 31, 1884; from comparisons with
t, and t Orionis, I estimated it 2-1 m. 2-22 and 2-4 H.P.

'No. 169. u ArEiG^.— 5 and oim. Lalande; 5 m. Heis ; 5-1- Franks,
December 14, 1877; suspected variable by Espin {English Ilechanic,

April 8, 1881), "who has made the following observations :—ILarch 11,

1879, 4-3 m. ; March 16, 4-8; October 26, 4-7; Ilovember 1, 4-7;

April 14, 1880, 5-0; September 2, 5-0; March 17, 1881, o'O :

March 28, 5-3; March 30, 5-4; April 2, 1881, 5-4.

My observations are:—October, 1875, v about 5 m., slightly fainter

thanr; April 2, 1883, v one step brighter than r, or 4-7 m. ; Septem-
ber 30, 1883, three steps less thanr or 5"0 ; JN'ovember 3, 1883, two
steps less than t, or 5-0; December 30, 1883, 5-0; March 7, 1884,
4-7

; March 17, 1884, 5-0
; April 1, 4-7

; April 7, 4-7.

]S"o. 170. 56 OkiojS-is.—6 m. Lalande (11125); 6-5 Heis; 6 m.
Franks, December 13, 1877; 5'5 Albany observations; 4' 9 Thome,
at Cordoba. On March 8, 1883, I found it eqnal to LL 11382, and
four steps brighter than LL 11621, or about 5*5 m. ; March 23, 1884,
5-3 m. ; April 1, 5-3. 4-97 H.P.

No. 171. Lacaille 2080 Pictoeis.—5 and 6 m. Lacaille ; 6-5

Behrmann. The Cordoba observations show signs of variation.

No. 172. TT Atjeig^.—IN'ot mentioned by Sufi; 6 m. Lalande; 5
Harding; 4-8 Argelander ; 5 Heis; measured 4' 36 by Peirce {Sarvard
Annals, Yol. ix.) ; 5 m. Birmingham, 1873, February 2 ; and 6 m.
1875, January 25 ; 6 m. Webb, 1874, March 6, and 26 ; 5|-m. Franks,
December 24, 1877. In !N"ovember, 1875, I found it about 5 m. or

5^ ; September 10, 1883, I found tt = v Aurigae or 4-2
; o^^ovember 3,

1883, TT two steps less than v, or 4-4; March 7, 1884, two steps

brighter than r, or 4-6
; March 17, 1884, 7r = T, or 4-8 ; April 1, 1884,

4-5—a mean between v and t Aurigse ; April 7, 4*4.

No. 173. Lalande 11382 Oeiokes.—6im. Lalande; 5-6 Arge-
lander; 6-5 Heis. The Cordoba estimates vary from 5-1 to 5-9;
March 8, 1883, I estimated it 5-5 m., four steps brighter than LL
11621, and about = 56 Orionis; March 13, 1884, 5"4m.; and March
31, 5-2, five steps brighter than LL 10734.

No. 174. 35 AtJEiG^.—Sometimes, but erroneously, called 35
Camelopardi. It is 1924 B. A. C, and a double star (7,10 : 14°'4 : 30",
and Dembowski called attention to the probable variability of the
brighter component {Nature, December 30, 1880). It was rated 5* m.
by Flamsteed in 1696 ;

5-6 Lalande, 1790 ; 7 m. Harding ; 8 m, Arge-
lander, 1842; 5-5 Dembowski, 1868 ;

7-5 Radcliffe Olservations, 1870;
6-7 Heis; 6-0 Radcliffe Observations, 1872; 6 m. Franks, December

2L2
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24, 1877. My observations are:—October, 1875, about 6i- m., and
fainter than o (27) Aurigse ; January 31, 1878, equal to a star/., and
brighter than the other stars in the immediate vicinity ; October 6,

1879, about 1 mag. less than o Aurigse ; January 9, 1882, two steps

less than the star/; April 2, 1883, two steps less than the star/—at

least 1 mag. less than o Aurigae ; March 4, 1884, I estimated it 6"3 m.,

two and a-half steps less than 85 Heis Aurigse.

No. 175. S9 Atjeig^.—7 m. Lalande(11406);6-7B:eis(38 = 6m.);
6 m. Armagh Catalogue; 5-90 Pierce—measured (38=6-07). Sir W.
Herschel gives the sequence 39'38-42. 38 is rated brighter than 39 in

the Durchmusterung . My observations are as follows:—March 21, 1876,

39 slightly brighter than 38; November 20, 1876, 39 about half a

magnitude brighter than 38 ; March 31, 1877, 39 and 38 nearly equal

;

October 28, 1877, 39 about \ magnitude brighter than 38 ; November
17, 1878, 39 about J magnitude the brighter; October 7, 1879, 39

nearly ^ magnitude the brighter; December 7, 1879, 39 three steps

brighter than 38; December 1, 1880, 39 two steps the brighter;

September 18, 1881, 39 two steps the brighter; January 9, 1882, 39

four steps the brighter; September 13, 1882, 39 three steps the

brighter; October 15, 1882, 39 three steps the brighter; March 4,

1883, 39 three steps brighter than 38 ; October 3, 1883, 39 four steps

the brighter; November, 20, 1883, 39 four steps the brighter; Feb-
ruary 22, 1884, 39 six steps the brighter; March 4, 1884, 39 three

steps brighter than 38, but two steps less than 36 Aurigse ; April 1,

1884, 39 two steps brighter than 38.

No. 176. Lacaille 2145 Pictoeis.—6 m. Lacaille; 6-9 Gould (No.

3 of Puppis). Tebbutt says it is " certainly variable." It is a double

star, and Tebbutt rates the components as SJ and 8|-, and distance

2"-5, and adds—"In the Catalogues of Lacaille and Brisbane and the

British Association the star is set down as of the sixth magnitude,

whereas at the date of my measures (188r214) neither of the com-

ponents could be seen in so small an instrument as that employed by
Lacaille" {Ohervatortj, Jiily, 1881). It seems to be No. 34 of Pictor

in Behrmami' s Catalogue, where it is rated 6 m. Sir J. Herschel rated

the components 7 and 7J, and calls it a " superb double star" {Ca^e

Oh., p. 187).

No. 177. 19 Lepoeis.—6 m. Lalande (11700) ; 6 m. Harding ; 5 and

6 m. Argelander-Oeltzen ; 5-9 Grould ; 4 m. in Stone's Cape Catalogtie

(1880) ; 6 m. Heis ; not in Argelander's JJranometria. Kated 7 m by

Tebbutt (N. S. Wales, Feb. 12, 1883) while observing the Great

Comet of 1882 {Olservatory , May, 1883) ; 6 m. Franks, December 31,

1877. 5-53 H.P.

No. 178. W. B. VI. 58 Lepoeis.—Observed by Bessel as 6 m. in

1825. It is not in Lalande's Catalogue or Sardmg^s Atlas, and no

observations were recorded by d'Agelet, Lament, and other observers
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{Nature, May 29, 1875). It is 6-7 in Keis's Catalogue, but it is not in

Argelander's JJranometria. It is 6*0 m. in the Uranometria Argentina,

where it is marked " red." I found the star about 6 or 6|- m. January

13, 1875. It is of a reddish hue, and is in the same low power field

with, n of and a little^, the star Lalande 11778. 5-68 H.P.

No. 179. Lacauxe 2168 Lepoets.—Q^ Lacaille ; 7 Argelander

;

6 m. Behrmann ; 7* m. Tarnell ; 6-7 Cape Catalogue (1878-o"8). The
Cordoba estimates vary from 5-9 to 6*4 (Z7. A. p. 309).

No. 180. Lalande 11884 Oeioi^'is.— 8-J- Lalarde; 6*3 in JDurch-

musterung; 6 Argelander and Heis ; 6-1 Gould at Albany; and 6-6 at

Cordoba. Gould suspects variation
(
U. A. p. 25). Eebruary 14,

1884, I estimated it four steps less than 73 Orionis, and equal to

Lalande 11217, or 6-4 m. ; March 31, 1884, 6-6 m.

No. 181. Birmingham 141 Atjeict^ = Arg. + 39°, 1576; 6-9 m.
Argelander

; 8 m., Birmingham, December 12, 1873, and 7-7-5 May 3,

1876. It is not in LaJande''s Catalogue.

No. 182. W. B. 265 Oeionis.—7 m. Lalande (12018); 7 m. Bessel
andSantini; 7+ Piazzi ; 6-5 D.M. Not given by Heis. The Cordoba
( stimates vary from 6-1 to 6*5, and Dr. Gould says, "I entertain small

doubt of its variability by more than half a unit at the least."

Lalande's R.A. is one minute too large. March 3, 1884, about = 66
Orionis, or 6-2 m.—brighter than LL 11923 ; April 1, 1884, 6-2 m.

No. 183. Lalaisde 12104 Oeionis.—6 m. Lalande, Argelander,
and Heis ;

5*4 Gould (at Albany). Gould suspects variations from 5-4

to 5-9. It was also suspected to be variable by Birmingham in Feb-
ruary, 1873. In February, 1875, I found the star just visible to the
naked eye (Punjab) ; March 8, 1883, 5-4, three steps brighter than 60
Orionis; April 1, 1884, 5-6.

No. 184. BiEMiNGHAM 144 Geminoettm.—7 and 6* Lalande
(12245-6); Birmingham's Observations (1872-1876) varyfrom 6-5 to 8.

He says, "This star seems decidedlv variable" (8-3 Webb, February 14,

1874). February 28, 1878, 1 estimated it 7-2 m. ; February 14, 1878,
7-2; April 2, 1883, 6-8

; March 24, 1884, 6-6; March 31, 6-6. This
star seems certainly variable.

No. 185. a Aegtts (Canopus).—This fine star, second only to
Sirius in brilliancy, does not rise above the English horizon. Webb
says, "It was thought, 1861, in Chili, brighter than Sirius (Ast.
Nacli, 1311)."

Though attaining a meridian altitude of only T at my station in
the Punjab, I observed it several times in 1874 to be very little

inferior to Sirius. It may be variable, and should be watched by
Southern observers. It was rated at Cordoba 0-4, Sirius being 0-1,

and Yega ro on the same scale.
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ISo. 186. BiKMiNGHAM 147 MoNocEEOTis = Lalande 12481 (8 m.);

8 Harding; 8 m. Bessel ; 9 m. on Bremiker's chart. Birmingham's
Observations, 1873-1876, vary from 5-6 to 8. He says, ''Seems
decidedly variable." I cannot find any allusion to this star in the
JJranometria Argentina, although it was observed on several occasions

by Birmingham as 6 m. in the years 1873-1876. My own observa-

tions are :—March 4, 1878, 1\ m.—less than a 7 m. j? ; December 24,

1878, taint, about 8 m. ; February 14, 1880, about four steps less than
the star j!?, or 7-1 m. ; April 2, 1883, estimated 7-3 m. ; April 1, 1884,

faint, about 8 m.

ITo. 187. 12 MoNocEEOTis.—6i m. Lalande (12531); 6 Harding
;

6 Heis; 5 m. Argelander ; 5 m. Houzeau ;
6'0 Gould (at Albany) and

6-2 to 6-5 at Cordoba; 6m. Franks, December 31, 1877. It is

situated in the star cluster ^.. YII. 2. Gould calls it a " red star."

March 8, 1883, I estimated its magaitude as 5-9; March 23, 1884,
6-3 m.

JN'o. 188. 0. A. 5270 Cai^is Majoeis.—6 m. Harding rated 6 m.
bv Heis (No. 18), but only 8^ and 9 m. by Argelander, and 9 and
9i m. at Cordoba. 5.74 H.P.

IN'o. 189. LalajS'de 12699 MojfOCEEOTis.—7^ m. Lalande; 6*5 in

D. M. ; 6 m. Argelander and Heis ;
6"7 at Cordoba. Gould suspects

variation. I found it brighter than LL. 12788, in February 1877;
on March 23, 1884, 1 estimated it 6-3, two steps brighter than 16 Mo-
nocerotis. It is 6'04 and 5"7 in the H.P.

]^o. 190. v^ Canis Majoeis.—ISTot va. Lcdande' s Catalogue; 6-7 Heis;
6-4 Gould; 6m. Cape Catalogue (1879-03). A double star, 6-5, 8:
260°-2 : 17".2. Smith called 6-5 "pale garnet" {Bedford Catalogue).

Birmingham says that Main found it " white," March 1, 1863.

ISTo. 191. 1/2 CAifis Majoeis.—3^, 4 Lalande; 5 Harding; 5 Heis;
4-75 Sir J. Herschel ; 4-1 Gould; 4 m. Caije Catalog-ue (1879-05).

January, 1876, I found it brighter than v^, and a little brighter than

e Canis Majoris. (4-5 Heis). 4-25 H.P.

]S"o. 192. v^ Canis Majoeis.—4|- Lalande; 6 m. Argelander and

Heis; 6m. Cape Catalogue (1879-06). Dr. Gould calls it "red" and

rates it 4-9. In January, 1876, I found it less than v-. 4-68 H.P.

IS'o. 193. Lalande 12788 Monoceeotis.—6|-m. Lalande; 6 Harding;

8 m. Piazzi. In February, 1877, I estimated it 8 m.—less than LL
12699, and LL 12852; January 31, 1878, 8 m. or 8-2

;
March 23,

1884, estimated 8^m., about 1 mag. less than LL 12852, and faint

with binocular in a very clear sky.

No. 194. P.YI 174 Ltncis.—A double star 7^, 10 : 134-2 :
4"-0.

Smyth says {Bedford Catalogue, p. 155): "This delicate object was
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discovered by ^, and is 'Eo. 946 of the Great Dorpat Catalogue. S.

measured it in 1825, and from the difficulty he experienced I ex-

pected to find the companion much smaller than I did. It appeared

to him of the 12th magnitude, and 21, from finding it 8.5 in 1827, 10

in 1831, and 8 "5 again two years afterwards, asks IVum minor varia-

bilis ? . . . . Eut the possibility of the comes being variable awakens
considerations of peculiar interest ; it having been surmised that cer-

tain small acolyte stars shine by reflected light."

IvTo. 195. Lalae-de 12863 Mokoceeotis.—Eated 8^- and 6|- by
Lalande ; 6m. Harding; 6m. Argelander ;

6-7 Heis, and 7-3 in the

DurcJimusterung . It is not given by Piazzi, Bessel, or Santini [Nature^

January 25, 1877). It is 6-7 in the Uranometria Argentina.

In February, 1877, and Jan. 1878, I found this star brighter than

Lalande 12810-11 and 12852-3, which lie close to it, and about half

a magnitude less than 16 Monocerotis (6 m. Heis). It is at the n.f.

corner of a trapezium of four stars, that at the s.p. corner being

Lalande 12788 ; March 23, 1884, I estimated it 6-8 m.

No. 196. 33 GEMmoETJM.—61 Lalande (13108); 6m. Heis; Sir

W. Herschel 35, 33, November 24, 1878, I found it slightly less than

26 Geminorum. March 31, 1883, 33 about three steps less than 26.

No. 197. 35 GEMmoEUM.—6 m. Lalande (13140) ;
6-7 Heis.

Nov. 24_, 1878, Sir W. Herschel gives 38 (e), 35, 32 and 35, 33.

I found it about 6-7 m., and slightly less than 33 ; December 7, 1879,

35 considerably less than 30 and 38; March 31, 1883, 35 one step

brighter than 33, but considerably less than 30 and 38.

No. 198. Lacaille 2470 Canis Majoeis.—6^ Lacaille ; 7 Hard-

ing; 7 and 7J Argelander ; 6 m. Heis; 8"2 Johnson; 7"5 Yarnell

;

7-6 Cape Catalogue (1878*14). The Cordoba estimates varied from
7*0 m. to 8 m.

No. 199. 38 {e) GEMn^OEiJM.—5^ m. Lalande; 5 Heis; 5m.
Franks; December 31, 1877, Sir W. Herschel gives 30 (I0- 38-35.

One of Madler's suspected variables. It is a double star, 5-5,8 :

163°"8 : 6"*4, and variation has been suspected in both components,

the brighter star having been variously estimated by different ob-

servers from 5"0 to 6'7, and the smaller from 7'5 to 10'5 ; November
20, 1883, I found 38 = 30 Geminorum. 4-28 H.P.

No. 200. ^ Canis Majoeis.—5m. Lalande; 4-5 Heis; 4-68 Sir

J. Herschel; 4-4 Gould; Sir W. Herschel gives 14 {6), 20 (t) ; 4-5

Cape Catalogxie (1874-55). Suspected variable by Espin, and also by
Schmidt, who calls it " very red." It is No. 156 of Birmingham''

s

Catalogue; 4^ m. Franks, December 31, 1877. In January, 1876, I

found 6 slightly less than t (5-4 Heis), also less than v^ Canis Majoris.
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1^0. 201. o^ Cai^is Majoeis.—4 m. Lalande ; 5 Lacaille ; 4-5
Argelander ; 5 m. Heis (00 = 3-4) ; 4-5 Behrmann (0^= 4-0) ; 4-36 Sir

J. Herschel (o2 = 3-75) ; Sir W. Herschel gives 22, 16 (o^), 28 ; 5 Cape

Cataloffue (187 8- 11). It i^'Eo.lbl oi Birmingham'' s Cataloyue. Sclimidt

called it " veiy red," and Gould "orange-red." The difference be-

tween the magnitudes of o^ and o^ as given by Sir J. Herschel is 0-61,

by Heis 1"66, and by Behrmann only 0'33, a considerable discrepancy.

The Cordoba estimates of magnitude vary from 3'8 to 4"2
; Franks 5 m.

December 31, 1877 ; on Maix-h 4, 1883, I found 0^ = 1^ and at least

one magnitude fainter than o- (3*4 Gould). 4-04 H.P.

'Bo. 202. TT^ (19) Ca^-is Majoeis.—5 m. Lalande (13452) ;
6-5

Argelander and Heis; 5-5 Johnson (1854); 4*9 at Cordoba. Dr.

Gould says, "It seems evident that the brightness of this star has
increased" {U. ^., p. 305). In January, 1876, I found it slightly

brighter than tt^ (15). 4-45 H.P.

ISTo. 203. e Cajs^is Majoeis.—3 m. Sufi, Lacaille and Harding;
2"1 Argelander and Heis ; 1-86 Sir J. Herschel (mean of 16 estimates,

Ca2)e Ohservations, p. 344); 1*8 Gould; 3m. C'ff_/;e Catalogue {181b'12).

Its low meridian altitude in the sky of central Europe may account

for its being underrated by Harding, but it is not so easy to under-

stand why it should have been rated only 3 m. by Lacaille, who ob-

served it at the Cape of Good Hope. 1"49 and 1*7 H.P.

In January, 1876 (Punjab), I found it certainly 2 m., but not much
brighter than S.

1^0. 203a. LALAJfDE 13627 Hoj^-oceeotis.—6 m. Lalande and Hard-
ing; 6 Heis; 5-6 Gould; 5-8 Pranks, March 25, 1884. Suspected

variable by me, Pebruary 17, 1884, when I found it only 6'lm.
;

numerous observations in Pebruary and Harch, 1884, vary from 5'5

to 6-1.

jSTo. 204. o- (22) Caxis Majoeis.—A red star; suspected variable by
Gould; he calls it " excessively red." It was rated 4 m. by Lacaille,

Harding and Heis; once 5m. by Argelander; 4-5 Behrmann; 5-4

Schmidt ("very red"); 3-92 Sir J. Herschel {Cape Ohs., p. 347).

The Cordoba estimates vary from 3-5 to 4-2. In Pebruary, 1875, I

estimated it 4|- m. ; January 22, 1876, very slightly brighter than o^

(5 m. Heis); Pebruary 3, 1883, about two steps brighter than o^

Both stars red. 3-49 H.P.

ISTo. 205, I9.M0NOCEEOTIS.—5m. Lalande (13658); 5 m. Harding;

6m. Argelander; 6-5 Heis. The Cordoba estimates vary from 5*4 to

5-8
; 6 m. Pranks, December 31, 1877 ;

5-6 Cape Catalogue (1879*1 1).

About 8' /is the star 2307 B A C (=LL 13678), which has also been

suspected of variation {Memoirs R.A.S., vol. xsi.) It is 8^m. in

Lalande' s Catalogue ; 8 m. Harding and Piazzi. With reference to this

star Gould says :
—" The supposition of variability may have arisen
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from mistaking it for F 19." Franks rated it 7-0, ITarch 25, 1884,

{private letter). It was estimated 8 m. at Cordoba, rebrnary 17

1884, I estimated 19 5"6m. ; February 21, 5'om. ; llarcb 3, o'o
;

Marcb 7, 5'6
; March 11, 5'5

; March 14, 5'3m. ; March 20, o"4
;

March 21, 5-3
; March 31, 5-5; April 1, 5-3.

JS'o. 206. 2306 B.A.C. Mois'oceeotis.—6 m. Lalande (13648). jS^ot

in Seis's Catalogiie ;
5'5 m. Franks (1878), " and nearly = 38 Gemino-

rum." Harding has a 6 m. near the place, but some minutes north of

Lalande's position. March 23, 1884, I estimated it o'Sm., brighter

than 16, but five steps less than 17 Monocerotis.

jS'o. 207. y Ca^^is Majoeis.—One of Pigott's suspected variables.

He says [Phil. Trans., 1786), " Maraldi could not see this star in 1670,

but in 1692 and 1693 it appeared of the fourth magnitude. I have
very frequently noticed it since 1782, but perceived not the least varia-

tion, being constantly of the fourth magnitude, very little brighter

than 6 and decidedly brighter than t." Sir J. Herschel remarks {Cape

Ohs.,-p. 315, Secjuence, ITovember 12, 1836), "y Cards at 3h. 20m.
A M -^as of fifth magnitude. Bode sets it do-vrn as variable." It was
rated 4-5 by Heis, and 4' 5 at Cordoba ; 4i Franks (= t) December 31,

1877. 4-10 H.P.

In January, 1876, I found y a little brighter than t ; February,

1877, y nearly half a magnitude brighter than t.

!N"o. 208. S Caxis Majoeis.—3 m. Sufi ; 2 m. Lacaille ; 3 Harding
;

2 m. Argelander and Heis. Sir "W. Herschel gives 2 (^) , 8 , 31 (77) ;

2-32 Sir J. Herschel (mean of 15 estimates, Cape 05s., p. 343). Smyth
{Bedford Catalogue) assumes 3|-m. as correct (!), the same as Piazzi's

estimate. It was rated 2"1 at Cordoba. In January, 1876 (Punjaub)

it seemed to me rather less than 2 m. but certainly brighter than 3 m.

jS'o. 209. T GEHTN'OErir.—5 m. Lalande, and Harding; 5-4 Heis;
4'3 in Pierce's reductions of Sir "W. Herschel's estimates {Harvard
Annals, vol. ix., p. 69); 4-71 Pritchard, 1882-305. Sir TT. Herschel
gives 60 (0-46 (t) and 69 {v) , 46 (r). 4-63 H.P.

October 6, 1883, r five steps less than t.

]!^ovember 20, 1883, I found t one step less than v, and four steps

less than t.

1^0.210. BrRUXNGHAM 169 LxiS-cis.—6m. Harding; 7'7 Argelan-
der; 7m. Struve ("rubra"). Birmingham found it "blue or bluish

white," January 13, 1874, and says, "The star is probably variable in

colour, if not in magnitude." It is 44 Cameloparclali of Flamsteed.

Xo. 211. Laxaxde 14088 Caxis Majoeis.—9m. Harding; 6m.
Hencke and Argelander. IS'ot in FiazzPs Catalogue, nor in Heis or

Behrmann ; 6-8 Gould. From the difference in the estimates of
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magnitude by Harding and Hencke, I suspected this star of variation.

January 22, 1877, when I found it reddish, and nearly half a mag-
nitude brighter than Lalande 14105, which lies closely south of it;

January 31, 1878, a little less than LL 14105 ; February 25, 1880,

one step brighter than LL 14105; January 30, 1883, one step less

than LL 14105; March 3, 1883, two steps less than LL 14105;
February 22, 1884, two steps less than LL 14105. This star seems

certainly variable to a small extent. Gould gives LL 14105
as 6-9.

]S"o. 212. 18 Heis Ltncis = Lalande 14028 (5 m.)—5-8 Arge-
lander, 5-2 in DM; 6-7 Heis; 5-01 Pierce, who says {Harvard
Annals, vol. ix.), " Heis makes this star 6*3, and I, 5*0. Argelander

makes it equal to 26 Lyncis; Heis makes it 0"5 fainter; the D M.,
0-2 brighter; and I, 0-4 brighter. Argelander makes it equal to 16

Heis Lyncis; Heis makes it 0-5 fainter; the D M., 0'3 brighter ; and
I, 0-5 brighter. April 8, 1876, it seems not to have changed since my
measures." 4*77 and 4-9 H.P.

JSTo. 213. 27 Cain-is Majoeis.—5|- m. Lacaille ; 4 Harding; 5m.
Argelander; 6-5 Heis ; 6 m. Behrmann; 5 '4 Gould. Sir "W. Herschel

found 28-27 , 26. In 1874, 1875, and 1876, I found it about 5|-m.,

and much inferior to 28 ; February, 1877, slightly brighter than 29.

4-54 H.P.

ISTo. 214. Laiande 14123 Canis Majoeis.—7 m. Lalande ; not given

by Piazzi. In January, 1877, I found this star only 9 m.

No. 215. y- VoLANTis.—See TJranometria Argentina, pp. 248, 249.

1^0.216. Steuve 1058 Canis Minohis.—A double star 8^,11:
281° : 22"-32, Burnham, who measured it in 1879 and 1881, but failed

to see the companion in 1874-5 and 1878 ; Dembowski could not find

it in 1865.

1^0. 217. X Gemujtoetjm.—3 m. Ptolemy; 3-4 Sufi; 3 m. Ulugh
Beigh ; 4 m. Tycho Brahe andHevelius ; 5 and 4 Lalande ; 4-3 Arge-

lander; 4 m. Heis (8 = 3-4 Argelander and Heis). Sir "W. Herschel

found 54 (A) ; 55 (8), and says, " 54 seems to be increasing. There is

an interval of 9 months between the two observations of my catalogue.

Mr. Bode supposes the star to be changeable, ^qb Astronomisclie Jahr-

luch, 1788, p. 255, and 1793, p. 201 " {Phil. Trans., 1796, p. 480)

;

3-72 Pritchard (1882-305). 3-58 H.P.

Franks found X = S, both 4 m., January 28, 1878.

January 18, 1876, I found A almost exactly equal to 8 (both small

3 m.).

October 6, 1883, A = 8.
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No. 218. 30 Canis Majoeis.—5m. Lacaille; 6m. Harding; 5-4

Heis ; 5 m. Behrmann ; 4*6 at Cordoba. Sir. "W. Herschel gives

28-30"29. Gould calls it t Canis Majoris. 4-5 Cape Catalogue

(1878-10). 4-31 H.P.

Eebruary 3, 1877, 30 about equal to 28, and about half a magni-

tude brighter than 29.

JS'o. 219. 65 AuEiG^.—6m. Lalande (14218), and Harding; 6-5

Heis; 6 m. Franks (1878). On January 31, 1884, I found it one step

less than 63 Aurigae, but three steps brighter than 64. Heis gives 63

5 m., but it seems to be now nearer 6 m. 6'5 is 5*34 and 5*1 in H.P.

No. 219«. Lacaille 2761 Ptjppis.—6 m. Lacaille. Dr. Gould says

this star "is below 8^, being indeed little, if any, above 81. It is

almost incredible that Lacaille should have been able to descry so faint

an object with his little telescope " {U. Argentina, p. 283). It is 7m.
in the Cape Catalogue (1880), and Stone says, " This star appears to be

a variable."

No. 220. t Geminoeum.—4i and 4 Lalande ; 4 Harding ; 4 m. Heis
;

3-98 Pritchard (1882-305); 4 m. Franks, January 28, 1878. Sir W.
Herschel gives 60 (i) - 65 (b-), and 60-46 (r), and 60, 62. October

6, 1883, I found i five steps brighter than r; November 20, 1883, i

foiu' steps brighter than t. 4-03 and 4-4 H.P.

No. 221. 61 GEMiifOEUM.—7m. Lalande (14426); 7m. Harding;
6m. d'Agelet, October, 1784; 7-8 Piazzi (ten times); 6-7 Taylor

(1834-35); 6m. Argelander and Heis; 6*5 in the Burchnusterung,

and 6'3 in the EadclifPe observations, 1870 {Nature, May 13, 1875).

Sii' W. Herschel gives 26, 61 and 63, 61. October 6, 1883, I found

it much fainter than 63, and about 6-7 m. ; November 20, 1883, much
fainter than 63, and about 6|- ; February 21, 1884, about 6-3 m. , one

step brighter than 58, but considerably less than 56 and 63.

No. 222. fi Canis Minoeis.—3 and 4i Lalande ; 3m. Heis; 3-41

Sir J. Herschel [Cape Obs., p. 342) ; 3 m. Gould ; 3h Franks, January

28, 1878; 3-11 Pritchard (1883-215). In March," 1876, I found ^
very slightly brighter than e Geminorum. /3 is 3-07 and 3"5 H.P.

No. 223. y lY. 45 GEMiifOEirir.—A "nebulous star," with a dis-

tant companion, 7i, 8 :
2°-4

: 100". Chambers says, "Knott reverses

the magnitudes of A and B. Fletcher asserted confidently that A is

variable. In April, 1865, he saw it no brighter than a 10th mag.
star."

No. 224. Lalande 14551 Ptjppis = P vn. 116 = 2 1097.—6 m.
Lalande; 6-3 Gould. Found to be variable by Espin, while using it

as a comparison star for U Monocerotis in 1883. His photometric
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measures in Peloruary, March, and April, 1883, vary from 6*09 to 6-77.

It is a quintuple star, Struve's principle star having been found closely

double by Burnham, with two other faint companions, within 31" of the

primary. 5-77 H.P.

1^0. 225. 65 (P) Geminoeum.—Eated 8-i-m. by Lalande in March,
1794, and 5i-m. in Eebruaiy, 1795; 5-6 Piazzi ; 7 m. Bessel ; 5 m.
Heis. Sir "W. Herschel found 60-65-64. My observations are :

—

January 18, 1876, 65 about = 64, or perhaps slightly less.

December 30, 1876, 65 very slightly brighter than 64.

January 28, 1878, 65 about = 64.

December 1, 1880, 65 and 64 exactly equal.

December 25, 1881, 65 two steps brighter than 64.

January 7, 1882, 65 two steps brighter than 64.

March 31, 1883, 65 two steps brighter than 64.

^November 20, 1883, 65 one step brighter than 64.

jSTo. 226. WB. 669 Monoceeotis.—Observed as 4-J- m. by Eumker
in 1822, and suspected by Olbers, in 1824, to be a remarkable variable.

It was rated only 8'9 by Pellocker in the Berlin Academy Charts. It

is not given in Argelander' s Uranometria, but is 6-5 in the D.M. Heis
rated it 6-7, and identified it with YII. 669 of Weisse's Second Cata-

logue. It is 6-0 in the Uranometria Argentina. It is not in Lalande'

s

Catalogue, but is 7 m. m Sarding'' s Atlas, and underlined. March 27,

1875, I found it about 7 m. ; January 19, 1876, and January, 1877,

about 61m. , less than 25 Monocerotis, but brighter than two stars/;

March 18, 1877 (Punjab), visible to naked eye, about 6 m., but less

than 25 Monocerotis ; January 31, 1878, less than 25, but brighter

than the two stars/; March 31, 1883, from comparisons with 25 and 24,

I estimated its mag. 6'2
; Pebruary 21, 1884, 1 estimated it 6-1 - about

= LL 15136.

No. 227. BiEiri^^GHAM 178 Mokoceeotis = Lalaiv^de 14599.—6 m.
Lalande; 7m. Birmingham, February 14, 1875; 6"3 Tebbutt, June,

1875 ;
6-2 at Cordoba. In Pebruary, 1876, and January, 1877, I

estimated it at 6+m. {Southern Stellar Ohjects, p. 98). Photometric

measm-es by Espin in Pebruary, March, and April, 1883, vary from
6*35 to 6-57 [private letter).

1^0. 228. Lalande 14571 GEimfOExrM.—81 Lalande. Suspected

variable by Tebbutt, 1880 {Hon. Not. E.A.8., May, 1880). On De-
cember 1, 1880, Januaiy 7, 1882, and March 31, 1883, I found it two
steps less than BAG 2472 (closely n p).

jSTo. 229. - Canis Min"0EIS.—6 m. in I[arding''s Atlas, but observed

only 1^ m. by me, Pebruary 4, 1877. It was then less than Lalande

14720, but brighter than Lalande 14726. It seems to have been
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observed as 8m. by Bessel (Weisse, vii. 780), and it is 8'1 in the

Burchmuderung {Nature, March 29, 1877). It is not in the Washington

Catalogue. (1845-1871), nor in the Aniiagh Catalogue.

Xo. 230. S- CAjfis ilixoEis.—Xot in LalancWs Catalogue; 6m.
Harding and Heis ;

6-2 GrouM; 6 m. Franks, January 23, 1878. Sir

W. Herschel, 9-8. In llarch, 1876, I found it less than h\ but slightly

brighter than 8^; IS'ovember 22, 1883, S-four steps less than 8\ but one

step brighter than S^ ; March 21, 1884, 8- estimated 6-2 , thi'ee steps less

than hK 5-63 and 5-9 H.P.

JS'o. 231. 9 Caxis Mikoets.—ISot in Lalande's Catalogue; 6m.
Harding (8^); 6-7 Heis. jSTot in Argelandcr's Uranonietria ; 6-4 at

Cordola; 6 m. Pranks, January 23, 1878. JSTovember 22, 1883, I

found it one step less than 8- ; March 21, 1884 , two steps less than 8-.

iS'o. 232. Lacaiile 2858 Prppis.—6^- Lacaille. The Cordola esti-

mates vary fi'om 6-8 to 6"4. GilUss seems to have failed to see this

star in 1851 {Uranometria Argentina, p. 280).

jSTo. 233. Lacaille 2893 Ptjppis.—7 m. Lacaille. The Cordoba

estimates vary from 6*7 to 7*5.

No. 234. U Canis MiifORis.—A red star, discovered by Baxendell,

November, 1879. It is not in Lalanies Catalogue, nor in Harding's

Atlas. It is not in Birmingliarn' s Catalogue of Red Stars. It was
examined with the spectroscope at Lord Lindsay's observatory, but
" showed no peculiarity, and no particular colom' seemed to predominate

in its spectrum." To the eye the colour was a " faint red or purple."

Observations from November 27 to December 8, 1879, indicated a de-

crease of half a magnitude. On December 10 it was about 8*9 m. of

Argelander's scale; on January 4, 1880, I found it fainter than

Lalande 14895 (8^m.). The position given in the catalogue is only

approximate.

No. 235. Lalajtoe 14970 Cais^s Minoeis.— 6|-m. Lalande; 7 m.
Bessel and Santini. It was rated 6-7 m. by Heis, but is not in

Argelander's Uranometria. The Cordoba estimates vary from 6"3 to

7 •4, From observations, 1881-1883, Espin found that the star slowly

increased in light, and probably belongs to a class of variables having

a " small variation in magnitude and a period of several years" (like

63 Cygni). April 8, 1882, I found this star brighter than LL 14950
and LL 15027 ; March 17, I estimated it 6-3

; March 21, 6-4; March
31, 6-4.

No. 236. 16 Heis Aego Navis=0x1 7239.-6 m. Heis. Not in

Behrmann s Catalogue. Found below 7 m. at Cordoba. It is 6 m. in

Harding's Atlas, and may possibly be variable.
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ISTo. 237. 76(c) Geminokum.—6 m. Lalande (14991); 6 m. Heis;

6 m. Franks, 1878. Sir "W. Herschel fo-und (/> - 76. 5-33 and 5-8 H.P.

I^ovember 24, 1878, I found 76 less than i; ; also less than <^.

December 1, 1880, same relative magnitude.

January 12, 1882, 76 about three steps less than a 6 m. star (Heis)

n. f <fi, or about mag. 6'3.

jSTovember 22, 1883, 76 nearly one magnitude less than cj>, but

brighter than any star in the immediate vicinity of ^.

No. 238. K Gemia^oetjm.—Comes possibly variable from 8'.5 to 14

("Webb, Cel. Objects, p. 310). Herschel called attention to the com-

panion of this star as probably shining by reflected light from the

primary. Dembowski thought it variable.

'No. 239. /5 Geminoeum: (Pollux).—Admiral Smyth measured two
distant companions to this star as follows :

—

Position AB 66°-9. Distance 130"-0 ) -^ i, iqqo qi

„ AC 73°-6. „ 202"-7 \
^P°'^ 1832-31,

and says [JBedforcl Catalogue, p. 187) A 2, orange tinge; B \2\, ash-

coloured; C 11^, pale violet, and it has a minute comes to thes^,
which, though unnoticed in former registers, is certainly now (1832)
as bright as C : these companions form a neat triangle," and he adds

in a foot note :
" While this is in the press the Eev. "W. E. Dawes has

shown me an exact diagram which he made of the object January 1,

1829, with a 3|- foot achromatic, charged with a Huygenian eyepiece

magnifying 200 times. With this instrument he saw the three com-

panions very distinctly, although two only were visible, and that but

on remarkably fine nights, in Sir James South's 7-foot equatorial, with

an aperture of 5 inches."

In the E. A. S. Monthly Notices for April, 1861, the Eev. T. W.
Webb remarks that with his S-t inch OG, the third star appears "as
much inferior to B, 12 m, as B is below C ; and as Sir James South's

equatorial of 5 inches had shown but two companions some years before

the date of the Bedford Catalogue, there is perhaps grounds to suspect

a variation in its light."

Burnham, 1879-24 rated Smyth's star C as 9 m. and the third star

9-5 m. In 1878 he called B 10 m.

My own observations are as follows :

—

January 30, 1880, 3-inch refractor, power 133. C quite plain,

and B tolerably so, with Pollux in the field. D (Smyth's third star)

only seen with Pollux just out of the field. C about one magnitude

brighter than B, and B li or 2 magnitudes brighter than D. D very

faint. To my eye C seems about 10 m. (Smyth's scale) B = 11 m. and

D 12^ m.
March 31, 1881, 133 on 3-inch refractor. C brighter than B. D

very faint, hardly visible. D not seen with power 83. 9.30 p.m.

moon just set, ancl sky rather bright.
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If D was ever equal to C, as expressly stated by Smyth, it must
certainly be variable.

Pollux itself has often been suspected of Yariation, as some of the

early observers have rated it below Castor, while at the present time
Pollux is decidedly the brighter by about half a magnitude. Sufi

(tenth century) rated both stars as 2 m.

ISTo. 240. Lacaelle 2932 Pm'Pis= 1 Plamsteed.—6 m. Lacaille ; 5m.
Argelander ; 6 m. Heis ; 5 m. Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates

vary from 4-8 to 5'6. In March, 1876, I found this star equal to^
Puppis (Lacaille 2867, 5-3 m. Gould).

No. 241 TT (11) Cajtis MiiiroEis.

—

'Not in Zalande's Catalogue. Sir

"W. Herschel 6,11,1; 5-0 in Burchnusterung ; 5*3 and 5-6 Goald ; 5|-

Franks (> 1) January 28, 1878 ; 6 m. Harding ;
6-5 Heis. 5 46 H.P.

In March, 1876, I found it about one magnitude brighter than 1

Cards Minoris, and almost exactly equal to 6 (5 m. Heis; 5-0 Gould).

February, 1877, a little less than 6 Canis Minoris ; ISTovember 22, 1883,

four steps less than 6, or 5'4 m. ; March 22, 1884, 5'4 m., three steps

less than y Can. Min.

No. 242. Stexjve 1143 Cai^is Minoeis.—A double star, 152°; 9"-34

measured by Struve (1825-21), but never afterwards seen. Burnham
carefully searched for it 1874-5, with 6-inch refractor, and in 1881

with 1 8|-inch, but without success, and he thinks there must have
been some error in Struve' s place.

No. 243. No. 36 of the "Addenda" to Birmingham'' s Catalogue.—
= Arg. + 33°

, 1601 (6-5); 6i Lalande (15200); 6 m. Burton, with
small comes; 7'5 m. Birmingham, March 4, 1877. He says, "Pro-
bably variable in. colour and magnitude." It was rated 6-7 by Heis
(No. 98 of Gemini).

February 21, 1884, I estimated it 6-1, two steps less than 70 Gemi-
norum, but three steps brighter than 86 Heis Geminorum.

No. 244. C Cajs'Is Minoeis.— 5 and 6 m. Lalande ; Sir "W. Herschel
gives ^-14; 6 m. Argelander ; 5-6 Heis; 5 m. Houzeau (1875-18);
5-7 Gould; 5 m. Franks (January 23, 1878). In March, 1876, I found
it a little less than the star Lalande 15695-6.

November 22, 1883, ^ 4 steps brighter than Canis Minoris ; March
21, 1884, estimated 5-5

; March 31, 5-5. 4-99 and 5*3 H.P.

No. 245. BiEMiNGHAM 192, Cahelopaedi.—Not seen by Birming-
ham, 1873; " slight red tinge," January 13, 1874; not seen January
21, 1876. Birmingham says, " Knott failed to see it, June 25 and
August 3, 1866. Possibly variable.'^
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JN'o. 246. ^ GEMiKORim.— 5 and 6 m. Lalancle ; 5 m. Harding and
Heis. Sir W. Herschel gives <^ - 76 ; 5 m. Pranks, January 28, 1878
{private letter'). J^ovember 22, 1883, I found it one step less than 6

Cancri.

IsTo. 247. Lalande 15374-5 Mon-oceegiis.—6 m. Lalandeand Hard-
ing; 6 m. Heis ; 7^ Piazzi. The Cordoba estimates vary from 6"0 to

6-6. On Pebrnary 21, 1884, I estimated it 6 m., one step brighter than
LL 15136; March 15, 1884, 6-0 m.; April 1, 1884, 6-0. 5-68 H.P.

jN'o. 248. - GEMnsroKTJM.—Included by Schonfeld in his provisional

list. He says, " Winnecke's Stern d zu U Geminorum, A N 47*1 120
;

schwankt einige Stufen um die Grrosse ll"2m., auch meinen Beobach-
tungen."

1^0.249. Lacaille 3081 Puppis.—6 m. Lacaille ; 6-5 Heis and
Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates " vary systematically from 5*2 to

5-8." 4-81 H.P.

IN'o. 250. Anon A^etrs.—Position only approximate.

ISTo. 251. 2695 B.A.C. Anets.—6 m. in the Paramatta Catalogue,

but twice recorded by Taylor as 10 m. It was missed in August, 1 874,

by Tebbutt at Windsor, I^.S.W., "being then invisible in a telescope

of 4^ inches aperture." The star is not in Lacaille' s Catalogiie. It was
searched for at Cordoba, but without success. In the same field of view
is the star B.A.C, 2694, which Tebbutt found "decidedly red." It

seems to be identical with Lacaille 3140 (6+) {Nature, April 15, 1875)

which was rated 5-5 at Cordoba (" red").

JSTo. 252. 8 Cancel—6 m. Lalande; 7m. Bessel; 5-8 in DM; 6m.
Argelander and Heis ;

5-6 Gould at Albany, and 5*4 at Cordoba. Sus-

pected variable by Gould, although he includes it among his Standards

of Magnitudes ( Uranometria Argentina, p. 26) ; 6-7 Houzeau ; 5 Pranks,

January, 1878. On Pebruary 8, 1880, I estimated it 5^m., and equal

to 68 Geminorum. 5-13 and 5-3 H.P.

]S"o. 252. 14 Puppis.—6+ m. Lalande (15837); 6 Harding; 6-7

Heis; not in Argelander' s Uranometria; 6*7 Gould; 6-7 Ca^pe Cata-

logue (1880).

jSTo. 254. t (15) AEGtrs.—Si Lalande (p) ; 4 Harding; 3 Heis (t)

;

3*2 Gould; Schmidt suspected variation; 3-4 Cape Catalogae (1874'87).

In March, 1876, I found this star about half a magnitude brighter than

I Puppis. t is 2-88 in H.P.

No. 255. 29 MoNOCEEOTis.—A triple star, 5-5, 13, 9 : 104°-7, 243°-8 :

80", 66"-9
; 13 was not seen by Herschel and South; Sadler rated it

10 m. in 1875, and Pranks 11 m. in 1877. I saw it with a 3-inch re-

fractor in 1874, in India; 29 was rated 5-4 by Heis, 4*9 by Gould,

5-32 by Pritchard, and 4-47 H.P.
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No. 256.-Cancri.—See Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 2434.

No. 257. \lr Cais^cri.—6 m. Lalande ; Sir W. Herschel gives i//^ , w^

and 6 (;)()- 14 (i/f-) , 11; 6 m. Argelander ; 6-5 Heis; 6ra. Houzeau
(1875"24), who says, "L'etoile xp-z Cancri, estimee par Lalande de la

4nie. grandeur, dans la Conaissance des temps de 1810, figure senle-

ment dans mes observations comme un astre du 6 me. ordre." Franks
estimated it 6 m. January 31, 1878, and says, " Certainly variable

—

fine pale yeUow." 5-78 H.P.

I found the star 6 m., April 7, 1875 ; April 1, 1884, 1 estimated it

5-9.

No. 258. Steuve1198B:tde^.—Adoublestar, 8, 8-2: 157°-5: 33".

Struve suspected the components of variation
(
Celestial Oljects, p. 325).

It seems to be Lalande 16011-12, rated 9^ and 9 m.

No. 259. Lacaille 3197 Ptjppis.—6 m. Lacaille ; 5-6 Behrmann;
Gould says, " I suspect this star of variability between the approxi-

mate limits 5-1'" and 5-8°."

No. 260. Lacaille 3236 Yeloeitm.—6-0 m. Gould (''red"); 5-6

Cape Catalogue (1880). Stone says, " This star may be variable. La-
caille calls it a 7 magnitude star."

No. 261. 30 MoiiTocEEOXis = C Htdej- (Gould).—3 m. Ptolemy and
Sufi; 4m. Lalande (16559-60); 4-3 m. Argelander and Heis; 4-5

Houzeau (1875-18) ; 3*8 Gould; 5 m. Franks, January 30, 1878 ;
3-63

Pritchard (1882-971). This star is placed in Hydra in Lalande^ s Cata-

logue, and is called C Hydrge in the Uranometria Argentina. It is

4-5 m. in the Cape Catalogue (1879*09).

March 4, 1884, I estimated it 3-9, three steps less than S Hydrse;
April 1, 3-8.

No. 262. Lalak'de 16615 Puppis.—5|-m. Lalande. Gould says it

" appears to vary from b\ m. to below 6 m., yet its colour may have in-

fluenced the estimates to some extent." 5-76 H.P.

No. 263. ySYoLAi^Tis.—4 m. and 5 m. Lalande; 4-57 Sir J. Herschel

;

6m. Gilliss; 4-5 Behrmann; 4-2 Ellery (1869). The Cordoba esti-

mates vary from 3-6 to 4-4 {TJ.A., p. 249).

No. 264. Lacaille 3344 (Aego).—7 m. Lacaille; not in Harding^

s

Atlas; 6m. Behrmann (1 Mali); not in Seis's Catalogue. The Cor-

doba estimates fluctuate from 6-9 to 7*7
; and Gould says, " The star

is probably variable between the limits 6™ and 8"." 7 m. in Cape Cata-

logue (1878-23). 6-36 H.P.

No. 265. 6 Cancel—A star with a distant companion, 5\, 9 : 59°-5

60"'7 (1880). According to Chambers, Knott suggests variation, as

he found the companion only 12 m., whereas Sir J. Herschel and
Smyth agreed in calling it 9.

R. I. A. PROC, SEE. II., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. 2M
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No. 266. - MoNOCEKOTis,—Observed as 9 m, by Dreyer, March 8,

1879. It h Tiot in. iYie Durchmusterung, nor in Bond''s Zones 46 and
47, but appears as an 11 m. in Zone 48, As the Sarvarcl Zones contain

stars to 11 m. of Argelander's scale, Dreyer considers this star may be

variable. It also occurs as a 10 m. in the Munich Catalogue of Stars,

between + 3° and- 3° declination. Dreyer gives its position as 16''7 p
and 103" north oi Schjellerup's red star 109 (=203 of Birmingham's
Catalogue = LL 16770) {Mon. Not. E.A.S., April, 1879).

1^0. 267. Lacaille 3499 Volantis,—

(

Uranometria Argentina,

p. 140).

IS'o. 268. Oeltzen 515 Camelopaedi.—Position given in the Cata-

logue is only approximate. The place for 1855 is R A 8™ 21™ 43^, de-

clination + 83° 13' -2.

No. 269. I, Ptxidis = / Mali = Lacaille 3450., 5 m. Lacaille

;

6-5 Heis and Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates show signs of varia-

tion from 5i to 5f, or lower {Uranometria Argentina, p. 297). It is a

red star.

No. 270. I Canchi.—4m. Sufi; 5 m. Lalande and Harding; 4m.
Heis; 4 m. Franks, '' pale orange ;" 4-24 Pritchard (1883-019). It is

a double star, b-^, 8, 1836 (Dembowski, 4, 6-5, vars. 1858), 307°-8 : 30"

{Cel. Ohj., p. 253). In January, 1876, I found t brighter than y, and
about equal to S Cancri. 4-16 and 4*3 H.P.

No. 271. 52 Caitcri.—6 m. Lalande (17421) ; 7 m. Harding; 7 m.
Armagh Catalogue ; % 5 m.. Washington Catalogue. Not in -ffm. Sir W.
Herschel found 52 brighter than 68 and 71 Cancri, and nearly = 80

and 54 - 52.

My observations are :—February 28, 1878, 8 m., less than Lalande
17384; December 23, 1878, 8 m.; February 8, 1880, 8 m.; Novem-
ber 22, 1883, 8 m.

My observations, compared with those of Sir W. Herschel, seem to

prove variation in the light of this star.

No. 272. 15 Htdk^.— 6m. Lalande (17490); 6m. Heis; 6m.
Franks, January 30, 1878. Gould says, " The brightness of this star

appears to have varied between the magnitudes 5 '7 and 6'3 more than

once during the period of our observations." March 4, 1884, I esti-

mated it 6-0
; April I, 5-9.

No. 273. R Pyxidis.—Yariable according to Grould. The Cordoba
estimates fluctuate between Q\ and 7'4. The star is not in Lalande^s

Catalogue.
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No. 274. Birmingham 211 Cancki.—6i Lalande (17576); 6 m.
Chacornac; 7 to 7-5 Birmingham; 8m. Webb, March 6, 1872 My
observations are:—

February 28, 1878, 7*3 m. slightly brighter than 2 stars np.
December 21, 1878, 7im., and equal to the 2 stars np.
November 22, 1883, 7i m., and eqtial to the 2 stars np.
No. 275 60 {a}) Caistcei.—5 m. Lalande and Harding ; 6 m. Heis;

8m. Webb; 8m. Birmingham; 6 m. Franks, January 30, 1878.

Sir W. Herschel gives 45-60 , 50.

February, 1877, I found 60 equal to 45 Cancri.

February 28, 1878, same brightness.

November 22, 1883, 60 two steps less than 45.

No. 276. w Yeloeum = Lacaille 3638.—Grould says, "There is

some ground for supposing w Velorwn to fluctuate between 5"" and
5"" 5". 5-6 m. Cape Catalogue, 1880.

No. 277. cr^ TJes^ Majoeis.—5 m. Heis. A double star, 5-5, 9-5 :

244°-8 : 2"-7, 1876. Sadler thinks the com^s almost certainly variable,

5-5 probably so {Cel. Ohj., p. 404).

No. 278. K Cancel—4-5 Sufi; 41 Lalande; 7m. Bessel; 5-5 DM;
5m. Argelander and Heis; 5'6 Grould (at Albany), and 5*4 at Cordoba.

Suspected variable by Gould, although he includes it among his "Stand-
ards of Magnitudes " {V. Argentina, p. 26). Sir W. Herschel gives

47 (S)— 76 (k) , 45. January, 1876, I estimated it between 5 and
6|-m. ; November 22, 1883, k three steps brighter than 45. 5-03 H.P

No. 279. K Pyxidis = Lacaille 3685 (Aego) - 3121BAC.—6 m.
Lacaille ; 5 m. Heis ;

6-5 Behrmann ; 4, 4*5 and 5 m. Argelander. It

is No. 217 of Birmingham''s Catalogue. Gould suspects variation, as

the Cordoba estimates vary from 4*3 to 5*1. He says, " Its colour is a

bright orange." 6 m. Cape Catalogue {1^1^-l^.)

No. 280. Laxande 18044 - 5 Cancei = BD 31°, 1946.—5i, 6

Lalande; 6-5 DM; 6 m. Birmingham, 1872; 7-1 Copeland, February
19, 1876; 7 m. d'Arrest, who finds a spectrum similar to a Herculis

and )8 Persei, and considers that a slight variability of the star is

probable {A.N. 2032). It is No. 218 of Birmingham's Catalogue of
Red Stars. 6-50 H.P.

No. 281 tt' (81) CANCEi—7i m. Lalande ; 6 Harding; 6-7 Heis.

Sir "W. Herschel gives 54 , 81 81-68 and 81 , 83. February, 1877, I
found it more than a magnitude less than tt^ (6m. Heis), or about 7m.
November 22, 1883, ir'- about 7 m., and one step less than 54.

No. 282. Lacaille 3731 Yeloeum.—7 m. Lacaille; 6 Behrmann.
The Cordoba estimates vary from 6*3 to 7'1, and Gould says, "It is

not improbably variable,"

2M2
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ISTo. 283. Lacaille 3744 Veioeum.—7 m. Lacaille ; 6 m. Brisbane

and Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates vary from 6-2 to 6-8.

No. 284. 3180 B.A.C. Akg^s.—Bated 6 m. by Argelander and

Heis ; but found only 8 or 8|- m. at Cordoba
(
U. A. pp. 297-8).

No. 285. 26 HxDSiE.—6 m. Argelander; 6-5 Heis; 5m. (Mj)

Houzeau (1875-20) ; 5'3 Grould ; 5 m. Franks, " bright yellow, superior

to K, March 2, 1878." (Heis rated k, 5 m). In February, 1877, and
April 21, 1878, I found 26=27 Hydi'«. It is 5-6 m. in the Gaj^e

Catalogue {1879-16). 4-90 H.P.

JSTo- 286. Lacaille 3833 Pyxldis.—Si- Lacaille ; 6 m. Harding,

Brisbane, and Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates fluctuate between
6-1 and 6*7. It is 6-7 m. in the Cape Catalogue (1878-27).

No. 287. a HxDfi^.—2 m. Ptolemy, Sufi, Argelander, and Heis.

2'30 Sir J. Herschel (mean of 15 estimates, varying from 1-75 to 2-58
;

2-1 Gould. Pranks considered it nearer 3 m. than 2-J-, March 2, 1878
[private letter). Sufi calls it red. In the Chinese Annals it is called

the "Bed Bird." Birmingham calls it "pale yellowish red." GemmiD.
observed it to be remarkably bright on May 9, 1883, when he thought it

nearly equal to Pollux. He also observed it very bright February 20,

1882, and the red colour very conspicuous. Sii' J. Herschel suspected

variations, and says {Cape Ohs., p. 349), "At the time I regarded the

observations as satisfactory, and the result as sufficiently established

;

but the occurrence of a similar phenomenon, with a period nearly

identical in the case of a Cassiopeise, the period in both cases being

nearly a lunation, inclines me to distrust both conclusions, and to believe

that the colour of the stars (in both cases verging to redness) has

affected the judgment in the presence of moonlight differently from
that of the stars of comparison." Schmidt holds the same opinion;

and Dr. Gould remarks, " I suspect that the supposed variability of a

Hydrse may be attributed to the influence of its ruddy colour upon the

estimates of its brilliancy."

No. 288. ^ Leonis.—6 m. Sufi, Ulugh Beigh, and Argelander ; 4 m.
Tycho Brahe and Hevelius; 5m. Harding; 5-6 Heis; 5-6 Gould (at

Albany, and 5-4 at Cordoba. Sir W. Herschel gives 10,5 (^)-6, The
star is marked as 4 m. and " variable " in Dien^s Atlas.

No. 289. 3245 B.A.C. Ues^ Majoeis = Piazzi 91.—8 m. in Harding's
Atlas. In the notes to the BAC Baily says, " Taylor considers the

magnitude of this star to be variable." It lies closely sf 22 (Fl.) U.
Majoris. April 2, 1884, I estimated it 8 m., slighly brighter than a

small star s f.

No. 290. N. Veloeum = Lacaille 3910.—S^m. LacaiUe ;
4-3 Behr-

mann. Dr. Gould considers it variable from 3-4 to 4-4, with a period

of about 4|^ days ; he also suspects variation in colour
(
Uranomdria

Argentina, p. 276).
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1^0. 291. 10 Leonis {= 1 Heis Sextantis = LL 18893).—5 m. La-
lande ; 6 m. Heis; 5-8 D.M. Sir W. Hersctel giTes 10,5 (^) ; 5-4

Gould, "vrho suspects variation, although, included by him in his
" Standards of Magnitude "

(
IT. A. p. 27) ; February 22, 1884, I esti-

mated it 5-4 m. 4-98 and 5-7 H.P.

No. 292. t (35) Htde^ ; 3i, 4 Lalande ; 4 and 5 m. Harding ; 4-39

Sir J. Herschel; 4-9 Johnson (1857); 4 m. Heis. The Cordoba

estimates are 3'7 to 4-3 {Uranometria Argentina, p. 298); March 7,

1884, I estimated it at 3'7, one step brighter than B Hydrse.

No. 293. K Htdili:.—Not mentioned by Sufi ; 4 m. Tycho Brahe
and Hevelius ; 4 m. and 6 m. Lalande ; 4 Harding ; 5 Heis ;

5*4 Gould;

b\ Franks, March 2, 1878. 4-94 H.P. My observations are :

—

April 25, 1875, k a little fainter than v^ Hydrse.

March 28, 1876, k more than half a mag. fainter than v^.

February 11, 1877, k more than half a magnitude fainter than v^.

February 16, 1877, k nearly one magnitude less than v^.

April 7, 1883, k considerably less than v"—nearly 1 magnitude.

No. 294. Laxa?7DE 19034 Htde^.—41 Lalande. Not given by
d'Agelet or Piazzi ; 6 m. Argelander, March 6, 1850; 4 m. February
16, 1851, and 5 m. March 8, 1852; 5 m. Heis, Houzeau, and Behr-
mann ; 5-2 Gould. 4*62 H.P.

May 1, 1877, I estimated it 4i m. ; April 24, 1878, I found it the

brightest star in the immediate vicinity.

No. 295. i/f Leonis.—6 m. Sufi, Ulugh Beigh, and Argelander;
5 m Tycho Brahe and Hevelius ; 6 and 6* Lalande (19081-3). Sii- W.
Herschel gives i/^-7, and 1/^,8; 6 m. Heis; 5 and "Yar" Houzeau;
(1875-25); 6 m Franks, March 4, 1878. Smyth {Bedford Catalogue,

p. 229) gives its magnitude as 6, assumed from Piazzi, but says it was
" very bright for its rate " at the time of his observations. He adds,
" They say it once disappeared altogether, after having been noticed

by Montanari in 1667 ; and that Maraldi saw it again very small in

1691."

January 25, 1877, I observed i/^ a little less than v Leonis (5-6
Heis).

April 24, 1878. i/^ brighter than 7, 11, and 23 Leonis, and the
brightest star in its immediate vicinity.

February 21, 1884. Estimated 6-0—a little brighter than 3 Leonis-

No. 296. 16 LeoxisMixoeis.—6im. Lalande (19226-7); 6 Harding;
5 and 7-8 d'Agelet ; 8 Piazzi; 7 m. Bessel and DM. Not in ^m's
Catalogue, nor in Argelander^ s Uranometria; 5-6 Houzeau (1875'24);

7 Franks, "deep red," March 10, 1878. 6-64 H.P.
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My obsei'vations are:—March 27, 1875, about 7iin; January 19,

1876, 11 or 7i; February 10, 1877, a little less than a star sp X
and fx Ursse llajoris ; February 21, 1884, about 7 m—considerably

less than 43 Camelopardalis ; also less than 17 Leonis Minoris.

ISo. 297. 12 Sestais-tis.—6 ni. Lalande (19542); 6-7 Heis ; 6-5

DM; 6*8 Gould, who found it 6"1 at Albany, but the Cordoba esti-

mates were 6-7 to 6" 9.

February 18, 1877, I found it brighter than LL 19473 (6 m.).

This latter star is not in Sarding^s Atlas; I estimated it 6|-m. on
the above date (and brighter than 9 Sextantis) ; March 7, 1884, I

estimated 12 as 6-8 m, ; April 2, 6"8 -less than 13, but brighter than
LL 19473.

^0. 298. 3428 B.A.C. HrDEiE = LL 19634.—7 m. Lalande; 6-7
Heis ; 7^ Franis, " deep dull yellow." March 2, 1878, Dr. Gould says

it is not brighter than 7*m. (Z7. A., p. 303) ; April 7, 1883, I esti-

mated this stai' 7*2 m.

It is 6-7 m. in the Cape Catalogue (1879"17).

T^o. 299. Laxanbe 19662 Sestajs^iis.—4^ Lalande; 5m. Harding;
7-8 Lamont (1845); 6-7 Heis. It does not seem to have been ob-

served by either Argelander, d'Agelet, Bessel or Santini {Nature,

May 13, 1875) ; Gould gives it 6-4 in the Uranometria Argentina.

In April, 1875, I found the star only 7 m.
February 15, 1877, less than 17 Sextantis (6-7 Heis).

Febmary 11, 1880, less than 17 Sextantis.

April 7, 1883, estimated 6im.

Xo. 300. y I. 163 Sextantis.—A nebula observed by Admiral
Smyth, who says {Bedford Catalogue, p. 224), "It is remarkable that

this object was very clearly distinguished in my telescope ; for H.
says it was scarcely perceptible in his twenty-foot when he gave it

only six inches of aperture." According to Chambers it was " seen

without the sligtest difficulty in a finder of 2^ in. by Brodie."

IS'o. 301. v^ Hydi'se.—5 m. Lalande and Harding ; 5-4 Heis ; 5 m.
Franks, and = v^ Hydi'^, March 2, 1878 ;

5-6 Cape Catalogue (1879-19).

The Cordoba estimates vaiy from 4-5 to 5*2. 4-69 H.P.

March 28, 1876, I found v^ about ^ mag. fainter thanv^ Hydrse.

April 7, 1883, v^ four steps fainter than v^.

April 8, 1883, v^ one step less than k Hydree, and four steps less

than uK

1^0. 302. Lacaille 4174 Caehs^^.—7 m. Lacaille ; 6^ Brisbane;

7 m. Cape Catalogue (1875*26). It was found generally below 7'0 m.

at Cordoba, and Gould considers it
'

' variable by not less than half a

unit."
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1^0. 303. Lalande 19814 Hxde^.—6 m. Lalande, Harding and
Heis ; 5-4 Schmidt, 1864 (A. iV. 1486) ; 5-9 in the JJranometria Argen-
tina; 7 m. Cape Catalogue (1876-27). 5-34 H.P.

April 7, 1883, I estimated this star 5-7.

No. 304. 18 Sextantis.—6 and 5^ Lalande (19828-9); Gm.Arge-
lander and Heis ; 5and6Piazzi; 6-oBessel; 5-9 Gonld; 6 m. Cape
Catalogue (1879-21). It is K'o. 234 of Birmingham's Catalogue, and
Birmingham's observations vary from 6 to 6-5, Secchi thought it

slightly variable. 5-85 H.P.

]N"o. 305. Lacaille 4176 Veloeum.—7 m. Lacaille. Tariously
estimated at Cordoba from 6 m. to 7|-.

E'o. 306.

—

Yeloedu:. Variously estimated from 7 to 7-i- at Cordoba,

and Gould thints it " probably variable by about a unit."

IS'o. 307. q Caeik^ = Lacaille 4249.—4 and 5 Lacaille; 5 Ellery

;

4 Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates vary from 3-3 to 4*5, and Dr.

Gould calls it a " markedly red star."

1^0. 308. 40 Leonis.—6 and 5i Lalande (20017-19); 6-7 Heis.

Not in Argelander's JJranometria 5i Franks (1878) and = 41 Leo
Miaoris, Considered by Schmidt and Franks to be variable. 4-95 H.P.

No. 309. r YELOEtnsi - Lacaille 4271.—6 m. Lacaille ;
5-6 Behr-

mann; 5-3 Gould, who says the estimates at Cordoba "differ on the

average by the greater part of a unit of magnitude, and leave small

room for doubt that these differences are due to actual changes in the
star." The star is red.

No. 310. -Leonis.—Included by Schonfeld in his provisional list.

He says, " 14° 2239 des Bonner Sternverzeichness, 9"" 5 Peters hat
dea Stern friiher als schwach 11"" gesehen, April 23, 1873 vermisst,

Juli 12 wieder schwach gesehen. Seit Dec. 30, im hiesigen Eefractor

unsichtbar. Die Yeranderlichkeit ist wohl sieher, aber doch die

Wiederscheinung und eine genaue Positionbestimmung abzuwarten."

No. 311. y Antli^ = Lacaille 4277.—5m. and 6m. Lacaille;

6 Harding. Not in Belvrmannh Catalogue; 7-2 Gould; 7m. Cape
Catalogtie (1878-18). April 14, 1877, I found this star (in India)

fainter than Lacaille 4273 (e^m.). This latter star is not given by
Harding, but was observed as 6 m. by Behrmann, and is 6-6 in the

Uranometria Argentina.

No. 312. 27 SEXTAJjfTis.—6m. Lalande; 6m. Heis; 6-8 Gould;
6-1- Franks (=24, 26), March 13, 1878 {^private letter) ; 6 Cape Catalogue

(1879-24). 6-54 H.P.
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My obserrations are :—February 15, 1877, 27, nearly 1 mag. less

than a star n of it (6-7 Heis) (and between it and 29), or about mag.

7 ; February 11, 1880, about balf a mag. less than Heis's 6-7 m. star,

or about 6*8.

IN'o. 313. a Antli^.—4m. Lacaille ; 4*75 Sir J. Herscbel {Cape.

Ols., p. 341); 5-4 Bebrmann ; 4 m. Heis. The Cordoba estimates

vary horn. 4*0 to 5*0, and Dr. Gould thinks " cannot be explained by
personal differences due to the red colour of the star " ( Z7. iV., p. 295)

;

4 m. Cape Catalogue (1878-21). 4-50 H.P.

No. 314. I CAEiNiE.

—

4y m. Lacaille ; 5 Behrmann. The Cordoba
estimates vary from 4*2 to 5-1, and Dr. Gould seems to think the

variability certain. 4-5 m. Cape Catalogue (1874-23).

No. 315. Lacaille 4332 Yeloktjm.—6|-m. Lacaille. The Cordoba
estimates vary from 6|- to 8-0.

No. 316. 49 Leonis.—6 m. Harding; 7 Santini ; 6 Heis; 6m.
Houzeau (1875). Sir "W. Herschel gives the sequence 48 , 49 , 44.

It is No. 7 of Schonfeld's provisional list. He says, " February 5, 1867,

5'6m., spater abnehmend A.N. 69'1635. Meine Beobachtungen zeigen

den Stern voUig constant." 5*74 H.P.

February 11, 1877, and March 21, 1877, I found it = 44 Leonis,

but less than 48 Leonis. It was estimated 6*0 by Gould, who finds no
evidence of variation.

No. 317 Lacaille 4358 Ai^tli^.—7m. Lacaille; 6m. Brisbane

and Taylor. Not given by Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates vary

from 5*7 to 6-5. Dr. Gould calls it a " brilliantly red star." 6 m. Cape

Catalogue (1877*56).

No. 318. — Leoistis.—An 8 m. star, with rapid variation, according

to Schwab {Cel. Ohj., 4th ed., p. 428).

No. 319. !^' Cahin^.—5 m. Lacaille ; 6-5 Behrmann. The Cordoba

estimates range from 5'4 to 6'3, and Dr. Gould seems to think it

certainly variable.

No. 320. Lacaille 4411 Cham^lonis.—5 and 6m. Lacaille; 6

and 61 Ellery (1864) ; 6-5 Cape Catalogue (1873-30). Estimated only

7-0 at^Cordoba (March, 1878).

No. 321. Lalakde 20592 Leonis.—No magnitude given in Za?aw(?(?'s

Catalogue; 9i- m. Hencke {Man. Not. R. A^ S., 1859, p. 341), who
suspected variation, as it was missed at Markree Observatory. It is

not in Mardingus Atlas.

No. 322. Star s p 40 Leoms Min-oets.—6 m. Harding (marked

with a line). Not in Zalande's Catalogue. I could not see this star
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withthe binocular on February 11, 1877. . On February 12 I found a

10 m. star close to the place, with. 3-inch refractor. The star may
possibly be variable. It lies a few minutes of arc s p, the star Lalande
20612. The position given in the catalogue is only approximate.

ITo. 323. f CAEiiir.E.—5 m. Lacaille ; 5-6 Behrmann. The Cordoba
estimates vary by 0-6 m. Gould calls it " orange red."

1^0. 324. 2543 E TJes^ Majoeis.—Not va. Harding^ s Atlas; 6-7

Heis. Franks says, " 6^ m. fine red (1878), l^° S. of P.X. 126
(=B.A.C. 3652), a little /" {private letter). March 15, 1884, I esti-

mated it 6-7 m.

IS'o. 325. Lacaille 4422 CARrN-JE.—6 and 6^ Lacaille ; 1h Taylor
;

5 and 5i- Ellery ; 6-7 Cape Catalogue (1875-85). From observations

at Cordoba, Thome is confident of its variability ( TJranometria Argen-
tina, p. 254).

ISTo. 326. Lacaille 4435 Caein^.—6 m. Lacaille ; 6-5 Behrmann.
Suspected variable by Gould, the Cordoba estimates varying from 6*1

to 6-7. The star is red.

No. 327. w Qilbjsm (= Lacaille 4446).—6.5 Behrmann. The Cor-

doba estimates vary from 4 -SI" to 5*4, and Dr. Gould considers it possibly

variable. It is a red star.

No. 328. Lacaille 4479 CAEiNiE.—The Cordoba estimates vary

from 6-7 to 7'2, and Gould considers variation probable between still

wider limits.

No. 329. Lalande 20918 Htde^.—6|- Lalande; 6 m. Argelander.

Estimated 7-3 at Cordoba, July 6, 1871, but only 8 m. May, 1877.

Dr. Gould calls it " very red" {TJranometria Argentina, pp. 303, 304).

It is No. 248 of Birmingham's Catalogue. Birmingham's observations

vary from 7 to 8.

No. 330. - Leonis.—Suspected variable by Professor C. H. F. Peters,

from observations at Clinton, U.S.A., 1877 to 1880. He found an
observation of it as 9 m., February 12, 1872, but could not see the

star on the following dates :—April 12, 1877, and May, 1877; Feb-
ruary 26 and April 14, 1878 ; April 27, May 2, and 11, and June 2,

1880 ; but saw it very small February 16, 19, and March 2, 1880 (AN
2360). Probably this star should be transferred to Catalogue of Knoion
Variables.

No. 331. P H:ydej3.—5m. Lalande (20969); 5m. Heis; 6 m.
Franks, March 13, 1878. Argelander's meridian observations vary
from 4-8 to 6-0. The Cordoba estimates range from 5*2 to 5-7.

519 H.P.
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1^0. 332. Lacailie 4540 Antli^.—6 m. Lacaille ; 6-5 Behrmann.
Gould says, '' This star appears to vaiy between the approximate limits

S-T-" and 6-3»."

ITo. 333. a Ues^ Majoris.—2 m. Ptolemy, Sufi, Lalande, and
Harding; 1-96 Sir J. Herschel (C^e Ohs., p. 440); 1-88 Pritchard,

Oxford,''and 1-92, Cairo, 1883. 1-96 and 2-1 H.P.

Stated by Klein to be variable in colour, and the observations of

"Weber seem to confirm the suspicion. The latter observer found a

period of about 33 days, and the changes of colour from " white" to
" fiery red." Other observers, however, do not agree.

^0. 334. Steuve 1504 Leoms = P.X. 229.—A double star, 8, 8 :

284°-0 : 1"-13. "With reference to this star, Chambers says in his

edition of Smyth's Bedford Catalogue (p. 288), ''According to 0.

Struve, one or both of the components are variable.

ISo. 335. 10 Htde^ = Lacaille 4615 (6 m.).—Suspected variable

by Grilliss, who says, " Probably variable at very short intervals ; of the

seven observations three estimations make it 6th magnitude, three

5th, and the other 5-6." It was rated 5 m. by Argelander, March 15,

1880 ; 7 m. April 22, 1851 ; and 6 m. April 28, 1851. It is 5 m. in

Harding'' s Atlas, and was rated 5 m. by Heis ; 5-6 Behrmann, and
5-8 at Cordoba. The following observations were made by me in

India :—May 15, 1876, about 5 m. and slightly less than -^^ Hydras ;

May 23, 1876, 10 Hydrae about I- a mag. less than -^ ; January 22,

1877. Brighter than x^ ; not quite equal to x^. It is 5*35 in H.P.

IS'o. 336. Lacaille 4623 Htde^.—4m. and 5m. Lacaille ; 5 Heis;
5-6 Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates vary from 5*6 to 6"1

; 6 m.

Cape Catalogue (1878-78).

IS'o. 337. ^- II. 49 Leonis.—A nebula suspected by d'Arrest to

be variable. In 1831 it was brighter than Herschel's III. 27, / it.

In 1861 =1. class ; in 1863 sometimes = II. class, at others invisible
;

1864 fainter than Herschel's III. 27 {Cel. Ohj., p. 333).

'Bo. 338. ^ LEOifis.—4 m. Sufi, Lalande, and Harding ; 5-4 Arge-

lander and Heis ;
4-8 Gould (at Albany) and 4-1 to 4-3 at Cordoba.

Dr. Gould says it "appears to have grown brighter since Argelander

and Heis gave its magnitude as 4f " {U. A., p. 336). 4*31 Pritchard

(1882-36). March 7, 1884, 1 estimated it 4-8, less than v (4-4 Gould)

;

March 23, 1884, 4-5 m. 4-53 H.P.

No. 339. Lacaille 4679 (1882-36). Hyde^.—7 m. Lacoille. Nu-
merous estimates at Cordoba vary from 7-0 to 7-7.

No. 340. :S 1527 Leonis = Lalande 21571 (7m.).—7-4 in DM;
7Bessel; 6-7 Gould. A double star 6-9,8-1 : 10°-1 : 3"-9. Webb
says, "Fl. bin. (?) 6-9 var. col. and mag. (?)" {Cel. Olj. 4th edition,

p. 330).
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No. 341. t LEOisnrs.—3^ Lalande ; 4m; Argelander and Heis; 4*0

Grould; 4in. Franks (nearly = /3 Virginis), March 29, 1878 (private

letter); 4-18 Pritchard (1882-360). A double star S-9, 7-1 : 68°-4
:

2"-54 (1877 Dembowski). JBoth the magnitude and colour of the

companion are suspected of variation. Sir W. Herschel found 77 (a-),

78 (t) - 91 (v). 3-98 H.P.

April 17, 1876, I found t and cr Leonis nearly equal, cr (4-5

Heis), if anything slightly the brighter of the two ; March 4, 1884, i

one step less than cr, or about 4*2 m.

!N'o. 342. - Tatjei.—A nebula discovered by Temple, March 14,

1879, in a region which had been most carefully searched for such

objects. It was at first supposed to be a faint comet, but its un-
changed place on March 16 showed its true character. According to

Temple it has two nuclei, distant 15" to 20", and is larger and
brighter than Herschel II. 32, which lies near it. It is not in Zas-

seWs Catalogue of 600 nebulse discovered at Malta. It precedes a 7

mag. star ("W. B, XI. 305), 1 m. 27 s. nearly on the parallel. Cha-
cornac in his Chart No. 34 shows a 12*13 m. star about 3' from the

place of the nebula, but shows no nebulosity {Nature^ May 8, 1879).

No. 343. 57 ITes^ Majoeis.—A double star 6, 9 : 9°-9
:
5"-9.

Smyth remarks {Bedford Catalogue, p. 253), '' y says that the small

star is a " red point without sensible magnitude ;" and S, upwards of

half a century afterwards rates it of the 10th lustre, as shown by his

seven foot telescope. In the summer of 1835 it was very distinct, being

a bright 9th size, bearing illumination admirably. Is it variable ?"

Burnham gives 5*2, 8-2 : 7°-l : 5"-43 (1878-425). Heis rated 57 as

5 m. and Peirce measured it with a photometer 5-40 {Harva/rd Annals,

vol. ix.). It is 5-24 and 5-0 " est " in H.P.

No. 344. Laxande 21860-61 Leoi^is.—6 and 5\ Lalande ; 7

Bessel ; 7-5 in DM; 6-7 Heis, and 6-9 at Cordoba. Suspected

variable by Gould, although included in his "Standards of Magni-
tudes" {JJranometria Argentina, p. 28). He adds, however, that
" no change has been perceived in its brightness" at Cordoba {Urano-

metria Argentina, p. 336). April 2, 1884, I estimated it 6*7 m.

—

one step brighter than LL 21640, but less than LL 22058.

No. 345. X Heaconis.—3-4 Sufi, Argelander, and Heis. Sir W.
Herschel gives X'k, or about equal; 4m. Harding; 3-94 Sir J.

Herschel; 3-3 in DM; 3'75 Pritchard (1882*712). My observations

are:—January 30, and Pebruary 17, 1876, A slightly less than k dra-

conis, and of an orange hue, not brighter than S Ursse Majoris; June
12, 1877, X slightly brighter than k, and of an orange hue ; April 9,

1883, X yellow, or light orange, and two steps less than k Draconis.
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ISTo. 346. 17 Htde^ = Lacaiile 4770 (N. Hydra, Gould).—4^ m.
Lacaille; 5-2 Gould (dpi. 6, 6).—A double star, 5-5, 7 : 207°-8 : 10"-1,

1833; "Webb found only balf a mag. difference, 1852; so Morton,

1857; and Franks, 1876 [Cel. Olj., p. 286). I found 7 rather the

larger in 1875 ; both yellowish {Southern Stellar Objects, p. 52),

4.98 H.P.

No. 347. Lacaille 4843 Mfsc^.—6 m. Lacaille ; 5-6 Behrmann
;

6-5 Cape Cataloqiie (1875-41). The Cordoba estimates vary from 5-4

to 6'1, and Gould thinks it ''probably variable."

No. 348. 92 Leonis.—5|- m. Lalande (22,111) ; 5 Argelander and
Heis ; 6 m, Houzeau (1875*26) ; 6 Franks, "pale orauge," scarcely =

67 Leonis (6-5 Heis). It is not in Birminqham'' s Catalogue of Red
Stars. Sir W. Herschel gives 95 (o), 92. March 3, 1884, 1 found it

two steps brighter than 67, but less than 72 Leonis. 5*48 and 5*3 H.P.

No. 349. p Leois^is.—Considered by Sir "W. Herschel {Phil. Trans.,

1796) to have probably diminished in brightness in modern times. It

was rated of the 1st magnitude by Ptolemy, Sufi, and Tycho Brahe
;

1-2 by Plamsteed ; l-J- m. by Hevelius ; but only 2 m. by Lalande,

Argelander, and Heis. Sir "W. Herschel rated it slightly less than y
Leonis, and remarks, "Prom the expression of this Catalogue, it is

evident that the star is less now than it was thirteen years ago." In
Schjellerup's translation of Al-Sufi's description of the heavens
(10th century) the star is thus described:—"La 27 [y8] de la

premiere grandeur est la brillante et grande qui se trouve sur la

queue ; elle suit la brillante vingtieme etoile situee dans les reins

C'est celle que I'on marque sur 1'astrolabe et que I'on nomme dzana

al dsad, la Queue du Lion." Prom this it is evident that the star was
a brilliant one in Al-Sufi's time, probably comparable in brightness

with Regulus, which Sufi describes in similar words. Sir John
Herschel rated it 2"63 {Ca/pe Observatory, p. 440) (y Leonis = 2*34)

;

Pritchard 2-07 (1882-360 and 1883-117).' 2-23 H-P.

No. 350. /8 VrRGiisris.—2, 3, 3^ and 4m. Lalande; 3 Harding; 3-4

Heis ;
4-14 Sir J. Herschel, February 24, 1838 ;

3-3 Gould at Albany,

and 3-7 at Cordoba; 3-67 Pritchard (1883-160 and 1883-169).

3-72 H.P.

No. 351. 65 IJes^ Majoeis.—A triple star 7, 9-5, 7 : 35°-8, 115° :

3"-8, 63"-5. Measured 6-39 by Peirce {Harvard Annals, vol. ix.).

Smyth says: "The magnitude which I have assigned, on mature

comparison to B, does not altogether quadrate with y's description of

its being a mere point, which would hardly be suspected. It may be

variable ; and I have reason also to think C is" {Bedford Catalogue,

p. 260). On March 15, 1880, and March 30, 1881, I found it about

half a magnitude brighter than C, (with 3-inch achromatic) ; B
not seen.
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jNo. 352. 7) Ceateeis.—4-3 Ptolemy ; 5-6 Sufi ; 4 m. Ulugh
Beigh, Tycho Brahe, and Hevelius ; 4, 4|- Lalande ; 6 m. Heis and
Argelander; 5-4 Gould; 6-7 Houzeau, "var?" (1875-25); 5m.
Franks "= e and bright white," March 29, 1878 ;

5-6 Cape Catalogue

(1879-24). In April, 1876, I estimated the difference between ^
(5 m. Heis) and t] to be rather less than one magnitude ; April 15,

1877, 7/ nearly equal ^. The star seems certainly variable. 5-01 H.P.

No. 353. 7 (b) YiEGiNis.—Marked 4 m., and ''variable" in

Dun's Atlas (Plammarion's edition) ; 5^, 6 Lalande (22571-2) ; 6

Argelander; 6-5 Heis; 5-8 Gould; 5^ Pranks, March 29, 1878
(private letter). April 6, 1883, I found 7 Yirginis more than half a

magnitude brighter than 10, and three steps brighter than 11 Yirginis
;

10 seems rather below than above 6 m.; April 7, 1883, the above

observation confirmed—10 not above 6 m. 7 is 5*22 and 5-7 in H.P.

No. 354. 31 Ceateeis.—6 and 4i Lalande (22591-2); 6 Heis;
5-5 Gould (No. 4 of Corvus) ; 5 Pranks = 77, March 29, 1878; 5-6

Cape Catalogue (1879-23). In April, 1875, I found this star about =

7] Crateris ; not equal to ^ (5 m.). In April, 1876, it seemed very

nearly equal to ^. 5-10 H.P.

No. 355. Lacaiile 5013 Htde^.—7 m. Lacaille ; 6, 7, and 6|-

Yarnall ; 6-7 Cape Catalogue [IS7 8-29). Dr. Gould says "the varia-

bility of this star seems more than probable, our eleven estimates

ranging from 5-9 to 6-6."

No. 356. e CoRvi.—3 m. Ptolemy and Sufi. Eated 6 times as

4 m., and once 3J by Lalande ; 4 Harding ; 3 Argelander, Heis, and

Behrmann ; 3-3 at Coi'doba ; 3-28, Sir J. Pierschel (or very slightly

less than 8). Sir W. HerscheU gives /3, e, S. 3-14 H.P.

Prom the Cordoba observations. Dr. Gould concludes that all four

stars, /3, y, S, and e Corvi are variable " within moderate limits
"

{Uranometria Argentina, p. 315). The estimates for e vary from 3-06

to 3-51.

No. 357. 3 CoEvi.—6 m. Lalande (22850); 6 Harding; 6-7 Heis
;

6 Behrmann ; 5-8 in the Uranometria Argentina. Sir W. Herschel

gives 5 (C) — 3 — , 6 ; 6-5, Cape Catalogue. 5-25 H.P.

No. 358.—YiRGii^is. =DM 0°, 2910. Pound to be variable by Prof.

Harrington of Ann Arbor University, U. S. A., in 1881. It reached a

minimum on May 22-3, when it was 8-7m. The star is not in

Lalande' s Catalogue, nor in Harding's Atlas. The position given by
the discoverer places the star about l^°j?the star rj Yirginis. The
nearest star in Harding's Atlas is an 8m, about 20' south.
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No. 359. 8 Ues^ Majoris.—3-4 Sufi and Argelander; 4-3 Seis;
3-38 Pritchard (1883-062 and 1883-070). Pigott says {Phil. Trans.

1786): "This star is suspected to change in brightness (see Loizfs
Astronomy) on account of its being marked by Tycho, Prince of Hesse,

&c., of the 2nd mag. ; while Hevelius, Bradley, and others have it of the

3rd. At present, and for these three years past, it appears as a bright

4th magnitude, being rather less than i, equal to a, and rather brighter

than K Draconis." Schonfeld includes it in his provisional list, and
says (? quoting Schmidt) :

" Hinlanglish bestatigt, lange Periode AN
73 1745." 3-41 and 3-6 H.P.

No. 360. y CoEvi.—3m Sufi, Lalande and Harding; 2 Heis; 2-90

Sir J. Herschel {Cape. Obs. p. 440); 2-5 at Cordoba. Prom the

Cordoha Ohservations, Dr. Grould concludes that the four stars of Corvus,

/3, y, 8, and e are all variable " vs^ithin moderate limits "
(
U. Argentina,

p. 315). The estimates for y vary from 2-45 to 3-05. 2-76 and 2*3

H.P.

In March, 1876 (in India) y seemed to me about 2|-m, and about

equal to k Orionis
; y certainly less than the brighter stars in the

Plough (2m Heis).

No. 361. e MiTSC^.—4J and 6 Lacaille; 5-4 Behrmann; 3-7

EUery; 5 Cape Catalogue {1874-41). The Cordoba estimates range from
4-3 to 5-3, but Dr. Gould seems to think the results doubtful, owing
to the red colour of the star.

No. 362. 7] YinGiNis.—3 Ptolemy and Sufi ; 3-|- and 3 Lalande ; 3-4

Argelander and Heis ;
3-6 Grould at Albany, and 4-0 at Cordoba. Dr.

Grould says :
" The star probably varies between the magnitudes 3 and

4." 3-59 Pritchard (1882-363) March 28, 1876, I found 7j = /3

Yirginis.

April 5, 1883 t], three steps less than B Yirginis. 4-05 H.P,

No. 363. e Cetjcis.—4m Lacaille ;
4-5 Behrmann ;

4-0 Gould.

Webb says: "Lettsoml860 found this star 6mg, instead of 4mg as

in map. Houzeau, 1875, 4-5mg" {Cel. Ohj., p. 488). Gould marks
it " rr " or excessively red.

No. 364. 4166 B.A.C. Ues^ Minokis,—Not in Seis's Catalogue.

Peb. 24, 1884, a small star about 9m seen near the place with

binocular. 8 m. Tennant, April 24, 1875.

No. 365. LALAifDE 23228.-9 Yirginis. 7m Lalande (1795) and

51(1798); 7 Harding; 6-7Lamont; 8m Steinheil ; 6 Heis; 6-1

Gould. Not given by Piazzi, Bessel or Santini. I found it about 6m,

and brighter than Lalande 23186, March, 1877. 5-95 H.P.

No. 366. Lacaille 5142 CENTAmir.—6m LacaiUe. The Cordoha

estimates vary from 5-6 to 6-2, and Gould suspects variation to the

extent of about half a magnitude,
(
U. A. p. 266).
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'No. 367. BiEMiNGHAM 277 ViKsiNis.—A remarkable "red orange"

star. !N^ot in Zalande's Catalogue; 8*1 Ai'gelander; 7*5 Bessel ; 6ra

Lamant (Z 93.) ; Birmingham's estimates of magnitude, 1872-1876,
Tary from 6-6-5 to 7-7-5

; 7m Webb, 1874, Ap. 20, and May 8. The
star is not in the Zfranometria Argentina, d'Arrest found a very

interesting spectrum "all the more refrangible rays totally absorbed

—

a fragment of a star spectrum." I found the star below 7m, April 7,

1883.

No. 368. 4193 B.A.C. Ues^ MiifOEis.—Not in Heis's Catalogue.

February 24, 1884, a small star, about 9 m., seen near the place with
binocular. 8-5 m. Tennant, April 24, 1875.

1^0. 369 8 CoEYi.—3 m. Sufi, Lalande, and Harding. Sir W.
Herschel gives 9 (/3), 7 (8)— 1 (a); 3-22 Sir J". Herschel {Cape Ohs.

344 ;
2-3 m. Heis : 3-0 at Cordoba ; 3 m. Franks, April 2, 1878. In

March, 1876, it seemed to me nearer 3 m. than 2 m. From the ob-

servations at Cordoba Dr. Gould concludes that the four stars /?, y, S,

and e Corvi are all variable " within moderate limits." The estimates

for 8 vary from 2-84 to 3-49. 3-13 H.P.

No. 370 Tatloe 5747 Coevi.—6 m. Taylor; 7 Piazzi; 5-7 John-

son. It seems to be 11 Heis Corvi, where it is rated 6-7. i!*[ot in

Argelander' s Uranometria ; 6 m. Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates

vary from 5-8 to 6-5 {U. A. ^. 318). 5-98 H.P.

N'o. 371. BiEiiij^GHAM 281 YiEGiNis.—8-5 Argelander and
Bessel; 9-5 Earlof Eosse (" scarlet ") ; 9-5 Birmingham ("no colour"),

May 8, 1874.

iSTo. 372. y Cetjcis.—2 m. Lacaille ; 1"73 Sir J. Herschel; 2-1

Behrmann ; 2-0 Grould, who considers that this star is probably

variable, as "its magnitude has been variously estimated from 1-8 to

2*4 even by the same observer" {Uranometria Argentina, p. 269).

ISTo. 373. -q CoEvi.—4 m. Sufi; 4|-, 5 Lalande ; 5 Harding; 5 m.
Argelander and Heis. Sir W. Herschel gives 1 (a)—8 {yf)

—5 (^),

April 29, 1875, I found -q a little brighter than ^ Corvi. 4-45 H.P.

No. 374. y8 (8) Caxes Yei^atici.—5 m. Sufi ; 4^, 5 Lalande ; 5

Hardiug ;
4-5 Heis ; 4-54 Peirce ;

4-66 Pritchard (1882-449). Smyth
says, "Suspected of variability" {Bedford Catalogue, p. 272). 4-30

H.P.

No. 375. ji CoEVT.—Smyth suspected variation, and says {Bedford
Catalogue, p. 271) it "has unquestionably the precedence of lustre

Corvus, which could hardly have been the case ia Bayer's time ; and
what is siugular, it has no trivial Ai'abian designation." Dr. Grould

suspects variation
; the Cordoba estimates varying from 2-62 to 3-10.

Sir W. Herschel, in 1783, found the order of brightness

—

fi, y, h-a.
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Sir J. Herscliel's estimate was 2-95 {Cape Ohs., p. 440). /3 seemed to

me nearer 3 m. than 2 m. (ia India), March, 1876. 2-81 H.P.

376. 24 CojiiE.

—

5^ and 6 Lalande ; 7 m. Bessel ; 4-3 in DM; 5 m.
Argelander, Heis, and Gould ; and 5-4 at Cordoba. Suspected variable

by Gould, although included by him in his " Standards of Magnitude "

{V. A. p. 28). June 12, 1877, 1 found 24 very slightly less than 23
Comffi ; March 15, 1884, I estimated it 4-9

; brighter than 11 Comae;
April 7, 1884, 4-8—two steps brighter than 23 Comae. 4-98 H.P.

Xo. 377. DM 17°, 2510 Coiue.—Said to be variable by Weiss, from
8-8 to 10 in about 11 months.

jS^o. 378. 9 Canes Yenatici.—5-8 Argelander; 6 Heis; 6-23

Peirce ;
6-9 DM. Peii'ce says, with reference to this star {Sarvard

College Annals, vol. ix. p. 140) : "The magnitude of Argelander and
Heis differ very much fi'om that of the DM, and my measures are dis-

cordant. But I have excluded the star from the group, not so much
on suspicion of variability as because I do not feel sure that I always

observed the same star, as there are three near together." Harding
only shows one star (9 m.) near the place. December 23, 1878, I

found 9 less than 10—one or two faint stars seen close to it with the

binocular. 6-13 H.P.

ISTo. 379. DM 17°, 2511 Com^.—Said to be variable by Weiss to

the extent of one magnitude in a period of about 9^ months. It seems

to be Lalande 23645 (8 m).

IN'o. 380. Lalaitoe 23675-6.—7 m. and 7|- m. Lalande and 7 m.

Harding; 6m Argelander, but seen as 5m by Heis; 5'7 Gould. It

is a double star :§ 1669 (6-5, 6-5: 298°-9 : 5"-4). Dr. Gould says:

the Cordoba estimates are accordant {JJ. A. p, 318). 5*29 H.P.
In June, 1875, I found it about 5^m, and brighter than the stars

Lalande 23446, and Lalande 23463.

JS'o. 381. y YiEGEfis.—3 m. Ptolemy, Sufi and Lalande ;
3-2 Arge-

lander; 3-2 Heis; 3*14 Sir J. Herschel (Crt/je. Ohs., p. 440); 3-1

Gould ; 3 m. Franks (slightly > 8), April 2, 1878, (^private letter) ;
2-67

Pritchard (1882-363). 2*84 H.P.
March 28, 1876, I found y Virginis =y Corvi (2m Heis).

April 5, 1883, y Virginis seemed nearer 2m than 3m.

It is a celebrated double and binary star, and Struve thought the

components alternately variable in brightness, with a possible period

of at least several years. Fletcher held the same opinion (Cel Obj., p.

412) {Miglish Mechanic, June 15, 1883).

No. 382. Lalande 23726.—7im. Lalande; 8 Bessel (1824); 5

Heis; 5 Houzeau (1875-13). It is 8 m in Mardinfs Atlas, and is

very probably varialDle. Dr. Gould says :
" It has never in our obser-

vations been found brighter than 6™ 9."

My observations are : June 7, 1875, 8 m. ; March 1876, 7 or 7im.
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No. 383. Birmingham 290 Canes Venatici.—5^ Lalande (23793);
6 Harding ;

5-4 in Durchmtcsterunff ;
5-6 Heis ; 5'16Peirce. Yariously

estimated by Birmingham (1872-1876) from 4*5 to 6'5. It is included

by Scbonfeld in his provisional list. He says, (quoting Schmidt)

:

''Aug. 1872, kaum 6 m. bis Mitte Dec. zunehmend, 1873 Mitte Juni

wieder einem Minimum nahe. Both " AIST 82, 1952." On Feb. 28,

1878, I found the star 5^m, and the brightest star in the immediate
vicinity ; the orange colour perceptible with the binocular. Schmidt
observed a maximum 1876, April 2, and a minimum on Aug- 15, and
deduces a period of 380 days. Feb. 21, 1884, I estimated it 6m.

1^0. 384. Lalande 23824-5 Yieginis.—6 and 7m Lalande ; 5*9

Gould (Albany), and 6-5 at Cordoba Grould remarks, "there is

reason for suspecting the constancy of its light." He adds, ho-wever,
" No variation has been observed at Cordoba " {U. A., p. 318).

No. 385. Lacaille 5300 Centatjpj.—6^ Lacaille ; 5^ Brisbane
;

7 Taylor. Gould remarks: "For this star our estimates are very

discordant, suggesting variability."

No. 386. Steuve 1686 CoMiE.—A double star 8, 8-2: 187°-6:

5"*4. Components suspected of relative change of magnitude. It

seems to be Lalande 24006 (8m.).

No. 387. e IJESiE Majoeis.—2m Ptolemy, Sufi and Argelander

3m Lalande; 1*95 Sir J. Herschel {Cape 05s., p. 440). 2 m Heis.

Suspected by several observers to be slightly variable, 1"80 Pritchard

(1882-938). 1-85 and 2-1 H.P.

No. 388. Draconis.—A red star, discovered by Burnham. 7 m.
Harding; 7'3 Argelander; 7 m. Burnham. My observations are :

—

November 28, 1878, about 8 m. equal to an 8 m. star precedinff.

January 1, 1879, seems a little brighter; perhaps 7|- m.
October 7, 1879, about 8-2, slightly less than the star p.

February 8, 1880, about two steps brighter than the star^.

March 8, 1880, two steps brighter than the star j3.

December 1, 1880, two steps brighter than the star^.

Januery 9, 1882, one step brighter than the starj3.

October 15, 1882, two steps brighter than the star^.

No. 889. Lacaille 5344 Centatjei.—7 m. Lacaille. The Cordoba
estimates vary from 6'3 to 7*0, and Dr. Gould thinks "leave small

doubt that the star is variable by about half a unit of magnitude."

No. 390 € ViEGiNis.—3-4 Ptolemy ; 3 Sufi ;
3-2 Argelander and

Heis; 3-11 Sir J. Herschel {Cape Obs. p. 345) 3-01 Pritchard (1882
•363). Admiral Smith suspected it to be "slightly variable" {Bedford

Cataloffiie, p. 290). 3-00 and 3-3 H.P.

K.I. A. PKOC. 6ER. II. VOL. IV. SCIKNCE. 2 N
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]S"o. 391. - ViEGiNis.—" Bayer's star of 6th magnitude, 1° south of

g Yirginis." Suspected variable by Pigott, who says, " This star is

not in any of the nine catalogues that I have. Maraldi looked for it

in vain, and in May, 1785, I could not see the least appearance of it.

It certainly was not of the 8th magnitude." It may possibly be either

Lalande 24283-4 (7^, 9^) orLalande 24393 (7^). The latter answers
butter to Bayer's description, but the position of the former agrees

more closely with the place given by Pigott (R.A. 12'^ 53, S. 10° 00
for 1786).

No. 392. Lacaille 5397 Centatjei.—6^ Lacaille ; 8 Brisbane
;

6 m. Taylor ;
5-2 Yarnall ; 6*3 Gould. The Cordoba estimates show

discordances of 0'6 magnitude.

1^0. 393. x]/ Htdrje.—6 m, Lalande ; 5 m. Heis and Behrmann ;
5-3

Gould ; 5 m Franks, 1876, and 6, 1878. 5-13 H.P.

Ifo. 394. 50 Yirginis.—9 and 7 m. Lalande (24434-6) ; 7 Hard-
ing; 6 Piazzi ; 7 m. Argelander ;

6'2 to 6'5 at Cordoba {tfranometria

Argentiria, p. 319).

ISTo. 395. Lacaille 5412 Centaxjri.—7m. Lacaille. "Mr. Thome
is confidant of having seen this star at the magnitudes 6"7 and 7*2, as

Avell as at intermediate degrees of brightness" ( Uranometria Argentina,

p. 267).

No. 396. -Yirginis.—About 40' s/ 53 Yirginis. l^ot'va. Lalande'

s

Catalogue^ or Harding'' s Atlas. Suspected by Olbers in 1797 to be

a remarkable variable. He found it the brightest star in the imme-
diate vicinity of 53 Yirginis. In July and August, 1876, Tebbutt,

at Windsor, N. S. W. estimated it at 8^ m. On May 10 and 11, 1876,

I found it 9 m., and equal to Lalande 24421 (Olber's star c), but

brighter than Lalande 24597 (Olber's star d) (See Nature, April 13,

1876). Lalande 24597 seemed to be about 9^ or 10 m, though rated

I I m. by Olbers.

No. 397. Lacaille 5460 Centauei.—7 m. Lacaille. Dr Gould
says, " is a red star, which seems to be variable between the limits 7™

and 71-'"."

No. 398. y HYDRJi.—4-3 Ptolemy; 3-4 Sufi; 3 Tycho Brahe,

and Hevelius, Argelander and Heis ; 4 m. Armagh Catalogue ;
3*46

Sir J. Herschel i^Cape Ohs., p. 433) ;
3'2 Gould. Birmingham, in the

notes to his Catalogue of Red Stars, says, May 9,1869: "5 mag. at

most; yellow, with lines in the green Sugli S2Mri,^^ &c., Margo, 1872.

Type II. : Imes and zone var

—

Prodromo, &c., 1876. 3*35 H.P.

No. 399. Struve 1734 Yirginis.—Lalande 24747 ; 7 m. Hencke;
6-7 Gould. A close double star, 7-2, 7-9 : 198°-1 : 0"-7. Secchi sus-

];ected the smaller component of being "changeable" {Gel. Ohj.

p. 41 1).
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No. 400. 63 ViRGiNis.—6 m. Lalaude (24792) ; 5 m. Harding; 6

Heis; 5-5 Gould; 6 Franks. April 14, 1878 {private letter). The
estimates at Cordoba range from 5'2 to 5"9, and Gould thinks ''leave

no doubt of a variation to that extent in its brightness." 5"50 H.P.

ISTo. 401. 68 (i) YiKGiNis.—5^ Lalande ; 5 Harding; 6 Argelander

and Heis ; 5-7 Gould ; 6 Franks ("=75) April 4, 1878 ;
6-03 Espin, mea-

sured with photometer, March 30, 1883. Birmingham's estimates

1873-1876 vary from 5 to 6. He says Secchi found it " scarcely 8

mag." 9 May, 1869. 5-52 H.P.

No. 402. 69 YiRGiNis.— 5|- Lalande (24891); 5-6 Heis; 5-0

Gould. Suspected variable by Gould, from observations at Cordoba,

which vary from 4-8 to 5*4, and he thinks the variation may possibly

be greater {U. A., p. 319). 5 m. Franks (=53) Ap. 4, 1878. 4-85

H.P.

No. 403. 72 YiRGiNis.—6 m. Lalande (24975-6) ; 6 Harding. Not
in Heists Catalogue. 6-7 at Cordoba. Suspected variable by Gould,

who says, " There are indications of variation by about half a magni-
tude in the brightness of this star" {TJ. A., p. 319). 6-14 H.P.

No. 404. - YiEGiNis.—Suspected by Hind to be variable. It is not

in Lalande' s Catalogue.

No. 405. 76 YiKGiNis.—6 m. Sufi; 5 Argelander and Heis; 5-8

Gould; 5|- Franks, April 4, 1878. Espin's estimates of magnitude
in March and April, 1883, vary from 5-63, with photometer, to 5-90,

estimated with opera glass. 5*54 H.P.

May, 1 1877, I found 76 slightly less than 82 and 86 Yirginis,

which Heis rated 6 m.
April 6, 1883, 76 2 steps less than 82 Yirginis.

April 7, 1883, do. do. do.

April 9, 1883, do. do. do.

No. 406. LACitLLE 5590 Cei^tauei.—7 m. Lacaille. The Cordoba
estimates fluctuate between 6*5 and 7*2.

No. 407. C Yirginis.—3-4 Sufi; 3-4 Argelander and Heis ; 3 m.
Lalande ;

3-88 Sir J". Herschel {Cape Ohs., p. 345) (8 Yirginis = 3-90)
3-2 Gould, 1858 ;

3-6 at Cordoba (1871, four observers).) ; 3.1- Franks
(= S) Ap. 4, 1878 {private letter); 3-36 Pritchard (1882 363). 3-53

H.P.

April 26, 1876, I found l distinctly brighter than 8
; ^ about 3 m.

August 2, 1877, same as last observation.

March 12, 1880, C distinctly brighter than S, though at a much
lower altitude.

April 5, 1883, I about three steps brighter than S, but less than y.

2 ^' 2
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'No. 408. LiCAiLLE 5601 or 5602 Cei^taijei.—In the Cape Cata-

logue, 1881, Stuve remarks :
— " Only one seventh magnitude was seen

near this place, although two stars, Lacaille 5601 and 5602, were ob-

served by Lacaille on 1752, February 12."

l^^o. 409. 65 Hets Cakts Yexatici =B.A.C. 4545.—6 m. Lalande

(25157); 6 m. Harding; 6 Heis ;
6-88 Peirce, who says:—"Arge-

lander and Heis make this 5'8
; I, 6*9. They make it equal to 60

Heis; the DM makes it 0*3 fainter ; and I 0'7 fainter. Argelander
;

and the HIT make it equal to 73 Heis ; Heis makes it 0"5 brighter;

and I, 0-1 fainter." 6 m. Pranks, April 7, 1878.

March 23, 1884, 1 estimated it 6*9 m., one step less than 73 Heis.

JSTo. 410. Lalajnde 25224 YrRGrs-is.—G m. Lalande ; 7 Bessel; 5-7

in DM; 5 Argelander and Heis: 5-3 Gould (at Albany) and 5-9 at

Cordoba. Suspected variable by Gould, although included in his
" Standards of Magnitude "

( V. A., p. 29). 5-60 and 5-4 H.P.

1^0.411. ViEGLNTS.—One of Pigott's suspected variables. He says

{Phil. Trans., 1786) :—^" This star, which is marked by Eiccioli of the

6th magnitude, could not be seen by Maraldi in 1709 ; nor was it of

the 9th magnitude, if at all visible, in 1785." It is not in Lalande's

Catalogue, or Harding's Atlas.

1^0. 412. 83 Urs^ Majoris.—5-6 Heis. Seen by Birmingham as

bright as S Ursae Majoris, or 3-7 m., Aug. 6, 1868. Bii-mingham

says :
—" It was smaller on the next night, and slowly diminished to its

usual magnitude." He calls its colour "fine oransie." 4"83 and 5'1

H.P.

Jan. 28, 1878, I found 83 brighter than Alcor (80), and 84 TJ.

Majoris ; Jan. 31, 1884, 83 five or six steps brighter than 84, and about

seven steps brighter than 81 ; Feb. 7, 1884, 83, three steps less than

Alcor (80).

No. 413. T Boons.—A double star, 4-8, 11-4 : 347°8 : 10"-3. 11-4

is a suspected variable. "Ward saw it with 4 ^o inch achromatic, and

Sadler found it easy with 6|- in. speculum.

No. 414. V Ce>"iatjei.—3^ m. Lacaille ;
3-7 at Cordoba. Dr. Gould

suspects variation fi'om 3-3 to 3-7.

Xo. 415. 7] TJes^ Majopjs.—2-18 Sir J. Herschel {Cajje Ohs., d.

440) measured 2-01 by Pierce {Harvard Annals, vol. ix.). Several

observers have suspected a slight variation ;
1-75 Pritchard (1882'957).

No. 416. 2 (g) Centaxtei.—4 m. Lacaille; Sir W. Herschel 6-2;

4-6 Gould. The Cordoba estimates vary from 4-5 to 5-1, and Gould

says " show it to be probably variable by about half a unit. The colour

appears also to vary, as it has repeatedly been noted as reddish, and on

other occasions found without any marked tinge."
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iMo. 417 V BooTis.—4 m. Ptolemy and Sufi; 4^ Lalande ; 4-5

Argelander ; Sir W. Herschel v ~ 4 ;
4-5 Heis ;

4-2 Gould ;
4-5 Bir-

mingham, April 15, 1872, and 4 m., April 1, 1876. Schonfeld says:

—

" Rothgelb stark veranderlich in selir langer Periode mit kleineren

Theilen von 50 bis 120 t" ; 4 m. Pranks, April 7, 1878 ;
3-91, Prit-

chard (1882-370).

April 17, 1876, I found it very slightly brighter than t Bootis.

March 6, 1877, about half a magnitude brighter than t.

August 1, 1877, about half a mag. brighter than t.

June 4, 1883, I estimated its mag. at 4-2.

March 22, 1884, estimated 3-6, five steps brighter than r Bootis

(4-10 Pritchard)

April 6, 1884, 3-6.

'No. 418. 4632 B.A.C. Canes Vektatici. = Lalande 25538.—6 m.
Lalande ; 8 m. Harding ; 5-6 Heis ; 5 Houzeau (1875' 13) ; 5 Pranks :

" splendid orange = P Xiii., 136," April 7, 1878. It is not in Btr-

mingham's Catalogue. 4' 94 H.P.

Peb. 22, 1884, 1 found it about 4-9 m., and two steps brighter than

25 Can. Yenatici.

No. 418a. WB Xiii., 830. Dr. Gould says this star, noted by Bessel

as 7 m., is now so faint as scarcely to be discernible with the opera

glass. Heis gives it (Xo. 134) as 6^'" " {JI. A. p. 321). It is not

given by Lalande or Harding.

No. 419. 6 Apodis.—5 m. Lacaille. The Cordoba estimates vary

from 5-6 to 6-6. It is a red star. 5 m. Cape Catalogue, 1873-39.

Xo. 420. — ViKGiNis.—Xot in Lalande' s Catalogue or Harding's

Atlas.

Xo. 421. — YiEGiNis.—Suspected variable by Professor C. H. P.

Peters, from observations at Clinton, U.S.A., in 1879 and 1880 {Ast.

JSfach., 2360). This star should probably be transferred to Catalogue

of Known Variables.

jSTo. 422. e Centatjei.—3 m. Lacaille ;
2-54 Sir J. Herschel ; 3-2

Bekrmami ; 2*2 Gould. The Cordoba estimates range from 2-2 to

2-7.

ISTo. 423. a Draconis.—3-4 Ptolemy, Sufi, Argelander, and Heis

;

3 m. Ulugh Beigh
; 2 m. Tycho Brahe and Hevelius ; 3 m. Groom-

bridge ; 3-71 Sir J. Herschel {Cape Ohs., p. 440); 3-56 Pritchard

(1882-712). Pigott says {Fhil. Trans.), "I am of Mr. Herschel's

opinion that it is highly probable that this star is variable. Bradley,

Plamsteed, &c., mark it of the second magnitude ; at present it is only

of a bright fourth. I have frequently examined it since October,

1782, without perceiving the least change, being constantly rather less
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than I DracoBis, equal to 8 Ursse Majoris, and rather brighter than
K Draconis." Smyth {Bedford Catalogue, p. 213) says, "I have had
it in view many times, and always looking like a small third, though
Baron de Zach but shortly before classed it 2-3." 3-63 H.P.

No. 424. — YiEGiNis.—Observed at Markree as 11 m., April 17,

1855 ; 9 m. on the Paris charts, No. 43, but observed by Palisa only
12-5-13 m., April 2, 1880. It was observed by Peters as 11 m. on
several occasions 1870-1880, and he thinks the variability doubtful

{Ast. NacTi., 2360).

No. 425. Lalande 26031 Vieginis.—5 m. Lalande and Harding,
4-8 in D.M. Heis identifies his No. 145 of Virgo with LL 26031, but
this seems to be a mistake, the following star (No. 146) being appar-

ently identical with LL 26031. Heis rates this latter star 5-4. The
Cordoba estimates vary from 4' 8 to 5-5, and Dr. Gould thinks "the
discordance is altogether too large to be attributed to errors of observa-

tion "
(
U. A., p. 320). On April 7, 1884, I estimated this star 5-1 m.

—one step brighter than LL 26302 (5-2 Gould). 4-97 H.P.

No. 426. 15 Boons.

—

bh Lalande; 6 Harding; 6 Argelander;
6-5 Heis; 5"5 Gould at Albany, and 5'8 at Cordoba; 6 m. Franks
(=14) April 11, 1878 {private letter). April 2, 1884, I estimated it

5-7—one step brighter than 18 Bootis ; April 6, 5-6.

No. 427. a Boons (Aectukus).—Sir J". Herschel found it brighter

than Capella, April 14, 1838 {Cape Ols., p. 325). Schmidt finds

Arcturus variable in colour ;
0-34 Pritchard (Oxford), and 0*27 (Cairo)

1883 (Capella being 0-08 and Yega 0-18 on the same scale). 0"03 and
0-3 H.P.

April 3, 1883, I observed Arcturus unusually bright—about half

a magnitude brighter than Capella.

April 20, 1883, Arcturus seemed not quite equal to Capella.

April 23, 1883, Arcturus = Capella.

May 16, 1883, Arcturus about 0-2 m. brighter than Yega.

July 27, 1883, Arcturus distinctly superior to Yega, although

Yega was at a much higher altitude (9-15 P M).

April 7, 1884, Arcturus about exactly equal to Capella, and of

the same colour.

No. 428. AY.B. 143 Yirginis.—'Botva. Lalande' s Catalogue; 6 m'
Harding. It is No. 153 of Yirgo in Heis" Catalogue, where it is rated

6 m.; 7 m. Bessel. The Cordoba estimates vary from 6*0 to 6-6 m.

No. 429. Lacaille 5891 Lirpi.—5^ m. Lacaille ; 6-5 Behrmann,
5-7 at Cordoba ; 5-6 Cape Catalogue, 1877-47. Suspected to be vari-

able by Houzeau, who says {Annals of the Brussels Observatory), "Le
numero 1202 de Lacaille dans la constellation du Loup (No. 5891 du
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catalogue r6duit aux frais de I'association Brittanique), a ete bien vu
par moi, comme etoile de 6 me. grandeur, a la date 1875-47. Elle

n'avait pas ete notee aux dates 1875-10 et 1875-41. II n'est pas im-
possible qu'elle soit variable."

No. 430. Lalande 26211-12 Booxis.—6 and 9 m. Lalande ; 8 m.
Bessel. Not in ITeis's Catalogue. My observations are :

—

May 6, 1877, about 7 m. or perhaps 7-2—less than LL 26182.
June 8, 1877, about the same magnitude.

March 1, 1878, about 7|- m.—less than LL 26229 and LL 26245.
April 21, 1878, 7 m.; March 12, 1880, l^m.; about 0-2 m.

fainter than LL 26229.

No. 431. V ViEGiNis.—5 m. Lalande and Harding; 5 Heis, 5 m.
in Durchmusterung ; 6 Piazzi, and d' Agelet. The Cordoba estimates

fluctuate from 5-1 to 5-6 ( Z7. Argentina, p. 320).

No. 432. Lalande 26200 Virginis.—6 m. Lalande and Harding

;

6*3 in D M ; 6 Heis. The Cordoba estimates were 6-5 in 1871, and
6-6 in 1872, but Dr. Gould estimated it 5-9 at Albany {W.A., p. 320).

April 7, 1884, 1 estimated it 6-2 (equal to LL 26056). 6-11 H.P.

No. 433. 103 ViEGiNis.—7 and 64- Lalande (i;^) ; 7 Harding ; 6

Piazzi ; 7 Bessel. Not in Argelander' s Uranometria ;
6-7 DM; 6

Heis; 7-2 at Cordoba (1871), and 6-8 (1874).

No. 434. 51 (k) Hydr^.—6 m. Lacaille (5917) ; 6 and 5^ Lalande
;

6-5 Argelander ; 6 Heis ;
6-5 Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates ac-

cord in making it 5-0, and Dr. Gould says, " This star has manifestly

grown brighter in recent years." 4-90 H.P.

No. 435. — YiKGiNis.—A nebula discovered by Barnard in 1882,

and suspected to be variable, as it is not found in the zones of the

Harvard Observatory.

No. 436. Birmingham 327 Bootis.—6 m. Lalande (26325) ; 6 m.
d'Arrest; 7m. Bessel; 7-3 Argelander. Birmingham's estimates of

magnitude, 1872-1876 vary from 6 to 7-5, and he considers the star
" strikingly variable in colour," from "no colour" to "reddish." It

is 6-7 in the Uranometria Argentina, and marked "c" (coloured).

April 7, 1884, I estimated it 6-9 m., three steps less than LL 26312,
which lies closely to the north of it.

No. 437. Birmingham 328 Boons.—7i- Lalande (26342); 8-0

Argelander. Birmiagham's observations, 1872-1876, vary from 7-3 to

90.

No. 438. 6 BooTis.—5-4 Sufi. Not given by Lalande ; 3 Harding;
4-3 Argelander; 4 Heis; 4 Franks, April 14, 1878. 4-02 Pritchard

ri882-434). Sir W. Herschel found 19 (A) • 23 {6) , 21 (t). 4-25

H.P.
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It was measured 4*47 by Pierce {Harvard Annals, vol. ix.). He
says, "The disagreement of different observers in reference to the

relative brightness of 9 and A Eootse is noticeable. On July 27, 1875,

at Munich, I found 6 much the brighter." On August 28, 1875, I

found 6=K Bootis, both slightly brighter than i Bootis ; February 19,

1884, I estimated 6 two steps brighter than X, 3^- steps biighter than
K, and six steps brighter than i Bootis ; March 14 ^ six steps brighter

than K.

1^0. 439. I (52) Htdb.^.—5 and 6 Lalande ;
6-5 Argelander and

Heis ; 5-8 Tarnall ; 5-6 Behrmann ;
4-8 to 5-0 at Cordoba. 5-01 H.P.

Tfo. 440. <^ YiEGiNis.—4-5 Sufi ; 4|- Lalande ; 5 m. Argelander

and Heis ; 4-8 Gould at Albany; 5-4 in Uranometria Argentina, but
4-8 Thome by later observations; 5 m. Franks, April 11, 1878.

1^0. 441. BiEMiNGHAM 334 Bootis.—6-2 Argelander. Birming-
ham's estimates of magnitude 1872-1876 vary from 6 to 7. March 12,

1880, I found it about four and a-half steps less than a star np
(LL 26634), but brighter than LL 26851 ; March 15, 1884, six: steps

brighter than the star np, and about 6^ m.

!N"o. 442. Anon Libe^.—Suspected variable by Peters.

ISTo. 443. 77 Boons.—5 m. Sufi ; 6 Lalande ; 4 Harding ; 4 Arge-
lander and Heis. Sir W. Herschel gives 35 (o), 29 (tt) ; Pritchard 4-10

(1882-370).

July, 1875, I found ir about = f Bootis (5-4 Heis).

April, 1876, TT slightly brighter than f.

March, 1877, tt slightly brighter than f.

March 22, 1884, tt one step less than o, or 4'6 m.
April 1, 1884, TT one step less than o, or 4*6

; April 6, 4-6.

No. 444. C Boons.—4-3 Sufi ; 3, S^- Lalande ; 3 Harding ; 3-4 Ar-
gelander and Heis; 3^ Franks, April 11, 1878; 3-38 Pritchard

(1882-370). It is a close double star (Doberck 299°.8 : 1", 1877).

Smyth says {Bedford Catalogue, p. 324) :
" B, 4J, bluish white, and

supposed to be variable." Struve and Secchi considered the compo-
nents to be alternately variable. 3-84 and 3-9 H.P.

IS'o. 445. U Boons. Considered to be variable by Baxendell, but

rejected by Schonfeld.

No. 446. 31 Boons.—5 m. Lalande, Harding, and Heis; 4*8 Gould
(at Albany) ;

5-4 at Cordoba ; 5-4Argelander ; b^ Franks (= P xiv. 73),

April 11, 1878. Sir W. Herschel gives 35 (o)-^31-32.

Closely sf. is a 9 m. star, Lalande 26786.

April 6, 1884, I estimated it 5-0—rtwo steps brighter than

LL 26302, but slightly less than 110 Yirginis.
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JSTo. 447. 34 Bootis.—5 Lalande (26853) ; 5 Harding ; 5 Heis. Sir

W. Herschel gives 34- - 26. 5-03 Pritchard (e^) (1882-449). It is

included by Schonfeld in his provisional list. He says (quotiag

Sclimidt), " Merklich veranderlich in langerer Periode aber wegen der

Nalie von e Bootis sehr schwer zu beobacMungen, AN 72'1713."

(May 25, 1875, I found 34 barely visible to the naked eye in the

Punjaub.)
Schmidt deduces a period of 361 days, with a maximum on
February 24, 1876, and remarkable anomalies in the light

curve.

March 21, 1884, I estimated it 4-8 m.—one step less than w
Bootis.

No. 448. e Boons.—3 m. Sufi and Lalande ;
2-3 Argelander and

Heis ;
2-80 Sir J. Herschel ; 3 Franks, April 11, 1878 ;

2-47 Pritchard

(1882-449). BaxendeJl says he has no doubt of the variability of this

star, as he finds it sometimes almost exactly equal to a Coronse, and at

others about seven or eight-tenths of a magnitude fainter (English

MecJianic, May 18, 1883). His observations, however, indicate slight

fluctuations in a Coronas, e is 2-56 in H.P.

May 25, 1875 I found e Bootis brighter than 8, and about equal

to a Coronse.

May 2, 1877, a Serpentis and e Bootis almost exactly equal, and
of the same colour.

April 6, 1884, e Bootis about six steps less than a Coronae, but

three steps brighter than rj Bootis (moonlight).

No. 449. Lacaille 6082 Centatjri.—5, 6, and 6^ Lacaille ; 6

Behrmann. Probably variable according to Gould from 6-0 to 7-0

{U. A., p. 259).

No. 450. Lalande 26980 Bootis.—6 m. Lalande; 7^Bessel; 7-5

in D.M. ; 6 Argelander ; 6-7 Heis ; and 6-8 at Cordoba. Dr. Gould sus-

pects variation, although th6 star is included in his " Standards of

Magnitude" {U. A., p. 29). 6-61 and 6-3 H.P.

No. 451. Lalande 27017 Boons.—7m Lalande and Harding;

7^ Lament ; 7-5 in DM; 6 m. Argelander and Heis; 7-0 Gould, who
considers it probably variable

( V. A., p. 339).

No. 452. Lacaille 6077 Apodis.—6 m. Lacaille ; 5-6 Cape Cata-

logue, 1873-52). The Cordoba estimates vary from 5-5 to 6-2. It is a

red star.

No. 453. Lalande 27095 Boons.—7 m. Lalande. Not in Hard-
ing'' s Atlas. Missed by Bode (March, 1804), who says, "1st nicht

mehr am Himmel zu finden." Observed by Bessel as 9 m. May,
1828; 9 m. Argelander, 1866. It lies closely w/ Lalande 27083
(= 4906 BAG - 98 Heis, Bootis (6 m.). March 15, 1884, not seen

with binocular.
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No. 454. Lacaille 6137 Cewtauei.—Dr. Gould suspects variation

of about half a magnitude in this star, and also in another star s f, La-
lande 6146 (E A 14}^ 48™ 23% S 33° 22'-l) {U. A., p. 269).

!N"o. 455. |S TJes^ Minoeis.—2 m. Ptolemy, Sufi, Argelander, and
Heis; Franks "bright 3 m.," April 14, 1878 {private Letter) ; 2-26

Pritchard (1882-363). Found to be variable from 2-2 to 2-8 by Espin
from observations in 1881 and 1882. He deduces a period of 10-6747

days with epoch of maximum, April 1882, 4*^-10 {Mon. Not., H.A.S.,
April 1882). The star's magnitude for the greater part of its period

is 2-5 or 2-6. The minimum takes place two or three days before the
maximum. Observations confirmed by Pead. In the Cape Observa-

tions (p. 350) Sir J. Herschel gives observations on this star, and con-

cludes that it is certainly variable. He suggests a period of over ten

years. 2-13 and 2-0 H.P.

No. 456. Lacaille 6198 Lupi.—7 m. Lacaille ; 5 m. Harding; not
given by Behrmann ; variously estimated at Cordoba from 5-5 to 6-5

(?)(Z7:^., p. 277).

No. 457. Lalakde 27307-8 Bootis.—7 and 9^ Lalande ; 7 Hard-
ing. My observations are :

—

March 4, 1878, about 7^—equal to a star n p, but less than a

star s p.
March 12, 1880, 7|—equal to the star n p, but less than the

stars p ; 7^—equal to the star 7ip.

No. 458. 20 LiBE^ ( = y Scoepii, Heis).—3-4 Sufi, Argelander, and
Heis; 3 Houzeau (1875-10); 4-3 Behrmann; 3-5 Gould. Sir J.

Herschel estimated it 3-98 {Cape Ohs., p. 343); 5 m. Franks, "fine

orange," April 8, 1878; 3-4 Cape Catalogue (1878-41). Dr. Gould
calls it o- Librae. 3-25 H.P.

No. 458a. 44 Bootis.—5 m. Lalande ;
5-4 Heis ; 5*03 Pierce

;

4-65 Pritchard (1882-452). A binary star, 5, 6: 238°: 5", 1877.

"Webb says {Cel. Ohs., p. 244), " Struve and Argelander have found

variable light here." 4-90 and 4*8 H.P.

No. 459. 47 (k) Bootis.—4-9 Argelander; 5-4 DM; 5-6 Heis;
6-02 Pierce; 5A- Franks (very little < 44) April 21, 1878 {private

Letter). Pierce suspects variation. He says {Harvard Annals, vol. ix.),

" Argelander makes this star 4-9
; I, 6-0. Sir William Herschel makes

it equal to 39 ; the D M 0-2 brighter; Heis 0-6 brighter; Argelander
0-9 brighter; and I, 0-1 fainter. July 27, 1875, at Munich, I inclined

to think it brighter than 39. April 7, 1876, at Berlin, I found it a

little brighter than 39, and made its magnitude, by comparison with

39, h and 134 Heis, to be 5-75." 5-57 and 5-3 H.P.

Sir W. Herschel gives 44 , 47-39 and 47-40.

March 4, 1883, I found 47 much inferior to 44 ; 47 about three

steps brighter than a 6 m. star closely s jo 44 ; 47 about = 39.
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From this observation I would estimate the magnitude of 47 to be

about 0'6 on the above date. Sir AY. Hersehel's sequence compared
with the above observation seems to point to 44 as the probable vari-

able. February 24, 1884, 47 considerably less than 44, but thi-ee

steps brighter than 39.

1^0. 460. S BooTis.—4-3 Ptolemy, and Sufi ; 3 m. Lalande, Harding,
Argelander, and Heis ; 3-1 Gould (1858); 3-5 Chandler; 3-44 Prit-

chard (1882-452). Dr. Gould states {A.I^., 1620) that " Mr. Chandler
is confident that he has seen SBootis vary." Heis's Olservations, 1844-

1849 show S from one to four steps fainter than (i. Franks found it a

"bright 4 m., but scarcely 3^m" April 21, 1878 {private Letter). Sir

W. Herschel gives 27 (y)— , 49 (8) 42 (/?)— , 49 and y - - 49.

March 23, 1884, I estimated it 3-5—one step less than /?.

1^0. 461. Stutjve 1932 Coeon^ Boeeaxis.—A double star 5-6, 6-1 :

299°-3 : 0"-96 (1875). Struve suspected the comes of variation. This
star is not in Heis' Catalogue. It seems to be LL 27943 (6 m.).

March 7, 1884, below 6 m. ; March 21, 1884, I estimated it 6-8.

No. 462. Lacaille 6320 Ltjpi.—7 m. Lacaille. Taylor suspected

variation, and Gould confirms the suspicion, the Cordoba estimates

varying from 6'8 to 7^.

1^0. 463. SLtrpi.—3J Lacaille; 3-7 at Cordoba. Dr. Gould sus-

pects variation in this star from 3-4 to 3-7.

No. 464. Lacaille 6308 Teiangtjli Atjsteaiis— 6-5 Caj^e Cata-

logue (1874-46). A comparison star for the variable E,. Trianguli

Australis. According to the Cordoba estimates it varies between 6-4

and 6-8 {U. A., p. 261).

No. 465.-TErANGTJLi AusTEALis.—A comparison star for E. Tri-

anguli Australis. It seems to vary from 7-0 to 7-8 from observations

at Cordoba.

No. 466. e LiBEAE.—4 m. Lalande, Harding, Tycho Brahe, and
Hevelius ; 5 Heis; 5^ m. Armagh Catalogue; 5-3 Radcliffe Catalogue

(1860); 5-5 Gould; 5* Franks, April 15, 1878. On May 5, 1875, and
23 May, 1876, I found c fainter than 37 Libr» (5 Heis) 5-15 H.P.

No. 467. Lacaille, 6417 Lupi.—7 m. Lacaille. Missed at Cor-

doba in June and July, 1875. Observed in 1876, as 8 m., June 27,

and below 9^, Aug. 5; afterwards found a little below 7-0.

No. 468. Lacaille 6439 Ltjpi.—7 m. Lacaille; 5-8 Tarnall, 1862.

Its brightness varies, according to Gould, thi'ough half a magnitude
{TI.A.,^. 278).
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No. 469. y Librae.—4 m. Sufi and TJlTigli Beigh ; 3 Tycho Brahe

;

6 m. Hevelius ; 3^, 4 Lalande ;
4-5 Argelander and Heis; 4|- Armagh

Catalogue; 4-3 Radcliffe Catalogues (1845 and 1860); 4-4 Gould;
4-01 H.P.

No. 470.—8 Seepentis.—A double star, 3, 5 : 190°: 3"-5, 1876. One
of the components suspected of variation. It was rated 3-4 by Sufi

;

4^ and 3 by Lalande ; 3-4 by Argelander and Heis ;
3-80 Pritchard

(1882-467.) 3-96 H.P.

No. 471. a CoEON^ BoEEALis.—2 m. Sufi, Piazzi, and Harding, Ar-
gelander and Heis ; 2, 2^, and 1 m Lalande ;

2-69 Sir J. Herscbel {^Ca/pe

Ols., p. 440); 2-23 Pritchard (1883-201) Baxendell thinks that his

observations " indicate that the light of a Coronse is subject to slight

fluctuations" {English Mechanic, May 18, 1883). Sir W. Herschel
gives 5 (a)—36 Bootis (e). 2-37 H.P.

April 6, 1884, 1 estimated a Coronae about six steps brighter than c

Bootis.

No. 472. /x CoEOisr^ Boeealis.—5 m. Lalande, Harding, and Heis; 6

m. Pranks, 1878. Sir W. Herschel gives 11 (k)—6 (//,), 9 (tt).

April 6, 1884, I found jx less than k Coronae, but brighter than </>

Bootis.

No. 473. T* Seepentis= Biemingham, 356.—6 m. Lalande (28448)
7'5 d'Arrest ; 6 Bessel. Birmingham's observations 1872-76, vary;

from 6 m. to invisibility. 6-89 and 6-1 H.P.

April 21, 1878, I found this star 7 or 7-8 m. About equal to, or

slightly brighter than a star s. of it (LL, 28460, rated 6 m. by
Hencke) ; 23rd Sept, 1878, with 3-in. achromatic, t* reddish orange,

and about half a magnitude brighter than the star s. of it ; May 1, 1883,

about two steps less than the star s. of it (with binocular).

No. 474. Steuve 1964 Coeon^ Boeealis.—A double star, 6-8,

7-3: 86°-l :
15"-4. Webb suspects 6-8 of variation. It seems to be

Lalande 28568 and 28570 (both 8^)

No. 475. Lalande 28590 Libe^ (= % 1966).—9 m. Lalande. Sus-

pected variable by Struve, and the suspicion confirmed by Weiss, 1879.

No. 476. Lalande 28607 Libeje.—7 m. Lalande. Said to be

variable by Weiss, from 7-0 to 8-8 in a period of about 4 months. The
star has a considerable proper motion.

No. 477. a Seepentis.—A wide double star, 2-5, 15 : 354°-5 : 58".9,

1878. Smyth calls the comes an " extremely delicate object." Webb
suspects it of variation. He found it "obvious with 9i-in. speculum,"

1867, and Sadler saw it with 2i-inch achromatic, 1874. Burnham gives

it 12m. (1879-304).
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1^0. 478. Lacaille 6514 Lupi.—6m. Lacaille. Gould says: "There
is small room for doubt that the magnitude of this star varies from
near 5-5- m. to 6^ m. ; but there are not yet suilicient data to fix the
limits or period" {V. A. p. 278.)

JSTo. 479. Lalande 28716 Seepentis.—6 m. Lalande ; 6-7 Heis.

Not in Argelander's Uranometria ; 6*1 Gould. My suspicion of vari-

ability rests on my own observations, which are as follows :

—

Sept., 1877, Lalande 28716 equal to A Serpentis (4-5 Heis).

April 21, 1878, distinctly less than X.

April 5, 1883, More than a magnitude less than A.. About three

steps brighter than 40 (6-7 Heis), or about 6-1 m.
April 20, 1883. Seems a little less than 6 m., or about 6-2.

April 30, 1883. About 6 m.—visible to naked eye.

Possibly, however, X may be the variable—perhaps of the Algol

type.

ISTo. 479«.—LiBE^.—See Ast. NacJi., No. 2434.

No. 480. Anon Coeon^ Boeealis.—Included by Schonfeld in his

provisional list. He says, " Vergieichstem zu E.. Coronfe, schwankt
nach Schmidt zwischen 11 m. und 13-12 m. AN 80-1912 Meine Beo-
bachtungen geben gleiehfalls eine schwache Yeranderlichkeit in engeren

Grenzen." Schmidt found a period of 1^ to 2 months.

No. 481. 5248 B. A. C. Deaconis.—In Comptes Rendus, vol. xxvii.

p. 113, are the following remarks with reference to this star : "jt? by a

star yellow - 1™ 0^-73 and 5'53"-2 further n. Both visible to the naked
eye ; but Argelander in Uranometria Nova only shows the yellow star.

In Argelander's zone observations 5248 is 5 m., and the yellow 6 m.
Both were observed at Oxford in June, 1845. No magnitude is given

to 5248, but the yellow observed 3 times of 6-7 and once 7 m.; whereas
M. Butillon's repeated observations makes its magnitude 5^." 5 m.
Heis; 6 m. Franks, April 21, 1878 {^'private letter'). My observations

are as follows :

—

November 24, 1878. About ^ a magnitude brighter than the star

to the north, but nearly one magnitude less than a star s/ (5 m. Heis)

;

October 5, 1879. About the same as above; April 8, 1883. About
one step brighter than the star to the n, and about equal to a 6 m.
(Heis) nf.

No. 482. Lacaille 6546 NoEM.a;
(
Uranometria Argentina, p. 269).

No. 483. p Seepentis.—4 m. Lalande; 5 Harding; 5 Heis; 5^
Franks, 1878. I found it brighter than Lalande 28993 (5^ m.)
April 21, 1878; also brighter than 26 Serpentis (6 m. Heis).

No. 484. Lacaille 6536 Apodis.—7 m. Lacaille. The Cordoba
estimates show fluctuations of brightness from 6-7 to 7*4, or perhajjs

through a greater range
(
U. A., p. 243).
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^STo. 485. 39 Seepextis.—Smyth says {Bedford Catalogue, p. 350),
" 39 Serpentis lias been suspected of variability, and was even mis-
taken for Harding's variable stai', Tvliich is 2° north of it." He gives

its magnitude as 1^ (after Piazzi^; but Heis sa"^ it with the naked eye,

and rated it 6-7. It is not in Argelander's TJranometria. It is 7 m.
in Lalande's Catalogue (28935).

No. 486. 4 TJes^ Mixoeis.—4 m. Ptolemy and Sufi; 4-5 Arge-
lander and Heis; 4-65 Pritchard (1882'708). Espin finds variation

fi'om 4-2 to 4-7. 4-49 H.P.

.Xo. 487. Lacaille 6578 Teiaxgtjli ArsiEAiis.—Dr. Gould thinks

this star certainly variable, and reserves for it the designation S. Tri-

anguli Australis, to be assigned to it when its changes "have been
fully demonstrated" ( fT". ^.^ p. 260).

No. 488. H.ir. 26°, 2760 CoEox^.—9-1 in Burchnmterung . Dr.
Gould says [A. N., 1620) "the variation of another of our comparison
stars, (for T. Corona) Argel. Biirchimderung 26°, 2760, is, I think,

beyond reasonable doubt." He estimated its magnitude 8"9.

jSTo. 489. y3 ScoEPn.—3 m. Sufi; 2 Argelandar and Heis; 2-96 Sir

J. Herschel; 2-5 at Cordoba (" dpi. 2i 7|"); 3 m. Franks, April 12,

1878 {private letter). Suspected variable by Kirch in 1704. He found
changes in the relative brightness of /5 and 8 Scorpii ; sometimes yS and
sometimes S being the brighter {Nature, December 30, 1880).

It is a double star (2, 5-5 :
24°-9

: 13"-1), and Smyth says {Bedford
Catalogue, p. 353), "the two point nearly to a 5th magnitude star in

the nf quadrant." "With reference to these companions, Powell re-

marks :
—"It would appear that a variation has occurred in the rela-

tive brilliancy of A, B and C. The Cycle arranges them thus :

—

A = 2, B = 5i and C = 5
;

while I rank them A = 2i, B = 5, and C = 7."

Powell gives for C, P"= 31°-08, D = 520"-4. Dr. Gould gives 2^,

and 7f {Uranometria Argerdina, p. 175). 2-91 H.P.

August 10, 1876. I found y8 and S almost exactly equal; perhaps
8 very slightly the brighter of the two ; both sKghtly superior to

77 Scorpii (3 m. Heis)
; ^ and S seem nearer 3 m. than 2 m.

August 22, 1876. ^ Scorpii, a little less than r} Ophiucii (2-3
Heis), and about equal to 1 Ophiucii (3-2 Heis).

August 6, 1877. j3 Scorpii slightly less than 8.

No. 490. 67 Heis Deacoxis.—6-7 Heis, and identified by him with
No. 1801 of Argelander'' s Catalogue of Stars, between -2° and + 90'"'

declination. I found this star only SA-m., November 24, 1878, and
April 8, 1883. It lies a few mmutesfollowing 5248 B.A.C. (No. 481 of

tbis Catalogue). If it was ever visible to the naked eye, it must
certainly be variable. It is not in Argelander^s Uranometria.
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JS'o. 491. 5341, B.A.C. Dkaconis.—6 m; Harding; 6-7 Heis ;
6^

Franks, 1878. It seems to be Lalande, 29351 (6 m.) On February

24, 1884, I estimated it 6-6 m. 6-24 H.P.

No. 492. Lalande 29344-5 Scoepii.—5^ and 10 Lalande; 6^

Lacaille(67l0); 6 Harding ;
6-3 Grould,; 6-7 Cape Catalogue {1878- 59).

May 6, 1875, I found this star about 7 m.

May, 1877, I estimated it 6*3 m.

No. 493. K Herculis.—4 m. Ptolemy; 4-5 Sufi ; 6 Lalande (29427).

€ Harding ; 5 Argelander ; 5-6 Heis; 5.Franks, April 7, 1878.

Sir W. Herschel gives 7 (k) - - 5. 4-81 H.P.
April 21, 1878, I found it brighter than Lalande 29273.

May 16, 1883, k Herculis about 3 steps less than w Herculis, but
brighter than 5 Herculis.

1^0.494. Birmingham 372 Seepentis.—7 m. Lalande (29441) ; 7

Bessel ; 7*0 Argelander. Birmingham's Observations of Magnitude
(1874-1876) vary from 6 to 7'5. It also seems to vary in colour. It

is not in the Uranometria Argentina.

No. 495.

—

Scoepii. Observed 11m. at Markree, April 17, 1855;
9 m. in the Paris chai^ts, but seen only 12"5-13m. by Palisa, April 2,

1880. Peters, however, thinks that further observations of this star

will be necessary before its variability can be considered as established

(A. N. 2360). This seems to be identical with No. 114 of Catalogue of
Known Variables (V. Scorpii).

No. 496. 12 Scorpii.—6 m. Lacaille and Piazzi; 7m. in Argelander'

s

Zones; 6m. Yarnell, 1856; 6m. Elleiy, 1861, and 7m. 1864. The
Cordoba estimates vary only from 6*0 to 6"3; but Dr. Gould considers

its variability probable {U. Argentina, p. 284). He calls it "red."
July 6, 1877', I found this star less than Lacaille 6725 (5-8 Gould).

No. 497. -Herculis.—A star considered by Dr. Schmidt to be
probably variable. The position given is only approximate.

No. 498. W. B. 140 Scorpii.—6 m. Heis. ^oim Argelander'

s

Uranometria ; 6 m. in Harding's Atlas. Dr. Gould says, " this evidently

varies through at least the greater part of a magnitude."
(
U. A., p.

284). His average magnitude is 6"3.

No. 498a. o-Coronje.—A small star following this Binary (51", 1862)
was rated only 15 or 20 m. by South in 1825, but " more like 10 m." by
Franks, 1876 [Cel. Ohj. p. 283). I have seen this small star well
with 3-inch refractor in the Punjab sky.

No. 499. Lacaille 6783 NoRMiE.—6 m. Lacaille; 6-5 Behrmann

;

6-7 Cape Catalogue (187 5' 54). The Cordoba Observations vary from
6*9 to 7"3, and Gould thinks it " not improbably variable."
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'No. 500. Lalandb 29822 Ophitjcii.—Eated 7 m. by Lalande and
Harding; 7'0 in D.M. ; 7-3 at Cordoba; but given by Heis as 6-7
{ir. A., p. 307).

No. 501. ;^ Ophifcii.—6 m. Argelander and Heis (»//= 5 m.). Dr.

Gould suspects variation ; the Cordoba estimates varying from 4-3 to 4"7.

Franks found " ij/ inferior to x/' and x =^ Ophiucii, April 27, 1878.

On May 5, 1875, I found ^ ec^ual to <^ Ophiucii, and slightly brighter

than ij/.

No. 502. BiEMiNGHAM 379 Ophiucii.— Birmingham's Observations,.

1873-1876, vary from 7-5 to 9-9-5.

No. 503. a ScoEPii (Antares).—2 m. Ptolemy and Sufi, 1-2 m.
Argelander and Heis ;

1'4 Gould. Secchi observed some change in its

spectrum, and found it '' June 22, 1870, small, scarcely 2 magnitude
;

colour rather yellow than red" (Notes to JBirmingham' s Catalog^ie,

p. 320). 1-06 and 0-7 H.P.

No. 504. TyDRACONis.—A double star (0 5 312). 2-9, 9-0 :
141°-7:-

5"'26 (Burnham, 1878). " Eogers suspects variability in the small

star." (it. A. S. Memoirs, vol. xliv. p. 270). Burnham gives the

companion 10-5 m. (1879-274. R. A. 8. -Memoirs, vol. xlvii. p. 290).

No. 505. (3 Heeculis.— 3 m. Sufi, TJlugh Beigh, Tycho Brahe,

Hevelius, and Lalande ;
2-3 Argelander and Heis ; 2-67 Pritchard

(1882-387). Sir W. Herschel says {Fhil Trans., 1796), " by my own
observations the light of this star seems to be subject to change.

Elamsteed's observations give it twice 3 m., and once 2 m." He found

it sometimes less, and sometimes brighter than ^ Herculis, which he

also suspected of variation.

No. 506. 29Heeculis.— 5|- Lalande (30111) ; 4-8 Peirce (reduction

of Sir W. Herschel's estimates, Sarvard Amials, vol ix) ; 5-6 Heis.

Sir W. Herschel sajs {PML Trans., 1796), "very possibly this star

may be changeable." 5-00 H.P.

No. 507. H. ScoEPii = Lacaille 6890. —5 m. Lacaille ;
5-6

Behrraann; 4-3 Yarnall, 1863; 5-6 Cape Catalogue (1877-91). Gould

thinks it probably variable between the limits 4J and 5.

No. 508. 33 Heeculis.—7 m. Lalande (30229); 6m. Harding.

Not in Keis' Catalogue; 7m. Pranks, April 27, 1878. Sir W.
Herschel gives 41, 33. The star is not in the Vranomefria Argentina,

so must have been seen below 7 m. at Cordoba.

April 26, 1878, I found 33 Herculis fainter than 41, and equal to

Lalande 30439 (7im.).
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No. 509. 17 Draconis.—5^ Lalande (30366) ; 5 Harding; 16 and
17 Draconis are together rated 4-5 by Heis. It is a double star,

6, 6'5 : 115°-7: 3"-8, Struve, who considers the components alternately-

variable. Pritchard gives 17 Draconis =5-22, and 16 = 5-07 (1882-717).

IS'o. 510. Birmingham 391 Ophiucii.—Birmingham's observations.

1872-1876, vary from 9 m. to invisibility in his 4|^-inch telescope.

The colour also seemed to vary.

No. 511. I Ophiucii.—4 m. Sufi; 4^ Lalande and Bessel; 4-1 DM;
4-5 Argelander and Heis; 4-4 Gould (at Albany), and 5-0 at Cordoba.

Gould suspects variation, although the star is included in his Stand-

ards of Magnitude {U.A., p. 30) ; 4-12 Pritchard (1882-475).

No. 512. - ScoRPii.—A star believed by Gould to be variable. It

was observed on the meridian at Cordoba as 6^ m., 1874, August 24;
but seen only 8|- m., 1873, Aug. 11 and 19. It lies closely np 12

Scorpii {U.A., p^ 286).

No. 513. 24 Ophiucii = Lalande 30756.—6 m. Lalande and Hard-
ing. Not given by Heis, Behrmann, or Hoiizeau ; 5-9 Gould; 5|-

Franks; "white," April 27, 1878; 7-6 Cape Catalogue (1879-26).

No. 514. Lacaille 7057 Ar^.—6|-Lacaille; 6 Brisbane; 7 Taylor;
7-6 Cape Catalogue (1875-57). Gould suspects variation, and says

"numerous estimates of the magnitude vary from 6-5 to 7-3."

No. 515. 30 Ophiuch (-Lalande 30924).—5^ m. Lalande; 5

Harding, Argelander, and Heis; 5-8 Yarnall. The Cordoba estimates

vary from 5*1 to 5-9. It is Birm. 399 (" yellow orange ").

No. 516. 20 Draconis.—A close double star 7, 7i : 243°-7 :
0"-7

(1839); Bumham 213°-7 : 0"-20 (1880). Admiral Smyth remarks
{Bedford Catalogue, p. 379), "he (Sir W. Herschel) says the compo-
nents of this object were considerably unequal, whereas they are

now so nearly of the same magnitude, that it was only after much
comparison that I felt inclined to place the comes in the sp quadrant.

Can it be variable ? '

'

No. 517. 5749 B.A.C. Hercults = 32 Ophiucii.—5 m. Lalande

(31037); 5 m. Argelander; 6-7 Houzeau (1875-29); 6 m. Pranks;
"pale orange," April 27, 1878. 5-11 H.P.

No. 518. /x Draconis.—4 m. Ptolemy, Tycho Bi^ahe and Hevelius;
5 m. Sufi; 5 TJlugh Beigh; 4 and 5 m. Harding; 5 Groombridge ; 4
Piazzi ;

5-4 Argelander and Heis ; 6 m. Houzeau. Sir W. Herschel
gives fx. g and 30, /x. ; 5 m. Pranks, May 3, 1878 [private letter) ;

5-00

Pritchard (1882-717). This star is probably variable, as pointed out
by the E-ev. S. J. Johnson and M. Plammarion. I have several times
observed it to be rather below than above 5 m., and have never seen

it anytiling a])proaching in lustre a 4 m. star. April 2, 1884, I found

fjL two steps brighter than 30 Draconis (5 m. Heis),

E.I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL IV. SCIENCE. 2
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jS'o. 519. Lacaille 7171 Scoepii.—7 m. Lacaille; 7 m. Yamall
( 1 869). The Cordoba estimates vary from 6^ to below (?) 7 m.

(
U.A.,

1). 286).

No. 520.

—

jS'o. 282 of Burnham's Fifth Catalogue of New Double

Stars. Suspected to be variable by Burnbam, as it is not found iai

tlie catalogues of Weiss, Lalande, Eumker, 8ebjellurup, Bode, and
others. It was estimated 7 m. by Burnham, and twice 6-5, and once

7 m. by Dembowski. In one of Lamotifs Catalogues it is rated 5 m.
'^Ast. Register, August, 1876). In the Berlin Star Charts it is 7 m.
It is 6 m. in Harding's Atlas, but is not given by Heis. In the

Uranometria Argeniina it is 6-3 m. (jSTo. 105 of Ophiiccus). September

8, 1876, I found the star about 6^ m., and equal to Lalande 31289

;

just visible to the naked eye on a very clear night in the Punjab.

Franks estimated it 6 m., Hay 3, 1878. In 1880 Burnham gives

it 5"5 m. [Memoirs R.A.S., vol. xlvii., p. 293).

]^o. 521. I Apodis ( = Lacaille 7156).—5^ Lacaille; 6 and bh
llllery ; 5-4 Behrmann. Prom the observations at Cordoba, which
range from 5-1 to 6*0, Gould considers that this star is variable to the

extent of about a magnitude. 6 m. Cape Catalogue (1877"51).

JS'o. 522. 69 (e) Herculis.—5 m. Sufi; 5 Ulugh Beigh ; 4 m.
Tycho Brahe ; Ah Hevelius ; 5-4 Heis ; 5 Argelander. Sir William
Herschel found it less than 76 (A), and gives the sequences 94, 69-99

and 69-68; 5 m. Franks, May 3, 1878; 4-52 Pritchard (1882-376).

It was considered to be variable by H. T. Yivian in 1870 ; he found
variation from a large 5 m, to a small 6 m., with a period of about 21

days {Ast. Register, 1870, p. 275). 4-94 and 4-8 H.P.

June 6, 1875, I found 69 fainter than p Herculis.

May 14, 1883, I estimated it 4-7, fi'om comparisons Avith p and 59

Herculis.

No. 523. Lacaille 7267 ApiE.—6 m. Lacaille. Gould remarks
with reference to this star:— " The determinations for this object are

unusually discordant, suggesting the probable variability of one of the

three stars whose joint light is estimated.

No. 524. 44 {I) OpHiucn.—5 m. Lacaille (1752) ; 5 Mayer (1756);
4-5 Piazzi (1794); 5 Lalande; 5-5 Taylor (1833); 5 m. Argelander;
5-0 Gilliss (1847) ;

6-2 Argelander (1849) ; 5-5 Johnson (18^53) ; and
4-7 in 1858 ;

3-6 Newcomb, June 1862, and 4-2 July 1862 ;
5-0 Heis;

5-6 Behrmann; 4-5 Gould; Ah Franks, April 30, 1878 (> 51 Ophiucii

= ^ Oph.) (^j^rivate letter); 5^ Cape Catalogue. 1880; August 6, 1877,

I found 44 brighter than 51 Ophiucii (5 m. Heis). 4-47 H.P.

No. 525. Lalaxde 31727 Ophiucii (Hevelius 27); 5 m. Hevelius

and Lalande; 6 m. Harding; 5-4 Argelander and Heis; 4'6 Gould
fat Albanv), and 4'5 to 5"1 at Cordoba {Uranometria Argentina,

p. 307). 4-68 at Oxford (1882-475); 4-62 H.P.
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'No. 526. o- Ophiucii.—6 m. Sufi ; 4 Harding ;
4*0 DM ; 5 m. Arge-

lander; 4-5 Heis ; 4*5 Gould (at Albany), and 4*7 at Cordoba, 4*45

Pritchard (1882'483). Dr. Gould suspects variation, although he
includes it in his " Standards of Magnitudes "

( U. A., p. 31).

No. 527. 51 Ophiucii (c).—5^, 5 Lalande (31824-5); 6 Lacaille

;

5 Heis; 5-6 Behrmann; 5 Pranks, April 30, 1878; 6-5 Cape Cata-

logue (1878"60). The Cordoba estimates vary from 4*8 to 5*6, " dimi-

nishing steadily from 1871 to 1874."

No. 528 - Ae,^.—Estimated 5 m. by Tebbuttin 1862, while observ-

ing Comet III. of that year. It was about " a degree north-east" of

<T Arse, and both stars were visible to the naked eye, the supposed

variable being the brighter of the two. On examining the place of

the star with a 4J-inch refractor, on November 13, 1877, Tebbutt
only found stars of the 10th and 11th magnitudes near the spot.

One faint star particularly attracted his attention, and its position

agreed fairly well with that of the 5 m. star observed in 1862. There
are some other faint stars near the place {Mon. Not., R.A.S., March,

1878).

No. 529. BiEMiNGHAM 418 Seepentis.—8*5 Argelander. Birming-
ham's estimates of magnitude, 1873-1876 vary from 7'5 to invisibility.

No. 530. Sagittarii.—A star 7 m. in Harding and Biens'' Atlas.

Not in Lacaille' s Catalogue. I could not see this star with the bino-

cular in the Punjab on July 28, 1877, and August 3, 1877. It lies

closely north of Lacaille 7451 (5|-) (5-5 Gould).

No. 531. 88 (z) Heeculis.—7^ and 8 Lalande (32758 and 32760)
6 m. Heis. Sir "W. Herschel gives 74'88. Pierce says, "I am con-

fident that this star is variable. It is now of the 7th magnitude, and
very considerably fainter than 120 Heis or 148 Heis, which Heis and
the DM call 6-3, but which are, in fact, hardly brighter than 6-6.

Yet the star was seen by Ptolemy, who makes it 5*6, in which he is

supported by Sufi and Ulugh Beigh. Tycho and Hevelius called it a
nebula. William Herschel makes it 5*9 ; Argelander and Heis 5-8

;

the DM 6-4, and I, 6'9. William Herschel makes % 0*2 fainter than y ;

Argelander makes them equal ; Heis makes % 0'4 fainter ; tlie DM, 0'6

fainter; and I, 1*3 fainter. April 6, 1876, I find that my magnitudes
of stars in this vicinity continue to represent them very well."

November 14, 1878. s (88) considerably less than 82 [y) Herculis;
s certainly less than 6 m. February 22, 1884, 88 about equal to 169
Heis, but much less than 82 (y) ; seems not above 6|-m: March 23,

1884, 88 = 169 Heis, or 6-5 m. 6-37 and 6-2 H.P.

No. 532. BiEMiNGHAM 420 Ophiucii.—Birmingham's observations,

1871 to 1876, vary from 7-8 to invisibility. He says "it is certainly

202
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variable." Webb also suspects variation, and failed to see the star on
two occasions, August 7, 1871, and September 22, 1873 ; May 2, 1878,
not seen with binocular.

No. 533. Lalande 32847 Sagittaeii.—7^ Lalande ;
6-7 Heis ; 7|

Gould {U.A., p. 291).

IS'o. 534. Birmingham 422 Ophiucii.—7 m. Bessel. Birmingham's
observations, 1872-1876, vary from 7 to 8"5. It lies s.p. 67 Ophiucii

(4m. Heis).

Ifo. 535. 65 OpHnjcii.—This star is supposed to have disappeared,

as it was duly observed by Flamsteed, on May 6, 1691, at 14^ 10" 58"^,

and the observation regularly reduced by him. 'Eo such star is now
to be found. It was looked for at Greenwich, but without success.

There is no star in the position in Argelander's Southern Zones, nor in

the Washington Zones. It has been suggested tliat Plamsteed may
have observed a so-called "temporary star" [Nature, March 15,

1877).

The star is not in Lalande' s Catalogue or Harding's Atlas.

JSTo. 536. DM 45°, 2627 Heeculis (= Lalande 33006-7).—6 and

4Jm. Lalande; 6'1 DM ;
6*21 Pierce, who says {Harvard College Annals,

vol. ix., p. 141), "I believe this star to be variable. I found it the

brightest of the group except 182 Heis Herculis, and yet neither

the JJranometria nor Heis has it. My measures show some discrepan-

cies, even rejecting that of set (19), which is affected by a large

colour correction. The star is remarkably ruddy." It is not in Bir-
mingham's Catalogue of Red Stars.

March'23, 1884. I estimated it 6-9—three steps less than 179 Heis.

]S^o. 537. 68 OpHiircii.—5|- Lalande (33027); 4-5 Ai'gelander;

5-4 Heis. Bated 4"4 in the Albany observations by Gould, but only
5*1 at Cordoba. Gould suspects variation, although he includes it

among his " Standards of Magnitude" {U. A., p. 31).

October 21. 1876. I found 68 equal to 70 Ophiucii (4-2 Gould).

No. 538. TT Pavonis.—4 m. Lacaille (7527) ; 4*5 Behrmann, In

the Paramatta Catalogue there is a remark with reference to this star.

"The observer suspects this star variable." In the Cape Catalogue

(1880) Stone remarks, "This star is probably variable. It was ob-

served in 1871, and again in. August 25, 1875, when it was noted as

of the sixth magnitude." Dr. Gould, however, says, "Not the least

variation from the magnitude 4'6 has been observed at Cordoba,

No. 539. y Sagittaeii.—3^ Lacaille; 3-4 Heis and Behrmann;
2-8 Gould (1872, 1874) who says it "seems somewhat variable with
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a long period." Sir J. Herschel made y Sagittarii 0"2o m. fainter than
TT Scorpii, whereas Dr. Gould makes y 0*6 m. the brighter of the two.

Septembers, 1874, I found y very nearly, but not quite equal to 8

Sagittarii.

jN'o. 540. Lalande 33212 Heeculis.—7 m. Lalande and Harding.
I could not see any trace of this star with the binocular, April 27,

1878.

No. 541. O.A. 17670 Sagittakii.—Rated 4^m. by d'Agelet in

1783, and estimated 5, 7 and 5^ by Argelander. The Cordoba estimates

vary from 5*8 to 7. It is not given by Lalande or Heis. It is 6 m.
in Sa/rding's Atlas, and marked with a line under it. 5-93 H.P.

No. 542. 72 Ophiucii =0 5 342.-3-4 Heis; 3-6 Gould; 3*92

Pritchard (1882-483). A supposed close double star, the companion
being suspected of variation. It was discovered as a double star on
November 1, 1841, mags. 4, 7, but was seen single on May 14, 1842.

If was again seen double 1842-72, but was again found single in 1844,

1845, 1848, 1850, 1851, 1852, and 1859. In 1876, however, M. Struve

again saw the satellite very distinctly, position 156°-0, distance l"-6,

and considers that the star is really double, but that the companion is

subject to great fluctuations of light. In 1859, Secchi found the star

well separated, only 3 weeks before it was found single at Pulkowa!
{Nature, April 10, 1879). Burnham found it "certainly single ; first-

class night" (1880-592) with 18|- inch refractor {Memoirs, R.A. S.,

vol. xlvii., p. 296).

No. 543. Birmingham 427 Sagittaeh.—8ni. Lalande (33287);
8 m. d'Arrest ; 8 and 7-5 Argelander; 8-3 Birmingham, 1875, May
26, and 8 m. July 25, but not seen 1876, April 13.

No. 544, Lacaelle 7646 Scorpii.—6J Lacaille ; 7-6 Cape Catalogue

(1878-61). Suspected variable by Gould, but the evidence derived

from the Cordoba observations is conflicting, owing to the apparent
variation of several of the comparison stars

( U. A., p. 288),

No. 545. Tarnall 7736 Sagittarii.—5|- m. Yarnall, 1868, June
26, and 7^m., July 1. Rated 6-4 at Cordoba in April and May, 1877,
but not observed in 1871-73. It is not in Lalandis Catalogue, but
is 9 m. in Harding^ s Atlas.

No. 546. Lacaille 7681 Sagittarii (= Lalande 33732).— 6|-

Lacaille ; 6 Lalande ; 7, 6, and 6|- Argelander ; 6-0 and 5-7 Yarnall

(1868). Not given by Heis or Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates

are 6-7 and 7-0; and Gould says "the star appears clearly to be
variable, and I regret my inability hitherto to secure determinations

of its limits of magnitude." I observed this star August 6, 1877, and
estimated it exactly equal to Lacaille 7660 (6-9 m. Goidd).
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No. 547. Lacaille 7686 Sagittarii( = 6222 B.A.C.)—7in. Lacaille;

7 m. Harding ; 7^ m. Argelander, but rated 6-5 by Yarnall and 6-7 by
Heis. It was found " little, if any, above 8 m." at Cordoba.

No. 548. -q Seepentis.—4-3 Sufi.; 3 m. Argelander and Heis; 3-5

Gould; 3^ Franks. Smyth says, "this star is suspected of being

variable."' 3-65 Pritchard (1882-472). On August 22, 1876, I found
rj slightly hrighter than B Serpentis, but less than A, Aquilae ; October

21, 1876, 7] Serpentis distinctly less than (i Ophiucii (both 3 m. Heis),

and about = v Ophiucii (4-3 Heis). Sir J. Herschel's estimates make
7) Serpentis 0'49 m. brighter than e Ophiucii, whereas 77 Serpentis was
estimated 0-2 m. the fainter at Cordoba.

No. 549. (j> Dkaconis.—4-3 Sufi ; 5 and 4A- Lalande ; 4-5 Arge-
lander and Heis ; 4-7 in D.M. ;

4-22 Pritchard '(1882-731). Suspected

variable by Gemmill {English Mechanic, November 16, 1883). In
October, 1875, and December 1876, I found it less than

;)(
Draconis ;,

1884, March 4 and 18, <^ three steps less than ^ ; April 2, <^ four steps

less than x- 4-21 and 4-4 H.P.

No. 550. K CoEONiE AusTEAXis.—6m. Lacaille (7758) ; 5-6 Heis;,

5'4 Goukl ; 6-7 Cape Catalogue (1877*65). A fine double star 6, 7

;

359°-3: 21"-78 (1836). I found the components white and reddish

yellow, 3 inch achr. 1875 (in India), with a faint and distant comes n. f.

No. 551. 42 Deaconis.—5 m. and 9 m. Lalande. (9 perhaps a mis-

print for 6?). Sir W.Herschel gives 27(7). 4236; 6 m. Groombridge;
5-6 Heis ; 5 m. Franks, and = 36 Draconis, August 15, 1877. 4-98 H.P.

April 19, 1878, I found 42 about J mag., less than tt Draconis, but
slightly brighter than 36 ; November 3, 1878, 42 = 36; October 5,

1879, 42 slightly less than 36; March 4, 1884, 42 one step brighter

than 36 ; April 2, 1884, 42 one step less than 36.

No. 552. Birmingham 447 Aquil^ ( = Lalande 34307 (7 m.)

—

Birmingham considers this star to be probably variable in colour. It

was noted by Schjellerup as "roth," but Birmingham found it

" blue "
(!), May 18, and July 20, 1873.

No. 553. BiEMiNGHAM 448 Lyil^.— Birmingham says in his

Catalogue of Heel Stars : "From several observations, I conclude this

star to be a variable of short period between 8 and 9 mag." It is 8'5

in the Durchmusterung , but has not been found in any other Catalogue.

No. 554. a ScTJTi = Lalajstde 34374-5.—4|-, 4 Lalande ; 5 Harding

;

4-5 Heis; 5*2 Johnson (1857). The Cordoba estimates are 3"7, 3-6,

and 3-5 in 1872
( U. A. p. 322). I found this star equal to 12 Aquilae

in August, 1875, and Octoher, 1876.

No. 555. % 358 Heecitlis.—A double star, 6-8, 7-2 : 202°-l :

1""8 ; components suspected variahle. A probabh^ binary.
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]S"o. 556. a Lyr^ (Vega).—There is a suspicion of variability with
reference to a distant comes to this bright star. Its position is about
42°, and distance 139". In October, 1870, it was a magnitude fainter

than Herschel'swell known companion (Burnham 10-5 m : 154°-9 : 48",

1878). Smyth alludes to a star in the n.f. quadrant, which may be

the one in question. Variation has also been suspected in Herschel's

companion. It was measured by Dembowski in 1865 with a 7^ inch

refractor shortly after sunset, and rated by him 8"8 m. of Struve's

scale (about = 9|- Smyth).

No. 557. Laxande 34746 AairrL^.—7 m, Lalande. Not given by
Bessel or Santini {Nature, April 20, 1876). It is an orange star, and
No. 457 of Birmingham' s Catalogue of Red Stars. Bii*mingham rated

it 7-5.

No. 558. e' and 6- Lyr^.—The well known quadruple (or multiple)

star. Struve suspected alternately variable light in the components of

€^, and Grover found the dehilissima of Herschel alternately variable

{Cel. Olj. p. 343).

No. 559 - 29 Sagittarii (= 6399 B.A.C.). Not in Lalande'' s Cata-

logue ; not in Argelander' s Uranometria, but 5 m. in one of his zones

;

6-7 Heis ; 6 m. Behrmann ; 6 m. Franks, July 24, 1877. In the

Uranometria Argetitina it is incorrectly identified with Lalande 34915,

which lies about 1° to the north of it. The Cordoba estimates were
5-9 in 1871, and 5*4 and 5*5 in 1873. Dr. Gould says "the indica-

tions of variability are strong."

No. 560. Birminghajj: 464 Aquil^.—Not in Zalande's Catalogue

or Harding's Atlas. Birmingham's estimates of magnitude, 1873-1876,
vaiy from 7 to 8 m. ; 9-5 Webb, 1873, September 22.

No. 561. Lalande 35150 Serpentis.—6m. Lalande; 6J Bessel;

6 m. Argelander and Heis; 5-9 DM ;
6-1 Gould (at Albany), and 6*6

at Cordoba. Dr. Gould suspects variation.

No. 562. o- Sagittarii.—3 m. Ptolemy and Sufi ; 2^ Lacaille

;

2-3, Argelander, Heis, and Behrmann: 2-41 Sir J. Herschel {Ca^e
Ohs., p. 440); 2-4 Gould; 2^ Cape Catalogue, 1880; 2-30 H.P.

Smyth says {Bedford Catalogue, p. 435), " This star has been
placed among the variable ones, under a probability of its varying
from the 2nd to the 4th magnitudes ; but its low altitude might occa-

sion apparent changes. Ptolemv, Ulugh Beigh, Bradley, De Zaeh,

and Mayer have classed it 3 ; Flam steed 3J ; Tycho Brahe and Heve-
lius 4 ; but Bode makes it 2 ; and Lacaille and Pigott 2-|-."

In August, 1876, I found it (in the Punjab) about equal to c

Sagittarii (3-2 Heis), but less than A. Scorpii. Heis rates X Scorpii at

3 m. It is now about 2 m. (2 m. Behrmann). Heis' estimate, how-
ever, of 2-3 for cr Sagittarii is about right.
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No. 563. 6 Seepentis.—4 m. Sufi; 4-3 Heis and Argelancler
;

3-9 Gould (at Albany) ; and 4-2 at Cordoba. Smyth says, " There is

much uncertainty as to its magnitude. Ptolemy ranked it S in bright-

ness, and was followed by Ulugh Beigh, Lacaille, and Pigott ; Tycho
Brahe, Hevelius, Bayer, Plamsteed, Bradley, and De Zach made it of

the 3rd magnitude ; Piazzi and myself saw it constantly 4^ ; and
Montanari found it of the 5th. It must therefore be variable, and
should be carefully watched." In the Phil. Trans, for 1786, Pigott

remarks, with reference to this star,
'

' Montanari says he saw this star

of the 5th magnitude, and that the next year it grew bigger. I

examined it frequently in 1783, 1784, and 1785, and found it always
less than S Aquilse, equal to (i Aquilae and P. Ophiucii ; 4th magni-
tude." The Cordoba estimates vary from 4"1 to 4*6, and Dr. Grould

thinks there are strong indications of variability in one of the com-
ponents (Z7. A., p. 322). (Pranks 4^ and 5, July 29, 1877) ;

3-91 and
4-23 Pritchard (1882-472); 4-08 H.P.

Gould gives the magnitudes of the components as 4'5 and 4'7 ; but
oil one occasion at Harvard College a difference of l"4m. was noted

{Observatory, Ajjril, 1883).

August 22, 1876, I found 6 Serpentis slightly less than 77 Serpen-

tis ; October 21, 1876, 6 Serpentis considerably less than 8 Aquilae,

and but little superior to e Aquilae.

No. 564. 11 AauiL^.—5 m. Lalande ; 6^ Bessel ;
5*3 D.M.

;

5-0 Argelander and Heis ;
5-3 Gould (at Albany) ; and 5-8 at Cordoba.

Sir W. Herschel gives 11 , 10 and 18711j 10. Gould suspects

variation, although he includes the star in his " Standards of Magni-
tude " {U.A.,^. 32).

In August, 1875, I estimated this star half a magnitude brighter

than 10 Aquilae; September 14, 1883, 11 at least one magnitude

brighter than 10; November 17, 1883, 11 about one magnitude
brighter tban 10, and four steps less than 18 Aquilae. These observa-

tions, compared with Sir W. Herschel' s, would seem to point to 10

Aquilae as the variable.

No. 565. e AQiriLiE.—3 m. Tycho Brahe ; 4 Hevelius ; 4 and 3^
Lalande; 4 Harding; 3*77 Sir J. Herschel ; 4 Heis ; 3-86 Pritchard

(1882"583). Suspected of variation by Sir "W. Herschel, who says

{Phil. Trans., 1796), "13 Aquarii (e) September 3, 1784. It is not

much larger than either 11, 18, or 19, so that we may be pretty

certain it must have lost some of its lustre since the time of Plamsteed.

In his observations it is marked 4 m." June 20, 1879, Franks found

it nearly two magnitudes less than t, Aquilae, and equal to 1 1 1 Hercu-

lis ; September 12, 1879, e alittle brighter than 110 and 111 Herculis

;

"certainly brighter than on June 20" {private letter). In August,

1875, I found e about 4^ m., and very little, if anything, brighter

than 111 Herculis. 4-10''and 4-3 H.P.
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ISTo. 566. 12 AauiL^.—4 m. Lalande (35482-4); 5 Harding; 5-4
Argelander; 4-5 Heis ; 3-8 Gould. M. Goujon suspected variability

in this star {Comptes Rendus, vol. xxvii., p. Ill), and says, " Fl.

(1690) called it 5 m.; Bradley (1750-1762) 5-6 m.; ... Lalande 1794
to 1796, 4 m.; Piuzzi 8 times 5-6." Gould says, " It may be a vari-

able of long period" [U. A., p. 95).

August, 1875, I found 12 distinctly brighter than 9, and about
= 6 Aquilse.

Franks rated it 4im., and "lucid yellow," July 27, 1877. Sir

W. Hersehel gives 1, 12 and 6-12, 9. Pritchard, 401 (1882-583).

No. 567. A Lyr^.—6 m. Lalande; 5-8 Argelander; 5-6 Heis;
4'5 Birmingham (November 1, 1876), who suspects variation.

April 6, 1884. I found A 2 steps less than 17 Lyrse, but brighter

than LL 35045.

No. 568. Birmingham 483 AauiL^.—7|- Lalande (35611); 7-5

Bessel ; 7'5 Birmingham, September 16, 1876. Included by Schon-
feld in his provisional list. He says, '^ Schmidt fand diesen sehr

rothen Stern, October, 1872, langsam abnehmend. A.N. 80. 1912,

vergl. auch 80. 1905."

No. 569. Y 8122 Sagittarh.—With reference to this star, Gould
says, " I have small doubt of the variability of this star, for which the

estimates of magnitude vary from 6'3 to 7"0. Yarnall noted it in 1865
as 6-0, June 11, and 7-0 August 15. It does not occur in Argelander's

zones."

No. 570. 18 Aquil^.—5 and 6 Lalande (35789-90); 5 Bessel;

5-2 in DM; 5 Argelander, Heis, and Gould; 5-6 at Cordoba. Gould
suspects variation, although he includes it in his " Standards of Magni-
tudes " {U.A., p. 32). Sir W-. Hersehel gives 18 711- September 23,

1879, I found 18 = 31 Aquila3 ; November 17, 1883, 18 about four

steps brighter than 10 Aquilae. 5-06 H.P.

No. 571. -IT Sagittarii.—4 m. Ptolemy ; 4-3 Sufi ; 4 Ulugh Beigh,

Tycho Brahe, Hevelius, and Lalande ; 4^ m. Piazzi, Taylor and
Maclear ;

5-6 and 4 d'Agelet ; 3 m. Argelander and Heis. The Cor-

doba estimates vary from 2"7 to 3"2, and Dr. Gould considers that the
star has either increased since the time of the ancient observations, or

is " subject to fluctuations of a very long period." 3-11 H.P.

No. 572. Bir:\iingham 487 Yulpeculje = Lalande 35928 (6 and 7).

—

7 m. Bessel. Birmingham's estimates of magnitude vary from 6 to 7'5.

No. 573. P. XIX. 13 LYRiE.—A quadruple star, 8, 11, 9-5, 12 : 337°,

350° : 18"-5, 74"-8 (9-5, 12 : 294° : 5"). Yv^ebb says, "12 var (?) should

be watched ; Hunt nearly equal, 1868 ; Sadler 0-5 less than 8-5, 1874."
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No. 574. Lalaxde 36099 Aquil^.— 6|- m. Lalancle ; 7|- Bessel ; 6-a

in DM; 6Heis; and 6*4 to 6"7 at Cordoba. Suspected variable by
Grould, although included in his "Standards of Magnitude" {U. A.,

p. 323).

No. 575. 53 Deaconis.—5 m. Groombridge ; 5 Harding; 6-5B[eis;.

Sir "W. Hersehel gives the sequence 47-54, 53. 5 m. Franks, Sep-
tember 4, 1877 {private letter).

December 13, 1876. I found 53 slightly brighter than 54 (5-6
Heis).

May, 1877. 53 a little less than 54, and about = 51.

June 12, 1877. 53 about J magnitude less than 54.

April 9, 1883. 53 one step brighter than 54, but less than o (47).

March 7, 1884. 53 one step less than 54, and about 5*2 m.

Wo. 576. 43 {d) Sagittaeh.—6 and 8 m. Lalande ; 4 Harding;.

5 Argelancler and Heis; 5-6 Gould ("red"); 5 Franks, August 16,

1877 (private letter); 5 Cape Catalogue (1878-75). 4-90 H.P. My
observations are :

—

June, 1875. About 6 m. ; much fainter than p^ but brighter than

p^, and a 7 m. star/.

November, 1875. Rather brighter ; about 5^ m.
October, 1876. A little less than v (4*9 Goiild).

No. 577. 24 AQTJiLiE.—6 m. Lalande (36326); 6-7 Heis; 6-8 Gould.

Sir W. Hersehel' s estimates of magnitudes make it equal to 27 Aquilse

(6-5 Heis). Franks "components separately 7, 7, August 29, 1877"

(private letter).

August, 1875. Both stars 6^ or 7 m.
September 23, 1879. 24 Aquila3, 6*8 m. ; one magnitude less than

23 or 27.

September 18, 1881. About 7 m.; at least one magnitude less

than 23 or 27.

No. 578. Birmingham 492 Ctgni.—7 m. Buckingham. Birmingham
says, " The position closely agrees with Arg. + 26, 3529 ; 9 mag. If

it is the same star it must be variable."

No. 579, 6624 B.A.C. Ltr^. Not in Seis' Catalogue; 1\ Franks.

It seems to be Lalande (36503 (6|-m.) ; 7 m. Harding.

No. 580. x' Sagittaeh (49 Fl.).—6m. Lalande; 6 Harding; 6-7

Heis. Not in Argelander's Uranometria or Zones ; 6 Behrmann ; sus-

pected variable by Gould, from estimates at Cordoba, which vary from
5-6 to 6-2.

No. 581. 31 (3) Aquil^.— 5|-, 7|- Lalande; 5 Harding; 6Eumker;
5 Piazzi ; 5-6 Heis ; 5 m. in Catalogue of Berlin Academy Charts, 5*4

and 5-6 Gould. Sir AV. Hersehel found 31 the least perceptible diffe-
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rence brighter than 28 Aquilae. Piazzi says, with reference to 31,
" Seqnitur alia 7 mag. 4' ad Boream," 5 Franks, August 29, 1877
(private letter). My observations are :

—

August, 1875. 31 very slightly brighter than (o\

October, 1876. Slightly less than w\
August 1, 1877. 31 slightly brighter than w\
April 24, 1878. 31 equal to u>\ but brighter than 28 and w^
September 23, 1879. 31 slightly brighter than w^ ; about ^ a mag.,

brighter than 28 ; 31 about = 18. 31 is 5-30 and 5-5 H.P.

No. 582. Lalande 36606 Sagittaeii.—Eated 8 m. by Lalande and
Piazzi; 6"5 m. by Argelander, October 17, 1852. In the summer of

1851 it was seen about 9 m. {Nature, January 10, 1878). It is 8 m.
in Harding'' s Atlas. It is not in the Zfratiometria Argentina.

No. 583. BiEMiNGHAM 498 Aquil^ ( = Arg. 1° 4004).—8-5 Bir-

mingham, 1876, August 10. " Variable (?)
"

No. 584. Lalande 36781 Aquilae.—Bated 7 m. by Hencke ; 7 Bes-

sel ; 6"0 DM ; 6 Argelander and Heis ; and 6'6 at Cordoba. Gould
suspects variation, although it is included among his Scandard of

Magnitudes" {U. A., p. 33).

No. 585. a VuLPEcuL^.—4i- and 5 Lalande ; 4-5 Heis ; 5 Pranks
(1877); 4-58 Pritchard (1882-604).

No. 586. Lalande 36863 Aquil^.—7 m. Lalande. Gould's estimates

vary from 6"3 to 7'2. It is 49 Heis Aquilse (6-7). Not in Argelan-

der\ Uranometria. It seems to be identical with the double star P
xix. 144 = 2 2532 ; 7, 11 :

4°-9
: 37" (1838), respecting wljich Smyth

says {Bedford Catalogue, p. 449), "A and B point nearly upon a 9th
magnitude star in the ?^/ quadrant." Knott in 1862 failed to see this

9th magnitude.

July 4, 1877, I found LL 36863 less than LL 36890, which lies 32'

to the north of it.

No. 587. 36 {e) Aquil^ (= Birmingham 500).—5, 5^ and 6 La-
lande ; 7 Lamont ; 6 Bessel ; 5"5 Schjellerup ;

5-6 Heis ;
5'6 Gould.

Sir "W". Herschel found 36, 42 and 36-45. Birmingham's estimates

are:—7 m. April 18, 1873: 6 m. July 14, 1876. Webb 5 m. 1873,

September 26; Burton 6-5, 1876, July 22; 7-5 July 24, 1876. My
observations are :—August, 1875, 6 m. ; October, 1876, and xiugust 1,

1877, 6 m. ; September 33, 1879, red with binocular, and 5"5 m.
;

September 18, 1881. 5-5 m.

No. 588. Birmingham 502 Deaconis = Lalande 37241 (7*5).—6-5

Argelander ; 8 m. Pedorenki. Birmingham's observations, 6 to 6*5,

1872 to 1876 ; 9 m. Burton, 1876, July 1 9.

March 4, 1884, I estimated it 7 m. -more than a magnitude less

than 59, but one step brighter than 56 Draconis.
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No. 589. /3 Ctgni.—3-4 Sufi ; 3 TJlugli Beigh, Tyclio Bralie, and
Hevelius ; 3^ Lalande ; 3-33 Sir J. Herschel {Cape Ohs., p. 440);
3 m. Heis ;

3-02 Pritchard (1882-455). Klein states that from obser-

vations in 1862 and 1863 lie found variation from 3*3 to 3'9 m. "Webb
also suspects variation. Espin thinks that /3 probably belongs to a dis-

tinct class of variables, like 63 Cygni, and that its period may be one of

several years. Sir "W. Herschel gives the sequences 53 (e), 6 (/3),

18 (S) 18 ; 6 53 T 6 and 6 — , 14 Lyr^. 2-99 and 3-2 H.P.

ISTo. 590. D.M. 17°, 3997.—JS^ot given by Lalande or Harding.

Bated 6, 6 and 6-5 by d'Agelet, I783,"july 26, 27, and 29; but only
9-4 m. in the Durchnusterimg [Nature, December 22, 1881).

1^0. 591. jj. AatrrL^.—6 m. Sufi ; 4^ Lalande ;
5-4 Argelander and

Heis; 4-4 Johnson; 4-8 DM ; 4 m Franks, August 29, 1877. Six W.
Herschel gives the sequences 41 (t) - 38 {jx). M (o-) 38, 32 (v) 38";

59 (^) and 67 (p) ; 38. 5-06 Pritchard (1882-586). Dr. Gould sayS

it "has shown marked indications of variability both at Albany and
Cordoba" {U. A., p. 323).

'No. 592. t Aqijil^.—This has been suspected of variation for some
years. It was rated 4-5 by Sufi ; 3|-, 4 by Lalande ; 4^, 6 by
d'Agelet ; 5 m. Harding and Piazzi ;

4-2 Argelander ; 4-5 Heis, and
4-6 by Gould. Sir W. Herschel found rj - l- /x and t - v and t

" 71 ;

4-52 Pritchard (1882*586). Dr. Gould says the Cordoba observations
" give reason to suspect some fluctuations" {W. A., p. 324). My ob-

servations are :—August 1875, 4^m.—brighter than v ; October 1876,

brighter than v, but slightly less than 12 Aquilas ; August 4, 1877,

same as last; September 23, 1879, t considerably brighter than v,

nearly 1 magnitude; September 18, 1881, i considerably brighter

than V. 3-89 H.P.

iSTo. 593. STiiir7E 2545 Aquil^ = Lalande 37207.—A double star,

6-2, 8-1 :
318°-5 : 3"-5. A third star 170°± : 20", discovered by Mit-

chell in 1846, was rated 11 m. by Mitchell and Dawes, but only

15 m. by Knott.

'No. 594. a Dkaconis.—5-4 Sufi ;
5-6 Argelander and Heis ; 4 m.

Groombridge. Sir W. Herschel gives tt - cr - , 55 and p, a. 5 m.
Franks, September 11, 1877 {private letter). 4-74 H.P.

December 13, 1876, about equal to r Draconis.

June 12, 1877, distinctly less than r, and about = i; Draconis.

April 9, 1883. cr three steps less than r, but two steps brighter

than V, or magnitude 4-9.

March 4, 1884. o- one step less than t, cr 4-7.

April 2, 1884. o- a mean between r and v, or 4-8.

No. 595. 6728 B.A.C. Cygni.—7 m. Lalande (37313). Not in

Seis' Catalogue; 6|-m. Pranks, 1877.
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No. 596. X AQTJiLiE.—5 and 5i Lalande ; 6 m. Bessel ; 5-7 D.M.

;

6 Argelander; 6-5 Heis ; 5-7 Gould at Albany, and 5*8 at Cordoba.

Sir "W. Herschel gives 47 (x) • 52 (tt), and 47, 46. Dr. Gould suspects

variation, although he includes it in his "Standards of Magnitude"
{V. A., -p. 33). 5-40 and 5-8 H.P.

August, 1875, I found x =
"A)

Aquilae.

October, 1876, a little brighter than xf/.

l^ovember 17, 1883, x three steps brighter than tt, and four steps

brighter than ij/.

'No. 597. Birmingham 510 AaxriL^ = Laxande 37504 (74- m.).

—

9 m. Bessel; 8 m. Schjellerup ; 8-5 "Wolfers ; 7 m. Birmingham, Sep-

tember 23, 1874; 9 m. Webb, September 25, 1873.

No. 598. D.M. 41°, 3469 Cygni (= Laxande 37619-20).—6 m. La-

lande and Harding. Suspected variable by Peirce, who says (JTarvard

College Annals, vol. ix.), "Although I make this star 5-6, and the D.M.
marks it 5-8, it is omitted by both Argelander and Heis, and its varia-

bility is highly probable. When I first observed it, it seemed brighter

than 14 Cygni, but I think its light afterwards diminished."

November 25, 1878, I found it about half a magnitude less than 14,

but slightly brighter than a star n.f. 14.

October 5, 1879, rather more than half a magnitude less than 14.

November 12, 1882, much less than 14, but two steps brighter than
the star n.f. 14.

No. 599. Lalai^de 37621 Ctgsti.—6 m. and 7 m. Lalande ; 6 Hard-
ing, suspected variable by Herr Kohl of Copenhageu, in March and
April,. 1878, when he found it a whole magnitude fainter than a star

to the south of it. " Formerly he had observed them to be equal, and
they are so given by Argelander." The southern star seems to be

Lalande 37584-5 (5^ and 6), 6 m. Harding.

April 30, 1883, I found the star more than half a magnitude fainter

than the star to the south. If it ever equalled this star in its present

brightness, it must certainly be variable.

August 30, 1883, about the same magnitude.

October 14, 1883, one magnitude at least less than the star s of it.

October 19, 1883, at least one magnitude less than the star s of it.

No. 600. P. XIX. 276 Ctgni.—A double star, 8, 8-5 : 126°-5 : 15".

Dembowski considered the components variable.

No. 601. BntMiNGHAM 514 Cygisti.—Observed by Birmingham as

10 m. and red, August 19, 1870. This observation was confirmed by
Webb, September 1, 1870, but the star was not seen subsequently.

No. 602. TT Aqtjil^.—7 m. Bessel ; 5*8 D. M. ; 6, Argelander and

Heis ;
6-1 Gould (at Albany), and 66 at Cordoba. Suspected variable
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by Gould, although it is included in his list o£ " Standards of Magni-
tude" {U. A., p. 33). Sir W. Herschel gives 47 (x) •52(7r) -61 (<^).

In August, 1875, I found tt slightly fainter than o Aquilse.

'Bo. 603. e Pavonis.-—4 m. Lacaille ;
4-3 Behrmann ;

4-33 Sir J.

Herschel {Cape Obs., p. 344); 4 m. Cape Catalogue {1S74-69). The
estimates of magnitude at Cordoba vary from 3-6 to 4-2, and Dr. Gould
says it " is of a remarkably blue colour."

No. 604. Lalande 37868 VtrxPECUL^.—5 m. Lalande ; 5-7D. M.;
5-6 Heis ; not in Argelander's TJranometria. According to Schmidt
(A.N. 2219), it is Bessel Weisse, 1501, 7m.; early in September,

1878, he estimated it 6*75, and says its visibility is difficult owing to

its being in the neighbourhood of another 5 m. star (13 Yulpeculse).

It is 6 m. in Sarding''s Atlas. On October 6, 1879, I found this star

less than 12 Vulpeculae (6-5 Heis), and about equal to 14 Yulpeculse,

or about 6 m. ; slightly less than a star s.f.

No. 605. 9 SAGiTTiE.—6 m. Lalande (37856) ; 6-7 Heis ; not in

Argelander's TJranometria. Sir W. Herschel gives 8 (^) - 9.

No. 606. e Dkaconis.—4-3 Sufi ; 4 Argelander ; 4-3 Heis; 4m.
Franks (> tt), September 11, 1877 {private letter); 3-72 Pritchard

(1882-371). A probable variable. From observations in 1882-83,

Gemmill infers a probable period of 68 days +, vt^ith a maximum about

end of March, 1883. His estimates of magnitude vary from 3*8 to 4-8.

It is a double star (5*5, 9-5 : 361°*4 : 2""9), and the companion has also

been suspected of variation.

December 13, 1876, I found it a little brighter than tt (5 m. Heis).

April 9, 1883, e one step less than x, and more than half a magni-

tude brighter than tt, or about 4'0 m.
March 4, 1883, e = x Draconis, or 3"9; March 18, one step less

than X or 4*0
; April 2, 1884, two steps less than ^ or 4*1.

No. 607. /3 AauiL^.—3 m. Ptolemy ; 3-4 Sufi ; 3 Lalande
;

4 Hevelius and Harding, Argelander and Heis. Sir W. Herschel gives

8, /?. 7? ; 3-92 Sir J. Herschel ; 3-9 Gould ; 3^ Franks, Aug. 29, 1877
;

3-67 Pritchard (1882-589). Smyth says {Bedford Catalogue, p. 464) :—
" It is not now so bright as y or S, which could not have been the case

in Payer's time. Ptolemy marked it y in brightness, as did also Ulugh
Bcigh, Tycho Brahe, Bradley and Lacaille ; Flamsteed, Piazzi and
Zach rate it 3|- ; but Hevelius could enter it no larger than the 4th

magnitude." 3-95 H.P.

No. 608. 10 Sagittj];.—6 m. Lalande (38016); 6-5 Heis; 6 m.
Franks, Aug. 30, 1877. Sir W. Herschel gives 11, 10-15.

Oct. 7, 1879. I found 10 about half a magnitude less than 11

Sagittoe (Heis 6 m), or 6-5 m.

Nov. 2, 1879. 10 two steps less than 1
1

, or 6-2 m. ; Nov. 2, 1882,

€•2.
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Iso. 609. 77 CrGNT.—4-3 Ptolemy; 5 m. Sufi; 6 m. Flamsteed ; 5

and 4 Lalande (38092-3) ; 6 Flamsteed ; 6-7 m. Piazzi ; 3 m. Bessel

(Sept. 8, 1828); 4-5 Argelander and Heis ; 4-5 Houzeau ; 4^
Pranks, Aug. 31, 1877 ("very bright for its magnitude"); 4-10
Pritchard (1882*430). These estimates of magnitudes would seem to

imply variation of light. Sir J. Herschel drew attention to its pro-

bable variability in 1842 (see Nature, Aug. 12, 1880). Sir W. Her-
schel gives 21 (17) -41 and 21— 17.

Nov. 9, 1876. I found 77 = 41 Cygni.

Aug. 1, 1877. 17 very slightly less than 41 Cygni.

April 19, 1878. Brighter than 17 and 28.

No. 610. 62 (c) Sagittakii.—5|- Lacaille (8315); 5 Harding; 5

Heis. The Cordoba estimates vary from 4*6 to o"3, but are doubtful

according to Gould on account of the possible variability of the com-
parison stars CO and h Sagittarii {U. A. p. 291).

No. 611. Lalande 38405-7 and 38409 Aqthl^.—Rated 6 m. by
Lalande, July 15, 1794; 7 m., Aug. 15, 1794; 8 m., Aug. 20, 1794;
and 7|- m., Aug. 30, 1795 ; 6 m. Harding; 8 m. Bessel ; 7 m. Berlin

Academy Charts ;
6-7 Heis and Houzeau. It is not in Argelander's

TJranometria. It was estimated 7*1 at Cordoba {JJ. Argentina, p. 324
(LL 38409) ). About 20' n of and a little^ is Lalande 38388-90.

Aug. 31, 1877. I found it less than LL 38388 ; also less than
LL 38214-15, but brighter than an 8 m. star np (LL 38342-4).

No. 612. 27 {V) Cygni.—61 Lalande (38541); 6 Harding ; 6-5

Heis; 6 m. Pranks, Sept. 21, 1877. Sir W. Herschel gives 36-27.

No. 613. Lalande 38506 Aqtjil^.—6 and 6i- Lalande; 7 Bessel;

6 m. Argelander and Heis, but estimated only 6*6 at Cordoba. Gould
suspects variation, although the star is included in his list of " Stan-

dards of Magnitude "
(
TJ. A. p. 33).

No. 614. 66 AQUiLiE.—6 m. Lalande; 5 Harding; 6-7 Heis;
Sir "W. Herschel gives the sequences 42*66, 64, and 66*62. 6 m.
Pranks (rather > 64), Sept. 12, 1877; 5*8 Gould, who calls it

red. In October, 1874, I found this star about 5^ m., and slighly

brighter than 62, which is rated 6 m. by Heis (6*1 Gould).

Oct., 1876. About the same relative brightness.

Aug. 1, 1877. 66 = 62, but distinctly brighter than 64 (6-7

Gould).

No. 615. Lacaille 8381 Sagittarii (= LL 38711).—6 m. Lacaille

and Lalande
; 6 Heis ;

6-5 Behrmann ; variously rated from 4^ to 6

by Argelander ; 6 m. Cape Catalogue (1878-61). The Cordoba esti-

mates vary from 6 to 6*3.
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ISTo. 616. Lacaille 8385 Sagittaeii.—7 m. Laeaille. According^

to Dr. Gould, the Cordoba observations of this star are very discordant,

"varying through six-tenths of a unit, and strongly suggesting varia-

bility in its light."

IS'o. 617. Star iv^eae Caueington 3082.—Rated 9-10 by Argelander,

but estimated only 11"2 m. by me, ]krarch 15, 1880. It lies closely

north of Carriugton 3082 (8*3 m.). This latter star is the nearest

conspicuous star south of the variable R Cephei. The place given in

the catalogue is only approximate, but the small star in question will

be readily found from the above description.

No. 618. Caekes^gtox 3106 TJesje Mixoeis.—8'8m. Carrington. It

lies s.f. Carrington 3082 (referred to in the last note). It is 9-4 m. in

Johnson'' s Catalogue (No. 140), {Radcliffe Ohs. vol. xv.), where Car-

rington 3082 is rated 8"4
; but he says that in Feb., 1856, it was

" certainly a magnitude brighter than No. 137 (Carrington 3082), and
not under 7*5.

"

Sept. 13, 1879. I found this star about 0'4 m. less than Carring-

ton 3082, or about 8*7 (3-inch refractor).

March 15, 1880. I estimated it 8-8 m.

March 30, 1881. Estimated 8-7 m.

No. 619. Y. Capeicoexi.—Ihm. Lalande (38839) ; 7 m. Harding
;

7 m. Argelander ; 6|- m. Sir J. Herschel, vrho says :
—" A fine ruby

star. This is the finest of my ruby stars." 6 m. TTebb, Sept. 3, 1873;
7*5 Birmingham. In July, 1875, with 3-inch refractor, I found the

star only 8|- or 9 m., and fiery red; Nov., 1876, 8|-m, and much
fainter than a 7 m. star n.f. 4 Capricorni, colour fiery red, 3-inch

refractor, visible with binocular; 2nd Aug., 1877, about the same
magnitude. Secchi also suspected variation; and he estimated the

star at 7-5, July 15, 1868, deep red; 7 m. Sept., 1869.

No. 620. - 7001 B.A.C. Ctgxi.—6 m. B.A.C. Not in mis' Cata-

logue. 7 m. Franks, 1877.

No. 621. a Pavox^is.—l^m. Lacaille; 2m. Behrmann; 2*33, Sir

J. Herschel, who says "Variable (?)
" his estimates of magnitude vary

from 1-99 to 2-55. It is 2 m. in the Ca2)e Catalogue (187 o- 65), and
2*1 in the Uranoynetria Argentina.

No. 622. Laiaxde 39222 AQUiLiE.—5 and 6^ Lalande; 7i- Piazzi;

6 m. Ai'gelander and Heis ; 6-5 in D.M. ; 6-0 Gould (at Albany). The
Cordoba estimates vary from 5-8 to 6-4.

No. 623. BiEMixGHAM 558 Delphixi. — 7, 6 and 6A- Lalande,

Birmingham's estimates of magnitude (1872-1876) vary from 6 m. to

invisibility. He says "the star is certainly variable." The Cordoba

estimates are 6-4, 6-6, and 6-7. Lynn states that he observed this on
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October 16, and October 29, 1872, and on the latter date it was nearly

2 magnitudes fainter than on the 16th. Schonfeld includes the star

in his provisionial list, and says, " Die Yerandelichkeit ist wesentlich

aus den Grossenschatzungen der Cataloge geschlossen, vielleicht auch

in Birmingham's eigenen Beobachtungen ausgesprochen. Seit April

21, 1874, hat sich der Stern hochstens um ein paar Stufen verandert."

October 7, 1879, I found this star about 6'3m. slightly less than

1 Delphini ; November 10, 1879, same brightness 6'3.

No. 624. TT CAPKicoKisri.

—

5h and 6 m. Lalande ; 5 Heis ;
4-5

Houzeau (1875'36) ; 5*5 Gould. Sir W. Herschel gives p , tt , o and

TT , cr and TT , 15 (v). 5-22 H-P-

October 18, 1876, I found tt very slightly less than p Capricorni

(5-6 Heis).

August 2, 1877, 7r = o (5-6 Heis), and about i mag. less than p.

Franks tt = 5|-m. (<p), September 12, 1877 {j^rivate letter).

No. 625. - Cappjcoeni.—Not in Lalande's Catalogue, or Sarding's
Atlas. Yariously estimated at Cordoba from 6*8 to 8^.

No. 626. p Pavonis.—3^, and 6Lacaille ; 5|-Ellery ; 5 Behrmann;
4-9 Gould, who suspects variation from 4*7 to 5"3

; 5 m. in the Ca/pe

Catalogue (1875-68).

No. 627. Cephei.—4 m. Ptolemy and Sufi; 5 m. Harding; 4
Heis; 5 Pranks, October 3, 1877. Sir W. Herschel 3(97)-, 2 (^).

4-24 Pritchard (1883-011). 4-33 H.P.

No. 628. 0)3 Cygni.—5 Harding; 6-5 Heis; 5*53 Peirce. Called

w^ by Heis ( = 7091 B.A.C.) 6 m. Franks and = wi. Schmidt calls it

"deep golden yellow;" Smyth, '' pale red," and Sadler, "yellowish
red."

December, 1876, 1 found co^ reddish, and slightly brighter than w^

;

May 21, 1883, w^ three steps brighter than to\

No. 629. 77 DELPHns"!.—6 m. Sufi, Lalande and Harding ;
6-5 Arge-

lander and Heis; 5-9 and 5*8 Gould {JJ. A., p. 34). It is considered

to be slightly variable by Franks, being sometimes equal to t Delphini,

and sometimes decidedly inferior {English Mechanic, August 30, 1878).

Sir W. Herschel gives 5 (t) . 3 (>;) , 8 {Q). 5-18 and 5-4 H.P.

No. 630.- 47 CxGifi.—6 m. Sufi ; 5 and 4i Lalande (39721-2) ; 5-6

Heis; 5 Franks ( = 39), September 21, 1877 {private letter) ; Sir W.
Herschel gives 47-39. "Webb calls it orange; Birmingham, 1876,
" beautiful light orange," 5 m. My observations are :

November, 1865, I found 47 very slightly less than X (5-4 Heis).

August 1, 1877, a little less than X.

November 24, 1878, a little less than X, or about 5 m.
October 6, 1879, about 5 m.
November 6, 1882, 47 = \, or about 4-7, and reddish, with binocular.

R. I. A. PROC, 8ER. II., VOL. IV. SCIENCE. 2 P
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ISTo. 631. P. XX. 257 Deacoxis.—This seems to be No. 212 of Draco
in JS^e is' Catalogue, -where it is rated 6 m., and identified with 7124
B.A.C. JS^ot in Argelander's JJranometria. &ra.. va. IIardi7ig''s Atlas ;

rated 6J m. by Franks, 1877, and=P. xx. 265, and suspected of

variation. March 4, 1884, I estimated it 6 '2—four steps less than \lr

Draconis, and much less than 73. 6-50 and 6-2 H.P.

No. 632. 11 Pato>"is.—4 m. and 5 m. Lacaille ; 5 m. Ca2)e Catalogue

(1874-64). The Cordoba estimates of magnitude during 8 years vary
fi'om 5-2 to 6"1, and Gould considers its yariability highly probable

( U. Argentina, p. 246).

No. 633. t Delphini.—6 Sufi; 5 Lalande (39814-15); Sir- W.
Herschel gives 7 (k) , 5 (t) . 3 (77). 5'3 in Durchnustenmg ; 6 m. Arge-
lander ; 6-5 Heis ; 5-8 and 5'9 Gould; 5^ Pranks, September 2, 1877

;^K = 5 m. and 77= 6 m.). My observations are :

—

August, 1875, about 1 magnitude fainter than k (5 m. Heis).

August, 1876, a little less than k.

August, 1877, slightly less than 77.

October 7, 1879, slightly brighter than -rj, and slightly less than k,

or about 5*3 m.

No. 634. 71 AauiLiE.—4^m. Lalande (39803) ; 5|-Bessel; 4"7 in

D.M. ; 5-4 Heis ;
4-2 Gould (at Albany). The Cordoba estimates are

4"4 to 4'6, and Gould says, " There is some grounds for suspecting it

to vary a little" [U. A., p. 324). Sir W. Herschel gives 71-70 and

41 (i) 7 71. In August, 1875, I estimated it 4^m., and blighter than

70 Aquila;. 4-63 Pritchai'd (1882-589).

No. 635. Red Stae near a Cxgni.—Found by Birmingham, May 22,

1881, 2*-^51'-7 north of a Cygni, of a deep red or crimson colour, 9 mag.,

and suspected by him to be variable. He observed it on June 2 and 6

to have increased from 9 m. to 8-4, but on July 20, it had again sunk

to 9 m. It " forms with three other stars, the southern end of a little

inverted and irregular cross" {Nature, July 28, 1881). The star was
observed a few days after its discovery, by Dr. Doberck, at Marki-ee

Observatory, '^'arcl, Gledhill, Dr. Ball, Prof Krueger, and Dr. Kreutz.

The latter stated that he had found an unpublished observation of the

star on June 19, 1857, but not at any other time {Nature, June 23,

1881). Its spectrum was found by Eugen de Gothard, in 1882, "tole-

]ably brilliant, with broad bands in the red, yellow, and blue. Colour

intense red" {2lon. Not. R. A. S., June, 1883). According to "Ward

{Knowledge, .January 4, 1884), it probably varies from 8J to below

12 m., with a period of over 12 mouths.

No. 636. BTmrrN-GHAM 569 Delphixi (= AB.GEL.OfDEE 17°, 4401).

—

6-d Argelauder ; 8 m. d'Arrest, September 10, 1874. It is not in

Lalande^ Catalogue ; 8 m. Harding ; 6-7 Heis.
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Xo. 637. 118 Heis Cyg.xi (= 7198 E.A.C. = Lala^'de 40156).—
7 m. Lalande and Harding ; 6 m. Heis ; 6|- Franks, 1877. Peii'ce says

{harvard College A7inals, vol. ix., p. 141), "118 Heis, and 123 Heis
Cygni. The Zfranometria only contains tlie former star as .5-8 ; Heis
calls the former 5 '8, and the latter 6-3

; the D.]\I. calls the former 6'4,

and the latter 0"4 ; and I call the former 7"0, and the latter 5-7. I

only succeeded in observing Argelander's star once, and never failed to

observe the other, Tvhich seemed to me brighter than 51 Cycni."

October 5, 1879, I found 118 Heis Cygni about 7 m.— less than
Lalande 40221.

November 12, 1882, relative mag-nitude same as last observation.

May 21, 1883, 118 Heis faint, about 7 m. or 7-1
; 123 Heis, two

steps less than 51 Cygni (strong moonlight).

August 17, 1883, 118 Heis considerably less than the northern of

two stars to the south of it ; 123 Heis, three steps less than 51 Cygni.

ISo. 638. 13 Delphixi.—6 and 6i- Lalande (40150-1); 6-5 Heis;
5'8 Gould; 5J Franks, September 21, 1877 {private letter). It is in-

cluded by Schonield in his provisional list. He says (quoting Schmidt),

',Im maximum 6 m., kurze Periode,' A. ]^. 74, 1770." Sir W.
Herschel gives 13-14.' 5-53 H.P.

ISo. 639. -7219 B.A.C. Cxgki.—w./. a Cygni ; 6 m. B.A.C. IS'ot

in Heis ; 7 m. Franks, 1877. It seems to be Lalande 40251-2 (6 m.
and 7m.); 7 m. Harding. May 21, 1883, I estimated it 7 m., less

than Lalande 40221 ; August 17, 1883, rather below 7 m.

Ko. 640. - 14 DELPHI^-I.—61 m. Lalande (40227) ; 7 Bessel

;

6 Heis; 6'4 Gould; 5*5 D.M. Included by Schonfeld in his provi-

sional list. He says (quoting Schmidt) ", JJ. N. 6 m., 1869, August, 5,

bis 6 Stufen schwacher und mit freiem Auge nicht sicher zu sehen,'

A.N. 74, 1770." Gould suspects variation, although he includes it

in his list of "Standards of Magnitudes" {U.A., p. 34). Sir "W.

Herschel, 13-14.

No. 641. 123 Heis Cxgni.—Not in Lalandeh Catalogue; 6 m.
Sarding's Atlas (Map. 26, but not in Map 25), 6-7 Heis; not in

Argelander's Vranometria. See note to 118 Heis Cygni (Xo. 637).

My observations are

—

October 5, 1879, 123 Heis Cygni nearly 1 magnitude less than 51

Cygni; brighter than Lalande 40221.

November 12, 1882, at least half a magnitude less than 51 Cygni

;

brighter than LL 40221.

May 21, 1883, about two steps less than 51 Cygni, and three steps

less than 59 Cygni ; brighter than LL 40221.

August 17, 1884, three steps le^s than 51 Cygni, or about 6-1 m.
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No. 642. 55 CrGNi.—6 m. Lalande (40310) ; 6 m. Harding; 5-06

Peirce {Harvard College Annals, vol. ix.) ;
6-5 Heis ; 5 m. Fran Tea,

October 3, 1877 {private letter). Sir "W. Herschel gives 56*55-59, and
55-63, and 63-55 , 59. 5-00 and 5-6 " est " H.P.

May 10, 1883, I found 55 one step less than 57 (5-6 Heis), and
two steps brighter than 56 (6-5 Heis), or about 5-4 m.

August 17, 1883, 55 a mean between 56 and 57, or about 5*5.

September 4, 1883, 55 one step less than 56, or about 5-8

iRo. 643. 4 Aqtjaeii.—N'ot in Lalande' s Catalogue; 6-7 Heis; 6*2

Grould. A suspected variable by Peirce {Harvard Amials, vol. ix.).

Sir "W. Herschel gives 5,4.

I found it fainter than 5 Aquarii, October, 1875.

September 21, 1879, 4 about half a magnitude less than 5 Aquarii.

October 15, 1882, 4 three steps less than 5.

Ifo. 644. 5 AatTAEn. '^ot in Lalande' s Catalogue ; 5-6 Heis. Sir

"W. Herschel rated 5 very slightly fainter than 3 Aquaiii. 6 m. Piazzi

;

7 m. Bessel. At Cordoba it was estimated 5-1 in 1871, and 5-8 in

1872-1874 {TJranometria Argentina, p. 309). 5-52 H.P.

In October, 1875, I found it brighter than 4.

September 21, 1879, 5 about half a magnitude brighter than 4.

October 15, 1882, 5 about three steps brighter than 4.

No. 645. 32 VuLPECUL^.—5|- m. Lalande (40456); 5 Harding;
5-6 Heis. Suspected by Gilliss to be variable, and afterwards by
Franks ("decidedly inferior to 31 Vulpeculae," September 21, 1877).

My observations are :

—

December 1, 1874, fainter than 52 Cygni (4-5 Heis), and slightly

less than 31 Vulpeculse (5 m. Heis).

April 6, 1875, same relative brightness.

October 4, 1875, about half a mag. less than 31.

October 19, 1876, rather more than half a mag. less than 31.

August 4, 1877, about half a mag. less than 31.

No. 646. 7 Aqtjaeii.—Bated 3 m. by Ptolemy; 6 Sufi, Lalande,

and Harding; 7 m. Bessel; 5 m. Argelander; 6-5 Heis; and 5-9 by
Gould and Espin. Gould suspects variation. Sir "W. Herschel found

^_7 __8 and 18, 7. 5-69 H.P.

(See Southern Stellar Oljects, p. 113).

October 15, 1882, 1 found 7 less than /a Aquarii, and very reddish,

with binocular.

No. 647. BiEMiifGHAM 573 Delphini.—8 m. Lament and Bessel.

Birmingham's observations (1872-1875) vary from 7*5 to ; 8 m.

AVebb, "1873, September 12, 13, and 25. A 7-2 m. star (a wide

double) closely n.f. is also suspected of variation {Cel. Ohj., p. 298).

November 25, 1878, I estimated it 7|- m.
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1^0. 648. 37 Heis Capeicorni.—6 m. Harding. Xot in Lalande's

Catalogue. 6-7 Heis, who says, " Stella ab Hardinoio observata a me
17. Aug. 1852, et 19. Aug. 1865, nudis oculis videbatur, sed 17 Aug.
1863, et Sept. 23, et Sept. 27, 1870, non conspicua erat. Stella fortasse

Tariabilis est." It is 6-6 m. in the Uranometria Argentina. The star

lies s.f. 6 Capricorni.

August 10, 1876, I found it about 6 m., and =20 Capricorni; a

little brighter than 21.

October 18, 1876, about the same magnitude.
November 1876, very slightly brighter than 21 - not equal 19 or 20.

August 30, 1877, brighter than 21, but less than 20 Capricorni.

1^0.649. 27 Capkicoeni = Lalande 40948.—6 m. Lalande; 6 Heis;
6"6 Johnson (1858). The Cordoba estimates vary from 6-3 to 6'8.

Sir W. Herschel gives 26 (x')
-27. 6-16 H.P.

No. 650. 6 Equulei.—5* and 7 m. Lalande (41055-6); 5 m.
Harding. Not in the Catalogues of Ulugh Eeigh, Tycho Brahe, or

Hevelius; not given by Heis; 6'2 Gould; 5-89 H.P.

It lies closely s.f. y (5) Equulei. Webb remarks that y and 6 are

"a striking pair." Sir W. Herschel says [Phil. Trans., 1796), "In
the Catalogue we have 4 m. ; in the Observations Flamsteed has once

marked it 6 m., and once 8 m. If there be any accuracy in these

various notations the star must certainly be changeable."

I found it less than y in September, 1877.

No. 651. P XXI., 21 Equtjlei.—6, 6| Lalande (41136-7); 8 m.

and 9-10 m. d'Agelet; 8 Piazzi ; 9 Bessel ; 7-5 in Durchmusterung ;

7-0 Gould.

September 11, 1877, I found this star less than Lalande 41018
but brighter than Lalande 40977, and LL 41352.

No. 652. Lacaille 8721 Pavonis.—5|^and 6 Lacaille ; 6Behrmann;
5-6 Cape Catalogue (1874-71). Gould believes it to vary by not less

than half a magnitude.

No. 653. 29 Capeicoeni.—6 m Lalande ; 5 Harding ; 6 Heis. Sir

W. Herschel found t - 29 - 30 ;
5-7 Gould; 6 m. Pranks, and =30,

Capricorni, October 4, 1877 ;
5-47 H.P.

September 30, 1876, I found it much less than t, and about ^ mag.
less than 30 (6 m. Heis).

October 6, 1879, 29 nearly half a magnitude less than 30.

Closely n.p. 29 is an 8^ m. star, Lalande 41220.

No. 654. BiEMESTGHAM 579 Cephei.—7 m. Piazzi; 8 Argelander;
8-5 Secchi. Birmingham's estimates of magnitude (1872 to 1875)
vary from 6-5 to 7-5; 9 m. Copeland, 1875, September 28; 8 m.
Burton, 1875, August 10; and 7-6, 1876, August 12, 20, and 31.
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]S'o. 655. Lacaille 8768 Indi.—7 m.Lacaille; 6-7 Cape Catalogue

(1876-75). The Cordoba estimates (1871-74) range from 6-1 to 7-3,

and Gould considers establish the variability of this star.

1^0. 656. P XXI., 87 Capeicohni (= 7413 B.A.C = LL 41494).—6 m.
Lalande, Lacaille (8794), Argelander, Heis, and Behrmann; 6-7
Honzeau; 6-0 Gonld ; 7 Franks, "orange," October 4, 1877; 6 m.
Cape Catalogue (1878'68). It is not in Birmingham's Catalogue.

Harding shows a 6 m. star, with a 7 m. closely s.f. The 6 m. star

seems to be Lalande 41494, and identical with 7413 BAG. 5-82 H.P.

Ko. 657. y Patonis.—31 Lacaille (8778); 3 m. Gilliss (1851);
4-0 Ellery (1868); 4-5 at Cordoba; 4-3 Cape Catalogue (1873-62);
4-09 Sir J. Herschel, who says, " Yery doubtful or variable"; his

estimates make y 0-47 m. brighter than ^ Pavonis, whereas Dr. Gould
makes it 0-3 m.. fainter.

Iv"o. 658. 1 Pegasi.—A double star 4, 9 : 310°-8 : 36"-4. Smyth
says, "4 considered variable" {^Bedford Catalogue., p. 499). It is 6, 4

and 4J Lalande (41545-8), and is 4 m. in Harding'' s Atlas; 4-5 Heis

;

4 Pranks, October 5, 1877 {private letter'). It was measured 3-4 by
Johnson with the heliometer, 1851. Sir W. Herschal found 24 (i)- 1 ,

10 (k) and 1* 9). Pritchard 4-30 (1882-645). 4-28 and 4-4 H.P.

jSTo. 659. 33 Capeicoeni.—6 m. Lalande (41543) ;
5-6 Argelander;

6-5 Heis and Behrmann; 5-7 Gould (red). Sir W. Herschel gives

36, 33, 35 and 41, 33 and 28, 33, 35. Chacornac found it "sometimes
brighter and sometimes fainter than a star of 7 magnitude near it."

It is JSTo. 581 of Birmingham^ s Catalogue of Red Stars. 6 m. Franks,

October 3, 1877 (35 = 61 m.), {private letter). 5-59 H.P.

In August, 1875, I estimated it 6|^m.

In August, 1876, it seemed about 6 m., and slightly brighter than
35 Capricorni, but much less than 36. About the same magnitude in

October, 1876.

^0. 660. 18 Aquaeii.—6 m. Lalande, Harding, and Heis; 5-7

Gould. Suspected variable by Pierce at Harvard.

Sir W. Herschel gives 6 (/x) ,18,7. 5-38 H.P.

No. 661. y Indi.—4|- and 5 Lacaille; 6 Behrmann; 5-6 Cape

Catalogue (1875-70). The Cordoba estimates vary from 6-0 to 6*6,

and Gould says "it seems clearly variable" {Uranometria Argentina,

p. 247).

No. 662. BiEMijfGHAM 584 Cygni.— 11 mag. ruddy star in cluster,

Schjellerup; 9 m. Secchi, who says "must be variable," (Notes ta

Birmingham''s Catalogue, p. 323).

No. 663. ^ Cephei.—4-3 and 3-4 Sufi; 3m. Harding and Heis;
3-45 Sir J. Herschel (y Cephei = 3-48); 3^ Pranks, October 14, 1877.

Sir W. Herschel gives 35 (y)-, 8 (^)-, 32 (t). Schmidt considers this
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star to be variable with a period of about 383 days {Ad. Xach., 1069).

It is a double star, 3, 8 : 251° : 13"-7, Webb, who says {Cel. OhjectSy

p. 270), " Cornish 3 decreasing, 1879; " 3-53 Pritchard (1883-011).

jS'ovember 22, 1875. I found it slightly brighter than y Cephei.

December 14, 1876. /3 Cephei about ^ mag. less than 8 Draconis.

Ko. 664. 7489 B. A. C. CxGifi.—6i Lalande (42004); 6 m. Heis.

2s ot in Argelander^s JJranometria ; 7 m. Franks, 1877, " quite invisible

to naked eye " {private letter).

!N"o. 664A. BiKMiNGHAM 587 Ctgni = LL 42153.—7|-m. Lalande;
8 Harding; 6'7 Argelander ; 7 Webb; 6*8 Birmingham, September 3,

1876. This star may possibly be identical with one measured 5'36 by
Peirce {Harvard Annals, vol. ix., p. 137), "Following p Cygni," but
which he could not afterwards find. He says (p. 141), "August 2,

1 875, I could find no star which could possibly be identified with the one
observed. The star was red." On I^ovember 25, 1878, I found Bir-

mingham's star less than LL 42205 and LL 42376, but brighter than
LL 42042. October 4, 1879, slightly brighter than LL 42205 and
42376.

'Eo. 665. 41 CAPRicoEisri.—6 m. Lacaille (8893) ; 6 m. Lalande

(42235); 5 Harding; 6-5 Heis and Behrmann ; 5*8 Gould. Sir W.
Herschel gives 41, 33. 6 m. Franks, and - 33 Capricorni (1877);
6-7 Cape Catalogue (1878*74).

October 8, 1876. I found 41 = 30 Capricorni.

Closely n.p. is the cluster 30 Messier.

x^o. 666. e Pegasi.—3m. Ptolemy, Sufi and Lalande; 2-3 Arge-
lander and Heis; 2-62 Sir J. Herschel (a and y8 Pegasi = 2-65) 2*3

Crould ; 3 m. Franks, October 5, 1877. Schwab suspected variation

in this star, and found a period of about 25|- days (A. IS". 2220).
Gould also finds fluctuations of brightness in his observations at Albany
and Cordoba ; at the latter place it was sometimes estimated as brighter

than a Pegasi, and sometimes decidedly fainter, but never below 2'6m.
Sir W. Herschel gives the following sequences :—8 (e)-54 (a) 37 Cygni
-8 21 And 7 8, 54 (a) 8 , 53 (^) 8 ; 16 Ceti and 8 , 24 Piscis Aus-
tralis. Pritchard 2-43 (1882). 2-41 and 2-8 H.P.

September 4, 1883, and September 10, 1883, I found e Pegasi
about 0'3m. less than a Pegasi.

JS'o. 667. 46 {c^) Capkicoeni.—6 m. Lalande (42369) ; 6 Harding;
Sir W. Herschel found 46— , 47 ; 5 m. Heis ; b^ Gould ; 5 m. Franks
- ^ Aquarii (1877). Closely n.p. is Lalande 42368 (7^) (7*0 Gould).

August, 1876. I found 46 one magnitude brighter than 47 Capri-
corni. 46 = 5-21 H.P.

^0. 668. K Pegasi. A double star 4, 13 : 302°-5 : 12"-1. Webb
found 13 more like 11 in 1852, and 13 in 1871. Dembowski con-
sidered it variable.
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Iso. 669. Birmingham 596 AauARii = Lalande 42431 (6^).—7"5

Bessel ; 5-6 SeecM ; July 15, 1868. Birmingham's estimates of mag-
nitude, 1873-1876, vary from 6 to 8 ; 6-5 Webb, September 3, 1873.

It is 6-8 in the Uranometria Argentina. From observations, 1880-
1883, Espin finds that the star is certainly variable, but that the

variation does not exceed a magnitude, with a period of, perha])s,

several years {FMg. Mechanic, May 18, 1883).

September 6, 1877. I found this star 7i-m.—less than Lalande
42616.

Sept. 21, 1879. About 7i or 8 m. ; very slightly brighter than :i

star closely s.f. (LL 42445).

Sept. 10, 1883. About 7 m. ; considerably brighter than the star

s.f.

No. 670.-28 AwAnn.—7 m. Lalande (42913); 6 m. Harding;
6 m. Heis. Sir W. Herschel found 28 , 30 (30 was rated 5-6 by
Heis); 5-9 Gould; 6 m. Franks, Oct. 5, 1877.

Sept. 10, 1883. 28 three steps less than 32 Aquarii.

ISTo. 671. Lalande 42958 Pegasi.—7 and 6 m. Lalande; 7 Bessi'l

;

6-5 DM; 6-7 Heis; 6-1 Grould (at Albany), and 6-6 at Cordoba.

Dr. Gould susjDects variation, although he includes it in his list of

" Standards of Magnitudes" {U. A. p. 35).

'^0. 672. AQUAEn.—Suspected variable by Peters (A jST 2434).

ISTo. 673. 30 Aqtjahii.—41- Lalande (42978) ; 5 Harding ;
5-6

Heis ;
5-8 Gould. Sir W. Herschel found the following sequences :

—

p , 30 30-60 28 , 30 and 30 --36. 5 m. Pranks, Oct. 5, 1877
(k = 5 m., Oct. 14, 1877). In Oct., 1874, I estimated this star as

6 m.—about = 51 , and decidedly fainter than k (5-6 Heis). 5*57 H.P.

Xo. 674. BiHMiNGHAM 600 Pegasi.—7-7 m. Argelander ; 8 m.
d'Arrest, July, 1874. Birmingham's observations:—8m. Sept. 20,

1873; 6-5, Nov. 25 and 29, 1874; 7 or rather less, Dec. 2, 1874;
7-5-8, July 17, 1876. It seems to be Lalande 43043 (7^ m.).

No. 675. 32 Aqtjahii.—6 m. Lalande, Harding, and Heis ;
5-7

Gould; 5 m. Pranks, Oct. 5. 1877. 5-24 H.P.

In Sept., 1874, I found it less than o Aquarii.

Sept. 10, 1883. 32 three steps brighter than 28 Aquarii.

No. 676. V Piscis AusTBALis (= Lacaille 9030).—61 Lacaille

;

7 Brisbane ; 5 Behrmann ;
6-5 Cape Catalogue (1878-26) ;

5-4 Gould,

who considers that " it has, perhaps, grown brighter in recent years

(27; N., p. 296).

No. 677. 2 Heis LACEETJ5.—6 m. Lalande (43152) ; 7 m. Harding
;

6-5 Heis; 4-6 va. Durchmusterung ; 5-35 Pierce; 5^ Pranks, Oct. 17,

1877. Pierce says {Harvard College Annals, vol. ix. p. 141) :
— " I
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have some slight suspicion, of this star, founded on the discrepancies

in my measures, and the fact that the DM makes it 0'8 brighter than

Heis. The star is reddish." 5-34 and 5-0 H.P.

No. 678. Lacaille 9036 Piscis Atjstealis.—7 m. Lacaille ; 5-6

Behrmann; 6 m. Cape Catalogue (1878-76); 5-7 Gould, who has
" small doubt of its variability "

( U. N., p. 296). It is reddish.

ISTo. 679. 36. Aquaeii.—Eated 7 m. by Lalande (43183) ; 7 Piazzi

;

and estimated 7*2 at Cordoba ; but seen by Heis with the naked eye,

and rated 6-7. JN'ot in Argelajider'' s Uranometria. Sir W. Herschcl
gives 30— 36 and 37, 36.

No. 680. ^ Pegasi.—3-4 Sufi, Argelander, and Heis ; 3-60 Sir J.

Herschel; 4 m. Franks, Oct. 14, 1877 {private letter). Sir W. Her-
schel gives 42 (^), 26 [6) 46 (^). The Cordoba estimates vary from
3*2 to 3-8 ; and Dr. Gould believes that it " varies about half a unit"

( Uranometria Argentina, p. 338) ; 3-53 Pritchard (1882-658). 3-76 H.P.

Sept. 10, 1883. I found it one step brighter than ^ Aquarii or
3-4 m.

No. 681. Laxande 43239-40 Aquaeh = 7726 B.A.C.—5 and 7 m.
Lalande ; 5 Harding ; not in Sei£ Catalogue ; 6-3 Gould ; 6 m. Pranks,

Oct. 14, 1877.

Aug., 1876. Equal to LL 43226 (6-5 Gould).

Sept. 6, 1877. Less than Lalande 43315 (rated 6-7 by Gould).

No. 682. 39 AQTJAEn.—61 6 Lalande (43289-91); 6 Harding;
7 Piazzi and Bessel ; 6-7 Heis. Not in Argelander'' s Uranometria^ but
61- in his Zones. Sir W. Herschel gives 42-39, 45. The Cordoba
estimates vary from 6-1 to 6-6; and Dr. Gould thinks it probably

variable (£7". N., p. 310).

No. 683. B1EMINGHA.M 607 LACEEXiE (= Lalande 43408-9 (5 m.) ).

—

4-5 Argelander. It seems to be 5 Heis Lacertse, identified with 7765
B.A.C, and rated 5 m. Birmingham's observations:—1873, 1874,
4-5 m. ;

5-4 Copeland, Sept. 11, 1875; 7-5 Burton, 1876, and 5 m.
Aug. 20 ;

5-5 Oct. 10. 4-65 and 4-9 H.P.

Oct. 8, 1879. I found it rather more than half a magnitude less

than 1 Lacertse (4-67 Pritchard), or about magnitude 5-3.

No. 684. y AQUAEn.—3-4 Sufi ; 3 m. Hlugh Beigh, Tycho Brahe,

and Hevelius ; 3 m. Lalande; 3-88 Sir J. Herschel; 4 '3 Argelander
;

3-4 Heis; 3-9 Gould. Suspected variable by Sir tV. Herschel, who
says [Fhil. Trans. 1796):—"48 (7) is less than 62 (77), contrary to

the Catalogue [Plamsteed's] ; and is now probably less bright than
it was formerly: 48 being but little brighter than 52 confirms the

same. There is no observation of 48 ; but 62 is 5 m." As 17 was
rated 4-3 by Argelander, and 4 m. by Heis, and Herschel says dis-

tinctly that y was less than r], it seems highly probable that either
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-/ or -q Is variable to some extent. The Cordoba estimates make y
0-2 m. brighter than 77. Franks found y = >;(= 4 m.), and both less

than ^Aquarii, Oct. 14, 1877. 4-07 H.P.
Sept. 10, 1883. I estimated y as 4-0 from comparisons with t,

and 77.

JS'o. 685. Blrmingham 610 Cephei.—7m. Harding; 7-2 Arge-
lander; 6-5 Schjellerup (Xo. 262); 6-5 Bii'mingham, March 19, 1873.

In the notes to his Catalogue, Birmingham says, "on January 17,

1868, Secchi found this star very small, and suggested variability. On
December 9, he searched twice, and found that the largest star on the

field of view was no more than 8 mag." On February 17, 1884, I

found it about 7|- m. with binocular.

No. 686. Aifoif Aquaeh.—Observed by Riimker as 7*8 m., but not

byLalande or Bessel. Close to the place, Lalande and Bessel observed

a 9 m. star, which seems to be Lalande 43873-4 (8^ and 9).

IS'o. 687. C Piscis AusTEAXis.—5 m. Ptolemy ;
5-6 Sufi ; 6|- Lalande

(43924); 6 m. Lacaille (9160) ; 6 Harding ; 5-6 Ai'gelander and Heis
;

6-5 Behrmann ; 7 m. Cape Catalogue (1878-72). It is included by
Schonfeld in his provincial list of variables. He says (? quoting

Schmidt), "August, 1864, und 1869, unter den giinstigstenllmstanden

nur mit Miihe zu sehen, und selbst in dem hochgelegenen Kephissia

nur 7 m. im Opernglas." A.jST. 74'1770." From a discussion of the

various magnitudes assigned by different observers, C. H. F. Peters

comes to the conclusion (A.N. 2360) that this star is probably variable

with a long period. 6'62 H.P.

I estimated it about 7 m. August, 1877 (Punjab), and November,
1882 (Ireland). Dr. Gould found it 6-6 or 6-7 from observations at

Cordoba ( Z7r«??0OTefoV« Argentina, p. 296).

No. 688. 67 Aquabji.—4 m. Ptolemy and Sufi ; 6J, 7 Lalande

(44433-4); 6 Harding ; 6 m. Argelander and Heis; 6-4 Grould ; 6 m.
Franks, October 15, 1877. Sir W. Herschel gives 67-78. 6-20 H.P.

September 5, 1877, I found 67 less than k Aquarii, and equal to

a 7 m. (Harding) about 1° 20' south of it.

No. 689. 66 (^) Aqtjakii.—6, 5, and b\ Lalande (44436-8) ; 6 m.
Harding ; 5-6 Argelander and Heis ; 5 Franks, 1877, and 1 mag. > 68.

Sir W. Hersehel gives 66 ~ 59 (u). The Cordoba estimates vary from
4-8 to 5-6, and Dr. Gould thinks it " probably variable " {U.A.,

p. 310). 4-81 H.P.

No. 690. -q Pegasi.—3 m. Ptolemy, Sufi, Lalande, Harding, Arge-

lander and Heis; 3-31 Sir J. Hersehel. In the MontUy Notices of the

R.A.8., January, 1874, Mr. Christie (now the Astronomer Boyal)

says, " there can be no doubt that rj Pegasi is a new variable star of

moderate period." Sir "W. Hersehel gives 55 (C) , 62 (77) . 48 (y).

2-95 Pritchard ( 1882-658). Schmidt thought its colour variable—more
or less red in different years. 3-06 and 3-2 H.P.
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JSTo. 691. f Pegasi.—4-5 Sufi; 5 Lalande and Bessel ; 4-5 Arge-

lander and Heis ; 4-8 in D.M. Sir W. Herschel gives 2 (e) -23 (^).

13 (v) ;
4*6 Gould (at AlLany), and 4*3 at Cordoba. Gould suspects

variation. 4-62 Pritchard (1882-658). September 4, 1883, I estimated

it two steps brighter tban 55 Pegasi. 4-23 and 4-5 H.P.

[N'o. 692. e Grtjis.—4 m. Lacaille ;
4-5 Behrmann ; 4 m. Cape

Catalogue (1876"72); 3*5 Gould, who says, there is some reason to

suspect that it is " somewhat variable with a long period." The
Cordoba estimates " showed a regular increase of brightness througli

each stage from 3' 7 to 3*4."

No. 693. - 69 Aqtjaeii.—5, 5|-, and 6 Lalande (t^) (44568-70)

;

5 m. Harding ; 6 m. Heis ;
5*8 Gould ; 6 Franks. Gould marks it " red."

5-55 H.P.
December, 1875, considerably fainter than t^ (71) Aquarii.

September 6, 1877, I found this star equal to 74 and 77 Aquarii,

but less than t Aquarii (71 Fl.).

IS'o. 694. -Aqtjakii.—A nebula discovered by Tempel, September

19, 1879, and suspected of variability from the fact of its having

escaped detection by previous observers. He describes it as very little

fainter than the nebula Herschel II. 744 (Nature, IS'ov. 20, 1879).

No. 695. i Cephei.—4-3 Ptolemy, Sufi, and Argelander ; 4 m.
Harding; 3-4 Heis; 3*73 Sir J. Herschel {Cape Observations, -p. MO);
4 m. Pranks, October 13, 1877 [private letter). Schmidt considers

this star to be variable with a period of 368 or 369|- days. He found
maxima, January 10, 1848 ; January 1, 1849; and January 15, 1850;
and minima on July 30, 1848; July 18, 1849; and August 7, 1850.

He compared the star with y, but thicks it doubtful which is the

variable (AN 1069); 3-61 Pritchard (1882). 362 and 3-8 H.P.
Sir W. Herschel found /3 - , t. 77, and 32 (t) ; 3 (•>/).

In December, 1876, I found l a little less than y, and slightly less

than t, Cephei.

No. 696. y (22) Piscis Austealis.—6 m. Lacaille ;
4-5 Argelander,

Heis, and Behrmann. The Cordoba estimates vary from 4"5 to 5"0.

In 1874 I found y less than /?, but brighter than S.

No. 697. Lalande 44782-4 Piscium.—7 and 7^- Lalande; 8 m.
Bessel ; 6|- Lament ; 8 in DM ;

6-7 Heis, but found by Gould much
below 7 m. He thinks it "not improbably variable " (Uranometria
Argentina, p. 40).

No. 698. p Pegasi.— 5i 6 Lalande; 5 Harding; 5 Heis; 5-2

Gould; 5 Pranks, October 14, 1877, "slightly brighter than or"

{private letter). Sir W. Herschel found 46 (^)- 50 (p), 49 (o-) and 50-31.

I found this star about half a magnitude brighter than o- Pegasi

(5 m. Heis, and 5-3 Gould) on the following dates :—October 8, 1879
;

October 14, 1879 ; and three steps brighter on the following dates :

—
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September 18, 1881 ; and IN'oyember 6, 1882. One of the two stars is

possibly variable to a small extent.

'Eo. 699. 45 Heis Laceet^ = 7995 B.A.C.—Suspected variable bv
Pierce, who says, " This is a reddish star, and there is a difference of

1"3 between the magnitudes of the Uranometria and DurcJimustenmg ."

It is 5 m. in LaJande's Catalogue (44897), and 7 m. in Harding's Atlas.

IS'ot in Birmingham'' s Catalogue. Pierce gives the following estimates

of magnitude:—5"8 Argelander ; 5-4 Heis; 4'5 DX; 5*16 Pierce.

August 23, 1883, From comparisons with 3 and 5 Andromedae, I esti-

mated the mag. at 5*2 (or midway in light between 3 and 5). 5-17 H.P.

^0. 700. 51 Pegasi.— 5 m. Lalande (44894) ; 6 Harding. Sir W.
Herschel gives 56-51, 60; 6-5 Heis; 5^ Pranks, October 17, 1877
("> 40, 41 or 45 "), {frirate letter). 5-55 H.P.

September 10, 1883, 1 estimated this star at 5'8—brighter than 40,

41, or 45.

ISTo. 701. EiKiitNGHA.il 625 AarAsn.—Secchi found this star "8
and 9 Dec, 1868, rose-coloured, and not full red—an undeniable

change in the spectrum since last year " [Notes to BirrmngTiam^ s Cata-

logue., p. 324).

iS'o. 702. a Pegasi.—2-3 Suii ; 2 Argelander and Heis; 2*65 Sir

J. Herschel {Cape Ohs., p. 440); 2+ Pranks, Oct. 15, 1877. It has

been suspected of variation {Observatory, April 1879, p. 420); 2-57

Pritchard (1882-895). 2-61 and 2-5 H.P.

jSTo. 703. bb Pegasi.—5 and 5^ Lalande (45214-5); 5 Heis; 5

Pranks, October 29, 1877; 4-5 Gould. Sir W. Herschel gives 55, 59.

The four stars 55, 57, 58, and 59 Pegasi, form a small trapezium a few
degrees south of a Pegasi. I have observed the following sequences

in these stars :

—

October 8, 1879, order of brightness 55, 59, 58, 57.

September 18, 1881, order of brightness, 55, 59, 58, 57; 58 and
57 nearly equal, and 57 red.

jS'ovember 6, 1883, order of brightness, 55, 59, 57, 58; 59 and 57
nearly equal, and 58 decidedly the faintest of the four ; 57 orange, and
about one and a-half steps brighter than 58.

September 4, 1883, sequence 55, 59, 57, 58. 55 is 4.65 in H.P. .

ISTo. 704. - 56 Pegasi.—5 m. Lalande (45224-5) ; 5 Heis ; 5i
Pranks (1877). Sir ^'- Herschel gives 62 (t) - 56 - 51, and 56, 64.*

September 10, 1883, I found 56 = o Pegasi, but one step less than

T Pegasi, or about 5 m. 4-89 H.P.

JSTo. 705.-57 Pegasi.—6 m. Lalande ;
5-6 Heis; 5-4 Gould. Sir

W. Herschel gives 58, 57. 5-45 and 4-9 H.P.
October 21, 1878. I found 57 less than 58 and 59.

October 8, 1879. 57 less than 58 Pegasi, but slightly brighter

than 52 Pegasi.

September 18, 1881. 57 very slightly less than 58 Pegasi.

jSTovember 6, 1882. 57 about \\ steps brighter than 58.
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Is^o. 706. 59 Pegasi.—5^, 6 Lalancle (45383-5); 6-5 Heis ; 5-4

Gould; 5 Franks (= 55 > 57), October 29, 1877 {private letter^. (See
note to 55 Pegasi). 5-12 and 4-8 H.P.

Xo. 707. Aquaeii.—4|^ and 5 Lalande ; 4-5 Heis; 4"1 Gould;
5 Pranks, October 29, 1877. Sir W. Hersebel gives 93 ((/^)-90 (c^)

-92 (x),and 91 (i/^^), 90 (<^). Schmidt and Gould call <^ "red;"
Birmingham, " Orange." 4*24 H.P.

Xo. 708. - 303 Bode AQrAnn = Lala^^de 45582 (6 m.) Included by
Schonfeld in his provisional list. He says, '"TJ.N. 6 m. 94 and 97

Aquarii ebenso. August, 1869, 5 bis 6 Stufen schwacher als beide

und nur 7 m. K"ach unbestimmter Erinnerung 1864 gleich hell niit

94 " A.jST. 74-1770 Auch Heis 6 m." It was estimated 6-6 m. at Cor-

doba, in 1872 and 1874, and 7m. on the meridian in 1877 {U.N'.,

p. 310). 6-29 H.P.

ISo. 709. - 22743 A. 0. AQrAEn = Lala^'de 45610 (7^). Included

by Schonfeld in his provisional list. He says, " Wegen sehr verschie-

dener Grossenangaben der Cataloge von Schulhof untersucht und Sep-

tember 15, 1873 bis Januarv, 1874, um 0^7 zunehmend beobachtet

;

im lEittel etwa 7"" 2, rothgelb. A.K". 83, 1981." It is not in -5ir-

mingJianHs Catalogue of Red Stars. It is 8 m. in Harding'' s Atlas, and
is situated about 40' n.p. 98 Aquarii. At Cordoba it was rated 7'6

in j^ovember, 1872, and 7-3 in August, 1877.

September 5, 1877. I found it equal to the star Lalande 45704
(8 m.), (which Kes about 45' «./.).

No. 710. 8 A^DEOXEDiE.—5|- Lalande; 6 m. Groombridge ; 5-6

Heis; measured 4-92 by Peirce {Harvard Annals, vol. ix). Sir "W.

Herschel found 7-8 ,11. It is a red star. In iS'ovember, 1875, I

found it slightly brighter than 7 Andromedae ; October 11, 1876, about

haK a magnitude less than 7, and slightly brighter than 11 ; JS^ovem-

ber3, 1878, half a magnitude less than 7, and a little brighter than 3
;

October 5, 1879, only very slightly, if at all less tban 7—very reddish,

with binocular, slightly brighter than 3 ; October 10, 1879, decidedly

less than 7 ; about 0-3 m.—about 0-2 m. brighter than 11 ; September,

4, 1883, 8 about three steps less than 7.

IS'o. 711. i/^ AQUAEn.—Rated 4m. by Ptolemy and Sufi; 6 La-
lande; 5 Harding, Argelander, and Heis; 4-8 Gould; 5^ Pranks,

October 29, 1877; 5-3 Espin (September 2, 1880). Sir W. Herschel

gives the sequence 94 , i//^ , 97. It is included by Schonfeld in his

provisional list (Introduction to Zweiter Catalog, von verdnderlichen

Sternen, 1875). He says, " Der drei \p Aquarii ist mir seit Jahren
als veranderlich ersehienen ; die Periode wird sehr lang sein A.jS". 77,

1832." Dr. Gould, however, seems to doubt the variability ( Z7. A.,

p. 310).

No. 712. 8122 B.A.C. Cephei (= Gkoombeidge 4040).—6 m.
Groombridge. Not in Heis'' Catalogue; 6m. Greenwich Catalogue.

Noted as variable by M. Liouville {Comptes Rendiis, vol. xlii., 1856,
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p. 546). He gives observations from 6 to 10 m., with a probable
period of 115 days, " but very doubtful, owing to want of sufficient

observations." I am not aware that the variation has since been
confirmed. It is not in Schonfeld's Catalogue, 1875, but it has been
lately suspected of variation by Franks, who rated it 7 m. in JS^ovem-

ber, 1877, and " 1'"<B.A.C. 8104." On February 22, 1884, I esti-

mated it 71 m.—more than a magnitude less than B.A.C. 8104, which
seems about 6 m. ; March 3, rather fainter about 7f ; March 13, small

about 8 m. ; March 14, 7| or 8 m. ; March 17, 7f ; March 18, 8 m.
;

March 22, 8 m.

1^0. 713. Birmingham 637 Pegasi.—I^ot in Lalande's Catalogue.

7 m. Harding; 8-5 Lament; 7 Bessel. Birmingham's observations

(1873-1875) vary from 5 to 7-5; Webb, 8 m. December 12, 1873;
Burton, not seen, September 26, 1876. My observations are :

—

]S"ovember 1, 1878, 7-J m.
December 23, 1878, a little brighter—about 7 m.
January 13, 1879, about half a magnitude brighter than a star

following r Pegasi.

August 14, 1879, about the same brightness as last observation.

September 13, 1879, about = a star^ t (3-inch refractor).

December 7, 1879, two steps brighter than the star^ t.

September 10, 1883, two steps brighter than the star^ t.

1^0. 714-Cephei.—Yariation suspected by Argelander, but not

since confirmed.

jSTo. 715. Lacailie 9455 Geuis.—5 Lacaille. The Cordoba esti-

mates for the combined light of this star and Brisbane 7280 vary from
5'7 to 6'1 [Tlranometria Argentina, p. 275).

No. 716. Lalande 45980 Aquarii.—7 m. Lalande, Piazzi, and
Bessel ; 6-5 Heis ;

7*1 Johnson, 1858. Estimated 6-3 at Cordoba, 1872
and 1874, and 1\ on the meridian, November, 1877. Dr. Gould says,

"Its variability seems probable."

No. 717. 100 Aquarii.—5 m. Lalande and Harding; 6-7 Heis.

Not in Argelander's Uranometria, nor in Behrmann's^^/as ;
6*3 Gould.

Sir W. Herschel found 101-100. September 21, 1875, I found 100
much fainter than 99 and 101 Aquarii, and about magnitude 6|-.

No. 718. Lalande 46090 Aquarii.— 6^- Lalande; 6 Argelander and
Heis, but found by Schmidt to be invisible without the telescope on

July 9 and 10, 1878. It was rated 7 m. by Bessel and only 8-9 by
Lamont. The Cordoba estimates are 6"7, 6-8, and 7*1.

September 21, 1879, 1 found it equal to a star closely s. of it-LL.
46085.

No. 719. I PncENicis.— 5 m. Lacaille ;
5-4 Behrmann. Gould says,

"In 1871 the magnitude of t Phoenicis was estimated as 5"1, but in

1873 it was 4*4, by the accordant estimates of two observers in each

vcar."
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No. 720. Lacaille 9535 Phcen-icis.—Dr. Gould thinks that this star

Las probably increased in light since the time of Lacaille, who rated

it 5^ and 6. The Cordoba estimates were 4-3 to 4-6 {U. A., p. 270).

1^0. 721. t Andromeda.—Hated 4-3 by Sufi; 4m. and 5m. by
Lalande ; 6 m. by Harding ; 4 m. by Argelander and Heis ; 7 m. by
Piazzi ; and 3-4 and 7 m. by d'Agelet. Sir W. Herschel found X-l,k.
It was measured 4*44 by Peirce {Harvard Annals, vol. ix.). My own
observations since May, 1875, show well-marked fluctuations in its

light, to the extent of about half a magnitude. It is sometimes dis-

tinctly brighter than its neighbour, k Andromedaj, and sometimes quite

as distinctly fainter. The observations, however, do not seem to sbow
any regular period. The star is usually about one or two steps less

than K Andromedae, but I have seen it nearly three steps hrighter than
K on several occasions during the years 1875-1884 (a step being about

"iV of a magnitude). Pritchard gives 4-58 (1882*677), k being measured
4-34 on the same date. 4-30 and 4-1 H.P. (k- 4-42 and 4-1).

ISTo. 722. y Cephei.—4 m. Ptolemy and Sufi ; 3|- Lalande ;
3-4

Argelander and Heis ; 3-48 Sir J. Herschel. Sir W. Herschel found
35 (y) - , /3 (or y about ^ a mag. brighter than /5) ; 3*51 Pritchard

(1882-841. From comparisons with ^ Cephei in 1882 and 1883, Gem-
mill considers y variable to a small extent. 3-37 and 3-5 H.P.

jSTo. 723. 104 Aquaeii.—41 and 5 Lalande ; 4 Heis. Sir W. Her-
schel found 104 - 103 ;

5*0 Gould. 4-78 H.P.

In December, 1875, and September, 1877, I found 104 brighter

than 103.

J{o. 724. Lalande 46442 PrscitiM.—7m. Lalande; 6|- Bessel; 6-5

DM ;
6-7 Heis ;

5*9 Gould, who suspects variation, although he includes

it in his Standards of Magnitudes {JJ.A., p. 36).

IN'o. 725. 8245 B.A.C. Andromeda.—7 m. Lalande (46462) ; 6-7

Heis; 7 m. Franks, 1877.

No. 726. 0)2 AauAKTi.—5 m. Ptolemy, Sufi, and Harding. Wot in

Lalande' s Catalogue ;
4-5 Argelander ; 5 Heis. Sir W. Herschel cu^, w^

;

5 m. Franks (= a)i), Oct. 29, 1877.

In December, 1875, and September, 1877, I found it brighter than
o)^ Aquarii (5-4 Heis).

No. 727. Lalande 46504-8 Pegasi = 78 Pegasi.—Eated 4^, 5^,

and 6 m. by Lalande ; 5 m. Harding ; 5 Heis ;
4-93 H.P.

No. 728. 107 AQTJAKn.—6 m. Lalande and Harding; 5-6 Heis. Sir

W. Herschel gives 106, 107, 108 ;
5-4 Gould. I foundlo7 equal to 106

Aquarii in Dec. 1875.

No. 729. 19 PiscitJM.—6 m. Lalande (46575); 5 Harding; 6*2 Arge-
lander ; 6 Heis ; 6 m. Birmingham (No. 648), "red orange"), Sept. 17,

1873, and Sept. 16, 1876; 6 m. Franks ("fiery red"), Oct. 29, 1877.
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The Cordoba estimates yaiyfi'oiiL 4-8 to 5-4, and Dr. Gould says, "The
variahility seems to me highly probable." Espin says, " The variation

is rmdoTibted, but the period may be long enough to enroll it in Class

III." (Periods of several years), {Miglish Mechanic, ITay 18, 1883).

]S"o. 730. 80 Pegasi.—5i and 61 Lalande (46719-20) ; 7 m. Hard-
ing; 6-7 Heis. J^ot in Argelander's TJranornetria. Suspected variable

by Gould, who rates it 5-8. Sir W. Herschel gives 77-80.

]S^-731. 82 Pegasi.—6 m. LaLande (46772); 6 m. Bessel; 6-0D]M[;

6-5 Argelander; 6 Heis; 5-7 Gould (at Albany), and o'S at Cordoba.

Gould suspects variation, although he includes it in his list of standards

of magnitudes {U.A., p. 36). Sir- "W. Herschel gives 70, 82, 77.

1^0. 732. BrE:u:iXGB:Air 651 Cephei.—In the notes to Birmingham'

s

Catalogue is the following remark, " JS'o, 651 (Schj. 276), colour

yellow, not red; very feeble zones; must be variable - !Mem. II. orange,

variable; third type ; feeble zones—Prodromo, &c., 1876." Birming-

ham found it 7 m. and " yellow, slight red tinge," April 18, 1873.

m. 733. P. XXIII., 216, 217 Pegasi = :S 3044.—A double star

8'5, 8"5 : 102° :
18'''5. Struve found the difference vary a whole mag.,

and "\7ebb found the components obviously unequal, p the smaller."

{Cel Oljects, p. 369).

1^0. 734. Laoatlle 9643 CEifTAmi.—6^ m. Lacaille ; 6-0 Tarnall

(1862) ;
6-7 Ellery (1867) ; 7-6 Cape Catalogue (1878-77). The Cor-

doba estimates vary fi'om 5' 5 to 6 •2.

jS'o. 735. Lalaxde 47032-34 A>"I)E03£ed^.—Bated 7-8 m. by
Lalande, Sept. 22, 1797, and 5-6 m. Xov. 11, 1798; 7 Harding.

Labaume says [R.A.S. Memoirs, vol. iv.), that but for the difference

of magnitude they might be considered identical. But as the positions

given by Lalande agree closely, the star may possibly be variable. It

was rated 6 m. by Heis (Xo. 41 of Andi'omeda), but is not in Arge-

lander's Uranometria. It is a double star 2 3050 (6, 6 : 202° : 3") and

a suspected binary.

Aug. 23, 1883, I found Heis' star (?) (the/oi 3 stavs iR Warding'

s

Atlas, Map xviii.) 4 steps brighter than Heis' Xo. 40 of Andi'omedae

(south of it) ; but query, Is Heis' star identical with the one referred

to by Labaume ? The star observed by me does not appear to be iden-

tical with Lalande's star, but is closelj following it.

Xo. 736. 3 Ceti.—5* Lalande (47200) ; 6 m. Heis ; 5.22 H.P.

Dr. Gould remarks, '

' The Cordoba estimates of magnitude of this

star range thi'ough the whole interval from 4-9 to 5 "9, leaving, in my
mind, small doubt of the variability of its light." Pranks estimated it

5^m. Oct. 29, 1877, and brighter than any of the following stars:

—

B"A.C. 8221, 8239, 8266, and 8285.
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XIX.—A Cataxogtje of Sitspecxed Vakiaele Staes. With N'otes aot)

Obsekvatiozsts. By J. E. Goee, M.E.I. A., F.E.A. S., Honorary

Member of the Liverpool Astronomical Society,

]NOTE>S ADDED IN THE PEESS.

(March, 1885.)

The following notes contain further observations of some of the stars

in the Catalogue up to the above date. My estimates of magnitude
were made in the usual way by careful comparisons with neighbour-

ing stars of nearly equal brilliancy. The magnitudes of the comparison

stars were chiefly derived from the JJranometria Argentina :
—

No. 4. Laeande 405 Ceti.—Jan. 6, 1885, I estimated it 6-6 m.
A minimum was observed by Sawyer, December 4, 1884, mag. 7"0 or

7'1 (private letter).

No. 10. 77 Andeomedje.—Gage found this star constant at 4*3

from Sept. 13, 1883, to Jan. 20, 1884 (Proceedings, Liverpool Astrono-

mical Society, Yol. n., p. 73), 4*39 H.P., and 4-6 " est."

]N"o. 12. Lalande 1013 Cassiopeia.—Eeb. 5, 1885, fainter than

the two stars n.f.

ISTo. 16. 36 Andeomeda.—5-43 H.P., Nov. 7, 1884, about 6 m.,

and = ij/' Piscium.

N'o. 26. 37 Ceti.—Eeb 5, 1885, estimated 5*5 m.

No. 30. 43 Ceti.—Nov. 12, 1884, estimated 6-8; Dec 21, 6-8.

No. 32. Laxai^de 2598 Ceti.—Nov. 12, 1884, 6-7; Dec. 21, 6-7.

No. 34. Laiande 2798 Ceti.—Nov. 12, 1884, about 8 m. ; Dec.

21, below 8 m. This star seems certainly variable.

No. 39. 42 Cassiopeia.—5-07 H.P., Sept. 19, 1884; less than
46, but brighter than 43 Cassiopeise.

No. 48. 7 Aeietis.—5-90 and 6-1 H.P. Oct. 22, 1884, 2 steps

brighter than 1 Arietis; Eeb. 14, 1885, one step less than 1 Arietis.

No. 54. 61 Ceti.—6-02 H.P. Nov. 21, 1884, estimated 6-2.

No. 58. 66 Ceti.—5-64 H.P. ; 5-8 Gould. Nov. 21, 1884, esti-

mated 5 '4.

No. 60. Lalakde 4339 Peesei.—Feb. 16, 1885, I estimated it

6-2 m.

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. IV.— SCIENCE. 2 Q
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JN'o. 61. 740 B.A.C. Cassiopeijj.—April 13, 1884, I found it

faint with binocular; Sept. 13, 1884, faint with binocular in a clear

sky; Sept. 18, faint; Nov. 7, faint; Nov. 24, faint; Jan. 6, 1885,

about 8*m.; Feb. 3, 8im.; March 12, 8-]-.

No. 64. 79 Ceti.—Nov. 21, 1884, 7 m.

No. 66. Lalande 4864 Peesei.—Feb. 5, 1885, estimated 6-5 m.;

March 12, 1885, 6-4.

No. 78. Bradley 396 Cassiopeia.—Sept. 13, 1884, three steps

brighter than 784 B.A.C; Sept. 18, and Nov. 7, 1884, two steps

brighter than 784 ; Nov. 24, one step brigher than 784 ; Jan. 6, 1885,

one step less than 784; Feb. 3, one step less than 784 B.A.C; Mar. 12,

two steps less than 784 B.A.C

No. 79. 5 Ekidani.—5-38 H.P. Later observations by Espin

show no variation.

No. 83. P Peesei.—Franks found the companion " easy enough"
with llj-inch reflector, Jan. 11, 1885, and about 2 magnitudes
brighter than Burnham's faint companions.

No. 94. 30 {e) Tatjei.—5-13 H.P. Nov. 9, 1884, 5-0; Dec. 21,

4-8; Feb. 3, 1885, 5-3.

No. 98. Lalande 7172 Tatjei.—Nov. 9, 1884, about 8 m.; Dec.

21, 8-1; Feb. 3, 1885, 8-0.

No. 103. L.ALANDE7710PEESEi.—Septl8, 1884, about 6-2m.—less
than 56 Persei. 5-97 H.P.

No. 119. tt' Oeionis (1 Fl.).—3-33 and 3-6 H.P. From observa-

tions in 1883-84, Gage found a variation from 3 -5 to 4'2, with a

probable period of about 54-|- days, and with minima on Nov. 30, 1883,

and Feb. 22, 1884, and a maximum on March 21, 1884 {Proceedings,

Liverpool Astronomical Society, vol. n. p. 72).

No. 123. o' Oeionis.—5-44 and 4-9 H.P. Dec. 23, 1884, esti-

mated 5'1 m.

No. 135. A Eridani.—Jan. 14, 1885, 4-8 m.

No. 137. n B. 16. Leporis.—5-86 H.P. Feb. 14, 1885, I esti-

mated it 5'9m.

No. 147. y Oeionis.—Gould at Albany found y decidedly brighter

than e or I Orionis, whereas Thome at Cordoba found y a |- magnitude
fainter than e or ^.
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JN'o. 150. - Oeio^'is—A9-in. star (/. 31 Orionis) strongly suspected

of variation by Argelander. Sadler has always failed to find any 9-m.

star in or near the place {English Mechanic, March 8, 1878, p. 625).

jSTo. 164. BiKiixN-GBAir 118 Oeio^^is.—March 6, 1885, estimated
6-9 m.; March 9, 6-8.

m. 169. v Attkig^.— 5-20 and 4-8 H.P. April 11, 1884, 4-9;

Feb. 3, 1885, 4-9; March 11, 5-0.

IS^o. 170. 56 Omo^fis.—March 9, 1885, 5-1 m.

1^0. 172. 77 AuEiG^.—April 11, 1884, 4-5; Feb. 3, 1885, 4-7 m.
4-47 and 4-7 H.P.

jSTo. 173. Laiaijde 11382 Okioxis.—Jan. 6, 1885, 5-4; Feb. 3,

5-4; Feb. 14, 5-4; March 11, 5-5.

jSTo. 174. 35 AuKiG^.

—

jS'ov. 7, 1884, three steps less than 85 Heis
Aurigse.

JSTo. 175. 39 Aueig^.—IN'ot in the Harvard Photometry. April

26, 1884, four steps brighter than 38 ; Ilov. 7, five steps brighter than

38; jS'ov. 23, six steps brighter than 38; Jan. 12, 1885, eight steps

brighter than 38 ; Feb. 3, 1885, sis steps brighter than 38 ; March 6,

four steps brighter than 38.

K"o. 180. Lalakde 11884.—5-67 H.P. JNTov. 27, 1884, estimated

6-1; Jan. 5, 1885, 5-7; Feb. 14, 1885, 6-0; March 14, 6-0 (H.P.
scale).

m. 182. W.B. 265 Oeionis.—Feb. 3, 1885, estimated 6-3 m.

;

Feb. 14, 6-1 m. ; March 14, 6-3.

No. 183. LALAJfDE 12104 OmoNis.—5-11 H.P. Feb. 5, 1885,
5-7 m. ; March 12, 6-0.

ISTo. 184. BiEiiiNGHAii 144 GEiriyoKuir.—Jan. 5, 1885, 6-6
; Feb.

2, 1885, 6-8 m.

JSTo. 186. BiEjrixGHAJi 147 Moxooeeotis.—Feb. 5, 1885, estimated
7-7 m.; March 12, 1885, 7-6.

No. 187. 12 MoxocEEOTis.— 5-69 and 5-3 H.P. Feb. 3, 1885,
6-4 m.; March 11, 1885, 6-4.

No. 188. 0. A. 5270. Caxis Majoeis.—I could not see tliis star

with the binocular in a clear sky, Feb. 14 and 16, 1885. It is not ia

Harding or Behrmann.

2 Q2
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No. 193. - LAiA:s-DE 12788 Moxoceeotis.—Apiil 12, 1884, faint

with, binocular in a clear sky; Feb. 3, 1885, faint, about 8-Jm.

No. 196. 33 Geminoetjm.—5-44 H.P.

No. 198. - Lacaille 2470 Caxis Majoeis.—6-53 H.P. Peb. 14,

1885, I estimated this star 7*2 m.

No. 203a. Laea:n'de 13627.—lleasured 5'38 at Harvard. Jan. 6,

1885, I estimated it 6-0; Jan. 14, 5-9; Jan. 26, 5-9; Peb. 2, 6-0;

Peb. 3, 6-0.

No. 205. 19 Mo>>-ocekotis.—4-82 H.P. March 23, 1884, 5-3
;

March 31. 5-5; April 1, 5-3; April 8, 5-5
; April 12, 5-3

; April 17,

5-3; Peb. 16, 1885, 5-5.

No. 208. 8 Caxis Majokis.—1-85 and 2-2 '' est" H.P.

No. 206. 2306 B.A.C. Moxoceeotis.—5*20 and 5-6 H.P. April

12, 1884, estimated 5*6 m.

No. 212. 18 Heis Lt^-cis.—Peb 18, 1885, I estimated it 5-2 m.

No. 221. 61 GEircs-OEnr.—5-69 H.P. April 9, 1884, estimated

6-3.

No. 225. 65 GrEirrN'OEUiy:,—5-13 H.P. April 9, 1884, two steps

brighter than 64.

No. 226. W. B. 669. Mo-s^oceeotis.—5-74 H.P. Peb. 3, 1885, esti-

mated 6"1.

No. 234. U. Cajn^is ITes-oeis.—Baxendell finds variation from 8*5

to 13 m., with a period of 423 davs. He gives its position for 1885,
E.A. 7\ 23-". 27^-5, N. 8° 42'-9 {private letter, Oct. 1884). This star

should be transfeiTed to Catalogue of Knoion Varialles.

No. 235. Lalande 14970 CAJsns'MisroEis.—April 8, 1884, I esti-

mated it 6-4, and Jan. 6, 1885, 6-4.''|Espin's observations, 1881-1884,

vary from 6*55 to 6'3.

No. 242. Stetjve 1143"Caat:s McfOEis.—Struve identified this star

with L.L. 15179 (9 m.). "Lalande's star lies 3^-5 /., and 2' 38" north

of the place given in the Catalogue, which is that of L.L. 15177
{English Mechanic, vol. xl., p, 493).

No. 243. BiEM^fGHAir 11. 36 Geites'oetjtj:.—April 9, 1884, 64 m.

;

Peb. 4, 1885, 5-9.
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No. 261. 30 MoxocEEOTis.—3-86 H.P. ; April, 11, 1884, 3-8 m.

;

February 14, 1885, 4-0.

No. 271. 52 Cancel—April 11, 1884, about 7J m. ; February 16,

No. 272. 15 Hyde^.—5-49 H.P. ; April 11, 1884, 5-85; April

12, 5-8; February, 14, 1885, 5-85.

No. 274. BiRiriNGHAM 211 Cancel—April 11, 1884, about 7 m.,

slightly brighter than two stars n.p.; February 16, 1885, 6|-m.—about
half a magnitude brighter than the two stars n.p.

No. 275. 60 (a^) Cancei = Birmingham 212.—5-70 and 5-5 H.P.
;

April 11, 1884, one step brighter than 50 Cancri.

No. 280. Laxande 18044 Cancel—April 9, 1884,',! estimated it

6*4
; about equal to 66 Cancri.

No. 284. 3180 B.A.C. Aeg^s.-Found faint at Harvard.

No. 287. a HYDEiE.—2-02 and 2-3 H.P. On April 9, 1884. I es-

timated this star only |- magnitude less than Regulus. (a Leonis.)

No. 288. ^Leonis.—5-20 and 5-5 H.P. April 12, 1884, I esti-

mated it 5-7; April 19, 5-6; April 26, 5-6; May 11, 5'5
; February

5, 1885, 5-6; March 12, 5-6.

No. 289. 3245 B.A.C. Ues^ Majoris.—November 12, 1884, two
steps less than the star s.f.; January 12, 1885, same as last observa-

tion.

No. 292. t (35)Hyde^.—4-15 H.P. ; April 11, 1884, estimated
3"85—half a step less than 6 Hydrse.

No. 295. i/. Leonis.—5-66 and 6-0 H.P. ; May 12, 1884, 5'9m.;
May 17, 6-1 ; Febmaiy 5, 1885, 5-9.

No. 297. 12 Sextantis.—6-65 and 6-4 H.P. February 14, 1885,

I estimated it 6'7 m.

No. 324. 2543 E. IJESiE Majoeis.—September 17, 1884, 6-2
; Octo-

ber 2, 6-3
; October 10, 6-2; November 12, 6-2.

No. 344. Lalande 21860 Leonis.—March 6, 1885, estimated
6*6 m.

No. 345. X Deaconis.—4-09 and 4-1 H.P.

A:
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No. 375. /3 CosTi.—Sawyer finds a variation of about one mag. in
tliis star [private letter).

IN'o. 383. BiRMiJj-GHAM 290 Can-es Yej^atici.—Called by Schjellerup

"La Superba." Estimated 5-3 by Gage, June 15, 1884 {English

Mechanic, August 1, 1884); 5-59 and 5-9 H.P.

jSTo. 384. Laxakde 23824 Vzrgiots.—April 26, 1884, estimated 6-3

—one step brighter than LL 23410, but about half a magnitude less

than 31 Virginis.

1^0. 412. 83 TJks^ Majoeis.—April 8, 1884, I found it one step

less than Alcor (80) ; February 26, 1885, three steps less than Alcor

;

March 6, thi-ee steps less than Alcor.

:N'o. 417. V BooTis.—4-11 H.P. May 28, 1884, haK a magnitude
brighter than r Bootis—strong twilight.

No. 426. 15 Boons.—5-23 and 5-4 H.P. May 28, 1884, estimated
5-8. Espin's observations, 1882-1884, show no variation {private

letter).

No. 428. W.B. 143 Yiegixis.—6-07 H.P. April 20, 1884, esti-

mated 6'2—equal to LL 26056.

No. 431. V YiEGHs-is.—5-19 H.P. April 20, 1884, estimated 5-7.

No. 433. 103 (y-) Yiegi.ms.—6-67 H.P. April 20, 1884, 7-0—
less than LL 2627 3.

No. 436. BrRirryGHAar 327 Boons.—Espin found the light of this

star constant at 6"8-7'0 in 1882-1884 {private letter).

No. 440. 4> YiEGiNTS.—4-89 H.P. April 20, 1884, estimated 5-2.

No. 443. ir Boons.—4-59 H.P. Apiil 8, 1884, 7r= o Bootis; May
6, 1884, TT one step less than o, strong twilight; May, 28, 1884,

77 one step brighter than o.

No. 446. 31 Boons.—4-99 H.P. May 28, 1884, estimated 5-0.

Espin's observations, 1881-1884, show a difference of only 0-3 mag.
{private letter).

No. 447. 34 Boons.—April 10, 1884, 4-8. 4-93 H.P.

No. 451. Lalajs-de 27017 Boons.—7-02 H.P. and 6-5 "est."

April 20, 1884, estimated 6-8—two steps less than LL 26312.

No. 452. Lacaille 6077 Apodis.—Gould says " the variability

seems beyond question."
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No. 460. S BooTis.—3-50 H.P, March 23, 1884, 3-7; April 10,

3-6; March 21, 1885, 3-6.

No. 461. SxRtrvE 1932 Coeoj^^.—March 12, 1885, estimated 6-3.

This star seems certainly variable; March 21, 6-4.

No. 472. /A CoEON^ BoKEALis.—5-44 and 5-1 H.P. ; March 21, 1885,
5-3.

No. 474. t 1964 Coeon-E Boeealis.—April 19, 1884, I estimated

it 7-2—equal to LL 28641 {n.f. l), but less than LL 28347 ; Septem-

ber 21, 1884, 6-9—three steps IrigUer than LL 28641 ; March 9,

1885, one step brighter than LL 28641. Burnham rated the compo-
nents 8-0 and 8-2 (1880-392).

No. 479. Lalais^de 28716 Seepea^tis.—April 20, 1884, considerably

less than A Serpentis ; May 2, 1884, less than w Serpentis, and about

equal i/^ (6"2 Gould).

No. 481. 5248 B.A.C. Deaco^-is.—6-03 H.P. and 5-4 "est."

No. 494. BiEJiiNGHAM 372 Seepentis.—Found at Dunsink to have

no colour on April 30, 1880, and deep orange (!) on June 10.

No. 498. W.B. 140 ScoEPn.—5-98 H.P.

No. 500. Lalande 29822 Ophitjcii.—September 21, 1884, 7-3 m.

No. 501. X Ophitjcii.—5-03 H.P.

No. 505. /S Heeculis.—2-76 H.P. May 17, 1884, estimated 2-5

—one step brighter than ^ Herculis.

No. 508. 33 Heecflis.—May 12, 1884, 7-1 m.

No. 509. 17 Deaconis.—5-24 and 4-8 (" est") H.P.

No. 511. t Ophitjcii.—4-41 and 4-2 H.P. May 2, 1884, I found
this star considerably fainter than y Serpentis (3"83 Pritchard ; 4*00

H.P.) and about equal co Herculis (4*8 Gould ;
4-69 H.P.) ; May 12,

1884, one step brighter than w, or 4-7 m.

No. 513. 24 OpHiTJon.—5-55 H.P.

No. 515. 30 Ophitjcii.—September 20, 1884, 5-6 m. 4-98 H.P.

No. 518. /aDeaconis.—5-18H.P.

No. 526. o- Ophitjcii.—4-42 and 4-7 H.P. May 19, 1884, esti-

mated 4-4—equal to 70 Ophiucii, and reddish; May 22, 4-5.

No. 527. 51 (c) Ophiucii.—4-88 H.P.

No. 532. Biemingham 420 Ophitjcii. — September 20, 1884, in-

visible with binocular.

No. 534. Biemingham 422 Ophitjcii.—September 20, 1884. 11 m.
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1^0. 536. D.M. 45°, 2627.—April 10, 1884, 6-9; September 13,

6-8.

I\^. 537. 68 OpHrccii.—Measured 4-75 at Oxford (1882-483); 4-42

H.P. May 19, 1884, four steps less tlian 67 (o) and 70 Ophiucii

;

May 22, 1884, and September 20, 1884, same magnitude.

ISTo. 539. 7 Sa&ittaeii.—3-05 H.P.

1^0. 548. - -q Seepentis.—3-35 H.P. September 21, 1884, 3-5 m.
—equal to v Ophiucii.

1^0. 551. 42 Deaco^-is.—4-98 H.P.

^0. 554. a ScTJTi.— 4-01 H.P. September 20, 1884, estimated
4-2.

jSTo. 557. Lalande 34746 Kqjjtlm.—September 20, 1884, esti-

mated 7"7 m.

jSTo. 559. 29 Sagittaeh.—5*49 H.P.

'^0. 560. BiEiii^'GHAir 464 Aqtjilje.—September 20, 1884, I esti-

mated it 8 m. It was estimated 8 m. by Gemmill, August 20, 1884.

ls"o. 561. Laxande 35150 Seepentis.—6-01 and 6-3 H.P. May 27,

1884, 6-5; September 13, 6-5.

1^0. 564. 11 AauiLJ3.—5-20 and 5-3 H.P. May 27, 1884, 5-8 m.

;

September 13, 5-8.

No. 566. 12 AQriLiE.-4-02 H.P. September 19, 1884, estimated
4-2—tbree steps brighter than 6 Aquilee.

No. 567. ALtb^.—5-12 and 5-3 H.P.

No. 568. BiEinns'GHAM 483 Aquil^.—Gemmill estimated this star

8-5 m., August 19, 1884, and 8 m. September 2, 1884.

No. 574. Laxajv^de 36099 KqjjTLM.—6-34 H.P. September 17,

1884, 6-6 m.

No. 575. 53 Deacoxis.-5-19 H.P.

No. 577. 24 Aqutl^.—September 19, 1884, about 7 m.—slightly

brighter than the star north of it, but at least one magnitude fainter

than 27. 6-59 and 6-2 H.P.

No. 579. 6624 B.A.C. Lteje.—April 19, 1884, I estimated it 7-2

—equal to Lalande 36561, but considerably brighter than Lalande

36527 («./.) ; September 18, 1884, 7-3.

No. 580. x' Sagittaeh.-5-87 H.P.
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iSTo. 584. Lalande 36781 Aqtjilj^:.—6-17 and 5-8 H.P. '^aj 27,

1884, 6-8; September 13, 6-7.

'No. 585. a YrxpECUL^.—4*69 H.P.

JS'o. 586. Lalais^de 36863 Aqxxil^ = P. xix., 144.—September 17,

1884, 6-8 m.

^^0. 587. 36 {e) AquiLiE.—5-23 H.P. September 21, 1884, esti-

mated 5-6 m.

T^o. 590. D.M. 17°, 3997.—S. C. Chandler, Jun., considers tliat

d'Agelet's star is 7iot identical "with, the Burchmmterung star. He
failed to see any trace of a star in d'Agelet's position (0^-7

f., and 2''2 n.

of the D.M. star) with a 6i-inch reflector in 1882 and 1883, and found
it invisible with 15-inch refractor, jN^ovember 4, 1883 (Science Observer,

43-44, Yol iv.). On September, 18, 1884, I could see no trace of the

star with the binocular in a clear sky.

jSTo. 591. fji AauiLiE.—4-68 and 5-2 H.P.

Ifo. 595. 6728. B.A.C.

—

jSTov. 25, 1878, I found this star less than

LL 37237 (n.p.), but brighter than LL 37436 (n.f.); Oct. 22, 1884,

two steps less than LL 37237.

IS^o. 598. DM. 41°, 3469 Ctgiji.—6-07 H.P. Oct. 10, 1884,

three steps brighter than the star near 14 Cygni
;

Oct. 22, 1884,

six steps brighter than the star near 14; Feb. 5, 1885, six steps

brighter than the star near 14.

JSTo. 599. Lalakde 37621 Ctgni.—Nov. 19, 1883, less than LL
37783, but brighter than LL 37674; Oct. 22, 1884, same as last ob-

servation.

jS^o. 602. TT AQimiE.—5-70 and 5-9 H.P.

1^0. 604. Lalajvde 37868.—Sept. 21, 1884, about 6 m. ; two steps

less than LL 37960 ;
5-76 H.P.

jSTo. 605. 9 Sagitt^.—May 28, 1884, 6-8 m. ; Sept. 21, 6-6-at

least one magnitude less than t, Sagittse.

No. 606. e DiLicONis.—3-93 H.P. April 20, 1884, 4-1
; Peb. 16,

1885, 4-0.

No. 608. 10 Sagitt^.—May 28, 1884, half a magnitude less than

11, or 6-5 m. ; Sept. 21, 1884, 6-6.

No. 609. 7] Cygni.—4-04 and 4-2 H.P. Nov. 9, 1884, I estimated

it three steps brighter than 8 Cygni.
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No. 611. LALAjfDE 38405 Aqfil^.—Sept. 17, 1884, 6-8 m.

No. 613. Lalai^de 38506 AQriL.^j].—6-44 H.P.

No. 614. 66 AariL^.—5-74 H.P. Sept. 17, 1884, estimated 6-1,

and equal 62 xlquilse.

No. 615. Lacaille 8381 Sagittaeii.—5-97 H.P.

No. 622. Lalande 39222 Aqtiilje.—6-09 H.P. Sept. 17, 1884, I
estimated it 6-3.

No. 623. Birmingham 558 Delphini.—Sept. 17, 1884, 6-3 m.

No. 625. Awoii CAPEicoEifi.—Sept. 13, 1884, much less than LL
39361 (7-6 Gould).

No. 628. w^ Ctgni.—5-57 H.P.

No. 630. 47 Cygni.—Sept. 19, 1884, two steps less than A, but
brighter than 49 Cygni. 4-77 H.P.

No. 633. L Delphini.—5-30 H.P.

No. 634. 71 Agtol^.—4-44 H.P. Sept. 18, 1884, estimated 4-3.

No. 635. Eed Stae, near a CrGisri.—Baxendell's observations show
this star to be certainly variable {private letter, Oct., 1884). Its de-

signation will be Y Cygni.

No. 636. BrRMLNGHAM 569 Delphini.—Estimated 7-5 by Espin

June 28, 1884, and 6-3 m. July 23, 1884 {ijrivate letter). Sept. 13

1884, I estimated it 6-7; Sept. 17, 6-9
; Sept. 18, 6-9; Oct. 10, 7-2

Oct. 22, 7-3; Oct. 24, 7-1
; Nov. 5, 6-7; Nov. 7, 6*8

; Nov. 9, 6-7

Nov. 21, 6-6; Nov. 24, 6-5; Dec. 3, 6-5; Dec. 14, 6-4; Dec. 17, 6-4

Dec. 21, 6*5; Jan. 5, 1885, 6*7; Jan. 8, 6-9. This star is certainly

variable.

No. 640. 14 DELPHiifi.—6-14 and 6-3 H.P.

No. 664. 7489 B.A.C. Ctgxi.—April 19, 1884, 6-8 m., two steps

less than LL 41949 {ii.p.)\ Sept. 18, 6-8
;
6-22 H.P.

No. 664a. Birmingham 587 Cygni = D.M. 44°, 3877.—Sept. 18,

1884, about half a magnitude less than LL 42205 ; Nov. 7 and 9,

equal to LL 42205 ; Nov. 21, about 6-3, and one step brighter than LL
42205 ; Dec. 14 and 17, same as last observation; Dec. 23, 1884, two
steps brighter than LL 42205; Jan. 5, 1885, about 5-8; Jan. 12,

1885, 5-9; Jan. 26, 6-3; Eeb. 2, 6-7; Peb. 7, 6-8; Feb. 13, 6-8;

Feb. 16, 6-8; Feb. 22, 6-7; March 6, 6-7. This star seems cer-

tainly variable. Peii'ce says the star observed by him " was perhaps

DM + 45°, 3637," which is identical with LL 42376 (?j./.).
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No. 665. 41 Capkicoeni.—5-17 H.P.

ISTo. 669. Blrmingham 596 Aquaeii.—Sept. 18, 1884, about 7|-m,,

only a little brighter than the star s.f.

jS'o. 670. 28 Aqtjaeh.—5-81 H.P.

'^0. 697. Lalande 44782 Piscnnu:.—Sept. 17, 1884, estimated
7-0 m. and = LL 45030 ; Nov. 7, 1884, 7-1 m.

No. 698. p Pegasi.—4-95 H.P.

No. 710. 8 AjiTDEOMED^.—4-87 H.P.—Sept. 18, 1884, two steps

less than 7, and three steps brighter than 11 Andromedse. Peb. 14,

1885, two steps less than 7.

No. 711. xp'' Aqtjarii.—5-08 H.P.

No. 712. 8122. B.A.C. Cephei.—(Lioiiville's variable). April 2,

1884, about 8 m.; April 13, 8 m.; April 17, 7| ; May 12, 7| ; Nov.

7, 7^.; Jan. 15, 1885, 7i ; March 11, 7^.

No. 718. Lala^de 46090 Aqtjaeii.—6-67 H.P.

No. 724. Laxande 46442 Piscitjm.—Sept. 18, 1884, estimated 5-9;

Nov. 12, 6-1.

No. 725. 8245 B.A.C. Andromeda.—Gage found this star con-

stant at 6-3 from Sept. 13, 1883, to Jan. 26, 1884 {Proceedings, Liver-

pool Astronomical Society, vol. ii., p. 73).

No. 726. or AQTJAEn.—4-68 H.P.

No. 729. 19 Piscitjm.—5-15' and 5-7 H.P. Espin's observations

(1880-1884) show a variation from 5*2 to 6-2, and he deduces a period

of 165 + days, with a maximum 1884, Aug. 19, at which epoch the

maximum (5-2 m.) was "very marked" {private letter). On Sept. 17,

1884, I estimated it 5-5. This star should be transferred to Catalogue

of Knoivn Variables.

No. 730. 80 Pegasi.—6-02 H.P. Sept. 18, 1884, estimated 6-3;

Nov. 12, 6-4.

No. 731. 82 Pegasi.—5-32 and 5-5 H.P. Sept. 18, 1884, 5*2 m.;
Nov. 12, 5-2.

No. 735. Laiande 47032 ANDEOMEDji:.—5-77 H.P.

No. 736. 3 Ceti.—Feb. 4, 1885, I estimated it 5-4 m.
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IS^OTES L'ED OBSEEYATIOIS'S.

IS'o. 737. (= Lacaille 9732).

—

Q^ Lalande and Lacaille ; 6 Harding;
not given by Argelander or Heis ; 6 m. Behrmann; estimated 5-9 m.
at Cordoba; but measured only 7*29 at Harvard (H.P. 2).

1^0. 741. B 96.-6i and 7 Laxakde (9581-2) ; 6 and 7 m. Birming-
ham ; 8 Webb; 6-6 (lould ; March 9, 1885, estimated 7-0.

IS^o. 742. IS^t mentioned by Sufi ; 5 m. Lalande ; 6-5 Heis ;
4-92

and 5-1 H.P. On April 13 and 20, 1884, I found /a = A Aurigse, and
1 step brighter than cr ; Sept. 13, /x = X.

jS^o. 743. 6 m. Heis ;
5-38 Peii'ce ;

5-14 H.P.; and 5-8 " est."

J^o. 744. A companion to this star (86°-5 :
12"" 12) is suspected of

variation.

JN'o. 748. 15 lIois'ocEEOTis.—A companion to this known variable

star (139°-2 : 75"'7) has been suspected of variation. It was esti-

mated 8-5 m. by Main (1863-16), but only 12 m. by Sadler (1875-3).

JS^o. 752. March 25, 1884, equal to its neighbour D.M. 33°, 1898,

or 6-8 m., but in a photograph taken by Espin on May 19, 1884, only
7-7 m. "A third photograph was taken a few nights later, when the

star had apparently regained its previous brilliancy." It is Lalande
18957 (8 m.). iS'ot in Harding'' s Atlas.

Xo. 755. 4m. Lalande (25113) ; 5 Harding; 5 Heis; 5-5 Gould;
5-15 and 5-3 H.P.

K'o. 756. A double star; relative brightness of components variable

according to Stmve.

JS'o. 757. Nature, June 5, 1884. Position for 1885-0.

Iv^o. 759. A well-known double star; one of the components pro-

bably variable (see Southern Stellar Objects, p. 64).

S'o. 760. 4-3 Sufi; 3-4 Argelander; 3 Heis and Houzeau; 3-0

D.M. ; 3-60 Pritchard (1882-376) ; 3-36 and 3-2 H.P. June 6, 1875,

I found TT about equal to C Herculis ; Sept. 22, 1875, tt distinctly

brighter than e, but not quite equal to t, Herculis.

Xo. 761. 4-84 Pritchard (1882-731); 4-52 and 4-3 H.P. I found
it = T Draconis, March 4, 1884.
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No. 762. 5+ Lalande (33087-8) ; 5 Harding; 5-4 Heis ; 4-25 at

Oxford (1882-398) ; 4-55 and 4-8 H.P. A ^veil-known double star.

Struve rated the components at 4*9 each, and Smyth 5^ and 6.

Yariation has also been suspected in the colours of the components.

]y!ay 23, 1884, I estimated 95 one step less than 102, but considerably

brighter than 96 Herculis.

1^0. 763. 4m. Lalande ; 4 Heis; 3-67 at Oxford (1882-398);
3-99 H.P. May 23, 1884, I found it one step less than ^ Herculis.

1^0. 765. = Arg. 36°, 3243.

'Ko. 766. A close companion (126°-9 : l"-84) is suspected variable

;

8 and 9m. Dembo-u'ski; 11m. 0. Struve. Burnham found it ''very

difficult " vrith 6-inch refractor.

JS'o. 768. jN'o magnitude given in Lalande ; 8 m. Harding.

iSTo. 770. A -^ell-known double star. The small companion sus-

pected of variation by Struve, Dembowski, and 0. Struve.

1^0. 111. Sept. 17, 1884, I estimated it 6-8 m.

Xo. 772. Birmingham's observations vaiy fi'om 9-5 m. to invisi-

biUty.

iSTo. 773. One of the components of this multiple star

—

h 1886

—

has a small companion, -which has been suspected of variation; 13 m.,

Sir J. Herschel; 14m., Smyth; 16m., Piazzi Smyth at Teneriffe

(Herschel's scale) ; 10-5 m. Sadler.
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Eeport on the Botany op Lotjgh Allen", and the Sleeve-

ANiEKiN Mountains. By Samtjel Alexander Stewart, Pellow of

the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, Curator of the Collections in

the Museum of the Belfast JSTatural History and Philosophical

Society.

[Read, January 26, 1885.]

LoTJGH Allen may be reckoned amongst the principal Irish lakes.

Its general form is somewhat pear-shaped, the extreme length from

north to south being nine miles, the breadth varying from three miles

at the north to less than one mile at the southern end. The lough is

shut in, on the east side, by the Slieveanierin range of mountains, the

highest point being Slieveanierin, in the county Leitrim, 1922 feet.

Slievenakilla, which is on the boundary of the counties Cavan and

Leitrim, has an elevation of 1793 feet. On the west side the lough

is bounded by the low hills of the Arigna range, which lie in the

counties of Cavan and Eoscommon. On this side the slopes rise

steadily for a distance of one to two miles from the shore, and culmi-

nate in a ridge, the highest points of which are over 900 feet. The
surface of the lake has an elevation of 160 feet above the sea. At the

extreme north the Upper Shannon pours into the lough, from the

county of Cavan, as a rapid, though unimportant mountain stream.

Here it is augmented by the numerous rivulets which drain the sur-

rounding hills, so that it flows out at the south, near Drumshambo, as

a deep bu.t rapid river. At Ballantra, at the margin of the lake, is the

old Shannon Bridge, over which the French forces under General

Humbert passed in 1798, and which they ineffectually endeavoured to

blow up in order to prevent pursuit. The damage thus done was not

repaired, but a new road and new bridge being constructed, the old

bridge has been allowed to remain in its dilapidated state, an object of

greater interest than the much better modern structure. The violence

of the wind is often severely felt on Lough Allen, and the occasional

squalls which surge through the narrow passes of the encircling hills

are sometimes dangerous. The extent of the district now reported on

is, roughly stated, twelve miles in length, and six in breadth, an area

of some seventy-two miles, about one-fourth of which is under water.

A very large percentage of the land is occupied by boggy heaths, and

another large portion by wet pastures. A comparatively small part is

in tillage, and this mainly around the margins of the lake. To the

south, near Drumshambo, limestone rocks predominate, and afford a

better soil. The mountain streams have cut deep gorges in the hills,

forming gloomy ravines, whose sides alternate with wet sandstone

ledges, and black crumbling shales, and are but slightly relieved

by displays of wild flowers, or of graceful native shrubbery. Un-

less for the sportsman, the scene is uninviting in the extreme, and

little pains are taken by the people to improve it. Only in rare in-
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stances is there any attempt to ornament the cottages by even the

simplest flowers.

The entire district is inelnded in the Connaught coal-field, one of

the few tracts of coal-measures which remain in Ireland. The rocks

composing the strata lie far down in the Upper Carboniferous series

;

they rise on the east side to an elevation of nearly 2000 feet. These
monntains are considered by the officers of the Geological Survey as of

the age of the English Yoredale beds, and therefore at the base of the

Upper Carboniferous, and in immediate succession to the great moun-
tain limestone series, so well developed in the Ben Bulben range to

the north-west. The strata are well exposed in the admirable section

made by the Stony River, which in rainy weather rushes down the

west side of Slieveanierin as a mountain torrent. Massive beds of what
seems a valuable hematite are interstratified with soft black shales, and
occasional bands of sandstone. These beds are dominated by sandstones

that appear in low cliffs as tabular masses, and are referred by Profes-

sor Hull to the millstone grit. The elevated plateau thus constituted

was at one time continuous over a wide area, extending, as we still

see, across Cavan to Fermanagh on the east. The action of denuding
agencies, persistently operating for long periods, has resulted in sculp-

turing the surface into its present outline, and thus we have now the

Slieveanierin, and Cuilceagh ranges, and their subordinate hills, sepa-

rated by broad valleys and deep glens excavated in the underlying shale.

At the south end of Lough Allen there is a small exposure of mountain,

limestone rocks, on which flourish several plants not met with else-

where in the district. The rocks forming the low hills on the west of

the lough are classed as equivalents of the lowest coal-measures of

England, and contain thin seams of indifferent coal. In several

places this coal is extracted in small workings of a most primitive

character.

On the Arigna river, three and a-half miles north-west of Drum-
shambo, are extensive iron-works, but out of use for half a century,

and now in a state of dilapidation, heaped up with rubbish, and over-

grown with weeds. Stores of valuable metal are all around, and, if

coal suitable for smelting could be obtained, there is no reason why
these old buildings should not be replaced by still more extensive

works. A district, with rocks such as those just clescribed, nowhere pre-

sents a variety of vegetation, or yields plants of much rarity. But, as

our uplands have an altitude almost equal to that of the Ben Bulben
range, only some twenty-five miles to the north, it might nevertheless

reasonably be hoped that some of the rarities of that famous botanical

region would extend to these neighbouring hills. Such is not the case,

and the result of the present exploration is still further evidence as

to how profoundly the flora of a country is controlled by petrological

conditions. It is further to be remarked that this region, now so bare,

was at one time well wooded, and that the flora has responded to the
changed conditions, so that sylvan plants are at present extremely
scarce. The list Avhich follows irududos only plants which Avere

14. 1. A. PilOC, SEK. II VOL. IV.—SCIE.NUE. '2 II
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actually seen. A few, doubtless, were overlooked, and a very few of

the plants of early spring were missed ; but it is not allowable to

assume their occurrence, even though they be of the commonest types.

The whole number of species now put on record is 364, namely,

flowering plants 269, ferns and their allies 20, characeae 3, mosses

64, hepatics 8. The enumeration of the two latter groups is not to be

considered as at all complete, the hepatic^e not being specially sought

for, and the mosses which appear in winter remain unnoted. This

flora belongs almost entirely to District IX. of the Cylele Silernica,

and this being one of the best worked districts, but few new discoveries

could be made. The following, however, have not hitherto been pub-

lished in any list of plants in District IX., namely :

—

Medicago lupulina. Myriophyllum spicatum.

Hubus leucostachys. ^gopodium podagraria.

E.. hirtifolius. Arctium minus.

R. villicaulis. Carex aquatilis.

E. macrophyllus, Equisetum maximum.
E. koehleri. Isoetes lacustris.

E. lejeunii.

The grouping of the species in the following list amongst the

larger orders of British plants shows considerable differences when
compared with the general flora of Ireland. Some orders have a

representation much in excess of what they could claim, if this flonila

were constituted similarly to the flora at large ; the most marked of

these being the Compositse, Scrophulariaceae, and Juncaceae. Of the

latter order this small district yields two-thirds of the species repre-

sented in Ireland ; rushes are everywhere, and in an abundance which
certainly is not exceeded in any other part of the country. To balance

this preponderance of some orders, it will be observed that there is a

corresponding deficiency in others, notably the Cruciferse, Labiatse,

Orchidacese, and Filices.

Eegarding the geographical relations of this flora, it will be seen

that "Watson's British type claims the great mass of the vegetation,

the exceptions being few in number, confined to very narrow limits,

and nowhere occurring in abundance. Of Watson's English, type
only twenty can be enumerated, namely :

—
JSTuphar lutea. Carduus pratensis.

^Nasturtium palustre. Scrophularia aquatica.

Armoracia amphibia. Lysimachia vulgaris.

Hypericum androsasmum. Habenaria chlorantha.

Trifolium minus. Juncus glaucus.

Lythrum salicaria. Carex stricta.

Cicuta virosa. Trisetum flavescens.

Pulicaria dysenterica. Eestuca elatior.

Bidens tripartita. Equisetum maximum.
B. cernua. Polystichum angulare.
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Scottish type three only

—

Empetrum nigrum. Listera cordata.

Salix pentandra.

Of the Atlantic type one only—Hymenophyllum imilaterale.

The Highland type is represented by tTV^o species—Carex aquatilis,

and Isoetes lacustris ; the first named being an addition to the Irish

flora.

The list of mosses is not to be considered as exhaustive. A num-
ber of common forms do not appear, and it may be taken for granted

that some of these have been overlooked. Very minute forms have
also escaped detection by reason of the insuificiency of time to make the

search. Further, the mosses, which only come up during winter,

remain unnoticed, on account of lack of opportunity at the proper

season. Through these causes the list of mosses has been considerably

reduced; nevertheless, though not to betaken as a complete census, yet

it includes several of the less common species, and extends the range
of others. Hypnum callichroum is an addition to the Irish flora, and
the doubtful Andrsea falcata is confirmed as an Irish plant. The
variety, elegans, of Sphagnum acutifolium is also a new record.

I have again to return thanks for kind assistance in determining

the critical species, which has enabled me to record these plants with-

out any doubt as to the correctness of the names. !Mr. G. A. Holt, of

Manchester, made a microscopic examination of the greater part of the

mosses and hepatics. Professor Babington determined the Eubi, while

Messrs. H. and J. Groves, A. Bennett, F.L.S., J. Backhouse, and
A. G. More, F.L.S., gave valuable help in their several specialities.

LIST OF SPECIES.

Eanustctiiace^.

Ranunculus hederaceus (Linn.)—Kear Drumshambo chapel ; rare.

R. flammula (Linn.)—Very common.
R. acris (Linn.)—Common.
Caltha palustris (Linn.)—Marshes ; common.

NymphsACE^.

N'ymphaea alba (Linn.)—In Lough Allen, to the west of Drumshambo
;

very rare.

Xuphar lutea (Sm.)—At the extreme south of Lough Allen ; rare.

Ceucifee^.

Nasturtium officinale (R. Br.)—Common.
N. palustre (D. C.)—South end of the lough ; rare.

2 R 2
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Barbarea vulgaris (R. Br.)—Drumshambo, and borders of the lough

;

frequent.

Cardamine flexuosa (With.); C. sylvatica (Link.)—Not common; but
occurs in the Leitrim, Hoscommon, and Cavan portions of the

district; ascends to 1600 feet on Slieveanierin.

C. hirsuta (Linn.)—'Arigna old iron works, and limestone at Drum-
shambo.

0. pratensis (Linn.)—Wet pastures ; common.
Sisymbrium officinale (Scop.)—Roadsides and waste ground ; abun-

dant at Drumshambo; rare elsewhere.

Brassica campestris (Linn.)—Waste ground ; not common.
Sinapis arvensis (Linn.)—Fields ; common.
Armoracia amphibia (R. Br.)—At the south end of the lough only.

YlOLACE^.

Yiola palustris (Linn.)—Slievenakilla ; ascending to 1500 feet.

V. sylvatica (Pries.)
;

(i. riviniana.—Common.
V. tricolor (Linn.)—ISTot common.

PoLYGALACE^.

Polygala vulgaris (Linn.)—Common on the hills; risiag to 1500 feet

on Slieveanierin

Caktophyllace^ .

Lychnis flos-cuculi (Linn.)—Extremely abundant in meadows and pas-

tures; on Slieveanierin it reaches 1600 feet.

Sagina procumbens (Lian.)—Abundant.

S. nodosa (Linn.)—By Lough Scur; rare.

Stellaria media (ViU.)—Common.
S. holostea (Linn.)—Slievenakilla and Slieveanieriu ; frequent.

S. uliginosa (Murr.)—Very common.
Cerastium giomeratum (Thuil)—Roadside, Dowra, Co. Cavan ; rare.

C. triviale (Link.)—Everywhere common.
Spergula arvensis (Linn.)—Pields and waste ground; frequent.

Hypekicace^.

Hypericum androssemum (Linn.)—Bank of stream, Dowra, Co. Cavan

;

very rare.

H. tetraptcrum (Fries.)—Common in damp places.

H, pulchrum (Linn.)—Common.

Gekaniace^.

Geranium disscctum (Linn.)—Rare.

G. lucidum (Linn.)—On the limestone about Drumshambo ; rare.

G. robcrtianum (Linn.)—Common.
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OXALIDACE^.

Oxalis acetoscUa (Linn.)—Common in shady spots, especially on the

hills.

LlISTACE^.

Linnm catharticum (Linn.)—Frequent on the limestone at the south

of the lough ; rare, or absent elsewhere.

LEGtrMLNOS^.

TJlex europseus (Linn.)—About Drumshambo ; not common on the

hills.

Sarothamnus scoparius (Linn.)—Shores of the lough.

Medicago lupulina (Linn.)—Yery rare; only on the limestone at the

south of the lough.

Trifolium pratense (Linn.)—Common.
T. repens (Linn.)—Common.
T. dubium (Sibth.); T. minus (Sm.)—Common.
Lotus corniculatus (Linn.)—Yery common.
Yicia cracca (Linn.)—Common about Drumshambo, and the borders of

the lake.

Y. sepium (Linn.)—Common.
Lathyrus pratensis (Linn.)—Common,

EOSACE^.

Prunus spinosa (Linn.) ; P. communis (Huds.)—Common.
Spiraea ulmaria (Linn.)—Common about the lough.

Alchemilla vulgaris (Linn.)—Common.
A. arvensis (Linn.)—Dowra, Co. Cavan; rare.

Potentilla anserina (Linn. )^Koadsides and waste ground ; common.
P. tormentilla (Nesl.)—Common.
Comarum palustre (Linn.)—South end of the lough ; not common.
Fragaria vesca (Linn.)—Ascends to 1600 feet on Slieveanierin ; not

common.
Eubus plicatus (W. & N".) ; Tar. nitida (W. & jST.)—Under trees at

the south-east shore of Lough Allen ; not common.
[E. discolor (AY. & N.)—I believe this occurs, but I failed to

note it.]

E. leucostachys (Sm.)—Lough Allen and Lough Scur; not common.
E. leucostachys; E. vestitus.—''With whiter leaves than usual."

—

C. C. B.

E. hirtifolius (Miill.)—Common around the lough.

E. villicaulis (W. & IS".) ; var. warreni (Blox. M. S.)—Lough Allen
;

very rare.

E. macrophyllus ("Weih.)—Frequent around the lough.

E. macrophyllus, var. e. glabratus (Bab.)—Not common.
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E. koehleri y pallidus (Weihe).—I^ot common. Of another foi-m,

whicli I place under E,. koehleri ; Professor Babington says

"comes very near E. humifusus."

E. lejennii (Weihe) (?).
—"Annatiu-e most remarkable, E. lejeunii

perhaps."—C. C. B.

Eosa canina (Linn.)—Common ; the only rose seen.

Crataegus oxyacantha (Linn.)—Common; ascending to 1500 feet on

Slieveanierin.

Lttheace^.

Lythrum salicaria (Linn.)—Common.
Peplis portula (Linn.)—South end of the lough, and by the road to

Dowra ; rare.

OXAGEACE^.

Epilobium montanum (Linn.)—Shady places; frequent.

E. obscui'um (Schreb.)—Dowra, Co. Cavan; not common.
E. palustre (Linn.)

—
"Wet places; frequent.

Cii'csea lutetiana (Linn.)—Bushy places by the lough; scarce.

Haloeagace^.

Myriophyllum spieatum (Linn.)—Plentiful in the lough.

M. alteiniflorum (D. C.)—Lough Allen; not common.

PoETUXACEiE.

Montia fontana (Linn.) ; var. rivularis (Gm.)—Wet places on the hills.

Ceassulace^.

Sedum acre (Linn.)—Limestone rocks at Drumshambo ; rare.

Saxefeagace^.

Chrysosplenium oppositifolium (Linn.)—By rocky streams; rising to

1600 feet^on Sliereanierin.

ir:irBELLrFEE^.

Hyclrocotyle vulgaris (Linn.)—Margins of the lough; not abundant.

Cicuta viro?a (Linn.)—Frequent in drains at the south end of the

lough,

^gopodium podagraria (Linn.)—Drumkeerin, Co. Cavan; rare.

Carum (Bunium) flexuosum (With.)—By the lough, but not common.
Angelica sylvestris (Linn.)—Prequent, but not abimdant.
Heracleum sphondylium (Linn.)—In great abundance.
Torilis anthriscus (Huds.)—Drumshambo; not common.
Anthriscus sylvestris (Linn.)—Common.
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Hederace^.

Hedera helix (Linn.)—Rocks and walls; abundant.

CAPEIFOLIACEiE.

Sambuciis nigra (Linn.)—In great abundance.
Lonicera periclymenum (Linn.)—Yery common.

RUBIACE^.

Galium aparine (Linn.)—iS^ot common.
G. vemm (Linn.)—On the limestone ; not seen elsewhere.

G. saxatile (Linn.)—Throughout the district; perhaps the most abun-
dant plant.

G. palustre (Linn.)—Common.

VALEEIAXACEiE.

Valeriana officinalis (Linn.)— Common; ascends to 1600 feet on
Slieveanierin.

V. officinalis; var. sambucifolia (Mik.)—This is a form with few broad
leaflets, coarsely toothed all round. It occurs by Lough Allen,

but does not seem to possess sufficient constancy.

DlPSACACE^.

Scabiosa succisa (Linn.)—By the lough, but not abundant.

Composite.

Petasites yulgaris (Desf.)—By the lough occasionally.

Tussilago farfara (Linn.)—Common.
Bellis perennis (Linn.)—Common.
Solidago virgaui'ea (Linn.)—Ilocks near the summit of Slievenakilla

;

rare.

Pulicaiia dysenterica (Linn.)—Roadside, Dowra to Drumshambo

;

rare.

Gnaphalium uliginosum (Linn.)
—

"With the preceding ; rare.

Achillea ptarmica (Linn.)—By the lough ; not common.
Achillea millefolium (Linn.)—Frequent by the lough.

Matricaria inodora (Linn..)
—

"Waste ground by houses ; not at all

plentiful.

Chrysanthemum leucanthemum (Linn.)—Yery common.
Artemisia vulgaris (Linn.)—Roadside near Drumshambo ; rare.

Senecio vulgaris (Linn.)—Common.
S. sylvaticus (Linn.)—Gravelly shore of the lough ; rare.

S. jacoboea (Linn.)—Common.
S. aquaticus (Huds.)—Yery common.
Bidcns tripartita (Linn.)—Lough Allen and Lough Scur; rare.
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E. cerniia (Linn.)—Common in ditches at the sonth and west of the

lough.

Arctium minus (Schk.)—A plant with larger heads than usual; but
Professor Babington considers that I am right in placing it under
A. minus.

A. intermedium (Lange).—Frequent by roadsides near Drumshambo
;

called by the natives " Crawthon."
Centaurea nigra (Linn.)—Common.
Carduus lanceolatus (Linn.)—Common.
C. palustris (Linn.)—Common.
C. arvensis (Linn.)—Aboiit Lough Allen ; not common.
C. pratensis (Huds.)—I^ear the lough; rare.

Lapsana communis (Linn.)—By the lough; not common.
Hypochseris radicata (Linn.)—Very common.
Leontodon autumnalis (Linn.)—By the lough; frequent.

L. taraxieum (Linn.)—Common.
Sonchus oleraceus (Linn.)—Dowra and Drumkeerin; not common.
S. asper (Hoff.)—Walls of the disused iron works at Arigna, Co. Eos-

common ; rare.

Crepis virens (Linn.)—By Lough Allen, and ascends to 1600 feet on
Slieveanierin.

Hieracium pilosella (Linn.)—Common.
H. vulgatum (Pries.)—Sandstone rocks, Slievenakilla ; very rare.

The absence of hawkweeds from the damp ledges of rock is re-

markable.

Aqtjifoliace^.

Ilex aquifolium (Linn.)—East side of the lough; rare.

Gentiance^.

Erythrsea centaureum (Pers.)—Only found near Drumshambo, on the

limestone.

Menyanthes trifoliata (Linn.)—South end of the lough; not common.

BOEAGINACE^.

Myosotis palustris (With.)—Plentiful about the lough.

M. repens (Don.)—Rare by the lough; frequent on Slieveanierin and

Slievenakilla; ascending to 1500 feet.

M. caespitosa (Schultz).—Common in wet places.

M. arvensis (Lehm.)—Boadsides and fields about Dowra, Co. Cavan.

M. versicolor (Reich.)—Frequent.

ScROPHULARIACEiE.

Digitalis purpurea (Linn.)—Very abundant; rises to 1500 feet on the

mountains.

Scrophularia aquatica (Linn.)—In two or three spots on the west side

of the loush ; rare.
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S. nodosa (Linn.)—Common.
Melampyrum pratense (Linn.) ; var. montanum (Jolmst.)—Abundant

on Slieveanierin, at 1600 to 1700 feet.

Pedicnlaris palustris (Linn.)—Abundant at the south end of the lough
;

rare elsewhere.

P. sylvatica (Linn.)—Common.
Ehinanthus crista-galli (Linn.)—Abundant.
Euphrasia officinalis (Linn.)—Common.
E. odontites (Linn.)—Eoadside, Dowra to Drumshambo; not common.
Veronica beccabunga (Linn.)—Common.
V. chamsedrys (Linn.)—Common.
V. officinalis (Linn.)—Common; ascends to 1500 feet.

Y. serpyllifolia (Linn.)—On Slievenakilla and Slieveanierin, ascending

to 1500 feet.

Labiate.

Mentha aquatica (Linn.)—By the lough shores.

M. sativa (Linn.)
—

"With the preceding.

Brunella vulgaris (Linn.)—Common.
Craleopsis tetrahit (Linn.)—Drumshambo; not seen elsewhere.

Stachys sylvatica (Linn.)—About Drumshambo ; not common.
S. palustris (Linn.)—By the lough; not common.
Teucrium scorodonia (Limi.)—Ascends to 1500 feet on the mountains.

Ajuga reptans (Linn.)—Common; ascends to 1500 feet.

Lentibulaeeace^ .

TJtricularia vulgaris (Linn.)—Sparingly in ditches by the south end of

the lough.

Peimulace.^:.

Primula vulgaris (Linn.)—Common ; occurs on the mountains at 1600
feet.

Lysimachia vulgaris (Linn.)—South end of the lough ; rare.

L. nemorum (Linn.)—Yery common ; found at 1600 feet on the moun-
tains.

Plantaginaceje.

Plantago lanceolata (Linn.)—Common; ascends to 1600 feet.

P. major (Linn.)—Eoadsides, and on Slieveanierin.

Littorella lacustris (Linn.)—South end of the lough ; not common.

Chenopojdiace^.

Chenopodium album (Linn.)—Fields and waste ground.

POLTGOXACEJE.

Rumex obtusifolius (Linn.)—Common.
R. crispus (Linn.)—Dowra ; not common.
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E. acetosa (Lion.)—Common.
B,. acetosella (Linn.)—Common.
Polygonum amphibium (Linn.)—Around the lougli.

P. lapathifolium (Linn.)—Xear the lough, occasionally.

P. persicaria (Linn.)—Common.
P. hydropiper (Linn.)—Common around the lough.

P. aviculare (Linn.)—Slieveanierin.

P. conyolvulus (Linn..)—Drumshambo ; not common.

Empetrom nigrum (Linn.)—On the mountains.

CALLITEICHACE^

.

Callitriche vema (Linn.)—Common; rises to 1600 feet on SHevena-
killa.

Ueticaci:^.

Urtica dioica (Linn.)—Common.
IT. urens (Linn.)—By Carrickaport Lake; not common.

AiEEi'irFEE^.

Salix pentandra (Linn.)—jS'ear Drumkeerin ; rare.

S. alba (Linn.)—By the lough side ; not common.
S. purpurea (Linn.)—Drumshambo ; rare.

S. cinerea (Linn.)—Common.
S. aurita (Linn.)—Common; occurs at 1600 feet on the mountains.

S. caprea (Linn.)—Around the lough.

Myrica gale (Linn.)—Heath on the west side of the lough
Corylus avellana (Linn.)—i!^ot common.
Alnus glutinosa (Graert.)—Around the lough.

Hydeochabidace^.

Anacharis alsinastrum (Bab.)—In Lough Allen.

OECHIDACEiE.

Orchis maculata (Linn.)—In great abundance everywhere.

Habenaria viridis (Pt. Br.)—East of Drumshambo ; two specimens only

seen ; but very luxuriant.

H. bifolia (R. Br.)—Drumshambo, Dowra, and Shannon Pot; fi'e-

quent.

H. chlorantha (Bab.)—Common in damp pastui-es throughout the

district.

Listera cordata (P. Br.)—Sparingly, at and above 1600 feet on

SUeveanierin and Slievenakilla.
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Ieidace-s.

Iris pseiicl-acorus (Linn.)—Plentiful about the lough ; rare in the

mountain districts.

AxiSMACE^.

Alisma plantago (Linn.)—Ditches around the lough.

Triglochin palustre (Linn.)—SKevenakilla

Melakthace^.

Narthecium. ossifragum (Huds.)—Bogs and heaths near Drumshamho

;

common.

JirycACE^.

Juncus effusus (Linn.)—Common.
J. congiomeratus (Linn.)—Common.
J. glaucus (Sibth.)—By the south end of the lough.

J. articulatus (Linn.) ; J. acutiflorus (Ehr.)—Common.
J. lamprocarpus (Ehr.)—Common.
J. squarrosus (Linn.)—Abundant on the mountains.

J. bufonius (Linn.)—Very common.
Luzula maxima (D. C.) ; L. sylvatica (Bich.)—Erequent ; rises to 1500

feet on Slierenakilla.

L. campestris (Willd.)—Heaths by the lough ; frequent.

L. multiflora (Lej.); var. congesta.—Erequent on the mountains, and
also by the lough.

Ttphace^.

Typha latifolia (Linn.)—In Lough Scur, and in bog drains near

Drumshamho ; rare.

Sparganium ramosum (Huds.)—Lough Allen; not common.

Lehxace^.

Lemna minor (Linn.)—Over the district, but not at all common.

PoTAilOGETOXACE^.

Potamogeton natans (Linn.)—K'ot abundant.
P. perfoliatus (Linn.)—Common in the lough.

P. crispus (Linn.)—N'ot common.
P. pusillus (Linn.)—In Lough Allen, but not abundant.

CrPEEACE^.

Pthynchospora alba (Yahl.)—Bog by the lough ; rare.

Eleocharis palustris (Linn.)—In the lough.

E. multicaulis (Sm.)—Lough Scur, near Drumshamho.
Soirpus lacustris (Linn.)—In the lough; scarce.
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S. cscspitosiis (Linn.)—Abundant on the mountains.

Eriophoruni vaginatuni (Linn.)—Common on the mountain bogs.

E. polystachion (Linn.)—Bogs; common.
Carex pulicaris (Linn.)—Common.
C. remota (Linn.)—Slievenakilla, and by Lough Allen ; not common.
C. echinata (Murr.) ; C. stellulata (Good).—Very common.
C. leporina (Linn.) ; C. ovalis (Good.)—Common; ascends to 1500 feet

on Slievenakilla.

C. stricta (Good.)—By the lough ; a small, slender form.

C. aquatilis (Wahl.)—In a wet thicket at the margin of Lough Allen,

on the Roscommon side of the old Shannon-bridge at Ballantra,

a few dense tufts, with stems sometimes 3 feet high. I^ot pre-

viously known as occurring in Ireland.

C. goodenovii (Gay); C. vulgaris (Fr.)—Common.
C. pallescens (Linn.)

—
"Wet pastures at the Shannon Pot, county Cavan

;

rare.

C. panicea (Linn.)—By the lough.

C. pilulifera (Linn.)—Heaths by Lough Allen, and also on Slieve-

anierin.

C. giauca (Murr.)—Yery common.
C. iiava (Linn.)—Common.
C. binervis (Sm.)—On the mountains; ascending to 1600 feet.

C. hirta (Linn.)—Frequent.

C. rostrata (Stokes); C. ampullacea (Good.)—Common.
C. vesicaria (Linn.)—Frequent at the south end of the lough.

Gkami^^e^.

Phalaris arundinacea (Linn.)—By the lough; also on SHevenakilla

;

not common.
Anthoxanthum odoratum (Linn.)—Common.
Phleum pratense (Linn.)—Frequent.

Alopecurus geniculatiis (Linn.)—By the lough; not common.
Nardus stricta (Linn.)—Common on the mountains.

Agrostis vulgaris (With.)—Common.
A. alba (Linn.)—JTot common.
Holcus mollis (Linn.)—Boggy pastui-es ; frequent.

Aira ceespitosa (Linn.)—Common; ascends to 1500 feet on Slieve-

anierin.

A. flexuosa (Linn.)—Heaths by the lough ; also on Slieveanierin, at

1500 feet.

A. caryophyllea (Linn.)—Frequent.

A. prsecox (Linn.)—Not common.
Avena flavescens (Linn.)—South end of the lough; rare.

Arrhenatherum clatius (M. &K.); A. avenaceum (Beauv.)—Common,
up to 1600 feet.

Trioda decumbens (Beauv.)—On the limestone at the south end of the

lough; also on Slieveanierin, at 1600 feet.
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Molinia cffirulea (Moench.)—Very luxuriant, by the lough.
Poa anaua (Linn.)—Roadsides ; common.
P. trivialis (Linn.)—Pastures.

P. pratensis (Linn.)—Frequent.
Glyceria fluitans (P. Br.)—Ditches ; common.
Catabrosa aquatica (Beauv.)—West of Drumshambo ; rare.

Cynosurus cristatus (Linn.)—Common.
Dactylis glomerata (Linn.)—Common.
Pestuca I'ubra (Linn.)—Common.
P. elatior (Linn.)—By the lough.

P. pratensis (Huds.)—In wet places by the lough.

Bromus racemosus (Timm.)— Drumshambo and Arigna; rare.

Lolium perenne (Linn.)—Common.

Eqtjisetace^.

Equisetum arvense (Linn.)—Common.
E. maximum (Lamk.)—Not common.
E. sylvaticum (Linn.)—By the lough; also on Slieveanieria, at 1600

feet ; rare.

E. limosum (Linn.)—Common.
E. palustre (Linn.)— Common.

PiLICES.

Polypodium vulgare (Linn.)—Prequent, but not abundant.

Lastrea filix-mas (Presl.)—Common; ascends to 1600 feet.

L. dilatata (Desv.)—Common; ascends to 1700 feet.

Polystichum angulare (Willd.)—Common.
Cystopteris fragilis (Bernh.)—Walls of old iron works at Arigna; very

rare.

Athyrium filix-foemina (Bernh.)—Common; very fine, at 1600 feet.

Asplenium adiantum- nigrum (Linn.)—Walls of old works at Arigna;
also at 1600 feet on Slieveanierin ; rare.

A. trichomanes (Linn.)—Walls of Arigna, and by the Stony Piver,

Slieveanierin.

A. ruta-muraria (Linn.)—Abundant on the old Shannon-bridge at

Ballantra, and near the Drumkeeran coal-pits ; rare.

Scolopendrium vulgare (Sm.)—Common.
Blechnum boreale (Sw.)—Common; ascends to 1600 feet.

Pteris aquilina (Linn).—Common.
Hymenophyllum unilaterale (Willd.)—Sandstone cliffs, Slievenakilla,

at 1500 feet; Slieveanierin, at 1800 feet; counties Cavan and
Leitrim ; very rare.

Lycopodiace^.

Isoetcs lacustris (Linn.)—South end of the lough ; very rare.

Lycopodium selago (Linn.)—Prequent on the mountains.
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Chaeace^.

Chara contraria (Kuetz.)—In the lough ; apparently rare.

Mtella flexilis (Ag.)—In Lough Allen; with the preceding.

!N^. opaca (Ag.)—Abundant in the lough.

Mtrsci.

The classification is the same as that of Moore's " Synopsis of the

Mosses of Ireland."

DlCEANE^.

Dicranella squarrosa (Schrad.)—Damp rocks on Slieveanierin ; rare

and barren.

Ceratodon purpureus (Linn.)—Common.
Dicranum pellucidum (Hedw.)—Slieveanierin ; not common.
D. scottianum (Turner).—Slieveanierin ; very fine, but without fruit.

Distichum capillaceum (Hedw.)—Abundant on the limestone at Drum-
shambo.

GrEIMMIEiE.

Grimmia pulvinata (Dill.)—Lough Allen ; frequent.

Gr. apocarpa (Turner), var. rivulare.—Wet places, Slieveanierin, and
Lough Allen ; frequent.

Racomitrium lanuginosum (Hedw.)—On rocks, SKeveanierin.

R. aciculare (Linn.)—Slieveanierin, and Lough Allen
; abundant.

E. fasciculare (Dill.)—Slieveanierin and Lough Allen.

Leitcobkye^.

Leucobryum glaucum (Hedw.)—Slievenakilla.

Teichostomace^ .

Didymodon rubellus (B. & S.)—Common at Drumshambo,
Trichostomum tophaceum (Brid.)—By the lough.

Ditrichum homomallum (Hedw.)—Drumshambo; not common.
D. flexicaule (Schw.)—Abundant on the limestone at Drumshambo;

barren.

Tortula aloides (Koch)—Walls at Drumshambo.
T. revoluta (Schw.)—Common about the lough.

T. vahliana (Schultz)—Lough Allen; rare.

T. muralis (Linn.)—Common.
T. muralis, var. rupestris.—Limestone at Drumshambo.
T. unguiculata (Dill.)—Common around the lough.

T. fallax (Hedw.)—With the preceding, and still more abundant.

T. cylindrica (Tayl.)—By Lough AUen.
T. reflexa (Brid.)—Limestone rocks near Drumshambo ; very rare.

T. subulata (Linn.)—Frequent.

T. tortuosa (Linn.)—On an old wall at Drumshambo.
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T. rigidula (Hedw.)—Plentiful about the lough.

Encalypta streptocarpa (Hedw.)—Abundant on an old wall at Drum-
shambo.

Cinclidotus fontinaloides (Hedw.)—Frequent around Lough Allen.

Okthotkiche^.

Orthotrichum affine (Schrad.)—On trees ; common about Drum-
shambo.

0. phyllanthum (Brid.)—Abundant on trunks of trees.

Baetrahie^.

Bartramia fontana (Linn.)—Yery common.
B. arcuata (Dicks.)—Common about the lough.

Bete^.

Bryum nutans (Hedw.)—Damp walls at Arigna; rare.

B. cernuum (Hedw.)—Walls at Drumshambo; rare.

B. capillare (Linn.)—Common.
B. murale (Wills.)—Old walls at Drumshambo.
Mnium punctatum (Hedw.)—Damp rocks, Slieveanierin.

M. homum (Linn.)—Abundant on Slieveanierin.

Neckeee^.

Fontinalis antipyretica (Linn.)—Abundant in the Upper Shannon.
]S"eckera crispa (Dill.)—About Lough Allen.

Hyene^.

Climacium dendroides (Dill.)—By the lough ; barren.

Leskea polycarpa (Hedw.)—Plentiful, and in fine fruit in a wet
thicket on the borders of the lake, close to the old Shannon-
bridge ; still more abundant at Derryhallagh Lake, close to

Drumshambo.
Hypnum denticulatum (Dill.)—Lough Allen.

H. glareosum (B. & S.)—Lough Allen; rare and barren.

H. rivulare (B. & S.)—Mountain streams; rare.

H. plumosum (Sw.)—Frequent.
H. praelongum (Dill.)—About the lough.

H. palustre (Linn.)—Lough Allen.

H. cuspidatum (Dill.)—Common about the lough.

H. purum (Linn.)—Plentiful about the lough.

H. kneifiii (Schimp.)—In a well close to Drumshambo limestone

quarries, growing in long floating tufts ; barren.

H. moUuscum (Hedw.)—Abundant on the limestone rocks at the

south end of the lake.

H. cupressiforme (Dill.), var. lacunosum.—By Lough Allen ; rare.

H. cupressiforme, var. comprcssum.—On the mountains, and about

the lough ; frequent.
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H. splendens (Hedw.)—Common, but without fruit.

H. triquetrum (Dill.)—Prequent around the lough.

H. loreum (Dill.)—Abundant on Slievenakilla.

H. squarrosum (Dill.)—Common.
H. callichroum (Brid.)—Lough Allen ; rare and barren. JSTew to Irish

flora.

Seitophylle^.

Fissidens adiantoides (Hedw.)—Limestone rocks at Drumshambo.

POLTTEICHE^.

Pogonatum alpinum (Linn.)—Slieveanierin.

SpHAGNEiE.

Sphagnum cymbifolium (Brid.)—Slieveanierin.

S. cuspidatum (Ehr.)—Slieveanierin.

S. acutifolium (Ehr.)—Lough Allen.

S. acutifolium, var. elegans.—Lough Allen.

Andeeace^.

Andrsea falcata (Schimp.)—Slieveanierin ; rare. J^ot previously pub-
lished as an Irish plant. The late Mr. G. E. Hunt had collected

specimens in this country, so named, but Dr. Moore hesitated to

include it in his list ; Mr. Hunt was therefore the first to detect

this plant in Ireland.

Hepatic^.

Porella platyphylla (Linn.)—Lough Allen; frequent.

Lepidozia cupressina (Sw.)—Lough Allen.

Bazzania tricrenata (Wahl.) ; B. deflexa (Mart.)—Plentiful on Slieve-

anierin.

Scapania undulata (Linn.)—Abundant on Slieveanierin.

S. sequiloba (Schwg.)—Slieveanierin; rare. The only other 'Irish

locality for this species is that mentioned by Dr. Moore, "near
the head of Gleniii," also in Leitrim.

Diplophyllum albicans (Linn.)—Common,
Blasia pusilla (Linn.)—Southern end of Lough Allen.

Metzgeria furcata (Linn) ; var. aDruginosa (Hook.)—Common on trees.
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XXI.

—

Eeport obt the Floea. of Sotjth-IVest Donegal. By Henky
Chichestek Hakt, B.A.

[Eead, February 23, 1885.]

The following Paper combines the results of my explorations in

southern Donegal in the years 1883 and 1884. In the latter year I

had the assistance of a grant from the Academy, and as the results of

the previous season are still unpublished, and belong to the same
district, I take the opportunity of combining the two into one report.

The districts explored extended over the whole south of the

county; several of the localities visited require, however, further

examination and earlier visits. My head-quarters lay chiefly at

Carrick, Killybegs, and Donegal ; but I also paid visits of two or

three days' duration each to Ballyshannon, Bundoran, Pettigo, and
Stranorlar.

To enumerate my various expeditions would be tedious and un-
profitable, but I may be pardoned for giving a rapid geographical

sketch of the ground traversed—chiefly in the baronies of Banagh and
Tirhugh. Thus I examined the coast line from Tormore to the

county boundary south of Bundoran, leaving no creek or shore un-
searched or promontory unencompassed. I spent several days on
Blieve League, and climbed the range at about its middle height along

the seaward face, as well as exploring minutely the inner and more
profitable cliffs. The shores of Lough Eske received a careful search, as

well as numerous other lakes in the neighbourhood of Carrick, Pettigo,

and Ballyshannon : the banks of the rivers Finn, Beelan, Loughhead,
Eany, Glen, and Erne were botanized, as well as some other smaller

streams. In a previous year I had examined the Bluestack range of

mountains^ which lie in the district under consideration, but otherwise

the botany of this part of the county was almost unknown to me, and,

except superficially or at a few isolated points, undealt with at all.

Numerous interesting discoveries rewarded my labours. As these

sometimes occurred in whole batches, I will give a short summary of

the rarer plants in the most productive stations. The most prominent
of these is Slieve League : with it I propose to deal in full.

It will be well, however, first to draw attention to the geological

structure of this part of Donegal, for on it the botanical interest

mainly depends. On leaving Slieve League, a short distance in an
easterly direction along the coast brings us from the usual shales, schists,

and quartzite of the older formations to a band of carboniferous lime-

stone, which extends almost uninterruptedly along the outer headlands

and shores of Donegal Bay to Bundoran. It is occasionally replaced

by Silurian rocks and sometimes by an almost equally fertile limestone

1 See Journal of Botany, 1882.
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of an older date. This belt reaches inland several miles in some places,

as at Brown Hall, Lough Esk, and along the Erne to Belleek ; and to

it is due the presence of several lime-loving species which do not occur

elsewhere in the county. Moreover, the warmer and more productive

soil to which it gives , rise supports some species which would not

otherwise occur so far north ; acting, as the Derry trap-rocks do, in

enabling lowland species there to reach an unwonted altitude. Another
noticeable feature in the limestone flora is the variety of its species

and the small quantity of this kind of derivative soil which enables

them to exist. The absence of the gregarious turf-loving dominant
sorts of heather is also remarkable, and a chief cause of the varied

flora. The line of junction of limestone hills with those of other for-

mation is recognizable at a considerable distance (as in the neigbour-

hood of Ballyshannon) by this prevalence or absence of heather.

EivEE, Een^e.

Between Ballyshannon and Belleek, along the banks of the river

Erne, a noble body of water rushing over a series of limestone

cascades about five miles long, I gathered the following plants :

—

Cornus sanguinea, sparingly on the right bank ; Nasturtium ampliiiium,

Lysimachia vulgaris, and Rumex hyd/rolapathum, more plentiful—the first

two on both banks. In " Cliff," the beautifully wooded residence of the

late Mr. T. Connolly, by the water's edge in thickets occurred Geranium
lucidum, Alliaria officinalis, Quercus sessili/lora, and Triticum caninum,

the last mentioned occurring also on the opposite or left bank. On
the left bank of the river, about half way and nearer to Ballyshannon,

Carex vesicaria is plentiful, while Scutellaria galericulata, Euonymus
europcBUS, Cystopteris fragilis, and other local species, occur in several

places. Elodea canadensis has found its way into this water, and here

also is the only Donegal locality for the rare fern Lastrea thelypteris,

where it was discovered by my friend A. Gr. More.

LoTJGH Eske.

This lake is about ten miles round, and most beautifully situated at

the southern base of the rugged, desolate cliffs of the Bluestack moun-
tains. Its western shores are girt with wood, which are chiefly

natural, as at Ardnamona, and the whole basin with its limestone

floor is admirably sheltered by surrounding mountains from the violent

storms, apparently on the increase, which visit this country. Of rain,

however, this valley gets more than its share. The river from Lough
Eske to the sea at Donegal is about the same length as that from
Lough Erne at Belleek. Along its banks I gathered Garex pendula,

sparingly in one place on the right bank, not far above Donegal,

Salix pentandra, TJtricularia intermedia, Viburnum opulus, Cladium

mariscus, Parnassia palustris, Festuca sylvatica, Carex hornschuchiana,

Equisetum maximum, E. sylvaticum, E. hyemale, and E. variegatum.
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Several other iiitorestiug northern and western, hut more ahnndant,

species were noticed along this river—a rapid stream, with many pretty

reaches between high limestone banks. On the immediate margin of

the lake, along the western side, Milium effusum, Carex Jiliformis, and
Ilieracium wnbellatum were gathered, the latter, with Eq^ui&etum varie-

gatum, being abundant in several places. At the north-eastern end I met
with Carum verticillatmn in some quantity—an important discovery.

Sieracium anglicum was found at the south-east end, while S. umhel-

latum is common. Thrincia hirta, Eleocliaris pauciflora, Sesleria

ccerulea, and Sagina subulata, occurred here also. In the Ardnamona
woods, after a careful and deliberate search, I succeeded in discovering

the Killarney fern, TrieJiomanes radicans, a stunted but healthy form.

I should hardly have sought it so carefully had it not been already

found in the Poisoned Glen, and I felt sure that if it occurred any-

where in the county, Lough Eske would have a claim to put in. In
these woods I met with the rare Cephalanthera ensifolia, which was
origiaally discovered here by Mrs. Brooke of Lough Eske. I found
here in one open glade great profusion of Epipactis palustris, very rare

in the north of Ireland. E. latifolia is abundant, sometimes 3 feet

high, and varying to E. media, Fries. ; Prunus padus, Polypodium plie-

gopteris, Symenopkyllum tunhridgense, Lastrea spinulosa, and, on the

outskirts, Carex pallescens, all occur here. Below Lough Eske Castle

Miss Young informed me she gathered Elatine hexandra, and near this

is the locality whence that ill-fated botanist, Mr. Corry, recorded Me-
lampyrum sylvaticum. I could not re-discover it. A good many of

the foregoing species have not previously been found in Donegal.

St. JoHisf's Point, Donegal Bay.

St. John's Point is the extremity of a low, narrow limestone pro-

montory, stretching out in a. south-westerly direction about six miles

into Donegal Bay from its northern shore. It is seldom half a-mile in

width, and its greatest elevation is 150 feet. The pasturage of this

spit of land is superb, and cattle attain a condition here which I am told

they cannot maintain when transferred to any neighbouriag grazing.

A main ingredient in the feed is the " blue grass," Sesleria

ccerulea, which is confined to the limestone, and appears to be highly

nutritive. The limestone pastures about Ballyshannon and Brown
Hall, famous for their beef, abound with this grass also. On the sides

of this promontory Trifolium medium and Parnassia palustris are very
common. At the extremity is an almost isolated patch of rocky land
from two to three miles in circumference on which stands the light-

house. The limestone here is intersected with fissures and cracks, and
forms long low terraces in the same manner as that of the Aran
Ishmds in Galway Bay, and my hopes of finding a similar flora were
not altogether disappointed. The following species, several of which
are new to the county, were tolerably plentiful :

—

Euonymus europceus,

2S2
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Galium horeale, IFieraciwn iricum, Lychnis diurna, Pulicaria dysenterica,

Geranium sanyuineum, Eiqjatorium cannaMnum, Huhus saxatilis, and
Ayrimonia eupatorium; "while . C«r/m« mdyaris, Arah's hirswfa, and
Geranium lucidum were found more sparingly. Crifhmum maritimum,

JEleocharis faudflora, and Asplenixmi ruta-miiraria, also occur ; and in

tte swampy ground at the inner edge of the point Carex riparia was
found in one wet place near a cottage below E,abley Hill. This point

has not been previously noticed by botanists.

Although not occurring on this point, I may mention here the

most interesting species which occur along the northern shore of Done-
gal Bay. At the extreme western point (Rathlin O'Beirne's Island) I

found Statice occidentalis ; and travelling east and south at various

points, given subsequently, occur Adiantum capillus-veneris, Sayina

sulidata, Saxifraya oppositifolia, Sedum rhodiola, OpMoyloastim lusitani-

cum, Statice hahusiensis, Blysmus rufus, Elymus arenarius, and Vicia

syhatica.

SuEVE League.

This mountain, long celebrated amongst lovers of cliff scenery, has

not hitherto been searched by anyone accustomed to seeking for alpine

plants. The only record I find in the Cylele Siiernica is that of

" Scdix herlacea, 1800 feet to the top, Slieve League," which is taken

from Dickie's Flora of Ulster. In More's S^ipplement thi'ee further

records appear ; two from Mr. Dunlop, Saxifraya ai%oides and Asple-

nium viride, from the north side, and Adiantum capiillus-i-eneris from

the cliffs of Slieve League, where it was first found by the Eev.

Lucius O'Brien.

Slieve League is 1972 feet high at its highest point. The summit
is west of the centre of a ridge of maritime cliffs, extending about

three miles from north-west to south-east, towering above the sea on

the south face, and sinking swiftly away in heather and bog on the

inland side. The sea cliffs are by no means sheer throughout. I

have climbed them in all directions, from end to end, and from the sea

to the summit ; but in many places there are walls of cliff of great

height rising straight up fi'om the ocean, and of the most gorgeous

colouring. There is a track to the sea at one place between the

Eagle's Nest and the One Man's Pass. While scrambling along the

sea face I came on this track amongst the steep heather, bracken, and
bear-berry, and a bare-foot priat induced me to follow it to the water's

edge. Considerably above the sea the track had disappeared, but I

could still notice footholds on the almost vertical rock, and finally

appeared an old man and a little boy emerging from the ocean brink.

They were loaded with samphire, which they eat as they rested in

their climb, and were vastly surprised at my appearance—the only

stranger they had ever seen there, and they besought of me to go no

further with my boots on ! I have never before found the peasants

using raw samphire as food. Boiled with milk it is supposed to cure

a cough. This track is called Thone-na-culliagh,
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Slieve League, east of the summit, descends on the inland side in

a series of north-facing declivities, intersected by several steep gullies,

to the coom, containing Lough Agh. The wet schistose cKffs of this

part of the mountain, which is elsewhere mainly quartzite, have
disintegrated to a rich yellow, heavy clay, lying on the ledges and
hollows, and by the sides of the various gullies. AVith the keenest
satisfaction I discovered that this ground still harboured a considerable

remnant of our oldest flora, and that those alpine species occurring do
so as a rule profusely, in some places monopolizing the soil. The
following is a list of these alpine species occurring on Slieve League.
Some of these, however, descend to sea level, even so far south as

Kerry. These have found our moist climate so satisfying, that they
have passed out of their limits, and cannot be called alpine in

Ireland :

—

Thalictrum alpinum. Polygonum viviparum.

Dryas octopetala. Oxyria reniformis.

Sedum rhodiola. Salix herbacea.

Saxifraga stellaris. Juniperus nana.

S. aizoides. Carex ligida.

S. oppositifolia. Poly stichum lonchitis.

Saussurea alpina. Asplenium viride.

Hieracium- angKcum, Fr. Lycopodium alpinum.

H. iricum, Pr. Selaginella selaginoides.

Arbutus uva ursi. Isoetes lacustris.

Yaccinium vitis-idsea.

Of these, Dryas and hollyfern are additions to the county list.

Both have previously been erroneously recorded from other places

in Donegal.

Two others, Sesleria cceruha and Galium horeale, occur at no great

distance from Slieve League, in this barony of Banagh, so that tlie

alpine total for this neighbourhood reaches twenty-three. The rest of

the county only fia-nishes, besides Hieracia, three more alpines, Braba
incana, Silene acaulis, and Carex aquatilis,^ none of which occur on the

higher mountains. Slieve League can, I think, hold its own against

any Irish mountain for its number of alpine species. Considering its

small extent of suitable ground, this is satisfactory. The total alpines

of the county is also, I believe, as large, or larger, than any other.^

Many of these species reach an unusually low level on Slieve

League, and as I was careful to observe the altitudes with my

- These Hieracia have been kindly determined for me by Mr. J. Backhouse.
^ C. aquatilis of Donegal is the lowland form, C. watsoni, and should probably

be classed amongst the " northern," not "alpine" group of Watson.
^ Pending Mr. Banington's Eeport on Ben Bulben, I cannot speak with

certainty.
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aneroid, both, this year and last, I will append a list of elevations,

^"^here no observation occurs after the name of a species, it may be con-

cluded that the plant is frequent, and descends to low levels from the

height quoted ; otherwise I have endeavoured to observe both upper
and lower limits.

SlIEVE LeAGtTJE.

Summit, 1970 to 1950.

Calluna vulgaris.

Erica cinei'ea.

Empetrum nigrum. Descending to sea-level.

Salix herbacea. Descending to 1500 feet on the north side.

Juncus squarrosus.

Luzula sylvatica.

Carex rigida. Descending to 1400 feet, north-east face.

C binervis.

1900 feet.

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi. Looking soutb from just below tbe sum-
mit to sea-level.

Yaccinum vitis-idsea. North-end of summit ; descending to 1400 feet.

1850 to 1800 feet.

Saxifraga oppositifolia. Descending to 800 feet on sea cliffs looking

nortb-west, and to 400 feet by the stream out of Croleavy

Lough, and the same beight on sea-face of Leahan.
Vaccinum myrtillus.

Scirpus coespitosa.

Polystichum lonchitis. Descending to 1470 feet on tbe northern side..

Asplenium dilatatum.

1800 to 1750 feet.

Potentilla tormentilla.

Galium saxatile.

Scabiosa succisa.

Antennaria dioica. Descends to sea-level.

Euphrasia officinalis.

Thymus serpyllum.

Carex pilulifera.

Eestuca duriuscula.

Lastrea filix-mas.

Lycopodium alpinum. North shoulder of summit ; not found lower
down.

Selaginella spinulosa. Descends to sea-level.
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1650 feet above Lake Agli ; and at 1560 feet elsewtere.

Pyrus auciiparia.

Pinguicula vulgaris.

Plantago maritima. And at 1400 feet.

1600 feet above Lake Agb.

Cerastium triviale.

Saussurea alpina. To 1330 feet.

Juncus iiliginosus.

Asplenium viride.

1560 feet ; north end of mountain.

Hieracium vulgatum. And lower to 1400 feet above sea-level above

Lough Agh.
Digitalis purpurea.

Yeronica officinalis.

1550 feet; cliff looking north; near Lake Agh.

Thalictrum alpinum. Descending to 1310 feet above sea-level.

Saxifraga aizoides. To 1140 feet.

Oxyria reniformis. To 1050 feet.

Asplenium viride. To 1200 feet.

Lycopodium selago.

1500 feet.

Cardamine pratensis.

Yiola palustris.

Y. ? sylvatica.

Chrysosplenium oppositifolium.

Hieracium anglicum. To 1400 feet.

Koeleria eristata. And again at 1400 feet.

Cystopteris fragilis. To 1040 feet.

1470 feet.

Hieracium (decipiens ?).

Listera ovata.

Carex binervis.

1450 feet.

Oxalis acetosella.

Sedum rhodiola. To sea-level.

Angelica sylvestris.

Jasione montana.
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Crepis paludosa.

Aii'a flexuosa.

Agrostis vulgaris,

llolinia cserulea.

Hymenopliylluni unilaterale.

1400 feet; nortb. and north-east end.

BanuncTiliis acris.

Saxifraga stellaris. To 1000 feet, and probably lower.

Solidago virgaurea.

Campanula rotundifolia.

Piimula Tnlgaris.

Aspleniuni dilatatum.

Bellis perennis.

Cynosurus cristatns.

Carex pulicaris.

1350 feet ; "west side.

1310 feet; looking north ; near Lake Agh.

Diyas octopetala. Polygonum viyiparum.

These two occur together sparingly in only one place, where I have
noticed them in 1883 and 1884. They are accompanied by holly fern,

and other alpines. Dryas is very scarce here.

1300 feet.

Montia fontana. Athyrium filix-foemina.

Taraxacum dens leonis. Asplenium trichomanes.

Leontodon autumnalis.

Cai'ex flava.

1100 feet.

1050 feet.

Hypericum pulchxum. Lonicera periclymenum.
Puubus saxatilis.

1000 feet ; west side.

Erica tetralix,

925 feet above Lake Agh, to its east.

Ptanuncuius flammula. Prunella vulgaris.

Polygala vulgaris. Lysimachia nemorum.
Steilaria uliginosa. Eleocharis multicaule.

Epilobium palustre.
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850 feet ; Lake Aghi.

Sedum anglicum. Potamogeton natans.

Lobelia dortmanna. Sparganium miaimuin.
Littorella lacustris. Isoetes lacustris.

Myosotis repens.

850 to 750 ; sea face of mountain.

liosa pimpineUifolia. Salix cinerea.

E. canina. S. aurita.

E.. tomentosa. S. repens.

Listera cordata. And at 550 feet

;

north-east side ; 400 feet, north

end.

Pteris aquilina.

820 feet ; looking east.

800 feet ; looking east.

Carduus palustris. Lastrea semula.

Blechnum boreale.

750 feet ; looking east.

Trifolium medium. Carex dioica.

Alchemilla arvensis.

700 feet ; sea-cliffs between Leaban and Slieve League.

^jentiana campestris. Polysticlium aculeatum.
Anagallis tenella.

650 feet ; sea-cliffs between Leaban and Slieve League.

Geranium robertianum. Teucrium scorodonia.

Gnapbalium sylvaticum. Plantago coronopus.

Pilago germanica. Asplenium adiantum-nignim.

600 feet ; sea-cliffs between Leaban and Slieve League.

Pvanunculus bulbosus. Silene maritima.

C'ochleaiia officinalis. Epilobium montanum.
Antbyllis vulneraria.

Same beigbt ; bog at nortb-west of mountain.

Drosera rotundifoHa. Pinguicula vulgaris.

D. intermedia. P. lusitanica.

D. anglica. E.byncb.ospora alba.
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400 feet ; northern slopes.

Carex dioica.

350 feet ; Carrigan Head.

Eadiola millegrana.

Sagina subulata. Yery abundant on sea cliffs at about this height

and lower.

Juniperus nana. Probably occurs higher also, but I have no note of it.

Ophiogiossum lusitanicum. Same form as that of Horn Head, Brandon
Head, and Sybil Head. Called by Syme 0. folyphyllwrn, but is

not "polyphyllous." At lower levels round the base occur

commoner species ; on the sea cliffs Crithmiim maritinmm, Ilex

aquifolmm, Adiantum capillus veneris; and inland, Carex limosa,

C. ])anic%data, Mimulus hiteus, Rubus idmus, Hypericum elodes,

II. andrososmum, and several gregarious bog plants found every-

where at low levels.

In the foregoing sketches there are many additions to the flora of

the county Donegal. Others which do not there appear will be given

in the list at the end of this report. Amongst these, two, Sieraeium
aryenteimi. Fries, Carex Iceninyliauseniana, Weihe, are additions to the

flora of Ireland, and Carex aquaiilis, W., has only just been added to its

flora by Mr. Stewart. I will now enumerate the rarer species met with,

with their habitats. A few, now first recorded, which belong to other

parts of the country, may be included. Commoner species will not, un-

less presenting some point of peculiar interest, be alluded to here.

Thalictrum alpinum, Linn. Slieve League, above Lough Agh, from
1550 to 1310 feet above sea level. Found also on the Bluestack

mountains, and at the Poisoned Grlen in Donegal.

Ranunculus heterophylhis, Bab. Bundrowes bridge, near Bundoran,^

in ditches leading to the river.

M. baudotii, Godron. By a little stream at Kildoney point, N.W.
from Ballyshannon.

R. pseudo-fluitans, Syme. Biver Eske above Donegal ; river Erne

;

Bundrowe's river near Bundoran.

R. sceleratus, Linn. Shore S.W. from Donegal.

\R. linyua, Linn. Recorded by Mackay from the shores of Lough
Eske, apparently an error. Not yet found in Donegal.]

Trollius europ^us, Linn. In several places along the river Finn, on
both banks between Drumbo and Cloghaun bridge, especially on

the left bank immediately below this bridge, at the water's edge.

This is the second Irish locality, the other occurring also in

Donegal.

Nymphcea alba, Linn. Far commoner than Nupliar lutea, Linn.,

which, however, occurs in lakes near Pettigo, Carrick, &c. &c.
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'^'Fapaver duhium, Linn. Innisfad, on the coast S.W. from Donegal.

*P. somniferum, Linn. Pields about Bundoran, apparently established.

'^'Fumaria capreolata, Linn. And "F. officinalis, Linn. Both frequent,

especially in turnip fields, with which crop they appear to be
introduced.

Barharea vulgaris, E. Br. By river Erne, and at Ballyweal by the

shore, near Donegal. A local plant in Donegal.

Arahis hirsuta, Linn. Eight bank of the Erne near Ballyshannon

;

St. John's Poiat.

[A. thaliana, Sm. Walls at Pennyburn near Derry, W. E. Hart;
from whom I have had specimens.

}

Cardamine sylvatica, Link. Woods at Lough Eske Castle.

*Sisymh'ium officinale, Scop. Ballyshannon ; Inver ; &c. Not com-
mon, and probably not native.

Alliaria officinalis, Aud. Thickets by the Erne at Cliff, near Belleek,

on the right bank.

"^Sinapis nigra, Linn. By the shore, on the edge of cultivated fields

between Killymard Eectory and the Hall, Mount Charles. Yery
rare, and probably introduced.

'^'Sinapis alba, Linn. Potato fields by the Einn, near Glenmore.
Thinly introduced.

Draha verna, Linn. Sandy downs between Bundoran and Bally-

shannon ; Miss Young.

Cochlearia danica, Linn. Shingly shore at the point of Ballyboyle,

near Donegal.

Armoracia amphihia, Koch. In the Erne above Ballyshannon in

several places. IS^ot hitherto recorded, nor likely to occur else-

where in Donegal, although " 11 " is inserted in the list of

districts after this plant in the Cylele Hihernica.

*A. rusticana, Eupp. Established near Bundoran.

* Viola odorata, Linn. A considerable growth of, I believe, this species

occurs near the mouth of the river Letter, into Lough Erne, near

Pettigo. My visit was too late to determine the species with
certainty.

Viola ctirtisii, Eorst. Sandhills at Bell's Isle, S.W. from Donegal

;

at Eintragh Bay, between Ballyshannon and Bundoran.

V. tricolor, Linn. Fields by the Einn, between Stranorlar and
Killygordon.

Brosera intermedia, Hayne. By Laree Lake near Ballyshannon ; wet
bog north of Lough Unshagh, near Slieve League.

B. anglica, Huds. East side of Lough Eske ; marsh below Breezy
Hill, west of Ballyshannon ; with the last near Lough Unshagh.
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Parnassia palustris, Linn. Common on the Kmestone from BuncToran
to St. John's Point.

JElatine hexandra, D. C. Lough Eske, south-west margin, a little

north of the Castle ; Miss Young.

Silene inflata, Sm. Bight hank of the Erne, about two miles above
Ballyshannon ; fields near BallyshaniLon and Bundoran, in several

places.

Lychnis vespertina, Sibth. Fintragh Bay ; near the road between
Ballyshannon and Bundoran. In both places both white and
pink.

L. (liurna, Sibth. Poster's Island, near Donegal ; at Cliff, near

Belleek ; St. John's Point; Doorin Point, near the old coastguard

watch-house.

*i. yithago, Linn. Fields by the roadside between Dunkineely and
Killybegs. Occasionally abundantly introduced with vetches,

and sometimes amongst corn.

Sagina subulata, Wimm. Shores of Lough Eske at the south-east

comer ; Glen Head ; Mucross Point ; abundant on the sea cliffs

about Carrigan Head, Leahan and Slieve League, from about 300
to 600 feet above sea-level.

8. nodosa, E. Meyer. Shores of Lough Eske, in several places

;

Sand-hills near Ballyshannon; Glen Bay.

Honlceneyapeploides, Ehrh. Trabane strand, near Malinbeg ; Tawny
Bay.

Arenaria serpyllifolia, Linn. St. John's Point; Bell's Isle ; between
Ballyshannon and Bundoran.

Stellaria yraminea, Lian. By the Eske, Einn, Erne, and Lough-
head rivers ; Eintragh Bay.

Cerastium tetrandrum, Curt. Glen Bay ; sand-hills at head of Inver

Bay.

C. semidecandrum, Lian. Sand-hills at head of Inver Bay.

"'AWKBa officinalis, Linn. Kiln Bay, near Dunkineely, where it is

established, but evidently an escape ; thoroughly established at

the margin of sea and cultivated land at the north-east comer of

Glen Bay. This plant is still held in the highest repute for its

medicinal qualities in some places, and was formerly much grown
in cottage gardens.

Hypericum perforatum, Linn. jSTot unfrequent, especially along the

rivers in the districts visited. J^ot found in the north of the

county.

Geranium sanyuineum, Linn. Abundant at St. John's Point. jS'ut

found previously in the north of Ireland, excepting two localities

in Antrim. On limestone.
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G. lucidum, Linn. Sparingly at St. John's Point ; hy the Erne,

about a quarter of a mile above Ballyshannon, on the left bank
sparingly ; in a thicket below the house at " Cliif," on the right

bank near Belleek. On limestone.

'^"G. pratense, Linn. In a meadow by the river at Temple Carn Grlebe,

near Pettigo. I am indebted to Miss Young for this information,

but she thinks the plant may have been introduced accidentally

from the Glebe garden.

Radiola millegrana, Sm. Coast at Port, near Tormore; at Glen Head;
and at the Eagle's ISTest, near Malinmore.

Euonymus europcBus, Linn. Pooney's island, near Donegal; coast a mile

west of Ballyshannon ; by the Erne ; near " Cliff," Ballyshannon;
Lake Gorman ; steep banks above the sea near Inver ; near Salt-

hill ; Doorin Point ; bank of Bundrowes river
;
plentiful at St.

John's Point, and in thickets by the Letter river, where it reaches

a height of ten to fifteen feet. On limestone.

Rhamnus catharticus, Linn. Kear Temple Carn Glebe ; Miss Toung.

Ulex eivropcBus, Linn. East side of Eintragh Bay ; in several places

along the Einn river, above Cloghaun bridge. The only native

stations I observed ; but it would be impossible to decide for or

against this plant being indigenous. Not on the limestone.

Trifoliimi 7nednim, Linn. Banks of rivers and limestone bluffs by
the sea, in many places, and often, as at Mucross and St. John's

Point, highly ornamental
;
prefers limestone.

Lotus major, Scop. Bather a common species in this district.

Vicia sylvatica, Linn. This handsome vetch is quite characteristic of

Donegal Bay. It occurs at Mucross Point, with maidenhair fern,

and Sedum rliodiola ; abundantly at Inver, on steep banks above
the sea near the mouth of the estuary with Euonymus ; coast

between Killybegs and Eintragh in several places ; Eintragh Bay
and thence to Largy ; between Donegal and Killymard Bectory

by the sea.

Primus padus, Linn. Sparingly in Ardnamona woods ; abundant by
the river Einn, in many places from Lifford to the Peelan water,

as at Drumbo, and below Cloghaun bridge ; forming thickets

along the Peelan water in some places, and occurring also in the

upper reaches of the Einn.

\Prunus avium, Linn. Roadsides and hedges about Pettigo, Killy-

begs, Dunkineely, and Donegal; probably nowhere native. F.
cerasus, Linn, also occurs in a half wild state.

^Spircea salicifolia, Linn. A colony of about fifteen yards in length,

growdng on the edge of the Einn water, occurs on its left

bank, about a quarter of a mile above Castlefinn bridge, looking

thoi'oughly native, but probably transported thither long since by
the river.

1^
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Agrimonia eupatorium, Linn. St. John's Point; Eanymore water,

below Drumagraa bridge.

Rulus idcBUS, Linn. By the Eske, Finn, and Erne rivers.

R. saxatilis, Linn. By the Erne, on the left bank near Ballyshannon

;

St. John's Point, Eanymore water. On limestone.

R. suberectus, And. (probably R. fissus, Lind.). By the river Einn,
and near Pettigo. I am indebted to Mr. Baker for this and the
following determinations of the Bubi.

R. discolor, "W. & IS". St. John's Point, and near Pettigo.

R. subsp. ? R. cahatus, Blox. Pettigo.

Dryas octopetala, Linn. Above Lake Agh, Slieve League, at about
1300 feet above sea-level. Very scarce in two small patches with
Polygonum viviparum. iN^either occur elsewhere on Slieve League,
and, unlike the other alpine plants, these two appear to be rapidly

undergoing extermination at the hands of commoner plants. This
species does not occur elsewhere in Donegal, the locality given
for district 1 1 in the Cylele Hilernica being a mistake, as Mr.
More informs me.

Geum rivale, Linn. Lough Head river near Killybegs ; Letter

river near Lough Erne ; Eanymore water ; by the Eoyle, below
Clonleigh.

Rosa tomentosa, Sm. Commonest rose inland.

R. canina, Linn. Commonest rose by the sea. ]N"o remarkable
varieties occur.

R. spinosissima, Linn. Sand-hills between Bundoran and Bally-

shannon. Shore below Dunkineely.

Pyrus malus, Linn. Eoadsides near Pettigo.

P. aucuparia, Gcert. Eeelan Water ; Glen river ; Inver ; Slieve

League, &c.

Peplis portula, Linn. Lake Unshagh, near Slieve League.

Epilohium hirsutum, Linn. By a rivulet at Kildoney Point, west of

Ballyshannon, and again in a ditch nearer Ballyshannon ; by the

shore at " The Doon," Malinbeg ; roadside between Donegal and
Ballyshannon.

E. parviflorum, Linn. Eight bank of Erne, near Ballyshannon, two
feet high.

I

Myriopliyllum spicaUim, Bundrowes river near Bundoran. M. alterni-

florum, D. C. Is an abundant species.

Sedum rhodiola, D. C. Mucross Point; Glen Head; Slieve League, &c.

''''S. reflexum, Linn. Eailway embankment above the Eoyle, near

Carrigans. l^ot native.

[]S. telepMum, Linn. Eooskey, in the parish of Clondahorky, in the

north of the county, in shelter of a low wall in a lea field, far
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removed from any garden or likely source of introduction, and
appearing native. It was discovered here, in 1883, by my
friend, the Kev. Alexander Stuart, then rector of Marble
Hill.}

Saxifraga stellaris, Linn. Slieve League and other mountains. JSI'ot

uncommon in Donegal.

S. aizoides, Linn. Slieve League, from 1550 to 1140 feet above sea

level, whence it was recorded in the Supplement to the Cylele

Hibernica. JN^ot found elsewhere in Donegal.

S. tridactylites, Linn. Sandy downs between Bundoran and Bally

-

shannon ; Miss Young.

^'S. umhrosa, Linn. ^Naturalized by the Letter river and Loughhead
river. 'Sot native in this part of Donegal.

S. oppositifolia, Linn. Slieve League, from 1850 to 400 feet; on
the sea cliffs of Leahan, a little north of Slieve League, from
600 to 400 feet, or lower ; also on the sea-face of Slieve League,
amongst heather, at about 800 feet

;
quite apart from alpine

plants in several places.

Eryngium ma/ritimum^ Linn. Glen Bay ; between Glen and Malin-
more.

Apium graveolens, Linn. Shores near Donegal ; Inver Bay, near
Dunkineely, and several places between that and St. John's

Point.

Selosciadium nodiflorum, Koch. Malinmore ; Kildoney Point ; road-

side near Inver, on Killybegs road. JSTot a common plant in

Donegal.

H. repens, Koch. Right bank of the Erne, above Ballyshannon.

S. inundatmn, Koch. "With the last, and near the mouth of the

Bundrowes river, near Bundoran.

^(Egopoditmi podagraria, Linn. !N'ot common except as a hateful

garden weed ; by the bridge at Inver.

Carum verticillatum, Koch. By Lough Eske, at the north-east corner,

at the mouth of a rivulet in plenty ; an important addition to the

flora of Donegal. With the recently discovered Bartsia viscosa

and the Killarney fern, this plant increases the number of the

Atlantic group found in this county.

iPimpinella
saxifraga, Linn. Local ; shores near Donegal, in several

places ; Glen Bay ; by the Erne, near Ballyshannon.

Sium augustfolium, Linn. In a ditch with Epilobium hirsutum,

N."W. from Ballyshannon at Kildoney Point; the only place I

have seen the plant in Donegal.

CEnanthe lachenalii, Gmel. Shores near Donegal; Ballyshannon;

\
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(E. crocata, Linn. By Lough Eske ; by the Erne ; roadside between
Largy and Fintragh ; by the Foyle, near Lifford and Clon-

leigh.

[ffil phellandrium, Linn. " 11 " is amongst the list of districts after

this plant's name in the Cyhele Hihernica ; no authority given,

and the plant does not, I think, occur. The river Erne is the

only likely place, but I could not find it there.]

Crithmum maritimmn, Linn. Malinbeg ; Mucross Point ; St. John's

Point, south side ; Slieve League.

Scandix pecten-veneris, Linn. Doorin Point.

\MyrrTiis odorata, Hoffm. Old walls at Loughhead, near Killybegs,

at the mouth of the river. Anciently introduced. (?)

Cormis sanyiiinea, Linn. Sparingly on the right bank of the Erne
and on the left bank of the Bundrowes river ; only on limestone,

and native
;
quite similar to the stunted form on Aran, in Gralway

Bay, "where it is also native.

Valeriana officinalis, Linn. ; var. samliicifolia, Mikan. Specimens from
limestone shingle by the sea, near Mucross Point, Mr. Baker
pronounces "clearly var. samlucifolia.''^ The form, as I ga-

thered it, is suificiently distinct.

Vihurmcm opidus, Linn. By the Eske, Erne, Eany, Finn, Bund-
rowes, and Letter rivers ; damp thickets about Mount Charles

;

very showy both in beriy and flower about the Letter river, near

Termon M'Grath's Castle. Prefers limestone.

Asperula odorata, Linn. By the Eany water above Bonny Glen
;

river between Pettigo and Lough Erne.

Galium loreale, Linn. Plentiful at the extremity of St. John's

Point. I formerly gathered this plant near Glen. On lime-

stone.

Ewpatorium cannalinuniy Linn. Eske and Erne rivers ; Bradagh
river, near Bundoran ; ditch near the sea at "Wardtown, near

Ballyshannon ; Trabane Strand, near Malinbeg ; Glen Bay ; St.

John's Point.

Petasites vulyaris, Desf . Inver ; Dunkincely ; Fintragh ; Finn river
;

Pettigo.

Aster tripolium, Linn. Glen Bay ; Inver Bridge ; Donegal to Killy-

mard.

^Aster, sp.? A. IcBvis? JSTaturalized from a cottage garden at mouth of

Bundrowes river, near Bundoran ; not flowering up to August. I

have observed the same species (I believe, American) looking like

a native by the river Nore above Kilkenny, and again below
"Woodstock.

^Znula helenium, Linn. Near Ballyshannon ; Inver to Dunkineely

;

Glen ; Dunlacky Bridge, near Dunkineely.
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PuUcaria dysenterica, Goert. Shoi'es on both sides of Donegal ; St.

John's Point ; Inver Eay ; Doorin Point.

Bidens tripartita, Linn. Eoadside between Carrick and Lake TJnna
;

Glen Bay.

B. cernua, Linn. IS'ear Bundrowes Bridge, Bundoran ; by the Foyle,
near Lifford, in railway ditches.

\Tanacettim vulgaris, Linn. Inver; St. John's Point, &c. ; not very
scarce, and established ; an escape from cottage gardens.

Filago germanica, Linn. Sand-hills south of Carrickfad, between
Donegal and Ballyshannon.

Gnaphalitim uliginosum, Linn. Pettigo ; by the Erne, right bank
;

&c.

G. syhaticum, Linn. N. E. shore of Lough Eske ; by the Einn,
above Drunibo ; between Ballyshannon and Bundoran.

Antennaria dioica, Goert. Common on mountains. Seashore at

Bell's Isle, S.W. from Donegal; shores of Lough Eske.

*Senecio sa/racenicus, Linn. Established by the river between Pettigo

and Lough Erne.

Saussurea alpina,^ D.C. Slieve League, 1600 to 1330 feet above sea

level. The second locality in the county; found by me previously

at Bulbin mountain.

Carlina vulgaris, Linn. St. John's Point, sparingly. The second
northern locality, " Ballycastle, Antrim," being the other.

Centaurea cyayius, Linn. Eields by the Finn, in several places.

{
I CicTiorium intyius, Linn. In a field near the south shore of Inch

Island, in Lough Swilly, where it was found by Mrs. Bohen's
gardener, of Burt.}

Thrincia hirta, D.C. Sea coast on limestone bluffs, a couple of miles

S. W. from Donegal; shore of Lough Eske, at the south-east end.

Only on limestone, and very rare in Donegal.

SoncJms asper, Hoffm. Eintragh Bay.

Crepis virens, Linn.. Doorin Point to Salt Hill, and elsewhere abun-
dant.

C. paludosa, Moench. Eske, Erne, Bradagh, and Einn rivers ; Slieve

League.

Amongst a series of Irish hawk-weeds, kindly determined for me
by Mr. James Backhouse, the following are from the county Donegal.

I have bracketed those not found in the district under considera-

tion :

—

Hieracimn cerinthoides, Back. (^S. anglicum, Er.), a, Slieve League
;

^ My friend, the Eev. Dr. Gvrpi., informs me tliat Mr. Colgan, a fiiend of Ms,
has found Saussurea on Slieve Snacht, near Gweedore, this year (1884).

K. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. 2 T
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/?, St. John's Point ; rocks near the sea at Ballyshannon ; Slieve

League.

H. iricum, Fr. Slieve League ; river Finn ; Killybegs river

;

{ Coolcross, Innishowen.

}

S. pallidum, Fr. ? Slieve League ; specimens insufficient for certainty^

S. argenteum, Pr. Carrick river. Mr. Backhouse and Professor

Babington, to whom the former desired, me to forward my speci-

mens, both agree about this plant, which has not been detected in

Ireland hitherto. I have it also fi'om Connemara and Down.
Specimens from Glenalla, in Donegal, are doubtfully referred to

this species.

[S. ccBsium, Pr. Coolcross, Innishowen.}

H. vulgatwn, Pr. ? River Pinn ; specimens imperfect, but " pro-

bably this species."

H. gotliicum, Pr. Killybegs river ; river Pinn.

S. gothicum, Pr.
; [3, latifolium, Backh. Eillybegs river ; Carrick

river.^

S. umlellatum, Linn. Carrick river ; Lough Eske, "near yar.Jili-

folium,^' Lough Eske, and banks of all the rivers visited in south-

west Donegal except the Erne.

[S. crocatum, Pr. Glennagiveney, Innishowen.}

Lobelia dortmanna, Linn. Lough Eske ; Lough Agh, Slieve League
;

Lough Avehy, and other lakes between'Pettigo and Ballyshannon.

^' Campanida latifolia, Linn. A couple of plants by the Letter river,

where it flows into Lough Erne ; but I was able to trace their

origin to a garden a little way up stream.

Arctostaphylos uva-wsi, Spr. Abundant on the sea-face of Slieve

League from the sea to the summit.

Vaccinium vitis-idcea, Linn. Banagher mountain, west of Lough
Eske, at 1100 feet; from close to the top of Slieve League down
to 1400 on the north side.

^'Vinca minor, Linn. Established by the Letter river near Lough.

Erne ; an outcast from a garden.

Gentiana amarella, Linn. Plentiful on the sandy downs between
Ballyshannon and Bundoran. Ifot met with elsewhere in Donegal.

G. cmnpestris, Linn., is common.

Convohidus arvensis, Linn. Abundant in fields between the old

coastguard watch-house and the Blind Rock, on the eastern shore

of Doorin promontory. Yery rare in Donegal.

^ Of the plants from Carrick river, Mr. Backhouse was doubtful, and wrote,

"heads far too numerous for gothicum;'''' hie wrote also, "like S. norvegicimi,

Fr.," and requested me to send the specimen to Professor Babington, who pla^-ed

them as above.
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'ISymph/tum officinale, Linn. Eanymore water, above Drumagraa
Bridge ; elsewhere near cottage gardens

.

^^Borago officinalis, Linn. Occurs occasionally, as by Lougli Eske,
but an escape from cultivation.

[]Echium vulgare, Linn. In a field on tlie south side of Inch Island,

where it was gathered by Mrs. Bohen's gardener, of Bart, Loagh
SwiUy.}

'^'Lycium larlarum, Linn, Established by the Bundrowes river, near

Bundoran, having spread from a cottage garden.

\Solanum dulcamara, Linn. By an inlet a couple of miles S.W. froni

Donegal, along the shore, but near a cottage. At Ballyshannon,

this plant may be seen trailed over cottages for ornament, show-
ing its means of iatroduction ; roadside by the workhouse near

Donegal.

^Linaria cymbalaria, Hill. Hoadside walls about Ballyshannon.

Scrophularia aquatica, Linn. By the Pettigo river, close to its

mouth at Lough Eske.

^Mimuliis luteus, Linn. Halinmore ; about Carrick ; very abundant
and ornamental along the Eoyle, from Liiford to Carrigans,

where it more than holds its own amongst the coarsest marsh
plants.

Veronica scutellata, Linn. By the river Eske ; Ardnamona woods
;

Crumlin lough, near Killybegs.

V. anagallis, Linn. Roadside between Donegal and Ballyshannon
;

Bundrowes bridge, Bundoran.

V. leccahunga, Linn. Grlen.

^ V. peregrina, Linn. "White-house garden, Killybegs ; Lough Eske
Castle garden, and apparently as a weed in most of the gardens
throughout the country. I have noticed its abundance fiifteen

years ago in Donegal and Deny gardens.

^Mentha viridis, Linn. On the left bank of the Finn, immediately
above Liscooly Bridge ; thoroughly established, and quite apart

from any existing cottage or garden.

*M. piperita, Sm. Roadside waste places between Tawnamully Bridge
and Lough Eske ; between Ballyshannon and Donegal ; by the

Bundrowes bridge, Bundoran ; an established escape from cot-

tage gardens.

Scutellaria galericulata, Linn. Right bank of the Erne, about a mile
above Ballyshannon, at the point where Donegal touches Lough
Erne ; on limestone shingle in a little stony bay (Port Roshin ?)

between Killybegs and Fintragh—an odd situation ; but I have
sr'cm it in exactly similar ones in Kerry, between Castletown
Bere and Adrigoole.

Galeopsis versicolor, Curt. Fields about Ballyshannon and Ballintra.

2T2
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Verlena officinalis, Linn. Gathered for several years in one place close

to Termon M'Grath's Castle, on the confines of the county, near
Pettigo, by Miss Tonng.

Utricidaria vulgaris, Linn. In deep holes by the stream at Biinlin

Bar, between Donegal and Ballyshannon ; lakes between Cavan
Garden and Brown Hall ; Crumlin lough, near Killybegs; railway
ditches by the Foyle, between Lifford and Clonleigh.

U. intermedia, Hayne. Holes by the river Este ; bog-holes about
LakeUnshin, Lake Golagh, &c., west of Ballyshannon, abundant,

and extending into Fermanagh (District 10) ; bog-holes between
CaiTick and Glen, on both sides of the road. I have observed

this species for several years in Ireland, but not yet seen the

flowers. The buds, or hybernacula, are always to be found in

August and September.

U. minor, Linn. Bog-holes about Breezy Hill, west of Ballyshannon
;

lakes between Cavan Garden and Brown Hall ; bog-holes between
Carrick and Glen, on both sides of the road.

Lysimachia vulgaris, Linn. Frequent along the river Erne, at the

point where Donegal touches Lough Erne ; by Bundrowes river,

near Buncloran.

Statice hahusiensis, Fries. Rocks on the strand, between the stream and
the land, at the north-east corner of Fintragh Bay, where it was
discovered by Miss Brook of Xillybegs ; in one place between
E.ossylongan and Donegal, below the first I'esidence by the shore

after leaving Donegal. The northernmost point on the west
coast at which I have met this plant previously lies under
Croaghpatrick, in Mayo.

S. occidentaUs, Lloyd. On rocks at the signal tower on the mainland
abreast of Bathlin O'Beirne's Island, west of Slieve League.

Found only in two other localities in Donegal in the north of

Ireland.

'^' Chenopodium bonus henricus, Linn. Near Belleek, by the Erne.

*C. album, Linn. Shore at Ballyweal, near Donegal, and elsewhere

in tilled land.

Suceda maritima, Dum. Shores near Donegal, Killybegs, and Inver.

Salsoli hali, Linn. Trabane strand, near Malinbeg ; Tawny Bay,
near Carrick.

Beta maritima, Linn. Trabane strand ; Malinmore to Glen.

Salicornia herbacea, Linn, Shores about Donegal and Killy-

begs.

Atriplex angustifolia, Sm. Shore near Donegal, and at Eooney's
Island ; Inver ; St. John's Point.

A. hastata, Linn. St. John's Point, south side. A. babingtonii,

Linn. Sea-shores ; abundant.
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Rumex hydrolapathuin, Huds. In several places from one to two miles

up tlie right bank of the Erne from Ballyshannon, and again at

"Cliff" nearer to Belleek. The only localities in Donegal.

Oxyria reniformis, Hook. Slieve League, from 1550 to 1000 feet

above sea level. The second locality in the county; found by me
previously at the Poisoned Glen.

Polygonum mviparum, Linn. Slieve League, at about 1300 feet above
sea level in one place only. The second locality in the county

;

found previously by me at Bulbin Mountain in Innishowen.

P. raii, Bab. Trabane strand, near Malinbeg ; coast of Inver Bay,
below Dunkineely ; shore near Bundoran.

JEiqjJiorMa portlandica, Linn. Sand-hills south of Carrickfad, be-

tween Donegal and Ballyshannon ; near Ballyshannon to north-

west ; between Ballyshannon and Bundoran.

\Parietaria diffusa, Koch. Walls of Culmore Fort, Dean Gwyn.j

-j^Salix pentandra, Linn. Abundant in upland districts, especially

about Pettigo, Donegal, and Ballyshannon ; also along roadsides,

and so often used for holding bog ditches together, that it is

hopeless to determine whether it is native or not. My impression

is that it belongs to the country, but has been long utilized. It

is quite characteristic of some streams, as between Pettigo and
Lough Erne, where it is 25 to 30 feet high.

'XS. purpurea, Linn. Mouth of Loughhead river, near Killybegs.

S. Jierlacea, Linn. Slieve League, from near the summit to 1500
feet above sea level.

Quercus sessiliflora, Salisb. " Cliff," by the Erne, near Belleek.

Juniperus communis, Linn. Eight bank of Erne, between Bally-

shannon and Belleek ; J. nana, on Bulbin mountain, near Bally-

shannon ; abundant on limestone hills, Ballyshannon to Brown
Hall ; sea cliffs, Slieve League, Malinbeg, and Killybegs to

Eintragh.

3Sydrocharis morsus-rance, Linu. Near Pettigo, Miss Young ; but

whether in Donegal or Fermanagh I have not as yet ascertained.

'^Elodea canadensis, Kich. Plentiful in the Erne, between Bally-

shannon and Belleek.

Gymnadenia conopsea, P. Br. By the Erne ; between Cavan Garden
and Brown Hall ; Tawny Bay.

Listera ovata, E. Br. Eooney's Island, near Donegal; Glen Bay and

Eintragh bog ; amongst alpine plants on Slieve League, at 1470

feet.

L. cordafa, E. Br. Slieve League, in several places.

Mahenaria viridis, E. Br. Shore near Ballyshannon ; Doorin Point

;

St. John's Point. Probably frequent. R. hifolia, E. Br. At
Glen Bay, &c.
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Epvpactis latifolia, All. The Hall, Mount Charles; Ardnamona;
three feet high at Lough Eske Castle woods ; variable in shape
of leaves.

H. palustris, Linn. Plentiful in a glade in the Ardnamona "svoods.

Ceflialaniliera en&ifolia, Eich. I gathered this at ArdxLaniona, where
it was oiiginally discovered by Mrs. Brooke, of Lough Eske.

Allium ursinum, Linn. Lough Eske Castle woods ; Brown. Hall ; by
the Eanyniore water, on. the left bank below Drumagraa Bridge.

^'A. l)alingto7m, Wood. Established on the coast of Inver Bay, north,

side.

Juncus glmicus, Ehi'h. About Donegal, Ballyshannon, Killybegs,

Dunkineely, Bundoran, and by the river Erne.

J. ohiimflorus, Ehrh. By "Washpool" stream, a little north, of

Ballyshannon ; edges of lake north of Cavan Garden. On lime-

stone.

'? Lu%ida pilosa, "Willd. Lough Eske Castle wood. I believe it was
this species, but the specimens gathered were withered.

Typlia latifolia, Linn. Brown Hall, near Bundoran ; by the Eoyle,

near Lifford ; Lake Unshagh, near Slieve League.

Sparganium simplex, Huds. Lake LTnshagh and Lough Eske.

S. minimum, Fries. Lake Golagh, and other lakes west of Bally-

shannon ; lakes Unna, Lina, Agh, &:c., near Carrick ; Lough
Avehy, near Pettigo.

Arum maadatum-, Linn. Erequent about Pettigo, Bundoran, Belleek,

Ballyshannon, and Donegal ; almost confined to the limestone and
to this part of Donegal.

N.B.—Mr. Arthur Bennett kindly examined my pond weeds. To
him the following (marked A. B.) decisions are due :

—

[Potamogeton polygonifoliiis, Pourr. Piver Lennan at Eathmelton ; a

long-leaved, usually barren form, A.B.}

P. rufescens, Schras. Lough Unshagh, near Slieve League, A. B.

P. zizii, Both. Letter river, near Pettigo, A. B.

iP. decipie)is, Hoth. Lono- lough, near Port Eoyal, PathmuUan,
A.B.j

P. lucens, Linn. Longh Eske and river Eske ;
Bundrowes river, near

Bundoran.

P. perfoliatus, Linn. Erne, near Ballyshannon ; Bundrowes river,

near Bundoran; Lough Avchy and other lakes near Pettigo;

Islanduiore in the Foyle.

P. heterophyllus, Schreb. Lake Laahtowen. near Pettigo : river

Eske.

P. crispus, Linn. Bradagh river, near Bundoran.
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Rtippia maritima, Liiui. Glen Bay ; salt marshes, near Donegal and
Ballyshannon.

Schoenus nigricans, JAini. Cladiiim marisGiis,'R,.~S>x. ] sin.di.Rhychospora

alba, Yahl, frequent.

Scirpus paiicifloms, Liglitf . Shores of Longh Eske, east side ; margins

of lakes, on limestone north of Cavan Garden; St. John's Point;

by the shore between Donegal and Killymard.

8. fluitans, Hook. Lake, near Breezy Hill ; Longh Erahesk and
ditches about L. Laghtowen, near Pettigo.

S. setaceus, Linn. By the Eske, Lough Eske, &c.

S. savii, Schm. About Loughs Eske and Shivnagh ; coast between
Malinmore and Glen ; along the Einn, above Stranorlar.

Blysnms rufus, Pam. Shores at Donegal, abundant ; Eintragh

;

Eillybegs ; Lough Head, near Killybegs.

Ca/rex dioica, Linn. Shores of Lough Gorman, between Cavan
Garden and Brown Hall ; about the base of Slieve League.

C pulicaris, Linn. ; C. disticlia, Huds. ; C. arenaria, Linn, ; C. vul-

pina, Linn. ; C. paniculata, Linn. IS'ot unfrequent.

C Icenninghauseniana. By a sunk fence between the Hall and the

sea wall, near Mount Charles, in company with C. strigom, C.

remota, &c. I^ot hitherto detected in Ireland. My specimens

were recognized by my friend, A. G. More, who tells me that

this form is usually regarded as a hybrid between C. remota and
C. paniculata. I have no note of C. paniculata in this particular

spot. C. remota, Linn. ; C. stellulata, Good, fr'equent.

C. ovalis, Good. By the Eske above Donegal.

C. curta. Good. Near Killybegs, A. G. More.

C. rigida, Good. Slieve League, summit to 1400 feet.

C. pallescens, Linn. Above Ardnamona. C. vulgaris, Eries. ; C.

panicea, Linn, frequent.

C. limosa, Linn. Marsh on east side of Bulbin Mountain, near

Ballyshannon ; Lake Unshin ; bog-holes between Glen and Carrick

on both sides of the road ; lakes, near Killybegs.

C. strigosa, Huds. This rare sedge is abundant about the Hall,

Mount Charles.

C. pendula, Huds. Bight bank of Eske river, three-quarters of a

mile above Donegal ; left bank of Eanymore water, and above
Drumagraa bridge.

C. aquatilis, Wahl. I have gathered this sedge by the river Finn
in several places, and also, I believe, by two other rivers in south

Donegal. My specimens were recognized as C. aquatilis by A.

G. More, and afterwards corroborated by Mr. A. Bennett. This

sedge has oidy been added to the Irish Elora from Lough Allen
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by Mr. Stewart in the present year. The Donegal plant differs

somewhat from 'Mx. Stewart's, hnt both appear, according to Mr.
-Bennett, to belong to the lowland form watsoni.

C. prcBcox, Jaeq. ; C. pilulifera, Lion. ; C. glauca ; C. flava, and C.

extensa, Good, frequent.

\J' C. acuta, Linn. Banks of the Einn, Admu'al Jones," Cijlele

Hihernica. Was, I believe, C. aquatilis.~\

C. Iiornschuchiana, Hoppe. By the Eske, above Donegal ; Cavan
Garden; lakes north of Ballyshannon. C. distans, Linn. ; C.

linervis, Sm., frequent.

C. l^vigata, Sm. Woods about Lough Eske castle ; abundant.

C. sykatica, Huds. Ptiver Eske ; Brown Hall ; Eany water ; Pettigo

river, &c.

C.filiformis, Linn. West side of Lough Eske, abundant in two
places ; Laree lake. Lough Unshin, and L. Golagh, west of

Ballyshannon, extending to District 10; lakes north of Cavan
Garden ; Cunlin lake, near Killybegs ; south-east comer of Lough
Eske ; Lough Avehy. C. amijullacea. Good. Common.

C hirta, Linn. Biver Eske ; Ballyshannon to Bundoran ; Ardnamona.

C. vesicaria, Linn. Left bank of Erne, above Belleek.

C. riparia, Curt. By the stream at Bunlin Bar, along the coast

between Donegal and Ballyshannon. The locality is a little north

of Carrickafad, in a deep ditch; marsh at St. John's Point.

]!^.B.—I have given the Carices in. some detail, as this family is

unusually well represented in this part of the county.

Phleum arenarium, Linn. Glen Bay ; between Ballyshannon and
Bundoran.

P. pratense, Linn. By the Einn, a little below Castlefinn. bridge.

AlopecuTiis geniculatus, Linn. Lough TJnshagh, near Carrick; by
the Erne.

Sederia ccerulea, Scop. Bocks on south side of inlet below Bally-

shannon, the only locality given in the Cyhele. Abundant on

limestone hills between Ballyshannon and Bundoran, and from
Ballyshannon to Cavan Garden ; about Lough Gorman, and
thence to Brown hall; St. John's Point, and on the promontory
leading to it, plentiful ; by the Eanymore water, in several places,

reaching up to the skirts of the Bluestack mountaias, but at no
great elevation ; south-east shore of Lough Eske ; banks by the

sea, a little north of Bundoran. Always on limestone.

Milium effusum, Linn. Ardnamona woods, Lough Eske ; left bank
of Eanymore water, below Drumagraa bridge.

? HoJcus mollis, Linn. Thickets on sandhills by the sea, north-east

end of Inver Bay. The specimens were in a withered state.
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Koeleria cristata, Pers. With, the last, and also in many places on
Slieve League.

Melica imiflora, Retz. By the Eske, Erne, and Letter rivers ;
Brown

Hall.

Sclerochloa loliacea, "Woods. Glen Bay.

Festuca sciuroides, Roth.. Doorin Point ; roadsides near Pettigo.

F. sylvatica, Will. By the Eske, above Donegal, right bank.

F. gigantea, Will. By the Erne, left bank, and Pinn, at Killygordon.

F. arimdinacea, Schreb. Eske river ; Inver Bay.
Bromus asper, Linn. By the Erne.

? B. commiitatus. Left bank of Einn, between Stranorlar and Killy-

gordon. My specimens were too withered to be positive of tbe

species.

Triticum caninum, Huds. Left bank of Erne, a little below Belleek;

at '' ClifP," and near it, extending across boundary to District 10.

T. acuium, D. C. Glen Bay and Inver Bay.

T. jimceum, Linn. Tawny Bay and Glen Bay.

Elymus arenarius, Linn. "Rinn of the Largy," and again a little

west of it, beyond Killybegs.

Lepturus incurvatm, Linn. Inver Bay, near Dunkineely; Killybegs;

Donegal.

^Lolium temidentum, Linn. By the Einn, near Clady ; sovsm.

Equisetum maximum. Lam. Erequent around Donegal Bay.

F. sylvaticum, Linn. Eske, near Donegal; S althill ; Reelan water.

E. variegatum, Schleich. By the Eske, above Donegal; and by Lough
Eske, between Ardnamore and the Castle, with an erect variety,

apparently E. macJcaiana.

E. hyemale, Linn. By the right bank of the river Eske. "Like
E. moorei,'''' Baker writes to my specimens.

Polypodium vulgare, Jairm.. N&ic.semilacerum. By the Erne, at "Ciiif.

"

F. phegopteris^ Linn. Killybegs, sparingly in several places, A. G.
Brooke ; Ardnamona and Lough Eske Castle woods ; Banagher
mountain.

Lastrea thelypteris, Presl. By the Erne. A. G. More.

L. oreopteris, Presl. Banks of Eske, Glen river, Lough head river,

Reelan water, &c. L. filix masc, Presl. ; L. dilatata, Presl.

;

L. amula, Brack. Erequent.

L. spinulosa, Presl. "Woods at Lough Eske. A form of L. dilatata.

Polystichum loncliitis, Roth. Slieve League, 1850 to 1470 feet;

previously reported, incorrectly, from Donegal in other places.

Having explored these localities, I have now the satisfaction of

restoring it legitimately to its place in the list.
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P. angulare, IS'ewman. Largy ; Lough Eske.

P. andeatum. Eoth. Lough Eske and river Eske; Loughhead

river ; Eanymore water ; Einn, near Cloghaun bridge.

Cystopterisfragilis, Bernh. By the Erne, near Ballyshannon ; Brown
Hall; Slieve League. AtJiyrmm filix f(smina, Both; Asplenium
acUantum-nigrujii, Linn. A. trichomcmes, Linn. Erequent.

Asplenium viride, Huds. 1550 feet (and higher?) to 1200 feet on
Slieve League.

A. marinum, Linn. Malinbeg ; Mucross Point ; Grlen Head.

A. ruta-muraria, Linn. Walls at Donegal, Lough Eske Castle, and
Laghy ; rocks by the right bank of the Erne ; by Loughhead
river, near Xillybegs ; St. John's Point.

Scolopendrium vulgare, Sni. Blechnum loreale, Sw. ; Pteris aquilina,

Linn ; frequent.

Ceterach offioinarum, Willd. Garden walls at Brown Hall, where
I am informed by Mr. Brook, of Killybegs, it is abundant.

Adiantiim capillus veneris, Linn. Slieve League, at Bunglass

;

Tawny Bay to Teelin Bay ; Teelin Bay to Mucross Point.

Trichomanes radicans, Sw. Ardnamona woods. Killarney fern has

also been discovered this year in Donegal, at the Poisoned Glen.

Hymenophyllum timlridgense, Sw. Lough Eske woods. S. wihoni.

Hook ; Osmunda regalis, Linn. ; common.

{Botrychium Itmaria, Sw. My visits have been too late for this plant

;

it is almost certain to occur on some of the bluffs by the sea, as

along Fintragh and St. John's Poiat.)

Ophioglossum vulgatum, Linn. Close to Lough Eske Castle, Miss
Young.

0. lusitanicum. Carrigan Head.

N.B.—Eerns have been enumerated at length to show how rich

the district is ; almost all the group as represented in Ireland occur.

Isbetes lacustris, Linn. Lough Esk ; lakes near Lough Erahesk

;

Lough Agh, and other lakes.

Lycopodium clavatum, Linn. Mountains near Pettigo, Miss Young.
Greenane.

JO. alpinum, Linn. Slieve League, near the summit.

L. selaginoides, Linn. Rocky headlands, sandy shores, and higher

mountains in wet places ; frequent. L. selago, Linn., frequent.

I will now briefly enumerate the species which have not previously

been gathered in the county Donegal. I will first, however, have the

less pleasant duty of expunging, or at least casting a strong suspicion
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on a few which occur under District 11 in the Cyhele Hilernica. These

are Rammculus lingua, CEnanthe phellandriuin, Scirpus sylvaticus, and

perhaps Carex acuta. A few others, of whose occurrence I have
received information, I will only record doubtfully, until certified by
myself according to the rule I have adopted. These are Rhamnus
catharticus, Geranium pratense, and Jli/drocharis morsus-rance, 'which

IMiss Young has observed in the neighbourhood of Pettigo. A con-

siderable number of species which are obviously introduced need not

here be repeated. I might add to this list EcMnospermum lappula, a

ballast weed which occured near the quay at Donegal. These species

are already mentioned, and may be singled out by their asterisks. The
following are additions to District 11, or county Donegal:

—

Eanunculus baudotii, Lysimachia vulgaiis,

Cochlearia danica, Statice bahusiensis.

Geranium sanguineum, E.umex hydrohapathum,

G. lucidum, Quercus sessiliflora,

Euonymus europseus, Juncus obtusiflorus,

Dryas octopetala, Potamogeton zizii,

Carum verticillatum, Carex boenninghauseniana,

Slum augustifolium, C. aquatilis,

Cornus sanguinea, C. penclula,

Carlina vulgaris, C. vesic^ria,

Thrincia hirta, C. riparia,

Hieracium pallidum, Milium etfusum,

H. caesium, Triticum caninum,

H. gothicum, Equisetum hyemale,

H. argenteum, E. variegatum,

Gentiana amarella, Polystichum lonchitis
;

and Trichomanes racltca?is, the Killarney fern, in its second Donegal
locality, may again be mentioned. Of a few others I am still in some
degree of doubt. Orchis morio, Festuca myurus, and Bromus commu-
tatus were I think gathered, but the specimens were past flowering.

In conclusion, I have the pleasure to express my sincere thanks to

the several botanists who have kindly aided me in determining my
specimens : to Mr. More, for his constant help, without which help

an Irish botanist can hardly succeed ; to Mr. Eackhouse, for his valu-

able discrimination of a long series of Hieracia from various counties
;

and to Professor Babington for his further supervision of some of that

difficult genus ; to Mr. Arthur Bennett for very material assistance in

several sets of aquatic weeds; and to Mr. Baker for the determination

of a few E,ubi, and one or two other troublesome forms. To all these

gentlemen I desire here to acknowledge my gratitude for their un-
grudging assistance.
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XXII.

—

Metamoephic Action. By G. H. Kinahan, M.E.I.A., &c.

[Read, February 23, 1885.]

PoR years it has seemed to me that certain phenomena in connexion
with the metamorphism of rocks have not met with the consideration

due to them. In deference to my fellow-labourers in America, but
especially in the Dominions, I have not hitherto put these forward

;

but now, after having seen the Canadian Laurentians, I venture to do

so.

By way of introduction, it should be mentioned that metamorphic
action may be generally placed under three classes^ :

—

Regioncd (metapepsis).—Change due to action invading more or

less considerable areas. Its exact genesis is at present somewhat
obscure. Some suggest that it is due to aqueo-igneous action, or heat

in the presence of moisture, generated by a superincumbent mass of

accumulations. According to some chemists, if the time be sufficiently

long, the change may take place under the given conditions without

the intensity of the heat being at any time great.

Contact (paroptesis).—This action invades restricted, generally

small, areas or tracts, in immediate contact with intrudes of eruptive

rocks or vents for heated gases. It is evidently due to heat generated

by them.
Chemical change (methylosis) is more especially the change at or

near the surface of the earth, that is, from without.

All rocks, no matter of what kind or of what age, are liable to be

affected by one or more of these kinds of metamorphic action, any one

of which may affect the rocks before or after the others ; but the order

in which they more commonly appear to occur is : first, contact

;

second, regional ; and afterwards, chemical change from without.

They may, however, occur so confusedly that, in places, the order is

more or less obscure. Therefore, to simplify matters, we shall at the

present time only consider the effects that regional metamorphic action

alone would produce.

Any region or area of rock-masses may be subjected successively

to two, three, or more invasions of regional metamorphosis. For
example, a tract of Cambrian rocks may have been under such condi-

tions that they are metamorphosed ; wlaile subsequently these condi-

tions were removed, to be succeeded by others, the latter again

affording the conditions of further metamorphic action ; and this

may be repeated over and over again : so that the same rocks

1 This has been already stated in chapters x. and xi. of my Geology of Ireland,

to ^^'hich I would call attention, as names used hereafter ; also details in regard to

metamorphic action, will be found therein, which it appears unnecessary to repeat

here.
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may be at certain times tinder the influence of metamorphic action ;.

while at other times the same area of rock-masses may be at or near

the surface of the earth, and so removed from metamorphic action
;

the limit of the number of distinct times the rock-masses underwent
metamorphism being the number of separate times when they were
buried under a sufficient thickness of accumulations to bring about

conditions favourable to the different invasions of metamorphic action.

This leads to the question, What effect or effects wotdd each of these

distinct aggressions of metamorphic action have on the rocks ?

The different degrees of alteration that rocks exhibit in some
metamorphic areas appear to suggest that, in an area of regional

metamorphism, the action may be much more intense about certain

centres than elsewhere ; so that, in such areas, rocks will be fonnd
graduating continuously from unaltered through " sub-metamorphic
rocks," schist, and gneiss, into granitic gneiss and metamorphic
granite. It therefore appears allowable to suggest that each succes-

sive accession of metamorphic action into a larger or smaller portion of

a tract of rocks will intensify the preceding effects of metamorphism
respectively ; and if the intensity of the metamorphic action is about

the same at each return of it, the changes due to each will be some-
what similar to those in a district like that just mentioned; that is,

sub-metamorphic rocks will be changed into schist, schist into gneiss,

gneiss into granitic gneiss ; but granitic gneiss will become more
coarsely crystalline, the plates of aggregated crystals of each mineral

becoming larger and more conspicuously developed. If the action be not

intense enough, the granitic gneiss cannot be changed into metamorphic
granite ; while, on the other hand, metamorphic granite may change
into granitic gneiss by foliation being developed in it ; as, for instance,

the metamorphic granite of Galway, if subjected to metamorphic
action, should change into a coarse gneiss, like the " Labradorians " of

Ha-Ha Bay, province of Quebec.-

From the literature of the subject, it would appear that many
observers, otherwise good geologists, have a vague idea that metamor-
phic rocks must have been originally sedimentary or allied rocks, more
especially those that now have a marked schistose or gneissose folia-

tion. Such a supposition, however, must be more or less modified, as

on examination it will be found that, associated with all sedimentary

rocks, no matter what their age, there may be found as adjuncts

greater or less intrudes of granitic, felspathic, or basic eruptive rocks,

which necessarily will be metamorphosed along with the sedimentary

rocks. Also, mature consideration will demonstrate that even inde-

pendent tracts or areas of granite, felstone, or whinstone, if placed

* Kocks, according to their chemical composition and physical properties, are

unequally affected by metamorphic action. This must be understood, as it is too

long a subject to be entered into here. Therefore, in the sub-metamorphic rocks

and schist, subordinate gneiss will probably be found ; while in the gneiss, granitic-

gneiss, and even the metamorphic-granite, there may be subordinate schists.
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under conditions favourable for the development of metamorphic
action, must, more or less similarly to sedimentary rocks, be altered,

according to their susceptibilities into schist, gneiss, or granitic-gneiss.

Examples of granite changed into gneiss are hereafter given ; while
the change from gabbro and other whinstone into schist and gneiss

can be studied in most areas of metamorphic rocks.

A good field for examining the relations between metamorphosed
sedimentary and eruptive rocks is found in Yar Connaught on western
Galway. Here, to the south of the Clifden and Oughterard valley,

there is to the westward a rock-tract, in part sub-metamorphic and in

part schist, made up of altered sedimentary rocks and their associated

eruptive rocks. This association of rocks, as followed eastward,

becomes more and more gneissoid, till eventually all lose their indivi-

duality, and become merged into the granitic-gneiss and the meta-
morphic-granite of the barony of Moycullen. Also, in Yar Connaught
and the neighbouring county of Hayo, are exhibited good examples of

intrudes of felspathic rocks changed in part into schist and in part

into granitoid rocks ; while elsewhere are masses of basic eruj)tive

rocks which, when altered, change into different kinds, ranging from
hornblendite (hornblende-schist) to syenite and hornblendic-granite.

It is not necessary that each successive invasion of regional meta-
morphism should act solely on that previously affected. On the
contrary, in some cases the newer action affects larger areas; but
more usually it appears to be confined to smaller limits. The latter,

however, may not be correct; because if, adjoining a tract of more
altered rocks, there are less altered ones, it is apparent that the first

invasion may have affected the small area, and the second the larger

one, or vice versa. In some cases, however, the weight of evidence

would suggest that the smaller areas are due to the effects of the later

invasion, as in them there are fewer faults and other breaks, many
having been sealed up during the newer invasion.

Rocks successively altered, whether by regional or contact meta-
morphism, separately or combined, or even by methylotic action, have,

in general more or less marked, often hard boundaries ; in the latter

cases, as if the action had been stopped or limited by faults on some
such lines. Such hard, abrupt boundaries have led different observers

to consider the more altered rocks to be older than those with which
they are associated ; while, in most instances, consideration and
examination would prove the opposite to be correct, as the action

which has given the more altered rocTcs their present strongly-marked
characters took place at a time long subsequent to the accumulation of the

adjoining rocks, lohich at the present time are less altered.

The sections across the tracts of the more altered Irish rocks are

so very similar, that the following may be given :

—

First, schist,

wi th subordinate limestone ; second, alternations of schist and gneiss
;

third, gneiss, with subordinate schists
;
fourth, granitoid-gneiss (that

is, a granitic rock in tvhich the gneissoid characters are well marked),

with a few subordinate beds of schist and perhaps limestone
; fifth,
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metamorphic-granite, with a few subordinate schistose beds and
sometimes limestone ; sixth, gneissic-granite (that is, a rode that,

although foliated, partakes more of the granite than gneiss characters),

with alternations of schist ; seventh, schist and limestone. It seems
remarkable that where sections occur, showing the rocks at each side

of a mass of metamorphic-granite, both sections are rarely similar ; as

on one side the gradation may be gradual, while on the other side it is

abrupt. This is the case in Galway, Mayo, Sligo (?), and Donegal

:

in the last there is a schistose zone in IS'o. 5. The gradual and
abrupt gradations seem, in most cases, to be due principally to the

chemical composition and physical properties of the original rocks, as

some are much more susceptible of sudden change than others.

Intrusions of granite, felstone, whinstone or allied rocks, at their

genesis, must have had more or less well-defined boundaries ; and,

although younger than the rocks in which they occur as intrudes,

may, in a great measure, underlie them.^ If such intrudes are subse-

quently metamorphosed, but at the same time as the associated rocks,

they necessarily will retain the original hard boundaries ; which
probably may become even more marked, as the rocks of the intrude will

change into a rock more or less different from those into which the

associated sedimentary rocks are changed ; as all eruptive rocks in

the early stages of metamorphism are moreprone to change into some of the

varieties of gneiss or granitic rocks than into varieties of schist ; while

most sedimentary rocks, if subjected to a similar degree of metamorphic

action, ivill he changed into schists.

Such very different results of metamorphic action, which can be
seen in nearly every tract of metamorphic rocks, let them be small or

large, seem to be a stumbling-block to many observers, who will

insist that such tracts of more conspicuously developed rocks, on
account of their distinct character and hard boundaries, must be older

than the associated rocks.

Apparently it is an anomaly to suggest that any gneiss could

originally have been granite. Yet that such is the case can be proved

even in a small island like Ireland. To give two examples :—The
Slieve Croob granite, county Down, was intruded into the Cambro-
Silurian ; and although in general a mass, yet from it, in places,

there were branches, principally veins of four or five inches to many
feet wide. Subsequently, a tract of country along the line of the

margin of the granite intrude (including a strip of the granite and
a strip of the adjoining rocks) was subjected to an invasion of meta-
moi'phic action, which changed the granite affected into gneiss, while

" SucIl intrudes must not be confounded with pre-existing bills ox protrudes

;

as the latter, although made up of rocks very similar in general character, existed

before the sedimentary rocks were deposited, the latter accumulating around and on
them. Intrudes and protrudes, in general, can be easily distinguished, as the
former nearly invariably sends courses, branches, or veins into the associntetl sedi-

mentary rocks, while a protrude does not, it often having a conglomeritic or

brecciated rock in part margining it.
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the adjoinirig sub-metainoi'phic rocks became well-developed scliipts.

In the metamorphic area of the Castlebar district, county Mayo, it is

evident that, prior to the latest invasion of metamorphic action, there

Tvere intr'udes of granite, partly in masses and partly in ^de courses,

the last invasion changing these intrudes into a gTanitic-gneiss.

The above suggestions and statements are, for the most part, solely

confined to the effects due to regional metamoi-phism, unaided by
either of the other kinds. It must, however, be remembered that

such a supposition can be solely provisional, as the majority of the

intrudes of eruptive rocks had, as adjuncts, tracts of rocks affected by
contact metamorphism ; while certain rocks, if raised sufficiently near

or to the earth's surface, must have come under the influence of

methylitic action ; while all rocks, in any way changed by either of

these actions, must more or less influence any subsequent regional

metamorphism, and thereby introduce numerous complications—a sub-

ject of such extent that it cannot here be entered on.
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XXIII.—PEELnnn'AET Repoet oisr the Ftts-gi of Glen-gaeife axd
KiLLAENEY. By Gbeexwood Pii[, j^tl-A., F.L.S.

[Eead, Febiiiary 23, 1885.]

Eaext in 1883 the Academy were good enough to grant me a sum
in aid of the investigation of the Pimgi of Glengariii and Kil-

larney. In accordance therewith, I proceeded to the former towards
the end of September of that year, and after spending some days,

and collecting a considerable number of species, went on to Eallarney.

The summer had been rather a wet one and unfavourable to the de-

velopment of fungal mycelium, and whilst there the weather was so bad
as to render collecting very difficult. [Moreover, domestic trouble

necessitated my return long before I had explored the district as I

could wish.] A second visit to Killarney was made last autumn under
much more favoui'able circumstances.

Investigating the mycology of any district differs essentially from
the stndy of almost every other branch of its flora, inasmuch as in

most instances the plants are extremely evanescent—appearing to-clay,

and within a day or two leaving no trace, save perhaps a little brown
or blackish slime. Hence it is evident that, unless the explorer is

present at the exact time a given species appears, he has no means, in

many instances, of even guessing at its existence. Again, especially

amongst the Agaricini, the species are so variable and so difficult to

identify with certainty, especially when one has no competent person

to consult with, that it is quite possible in some instances the same
species has been referred to different names, and, conversely, distiuct

species to one name. A third difficulty arises from their dilequescent

nature, which renders it practically quite impossible to preserve them
in such condition as to be available for reference and comparison ; and
it is equally unsatisfactory sending them through post to other botanists

for theii^ opinion. Hence there is in this department, perhaps, more
room for error and more difficulty in detecting it, than in any other

;

and long residence in a district, and not merely an occasional visit or

two, would be necessary before anything like an exhaustive list of its

species could possibly be arrived at.

Other calls, though happily not of an unpleasant kiud, again in

1884 curtailed my visit, so that I would ask the Academy to be good
enongh to look on this only as a first instalment.

I hope at an early date to make considerable additions to the cata-

logue presented herewith. I am painfully conscious of the extreme
imperfection of this report, and can only trust that the members, con-

sidering the exceptional difficulties of the task, will extend to me ex-

ceptional indulgence.

R.I.A. PROC, SER. II., VOL R'. SCIENCE. 2 U
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Eighty-two species are recorded from Glengariff, -where the woods
and other most prolific localities for fungi are much less extensive and
varied than at Killarney, but unquestionably a very great many more
remain for future explorations. Killarney yielded in all one hundred
and fifty-six, of which about thirty -five are common to both districts,

thus making about two hundred species as the result of my visits.

The most noteworthy features are the extraordinary number and
variety of two allied genera of Agaricini—Lactarius at Killarney,

and Russula at GrlengarifE. They are very natural and well-marked

as genera, and as usually occurs when the large group is easily distin-

guished, the species are mostly difficult to determine accurately. A
Lactarius is immediately recognized by the copious exudation of more
or less milky or coloured juice on the slightest wound, but to proceed

further, and say what is the species in question, is quite another

matter. Russula is quite as easy to recognize, though the written

characters are not so explicit. At Glengariff I noticed eight forms of

each genus, and at Killarney eleven Lactarii, and three Russulas.

The almost entire absence of Peziza and the Myxogastres in both

regions is also remarkable, although I kept a sharp look out for them,

especially as the damp and warm climate should be very favourable to

their development. The paucity of the various Hyphomycetes and
Pyrenomycetes is doubtless due to their being easily passed over in

searching for the larger forms, while it was far too late in the season

for ^cidia and most of the Puccinise. In 1883, at Killarney, I met
with some enormous specimens of the beautiful Fly Agaric (A. mus-
carius), one being SJin. in diameter, and its stem l^in. thick, while

last year every old stump about Muckross Abbey was a mass of A.

melleus, which might have been collected by the bushel. It is said to

be esculent, but unfortunately not commendable. It is also curious

that a careful search over the extensive pastui'e lands of Muckross
failed to elicit a single common mushroom, so abundant everywhere
last autunm and for long into the winter, the solitary specimen in

the list having been found on Mangerton, and was not the usual

field variety. I saw none at either Glengariff or Killarney in

1883.

In 1843 the British Association held its annual meeting in Cork,

and in connexion therewith a list of the Fauna and Flora of the dis-

trict was compiled, the botanical portion by Dr. Power, assisted by
Mr. Denis Murray and others. In this list two hundred and seven-

teen species of fungi are recorded as occurring near Cork, some of

which, such as Sclerotium, Ehizomorpha, &c., are now admitted to be

only states of other forms. Of the good species about forty-two occur

in my list, so far as I can ascertain, but the nomenclature has so much
changed of latter years that it is not always easy to identify a species

under its old name. Further search would, no doubt, reveal a good
many more about Glengariff and Killarney. Combining the two lists

together, we have now about two hundred and sixty species recorded

from Munster, against five hundred and thirty in Leinster. Rev.
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H. W. Lett is preparing a list of what he has found ia Ulster, but

Connaught is still quite a terra incognita.

Annexed is the list in extenso of the forms met with, arranged for

convenience as ia Cooke's Sandlooh—although in some cases that ar-

rangement is now admittedly somewhat obsolete :

—

GLE^GAEIFF.

rAiriLT l.—SYMENOMYCETES.

OeDEE. AGAEHa.

Agaricus. L.

(Amanita)

(Lepiota)

(Tricholoma)

\

(CUtocybe)

(CoUybia)

(Mycena)

(Omphalia)

(Hebeloma)

(Flammula)
(Naucoria)

(Stropharia)

(Hypholoma)
(Psilocybe)

muscarius, L.

rubescens, P.

spissus, Fr.

badhami, B. and Br.

cuneifolius, Fr.

sordidus, Fr.

subpulverulentus, P.

fumosus, B.

tumulosus, Kalch.

gallinaceus, Sep.

geotrupus, Bull.

laccatus, Sep.

radicatus, Beth,

polygrammus, Bull,

galericulatus, Sep.

galopus, Schrad.

proliferus, Sow.
fibula, Bull,

fastigiatus, Fr.

geophyllus, Sow.
rimosus, Bull.

flocculosus, B.

pyriodo'rus, P.

longicaudus, P.

fastibilis, Fr.

hiulcus, Fr.

lentus, P.

pediades, Fr.

conspersus, Fr.

semigiobatus, Btsch.

fascicularis, Huds.
semilanceatus, Fr.

cemuus, Mull.

2U
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Cortinarms. Fr.

pholideus, Fr.

cinnamomeiis, Fr.

armeniacus, Fr.

camphoratus, Fr.

Sygrophoncs. Fr.

pratensis, Fr.

coccineus, Fr.

conicus, Fr.

Lactarius. Fr.

insulsus, Fr.

pyrogalus, Fr.

deliciosus, Fr.

subdulcis, Fr.

torminosus, Fr.

giyciosmtis, Fr.

serifluus, Fr.

mitissiniiis, Fr.

Russula. Fr.

rosacea, Fr.

sardonia, Fr.

nigricans, Fr.

emetica, Fr.

fragilis, Fr.

furcata, Fr.

heterophylla, Fr.

alutacea, Fr.

CanthareUus. Adans.

cibarius, Fr.

OkDEK. POLTPOEEI

.

Boletus. Fr.

piperattis. Bull,

calopus, Fr.

scaber, Fr.

I pachypns, Fr.

Bcedalea. Nees.

nnicolor, Fr.

Ordek.—Htdnei.

Hydnum. L.

repandum, L.
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OHDEE. ClATAEIEI.

Clavaria. L.
coralloides, L.

ceranoid.es, P.

inequalis, Miill.

jimcea, Fr.

Oedee.—Teemellini.

Tremela. !Fr.

mesenterica, Etz.

albida, Huds.

Exidia. Pr.

glandulosa, Fr.

Pamiiy U.—GASTEROMYCETES.

Oedee.—Tbichogastees.

Scleroderma. P.

vulgare, Pr.

Oedee.—Myxogastees.

Lycogala. Mich..

epidendrum, Pr.

Pamilt 111.—COmOMYCETES.

Oedee.—PuccrN-nsii.

Phragmidium. Lk.
bulbosum, Lk.

Puceinia. P.

vincse, B.

Family 1Y.—ASCOMYCETES.
Oedee.—Elvellacei.

Leotia. Hill.

lubrica, P.

Geoglossum. P.

ghitinosum, P.

Bulgaria. Fr.

sarcoides, Fr.
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Feztza. L.

stercorea, P.

atrata, P.

Helotium. !Fr.

seruginosuni, Pr.

Xylaria. Pr.

hypoxylon, Griv.

Sypoxylon. Pr.

concentricum, Griv.

KILLARI^ET.

Pamilt l.—HTMENOMTCETES.
Obdee—Agaeini.

Agaricus. L.

(Amanita)

(Arm ill aria)

(Tricholoma)

(Clitocybe)

(Pleurotus)

(Collybia)

muscarius, L.

spissiis, Pr.

cristatus, Pr.

melleus, Yalil.

flayo-brunneus, Pr.

imbricatus, Pr.

terreus, Schsef.

subpulverulentus, P.

sulphureus, Bull.

albellus, D.C.

atrosquamosus, Cbev,

nictitans> Pr.

Tistalis, Pr.

humilis, Pr.

columbetta, Pr.

spermatious, Pr. ?

panseolus, Pr. ?

tiunulosus, Katch.

cerussatus, Pr.

candicans, Pr.

gallinaceus, Scop,

iniundibiliformis, Schaef.

fragrans, Sow.
laccatus, Scop,

lignatilis, P.

mitis, P.

radicatus, B,elh.

inolens, Bin.

dryophilus, Bull.
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(Mycena)

(Omphalia)

(Entoloma)
(Leptonia)

(Nolanea)

(Pholiota)

(Hebeloma)

(Galera)

(Psalliota)

(Hypholoma)
(Panseolus)

Coprinus. Fr.

purus, P.

pelianthinus, Fr.

galericulatus, Scop,

alcaltinus, Fr.

vulgaris, P.

tenerrimus, Bk.
dissiliens, Fr. ?

polygrammus, Bull.

vitilis, Fr.

pyxidatus, Bull,

muralis, Sow.
umbelliferus, L.

helodes, Fr.

solstitialis, Fr.

pascuus, P.

aetliiops, Fr.

squamosus, Mull,

flocculentus, Bull,

fibrosus, Sow.
plumosus, Bolt,

longicaudus, P.

geophylhis, Sow.
crustuliniformis, Bull.

rimosiis, Bull,

mesophaeus, B.

euthelus, Br. Br.

hypnorum, Btsch.

eampestris, L.

sylvaticus, L.

fascicularis, Huds.
fimiputris, Bull.

atramentarius, Fr.

Cortinarius, Fr.

Lepista, Sm.

Paxillus. Fr.

Hygrophorus.

claricolor, Fr.

armeniacus, Fr.

personata, Fr.

nuda, Bull.

involutus, Fr.

Fr.

pratensis, Fr.

virgineus, Fr.

houghtoni, Fr.
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Hygropliorus, Fr.

calytr^formis, Br. Br.

ovinus, Fr.

Isetus, Fr.

coccineus, Fr.

miuiatus, Fr.

conicus, Fr.

psittacinus, Fr.

ceraceiis, Fr.

Lactarius. Fr.

insulsus, Fr.

pallidus, Fr.

blennius, Fr.

vellereus, Fr.

deliciosus, Fr.

Yolemum, Fr.

subdulcis, Fr.

torminosus, Fr.

mitissiraus, Fr.

turpis, Fr.

quietus, Fr.

virescens, Fr.

eraetica, Fr.

ochroleuca, Fr. (?)

Cantharellus. Ad.
cibarius, Fr.

Marasmius. Fr.

urens, Fr.

Rmsula. Fr.

rotula, Fr.

OeDEE. POLTPOEEI.

Boletus, Fr.

luteus, L.

elegans, Sebum,
piperatus, Bull,

flavus, Witb.
laricinus, B.

satauas, Lz.

scaber, Fr.

Polyporus. Fr.

perennis, Fr.

betuliiius, Fr.

ferruginosus, Fr.

vaporarius, Fr.
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Dcedalea. Fr.

unicolor, Fr.

Okdee. HtDjSTEI.

Hydnum. L.

repandum, L.

farinaceum, P.

Okdek.—AtJEICULAHIjSTI .

Stereum. Fr.

hirsutum, Fr,

Corticium. Fr.

quercinum, P.

OiUDEE. ClAVAEIEI.

Clavaria. L.

cristata, Holmsh.
inequalis, Miill.

coralloicles, L.

fastigiata, D.C.

stricta, P.

fragilis, Holms.

Oedeb.—Teemellini.

Tremela. Fr.

tremella, Fr.

^.
mesenterica, E,tz.

albicla, Huds.

recisa, Fr.

giandulosa, Fr.

F^xidia. Fr.

Family 11.—GA8TER0MYCETFS.

Oedee.—Teichogastees.

Bovista. Dill.

nigrescens, P.

Lyooperdon. Tour.

cselatum, Fr.

saccatum, Vahl.

geminatum, Fr.

Scleroderma. P.

bovista, Fr.

i
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Familt III.—CONIOMYCETJES.

Oedee.—Sphjeronemei.

Asteroma. D.C.

rosse, D.C.

OeDEE. PUCCIKLZEI.

Phragmidium. Lk.
bulbosum, Schl.

Triphragmnmi. Lk.
ulmarise, Lk.

PuGcinia. P.

graminis, P.

striola, Lk.
violarura, Lk.
fabse, Lk.

OeDEE. C(EOMACEI.

Coleosporium. Lev.
tussilaginis ? Lev.

sonchi arvensis, Lev.

Melampsora. Cast.

betulina, Desm.
euphorbise, Cast,

Cystopus. De By.
candidus, Lev.

Family.—MYPMOMYCETES.
Oedee. IsAEIACn.

Ceratium. Ass.

bydnoides, Ass.

Okdee.—Sepedoi^iei.

Sepedonium. Lk.
roseuin, Fr.

Pamiit.—.48COMYCETJES.

Oedee.—Peeispoeiacei.

Microsplimria. Lev.

grossulariae, Lev.
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Erysiphe. Hedw.
martii, Lk.

Oedee.—Eltellacei.

Sehella. Linn.

crispa, Fr.

Leotia. Hill.

lubrica, P.

Geoghssum. P.

glutinosum, P.

Pe%i%a. L.

aiirantia, Fr.

scutellata, L.

Selotium.

eeruginosnm, Fr.

citrinum, Fr.

Okdee.—Phacedtacei.

Ehijtisma. Fr.

acerinum, Fr.

salicinum, Fr.

Stegia. Fr.

ilicis, Fr.

Oedee.—Sph^eiacei.

Nectria. Fr.

cinnabarina, Fr.

Xylaria. Fr.

hypoxylon.

Sypoxylon. Fr.

species ?

Claviceps.

microcephala, Tul.
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XXIV.

—

On" YETULiisrA stalactites (0. S.) and the Skeleton of the
Anoiiocladina By W. J. Sollas, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of

Geology, &c., Trinity College, Dublin. (Plates III. and IV.)

[Read, February 23, 1885.]

The Anomocladina, one of the four families of Litliistid sponges,

established by Zittel,^ is a small and compact group, presenting

several characters of considerable interest. With a wide range in

time, it is poor in genera and species, and in its present distribution

confined to a single locality. Thus it first occurs in the Silurian

system, three genera having been described from beds of Wenlock age
in Europe and jN^orth America ; it is represented by three or four

genera in the Jurassic, one of these ranging into the jSTeocomian, and it

survives at the present day in a single genus, v^ith a single species,

Vetulina stalactites, which was first made known to us by Oscar

Schmidt,- from specimens obtained by the " Hassler" expedition, at

a depth of one hundred fathoms, off Barbadoes. The " Challenger"
expedition, though it brought home several Lithistids from various

localities widely distant from each other, did not obtain any specimens
of this family. A much earlier found example than those described

by Oscar Schmidt, however, exists in the Bristol Museum, where I

found it without a label, side by side with Bactylocalyx pumiceus,

Stutchbury; and I have little doubt that it was placed there by
Stutchbury himself, who probably obtained it along with Dactylocalyx,

as dredging in one hundred fathoms was unknown in Stutchbury's

time. It is probable that the Bristol specimen, which is much larger

and finer than that figured by Schmidt, was obtained from shallow

water, i. e. not deeper than the Coralline zone. I Avas in the midst of

preparing illustrations for an account of this specimen, which I had
recognized as a recent Anomocladina, when Schmidt's work appeared,

and as my method of studying Lithistid sponges were not then suf-

ficiently advanced to enable me to supplement Schmidt's observations,

I gave up all idea of publishing on the subject. Since then my atten-

tion has been recalled to it, partly owing to the appearance of an
important Paper by Zittel,^ throwing doubts on his previous statements,

and indeed recalling them, and partly owing to my having devised

better methods for studying the Lithistids, so that I can now describe

the skeleton of Vetulina with greater accuracy, and in greater detail,

than has hitherto been possible.

In Zittel's first account of the Anomocladina we find them defined

1 Zittel ; Studien ii. fossile Spongien, ii. abth. Lithistidse, 1878.
^ 0. Schmidt; Die Spongien des Meerbusen, von Mexico, 1879.
^ Zittel ; ii. Astylospongidse und Anomocladina. J. B. Mineral, 1884, ii., p. 75.

Translated by W. S. Dallas, Ann. N. H. (5) xiv. pp. 271-276.
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as distingnislied by their " imregelmassig astige Skeletkorperelien,

deren Aeste in einem knotig verdicktem Centrum zusammenstossen.
Da dieselben an ihren Enden nur massig verzweigt sind, so ensteht ein

maschiges Netzwerk, das in manchen Fallen grosse Aehnlichkeit

mit dem Gittirgeriist gewisser Hexactinelliden erhalt," &c. ( he. cit. i.,

p. 23). In effect Zittel considered the skeleton as consisting of cor-

puscles, each having a solid centrum, with a variable number of rays

proceeding from it. These rays unite at their ends with those of

neighbouring corpuscles, to foiTQ a network deceptively like that of

some Dictyonine Hexactinellids. Thus Zittel at this time recognized

two kinds of nodes in the network—one furnished by the centrum of

the corpuscle, and the other by the union of the rays.

Schmidt, in describing Yetulina, gives substantially the same ac-

count, only adding the important statement that " the centrum of

each corpuscle grows not only by the superposition of new layers, but
also by the more or less intimate additions to it of branches from
neighbouring centres, whereto a quantity of shorter curled or knobby
excrescences are associated."

Zittel in his latest account finds only one kind of node in the net-

work, and recognizing in it a union of corpuscular rays, concludes that

the other kind of node furnished by the centrum is absent, and so is

led to regard the elements of the skeleton as simple rods forked at the

ends, i.e. as the rays of his previously described corpuscles without a

centrum. He thus re-defines the characters of the family as follows :

—

" Skeletal elements, consisting of simple, generally straight, but some-
times curved rods, more or less strongly branched at the two extremi-

ties. The branched ends of several (4-9) neighbouring rods meet
together, and by their amalgamation form the nodes" (loc. cit. ii.,

p. 276).

In re-examining this question we may most conveniently commence
with an inquiry as to the true form of the skeletal corpuscles : Are
they centra with rays, or rods merely ? To determine this with cer-

tainty, it is best to boil a fragment of the sponge skeleton for some
hours with a strong solution of caustic potash. This dissolves the

opal of which the corpuscles consist ; and as it acts with most efiect

along the surfaces of contact or union between the corpuscles, it is

possible, by carefully watching the progress of solution, and arresting

it at the right point, to completely separate the corpuscles from one
another without damage to them by corrosion. As thus separated,

they are very beautiful objects—far more so than from an examination
of broken fragments of the skeleton one would expect.

Amidst great diversity of form they constantly maintain a multi-

radiate character, and are never simple rods. For convenience of

description they maybe roughly sorted into three groups—which we call

types—1, 2, and 3. Type 1 is the staple corpuscle forming the chief

mass of the skeleton ; it presents a rounded centrum, from which
two to five, more or less, cylindrical rays proceed ; these are given

off from the lower half, or two-thirds of the centrum ; they are seldom
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branched and terminate in expanded ends, whicli frequently present

an almost absurd resemblance to a foot or boot ; the margin of this

terminal part is fi'equently extended into a lamellar expansion or

foliation. Though usually smooth, or sparsely spined, the rays may
sometimes be richly tuberculated. The remaining upper part of the

centrum sprouts out into a profusion of spines, which by branching,

and emitting twig-like smaller spiaes, with rounded ends, give to the

head of the corpuscle a characteristic shrub-like appearance. The
body of the centrum may also bear tubercles and short, simple spines,

though sometimes it remains smooth.

When by prolonged boiling in potash the ends of the rays have
been dissolved to sharpened points, and the coi'puscle has, in other

respects, become simplified, it presents a striking resemblance to the

spicules of Holasterella, a fossil sponge of the carboniferous lime-

stone, described by Carter.

The second kind of spicule (type 2) is devoid of the antler-like

spines, and possesses a larger number of rays (from six to eight)

;

whence we may conclude that the spines just mentioned represent

stunted rays. The rays may be smooth, but are more usually covered

with short spines having rounded ends.

The third kind of corpuscle differs more considerably from the

type spicule : the centrum loses its somewhat spherical form, and
flattens out into a plate, which extends at the margin into rays

flattened in the same plane as itself. These rays are shorter, often

more irregular, and less clearly defijied from the centrum than ia the

other kinds of corpuscles. Sometimes one or more rays are given off

at light angles to the surface of the centrum, which, together with
the rays, is usually richly ornamented with rounded tubercles.

"Within the centrum, placed more or less excentrically, is an oval,

finely granular space, one of the granules with a spherical contour

being much larger than the rest, and the whole presenting a striking

resemblance to the nucleus of a cell with its nucleolus : as such, or at

least as part of a cell, it is, indeed, regarded by Schmidt. That it is

an indication of a cell I think very probable, but not that it is actually

a nucleus. In the first place it is completely enclosed in the siliceous

centrum, having no communication with the exterior. The axes of the
rays have also a granular character, but are not so densely crowded
with granules as the oval space. The granules of the rays extend
into the centrum, and are arranged within it in curves more or less

concentric with the oval space, without, however, coming into dii'ect

connexion with it : on the contrary, the substance bordering this is

always clear and homogeneous, like glass.

Observed with oblique light, the granules which, with transmitted

light, are dark-brown in colour, or even black, present a white and
glistening appearance, strongly suggestive of air cavities. That they
are such is, I think, shown by the fact that when on boiling with,

potash the solvent gains access to these spaces, they soon become
hollowed out, and an oval cavity replaces the granular ellipsoid.
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Similarly the granular axes of the rays are more readily dissolved than

the periphery.

It appears probable from these observations that a cell is asso-

ciated with the young spicule, and that the nucleus with its nucleolus,

both large like the corresponding structures in a Geodia globule, be-

come inclosed in the substance of the centrum, as this continues its

growth ; subsequently silica is irregularly deposited within the nu-

cleus, which, decaying away, leaves a number of empty spaces then

recognizable as air cavities or granules. So, too, in the axis of the

rays, a substance like that which forms the axis of a spicule is

deposited, but in a more irregular manner, and this, disappearing

after a time, leaves the granulations, or air-spaces, to represent it.

Schmidt could not find the oval granular space in young cor-

puscles, and as this seemed to me to require explanation, I wished to

obtain material for investigation. Having used up the small morsel

of Vetulina I had obtained when Curator of the Bristol ]!L[useum, I

applied to the Honorary Secretary, llr. S. H. Swayne, expressing a

desire to obtain a further supply, and I now take this opportunity of

acknowledging the ready kindness with which he responded to my
wishes. I boiled the specimen thus obtained in nitric acid, and as it

presented a large unbroken surface, I expected to obtain a large crop

of young corpuscles : the result, however, was disappointing—not

more than half a dozen young forms were secured. These, however,

differ markedly from the adult forms, and no less from the represen-

tation which Schmidt gives of his youngest stages. The youngest

form found is shown in fig. 2, plate rv. Like all the other early

forms, it consists of a flat plate, from which a number of arms radiate

;

both arms and disc possess the corroded appearance so characteristic of

young Lithistid corpuscles. In the centre is a clear round space, and
within this an excentric round body. In other examples I found the

flat body of the corpuscle completely perforated by an oval space,

showing that the silicification which had produced the rest of the

corpuscle had been arrested in the centre over a definitely limited

area. As this is precisely similar to what takes place in a Greodia

globule, the hilum there representing the space occupied by the

nucleus of the spicule-cell, it seems fair to conclude that a nucleus

does exist in connexion with the young corpuscles of Yetulina, but
subsequently disappears, as it does in the Geodia globule ; only in the

case of Vetulina the cavity representing the hilum becomes sub-

sequently completely enclosed within the body of the corpuscle.

Having satisfied ourselves as to the true form of the corpuscles of

Vetulina, we may next inquire as to the manner in which they are

united together—for this, a special method of examination now to be
explained, is necessary. In the first place it is to be observed that

when the opal of which a Lithistid corpuscle chiefly consists is dis-

solved by caustic potash there still remains a residue insoluble

in potash. Of its chemical nature I am at present ignorant. It

remains as a very tender, delicate film, readily soluble in dilute
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acids, not destroyed by ignition, nor to any appreciable extent
charred : it is transparent and colourless, and easily stained by
eosin. The effect of ignition upon a siliceous spicule, or corpuscle,

after it has been boiled in potash, is very singular; it no longer
violently decrepitates when heat is applied, but entirely changes its

optical characters ; its transparency and glassy appearance vanish ; it

becomes nearly opaque, or rather translucent ; appears white and opa-
line by reflected light, and granular and yellowish-brown by trans-

mitted light. The beauty of the corpuscle is in no way affected by
its transformation : seen by reflected light, it makes a good " shew"
object.

It is the film which remains after partial solution of a corpuscle

which is of importance to us now ; for though of scarcely any sub-

stance, and tender to the last degree, it is still sufficient to hold the

corpuscles together, and still retains the form of those parts of the
corpuscles from which the silica has been removed—parts to us of

critical interest, since they are those concerned in the union of the
corpiiscles. The skeleton, after boiling in potash, is transferred to

distilled water, and all traces of alkali removed ; it is next placed in

magenta, which stains the residual membrane, and then left to soak in

melted gelatine jelly. It thus becomes prepared for cutting in the

freezing microtome, according to the method already described by me.*

Paraffin would of course be preferable as a medium for embedding
were its use here practicable ; but owing to the mixture of very hard
and very soft parts, and the discontinuity of the slice when cut, one

has no choice, and must have recourse to the gelatine freezing process.

The slices of jelly containing the cut skeletal network may be dehy-

di^ated, and mounted in balsam, or at once put up in glycerine. It is

best to mount in both ways : the spicules show better in balsam ; the

connecting film in glycerine. Slices so prepared reveal the structure

of the skeleton beyond all doubt. It consists of a network of which
the nodes are mainly of one kind, though produced not by the union

of the ends of rods or rays, but chiefly by the centra of the corpuscles.

The ends of the rays abut upon these centra, and by means of their

foliaceous expansions actually embrace them, so that an exceedingly

dense and resistant skeleton results. The two kinds of nodes exist,

but are confused or coincident.

Frequently one observes in a section places where a centrum has

been torn away ; and then the expanded ends of the rays can be seen

remaining in their original position, side by side, so as to form a kind

of cup, within which the centrum, now torn away, originally lay

grasped.

The centrum, as it frequently emits rays from only one part

(first kind of corpuscle), receives rays only on the other ; and about

the place of union the shrub-like growth of spines occurs, concealing.

4 Sollas. Q. Jour. Micr. Sci., N. S., xxiv., p. 163.
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except in good preparations, the true nature of the node. This sort

of union leads to a regular disposition of the corpuscles in successive

series, the spined heads, layer after layer, pointing in one direction,

and the rayed ends in the other.

As a piece of engineering this construction is perfect : nothing
could be better adapted to resist pressure in a given direction; the

successive corpuscles are superposed like so many arches, with the
solid centrum as a key-stone, and as a place of abutment for the

bases of the arches -which succeed. The strength of the network is to

be measured by the strength of the rays to resist pressure in the

direction of their length ; no better disposition of them could be made
than this, and the result is a skeleton far more resistant than that of

any other Lithistid. I^o other Lithistid that I am acquainted with
can withstand strong pressure between the fingers, but no pressure

that I can bring to bear in this way causes the least sign of yielding

in the skeleton of Vetulina.

Although the mode of union described is the prevailing one, it is

not exclusive. Sometimes a ray terminates by abutting on the base of

a spine, and sometimes by clasping the side of a neighbouring ray. The
flattened corpuscles (type 3) seem never to serve as abutments for

the rays of other corpuscles, but are always united to others, clasping

them at any point indifferently, though the rays more usually offer

them points d^appui than the centra.

Since no spines which seem to mark points of union are present in

the second kind of corpuscles, and additional rays are, we may con-

jecture that these unite with the typical corpuscles in the typical

manner, but that they do not receive any rays in return themselves.

Both the second and third kind of corpuscles may be looked upon as

supplemental, putting in an appearance where a gap requires to be
filled up. The third kind may be not only supplemental, but sub-

sequent growths arising after the general completion of the network,
and thus comparable to the secondary spicules, which appear as an
aftergrowth in the network of some Dictyonine Hexactinellids.

The essential characters of the skeleton of Yetulina are obviously

present in the fossil Anomocladina. They are to be recognised in

Zittel's representations of the Anomocladina structure, as presented in

sections, and by isolated corpuscles ; and in sections of actual speci-

mens of fossil sponges of this group they are still more unmistakable,

if possible. I owe to the kindness of Colonel H. C. Grant a valuable

collection of Astylospongidse, and in the slices fz'om these, which I
have had prepared by Mr. Cuttell, all the essential features of the
Yetulina skeleton are visible. Of course there are differences : the
coi-puscles of those Silurian species which I have examined are rela-

tively larger ; the spined heads are replaced by thickened stumps,

from which only a few spinelets proceed, and the place of abutment
is rather upon these stumps, which appear like an elongation of the

centrum, than immediately upon the middle of the centra. The mode
of arrangement is, however, the same ; the spined heads point to the

K.l.A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. IV.—SCIEXCK. 2 X
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exterior of the sponge, and the corpuscles succeed one another in a

series of arches, as described in Yetulina.

Professor Zittel differed from Professor Martin as to whether the

node of the Anomocladina was hollow or solid, Zittel maintaining that

it was solid. What has been said as to the presence of a noval granular

space within the centrum of Yetulina bears directly on this point, for

during life this appears to be less solid than the rest of the corpuscle,

and after death, as solution proceeded, it would become a hollow

cavity, as in the case of Yetulina treated with caustic potash. In
accordance with this I find hollow centra in the skeleton of Asty-

lospongidse.

It now only remains to redefine the characters of the family : as

amended, they run as follows :

—

AlSrOilOCLADINA.

Skeletal corpuscles, consisting of a massive centrum, from which
a variable number of rod-like rays proceed. The rays terminate in

expanded ends, which embrace the centra of neighbouring corpuscles,

and so produce a firm network. The outer face of the centrum
seldom gives rise to rays, but may be provided with spines; it

receives the expanded ends of the articulating rays.

DESCRIPTION OP PLATES III. and IY.

Plate III.

Fig. 1.—A specimen of Vetulina stalactites, 0. S., preserved in the Bristol

Museum. Seen from above ; a little less than half the natural size.

Fig. 2.

—

Idem ; seen from the other side.

Plate IY.

Fig. 1.—Simple cylindrical spicule of Vetulina stalactites.

Figs. 2, 3, 4.—Young forms of skeletal corpuscle.

Figs. 5, 6, 12.—Various forms of fully-formed skeletal corpuscles. Figs.

5 to 8 represent the common or staple form of corpuscle, with spined heads and
rays restricted to one side. Fig. 10.—A corpuscle in which the branched spines

are replaced by articulating rays. Figs. 11 and 12.—Irregular coi-puscles, probably

aftergrowths. Fig. 12 shows the mode of ai-ticulation of one of these corpuscles

with the rays of another of the normal kind.

The figures of plate iv. were drawn in outline by the camera lucida, figs. 1 to 4,

as seen by a Zeiss D, oc. 3 ; and figs. 5 to 12 by a Zeiss D, oc. 2.
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XXV.

—

Eepoet oisr the Flora of Beit Bttlbeit ajs-d the ADJonsmsre

MomsriAijsr Range in Sligo and LEiTjanx, by Eichaed M.
Bareington, M.A., LL.B., P.L.S., and R. P. Vowell. (Plate V.).

[Read, April 27, 1885.]

In the year 1882 Mr. Thomas H. Corry visited the Ben Bulben range

in Sligo, with the intention of making a botanical survey of the same,

having received from the Academy a grant for that purpose. He was
accompanied by two friends, Mr. Dickson, and Mr. E,. P. Vowell.

In 1883 Mr. Corry again proceeded to Sligo with Mr. Dickson
only, but they were both drowned near Goat Island in Lough Grill

before they ever reached the mountains. By reason of this sad

and unfortunate accident, the examination of the Ben Bulben range

was not completed. The London Catalogue of British Plants which
Mr. Corry brought with him in 1882 was marked, so as to indicate what
species were observed, and the heights to which a large number of

them ascended and descended on the mountains. Prom this Catalogue

Mr. A. G. More carefully compiled the Paper read in Mr. Corry'

s

name before the Academy, " On the Heights attained by Plants on Ben
Bulben," ' which Paper is hereafter frequently referred to. Mr.
Vowell, who accompanied Corry in 1882, believes that Annaghcoona
(1963 feet) was then mistaken for Ben Whisken (1666 feet). The
point marked King's Mountain on the Ordnance Map is marked
Seafin in the map attached to this Paper, and the hill over Glencar
(1273 feet) is called King's Mountain.

The range of mountains in the northern part of the counties Sligo

and Leitrim is, perhaps, the most interesting in Ireland for alpine

plants. Like Ben Lawers and the Clova district in Scotland, it is

constantly referred to as the liabitat of rare species, and it was com-
paratively well known to botanists at a time when the other mountain
ranges in Ireland had scarcely been examined.

The map accompanying this Paper shows the district which we
explored. The boundary line which separates Sligo from Leitrim
runs right through it from north to south.

Its best known point is Ben Bulben in Sligo ; but the whole range
of moiintains is so associated and mixed up in the minds of botanists
with this mountain, that species which do not grow on Ben Bulben at
all have been recorded from it, whereas they should be limited to
another portion of the district.

Most of the interesting species grow at a distance not exceeding
seven miles from the south of Donegal bay. The sea approaches to
within three miles of the cliifs at one spot, therefore maritime varie-

^ Tliesu "Proceedings," antea,^. 73.

2X2
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ties not Tisiially observed on mountains might be looked for. I^one^

however, were noticed on the range, and Armeria maritima is absent,

a maritime plant well known to occur on mountains, but Silene mari-
tima, Plantago maritima, and Cochlearia grow in abundance on the
cliffs facing the sea—diminishing or absent altogether on the inland

portions of the range.

With the exception of portion of Een Boo mountain, and the

cential part of the Leitrim range to the east of Glenade, the district

we examined was altogether limestone.

The shape of the mountains is remarkable. They do not descend
gradually into the valleys, but are surrounded by cliffs varying in

height from 30 to 500 feet. These cliffs extend all round the range
to the west of Glenade, and it is only in one or two places that the

mountain slope is free from this limestone barrier. There are similar

cliffs on the mountains south of Kinlough, but all the rare species can

be gathered on the range lying to the west of the Glenade valley,

though they are not all confined to it. The mean height of the edge

of the cliffs may be taken at 1600 feet. They are composed of loose

limestone readily detached, and as this affords a poor security either

for the hand or foot, they are dangerous to climb. The cliffs are

everywhere separated from the fields and valleys below by a steep

slope of talus or debris, extending downwards at an angle varying

from 40 to 50 degrees. This slope is frequently 500 feet in verti-

cal height (sometimes more), and the cliffs can only be examined in

many places by walking along a narrow track made by the sheep, where
the talus meets the face of the precipice. IS'owhere else in Ireland is

there such an extent of similar cliffs. The top of the talus varies

fi'om 900 to 1200 feet above the sea level.

The highest points in the district ar

Truskmore,
Cloughcorragh,

Annacoona, .

Ben Bulben,

Arroo Mountain,

Ben Whisken,

Seafin,

King's Mountain,

e as follows

2113 feet

2007
1963
1722
1712
1666
1527
1273

ISTo rarity was gathered on Ben Boo, 1365 feet, but this hill, together

with the range between Manorhamilton and Lough Melvin, is beyond

the district examined carefully.

The Ordnance Map does not give the local names of many moun-

tains. This deficiency has been remedied on the map, fi'om information

obtained from shepherds and others met with on the hills.

The only lakes of any extent in the district are

—

Glenade, 216 feet above the sea

Glencar, 97 ,, ,,
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There are a few small louglis among the mountains to the east of

Glenacle. "We visited Arroo, 1500 feet above the sea level, but it was
absolutely barren.

On the way to Ben Bulben a few specimens were gathered in

Lough Gill; near Sligo. The various localities were examined as

follows :

—

FmsT Visit.

1884.

June 28. Eiver at Sligo and Goat Island, Lough Gill.

„ 29. Drumcliff. West and north face of Ben Bulben, and
summit.

,, 30. Glencar and cliffs to north of lake.

-July 1 . Glencar cliffs ; Octagorea and Annacoona.

,, 2. Top of Trusk ; cliffs of Annaghmore, Glenade ; Thjum-
pawn, Crumpawn.

,, 3. Glenade cliffs ; Skehegwore and Largydonnell cliffs (these

are comparatively barren).

,, 4. Kinlough ; Arroo cliffs, and across Arroo mountain to

Glenade and Glencar.

5. Ben Boo mountain and boa; near Manorhamilton.

Second Visit.

,, 31. Kinlough.
Aug. 1. Glenade, Crumpawn.

,, 2. Arroo cliffs over Kinlough.

,, 3. Kinlough to Cashelgarron, along road.

,, 4. Cashelgarron to Seafin, Crookawnalook, Lobiermot Cave.

,, 5. Base of Ben Bulben, Ben Whisken, Shee, Annacoona, top

of Trusk, Annaghmore ? Thjumpawn to Kinlough.

,, 6. Sandhills north of Bundoran.

Mr. Vowell was alone on the second occasion. In 1882 he accom-
panied the late Mr. Corry, and the knowledge of the district he then
obtained was of much value subsequently.

As the mountains do not exceed 2113 feet, the vertical range for

species is small, and as the conditions of the soil are not uniform, the
height to which species ascend or descend is often regulated by the

commencement of the cliffs, or the termination or beginning of the
slope of talus. Unsheltered, bleak summits, are poor in species : within
100 feet of the top of Trusk, the highest point in the range, twenty-
three species only were gathered :

—

Aira flexuosa, Eriophorum angustifolium.
Carex rigida.

,, vaginatum.
Lycopodium selago. Potentilla tormentilla.
Juncus squarrosus. Melampyrum montanum.
Galium saxatile. Orchis maculata.
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Yaccinhmi myrtillus.

Callima vulgaris.

Lastrea dilatata.

Empetnim nignim.
Luzula sylyatica.

,
, multiflora.

Solidago yirga-aiu'ea.

Anthoxantlium ocloratum.

Carex binerris.

Blechmim spicant.

Scirpus csespitosus.

Carex glauca?
Euplu'asia officinalis.

The following alpine species and varieties belonging to "Watson's

''Higioland type" were obsei'ved. They number twenty-five out of

the forty-one known to occur in Ireland, and out of the one hundred
and thii'teen occurring in Great Britain :

—

Height in ft. B. & Y_ CoiTy's height.

Thalictruui alpiniun, 1950 only. —
Arabis petreea, 1500-1300 1850?
Draba incana, 1950, highest 1850 to sea level

,, ,, var. confusa, Ehi h., 1700 oniv. —
Silene acaulis, 1600-1100 1800-1100.

Arenaria ciliata, 1950-1200 1850-1400.

Dryas octopetala, . 1220-800 1150.

Epilobium alsinifolium, . 1200-1000 —
Sedum rhodiola, 1850 1900-1150.

Saxifraga oppositifolia, . 1600-800 —
,, nivalis, 1950 onlv. —
,, aizoides, 1600-350 1800-600.

Hieracium anglicum, — 1300-600.

,, var. decipiens, SyrQe., — —
,, var. acutifolium, B ack., — —
„ ii'icum, (specimen poor). — 1200.

Oxyria reniformis, 1950, highest 1200.

Polygonum viviparum, . 1200 only. 500 (BenWhisken)
Salix herbacea, 1950-1700 —
Juniperus nana, 1200 1300-1200.

Carex rigida, 2110-1700 1400?

Poa alpina, . 1900-1500 1850-1700.

Asplenium viride, . 1600-700 1850-100.

Aspidium lonchitis, 1600-1150 —
Selaginella selaginoides, 1400-100 1200-200.

Scottish Sighland tyi^e :—
Eubus saxatilis, . 1650, highest 1150.

Circsea alpina, 1200 500.

Saxifi'aga hypnoides, 1300 1850-600.

Crcpis paludosa, . 1700, highest

Empetrum nigrum, 2100 1900-680.

Listera cordata. 2000, highest 650.

Salix phyllicifolia, 1200, about 1200.
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Height in ft. B. & V. Corry's height.

Sigliland^ Intermediate

:

—
Galium sylvestre, . 350
Sesleria caerulea, . 1100

British Highland

:

—
Chrysoplenium oppositifolium, 1600 1850.

Yaccinium royrtilliis, 2000
Cystopteris fragilis, 1700 1850-1000.
Lycopodium selago, 2100-270 1850.

Scottish

:

—
Drosera anglica, 400
Callitriclie autumn alis, . under 100
Hieracium pallidum 1300 to sea level.

Habenaria albida, 680-300.

Salix pentandi^a, . 400?
Equisetum variegatum, . 100
{[Alsiae vema (Scottish interm .), not seen. near top.]

British Scottish

:

—
Geum rivale, 1700 1150.

Comarum palustre, 350
Epilobium angustifolium, 1650-1000
Myosotis repens, .

Habenaria viridis, 400 to sea level.

Scirpus csespitosus, 2100
Eriophorum vaginatum, 2100 1850.

Scottish British

:

—
Thalictrum minus, var. moiitanum 1 600 ? 1400-1100.

majus, . 1300
Vicia sylvatica, 1350
Pamassia palustris, 1300 to sea level. 1450-200.

Gnaphalium dioicum, 1700-400
Pinguicula vulgaris, 1700 1900-1100.

Carex dioica, 1650

Atlantic British, Sfc.

:

—
Mecanopsis cambrica (At. inter-

mediate), .... 1300
Hypericum androssemum (At.

British), ....
Cotyledon umbilicus (At. English), 500, highest

Pinguicula lusitanica (At. Scot-

tish), .... 400

1250-500.

900
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Height in ft. B. & V. Corry's heiglit.

Lastrea aemula (At. British), — 950-300.
Adiantum capillus-veneris (At-

lantic), .... 700 about.

Hymenophyllum wilsoni (At.

Highland), ... 1850

Irish

:

—
Arenaria ciliata, . . . 1950-1200. 1850-1400.

Cochlearia alpina, 1900-1000 (1200 Corry) ; Polygala grandiflora,

1200-(1175 ?-900 Corry); Pyrus rupicola, 920, and Melampyrum
montanum, 2100, are not placed under types by Watson.

The following thirty-two species are new to district 9 of the Cyhele

IIil)ernica

:

—
fEannnculus pseudo-fluitans, Hieracium caesium, var. smithii.

(E.. penicillatus of Corry's List). ,,
pallidum.

Sagina apetala. Polygonum terrestre.

Prunus cerasus. fSalix alba.

Geum intermedium. f ,,
purpurea.

fRosa arvensis. f ,, smithiana.

Epilobium angustifolium. | ,, herbacea.

,, alsinifolium. jTaxus baccata.

Myriophyllum spicatum. fOrchis incarnata.

CEnanthe crocata. fListera cordata.

Yeronica hederifolia. Epipactis latifolia.

Galium sylvestre. Carex paniculata.

Centaurea cyanus. f ,, rigida.

fMelampyrum montanum. ,, strigosa.

Hieracium angiicum—var. acuti- ,, hornschuchiana.

folium. Bromus commutatus.

,, murorum. fEquisetum maximum.

Those marked with an asterisk (f ) are recorded in Mr. Corry's List.

The most interesting plant discovered was Upilohittm alsinifolium,

an alpine species not previously found in Ireland. Alchemilla al-

pina is recorded in the Flora Sihernica as having been gathered on
Ben Bulben, but no botanist has observed it recently, though A. con-

juncta has been gathered, doubtfully wild, in the vicinity of the

mountain. lycopodium alpinum is stated to have been gathered '' on
the mountains of Sligo " by Mr. J. Wynne, but it was not seen. 8axi-

fraga nivalis, which grows nowhere else in Ireland, is confined to one

spot, and is now reduced to about thirty plants. Saxifraga oppositi-

folia there is no danger of exterminating. Poa alpina occurs on the

summit of Annacoona, Ben Bulben, and in a few other places. Thalic-

trum alpinum, though confined to one very limited area, is difficult to
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reach. Drala rupestris, recorded on the range in "Withering, and by
Dr. Moore in 1871, was probably B. incana (see notes to species).

Adiantum eapillus-veneris is reduced to a few plants in Glencar, and
although Aspidium lonchitis is still plentiful, the fern-dealers of the

district are rapidly diminishing its numbers. Arahis petrcea is confined

to quarter of a mile of cliff in Glenade ; and though some specimens grow
out of reach, it could be almost exterminated by an expert climber.

Mr. Eennett of Croydon has kindly looked over the Potamogetons and
Hicracia, and to the Messrs Groves we are indebted for the naming
of the Characeae.

In the following list those species certainly introduced are marked'*,

those probably introduced :|:, those which appear native, but which axe

believed to have been introduced at a remote period f :

—

Total number of species iu the following List, 430.

EAJSnjNCTJLACE^

.

Thalictrum alpinum, Linn.—Only on the cliff at Anna Coona, over

Grleniff, 1950 feet. Sparingly. Not seen on Ben Bulbem.

,, minus, JAnn. yav. montanum,Wa\lr. 1600 feet.—^I^orth

face of Ben Bulben, Annacoona, and cliffs of Glenade

;

not plentiful anywhere. This is the T. calcareum of

Jordan.

,, maj'us, Sm.—Only at Glenade.

Anemone nemorosa, Linn.—Wood at Glencar, and one or two other

places.

Ranunculus psuedo-fluitans, Syme.—In the river at Sligo, and in

Glencar lake.

,, Jiederaceus, Linn.—Local. In drains about the north.

end of Glenade and Lough Melvin.

,, flammula, Linn. 1850 feet.—Common everywhere,

,, acris, Linn. 1850 feet.—The most abundant of all the

Ranunculi.

,, ,, var. vulgatus, Jord.—With the petioles and base of

the stem thickly covered with fulvous hairs, and
the segments of the radical leaves overlapping

;

it occurs occasionally on the cliffs.

,, repens, Linn.—Common.
,, hulbosus, Linn.—Frequent on the talus; not observed

elsewhere.

,, ficaria, Linn.—In sheltered places on Glenade cliffs.

Caltha palustris, Linn. 1050 feet.—Common.

l^TIUPHAEACE^.

Nymphcea alba, Linn.—River at Lough Gill.

Nuphwr lutea, ^m.— „ ,, Less frequent than preceding
species.
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Papaterace^.

Meconopsis cambrica, Yig. 1300 feet.—Several specimens in a gnlly
on King's Mountain. Yery sparingly on the north side

of Ben Bulben.

PrarAEiACE^.

Fumaria officinalis, (?) Linn.—Specimens gathered in a cultivated field

north of Sligo : too imperfect to identify with certainty.

Cetjcifee^.

Sinapis arvensis, Linn.—Common in cultivated fields.

,, alba, Linn.—Frequent.

Sisymbrium officinale, Scop.—Roadside near Kinlough.

,,
alliaria, Scop.—Eoot of cliffs over Colonel Whyte's
Cottage in Glencar.

Ca/rdamine pratensis, Linn. 1600 feet.—Common.
,, hirsuta, Linn.—Glenade, &c. ; not common.

Ca/rdamine sylvatica, Link.—Common.
Arabis petrcea, Lam. 1330 feet.—Very rare. In one place on the

cliffs of Glenade there are about fifty plants, some
growing in inaccessible places. Corry's height for this

species, 1850 feet, would indicate a different locality,

but there is a query prefixed to the species in his original

marked London Catalogue.

,, hirsuta, Brown.—Common on the cliffs.

Barbarea vulgaris, Brown.—Roadside near Milltown.

Nasturtium officinale, Brown.—Common.
Cochlearia alpina, Watson. 1900 feet.—Frequent on cliffs at a

high level. A form with the pods globose, and not
distinguishable from Cochlearia officinalis, is common.

Draba incana, Linn. 1950 feet.—Common all over the cliffs.

,, var. confusa, Ehrh.—This form has stellate hairs on the

pods, and it was only gathered at Annacoona, over

Gleniff.

Draba rupestris. Brown.—First recorded by Withering as plen-

tiful " on the limestone mountains of Sligo and Leitrim." Sub-
sequently by the late Dr. Moore in the Journal of Botany (vol ix.,

p. 299), as having been gathered on that part of the Ben Bulben
range known locally as " King's Mountain," when he was botaniz-

ing there in company with Prof. Thisleton Dyer, in the last week
in May 1871. Only two small plants were then gathered, one of

these is now in the herbarium of Mr. A. G. More ; the other I

have not been able to trace. A careful but unsuccessful search was
made for JD. rupestris, but we only obtained some dwarf forms of D.
incana, not unlike D. rupestris at first sight. On comparing Mr. More's
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specimen with these, doubts were expressed about its being accurately

named, and it was then forwarded to Mr. A. Bennett of Croydon, who
kiadly examined it. He says :

" With respect to the Ben Bulben
rupestns, it is a pity the specimen is so young (gathered in May), but
there is a character of rupestris it shows under a half inch, i. e. * stigma

distinctly notched' " (Syme's Eng. Bot.). Babington, in his 8th ed.,

does not mention this character, nor does Hooker in the Studenfs

Manual. Fries says, '' Stylo Tieri^stigmatisuhpunctiformiP JStAqx incana

he says, '' siliculis saepe tortisJ'' Everyone seems to mention this cha-

racter—yet my sheets are conspicuous by its absence. Syme says of

rupestris, the pods never twisted, and always with stellate pubescence

on them ; while Dr. Lange says, in Conspectus Florm Grcenlancliecej

" Siliculis minoribus, lanceolatus (glabris stellatis, pilosis)." There
is one character of this specimen of rupestris I do not like, and that is

the rootstock—to my eyes it is much too mca?2«-like. On the whole,

while I do not like to say it is not rupestris^ so I cannot say it is

rupestris. You must search for this form in a later state. I have just

looked at Hartman's Handbook^ i. Scand. Flora, and he repeats Lange's

observation, " glatta ell hariga," so that there is no certainty about

the hairiness of the pod ; it may be hairy or not.

Many of the Ben Bulben specimens of B. incana have no sign what-
ever of the pod twisting. The pods of Scotch specimens of B. rupes-

tris examined are covered with stellate pubescence, and are a marked
contrast to the glabrous pods of the Ben Bulben B. rupestris, and
even to the pods of B. eonfusa, Ehrh., from the same district.

The root-stock of the Ben Bulben plant is so like B. incana that the

species should not be retained in the Irish List until better specimens
are forthcoming.

During the first visit of Messrs. Corry and Dickson to Ben Bulben,
dwarf specimens of B. incana were collected, which at the time were
taken for B. rupestris, but the error was corrected by Prof. Babington.
The specimen mentioned by Mr. Hind as growing in soil obtained from
Ben Bulben (see Jour. Botany, vol. ix., p. 325) is not B. rupestris,

but B. verna. This specimen is in the herbarium of Trinity College,

Dublin.

Capsella lursa-pastoris, Moench.—Common along roads at a low
level.

YlOlAOE^.

Viola palustris, Linn.—Frequent in bogs.

,, sylvatica, Fries. 1700 feet.—Frequent. The form riviniana,

Beich.

[ ,, canina, Auct.—No specimen was gathered].

DEOSEEACEiE.

Brosera rotundifolia, Linn.—Scarce ; seen only in one or two bogs
on the hills.
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Brosera cmglica, Huds.—In bog between Manorhamilton and Ben Boo
mountain.

POLYGALACE^.

Polygala vulgaris, Linn. 1700 feet.—Frequent.

,, ,, var. grandiflora. 1200 feet.—Ben Bulben, and
occasionally on the cliffs of other mountains.

,, depressa, Wender.—Common. "By far the most common
milkwort in Britain."—Syme, Eng. Bot.

CaKYOPHILLACEiE

.

Silene inflata, Sm.—Not common. On road near Sligo Asylum.

,, maritima, With. 1550 feet.—Frequent on the cliffs, and
abundant on Ben Bulben.

,, acaulis, Linn.—Common on the cliffs north-east of Ben Bulben

;

abundant on Ben Bulben, forming large green cushions.

Lychnis diurna, Sibth.—Road near Milltown. Plentiful on some
cliffs to a high level, about 1800 feet.

,, flos-cucidi, Linn.—Common.
Cerastium glomeratum, Thuil.—Roadside near Sligo.

,, triviale, Link. 1850 feet.—Common.
Stellaria media, With.—Common.

,, holostea, Linn.—Base of Ben Bulben; not common.

,, graminea, Linn. 1050 feet.—Frequent.

,, uliginosa, Murr. 1050 feet.—Frequent.
Arenaria trinervis, Linn.—One place on cliffs of Glenade.

,, ciliata, Linn.—Plentiful at Annacoona to 1950 feet. A few
plants on Seafin mountain at 1200 feet, and near

Lobiermot Cave, south-east of Ben Bulben, but not

seen on Ben Bulben proper.

\_^Alsine verna, Bartling.—In Corry's List, and previously recorded

from the county Sligo in Cyh. Hib., but not seen by
us.]

Sagina apetala, Linn.—On a wall by the river at Sligo.

,, procumhens, Linn.—Common everywhere.

,, nodosa, Meyer.—Common about Glenade district.

Spergula arvensis, Linn.—Frequent in cultivated ground.

PORTUlACAOEiK.

Montia fontana, Linn. 900 feet.—Rare; by a mountain stream be-

tween Glencar and Trus.

HY'PEEICACEiE.

Sypericum androscemum, Linn.—Glencar and a few other places.

,, tetrapterum, Fries.—Local.

,, pulchrum, Linn.—Generally distributed.
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LlNACEiE.

Linum cathorticum, Linn.—Common on the talus of the cliffs.

Geeaniace^.

Geranium moUe, Linn.—Kinlough ; scarce.

,, dissedum, luian.—Roadside near Cashelgarron. This species

and the preceding do not seem to be nearly so common
in some parts of north-western Ireland as on the east

coast ; whereas the next species, G. lucidum, is of more
frequent occurrence than on the east coast.

,, lucidum, Linn.—Glencar, and near Ben Boo mountain.

,, rohertianum, Linn. 1700 feet.—Common everywhere.

Oxalis acetosella, Linn. 1600 feet.—Common. Eanges from sea

level to 1600 (Corry, 1900).

Ilex aqiiifolium, Linn.—Common on Glencar cliffs.

Celasteace^.

Euonymus ewropceus, Linn.—Shores of Lough Gill (sea level to 575,

Glencar, Corry) ; 750, Watson's, Cyl. Brit.

SAPIKDACEiE.

*Acer pseudo-platanm, Linn.—Glencar; planted.

Legtjmxntfer^.

Ulex eiiropcBUs, Linn.—Common.
AnthylUs vulneraria, Linn.—rBen Bulben and other cliffs.

Trifolium pratense, Linn. -Common.

,, repens, Linn. 1550 feet.—Common.
,, minus, E,elhan.—Common.

Lotus corniculatus, Linn. 1500 feet.—Common.

,, ,, A fine form, with large yellow flowers, occurs

on the cliffs.

Vicia cracca, Linn.—Frequent.

,, sylvatica, Linn. 1350 feet.—Cliffs at Glenade and Arroo
mountain ; in both places growing with Epilobium
augustifolium.

,, sepium, Jjum. 1300 feet.—Common.
Lathyrus pratensis, Linn.—Common.

EoSACEiE.

Prunus spinosa, Linn. 1200 feet.—Frequent.
* ,, cerasus, Linn.—Near Kinlough, not far from a garden.
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Spiraea ulmaria, Linn. 1700 feet.—Common.

Achemilla vulgaris, Linn. 1850 feet.—Yery common on the moun-
tains. The hairy form, var. montana, Wild., met with
occasionally.

,, al-pina, Linn. I^ot seen.—E,ecorded from Ben Bulben in

the Flora Sihernica, but only Achemilla conjuncta has

been gathered in suspicious situations near the foot of

the mountain.

Potentilla fragariastrmn, Ehrh.—Common.

,, tormentilla, Schenk. Top of Trusk, 2113 feet to sea level.

—Common.

,,
procumlens, Sibth.—Common about Grlencar (Yowell.)

,, anserina, Linn.—Common.

Comarum palustre, Linn.—Only seen in a bog near Drumcliffi.

Fragaria vesca, Linn.—Common.

JRuhus idcBUs, Linn. 1400 feet to sea level.—Common, especially be-

tween Manorhamilton and Glencar.

,, saxatilis, Linn. 1650 feet.—Holes in side of Trusk, Glenade
cliffs, and on Arroo mountain, Kinlough.

,, discolor, W. and '^., and three other forms.

Geum urhanum, Linn.—Occurring frequently on talus.

,, intermedium, Ehrh.—On talus of cliffs of Glenade.

,, rivale, Linn. 1700 feet.—Yery common on the talus of the

cliffs. On Ben Bulben and in Glenade a handsome but
abnormal form was gathered, looking at a distance like a

small red anemone. The stem is short ; the inner calyx

segments are sometimes enlarged into leaves. The
petals are not only double, but number fifteen to twenty,

and vary in size.

[Two roots cultivated in a garden have since produced flowers,

all of the normal form.

—

JVote added in Press, June, 1885.]

Pryas octopetala, Linn. 800 to 1220 feet.—Generally distributed all

over the range.

Rosa spinosissima, Linn. 1300 feet. Lough Gill, and occurring fre-

quently on cliffs.

,, tomentosa, Sm.—Common in Glencar, and in a few other places.

,, canina, Linn.—Common.
,, arvensis, Huds—The commonest rose in Glencar.

Crataegus oxyacantha, Linn, 1200 feet.—Common.

'\Pyrus aria. Hooker.—Goat Island, Lough Gill.

,, rupicola, Syme, E. B.—One tree seen by Yowell on the ex-

posed limestone cliffs over Glencar, 1882.

,, aucwparia, (aa-eii. 1600 feet on cliffs.—Frequent; small stunted

trees grow up to 1850 feet in the large sheltered holes

so common in parts of this range.
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Ltthrace^.

Lythrum salicaria, Linn.—Yery common.

Onagkace^.

^pilohium angustifoUum, Linn. 1650 to 1000 feet—In some of the

large deep holes which occur on the east side of

Truskmore ; also on the cliffs of Glenade, under
Trusk, and on Arroo mountain, over Kinlough.

hirsutum, Linn.—ISTot uncommon along the streams.

pa/rviflorum, Schreb.—Local.

montanum, Linn. 1600 feet.—Common.
ohsctirmn, Schreb.—Common.
palustre, Linn. 1500 feet.—Not common. In Grlenade

and other places.

„ alsinifolmm, Linn. 1000 feet.—Seen only in two places

on the Grlenade cliffs, both close to each other. In one
locality there is a large bed of it, and it is scattered in

patches along a small stream. (See Journal of Botany
for August, 1884.)

Circaa lutetiana, Linn.—Common on the top of talus and elsewhere.

,, alpina, Linn.—Glenade, at the foot of the cliffs where the

talus begins, and in some places at Arroo mountain.

Haloeagiace^,

Myriophyllum spicatum, Linn.—In Glencar lake and Lough Gill

river.

,, alternifloruni, D.C.—Glencar lake.

Callitriche platycarpa, Kutz.—On mud by a mountain stream, over

Glencar, and elsewhere.

autumnalis, Linn.—Plentiful in the river at Sligo.

Geosstjlaeiace^ .

'^Rihes rubrum, Linn.—On the cliffs at Glenade. IN'ot in fruit or

flower ; but as the leaves are glabrous on both sides, it

is probably var. sativum.

Ceasstjlace-^.

Sedum rhodiola, D.C. 1850 feet.—Abundant on the cliffs.

*Sempervivum iectorum, Linn.—Planted on the roofs of some houses
in Glenade.

Cotyledon umbilicus, Linn.—Occurs sparingly in a good many places,

but not seen on the cliffs, nor above 500 feet.

SAXIERAGACiE.

Saxifraga oppositifolia, Linn.—At Glenade, Annacoona, Arroo moun-
tain, &c. Over 1200 feet, but not seen on Ben Bulben.
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Saxifraga nivalds, Linn. 1950 feet.—About thirty plants at one
place near Annacoona. Not elsewhere.

,,
ai%oides, Linn.—Abundant everywhere through the moun-

tains. 1600 to 350 feet.

,,
hypnoides, Linn. 1300 feet.—Common on the cliffs.

\Saxifraga stellaris.—Not observed. " One of the most widely dis-

tributed mountain plants in Ireland. It is singular

that it has not been found on Ben Bulben."

—

Cyl. Sib.,

Chrysosplenium oppositifolium, Linn. 1600 feet.—Common.
Parnassia palustris, Linn. 1300 feet to sea level.—Common, and

generally distributed.

Umbellifee^.

Sydrocotyle vulgaris, Linn.—In a bog near Glenade lake, but not at

all common.
Sanicula eiiropcea, Linn. 907 feet.—Common.
Apium grmeolens, Linn.—Near Drumcliff (Yowell, 1882).

Seliosciadiwn nodiflorum, Koch.—Frequent.

Buniumflexuosum, "With.—Frequent. Corry's highest is 1850 feet,

exceeding Watson's Highland limit. We did not see it

above the top of the talus, 1200 to 1300 feet.

(Enanthe erocata, Linn.—Rare. At Glencar.

Angelica sylvestris, Linn. 1700 feet. Common.
Seracleum spliondylium, Linn. 1600 feet.—Common.
Paucus ccwota, Linn.—Near the shore of Glencar lake.

Torilis anthrisciis, Gaert.—In a lane near Drumcliff.

GhceropJiyllum syhestre, Linn. 1300 feet.—Common in most places.

[ Conium maculatum, Linn.—Grange ; vide Corry's MS. List.]

Aealiace^.

Sedera helix, Linn. 1300 feet.—Common on the cliffs.

Capeifoliace^.

Samiucus nigra, Linn.—Near Kinlough, and other places, but not

common.
Viburnum opulus, Linn.—Shores of Louglis Gill and Glencar.

Lonicera periclymenum, Linn.—Common.

Rtjsiace^.

Galium saxatile, Linn. 2100 feet to sea level.—Common.
„ sylvestre. Poll.—Rare. Glenade.

,,
palustre, Linn. Common.

,, aparine, Linn.—Common.
Asperula adorata, Linn.—Common about Glencar.

\_Sherardia arvensis, Linn.—Not seen. This colonist is rare in some
of the N.W. counties."]
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Valeeianace^.

Valeriana officinalis, Lirm.—Ereqiient.

DlPSACE^.

Scahiosa succisa, Linn. 1750 feet.
—

"Very common everywhere.

Composite.

Carduus lanceolatus, Linn. 1400 feet.—Generally distributed.

,, pahistris, Linn. 1600 feet.—Common.

,,
pi'atensis, Huds. 1950 feet.—Common, from the sea level

upwards; growing close to Sax. nivalis at 1950. "Wat-

son's limit is 1200 feet.

,, arvensis, Curt.—Common.
Arctium intermedium, Lange. (?)—In a lane near Milltown ; speci-

men too young to identify.

Centaurea nigra, Linn.—Common everywhere.

,, cyanus, Linn.—Glenade, in cultivated ground.

\ ChrysantJiemum segettim., Linn.—In cultivated ground about Glenade,

Grange, &c.

,, leucanthemum, Linn.—Common.
Matricaria inodora, Linn—Not common ; near Kinlough.
Achillea millefolium, Linn.—Common.

,, pto/rmica, Linn.— Generally distributed.

\Artemisia vulgaris, Linn.—IS'ear Kinlough, in waste places. This
species generally occiurs near houses, &c., in this dis-

trict, and has, perhaps, been introduced.

Gnaphalium uliginosum, Linn.—Eoadside, Glenade and Cashelgarron.

„ dioicum, Linn.—Scarce. Annacoona, 1700 feet; a few
places at Glenade, 400.

Senecio vulgaris, Linn.—Common.

,, jacohcea, Linn.—Common.
,, aquaticiis, Huds.—Much more plentiful than the preceding.

Bellis perennis, Linn. 1950 feet.—Common.
Solidago virgaurea, Linn. 2100 feet.—Distributed generally over

the talus. (Var. camlrica in Corry's printed List is due
to a clerical error).

Tmsilago farfara, Linn. 1700 feet.—Plentiful on the talus at the
base of cliffs in many places.

Petasites vulgaris, Desf.—Along roadsides and waste ground, near

Miltown and Sligo.

Eufatorium cannahinum, Linn.—Glencar, &c., frequently.
Lapsana communis, Linn.—IS^ot uncommon.
Sypochceris radicata, Linn. 1850 feet. Watson's limit 1740.

—

Common on the cliffs.

Leontodon autumnalis, Linn.—Common on the cliffs.

Taraxacum, officinale, "Wigg. 1700 feet.—Generally distributed.

K.I.A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. lA'. SCIENCE. 2 Y
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Sonchus oleraceiis, Linn.—Generally distributed, more so than the

next species.

,, asper, Hofm. 907 feet.—Not uncommon.
„ arvensis, Linn.—ISTear Kinlough.

Crepis virens, Linn.—Frequent.

,, paludosa, Moench.. 1700 feet.—Damp places on the cliffs;

common.
Hieracium pilosella, Linn. 1300 feet.—On dry banks ; frequent.

anglicum^ Fries.—Common on the cliffs, &c.

,, var. decipiens, Syme.—On mud, side of Arroo
mountain, over Kinlough.

,, var. acutifoUum, Back.—Glenade cliffs.

,, iricum. (?) Specimen imperfect.

murorum, Linn.—Ben Bulben and Goat Island, Lough
Gill.

cmsium, Fries.—Ben Bulben and Goat Island, Lough Gill,

,, the var. smithii, of Baker.

pallidum, Fries. Sea level to 1300 feet.—Goat Island,

Lough Gill, the Three Bunions, over Glencar, and
Arroo mountaia, Glenade.

\_E.ieracium gihsoni, Back.—In Corry's List, but there seems to be

some doubt about the identification of the specimen.]

Campantjlace^.

Campanula rotundifolia, Linn. 1300 feet.—Very common on cliffs.

Eeicace^.

Vaccinium myrtiUm, Linn. 2100 feet.—Common on the mountains.

Erica tetralix, Linn. 1700 feet.—JN'ot so common as the next
species.

,, cinerea, Linn. 1600 feet.—Common.
Calluna vidga/ris, Salisb. 2100 feet.—Abundant.

Jasmhstace^.

Fraxinus excelsior, Linn. 907 feet.—Glencar.

'*Ligu&trum vulga/re, Linn.—By the lake at Glencar.

Gentianaceje.

ErytJircea centaurium, Pers.—Not common, but occurs here and there.

Menyanthes trifoliaia, Linn. 1400 feet.—Plentiful in some places.

CONVOLVTJLACE^.

Convolvulus sepium, Linn.—Roadside, near Drumcliff, &c.

SCEOPHUXAlilACE^

.

Scrophularia calhisii, Hornem.—Near Drumcliff, &c.
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Scroplmlaria nodosa, Linn.—Not common.
Digitalis purpurea, Linn. 1700 feet.—Common.

"^-Linaria cymlalaria, MiU.—Rocks on Gloat Island, Lough Gill, and on
houses about Sligo.

'^'Mimulus luteus, Linn.—One place on shore of Lough Melvin, near
Kinlough.

Veronica liedercBfolia, Linn.—About Kinlough.

,, arvensis, Linn.—Kinlough and Grienade.

,, serpyllifolia, Linn.—Common.
,, officinalis, Linn. 1600 feet.—Common.
,, chamcedrys, Linn.—Common.
,, scutellata, Linn.—I^ot common ; in a bog on mountains near

Trusk, and in Glenade.

,, anagallis, Linn.—Near Miltown.

,, heccabunga, Linn. 950.—Common.
JEuphrasia officinalis, Linn. 2000 feet to sea level.—Abundant on

the talus.

Bartsia odontites, Huds.—Local ; near Miltown.
Pedicularis palustris, Linn. 1050 feet.—Frequent.

,,
sylvatica, Linn. 1700 feet.—Plentiful.

Rhinanthus crista-galU, Linn.—Common. A large branched form was
observed approaching var. major.

Melampyrum pratense, Linn.—Near Ben Whisken, &c.

,, var. montanum. 2100 feet.—generally distributed over
the mountains.

Labiate.

Mentha hirsuta, Linn.—Near DrumclifP and other places.

Thymus serpyllum, Fries. 1700 feet.—Abundant on the cliffs.

\_Nepeta glechoma, Benth.—Apparently wanting.]
Prunella vulgaris, Linn. 1700 feet.—Common.
Stachys palustris, Linn—Common.

,, sylvatica, Linn.—Boadside, near Drumcliff.

Galeopsis tetrahit, Linn.—Common in cultivated ground.
\Lamium amplexicaule, Linn.—Cliffony, ^f?^ Corry's MS. Catalogue.]

,, intermedium, Fries.—Rare ; near Kinlough.

,, purpwreum, Linn.—Frequent.
Ajuga reptans, Linn.—Frequent ; abundant in the wood at Glencar.

\_TeuGrium scorodonia, Linn.—Not seen.]

BoEAGnSTACE^.

Myosotis ccBspifosa, Schultz.—Frequent ; more often met with than
arvensis.

,, palustris, "With.—Near DrumclifP.

,, arvensis, Hoffm.—Rather scarce.

,, versicolor, Reich.—Common,

t*

Symphytum officinale, Linn.—Near houses
;
probably an escape.

2 Y2
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Petgiticixlace^ .

Pinguicula vulgaris^ Linn. 1700 feet.—Common.

,, lusitanica, Linn.—In a bog near Manorliamilton.

Peimtjlace^ .

Primula vulgaris, Huds. 1600 feet.—Common everywhere.
Lysimachia vulgaris, Linn.—Frequent. ^:

' :;-,\
'^

,,
nemorum, Linn. 1100 feet.—Common.

Atiagallis tenella, Linn.—Common in bogs.

Samolus valerandi, Linn.—Preqnent.

PlanTAGiNACE^

.

Plantago major, Linn.—Frequent.

,, lanceolata, Linn.—Common.
,, maritima,lArm. 1200 feet.—Plentiful on many of the cliffs.

Littorella lacustris, Linn.—Shores of Glenade lake and Lough Gill,

Chenopodiaceje .

Chenopodium album, Linn.—Common in fields.

„ bonus heftriciis, Linn.—Kinlough.

PoLYGOJfACEiE.

Pumex conglomeratus, (?) Murr.—Specimens too young'to identify with
certainty.

oiemorosus, Schrad.—Frequent.

obUmfoliiis, Auct.— Common.
crisptis, Linn.—Common.
acetosa, Linn.—Common on mountains.

acetosella, Linn. 1800 feet.—Common on mountains.

Oxyria reniformis, Hooker. 1950 feet to 1200.—Most frequent on
the north face of Ben Bulben, but it also occurs at

Annacoona, Ben "Whisken, &c.

Polygonum aviculare, Linn.—Frequent.

,, hydrofi^er, Linn.—I^ear Kinlough, &c.

,, persicaria, Linn.—!N^ear Kinlough, &c.

„ am])hibium Linn. var. terrestre.—Met ^vith in several

places.

,, viviparum, Linn.—Yery local. Seen on the north face of

Ben Bulben only, but gathered on talus of Ben "Whisken
in 1882 by Messrs. Dickson and Corry.

* ,, fagopyrum, Linn.—Field near Kinlough.

Empeteace^.

Empetrum nigrum, Linn. 2100 to 1200 feet.—Common on the hills.
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EuPHOEBIACEiE,

Euphorhia helioscopia, Linn.—Local. Near Cashelgarron.

,, peplus, Linn.—Local. ISTear Cashelgarron.

TJrticace^.

Parietaria diffusa, Koch..—On walls, &c., Sligo Eridge.

JJrtica dioica, Linn. 1200 feet.—Abundant at foot of cliffs in some
places.

,, urens, Linn.—Kinlough.

Amentifee,^,

Quercus rohur, Linn.—Cliffs of Grlenade.

Corylus avellana, Linn. 1200 feet.—Common.
Alnus glutinosa, Linn.—Common.
Betula alia, Linn. var. verrucosa, Ehrh.—In Glencar, &c. ; var.

glutinosa, Eries. (pubescent form), on the cliffs in

Glenade.

Myrica gale, Linn.—Grlenade, Ben Boo mountain, and other places.

'^'Salix pentandra, Linn.—About Grange and Kinlough, planted.
*

,, alha, Linn.—Grange. Co. Sligo, Vowell.
*

,, purpurea, Linn.—Between Glencar and Ben Boo mountain.
*

,, viminalis, Linn.—ITear Ben Boo mountain, &c., planted.

£ ,, smithiana, Willd.—In Corry's List at Grange.]

,, cinerea, Linn.—Erequent. Grange, &c.

,, aurita, Linn.—Common, from sea level to 2100 feet on top of

Trusk.

,, caprcea, Linn.—On Glenade cliffs under Trusk, sparingly, about

1400 feet.

,, pliylicifolia, Linn.—On the north face of Ben Bulben—not over

1400 feet—and near Kinlough, Co, Leitrim; height

seldom exceeding two feet.

,, herlacea, Linn. 1950-1700 feet.—On Ben Bulben and at Anna-
coona. J^ot seen under 1700 feet.

Conifers.

Juniperus nana, "Willd.—Cliff over Glencar at 1200 feet; very well

marked. On the cliffs at Ben Bulben a form less easily

distinguished from J. communis was observed.
Taxus haccata, Linn.—Rare. Cliffs over Colonel Whyte's Cottage,

Glencar, at 900 feet.

Ttphace^.

Sparganium ramosum, Huds.—Glenade.

Aeaceje.

Arum maculatum, Linn.—Woods at Glencar, &c.
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Lemnace^.

Lemna trisulca, Linn.—In the river near Sligo.

NaiadACE^.

Potamogeton natans, Linn.—In the river near Sligo.

n polygonifoUus, Pour. 1500 feet.—Bogs on mountains,
&c. Not common.

[ ,, rufescens, Schrad.—In Corry's List, and marked in his

London Catalogue as found in the river at Sligo, but
not seen there by us. Corry omits P. %izii, which is

abundant in the same locality.]

,, heterojyhyllus, Schreb.—Glenade lake.

,,
pusillus, Linn.—Glenade lake.

,, flahellatus, Bab.—Glencar lake.

,, %i%ii, Mertens and Koch.—In the river at Sligo, and
Glenade lake. I^amed by Mr. Arthur Bennett, who
observes—" The Lough Gill plant represents one
form, and the Glenade plant another, neither being
the typical plant of Mertens and Koch."

Alismace^.

Triglochin palustre, Linn. 1100 feet.—Common.
Sagittaria sagitifoUa, Linn.—Young state, with submerged linear

pellucid leaves, in the river at Sligo.

Alisma plantago, Linn.—Shore of Lough Gill, near Sligo.

,, ranunculoides, Linn.—Shore of Lough Gill, near Sligo.

Htdeochahidace^ .

*Elodea canadensis^ Wick.—Lough Gill river.

Oechidaceje.

Orchis mascula, Linn.—Not common.

,, incarnata, Linn.—Glenade, sparingly.

,, maculata, Linn. 2100.—Yery common everywhere, from the

sea level to the top of Trusk.

Gymnadenia conopsea, Brown.—Glencar. In many places, but not a

common plant.

Saienaria alhida, Rich.—Base of Ben Whisken very sparingly, and
on talus of King's Mountain ; common in one place.

,, viridis, Brown.—Glenade, Goat Island, and Lough Gill,

&c. ; frequent.

,, lifolia, Bab.—Nowhere plentiful, but met with in nearly

every part of the district.

,, chlorantha, Bab.—Common.
Listera cordata, Brown. 2000 feet.—Frequent on the mountains.

,, ovata, Brown.—Common.
PJpipactis latifolia, Auct.—Shore of Lough Gill, near Sligo.
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Ieidace^.

Iris pseudacorus, Linn. 1100 feet.—Common.

LlLIACE^.

8cilla nutans, Sm. 1350 feet.—Common about Glencar, and met with
frequently in the mountains.

Allmm ursinum, Linn. 1050 feet.—Glencar wood.

Narthecium ossifragwn, Huds. 1700.—Common in hogs on hills.

JUNCACE^.

Lwmla sylvatiea, Beck. 2100 feet.—Common everywhere.

,, muUiflora, Koch. 2100 feet.—Common.

[ ,,
pilosa, Willd.—In Corry's List; n.ot seen.]

Juncus conglomeratus, Linn. 1850 feet.—Frequent.

,,
glaucus, Sibth.—Frequent.

,, effusuSjIjirm. —Common.
,, acutiflorus, Ehrh.—Common.
,, suptnus, Moench.—Common.
,, hufonius, Linn.—Frequent.

,, sc[uarrosus,Jjimi. 2100 feet.—Yery common on the mountains.

Ctpekace^.

Scheenus nigricans, Lian.—Base of Ben Bulben and Seafin.

\^Blysm,us rufus, Link.—Marked in Corry's Loncl. Cat. at mouth of

DrumclifE river. Locality not visited by us.]

Scirpus palustris, Linn.—Frequent.

,, pauciflonis, Lightf.—Near the margin of the lakes at Glen-

car and Glenade.

,, ccBspitosus, Linn. 2000 feet.—Common.
„ setaceus, Linn.—Frequent.

,, lacustris, Linn.—Common by the lakes.

JEriophorum vaginatum, Linn. 2100 feet—Frequent on mountains.

,, angustifolium, Eoth. 2100 feet.—Common.
Ca/rex dioica, Linn. 1650 feet.—Rare; only seen on Trusk.

,, pulicaris, Linn.—Common, especially on talus of cliffs.

,, paniculata, Linn.—Bare. Bog by the roadside, between Ben
Boo and Manorhamilton.

[ ,, vulpina, Linn.—In Corry's List, probably gathered near the

sea-shore.]

,, stellulata, Good.—Very common.
,, remota, Linn.—Frequent in Glenade.

,, ovalis. Good.—Common.
„ stricta. Good.—Specimens gathered by the shores of Lough

Gill are doubtfully referred to this species.
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Carex rigida, Good. 2100 to 1700 feet.—On the suramits of Ben
Bulben and Triiskmore. ISTo specimens of C. rigida can
be found among Cony's plants ; his height doubtful.

,,
glauca, Scop. 2000 feet.—Common.

,, ,, var. stictocmya, a cuiious fonn gathered on the north
face of Ben Bulben, has been referred by !Mr. Bennett
to this variety.

,, vtdgaris, Fries.—Frequent.

,, filulifera, Linn.—Frequent.

,, prcBcox, Jacq.—On the talus. An abnormal depauperated

form with perygynia not developed, &c., having ter-

minal ovoid spikes, resembliag the capitata group, was
gathered.

[ ,,
pallescens^ Linn.—In Corry's List, and very likely to occur.]

,,
panicea, Linn. 1700 feet.—Common.

„ strigosa, -Huds.—Rare. Only seen by the roadside at west end
of Glencar lake.

,, sylvatica, Huds. 1850 feet.—Common.
,, Icevigata, Sm.—Rare. In a wood near Kinlough, and in a

small wood between Ben Bulben and Ben Whisken.

,, linervis, Sm. 2100 feet.—Common.
„ distans, Linn.—Rare. Near Kinlough.

,, hornscliucMana, Hoppe.—In a field near foot of Ben Boo moun-
tain.

,, flava, Linn. 1850 feet.—Common.
,, ampullacea, Good. 1400 feet.—In a bog on the mountain, be-

tween Glencar and Trusk.

,, vesicaria, Linn.—River side, Lough Gill.

Geailine^.

Anilioxanthwn odorafwn, Linn. 2000 feet.—Common.
DigrapMs arundinacea, Trin.—Lough Gill river.

Alopecurus geniculatus, Linn.—x^ear Drumcliff.

,, pratensis, Linn.—Whyte's Cottage, Glencar.

Phleum pratense, Linn.—Whyte's Cottage, near Manorhamilton,

&c.

Sesleria caerulea, Scop. 1100 feet.—Abundant on cliffs.

Agrostis canina, Linn.—Near Milltown.

,, alha, Linn.—Near Drum cliff.

,, vulgaris^ With.—Common.
Phragmites communis, Trin.—Common.
Aira caesjntosa, Linn.—Frequent about Glencar, &c.

,, flexuosa, Linn. Sea level to 2100 feet.—Frequent about Glen-

car, &c.

,, caryopliyllea, Linn.—Milltown.

Avena flavescens, Linn.
—

"Whyte's Cottage, Glencar.

,, elatior, Linn.—Base of Ben Bulben, &c.
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Holcus lanatus, Linn.—Common.
Triodia decumhens, Beauv.—Frequent.

IToeleria cristata, Pars.—Yery common on the mountains.

Molinia cmridea, Moench.—Common. The form major, Roth, with
green spikelets, and the panicle long and lax, occurs on
Ben Boo mountain.

Melioa uniflora, Betz.—Wood at Glencar.

Catabrosa aquaUca, Beauv.—Local. Roadside near ITanorhamilton.

Glyceriafluitans, Brown.—Common.

,, plicata, Fries.—Local.

Poa annua, Linn.—Common.
,, alpina, Linn. 1950 to 1500 feet.—Frequent at the summit of

Ben Bulben, and at Annacoona.

,, pratensis, Linn.—Frequent.

,, truialis, Linn.—Common.
Briza media, Linn.—G-lencar, &c. ; frequent.

Cynosiirus cristatus, Linn.— Common.
Dactylis glomerata, Linn.—Common.
Festuca sciuroides, Both.—Scarce. Dry fields, Glencai', &c.

,, ovina, Linn.—Frequent, and generally viviparous on the
mountaias.

,, rubra, Linn.—Abundant on the hills.

,, elatior, Linn.—Glencar, &c. ; not common.

,, pratensis. (?) Huds.
JBromus asper, Murr.—Glencar, &c.

,, commufatus, ^chxixdi.—Scarce; near Milltown .

,, mollis, Linn.—Common.
Triticum repens, Linn.—Common.
Lolium perenne, Linn.—Common.

-\ ,, italicum, Braun.—Frequent in laid down pastures.

Na/rdus stricta, Linn.—Yery common on the hills.

FlXICES.

Symenophyllum unilaterale, Willd. 850 feet.—On cliffs near Annacoona.

Adiantum capillus-veneris,Ijmn.—Three or four plants only seen at one

place on the cliffs of Glencar. The exact locality must
be known, as some one had evidently been there a few
hours before us removing specimens, and it will doubt-

less be completely exterminated very soon.

Pteris aqiiilina, Linn.—Common.
Lomaria spicant, Desv. 2000 feet.—Common.
Asplenium ruta-muraria, Linn. 1450 feet.—Frequent on the cliffs.

,, trichomanes, Linn.—Common on cliffs.

„ viride, Huds. 1600 feet.—Scarcely a plant on B_>n Bul-

ben, but abundant on many other cliffs, and in the deep
holes through the mountains

„ adiantum-nigrum, Linn.—In the wood on north side of

Glencar lake.
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Athyriuni Mix-fcemina, Bernli. 1750 feet.—Common.

Scolopendrium vulgare, Sm.—Common. Many plants were met with:

in wMcli the fronds were divided, and some brought
home have proved to be persistent.

Cystopteris fragilis, Bernh. 1700 feet.—Common all over the
mountains.

Aspidnmi lonchitis, Sw. 1600 feet.—Only one plant seen on Ben
Bulben by Yowell in 1882 ; none seen in 1884. Com-
mon in parts of Glenade ; and at Octagorea some very

jQ.ne specimens were gathered ; fronds over eighteen

inches long. The form with the pinnae overlapping was
rather scarce.

,, aeuleahmi, Sw.—Only seen at Glenade.

„ angulare, Willd.—Common.

Nephrodium filix-mas, Bich. 1850 feet.—Common.

,, dilatatum, Desv. 2100 feet.—Common.

,, CRmulum^ Baker.—Glenear and Glenade, and in many
other places about the mountains.

„ oreopteris, Desv.—On the talus of cliffs on south side of

Glenade.

Polypodium vulgare, Linn.—Frequent. The var. hibermcum was
gathered on Goat Island, Lough Gill.

Osmunda reyalis, Linn.—Shore of Lough Gill.

OpMoglossum vulgatum, Linn.—Near base of Arroo mountain, Kin-

lough.

Lycopodiace^.

Lycopodium selayo, Linn. 2100 to 270 feet.—Common on the moun-
tains.

,, alpinum, Linn.—Becorded in Cyh. Hib. as having been

found on the mountains of Sligo by Mr. J. "Wynne,,

but not seen by us, nor by Mr. Corry,

Selaginella selaginoides, Gray.—Frequent.

Eqtjisetace^.

Mquisetum, arvense, Linn. 1050 feet.—Common.

,, maximum, Lam.—Abundant in some places.

,, sylvaUcum, Linn. 1200 feet.—Generally distributed, but

not common.

,,
palustre, Linn. 1400 feet.—Frequent.

,, limosum, Linn.—Lough Gill, Glenade.

,, machaii, Newman.—Glenear, in hedge by side of road

at north-west end of lake.
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Chahace^.

Chwra aspera, Willd. var. suhinervis.—Glenade lake, and Loiigh.

Gill river.

,, fragilis^ Desv.—Lough Gill river, near Sligo.

,, ,, var. hedwigii.—Lough Gill river, near Sligo.

,, ,, var. delicatula.—Glenade lake, Leitrim.

,, vulgaris, Linn. var. longihracteata.—Glencar lake, Sligo.

Tolypella glomerata, Leonh.—In Glencar lake, and also in Glenade.
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XXYI. XoTE Olf A GEOilETEICAL HeTHOD OF IxVESTIGATr5"G THE
DrxAiincAL PfioPEEXiEs OF THE CrLiXDEoiD. Bt Eobeet S. Ball,
LL.D., P.E..S., Ptoyal Astronomer of Ireland.

[Eead, May 11, 1885.]

It is a fundamental point in the theory of screws, that when a certain

condition is fulfilled between two screws they are ' reciprocal,' i.e. a

twist on either does no work against a wrench on the other. Jl a, h

be the pitches of the two screws, and if d be their shortest distance

apart, and 6 be the angle between them, then the condition that they
shaU be reciprocal is thus stated :

{a + h) cos 6 - d ?,m.6 = 0.

Let a and /3 be any two screws, then if a body receives a twist

about a, followed by another twist about /?, the position arrived at

could have been reached by a single twist about a third screw y. If

the amplitudes of the twists about a and /3 are given, then the position

of y, as weU as the amplitude of the resultant twist thereon, are, of

course, both determined. If, however, the amplitudes of the twists

on a and yS are made to vary while the screws a and /3 themselves

remain fixed, then the position of y, no less than the amplitude of the

resultant twist, must both vary. A little reflection will, however,

show that the position of y will remain constant so long as the ratio

of the amplitudes of the twists about a and (B remains unchanged.

As this ratio varies, the position of y will vary, so that this position

is a function of a single parameter ; and, accordingly, y must be re-

stricted to be one of the generators of a certain ruled sui-face, which
includes a and /? as extreme cases in which the ratio is zero and in-

finity respectively.

It is proposed hereiu to investigate the nature of this ruled surface

by the Theory of Reciprocal Screws. The real character of this surface,

which is called the cylindroid, is of course well known, as it forms a

fundamental part of the Theory of Screws. It is only the method
of investigation which forms the novelty in this communication.

Let ^ be a screw which is reciprocal to both a and ^, then it will

be obvious that 6 must also be reciprocal to y ; for suppose a wrench
on 6, then a body can be twisted about a and y8 without any expendi-

tiu'e of work. If the body be restored to its original position by a twist

backwards along y, then no work can be done during this operation,

for otherwise there would be a quantity of energy created or lost. It

must not, however, be supposed that the theorem of the reciprocity

of 6 and y is limited only to the case of a system of forces in

which the doctrine of the conservation of energy is true. For the
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convenience of demonstration we have regarded the forces as consez'-

vative ; but it is to be I'emembered that the condition of reciprocity is

a purely geometrical one, involving only a certain metrical relation

between the positions of the two screws and their pitches. "We adduce
the case of a conservative system of forces merely to show that this

condition must be observed between 6 and y. This being so, the re-

lation of reciprocity is true whatever be the forces which constitute

the wrench.

"We proceed to study the consequences of the reciprocity of 6 to

the group of screws typified by y, lying on the surface 8. Let there be
four screws, 6i, 0o, O3, Oi, drawn reciprocal to any two screws of S

:

since a screw is defined by five conditions, it is plain that a screw which
fulfils the four conditions of being reciprocal to Oi, $2, 0^, 0^ will have one
degree of freedom, and must, therefoi-e, be confined to a certain ruled

surface. This surface must, of course, include S, as all on the screws

on it are reciprocal to 61, O2, O., Oi; further, it cannot include any screw
not on S ; for suppose it did contain a screw e, then as e and ani/ screw

y on S are reciprocal to ^1, O2, O3, Oi, it will follow that any screw on
the surface made from e and y, just as S is made from a and f3, must
also be reciprocal to ^1, 0^, O3, Oi. As y may be selected arbitrarily on S,

we would thus have the screws reciprocal to Oi, O2, O3, Oi limited not

to one surface, but to a whole group of surfaces, which is impossible.

It is therefore the same thing to say that a screw lies on S, as to say

that it is reciprocal to Oi, O2, O3, Oi.

Since the condition of reciprocity involves the pitches of the two
screws in an expression containing only their sum, it follows that if

all the pitches on Oi, Oo, O3, 6^ be increased by - m, and all those on 8
be increased by + m, the reciprocity will be undisturbed. Hence, if

the pitches of all the screws on 8 be increased by + m, the surface so

modified will still possess the property, that twists about any three

screws will neutralize each other if the amplitudes be properly

chosen.

"We can now take a step in our study of 8, and show that

there cannot be more than two screws of equal pitch thereon ; for

suppose that there were three screws of pitch m, if we then apply
the constant -w to all, we shall have on 8 tkree screws of zero pitch.

It must therefore follow that three forces on 8 can be made to neu-
tralize ; but this is obviously impossible, unless these forces intersect

in a point and lie on a plane. In this case the whole of 8 degrades to

a plane, and the case is a special one devoid of interest for our present

purpose. It will, however, be seen that in general 8 does possess

two screws of any given pitch, for it is well known that a wrench
can always be decomposed into two forces in such a way that the

line of action of one of these forces is arbitrary. Suppose that 8
only possessed one screw X of pitch m. Eeduce this pitch to zero

;

then any other wrench must be capable of decomposition into a force

on X ('/. e. a wrench of pitch zero), and a force on some other line which
must lie on 8 ; therefore in its transformed character there must be a
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second generator of zero pitch on S, and, tlierefore, in its original form

there must have been two screws of the given pitch m.

Intersecting screws are reciprocal if they are rectangular, or if their

pitches be equal and opposite ; hence it follows that a screw 6 recipro-

cal to S must intersect S in certain points, the screws through which
are either at right angles to 6 or have an equal and opposite pitch

thereto.

Prom this we can readily show that 8 must be of a higher degree

than the second; for suppose it were an hyperboloid, then a trans-

versal 6 which intersected two screws of equal pitch m must, when
it receives the pitch - m, be reciprocal to the entire system. We can

take for 6 one of the generators on the hyperboloid ; 6 will then inter-

sect every screw of the surface ; it must also be reciprocal to all these
;

and, as there are only two screws of the given pitch, it will follow that

6 must cut at right angles every generator of one species. The
same would have to be true for any other reciprocal screw 6 lying on

the surface ; but it is obvious that two lines 6 and (jf) cannot be found

which will cut all the generators at right angles, unless, indeed, in the

extreme case when all these are coplanar and parallel. In the general

case it would require two common perpendiculars to two rays, which
is, of course, impossible. We hence see that S cannot be a surface of

the second degree.

"We have thus demonstrated that 8 must be at least of the third degree

—in other words, that a ray which pierces the surface in two points will

at least pierce it in one more. Let a and /3 be two screws on 8 of equal

pitch m, and let ^ be a screw of pitch - m which intersects a and ^.

It follows that 6 is reciprocal both to a and to /?, and therefore it

must be reciprocal to every screw of 8. Let 6 cut -S' in a third point

through which the screw y is to be drawn, then 6 and y are reciprocal

;

but they cannot have equal and opposite pitches, because then the

pitch of y should be equal to that of a and /3. "We would thus have

three screws on the surface of the same pitch, which is impossible.

It is therefore necessary that shall always intersect y at right angles.

Prom this it will be easily seen that 8 must be of the third degree
;

for suppose that intersected >S' in a fourth point, through which a

screw 8 passed, then 6 would have to be reciprocal to S, because it is

reciprocal to all the screws of ^S* ; and it would thus be necessary for

6 to be at right angles to 8. Take then the four rays a, ft, y, S, and

draw across them the two common transversals 6 and ^. "We can show,

in like manner, that 4> is at right angles to y and 8. We would thus

have 9 and <^ as two common perpendiculars to the two rays y and 8.

This is impossible, unless y and 8 were in the same plane, and were

parallel. If, however, y and 8 be so circumstanced, then twists about

them can only produce a resultant twist also parallel to them, and

in the same plane. The entire surface 8 would thus degenerate to a

plane.

We are thus conducted to the result that 8 must be a ruled cubic

surface of the third degree, and it will now be easy to find out its com-
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plete character. Since any transversal 6 across a, fB, and y may be a

reciprocal screw, if its pitch be equal and opposite to those of a and (3,

it will follow that each such transversal must be at right angles to y.

This will at once restrict the situation of y, for it is obvious that

unless it be specially placed with respect to a and /?, the transversal 6

will not always fulj8.1 this condition. Imagine a plane perpendicular

to y, then this plane contains a line I at infinity, and the ray 9 must
intersect / as the necessary condition that it cuts y at right angles. As
9 changes its position, it traces out a quadric surface, and as /is one

of the generators of that quadric, it must be an hyperbolic paraboloid.

The three rays a, (3, y, belonging to the other system on the paraboloid

must also be parallel to a plane, being that defined by the other gene-

rator /', in which the plane at infinity cuts the quadric.

Let PQhe a common perpendicular to a and y, then since it inter-

sects y at right angles, it must also intersect /; and since PQ cuts the

three generators of the paraboloid a, y, and /, it must be itself a

generator, and therefore intersects ^. But a, ft, y are all parallel to

the same plane, and hence the common perpendicular to a and y must
also be a perpendicular to /3. We hence see the important result, that

all the screws on the surface S must intersect the common perpen-

dicular to a and (3, and be at right angles thereto.

The geometrical construction of 8 is then as follows :—Draw two
rays a and /?, and also their common perpendicular A. Draw any third

ray 9, subject only to the condition that it shall intersect both a and /3.

Then the common perpendicular p to both 9 and A will be one of the

generators of the cylindroid, and as 9 varies this perpendicular will

trace out the surface.

In the language of modern geometry, 9 is one of the rays of the

congruence defined by a and /5. A congruence is a doubly infinite

system of right lines, and it might at first sight appear that there

should be a doubly infinite series of common perpendiculars p to A
and 9. "Were this so, of course S would not be a surface. The diffi-

culty is removed by the consideration that evert/ transversal across

p, a, ft is perpendicular to p ; thus for each p there is a singly infinite

number of screws of 9. And thus all the rays p form only a singly

infinite series, i. e. a surface.

A simple geometrical relation will now be very easily proved. Let
the perpendicular distance between p and a be di, and the angle be-

tween p and a be ^1 ; let dz and A^ be the similar quantities for p and

ft, then it will be obvious^ that

di : (?o : : tan A^ : tan A^
;

or dx-{- d^-.di- d^:: sin (^i + A^) : sin (Ai - A^),

if 2 be the distance of p from the central point of the perpendicular h

1 It is easy to make a rough model of the paraboloid with elastic threads, which
is an assistance in the study of the surface.
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between a and fB ; and if ebe the angle between a and ;8, and be the
angle made by p with a parallel to the bisector of the angle e, then we
have from the above

% -.h : : sin 2<^ : sin 2e.

The equation of the surface S is now deduced for

X
tan 6 = -

;

y

whence we obtain the equation of the cylindroid iu the well-known
form

^ "^ ^ sm2e -^

The law of the distribution of pitch upon the cylindroid can also be
deduced fi'om the same principles. If a and f3 are screws of zero pitch,

then any reciprocal transversal 6 will be also of zero pitch ; and as p
must be reciprocal to 6, it will follow that the pitch of p must be

equal to the product of the shortest perpendicular distance between p
and 0, and the tangent of the angle between the two lines. In short,

the pitch of p must simply be equal to what is sometimes called the

moment between p and 6.
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XXVII. PEELTMrNAKT RePORT Olf THE FaTJNA OF DtTBLIN Bat. By
Alfred C. Haddon^, M.A., M.R.I. A., F.Z.S. &g., Professor of

Zoology, Royal College of Science, Dublin.

[Eead, February 23, 1885.]

In 1881 the Academy gave a grant to Mr. A. G. More and myself to

investigate the Marine Fauna of Dublin Bay. Mr. More having been
prevented by ill health from taking any active share in the work, the

duty of reporting to the Academy has devolved upon me.
I have pui'posely entitled this communication a "Preliminary Re-

port," as I am still investigating the fauna of the Bay as opportunity

presents itself ; and since additions are continually being made to our
knowledge, I consider it would be a mistake to present a final Report
to the Academy until it could be reasonably expected to be fairly

exhaustive, but some account of the duty entrusted to me is by this

time due to the Academy.
As a rule, I have confined the following account to an enumeration

of those forms which have not previously been recorded as occurring

in the Bay or neighbouring coast, or which are otherwise of interest.

I have taken the lists compiled for the Dublin Meeting of the British

Association in 1878, by Prof. H. W. Mackintosh and others, and the

localities recorded in the various monographs,^ as my authorities for the

presence or absence of any particular form on our coasts.

I should like to take this opportunity of thanking the following

gentlemen who have assisted me, viz., Mr. T. A- Bewley for a dredg-

ing excursion in a steam-launch, in conjunction with Messrs J. Wright
of Belfast, and Mr. P. Balkwill, late of Dublin; Dr. W. Wright of

Dalkey, for one afternoon in his yacht, and to Mr. G. T. Dixon and
others of Dublin, for help in shore-collecting at various times. Mr.
A. Gr. More, with characteristic readiness, has always responded to

any appeals for advice. The square brackets [ ] include species added
since the Report was read.

Protozoa.—The Foraminifera of this district have already been
investigated by Messrs F. Balkwill and J. Wright, and their Report
waspublished by the Academy in 1885, {Trans, xxviir., p. 317). I have,

therefore, paid no attention to this group, but when examining some
Polyzoa, which I had collected in the summer of 1882 at Dalkey
Island, in a sheltered spot, between tides, I found several specimens
of Haliphysema tumanowtczii, Bowk. This remarkable arenaceous

Rhizopod has had a chequered history since its discovery by Bower-

1 Guide to the City and County of Dublin, 1878. Dublin : Hodges, Foster, &
Figgis. (Part ii., Fauna.)

R. I. A., PROC, SER. II., TOL. IV. SCIENCE. 2 Z
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bank ; full references to the literature will be found in H. B. Brady's

"Report on the Foraminifera," Challenger Reports, toI. ix., p. 281.

I found it in material which had been preserved in alcohol, and though
I have since searched for it I have not had the good fortune to come
across it again, and, therefore, have no contributions to offer concerning

its life-history. Messrs Balkwill and Wright have recorded this

Ehizopod on p. 354 of their Eeport. The second species, S. ramulosum,

Bowk., has been found in Eoundstone Bay by Bev. A. M. IS'orman.

I have made no attempt at present to systematically examine other

groups of marine Protozoa.

Porifera.—I have no sponges to add to the British Association

List. The largest Grantia [Sycandra) compressa, Fabr., I have seen

was one given me by Mr. G. Y. Dixon, when we were shore collecting

at Salthill. He found it in a shallow rock-pool, and it measured tvro

inches long by three-quarters of an inch broad.

Coeleiiterata, Htdeozoa.—Dalkey Island is a rich locality for

the gymnoblastic hydroids. I have collected the following at the

S.W. comer of that Island:

—

Coryne pusilla, Gartn. ; C. vaginata,

Hincks, the latter growing luxuriantly; Garveia nutans, T. S. Wr.
So far as I am aware this small but beautiful hydi'oid has hitherto

only been recorded from the Firth of Forth, Shetland, and Morecambe
Bay.' I found it associated with TuhuJaria humilis, Allm., and T.

indivisa, Linn., in a sheltered pool. The only other recorded locality

for T. humilis being Kinsale Harbour, G. J. Allman.^

I have found Eudendriuni cafillare, Aid., in Dublin Bay, the

previously recorded localities being Firth of Forth, ISTorthumberland,

Cornwall and Devonshire. Sydractinia echinata, Flem., is common
everywhere.

The following are the additions to the calyptoblastic hydroids of

our coasts :

—

Ohelia Jlahellata, Hincks, previously only recorded from

Tenby and Scotland. Gonothyrcea loveni, Allm., on various hydi'oids :

2 The recently estaLlished Liverpool Marine Biology Committee, under the

charge of Prof. Herdman, dredged this form five or sis miles off the Great Ormes
Head, X. Wales, from fourteen fathoms. Cf. Liverpool Daily Post, May 20, 1885.

^ On June 27, 1885, in company with my former pupils, Mr. H. "W. and Miss
Jacob, we dredged in Scotch Bay, Kingstown, near the shore, the two following
Hydroids, which are new to Ireland

—

Syncoryne eximia, Allm., growing on seaweed;
owing to the absence of any gonophors, the identification is not absolutely ceilain,

although I have no doubt about it in my own mind. We also had the good fortune

to obtain two specimens of Corymorpha nutans, AUman. Haeckel in his I)as Systeni

der Medusen, p. 31, states that the C. nutans of AUman and Hincks is not the
same as the Corymorpha nutans of Sars. The latter has priority of name, and
stands as C. nutans with Hybocodon nutans as its medusoid form. It is generally

admitted that Steenstr-upia rubra and S. Jlaveola, Forbes, are one and the same
species, and form the medusoid form of the British 0. nutans. Hackel takes the un-
"warranted liberty of ignoring Forbes' priority, and renames the medusa as Steens-

trupia galanthus, Hseck., the hydroid form being Corymorpha galantkus, Haeck.
I am at present unable to discuss the question of the distinctness of the C. nutans
of Sars and of AUman, but hope to do so at no very distant date. In the meantin e

theie is no doubt that a species of Corymorpha occurs at Kingstown.
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some specimens collected appear to be intermediate between this form
and G. hyalina. The latter has only been obtained from Shetland.

Lafoea pocillum, Hincks, previously recorded from Oban Bay, and
"very rare, on Eudendrium, at Monkstown, D. St. JT. Grant," (B. A.
List, p. 4.). I have found it on Biphasia attemiata; it is very rare.

L. pygmcea, Alder, is also rare
;
previously recorded from Tynemouth

and Sark. The rarity of these two species is probably more due to

their small size and their being inconspicuous, than to their being
absent in other localities. This is also the first recorded Irish loca-

lity for Biphasia attenuata, Hincks.

Especial attention has been paid to the Medusae of the Bay, as

they are forms which possess great interest, apart from their beauty of

shape and colour. It is very desirable that a Monograph of the British,

members of this group should be written, as Forbes' Ray Society Mono-
graph, beautiful and invaluable as it is, is necessarily somewhat out of

date (1848). With the works of Forbes, AUman, Hincks, Hseckel,

and others to refer to, and the modern facilities for research, such an
undertaking is easy, compared with the difficulties Forbes had to con-

tend against.

Steenstrupta rubra, Forbes (= S. flaveola, Forbes), was found in

June, 1884, in Dalkey Sound; it is the medusa-form of CorymorpJia

nutans, Allman {non Qarsfde Hseckel). J. R. Greene, in the British

Association Report for 1857 (Dublin), records a Steenstrupia from the

Dublin coast, but no details are given ; and Alder found Corymorpha
nutans in the Isle of Man. So far as I am aware, this is the whole
history of this beautiful and remarkable species in the Irish seas.

The Medusa had evidently not long been liberated from the parent
stock, as the single tentacle was quite short. I kept it alive for a day
or two, and the tentacle grew to about the length depicted in most of

the figures. The fixed form must therefore be regarded as an inhabi-

tant of Dalkey Sound or its immediate neighbourhood. [S. rubra is

very common in Kingstowoi Harbour in June, and, as noted above, the
hydroid form is now proved to occur in Scotch Bay.]

Several species of Sarsia occur : one I identified as S. tubulosa
;

another perfectly agrees with Patterson's description of a form met
with at Larne, in Forbes' Monograph, p. 56, and which I propose
provisionally to name 8. pattersoni, sp. nov. Tiara octona, Forbes
(= Oceania turrita, Forbes, and 0. coronata, Allm., according to

Hseckel), occurred once. The genus " Thaumantias " is represented

by several species, among which I have identified T. hemispherioa,

Gron. ; T. inconspicua, Forbes; and T. globosa, Forbes. The latter is,

according to Hseckel, Phialidium variabile (= Oceania phospJiorica + 0.

flavidula, Per. and Les. 1809 ;
= Thaumantias sarnica + T. convexa + T.

globosa, Forbes, 1848 ;
= Eucope variabilis, Glaus, 1864, &c., &c.). Our

knowledge of the forms usually included under the genus Thaumantias
is at present in a very unsatisfactory condition, as Hseckel and others

have shown ; the genus is undoubtedly polymorphic, and the char-
2Z2
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acters of the included species are in many cases so ill-defined as to

render identification very difficult.

[^Margelis Iritannica, Forbes {= Medusa duodecilia, Dalyell), was
common in June, 1885, at Kingstown and Dalkey. L. Agassiz (1862)
and Hseckel (1879) refer Bougainvillea Iritannica, Forbes, to the
genus Margelis, but AUman (1872) retains the genus. There is

sufficient evidence that this is the medusoid form of Eudendinum
ramosum, van. Beneden (1844), (the B. ramosa of Allman's Mono-
graph). According to the strict law of priority, Forbes' species

(described as Sippocrejie hritannica in 1841) has precedence of van
Beneden' s, but both AUman and Hseckel agree in adopting the latter

zoologist's name: Allman does so "in the absence of absolute proof of

this specific identity
;

" Hseckel gives no reason. The alteration of

the specific name merely depends upon the identity of the two forms
in question, and since this is no longer doubted it is clearly our duty
to accept the less appropriate specific name of Forbes. Agassiz's

generic name, Margelis, will be provisionally adopted. The remarkable
inedMsaDipleurosoma hemispJierica, Allm., with its irregular gastrovascu-

lar canals and generative glands, was very common on June 27th, 1885,

at Kingstown. Allman first described it in Nature, vol. ix., 1873, p. 73.

as Ametrangia hemispherica (nov. gen. et spec), from the south coast of

Ireland. Hseckel, on p. 636 of hisMonograj)h oftheMedusce, relegates this

medusa to what is possibly its correct genus, and very character-

istically changes the specific name to B. irregulare, Hfeck., without
stating any reason for so doing. It is true that Allman's name is not

particularly well chosen, as there is a Thaumantias of the same name,
but the rules of priority of nomenclature can not be set aside solely to

introduce a more diagnostic term. Hseckel states he also met with
this medusa in the spring of 1879, in the neighbourhood of Portobello,

Brighton (Sussex). The present is the third record of its capture.]

Strangely enough, I have only seen Aurelia aurita, Lion., in July,

1881, in Kingstown Harboiu- [and Rhizostoma octopus, Linn. (=i2.

pulmo, Forbes, not of Linn.) ; at Dalkey in June, 1885 : one specimen

of the latter must have been two feet six inches in length, and pro-

portionately broad.]

Only on one occasion, and that was in Dalkey Sound, in September,

1883, did I come across a siphonophore. The specimen was very small,

i^ths inch in length, and was too immature to be identified with any-

thing like certainty ; I doubtfully refer it to Agahnopsis sarsii, Koll.

In the Natural History Review, vol. iii., 1856, p. 76, pi. vi. figs. 3,

4; and pi. vii. fig. 1, is an account of a siphonophore named Stepha-

nomia contorta, M. Edw., two specimens of which were found

by Prof. J. E,. Greene, on June 2, 1856, in Kingstown Harbour,

in a calm sea, during hot sultry weather. At the same time was
published a notice of Agahna gettyana, Hyndman, which was seen by
Mr. Edmund Getty in great numbers in Belfast Bay, ia August, 1841,

and also in July, 1852, by Mr. Hyndman, in great abundance in the
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same bay (pi. vii., fig. 2). Dr. Melville considered that these two were
specifically identical. In the British Association Eeport for 1857 (Dub-
lin), p. 103 of the Sectional Communications, Prof. J. E. Greene states

that " the siphonophorae were represented by the beautiful Agalmopsis
of Sars." When I add that there are dried specimens of Velella spirans(?)

from Dalkey (presented by Dr. J. Tufnell), collected on September 5,

1867, I have recorded all I have been able to gather concerning the

occurrence of this most interesting group of Hydrozoa in Dublin Bay.

Cydippe [Pleurobrachia) pileus (?) is very abundant. I am under the

impression that we have more than one species of Cydippe. I have
only one specimen of a Beroe.

AcTrNOzoA.

—

EdwanUia sp. incert. This is a miaute specimen
18mm. (-§- inch) in length, of a uniform pale pink colour, which I

form.d on June 27, 1881, at Salthill, in dirty sand, between tides,

but which has not been met with since. It appears to be a new species,

but, beiag undoubtedly immature, I will not venture to describe it. It

would not be out of place to here mention Salcampa ehrysanthellum,^

which was discovered by my friend and former pupil, Miss A. Shannon,
at Malahide, on September 14, 1883, and which I have described and
figured in the Proceedings^ Royal Dublin Society, jST. S., vol. iv., 1885,

p. 396 ; also in the same number of that Journal will be found, p. 399,

-an account of the habits, and a full description, with plates, of PeacMa
hastata, Gosse, first discovered in Dublin Bay by Mr. G. Y. Dixon, and
exhibited by him at the Dublin Society, on November 14, 1884. So
far as I am aware, this is the first time that any member of the three

families to which the above severally belongs has been found in

Ireland.

Seliactis (^Sagartia) hellis, Ellis, occurs at Malahide. H. (S.)

venusta, Gosse, has been found by Mr. Dixon and myself at Dalkey
Island. I hope on a future occasion to publish a revised list of our

Irish Anemones ; in the meantime I fully concur with Prof. Andres
in regarding S. rosea, S. nivea, and S. aurora of Gosse, as varieties of

S. venusta, Gosse ; the two former occur at Dalkey Island, and I have
dredged ]I.[S.) miniata, Gosse, off Bray Head, in twenty-thi-ee fathoms,

and it also occurs at Dalkey. Cylista undata, Miill. (= Actinia troglo-

dytes, Johnst., has been found both at Monkstown ancl Dalkey.
[On June 3, 1885, in Kingstown Harbour, and again on June 20,

at Dalkey,^ I caught in the tow net a Thaumantias, with a minute
Anemone attached to its stomach on the sub-umbrella ; both were a

little under 3mm. in length. The first was killed after keeping it alive

a day or two, and it, together with the second living specimen, was
exhibited at the Academy, at the meeting on June 22. The latter

^ Having recently had several specimens of Halcampa from MalaHde, and
finding that they all vary, I feel it would be wiser to withdraw the name {H. andresii

I gave to this specimen, and to refer them all to H. chrysanthellum. Peach. I

propose to publish a note on this species.

5 Mr. Jacob brought me two other specimens from Dalkey on July 3, 1885.
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was alive up to the time of going to press; it was fed with living

specimens of " Thaumantias." It has undergone several develop-

mental phases, being at first of a uniform yellowish colour, with
rudimentary tentacles ; though short, the tentacles grew longer, and
were tinged with brown and yellowish white ; the disk also became
variegated, and the body translucent, revealing the yellow oesophagus.

Strethill Wright, in Proc. Phys. Soc, Edinb., ii., 1859, p. 91, and
again, in Neio Edinh. Phil. Jour., vii., 1860, p. 156, which was re-

printed in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), viii., 1861, p. 132, published a

somewhat imperfect account of two specimens of an Anemone parasitic

on Thaumantias from the Fii-th of Forth. I can find no printed

record of another similar capture in England; but Prof. A. Macalister,

M.D., F.R.S., of Cambridge (late of Dublin), informs me, by letter,

that he has met with the Halcampa fultoni, St. "Wright, and perhaps-

with another form, but not in Dublin Bay. As my observations on
this interesting anemone are not yet completed, I forbear from describ-

ing it, but I hope in due course to be in a position to give a complete

and illustrated account of its structure and further development. For
the present I will merely state that S. "Wright's specimens had twelve

tentacles and mesenteries, and, if so, probably belonged to the genua
Bicidium Agassiz {= Philo^nedusa, Miiller?). The Irish specimens have
eight tentacles, but twelve mesenteries. There is a remarkable

double bi-lateral symmetry in this Anemone—one axis is marked by a

single tentacle at each end of the disk, with a lateral group of three

on either side, the spaces between the single tentacles and the groups

being markedly greater than those between the units of the latter.

The twelve mesenteries are so arranged that there is an intermesen-

terial chamber without a corresponding tentacle on each side of the

single tentacles. The second axis is at right angles to the former, and
is marked by a deep notch of the wide mouth opposite to the cen-

tral tentacle of one of the groups of thi^ee. This must be regarded

as a siphonoglyphe, as it is ciliated ; the cilia appear to work out-

wards."

[Mr. Jacob di'edged CaryophylUa smithvi, Stokes, var. esmerelda, on

June 6, 1885, under the Martello Tower on Dalkey Island, close to the

shore. Antedon rosacea, Link., was very abundant at the same spot.]

I have only EcMnocyamus pusillus to add to the B. A. List of

Ecbtnoderniata ; it was dredged off Bray Head, in twenty-three

fathoms, together with Echinus miliaris, Miill. It is common in

Belfast Lough and other parts of the coast.

[On September 24, 1885, Mr. Jacob, and on the 26th, Mr. G. T.
Dixon, each found a single specimen of 8ynapta inhcerens, 0. F. Miill.,

at Malahide. It is very remarkable that this is the first time, so far

6 Since writing the above the Anemone has died. The missing tentacles had
just commenced to appear ; and although I have, at present, nothing much more
definite to add to the above account, I am strongly inclined to regard this parasite

as the larval form of Hulcampa chrysantheUum.
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as I can learn, of any Holothurian having been found in Co. Dublin,
especially as so many species of Holothui'ia have been found in Co.

Down.]
"Vermes.—The following Platyhelminths have been met with :

—

Planaria ulva, Oerst. ; Tetraste-mma dorsalis, Abildg. ; T. Candida, 0. F.

Miill. ; T. flavida, Ehren. ; Lineus marinus, Mont., and a species of

Amphiporus, which I believe to be new. All were found at Salthill.

Amphiporus laetifloreics, Johnst., is common at Malaliide.

[Mr. Jacob dredged Carinella annulata, Mont., on June 6, 1885, in

Dalkey Sound.]
Over two dozen species of Annelida have been collected and pre-

served. I am at present working at this group, and so refrain from
detailing my captures. The remarkable pelagic annelid, Tomopteris

seolopendra, Q,uoy and Gaim., once occurred in Kingstown Harbour
(August 26, 1883). Mr. E. Ball records that Bryarea seolopendra was
taken in Dublin Bay by Dr. Corrigan {Report Brit. Association, 1849,

p. 72). Prof. Allman captured some young specimens in 1873, on the

south coast of Ireland [Nature, ix., 1873, p, 74). Dr. E. Perceval

Wright has several times caught it on the south-west coast [Rep. Brit.

Assoc, 1860, p. 124), but this is a form which is widely distributed.

\_Sayitta bipunctata, Krohn, was common at Kingstown in June,

1885.]

I have two undetermined species of Phascolosoma, of which 1

made careful drawings.

Most of the Polyzoa enumerated in the B. A. List have been
identified. I would here merely state that Pedicellina cernua, Pall.

(=P. ecliinata, Sards), is not at all rare at Salthill at extreme low
water, where the sessile form of Bowerlanlcia imhricata, Adams, also

occurs on Eucus. The only additions are Biastopora ohelia, (?) Johnst.,

on Eucus at Salthill. Bowerlanlcia caudata, Hincks; Scrupocellaria

icrupea, Busk., and ^tea truncata, Landsb.
I hope to procure the assistance of Prof. Herdman of Liverpool

with the local Ascidians, of which I have collected a number of forms.

Mollusca.—The JN'udibranchs are the only Molluscs to which I

have any additions to make to the local list. I have met with the

following in Kingstown Harbour : Eolis drummondi, Thomp. ; E. lineata,

Loven. ; _£". despecta, Johnst. ; E. exiyua. Aid. and Hanc.—a variety of

E. exiyua of which I made the following note :—Similar in form and
habit, body translucent white, mottled with green along each side

below the branchise, one or two white dots about the insei-tion of the

dorsal tentacles; foot as in E. exiyua, but posterior extremity is long
and slender ; dorsal tentacles translucent, with one or two white dots

near apex ; branchiae, shape much as in E. exiyua, the yellowish

alimentary coeca shining through, irregularly spotted with green, tip

white. On Campanularia flexuosa, Kingstown Harbour, July 1, 1881.

Eolis sq. incert. This species, together with an Eolis from Dalkey
Island, I am witliolding for the present ; one or both may prove to be

new species. All the species of Eolis mentioned above are new to
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Dublin. E. drummondi is common in Belfast Lough ; E. lineata is very
I'are, and has previously only been found at Saltcoats, Ayi'shire, and
Douglas, Isle of Man ; E. despecta and E. exigua are probably "widely

distributed, but their small size and peculiar habit has, doubtless,

caused them to be overlooked.

\_Procto7iokis mucroniferus, Aid. and Han.—It is with great satisfac-

tion that I am able to record the recapture of this interesting and
beautiful form. Messrs. Alder and Hancock state in their Monot/raph :

" A single perfect specimen of this curious animal, and another much
injured, were dredged up in Malahide Bay, in September, 1843,

adhering to a sponge {JIalichotidria panicea), from rather shallow

"water." So far as I am aware, this species has only been met with
since by Herdman, in Lamlash Bay, S.E. of Holy Isle, fifteen fathoms
{Proc.,R.P]iys. Soc.,Edinh., 1881). Ifoundtwo specimens on the under
side of a large stone at extreme low water, on September 8, 1885, on
the shore at Malahide. As in all their other descriptions, that of this

form is very exact ; there is, however, one point in which they have been
misled. The dorsal processes (branchiae) are arranged six deep,

but immediately on putting the living animal into a dilute solution of

chromic acid, for the purpose of conservation, all the three internal

processes of each side were suddenly cast off in two long rows, leaving

the three processes seen by Alder and Hancock; doubtless their speci-

mens had similarly shed their processes whilst being dredged.

Alder and Hancock's specimens were not fully grown, as they

state the length to be nearly half an inch, whereas mine measured
20mm. (xfths of an inch). I failed to notice that the anterior and
posterior papillae were larger than any other. The coloured core was
absent in the anterior papillae. The core of the papillae was of a dark
browTi colour, and there were a number of irregular light lines in

addition to the white and minute dark bro-wa spots. The lines and
light spots of the inner rows of dorsal papill8e were of a pale creamy
bumt-sienna colour, those of the outermost rows were whiter. The
animals were rather sluggish in habit, but bristled up their papillae

when excited. The spawn was a long, wavy, irregularly coiled

thread.]

Bote coronata, Gmel., occurs at Kingstown, and Dendronotus

arhorescens, Miill., was found with all the above early in July,

1881, browsing upon the luxuriant growth of Campanularia, on the

Laminaria which clothed the sides of the dredger ; unfortunately this

di'edger has been kept so well tarred since that I have been unable to

procure any more specimens from it. Polycera qiuidrilineata, Miill.,

occurred at Salthill. Goniodoris nodosa, Mont., occurs fairly plen-

tiful at Malahide and at Salthill. Doris tuherculata, Cuv., was
collected at Dalkey Island, and D. pilosa, Miill., is very common
roimd Salthill.

During this last winter I have seen four specimens of Eledone

cirrosa, Lamk., from Kingstown, and I have reason to believe that this

octopod is ]iot at all uncommon ; sometimes it is left stranded by the
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tide, but it is more frequently caught on fishing lines at the head of

the pier.

Mr. H. "W. Jacob has undertaken to work up the Irish Crustacea,
60 we may expect a report thereon from him in due course. I have
handed over all my material to him.

I have made a practice of carefully preserving my captures, and
have presented a set to the Natural History Museum, Kildare-street,

where they can be examined by those interested in our marine fauna.

With but one or two exceptions, all the forms mentioned above will be
found in the Museum. In this matter I am pleased to find that I

had anticipated the subsequently framed regulation of the Academy.
I would like to add that I shall be very pleased to communicate

with anyone who is interested in marine zoology. Any specimans or

information so obtained will be duly acknowledged.
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XXVIII.

—

Note on the Chaeactee of the Ltneae Teansfoemation
WHICH COEEESPONDS TO THE DISPLACEMENT OF A ElGID SySTEM IK

EiiiPTic Space. By R. S. Ball, LL.D., F.R.S.

[Read, November 9, 1885.]

I WEiXK the general linear transformation

3/i = 11 a^i + 12 Xz-^ 13 Tj + 14 a?!,

t/s = 31 a;i + 32 x^ + 33 Xs + 34 X4,,

1/i = 41 ;j;i + 42 x^ + 43 :i;3 + 44 x.

It is known that this is too general to denote the displacement of

a rigid system in elliptic space. It must be specialized so that a cer-

tain quadric surface (as a matter of fact there is a family of quadric

surfaces) shall be displaced upon itself. This implies one condition,

but only one, to be satisfied by the sixteen coefficients 11, 12, &c. The
algebraical character of this condition has not, so far as I know, been
hitherto pointed out. It is of an interesting nature, though I have not
thought it necessary to attempt the portentous task of developing its

actual expression. "We shall first enunciate the theorem, and then
give the demonstration.

Form the biquadratic equation in p which is produced by the

development of the determinant

11 -p, 12
,

13
»

14

2!
>

22 -p, 23
)

24

sT
>

32 ,
33-P, 34

il
)

42 , 43
1
44-p

= 0.

Let a, p, y, S be the four roots of this equation ; then the sym-
metric function

{afS - yS) (ay - /?S) (aS - /?y)

having been formed gives, when equated to zero, the required condi-

tion.
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The demonstration is as follows :

—

If the four double points of the homographic systems be taken as

points of reference ; then

Vi = hi Xi,

y% = K X3,

The requisite condition is obviously

hi hi = hi hi,

for then the quadric surface

will merely transform to the identical surface

^1^2 = Sy^y^.

The condition admits of being stated geometrically. Each edge of

the tetrahedron of reference possesses the property, that correspondLug

points thereon form two homographic systems, of which the two
comers are the double points. Thus two corresponding points on 1

and 3 form with the corners the constant anharmonic ratio

hi

The two other comers of the tetrahedron define the double points

of the systems whereof the two components make with the comers the
constant ratio

hz

but since hi hi = A3 hx, these two anharmonic ratios are equal, and hence
we have the following theorem :

—

If the linear transformation represents displacements ; then two
opposite edges of the tetrahedron are such, that the anharmonic
ratio of two corresponding points, with the double points on one edge,
is equal to the corresponding anharmonic ratio on the other edge.

_
This principle will prove the theorem which forms the subject of

this Paper.
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Let «i, «2, ^3j ^i, and hi, §2, ^3, ^i;

be the co-ordinates of two of the comers of the tetrahedron of double

points in the general case ; then we have

afli = 11 (!!i + 12fl;2 + 13^3 + 14flJ4,

affj = 21 ffi + 22 fl2 + 23 a^, + 24 ^4,

0^3= 31 fli + 32 ^2 + 33 (?3 + 34 ^4,

a% = 41 «i + 42 ^2 + 43 «3 + 44 a^,

and similar equations beginning with yli, yl^, &c.

Multiplying each of the second system of equations by A,, and add-

ing to the first respectively, we have

affi + AyJi = 1 1 (fl!i + A^i) + 12 [a^ + \l^ + 1 3 (^3 + A5j) + 14 (fl^ + XJ^),

and three similar equations.

Hence we learn that the point corresponding to

«i + A^i, a^ + A52, ^3 + A&3, 04 + AJ4,

is

a^i + Ay^i, aa^ + Ay^2» ct% + Ay^a, a^i + Ay54,

so that the anharmonic ratio of these poiats and of a and h is

Z.
a

but, by what we have just seen, this must be equal to

S

and hence aS - ySy = 0.

In other words, the product of one pair of the roots of the biquadratic

must be equal to that of the other pair. The symmetric fimction

(a/3-yS)(ay-/?S)(aS-/3y)

must therefore vanish, and the required theorem has been proved.

The ;p%ich of the twist which corresponds to the displacement can

now be expressed in a very simple manner.
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Let, as before, a, j^, y, S be the four roots of the equation in p ; then
"we must have some relation of the type

ay - ^8 = 0.

But we have also for the displacement of a point on ay, whose co-

ordinates are

tti + Oci, tti + 6c2, ttz + Oc^, a^ + dci,

the points

a^ a^ A°^ /i"
tti + 6- Ci, Uo + a- C2, a^ + v- Cz, a^-^d- C4,;

y y y y

and since the comers of the tetrahedron lie on the absolute, the distance

a,

moved is proportional to log -, whence we deduce for the pitch the-

extremely simple equation

log a — log y
log /3 - log S*

In the case of a vector where the pitch is ± 1, we have

log g - log y ^ ^

logyS-logS ~ '

and, of course, ay = yS8.

"We hence see that either

a = fS and y = S,

or a = 8 , , ^ = y.

This leads to another interesting theorem, which may be thus
stated :

—

When the movement is a "vector," then the necessary and the

sufficient condition is, that the equation for p shall be a perfect

square.

I take the opportunity of adding a theorem, which expresses the

distribution of pitch upon the surface in elliptic space, which corre-

sponds to the cylindroid in ordinary space.

The equation of the surface in its simplest type is

Xi Xo {z^ + x^) = Xi Xi {xi^ + X.}) y
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"We may replace this by the three equations

Xi = Xo tan a,

Xz = Xi tan ji,

Sin 2a =
:;

7 s]n 2p.

The pitch is then found to be expressed as follows :

a sin^/3 + h cos^yS

P =
cos'^a + ah sin'

a

An interesting test of this expression may be made ; for, if we
substitute for^, a, I, respectively,

p + x a + X h + X

1+px' 1+ax' l+bx'

we shall find that the formulae remains unaltered whatever x may be.

For example, if a; be infinite, we find

sin^ a+ ah cos'^ B

h sin*/3 + a cos^/S

while we have also

a sin*,^ + h cos^ (3

cos* a + flJ sin* a^'

from which we can deduce that

a-h . r>
''

sin 2a = ± , 7 sin 2B.
1 -ah

By taking x small, we easily prove that p must always satisfy the

differential equation

l-o» = (l-o*)^ + (l - h')db.
da

These results are in form only a slight generalization on those of

the "Theory of Screws" in ordinary space; for we have, in both

cases,

a sin*/3 + h cos-^

cos* a + ^sin*a

If we make S= ah, we have the formulae of this paper ; if we make
JI= 1, we have the familiar law of pitch distribution on the cylin-

droid.
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In conclusion, I may remark that this small communication is

another fragment of that research on the Dynamics of Elliptic Space
•which has for several years occasionally occupied my leisure thoughts.

The theory is one of very great extent, and it appears to me to he so

replete with mathematical interest, that I sometimes cherish the hope
of rewriting the -'Theory of Screws," with those generalized concep-

tions of measurement which hare been introduced by the genius of

Cayley. Many most valuable contributions have been made to the

theory in the last few years by Mr. Heath, by Mr. Homersham Cox,
and especially by Mr. A. Buckheim.
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XXIX.

—

On the Oebit of the Binaet Stak P Delphini. By J. E.

GofiE, M.E.I. A., F.E.A.S., Associate of the Liverpool Astro-

nomical Society.

[Head, December 14, 1885.]

/8 Delphini has long been known as a wide double star, the com-

panion being of the 11th magnitude, and distant about 34" from the

brighter star. In 1873, the eminent American observer, Burnham,

discovered that the primary star was a very close double, and a

few years' observations sufficed to show that it was a binary star

in rapid motion. As the companion star has now described over

180° of its apparent ellipse, a satisfactory approximation to the

elements of its orbit is possible.

I have computed the orbit by a graphical method, in which the

dimensions and position of the real ellipse are derived from those

of the apparent ellipse by means of Thiele's harmonic ellipse. This

latter ellipse being the orthogonal projection of the harmonic circle

on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight, its major axis is of

course equal in magnitude to the latus rectum of the real ellipse,

and its angle of eccentricity is the angle of inclination of the plane

of the real ellipse to the plane of projection on the background of

the heavens. Thus the magnitude and position of the real orbit

can be fully determined.

This method of computing the orbit devised hjThiQXe^Astronomische

Nachrichten, J^o. 1227) depends on the following geometrical property

of the ellipse :—If a number of focal chords be drawn, and the har-

monic means of the intercepts between the focus and curve be taken,

and these means laid ofi from the focus along the chord on each side,

the locus of the points thus found is a circle called the harmonic

circle, the diameter of which is the latus rectum of the ellipse, and its

centre the focus.

The following are the observations from which I have computed

the elements :

—
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P DELPHINI.

Angles and Distances, Epoch 1880-0.

R. A., 1880, 20'' 31" 54^

Decl. N., 14° 11".

Magnitudes, 3-5, 4* 5.

t e r

No.
of

Nights.

Observer.

1874-66 l5°-6 0"-61 5 Dembowski.

1874-80 15 -1 -4 + — Schiaparelli.

1875-65 20 -1 -54 4 Dembowski.

1876-66 25 -8 -48 4 n

1877-79 40 -8 -32 4 Burnbam.

1878-65 53 -7 -24 4 J)

1878-70 59 -2 oblong. 1 Dembowski.

1880-68 133 -6 -26 5 Burnham.

1881-50 149 -2 26 5 5)

1882-60 167 -5 -26 3 J)

1883-25 183 -90 -194 — Englemann.

1883-55 182 -50
. -23 3 Burnbam.

1884-71 197 -75 -32 — Englemann.

i

These observations were plotted on squared millimetre paper, and
an interpolating curve carefully drawn among them. A table was
then formed of interpolated epochs for position angles differing by 5°,

by readings from the interpolating curve. These were then corrected

by adjusting the second and third orders of differences so as to
'' smooth" the curve. The radius vector for each angle was then
found from the differences of epoch and angle by the formula

r= C 1—-^, C berag assumed as 400 millimetres. The polar co-

ordinates, r, 6, thus found, were then converted into rectangular co-

ordinates by the usual formulae, x = r cos 6, y - r sin B. The results

thus found are shown in the following table :

—

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. IV.— SCIENCE. 3 A
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p DELPHINI.

Inteepolated Angles and Epochs.

B t At
At

Ad
,- = 400 /^\A0

X = r cos e y = rsvuO

15° 1874-78
0-83

120 1874-61
0-66)

0-149 154-40 145-07 52-80

25 1875-27
0-56 \

0-48)
30 1876-83 0-104 128-96 111-68 64-48

35 1877-31
0-39

140 1877-70
0-32)

0-071 106-40 81-50 68-30

45 1878-02

0-27
150 1878-29

0-23)
0-050 89-44 57-48 68-51

55 1878-52
0-20

160 1878-72
0-19)

0-039 79-00 39-50 68-41

65 1878-91
0-17

170 1879-08

0-15)
0-032 71-60 24-48 67-23

75 1879-23
0-14

j
80 1879-37

0-14)
0-028 66-92 11-61 65-90

85 1879-51
0-14

1

_
90 1879-65

0-13)
0-027 65-60 — 65-60

95 1879-78
0-13

1
100 1879-91

0-13)
0-026 64-00 11-11 63-02

105 1880-04
0-13

1

110 1880-17
0-14)

0-027 65-60 22-43 61-59

115 1880-31
0-14

1
120 1880-45

0-15
)

0-029 68-00 34-00 58-88
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yS DELPHINI.

Inieepolated Angles and Epochs—continued.

e t At
At

\A9
X — rcosd y = r sin

125 1880-60
0-15

1130 1880-75
0-16)

0-031 70-40 45-19 53-92

135 1880-91

0-17
1140 1881-08

0-19 j

0-036 75-88 58-12 48.76

145 1881-27
0-21

1

0-23)
150 1881-48 0-044 83-88 72-64 41-94

155 1831-71

0-25
J160 1881-96

0-29)
0-054 92-92 87-25 31-77

165 1882-25
0-33

1170 1882-58

0-36)
0-069 105-04 103-35 18-23

175 1882-94
0-39

1180 1883-33

0-43)
0-082 114-40 114-40 —

185 1883-76

0-43)
190 1884-19

0-44)
0-087 118-00 116-20 20-48

195 1884-63
0-40

200 1885-03
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These values of x and y having been plotted on the millimetre

paper, taking the position of the principal star as the origin of co-

ordinates, it was found possible to describe an ellipse nearly through
them. This is the apparent ellipse. Its centre being then joined

•with the origin of co-ordinates—which is the 'projection of the focus of

the real ellipse—and produced both ways, gave the projection of the

major axis of the real ellipse, and the position of the periastron and
apoastron on the apparent orbit. The ratio of the distance from the

centre to the principal star, and the distance from the centre to the

periastron, gave the eccentricity of the real ellipse, which was found to

be 0-337. The harmonic ellipse was then drawn by computing har-

monic means between the intercepts in the apparent ellipse on the

axes of X and y, and other chords drawn through the origin. The
ratios of the minor to the major axis of this ellipse then gave the

cosine of the angle of eccentricity, or the angle of inclination of the

Tt!al orbit, which came out 59° 20'. The position angle of the major

axis of the harmonic ellipse was found to be 2° 38', which is the

direction of the line of nodes. A chord di'awn in the apparent

ellipse through the origin, and bisected at the origin, gave the pro-

jection of the latus rectum of the real ellipse. Lines were then drawn
through the centre of the apparent ellipse parallel to the axis of tlie

harmonic ellipse, and having the same ratio, and an ellipse described

with these axes gave the projection of the auxiliary circle. A line

was then drawn through the centre C of the apparent ellipse parallel

to the projection of the latus rectum, and from the points T, V , where
this line met the auxiliary ellipse, lines were drawn parallel to the

projection of the major axis, and lengths laid off on each side = \it • CN,
N being the projection of the periastron. These lines were then
divided into nine equal parts, and ordinates laid off from the projec-

tion of the major axis on each side, equal to CTsin 10°, CTsin 20'^,

CT sin 30°, &c.

The points thus found give an ephemeris curve (the projection of

the so-called curve of sines), and from this cuzwe the period was com-
puted in the usual way. This came out 30-91 years, and the epoch

of periastron was found from the intei'polating curve to be 1882*25.

^_
The position of the periastron, A, was found by the usual formuhi,

tan A = tan (A' - O) sec y,

where X' is the angle between the projection of the major axis and
the initial line through the origin, O the position of the node, and

y the inclination of the orbit.

This gives

tan \ = tan (- 15° 12' - 2° 38') sec 59° 20'
;

whence

A = - 32° 14', or 360° - 32-14 = 327° 46'.
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By drawing an interpolating curve for the observed distances, and
tlien comparing the distances thus found with the distances measured
at corresponding points in the apparent orbit, the value of a milli-

metre in the assumed scale was found to be 0"-00309.

The actual length of the semi-axis major of the harmonic el-

lipse was found to be 148"3 millimetres, and as this is equal to the

semi-latus rectum of the real ellipse, we have

semi-axis major of real ellipse - a = -

148-3

I

1 -(0-337)'

o = 0"-516957.

X 0"-00309
;

Hence we have the following elements of /3 Delphini :-

Position of IS'ode,

Inclination,

Position of periastron,

Eccentricity,

Period in years,

Periastron passage, A. D.,

Semi-axis major,

Mean annual motion,

= 2° 38' (1880).

y = 59° 20'.

A = 327° 46'.

e =0-337.

P= 30-91.

T= 1882-25.

a =0"-5l7.

/x = + ll°-64.

'

These elements are of course only provisional, and further ob-

servations will be required before an accurate computation of the

oi])it can be made.
For the calculation of an ephemeris, the following formulae are

derived from the elements :

—

(1) M- 19°-308 sin M = ll°-64 (^- 1882-25)
;

(2) tani- r= 1-42 tan i^w;

(3) tan {9, - 2° 38') = 0-51 tan ( r+ 327° 46')
;

cos (
V+ 327°-46')

_

(4) /) = 0"-5l7 (1 -0-337 cos m)
cos {6 - 2° 38') '

where u is the eccentric anomaly, V the true anomaly for the time t,

6 the required position angle, and p the distance.
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By means of these formulae I have computed the position angles

and distances at the different epochs of observation, and the follow-

ing is a comparison between the observed and computed places :

—

Epoch. 00 dc Bo-dc po P' po- pc Remarks.

1874-66 15-6 14-8 + 0-8 0-61 0-53 + 0-08 a i
observed

"o-l angle.

1874-80 15-1 15-6 -0-5 0-4 + 0-52 - 0-12 a 1 computed
"-^^^l angle.

1875-65 20-1 20-7 -0-6 0-54 0-47 + 0-07 _(obsen'ed
P° I distance.

1876-66 25-8 28-5 -2-7 0-48 0-40 + 0-08 _ ( computt'd
"<=

I distance.

1877-79 40-8 41-9 - 1-1 0-32 0-31 + 0-01

1878-65 53-7 58-6 - 4-9 0-24 0-24 0-00

1878-70 59-2 59-7 -0-5 obloBg. 0-24 —
1880-68 133-6 128-4 + 5-2 0-26 0-21 + 0-05

1881-50 149-2 150-6 - 1-4 0-26 0-27 - 0-01

1882-60 167-5 170-1 -2-6 0-26 0-32 -0-06

1883-25 183-90 178-5 + 5-4 0-194 0-348 - 0-154

1883-55 182-50 182-3 + 0-2 0-23 0-35 - 0-12

1884-71 197-75 195-5 + 2-25 0-32 0-36 - 0-04

The agreement is a tolerably close one, if we consider what a

close and difficult object the star is to measure. Burnham's measures
near the epoch 1880-68 vary from 127°-1 to 139°-5; and near

the epoch 1882-60, from 161°-0 to l74°-6. The measured distance,

0"'194, at the epoch 1883-25, is evidently too small. I find that the

stars were at their minimum distance, 0"-192, at the epoch 1879-91
;

and in this year Burnham failed to elongate the star with the 18^-

inch refractor of the Dearborn Observatory, TJ. S. A.
After completing the above calculations, I learned that the orbit

had been previously computed by Dnubiago. The following are his

elements, which are given for comparison.

DouBiAGo's Elements of (3 Delphini.

a = 0"-55.

a = 163° 34'.

y = 64° 54'

\ = 354° 36'.

e = 0-3567.

F = 26-07.

T = 1882-19.
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XXX.

—

On the Haemonic Hexagon oe a Triangle. By John

Caset, LLD., F.R.S.

[Read, January 26, 1886.]

Definition I.—If ABC be any triangle; AA', BB', CC its

symmedian lines, produced to meet its circumcircle in the points

A', B', C, the hexagon, whose vertices are the six points A, B', C,

A', B, C\ possessing several geometrical properties, it is convenient

to have a definite name for it. I propose to call it the ha/rmonic

hexagon of the triangle.

Definition II.—Two triangles, having the same symmedian lines,

are called cosymmedians.

Definition III.—The lines AA' , BB', CC are called the syni'

median lines of the hexagon.

Proposition I.

—

The triangles ABC, A'B'C are cosymmedians.

(Fig- 1)-
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Bern.— Since the three lines AA' , BB', CC are concurrent, the
six points in which they intersect the circle are in inyolution.

Hence the anharmonic ratio of the four points B, A, C, A' is equal to

tho anharmonic ratio of their four conjugates B', A' , C, A ; but since

AA' is a symmedian of the triangle ABC, the four points B, A, C, A'
form a harmonic system. Hence the four points B', A', C, A form
a harmonic system. Therefore AA' is a symmedian of the triangle

J'B'C. Similarly, BB', CC are symmedians, and therefore the

triangles are cosymmedians.

Proposition II.

—

If two triangles he cosymmedians, the sides of one

are proportional to the medians of the other.

Bern.—The angle B'A'C is equal to the sum of the angles B'A'A,
AA'C: that is, equal to the sum of B'BA, ACC; and these angles

are, respectively, equal to the angles which the medians from B and
C of the triangle ABC make with BC. Hence, if G be the centroid

olABC, the angle ^^C is the supplement oiBGC; and therefore

the angles of the triangle A'B'C are equal to the angles of a tri-

angle whose sides are the medians of ABC. Hence the proposition

is proved.

Proposition III.

—

lemoine's First Circles of two cosymmedian tri-

angles are identical.

Bern.—Let be the common circumcentre of the triangles ; R its

radius
; p, pi, the radii of their first Lemoine Circles ; then, by a

well-known property of these circles,

Hence p = pi ; and since the middle point of OK'x^ the centre of each,

the circles are identical.

Cor. 1 .

—

lemoine's Seco7id Circles of two cosymmedian trianglos are

identical.

For if p', p/ denote the radii of their Lemoine's second circles,

we have

p'^ = P^-(^J=Pi'^ Hence p' = px'.

Cor. 2.

—

The Brocard angles of two cosymmedian triangles are equal.

Eor if the Brocard angles be co, w', we have

1-3 tan^w = „, =1-3 tan- w'. Hence w = co'.

Cor. 3.

—

The Brocard points of a triangle are also the Brocard

points of its cosymmedian.
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Let O, fl' be the Brocard points of ABC; then the angle QOK= o).

= 0)'. Hence (2 is a Brocard point of the triangle A'B' C.

Cor. 4.—If X, ^, z; x', tj', z' be the perpendiculars let fall from
their common symmedian point on the sides of the two cosymmedian
triangles ABC, A'B'C;

., X x' 11 y' s z'
then - = _ = ^ = I = - =

a a b c c

For - = 2 tan w, —,= 2 tan w'. Hence - - —

.

a a a a

Proposition IV.

—

If the circumcircle of two cosymmedian triangles

be inverted from any arbitrary point, the inverses of their six vertices

will be the vertices of tivo other cosymmedian triangles.

Bern.—Let the points inverse to A, B, C; A' , B' , C, respectively,

be ^1, Bi, Ci ; Ai, B^', C/. Now since the anharmonic ratio of any
four concyclic points is equal to the anharmonic ratio of the four

points inverse to them (Sequel, Book VI., Sect, iv., Prop. 8)

;

the four points Bi, Ai, Ci, Ai form a harmonic system. Hence
AiAi is a symmedian of the triangle AiBiCi, and the proposition

is proved.

Cor. 1.—The circumcircle of two cosymmedian triangles can be
inverted, so that the points inverse to their vertices will be the
vertices of two equilateral triangles.

For if the inverses oi A, B, C be the vertices of an equilateral

triangle, the inverses of A', B', C will evidently be the vertices of

another ; but if the centre of inversion be either of the two points

common to two of the Apollonian circles of the triangle ABC, it will

invert into an equilateral triangle. Hence the proposition is proved.

Cor. 2.— "When two cosymmedian triangles invert into two
equilateral triangles, the harmonic hexagon inverts into a regular
hexagon.

Cor. 3.—The inverse of the angular points of a harmonic hexagon
from any arbitrary poiat are the angular points of another harmonic
hexagon.

Pkoposition V.

—

The anharmonic ratio of any four consecutive ver-

tices of a harmonic hexagon is constant.

Bern.—The anharmonic ratio is equal to that of four consecutive
vertices of a regular hexagon, which is constant.

Cor. 1 .—Any side of a triangle is divided in a given anharmonic
ratio by the two non-corresponding sides of its cosymmedian.

For consider the line AB ; the anharmonic ratio of the four points

ALMB is equal to the pencil
(
C. AB'A'B), which is given, being

equal to that of a corresponding pencil for a regular hexagon.
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Cor. 2.—The rectangle contained by the six sides of two cosym-
median triangles is equal to 27 times the continued product of the

sides of the harmonic hexagon.

Bern.—The anharmonic ratio of the four points A, B' , C, A' is

equal to that of corresponding points of a regular hexagon. Hence
A C . £A' = 3 . A£'. CA' ; and, multiplying these and two other

corresponding equations, the proposition is proved.

Cor. 3.—The continued product of the three symmedian lines of a

harmonic hexagon is equal to eight times the continued product of

three alternate sides of the hexagon.

Peoposition YI.—If the points of intersection of the sides of two

cosymmedian triangles AB C, A'B'C be denoted by L, M, N, F, Q, R;
then the Brocard points of the triangles are isogonal conjugates, with

respect to the angles of intersection L, M, N, P, Q, R.

Z)m.—Join n.4, fi^', O'^, 0'6'. Now the angle O^J? is equal

to the angle Q,B'C', being, respectively, th.e Brocard angles of the

triangles ABC, A'B'C. Hence the four points A, L, O, B' are

concyclic. Hence the angle Q,IB' is equal to QAB'. In like man-
ner, the angle Q'ZB = d'C'B. But since the angles BCB', BAB'
are equal and the angles 12' C'B' and ZAfl are Brocard angles, the

angles O' C'B, QAB' are equal ; hence the angles Q'ZB and B'lO,

are equal. Hence the proposition is proved.

Cor. 1.—The six angles of intersection of the sides of the triangles

ABC, A'B'C, at the points Z, M, iV, P, Q, R, are equal, respec-

tively, to those subtended at either Brocard point by the six sides

of the harmonic hexagon.
For, since the points A, L, fi, B are concyclic, the angle ALB'

= A^B'.
Cor. 2.—The angle subtended at Q. by the three alternate sides

BC, AB' , CA' of the harmonic hexagon are, respectively, equal

to those subtended at O' by the same side, taken in the order

CA! , BC, AB' ; and, similarly, for the other three sides.

Cor. 3.—The feet of the perpendiculars, let fall from the points

li, O' on the sides of the two cosymmedian triangles ^-5 C, A'B'C , are

concyclic.

Cor. 4.—If R' be the radius of the circle of Cor. 3, R' =^ R sin w.

Peoposition VII.

—

If in any triangle ABC a triangle similar to it<i

cosymmedian be inscribed, the centre of similitude of the inscribed tri-

angles is the symmedian point of the original triangle ABC.

Bern.—Let K be the symmedian point ; then the angle BKC is

equal to the sum of the angles BAC, ABK, KCA; that is, equal

to the sum of the angles BAC. B'A'A, AA' C ; or the sum of

BAC, B'A'C. Hence {Sequel, Book III. Prop. 17) the propositon

is proved.
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Peoposttion VIII.

—

If K he the centre of similitude of the triangie

A£C (Fig. 2), and a homothetic trimigle a/?y, the circumcircle of the

triangle ajBy loill meet the symmedian lines AA' , BB' , CC in three new
points a' /S' y', which will he the vertices of a triangle homothetic with the

cosymmedian of the triangle AB C.

Bern.—Since ^ is the homothetic centre of the triangles -4^6',

a)Sy, it is the centre of similitude of their circumcircles. Hence the
Hnes KA', KB', KC are divided proportionally in the points a', ^', y'

;

and therefore the triangles A'B'C', a'/3'y' are homothetic. Hence the

proposition is proved.

Cor. 1.—The triangles a/3y, a'/3'y' are cosymmedians.
Cor. 2.—If the sides of the triangie a/Sy produced, if necessary,

meet those of ABC in six points; and the sides of a'/3'y' meet the

sides of A'B'C in six other points, the twelve points are concyclic.

Bern.—The first six points lie on a Tucker's circle of the triangle

ABC, and the other six on a corresponding Tucker's circle of A'B' C;
and the proposition -will be proved by showing that these circles are

identical.
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Let afi meet AC m W , and ay meet AB in F, and a" be the

middle point of FE' ; and 0, C/ the circnmcentres of ABC, aySy.

1 lirough a" draw a" 0" xjarallel to AO; then 0" will be the middle
point of 00', and will be the centre of the Tucker's circle of ABC.
IsQW let-S, R' be the circumradii of the triangles ^5 C, aySy ; then we
have

a"0"=^ + ^\
2

Also, if pi denote the radius of Lemoine's second circle of the tri-

angle ABC, we have

pi : Fa" -.-.KA: a"A : : E : ^ {E - B') ; hence

^"' =P'[-2R

Hence the square of the radius of the Tucker's circle of the triangle

AB C is equal to

'R + R'Y ,iR- R'\-

and it can be shown that the square of the radius of the coiTcpond-

ing Tucker's circle of the triangle A'B'C is the same, and they haye
the same centre. Hence they coincide. q.e.d.

Peopositio:^ IX.

—

If the sides of the tj^iangle afSy meet the sides

of ABC in the points B, B' \ E, E' ; F, F', the three triangles

AFE', BF'B, L' CE are directly similar. Their invariaUe points

are the centroids of these triangles, and their double points are the other

points of intersection of the circle through the invaricible points with the

symmedians of the triangle ABC.
Por if a, I, c be the centroids of the triangles AFE', BF'B, L' CE;

join aF, hF', and produce them to meet c'; and siace a is the centroid

of AFE', the angle KaFis the angle between two medians of AFE'

;

but AFE' IB similar to ABC. Hence KaF is equal to the angle

between tsvo medians of ABC, and therefore equal to an angle of the

eosymmedian triangle A'B'C, which is easily seen to be A'B'C;
therefore E'aF is equal to A'AC . Hence aF is parallel to A C.
Similarly IF' is parallel to BC. Therefore the figures KAC'B, Kac'h

are homothetic. Hence the point c' is on the line KC ; and it is

evident that the figures c'FAE', c'F'BB are directly similar. Hence
c' is a double point. Similarly a' , V are double points, and it is easy

to see that a, b, c are the invariable points.

Cor. 1.—If we make a corresponding construction for the triangles

a'/S'y', A'B' C, we shall find that for the new system of three figures

dii'ectly similar, a, h, c are the double points ; and a', V , c' the inva-

riable points. Heuce the two systems are so related, that the double

points of either system are the invariable points of the other.

Cor. 2.—The triangles ale, a'h'c' are cosymmedians.
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PkopositiojS' X.

—

If through the symmedian point of a harmonic

hexagon parallels he draicu to the tangents at its vertices; then taking

the points in which each parallel meets the sides of the hexagon passing

through the corresponding vertex, the twehe points of intersection are

xioncyclic.

Bern,.—Let Khe the symmedian point of the triangle ABC; then

BA', A' C are two sides of the harmonic hexagon. Through K draw
^Z7paraliel to A'T, then ZZwdll be one of the twelve points of inter-

section. Draw Xr parallel to AT. Xow the angle ^KT^ TA' TI

= A'AV. Similarly the angle -4 F^= ^^'C^. Hence the triangh-s

^XF, ^ZZ"^' are equiangular. 'Kence KU .KV = AK . KA' . I^ow
KVi?, the radius of the second Lemoine circle, both for the trian^de

ABC and its cosymmedian. Hence KU has the same value for each

of the twelve points of intersection, and therefore the twelve inter-

sections are concyclie.

Def.— We shall, from its analogy to the case of the triangle, call the

circle through these twelve points Lemoine'' s second hexagon circle.

Cor. 1.—The intercepts which Lemoine' s second hexagon circle

make on the sides of the hexagon are proportional to the cosines

of the angles which these sides subtend in the circumcircle. Hence
it may be called the cosine circle of the hexagon.

Cor. 2.—If the sides of the harmonic hexagon a/3'ya'y3y' (see fig.,

Prop, vm.), be produced to meet the sides of AB' CA'BC , viz., each
side of the former intersecting the two sides adjacent to the side

parallel to it in the latter, the twelve points of intersection are

concyclie.

If R, B! be the circumradii of the hexagon AB' CA'BC,
af^'ya'Py', and R" the radius of the cosine circle of AB' CA'BC

;

then it may be proved, as Prop. vm. Cor. 2, that the twelve points of

intersection lie on a circle, the square of whose radius is

'R + R' : ^.. fR-R'\2
t- R

\ 2 J \ 2R
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Cor. 3.—When the hexagon a/3'ya'/3y' reduces to a point, the

circle of Cor. 2 will be called, from analogy, Lemoiae's first circle

of the hexagon ; its radius squared is equal to

H^ + R""-

Peoposition' XI.

—

The perpendiculars from the symmedian point of
a harmonic hexagon, on the sides of the hexagon, are proportional to the

sides.

Bern.—The perpendiculars from K on the lines C'A, AB' (fig.,

Prop. Tni.), are in the ratio of sin C'AK: sin KAB'; that is, as

sin C'AA' : smA'AB' or : : C'A' : A'B'; but C'A'-.A'B': : C'A : AB',
since the points C, A', B', A' form a haiTaonic system. Hence the

perpendiculars from ^ on the lines C'A, AB' are proportional to

these lines, &c. Hence the proposition is proved.

Definition I.—If be the circumcentre of the hexagon, the
circle on OK as diameter is called the Brocard circle of the hexagon.

Definition II.—If the sides of the harmonic hexagon be denoted
by a, h, c, d, e, f and the perpendiculars from K on three sides by
X, y, %, u, V, w; then the auxiliary angle ® determined by any of the
equations x = ^ a tan ©, y = -J- b tan 0, &c., is called the Brocard
angle of the hexagon. -^

Cor.—The radius of the cosine circle of the hexagon is 'equal

to R tan ©.

Por, let fall the perpendicular KX on A' C (see fig., Prop, x.);

then
KX ^ KU= sin ?7= sin A'A C=A'C^2R.

Hence
KU^ 2R = KX ^ ^'C = i tan ;

therefore

KU= R tan ®.

Peoposition XII.

—

The perpendiculars from the centre of the eircum-

circle on the sides of a harmonic hexagon meet its Brocard circle in six

points, which connect concurrently in two loayswith the vertices of the

hexagon.

Bern.—Let the points (Pig. 4) of intersection of the perpendicular
with the Brocard circle be L, M, N, P, Q, R. Join KZ, KM; then
because the angle KLO is right, KL is parallel to BA'. Hence ZZ' is

equal to the perpendicular from Kon BA. Similarly, ITM' is equal to

the perpendicular fromK on A' C. Hence (Prop, xi.) ZZ' : MM' : : BZ'
: A'M'. Hence the triangles BZ'Z, A'MM are equiangular; there-
fore the angle BZZ' is equal to A'MM'. Hence, if the lines BZ and
A'M intersect in Vl, the four points 0, M, Z, Q, are concyclic ; there-
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fore O is a point on the Brocard circle. Similarly the lines CiV, B'P^
A Q, C'R each intersect BL on the Brocard circle, and therefore each

passes through Q,. In the same manner it may be shown that the

sis lines A'L, CM, B'N, AP, C'Q, BR are concurrent, and meet in

another point O' on the Brocard circle.

Def.—fi, O' are called the Brocard points ; and L, M, N, P, Q, R
the invariable points of the hexagon.

Cor. 1.—O, O' are isogonal conjugates with respect to each angle

of the harmonic hexagon AB'CA'BC.
For the angles A'BQ, C'BQ,' are each equal to the Brocard angle

of the hexagon. Hence, &c.

Cor. 2.—The feet of the perpendiculars from fl, O' on the sides of

the hexagon are concyclic.

Cor. 3.—If w be the Brocard angle of the triangle ABC, and &
the Brocard angle of the hexagon, tan = 3 tan co.
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Bern.—2 tan © = LL' ^ A'B = perpendicular fromK on A'B ^ A'B;
and 2 tan w = perpendicular from K on BC ^ BC . Hence

tan _ peip. fromK on A'B BC
tan w perp. fi'om ^on BC A'B

smA'BX BC A'B' BC
smCBK A'B B'C ^ A'B'

that is, equal to the anharmonic ratio of the four points B, A', C, B',

and therefore equal to the anharmonic ratio of the corresponding

points in a regular hexagon, and therefore equal to 3. Hence
tan ® = 3 tan co.

Peopositioij XIII.—i/" figures directly similar le described on the

Mdes of the harmonic hexagon, the middle points of its symmedian lines

AA', BB', CC are each a double point for three pairs offigures.

Bern.—Let A" he the middle point of AA'-, then it may he proved,

as in Conies, page 247, that A" is the douhle point of the figures on

C'A, AB'; and also of the figures described on BA', A' C ; and it

remains to he proved that it is a douhle point of the figures described

€n BC, B'C. Join BA/' A"C; C'A", A"B; then, since A" is a

double point of the figures C'A, AB', we have C'A" : A"A : : A"

A

: A"B'. Hence C'A" . A"B' = A"A-. Similarlr BA" . A" C = A"A'-.

Hence BA" . A"C= C'A" . A"B'; and the angles BA"C', B'A"C are

equal. Hence the triangles BA"C', B'A"C are equiangular, and
they are directly similar. Hence the proposition is proved.

Cor. 1.— The four points B, C, K, A" are concyclic.

Cor. 2.—If figures directly similar be described on the six sides of

the hannonic hexagon AB'CA'BC, the symmedian lines of the

harmonic hexagon, formed by any six corresponding lines, pass

respectively through the middle points A!' , B", C" of the symmedian
lines of ^^'C^'^C.

Cor. 3.—In the same case, the locus of the symmedian point of

the hexagon, formed by six corresponding lines of these figures,

is the Brocard circle of the original hexagon.

Cor. 4.—The centre of similitude of any two hexagons, each

formed by six corresponding lines of figures directly similar described

on the sides of AB' CA'BC, is a point on its Brocard circle.

Cors. 2, 3, 4 may be proved exactly as in the coiTesponding cases

for triangles (see Conies, page 248).

Cor. 5—The six lines joining, respectively, the invariable points

L, If, N, P, Q, it to six corresponding points are concun-ent. Tlie

locus of theii' point of concurrence is the Brocard circle of AB' CA'BC,
and they fonn a pencil in involution.

Proposition XIY.—TJw triangle formed by three alternate sides of
the harmonic hexagon is in perspective with the triangle formed by the

three invarialle points corresponding to the three remaining sides.
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Dem.—Let us consider the trianoie formed by the three sides

BC, A£', CA'. Let them meet in" the points A"', C", £'"; it is

required to prove that the triangle A"'B"' C" is in perspective with
the triangle NL Q, formed by the invariable points corresponding to

the sides £' C, A'B, C'A. Join the points N, L, Q, respectively, to
£", and produce to meet the sides BC, AB', CA'. They will meet
them in points where the same sides are intersected by Lemoine's first

hexagon circle ; and since Lemoine's first circle and the Brocard circle

are concentric, the parts intercepted by them on the line EN will be
equal. Hence the lines A!"N, A!"K are isotomie conjugates with
respect to the angle A!" . Similarly, B"'Q, B"'K are isotomie conju-

gates with respect to the angle B'" ; and C"'L, C"'K with respect

to the angle C". Hence the lines A'"]^, B"'Q, C"'L are concur-

rent. Q.E.D.

NOTE ADDED IN THE PRESS.

Since writing the preceding Paper, I have succeeded in showing
that the propositions contained in it are capable of remarkable exten-

sions. I do this by proving that we can construct a harmonic polygon
of any number of sides that is a cyclic polygon, having a point in its

plane called its symmedian point, such that perpendiculars from it on
the sides of the polygon are proportional to the sides. The solution

of this problem is contained in the following theorem :

—

The inverses of the angular points of a regular polygon of any numher

of sides form the angular points of a harmonic polygon of the same numher

of sides.

Bern.—Let A^ B, C, &c., be the angular points of the original

polygon ; A', B', C the points diametrically opposite to them. Now
invert from any arbitrary point. The circumcircle of the original

polygon will invert into a circle, and the lines AA' , BB', CC", &c.,

into a coaxal system, and the radical axes of each circle of this system
and the inverse of the circumcircle will be a concurrent system of

lines (^Sequel, Book YI., Sect, v., Prop. 4). Now if the inverses of

the points A, B, C, &c. ; A', B', C, &c., be a, P, y, &c. ; a', (3', y',

&e. ; the concurrent lines will be aa', ySyS', yy', &c., respectively ; let

E be their point of intersection. Now, since evidently the pionts

A, B, C, B' form a harmonic system, the points a, /?, y, P' form
a harmonic system. Hence the perpendiculars from the point K in

Pfi' on the lines a/3, /3y are proportional to these lines. Hence the
proposition is proved.

It is evident now that the whole theory of Brocard circles, Brocard
points, Lemoine circles, cosine circles, similar figures, invariable

points, double points, (S:c., can bo extended to harmonic polygons
of any number of sides. The following are a few of the numerous
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additional propositions that can be given in connexion with these

polygons :

—

1. If the alternate vertices 1, 3, 5 ... 2w - 1 of a harmonic poly-

gon of 271 sides be joined, the lines of connexion form a harmonic
polygon of n sides, and so also do the lines joining the remaining

vertices 2, 4, 6 . . . 2n.

2. If n be an odd number, the three polygons of Ex. 1 are

cosymmedians.
3. If the symmedian lines AK, BK, CK, &e., of a harmonic

polygon of an odd number of sides be produced to meet the circum-

circle again in the points A', B', C, &c., the points A', B' , C, &c.,

form the vertices of another harmonic polygon ; and these two poly-

gons are cosymmedian, and have the same Brocard angles, Brocard
points, Lemoine circles, and cosine circles, &c.

4. The four symmedian chords of a harmonic octagon form a

harmonic pencil.

5. The circles described through the extremities of the symmedian
chords of a harmonic polygon, and intersecting the circumcircle ortho-

gonally, are coaxal, and intersect each other at equal angles.

6. A harmonic polygon of any number of sides can be projected

into a regular polygon of the same number of sides, and the projec-

tion of the symmedian point of the former will be the circumcentre of

the latter.

7. The symmedian point of any harmonic polygon is the mean
centre of the feet of the perpendiculars let fall from it on the sides of

the polygon.

8. If 0,„ 02,1 be the Brocard angles of two harmonic polygons of

n sides, and 2n sides, respectively ; then

tan 0..,, = 4 cos-— . tan 0„.
2n
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XXXI.—I^OTES ON- Laplace's Anaxttical Theory of the Pertueba-
TIONS OF JuPITEIi's SATELLITES. By SiR .EoBERT S. BaLL, LL.D.,
P.R.S.

[Read, February 22, 1886.]

The matliematical difficulties of that portion of the Mecanique Celeste

AV^hich relates to the Perturbations of Jupiter's Satellites are well
known. Any aid, however slight, towards the elucidatii.ii of the obscure

points of Laplace's analysis may therefore be worthy of the attention

of the Academy. The laborious Bowditch has not removed the diffi-

culties I have felt.

In the present communication I have rewritten the theory of the

perturbations in radius vector and longitude which are independent of

the eccentricities and the inclinations. The results are those of

Laplace, but the methods of demonstration have been modified.

I employ throughout the notation of Laplace as used in vol. iv. of

the Mecanique Celeste. I commence with a theorem which Laplace
does not use, though if he had done so the first part of his theory

would have been greatly simplified. I find the theorem in Ponte-

coulant, vol. i., p. 511.

Let n be the real mean motion of the disturbed satellite.

a be the mean distance which in an undisturbed orbit would cor-

respond to the mean motion n.

« + S« + Sr be the distance of a satellite from the centre of Jupiter,

the periodic terms being represented by Sr.

i^be the portion of the disturbing function R which does not con-

tain periodic terms.

Then the fundamental theorem is, that

3 da

For we have accurately

di" 1 dh' [x 1 dP

dt~ r dt~ r- r ' dr

'
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Substitute for r its equivalent « + Sa + S/- and

Id-r _ 1 d^r
rd^~a 'W'

r^ a* \ a a J

1 dR 1 dF 1 fdR dF\
+

r dr a da a \ da da j
'

whence, since (/x = n'^d^),

dv"

df
, i

S« , dF
«.M 1 - 3 — + rr —

t a da

Taking the square root

dv

-dr''

+ Periodic Terms.

3 la a? dF
~

2 7 ^ 2 la

+ Periodic Terms,

but if 7i be the real mean motion of the disturbed satellite, then

dr

dt

whence, finally.

n + Periodic Terms

ha =- a^ -~-.

3 da

Perturhations in Radius Vector ichich are independeni of the Fccentri-

cities and Inclinations.

AVe first compute

^'f^-(f (i)

Oraittiug the inclinations, we have

inJr m'
^^7^^°^^^-^^-

(.^-2./eos(.'-.)^0 ^

(1 + 3 cos (2^7- 2(0)
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Jupiter's contribution to (i).

2If--
''-S

';«=-''-

„ rd(R) dR 1

Let r = a + ha + Sr,

and the expression becomes, retaining only periodic terms,

1 /
,8r.

Sun's contribution to (i^

"With Laplace's units we have S -^ IP = M^; and, neglecting the

first term, which cannot contribute,

R = - i Jf2 r^ T- f if- r^ cos (2 ?7- 2t)),

^r^^
^^^Jf^«^cos(2Z7-2«;),

J dt In -2M ^ '

r f^ j
= - i ifV^ - fif ' a" cos (2 fT- 2^)).

Uniting, we have

- Jf2^3 _ ^^!—^^if2 (?2 cos (2U- 2'v)
;2n-2M ^ '

wlience, retaining the periodic terms only, we have

- 2«if=8r - ^^-^^ j^2 «3 cos {2U- 2v).
2n-2M ^ ^

3C2
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Each. Satellite's contribution to (i).

m r m'^ = -7^ cos (v -v)-
, ^j

= m' (i^o + ^1 cos (y - v') + A. cos {2v - 2v') ).

First, consider the contribution of ^mAq to the periodic terms

^i? ^ , dAo

(it ~ dr

Retaining the periodic teiins, we have

m' ( dAo d^Ao\

2 \ da da-
j

To find the contribution of

, mA,, cos {kv - lev').

2 --^ = m' , Aj, cos (h - lev'),

I dt n - n

dR ,
dA^

r —— = ma —— cos [kv - kv).
dr da

Uniting these terms, Tre hare for each satellite's contribution to (i)

(retaining of course only periodic terms),

m' ( dAo d-Ao\ „

,f 2n . dAA ^
,^+ m' Ai + a —— cos (v - v')

yn - n' da
J

,( 2n
,

dA.\
-f m' , A. + a-^ 1 cos {2v - 2v')

\9i -n' ~ da '
^

,( 2ti
, dAi^

+ m'i , A3 + a —— cos (ov - 3v).
\)i - n da '
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We now substitute in the general formula

1 d-r"^ a
+ 2

2 dt^ r

UdR\ IdR

\dtl^'\l^^'''''^"

retaining only periodic terms.

A delicate point has here to be carefully attended to. The left-

hand of the equation will assume the form

dt

iYmust be very accurately determined to the second order. It is

therefore necessary that the values of O in these two terms be

1 d'r"^
absolutely equal. We have the term - ^j^y where r = a -{ S« + 8r

;

therefore

2~dF'' 'dt'

'

O is therefore {a + S«) Sr. If we had here omitted S» we should have

altered JV^, which depends iipon ha. This is the most critical point

in the whole of this part of the analysis. The shortest method is as

follows :

—

dt' [ci + bay

/ 3 dA'"^ 1 d'-S"^

\2a da 2 da~

-2aM-hr

6n - 3M „, , . ^ ^ .M-a~ cos (217- 2v)
2n~2M

^ , I 2n , dAv > ,, , ,,

+ 2^m A,. + a —— cos (hv - nv ).
\7i- w ' da '

This may be written in the form

d'{a + 8a) 8r
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~ 2» - 2M

Vhaf a\P 2)
-^ '^^^[2a da +2 da^ )__{a+8ay ft^V 2

J/^ftS cos(2Z7- 2r)

/ 27J dA"^'\
+ 2?h' ,

^'*' + « --— cos (ko - Z-i;').

\n -IV da j

To solve this, assume

{a + S«)8/- = P cos (2 CT- 2v) + ^Q^o'*^ cos (^-y - W),

and put

whence, by substitution and identifying the coefficient of cos (2 TJ- 2v)

with zero,

-p(2;i/-2.r+Piy^-|i^jf^«-

whence
Jf2 6« - 3J/ ,

=
i\^2 _ (2J/-_ 2?0' 2?i - 2i/"'^^'

'

J/
but iVsii ?i and — =0= ;

n

M-
whence P ^^ 5- «^.

Identifying the coefficient of cos {hv - kv') to zero,

- Qu o'*) (X7J - knj + N^ Q„ ^'-"^ + m' ; A-'^ + ^ __
)
= 0,

\n- n da
j

{kn-kn)--j\- \?i-7i da J

whence, finally, we have for 8r (omitting Ba . Sr),

TJ2

8r = - rt — co^(2U-2v)
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(n - ti'f - N^
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a^—r- + ; aA"-^^ cos («;-«;),
\ da 71 -n j

7Z ^T^i—^. « -IT- +
/
(^^^^ cos (3y - Zv').

It only remains to introduce the value of 8a into N".

dF_ 1

da »*

1 ^, 1^ ,<?^t'')

whence,

1 / (^\ 1 i/^- »' ^ ,
dAC^

ha =— p a -—
- + - 2,m —;—

;

3«V 2 Q 71" 6 (?« '

but

{a + 6a/ rt' ' " '

3 dA'"^ 1
(^^^f

+ ^
2« (/rt 2 6?a^ /'

a a^\ 2 \2a da 2 <^a^ '

This process appears to be free from the difficulties which beset

Laplace's analysis.

On the Pertiirhations in the Longitudes of Jupiter's Satellites which are

Independent of the JSecentricities and the Inclinations.

The following approximate method seems to have something to

recommend it as regards directness and simplicity, when contrasted

with the elaborate formulae of Laplace :

—

We have
div di)~~'dv'
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dv ^^ C dR
Integrating, r^ -j- = K- \^' dt,

dt J dv

dv _H I [dR

dt r^ r'^\ dv

Assume r = » + S« + 8r,

dt (t^ \ CD

^H ^r 1 CdR ^^

a- a a- ] dv

Since the last line contains only periodic termsj,

JT
w = -[l -2

a- \ a

whence, very nearly,

dv h- 1 CdE ^^— =^n - In : —r- dt.
dt a a^] dv
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There is one difference between this expression and that arrived

at by Laplace's analysis. In Laplace's form we have the coefficient

{hi - kn'f - iV^-

In this form we have

2nr

{hi - hiJ - N"'

Now as N^ n the difference is inappreciable, but it is curious to

observe the source whence this discrepancy has arisen. It is due to

the retention of some terms of the second order, while others have

been discarded. If all be discarded save only where N occurs in the

denominator of certain terms in Zr^ then the two expressions become
identical.
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XXXII.—FlTETHEE, PtEPOET ON THE FlOEA OF SoUTHEEN DoNE&AL.
By Henet Chichestee Hakt, B. A.

[Eead, February 22, 1886.]

Mr explorations of 1885 were chiefly in soutli-west Donegal. The
new ground I examined was that of the Boylagh barony, and from
head-quarters at Glenties and Ardara. I also examined the lime-

stone country^ south of Brown Hall more carefully. My list of addi-

tions will show that it merited this attention. The most interesting

piece of work was the finding a new site for several of our rarest

alpine plants at Alt Mountain, south of Ardara. Saxifraga ahoides,

Thalictrum alpinum, Saussurea alpina, and the parsley fern
(
Crypto-

gramme crispa)^ the last not before known in Donegal, grow here. I

paid special attention to the pond-weeds, in which Donegal is rich, and
I was rewarded by finding P. prcdlongus, P. gramineus, and P. nitens,

all rarities in Ireland, and desiderata in Donegal. A more unex-
pected "find" was that of Atropa leUadonna, looking as native as the

most captious critic could desire ; but, alas ! forbidden by the iron laws
of Geographical Distribution to be considered so. I visited Eathlin,

O'Beime's Island, the extreme west of the county, and numbered up
about eighty-five species, none of which are in the least degree inte-

resting. Trifolium medium and Beta maritima may, perhaps, be men-
tioned. This islet is storm-swept, and utterly devoid of shelter, being

about two or three miles round, and about the same distance from the

"Country," as the Tory Islanders call Ireland. We found storm-

petrels' nests on the island, and two contained addled eggs and young
birds. The parents had been feeding the latter on limpets and beetles.

Mr. Arthiu' Brooke, who accompanied me on several of my expeditions,

has obtained in the neighbourhood of Ardara dunlins' eggs, and at

Lough Eske those of the merganser. He informed me, also, of Mr.
Heardman's having taken the eggs of the red-throated diver on the Dun-
glow Lakes. Teal also breed there frequently. To my friend, Arthur

Brooke, and other gentlemen whose courtesy and hospitality were of

^ The following species may be mentioned as characteristic of the limestone coun-

try mentioned above :—Sesleria cserulea, Juniperus communis, Antennaria dioica,

Campanula rotundifolia, Hieracium iricum, Corylus avellana, Eubus saxatilis, Hy-
pericum perforatum, Ilex aquifolium, Solidago yirga-aurea, Thymus sei-pylliun,

Euonymus europceus, Melampyrum pratense, Pi-unus communis, Sanicula europrea,

Agrimonia eupatorium, Juncus obtusifolius. It is worthy of notice that the prevail-

ing belief that Rhododendrons and Azaleas will not grow on limestone does not hold

good in Donegal. At Brown Hall, Lough Eske, Ardnamona, and else\N'hcre, the

ordinary out-door species thiive to perfection on limestone.
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the utmost assistance, and rendered my labours pleasurable, I am fain

to acknowledge my sense of indebtedness. The many records from
Cliff and Brown Hall will show that my sojourn there was of much
benefit to the object in view.

Another advantage I had in the season, which was unusually pro-

pitious for out-door pursuits, was the long period of dry weather, ren-

dering the banks of lake and river easier of exploration than they have
been for many years. In the Erne (though this was partially due to

the drainage works) the life of the banks and edges of the river was ex-

posed in a most interesting way. Multitudes of river cray-flsh (Asiactis

fluviatilis) were crawling about in the slime, and thoughts of bisque soup,

and yet another new Irish industry presented themselves to my mind.
Another result of the heat, I presume, was the multitude of wasps ; and
my friend, Mr. A. Wallace, of Ardnamona, noted an interesting fact

in connexion with these insects. He found their nests in several in-

stances had been visited and pilfered by badgers. There was no
doubt on the subject, their tracks and hairs affording plentiful evi-

dence. I find this observation given doubtfully in Bell. It is another

argument in favour of a harmless, nay, useful animal, needlessly perse-

cuted. It is curious to find the old belief in two sorts of badgers, the

"pig" and the "dog," still alive in Donegal; and still stranger to

learn tbat in some parts the country folks still believe in his having
the legs on one side shorter than the other, to enable him to travel

comfortably on a hill-side. Is it true or not, as often stated by the

country people, that the badger is very destructive to eggs of all

sorts ?

I have the pleasure of thanking Mr. Arthur Bennett and Mr. James
Backhouse for examining series of plants in their special lines ; and my
friend, Mr. A. Gr. More, has as usual gone over my specimens and given
his valuable opinions thereon.

In conclusion, l may mention my Donegal total is now well over

seven hundred species, and exceisds that of Mr. Allin's, of Cork, which
is the only county in Ireland as yet made the subject of a special

Flora. This is a very suggestive and interesting result.

LIST OF SPECIES,

Thalictrum minus, Linn., \Qx.flexuostmi. Broken limestone ground
near Brown Hall, Donegal, where it was shown to me by Major
Hamilton. On examination I found it occurred in considerable

quantity and in several detached localities. An addition to the

Flora of Donegal.

Thalictrum alpinum, Linn. At 1400 feet, looking north on Alt

Mountain, about four miles south of Ardara,
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\_Rmmnculus lingua, Linn. Mr. AUinghara^ has recorded tiiis species

from near Ballysliannon, south side of the river, below the bridge.

I have searched the place carefully. It is not a likely locality,

and I fear there is an error.]

\_Rammciilus auricomus, Linn. ITr. Allingham informs me that he
has found this species in "woods near Ballyshannon ; he thinks at

Laputa.]

R. droiietii. Kiltooris Lake, near Ardara. Identified by Mr. Arthur
Eennett. On mud.

Aqiiilegia vidgaris, Linn. Limestone thickets, about half a mile

south of Patterson's Lake, in the townland of Carrigahoma,
between Cliff and Brown Hall, and again nearer Brown Hall

;

in a wild country quite removed from cultivation. An addition

to the Flora of Donegal.

Papaver duhium, Linn. Fields near Belleek, on the way to Bally-

shannon, very sparingly. Xear Bundoran.

^ Chelidonium majus, Linn. TTrney, on the Donegal side of the Pinn
by the roadside. Very local, and not native in Donegal.

Barlarea vidgaris, R. Br., var. ^ arcuata, Eeichb. Banks of the Erne,

by the ruined mill about a mile below Cliff.

Aralis hirsiifa, Linn. Sand-hills, north-west of Ardara. Mr. Alling-

ham records A. ciliata from "rock, north side of estuary, Bally-

shannon." A. hirsuta is not unfrequent in the limestone district

of South Donegal.

Sinapis alba, Linn. Fields above Moynalt, near Laghy, Donegal.

Viola canina, Linn. By the Termon river above Pettigo.

Braha incana, Linn. Sand-hills south side of Boylagh Bay, and on
the hill of the " standing stone" in the sand-hills north-west of

Ardara. This is the second Donegal locality. I had found the

plant previously near Buncrana.

Reseda luteola, Linn. Wash-pool, near the flax dam, Ballyshannon.

—

Allingham.

JDrosera intermedia, Havne, and D. anglica, Huds. Cliff bogs, near

Belleek.

Saponaria officinalis, Linn. By the railway between Belleek and
Ballyshannon near the bridge at " Eowan Tree Hill." The
only Donegal locality which I am acquainted with.

^ Mr. Allingliam is author of a A"ery interesting History of Ballyshannon, to

wliicli he has appended a botanical notice of that part of Donegal. His name will

appear several times in this report. Following my custom, I have enclosed in

brackets those species I have not seen myself.
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Lychnis githago, Linn. Moynalt and Laghy.

Lychnis diurna Sibth. By Kiltoris Lake, and elsewhere on Boylagh
promontory.

Sagina apetala, Linn. "Walls at Killybegs.

Geranium sanguineum, Linn. Limestone bluffs, near Ballyshannon,
across the Erne. This, the second locality in the county, was
made known to me by Mr. Allingham.

S. dissectum, Linn. By the Termon river and elsewhere ; sparingly

distributed.

G. lucidum, Linn. With the last, and in several places in the lime-

stone country from Brown Hall to Carrigahorna. G. phceum, L.,

is established near Templecarn.—Miss Young.

Radiola miUegrana, Linn. Coast between Slieve-a-Toory and Magh-
eragh.

\_Erodiiim moschatum, Linn. In the rabbit warren, south side of the

river, near Ballyshannon.—H. Allingham.]

Euonymus europcBus, Linn. A variety with very narrow, almost linear

leaves, occurs by the Erne, a little below Cliff. It does not differ

in other respects from the type which is very frequent on the

limestone.

[^Rhamnus catharticus, Linn. I regret to say the locality given for

this species in my last Eeport is outside the county boundary.]

TJlex europceus, Linn. About Moynalt and Laghy, frequent ; and
native in the hills east from Ballintra, &c.

[^Melilotus alba, Willd. Introduced, and perhaps established amongst
sown grasses near Greencastle, Innishowen.

—

W. E. Hart.]

Ononis arvensis, Linn. My cousin, "W. E. Hart, of Kilderiy, has sent

me specimens of the plant from Innishowen. The station is along

the roadside between Fahan and Buncrana. As far as I am aware,

this is an addition to the Elora of the county. Like (Enanthe

phellandrium, Nasturtium amphibium, and one or two others, this

species has been accredited with "11" in the Cyhele Hibernica
without any given evidence on the subject.

\TrifoJium arvense, Linn. Old pasture-land at Woodtown (?).

—

Allingham.]

Agrimo7iia eupatorium, Linn. By the Erne and Termon rivers
;

north coast of Boylagh .promontory, near Lough Keel Jskmd.

Prunus padm, Linn. Termon river, above Pettigo ; river between
Ardara and Glenties.
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Eubus saxatilis, Linn. Abundant and characteristic on the limestone
country south of Brown Hall.

Rosa arvensis, Linn. Eoadside, near Tennon ; IVI'Grath's Castle,

below Pettigo ; and by the Temion river above Pettigo.

Pyrus aria, Sm. ISTear Brown Hall, in several places. A hybrid
between this species and P. aucuparia was observed near Brovni
Hall, and on the Finn, near Cloghaun. I believe it is a,cultivated

form.

MyriophyUum spicatum, Linn. Swampy place near the sea on the
north shore of Boylagh promontory, north of Cloonea Lake.

Saxifraga stellaris, Linn. Mountains about Ardara and Slieve-a-

Toory.

S. aizoides, Linn. Alt Mountain, near Ardara, abundant, from 1400
to 650 feet. This is the second locality in county Donegal. Mr.
Arthur Brooke, of Killybegs, who helped me much in the explo-

ration of this mountain, was the first to find this saxifrage.

8. oppoutifolia, Linn. Steep banks close to sea level on the coast

between Slieve-a-Toory and Magheragh, forming the sward in

some places.

8. tridactylites, Linn. Limestone ledges by the Erne, below cliff on
the opposite bank. This species, which is not rare on the larger

sand-hill districts by the coast in Donegal, seems seldom to occur

inland. In the south and midland counties it frequently appears

inland on old walls, &c., but not on the coast, as far as I have
observed.

l^Sempervivtcm tectorum, Linn. Frequent in the district on cottages,

where it is planted both for the luck it confers, and for its medi-

cinal properties.]

Sedum rhodiola, D. C. SHeve-a-Toory ; Ardara Mountains, &c.
;

grassy pastures at Dunmore Head, Ardara.

Selosciadium nodiflorum, Koch. Croaghlinn Lake, near Killybegs

;

shore at "Wardtown, near Ballyshannon.

Sanicula europcea, Linn. This frequent species is very highly thought

of as a cure for consumption. It is sold under the name of

" Sinicle " for this purpose in the town of Donegal and else-

where in "Ulster.

(Ethusa cynapium, Linn. About Ballyshannon.

Torilis nodosa, Groert. Appeared very sparingly as an introduced

weed at Greencastle, Innishowen. A specimen was sent me by
"W. E. Hart.

Scandix pecten-veneris, Linn. Corn-fields near Ballyshannon.
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'^Samlucus ehilus, Linn. Eoadside near Donegal, on the way to Lough
Eske ; at Brown Hall ; waste ground by a farm-house south of the

Erne in the southern corner of the county.

Galium horeale, Linn. Broken limestone ground, opposite Bally-

shannon, on the south side of the river in the townland of

Carrickbeg.

Valeriana officinalis, L., var. samlucifolia. On limestone shingle by
the Erne, below the bridge at Belleek.

Knautia arvensis, Coult. Fields on the east side of the Donegal road,

about two miles from Ballyshannon. Very rare in Donegal.

\_Lonicera xylosteum, Linn. Has been known to grow in the woods at

Brown Hall for a century, and there is no tradition of its having

ever been introduced; but I presume this must have been the

case.]

Gnaphalium sylvaticum, Linn. Pettigo ; between Lough Finn and
Grlenties.

Filago germanica, Linn. Sand-hills at Magheragh.

Anthemis nohilis, Linn. By the Erne, right bank below cliff ; by the

stream a little above Killybegs.

[^Matricaria parthenium, Linn. Abundantly established on the bridge

at Belleek.]

Saussurea alpina, D. C. Alt Mountain, near Ardara, at 1350 to

1400 feet.

Centaurea cyanus, Linn. About Moynalt and Brown Hall, Laghy
and Ballintra.

XCarduus crispus, Linn. By the Erne below the Belleek bridge,

amongst waste heaps.

Sieracium argenteum, Fr. Moynalt, near Laghy, in a river glen.

Determined by Mr. James Backhouse.

a. gothicum, var. By the Mournebeg river, at the boundary of the

county south of Stranorlar. This is the same variety as that from
Carrick river, which Mr. Backhouse considers "like S. norvc-

gicum, Fr.," and with " heads far too numerous for gothicum.''^

S. gothicum, var. latifolium. Kiltooris Lake ; river at Ardara and
Glenties.

S. iricum., Fr. By the Erne, on limestone near Ballyshannon. This

form is altogether inseparable from Backhouse's /? cermthoides, the

lowland form of anglicum. Specimens from the same locality have
received either name on different occasions. It is the only hawk-
weed I have met growing on bare, pure limestone rock. St*

John's Point.

S. anglicum, Fr. Ardara.

R. I. A. PROC, SER. n. VOL. IV. SCIENCE. 3 D
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a. umbellatum, Linn. River banks at Ardara and Grlenties ; Monrne-
beg river. This is the latest flowering plant to bloom in Donegal

;

it is not in full blow till about the middle of September.

S. pallidum, Fr. Aghla Mountain, between the summit and Glen-

ties, at about 1600 feet, on exposed rocky bluffs. Determined by
Mr. James Backhouse.

S. crocatum, Fr. By the Mournebeg river south from Stranorlar.

This locality extends across the river to Tyrone in District 10.

S. crocatum is an unmistakeable form.

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, Spr. Abundant on Slieve-a-Tooey on the

seaward side.

Vaccinium vitis-idoea, Linn. Aghla Mountain, above Lough Finn,

near Glenties.

Convolvulus arvensis, Linn. Railway banks between Ballyshannon
and Bundoran.

[C. soldanella, Linn. Mr. Allingham reports this species from the

shore at Wardtown, Ballyshannon. I could not find it.]

Cuscuta epilinum, "With. Sparingly on flax in a field by the lower

river into Laghy, about two miles above the village. This species

is reported to be a " troublesome weed in the flax" by old writers.

I have looked into flax-fields almost annually for it for a number
of years in northern Donegal, where flax is much grown; but
until last season (1885) I never gathered it in Ireland. Perhaps

of late years a purer seed is imported.

Lycopsis arvensis, Linn. Fields on sandy ground in the Boylagh pro-

montory near Ardara, very sparingly.

Lithospermum arvense, Linn. Railway banks between Ballyshannon
and Bundoran ; by the shore at Wardtown, near Ballyshannon.

\ Symp)hytiim officinale, Linn. By the Termon river, above Pettigo.

Solanum dulcamara, Linn. This species is native in limestone thickets

by the Erne, opposite cliff, and lower down ; by roadsides, in old

hedges on the Ballyshannon road near Donegal, and by the upper
river below Laghy. \_Antirrhinum majus, Linn. Established many
years on old walls at "White House, Killybegs.]

^'Atropa lelladonna, Linn. The discovery of this species in a remote,

rigorously wild-looking locality, was a great surprise. It grows
abundantly on an exposed, low, limestone rocky place above tide-

mark on the south side of Gweebarra Bay, east of Innishkeel

Island. The ground above is wild, unbroken, sheep pasture, and
there is no sign of cultivation in the neighbourhood. A small

cabin, about half a mile away, is the nearest habitation. The
geographical range of this species alone precludes us from accept-

ing it as a native. It is very rarely found in Ireland, only in

two or three localities, and those always at ruins or near houses.

Mr. Arthur Brooke, who was with me at the time, helped me to

search for any remains of ancient habitation or cultivation, but

we saw none.
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Scrophularia aquatica, Linn. Eoadside from Pettigo to Lough Derg,

about a mile and a-half from Pettigo. Local in Donegal.

Veronica montana, Linn. Thickets on the island immediately below
Cliff House by the Erne ; Brown Hall. Very local, and perhaps

confined to south-west of the county in Donegal.

Lycopus europceus, Linn. Croaghlinn Lake, near Killybegs, and Broc-

kagh Lake. Yery rare in Donegal.

:{:
Origanum vulgare, Linn. By a ruined mill on the right bank of the

Erne about a mile below Cliff ; on an old wall at Brown Hall.

An addition to the Flora of the county.

Calamintha officinalis, Moench. Plentiful at a limestone quarry close

to Abbey Assaroe, near Ballyshannon. This addition to the Flora

of the county is due to Mr. Allingham. The record opposite "11"
under this species in the Cyhele Eilernica belongs to C. clino-

podium.

\ Verbena officinalis, Linn. I have already reported this species on
Miss Toung's authority. Last year I visited the place and found

a compact little colony of this species by the road-side close to

Termon M'Grath's Castle. It is very rare—one other locality (?)

—

in Ulster.

Chenopodium bonus henricus, Linn. Killybegs.

Polygonum raii, Bab. Coast of Boylagh promontory, north-west of

Ardara, in several places.

^Fagopyrum esculentum., Linn. In a field with vetches, Moynalt, near
Laghy.]

CalUtriche autumnalis, Linn. Cloonea Lake, near the coast, north-

west from Ardara.

Euphorbia exigua, Linn. By a ditch near Grreencastle, sparingly, and
probably accidentally introduced.

—
"W. E. Hart.

^Eumulus lupulus, Linn. jS'ear Carrick, below the bridge over the

Aughra river
;
quite at home in a native-looking situation.

TJlmus montana, With. Apparently native about Brown Hall, and
in the limestone glens of Moynalt, near Laghy.

\8alix fragilis, Lian. By the Termon river above Pettigo ; by a
small stream above Carrowkeel in Fanet.

8. pentandra, Linn. Near Pettigo, by the Termon, I saw a tree

30 feet high, with a stem 15 inches in diameter.

S. herbacea, Linn. Slieve-a-Tooey ; Alt Mountain, near Ardara;
Aghla Mountain, at Finnstown.

3D 2
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Orchis pyramidalis, Linn. Sand-hills north-west of Ardara, and
betvreen Magheragh and Slieve-a-Tooey ; sand-hills at Greencastle,

Innishowen
—

"W. E. Hart ; meadows by the river a little below
Cliff.

Sdbenaria alhida, E. Br. Cliff, near the river below the house ; on
slopes of hill crossing from Templecarn to Ballyshannon-road.

—

Miss Young.

Listera cordata, E. Br. Slieve-a-Tooey.

Efii^adis palmtris, Linn. "Wet, sandy ground near a shallow lake
below the "Standing Stone" in Boylagh, north-west of Ardara.

Neottia nidus avis, Bach. Brown Hall, where my attention was
called to it by Major Hamilton. The second locality in the
county.

'^''Iris fostidissima, Linn. Abundantly established near the house at

Brown Hall.

Eriocaulon septangulare, "With. Kiltooris Lough, near Ardara, in the

barony of Boylagh. This locality extends line marking range in

Cylele Hihernica map to the southward.

Juncus ohtusijlorus, Ehr. By a small pond in limestone rocky ground
near Ballyshannon, on the south side of the river Erne ; lakes on
limestone between Brown Hall and Cliff.

Lu%ula pilosa, "Willd. "Woods at Cliff.

Sparyanum simplex, Huds. Cloonea Lake, by the coast north-west

of Ardara. The "floating state, often named S. afflnis^' ("W. H.
Beeby), occurred in the river between Ardara and Glenties.

These have been submitted to Mr. Arthur Bennett.

S. nutans, Linn, var. alpinum. Lakes on Aghla, above Einntown,
at 1800 feet. Named by Mr. "W. H. Beeby. A common moun-
tain form in north and west.

>S'. minimum, Eries. Kiltooris Lake, near Ardara, and Brockagh
Lake, Killybegs.

Potamogeton heterophyllus, Schreb. Kiltooris Lake, near Ardara.

—

A. Bennett.

P. prcelonyus, "Wulf . At the southern end of Lough Einn on the

south margin of the lake, plentiful. This species has been deter-

mined by Mr. Arthur Bennett. It is a very rare plant in Ireland,

but has been found in Mayo and in the north-east, so was to be
expected in Donegal.
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P. nitens, Web., var. P. intermedins, Tis. (?). In a still part of the

Erne river, a little below Cliff, by the right bank. Mr. Bennett
writes:—"A form closely approaching Swedish species, named
by Dr. Tiselins P. intermedins, Tis. (ad nitens). There being no
fruit, I cannot confidently say whether heterophyllus {forma) (?),

or nitens {forma) (?)." P. nitens, Web., to which we may, I

think, safely refer the Erne plant, is an addition to the Elora of

Donegal.

P. gramineus, Linn. {P. ohtusifolius, Mert. and Koch.) In a deep
dyke at the narrow end of St. Catherine's Lake, south of Killy-

begs. It is abundant here, but could hardly be reached except

during a dry season. This species is recorded in the Cylele

Hibernica—"'Lakes in Eanet, Donegal." There is no lake in

Fanet I have not frequently examined, and I have never been
able to find this conspicuous species till now. It must be very
local, indeed, in Ireland. Determined by Mr A. Bennett.

P. crispus, Linn. Kiltooris Lake, near Ardara.—A. B.,—a young
state, not easily recognizable ; in the Erne river.

Cladium mariscus, E. Brown. In lakes, near Cliff, Belleek ; Sheskin-

more, and other lakes, amongst the sand-hills north-west of

Ardara.

Scirpus pauciforus, Lightf . Damp places in sand-hills north-west
of Ardara; by a small pond on the limestone opposite Bally-

shannon, south side of river ; left bank of Erne, a little above
Ballyshannon.

S. taierncemontani, Gm. Kiltooris Lake, near Ardara.

S. sylvaticus, Linn. Termon river, above Pettigo, sparingly, near
the town ; abundant near the source of the stream at the edge
of the county. The only locality in Donegal except that of the
Einn, given in the Cylele, which I, however, failed to verify.

Blysmus riifus, Panz. Kiltooris Lake, Boylagh promontory, near
Ardara.

Eriophorum latifolium, Hoppe. Plentiful in low, rushy, coarse pas-
ture near the sea by Lough Sheskinmore, north-west of Ardara.
A very rare species in Ireland, and additional to Donegal Elora,

Mr. More and Mr. Bennett agree in this decision, but the speci-

mens were rather far advanced. I have gathered the plant by
the Suir, in Tipperary, and recognized it at once.

Carex curta. Good. Brockagh Lake, near Killybegs. Occurring in

one isolated patch. Mr. A. G. More has recorded this rare sedge
"in a wet bog near Killybegs." Possibly the same locality. I
have not met it elsewhere.

C. rigida, Good. Alt Mountain, near Ardara ; Slieve-a-Tooey

;

Aghla, above Lough Einn.
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C. stricta, Good. Plentiful by the Erne river. This has been
named by Mr. A. Bennett.

C. pcdlescens, Linn. By the Termon river, above Pettigo.

C. vulgaris, var. goodenovii, Gay. Slieve League. An alpine form.

C. strigosa, Huds. Amongst thickets on the island immediately below
Cltffi, in the Erne river.

C.filiformis, Linn. Stream leading out of Sheskinmore Lake, north-

west of Ardara ; lake near Cliff.

C. vesicaria, Linn. Brown Hall ; Termon river, Pettigo.

Phleum arenarium, Linn. Sand-hills, north-west of Ardara.

Sesleria cceridea, Scop. By the Termon river, above Pettigo.

Catalrosa aquatica, Beauv. "VYet places in sand-hills north-east of

Ardara.

Triticum caninum, Linn. By the Termon river, above Pettigo.

XLolium temulentum, Linn. Cliff, near Belleek.

Cryptogramme crispa, E. Br. Very sparingly on Alt Mountain, near

Ardara. The parsley fern has not been previously found in

Donegal. Mr. Arthur Brooke, of Killybegs, was with me when
I discovered it, and he alone (besides myself) knows the exact

locality.

Polypodium phegopteris, Linn. Alt Mountain, near Ardara ; above

Lough Pinn ; woods by the coast between Slieve-a-Tooey and
Magheragh.

Lastroea tlielypteris, Presl. Limestone shingly places, near the Eiver
Erne, on the right bank immediately below Belleek. This is a

distinct locality from my friend A. G. More's for the same species,

which is near Ballyshannon, along the same river. A very local

fern.

Polystichum acideatwn, Both., and P. angidare, !N^ewm. By the Erne,

opposite Cliff.

Cystopterisfragilis, Bernh. On a bridge over the Termon river, above
Pettigo ; Alt Mountain, near Ardara ; rivers above Laghy, at

Moynalt, &c.

\_Asp)lenium viride, Huds. Banagher mountain, above Lough Eske.

Miss Sinclair informs me that her brother found this fern there.]

Ceterach officinarum, Willd. Walls of outhouses, &c., at Brown Hall

;

abundant. Yery rare in Donegal, occurring in but one other

locality. Mr. AUingham records it elsewhere near Belleek, but

on searching the locality I fear it has disappeared.

BotrycTiium lunaria, Linn. Templecam, near Pettigo—Miss Young.
At Gweedore— P. Mahony.
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Ophioghssum vulgatum, Linn. Brown Hall ; Stone Park, near Bally-
shannon.

Lycopodium alpinum, Linn. Alt Mountain, near Ardara ; Aghla
Mountain, above Lough Finn.

The following Characeoe have been determined by Mr. Arthur
Bennett :

—

Chara fragilis, Desv. Kiltooris Lake, near Ardara.

C. contraria, Fr. Kiltooris Lake, with the last.

Nitella opaca, A. In a small lake on the left bank of the Erne,
close to it, above Ballyshannon.

In the foregoing list the following are additions to the Plora of

the county Donegal. "With these are included a few which I have
had some doubts about, or which have been erroneously recorded.

Any of which I still have doubts are omitted. Varieties are

bracketed :

—

Thalictrum minus, 'LvoB.., \Qx. flexuosiim.

\_Ranunculus drouetii, F. Schultz. A form of tricopliyUus, perhaps
hardly worth distinguishing.]

Aquilegia vulgaris, Linn.

\_Barharea arcuata, Reich. A variety of B. vulgaris.]

Saponaria offimialis, Linn. Eecorded, but without locality, in the

Cylele Hihernica.

Ononis arvensis, Linn. Eecorded, but without locality, in the
Cylele Hihernica. Like the last, it appears to be at any rate

very rare in Donegal.

"^'Torilis nodosa, Goert. \LoniGera xijlosteum, Linn. : Matricaria parthe-

nium, Linn.]

^Cuseuta epilimim, "Weihe.

'^Afropa helladonna, Linn.

] Origanum vulgare, Linn.

Calamiyitha officinalis, Moench.

Potamogeton prcelongus, Wulf

.

P. nitens, Web.

P. gramineus, Linn.

Scirpus syhatieus, Linn.

EriopTiorum latifolium, Hoppe.

Cryptogramme crispa, E. Br.

Cliara contraria, Pr.

Nitella opaca, Ag.
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XXXIII.

—

On the Fltjid State of Bodies composing om Planetaet
System. By Heney Heknessy, F.R.S., Professor of Applied
Mathematics in the Royal College of Science, Dublin.

[Eead, February 22, 1886.]

DuEiKG the past two centuries the constitution of the earth and other

bodies composing our planetary system has been a frequent subject of

physical and mathematical inquiry. The outswelling of the earth at

the equator and its flattening at the poles were accoi;nted for by
!Newton and Clairaut on the hypothesis of its original fluidity ; and
the shapes of some of the greater planets were similarly explained.

Laplace proposed a theory of the formation of the whole planetary

system, including the satellites, in which the condition of fluidity

formed an essential part. But the former fluidity of the earth, as

well as the nebular theory of Laplace, seems not to have been univer-

sally admitted. Playfair, in the illustration of the Huttonian theory,

attempted to prove that a solid nearly-spherical body, coated with
water, would acquire, by abrasion, the observed spheroidal figure of

the earth. Sir John Herschel afterwards followed in the same path

;

and an eminent geologist of recent times. Sir Charles Lyell, employed
the ai'guments of these mathematicians in support of his theories. A
member of this Academy, the Pev. Dr. Samuel Haughton, has pub-
lished, in our Tramactions for 1852, a Paper, in which he proposed to

examine, among others, this question—" Whether the evidence of the

original fluidity of the earth and planets, afforded by their observed

figures, is satisfactory with respect to all the planets ; whether we
possess, from the data afforded by astronomy, sufficient knowledge of

the structure of the interior of the earth to enable us to draw conclu-

sions respecting it which are of geological value." His answer to

these questions was in the negative ; and as it now seems that they

should, on the contrary, be answered in the affirmative, it appears de-

sirable that the Academy should be placed in possession of the evidence

for coming to a correct judgment on the question.

Most of my recent researches on the figures of the planets have
been communicated to the French Academy of Sciences ; and they

have appeared in its Comptes rendus. In 1874, a French mathema-
tician, M. Amigues, reproduced a result I had long before discovered

;

and after establishing my priority to the discovery in the Comptes

rendus for October, 1878, I applied this resiilt to the inquiry as to

whether the theory of superficial abrasion or that of entire fluidity of

the planets would be best adapted for explaining the results of obser-

vations made in recent times on the figures of the planets.

I had long since proved, in a Paper printed in the Proceedings of

tliis Academy, vol. iv., that Playfair's method of accounting for the
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earth's spheroidal figure could not be considered as satisfactory as the
fluid theory ; and more recently I have shown, in the Comptes rendus

of the Paris Academy of Sciences/ that the observed figure of the

planet Mars can be accounted for on the latter theory of its original

condition, while the theory of superficial abrasion completely fails.

So far as it is possible to know the figures of the other planets, it also

appears that these figures conform to the theory of fluidity much better

than to the theory of superficial abrasion. The objections of Dr,
Haughton to the general fluidity of the planets fall to the ground as

completely as those of Playfair to the original fluidity of the earth,

But while the theory of superficial abrasion fails to account for the

figures of the earth and planets, some inquirers have recently main-
tained that such bodies, if totally solid, would acquire a spheroidal

shape under the action of rotation.^

Figure of a Rotating Fluid compared to a Rotating Solid.

If a mass of fluid, whose density increases from its surface to its

centre, rotates with an angular velocity so small as to cause its surface

to differ but little from a spherical surface, it has been proved that the

fluid would consist of strata of equal density with spheroidal surfaces

similar to that of its outer stratum. The outer stratum will be bounded
by an ellipsoid of revolution. A cross section of the whole spheroid

in the plane of the axis of rotation would thus show the strata of equal

density arranged about the centre with elliptic cross sections. It has

been, moreover, proved that the ellipticity of these strata decreases

from the surface to the centre.^ This result is independent of any hypo-
thesis as to the law of density of the strata ; and its application to the

eaith is generally admitted. If the earth had arrived at its present state

by the solidification of its crust, without any change whatsoever in

the position of the particles of matter from which the crust solidified,

the strata of the crust, from its outer to its inner surface, would
preserve the shapes they had when in a fluid state. If, as I have de-

monstrated, the ellipticities of the strata of the shell become greater

than the ellipticity of its outer surface, the cross section tbrough the

earth's shell and nucleus would be illustrated by fig. 1. This result is

independent of any hypothesis as to the law of density of the matter
composing the earth, and rests on the admitted assumptions as to the

mechanical and physical properties of the materials of the earth by
which its figure has been investigated. Ear from having any hypo-
thesis in order to find this result, it was obtained by rejecting the

^ Comptes rendus de I' Academie des Sciences, Paris, June 14, 1880. FMl. Mag.,
August, 1880. lb., Jan. 31, 1881, p. 225. lb., April, 1881.

2 See W. B. Taylor, American Journal of Science, October, 1885.
^ See Airy's Mathematical Tracts, V-s:a.ii ovl Attractions, p. 177; Pontecoulaut,

Theorie Analytique du Systeme du Monde, vol. ii. ; Eesal, Traite Elementaire de

Mecaniqiie Celeste, p. 221.
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erroneous mechanical and physical assumption which asserts that the
particles of the solid shell retained the same places which they held
when they were liquid. When a solid, continuous shell had heen
once formed, it is manifest that it would constitute for the liquid

nucleus, and the semi-liquid matter passing into the solid state, a

casing far less yielding than the substances enclosed within it. These

Fis. 1.

plastic substances would, as I have already pointed out, tend to freely

arrange themselves according to the hydro-dynamical laws ; and thus

the arrangement of the strata of the shell and nucleus above indicated

must necessarily follow. Each successive stratum added to the shell's

inner surface by solidification from the nucleus would be moulded
against the existing shell into a shape corresponding to that of the

surface of the fluid mass.

The plastic character of solids shown by the effect of the die on
medals, the forcing of solids under pressure to change shape, has led

to the inference that the earth and planets may have acquired their

oblate figures without ever having been fluid.

This fallacy arises from observing solids 'jon the earth's surface

acted on by gravity. A solid sphere of lead, ten feet in diameter,

placed on a flat place, would probably be slightly flattened, and its

poles become less than its equivalent ctiameter. But if so, the result

would be due to the action of parallel forces. The diagram (fig. 2)
represents the sphere acted on by this force, and (fig. 3) the same
sphere acted on only by the force of attraction directed to its centre, C.

The resulting effects in both cases would be totally different.

The force resulting from an angular velocity such as in the earth

would be only s^ia-th of the parallel forces in the first case. The force

resulting from this cause would be so small as to have no sensible

effect except on extremely yielding masses, such as liquids. All

experiments on solids at the earth's surface are illusory on account of

the parallel action of gravity when applied to such matter. A round
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dumpling or pudding of soft matter flattens if placed on a table ; but
this would not occur if all the forces were directed to its centre. The
globe of lead already mentioned, if melted by heat, would be flattened

Fiff. 2.

out completely under the action of parallel forces, as would all liquids

;

or the oblateness of a perfect liquid woiald, in that case, be infinite.

Fig. 3.

N'o sharp mountain peaks of great altitude could exist ; they would
be flattened into semi-rounded masses. But all observers concur in
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thinking tliat the changes in steep and lofty rock-masses, such as the

Aiguilles of Mont Blanc or the JVTatterhorn, are entirely due to

weathering, and not to the squeezing down of the masses by gravity.

The e:ffective action of gravity upon a cone or pyramid, in squeezing
it down, can be easily shown to be likely to produce a change of

shape only if the matter was soft, but none if hard. A mass of rocks,

with vertical sides, is acted on by changes of temperature and mois-

ture, rain, frost, snow, and air, so as to gradually degrade it ; but
conceive all of these agencies absent, the sole force acting on its

gravity—and although this is 289 times at least as great as the centri-

fugal at the equator—it could not be concluded, nor has it ever been
proved that gravity has caused such a mass to be in the slightest

degree flattened. If rocks were so plastic that ^i-^g could mould
them, all the earlier mountains would have been long since flattened

down. A force more than two hundred and eighty times as great

as the greatest amount of centrifugal force has acted for more than
fifty centuries on the pyramids of Egypt and other structures raised by
man, and yet not the smallest compression can be proved. It is there-

fore inconceivable that the very small force resulting from the angular

velocity of the earth could produce any such effect. If a fly-wheel or a

mill-stone continues to rotate with a small angular' velocity, no change
in its form can be observed. But if it received such a rapid rotation

as to create a centrifugal force very much greater than gravity,

instead of changing its shape it breaks to pieces. ISTo instance has
ever been recorded of a fly-wheel or a mill-stone, rotating at their

usual angular velocities, having received the slightest change in its

form. Yet the angular velocity of a mill-stone or fly-wheel is

usually many thousand times as great as the angular velocity of the

earth.

Por every mountain slope, whose inclination exceeds the angle

made by the normal at any point of a sphere to the direction of cen-

trifugal from any gravity, has a force acting on it far exceeding cen-

trifugal force at the equator. If a be radius of a base of a conical

mountain, and h its height, then gravity acts on its slope with a force

_ „ , in order that this force = /.

"^v '''' + ^^^

«*+A' , ,. ,
a" h 1

or^^l.f^^Y)-i=/=^l(l-^ZUc.),
a \aj a o,

or the ratio of height to its base would be ^tt nearly.

A mountain with a base 478 miles and a height of 1 mile is acted

on by a force equal to that of centrifugal force.

A mountaia 5 miles high, with a base of 100 miles, is acted on by
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a force nearly 30 times as great, and yet such mountains are not in

the slightest degree flattened down.
!N"o proof has been ever adduced that any of the great table-lands of

the continents have been flattened down in this way. Such masses in

Central Asia, could not maintain their height if the solid materials of

the earth possessed the plasticity invoked by such speculation as to

the earth's figure.

If rotation would cause a solid sphere to acquire such a figure as

that of the earth, then, if the rotation were to cease, the spheroid

would change its shape back again, and become spherical. Regarding
the earth as a sphere, with an equatorial protuberant zone, then, if it

ceased rotating, this zone would be subjected to gravity, acting upon
it just as gravity acts on the slope of a mountain, or a gradually ele-

vated table-land. As the protuberance is about thirteen miles, and the

distance, counted in a meridian to the pole, is nearly six thousand
miles, the average slope would be less than in 470. We know that

mountains of five miles, and great chains averaging over three miles,

remain perfectly free from the smallest squeezing down, as far as we
can see, unless what is due to weathering. If chains or elevations

whose average slope is at least fifty times as great, and to which the

degrading action of gravity is therefore nearly fifty times as great,

undergo no collapse, we may be assured that this could not occur in

the case of the earth's oblate protuberance if our planet ceased to

rotate.

"While the hypothesis of the former fluidity of the planets fully

explains their figures, we see that every attempt on the supposition of

soHdity completely breaks down. Attempts at proving the present

solidity of the interior of our earth have been shown to be invalid *

;

and that member of the planetary system which rules it—namely, the

sun—has been long since observed to be chiefly in a fluid condition.

The close connexion between the physical conditions of the various

members of our system seems to be thus completely verified ; and
their former fluid condition may be fairly accepted as an established

truth.

* Comptes renclus for 1868, and 6 Mars, 1871 ; also Nature, v., p. 288, and xv.,

p. 78.
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XXXIV.

—

On the Okbit of the Binaet Stah 0. Stettte 234. By
J. E. Gore, F.E.A.S.

Eead, February 8, 1886.

The elements of the orbit of this binary star have not, as far as I

know, yet been published. The components are of magnitudes 7 and
7 '4, and it has always been a close and difficult object to measure

even with large telescopes. Some of the recorded observations are

very discordant, which renders the calculation of a satisfactory orbit

difficult and uncertain.

By the method described in my Paper ^ on ^ Delphini I have com-

puted the following elements, which must of course be considered only

as a first approximation :—

-

Elements of 0. 2 234.

F = 63-45 years.

7^=1881-15.

6 = 0-3629.

y = 47° 21'.

O - 124° 11' (1880-0).

A = 71° 58'.

a = 0"-339.

/^ = + 5°-67.

The position of the star for 1880-0 is

—

R. A. 1P24"20^

Decl. + 41° 58'.

The following Table shows the comparison between the recorded

measures and the positions computed from the above elements :

—

1 Atite, p. 538.
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0)1 the Binary Star 0. Stneve, S3^. 587

Epoch. Obseuver.
I

do Oc 00 -0c po pc po-pc

1843-29 0. Struve. *182-0 167-4 + 14°-6 0"-49 0-36 + 0"-13

1844-31 ))
172-9 170-7 + 2-2 -53 0-35 + -18

1846-37
! )

177-3 177-5 -0-2 -37 0-34 + -03

1847-41 ))
183-3 179-5 + 3-8 -44 0-34 + -10

1848-25
J>

187-7 184-2 + 3-5 -37 0-33 + -04

1850-31 )»
195-1 192-1 + 3-0 -32 0-32 -00

1851-42 ))
198-2 196-3 + 1 -9 -27 0-32 - -05

1851-43 ))
202-1 196-3 + 5-8 -32 0-32 -00

1852-46
5)

*196-0 200-6 -4-6 -27 0-31 -0 -04

1853-41
))

201-8 204-5 - 2-7 -32 0-31 + -01

1858-36 ))
*252-0 226-7 + 25 -3 oblong. 0-29 —

1859-40 ))
229-0 231-5 -2-5 -25 0-29 -0 -04

1861-26 ))
*257-8 240-1 + 17 -7 -26 0-29 -0 -03

1861-40 )>
251-0 240-7 + 10 -3 oblong. 0-29 —

1862-39 1)
259-0 245-7 + 13 -3

) J
0-29 —

1866-49 55
*281-0? 254-1 + 26 -9

perhaps
oblong.

0-30 —
1870-46

) )
279-3 282-2 -2-9

)}
0-29 —

1877-257 Dembowski. 318-7 321-2 -2-5 -25 0-22 + -03

1877-263
5)

*295-9? — — -25? — —
1878-323 Bumbam. 331-7 330-7 + 1 -0 -27 0-20 + -07

1880-373
))

358-4 356-0 + 2-4 -18 0-16 + -02

Some of the discordances in the angles are very large, but on exa-

mination it will be seen that those marked with an asterisk are hope-

lessly discordant, and it would evidently be quite impossible to find

any orbit which would satisfy these contradictory measures, and at

the same time represent the other angles which are fairly accordant.

In the earlier and later measures, the discordances cannot be con-

sidered very great, if the difficult character of the star is taken into

consideration.
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XXXY.

—

Eepoet of Heseaeches at KixxAEXEr AifD South oe Iejilau'd:

Mackolepidopteea, Etc. By W. F. de Y. Ka^e, F.E.S.

[Read, April 12, 188 6.]

There is no district in Ireland which has, for many reasons, attracted

the attention of naturalists so much as that of Killarney, unless it be
that portion of the eastern slopes of the Wicklow ]!L[ountains, extending

from Eathnew to Po"vrerscourt ; and when it is remembered that it

was the favourite hunting-ground of the experienced and indefatigable

lepidopterologist, Ur. Birchall, and was also explored from time to

time by llr. Tardy, Peter Bouchard, Dr. Battersby, Mr. "Wollaston,

and others, a fresh and necessarily partial re-examination of this

particular group of its fauna might seem superfluous. But the work
done previously in this and other branches of zoology has been robbed

of much of its scientific value by the want of authentic record, and
the destruction and dispersal of Irish collections. That of Mr. Tardy
was never labelled, so that after his death no reliable data as to locali

ties could be gained from its examination, and that of Mr. Bii^chall

has been dispersed. The only reliable data that now survive consist

of such entries in Birchall's Catalogue of Irish Lepidopiera as record

his own captures, or those of the Kev. J. Grreene, and the list of

microlepidoptera compiled by Mr. Barrett.

As three very remarkable species of macrolepidoptera are cited on
other testimony as having occurred at Killarney, it seemed very
advisable that an attempt should be made to substantiate or disprove

the record. I shall, therefore, in the first place, refer to the evidence

on which the occurrence of Ophiodes (Pseudophia) lunaris, IS'otodonta

bicoloria, and iS'otodonta chaonia rests, and then pass on to review
the general results of my three visits to Killarney, &c., and append a

list of the most interesting species captured.

Ophiodes (Pseudophia, Gn.) lunaris, Schiflp., is distributed on the

European continent as follows :—JS^orthern range : Leyden, Hamburg,
and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, i. e. about 53^°. Over Southern Europe
it is widely spread from Spain to the Yolga (Speyer). It has twice

been met with in England—once in Hampshire and once in Surrey.

The entry in Birchall's Catalogue of the lepidoptera of Ireland stands

thus :
" Two specimens captured at Killarney by the late Peter Bou-

chard in 1864."

Being already familiar with the insect abroad, and having ac-

quainted myself with the chief localities at Killarney worked by
Bouchard, I had some hopes of following up his discovery successfully

;

but the atmospheric conditions prevailing last June, when this and 1^.

bicoloria are in flight, rendered my efforts futile in respect to all noc-

turnal Heterocera. It only remained to gather any evidence that might
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1)6 available on tlie spot from those who had associated with Bouchard.
With regard to the first-mentioned insect, I regret to say that I could

gain no satisfactory intelligence. Its colour and appearance are in no
wise remarkable to the ordinary observer, and its name seems not to

have been remembered by the family with whom he lodged. iN'ever-

theless, I have no reason to impugn the accuracy of the entry, though
it would be very desirable to substantiate it, as Peter Bouchard was
little known except to entomologists residing in and about London,
where he had occupation at the British Museum, and was considered,

I understand, a reliable man.
The larva of 0. lunaris feeds on oak, and is said to be easy to rear;

so that if the climate be suitable, the insect has every chance of sur-

vival among the wide-stretching oak forests of the Killarney district,

which lies well south of the limit of latitude, and enjoys a milder

climate than continental districts on a similar parallel. The case is

different, however, I regret to say, with the rare moth which I shall

now refer to, i. e. Notodonta bicoloria. This is never, I believe, found
plentifully in any of its continental habitats, and the chances of its

being again taken in Killarney have been much lessened of late, since

the forests and moors have been everywhere denuded of birch-trees to

supply a spool manufactory in Killarney, and only a small proportion

spared along the main roads, so as not entirely to divest the landscape

of their graceful foliage and silvery trunks.

Of the capture of five or six specimens of I^. bicoloria, many years

since, at Burnt Wood, in Staffordshire, a very circumstantial narrative

has lately been published from the pen of one of the two naturalists

who were fortunate enough to meet with it. But the authenticity of

Bouchard's catch has been frequently canvassed by English entomo-
logists, although announced at the time in the Entomologists' Annual
for 1859 as having been made the previous summer. I ascertained

the following particulars which,. I think, place the matter beyond doubt.

Bouchard was staying at Tower Lodge on the Upper Lake, with a deer-

keeper of Mr. Herbert's, in the mouth of June ; and from him, now an
old man, I had an unmistakable description of this very remarkably
coloured moth, which he said Bouchard brought home one evening,

having taken it on the stem of a birch-tree somewhere in the direction

of Mucross—possibly in the demesne itself. This, being new to him,
he sent to London for identification, and on receipt of the answer
assiduously searched the birch-trees between Tower Lodge and Dinas
during the remainder of his sojourn. Next year, returning at the

same season, he found the mutilated remains of a second, in a spider's

web. The name of "Bicoloria " is well known to the inmates of Tower
Lodge, and indeed to many residents in the vicinity.

A report, moreover, is current, that on a post in the '' West-
meadows" of Mucross Demesne another specimen was found a few
years since by a labourer, who sold it for 10s. to a naturalist then
staying at a hotel in Killarney. Of this I was told a notice appeared
in some I^atural History Journal, which I have not been able to trace.

R.I.A. PROC, SEE. II. VOL. IV.—SCIENCE. 3 E
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There is nothing in the hahits or climatic distribution of this

insect to render its occurrence in Ireland a matter of surprise. It

is included in Sven Lampa's List of Scandinavian Macrolepidoptera

as being a native of Finland and Sweden, and it is taken in Livonia,

jST. Germany, Belgium, N. France, Central Eussia, and the Ural

Mountains.

The third lepidopteron of considerable interest noted from Killarney

in Mr. Eirchall's list, but not of his capture^ is J^otodonta chaonia.

He vs^rites : "I have a specimen taken at Killarney. It has also

occurred in Co. Wicklow." There is some reason to believe that the

specimen in Mr. Eirchall's collection from Killarney was taken by
Eouchard. It is a rare moth, but has been found in several localities

in England, and not infrequently in Eichmond Park. It, and its

congeners, Dodonea and Trepida, are oak feeders, and on the Con-

tinent occurs throughout Central Europe, and in J utland, Sweden, and
Denmark. It emerges in Spring ; and I was favoured by about a

week of very fine warm weather on my arrival in Kilarney on the 13th

of April last. On the 17th I took a fine female specimen on an oak

at Derrycunnihy ; and two days later I found a male, which, however,

had been killed and considerably damaged. The white band on the

forewings of both is very conspicuous, and the insects larger and more
beautifully marked than in any English examples I have seen—

a

character which the Irish Heterocera very frequently possess.

I was also very successful in the sunny April weather in taking

various Geometrse in the daytime. Eupithecioe, especially pumilata

and abbreviata, were numerous ; also Tephrosia biundularia (= Crepus-

cularia) was pretty common on the tree-trunks. Tephrosia consonaria

was much rarer ; but the specimens were large and often finely

marked. Lobophora viretata occurred not unfrequently on pine stems

near Dinas. On those of birch I took more than one specimen of

Zylina ornithopus (hibernated) at rest in the daytime, which illus-

trates the instinct frequently shown by insects in choosing a resting-

place similar in colour to the pattern of their wings, with the result of

eluding observation. So difficult of detection is this insect in such a

situation— and, indeed, the same may be said of other species—that I

Avas more than once surprised at my eye intuitively recognizing it

;

while, if I withdrew my gaze for a moment, it was very difficult to

rediscover.

Eoarmia cinctaria, also at Killarney, appears under the beautiful

white-banded form ; and for the same reason, I think, frequents the

white birch bark. I took but one resting upon oak ; and this was of

the grey brindled pattern, which assimilated closely to the character

and colour of the oak-trunk. On two occasions, also, I noticed speci-

mens of Tephrosia biundularia, when flying from capture, suddenly

settled down upon dead oak-leaves, choosing such as were coloured

similarly to their wings. Tseniocampa gothica was, as usual, very

abundant ; and I was much surprised at taking specimens of the rare

variety Gothicina, which is a Scandinavian form, but has occurred a

1
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few times in tlie iN'orth of England. According to Staudiuger it is a

boreomorpliic form, being an aberration in Lapland and a permanent
variety in Finland. Several localities in Sweden, Norway, and Fin-

land are given in the Catalogue of Scandinavian Macroleindoptera by
Sven Lampa. The weather became very wet from about the 20th to

the 25th of April, so that little could be done after the first week of

my stay.

The 8th of June found me again at Killarney in quest of Ophiodes
lunaris and Notodonta bicoloria. The weather was all that could be
desired in the daytime ; but, at sundown, the l!{. E. wind, which
constantly prevailed, had a most prejudicial effect, the thermometer
falling suddenly several degrees ; so that during the whole of June
and part of July no Noctuse would fly. In vain the various methods
of attraction were tried : on a few nights only, in the warmer and
sheltered portions of the forest, a few moths came to sugar ; and a

powerful fen-lamp attracted a few Arctia menthrasti and one or two
common species. During my stay, therefore, in June, my collection

was almost wholly made up of such species as were to be taken in the

daytime, and I had thus to forego the greater portion of my available

resources for capture.

This phenomenon was widespread. A collector at Markree, Co.

Sligo, was for weeks entirely unsuccessful in taking a single specimen
of various species which abound in that locality ; and similar expe-

riences were recorded from various parts of England,
The absence from my list of captures of many Macrolepidoptera,

which are common in the district at that time of year, is not there-

fore to be taken as evidencing either want of assiduity on my part, or

even temporary dearth of those species ; because numerous imagos
emerged from pupae in my possession ; and there was no reason to

think that Noctuse, though retarded a fortnight, were not in their

usual numbers.
In Mr. Herbert's demesne several varieties were found. Charles

Donovan, Esq., f.e.s., who joined me for a week, was fortunate

enough to beat a specimen of Eurymene dolobraria out of an oak

;

and very kindly handed it me for the National Museum. There is but
one previous undoubted instance of its capture in Ireland, namely, a

specimen taken by Dr, Cosgrave at Swords several years ago. Three
specimens of Tephrosia punctularia also fell to my net. This is a very

local species ; and Mr, Birchall gives Co. "Wicklow and Killarney as

its habitats. I have to record the capture of Lobophora sexalisata,

and Eupithecia fraxinata, which are new to the Irish list. Panagra
petraria is a very local insect, but occurs in some abundance in the

forest near Tore Waterfall, and near Tower Lodge. Mr. Bristow has

taken it in the Co. Wicklow. One specimen each of Acidalia inornata,

Ligdia adustata, and Perostoma palpina (Mucross)—the two latter

noted as occurring in Co. Wicklow by Birchall—were interesting

additions. One Cymatophora fluctuosa was taken at dusk on the

3E 2
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wing—a I'are species, not known to occur elsewhere in Ireland.

Corycia temerata, Acidalia immntata and remutata, were pretty abun-
dant about the Upper Lake. Among the Rhopalocera I noticed Thecla
rubi very abundant everywhere, and Yanessa io. Lyctena argiolus

also was very plentiful towards the end of April ; but I was unable to

learn whether it is monogoneutic or digoneutic at Killarney. Holly
forms the chief feature of the underwood; and all along the Mucross
Demesne there is no want of ivy to feed the second brood.

Pieris napi, which I took in some numbers, did not present any
topomorphic or horeomorphic peculiarity; but I noticed Coenonympha
typhon to be characterized by a paler colour on an average, and with
ocelli more diminished in number and size than such as 1 have taken
in the bogs of the centre of Ireland—Sligo, and Galway. Those from
Killarney tally very closely with specimens I have lately received

from Norway ; while the examples in my possession from the central

and western portions of Ireland approximate somewhat to the ab.

Philoxenus of Yorkshire and Central Europe ; and for this I have the

authority of Professor Christ of Zurich. Mr. BirchaU's note, there-

fore, on this butterfly, in which he says, " All the Irish and Scotch

examples of this insect which I have seen are the typical form of

Davus Fab.," should be restricted in its application to the South of

Ireland form, and perhaps of other districts which I have never ex-

plored.

^inother observation of this distinguished naturalist also is cal-

culated to give a false impression, judging from my own experi-

ence. Eeferring to Erastria fasciana, Baukia argentula, and Hydrelia
uncula, he says :

—"Anyone who has traversed the bogs of Kerry in

the early part of June will not soon forget the astonishing numbers of

the three last-named insects, which rise around him as he pushes his

way through the thick growth of Myrica gale." I was therefore

much surprised to find that the two latter insects were extremely

local in their occurrence, and it was not without hard labour and
traversing considerable tracts of moor and mountain that I came upon
one or two limited areas where B. argentula was plentiful and H. un-
cula in limited numbers, namely, at a portion of Garrymeen Bog, near

Lord Brandon's Cottage, and on another patch, about half a mile distant.

Single specimens were seen elsewhere, and on a spot on the slope of

Maugerton, on the Killarney side, B. argentula is abundant. Erastria

fasciana is more widely distributed, and seems to frequent any outcrops

of rock at the edges of bogs.

I saw but few specimens of Gonepteryx rhamni, but could form
no opinion of its comparative abundance in less exceptional seasons.

At the copper mines in Mucross I noticed Silene maritima growing in

i;reat profusion. This abounds all along the Irish seaboard, and if its

existence in Killarney be any evidence of a former intrusion here of

the ocean, it might be possible that some of the coast-haunting species

of Dianthoecia, which feed on the capsules of this plant, may have
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also suryived with their food plant here in Killarney. I spent t^wo or

three evenings watching the flowers, but in vain, the sudden fall of

temperature at sunset preventing any flight of moths ; and took only

two Dianthoecia cucubali, an inland as well as a coast species. I should

strongly suggest any future entomologist who has opportunity, to re-

peat the espeiiment in a more genial season.

At the end of October I again visited the South of Ireland, spend-
ing a week at Cappagh, near Lismore, Co. Waterforcl. The season

was a very backward one, and the insects at least a fortnight late.

During the five days I was there I noticed nothing remarkable about
the entomological fauna, which did not differ to any extent from that

of districts in the Xorth and "W^est. I have appended a list of lepi-

doptera which frequent this neighbourhood.

From the 3rd to the 9th of Is'ovember I was at Killarney, the

weather being fairly suitable, and I took several Cerastis spadicea,

and a very nice series of Zylina ornithopus and Cidaria siterata which
were very abundant about Mucross village. Otherwise I noticed

nothing remarkable about the Auturanal species, either in number or

rarity.

This concludes the record of my captures of lepidoptera in this part

of Ireland. But at the request of ITr. Denison Roebuck, of Leeds,

who is engaged in the examination and comparison of Mollusca from
different localities of Great Britain, I collected numerous specimens
of this group at Killarney and elsewhere, some of which proved to be
of remarkable interest.

Two examples of Limnea involuta furnished subjects for a series of

elaborate and careful drawiiigs, and the jaws and teeth have been
mounted, so that a distinct advance has been made in the know-
ledge of this interesting species. I shall have pleasure in laying

before the Academy, as a supplement to this Report, a notice with
which Mr. Roebuck has kindly furnished me, containing the results

of his study of Irish MoUusca. Among them were specimens of

Lehmannia arborum v. nemorosa from Killarney, establishing satis-

factorily, for the first time, its occurrence in Great Britain. Another
species of extreme rarity which I was fortunate enough to detect at

!Markree, Co. Sligo, Enniscoe near Crossmolina, Mayo, as well as at

Killarney, is Limax cinereo-niger. iSTo Irish example of this has
been taken in. Ireland since 1843, and only twelve altogether have
been found in the United Kingdom. It is very interesting to note that

this animal has its headquarters in Scandinavia, and its distribution is

distinctly northern, or confined to mountainous regions.

A parallel instance among the Coleoptera of a boreal form occurring

at Killarney is noticed by WoUaston ; Pelophila borealis, a native of

the Orkneys : which has also been taken at Lough Neagh, and near
Armagh by the Rev. J. F. Johnston, and, I may add, Markree. Among
the Lepidoptera, besides the two northern forms previously referred to,

namely, Coenonympha typhon, and Toeniocampa gothica v. gothicina,
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^Ir. Birchall has noted Hadena rectilinea and the Alpine vai'. monti-

vaga of Acronyctia euphorbise as occurring at Killarney.

We have therefore evidence of considerable significance derived

from three several distinct orders of animals, which attests the sur-

vival in Ireland, and especially in Kerry, of Alpine and sub-Arctic

forms, And whereas the Fauna of high latitudes, when present in

more southern countries, are found to be more or less confined to lofty

altitudes, we have here oromorphic and boreomorphic forms inhabiting

valleys and plains only slightly elevated above the sea-level, and not

only from five to seven degrees of latitude south of their Continental

habitats, but in a district which enjoys a milder climate than countries

on the same parallel.

And side by side with these witnesses of a former sub-Arctic

climate, to which the geological features of the lakes, and the glacier-

worn spurs of the surrounding mountains also testify, we find in the

South of Ireland, as I pointed out in a former report, five or six

I'istinctly S. European species of Lepidoptera to which, if we accept

I^ouchard's testimony, we may add Ophiodes lunaris. In connexion
with the above remarks I would call attention to the preface to

AVollaston's ''Insecta Maderensia." The learned author points out

that as regards the coleopterous fauna of Madeira "there is some
slight (though decided) collective assimilation with what we observe

ia the South-Western extremity of England and Ireland, nearly all the

species which are common to Madeira and the British Isles being

jound in those particular regions ; whilst one point of coincidence, at

any rate, and of a very remarkable nature, has been fully discussed

under Mesites." He proceeds to say:—"Whether or not this partial

parallelism may be employed to further Professor E. Forbes' s theory of

the quondam approximation by means of a continuous land, of the

Kerry and Galician Hills, and of a huge miocene continent extending

beyond the Azores, and including all these Atlantic clusters in its

embrace, I will not venture to suggest ; nevertheless, it is impossible to

deny that, so far as the Madeiras betoken, everything would go to

favour this grand and comprehensive idea." The Mesites referred to

above is M. maderensis, which although specifically dissimilar from
M. tardii of Kerry, approaches it very closely indeed. This curious

beetle I found in more than one locality in Killarney, where (in

Innisfallen Island) it was first discovered by Mr. Tardy. I also met
with its larvae, hitherto undescribed, and sent a number of specimens

to the British Museum. I may also note that this beetle comes to

sugar after dark, as do many of the Bhyncophora.
I cannot close my report without acknowledging the kind courtesy

of Lord Kenmare in permitting me access with certain restrictions to

his forests : and of Mr. Hussey, who gave me similar privileges on Mr.
Herbert's property and Mucross Demesne.
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A List of some op the Lepidopteka obseeted at Killaeney and

ELSEWHEEE IN THE SoiTTH OF IeELAND.

Ahhreviations used.

K. = Killarney. (All -without locality appended are from this district.)

Gl. = Glandore, Co. Cork. (All these were taken by Cliarles Donovan,
Esq., F.E.S., and identified by myself.)

Cap. = Cappagh, near Lismore, Co. Waterford.

V. ab. = very abundant.

Ehopaloceea.

Euchloe cardamines. Generally ab.

Colias edusa. A few occurred this year in the counties of "VVaterford,

"Wexford, and Cork.

Gonepteryx rhamni.

Argynnis paphia. Ab.
A. aglaia. I^ear Desertserges, Co. Cork.

Melitasa aurinia. l^ear Glandore, and v. hibernica.

Yanessa io. Ab., and at Glengariff.

Y. cardui. Ab. in the south of Ireland generally.

Epiaephile tithonus. K., Cap., and south of Ireland generally.

Coenonympha typhon. Killarney specimens characterized by diminu-

tive and few ocelli.

Thecla rubi. Y. ab.

Lycsena argiolus. Y. ab.

Heteeoceea—Sphinges.

Sphinx convolvuli. Gl.

Sraerinthus ocellatus. Gl. and Waterford.

Chserocampa elpenor. JN'ot rare.

Macroglossa bombyliformis. K. and Gl.

BoMBTCES.

Sarothripus undulanus, v. degeneranus. With very pale ground
colour.

Kemeophila russula. Ab.
Spilosoma mendica. One ^ specimen at Glandore, coloured almost as

pale as a $ .

Pterostoma palpina. One specimen, Mucross Demesne.
Notodonta chaonia. Two specimens.
Cymatophora fluctuosa.

Demas coryli.

Acronyctia leporina.

l^onagria arundinis. Gl.
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Mamestra persicarise, Gl.

Stilbia anomala. Cap.

Susina tenebrosa. Ab.
Agrotis saucia. Gl. ; not rare.

Pachnobis rubricosa. Ab.
Tseniocampa gothica, v. Gothicina. Very striking examples.

gracilis.

pulverulenta. A few specimens.

Ortbosia lota. K. and Cap. ; ab.

macilenta. K. and Cap. ; ab.

Anehocelis pistacina. K. and Cap. ; not ab.

lunosa. Gl.

Cerastis vacinii. Y. ab., K. and Cap.
spadicea. Scarce.

Scopelosoma satellitia. Not v. ab.

Xanthia flavago Hb.
Calymnia trapezina. Not ab.

Dianthcecia cucubali. K. and Gl.

csesia. Gl.

capsincola. Gl.

capsophila. Gl.

Hecatera serena. Cap.

Xylocampa areola.

Calocampa vetusta. Ab., K., Cap., and Gl.

exoleta. K., one specimen; Gl., do.

Xylina ornithopus. Not rare ; K. and Kap., Gl.

socia. Do. do. do.

Erastria fasciana. Ab.
Bankia argentnla. K., locally ab.

Hydrelia uncnla.

Euclidia mi. Ab.
Bomolocba fontis. Not rare.

Geometer.

Eurymene dolobraria. One in Mucross demesne.
Ellopia prosafriaria. Gl.

Himera pennaria. Ab.
Amphydasis betularia.

Boarmia repandata. A handsome variety, with the edges of the

median band f. wg. strongly marked in black.

cinctaria. Not rare, and generally with white median band.

Tiphrosia consonaria. Not rare.

crepuscularia and biundularia. Ab.
punctulata. Scarce.

Geometra papilionaria. Gl.

Venusia eambrica.
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Acidalia immxitata.

remutata. Ab.
inomata. Scarce.

margine punctata. Gl.

Bapta temerata. Not rare.

Macaria notata.

Panagra petraria. Locally ab.

Selidosema ericetaria. Gl.

Aspilates strigillaria. V. ab.

Ligdia adustata. Scarce.

Lomaspilis marginata. Ab.
Hybernia marginaria. Ab.

defoliaria. Ab.
Oporabia dilutata. Very strongly marked forms ; v. ab.

Emmelesia albulata.

adaequata.

Eupithecia venosata. Melanic coloration. Gl.

pulcbellata.

satyrata, v. callunaria.

castigata.

frasinata. One specimen.

nanata. Y. ab.

vulgata. y. ab.

abbreviata. Ab.
exiguata.

pnmilata. Ab.
coronata.

debiliata.

Lobophora sexalisata. Scarce.

viretata.

Melanippe bastata. I^ot rare.

tristata. Cap. ; ab. '

unangulata. Cap.
Coremia designata. iN'ot rare.

Eucosmia undulata. Gl.

Cidaria siterata. Mucross, v. ab. ; Cap., Gl.

miata. Not ab.

suffumata. Ab.

Pyeaxides.

Scoparia ambigualis. V. ab.

dubitalis.

cratsegella. Cap.

Pteeophoki.

Mimsescoptilus pterodactylus. Cap.
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Ceamibi.

Crambus geniculens. Dursey I.

TOETEICES.

Sciaphila colguhounana. Dursey I.

Bactra lanceolana.

Poedisca bilunana.

Ephippiphora similana.

pflugiana.

trigeminana.

Catoptria scopoliana.

Pleurota bicostella.

Acrolepia granitella. Cap.
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XXXTI.—i!'iEST Eepoet ox the MAjanrE Favxa of the SoriH-WESi
OF Ieelajtd.

[Eead, Februmy 22, 1886.]

IjfTKODrCTIOX.

To De. E. Peecetax "Weight is due the credit of forming a Committee
to investigate the Fauna of the hundi-ed fathom line off the south-

west coast of Ireland. Professor "Wright brought the matter before

the Poyal Irish Academy, and obtained a grant for that purpose.

A preliminary list of names of naturalists who might constitute

the Committee was then presented. Prom various cii'cumstances this

list was subsequently considerably modified, and, unfortunately, the

Committee was also deprived of the active services of the Convener.

Most fortunately the Committee was able to secm-e the services of

the Pev. 'W. S. Green, whose enthusiasm in dredging operations is

unbounded. His practical and topical knowledge justified the Com-
mittee in leaving him to make all local arrangements, which the

members of the expedition found to be satisfactory in every respect.

Mr. Green further enlisted the hearty co-operation of Mr. T. E.

"Weekes, the Chairman of the Queenstown Towing Company, who
accompanied the expedition. Thanks are also due to Mr. W. H. "W.

Perrott, who undertook the mapping of the course of the vessel, and

the plotting of the stations, and whose unfailing energy was always

at the disposal of his colleagues.

The Committee was able to hire the well-known steamer, " Lord
Eandon," of the Queenstown Towing Company, and it would here

express its appreciation of the liberality with which that Company
treated the Committee. The crew also entered heartily into the

operations.

The Lord Bandon is a powerful tug steamer, with double, inde-

pendent reversible engines. She is a very sea-worthy boat, and
though some rough weather was experienced, scarcely a drop of water
was shipped, and not a single bottle was iipset. The ease with which
she is handled render her peculiarly fitted for this class of work.

The party consisted of Professor A. C. Haddon, M.A., M.P.I.A.,
and H. W. Jacob, Esq., of Dublin ; Joseph Vrright, Esq., E. G. S.,

S. M. Malcomson, M.D., and W. Swanston, E. G. S., of Belfast; the

Eev. W. S. Green, M.A., F.E.G.S., of Carrigaline; W. H. W. Perrott,

Esq., B.A., now of the Royal Artilleiy, of Monkstown, Co. Cork.

Professor Darcy, W. Thompson of Dundee, and J. Marsh, Esq., of

Belfast, also accompanied the expedition for the first two days.

The "Lord Bandon" started from Queenstown at 3-30, p.m., on
Monday, August 3rd, 1885, and the dredging commenced at 5 o'clock
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the next morning, forty-nine miles vest of Cape Clear, in ninety

fathoms. Various hauls of the dredge were made, but though the

ground appeared to be rich, the roughness of the weather and the

temporary disablement of the scientific staff prevented the results from
being as satisfactory as could be wished. After dredging for about
twenty-two miles (Station I.), active operations ceased about two
o'clock, p.m., and an anchorage was made in Dursey Sound.

I^ext day, the mouth of Kenmare Eiver and Ballinskellig Bay were
dredged. The weather was calmer, and the members of the staff were
able to prosecute their several duties.

On Thursday, August 5th, the anchorage in Ballinskellig Bay was
left very eaiiy ; breakfast was taken in the lee of the Skelligs, and soon

after 10 o'clock the dredge was down at a depth of 120 fathoms,

twenty-five miles W.X.W. (by compass) of Great Skellig. Several

hauls of the dredges were made from 120-110 fathoms (Station Y.).

In the afternoon, dredging was conducted about twelve miles S.W. of

the Skelligs in 79-70 fathoms. Anchorage was for a second time

made in Dursey Sound.

Priday was devoted to dredging opposite the mouth of Bantry Bay
and along Berehaven. The night was passed in Bantry Harbour, and
Professor Haddon and Ht. Jacob were landed soon after daybreak the

next morning.

The remainder of the party made four casts of the dredge along the

south coast, and arrived at Queenstown on Saturday evening.

Professor Haddon and llr. Jacob spent the following fortnight in

Bantry Bay. The weather was at first very unsettled, and quite pre-

vented any di'edging. A week was spent at Castletown-Bere investi-

gating the fauna of Berehaven.

Dredg^iiig^ ^tatioiiis, and Oeiieral Results.

Station I.—Fortv miles off south-west Ireland: lat. 51° 15' IN".
;

'long. 10° 31' W.
Log jS'o. 1.—i^orty miles "W". (by compass) of Pastnet ; depth 90

fathoms ; sand.

Log jS'o. 2.—About five miles N.E. of IS'o. 1 ; depth 90 fathoms

;

sand.

Log jS'o. 3.—Six miles JS^.E. of jSTo. 2; depth 80 fathoms; sand,

with broken and living shells.

Log No. 4.—About four miles If.E. of IS'o. 3 ; depth about 30
fathoms ; broken shells.

Log No. 5.—About four to six miles N.E. of No. 4 ; depth 75

fathoms.
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This station presented us with the greatest number of interesting

specimens, which, however, mainly came up in the dredge at Log]S"o. 3.

The bottom appears to be sandy, with broken and living shells, and
patches of Pinna rudis in places, which latter were broken across the

middle by the dredge passing over them, their rounded ends being
mainly brought up. Unfortunately no fine material was obtained.

Gephyra dorhnii on tubes of Tubularia indivisa, Palythoa sp., Epi-

zoanthus papillosus, commensal with Eupagurus excavatus and Spi-

ropagurus Isevis, Caryophyllia clavus, var. borealis. Ophiactis ballii,

Ophioglypha lacertosa, large. Ophiothrix lutkeni, large. Echinus
microstoma, Spatangus raschi. Lanice conchilega, Nothria conchilega.

In addition to the two species of Paguridae just mentioned, were
E. bernhardus and an undetermined species of hermit crab living in a
Serpula-tube. Ebalia pennantii also occurred.

Station II.—Dursey Sound.

Log No. 6.—South entrance to Dursey Sound ; depth 25 fathoms

;

sand.

Log No. 7.—Dursey Sound ; depth 25 fathoms ; sand.

Log No. 8.—Dursey Sound ; depth 20 fathoms ; sand and large

quantities of sea-weed.

Eoraminifera rare. Textularia gramen and T. agglutinans, common.
Ophiothrix pentaphyllum (7 and 8). Goniodoris castanea, G. nodosa,

Triopa clavigera, Thecacera sp., Aplysia egg-coils only. The following

Crustacea were trawled :

—

Inachus dorsettensis, Portunus marmoreus, Corystes cassivelaunus,

Atylus swammerdamii, Amathilla sabini, Gammarus locusta, Aora
gracilis.

Station III.—Mouth of Kenmare Eiver.

Log No. 9.—In line between Dursey Sound and Lamb's Head,
three miles from the Sound ; depth 41 to 38

fathoms ; mud.

Log No. 10.—Between Bull Eock and Skarriff, four miles from
former ; depth 47 to 44 fathoms ; mud.

Log No. 11.—Two miles S.W. of Skarriff; depth 44 to 38 fathoms;

muddy sand.

Log No. 12.—One mile S. of Skarriff; depth 40 fathoms ; muddy
sand and dead shells.

Log No. 21.—Between Bull Eock and Great Skellig, five miles

from former ; depth 48 fathoms ; fine sand.
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Foraminifera plentiful : Cornuspira foliacea, Thurammina papillata,

Gaudiyina iiliforniis, Sphgeroidina biiUoides, PTiUenia qiiinqiieloba,

Pulvinulina micheliiiiarLa, Chilostoniella ovoidea ; Halcampa arenacea,

sp. n. (11), Caryophyllia clarus, vars. borealis and sniithii ; C. cylin-

drica, Virgularia mirabilis (11); Astropecten irregularis, Luidia sarsii,

Amphiura fiKfor-mis, OpMoglypha lacertosa, 0. albida, Cucumaria
pentactes (10); Amphictene auricoma (21), Owenia filiformis (21).

Terebratulina caput-serpentis, rare ; Crania anomala, common ; Inachus
dorsettensis, Ebalia crancbii, Spiropagurus laevis, Steiracrangon all-

manni.

Station IY.—Ballinskellig Bay.

Log !N'o 13.—About one and a-half mile X.E. of Skarriff ; depth.

27 fathoms ; bottom, stones and rocks. (Beam-
trawl with two attached tow nets carried away,
also two dredges fouled, and came up with only a

few rounded stones.)

Log jS^o. 14.—South end of Ballinskellig Bay; one mile I^. E. of

Hog's Head; depth 17 to 12 fathoms ; stones.

Log i^o. 15.—Xorth end of Ballinskellig Bay, about half a mile

from shore ; depth 5 fathoms ; fine sand, with
Zostera.

Foraminifera rare. Campanularia angulata. Usual common
Echinoderms. Dentalium entalis, Loligo media.

Station V.—About twenty-five miles W. IN". TT. of Great Skellig

;

lat 51° 46' :*[. ; long. 11° 13' W.

Log Ko. 16.—Twenty-six miles W.xs'.W. (by compass) of Great
Skellig; depth. 120 fathoms; sand.

Log ISTo. 17.—Thi-ee and a-half miles S. of IN'o. 16; depth 110
fathoms ; sand.

Foraminifera.—Most abundant, and of exceptional interest. A large

quantity of the sea-bottem was brought up at Log. ISo. 17, in -whicli

one hundred and forty-three species and varieties were afterwards

found—sixteen of these are new to Britain—besides many others

which have been rarely met with off our coast. Echinodermata.

—

Ophioglypa affinis, not unfi-equent, of small size ; Echinus micros-

toma, common ; Spatangus raschi, fragments. Yermes.—jS^iomache

lumbricalis, Trophonia plumosa (?) ; Hyalinoecia tubicola, Owenia
filiformis, and Lanice conchylega. Ostracoda.—Yery scarce, many
consisting of only a single valve ; the most interesting are Cythere

etlobulifera, Cytheropteron alatum, Loxoconcha fragilis, and Cythe-

ridea sorbyana. It is somewhat remarkable that Cytheridea punctil-

lata is here common, while the really much commoner C. papillosa is
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very rare. These closely allied species are often found together.

Malacostraca.—I^yctiphanes norvegica, Anonyx gnlosus, Proto ven-
tricosa, Triphosa longipes, and Eupagarus excavatus.

Station". YI.—About twelve miles S. W. of Grreat Skellig.

LogJ^o. 18.—Twelve miles S.W. of Great Skellig; depth 79
fathoms ; sand.

Log ISTo. 19.—Two miles N. W. of No. 18 ; same depth and
bottom.

Log jS^o. 20.—One mile or so E. S. E. of 'No. 19 ; depth 70
fathoms ; muddy sand.

Foraminifera most abundant ; the species very similar to those of

Station V., Technitella legumen was obtained only here ; Antennu-
laria antennina, Aglaophenia pluma, and A. myriophyllum ; Amphiura
filiformis, Brissopsis lyrifer, Echinocardium flavescens, Thyone rapha-

nus (20) ; Cerebratulus angulosus, Amphicteis gunneri (19). Galathea

andrewsii, Corophium tenuicorne.

Statiost YII.—Mouth of Bantry Bay.

Log No. 22.—Seven miles S. S, "W. of Dursey Head ; depth 40
fathoms ; coarse sand.

Log No. 23.—Two and a-half miles E. of No. 22 ; depth 37 to 35
fathoms ; coarse sand.

Eoraminifera plentiful. Chitonactis (?) expansa sp. n. (22), Caryo-
phyllia clavus, var. smithii ; Virgularia mirabilis (23); Astropecten,

irregularis, Luidia savignii, L. sarsii, Ophioglypha lacertosa, large,

0. affinis, Spatangus purpureus, Echinocardiuui flavescens ; Phyllo-

doce lamelligera. Nereis dumerilii, Hyalincecia tubicola, Amphictene
lauricoma, Pectinaria belgica, Lanice conchylega.

Bemarkably fine specimens of the Ostracod Bythocythere constricta

were abundant ; the other Crustacea being Ebalia cranchii, Eupagurus
Isevis, Steiracrangon allmanni, Anonyx gulosus, Hippomedon holbolli,

C'allisoma crenata, Astacilla longicornis.

Ascidia aspersa, A. virginea, pedunculated ; Styela grossularia, on
first ; Molgula occulta (?) common ; Eugyra giutinans ; Polycarpa
comata.

Station VIII.—Berehaven.

Log No 24.—West entrance to Berehaven, close to Bere Island

;

depth 25 to 8 fathoms ; coarse sand and broken

shells.

Log No. 25.—Berehaven, from Volage Rock to Hornet Bock
;

depth about 5 fathoms ; mud, sand, and stones.

Log No. 26.—Berehaven, S. of Beal Lough to George Eock

;

depth 7 fathoms ; fine, dense mud.
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The following is a summary of the results ohtained by Professor

Hadclon and Mr. Jacob, after a more detailed examination of a portion

of Berehaven :

—

West entrance (log No. 24). The otter-trawl brought up thirty-

two specimens of Echinus esculentus, mostly of large size, Echinocar-

dium flavescens, Lineus marinus.

Erom IN'a-gias Point to Fort Point ; depth 6 to 4 fathoms ; bottom
sand, mud and a few broken shells ; dredges came up nearly empty,
contained only a few common Hermit crabs and shells.

Erom Eort Point to Long Point ; depth 7 to 3^ fathoms ; bottom,

broken shells, various Nemerteans and other worms, Eolis coronata

on seaweed, &c.

Erom Colt Pocks to a little N. of Drum Point ; depth about 8

fathoms ; bottom mud, with seaweed. ISTot much except a few Crus-

tacea and scallops.

All the bottom to landward of the 5 fathom-line on the north side

between Dinish Island and Hornet Eock is extremely poor dredging

ground, consisting chiefly of rolled stones, with or without a coating of

seaweed.

The channel included between the two 5-fathom lines has a uni-

form bottom of a dense adhesive mud, containing a few worms and
echinoderms. In certain spots life is more abundant, this being

notably the case in the 10-fathom depression, just off the "White

buoy at Yolage Pock, where, especially a trifle to the east, is a col-

lection of dead and broken shells which are often encrusted with
Palythoa.

The following list will give some idea of the Eauna of this region

of Berehaven :

—

Ccelenterata—Several common Hydroids. Palythoa arenacea (?) and P.

sp. Echinodermata, Antedon rosaceus, Asterias glacialis, A. rubens,

A violacea, Amphiura chiajii, A. filiformis, Ophiocoma nigra, 0.

lacertosa, large size ; 0. albida, 0. affinis, Ophiothrix pentaphyl-

lum, Brissopsis lyrifer, large size ; Echinocardium flavescens,

Thyone fusus, T. raphanus, Ocnus lacteus, Synapta inhserens.

Vermes—Eurylepta vittata, Amphiporus pulcher (?), Lineus
marinus, Carinella annulata.

The only Crustacea of any note were a small male of Nephrops nor-

vegicus, Lysianassa spinicornis, and a few Amphipods.

Tunicata—Molgula occulta(?), Ascidia aspersa, A. mentula, Styela

grossularia, S rustica(?), Clavelina lepadiformis, Leptoclinum
maculatum, Morchellium argus, Diplasoma sp.

Volage Eock to Hornet Eock (log. ]S"o. 25), depth about 5 fathoms;

bottom sand and mud. The otter-trawl brought up large numbers of

Antedon rosaceus and its stalked larvce. The two species of Amphiura
were common round Hornet Eock. Sphenotrochus wrightii. Eora-

minifera plentiful, of species which usually occur in shallow water.
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Common shallow water Ostracoda with ArgilloBcia cylindrica, Para-

doxostoma orcadense, &c.

Ascidia mentula, A. aspersa, A. plebia, Styela grossularia, Morchel-
lium argus, Botiyllus sp.

Dredgings within the 5 fathom line on the south side of Berehaven,

"W. of Browra Eocks, gave no noteworthy results.

South of Beal Lough to George Eock (log. No. 26), depth about 7

fathoms ; bottom dense mud. Only a few worms, common Molluscs,

and Echinoderms, and numerous large common Ascidians, Ascidia

aspersa, also Molgula occulta (?), Styela rustica(?) Clavelina lepadifor-

mis, Morchellium argus, &c., were obtained.

Shore-collecting was undertaken when the tide permitted, but the

results were not specially encouraging. By far the best collecting

ground is the shore of the small promontory close by Dunboy House.

Station IX.—Bantry Harbour.

Log. ISTo. 32.—Bantry Harbour; depth 4 to 6 fathoms; mud.

The weather at Bantry Harbour was very unfavourable ; and the

muddy nature of the bottom—owing to the rocks of the coast being

shales—prevents the fauna from being particularly rich or interesting.

Yarious mud-burrowing worms, scallops, Bulla, and common ascidians

(A. aspersa) were locally plentiful.

A day was devoted to visiting the caves on the north shore of the

Bay between Sheelane Island and Shot Head, which have been so

graphically described by Dr. E. P. Wright in Gosse's " Actinologia

Britannica," pp. 64, 65. Unfortunately the tide was not particularly

favourable, and a long day was only rewarded with the sight of a few
specimens of the commonest European sea-anemones.

Station X.—Long Island Bay.

Log. jSTo. 27.—About three miles S. of Alderman Eocks; depth
30 fathoms ; rocks.

Xo fine material brought up ; dredge fouled frequently, and came
up comparatively empty. A few pieces of rolled coral, living Caryo-

phyllia, and dead Area. One haul of the dredge (which fouled) con-

tained only a few starfishes ; one specimen of Luidia savignii measured
20 inches across.

Station XI.—Off Baltimore.

Log. Xo. 28.—Two and a-half miles S. of the chapel on Sherkin

Island ; depth 30 fathoms ; mud.

Poraminifera most abundant, especially the genera Polymorphina,
Lagena, and Bulimina. Cucumaria pentactes.

Station- XII.—Xine miles S. of Glandore.

Log. Xo. 29.—Xine miles S. of Glandore ; depth 40 fathoms

;

broken shells.
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The dredge brouglit up no fine material. Gepliyra dorhnii on
tubes of Tubularia indivisa ; Cucumaria pentactes ; various worms,
Terebratulina caput serpentis, rare ; Crania anomala very common.

Station XIII.—Twelve miles off Clonakilty Bay.

Log. No. 30.—About ten miles S. of Galley Head ligbt; depth.

54 fathoms ; mud, sand and dead shells.

A number of rare Foraminifera were found at this station, viz.,

Planispirina celata, P. contraria, Trochammina truUisata, Textularia

concava, Bigenerina digitata, B. nodosaria, Bulimina pyrula, B. buchi-

ana, Cassidulina bradyi, Chilostomella ovoidea, Lagena crenata,

Sphseroidina buUoides, etc. Craniaa momala, common. DentaHum
entalis.

The Committee desire in this Report merely to give the actual

results obtained, and designedly refrain from expressing any opinion

concerning the nature and affinities of the marine fauna of the south-

west of Ireland.

Special Repoets.

The various groups have been distributed as follows :

—

Foraminifera, , . . . Joseph Wright, F.G.S.

Hydrozoa, A. R. Nichols, B.A. (Hydi'oids), and
Professor Haddon (Medusae).

Malacozoa, Professor A. C. Haddon, M. A., M.R.I. A.,

and S. 0. Ridley (Zoanthidse).

Hexacoralla, .... S. 0. Ridley, M.A., &c.

Echinodermata (part), . Professor A. C. Haddon.

I-Iolothuroidea, .... Professor F. Jeffry Bell, M.A., &c.

Vermes, Professor A. C. Haddon.

Polyzoa, A. R. Nichols.

E:acliiopoda, .... W. Swanston, P.G.S.

MoUusca, W. Swanston and Professor Haddon
(Nudibranchiata)

.

Ostracoda, S. M. Malcomson, M.D.

Copepoda, S. M. Malcomson.

Amphipoda & Schizopoda, Rev. Canon A. M. Norraan, LL.D., &c.

Decapoda, H. W. Jacob.

Tunicata, Professor Herdman, D.Sc, F.R.S.E., &c.
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Bliizop oda.

FoEAMIiriFEEA.

Most of the seventeen gatherings taken off the south-west of

Ireland have already been microscopically examined for Foramini-
fera. Only one of them, however, (Station V., log jS"©. 17, depth
110 fathoms) has been thoroughly exhausted, the others having been
gone over in a somewhat superficial manner, but a sufficient quantity
of the material has been glanced through to give a good general idea of

the Toraminifera of this part of our coast. One hundred and sixty-nine

species and varieties have already been identified ; but as much of the
examination remains to be done, it is probable that other forms will be
added to the list. Station V., log. 17, yielded material of exceptional

interest. One hundred and forty-three species and varieties were ob-

tained at this place alone, the specimens being for the most part larger

in size than those usually met with around our coasts : sixteen of them
are additions to the British Fauna, and a number of the others have
been rarely met with in Britain. No additional new British forms were
found in any of the other gatherings. "With the exception of "Webbina
clavata and Globigerina rubra, all the species found at log 1 7, new to

Britain, were also met with at Station VI., log 18; 79 fathoms, a few
miles nearer shore ; many of them also occurred in the shallow water
gatherings. Eev. "W". S. Green, F.B.G-.S., Carrigaline ; Daniel O'Connell,

Esq., Derrynane Abbey; and Eev. Alexander Delop, Valencia Island,

kindly contributed shore gatherings from various localities.

List of Species.

Species marhed
(f")

are new to the British Fauna.

Biloculina sphsera, cl'Orb. Large typical specimens occur plentifully

at Station VL, 79 fathoms; and Station V., 110 fathoms.

Typical examples of this species are rarely met with off the
British coast.

ringens, Lamk. Frequent.

depressa, d'Orb. Frequent.

Spiroloculina limbata, d'Orb. Frequent.

planulata, Lamk. Rare.

Miliolina trigonula, Lamk. Bare.

tricarinata, d'Orb. Bare.

oblonga, Mont. Rare.

3 F 2
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Miliolina seminulum, Linn. Common. Most of the specimens found
in the deep water gatherings approach in contour M. auhe-

riana.

secans, d'Orb. Common in shore gatherings at Derrynane
Harbour and Ballinskellig Bay.

tenuis, Czjzek. Rare.

subrotunda, Mont. Prequent, especially in. the shallow water
and shore gatherings.

bicornis, W. & J. Eare.

ferussacii, d'Orb. Rare.

ferussacii, d'Orb., var. approaching in contour M. sclerotica,

Karrer. Eare.

agglutinans, d'Orb. Eare.

fusca, Brady. Eare in shore sand, Derrynane Harbour.

Ophthalmidium carinatum, Balkwill & Wright. Common at Station

XI., off Baltimore ; 26 fathoms.

Planispirina contraria, d'Orb. A few examples of this rare species

were found at Station V., 110 to 120 fathoms; Station VI.,

79 fathoms ; and Station XIII., 54 fathoms.

^'Planispirina celata, Costa. Eather rare at the following stations :

Station V., 110 to 120 fathoms ; Station XIII., 54 fathoms;

Station VI., 79 fathoms; and Station III., 48 fathoms.

Cornuspira foliacea, Phil. Eare.

involvens, Eeuss. Eare.
'^'

carinata, Costa. Eare at Station V. ; 110 to 120 fathoms; and
Station VI., 79 fathoms.

^"Bathysiphon filiformis, Sars. A few small specimens were found at

Station V., 110 fathoms ; and Station VI., 79 fathoms.

Psammosphsera fusca, Schultze. j Grood typical specimens. Frequent

at the following stations : Station V., 110 fathoms ; Station

VI., 79 fathoms ; and Station III., 48 fathoms. This species

has been rarely met with off the British coast.

Technitella legumen, Norman. Eare at Station VI., 79 fathoms.

Hyperammina elongata, Brady. Eare at Station V., 110 fathoms;
and Station VI., 79 fathoms.

Eeophax fusiformis, Will. Frequent.

scorpiurus, Mont. Frequent.

Haplophragmium giomeratum, Brady. Eare.

giobigeriniforme, P. & J. Eare.

pseudospirale, "Will. Eare.

canaricnsc, d'Orb. Eare.
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Placopsilina cenomana, d'Orb. Small specimens, parasitic on shells,

&c., were found at Station V., 110 to 120 fathoms. Only-

one recent example of this rare species has hitherto been
recorded from Britain. It was found by Dr. Malcomson in

a shore gathering, Belfast Lough.

Thurammina papillata, Brady. Rare at Station V., 110 fathoms;
Station YI., 79 fathoms; and Station III., 38 to 41 fathoms.

Only one recent example of this species has been hitherto

met with in Britain, It was found off Loch Scavaig, on the

west coast of Scotland, 45 to 60 fathoms.

Ammodiscus incertus, d'Orb. Rare.

gordialis, J. & P. Eare.

charoides, J. & P. Rare.

Trochammina squamata, J. & P. Rare.

macrescens, Brady. Rare at Derrynane Harbour, between
tides.

inflata, Mont. Rare at Derrynane Harbour, between tides.

^ nitida, Brady. Rather rare at Station Y., 110 fathoms; Sta-

tion YL, 79 fathoms; Station YIL, 40 to 45 fathoms; and

Station II., 48 fathoms.

* trullisata, Brady. Small specimens. Yery common at Sta-

tion Y., 110 fathoms; Station YI., 79 fathoms; and Station

XIII., 54 fathoms. "This beautiful little shell has been

noted at twenty-five localities, pretty evenly scattered over

the North and South Atlantic, the Southern Ocean, and

JS'orth and South Pacific. Of these, only five have depths

of less than 1500 fathoms, and fifteen are above 2000
fathoms." ^

*'Webbina clavata, J. & P. ' Rare at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms.

*Textularia concava, Karrer. Large specimens. Pound at six of the

Stations; very common at Station Y., 110 fathoms, and
Station YL, 79 fathoms.

Textularia sagittula, Defranee. Frequent.

gramen, d'Orb. Common.

agglutinans, d'Orb. Prequent.

Bigenerina nodosaria, d'Orb. Yery common at Station III., Sta-

tion Y., and Station YI. ; very rare at Station XIII.

digitata, d'Orb. Yery common at Station III., Station Y.,

Station YL, and Station XIII.

^ Brady's Eep. Challenger, Foraminifera, p. 343.
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Gaudryina filiformis, Bertlieliii. Eare.

Yerneuilina polystroplia, Eeuss. Rare.

Valvulina fusca, Will. Pound at five Stations. Common at Sta-

tion Y., 110 fathoms; and Station VI., 79 fathoms.

Bulimina elegans, d'Orb. Prequent at several of the Stations.

* pyrula, d'Orb. Found in nearly all] the gatherings ; very

common at Station V., 110 fathoms.

pupoides, d'Orb. Common.

ovata, d'Orb.
(
Will Rec. For., pi. v., figs. 129, 130). Common.

elegantissima, d'Orb. Very rare.

subteres, Brady. Found in nearly all the gatherings ; large

typical specimens are common at Station V., 110 fathoms.

marginata, d'Orb. Common.
* buchiana, d'Orb. Frequent at Station V., 110 to 120 fathoms;

rare at Station III., 48 fathoms ; Station VI., 79 fathoms :

and Station XIII., 54 fathoms.

Virgulina schreibersiana, Czjzek. Frequent.

Bolivina punctata, d'Orb. Hare.

dilatata, Eeuss. Common.

textilarioides, Eeuss. Frequent.

plicata, d'Orb. Eare.

difitormis, "Will. Frequent.

Cassidulina laevigata, d'Orb. Very common.

crassa, d'Orb. Eare.

bradyi, IS'orman. Eare in the shallow-water gatheriags ; com-

mon at Station V., 110 to 120 fathoms; Station VI.,

79 fathoms; and Station XIII. , 54 fathoms.

Chilostomella ovoidea, Eeuss. Common at Station V., 110 fathoms;

Station VI., 79 fathoms ; and Station XIII., 54 fathoms

;

rare at Station III., 48 fathoms.

Lagena globosa, Mont. Very rare.

apiculata, Eeuss. Eare at Station V., 110 fathoms; and Sta-

tion VI., 79 fathoms.

lineata, Will. Eare.

Isevis, Mont. Eare.

, var. clavata, d'Orb. Frequent.

gracillima, Seg. Eare. Fine typical specimens were found at

Station v., 110 fathoms.
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Lagena hispida, Reuss. Found in most of the gatherings. Common at

Station y., 110 fathoms; and Station XIII., off Clonakilty

Bay, 54 fathoms.

striata, d'Orb. Common.

curvilineata, Balkwill and "Wright. One specimen at Station

XIII., 54 fathoms.

gracilis, Will. Rare.

distoma, P. & J. Fine typical specimens were found at Sta-

tion v., 110 fathoms.

sulcata, W. & J. Frequent.

costata, Will. One specimen at Station XI., 26 fathoms.

williamsoni, Alcock. Frequent.

semistriata, "Will. Frequent.

semilineata, Wright. " Very rare at Station V., 110 fathoms.

crenata, P. & J. Frequent at Station V., 110 fathoms; and
Station VI., 79 fathoms ; rare at Station XIII., 54 fathoms.

squamosa, Mont. Rare.

hexagona. Will. Rare.

laevigata, Reuss. Rare.

, var. quadrata, Will. Very rare.

marginata, W. & J. Rare.

lagenoides. Will. Rare.

var. tenuistriata, Brady. Very rare at Station XI., off

Baltimore, 26 fathoms.

orbignyana, Seg. Common.
*•'

, var. walleriana. 'Nov. var. A variety having the centre of

the convex faces ornamented "with a prominent boss. Found
in several of the gatherings. Common at Station V., 110
fathoms; and Station VI., 79 fathoms.

Lagena bicarinata, Terquem. Rare.

fimbriata, Brady. Found at four of the Stations ; very common
at Station V., 110 fathoms. Mr. Brady,* speaking of the

geographical distribution of this species, says :
— " L. fimbriata

is a rare variety, and affects very deep water ; it has been
noticed at three Stations in the North Atlantic, at one in the

Southern Ocean, at three in the South Pacific, and at one in

the North Pacific. Of these, two are respectively 580
fathoms, and 620 fathoms ; the remaining six at depths
2300 fathoms, or more." It is also recorded by Messrs.

Balkwill and Millett,^ three specimens having been found
by them in shore-sand on the coast of Galway.

1 Proc. Belfast Nat. Field Club, 1844-5 ; App. p. 320, pi. xxvi. fig. 7.

2 Rep. Challenger, Foraminifera, p. 486.
3 Journal of Microscopy and Natural Science, iii. 1884.

k
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Nodosaria (Glandulina) Ifevigata, d'Orb. Eare at Station Y., 110 to

120 fathoms.

* (Glandulina) rotundata, Eeuss. Commoii at Station Y., 110 to

120 fathoms; and Station YI., 79 fathoms.

radicula, Linn. One specimen at Station Y., 120 fathoms.

pymla, d'Orb. Eare.

(D.) pauperata, d'Orb. One specimen at Station Y., 110
fathoms.

(D.) consobrina, d'Orb. Yery rare.

(D.) communis, d'Orb. Frequent.

raphanus, Linn. Eare at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms.

scalaris, Eatsch. Frequent.

, Tar. separans, Brady. Found at three stations ; common
at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms.

(D.) obliqua, Linn. Eare.

llarginulina glabra, d'Orb. Eare.

costata, Batseh. Eather rare at Station Y., 110 fathoms; and
Station YI., 79 fathoms.

*Cristellaiia variabilis, Eeuss. Eather rare at Station Y., 110 fathoms.

crepidula, F. & M. Eare.

rotulata, Lamk. Eare.

cultrata, llontf. Eare at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms.

Polymorphina lactea, "W". & J. Frequent.

gibba, d'Orb. Frequent.

soroiia, Eeuss, var. cuspidata, Brady. Eather rare at Station Y.,

110 fathoms; Station YI., 79 fathoms; and Station XIII.,

54 fathoms.

lanceolata, Eeuss. Eare.

oblonga, Y^iU. Eare.

compressa, d'Orb. Frequent.

concava, Will. Eare at Station Y., 110 fathoms.

rotiindata, Bomemann. Frequent at Station YI., 79 fathoms.

, fistulose form. Found at three of the Stations. Common
at Station YI., 79 fathoms, the specimens being very fine.

myristiformis, Will. Frequent.

TJvigerina pygmsea, d'Orb. Large typical specimens. Common at

Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms; Station YL, 79 fathoms;

and Station XIII. , 54 fathoms; rather rare at Station III.,

38 to 48 fathoms.

angulosa, Will. Frequent.

canariensis, d'Orb. Yery rare.
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Globigerina buUoides, d'Orb. Common.

inflata, d'Orb. Found in nearly all the gatherings ; large

typical specimens abundant at Station V., 110 to 120
fathoms; and Station YI., 79 fathoms.

'•' rubra, d'Orb. Small specimens ; very rare at Station V.,

110 fathoms.

'' sequilateralis, Brady. Eare at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms
;

and Station YI., 79 fathoms ; very rare at Station III.

;

mouth of Kenmare River, 48 fathoms.

Orbulina universa, d'Orb. Found in many of the gatherings; large

specimens common at Stations Y., 110 to 120 fathoms; and
Station YI., 79 fathoms.

Pullenia quinqueloba, Keuss. Frequent at Station Y., 110 to 120
fathoms ; and Station YI., 79 fathoms ; very rare at Station

III. ; mouth of Kenmare Eiver, 48 fathoms. Only one
specimen of this species has hitherto been recorded from
Britain ; it was found oif Dublin, 45 fathoms.

Sphseroidina bulloides, d'Orb. Large typical specimens. Common
at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms; and Station YL, 79
fathoms ; very rare at Station III., 48 fathoms; and Station

XIII., 54 fathoms. This species has been rarely met with
off the British coast.

Spirillina vivipara, Ehr. Rare at Station XI., 26 fathoms.

Patellina corrugata, Will. Rare.

Discorbina globularis, d'Orb. Frequent.

rosacea, d'Orb. Rare.

bertheloti, d'Orb. Found inmost of the gatherings; common
at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms; and Stations YI., 79
fathoms.

Planorbulina mediterranensis, d'Orb. Frequent.

Troncatulina refulgens, Montf. Rare at Station Y., 110 fathoms;

and Station III., 40 to 48 fathoms.

lobatula, W. & J. Frequent.

ungeriana, d'Orb. Frequent at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms
and Station YI., 79 fathoms ; very rare at Station III.

mouth of Kenmare River, 48 fathoms.

Pulvinuliaa repanda, F. & M. Rare at Station III. ; mouth of Ken
mare River, 40 to 48 fathoms.

auricula, F. & M. Common.
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Piilvinulina canariensis, d'Orb. Eare at Station Y., 110 fathoms.

patagonica, d'Orb. Rare at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms;

and Station XIII., 54 fathoms.

karsteni, Reuss. Large typical specimens. E-ather rare at

Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms; and Station YI., 79
fathoms.

"^ micheliniana, d'Orb. Frequent at Station Y., 110 to 120
fathoms; and Station YI., 79 fathoms; very rare at Station

III. ; mouth of Kenmare River, 48 fathoms.

elegans, d'Orb. Large specimens. Frequent at Station Y., 110

to 120 fathoms; and Station VI., 79 fathoms ; rare at Station

II., 15 to 25 fathoms ; and Station III., 48 fathoms.

Eotalia beccarii, Linn. Frequent.

orbicularis, d'Orb. Eare at Station Y., 120 fathoms.

nitida, Will. Eare.

Gypsina globulus, Eeuss. One hirge specimen at Station Y., 110

fathoms.

vesicularis, P. & J. One specimen.

inhserens, Schultze. Eather rare.

^Nonionina depressula, W. & J. Common between tides and in the

shallow water gatherings.

umbilicatula, Montf. Large typical specimens occur in most of

the gatherings; very common at Station Y., 110 to 120
fathoms; and Station YI., 79 fathoms^

orbicularis, Brady. Frequent at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms;

and Station YI., 79 fathoms.

stelligera, d'Orb. Eare.

scapha, F. & M. Large specimens very common at Station Y.,

110 to 120 fathoms; and Station YL, 79 fathoms; very rare

at Station III. ; mouth of Kenmare Eiver, 40 fathoms.

pauperata, Balkwill and "Wright. Eare at Station XL, otit

Baltimore, 26 fathoms.

turgida, Will. Common.
Polystomella crispa, Linn. Eare.

^ subnodosa, Munster. Frequent at Station Y., 110 and 120
fathoms. Mr. Brady, in his Eeport on *' Challenger " Forami-

nifera, p. 735, says :
" As a living Foraminifer, Polystomella

subnodosa has only been identified at two points, amongst
the islands south-west of Papua, Station 187, ofi Booby
Island; depth 6 to 8 fathoms; and Station 188, depth 28
fathoms."

striate-punctata, F. & M. Frequent.

Operculina ammonoides, Gron. Found in nearly all the gatherings
;

very common at Station Y., 110 to 120 fathoms ; and Station

YL, 79 fathoms.
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Hydrozoa.

The Hydroids are, for the most part, common and widely distributed

forms. The following only were obtained;—Hydractinia echinata,

Flem., Berehaven; Tnbularia indivisa, Linn, Stations I. and XII.;
Clytia johnstoni, Aid. ; Obelia geniculata, Linn. ; 0. dichotoma,

Linn. ; and Campannlaria flexuosa, Hincks ; all from Berehaven. C.

angnlata, Hincks, Station IV., a comparatively local form ; Halecium
halecinum, Linn. ; H. beanii, Johnst. ; Sertularella polyzonias, Linn.

;

Sertularia pumila, Linn. ; and S. operculata, Linn. ; all from Bere-

haven. Antennularia antennina, Linn., Station VI. and Berehaven
;

Aglaophenia pluma, Linn., Berehaven; A. myriophyllum, Linn.,

Station VI. ; a rather rare and deep water form.

Several kinds of Hydromeduste were obtained, but not in the abun-
dance or variety that was expected. The only interesting species was
Laodice cruciata, Foi'sk (Cosmetira pilosella, Forb.), this being the first

time it has been recorded from Irish waters. The only Scyphomedusas
seen were a mutilated specimen of Chrysaora hysoscella, Linn, in

Berehaven, and numerous specimens of the violet variety of Aurelia

aurita, Linn., at Station VI., where also the only example of the

Siphonophora was met with, which was, however, too imperfect to

identify.

Of the Ctenophora, Pleurobrachia (Cydippe)pileus (?)and Beroe ovata

were exceedingly common, Numerous specimens, Mnemia norvegise,

Sars. (= Bolina hibernica, Patt.).

Actliiezoa

Malacozoa.

The following sea-anemones were found to be common in Bantry
Bay :—Actinia equina, Linn., var. hepatica ; vars. rubra, umbrina, and
prasina were common on Bare Island, as were also the vars. sindonea
and rubida (pink), of Actiuoloba dianthus, Ellis. Tealia crassicornis,

0. F. Miill., was everywhere distributed, and Anthea cereus was very
common all along the Bay, growing especially on Zostera, etc., the
flesh-coloured variety of smaragdina being especially abundant.
Heliactis bellis, Ellis, is also very common, and is subject to consider-

able variation in colour. Careful notes were made of a translucent
white sea-anemone from Darsey Sound, which may be a variety of

Sagartia pallida, Holdsw. The chief difference between our form and
S. pallida consists in the acontia being " emitted from the mouth in

some abundance, but not very readily " in the latter, whereas in the
former the acontia are emitted freely when irritated through lateral

apertures (cinclidcs), a distinction which is of some importance.
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Three additions have been made to the British Fauna, viz :—Hal-
campa arenacea, sp. n., from the mouth of Kenmare River (log No. 11),

about seven and a-half miles N. E. of Dursey Head ; depth 44 to 38
fathoms ; bottom muddy sand. Column divided into physa, scapus,

and capitulum
;
physa small, apparently without suckers, completely

retractile ; scapus cylindrical, even when extended, very contractile,

sprinkled with imbedded grains of sand ; capitulum elongated when
fully extended ; completely retractile. Tentacles, 12, marginal, mono-
cyclic, cylindrical, obtuse, about as long as diameter of disc. Disc

flat. Mouth linear. Colour—physa transparent, almost colourless
;

scapus pale, dull, madder brown ; capitulum translucent, dirty flesh-

colour. Tentacles of same colour as capitulum, with 4 imperfect ]Dale

brown bands and a basal M-mark. Disc pale, flesh-colour, with 12

pale mesenterial lines ; at the base of each tentacle is a pair of narrow
wedge-shaped pale-brown marks, the apices of which point towards
the mouth, and between each of these and the latter is a lenticular pale-

brown spot, which with its fellows form a ring round the mouth, and
separated from it by a short interval. Mouth brownish. Length
about 35 mm. in the ordinary condition : can contract to about 18 mm.
Diameter variable ; average about 7 mm. This species differs in a most
marked manner from the only other known British, or, indeed, !N"orth

European species of Halcampa {cf. Note on Halcampa chrysanthellum,

Peach, Proc. Roy. Bui. Soc, 1886 (N. S.), v. p. 1, figs. 1 to 4). It

is also distinct from the North-east A.merican forms. The number
and arrangement of the mesenteries of this species agree perfectly with
that which I have recently demonstrated for H. chrysanthellum

(Ufig4).
Grephyra dorhnii. Von Koch. This pretty pink anemone was first

described and figured in the Morphologische Jahrbuch, IV., SuppL, 1878

(p. 74, pi. v.), from the Bay of Naples. The " Travailleur " expedition

dredged it from the Bay of Biscay in 1881. Marion says it is more
brilliant in colour than the Mediterranean individuals, and also a little

larger in size {Comptes rendus, 1882, p. 458, and Ann. Mag. N.S.
(5) IX., 1882, p. 334). We obtained several specimens on Tubularia

indivisa from Stations I. and XII., at a depth of 80 fathoms ; sand

and broken shells. The colour was brighter than the Mediterranean

species, but they were rather smaller in size. In the Gulf of Naples

it grows upon Gorgonia, Isis, &c, and Andres states that a spotted

variety is found in deeper water (150 mtr.) attached to Antipathes.

{Fauna und Flora, Golfes von Neapel., 1883, p. 166). In the Bay of

Biscay it was also found on Isis ; in the south of Ireland it has to

content itself with the stems of Tubularia indivisa. The Rev. W. S.

Green states that he has several times met with this form between
Cork and Youghal.

Chitonactis (?) expansa, sp. n., from the mouth of Bantry Bay
(Log No. 22, about four miles S. of Dursey Island), 40 fathoms;

coarse sand. Column ; scapus usually very depressed and turban-

shaped, but when weakly or dead, obtusely conical, corrugated ; base
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flattened out and mnch and variably extended in all directions, the

edges crenulated by the insertion of the mesenteries, of -svhich there

are about 100; when dead the base is withdi'awn. Capitulum short,

crenulated, invisible when the animal is fully extended; when re-

tracted it almost completely covers over the tentacles. Tentacles

short, conical, tetracyclic, 48 in number (6 + 6 + 12 + 24). Disc per-

fectly flat. Mouth, with fairly prominent lips, round. The body was
entirely covered with graias of sand and broken shells. Coloui'

—

base translucent buif ; scapus flesh-coloured ; capitulum translu-

cent pink ; the mesenteries of the primary cycle of tentacles marked
by a pair of dead-madder triangular spots; the three iatervening lobes

having a pale yellow spot. Tentacles pale, with two rows of pale-

brown spots. Disc dark sepia, with six pairs of radial cream-coloured

lines, and six shorter pairs for the secondary tentacles, and with simi-

larly-coloured spots in rows between the liaes. Mouth deep madder-
brown ; lips paler. Diameter of base 21-25 mm. ; diameter of scapus

12 mm. ; diameter of disc 7 mm. Only one specimen of this remark-
able anemone was dredged. It has some resemblance to Chitonactis

coronata, Gosse (cf. Actinolog. Brit., p. 202, pi. vii., fig. 4, and
Fischer, Nouv. Arch. Mus., x., 1875, p. 193), but differs in the

absence of tubercles, and in many other characters. Marion, in the

Paper alluded to above, records, but not describes, C. richardi, sp. n.,

var. A., on branches of Mopsea elongata, and var. B. free on mud, from
the Bay of Biscay; and it is unsatisfactorily figured on pi. vii. of

Filhol's La Vie au Fond des Mers, but no mention of it is made in

the text. It is with considerable doubt that our species is rele-

gated to the genus Chitonactis.

The family Zoanthidee was represented by a few forms, but our

knowledge of these creeping colonial Actinise is at present in such an
unsatisfactory condition, that it is almost impossible to identify them
with any degree of certainty. Palythoa arenacea (?) D. Ch., Stations

I. to XII. and Berehaven, 10 fathoms. P. sp., a squat button-like

form from last locality and Station I. Epizoanthus papillosus, Johnst.,

an erect species entirely encrusting shells inhabited by Spiropagurus

laevis, Thomps., and Eupagurus excavatus, Herbst, three specimens
from Station I.

Hexacoeilla.

The very few corals obtained mostly belong to the genus Caryo-
phyllia, C. clavus, Scacchi, var. borealis. Dune, Stations I. and III.

C. clavus, var. smithii, Stokes and Brod., Stations III., YIL, XII.
A worn and broken colony of C. cylindiica, Eeuss, occurred at Sta-

tion III. in 40 fathoms. Three specimens of Sphenotrochus wrightii,

Gosse, were found in Berehaven ; these are, undoubtedly, fresh speci-

mens (cf. Gosse, Actinologia Britannica, p. 326).
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OctACTINIA.

The only Octactinian dredged was Virgularia mirabilis, Lam ; one
young specimen was obtained from the mouth of Kenmare River, in

40 fathoms, and two from the mouth of Bantry Bay, in 36 fathoms.

^Kcliliiodei'iiiata.

In addition to Forbes' Monograph, the following Papers have been
consulted:—The Eev. A. M. JN^orman's valuable Paper "On the
Genera and Species of British Echinodermata," part i., Crinoidea,

Ophiuroidea, Asteroidea; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3) xv., pp. 98-129,
and a useful List by W. E. Hoyle ; "A Revised List of British

Ophiuroidea," Proc. R. Phys. Soc. Edin. viii., pp. 135-156.

Ceinoidea.

Antedon rosaceus is very common in Berehaven on the 5-fathom
slope between Yolage Bock and Hornet Bock. The specimens were
large in size and brilliant in colour. In size they resemble the

Mediterranean specimens rather than those ordinarily found in British

waters. A couple of specimens were sent to Dr. P. H. Carpenter,

P.E.S., who found on them malformed pinnules, though without
definite cysts {Nature, xxxiii., 1885, p. 8), which are due to a new
encysting Myzostoma {cf. P. H. Carpenter, Nature, xxxii., 1885,

p. 391).

The stalked larvae, more especially the later stages, were very
abundant on sea-weed (August 6th).

ASTEEOIDEA.

Astropecten irregularis, Penn., very few specimens, Stations III.,

VIL, IX. ; Luidia savignii, Aud. (= L. fragillissima, Forbes, two
specimens, Station VII.) ; L. sarsii, Diib. and Kor. (= L. fragillissima,

Forbes, 5-armed var.), fairly abundant. Stations III. and IV., of large

size—one specimen is 6J inches, and another 1^ inches in diameter

;

Asterina gibbosa, Penn, Station IX. ; Asterias glacialis, Linn., one

specimen, Berehaven, 10 fathoms; A. rubens, Linn., generally distri-

buted; greatest depth, 48 fathoms (Log ISo. 21); A. violacea, 0. F.

Miill, Dursey Sound and Berehaven.

Ophitjeoidea.

Amphiura chiajii, Forbes (= Ophiocoma punctata, Forbes), Bere-

haven; mud, 5 to 12 fathoms; common, but not quite so abundant as the
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following :—A. filiformis, 0. F. Miill., Station III., 44 fathoms ; TI., 75

fathoms; JBerehaven, abundant, 5 to 12 fathoms; Bantry Harbour,
rare; XII., 40 fathoms; A. elegans, Leech (= Ophiocoma neglecta,

Forbes), between tides, Berehaven ; Ophiactis ballii, Thomps. (+ Ophio-

coma goodsiri, F.), Station I., 80 fathoms; Ophiocoma nigra, 0. F.

Miill., Berehaven, 5 to 12 fathoms, common; Ophioglypha lacertosa,

Penn, Stations I., III., IV., VIII. The specimens from the first

locality from 80 fathoms were of large size, the disc of the two largest

measuring 29 and 33 mm., in diameter ; two from Berehaven, 24 and
27 mm. ; one from Station VII., 27 mm. ; that of the largest specimen
seen by Forbes was ro" of an rach (23 mm.) in diameter. Wyville
Thomson [Dejjths of the Sea, p. 100) also remarked on the large

size this species attains oii the S.W. coast; 0. albida, Forbes, Stations

III., VIII., IX. ; 0. affinis, Liitk., Station V., 120 to 110 fathoms;

sand not unfrequent ; of small size; VII., 40 fathoms; coarse sand,

Berehaven. These are the first recorded Irish localities for this species.

Ophiothrix pentaphyllum, Penn, Station II. ; 25 to 20 fathoms ; sand
;

a few young fonns ; VIII., 5 to 12 fathoms ; not abundant. 0. liitkeni,

"Wyv. Thoms., Station I., 80 fathoms. This beautiful species was first

mentioned and named in Wyville Thomson's Depths of the Sea,

p. 100, but it has never been described nor figured. It occurred off

S. W. Ireland, lat 51° 1' JST., long 11° 21' W., at 180 fathoms (Station

45a ; second cruise of the " Porcupine," July 30, 1869). In the Proc.

Roy. Soc. Edin., 1883-84, xii., p. 710, Hoyle states that five speci-

mens were obtained by the "Porcupine." The "Challenger" ex-

pedition dredged a voung example from 450 fathoms ; near the

Azores, Station 75, lat, 38° 37' X., long. 28° 30' W., July 2, 1873.

(Lyman, Report on the "Challenger" Ophiuroidea). The following arc

the only published descriptions of this species :
— " A large species of

Ophiothrix, coming near 0. fragilis, but of much larger size ; the disk

in the larger specimens 25 mm. in diameter, and the span from tip to

tip of the rays 275 mm. The coloiu's of the disk are very vivid, purple

and rose ; and all the plates of the disk, and the dorsal plates of the

arms, are studded with delicate spines" [Depths of the Sea, p. 100).

"Large and similar to Ophiothrix fragilis, but with short, thin arm
spines, high arched arms, and minute spines on upper arm-plates

"

(" Challenger " Report, p. 215). Hoyle, in his " Revised List of Bri-

tish Ophiuroidea" {Proc. Roy. Phys. Soe. Edinl., VIII.
,

p. 154),
merely repeats the foregoing localities. Two specimens were dredged
by the expedition ; the disk of the larger specimen is 29 mm. in dia-

meter ; the length of the arms is 250 mm., thus making the span from
tip to tip of the arms 525 mm. ; the diameter of the disk of the smaller
is 25 mm. As this species has never been figured nor fully described,

it is proposed to supplement this deficiency in the final report. We
may claim this fine species as being a characteristic inhabitant of the

deeper water off the south-west coast of Ireland.
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ECHINOIDEA.

Ecliiniis esciilentus, Perm. Yery abundant at the west entrance

to Berehaven. E. microstoma, Wyv. Thorns. Common at Stations I.

and Y. ; from 80 to 120 fathoms. This species was found in great num-
bers by the "Porcupine" all round this region. E. miliaris, Linn.,

Stations YIII. and IX. Echinocyamus angulosus, Leske ; extremely
abundant in Bantry Bay. Spatangus purpureus, Leske ; several young
specimens at Station YIL, and fragments from a few other places. S.

raschi, Lov. ; two or three specimens from Station I., and fragments

from Station Y. Wyville Thomson dredged this species in the first

cruise of the "Porcupine" 40 miles W. of Yalencia, in 110 fathoms
{I.e. p. 86). There is a specimen in the Science and Art Museum,
Dublin, from Yalencia, Co. Kerry, presented by Mr. E. Waller, and
another from 30 miles off Shetland. Brissopsis lyrifer, Eorbes

;

several ordinary sized specimens were obtained from Station YI. ; of

two specimens from Berehaven, 10 fathoms, one is 63 mm. (2|- inches)

X 56 mm. {2-^o inches, x 35 mm. (If inch). Eorbes had a specimen.

If inch X l-i^o" X 1 inch, but found fragments indicating larger dimen-
sions ; all his specimens were from the estuary of the Clyde ; mud 1 to

15 fathoms. So far as I can discover, .this species has only been ob-

tained from the W. coast in Ireland. Echinocardium flavescens, 0. E.

Mlill., Stations YL, YIL, and YIII. This species occurs sparingly at

different points round the British coasts.

HOLOTHTJEOIDEA

.

Cucumaria pentactes, 0. F. Miill. Stations III. (No. 10), XL
and XII.

sp. juv., station III.

Thyone fusus, 0. E. Miill. Berehaven.

raphanus, Diib. et Kor. Stations YI. (No. 20), and YIII,

Ocnus lacteus, Eorbes. Berehaven, 10 fathoms. The only point of

interest lies in the specimens of Ocnus. As is well known. Profes-

sor Edward Eorbes recognised two species, which he called Ocnus
brunneus and 0. lacteus ; but a comparison of his description

shows that these two species diifer in nothing but colour. M. Th.
Barrois, in his Catalogue des Crustaces poclopMhalmaires et des

JEchinodermes recueillis d Concarneau (8vo., Lille, 1882, p. 51),
remarks that 0. brunneus has never been recorded since the time

of Eorbes, and that it seems but to be a colour variety of 0.

lacteus. Dr. Lamport, in his lately published Monograph of the

Holothurians, inclines to M. Barrois's view.
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It is quite certain that in Berehaven specimens of Ocnus,

coloured brown or white, are found living together. I, at any
rate, am unable to detect any difference between them : it appears

to me, therefore, that 0. brunneus may well be regarded as a

synonym of 0. lacteus.

Also from Berehaven was found an Ocnus of elongated form :

as it is represented by a single specimen, it is as well to suspend

judgment as to its exact affinities.

Synapta inhserens, 0. F. Miill. Berehaven, 10 fathoms.

Vermes.
TUEBELLAEIA.

Eurylepta cornuta, 0. F. Miill. Shore, Dunboy, Berehaven. E.

vittata, Mont. Berehaven, 10 fathoms ; one large specimen ; and other

unnamed " Planarians."

IS'emeetea.

Amphiporuspulcher (?) Johnst. Berehaven ; 10 fathoms. IS'emertes

neesii, (Erst. Shore, Dunboy ; numerous. Lineus marinus, Mont.

Berehaven and Bantry Harbour. A large, very brittle, whitish jSTe-

mertean, with a pinkish head, was dredged at Stations III. and VI.

;

it is probably Cerebratulus angulatus, 0. E. Miill. The anterior por-

tion of a Nemertean was dredged in Berehaven ; it probably belongs

to the genus Micrura. It was 35 mm. long, and 2 mm. broad ; flat-

tened, head slightly swollen, gradually tapering anteriorly ; trunk of

body produced on the sides into a thin band, really forming a continuous

lateral fin ; no eyes were detected ; a large lateral cephalic groove, dis-

tinctly red at the wide posterior end ; colour dull pale, creamy orange,

irregularly sprinkled with burnt sienna spots, which are more nume-
rous at the anterior end ; cephalic ganglia shine through with a marked
rosy colour. If this species should prove to be new, the specific name
of Pardalis would be appropriate for it. Carinella annulata, Mont.,

Berehaven.

CniETOPODA.

The following Chsetopods have been identified up to the time of

going to Press :

—

Aphrodite aculeata, Linn. Station XI.

Amphicteis gunneri, M. Sars. Station VI. (19).

Amphictene auricoma, Mull. Stations III. (21), VII. (22), VIIl.

K.I. A. PKOC, SER. II., YOL.IV.—SCIENCE. 3 Gr
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Cirratulus tentaculatiis, Mont. Bantry Harbour.

Hyalinoecia tubicola, Miill. Stations Y. (17), YII. (22).

Lanice conchilega, Pall. Bantry Bay, Stations I., Y.

jS'ereis dumerilii, And. et M. Edw. Bantry Bay.

lobulata Eathke. Bantry Harbour.

pelagica, Linn. Berebaven.

Niomache lumbricalis, Pabr. Station Y.

Nothria eonchylega, Sars. Station I.

Owenia filiformis, D. Ch. Stations III., Y., IX.

Pectinaria belgica, Pall. Bantry Bay.

Pista cristata, Miill. Berehaven.

Phyllodoce lamelligera, Turt. Bantry Bay.

Sabella pavonina, Sav. Station III. (21).

Syllis cornuta, Pathke. Berehaven.

Terebellides stroemi, Sars. Bantry Bay.

Tomopteris scolopendra, Quoy et Gaim. Station YI. (surface).

Tropbonia plumosa (?), Miill. Station Y.

GrEPHTEEA.

Several examples of tbe typical form of Phascolion strombi, Mont.,

occurred at Station I. in dead shells of Apporhais pes-pelecani, also a

single specimen of tbe variety S. dentalii, Grey, in tbe shell of Den-
talium striata. This is the Sipunculus bernhardus of Porbes.

POLYZOA.

Eucratea chelata, Linn. ; Scrupocellaria reptans, Linn, Berehaven

;

Cellaria sinuosa, Haas., Station YI. ; Membranipora catenularia, Jame-
son, Station I. ; M. pilosa, Linn ; and M. membranacea, Linn., Bere-

haven ;
Microporella malusii, And. ; and Schizoporella linearis, Hass.,

Station I. ; Porella compressa, Sow., Berehaven ; Mucronella coccinea,

Abildg., Station I. ; Cellepora ramulosa, Linn., Station XII. ; Crisia

cornuta, Linn. ; C. eburnea, Linn. ; and Pedicellina cernua. Pall.,

Berehaven.

Beachiopoda.

Terebratulina caput-serpentis, Linn. Station III., very rare ; Station

XII., rare.

Crania anomala, Miill. Station III., very common ; Station XII.,
very common ; Station XIIL, common.
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Mollusca.

During the cruise the larger shells brought up were carefully

collected; the results were, however, disappointing, considering the

number of hauls taken by both dredges and trawls. This was, perhaps,

due to the nature of the bottom examined being principally sand or

mud, or, as frequently happened, rocky, in which latter case the

dredges fouled badly and came up empty. The sand and mud brought
home for microscopic examination proved to be rich in the smaller

forms, and advantage was taken of the necessary washing and sifting

of this material to secure them. Mr. Joseph "Wright—on whom this

great labour falls—handed over to me the result of these washings,

twenty-one packets of the coarse material. The material from Sta-

tion V.—the deepest water dredged on the cruise—has yielded a num-
ber of very minute shells, which have been forwarded to Rev. A. M.
Norman, M.A,, who has kindly consented to verify them.

A tabulated list is appended, representing in all 133 species, a
smaller number than might have been expected. In addition, there still

remains some material from several of the stations not yet fully exa-

mined ; also several critical species which remain for more satisfactory

identification.

\_For Tabulated List, see over.

3 G2
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Ntjdibeanchiata.

Goniodoris castanea, Aid. and Han. Dursey Sound. This rare

species has previously occurred only at Salcombe Estuary, Devonshire,

and Saltcoats, Ayrshire. G. nodosa, Mont. Dursey Sound ; Triopa

claviger, 0. F. Miili. Dursey Sound ; Thecacera, sp., Dursey Sound.

A full description of this form vrill be given : it appears to be inter-

mediate between T. capitata, A. & H., and T. pennigera ; Doto coro-

nata, Gmel., Bantry Bay, Eolis exigua, A. & H., Berehaven. The only

other recorded Irish locality is from Dublin Bay {Proc. Roy. Irish

Acad. (2) IT. Science, p. 529) ; but it is probably widely distributed,

having been overlooked on account of its small size and inconspicuous

colouration. Eolis coronata, Eorbes, Berehaven. Two varieties of this

species were obtained, both more or less orange in colour.

Cephalopoda.

Loligo media, Linn. Station lY., one specimen ; Station YII., two
specimens.

Crui§tacea.

OsTEACODA.

As all the dredgings have not yet been thoroughly examined for

Ostracoda, the present list of species and details of distribution

must be considered as very incomplete. Already sixty-seven species

have been found, one of which, Kirthe glacialis, has not been pre-

viously recorded as occurring in the recent state ; and, in addition to

these, there have been foiu- species discovered, which are believed to

be new to science ; but as only one example of each kind has been
obtained, it is not desirable to speak with certainty until more
specimens have been found.

Many of the species mentioned in this Eeport are found more or

less abundantly all round the British Isles, ^ and, in this case, their

distribution is not given. When, however, a species is not recorded

from a particular district, but occurs round the rest of the coast, its

absence from that district is noted. The great majority of the species

occur as Post-tertiary fossils, but only two of them, Cythere jonesii

and Cytheridea papillosa, have been found in Tertiary deposits.

I have to thank Dr. Brady for the trouble he has taken in determin-
ing some doubtful specimens for me, more especially as several of them
were only single valves, and consequently more troublesome than per-

fect ones usually are.

^ I have taken most of the facts of distribution from a Paper " On the Distri-

bution of British Ostracoda," by Messrs. Brady and Robertson, published in the
Annals and Magazine of Natural History ; but have also made use of Dr. Brady's
Monograph of the British Ostracoda, and other works on the subject.
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List of Species,

Argilloecia, Gr. 0. Sars.

cylindrica, G. 0. Sars. Frequent in Berehaven, 4 fathoms; ex-
tremely rare in deeper water at mouth of Bantry Bay ; not
found in the deepest gatherings. Eecorded from Irish Sea,

Belfast Lough, Norway.

Pontocypris, Gr. 0. Sars.

mytiloides, Norman. In most of the gatherings, but not common.

Bairdia, M'Coy.
inflata, Norman. Bare ; in Berehaven, 4 fathoms

; common on
the western, but rare on the eastern coasts of the British

Isles.

Cythere, Miiller.

pellucida, Baird. A few specimens in Berehaven, but none from
deeper gatherings ; extends from Norway and the Gulf of St.

Lawrence to Mediterranean ; very common in Britain,

tenera, Brady. Common in all the gatherings,

crispata, Brady. Bare ; in Berehaven, 4 fathoms ; common in

Britain. It has been found in Hong Kong Harbour, Booby
Island, and Port Jackson.^

viridis, Miiller. Bare ; in Berehaven, 4 fathoms,

albomaculata, Baird. Common in Berehaven, 4 fathoms ; very
common in Britain ; extends from Norway to Mediterranean
and Cape Verd.

convexa, Baird. Very common in Berehaven, 4 fathoms,

finmarchica, G. 0. Sars. Only one valve found at Station YL,
79 fathoms ; not very abundant in Britain ; extends from
Davis's Straits to Cape Verd and St Vincent,

limicola, Norman. Bare at Station V., 110 fathoms; it has not
been found in any other gathering ; rare, and not very gene-

rally distributed in Britain ; found also in Bafl&n's Bay and
Norway,

globulifera, Brady. A few specimens of this rare species have
been found in some of the deeper gatherings, Stations V. and
VI. Eecorded from west of Ireland, south-east of England,
Spitzbergen.

pulchella, Brady. A great many somewhat dwarfed specimens,

apparently belonging to this species, were found in Berehaven,
4 fathoms ; not found on the east and south of England, but
recorded from Baffin's Bay and Holland,

robertsoni, Brady. Very common in Berehaven, 4 fathoms

;

frequent at the mouth of Bantry Bay, 40 fathoms ; not yet
found in any of the deeper gatherings ; a common shallow-

water species. It does not appear to extend to the northern
parts of Scotland, though it has been found in Norway.

1 Report on " Ostracoda of ' Challenger' Expedition."
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Cythere, Miiller.

villosa, Gr. 0. Sars. Yery common iii Berehaven, 4 fathoms.

concinna, Jones. Found in nearly all the deeper gatherings.

emaciata, Brady. Common in Berehaven, less so in deeper gather-

ings ; not found on the east coasts of England and Scotland.

qxTadridentata, Baird. Common in Station V. ; rare in Stations

YI. and YII.
tuberculata, G. 0. Sars. A few specimens in Stations Y. and YI.
dunelmensis, Norman. Frequent, Station Y. ; an Arctic and north

European species.

•whiteii, Baird. Only one specimen from Station Y. A some-
what rare species found in S.W. of England, Irish Sea,

Belfast Lough, Gulf of St. Lawrence, Levant.

antiquata, Baird. Common.
jonesii, Baird. Frequent, except from shallow water.

fidicula, Brady and Bobertson. A large number of somewhat im-
mature specimens, apparently belonging to this species, were
found in Berehaven. Eecorded from Shetland and S.E. of

England.

?semipunctata Brady. Yery rare. Stations YII. and YIII.
Although a rare species, it extends all round Britain, except

towards the northern parts of Scotland.

Cytheridea, Bosquet.

papillosa, Bosquet. Bare ; Station Y.

punctillata, Brady. Common; Station Y.

sorbyana, Jones. Yery rare ; Station Y. Eecorded from Irish Sea,

Shetland, Gulf of St. Lawrence, Spitzbergen.

elongata, Brady. Common in Berehaven.

Eucythere, Brady.

declivis Norman. Common in nearly all the gatherings.

Kirthe, Brady, Crosskey, and Robertson.

glacialis, Brady, Crosskey, and Robertson. One or two specimens

of this species have been found from 110 fathoms, Station Y.

It does not appear to have been previously recorded as

occurring in the recent state, but has been found as a post-

tertiary fossil in the boulder clay of Scotland and Norway,
bartonensis, Jones. Rare ; Stations Y. and YI.

Xoxoconcha, G. 0. Sars.

impressa, Baird. Common from Berehaven ; an extremely common
shallow water species,

granulata, G. 0. Sars. Several specimens from Stations Y. and
YI. ; not recorded from northern parts of Scotland, but found
in Norway,

guttata, Norman. Common in all the gatherings,

multifora, Noj-man. Stations Y., YI., YII. ; more or less common,
tamarindus, Jones. Common in all the gatherings.
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Looxconcha, G. 0. Sars.

fragilis, Gr. 0. Sars. Stations Y. and VI. ; a rare species in Britain

and Norway.

Xestoleberis, G. 0. Sars.

depressa, G. 0. Sars. In most of the gatherings, bnt rare,

aurantia, Baird. Bare ; Station VIII.

Cytherura, G. 0. Sars.

concentrica, Brady, Crosskey, and Bobertson. Two specimens in

Station V. Only recorded from Shetlands and Gulf of St.

Lawrence,
undata, G. 0. Sars. Bare ; Stations VII. and VIII.
striata, G.O. Sars. Bare in nearly all the gatherings,

cnneata, Brady. Common in Berehaven.

angulata, Brady. Bare ; Station VII.

propinqua, Brady and Bobertson. Common ; Station VIII. Be-
corded from S.E. of England, and Belfast Lough.^

producta, Brady. Bare in most of the gatherings,

cornnta, Brady. One specimen ; Station VIII.

fulva, Brady and Bobertson. Very common ; Station VIII. Be-
corded from Scilly Islands,' Belfast Lough.

^

acuticostata, G. O. Sars. Bare in most of the gatherings.

Cytheropteron, G.O. Sars.

latissimum, Norman. Very common at Station VII., 40 fathoms

;

frequent in most of the other gatherings.

nodosum, Brady. Common.
alatum, G. 0. Sars. Bare ; Stations V. and VI. Becorded from

Shetlands, Irish Sea, and Norway.
montrosiense, Brady, Crosskey, and Bobertson. Bare ; Stations

V. and VI. Becorded from West of Ireland and Baffin's Bay.
punctatum, Brady. Stations V. and VI. ; fairly abundant.

subcircinatum, G. 0. Sars. Very common in Berehaven. Be-
corded from west of Ireland, south-west of England, and
Belfast Lough.

Bythocythere, G. 0. Sars.

constricta, G. 0. Sars. Stations VII. and VIII., very common.

Pseudocythere, G. 0. Sars.

caudata, G. 0. Sars. One specimen at Station VI., 79 fathoms.

Not very common, but widely distributed both in the north-
em and southern hemispheres.

Sclerochilus, G. 0. Sars.

contortus, Norman. Station VIII., very rare.

1 Proc. Belfast Nat. Field Club (Appendix), 1885.
- Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 4, vol. xiii.
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Paradoxostoma, Fischer.

variabile, Baircl. Station YII., rare.

orcadense, Brady and Robertson. Yeiy common at Berehayen.
Previously recorded from the Shetlands.

ahbreviatum, Gr. 0. Sars. Pare at Berehaven.
obliquum, G. 0. Sars. Two specimens only at Berehayen.
hibernicum, Brady. One specimen at Berehayen. !N'ot found in

the northern parts of Scotland,

ensiforme, Brady. Pare at Berehaven.
flexuosum, Brady. Pare at Berehaven.

Polycope, G. 0. Sars.

orbicularis, G. 0. Sars. Station Y., frequent.

COPEPODA.

The Copepoda did not receive much attention. The following

species only have as yet been identified :— Calanus finmarchicus,

Gunn., very common; Metridia armata, Boeck, few; Dias longii'emis,

Lillj, rare; Centropages typicus, Kroy, rare; Anomalocera patersoni,

Tempi., in a gathering by itself ; Peltidium interruptum. Goods., one

specimen at Station lY. The first four species occurred in all the

tow-net gatherings.

Maxacosteaca.

Of the ITalacostraca dredged by the Expedition, the following

species have been so far determined ; amongst the remainder will

probably be found some interesting species. Those marked with an
asterisk (^) appear not to have been previously recorded from Ireland.

AlIPHIPODA.

*Corophium tenuicorne, Iforman. Station YI.
*Atylus swammerdamii, Sp. Bate. Station II.

*Hyale nilssonii, Pathke. Berehaven.

Amathilla sabini, Sp. Bate. Station II.

Urothoe elegans, Sp. Bate. Berehaven.

ITaera othonis, Sp. Bate. Berehaven.

Anonys gulosus, Kroyer. Stations Y., YIL, and YIII.
*Hippomedon holboUi, Kroy. Station YII.

^Lysianassa spinicornis, Costa. Berehaven. This species is new to

the British Isles.

Dexamine spinosa, Leach. Berehaven.

Gammanis locusta, Pabr. Stations II. and YIII.
Proto ventricosa, lliill. Stations Y. and YIII.

*Aora gracilis, Sp. Bate. Station II.

Hyperia galba, iMont. On Aui'elia aurita, Station YI.
Amphithoe littorina, Sp. Bate. Berehaven.
Triphosa longipes, Sp. Bate. Station Y.
Callisoma crenata, Sp. Bate. Station YII.
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ISOPODA.

Nsesa bidentata, Leach. Berehaven.

*Dynameiie montagui, Leach. Berehaven.

,,
rubra, Leach. Berehaven.

Cymodocea truncata, Leach. Bei-ehaven.

Idotea tricuspidata, Desm. Berehayen.

„ linearis, Latr. Station lY.

Ligia oceanica, Linn. Bantry Harbour.

Astacilla longicornis, "Westw. Station YII.

SCHIZOPODA.

Mysis chamseleon, J. V. Thomps. Berehaven.

Nyctiphanes norvegica, M. Sars. Station V., 120 fathoms.

Decapoda.

Stenorhynchus rostratus, Linn. Berehaven.

Inachus dorsettensis, Penn. Dursey Sound and Kenmare River.

,, dorynchus, Leach. Berehaven.

Hyas coarctatus, Leach. Berehaven.

Eurynome aspera, Leach. Berehaven; female, with eggs. This
specimen had not deposited its eggs before August; Bell states

June as the period for deposition.

Xantho florida. Leach. Berehaven, Dunboy.

,, rivulosa, M. Edw. Berehaven, Dunboy; not so plentiful as

X. florida.

Cancer pagurus, Auct. Berehaven.

Pirimela denticulata, Leach. Shallow water in Berehayen ; rare.

Carcinus moenas, Leach. Berehayen.

Portunus puber, Leach. Berehaven.

,, arcuatus, Leach. Berehayen; common,

,, depurator, Leach. Kenmare River and Berehaven.

,, marmoreus, Leach. Dui'sey Sound.

,, pusillus, Leach. Berehaven.

Ebalia cranchii, Leach. Xenmare River and Bantry Bay.

,, tuberosa, Penn. Station I.

Corystes cassivelaunus, Leach. Dursey Sound
;
part of a specimen.

Eupagurus bernhardus, Fabr. Common everywhere.

,, excavatus, Herbst., var. meticulosus, Roux. Station I.,

90 fathoms; and V., 110 to 120 fathoms. According to J. R.
Henderson (m litt.), this is a deep-water species in this country,
and was described from the Shetland Islands by Rev. A. M.
Xorman as Pagurus tricarinattis,

Spiropagurus Isevis, J. Y. Thomps. Stations I., III., YII.
[Commensal with Epizoanthus.]

The specimens were di'edged. in 90 fathoms.
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Porcellana platycheles, Lam. Bantiy Harbour.

,, longicornis, M. Edw. "Berehaven.

Galathea squamifera, Leacli. Bantry Bay.

,, andrewsii, Kinah. Station YI., 70 fathoms.

ITephrops norvegicus, Leacli. Berehaven (one small specimen $).
Crangon vulgaris, Fabr. Berehaven.
Steiracrangon allmanni, Kinah. Stations III., VI., VII.
Pandalus annulicomis, Leach. Berehaven.
Hippolyte varians, Leach. Berehaven.

Tunicata.

The Ascidians are all common forms, and call for no special

mention.

Ascidia mentula, O.F. Miill. Berehaven.

,, aspersa, 0. F. Miill. Mouth of Bantry Bay, Berehaven, and
Bantry Harbour ; very common.

,, plebia. Aid. Berehaven.

,, virginea, 0. F. Miill. Mouth of Bantry Bay; pedunculated.

,, sp. Station I., log ]S"o. 3.

Molgula occulta (?) Kupifer. Mouth of Bantry Bay and Berehaven,

10 fathoms.

Styela grossularia, Van Ben. Mouth of Bantry Bay and Berehaven,

10 fathoms.

,, nistica (?) Young. Berehaven, log No. 26.

Clavelina lepadiformis. 0. F. Miill., log No. 26.

Polycarpa comuta. Aid. Mouth of Bantry Bay ; common.
Morchellium argus, M. Edw. Berehaven, log Nos. 25 to 26.

Leptoclinum maculatum, M. Edw. (?) Berehaven.

Eugyra glutinans, Moeller. Mouth of Bantry Bay.

Diplasoma, sp. Berehaven ; common. This is the common British

species, but it is not yet certain what that species is.

Botryllus, sp. Berehaven. At present most of the species of Bo-
tryllus can only be determined by the aid of their natural colours,

and these are usually unrecognisable in spirit specimens.
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XXXVII.

—

Abstract op Discussion of the Geeenwich Obseevations
OP HouELY Tempeeatuees, By Ret. Samuel Haughton, M.D.,
Dubl.; D.C.L., Oxon. ; LL.D., Cantab, and Edin.

[Read, April 23, 1883.]

Let
dt

= S + E,

d9
where -r- is the rise or fall of the thermometer.

at
S is the rise due to

sun heat; H is the fall due to radiation. I have found, after repeated

trials and errors, that S and E are best represented by the formulae

—

S = a cos z,

{0 - OoYR=-
P

where a is an unknown coefficient depending on solar heat and the

atmosphere ; constant so far as the sun is concerned, and variable from

month to month, and day to day, with the varying conditions of the

atmosphere ; and % is the sun's zenith distance. In fact, a represents

the number of degrees through which the thermometer would rise

in an hour, if the sun were placed in the zenith.

6 is the temperature at any hour of the day.

00 is the temperature before sunrise, the average minimum for the

day.

6 - $0= " range " of modern meteorologists.

n, p are unknown coefficients to be determined by the observa-

tions.

The results of my discussion are contained in the following

Table :—

a. Qo. n. P-

January, . . . 7-18 37°-0F. 1-90 12-09

February, . 7-24 38 -1 „ 1-87 11-02

March, . . 7-27 38 -8
,,

1-85 16-51

April, . . 10-04 42 -0 „ 1-77 13-63

May, . . . 10-50 47 -7„ 1-62 8-55

June, . . 12-15 51 -3
,,

1-53 7-59

July,. . . 8-13 57-3,, 1-37 5-89

August, . . 9-90 56 -1„ 1-40 5-56

September, 10-36 51 -3
,,

1-52 10-41

October, 8-99 46 -9 „ 1-64 9-08

November, . 6-97 40 -2 „ 1-81 13-48

December, . 8-22 38 -3 „ 1-86 11-20
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An examination of the foregoing Table shows the following rela-

tions between the coefficients of terrestrial radiation :

—

n = 2-686 - 0-0262 60,

i? = 29-18 - 0.415 6'o;

so that, finally, the radiation per hour (E) is found from the equa-

tion

—

Hp+iO- 60T = 0,

where n and p have the values given above.
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XXXVIII.—Obsertations on I^ova Andromeda, made at Dttnsink:.

By Sir Egbert S. Ball, LL.D., F.E.S.

[Read, May 24, 1886.]

Professor Asaph Hall has recently published a series of observations

of Nova Andromedse, conducted with the object of seeing whether this

star had a parallax.

I made with a similar object a series of observations last autumn
and winter with the south equatorial at Dunsink. These I desire to

place on record in the Academy. I used two amparum stars, of which
the first was that also employed by Professor Hall.

From Nova And/romedm to Star 10 fh, mag. p.

DATE. distance. position-angle

Sept. 21, 1885, 110"'0 262° 0'

J} 30, ,
110-6 261 6

Oct. 3, ,
108-9 261 46

>5 27, , , 109-0 262 41

J7 28, ,
109-8 263 19

Nov. 4, ,
109-9 262 17

}} 30, , , 109-5 260 36

Dec. 1, ,
109-7 261 22

>> 2, ,
108-7 262 7

)} 7, ,
109-8 260 47

55 8, ,
109-1 261 13

)i 9, , , 108-3 261 35

From Nova Andromeda to Star lltk, mag. s.f.

156°33'

156 25

156 17

155 29

155 35

157 3

156 36

Sept. 3, 1885, 229"-'

Oct. 3, ,,
230-2

Nov. 4, ,,
—

„ 30, „ 228-8

Dec. 1, ,,
228-3

„ 2, „ 229-5

„ 9, „ 229-4
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XXXIX.

—

Note on the Astronomical Theoey of the Geeat Ice

Age. By Sm Eobeet Siawell Ball., LL.D., F.R.S.

[Eead, May 24, 1886.]

The following calculation has convinced me that Mr. Croll's theory-

affords an adequate explanation of the Ice age. I compute the total

quantity of heat received by each hemisphere of the earth during

summer and winter respectively as follows :

—

Let 211 ja^ be the quantity of sun-heat falling perpendicularly on an
area equal to the section of the earth at the mean distance a from the

sun in the unit of time.

Let 8 be the sun's north declination. Then the share received by
the northern hemisphere will be

— (1 + sinS),

and by the southern

^(1 -sinS).

At the distance r, and in the time dt, the heat received in the

northern hemisphere will be

but we have
r^ d6 = hdt,

whence the expression becomes

JT
-(1 +sinS) .dd;

but we have
sin S = sin ^ . sin e,

where e is the obliquity.

The total heat received by the northern hemisphere from the vernal

to the autumnal equinox is

{"^H R— (1 + sm € sin 6) . dd =
-j- {iv + 2 sin e).
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"We have thus the following theorem :

—

Let 2E be the total sun-heat received in a year over the whole
earth ; then this is divided into shares as follows :

—

Northern hemisphere, summer, E

winter, E

27r

TT - 2 sin e

with identical expressions for the summer and winter in the southern
hemisphere.

If we make e = 23° 27' we find that the heat received during the

summer (equinox to equinox) of each hemisphere is "627^, while the

heat during the winter of each hemisphere is •373^. More briefly

stiQ. If each hemisphere receives in the year a quantity of sun-heat

represented by 365 units, then 229 of these are during summer, and
136 during winter. These figures are independent of the eccentricity

of the earth's orbit.

The length of the summer is defined to be the interval when the

sun's centre is above the equator. The length will of course vary
with the eccentricity and with the position of the equinoxes on the

orbit. We need only take the extreme case where the line of equi-

noxes is perpendicular to the major axis of the orbit. The maximum
difference between the length of summer and of winter is thus

465 days x eccentricity.

I take the maximum eccentricity of the earth's orbit to be

0-0745,

this being the mean of the values by Leverrier, Lagrange, and Stock-

well {see CroU, "Climate and Temp.," p. 531), and, therefore, the

greatest difference between summer and winter will be about 33 days,

i.e. one season is 199 days, and the other is 166 days.

The total quantity of heat received during the year on each hemi-
sphere is practically independent of the eccentricity ; but the mode
in which that heat is received at the different seasons will vary, and
thus give rise to the following extreme cases :

—

Glacial.

229. Heat units spread over 166 days.

136. Heat units spread over 199 days.

Oe Inieeglacial.

229. Heat units spread over 199 days.

136. Heat units spread over 166 days.
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"We hence deduce the following where unity represents the mean
daily heat for the whole year on one hemisphere.

Glaciax.

Mean daily sun-heat in summer (short), , TSS
Mean daily sun-heat in winter (long), . . '68

iNTEEaiACIAL,

Mean daily sun-heat in summer (long), . 1-16

Mean daily sun-heat in winter (short), . '81

Pkesent (Noetheen Hemisphere).

Mean daily sun-heat in summer (186 days), 1*24

Mean daily sun-heat in winter (179 days), 0'75

These figures exhibit a thermal force of great intensity. The unit

represents all the mean- daily heat received fi'om the sun by which the

earth is warmed up from the temperature of space. The heat unit in

fact maintains a temperature perhaps 300°, or even more, above what
the earth would have without that heat. Each tenth of a unit may
thus roughly be said to correspond to a rise or fall of mean tempera-

ture of 30° or more. The long winter of ] 99 days, when the average

heat is only two-thirds of a unit, leads to the accumulation of ice and
snow, which form the glacial epoch. The short winter of 166 days,

where the temperature is "06 of a unit above that of our present

winter, presents the condition necessary for the mild interglacial

epoch.
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XL.

—

On some Theoeems in Deteeminaxts. By A. H. Akglin,
M.A., P.E.S. (Edin.), &c.

[Read, April 12, 1886.]

[Absieact.]

1 . The method employed to establish the general results being that

of Mathematical Induction, the corresponding results in one or two
particular cases are first noticed.

By definition

where ^„ is the sum of the homogeneous products of a, I, c and their

powers, all of n dimensions.

But also it may be shown that

B C
{\~ax){\-hx)(l-cx) I -ax 1-hx \-cx

where A = r- -,

{a-b){a-c)

similar expressions holding for B and C; and thus

a'
5-7 r. (1 - a.r)-H &c. = \+'hiX-^'hiX^ + . ..^-hnX'^-if . ..

{a-o){a-c)

Expanding, reducing to the common denominator (c - h){a - c){h-a),

which = a^ (i - c) + P {c - a) + c^ {a - 3), and equating coefficients of

like powers of :c in both sides of this equation, we shall obtain a series

of similar results, the general one of which is

—

a" {l-c)\ I" (c - a) + c" (fl - 5) = (c - l){a - c){l) - a) A„.j

;

or, expressing in the form of determinants,

'

a, h, c = a, b, c A„-j = («ic) ^J' 0)

1, I, 1 1, 1, 1

where (abc) denotes the second determinant, or the product of the dif-

ferences of a, b, c taken two at a time.
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The corresponding result, when the indices in the second row of

the first determinant have any general value r, is then obtained by the

application of the identity

4-1 = Cl,K-2 +

and it is shown that

1, 1, 1

which, by (1),

a«, 5», c"

a, h c hr-l -

1, 1, 1

0, h, c

= (flic)

1 1, 1

K-%,

(2)

2. Corresponding results are then obtained (by a process which
will be exhibited in the general case) in the cases of four and five

letters, making use of the results (1) and (2) ; and, for greater clear-

ness, and in order to discover the law by which the results in the

general case are formed, we will state the results in these two parti-

cular cases.

"When four letters a, h, c, d are employed, it is shown that, h^

denoting the sum of the homogeneous products of a, b, c, d and their

powers of n dimensions,

fl", l'\ c", d''

a?, Ir, r, d'^

a, h, c, d

1, 1, 1, 1

{abed ) /i,i_ (3)

and

a",

a%

a,

&c.
= {abed)

r-2,

n-2,

r-3

n- 3
y

1,

a\

a%

1,

&c.
= {abed)

s-1,

r - 1,

n- 1,

s-2,

r-2,

n- 2,

5-3

r-3

n-3

(4)

(5)
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where the symbol {cilcd) denotes

647

d^, ¥, (P, (P

or, P, 0', d'

a, I, c, d

1, 1, 1, 1

or the product of the differences of a, h, c, d, taken two at a time ; and
where in the determinants on the right-hand side of the equations the

elements are in reality A's, but for convenience the suffixes only being

written.

And further, in the case of five letters, a, b, c, d, e, it is deduced,

with the aid of the preceding results (3), (4), and (5), that h,. denoting

the sum of the homogeneous products of a, h, e, d, e, and their powers of

n dimensions,

a", h'% c", d", e"

a^, ¥, c", d^, e^

or, P, c^, d'^, e-

a, I, c, d, e

1, 1, 1, 1, 1

{abcde) hn (6)

a^\

a% &c.

a\ = {abcde)

a,

1,

a%

a% &c.

a\ = {cibcde)

fl,

1,

r - Z, r -4

n- 3, w - 4
(7)

s - 2, 5-3, 5-4

r-2, r-3, r - 4

n- 2, n- 8, n- A

(8)

312
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and

a% &c.

«^

1,

= (ahcde)

where {abode) denotes

t-\, t-2, t-S, t-4:

s-1, s-2, s-S, s-4

r-1, r-2, r-3, r-4

n-1, n-2, w-3, »-4

a*, . . . e*

a\ . . . e*

a\ . . . ^

a, . . . e

I, 1, 1, 1, 1

. (9)

or the product of the diifferences of a, h, c, d, e taken two at a time

;

and the same remark applying to the right-hand determinants as in the

preceding case.

3. We now proceed to establish corresponding results in the

general case of any number (m) of letters a, b, c, . . . I; and, in order

to effect this, there will be a double application of the principle of

Mathematical Induction—the first, by reference to the number of

letters employed ; and the second, by reference to the number of gene-

ral indices in the case of any particular number of letters.

By definition

{l-ax){l-bx) ... (1 -to)

where A„ denotes the sum of the homogeneous products of a, b, c, . . . I,

and their powers of n dimensions.

But it may also be shown that

1
+

B
{\-ax){l-bx) . ..{\-lx) 1-ax 1-bx

where

A =

1-y

I"'

{a-b){a-c)...{a-ly

and thus

(a-b){a-c).. .{a-l)
{1 -ax)-^ {... +

{l-a)(l-b)...{l-ky

{l.a){l-b)...{l-k)

= 1 + hix + hiX^+ . . . + hnX" + . .

.

.{l-lx)-^
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E-educing the expression forming the left-hand member of this

equation to its common denominator (which consists of the product of

the differences of a, b, c, . . . I, taken two at a time), we haye

aP'-^bcd.. . l){\-axy-b"'-\acd . . .)(\-bx)-'^-\-c'^\abd .

.

. l){l-ex)-^

= {abc .. .l){l + hix + h^x"^ + .. . + Kaf + ...), {A)

where any symbol of the form (abc . , .) denotes the product of the
differences of the letters involved, taken two at a time.

We now, in accordance with the principle of Mathematical Induc-
tion, assume all results for m - \ letters corresponding to those which
we propose to establish for m letters, viz.,

7m-J

Im-t

b\ C\

b, c,

1, 1,

72

iP

Jm-i

b\ C\ .

1, 1, .

IP

Im-i

b, C,

1, 1,

. . . I

{bed ...I). (1')

= (bed ...I) h'p_^z. (2')

^{bcd.,.l)
j'-m + S, 2'-m + 2

p-m-^3, p-m + 2
(80
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l\ &c.

h

1,

= {led ..'.I)

r-m + 4, r-m+ S, r-m + 2

q-m + 4, q-m+S, q-m+2

p-m + 4, 2^~m+3, p-m + 2

(4')

And, generally, for m - 2 general indices p, q, r, . . . ^, %.

1% &c.

1,

= {led ...I)

z-1, s-2, . . . %-m^-2

y-l» y-2, ... y-m + 2

q-1, q-2, ... q-'m-\-2

p-l, p-2, ...p-m + 2

{m-\y,

uhere /?„' denotes the sum of th.e homogeneous products oil, c, d . . .1

and their powers of n dimensions ; and where in the determinants on
the right-hand side the elements are in reality A's, but for convenience,

and in order to better observe the law of formation, the suffixes only

are written. These m - 1 results are necessary and sufficient to ob-

tain the m corresponding results in the case of m letters.

Expanding the terms in the left-hand side of {A), and equating

the absolute terms in both sides of the equation, we shall get by (1'),

I""", . . .
/"

• • = {ale . .1)

a\ l\ . . P

a. I, . . I

1, 1, . . 1

(1)

Also equating coefficients of the several remaining like powers of

a? in both sides of {A), we shall get a series of similar results, the ge-

neral one of Avhich is, by (1'),
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«', h\ . . . I

«!, h, . . . I

1, 1, • . . 1

= (ahc . . . l)hn (2)

4. We now propose to obtain corresponding results in the cases of

2, 3, 4, , . , and m - 1 general indices.

In the case of two general indices, it may be shown by (2') that

a".

&c.
= a" ihcd . . .1) //p-„+2 - &c.

Now it may readily be shown that

{B)

hn referring to I, c, d, . . . I.

Hence, the right-hand member of the above equation becomes by

a",

a,

&c. ';)-m+2

which, by (2),

i.,i

{abc . . . I)

&c. >-«i+i>

1,

p-m + 2, p-m+l

n-m + 2, n-m+1
(3)
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Again, in the case of three general indices, it is shown by (3') that

«".

fl«, &c.

=^a" {hcd . . .1)

q-m -v^, q-m + 2

p- 7)1 + 3, p-m + 2

- &c.

a,

1,

Changing those terms involving q from k' to h by the relation {£),

the right-hand side becomes, by (2'),

a",

a"'-^, &c.

a,

1,

l^o-m+i
~

''q-m+3

a",

a"^^, &c.

a,

a"'-3, &c.

a,

1,

q-m+2'

a"*-^, &c.

1,

and this, by (3), and an extension of it, is equal to {ahe . . . I) multi-

plied by

p~m + 2, p-m + 1

n-m + 2, n-m + 1

'q-m+3
'

p - m + 3, p-m+1

n - m + 3, n-m+1
''q-m+2

p-m+ 3, p-m + 2

n-m + 3, n -m + 2
q-^n+lf

that is, by

q-m + S, q-m + 2, q-m + 1

p-m+3, p-m + 2, p-m+1

ii-m + 3, 71- m+2, n-m+l
(4)
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And in like manner it is deduced, in the case of four general in-

dices, that

a",

a\

a% &c.

gm-o

a,

1,

= {ale . . .1)

r-m+4, r-m+3, r-m+2, r-m+1

q-m+4:,

p-m+4, X
n-m+4.

, (5)

^vhere X denotes the determinant (4) in the preceding case.

The law of formation of the results in the cases of five, six, and

any number of general indices, is now obvious ; and in order to es-

tablish the most general case of 7n - 1 general indices n, p, q, ... x, y, %,

we assume, by the principle of Induction, the case oim - 2 general

indices n, p, q, ... z, y, viz. :

—

or,

a%

a,

h

&c. = {ahc ...I)

y-2, y-S,

x-2, x-3,

p-2, p-3,

n-2, n-S,

y-m + 1

x-m+l

p-m+ 1

n-m + 1

(m-1)

the right-hand side of which we will, for convenience, denote by

(abc ... ^)(234 ... w-1).

By the equation (m - 1
)' it is readily shown that

a",

a",

1,

&c. fl» (led ...I)

K-1, z-2,

y-1, 2/-2,

z-m + 2

y -m-\-2

q-\, q-2,

p-\, p-2,

q-m + 2

p-m + 2

-&c.,

tlie (') referring to the homogeneous products of I, c, d, . . , I.
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Changing from h' to h in the terms involving % only, by the relation

{B), and for convenience denoting the determinant

x-2, a; - 3,

y -m-\-2

x-m-\-2

by (234 . . .m- 2)',

p-2, p-B, . . . p-m + 2

the right-hand side of the above equation becomes

[a^hc ... 0(234 . . . m -2)' - &c.} h,.^

- [a""(i<! . . . 0(234 . . . m-2)'- &c. + «" (5c . . . /)(134 . . . m-2)'-8c(i.]h,^^

+ {«"«(5c...0(134...i«-2)'-«S:c. + fl"(5f .. J)(124...m-2)'-&c.jU,_2

+ (- l)'"-='{fl"+^ {he... 0(123 . . . »e - 4, m - 2)'- &c.

+ ar{'bc . . . 0(123 . . . m- 3)'- &c.}^,_„,2

+ (- l)"'-2{a"+i (Jc . . . 0(123 . . . OT-3)'- &c.] A,_„+i,

where we observe, in respect of the coefficients of the various A's, that

the first and last consist each of one series of terms, while of the

others, each consists of two series of terms, and where the law of

their formation is obvious on inspection.

But by the case oi m - \ letters and m - 3 general indices, we
have

I',

&c.
{hcd... l){2M...tn-2)',

I,

and by this, and its Extensions, the foregoing expression is equal to

«", a''+^ «-s ff"+i.

«^ «^ aP^\ a^+\

«s a'. a\ «3+i,

: &c. K.. -2 : &c. K-2 + % : &c. K-z -2 «•, &c.

a, a,

a"

a.
0,

1, 1, 1, 1,

A,_i
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+ ...+(-l)'"-^2 «*+S &c.

a'-',

a,

1,

/V„,+2+(-l)^ &c.

a,

1,

svliich by the equation (w- 1) and its Extensions is equal to («5c . . .1)

nniltiplied by

(234 ... m - 1) ^3_i - (134 . . . w - 1) ^,.3

+ (124 ... w - 1) A,_3 - (1235 . . . w - 1) A,_4

+ (- 1)"-^ (123 ...m-Z,m- 1) h^^. + (- l)"'-l (123 ... m - 2)^,.„+i

;

and tbus we have

fl", 5»,

.

. . i^

«^ ^^ . . . P

«', K . . z*

rt=, K . . . p

1, 1, . . . 1

=: {ale ...I)

z-\, s-2, 2-3,. . . %-m + \

y-1, 2/-2, y-3, . . . y-wi + 1

?-i. ?-2, S'-3, . .

.

q-m + l

i^-i, ^-2, i>-3, . . .^-w+1

w- 1, w-2, w-3, . . . n-m-\-\

{m)

and hence the proposition is completely established.

5. In the foregoing investigation reference has been made to Ex-
tensions of various results, which it is necessary to state and prove
(not only because they are necessary to establish the main proposition,

but also on account of their own individual importance and interest).

Strictly speaking, these extensions should be incorporated with the
foregoing work; but to avoid confusion, and to allow all sme7«r results

to follow one another without any digression, it is desirable that the
extensions should be treated separately, which we now propose to do.

Denoting, for convenience, the determinant involving the general
indices n, p, q, ... ^ by the symbol [n, p, q, . . . x'], we have, by (3),

\ji, p'] = (ahe . . . I)

p-m + 1, p~m+l

n-m + 2, n-m-j-

1

2) (21), suppose.
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Then it is readily shown that

{n+\, p-] + ln, p-v\'] = D{Z\), (i)

which is the only Extension in the case of two general indices.

Again, by (4), we have

\n,p,q-] = D{Z2\),

from which it is deduced by (i), that

[n+l, p,q]^[n, p+l, q]-^ln,p, (?+ 1] = i)(421), (ii)

and

[n + 1, i?+l, $-] +[«+!, p, ^ + l] + [w, p-\-\, ^ + l]=i)(431), (iii)

which two results are the Extensions in the case of three general
indices.

And again, using four general indices, we have, by (5),

[n,p,q,r-] = L{'iZ2l),

from which it is deduced by (ii) that

2 [w + 1, p, q, r],

having four times in each of which there is one index of the form
A + 1, is equal to i) (5321 ) + Z) (4421), the latter of which, being zero,

gives

%{n+l, p,q,r'] = D {5^21). (iy)

Also, it is in like manner shown by the application of (iii) that

S[w+1, i)+l, ^ + 1, r],

having four terms, in each of which there are three indices of the

form A + 1, is equal to I) (5431) + D (2542) ; and thus

2[w+l, i? + l, ^+ l] = i)(5431). (v)

And lastly, to find the corresponding value of S [n + 1, j9 + 1, $', r],

which consists of six terms, each of which has two indices of the form
X + 1, it is shown by considering separately the terms involving atT

from those having a'^"^, that by (ii) and (iii) we get

i) (5421) + Z> (2532);

and thus

2[n+l, iJ + 1, q, r-\ = B{5i2l). (vi)

These results, (iv), (v), and (vi), are the Extensions in the case of four

general indices.
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Generally, to establish the Extensions in the case of «z - 2 general

indices (which are necessary to prove the final case of m - 1 general

indices in the main proposition), we assume the Extensions in the case

of w - 3 general indices.

We have

aTy

&c.

a,

1,

= B

X - 3, X - 4, X - m + 1

q - 3, q - 4, . . . q - m + 1

p - 3, p - 4, . . . p - m + 1

n - 3, n - 4, . . . n - m + 1

which, according to the previous notation, we write

[n, p, q, . • x^ = D (345 . . . m-1)
;

the Extensions of which are m - 4 in number, and are as follows :

—

:^ln+l, p, q, ...x'] =D {245 ...m-1), (a')

:S,[n+l, p + 1, q, ,..x] =I){235 ...m-l), (y8')

^ln + 1, p + l, q+1, r, ... x'] = D{2346 ...m-l), (/

^[n + l, p + l, .. . u+ 1, x'] = D{234 . .. m-3, m-1), (/t-4)'

the S's consisting respectively of m - 3, .^-aCa, m-aC's, . .
.

, and „,_sC„j_4

terms, where ,„C^ denotes the number of combinations of m things

taken r together ; and the law of formation of the coefficients of D
being obvious on inspection.

To deduce the Extensions for m-2 general indices n, p, q, ... x, y,

we have, by equation (m - 1),

Now
[w, p, q, . . . y']= D (234 . . . m - 1).

%\ji+l, p, q, . . . y] = DS, suppose,

where S denotes the sum of the m-2 corresponding determinants ; and
it is easily shown that S = (134 ... m-l) + A, where by (a') it is

shown that A = (2245 ... m - 1), that is, 0. Thus we have

2[n+l, 2), q, ...y] = i)(134 ... m-1). (")
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Again, to find the value of

%[n+\, p+\, q, ...y'],

having m-iCT, terms, in each of which there are two indices of the form
X + 1,—it will be convenient to divide the series into two parts, con-

sidering separately those terms in which the index y + 1 occurs from
the rest.

There are /a - 3 terms having this index, the sum of which is shown
by (a') to be equal to

i)(124 . . . m-1).

Also, the sum of the remaining m-z^^i terms in which the index y
occurs, is shown by (^') to be equal to D (2235 . . . m-\), that is, ;

and thus we have

%[n+\, p + \, q, ...2/] = Z>(124...m-l). (/?)

In like manner, to find the value of

2[w + l, i^ + l, $- + 1, r, ... y],

having m-oC^ terms, in each of which there are three indices of the

form A + 1— it is shown by (^') that the sum of the m-zC-y, terms in

which the index y + 1 occurs is equal to

i)(1235 ...m-1);

while by (y') the sum of the remaining m-^C^ terms involving the

index y is equal to i) (22346 ... m - 1), that is, 0; and thus we
have

2[w+l, p+l, q+\, r, ... y] = Z)(1235 ... m-1). (y)
-

Similarly, when each tenn in 2 has four indices of the form A + 1

,

it is deduced that

^4 -i> (12346 ..'. w-1), (S)

and generally, if indices of the form A + 1 occur /x, at a time in each

term of ^S, it is shown that

2^ =i)(123 .../A, /x + 2, .../x-1). (/a)

"While lastly, if there are »i - 3 indices of this form in each term of %,

we shall get

2[?J + 1, i?+ 1, q + l, . .. x+\, y] =Z>(123 ... m-^, m-l),

... (m - 3)

the number of terms in S being m-2, which completes the Extensions

generally, the law of formation of the successive results being obvious

on inspection.
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6. The foregoing Extensions are necessary to establish the main
proposition of the Paper. The following results, deducible from them,

are however interesting, and may be worthy of notice.

Using m letters, a, b, c ... I, we have, in the case of two general

indices n and p,
[_7i, p'] = D {m-2, m-1),

the complete sum arising out of which, namely,

[n,p']-ln+l, p']-[n, p + l^ + ln+1, p+l']

is, by (i), equal to

D{m-2, m-l)-D{m-3, m-l)+D{m-3, m-2),

that is,

1 1 1

D p-m + 3, p-m + 2, p-m+l

n-m + 3, n-m+ 2, n-m + 1

(!)

the number of terms being 2^.

Again, in the case of three general indices, w, p, q, we have

[n,p, q^j = J){321),

the complete sum, involving the extensions, arising out of which,

namely,

[n,p, q']-:$[_n+l, p, q'] + '^{n + l, p + 1, q) - {n+ 1, p + 1, q + 1]

is, by (ii) and (iii), equal to

i)(321) - D{421) + i)(431) -D(432),
that is,

D

1111
q-tn + i, q-m + 3, q- m + 2, q-m + 1

p-m + 4, p-m + 3, p-m + 2, p-m+l

n-m + 4, n-m + 3, n-m + 2, n-m+1

(II.)

the total number of terms being 1 + 3 + 3 + 1, i.e. 2^.

Likewise, the complete sum, involving Extensions, arising out of

ln,p,q,r^=JD {4321),
namely,

ln,p,q, r']-'^[_n + l,p,q,r^ + 'S,[n+l,p + l,q,r']-'^ln + l,p + l,q+l,r']

+ [n+l, p + l, q+ 1, r + 1]

= D (4321) - D (5321) + D (5421) - J) (5431) + J) (5432),
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1 1111
r - m + b,

JD q-vi + 5, (4321)

p - 7)1 + 5,

n - m + 5,

(m.)

the total number of terms in the left-hand side being 1+4 + 6 + 44 1,
*'. e. 2* ; and where we see that to obtain this result we simply border

(4321), the equivalent of [n, p, q, r], as indicated by (in.).

Generally, in the case of m - 2 general indices, we have

\ih'g,q, ... y] = i)(234...w-l);

and the complete sum, involving Extensions, arising out of this,

namely,

[w, p, q, ... 9/']-'^[n+l, p, cj, . . . y) + :S [w + 1, ^ + 1, q, . . . fj

-... + (-l)'»--[w+l, p+1, ^+1, ...y + 1]

= i)(234 ...«i-l)-i?(134 . .. m-l) + J){12i ...m-l)

that is,

D

. +(-l)'^2Z)(123 . ..m-2),

1, 1 . . 1

y-l.\

x-1,

s-h
[(234. ..m-l) } (Jf-3)

p-h
n-l, J

in which we see that to obtain this result we simply border (234 . . .

m- I), the equivalent of [n,p, q, . . . y], as shown by {M-3); and

the total number of terms in the left-hand series is

1 + m-2 C'l + m-2 C^ + • • • + m-i Cm-3 + 1
}

that is, the total number of combinations of »i- 2 things + 1, i.e.
2"^-^
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Professor Malet, P.R.S., who speaks of the general result {m) in

the main proposition as a very pretty one, has suggested the following
direct proofoi it, and has kindly given me permission to state it here :

—

Taking the m letters a, h, c, . . . I, the determinant

a;

1 i«-i

a,

1,

Im-l

lm-2

1

= (^hc . . . I) = J), say,

where (aic . . . I) stands for the product of the differences^in pairs of

the m letters a, h, c, . . . I.

Now let

{a-h){a- c) ... {a -I)

X =

, P =
{b-a){h-c) ... {b-iy

1

{l-a){l-h)... {l-ky

so that • . A. = — ; then

according as ^ is < = or > m - 1 , where h„ is the sum, includiiig powers,
of the homogeneous products of n dimensions of the letters.

Now let

then if we call

aa'^-\ /5r-S . . .
A^'"-i

aar-^, fih^\ ...XL m-2

'

I ;

1

aa,

a,

.. XI

.. X

or, b% .. .
^"

«", ¥, .. . l^

«', ¥, .. . l^

-
= V,

a", b% .. . I'

1, 1, . . . 1

R.I,A. PROC. , SEK. IT., VOT,, IV.—PflENCF. 3e;
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by the rule for the multiplication of determinants we get at once

that is.

AV = | =

V = -^

K, Vl, •

K Vl' •

K hg-Xy

: :

K K-i, •

1

hn-\, K--ij ' •

Vl» hp-2, .

\-\, K-t, . •

k'8-m+l

^•-1> ^»-»; • • • ^»-m-H
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XLI.

—

On the possibility of determining the Distance of a Double
Stab, by Measubes of the Relative Velocities of the Com-
ponents IN THE Line of Sight. By Akthur A. Rambaut.

[£ead, May 24, 1886.]

Satary, in his memoir on double stars, in view of the difference of the

times that light takes to reach us from the two components of a double

star, on account of their unequal distances from our solar system, con-

cludes the existence of an inequality in their relative apparent motion,

and indicates the possibility of deducing thence an inferior limit of

their parallax. " In fact," he says, " if light required, to traverse the

orbit of a double star, a time equal to that in which the star moves
through a measurable angle, we should see this star as much behind
its real position, relatively to the star considered as the centre of mo-
tion, as it was in a part of its orbit more distant from us. .

."

M. Arago developed this idea of Savary's, and drew the attention

of astronomers to the question in P Anntmire du Bureau des Lo7igitudes

;

and some years later M. Struve, in his great work on double stars,

examined to what extent this inequality, which he termed the

"equation of light," could become sensible.

There had been up to this time no mathematical theory of the

equation of light, and M. Houzeau, who had met with considerable

anomalies in the measures of 70 p Ophiuchi, attempted to attribute

them to relative aberration, arising from the relative motion of the

stars. This supposition of M. Houzeau's was attacked by Sir John
Herschel, who denied positively that the motion could have any
influence.

The question was in this condition when M. Villearceau took it up
and examined it in his elaborate memoir on the Theorie Analytique des

InegaliUs de Lumiere des Etoiles Doubles, published in the Coimaissances

des Temps for 1878.

In summing up the results of his investigation he finds four dif-

ferent effects of aberration. Of the first three he says : "All the effects

of the aberration, indicated up to this, are represented by the elliptic

motion, whose elements, with the exception of two, the major axis and
the eccentricity, are effected with inequalities, on account of the dis-

tance of the Sun, the velocity with which this distance varies, and the
angular motion of the components. The inequalities produced in the
elements offer an interest merely speculative." Of the fourth, which
depends on the ratio of the masses, he says :

" The introduction of the
inequality depending on the ratio of the masses . . . would permit us
to obtain an unknown containing this ratio associated with the paral-

lax, if this inequality could acquire a sensible value. The parallax
could be deduced from this if the ratio of the masses was known. But

3 K 2
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since this ratio is entirely unknown, we see that the inequality of light

cannot serve to fix even an inferior limit to the parallax

^

I have briefly summarised the results of investigations on this

subject as far as I know of them, because they are closely allied to

the subject of this paper, and because if an effect so small, even if it

could be detected, and so inseparably mixed up with the determina-

tion of the elements themselves, that it is impossible to disconnect

them ; if such an effect has been looked to at one time by astronomers

to afford a clue to the parallax, there is some excuse for drawing
attention to another inequality of light which is undoubtedly extremely

small ; but if it fails to give us the value of the parallax, the failure

is due, not to any inherent impossibility in the problem itself, but

to the inability of our instrumental means to measure its effect.

In the case of a double star whose orbit has been determined, if

we knew the distance, we could calculate the actual linear velocity at

any moment in miles per second : and inversely, if we knew this velo-

city, we should be able to deduce thence its distance. We are able

by means of the spectroscope to determine the resolved parts of the

velocities of each of the components in the line of sight, the difference

of which is the resolved part of the relative velocity in the same direc-

tion, which will of course enable us to find the whole velocity, and
thence to obtain the distance. I proceed to find the relation connect-

ing the parallax and the velocity :

—

If V is the velocity in the orbit at the time under consideration,

and if Fis the velocity in the line of sight, then Vis the resolved

part of V parallel to the latter line.

Now if, adopting the usual notation, A denote the angle between the

line of nodes and the line of apsides of the orbit, and if y denote the

inclination of the orbit to the tangent plane to the sphere of the hea-

vens at the point occupied by the primary, and if <^ denote the angle

between the tangent to the orbit and the line of apsides, then <^ - A is

the angle between the tangent and the line of nodes. Resolving the

velocity parallel to and at right angles to the line of nodes, we get

V cos (<^ - A), V sin (^ - A). The former of these being at right angles

to the line of sight has no effect on the velocity parallel to that line,

while the latter makes with that line an angle equal to y. We

have, therefore, the whole velocity parallel to the line of sight

= V sin (<^ -A) sin y.

Now v = - , where h is twice the area described in a unit of time,
P

andj^ is the perpendicular on the tangent from the focus occupied by

the primary. Also /« =—^— , ay, h^ being the semiaxes of the orbit,

and P the period in years, and p - -^ , whence v = —^-^— . But
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b' = — —
; we have, therefore, v =

^

And if

v^ 1 - £- cos'^c/) Fr -v/ 1 - e- cos-^

a is the semi-major-axis, measured as usual in seconds of arc, and if 11

denotes the parallax, and H the radius of the Earth's orbit, «i=—

;

whence we have (r being also expressed in seconds of arc)

2OTa-y/l - e- . ^ . sin (^ -X) siny

Fr ^1 - e- cos^^

In this formula the unit of time is a year. So that if V is ex-

pressed in miles per second, we must divide the right-hand side by
2t^R - .

365 X 24 X 60 X 60 = s. Then = 1 is the mean distance traversed
s

by the Earth per second, and we have finally

la^\/l -e^ sin (<^ - A) sin y

Fr\/l-e^ cos-^

h-x'
To find the angle

<f>,
we have tan ^ =—^—,, cc' and y' being the co-

ci y
ordinates of the position in the orbit referred to the centre and axes of

the ellipse, or tan<f> =— . , x and y being the co-ordinates of the

same poiat referred to the major axis and the latus rectum. Therefore

tan(^ = -(l-e2) ^—K-'

The equations necessary to find the parallax are, therefore, the

ordinary equations of elliptic motion

—

( 1

)

u - € simi = nt,

(2) *^°2 = >/r^^'^i'

(3) r - a(l -e cos w)

;

in which a, e, n, t denote respectively the semi-axis-major, the eccen-

tricity, the mean angular motion, and the time from periastron ; while

r. 0, and u denote the radius vector, the true anomaly, and the eccen-

tric anomaly ; and

, , „, r cos 6 + a€
(4) ta.^ = -(l-r)—^j^;
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in which (^denotes the angle between the tangent and the major-axis;

X ,

,

,

,

,
, the line of nodes

, , ,

,

y ,, ,, ,, the plane of orbit and tangent

plane to sphere

;

P ,, period in years, \

n „ parallax in sees, of arc,
( ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ .

V ,, the velocity in miles per se- (

cond in the line of sight, /

and I ,, mean motion of the Earth in miles.

The equation (5) gives us, then, a relation between IT and V, de-

pending only on the period and the angular elements of the orbit. If

one is measured, we can at once determine the other. If the quan-
tity k be greater than unity at any time, we know one of two things

—

either that the parallax is not less than one-tenth of a second of arc,

or that the velocity in the line of sight is not less than ten miles a

second. If, then, on turning the spectroscope on the star we find that

the lines in both spectra are absolutely coincident in position, we know
that the parallax is not less than one-tenth of a second, and will repay
all the care that may be bestowed on its determination. On the other

hand, if there is any displacement visible, the measurement of its

amount will give us the value of V, and consequently of 11. Thus all

double stars, for which k is at any time greater than unity, may be
said to be within measurable distance either by the spectroscopic or

the trigonometrical method.

On the other hand, if k is less than unity it does not follow tliat

the distance defies measurement, for a sensible value of 11 may be

counterbalanced by the smallness of the linear dimensions of the orbit,

or the length of the period, giving a small value for V; whereas if k

is less than unity, and Fis found of any considerable magnitude, it

informs us with a certainty, which the mere failure to measure its pa-

rallax trigonometrically could never reach, that the star is at an
inconceivable distance from the solar system.

All this is on the supposition that a parallax not greater than 0""1

could be measured by the best modern methods, and that the spectro-

scope could detect a velocity as small as ten miles per second.

I have, purposely, taken a veiy small limit for the parallax—for

this reason, that if it is ascertained by other means that IT is not less

than one-tenth of a second, an observer may perhaps take more extra-

ordinary precautions, and may extend his obseiwations over a longer

period than if the nature of the ultimate result was doubtful, since he

knows he must, if his observations are correct, get a sensible value for

the parallax. jS^or is ten miles pur second, I think, too small a limit
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for the value of V. In the Greenwich results, velocities as small as

this are sometimes recorded, which shows that they can be detected

by the eye ; and though, in comparing the spectrum of a star with that

of some terrestrial substance in a vacuum tube, this small displacement

may not be worthy of much confidence, as it might be altogether due
to some want of adjustment of the apparatus : yet in the case before

us, where the two spectra are presented in the telescope under exactly

the same conditions, any displacement at all visible must be due to

some relative velocity of the components. The photographic process,

also, may detect small displacements to which the eye is insensible.

Professor Pickering, speaking of the Draper photographs of stellar

spectra, says: "The present results encourage the expectation that

the movements of stars in the line of sight may be better determined

by the photographic method than by direct observation." But, even if

the limits I have chosen should be thought too small, the only change
would be to increase what may be termed the critical value of k.

ISFow it will be interesting, I think, to find for what stars h is

greater than unity ; and although in deducing a value of the parallax

from the observed value of V, it will be necessary to compute it from

the complete formula
;
yet in merely searching for stars, for which h

may at any time exceed this value, a rougher method will be suffi-

ciently precise. There is a very simple graphical method which will

hr
give us what we require with considerable accuracy. Since p = -jj,

equation (5), may evidently be written
7 I

n V= —— sin (^ - A,) sin y

;

or, since pp' = h"^, p' being the perpendicular from the other focus, it

may also be written

Z«jK»' sin (<^ - X) sin ynF=
F.b

Now ^' sin ((^ - X) is the orthogonal projection of ^ on the line of
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nodes, and this is evidently greatest in the position represented in the

figure, viz., that in which GT is parallel to the line of nodes. But P
is the position in the orbit corresponding to this position of p' : so we
see that the velocity in the line of sight is always a maximum when
the body is passing through the line of nodes.

Therefore, to find when h is greatest, it is only necessary to have
a circle drawn on carefully-squared paper, such as papier millometriqiie,

of say 100 mm. radius. Take GF' equal to as many millometres as

there are units of the second decimal in the eccentricity. Draw the

line GT, making an angle equal to X with the line of apsides. Join

TF', and produce it to T'. Then measure the distance of F' from the

circumference of the circle at right angles to the line of apsides : this

gives us -; also measure i^'r=-,andi^'J"=-,andZ.(3'Ti?"=^-(<A-X).
a a a ^

Then we have

;
i

a . ,, ,, . la.F'B.QosGTF' .

n r= —^ sm (<^ - X) sm y =
p-^7Y'
— ^^^ y

a

I.

a

.. . , ,, . l.a.F'TmsGTF' .

= Y . sm ((^- X) sm y = p^T^g smy.

' a

For instance, in the case oi 6 p Eridani, I find in Houzeau's Vade
Mi'cum de PAsfronome the elements of the orbit to be

—

y = 44° 40',

X = 327° 15',

£ = 0-378,

a = 3"-82,

P= 117-51
;

and the periastron passage took place in 1817.51. I take GF'= 37-8miB.

Measuring the distance F'B above and below the focus, I find

—

P'
0-926 —=1-333

a

0-929 ^ = 0-642 f-(c^-X) = 8°-8.

^ = 0-9275
a
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Then log? = 1-2665

log a = 0-5821

log sin (^ - X) = 9-9949

log sin y = 9-8469

1-6904 1-6904

h p'

log- =9-9673 log -=0-1249

h p'
log/fl5-sin(<^-A) siny= 1-6577 1-8153 = log /a-sin(<j!)-X)siny

a

logP = 2-0701 2-0701

log- =9-8075 log - = 9-9673
a a

Pu Ph
log-^ = l-877t) 2-0374 = log—

.

a a

.-. lognr =9-7801 9-7779 = log nr.

UV =0-6026 0-5996 = nr.

Or, finally, nr= 0-601.

If it be required to find the time at which IT V attains this value,

we have ^ = A.= 327°15', and from equations (1) and (2) we can

find t. I have added below the values of k for a number of stars the

elements of whose orbits are taken chiefly from Houzeau's Vade Mecum.
I would draw attention to the results in the cases of Sirius and a Cen-

tauri, for which k is found to be 5-40 and 6-02 respectively. Now these

numbers, even if we had had no knowledge otherwise of their paral-

laxes, would have pointed to these stars as being wdthin measurable

distance, and seem to show that in the case of a Centauri spectroscopic

observations might have been employed in the year 1879 to test the

measures of parallax made up to that time, since from these figures,

taking its parallax, as determined by Gill and Elkin, as 0"-75, it must
have been moving in the line of sight with a velocity of eight miles

per second in April of that year. In the case of Sirius, although the

value I have found for h, taken in conjunction with the value 0"-4 for

its parallax, would show that in September, 1890, the companion will

be moving with a velocity of thirteen miles per second in the line of

sight, the great difference in the magnitudes of the components
would, I fear, preclude the possibility of applying the spectroscopic

test.

Out of this list of thirty-nine stars there are five for which the value

of n Fexceeds unity, namely, -q Cassiopese, a Canis Majoris, a Centauri,

70 jy Ophiuchi, and y Coronae Australia; and of these five no less than
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four have been found to have a parallax greater than one-tenth of a

second, viz,

:

7] Cassiopese, 0-154, . 0. Struve, . . 1856
a Canis Majoris, 0-389, . Gill and Elkin, 1884

0-273, . Abbe, . . . 1868
0-193, . Gvlden, . . . 1864

a Centauri, . . 0-741, . Gill and Elkin, 1884
0-512, . Elkin, . . . 1880
0-88, . Moesta, . . . 1868
0-976, . C. A. E. Peters, 1852
0-919, . Maclear, , . 1851

iQp Ophiuchi, . 0-162, . Krueger, . . 1863

•while -with regard to the fifth, y Coronae Australis, I am not aware
of any measures having been made with the view of determining its

parallax. The value 1-224 for 11 Fshows, however, that either it has

a sensible parallax, or that in the year 1 880 its motion in the line of

sight was more than twelve miles a second. The quantity 11 /^attains

a second maximum in June of this year, reaching the value 0-857 : so

that, if the parallax should prove to be very small, we might expect to

see some displacement of the lines in the spectrum which would enable

us to obtain a measure of its amount. As the distance will be then
1"*5, and the components are equal in magnitude, the circumstances

are rather favourable for the detection of such a displacement.

The system 40 or 02 Eridani is composed of three stars. The pri-

mary {A), of 4-4 magnitude, and a companion double star {B, C), of

magnitudes 9^ and 10^ respectively, distant 82" from A. That they
belong to one system seems certain, from the fact that they all have a

common proper motion amounting to no less than 4"- 10 annually. The
elements of the pair £, C have been computed by Mr. Gore, and pub-
lished in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, for

March of this year. From these elements I find that 11 F is equal

to 0-886. This, taken in connexion with Dr. Gill's determination of its

parallax, which he finds to be 0"-166, shows that this is a slowly-mov-
ing pair, as its velocity in the line of sight can never exceed five and
a-half miles per second. If, however, at any time the orbit of the

companion pair around the primary should be found capable of com-
putation, we might reasonably expect that with such an apparent

distance as 82" the linear relative velocity would become measurable
with the spectroscope.
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Star. nv. Star. TIV.

1) Cassiopeae, .... 1-247 n Coronae Borealis, . . 0-392

36 Andromedae, . . . 0-105 ^2 Bootis, 0-073

Qp Eridani, .... 0-601 298 Otto Struve, . . . 0-331

a Canis Majoris, . . . 5-400 7 Coronae Borealis, . . 0-174

1037 Struve, .... 0-278 51 (1) Librae, .... 0-227

a Geminorum, .... 0-090 ff Coronae Borealis, , . 0-125

fCancri, 0-086 X Ophiuchi, .... 0-055

31'21 Strave, .... 0-432 ^Herculis, 0-605

01 Leonis, 0-202
H.2 Herculis, .... 0-581

<p TJrsae Majoris, . . .
0-148 T Ophiuchi, .... 0-135

7 Leonis, 0-153 70/7 Ophiuclii, . . . 1-270

1 Ursse Majoris, . . . 0-895 7 Coronae Australis, . . 1-224

7 Virginis, 0-624 S Cygni, 0-083

42 Comae Ber., . . . 0-479 4 Aqnarii, 0-122

1757 Struve, .... — ? ^Aquarii, 0-121

25 Canum Venaticorum, •? 3062 Struve, .... 0-138

1819 Struve, .... 0-066 ^ Delphini (Gore), . . 0-363

a Centauri, .... 6-023 „ (DouMago), 0-463

1 Bootis, 0-800 40 Eridani, .... 0-886

44 i Bootis, .... 0-500 234 Otto Struve, . . . 0-086
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XLII.

—

Atjthenticated Materials towaeds a Land and Feesh-
WATEE MoLLUscAN Fauna OF Ikelakd. By JoHN W. Tatlor and
W. Denison Eoebuce:, F.L.S. [Communicated by W. F. de
YisKEs Kane, M.R.I.A.]

[Read, June 28, 1886.]

During the past year or two we have been favoured by several friends

with interesting consignments of Mollusca from various parts of Ire-

land, and in particular we are indebted to our friend Mr. W. F. de
Yismes Kane, whose kindness in collecting and sending to us specimens
of Irish slugs from various counties has been of much service to us in

our work of monographing the British Land and Freshwater Mollusca
—by indicating that the Irish Fauna has in this department of Natural
History a tendency to the development of a character somewhat diverse

from that of Britain, or perhaps, to speak more correctly, from that of

England. This being so, it is desirable that the Molluscan Fauna of

Ireland should be worked out in more detail than has hitherto been
done, and that we—having in course of preparation a new monograph
of the British Land and Freshwater Mollusca based upon an extensive

and elaborate plan—should have the opportunity of seeing specimens
fi'om every county and district of the island. It seemed to us, there-

fore, that an account of what we know up to the present moment fi'om

actual inspection of specimens would be of some service, both as a

contribution to a new fauna of Ireland, and as- an indication to Irish

I^aturalists of the nature and character of the assistance we should

like to receive at their hands. We may say, moreover, that the plan

of our proposed work, being an exhaustive and detailed one, renders it

impossible for us to see too many specimens ; and as the detailed study

of minute variation enters as a principal factor, it is desirable that we
should have extensive consignments of the commonest and most
prevalentspecies, in addition to the rare and special ones, as being more
likely to furnish us with suitable and adequate material for study.

We are not yet in a position to institute a comparison with the

works of Thompson, Clarke, and other famous Irish jSTaturalists, further

than to say that we have had submitted to us examples of nearly all

the species which appear in their lists, and that the additions we have

to make are but three in number, all slugs. The first is Testacella

maugei, the second is Limax cinereo-niger, and the third is Arion
suhfuscus. The last of these is one which we have recently satisfied

ourselves, from the anatomical observations of our friend Mr. Charles

Ashford of Christchurch, should be added to the British list. It is as

common in the British Isles as on the continent, and has hitherto been
confounded by British ^Naturalists with the other species of Arion.

Limax cinereo-niger is a fine and conspicuous species, very distinct
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from L. maxirmis, with, which it has hitherto been confounded. The
Eev. B. J. Clarke met with it in Ireland, as is clear from his writings

in 1843 ; but it is only of recent years that it has been ranked by name
as a member of the British Fauna. It is, however, a very rare species,

and has as yet only turned up in solitary examples. There is reason

to suspect that it is in these islands a species which affects the western
and northern regions, the regions of a high average rainfall, judging
from its known Continental range, and the nature of the British

localities which have as yet afforded it. Limax arhorum is a species

of apparently similar tendencies in its range, and one which seems to

be commoner in Ireland and Scotland, and the hill districts of Wales
and IS'orth England, than it is in the English midland, southern and
eastern counties.

"With regard to the other Mollusca included in the list, it is to

be observed how remarkable it is that Bulimus acutus, which is, in

Great Britain, strictly confined to the coast-line, being nowhere found
more than a few hundred yards from the sea, should in Ireland occur

in inland localities, even so far inland as Athlone—a tendency which
has already been noticed by Mr. Thompson.

We may conclude these introductory remarks by stating that we
should be glad if Irish jN^aturalists—whether they are conversant or

not with the Mollusca—will assist us by sending us specimens from
every Irish district possible, in order that we may be able to advance
at one and the same time a knowledge of the Irish species, and of the

variation and distribution of our British ones. Consignments may be
addi-essed to John W. Taylor, Office of the Journal of Conchologij,

Hunslet New Eoad, Leeds, or "W. Denison Eoebuck, Sunny Bank,
Leeds.

Testacella maugei, v. viridans, Morelet.

Waterford.—Two specimens sent, Sept. 21, 1883, from a nursery
garden at Waterford.—J". S. Salter.

It is noteworthy that these—the only Irish specimens of T.

maitgei that we have seen—shordd differ completely in colour from
the English examples, and should resemble the common form
which, according to Morelet, occurs in Portugal.

Arion ater, L.

Down.—Newcastle, one, typical, Oct. 17, 1884.

—

Rev. H. W. Lett.

Arion ater, v. bruimea, var. nov., Roebuck.

Character :—Colour, deep brown.— W. JDenison RoelucJc.

/S%o.—Collooney, three, half grown, Sep. 15, 1885.— TT. F. de V.

Kane.

Armagh.—Several of varying size, sent from the county, June
15, 1885; one had an orange foot-fringe; in the others it was
sienna.

—

Rev. H. W. Lett.
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Arion ater, v. brunnea, var. nov., Eoebuck {contimied)

:

Down.—Newcastle, a few, in colouration extremely dark red=

brown, resembling that of the Z. arborum found with them,

October 17, 1884.—i^^t?. S:. W. Lett.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, near Crossmolina. Two adults

sent Sept. 19, 188S, by W. F. de V. Kane, another Sept.

24th.—/(^.

Waterford.—Two specimens sent from near Waterford, Sept. 21,

1883, of a very deep chocolate-brown tint.'

—

J. S. Salter.

Arion ater, v. bicolor, Moq.

Waterford.—Several very fine specimens, sent Sept. 21, 1883,

collected in a very wet part of a small bog at Ballygunner.

—J. H. Salter.

Dublin.—Several, very fine and characteristic, from near Dublin,

March 31, 1886.—/. R. Redding.

Arion ater, v. succinea, Miill.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, near Crossmolina, Sept. 19, 1885,

one small. Sept. 24, one, nearly adult, of bright orange-

yellow, with faint band-shadowings.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Arion ater, v. pallescens.

Armagh.—A very small specimen sent from this country June
15, 1885.—i?^^;. H. W. Lett.

Arion ater v. plumbea, Roeb.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, Crossmolina, Sept. 19, 1885, one,

adult, very deep colour.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Arion ater, v. nigrescens.

Antrim.—Colin Glen, near Belfast, one, very young, June 10,

1884.—^. A. Stewart.

Down.—Slieve Donard, one, at 1500 feet alt., Sept. 20, 1884.—
Rev. R. W. Lett.

Arion subfuscus.

Sligo.—Collooney, two, Sept. 15, 1885; adult; pale ochre yellow,

with bands sub-obsolete and just visible.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Armagh.—Eight sent from the county, June 15, 1885; warm
rich sienna-brown in tint, two of them rather more sober

brown.—7?e«J. S. W. Lett.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, Crossmolina, Sept. 19, 1885, an
adult specimen, sober ochre-brown in coloui', with the bands

shadowy but distinct.— W. F. r7« V. Kane.
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, Arion hortensis, Per.

Waterford.—'Near "Waterford, Sept. 21, 1883; several.—/. E".

Salter.

Geomalacus maculosus, AUman.

The only specimen we have ever seen of this most interest-

ing species v^as a dried one in the possession of Mr. William Cash,

r.G.S., of Halifax. It was from the well-known locality, Lough
Carogh, near Killarney. We should be very pleased if some
Irish Naturalist would assist us by sending us living specimens,

in order that they may be figured and described.

Amalia marginata, Miill.

Waterford.—Near "Waterford; several sent Sept. 21, 1883; the

specimens varied in colour, the dark ones being from a

garden, the others from under stones by the river.

—

J. H.
Salter.

Limax cinereo-niger, Wolf.

Kerry.—K. young specimen, uniform grey-black in colour, with
the keel a shade paler, was sent to us by Mr, W. F. de V.

Kane on the 28th of June, 1885, which he had taken that

day near the Upper Lake, Killarney.

Sligo.—Near Markree Castle, one, adult, typical; 155 mm. long

when crawling ; black, but not perfectly unicolorous, having

a thin whitish keel-line, which does not extend above the

keel, and the animal possesses some faint band-traces.— W.
F. de V. Kane.

Limax maximus, L.

Waterford.—Near W^aterford, Sept. 21, 1883, a few typical

examples.

—

J. S. Salter.

limax maximus, v. ferussaci, Moq.

Antrim.—Colin Glen, near Belfast; one, adult; June 10, 1884.

—

S. A. Stewart.

Armagh.—One sent from Co. Armagh, June 15, 1885; 95 mm,
in length.—i2ez7, n. W. Lett.

Limax maximus, v. fasciata, Moq.

Sligo.—CoUooney, Sept. 15, 1885, one, very dark-coloured,

almost black, the light spaces, almost obliterated, the shield

distinctly marbled; length at full stretch, 75 mm.— W. F.

de V. Kane.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, near Crossmolina, Sept. 19, 1885;
three half-grown examples sent.— W. F. de V. Kane] one
from same place, Sept. 24.

—

Id,
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Limax flavus, L.

Waterford.—linear "Waterford, Sept. 21, 1883, several, typical

;

one of the smallest and youngest was, however, the darkest

specimen we have yet seen.

—

J. S. Salter.

Buhlin.—In one of the stores, Henry place, Dublin, Feb. 9, 1886.—J. R. Redding.

Limax arborum, B.-Ch.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, near Crossmolina, Sept. 19, 1885,

two, adult, typical.— W. F. de V. Kane; two more sent on
the 24th.—

M

Clare.—Mr. Eogers showed us in his collection shells of this

species.

Limax arborum, var. nemorosa, Baud.

Kerry.—Mr, "W. F. de "V. Kane sent us, along with Z. einereo-

niger, a series of eight specimens of this variety from the

vicinity of the Upper Lake at Killamey, collected on the

28th of June ; one was a very characteristic specimen, and
all the others approached it in a more or less marked degree.

7r«^er/o.-<?.—N'ear Waterford, Sept, 21, 1883; one.—V. H. Salter.

Tyrone.—Abundant at Creaghan Wood, near Aughnacloy. Two
sent August 14, l%%o.— W.F.de V. Kane.

Sligo.—Markree Castle; two, adult, Sept. 15, 1885.— W. F. de

V. Kane.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, near Crossmolina, Sept. 19, 1885
;

one immature, deep brown in colour, with black bands.— W.
F. de V. Kane.

Limax arborum, var. bettonii, Sordelli.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, CrossmoHna, Sept. 19, 1885, three;

Sept. 24, three.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Limax arborum, var. maculata, Roeb.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, Crossmolina, one, adult, on the
19th, and one, not quite grown, on the 24th Sept, 1885.

—

W. F. de V. Kane. These were the types on which this

new and well-marked variety was founded.

Limax arborum, var rupicola, Lessona.

Down.—JS'ewcastle, one sent, Oct. 17, 1884, hj Rev. S. W. Lett;
it agreed in everything with Lessona' s description of this

variety, except that the keel was of the normal length. This
specimen was in colour black-brown, with the shield nearly
uuicolorous, and the pale dorsal line nearly obsolete.
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Limax agrestis, L.

Donegal.—Donegal, Sept. 7, 1885.— W. F. de V. Kane.

TFaterford.—NeaT Waterford, Sept. 21, 1883, several.—J. R.
Salter.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, near Crossmolina, Sept. 24, 1885,

one.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Limax agrestis, v. sylvatica, Moq. (not Drap.)

Antrim.—Colin Glen, near BeKast, one, adult, June 10, 1884.

—

S. A. Stewart.

Armagh.—Several sent from this county, June 15, 1885, with
the markings nearly black.

—

Rev. H. W. Lett.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, Sept. 24, 1885, three.— TT. F. de

V. Kane.

Succinea putris, L.

Kerry.—Muckross, 1867.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel, a few.

—

A. H. Delap.

Succinea elegans, Eisso.

Tipperary S.—A few near Grantstown.

—

R. Rimmer. Near
Clonmel.

—

A. S. Delap.

Kerry.—Killarney.

—

T. Rogers.

Succinea oblonga, Drap.

Cork >S.—Ballincomg.—Coll. W. Cash.

Vitrina pellucida, Miill.

Galway W.—Subfossil, Dog's Bay, Roundstone, Oct. 1867.

—

R.
D. Darbishire.

Tipperary S.—Clonmel, one.

—

A. H. Delap.

Zonites cellarius, Miill.

Waterford.—Near Waterford, Sep. 21, 1883; very numerous.

—

J. H. Salter.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few.

—

R. Rimmer. Near Clenmel.—A. S. Delap.

Mayo W.—Enniscoe Demesne, Crossmolina, Sept. 24, 1885
;

numerous.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Zonites alliarius, Miller.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel, one, juv.

—

A. IT. Delap.

Zonites alliarius, var. viridnla, Jeff.

Derry.—Coleraine, common, April, 1884.

—

L. E. Adams.
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Zonites nitidulus, Drap.

Derry.—Coleraine, common, Dec. 1883.

—

L. E. Adams.

Galway W.—Subfossil at Dog's Bay, Eoundstone, Oct. 1865.

—

R. D. Darhishire.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, one, June 26, 1885.

—

S. Rimmer.

Zonites nitidulus, v. helmii, Alder.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, one, June 26, 1885.

—

R. Rimmer.

Zonites purus. Alder.

Derry.—Coleraine, spring, 1884, common in woods and under
stones.

—

Z. E. Adams.

Zonites purus, v. margaritacea, Jeff.

Derry.—Coleraine, spring, 1884, with, type, but far more common.—L. JE. Adams.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, one, June 26, 1885.—^. Rimmer.

Zonites radiatulus, Alder.

Derry.—Coleraine, numerous in a hedge-bank under stones, March,
1884.—Z. U. Adams.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, one.

—

R. Rimmer.

Kerry.—Killamey.

—

T. Rogers.

Z. radiatulus, v. viridescenti-alba, Jeff.

Derry.—Coleraine, three, March, 1884.

—

L. JE. Adams.

Zonites excavatus. Bean.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Zonites excavatus v. vitrina, Fer.

Dublin.—Dublin.

—

A. M. Norman (from W. W. Walpole).

Zonites crystallinus, MiiU.

Derry.—Coleraine, very common, April, 1884.—Z. E. Adams.

Galway W.—Subfossil at Dog's Bay.

—

R. D. Darhishire.

Tipperary 8.—Near Clonmel.

—

A. H. Delap.

Kerry.—Muckross, 1867.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Zonites fulvus, MiiU.

Derry.—Coleraine, common in November, 1883, in moss and on
decaying leaves in a small wood close to the railway at Bally-

cairns farm.

—

L. K. Adams.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Tyrone.—Tyrone, from K. Waller, in coll. A. M. Norman.

Helix lamellata, Jeff.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel.-

—

A. H. Delap.

Kerry.—Muckross, 1867.—J. R. Hardy.
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Helix aculeata, Miill.

Berry.—Coleraine, moderately common in a little wood close to
the railway at Ballycairns farm, Dec, 1883

—

L. E. Adams.
Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Helix aculeata v. albida, Jeff.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Swrdy.

Helix aspersa, Miill.

Donegal.—Donegal, one, immature, Sept. 7, 1885.— W. F. de V.
Kane.

Antrim.—Ballintoy, one.

—

Rev. Canon J. Grainger (per S. C.
Cockerell).

Dublin.—Killester-lane, Artane, near Dublin.

—

J. R. Redding.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, one.

—

R. Rimmer.

Helix nemoralis, L.

King^s Co.— Clara.— C. Ashford.

Galicay W.—Gorteen, Connemara, very numerous, bleached
and subfossil.

—

T. Rogers.

Clare.—Clare coast, T. Rogers ; ruins of Corcomroe Abbey. T.
Rogers.

The above are records in which, contrary to our usual practice
no notice is taken of the variation. Those in which the variation
has been noted may be tabulated, thus :

—

Helix nemoralis, L.

Varietal Name and
Band-formula.

„ libellula 00000

libeUula 00000
sinistrorsum

Locality, Habitat, &c.

Newcastle, one, immature, and
much abraded, Oct. 17, 1884 —
Rev. H. W. Lett.

Donegal, one, immature, Sept. 7
1885.— ?r. F. de r. Kane.

Dublin, one.

—

J. R. Redding.

GalwayjW. Gorteen, Connemara, numerous sub-
fossil specimens—one of them an
umbilicated shell.

—

T. Rogers.

Coast of Clare, five.

—

T. Rogers.

Near upper lake, Killarney, one
adult, June 23, 1885.— W. F.
de V. Kane.

( Bundoran, one, from E. Waller.
' In coll. Rev. A. M. Norman.
3L2

Down.

Donegal.

Dublin.

Clare.

Kerry.

I
Donegal.
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Helix nemoralis, L. {continued)

Varietal Name and
Band-formula,

„ libellula 00300 Down.

Clare.

„ libellula 00345

„ libellula 02345 „

„ libellula 12045
j
^

jsimstrorsum ) ®
(

„ libellula 12345 „

Locality, Habitat, &c.

^Newcastle, one adult and two im-
mature, Oct. 17, 1884, almost
denuded of epidermis.

—

Rev. S.
W. Lett.

Galway "W. Gorteen, Connemara, numerous,
subfossil, bleached perfectly

white.

—

T. Rogers.

County Clare, five,

—

T. Rogers.

County Clare, one, with the bands
blotchy.

—

T. Rogers.

County Clare, three,

—

T. Rogers.

Bundoran, one, from E. Waller.

—

Coll. Rev. A. M. Norman.

Donegal, two, with bands very
blotchy, pale in one, in the
other dark throughout, and very
black and all united at the

mouth.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Donegal, one Sept, 7, 1885.— ^.
F. de V. Kane.

Dublin.

Clare.

Tipp. Sth,

libellula 12345
j ^

jsimstrorsum )
°

(

libellula (12)345
j
^.^^^^^_

albolabiata )

libellula (12)345 Clare,

libellula 1(23)45 Tipp, Sth.

„ libellula 1(23)45) g
roseolabiata )

^

,, libellula

(12)3(45) )

Down.

Dublin, one.

—

J. R. Redding.

Coast of Clare, one,

—

T. Rogers.

Grantstown, one, June 26, 1885.

—

R. Rimmer.
Bundoran, one, from E, "Waller.—

Coll. Rev. A. M. Norman.

Kildare,

—

R. M. Christy.

Euins of Corcomroe Abbey, one,—

-

T. Rogers.

Grantstown, one, June 26, 1885.—
R. Rimmer.

Near the upper lake, Killamey,
one adult, June 23, 1885, with
the bands light brown, intensi-

fied in colour at irregular inter-

vals, 1(2345) at mouth,— TT. F.
de V. Kane.

Newcastle, one, immature, bands
blotchy, Oct, 17, 1884.—i^^i'.

S. W. Lett.
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Helix nemoralis, L. (continued)

:

Varietal Name and
Band-formula.

„ libelMa (123)45 DubKn.

libellula.

(123)(45)

Donegal.

Clare.

„ libelMa (1234)5 Dublin.

„ libeUula (12345) Clare.

castanea 00000 Dublin.

Tipp. Sth.

carnea 00000

carnea 12345

Dublin.

,, carnea 1(23)45
|

vinosofasciata ) "

„ rubella 00300 „

„ Kerry.

,, Mayo W.

„ rubella 00345 Dublin.

„ rubella 12345 „

„ rubella 1(23)45 Donegal.

„ rubella (12345)

Locality, Hatitat, &c.

Malabide, one, epidermis, much.

abraded by friction on the sand-

hills.

—

J. E, Palmer.

Malahide, one, epidermis abraded.
—J. E. Palmer.

Donegal, one, with bands dark

brown.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Euins of Corcomroe Abbey, one.

—

T. Rogers.

Dublin, one

—

J. R. Redding.

County Clare, three.

—

T. Rogers.

Euins of Corcomroe Abbey, one.

—

T. Rogers.

Coast of Clare, one, with bands
pale and blotchy.

—

T. Rogers.

Malahide, sandhills, several, epi-

dermis abraded.

—

J. E. Palmer.

Clonmel,

—

A. S. Delap.

Malahide, several, with abraded
epidermis

—

J. E. Palmer. Ureen-
lanes, Dollymount, one, very
peculiar dead pink colour.

—

J.

R. Redding.

Dublin, one.

—

J. R. Redding.

Near Dublin, one.

—

J. R. Redding.

Malahide, three, band very broad,

epidermis abraded.

—

J. E. Pal-

mer.

Near upper lake, Killarney, one
adult, June 23, 1885.— ?r. F.
de V. Kane.

Enniscoe demesne, Crossmolina,

one, juv., Sept. 24, 1885.— TT.

F. de V. Kane.
Dublin, two, bands blotchy.

—

J.

R. Redding.

Dublin, three, bands blotchy.

—

J. R. Redding.

Donegal, Sept. 7, 1885, bands
black.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Donegal, Sept. 7, 1885, bands
black.— W. F. de V. Kane.
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Helix hortensis, Miill., var. lutea 00000.

Kildare.—Kildare, two.

—

R. M. Christy.

These are the only specimens of this species we have ever
seen from Ireland.

Helix rufescens, Penn.

Donegal.—Donegal, numerous, Sept. 7, 1885.— W.F. de V. Kane.

Dublin.—Green-lanes, DoUymount, near Dublin, and Killester-

lane, Artane village, July 5, 1885.

—

J. R. Redding.

Tipperary 8.—Grantstown, a few.

—

R. Rimmer.

Cork N.—Govk.—Rev. J. IF. Sorsley (per B. C. Cochrell).

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy. Killamey.

—

T. Rogers.

Helix rufescens, v. rubens, Moq.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, one.

—

R. Rimmer. Near Clonmel.

—

A. H. Delap.

Corh N.—ITear Cork.

—

Rev. J. W. Horsley (per S. C. Cockerell).

Helix concinna, Jeff.

Derry.—Coleraine, common.

—

L. E. Adams.

Tipperary 8.—Grantstown, a few.

—

R. Rimmer.

Helix concinna, v. albida, Jeff.

Derry.—Coleraine, one or two specimens in damp places, April,

1884.—Z. JS. Adams.

Helix hispida, L.

Clare.—County Clare.

—

T. Rogers.

Helix sericea, lIuU.

Kildare.—Kildare.

—

T. Rogers.

Helix fusca, Mont.

Atitrim.—Cave Hill, near Belfast, August 29, 1883.—5. A.
8tewart.

Sligo.—Enniscoe Demesne, two sent.— W. F. de V. Kane.

Helix pisana, Miill.

Duhlin.—Sandhills, Rush, abundant, Sept. 24, 1885.

—

J. R.
Redding. Dublin.

—

A. If. Norman.

Helix pisana, v. alba, Shuttl.

Duhlin.—Sandhills, Rush, with type, common.

—

J. R. Redding.

In the Rev. Dr. Norman's collection we saw a specimen with

transparent bands, which he had received from Dr. Kinahan.
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Helix virgata, Da Costa.

Dublin.—Killester lane, Artane village, Sept. 24, 1885.

—

J. H.
Redding. Sandhills, North Bull, Dollymount, June 6, 1885.—J. R. Redding. Green-lanes, Dollymount, July 7, 1885.

—

J. R. Redding. Sandhills, Eush, Sept. 24, 1885.—7". R.
Redding. Dublin.—Coll.A . M. Norman, and Alder Collection.

Kildare.—Kildare.

—

T. Rogers.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel.

—

A. JET. Belap.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Sardy.

Helix virgata, v. maculata.

Dublin.—Sandhills, Eush, two, Sept. 24, 1885.

—

J. R. Redding.

Helix virgata, v. albicans, Grat.

Dublin.—Sandhills, North Bull, Dollymount.

—

J. R. Redding.

Killester lane, Artane village.

—

J. R. Redding. Clontarf.

—

T. Rogers.

Kildare.—Kildare.

—

T. Rogers.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel.

—

A. H. Delap.

Helix virgata, v. alba, Tayl.

Galway W.—Galway.— W. Nelson.

Dublin.—Common in a clover field, Killester lane, Artane.

—

J. R.
Redding.

Helix virgata, v. leucozona, Tayl.

Dublin.—Sandhills, Eush, common, Sept. 1885.

—

J. R. Redding.

Helix virgata, v. nigrescens, Grat.

Dublin.—Near Dublin, light-brown in colour.

—

Alder Coll. (from

T. W. Warren).

Helix caperata, Mont.
Derry.—Coleraine, common (one of the specimens measures

11mm. in diameter).

—

L. E. Adams.

Dublin.—Wharf-road, Dublin, one, June 6, 1885.

—

J. R. Redding.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel.

—

A. S. Delap.

Helix caperata, v. subscalaris, Jeff.

Derry.—Coleraine, a few.

—

L. E. Adams.

Helix caperata, v. ornata, Pic.

Derry.—Coleraine, one, with type and v. subscalaris.—L. E.
Adams.

Tipperary S.—A ditch near the ''Giant's Grave", Clonmel, a

few.

—

A. M. Delap.
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Helix caperata, var. fulva, IToq.

Tipperary 8.—^A ditch, near the " Giant's Grave ", Clonmel, one.—A. S. Delap.

Helix ericetorum, Mlill.

King''s Co.—Clara.— C. Ashford.

Wexford.—Courtown.

—

J. W. Cimdall.

Derry.—Coleraine, common on the sandhills.

—

L. E. Adams.

Antrim.—Portrush, exceedingly ahundant on the sandhills, feed-

ing on thistles.

—

R. D. Darhishire.

Galway W.—Snbfossil at Eoundstone.

—

R. J). Barlishire ; and
at Gorteen, Connemara.

—

T. Rogers.

Clare.—Blackhead.

—

T. Rogers.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few.

—

R. Rimmer. Kear Clonmel.

—A. E. DeJap.

Donegal.—Milford SandhiLls, one.

—

R. M. Christy.

Helix ericetorum, var. leucozona, lloq.

Donegal.—Milford sandhills, numerous.

—

R. If. Christy.

Helix ericetorum v. instabilis, Ziegl.

Dublin.—Phoenix Park.

—

Alder Coll.

Helix ericetorum v. deleta, Moq.

Derry.—Coleraine, with type.

—

L. E. Adams.

Tipperary S.—Xear Clonmel, one approaching this variety.

—

A.
S. Delap.

Helix ericetorum v. monozona, Pascal.

Derry.—Coleraine, with type, one.

—

L. E. Adams.

Helix ericetorum v. alba, Charp.

Derry.—Coleraine, with type, common.

—

L. E. Adams.

Clare.—B 1ackhead .

—

T. Rogers.

King^s Co.—Clara.— C. Ashford.

Do7iegal.—yLi\iordi Sandhills, two.—^. M. Christy.

Helix rotundata, MiiU.

Derry.—Coleraine, numerous, found under stones hy the river

Bann, which ai'e submerged at high water, though perhaps

not by every tide.

—

L. E. Adams.

Sligo.—Markree Castle Demesne, a few, Sept. 15, 1885.— JF. F.

de V. Kane.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few.

—

R. Rimmer. Near Clonmel.

—A. H. Delap.
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Helix rotundata, v. pyramidalis, Jeff.

Berry.—Some of the Coleraine examples approach this variety.

Helix rotundata, v. alba.

Derry.—A single dead shell in the rejectamenta on the Eann
side, near Coleraine, May, 1884.

—

L. E. Adams.

Helix rupestris, Drap.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few.

—

Jt. Rimmer.

Cork iV.—Cork, May, \mb.—Rev. J. W. Borshy (per 8. C.

Cocherell).

Kerry.—Tore "Waterfall, near Killamey.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Helix pygmsea, Drap.

Berry.— Coleraine, common on decaying leaves, in a little wood
close to the railway at Ballycairns farm, Dec. 1883.

—

L. E.
Adams.

Helix pulchella, MiiU.

Oalway W.—Subfossil at Dog's Bay, Boundstone, Oct. 1867.

—

R. B. Barhishire.

Tipperary S.—^Near Clonmel.

—

A. 3. Belap.

Bulimus acutus, Miill.

Antrim.—Portrush.

—

R. B. Barlishire.

Westmeath.—Athlone, abundant on the grassy slopes of the earth-

works which it is understood were made during the potato

famine as a means of providing work for the people.

—

T.

Rogers.

Buhlin.—Dublin Castle.—/. R. Redding. Sandhills, North Bull,

Dollymount, abundant, June, 6, 1885.

—

J. R. Redding.

Sandhills, Rush, abundant, Sept. 24, 1885.

—

J. R. Redding.

Wexford.—Courtown.

—

J. W. Cundall.

Bonegal.—Lough Swilly.

—

Alder Collection.

r Very abundant around Clonmel, on both banks of

the Suir, along the tow-path, Fethard-road,

Tipperary 8. \ Cashel-road, Cahir-road, &c., in fact on any
Waterford bare ditch or bank near Clonmel, which is

about twenty miles distant from the sea.

—

A.
H. Belap.

Berry.—Near Coleraine, common.

—

L. E. Adams.

Galway W.—Roundstone.— W. W. TFalpoIe (per C\ Ashford),
and R. B. BarlisJiire.
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Bulimus acutns v. bizona, Moq.

Berry.—Coleraine, a specimen •vrith the two bands united.—Z.
E. Adams.

Dublin.—Dublin Bay.

—

J. Sardy, Sen. Eush, Sept. 24, 1885.

—

J. R. Reddiny.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel.—A. S. Delap.

Bulimus acutus v. articulata, Lam.

DuUin.—Dublin Bay.

—

J. Hardy, Sen. Sandhills, Rush, Sept.

24, 1885.—/. R. Reddiny.

Bulimus acutus v. strigata, Jlenke.

Dublin.—Dublin.

—

Alder Coll. Killester-lane, village of Artane,

a few, Sept. 20, 1885.—J. R. Reddiny.

Bulimus acutus v. alba, B.eq.

Dublin.—Dublin.

—

Alder Coll.

Bulimus acutus v. elongata.

Dubhn.—Dublin.

—

Alder Coll.

Pupa umbilicata, Drap.

Kerry.—Muckross, 1867.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Cork >S.—Glengariff.—^. Bendall.

Galicay W.—Galway.

—

Sunderland Museum.

Doneyal.—Killybegs.

—

Sunderland Museum.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few.

—

R. Rimmer.

Corl iV^.—Cork, collected by Rev. J. W. Horsley.—>». C.

CocJcerell.

Pupa umbilicata v. albina, Moq.

Tipperary S.—!N"ear Clonmel.

—

A. H. Delap.

Pupa ringens, Jeff.

Kerry.—Muckross, abundant.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Pupa ringens v. pallida, Jeff.

Kerry.—Muckross, several pure white specimens, with type,

1867.—J: R. Hardy.

Pupa marginata, Drap.

Galway W.— Subfossil at Dog's Bay, Eoundstone.

—

R. D.

Darbishire.

Ti])perary S.—Clonmel, a fragment.

—

A. H. Delap.

Kerry.—Muckross.—/. R. Hardy.
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Vertigo antivertigo, Drap.

Dublin.—Dublin, from "W. W. Walpole.

—

A. M. Norman.

Vertigo lilljeborgi, "Westerl.

Galway W.—Ballmahincli, Connemara.

—

J. G. Jeffreys in coll.

A. M. Norman.

Vertigo pygmeea, Drap.

Derry.—Coleraine, common among the drift on the sandhills,

April, 1884.—i. JE. Adams.

Kerry.—Tore Waterfall, near Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Vertigo pygmaea v. quadridentata, Stud.

Derry.—Coleraine, one, with type.

—

L. E. Adams.

Vertigo alpestris, Alder.

Derry.—Coleraine, a single specimen under a stone by the Bann,
Nov. 1883.

—

L. E. Adams. This was seen by the late Dr.

Jeffreys, who reported it as certainly V. alpestris, and an
addition to the fauna of Ireland.

Vertigo substriata, Jeff.

Derry.—Coleraine, several specimens found in the drift in the

sandhills at the mouth of the Bann.— Z. E. Adams.

Vertigo pusilla, Miill.

Derry.—Coleraine, several, from the Sandhills at the Bann
mouth.

—

L. JE. Adams.

Vertigo augustior, Jeff.

Derry.—Coleraine, common in the drift at the mouth of the

Bann.

—

L. E. Adams.

Galway W.—Connemara.

—

R. D. Darhishire.

Cork >S.—Near Cork.—^. G. Jeffreys {Alder Coll.).

SUgo.—Killaney Glebe.

—

Rev. A. M. Norman.

Vertigo edentula, Drap.

Derry.—Coleraine, very common on decaying leaves, in a little

wood close to the railway at Ballycairns farm, apparently
gregarious under a log, Dec. 1883.

—

L. E. Adams.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Vertigo minutissima, Hartm.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy.
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Balea perversa, L.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Sardy. Killarney, very fine speci-

mens.

—

E. Collier.

Clausilia rugosa, Drap.

Antrim.—Portrush and Cushendall.

—

R. D. Barhishire.

Sligo.—Enniscoe Demesne, near Crossmolina, numerous, Sept.

1885.— TT. F. de V. Kane.

Galway W.—Subfossil at Dog's Bay, October, 1865.

—

R. B.
Barhishire. Galway, Sunderland Museum.

Tipjaerary S.—Grantstown, a few

—

R. Rimmer. Near Clonmel.

—

A. II. Belap.

Cork iV.—Near Cork, May, 1885.—^et;. J. W. Eorsley (per S.

C. Cockerell).

Cork S.—Bantry, numerous.

—

H. Bendall.

Kerry.—Killarney

—

H. Bendall, Oct. 1884. Muckross, Tore
Falls, and Mangerton.

—

J. R. Sardy.

Clausilia rugosa v. tumidula, Jeff.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few.

—

R. Rimmer.

Clausilia rugosa v. gracilior, Jeff.

Kerry.—Very abundant and characteristic at Muckross.—/. R.
Hardy ; one example measured 1 6 x 2f mm.

Cochlicopa lubrica, Miill.

Berry.—Common at Coleraine.

—

I. E. Adams.

Galway W.—Subfossil at Dog's Bay.

—

R. B. Barhishire.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few sent.

—

R. Rimmer.

Kerry.—Muckross, near Killarney.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Cochlicopa lubrica v. hyalina, Jeff.

Berry.—Coleraine, one.

—

L. E. Adams.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Cochlicopa lubrica v. lubricoides, Fer.

Berry.— Coleraine, with type.

—

L. E. Adams.

Galway W.—Dog's Bay, subfossil.

—

R. B. Barhishire.

Cochlicopa lubrica v. viridula, Jeff.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, one.

—

R. Rimmer. Near Clonmel,

one approaching this variety.

—

A. H. Belap.
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CarycMum minimum, Miill.

Berry.— Coleraine, common.

—

L. E. Adams.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Acme lineata, Drap.

Kerry.—Muckross.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Nerituia fluviatilis, L.

King's Co.—River Brusna, Clara, abundant, and nearly all more
or less blackly encrusted.— C. Ashford, Aug. 1885.

Neritina fluviatilis v. trifasciata, Colb=

King's Co.—Clara.— C. Ashford.

BytMnia tentaculata, L.

Down.—Lough. I^eagh. side, several.

—

Rev. H. W. Lett, Aug.
1885.

Tipperary S.—Stream from Ratbronan mill-pond, near Clonmel;

young specimens very numerous on a caddis-worm's case

—

A. H. Belap.

Valvata piscinalis, Miill.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few, small, June 26, 1885.

—

R.
Rimmer.

Planorbis albus, MiilL

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few.

—

R. Rimmer.

Planorbis spirorbis, Miill.

Tipperary S.—I^ear Clonmel.

—

A. H Delap.

Planorbis vortex, L.

King's Co.—River Brusna,

—

C. Ashford.

Planorbis carinatus, Miill.

King's Co.—River Brusna.— C. Ashford.

Down.—Lough Neagh side, a few sent, July, 1885.

—

Rev. H. W,
Lett.

Derry.—Coleraine, one sent.

—

L. E. Adams.

Planorbis complanatus, L.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel.

—

A. H. Delap. Grantstown, a

few, June 26, 1885.

—

R,. Rimmer.

King's Co.—River Brusna.— C. Ashford.
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Planorbis contortus, L.

Tipperary S.—Stream from Rathronan mill-pond, near Clonmel,

on a caddis-case, one.

—

A. M. Delap.

Physa fontinalis, L.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel.

—

A. M. Delap.

Limnsea glutinosa, Miill.

King''s Co.—River Brusna, at Clara.— C. Ashford.

Down.—Newry Canal, near Knockbridge.

—

C. Ashford.

Limnaea involuta, Thomps.

Of this interesting form, which, if distinct, is peculiar to Lough
Crimcaun, Cromaglaun Mountain, near Killarney, we have had
living specimens sent us in 1885, first by Messrs S. A. Stewart
and G. A. Holt, on the 14th of June, and again on the 28th of

that month, by Mr. W. F. de V. Kane, who observed that it was
very scarce and difficult to find. Of these specimens we have
made very careful coloured drawings, and Mr. Charles Ashford
has dissected one or two of them for us. The odontophores have
been placed in the hands of Mr. J. Darker Butterell, for the

purpose of being dissected out and mounted.

Pending this and the results of Mr. Ashford's dissections of

allied species of Limnsea, we are not yet prepared to decide

whether L. involuta is to be regarded as a distinct species, or

merely as a form of L. peregra, its nearest ally.

Limnaea peregra, Miill.

Derry.—Coleraine, common.—Z. E. Adams.

Tipperary 8.—Near Clonmel.

—

A. II. Delap. Grantstown, a

few, June 26, 1885.

—

R. Rimmer.

Kerry.—Killarney.

—

S. Bendall. Abbey "Wood, Yalentia, several,

May 20, 1871.

—

B. Sturges Dodd. Pools at Killarney, young,
1867.

—

J. R. Hardy.

Limnaea peregra v. ovata, Drap.

Derry.—River Bann, Coleraine, numerous, small, with type.

—

L.

E. Adams.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel.

—

A. II. Delap. Grantstown, two.—R. Rimmer.

Limnaea peregra monst, decoUatum, Jeff.

Kerry.—Abbey Wood, Valentia, with type. May 20, 1871.-^5.

Sturges Dodd.
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Limnsea peregra v. lacustris, Leach.

Antrim.—Lougli Neagh.

—

Alder Collection (from W. Thompson).

Boion.—Lougli Neagh side, common, July, 1885.

—

Rev. S. W.
Lett

Limnsea peregra v. acuta, Jeff.

Clare.—Ballyvaughan, limestone springs at 600 feet altitude.

—

T. Rogers ; these specimens had been named by Dr. J. Gwyn
Jeffreys.

Limnsea stagnalis, L.

Down.—Lough Neagh side, one sent, July, 1885.

—

Rev. H. W.
Lett.

Limnaea palustris, Miill.

Tipperary S.—-Near Clonmel.

—

A. S. Delap. Grantstown, one,

June 26, 1885.

—

R. Rimmer.

Kerry.—Killarney.

—

H. Bendall.

Waterford.—Ee&v^aiQxiord., Sept. 21, 1883, one.—J". H. Salter.

Down.—Lough Keagh side, common, July, 1885.

—

Rev. H. W.
Lett,

Limnsea palustris v. tincta, Jeff.

Derry.—Coleraine, common.

—

L. E. Adams.

Limnsea truncatula, Miill.

Derry.—Coleraine, common in a tarn by Port Stewart Bay, April,

1884.—Z. E. Adams.

Tipperary S.—Near Clonmel.

—

A. S. Delap. Grantstown, one,

juv., June 26, 1885.

—

R. Rimmer.

Clare.—Limestone springs, at an altitude of 600 feet above sea-

level, Ballyvaughan.

—

T. Rogers.

Galway W.—Connemara.

—

Rev. A. Merle Norman.

Limnsea truncatula v. elegans, Jeff.

Tifperary S.—Near Clonmel, one.

—

A. K. Delap.

Ancylus jluviatilis, Miill.

Down.—Lough Neagh side, one sent, Julv, 1885.

—

Rev. S. W.
Lett.

Tipperary S.—Grantstown, a few.

—

R. Rinmer. Near Clonmel.

—

A. H. Delap.
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Sphserium corneum, L.

Tipperary S.—Grrantstown.—i2. Rimmer. ITear Clonmel.

—

A.
H. Delap.

Spliseriiim corneum v, flavescens, Macgill.

Down.—Lough. Xeagh side, a few, July, 1885,

—

Rev. S. W.Lett.

Pisidium fontinale var. pulcliella, Jenyns,

Dublin.—Rathfarnliam, from Mr. Waller.

—

Rev. A. II. Norman^a
Collection.

Pisidium pusillum, Gemel.

Tipperary S.—Stream from Hatkronan mill-pond, a few on a

caddis-case.—-4. M. Delap.

Anodonta cygnea, L.

Down.—Lough. jS'eagh., very common, but nearly always broken

by the sea-gulls and ducks.—^ey. S. TF. Lett, July 20,

1885.

tTnio margaritifer, L.

WicUow.—"Wicklow.—i^. Arnold Lees.

JFaferford.—'Weiteriord.—R. D. Darhiskire.

Unio margaritifer var. sinuata, Lam.

Tipperary S. ) In the Eiver Suir, dividing these counties, near

Waterford. ] Clonmel.

—

A. H. Delap.

NOTE IN PRESS.

\_Oct. 16, 1886.—It may be added that the above Notes extend

only to the end of the year 1885, and that numerous specimens have

been examined during 1886, which may form material for a supple-

mentary Report.]
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XLIII. ErEPOET ON THE FlOEA OF THE ShOEES OF LoTJGH EeE. By
EicHAED M. Babkington, M.A., LL.B., F.L.S., and Riohaed P.

YoWELL.

[Read, February 28, 1887.]

LoxTGH Bee is situated almost in the centre of Ireland. Eoscommon
forms the west or Connaught shore, "Westmeath and Longford the

east or Leinster shore. It is, in reality, only an expansion of the

Biver Shannon. The lake proper begins about a mile and a-half from
the town of Athlone, and extends almost due north for a distance of

seventeen and a-half miles to the village of Lanesborough, varying in.

width from a little over five and a-half miles to about a mile. Its

height over sea-level is 122 feet in summer, and 129 in winter. The
area of the entire lake is about 42 square miles, and, for its size,

it is one of the shallowest in Ireland. In two places only it reaches

a depth of 112 feet; but these are merely holes, the average depth
being from 20 to 25 feet. The navigation of the lake is dangerous
for yachts, owing to the great number of shallows ; and in bad weather
an open boat is apt to get swamped, as the waves, though seldom rising

to any height, are short and broken. The surrounding district, which
forms part of the great central plain of Ireland, is entirely limestone j

and the rocks and loose stones on the shore of the lake are all thickly

coated with what would seem to be a calcareous sinter precipitated

from the waters of the lake. The islands are very numerous, and
vary in size from a few yards to about two and a-half miles in

circumference. Some of them at the southern end are well wooded,
especially that of Hare Island ; but the general character of the scenery
is cold and bleak. The form of the lake is extremely irregular, more
particularly on the Leinster side, where some of the inlets are very
large, forming almost separate lakes of considerable extent. These
irregularities increase enormously the shore line, which probably
measures about 140 miles, although the length of the lake is

only 17^ miles. The immediate neighbourhood is mostly low-lying
ground, composed of marshy meadows, many of which are underwater
the greater part of the winter. In a few sheltered bays the shore is

richly wooded, and handsome residences, many of which are now
deserted and rapidly falling into ruin, are to be met with all round
the lake. The River Inny empties itself into Lough Bee at the junc-
tion of the counties of Longford and Westmeath, and is the main
outlet for the numerous lakes of the latter county. If we except
Slieve-Bawn, or Bann, in Roscommon, at a distance of about five miles
from Lanesborough, which only rises to the height of 839 feet,

there are no mountains visible from any part of the lake. None of
the localities given, excepting along the River Inny as far as Bally-

R.I.A. PKOC, SEE. II., VOL. IT.—SCIEXCE. 3 M
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mahon, exceed half a mile from the shore of the lake. All the plants

were collected between the lake level, 122 feet and 250 feet, or within

a vertical range of 128 feet.

The following is a list of those species observed which do not

belong to AYatson's British or English types, and are arranged after

his " Campendium of the Cybele Britannica " :

—

Scottish

:

—
Drosera anglica.

Lamium intermedium.

Potamogeton filiformis.

ScottishSighland

:

—
Eubus saxatilis.

Scottish-British

:

—
Thalictrum minus.

Parnassia palustris.

Gnaphalium dioicum.

Pinguicula vulgaris.

Carex filiformis.

British- Scottish

:

—
Geum rivale.

Comarum palustre.

Habenaria viridis.

Scirpus csespitosus.

Eriophorum vaginatum,

Botrychium lunaria.

I?ifermediate- Scottish

:

—
Andi'omeda polifolia.

Sighland

:

—
Galium boreale.

Selaginella selaginoides.

Isoetes lacustris.

British-Highland

:

—
Lycopodium selago.

Highland-Intermediate

:

—
IsTone.

English- Germanic

:

—
Panunculus circinatus.

Slum latifolium.

ffinanthe phellandrium.

^'ll^epeta cataria.

Orchis pyi'amidalis.

Ophrys apifera.

Germanic-Miglish

:

—
Teucrium scordium.

Germanic

:

—
Crepis taraxacifolia.

Atlantic-British

:

—
Hypericum androsaemum.

Atlantic-English

:

—
Cotyledon umbilicus.

Two visits were made. On the first occasion, from the 24th to the
28th of June, 1885, Athlone was headquarters. A boat was hired,

and a man familiar with the lake accompanied us. By this means the
islands at the south end, as well as the shore on either side, were
examined, returning each night to Athlone. Leaving for the northern
end of the lough, and being unable to get lodgings for the night, we
selected a sheltered spot (m the shore, where a tire was lighted, and
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we slept around it in our waterproofs. Had a tent been brouglit,

some time and trouble might have been saved ; but in wet weather
the specimens dry badly in a tent, as the blotting sheets are continually

damp. The method of working was for each of us to land at diiferent

points. By this means we avoided going over the same ground, and
were enabled to examine a large district each day. During the second
visit, from the 5th to the 11th of August, 1886, Mr. Vowell was
alone, and very few specimens were then observed which had not been,

noted in 1885.

The various localities were examined in the following order :

—

FnisT Visit.

1885.

June 24. By boat to Little, Yellow, Carberry, Kid's, Beam, Hare, and
Fat Head Islands, and "Whinning Point.

,, 25. Shore of Killinure Lough, Temple's Island, Yew Point,

and Yellow Island.

„ 26. By road to Ballybay, thence to shore of lake ; by boat to

Horse, Sedgy, and Whin Islands ; shore north of Bally-

bay to Curry Point.

,, 27. By boat to Cribby Islands ; shore at Kilmore Castle and
Kilmore Bay ; Cornamissoge Point ; round Carronure

Bay to E,indown Castle ; St. John's "Wood, Blackbrink

Bay and Inchcleraun Island.

„ 28. On Connaught side (Barrington)—Rinanny Point, Clooncah,

Cloonmore, Clooneigh River, and Lanesboro'. On
Leinster side (Vowell)—Lough Slawn, and from
Elfeet Bay, by shore, through Eathcline Wood to

Lanesboro'.

,, 29. From Lanesboro', by boat, to Incharmadermot, Clawinch,

Black, Inchmore, and Inchturk Islands. Vowell,
from PoUagh Point, by Derrymacor Lough to Bally-

mahon ; and Barrington, from Whinningmore Point, by
Portleck Castle and Creggan Lough, by road, to Bally-

mahon.

„ 30. From Ballymahon, by banks of River Inny, to Lough Ree,
thence by Doonis Lough, &c., to Killinure Point ; road
from Coosan Point to Athlone.

3M2
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^„-^ Second Yisit.

Aug. 5. "Walked from AtUone, by west bank of river, to lake ; home
by road.

,, 6. Athlone, by east bank of rirer, to Coosan Point, Hare
Island, returning by west shore of Coosan Lough.

,, 7. By road to Curry Hill, returning by shore of lake to Athlone.-

,, 8. By boat to Killinure Point; shore of Killinure Lough to

Lady "Well and Toberclare ; Lough Makeegan, Three
Pigeons, and by Eiver Inny from Tongbridge ta
Ballymahon.

„ 9. Ballymahon, by road, to Eoyal Canal, Drum Lough,
Gorteen, Derrymacar Lough ; by road through Cal-

tragh to Lough Bannow and Lanesboro',

,, 10. Lanesboro', by shore, to Clooneigh Eiver, Clooncah, Brack-
nagh, and Knockcroghery.

„ 11. From Athlone, by boat, to near Clonmacnoise, returning

on foot by east bank of Shannon.

All the localities above-mentioned are taken from the One Inch
Ordnance Survey Map.

The entire ground over which our examination extended is in-

cluded in districts 7 and 9 of the " Cybele Hibernica." Con-

sidering that none of the localities examined were more than a few
feet over the level of the lake, and the flora being therefore a purely

lowland one, the district has proved fairly productive, 481 species

having been observed.

Omitting doubtful plants, 74 of these are new to district 7, in

Leinster, and 39 new to district 9, in Connaught.

The following species, although recorded from every one of the

twelve botanical districts in the " Cybele Hibernica," or in its 1872

Supplement, were not observed :

—

Hypericum humifusum.

PepUs portula.

Chrysosplenium oppositifolium.—Rather scarce on limestone.

Gnaphalium uliyinosum.—This species might be expected.

Symphytum officinale.

Solanum dulcamara.—A local plant, but nevertheless recorded

from every district.

Scutellaria yalericulata.—Local ; but might be expected on the
shores of Lough Bee.

Teucrium scorodonia.—This species and the next seems rare in

some districts. They were not met with round Lough
Erne (see antea, p. 16).

Pinyuicula lusitanica.

Rumex conylomeratus.—Perhaps overlooked ; though it seems less

common in Ireland than P. sanyuineus, crispus or ohtusifolius.

Jnneus lamprocarpus.—Perhaps J. articulatus has been confounded
with this species in some Irish records.
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of

Lychnis githago.

Veronica polita.—Absent from many Irish local lists published
since " Cybele Hibernica."

Allium ursinum.— " Less abundant in ^N". and IS". "W."—" Cybele
Hibernica."

Bromus giganteus (?).

The following species have not been recorded from districts 7 or 9
" Cybele Hibernica" :

—

Species ]N"ew to Disteict 7.

Ranunculus circinatus.

,,
trichophyllus.

,,
pseudo-fluitans.

„ lingua.

Papaver dubium.

,, argemone.

,, hybridum.
Eaphanus raphanistrum.

Sinapis alba.

Senebiera coronopus.

Viola canina.

Cerastium glomeratum.
Stellaria giauca.

Medicago lupulina.
'^

,, maculata.

Lathyrus palustris.

Orobus tuberosus.

Potentilla procumbens.

Geum intermedium.

E,osa spinosissima.

,, tomentosa.

,, arvensis.

Pyrus aria.

Hyriophyllum alterniflorum.

^'Apium graveolens.

Bunium flexuosum.

(Enanthe fistulosa.

Daucus carota.

Chserophyllum anthriscus.

Leontodon hispidus.

Sonchus asper.

Hieracium umbellatum.

,, boreale.
* Veronica buxbaumii.
Lycopus europseus.

:f
Calamintha acinos.

Stachys ambigua.

Lamium intermedium.

Lithospermum arvense.

Myosotis caespitosa.

Utricularia minor.

Littorella lacustris.

Eumex hydrolapathum.

Populus tremula.

Salix aurita.

,, caprea.

Taxus baccata.

Sparganium simplex.

Lemna trisulca.

Potamogeton perfoliatus.

heterophyllus.

zizii.

pusillus.

flabellatus.

filiformis.

Habenaria chlorantha.

Cephalanthera ensifolia.

Epipactis latifolia.

,, palustris.

Juncus glaucus.

Cladium mariscus.

Scirpus pauciflorus.

Carex pulicaris.

,, disticha.

,, ovalis.

,, pilulifera.

,, vesicaria.

Digraphis arundinacea.

Alopecurus geniculatus.

Holcus mollis.

Catabrosa aquatica.

Bromus sterilis.

Equisetum palustre.

Chara tomentosa.
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Species New to Disteict 9.

Banunctilus circinatus. Crepis taraxacifolia.

,, pseudo-fluitans. Yeronica hedersefolia.

Erysimum cheiranthoides. * ,, buxbaumii.
Polygala depressa. ^Linaria minor.

Lychnis vespertina. Rumex hydrolapathum.
Arenaria serpyllifolia. Euphorbia exigua.

Sagina apetala. Potamogeton zizii.

Medicago lupulina. ,, flabellatus.

Lathyrus palustris.
,, filiformis.

Prunus avium. Hydrocharis morsus-ranse^

E.osa arvensis. Elodea canadensis.

Myriophyllum spicatum. Scirpus acicularis.

Pimpinella saxifraga. Carex paniculata.

Sium latifolium.
,, pseudo-cyperus.

,, angustifolium. Glyceria aquatica.

Scandix pecten-veneris. Sclerochloa rigida.

Galium uliginosum. Isoetes lacustris.

Valerianella dentata. Equisetum maximum.
Carduus tenuiflorus. Chara tomentosa.

Carlina vulgaris.

Taking the species in order, the rarest and most interesting dis-

covered were, Papaver argemone and hyhridum, thus extending the range
considerably to the west, where this genus is rare. A form of Viola

canina grew in the bogs near Clonmacnoise, which bears some resem-

blance to 5^«_^wma, but was not that variety. StellariaglaucawdiS-^leiiiiivl.

Wiamnus catharticus was very common, but R. frangula was not seen.

Lathyrus palustris was specially abundant in a large meadow on the left

bank of the Inny, going towards Lough Eee, forming a considerable

portion of the vegetation. Rubus saxatilis, at Yew Point and some-

other places, assumed puzzling forms. Myriophyllum verticillatum was
gathered near Ballybay. Cicuta virosa occurred near Lanesborough.

Sium angustifolium was less frequent than S. latifolium (this was also

the case at Lough Erne), though in Great Britain the reverse is true.

Galium uliginosum was noticed on the west shore. It dries green, and
is totally different from any form of G. palustre. When the " Cybele

Hibernica" was written, doubts were entertained as to whether it was
really an Irish plant, but it has since been found in Westmeath. Crepis

taraxacifolia, a species common about Dublin and Kingstown, where
it is of recent introduction, and is extending on the east coast, was
gathered near Athlone, probably introduced by means of the railway,

along which other species have also spread westward. In America
European ''-colonists" extend with wonderful rapidity along the-

•western railways. Hieracium umhellatum, a rare species, and inte-
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resting from its also occurring on similar small islands in the middle
of Lough Erne. Calamintha acinos, hitherto only found in Dublin and
"Wicklow. Teucrium scordium occurs in abundance. There is an old re-

cord about it, fide I. B. (Isaac Butler) Annot. in Threlkeld. Rumex
hydrolapathum was noticed on both the Leinster and Connaught shores,

and Potamogeton rufescens near Ballykeeran. A curious Potamogeton

growing in the Inny was submitted to Mr. Bennett of Croydon, an.

authority on this difficult and very variable genus, and he has referred

it to P. fluitans, Eoth (?). Ripe fruit, however, must be procured
before this species can be added to the Irish flora with certainty. P.
zizii, a species recently added to the Irish list, was abundant. Pota-
mogeton fili/ormzs, which belongs to Watson's Scottish type, and whose
range has been lately extended in Ireland, was frequent. Habenaria
cMorantha could only be found in one spot, whereas S. lifolia, which
is far less common in Ireland, was plentiful. Cephalanthera ensifolia,

a very rare orchid, grew on the shore of Hare Island in tolerable

plenty. Cladium mariscus was frequent, and Scirpus acicularis was
seen on the west side. Carex teretiuscula, a local plant, grew in.

many places. On Temple Island a remarkable Carex was noticed;

but it may be only a form of C. stricta. Chara tomentosa^ so very
rare in England, but which the late Dr. Moore found in Lough Derg
and in Belvidere Lake, grew plentifully in a few places. A Chara
without fruit may prove to be C. strigosa, and if so, a species new to

Ireland.

Plants certainly introduced are marked (*•) ; those probably intro-

duced (I) ; and species possibly introduced (|).

"We are indebted to Mr. Arthur Bennett for his assistance in

examining the Potamogetons, and all the Characese have been kindly
named by Mr. Groves.

N.B.—Those species already recorded in the " Cybele Hibernica,"

or in its Supplement, published in 1872, from all the twelve botanical

districts into which Ireland has been subdivided in that standard

work, are omitted. These common species number 270, and all were
obtained but the 15 enumerated already. The total number observed

was 481.

[List of Spectes.
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LIST OE SPECIES.*

Thalictrum minus, Linn.—Hare Island, &c. Sparingly distributed

on the margins of the lake.

,, flavum, Linn.—Hare Island, Temple Island. Erequent,
Ranunculus cirmiatus, Sibth.—Drain by banks of Inny, below Bally-

mahon, and in Eoyal Canal.

,,
heterophyllus, Eries.—St. ^Martin's Well, Inchcleraun, &:c.

,, ])seudo-fluitans, Syme.—Eiver Inny, &c. The form with.

floating leaves, penicillatus of Dumortier, only ob-

served.

,,
tricliopliyllus, Chaix.— Drain near Ballykeeran, witli

Potamoyeton rufescens.

,, hederaceus, Linn.—Eare. Between Clooneigh river and
Lanesborough.

,, peltatus, Eries?—A form growing in deep water near
Athlone, with the middle lobe of the floating leaves

entire, and conical in outline, has been doubtfully

referred to this variety.

,, sceleratus, Linn,—I^ear Athlone.

,, linyua, Linn.—In suitable places all round the lake.

[ ,,
auricomus, Linn.—Apparently wanting ; but, as it flowers

early, it may have been overlooked.]

\Ac[uileyia vulgaris, Linn.—Two or three plants near Coosan Point.

Nuphar lutea is more abundant than Nympcea alba.

^Papaver rhceas, Linn.—Common on Leinster side, but not observed on
Connaught shore.

*
,, dulium, Linn.—Cultivated ground at Elfeet Bay, &c. Not

uncommon.
*

,, aryemone, Linn.—Eailway near Kiltoom, and one or two
other places at both sides of lake. Sparingly.

*'
,, hylridum, Linn.—Seen only in a corn-field at Elfeet Bay.

^Chelidonium majiis, Linn.—Eoadside near Ladywell. One or two
plants.

Fumaria capreolata, Linn.—Cultivated ground.

,, officinalis, Linn.—Cultivated ground.

\Eaphanus raphamstrum, Linn.—One or two specimens. ISTear Lady-
well.

Sinapis alia, Linn.—Near Athlone, &c.

Sisymlrium officinale, Scop.—Common.
'^Erysimum cheiranthoides, Linn.—Hudson's Bay. Cultivated ground.

'^ Cheiranthus cheiri, Linn.—Old toll-gate, Athlone.

Aralis hirsuta, Linn.—Sand-pits near Kiltoom.

* 270 common species are omitted. See previous page.
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Nasturtium palustre, D. C.—Sparingly. "West shore, near Clooneigli

river.

,,
amphihiiim, Brown.—Frequent in drains all around the

lake.

Draba verna, Linn.—Near Ballymahon.
-fSeneiiera coronopus, Poir.—Roadside near Lanesborough, Athlone, &c.

Viola palustris, Linn.—In bog near Kiltoom, &c.

,, tricolor, Syme.—Tew Point, Hudson's Bay.

„ arvensis, Murr.—Cultivated ground.

,, canina, Auct.—Boggy ground on the bank of the Shannon near
Clonmacnoise. In isolated, erect, branching tufts.

Lrosera anglica, Huds.—Bog at Ballybay, and most of the other bogs
on each side of lake. More abundant than Drosera
rotundifolia. D. intermedia not seen.

Polygala depressa, "Wender.—Yew Point.

"^Saponaria officinalis, Linn.—Athlone.

Silene inflata, Sm.—Frequent.

,, ,, Y&r. puherula.—Kilmore Castle.

Lychnis vespertina, Sibth.—Yew Point and Hudson's Bay.

[„ diurna, Sibth.—Not seen.]

,, githago. Lam.—Not seen.]

Cerastium glomeratum, ThuU.—Common.

,, triviale. Link.—Common.
Stellaria holostea, Linn.—St. John's Wood, &c. Scarce.

,, glauoa, With.—In a di-ain near Kiltoom, both sides of lake,

near Lanesborough, and along Biver Inny, &c. Fre-
quent.

Arena/ria trinervis, Linn.—St. John's "Wood. Bare.

,, serpyllifolia, Linn.—Coosan Point and other places.

,, ,, YQ.V. lep>toclados.—Bailway bank, Athlone.

Sagina apetala, Linn.—Frequent.

,, nodosa, Meyer.—Yew Point.

'^LCypericum pulchrum, Linn.—Hare Island, &c. Frequent.
[_^Malva sylvestris, Linn.—Though recorded from the twelve districts of

" Cybele Hibernica," only two plants were seen near

St. John's Castle.]

f Geranium pyrenaicum, Linn.—Bare. Ballymahon churchyard.

,, dissectum, Linn.—Only seen in. one or two places ; scarce.

,, lucidum, Linn.—Boad near Cashel Lodge and Inchcleraun

Island.

Llex aquifolium, Linn.—On many of the islands.

Luonymus europmis, Linn.—On many of the islands and on shore of

lake.

Rhamnus cafharticus, Linn.—Plentiful.

Ononis arvensis, Aust.—Only seen in a field at Ladywell.
Anthijllis vuhieraria, Linn.—Common on margins of lake.

Medicago lupulina, Linn.—Common.
* ,, maculata, Sibth,—A single plant not in flower was gathered.
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TrifoUum procumhens, Linn.—Inclicleraun, near Athlone.

\_Lotus major, Scop.—Not seen.]

Lathyrus palustris, Linn.—Temple Island, near Lanesborongh ; banks
of Eiver Inny, and several places on west side of

Shannon, near Athlone, &c.

.Orolus tulerosus, Linn.—Scarce, only a few plants observed.

Prunus avium, Linn.—Near Athlone.

Agrimonia eupatoria, Linn.—Frequent.
Poterium sanguisorha, Linn.—Rare. Only seen on shore of Rinardo

Bay.
Potentilla procumhens, Sibth.—In plantation near Derrynagease

Lodge.

Mulus idmis, Linn.—Hare Island, &c.

,, saxatilis, Linn.—Shore at Yew Point and elsewhere.

Other Puhi were collected, but have not yet been identified, as

there is much want of unanimity among botanists concerning this

difficult and variable genus.

Geum intertnedium, Ehrh.—Eare. Eathcline Wood, near Lanes-
borough.

Posa spinosissima, Linn.—Common.
,, ruhiginosa, Linn (?).—Specimen gathered at Coosan Point has

been doubtfully referred to this species.

,, tomentosa, Sm.—Frequent.

,, arvensis, Huds.—Not common. St. John's "Wood.

Pyrus aria, Hooker.—Noticed on most of the islands, and St. John's

Wood.
„ aucuparia, Gaert.—Hare Island.

,, malus, Linn.—West side of Yew Point. Not common.
PJpilolium hirsutum, Linn.—Common.

,, palustre, Linn.—Occurs frequently.

Myriophyllum spicatum, Linn.—Eiver Inny, &c.

,, alterniflorum, D. C.—Near Iviltoom, &c.

,,
verticillatum, Linn. — Eare. In a drain running
through a small plantation at Ballybay.

'^Piles grossidaria, Linn.—Occurs in two places on margin of lake

near Coosan Point.

Sedum acre, Linn.—Yew Point, on sand.

*Sempervivum tectortmi, Linn.—Old walls (ruins) near Elfeet Bay.

Saxifraga tridactylites, Linn.—Athlone, Yew Point.

Parnassia palustris, Linn.—Very common.
Cicuta virosa, Linn.—On both sides of the lake south of Lanesborongh.

Not seen near Athlone.

"^Apium graveolens, Linn.—One or two plants, evidently an escape.

Melosciadium inundatmn, Koch.—Bog near Kiltoom.

AEgopodiiwi podagraria, Linn, Near Ballymahon.
^Puniumflexuosum, With.—^Frequent.
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Pimpinella saxifraga, Linn.—Common.
Sium latifolium, Linn.—In many places,,

,, angustifoliimi, Linn.—Rather scarce, more so tlian preceding;,

species.

(Enanthe phellandrium, Linn.—Common.

,, fistulosa, Linn.—Near Lanesborough, and by Elver Inny..

Common.

[ ,, crocata, Linn.— IS'ot seen.]

^tJiusa cynapium, Linn.—Cultivated ground.

Daucus carota, Linn.—Common alongside the shore of lake.

Chacrophyllum centhrucus, Linn.— Lanesborough, Coosan Point,.

&c.

Scandix peeten-veneris, Linn.—Frequent in cultivated ground. iN'ot

a common plant in Ireland.

Galium loreale, Linn.—Growing plentifully among the loose stones

on the islands and on the shore of the lake.

,, palustre, Linn.—Common.

„ ,, var. witlieringii.—A very uncertain variety. It

vs^as quite as common as G. palustre, in fact all the

specimens dried have more or less bristles on the stem

and leaves, and there would appear to be no constant

relation between the bristles and the shape of the

leaves, or the habit of the plant.

,, uliginosum, Linn.—Peat bog between Ballybay and Curry-

point. This species, especially when dried, has a

very different appearance from any forms of G. palustre

we have seen. Known hitherto only from Kildare-

and Westmeath.
Valerianella olitoria, Moench.—Cultivated ground, Elfeet Bay.

,,
dentata, Koch.—Common in cultivated ground.

Scahiosa arvensis, Linn.—Notuncommon.
Carduus tenuiflorus, Curt.—Yew Point.

Carlina vulgaris, Linn.—Generally distributed.

Arctium intermedium, Lange.—Near Athlone.

Tanacetum vulgare, Linn.—West side, below Lanesborough.

\_Gnaphalium uliginosum, Linn.—Apparently wanting.]

,,
dioicum, Linn.—Frequent.

Bidens cernua, Linn.—Banks of Shannon, below Athlone, and shore-

of lake.

Leontodon hirtus, Linn.—Not common.

,, hispidus, Linn. — Bare. Dry fields near Creggan.

Lough.
Sonchus asper, Hoffm.—Only a few plants were observed.

*Crepis taraxacifolia, Thuil.—Near Athlone, and one or two other

places.

Sieracium umhellatum, Linn.—Hare Island. Specimens not in flower,

but identical with plants collected on an island int.

Lough Erne. (See aiitea, p. 14.)
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Mieraciuni loreale, Fries.—Coosan Point.

Campanula rotundifolia, Linn.—Common everywliere.

Vaccmium oxycoccos, Linn.—Only seen in a bog near Derrymacar
Lough.

Andromeda 2)olifoJia, Linn.—In a bog at Ballybay, and many other

places.

Cldora ferfoliaia, Linn.—Eather scarce.

Gentiana amareUa, Linn.—Only seen on the east bank of the Shannon,
below the bridge at Athlone.

Verlascum tJiapsus, Linn.—Yew Point. Kot common.
"^Antirrhinum majus, Linn.—XaturaHzed on the walls of Kilmore

Castle.

"^Zinaria minor, Desf .—Eailway near Eiltoom.
* ,, cymhalaria, '^ill.—Iv'aturalized on Carbery Island.

Vero?iica hedermfolia, Linn.—Shore of Killinure Lough, &c.

[] ,,
polita, Pries.—This species is not marked in our catalogues,

and it has been omitted from most of the local lists

on Irish Botany published since the " Cybele Hi-
bernica," in which it is recorded from every district

and marked "common." Perhaps it has been con-

founded with V. agrestis, to which it is closely

allied.]
^

,, luxlaiimii, Ten.—Cultivated ground. This species is now
widely distributed over Ireland.

,, montana, Linn.—Hare Island, &c.

,, scutellata, Linn.—Common,
Lycopus europaeus, Linn.—Xot common.
Mentha piperita, Huds.—A single specimen gathered is referred to

this species with some doubt—as the pedicles and
calyx are hairy—but the leaves are nearly glabrous,

and the corolla is glabrous within and without. If

it be M. piperita it is, perhaps, the form vulgaris,

Sole.

Origanum vulgare, Linn.—i^^ear St. Martin's "Well, and roadside near

Ballymahon and Lanesborough.

^Calamintha acinos, Clairv.—Only near St. Martin's "Well, opposite

island of Inchinagh.

'*Nepeta cataria, Linn.—Bracknagh, by roadside.

Stachys amligua, Sm.—Only seen near Ballymahon.

Lamium intermedium, Fries.—Lanesborough.

,, album, Linn.—Roadside near Ballybay, Athlone, &c.

Teucrium scordium, Linn.—Growing in abundance around the islands

and on the shore of the lake at the southern end, but

not so plentiful at the northern end, from which it

has been recorded. Fide I. B. (Isaac Butler)

Annot. in Threlkeld. Below the bridge of

Athlone, among the long grass on the banks of the

river.
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\_Teucrium scorodonia, Linn.—Not seen here nor at Lough Erne by
Barrington

;
possibly a local plant in the west of

Ireland.]

Lithospermum arvense, Linn.—Cultivated ground near Lough Slawen,
and on Island of Clawinch and Black Islands.

Myosotis ccsspttosa, Schultz.—More plentiful than any other of the
genus.

Utricularia vulgaris, Linn.—Common in drains all round lake.

,,
minor, Linn.—Near Derrymacar Lough, at Creggan Lough

and Coosan Lough.
Primula officinalis, Linn.—Only seen on Hare Island.

LysimacMa vulgaris, Linn.—Common.
Samolus valerandi, Linn.—Common.
Littorella lacustris, Linn.—Abundant on the shore of the lake.

Chenopodium album, Linn.—Common.

,, honus-henricus, Linn.—Near Ballymahon.
[_Atriplex angustifolia, Sm.—No doubt overlooked.]

Rimiex hydrolapatJium, Huds.—By the River Inny, Derrymacar, &c.,

on east shore ; Clooneigh River, west shore.

Polygonum amphihiu7n, var. terrestre, Linn.—This variety was more
plentiful than the ordinary form.

'^JEuphorhia cyparissias, Linn.—In a plantation near Derrynagease
Point. Evidently introduced.

,,
exigua, Linn—Cultivated ground. Common.

[ ,, hiherna,JAm)..—Recorded from Slieve-Bann(SlieveBatin),

839 feet, in Roscommon, 5 miles from the head of

Lough Ree, by Dr. Patrick Browne. Locality not
visited by us.]

Populus tremula, Linn.—Frequent. Perhaps native.

„ alia, Linn.—Planted.

Salix aurita, Linn.

,, caprea, Linn.

,, repens, Linn.

*Taxus haccata, Linn.—A venerable tree on Inchcleraun Island.

Typha latifolia, Linn.—Rather scarce.

Sparganium simplex, Huds.—In Shannon near Athlone, &c.

,, minimum, Fries.—Near Coosan Lough in a bog-hole, &c..

Lemna trisulca, Linn.—Ballybay, and near Doonis Lough.

,, polyrhiza, Linn.—In a drain near Doonis Lough.
Potamogeton polygonifalius, Pour.—Common.

„ jluitans, Roth., var. rivularis, Lange ?—A species growing
in abundance in the River Inny, below Ballymahon,
has thus been named by Mr. A. Bennett. Unfortu-
nately, no ripe fruit was obtained, and this interesting

form cannot with certainty be added to the Irish flora

until more perfect specimens are gathered. In Symea'
English Botany, P. jluitans is referred to as an ex-

cluded species, but it has recently been recorded-

from one locality in England.
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Potamogeton rufeseens, Sclirad.—Only in a drain near Ballykeeran,

with Ranunculus trichophyllus.

,, perfoliatus, Linn.—Common.

,, heterophyllus, Schrad.—Common.

,, %i%ii, Eoth.—Plentiful. In the lake a form closely

approaching P. lucejis occurred, but was referred to this

species by Mr. Bennett. In the Eiver Inny a very
different form was gathered, with willow-shaped

leaves, about half an inch broad, and three or four

inches long, which has also been referred to this

species by the same authority.

,,
lucejis, Linn.—Common. Difficult to distinguish from

specimens named P. %i%ii by Mr. Bennett.

,,
pusillus, Linn.—Prequent in drains.

,, pectinatus, Linn.—A long form resembling P. flabellatus

was gathered in the Inny.

„ flahellatus, Bab.—In the Shannon near Athlone.

,, filiformis, IS^olte.—Prequent. A very long and slender

form, with the leaves distant, and peduncles 8 to 10

inches long, occurs in deep water. It exactly re-

sembles Barrington's Lough Erne plant. The shorter

variety, figured in Symes' Englisli Botany was also

gathered.

Zannichellia palustris, Linn.—In a drain near Kiltoom.

Sagittaria sagittifolia, Linn. — Eiver Inny, and many other

localities.

Sydrocharis morsus-rance, Linn.—Doonis Lough, Coosan Lough, and
Einanny Point.

"^Elodea canadensis, Mich.—Shannon at Athlone, Eiver Inny, &c.

Said to be disappearing.

Orchia incarnata, Linn.—Two forms occurred, one with deep claret-

coloured flowers and broad leaves, the other with lilac

flowers, usually taller, and with narrower leaves. The
former was perhaps latifolia. As to Symes' plate of

Orchis incarnata, "Linn.," in his English Botany,

see Paper read by C. B. Clarke, Journal, Linnsean
Society, vol. xix., p. 206.

Gymnadenia conopsea, Brown.—Athlone and one or two other places ;

but scarce.

JSahenaria viridis, Brown.—Apparently scarce.

,, hifolia, Bab. Man.—Abundant in many places.

,,
chlorantha, Bab.—Only observed in one locality on the

east side of Einardo Bay.

Ophrys apifera, Huds.—Generally distributed all round the lake.

Epipactis latifolia, Auct.—Hare Island.

,, falustris, Crantz.—One or two places round Killinure

Lough, and abundant in meadows near Athlone.
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Cephalanthera ensifoUa, Eich.—Common on the west shore of Hare
Island. A few plants on Crow Island.

Juncus glaucus, Sibth.—Prequent.

Cladium mariscus, Brown.—Near Ballykeeran on Killinure Bay, bog
between lake and Kiltoom, Derrymacar Lough and
Doonis and Creggan Loughs, &c.

Rhynchospora alia, Vahl.—Derrymacar bog, and one or two other

places.

Scirpus acicularis, Linn.—Only on west side, near Clooneigh River.

,, paucifloriis, Lightf.—Common.

,, fluitans, Linn.—In a bog near Kiltoom.

Mriophorum vaginatum, Linn.—Ilather scarce.

Carex pulicaris, Linn.—Common.
,, disticha, Huds.—Abundant on banks of Inny, &c.

,, teretiuscula, Good.—Derrymacar, near Kiltoom, &c.

,, paniculata, Linn.—Noticed in most of the swamps on east side

S. of Lanesborough, also on west side, near Clooneigh

River. A depauperated form, approaching C. para-
doxa, most frequent.

,, remota, Linn.—Roadside, near Lanesborough.

,, ovalis, Good.—Frequent.

,, stricta, Good.—Common. On Temple Island, inner lough,

exceptionally large specimens were observed here.

,, stricta. Good, var. (?)—A Carex gathered on Temple Island,

growing in large tufts on the shore, is doubtfully

referred to this species. The final spikelet is solitary,

slender, and somewhat pendulous, and its lower half

tapering and gradually depauperated. The lower
bract falls considerably short at the apex of the termi-

nal male spikelet. This Carex has been submitted

to Mr. A. Bennett, who is unable to identify it with
certainty, suggesting C. aquatilis epigyis, except for

the nerves on the fruit, which are very distinct.

,, filformis, Linn.—Shore of inner lough, Temple Island,

plentiful, and Rathcline.

,,
pilulifera, Linn.—Frequent in suitable places.

,, hinervis, Sm.—Frequent in suitable places.

,, hornschucJiiana, Hoppe.—Common. The variety xantJiocarpa,

Begl, was gathered at Rathcline.

,,
pseudo-cyperus, Linn.—Only near Ballybay.

,, riparia, Curtis.—Drain near Ballymahon.

,, vesicaria, Linn.—Near Athlone.

Digraphis arundinacea, Trin.—Common.
Alopecurus geniculatus, Linn.—Common.

,,
pratensis, Linn.—Frequent.

Phleum pratense^ Linn.—Frequent.

Salens mollis, Linn.—Not uncommon.
Avenaflavescens.—Frequent.
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Kcderia cristata, Pers.—Tew Point, near Eindown Castle.

Melica uniflora, B,etg.—In. suitable places.

Catalrosa aquaUca, Beauv.—Prequent.
Glyceria aquatica^ Sm.—By Shannon, at Athlone, and Royal CanaL
Sclerocliloa rigida, Link.—is'ear Ballymahon.
Bromus sterilis, Linn.

Pilices.—jS^one but the common species were observed.

JOycopodium selayo, Linn.—Prequent in the bogs.

Selaginella seIayi?iotdes, Grey.—Xot uncommon.
Isoetes lacustris, Linn.—Kilmore Bay.
^quisetum maximum, Linn.—ISTear Lanesborougb.

,, palustre, Linn.—Common.
Chara tomentosa, Linn.—Plentiful by the shore near Eindovra. Castle^

and elsewhere on the west side. ITear Coosan Lough, east-

side.

,, Mspida, Lin.—Yar rudis.

,, vulgaris, L.

„ .—A plant without fruit, and which is stated by ITr..

James Groves to "closely resemble" C. strigosa, was-

gathered. This species would be new to Ireland.
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XLIV.

—

On the DrsTRrBrTiojf of Tehpeeatuee ovee Geeat Eeitaen"

AKD Ieelaa^d. By He^tet IIe:n"i^'ESST, P.R.S., Professor of Applied
Mathematics in the Koyal College of Science for Ireland. (With a

Map.)

[Bead, June 28, 1886.]

In islands surrounded by waters whose temperature is in excess of the

temperature of the air, I have long since shown that the distribution

of temperature must be represented by isothermal lines, similar in out-

line to the coasts of the islands, and with the centres of the isothermals

transported in the direction of the nearest pole of the earth. ^ This

result has never been controverted, but it has been confirmed so com-
pletely by observations as to become an established fact of climatology.

But as the distribution of temperature may be represented either from
the actual facts collected or by the reduction of the temperatures to

their supposed values at the sea level, it may be useful to make some
remarks on the variation of temperature with height in the atmosphere,

and on the utility of the so-called corrected temperatures obtained by
reduction to the sea level.

If the air were perfectly still, the temperature of any molecule

would depend—(1) upon the density of the strata in which it is;

(2) upon the heat which it absorbs from the solar rays by which it is

traversed; (3) upon that which it absorbs from terrestrial radiation,

and upon what it loses by radiation into space. The most important

of these, (1), has been usually taken into consideration by physical

writers, especially in treatises of the question of ascertainment of

heights by the barometer. But the air is never perfectly still ; even'

in a calm day, frequent and rapid currents promote interchanges of

temperature between its several strata. Close to the earth's surface

the energy and numbers of such small air currents become so great as

to cause a rapid variation of temperature ; and it follows that the
temperature of a molecule of air is thus a function of its distance

from the nearest surface capable of imparting heat to it, or of absorbing

heat from it. It is also a function of the extent, form, and physical

character of such a suiiace. To illustrate these points, let us suppose
the line C D to represent a flat plain nearly at the level of the sea.

An observer stationed in a balloon at B, 1000 feet above the plain,

would find the temperature of the air cooled by contact with its sur-

face. If a mountain with a much broader base be superimposed, but

' The late Dr. Lloyd, Provost, T.CD., long since acknowledged tliis result. "The
actual isothermal lines of Ireland are inflected in passing from the sea to the land,

and must even, in part of the island—as Mr. Hennessy has pointed out—take the
form of closed carves, dependent on the position of the places traversed T\'ith respect

to the coast-line."—Lecture on "The Climate of Ireland and Currents of the
Atlantic" : Dublin, 1865. See Atlantis, vol. i., p. 396 ; Philosophical Magazine,
October, 1858 ; and Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, vol. ix., p. 324.

R.I. A. PJIOC, SEK. II., VOL. IV.—SCIEXCE. 3N
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with the same height, this effect will be still greater. If the whole
plain be elevated up to B, or a table-land of great extent, C L M D,

be superimposed, it is evident that the contact of contiguous atmo-

spheric exchanging currents will still more affect the temperature at

B M

5D
E F

B. Hence we must conclude that the temperature, in ascending

elevated ground, cannot follow a law independently of the nature of

the ground. At night the temperature should be much lower on

elevated ground than on low ground, or, in other words, the thermo-

metrical range should be greatly increased on mountains and high

grounds. This may also be thus illustrated :

Suppose an elevated plain C D, also F E, by 1000 feet, a ther-

mometer at M will be influenced by the causes specified in connexion

with general temperature of the entire strata of air 1000 feet at F E.

But C D absorbs heat : it heats the strata in contact with and elevates

MAN B E

the thermometer. Let this be supposed to retain its place, and C D
to sink down until it reaches the point A B. A thermometer at N
would now indicate the temperature due to all the causes above

specified, together with the heating of the strata by the causes referred

to, while that at M would be deprived of the latter influences.

General Baeyer remarks, from observations made on the Brocken,

and at Kupferkule, below it, that the variation of temperature between
these strata was not uniform : in fact a stratum of air intermediate

between both was warmer than either. This occurs from ascending

warm currents by day which retain much of their heat in consequence

of their small conductivity. [Convexion is less active as the cooler

strata above have also a small amount of density ; and thus when the

warmed air ascends to a certain height it is less liable to be lowered

in temperature by the descent of cooler particles through it from

above.] During the night the soil radiates its heat so rapidly as to

sensibly cool the air immediately above it ; consequently the greatest

differences of temperature between the intermediate stratum and the

ground stratum must occur about dawn. "When a mountain top

ascends abruptly, the warm stratum it radiates also into space, and

the air shows a low temperature all about it. The variation of

temperature from the intermediate stratum upwards was greater than

from the same stratum downwards. Similar variations of temperature

have been noticed by other observers. Arago quotes the results of
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M. Guerin in ascendiiig to Yentoux, who found a diminution in

summer 1° C. for 156 metres of ascent, while in contact this was for

195 metres. The comparison of the torrid with the temperate zone is

fallacious, as the results from the torrid zone were chiefly obtained
from the surfaces of high and extensive table-lands, while in Europe
they were made on more isolated and rapidly ascending ridges.

Forbes gives numbers different from Arago ; and so does Ksemtz.
According to Forbes, there is a greater decrement in equatorial than in

temperate latitudes. He repeats the same remark at page 58 of the
same volume, Reports of the British Association for 1840. He also

quotes Biot in the Comptes rendus in support of the views put forward.

From all the foregoing facts it may be concluded that the variation

of temperature with height is far from being correctly represented by
those who assume, for every part of the surface of islands and conti-

nents, a decrease of one degree Fahrenheit for every 300 feet of alti-

tude. So-called corrections of temperature made on this assumption
might be more truly called systematic interpolations of errors. But,
moreover, even if this arbitrary reduction were correct, it is not
justifiable ; for the object of temperature maps is to make manifest

the connexion between distribution of heat in the atmosphere close to

the ground with other phenomena, such as moisture and wind, or with
the distribution of plants and animals. All of these are influenced by
the actual temperatures, and not by the so-called corrected tempera-
tures for height. A map of the flora of a mountainous country would,
with the system of so-called corrections for height above the sea,

present the anomalous appearance of groups of Alpine or Arctic plants

touching the same isothermal lines as plants of temperate regions.

The temperature maps of a continental country which, in some
respects, is circumstanced most nearly like the British Isles, namely,
Scandinavia, are instructive on this point. They have been drawn by
Professor Mohn of Christiania, and I have before me those which
accompany the beautiful work- of Dr. Schiibeler on the "Flora and
Plant Culture of Norway."^ They are constructed without the mis-

leading "correction" in height, which, in this case, would involve

the most absurd consequences as to the distribution of plants in rela-

tion to temperature. As in the British Islands, some of the isothermal

lines are closed curves, and most of the others resemble the general

outline of the Scandinavian peninsula. Among British botanists the

correct correlations of temperatui'e and plant distribution were long

since distinctly maintained at the International Botanical Congress in

London, when the late Dr. D. Moore and Mr. A. Gr. More exhibited a

map based on the distribution of temperature I had laid down in my
first memoir in the Atlantis.^

In the Journal of the Scottish Meteorological Society, Mr. Buchan
has collected an important series of facts as to the temperature of

1 Norge's Vaextrige, 1st Bind. Chi-istiania, 1885.
3 "On the Climate, Flora, and Crops of Ireland: Report of International Horti-

cultural Exhibition and Botanical Congress," p. 165. London, 1866.
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Great Britain and Ireland ; but the maps constructed from these facts

are much less valuable owing to the arbitrary deformation of the facts

by the so-called correction for height. I have grouped the tempera-
ture results with others which are published in some of my Papers,

and these being the true representations of the actual state of things,

serve better to construct the temperature map which accompanies this

Paper.

Mr. Buchan would have done well if he had profited by the sugges-

tion of his correspondent, Dr. von Wojeike, who wrote: " I believe the

best attempt to trace the isotherms for a great part of the globe was
made by Petermann in his Mitheilungen, vol. vi., because he does give

the actual facts, and, what is extremely important, for great continents

he does not reduce to the sea levelP

That the isothermals of the islands of Great Britain and Ireland

must conform to the law I have enunciated is certain from the

acknowledged excess of temperature of the seas bathing their coasts.

Mr. "Whitley has made a series of observations of the temperature of

the sea off Cornwall, which prove that the sea is from 2° to 3° warmer
off the south-west coast of England than the air. Prom Mr. Buchan's

Papers it seems that the mean sea temperature surrounding the north

and north-east coasts of Scotland is 48°, and at the Orkney, Shetland,

and "Western Isles, the temperature of the sea exceeds that of the air

by 3°. In my Report on the Temperature of the Sea on the Coasts of

Great Britain and Ireland, appended to the Report of the Royal Com-
mission on Oyster Culture, I have given results of observations which
show that the sea temperature around the coast of Ireland is in general

superior to that of the air, and that the same superiority holds good

for the greater part of the coasts of England and Scotland. On the

east coast of Ireland, in Dublin Bay, on a day in mid-winter, with the

ground still slightly frozen, I have plunged a thermometer into the

sea water, and the mercury immediately rose to 41°, while a ther-

mometer hanging freely in the air stood at 36°. At other seasons of

the year the difference would be less, and in the months of greatest

sunshine—May, June, and July—the result might be slightly reversed,

as appears from facts I have published in the Report above quoted.^

The temperature map constructed from the more extended obser-

vations recorded in the foregoing Tables shows that the isothermal lines

of Great Britain and Ireland conform to the law cited at the com-
mencement of this Paper, and the influence of distance from the sea

is manifest in consulting the column of distances and comparing them
with latitudes and temperatures. As long as the shores of these

islands continue to be washed by the heat-bearing currents of the

Atlantic, it may be safely predicted that the distribution of tempera-

ture will be represented by isothermal lines possessing the same general

character as those which have been laid down by me in this and

former Essays on the subject.

1 See Appendix E to "Eeport on Oyster Culture," p. 68. 1870.
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GEEAT BRITAIN AND SMALL ISLANDS.

Mean
Station. Tempera-

ture.

(J (D m

Latitude. Longitude.
Height

above Sea
in feet.

Fahrenheit. O 1 O /

Helston, . . 53° 5 1 50 7 5 12 106

Culenik, . . 53 50 5 10 —

Truro, . . . 52 1 7 50 17 5 3 43

Sidmouth, . . 52 1 50 41 3 13 —

Plymouth, . . 52 50 22 4 7 —

Ventnor (Wight), 51 9 50 35 1 12 153

Penzance, . 51 8 50 7 5 33 —

Barnstaple, . . 51 6 8 50 05 4 3 100

Falmouth, . . 51 6 2 50 9 5 6 —

Devonport, . . 51 4 50 17 4 5 35

Exeter, . . . 51 4 10 50 44 3 31 164

Osborne (Wight), 51 2 ]. 50 45 1 14 172

Boumemouth, . 51 2 51 44 1 55 100

Swansea, . . 51 2 51 36 3 53 —

Torquay, . . 51 1 50 27 3 32 150

Liverpool, . . 51 53 25 2 59 37

Eyde (Wight),

.

50 7 2 50 43 1 11 —

Eastbourne, 50 7 50 44 17 E. 12

Greenwich, . 50 6 33 51 28 159

Worthing, . . 50 6 51 47 22 W. 34

Maidstone, . . 50 6 16 51 6 32 E. 230

Llandudno, . . 50 5 52 20 3 50 W. 100

Teignmouth, . 50 5 50 33 3 30 —

Lewisham, . 50 5 34 50 27 1 W. 60
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Mean
Station. Tempera-

ture.
Latitude. Longitude.

Height
above Sea
in feet.

Fahrenheit. O / o /

Gloucester, . . 50° 3 22 51 58 2 14 W. 100

Clifton, . . . 50 2 7 51 28 2 36 228

Eath, . . . 50 2 16 51 24 2 20 86

Shomcliff, . 50 2 51 5 1 10 E. 220

Colcliester, . . 50 2 7 51 53 54 109

Leyton, . . . 50 2 35 50 34 1 W. 97

Aldershot, . . 50 1 34 50 15 45 325

Little Bridy, . 50 — 50 41 — 367

Douglas (Man), 50 54 12 4 30 —

"Worcester, . . 50 50 52 13 2 12 130

Wisbeach, . . 50 8 52 41 9E. 14

Chatliam, . . 60 12 51 23 32 160

Canterbury, 50 8 51 17 1 5 80

Hereford, . . 50 32 52 14 2 28 W. 260

Diss, .... 50 22 52 26 1 7E. 110

LeamiTigton, . 50 62 51 17 1 2W. 195

Eoyston, 49 9 47 52 2 n 269

Boston, . . . 49 9 7 52 59 2 20

Hart-^rell, . . 49 8 70 61 49 60 260

Norwich, . . 49 8 16 52 38 1 18 E. 50

Cheltenham, . 49 8 34 61 34 2 4 W. —

Cardington, 49 7 64 52 7 2 109

Hawarden, 49 7 15 53 11 3 4 270

Oxford, . . . 49 7 64 61 46 1 16 210

Great Malvern, 49 6 40 52 11 2 20 536

Lampeter, . . . 49 4 14 52 7 4 6 420
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Station.
Mean

Tempera-
ture.

(J U m

Latitude. Lor gltude.
Height

above Sea
in feet.

Fahrenheit. O 1 O /

Bellassalla (Man), 49" 4 3 64 6 4 37 W. 103

Downside, .... 49 3 16 51 23 — 607

Grantham, .... 49 3 30 52 55 39 181

Nottingham, . . . 49 2 60 52 58 1 7 181

Derby, 49 2 68 52 56 1 28 174

Holkham, .... 49 1 2 52 57 48 E. 39

Great Berkhamstead, 49 1 60 51 45 27 370

Leeds, 49 1 60 53 48 1 33 W. 137

Bywell, 49 1 20 54 37 1 40 87

Manchester, . . . 48 9 30 53 29 2 16 123

Wakefield, .... 48 9 69 53 41 1 29 115

Cockermouth, . . . 48 8 54 39 3 23 148

Silloth, 48 5 1 54 52 3 23 28

Belvoir, 48 5 33 52 54 47 260

Girvan, 48 4 55 15 4 50 27

York, 48 2 27 54 58 1 5 50

Cardross, .... 48 2 4 55 58 4 38 80

Ackworth, .... 48 1 52 53 39 1 20 —
Greenock, .... 48 1 2 55 57 4 45 64

Cargan, 48 1 55 3 37 85

Carlisle, .... 48 10 54 53 2 55 104

Stoneyhurst, . 48 20 53 51 2 28 381

Otley, 48 61 53 54 1 41 205

Ballock, 47 8 12 56 1 4 35 94

Auchendrain, . 47 8 — 55 27 4 37 97

Caimdrew, .... 47 7 5 56 16 4 56 25
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Station.
Mean

Tempera-
ture.

Distance

from

Sea

in

miles.

Latitude. Longitude.
Height

above Sea
in feet.

Fahrenheit. o / O 1

New Malton, . 47°-6 18 54 8 47 W. —
Easedale, . . 47-7 56 18 5 39 25

Dumfries, . . 47 -6 8 55 3 3 36 183

Inveresk, . . 47 -6 — 55 56 3 3 90

Durham, 47 -5 12 54 46 1 35 354

Dalkeith, . . 47 -5 3 55 54 3 4 190

Paisley, . . . 47 -0 20 55 50 4 27 88

Millnergraden, 47 -5 — 55 42 2 12 100

Callton Moss, . 47 -5 — 56 8 5 30 65

Gainsborough, . 47 -4 34 53 24 47 —
Eallabus, . . 47 -4 56 5 20 71

East Linton, . 47 -4 — 55 59 2 39 90

Eyemouth, . . 47 -4 55 52 2 5 16

Keswick, . . 47 -3 18 54 33 3 9 240

Oban, . . . 47 -3 1 56 25 5 30 48

Forres, . . . 47 -3 4 57 37 3 36 53

Pittenween, 47 -3 56 13 2 44 75

Barry, . . . 47-2 2 56 31 2 45 38

Smenton, . . 47 -2 4 56 2 40 100

Perth, . . . 47-2 20 56 23 3 26 66

Glasgow, . . 47 -1 26 55 53 4 18 180

Klrkpatrick, . 47 -1 — 55 58 3 27 350

Edinburgh, . .
i 47 -1 2 55 56 3 10 270

Montrose, . . 47 -1 1 56 43 2 26 14

Drumlauwig, . !
47-1 25 55 17 3 48 192

Kendal, . . 47 -0 13 54 17 2 46 130
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Station.
Mean

Tempera-
ture.

U OJ t/l

Lati ude. Longitude.
Height

above Sea
in feet.

Fahrenheit. O f O t

Arnott Hill, . . . 47° — 36 3 43 W. 135

Trinity Gask, . . . 47 — 56 20 3 42 133

Averdour, .... 47 — 56 3 3 18 60

Arbroath, .... 47 56 34 2 35 71

High Ho Alnwick, . 47 10 55 25 1 43 360

Stirling, .... 46 9 30 56 6 3 55 233

"Wick, 46 9 1 58 29 3 9 —
Elgin, 46 9 5 57 38 3 19 50

Culloden, .... 46 9 4 57 30 4 7 104

Dundee, 46 9 2 56 29 2 57 164

Otter House, . . . 46 8 — 66 5 20 130

Ealfour, 46 8 — 56 11 3 6 130

Galashiels, .... 46 8 32 55 37 2 50 390

Slogarie, .... 46 7 — - — —
Aberdeen, .... 46 7 54 59 4 8 300

Nookton, .... 46 6 — 56 11 3 3 80

Dallar, 46 5 12 56 10 3 39 174

Baillieston, .... 46 5 — 55 52 4 6 242

Tester, 46 5 — 55 54 2 44 420

Dunrobin, .... 46 .5 57 58 3 59 9

Portree (Skye), . . 46 5 1 57 25 6 11 50

Thurston, .... 46 4 — 55 57 2 28 327

Scourie, .... 46 4 58 22 5 8 26

Makerstown, . 46 1 26 55 35 2 31 211

Glencairn, .... 46 1 — - — —
Stranver, .... 46 1 — 56 21 4 20 470
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Station.
Mean

Tempera-
ture.

O c ?:

i1 g'S ,

Latitude.
-- 5 "

i

Longitude.
Height

above Sea
in feet.

Kettins, ....
Storna"sray (Lewis),

Stobocastle,

Kirkwall (Orkney),

Mut Hm, . . .

Sandwick (Orkney),

Sunnyside, . . .

Thirlstane, . . .

Bressay (Shetland),

Deanstone, .

Marchmont,

Fettercaim,

The Glen, .

Bowhill, ,

CoiTymony,

Douglas Castle,

Ballater, . .

Allenheads, . .

New Pilsligo,

Castle Xews, ,

Bogside, . .

Braeniar,

North Esk (Eeserroir),

"VTanlock Head, . .

Fahrenheit.

46°-

1

46 -0

45 -9

45 -9

45 "7

45 -8

45 -8

45 -6

45 -4

45 -7

45 -4

45 -2

45 -2

45 -2

47 -9

44 -8

44 -6

47 -3

44 -3

44 -1

43 -7

43 -6

43 -3

42 -2

22

24

30

30

46

6

34

45

16

33

56 32

58 12

55 37

58 58

56 20

59 2

56 45

55 43

60 10

56 13

55 44

56 53

55 35

55 32

57 20

55 35

57 4

54 49

57 35

57 12

57 18

57

55 48

55 24

o /

3 16 W.

6 21

3 20

2 58

3 50

3 18

2 29

2 47

1 10

4 4

2 25

2 34

3 9

2 55

4 30

3 52

3 3

2 15

2 9

3

2 45

3 24

3 21

3 48

228

70

605

10

245

94

200

553

25

130

500

247

765

597

550

783

666

1360

501

68

894

1114

1150

1334
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lEELAND.

Station.
Mean

Tempera-
ture.

Distance

from

Sea

in

miles.

Latitude. Longitude.
Height

above Sea
in feet.

Fahrenheit. O 1 O /

Cahirciveen, . . . 52° 2 51 56 10 13 W. 52

Castletownsend, . 51 8 2 51 33 9 9 18

Queenstown, . . 51 5 4 51 50 8 19 —
Cork, 51 2 12 51 54 8 29 28

Yalentia, .... 51 1 1 51 54 10 25 —
Westport, or Inisgort, 51 4 53 50 9 37 17

Dunmore, .... 51 3 52 8 6 59 —
Limerick, .... 50 8 40 52 40 8 38 —
Scattery, .... 50 8 10 52 36 9 30 —
Killybegs, .... 50 3 54 34 8 27 —
Buttevant, .... 50 2 30 52 13 8 41 —
Courtown, .... 50 52 39 6 13 34

Monkstown (Dublin), 50 1 53 19 6 11 —
Killough, .... 49 9 54 13 5 40 23

Dublin, 49 7 4 53 21 6 15 19

Donaghadee, . . . 49 3 54 38 5 33 16

Derry, 48 9 14 55 7 20 —
Portrush, .... 48 8 8 55 13 6 41 29

Buncrana, .... 48 7 • 4 55 8 7 27 48

Belfast, 48 5 10 54 37 5 57 —
Armagh, .... 48 3 SO 54 21 6 39 —
Milltown, Down, . . 48 4 17 54 23 6 16 —
Enniskillen, 48 4 30 54 20 7 34 —
Atblone, .... 48 4 72 53 24 7 53 —
Athy, ..... 48 1 35 53 6 58 200

Curragb, .... 47 8 30 53 9 6 48 —
Antrim, « 8 20 54 43 6 8 —
Markree, .... 47 8 18 54 14 8 28 132

Portarlington . 47 45 53 9 7 12 230
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East, Dublin.

Day, Eobert, Jun., F.S.A. Sidney-Solace, Cork.

Deane, Thomas Newenham, E.H.A., F.E.LAI.
3, Upioer Merrion-street, Dublin.

*Delany, Very Eev. William, S.J., President, Uni-
versity College. Stephen s-green, SozctJi, Dublin.

^Dickson, Eev. Benjamin, D.D. 3, Kildare-place,

Dublin.

Dillon, Wmiam. Sedalia, Douglas County,

Colorado, U.S.A.
'^§Doberck,William, Ph.D. The Observatory, HongKong.
^Dobbin, Eev. Orlando T., B.D., LL.D. St. George's-

terrace, Gravesend, Kent.

^Doherty, Wilham J., C.E., J. P. Clonturh House,

Drumcondra, Co. Didolin.

§Draper, Harry K, J.P., F.C.S. Esterel, T&nvpU'road,

Upper Rathmines, Co. Dublin.
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Date of Election.

1843. Jan. 9

1861. Feb. 11

1867. Feb. 11

1841. April 12

1846. Jan. 12

1867.

1834.

1842.

1878.

1870.

1875.

1881.

1860.

1874.

April 8

Mar. 15

Jan. 10

Feb. 11

May 23

Jan. 11

Jan. 10

Jan. 9

Feb. 9

1876. Feb. 14

1838.

1883.

Kov. 12

Nov. 12

1866. May 14

1865.

1881.

1847.

1873.

1875.

April 10
June 13

May 10

April 14

June 14

1859. Jan. 10

^Drury, William Vallancey, M.D. Bournemouth.
Duncan, James Foulis,M.D.,F.K.Q. C.P.I. 8, TJmxr

Merrion-street, Dublin.

EUis, George, M. B. , F. R. C. S. I. 91, Lmer Leeson-

street, Dublin.

^Emly, Eight Hon. William, Baron, Lieutenant of the
County Limerick. Tervoe, LimeHck ; Athenceum
Club, London, S.W.

^Enniskillen, Eight. Hon. William Willoughby, Earl
of, LL.D., D.C.L., D.L., F.E.S., F.E.G.S.L,
one of the Trustees of the Hunterian Museum,
E.C.S., London, Florence Court, Co. Fermanagh;
65, Eaton-2)lace, London, S. W.

*FarrelI, Thomas A., M.A. 37 Merrion-scjuare, East.

*§Ferguson, Sir Samuel, LL.D. (Dub. and Edin.), Q.C.,

President of the Academy. 20, NorthGreat Georges-

street, Dublin.

^Ferrier, Alexander. KnocTcmaroon Lodge, Chapelizod,

Co, Dublin.

Fitzgerald, George F., M.A., F.T.C.D., F.E.S.

40, Trinity College, Dublin.

jFitzGibbon, Abraham, M.I. C.E. London. Moorside,

Bushey Heath, Watford, Herts.

Fitzpatrick, WiUiam John, LL.D., F.S.A., J. P.

49, Fitziijilliam-square, West, Dublin.

Fletcher, Joseph, F.C.SS., London and Berlin.

Sandymount Castle, Co. Dublin.

Foley, William, M.D., M.E.C.S.E. Kilrush.

fFoster, Eev. Nicholas. Ballymacelligott Rectory,

Tralee,

Fottrell, George. 8, North Great George's-street,

Dublin.

^Frazer, George A., Captain R.N.
Frazer, Eobert Watson, LL.B., Assoc. E.C.Sc.I.

Madras.
Frazer, Wilham, F.E.C.S.L, F.E.G.S.L 20, Har-

court -street, Dublin.

fFreeland, John, M.D. Antigua^ West Indies.

fFreeman, D. J., M.E.I. A.I. 34, Daivson-street, Dublin.

*Freke, Henry, M.D. (Dub.), F.K.Q.C.P.L 68,

Lower Mount-street, Dublin.

fFrost, James, J. P. Ballymorris, Cratloe, Co. Clare.

Furlong, Nicholas, M.D. Lymington, Enniscorthy.

Gages, Alphonse, Chev. L.H., F.E.G.S.T. Royal
College ofScience, Dublin.
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Date of Election.

1845. April 4

1878. May 13

1880. June 28

1863. Feb. 9

1855. April 9

1876. May 8

1875. April 12

1836. May 25

1848. June 12

1876. April 10

1863. April 13

1837. April 24

1874. Feb. 9

1867. AprH 8

1872. April 8

1882. Dec. 11

1857. June 8

1873. Dec. 8

1884. Jan. 14

1875. Jan. 11

1879. Dec. 8

*Galbraitli, Eev. Josepb Allen, M.A., S.F.T.C.D.,
F.R.G.S,!. 8^ Trinity College; 46, Lansdowne-road,
Dublin.

Galloway, Eobert, F.C.S. 47, Leeson-parh, Dublin.

Gannon, Jobn Patrick. Stephen's-green Club, Dublin.

*Garstin, John Eibton, M.A., LL.B., F.S.A., F.E.
Hist. Soc, Hon. F.E.I. A.I., D.L. Braganstown,
Castlebellingham, Co. Louth; Green-hill, Killiney,

Co. Dublin.
* Gilbert, John Thomas, F.S.A., Hon. E.H.A.,

Librarian of the Academy. Villa Nova, Blachrock,

Co. Dublin.

Gillespie, William. Racefield House, Kingstown, Co.

Dublin.

*Gore, J. E., C.E., A.I.C.E., F.E.A.S., F.E.G.S.I.,

Beltra, Ballisodare, Co. Sligo.

*Gough, Eight Hon. George S., Viscount, M.A.,
D.L., F.L.S., F.G.S. St. Helen's, Booterstown, Co.

Dublin.
*Graham, Andrew, M.A. Observatory, Cambridge.

Grainger, Eev. John (Canon), D.D. Broughshane,

Co. Antrim.

fGranard, Eight Hon. George Arthur Hastings, Earl

of, K.P. Castle Forbes, Co. Longford.

*§Graves, Eight Eev. Charies, D.D., F.E.S., Lord
Bishop of Limerick. The Palace, Henry-street,

Limerich.

Gray, William. 8, Mount- Charles, Belfast.

Green, James SuUivan, Q.C. 83, Lower Leeson-street,

Dublin.

tGreene, John Ball, C.B,, C.E., F.E.G.S.I., Com-
missioner of Valuation. 6, Ely-place, Dublin.

fGreer, Thomas, M.P., J. P., F.E.G.S.L Sea ParTc,

Carrickfergus ; Grove House, Regent's-parh, Lon-
don, N.W.

^Griott, Daniel G., M.A, 9), Henrietta-street, Dublin.

'^'Guinness, Edward Cecil, M.A., D.L. 80, Stephen's-

green. South, Dublin.

Haddon, Alfred Cort, M.A, F.Z.S., Professor of

Zoology in the Eoyal College of Sciensefor Ireland.

4, Willoio-banJc, Kingstoi07i.

Hamilton, Edward, M.D., F.E.G.S.L 110, Stephen's-

green, West, Dublin.

Hamilton, Edwin, M.A. 40, Yorh-street, Dublin.
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Date of Election.

1847. Jan. 11

1837. Feb. 13

1861. May 13

1845. Feb. 24

1852. Aprill2

1870. Aprilll

1840. June 8

1851. Jan. 13

1865.

1873.

1875.

1867.

1881.

1882.

1824.

1875.

Feb. 13

Jan. 13

Jan, 11

Feb. 11

May 9

June 26

Feb. 28

June 14

1866. June 11

1847. Jan. 11

Hancock, William Neilson, Q.C, LL.D. 43, Upper
Gardiner-street, Ditblin.

*'§Hart, Andrew Searle, LL.D., Vice-Provost of Trinity

College, Dublin. 14, Lower PembroJce- street,

Dublin.

Hatchell, Jobn, M.A., J.P. Fortfield House, Terenure,

County Dublin.

*§Haugbton, Eev. Samuel, M.A.,M.D.,D.C.L.(Oxon.),
LL.D. (Cantab, and Edin), F.E.S., F.G.S.,

F.E.G.S.I., F.K.Q.C.P.I., Honorary F.E.C.S.I.,

S.F.T.C.D., 31, Upper Baggot-street, Dublin.

-^Head, Henry H., M.D., F.K.Q.C.P.I., F.E.C.S.I.,

F. E.G. S.I. 7, Fitzivilliam-square, East, Dublin,

fHeily, Jobn Vickers, M.D. Lisaduran Cottage,

Rushivorih, Melbourne, Victoria.

*Hemans, George Willougbby, C. E. , F. G. S. 1 , West-

minster Chambers, Victoria-Street, London, S. W.
'''§Hennessy, Henry, F.E.S., Professor of Applied

Matbematics and Mecbanics in tbe Eoyal College

of Science for Ireland, Stephen's-green, Dublin.

Brookvale House, Donnybrooh, Co. Dublin.

*Hennessy, "William MaunseU. 71, Pembrohe-road,

Dublin.

Hickie, James Francis, Lieut.-Col., J.P. Slevoir,

Roscrea, Co. Tipperary.

•^Hm, Artbur, B.E., A.E.I.B.A. 22, Georges-street,

Cork.

fHiJl, Jobn, C.E., F.E.G.S.I. County Surveyor's

Office, Ennis.

jHilbs, Jobn David, M.D., F.E.G.S.I. Demerara,
West Indies.

Houston, Fred. H., F.E.G.S.I. 6, Carlisle-terrace,

Belfast.

^-Hudson, Henry, M.D., F.K.Q. C.P.I. Glenville,

Fermoy.

fHume, Eev. Abrabam, (Canon), D. C.L. , LL.D. (Hon.)

;

F.S.A. ; F.E.S.N.A. (Copenbagen) ; Corr. F.S.A.

Scot.; Hon. F.S.A. ISTewcastle ; Member of tbe

Pbilological and Eng. Dialect Societies ; Ex-Pre-

sident Historic Soc. of Lancasbire and Cbesbire.

All Soids' Vicarage, Liverpool.

Hutton, Tbomas Maxwell, J.P. 118, Summerhill,

DiMin.

"^Ingram, Jobn Kells, LL.D., F.T.C.D., Librarian

of Trinity College, Dublin, a Yice-President of

tbe Academy. 2, Wellington-road, Dublin.
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Date of Election.

1879rAprill4

1841. AprU12

1842. June 13

1867. April 8

1881. May 9

Jan. 12

1878. May 13

1831. Nov. 30

1873. Dec. 8

1865. April 10

1870. June 13

1864. Nov. 14

1876. May 8

1870. May 23

1846. Aprill3
1874. May 11

1876. Feb. 14

1875. June 14

1866. April 9

1868. Jan. 13

1863. April 13

flngram, Thomas Dunbar, LL.D. 13, Wellington-

road, Dublin.

*§Jellett, Eev. John Hewitt, D.D., F.R.G.S.I.

Provost of Trinity College, Dublin, Eoyal Medahst
E.S., 1881. ProvosVs House, Trinity College,

Dublin.
*Jennings, Francis M., F.G.S. Brown-street, Cork.

Jephson, Eobert H. 30, Lansdowne-road, Dublin.

Jeremy, Eev. Daniel Davis, M. A. 4, A]p])ian Way,
Dublin.

Joyce, Patrick Weston, LL.D. Lyre na Grena,

Leinster-road, Mathmines, Co. Dublin.

*Ivane, John F. Leeso7i-parh Hotise, Dublin.

^§Kane, Sir Eobert, M.D., LL.D., F.K.Q.C.P.L,
F.E.S., F.E.G.S.L, F.C.S., Eoyal Medahst E.S.,

1841. Fortlands, Killiney, Co. D%Min.
*Kane, Eobert Eomney, M.A. Dungiven, Ailesbury-

road, Dublin.

Kane, Wilham Francis De Yismes, M.A., J. P.

Sloperton Lodge, Kingstown; Drumreaske House,

Monaghan.
*Keane, John P., C.E., Engineer, Public Works

Department, Bengal. Calcutta.

'^leenan. Sir Patrick J., C.B., K.C.M.G., Eesident

Commissioner, Board of National Education,

Ireland. Delville, Glasnevin, Co. Dublin.

Kelly, James Edward, M.D.
*Kelly, John, L.M. (Dub.). University College

Hospital, Calcutta.

'"^Kennedy, James Birch, J.P. Cara,by Killarney.

fEadd, Abraham, M.D. Cooleen, Ballymena.
fEoldare, Most Hon. Gerald, Marquess of. Carton,

Maynooth.

tKUgarriflf, Malachy J,, F.E.C.S.T. 30, Harcourt-
street, Dublin.

'^'"Kuiahan, Edward Hudson, J.P. 11, Merrion-square,

North, Dublin.

Kinahan, George Henry, F.E.G.S.L, Geological

Survey of Ireland. Ramelton, County Donegal;

14, Hume-street, Dublin.

Kinahan, Thomas W., M.A. 24, Waterloo-road,

Dublin.
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1845. June 8

1883. AprU 9

1883. Feb. 12

1883. Dec. 10

1837. Feb. 13

1864. April 11

1875. May 10
1864. Jan. 11

1857. May 11

1857. AprHlS

1845. Feb. 10

1846. May 11

1844. April 8

1869. April 12

1853. April 11

1870. June 13

1868. April 27

1876. Jan. 10

1846. Jan. 12

1875. April 12

1838. Feb. 12

1883. Feb. 12

1878. Feb. 11

*King, Charles Croker, M.D., F.E. C.S.I, Medical
Commissioner, Local Government Board. 34,

Up2oer Fitzwilliam-street, Dublin.

King, Henry, M.A. M.B., Deputy Surgeon-General.

Dalkey.

Knott, John Freeman, F.E. C.S.I. 34, YorJc-street,

Dublin.

Knowles, W. J. Flixton-jjlace, Ballymena.
*§Knox, George J. 2, Coleshill-street, Eaton-square,

London, S.W.

*Lalor, John J., F.E.G.S.I. City Hall, Corhliill,

Dublin.

fLane, Alexander, M.D. Agliadowey, Ballymoney.
LaTouche, J. J. Digges, M.A. 1, Ely-place. Upper,

Dublin.

*Lawson, Eight Hon. James A., LL.D., Judge of the

Queen's Bench Division of the High Court of

Justice. 27, Upper Fitzwilliam-street, Dublin.

*Leach, Lieut. -Colonel George A., R.E, 3, St. James s-

square, London, S.W.
^LeFanu, William E., C.E. Summerhill, EnnisTcerry,

Co. WicHow.
^Lefroy, George.

''^fLeinster, His Grace Charles "William, Duke of,

President of the Eoyal Dublin Society. Carton,

Maynooih.
*Lenihan, Maurice, J. P. LimericJc.

Lentaigne, Sir John, C.B,. M.B., J.P., F.E.G.S.L

1, Great Denmark-street, Dublin.

Leonard, Hugh, F.G.S., F.E.G.S.L, Geological

Survey of Ireland. St. David's, Malahide-road,
Die 1jI%7}j

*Little, James, M.D., L.E.C.S.L, F.KQ.aP.L
14, Stephen's-green. North, Dublin.

Lloyd, Joseph Henry, M.A.,LL.D.,Ph. D., F.E.S.L.,

F.S.A., M. Phil. Soc. 7, Lower Gardiner-street,

Dublin.

'^Lloyd, William T., M.D.
Lombard, James F., J.P. South-hill, Rathmines, Co.

Dublin.

*Longfield, Eight Hon. Mountifort, LL.D. (late Judge
in the Landed Estates' Court). 47, Fitzmlliam-

quare, West, Dublin.

Longfield, Thomas H. 19, Harcourtrstreet, Dublin.

^Lowry, Eobert WilKam, B.A. (Oxon.) D.L.

Pomeroy House, Dungannon Co, Tyrone.



Date of Election.

1868." Jan. 13

1851. May 12

1873. AprH 14

1871. Feb. 13

1884. May 12

1881. June 27

1874. Feb. 9

1873. Jan. 13

1864. April 11

1845.

1827.

Feb. 24
Mar. 16

1857. Feb. 9

1882. Feb. 13

1856. June 9

1876. April 10

1881. Feb. 14

1871. April 10

1874.

1884.

1846.

1882.

April 13

Jan. 14

Feb. 23

April 10

Roycd Irish Academy,

Lyne, Eobert Edwin. Royal Dublin Society,

Kildare-street, Dublin.

^Lyons, Eobert D., M.B,, F.K.Q.C.P.I, D.L., M.P.,

Prof, of Medicine, Catholic University. 88^

Merrion-square, West, Dublin.

§Macalister, Alexander, M.A. (Cantab.), M.D. (Dub.),

F.E.S., Fellow of St, John's College, and Profes-

sor of Anatomy in the University of Cambridge.

^Macartney, J. W. ElUson, M.P., J. P., D.L. Tlie

Palace, Cloglier.

fMacCarthy, Eev. Bartholomew, D.D. Macroom,
Co. Corh.

fMcClintock, Eev. Francis Le Poer, M.A. (Cantab.),

Spencer Hill, Gastlebellingham, Go. Louth.

McClure, Eev. Edmund, M.A. 1, Onslow-jilace,,

Soidli Kensington, London, S. W.
'^McCready, Eev. Christopher, M.A. 56, High-street,

Dublin.

^McDonnell, Alexander, M.A., C.E., F.E.G.S.I.

Saltioell Hall, Gateshead-on-Tyne.

*Macdonnell, James S., G.E.

*MacDonneU, John, M.D., F.E.C.S.I., F.E.G.S.I.

32, Vpiper FitzwilUam-street, Dublin.

*§McDonnell, Eobert, M.D., F.E.G.S.I., F.E.S. 89,

Merrion-sqiiare, West, Dublin.

McHenry, Alexander, Geological Survey of Ireland.

54, Serpentine-avenue, Sandymount, Go. Dublin.

*tMac Ivor, Eev. James, D.D., F.E.G.S.I. Moyle,

Newtoivnsteiuart.

MacUwaine, Eev. William (Canon), D.D. Ulsterville,

Belfast.

§MackLatosh, Henry William, M.A., Professor of

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in the Uni-

versity of Dublin. Trinity Gollege, Dublin.

Macnaghten, Colonel Sir Francis Edmund, Bart.

(Late 8th Hussars), Yice-Lieutenant of the Co.

Antrim. Dundarave, Bushmills, Go. Antrim.

MacSwiney, Stephen Myles, M.D. 9, Upper
Merrion-street, Dublin.

tMcTernan, Eev. Stephen, P.P. Killasnet, Manor

-

hamilton,

^Madden, Eichard E., F.E.C.S. 1, Vernon-terrace,

Booterstown-avenue, Booterstoimi, Go. Dublin.

Mahony, Eichard John, B.A. (Oxon.)D.L. Dromore
Gastle, Kenmare, Go. Kerry.
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1880." May 10

1874. Peb. 9

1865. April 10

1859. Jan. 10
'

1871. Jan. 9

1879. Feb. 10

1884. May 12

1861. Jan. 14

1858.

1869.

Jan. 11

Feb. 8

1866. April 9

1874. Feb. 9

1884. May 12

1876. April 10

1844. June 8

1854. May 8

1873. Jan. 13

1846. Jan. 12

1869. June 14

1875. Jan. 11

1867. June 10

\Makony, William AhysiiLs, L.K.Q.C.P.I., L.R.CS.
Eclin.

§Malet, John Christian, M.A. F.E.S., Professor of

Mathematics. Queen's College, Cork.

^Malone, Eev. Silvester, P.P., F.E.H.A.A.I. Six-

milehridge, Go. Clare.

^fManchester, His Grace Williani Drogo, Duke of.

1, Great Stanhope-street, London; Kimholton Castle,

St. Neol^s, Hunts ; The Castle, Tandragee.

Maunsell, George Woods, M.A,, D.L., Vice-President,

Eoyal Dublin Society. 78, Merrion-square, South,

Dublin.

Meldon, Austin, M.D. 15, Merrion-square, North,

Dublin.

Molloy, Williani Eobert. 17 Broohfield-terrace,

Donnybrooh.

fMonck, Right Hon, Charles Stanley, Viscount,

G.C.M.G., Lieutenant of Dublin City and County.
Charleville, Bray, Co. WicMow.

^Montgomery, Hoioard B., M.D.
*Moran, Most Eev. Patrick F., D.D., Archbishop of

Sydney. Neiv South Wales.

More, Alexander Goodman, F.L.S., Soc. Zoo. Bot.

Vindob. Socius, Director of the Natural History

Museum, Science and Art Department, Leinster

House. 92, Leinster-road, Rathmines, Go.

Duhlin.

§Moss, Eichard J., F.C.S., Keeper of the Minerals,

Museum of Science and Art. ^Q, Kenilworth-

square, Rathgar.
*Murphy, Eev. Denis, S.J. University College,

Stephen's-green, Duhlin.

t Myers, Walter. 21, Qiieensboro-terrace,Hyde-^ar'k,

London.

^Neville, John, C.E., F.E. G.S.I. Roden-p>lace,

Dundalk.
IsTeville, Parke, C.E. 58, PxmhroTce-road, Dublin.

Nolan, Joseph, F.E.G.S.I., Geological Survey of

Ireland. 47, Great James's-street, Derry ; 14,

Hume-street, Dublin.

*fNugent, Arthur E. Portaferry, Co. Down.

^O'Brien, James H. 4, Hume-street, Dublin.
O'Callaghan, J. J., F.E.I.A.I. 31, Harcourt-street,

Dublin.

0' Conor Don, Eight Hon. The, D.L. Clonalis,

Castlerea, Co. Roscommon,
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1867. Jan. 14

1865. Apr. 10

1882. Apr. 10

1869. Apr. 12

1866. Jan. 8

1867. May 13

1866. June 25

1857.

1869.

1878.

1869.

1876.

1871.

1861.

1884.

1882.

1870.

June 8

Apr. 12

Feb. 11

Apr. 12

Feb. 14

Apr. 10

June 10

May 12

In^v. 13

Jan. 10

1879. May 12

1866. June 11

1838. Dec. 10

1870. Feb. 14

1866. Jan. 8

Royal Irish Academy,

O'Donel, Charles J., J.P. 47, Lower Leeson-street,

Dublin.

O'Donnavan, William J., LL.D. University Club,

Dublin; 79,Ke7iilivorth-square,Rathgar, Co. Dublin.

O'Farrell, Francis J., F.C.S. The Manor House,

Dundrum.
fO'Ferrall, Ambrose More, J.P. Balyna Hou&e,

Enfield, Co. Kildare.

-^O'Grady, Edward S., B.A., M.B., M.Ch.,F.E.C.S.I.

105, Stephens-green, South, Dublin.

tO'Grady, Standish. H. Erinagh House, Castle-

connell; 2,Southampton-st., Strand, London, W.C.
O'Hagan, Hon. John, M.A., Judge of the Supreme

Court of Judicature in Ireland, and Judicial Com-
missioner Irish Land Commission. 22, U^oper

Fitzwilliam-street, Dublin.

O'Hagan, Eight Hon. Thomas, Baron, K.P. 34,

Rutland-square, West, Dublin.

O'Hanlon, Very Eev. John, P.P. Sandymoant, Co.

DtMin,
O'Hanlon, Michael, L.K.Q. C.P.I. Castlecomer,

Co. Kilkenny

.

O'Laverty, Eev. James, P.P. Holyioood, near Belfast.

Olden, Eev. Thomas, B.A. Ballyclough Vicarage,

Mallow, Co. Cork.

O'Looney, Brian, F.E.H.S. Grove-villa House,

Crumlin, Co. Dublin.

*0'Mahony, Eev. Thaddeus, D.D. Trinity College,

Dublin.

O'Meagher, Joseph Cassimir. 49, Mountjoy-square,

Dublin

.

O'Eeardon, John Frazer. 7, Pembrohe-road.

§0'Eeilly, Joseph P., C.E., Prof, of Mining and
Muieralogy, Eoyal College of Science, Dublin,

Secretary of Foreign Correspondence of the Aca-
demy. 58, Parh-avenue, Sandymount, Co. DiMin.

t O'Eorke, Yery Rev. Terence, D.D. , P. P. Gollooney,

Sligo.

O'Eourke, Very Eev. (Canon) John, P.P. St. Mary's,

Maynooth.
*Orpen, John Herbert, LL.D. 58, Stephevb s-green,

East, Ditblin.

O'Shaughnessy, Mark S., LL.D., F.E.S.L., Eegius

Prof, of English Law, Queen's College, Cork.

27, St. Patrick's-hill, Cork.

O'SulHvan, Daniel, Ph. D, Rosemount, North
Circular-road, Dublin,
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Date of Election.

1839. June 10

1873. Feb. 10.

1884. Feb. 11

1847. Feb. 8

1872. Apr. 8

1863. Apr. 13

1870. Apr. 11

1838. Feb. 12

1849. Jan. 8

1884. Feb. 11

1880. Feb. 9

1864. Jan. 11

1862. Apr. 14

1873. Jan. 13

1875. Jan. 11

1852. Apr. 12

1873. Jan. 13

1864. June 13

1875. Aprill2

1854. Jan. 9

1874. Dec. 14

1858. Jan. 11

1881. Apr. 11

1884. May 12

^Parker, Alexander, J. P. 46, Ui^i^er Rathniines,

Co. Dublin.

Patterson, WilKam Hugh. Garranard, Strand-
toion, Co. Down.

PearsaU, WilKam Booth, F. E.G. S.I. 13, Upper
Merrion-street, Dublin.

fPereira [elected as Tibbs], Eev. Henry Wall, M.A.,
F.S.A, Scot. Sidton WicJc, Abingdon.

Phayre, Major-General Sir Arthur Purves, K.C.S.I.,

G.C.M.G., C.B. £ray, Co. WicUoiv.

Pigot, David E., M.A., Master, Court of Exchequer,
a Vice-President of the Academy. Cliurchtoion

House, Dundrum, Go. Dublin.

Pigot, Thomas F., C.E., Prof, of Descriptive

Geometry, Eoyal College of Science, Dublin.

4, Wellington-road, Dublin.

'^Pim, George, J. P. Brennanstoimi, Cabinteely, Co.

Didjlin.

*Pim, Jonathan. Greenhanh, Monhstoum, Co. Dublin,

Plunkett, George Noble, Count of the Eoman States,

14, Palmerston-road, Rathmines.

Plunkett, Thomas, F.E. G.S.I. Ennishillen.

\Poore, Major Robert.

*Porte, George. 43, Great Brunsivich-street, Didilin.

^Porter, Alexander, M.D., F.E.C.S., Assist,-Surgeon,

Indian Army. Madras.
fPorter, Sir George Hornidge, M.D., M.Ch., Surgeon

in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland. 3, Menion-
square, North, Dublin,

'^Porter, Henry J. Ker.

PoweU, George Denniston, M.D., L.E. C.S.I. 76,

Upper Leeson-street, Dublin.

fPower, Sir Alfred, K.C.B,, M.A. 35, Raglan-road,

Did)lin.

*tPowerscourt, Eight Hon. Mervyn Wingfield,

Viscount, K.P. Poioerscourt, EnnisTcerry, Bray.

Pratt, James Butler, C.E. Drumsna, Co. Leitrim.

*tPurcell, Mathew John. Stephen's-green Club,

Dxiblin.

Purser, John, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics.

Queen's College, Belfast.

*Quinlan, Francis John Boxwell, B.A., M.D.,
F.K. Q.C.P.I. 29 Loiver Fitzwilliam-street, Dublin.

jEamsay, Edward P., F.L.S., C.M.Z.S., Curator of

the Australian Museum. Sydney, Australia.
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Date of Election.

1867. Jan. 14

1846. Dec. 14

1843.

1878.

Feb. 13

June 24

1875. Jan. 11

1883.

1875.

June 11

June 14

1881. Jan. 10

1844.

1876.

1870.

June 10

Jan. 10

Nov. 30

1843. Jan. 9

1853. Jan. 10

1851.

1846.

May 12

Feb. 9

1869. Apr. 12

1835. Feb. 23

1877.

1868.

1833.

1876.

Dec. 10

Jan. 13

Apr. 22
June 26

1873. Jan. 13

*tRead, John M., General, U.S. Army; Consul-General
of the U. S. A. for France and Algeria, Member of

American Philoso. Soc, Fellow of the Eoyal Soc.

of Northern Antiquaries. Athens.

•^§Reeves, Yery Eev. William, D.D,. M.B., LL.D.,
Dean of Armagh. The Public Library, Armagh

;

Rectory, Tynan.
^^Renmj, Henry L., F.R.G.S.I., late Lieut. R.E.
'^Eeynell, Eev. William A., B.D. 8, Henrietta- street,

Dublin.

*Eeynolds, James Emerson, M.D., F.E.S., Professor

of Chemistry, Dublin University. 62, More-
hampton-road, Donnybroolc, Go. Dublin.

fEeynolds, Eev. E., C.C. Monaseed, Gorey.

Eobertson, John C, L.K.Q.C.P.L, M.E.C.S.L.,
F.E.A.S. The Asylum, Monaghan.

Eobinson, John L, C.E. M.E.I.A.L Rathruadh,
Glenagary, Go. Dublin.

*Eoe, Henry, M.A. Isle of Man.
'•'fEoss, Eev. William. Chapel Hill House, Rothesay.

Eosse, Eight Hon. Lawrence, Earl of, D.C.L., D.L.,

F.E.S. F.E.A.S. Birr Gastle, Parsonstoion.

"*§ Salmon, Eev. George, D.D. (Dub. and Edin.),

D.C.L. (Oxon.), LL.D. (Cantab.), F.R.S., and
Eoyal Medalist, 1868, Eegius Professor of Divi-

nity, Dublin University. 81, Wellington-road,

Dublin.

*Sanders, Gilbert. Albany Grove, Monkstoivn, Co.

Dublin.

*Sayers, Eev. Johnston Bridges, LL.D. Velore, Madras.
'^fSherrard, James Corry, 7, Oxford-square, Hyde-

parh, London.

Sigerson, George, M.D., M.Ch., F.L.S., Prof, of

Botany, Catholic University. 3, Clare-street,

*§Smith, Aquilla, M.D., F.K.Q.C.P.I. 121, Lower
Baggot-street, Dublin.

*t Smith, Charles. Barrow-in-Furness.

tSmith, John Chaloner, C.E., Engineer's Office, Dublin,

WicJdow, and Wexford Railway, Bray. •

*Smith, Joseph Huband, M.A.
Smith, Eev. Eichard Travers (Canon), B.D. The

Vicarage, Clyde-road, Dublin.

Smyth, Patrick James, M.P., Chev. L. H. 15,

Belgrave-sqiMre, East, Rathmines, Co. Dublin,
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Date of Election.

1867. Jan. 14

1873. April 14

1874. Dec. 14

1871. June 12

1874. June 22

1857. June 8

1856. Apr. 14

1857. Aug. 24

1874 Apr. 13

1871. Jan. 9

1877. April 9

1869. Apr. 12

1864. Mar. 16

1879. June 9

1846. Feb. 9

1871. June 12

1876. April 10

1870. mv. 80

1880. Feb. 9

Smytbe, William Barlow, M.A., D.L. Barbavilla

House, Collinstoivn, Killucan ; National Club,

1, Whitehall Gardens, London.
'"Smythe, William James, Lieutenant-General, E.A.,

F.E.S. Coole Glebe, Carnmoney, Belfast.

Stewart, James, M.A. (Cantab.), Professor of Greek
and Latin, Catholic University. 21, Gardiner' s-

•place, Dublin.

§Stokes, Whitley, LL.D., C.S.I.

Stokes, William, M.D., M. Ch. 5, Merrioii-square,

JSforth, Dublin.

*§Stoney, Bindon B., M.A., C.E., F.E.S., F.E.G.S.I.,

14, Elgin-road, Dublin.

^§Stoney, George Johnstone, M.A., D.Sc, F.E.S.,

3, Palmerston-j)arlc, Upper Rathmines.

^Sullivan, William Kirby, Ph. D. , President of Queen's

College, Cork, Queen^s College, Cork.

fSweetman, H. S. 38, Alexandra-road, St. John's

Wood, London, N. W.

fSymons, John. 72, Queen-street, Hull.

§Tarleton, Francis Alexander, LL.D., F.T.C.D., a

Vice-President of the Academy. 24, Upper
Leeson-st7'eet, Dublin.

§Tichborne, Charles Eoger C, Ph.D., F.C.S. 15,

North Great George' s-street, Dublin.

Trench, Eight Hon. and Most Eev. Eichard Chene-
vix, D.D., Lord Archbishop of DubHn, Primate

of Ireland. The Palace, Stephens-green, North,

Did)lin.

'^Tucker, Stephen Isaacson, Somerset Herald.

Heralds' College, London, E.C.
'^-Tuffnell, Thomas Joliffe, F.E.C.S.L, M.E.C.S.E.

58, Lower Mount-street, Dublin.

fTyrrell, Colonel Frederick, J. P. Gold Coast Colony,

Acera, care of Forbes c& Co., 25, Gockspur-street,

London, S. W.
'^fTyrrell, George Gerald, Clerk of the Crown, Co.

Armagh. 30, Ujyper Pembrolce-street, Dublin;
Banbridge, Co. Doivn.

fVentry, Eight Hon. Dayrolles Blakeney, Baron,

D.L. Biirnham-house, Dingle, Co. Kerry.

fVesey, Agmondisham B,, L.K.Q. C.P.I. Bellevue,

Magherafelt.
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Date of Election.

1884. May 12

1881. Feb. 14

1864. Feb. 8

1881. Jan. 10

1866. Apr, 9

1876. Nov. 13

1880. Feb. 9

1857. June 8

1851. Jan. 13

1874. June 8

1873. April 14
1839. Jan. 14

1837. Jan. 9

1877. April 9

1884. May 12

1857. Aug. 24

fWalsb, Very Eev. William J., D.D., President,

St. Patrick's College. Maynooth.
*Ward, Francis Davis, J. P., Clonaver, Strandtoivn,

Co. Doion.

^fWarren, James W., M. A. 39, Rutland-square, West,

Dublin.

*tWatts,Eobert George, M.D., F.E.S.L., 5, Bulstrode-

street, Cavendish-square, London, W.
Westropp,W. H. Stacpoole,L.E.C.S.I.,F.E.G.SJ.,

Lisdoonvarna, Co. Clare.

fWhite, Eev. Hill Wilson, LL.D., Wilson's Hospital,

Midtifarnliam, Co. Westmeath.

*Wliite, John ]S"ewsom. RocMands, Waterford.

*tWliitehead, James, M.D., F.E.C.S.E., M.E.C. Pbys.,

Lon. 87, Mosley-street, Manchester.

*tWhittle, Ewing, M.D., M.RC.S.E. \, Parliament-

terrace, Liverpool.

Wigham, John E. 35, Ga^jel-street, Dublin.

Wilkinson, Thomas. Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford.

^Williams, Eichard Palmer, F.E.G.S.I. 38, Dame-
street,, Didilin.

^Williams, Thomas. 38, Dame-street, Did)lin.

Williamson, Benjamin, M.A,, F.E.S., F.T.C.D.

Professor of Natural Philosophy, Dublin Univer-

sity. 1, Dartmouth-road, Dublin.

fWood-Martin, Lieutenant-Colonel William Gregory,

J. P. Cleveragh, Sligo.

^§Wright, Edward Perceval, M.A., M.D. (Dub.), M.A.
(Oxon.), F.L.S., F.E.C.S.I., J.P., Professor of

of Botany and Keeper of the Herbarium, Dublin
University, Secretary of the Academy. 1 7, Raglan-

road, Dublin.
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Date of Election,

1863. June 22

HONOEARY MEMBERS.

His Eoyal Highness Albert Edward, Prince op

Wales.

' The President op the Eoyal Society, and Ex-Pbesidents of the same,

are always considered Honorary Memiers of the Academy"—By-Laws, ii., 14.

1869. Mar. 16
(Elected Hon. Mem.
in Sec. of Science
originally.)

1832. Nov. 30
(Elected Hon. Mem.
in Sec. of Science
originally.)

1874. Mar.
(Elected Hon. Mem.

in Sec. of Science
originally.)

16

Hooker, Sir Joseph Dalton, M.D., K.C.B,, E.E.S.,

D.C.L., LL.D., Director of the Eoyal Gardens,

Kew, Ex-President op the Eoyal Society.

Airy, Sir George Biddell, K.C B., D.C.L., LL.D.,
Ex-President of the Eoyal Society. Playford,

near Ijosioich.

Huxley, Professor Thomas Henry, LL.D., President
op the Eoyal Society. London.

SECTION OF SCIENCE.

[Limited to 30 Memhers, of whom one-half at least must be foreigners.]

1873. Mar. 15 Adams, John Couch, LL.D. (Dub.), F.E.S. and Cop-
ley Medalist, Director of the Observatory and
Lowndesean Professor ofAstronomy and Geometry
in the University of Cambridge. Observatory,

Cambridge.

1874. Mar. 16 Berthelot, Marcehn Pierre Eugene. Boulevard Saint-

Michel, 57, Paris.

1875. Mar. 16 Bertrand, Joseph Louis Erangois. Paris.

1869. Mar. 16 Brown-S^quard, Charles Edouard, M.D., F.E.S.

College de France, Rue Gay Lussac, Paris.

1869. Mar. 16 Bunsen, Eobert Wilhelm Eberard. Heidelberg.

1869. Mar. 16 Carus, J. Victor, Professor of Comparative Anatomy.
Leii:)7Ag.

1873. Mar. 15 Cayley, Arthur, LL.D. (Dub.), F.R.S., Sadlerian

Professor of Mathematics in the University of

Cambridge. Cambridge.
1883. Mar. 16 Charcot, J. Paris.

1866. Mar. 16 Clausius, Eudolf Julius Emmanuel. Zilrich.

1873. Mar. 15 Dana, James Dwight, LL.D., Professor of Geology

and Mineralogy. Yale College, New Haven, Conn.,

U, S. America,
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HON'OEAEY W^W^-^-R^— Continued.

SECTION OF SCIENCE—Continued.
Date of Election.

1869.

1876.

1875.

1876.

1864.

1884.

1873.

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 15

1879. Mar. 16

1864.

1880.

1880.

1882.

1884.

1878.

1873.

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar; 15

1878. Mar. 16

1882. Mar. 16

Daubr^e, Gabriel Aiiguste. Ecole des Mines, Paris.

Decandolle, Alphonse, Professor of Botany. Geneva.

Gray, Asa, Professor of Botany, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U. S. America.

Haeckel, Ernst, Professor of Zoology. Jena.

Helmholtz, Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand Von. Berlin.

Hermite, Charles. 2 Rue de Sorhonne, Paris.

Hofmann, August Wilhelm, RE-S., Professor of

Chemistry in the University. Berlin.

Huggins, WiUiam, D.C.L., LL.D., F.E.S. Upper
Tulse-hill, London, S.W.

Hyrtl, Karl Joseph. Vienna.

Loomis, Elias. Yale College, Conn., U. S. America.

Marsh, 0. C. Yale College, Conn., U. S. America.

Newcomb, Simon. United States Naval Observatory,

Washington.

^N'ordenskjold, Baron Adolf Erik de. Stockholm.

Pasteur, Louis. Paris.

Stokes, George Gabriel, D.C.L. (Oxon.), LL.D.
(Dub.), Fellow and Secretary of the Eoyal Society,

Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge. Lensfield Cottage, Cambridge.

Thomson, Sir William, LL.D., D.C.L. (Oxon.) F.E.S.

Glasgow.

Virchow, Eudolph. Berlin.

(Three Vacancies.)
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SECTION OF POLITE LITERATURE & ANTiaUITIES.

[Limited to 30 Members, of wliom one-half at least must be foreigners.]

Elected in the Department of Polite Literature.

Date of Election.

London.1869. Mar. 16

1869. Mar. 16

1849. Nov. 30
1869. Mar. 16

1863. Mar. 16

Gayangos y Arce, Don Pascual de.

Lassen, Christian. Bonn.
Lepsius, Karl Richard. Berlin.

Mommsen, Theodor. Berlin.

Miiller, Max. Oxford.

Elected in the Department of Antiquities.

1869.

1848.

1867.

1841.

1854.

1867.

1867.

Mar. 16

Nov. 30
Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Benavides, Don Antonio. Madrid.
Botta, Paul Emile. Faris.

De Eossi, Commendatore Giovanni Battista. Rome.
HalUweU-Phillipps, James Orchard, P.P. S., P.SS.A.

Lond. and Scotland., &c. Hollinghury Copse,

Brighton.

Maury, Louis Ferdinand Alfred. Paris.

Visconti, Barone Commendatore P. E. Rome.
Worsaae, Hans Jakob Asmussen. Copenhagen.

Elected since the union of the tivo classes of Honorary Members
in this Section.

1882. Mar. 16

1878. Mar. 16

1882. Mar. 16

1882. Mar. 16

1878. Mar. 16

1883. Mar. 16

1875. Mar. 16

1880. Mar. 16

1878. Mar. 16

1882. Mar. 16

1878. Mar. 16

Ascoli, Graziadio I. Milan.
Bradshaw, Henry, M.A., University Librarian,

Cambridge.

Bond, Edward Augustus, LL.D., Principal Librarian

of the British Museum. London.
Brugsch-Pascha, Heinrich. Berlin.

Curtius, Georg. Leipzig.

Evans, John, LL.D., D.C.L., Fellow and Treasurer

Eoyal Society, London.

Franks, Augustus Wollaston, M.A., F.RS., F.S.A.

103, Victoria-street, London, S. W.
Fick, F. C. August. Gottingen.

Kern, H. Leyden.

Maine, Sir Henry James Sumner, LL. D., K.C.S.L,

F.R.S., Master of Trinity Hall, Cambridge. Cam-
bridge.

Newton, Charles, C.B., D.C.L., F.S.A. British

Museum, London.
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Date of Election. 1

1873." Mar. 15

1884. Mar. 16

1876. Mar. 16

1876. Mar. 16

1873. Mar. 15

1875. Mar. 16

1876. Mar. 16

Nigra, His Excellency Cavaliere Constantino, Italian

Minister to Eussia. St. Petersburg.

Stephens, George. Copenhagen.

Stokes, Margaret. Carrig-Breac, Howth, Co. Dublin,

Stubbs, Eight Eev. William, D.D., Lord Bishop of

Chester. Chester.

"Westwood, John Obadiah, F.S.A,, Hope Professor

of Zoology, Oxford. Oxford.

Whitney, WilHam Dwight. Yale College, Conn.

U.S., America.

Windisch, Ernst. Leipzig.



SUMMARY
w

Life Members 150

Annual Members 181

331

Honorary Members (57 + 4) ... 61

Total, 392



Should any errors or omissions be found in this List, which is revised to

26th May, 1884, it is requested that notice thereof may be given to the

Secretary of the Academy. He should also be informed of the death of any

Member.

R. D. Webb and Son, Printers, 74 Abbey-street, Dublin.
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EOYAL lEISH ACADEMY.

{First elected, 16th of March, 1882.)

SIK SAMUEL FEEGUSON, q.c, ll.d.

Ck Coxtiidl:

(Elected I6th of March, 1886.)

The Council consists of the Committees of Science and of Polite Literature and
Antiquities.

^ommxttzz of ^tuntt (Eleven Members):
Elected.

(1) Mar,, 1879 JOSEPH P. O'REILLY, c.e.

(2) „ 1880 JOHN CASEY, ll.d., f.r.s.

(.3) „ 1881 GEORCxE SIGERSON, m.d.

(4) Nov., 1881 CHARLES R. C. TICHBORNE, ph.d.

(5) Mar., 1882 SIR ROBERT KANE, ll.d., p.e.s.

(6) „ 1883 REV. JOHN H. JELLETT, d.d., Provost T.C.D.

(7) „ 1883 ALEXANDER G. MORE, f.l.s.

(8) Nov., 1883 ED. PERCEVAL WRIGHT, m.a., m.d. (Sec. of Comm.)

(9) Mar., 1884 REV. SAMUEL HAUGHTON, m.d., f.e.s., s.p.t.c.d.

(10) „ 1885 SIR ROBERT STAWELL BALL, ll.d., f.e.s.

(11) „ 1886 V. BALL, m.a., p.e.s.

Comntilto of ^oIHb ITitcratuw anb gjintiquitMS (Ten Members)

ROBERT ATKINSON, ll.d. (;S'ec. of Comm.)

JOHN T. GILBERT, Hon. e.h.a.

REV. MAXWELL H. CLOSE, m.a.

JOHN KELLS INGRAM, ll.d., s.p.t.c.d.

WILLIAM FRAZER, f.e.c.s.l

DAVID R. PIGOT, m.a.

SIR PATRICK J. KEENAN, p.c, c.b., k.c.m.g.

PATRICK W. JOYCE, ll.d.

THOMAS N. DEANE, e.h.a.

JOHN R. GARSTIN, m.a., p.s.a.

(12) Mar. 1870

(13) „ 1878

(14) Nov. 1878

(15) Mar., 1880

(16) „ 1881

(17) „ 1882

(18) „ 1884

(19) „ 1884

(20) „ 1885

(21) „ 1886



(As nominated by the President, 16th of March, 1886 : \vith the dates from which
they have continuously been re-aj>pointed.^

(1) JOHN KELLS INGRAM, ll.d., s.f.t.c.d. (1884).

(2) REV. SAMUEL HAUGHTON, m.d., f.r.s. (1885).

(3) SIR ROBERT STAWELL BALL, ll.d., f.e.s, (1885).

(4) J. P. O'REILLY, c.E. (1886).

#fftars

:

(Elected annually by the Academy ; ivith date of first election.)

Theasukek,
I

REV. MAXWELL H. CLOSE, M.A.

Q„„„^ ,^, 5 ED. PERCEVAL WRIGHT, m.a.,
Secretary, . .| j^.j,., (1883).

Secretary op the Council, . . . . j ROBERT ATKINSON, ll.d., (1878).

Secretary of Foreign Correspondence, j JOSEPH P. O'REILLY, c.e., (1880).

Librarian, j JOHN T. GILBERT, f.s.a., (1878).

Clerh of the Academy {elected annually by the^
^^^^^^ Macalister, ll.b. a882).

Academy) )

Curator, 3Tuseu,m-Clerl, and Housekeeper, . Major Robt. MacEniry, (1872).

Assistant Accoimtant, Me. Robert G. Robson, (1880).

Library Clerk, Me. J. J. MacSweeney, (1869).

Serjeant-at-Mace, Mr. J. J. MacSweeney, (1877).

-^»-» » » <

These Committees are composed of the 3fembers of Council, to whose names the subjoined

numbers are prefixed in the foregoing list :

Museum, . . Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities. Sec. No. 12.

Publication, . 1, 8 (-Sec), 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15.

Library, . . 1, 4, 11, 12, 13 (Sec), 14, 16, 17, 19, 20.

Msh Manuscripts, 2, 3, 12 (Sec), 13, 14, 15, 19.

Economy & House, 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14 (Sec), 16, 18, 20, 21.



MEMBERS OF THE EOYAL IRISH ACADEMY.

Ordinary Members.

The sign * is prefixed to the names of Life Members.
The sign § indicates the Members who have contributed papers to the Transac-

tions of the Academy.
N.B.—The names of Members ivhose addresses are not hwivn to the Secretary of

the Academy, are printed in italics. He requests that they may be communicated
to him.

Date of Election.

1843. April 10

1871. June 12

1873. Jan. 13

1870. Jan. 10

1870. Aprilll

1884. May 12

1875. Jan. 11

1872. April 8

1872. June 24
1840. Aprill3

1870. Jan. 10

1883. June 11

1842. Jan. 10

^§AUman, George James, M.D. (Dub. and Oxon.),

LL.D., F.L.S., F.E.C.S.I., F.E.SS., Lond. &
Edin., Eoyal Medalist E.S., 1873. Ardmore,
ParJcstone, Dorsetshire; Athenaeum Club, London.

"^Amherst, William Amliurst Tyssen-, D.L., M.P.,

F.S.A., M.E.S.L. Didlington Hall, Bixindon,

Norfolh.

Andrews, Arthur. Neivtoivn House, BlachrocTc, Co.

Dublin.

"^Archer, William, F.E.S. National Library, Dublin.

Ardilaun, Eight Hon. Arthur, Baron, M.A.
Ashford, Gong, Co. Galway ; St. Anne's, Clontarf,

Co. Dtiblin.

Atkinson, George Mounsey, 28, St. Osivald's-road,

West Brompton, London.
Atkinson, Eobert, LL.D., Professor of Sanskrit

and Comparative Philology, Dublin University,

Secretary of Council of the Academy. Clareville,

TJpper Rathmines, Co. Dublin.
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Date of Election.

187l!^b. 13

1884 May 12

1881. June 27

1874. Feb 9

1873. Jan. 13

1864. Aprilll

1845. Feb. 24
1827. Mar. 16

1857. Feb. 9

1882. Feb. 13

1856. June 9

1881. Feb. 14

1871. AprH 10

1874. April 13

1884. Jan, 14

1882. AprHlO

1874. Feb. 9

1865. April 10

1859. Jan. 10

1871. Jan. 9

1879. Feb. 10

1884. May 12

'^Macartney, J. W. Ellison, J. P., D.L. The Palace,

Glogher.

§*MacCartliy, Eev. Bartbolomew, D.D. Macroom,
Co. Cork.

McClintock, Eev. Francis Le Poer, M.A. (Cantab.),

Spencer Hill, Castlebellingham, Co. Louth.

McClure, Eev. Edmund, M.A. 1, Onslow-pAaca,
South Kensington, London, S. W.

'•'McCready, Eev. Christopher, M.A. bQ, High-street,

Dublin.

-•^McDonnell, Alexander, M.A., C.E., F.E.G.S.I.

Saltwell Hall, Gateshead-on-Tyne.

*Macdonnell, James S., C.E.
*MacDonneU, John, M.D., F.E.C.S.I., F.E.G.S.I.

32, Upper Fitzwilliam-street, Dublin.

*§McDonnell, Eobert, M.D., F.E.C.S.I., F.E.S. 89,

Merrion-square, West, Dublin.

McHenry, Alexander, Geological Survey of Ireland,

54, Seriyentine-avenue, Sandyrnount, Co. Dublin.

*MacIvor, Eev. James, D.D., F.E.G.S.I. Moyle,

KeivtoivnsteuKirt.

§ Mackintosh, Henry William, M.A., Professor of

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in tbe Uni-
versity of Dublin. Trinity College, Dublin.

Macnaghten, Colonel Sir Francis Edmund, Bart.

(Late 8th Hussars), D.L. Dundarave, Bushmills,

Co. Antrim.
MacSwiney, Stephen Myles^ M.D. 9, Upper

Merrion-street, Dublin.

McTernan, Eev. Stephen, P.P. Killasnet, Manor-
harnilton.

Mabony, Eichard John, B. A. (Oxon.)D.L. Dromore
Castle, Eenmare, Co. Kerry.

§Malet, John Christian, M.A. F.E.S. , Professor of

Mathematics. Queen's College, Cork.

•^]\ralone, Eev. Sylvester, P.P., F.E.H.A.A.L Clare

Castle, Co. Clare.

"^Manchester, His Grace William Drogo, Duke of.

1, G7rat Stanhope-street, London; Kimbolton Castle,

St. Neot's, Hunts ; The Castle, Tandragee.

Maunsell, George Woods, M.A, D.L., Vice-President,

Eoyal DubKn Society. 78, Merrion-square, South,

Dublin.

Meldon, Austin, M.D. 15, Merrion-square, North,

Dublin.

*Molloy, William Eobert. 17 BrooJcfield-terrace,

Donnybrooh.
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Date ot Election.

1861. Jan. 14

1858. Jan. 11

1869. Feb. 8

1866. April 9

1874, Feb. 9

1884. May 12

1876. April 10

1844. June 8

1854. May 8

1873. Jan. 13

1846. Jan. 12

1869.

1875.

1867.

1867.

1865.

1882.

1869.

1866.

1867.

June 14

Jan. 11

June 10

Jan. 14

Apr. 10

Apr. 10

Apr. 12

Jan. 8

May 13

Monck, Right Hon. Charles Stanley, Viscount,

G. C. M. G. , Lieutenant of Dublin City and County.
Charleville, Bray, Co. WicMow.

'^Montgomery, Hoivard £., M.D.
*Moran, His Eminence Patrick F., Cardinal, D.D.,

Archbishop of Sydney. Neiv South Wales.

More, Alexander Goodman, F.L. S., Soc. Zoo. Bot.

Yindob. Socius, Director of the Natural History

Museum, Science and Art Department, Leinster

House. 92, Leinster-road, Ratlimines, Co.

Dublin.

§Moss, Eichard J., F.C.S., Keeper of the Minerals,

Museum of Science and Art. St. Auhyns^ Bally-

brack, Co. Dublin.

*Murphy, Rev. Denis, S.J. University College,

Stephen's-green, Dublin.

Myers, Walter. 21, Queenshoro-terrace, Hyde-]park,

London.

^NevUle, John, C.E., F.R.G.S.I. 71, Lower
Baggot-street, Dublin.

Neville, Parke, C.E. 58, Pembrolce-road, Dublin.

Nolan, Joseph, F.R.G.S.I., Geological Survey of

Ireland. 21, Frankfort-avenue, Rathgar, Co.

Dublin ; 14, Hume-street, Dublin.

*Nugent, Arthur R. Portaferry, Co. Down.

* O'Brien, James H. 4, Hume-street, Dublin.

O'Callaghan, J. J., F.R.I.A.I. 31, Harcotirt-street,

Dublin.

O'Conor Don, Right Hon. The, D.L. Clonalis,

Castlerea, Co. Roscommon.
O'Donel, Charles J., J.P. 47, Lower Leeson-sireet,

Dublin.

O'Donnavan, William J., LL.D. University Club,

Dublin; Td,Kenilivorth-square,Rathgar, Co. Dublin.

OFarrell, Francis J., F.C.S.

O'Ferrall, Ambrose More, J. P. , D.L. Balyna Hoiose,

Enfield, Co. Kildare.

*0'Grady, Edward S., B.A., M.B., M. Ch.,F.R.C.S.L

33, Merrion-square, Dublin.

O'Grady, Standish H. Erinagh House, Castle-

connell ; St. George's Club, Hanover-square,

London, W.
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Date of Election.

1866. June 25

1869. Apr. 12

1878. Feb. 11

1869. Apr. 12

1876. Feb. 14

1871. Apr. 10

1861. June 10

1884. May 12

1882. Nov. 13

1886. April 12

1870. Jan. 10

1879. May 12

1866. June 11

1838. Dec. 10

1866. Jan. 8

1873. Feb. 10.

1884. Feb. 11

1847. Feb. 8

1863. Apr. 13

1870. Apr. 11

1838. Feb. 12

O'Hagan, Hon. John, M.A., Judge of the Supreme
Court of Judicature in Ireland, and Judicial Com-
missioner Irish Land Commission. 22, Upper
Fitzwilliam'Street, Dublin.

O'Hanlon, Very Eev. (Canon) John, P.P. Sandy-
mount, Co. Dublin.

O'Hanlon, Michael, L.K.Q.C.P.I. Castleconier,

Co. Kilkenny.

O'Laverty, Rev. James, P.P. Holywood, Co. Down.
Olden, Eev. Thomas, B.A. Ballyclough Vicarage,

Malloiv, Co. Cork.

O'Looney, Brian, F.E.H.S. Grove-villa House,
Crumlin, Co. Dublin.

*0'Mahony, Eev. Thaddeus, D.D. Trinity College,

Dublin.

O'Meagher, Joseph Casimir. 45, Mountjoy-square,
Dublin.

O'Eeardon, John Frazer. 7, Pembroke-road, Dublin.

^O'Eeilly, Henry Thomas, F.E.C.S.I. 58, Park-
avenue, Sandymount, Co. Dublin.

§0'Eeilly, Joseph P., C.E., Prof, of Mining and
Mineralogy, Eoyal College of Science, Dublin,

Secretary of Foreign Correspondence of the

Academy. 58, Park-avenue, Sandymount, Co.

Didjlin.

O'Eorke, Very Rev. Terence, D.D., P.P. Collooney,

Sligo.

O'Eourke, Very Eev. (Canon) John, P.P. St. Mary's,

Maynooth.
"*Orpen, John Herbert, LL.D. 58, Stephen's-green,

East, Dublin.

*0' Sullivan, Daniel, Ph. D. Rosemount, North
Circular-road, Dublin,

Patterson, "William Hugh. Garranard, Strand'
toion, Co. Down.

Pearsall, William Booth, F.E.C.S.I. 13, Upper
Merrion-street, Dvhlin.

^Pereira [elected as Tibbs], Eev. Henry Wall, M.A.,
F.S.A. Scot. Wells, Somerset.

Pigot, David E., M.A., Master, Court of Exchequer.
Churchtown House, Dundrum, Co. Dublin.

Pigot, Thomas F., C.E., Prof, of Descriptive

Geometry, Royal College of Science, Dublin.

4, Wellington-7'oad, Dublin.

*Pim, George, J. P. Brennanstoivn, Cabinteely, Co.

Dublin.
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Date of Election.

1886. Feb. 8

1884. Feb. 11

1880. Feb. 9

1864. Jan. 11

1862. Apr. 14

1873. Jan. 13

1875. Jan. 11

1852. Apr. 12

1873. Jan. 13

1864. June 13

1875. ApriI12

1874. Dec. 14

1858. Jan. II

1884. June 23

1881. Apr. 11

Pirn, Greenwood, M.A. Easton Lodge, Monkstoivn,

Co. Duhlin.

Plunkett, George Noble, Count of the Eoman States,

17, Merrion-square, North, Duhlin.

Plunkett, Thomas, F.E. G.S.I. EnnisMllen.

'^Poore, Major Robert.

*Porte, George. 43, Great Brunswick-street, Duhlin.

*Porter, Alexander, M.D., F.E.C.S., Indian Army.
Madras.

Porter, Sir George Hornidge, M.D., M.Ch., Surgeon
in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland. 3, Merrion-
square, North, Duhlin.

^Porter, Henry J. Ker.

Powell, George Denniston, M.D., L.E. C.S.I. 76,

Upper Leeson-street, Duhlin.

Power, Sir Alfred, K.C.B,, M.A. 35, Raglan-road,

Dublin.

^Powerscourt, Eight Hon. Mervyn, Viscount, K.P.
Poioerscourt, Ennislcerry, Bray.

*Purcell, Mathew John, J. P. Stephen's-green Club,

Dublin.

Purser, John, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics.

Queen's College, Belfast.

Purser, Louis Claude, M.A., F.T.C.D. 19, Welling-

ton-road, Dublin.

*Quinlan, Francis John Boxwell, B.A., M.D.,
F.K. Q.C.P.I. 29 Loiver Fitzioilliam-street, Dtdjlin.

1884.

1867.

May

Jan.

12

14

1846. Dec. 14

1843.

1878.

1875.

1883.

Feb.

June

Jan.

June 11

Eamsay, Edward P., F.L.S., C.M.Z.S., Curator of

the Australian Museum. Sydney, Australia.

*Eead, John M., General, U.S. Army; Consul-General

of the U. S. A. for France and Algeria, Member of

American Philoso. Soc, Fellow of the Eoyal Soc.

of Northern Antiquaries. Athens.

*§Eeeves, Eight Eev. William, D.D., M.B., LL.D.,
Lord Bishop of Down, Connor, and Dromore.
Tlie Palace, Holywood, Co. Doivn.

^^Renny, Henry L., F.R.G.S.I., late Lieut. R.E.
*Eeynell, Eev. William A., B.D. 8, Henrietta- street,

Dublin.

Eeynolds, James Emerson, M.D., F.E.S., Professor

of Chemistry, Dublin University. 62, More-
hampton-road, DonnyhrooJc, Co. D^ihlin.

Reynolds, Rev. R., C.C.
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Date of Election.

1875.^16 14

1881. Jan. 10

1844. June 10

1876. Jan. 10

1870. Nov. 30

1885. Dec. 14

1843. Jan. 9

1853. Jan. 10

1884. Dec. 8

1846. Feb. 9

1869. Apr. 12

1835. Feb. 23

1877.

1868,

1876.

1873.

1874.

1871.

1874.

1857.

1856.

Dec. 10

Jan. 13

June 26

April 14

Dec. 14

June 12

June 22

June 8

Apr. 14

Eobertson, Jolm C, L.K.Q.C.P.I, M.E.C.S.I.,

F.E.A.S. Monaghan.
Eobinson, John L., C.E. M.E.I.A.L Ratliruadh,

Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

*Eoe, Henry, M. A. Isle of Man.
*Eoss, Eev. William. Cluqoel Hill House, Rothesay.

Eosse, Eight Hon. Lawrence, Earl of, D.C.L., D.L.,

F.E.S. F.E.A.S, Birr Castle, Parsonstoivn.

*Eylands, Thomas Glazebrook, F.S.A., F.E.A.S.,

F.C.S. Higkfields, Thehvall, near Warrington.

*§ Salmon, Eev. George, D.D. (Dub. and Edin.),

D.C.L. (Oxon.), LL.D. (Cantab.), F.E.S., and
Eoyal Medalist, 1868, Eegius Professor of Divi-

nity, Dublin IJniversity. 81, Wellington-road,

Dublin.

^Sanders, Gilbert. Albany Grove, Monkstoivn, Co.

Dublin.

Sankey, Lieutenant-General Eichard H., E.E.,

Floraville, Eglinton-road, Dublin.

'''Sherrard, James Corry, 7, Oxford-square, Hyde-
parJh, London.

Sigerson, George, M.D., M.Ch., F.L.S., Prof, of

Botany, Catholic University. 3, Clare-street,

Dublin.

*§Smith, Aquilla, M.D., F.KQ.C.P.I. 121, Lower
Baggot-street, Dublin.

* Smith, Charles. Barrow-in-Furness.

Smith, John Chaloner, C.E., Engineer's Office, Dublin,

Wicldow, and Wexford Railivay, Bray.
Smith, Eev. Eichard Travers (Canon), D.D. The

Vicarage, Clyde-road, Dublin.

*Smythe, William James, Lieutenant-General, E.A.,

F.E.S. Toharcooran, Carnmoney, Belfast.

Stewart, James, M.A. (Cantab.), Professor of Greek

and Latin, CathoHc University. 21, Gardiner' s-

place, Dublin.

§Stokes, Whitley, LL.D., C.S.I. 15, Grenville-place,

Cornwall Gardens, London, S. W.
Stokes, William, JM.D., M. Ch. 5, Merrion-square,

North, Dublin.

•^§Stoney, Bindon B., M.A., C.E., F.E.S., F.E.G.S.L,

14, Elgin-road, Dublin.

*§Stoney, George Johnstone, M.A., D.Sc, F.E.S.,

3, Palmerston-park, Upper Rathmines.
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Date of Election.

1857. Aug. 24

1871. Jan. 9

1877. April 9

1869. Apr. 12

1879. June 9

1871. June 12

1876. April 10

1870. Kov. 30

1880. Fel3. 9

1884. May 12

1881. Feb. 14

1864. Feb. 8

1881. Jan. 10

1866. Apr. 9

1880. Feb. 9

1851. Jan. 13

1874. June 8

1873. AprH 14

1839. Jan. 14

1837. Jan. 9

1877. April 9

1884. May 12

^'Sullivan, WiUiamKirby, Ph.D. , President of Queen's
College, Cork. Queen^s College, Corh.

Synions, John. 72, Queen-street, Hull.

§Tarleton, Francis Alexander, LL.D., F.T.C.D.
24, TJpioer Leeson-street, Duhlin.

§Tichborne, Charles Eoger C, Ph.D., F.C.S. 15,

North Great George's-street, Duhlin.
* Tucker, Stephen Isaacson. Somerset Herald.

Heraldd College, London, B.C.

Tyrrell, Colonel Frederick, J. P. Gold Coast Colony,

Acera, care of Forbes & Co., 25, Cocks2mr-street,

London, S.W.
*Tyrrell, George Gerald, Clerk of the Crown, Co.

Armagh. 30, U^^per Pemhrohe-street, Duhlin;

Banbridge, Co. Doivn.

Ventry, Eight Hon. DayroUes Blakeney, Baron,

D.L. Burnham-liouse, Dingle, Co. Kerry.

Yesey, Agmondisham B., L.K.Q. C.P.I. Bellevue,

Magherafelt.

"Walsh, Most Pvev. William J., D.D., Lord Arch-
bishop of Dublin. Rutland-square, Duhlin.

*Ward, Francis Davis, J. P., Clonaver, Strandtoion,

Co. Down.
"*Warren, James W., M.A. 39, Rutland-square, West,

Duhlin.
*Watts, Eobert George, M.D., F.E.S.L., AlUon

House, Quadrant-road, Canonbury, London, N.
Westropp,W. H. Stacpoole, L.E.C.S.I., F.E.G.SL,

Lisdoonvarna, Co. Clare.

*White, John ISTewsom. RocMands, Waterford.
*Whittle, Ewing, M.D., M.E.C.S.E. I, Parliament-

terrace, Liverpool.

Wigham, John E. 35, Cajoel-street, Duhlin.

Wilkinson, Thomas. Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford.

^Williams, Eichard Palmer, F.E.G.S.I. 38, Dame-
street., Dublin.

'^Williams, Thomas. 38, Dame-street, Dublin.

Williamson, Benjamin, M.A,, F.E.S., F.T.C.D.

Professor of Natural Philosophy, Dublin Univer-

sity. 1, Dartmouth-road, Dublin.

Wood-Martin, Lieutenant-Colonel William Gregory,

J. P. Cleveragh, Sligo.
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Date of Election.

1857. Aug. 24

Royal Irish Academy,

*§Wriglit, Edward Perceval, M.A.,M.D. (Dub.), M.A.
(Oxon.), r.L.S., F.E.C.S.I., J.P., Professor of

Botany and Keeper of the Herbarium, Dublin
University, Secretary of the Academy. 1 7, Raglan-
road, Dublin.
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Date of Election.

1863. June 22

HONOEARY MEMBERS.

His Eoyal Highness Albert Edwabd, Prince of

"Wales.

" The President of the Eotal Societt, and Ex-Pbesidents of the same,

are always considered Honorary Members of the Academy."—By-Laws, ii., 14.

1869. Mar. 16
(Elected Hon. Mem.
in Sec. of Science
originally.)

1832. Nov. 30
(Elected Hon. Mem.

in Sec. of Science
originally.)

1874. Mar. 16
(Elected Hon. Mem.

in Sec. of Science

originally.)

1873. Mar. 15
(Elected Hon. Mem.

in Sec. of Science
originally.)

Hooker, Sir Joseph Dalton, M.D., K.C.B., F.E.S.,

D.C.L., LL.D., Ex-President op the Eoyal
Society. Keiv, London, W.

Airy, Sir George Biddell, KG B., D.C.L., LL.D.,

Ex-President of the Eoyal Society. Playford,

near Ipsioich.

Huxley, Thomas Henry, LL.D., Ex-President of

THE Eoyal Society. London.

Stokes, George Gabriel, D.C.L. (Oxon.), LL.D. (Dub.),

Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the Univer-

sity of Cambridge, President op the Eoyal
Society. Lensfield Cottage, Cambridge.

SECTION OF SCIENCE.

[Limited to 30 Members, of whom one-half at least must be foreigners.]

1873. Mar. 15 Adams, John Couch, LL.D. (Dub.), F.E.S. and Cop-
ley Medalist, Director of the Observatory and
Lowndesean Professor ofAstronomy and Geometry
in the University of Cambridge. Observatory,

Cambridge.

1874. Mar. 16 Berthelot, Marcelin Pierre Eugene. Boidevard Saint-

Michel, 57, Paris.

1875. Mar. 16 Bertrand, Joseph Louis Frangois. Paris.

1869. Mar. 16 Brown- Sdquard, Charles Edouard, M.D., E.E.S.

College de France, Rue Gay Lnssac, Paris.

1869. Mar. 16 Bunsen, Eobert Wilhehn Eberard. Heidelberg.

1869. Mar. 16 Cams, J. Victor, Professor of Comparative Anatomy.
Leijyzig.

1873. Mar. 15 Cayley, Arthur, LL.D. (Dub.), F.R.S., Sadlerian

Professor of Mathematics in the University of

Cambridge. Cambridge.
1883. Mar. 16 Charcot, J. Paris.

1866. Mar. 16 Clausius, Eudolf Julius Emmanuel. Zilrich.

1873. Mar. 15 Dana, James Dwight, LL.D., Professor of Geology
and Mineralogy. Yale College, Neiv Haven, Conn.,

U. S. America.
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HONOEAEY WEM^Y.'R^— Continued.

SECTION OF SCIENCE—Continued.
Date of Election.

1869.~Mar. 16

1876. Mar. 16

1886. Mar. 16

1875. Mar. 16

1876.

1864.

1884.

1873.

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 15

Mar. 15

1879. Mar. 16

1864.

1880.

1880.

1882.

1884.

1878.

1886.

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

1885. Mar. 16

1878. Mar. 16

1882. Mar. 16

1885. Mar. 16

Daubree, Gabriel Auguste. 254 Boulevard St. Ger-

main, Paris.

Decandolle, Alphonse, Professor of Botany. Geneva.

Frankland, Edward, M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Pro-

fessor of Chemistry in the Eoyal School of Mines.

The Yeivs, Reigate Hill, Reigate.

Gray, Asa, Professor of Botany, Harvard University.

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U. S. America.

Haeckel, Ernst, Professor of Zoology. Jena.

Helmholtz, Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand Von. Berlin.

Hermite, Charles. 2 Rue de Sorhonne, Paris.

Hofmann, August Wilhelm, F.RS., Professor of

Chemistry in the University. Berlin.

Huggins, William, D.C.L., LL.D., F.E.S. Upper
Tulse-hill, London, S.W.

Hyrtl, Karl Joseph. Vienna.

Loomis, Elias. Yale College, Conn., U. S. America.

Marsh, 0. C. Ycde College, Conn., U. S. America.

Newcomb, Simon. United States Naval Observatory,

Washington.

N'ordenskjold, Baron Adolf Erik de. Stockholm.

Pasteur, Louis. Paris.

Eayleigh, Et. Hon. John William, Lord, M.A.,

F.E.S. Terling-place, Witham, Essex.

Sylvester, James Joseph, D.C.L., LL.D., F.E.S.,

Savilian Professor of Geometry in the University

of Oxford. Oxford.

Thomson, Sir William, LL.D., D.C.L. (Oxon.) F.E.S.

Glasgow.

Yirchow, Eudolph. Berlin.

Williamson, Alexander William, LL.D., F.E.S.,

Professor of Chemistry and of Practical Chemis-
try, University College, London. 28 Primrose-

hill-road, London, N.W.
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SECTION OF POLITE LITERATURE & ANTiaUITIES.

[Limited to 30 Members, of whom one-half at least must be foreigners.]

Elected in the Department of Polite Literature.

Date of Election.

1869. Mar. 16

1869. Mar. 16

1849. Nov. 30
1869. Mar. 16

1863. Mar. 16

Gayangos y Arce, Don Pascual de. London.
Lassen, Christian. Bonn.
Lepsius, Karl Eichard. Berlin.

Mommsen, Theodor. Berlin.

Mliller, Max. Oxford.

Elected in the Department of Antiquities.

1869, Mar.

1848. Nov.
1867. Mar.

1841. Mar.

1854. Mar.

1867. Mar.

16

30
16

16

Benavides, Don Antonio. Madrid.
Botta, Paul Emile. Paris.

De Eossi, Commendatore Giovanni Battista. Rome.
Halliwell-Phillipps, James Orchard, F.E.S., F.SS.A.

Lond. and Scotland., &c. Hollinghury Copse,

Brighton.

Maury, Louis Ferdinand Alfred. Paris.

Yisconti, Barone Commendatore P. E. Rome.

Elected since the union of the ttvo classes of Honorary Members
in this Section,

1882. Mar. 16

1882. Mar. 16

1882. Mar. 16

1883. Mar. 16

1875. Mar. 16

1880. Mar. 16

1878. Mar. 16

1882. Mar. 16

1886. Mar. 16

1878. Mar. 16

Ascoli, Graziadio I. Milan.

Bond, Edward Augustus, LL.D., Principal Librarian

of the British Museum. London.

Brugsch-Pascha, Heinrich. Berlin.

Evans, John, LL.D., D.C.L., Fellow and Treasurer

Eoyal Society, London.

Franks, Augustus WoUaston, M.A., F.E.S., F.S.A.

103, Victoria-street, London, S. W.
Fick, F. C. August. Gottingen.

Kern, H. Leyden.

Maine, Sir Henry James Sumner, LL. D., K.C.S.I.,

F.E.S., Master of Trinity Hall, Cambridge. Cam-
bridge.

Newman, His Eminence John Henry Cardinal.

Birmingham.
Newton, Charles, C.B., D.C.L., F.S.A. British

Musetim, London.
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Date of Election.

1873. Mar. 15

1886. Mar. 16

1884. Mar. 15

1876. Mar. 16

1876. Mar. 16

1873. Mar. 15

1875. Mar. 16

1876. Mar. 16

Honorary Members.

Nigra, His Excellency Cavaliere Constantino, Italian

Minister to Eussia. St, Petersburg.

Schliemann, Heinrich, D.C.L. Athens.

Stephens, George. Copenhagen.

Stokes, Margaret. Carrig-Breac, Howth, Co. Dublin.

Stubbs, Eight Eev. William, D.D., Lord Bishop of

Chester. Chester.

Westwood, John Obadiah, F.S.A., Hope Professor

of Zoology, Oxford. Oxford.

Whitney, William Dwight. Yale College, Conn.

U.S., America.

Windisch, Ernst. Leipzig.

(One vacancy.

)



SUMMARY
-^

Life Members 146

Annual Members 173

319

Honorary Members (59 + 5) ... 64

Total, 383



Should any errors or omissions be found in this List, • which is revised to

1st July, 1886, it is requested that notice thereof may be given to the

Secretary of the Academy. He should also be informed of the death of any

Member.

R. D. Webb and Son, Printers, 74 Abbey-street, Dublin,
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MINUTES OF PEOCEEDINGS.

Monday Eyei^ing, JToTEiiBEE 12, 1877.

SiE, KoBEET Kane, P. K. S., President, in the Chair.

The following Papers were read :

—

" On the Colour, Eelations, and Colorimetric Estimation of Mckel

and Cobalt." By Thomas Bayley, Esq. [Yide Proceedings, vol. iii.,

ser. ii., part 2.]

" On a Comparison of the Observed and Calculated Heights of

High Water at Eleetwood, from the 8th August, 1876, to the 9th

October, 1877." By Eev. James Pearson, M. A. ^Ni^q Proceedings,

vol. iii., ser. ii., part 2.]

" On Sculptured Fragments of Bone from the Tumuli at Slieve-

na-Calleagh." By E. C. Eotherham, Esq.

" On Observations of the Parallax of the Planetary Nebula. H.

IV. 37." By Dr. Briinnow. [Yide Proceedings, vol. iii., ser. ii.,

part 2.]

Donations were presented, and thanks voted to the several donors.

Stated Meeting, Novembee 30, 1878.

Sib, Kobekt Kane, E. E. S., President, in the Chair.

The Secretary of Council reported that the Council had taken

steps towards the entertaining by the Academy of the British Associ-

ation, during their meeting in DubKn, at a Conversazione ; and that

the Lord Mayor had, at the request of the Council, given permission

to open a communication between the premises of the Academy and

E. I. A., MINUTES, SESSION 1877-78. F^"]
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the Mansion House, and had placed at the disposal of the Academy-

such rooms in the Mansion House as might be required for the pur-

poses of the Conversazione.

It was Eesolved

—

" That the Academy approves of the steps taken by the Council

towards giving a Conversazione to the British Association, and that a

subscription list be opened to defray the expenses."

It was Resolved

—

"That the Academy gratefully acknowledge the kindness of the

Lord Mayor in placing the required rooms in the Mansion House at

their disposal for the Conversazione to be given to the British

Association."

By decree of the Council, Dr. Eichey, Q.C, read to the Academy

a return for the better management of the Cunningham Fund, in the

form of a draft letter of instructions to the solicitor of the Academy.

Letter of Iksteuctioxs to Acadejit's Solicitoe.

" EoTAi Irish Academy House,

" Dawson-steeet, Dttblin,

''IslJune, 1876.

"SlE,

*' Pursuant to authority for this pui'pose given to us by the

Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy, we request that you will take

the necessary steps to have' a petition on behalf of the Academy pre-

sented to the Court of Chancery, for the purpose of enabling the Coun-

cil to apply the surplus of the fund called The Cunningham Pund

to the objects of the Institution.

"The Institution is incorporated for the promotion of Science,

Polite Literature, and Antiquities. The Cunningham Pund arises

from a bequest to the Academy, on trust to apply the income ' in such

premiums as they should think proper for the improvement of natural

knowledge and other objects of their Institution.'

" The Academy have entrusted the administration of this Pund to

the Council.

" The Council, notwithstanding their desire to give premiums, have

found that that form of encouraging learning has not been generally

successful, and the interest of the Pund has outgrown their ability to

apply it beneficially in that way.
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'' The Council is advised that this state of facts gives a legitimate

grouiid to apply for relief under the cy pres jurisdiction of the Court

of Chancery.

" The history of the Pund and of the endeavours of the Council,

from time to time, down to 1861, to apply it to the particular pur-

pose described, will be found at page 406 of the 7th vol. of the Pro-

ceedings of the Academy, herewith sent. Attention is requested to

the statement, at page 417, respecting the disinclination of Members

of Council to be themselves competitors, and its consequences.

" Since then, a few medals only have been awarded; and, although

subjects for Prize Essays, to the amount of £100, have, within the last

three years, been proposed and largely advertised, the Council have not

received any Papers to which they could conscientiously award the

prize.

" The result is, that the Pund now consists of the principal sum

of £1600, in the Report mentioned, with accumulations of interest,

amounting together to £2560 95, bd. of iN'ew Three per Cent. Stock.

" The Council are much pressed for funds to defray the necessary

charges of printing their Transactions and Proceedings, which,

though not coming directly within the language of the trust, are me-

ritorious works, the publication of which tends to the promotion of the

general objects of the Testator.

" Tou will, therefore, be pleased to take the necessary steps for

obtaining the authority of the Court of Chancery that the Council,

after providing for such premiums as may, from time to time, appear

well merited and calculated to promote the particular objects of Tes-

tator, may apply the interest of the Cunningham bequest generally in

aid of the objects of the Academy, viz., in promoting the study

of Science, Polite Literature, and Antiquities, or otherwise as to the

Court shall appear proper.

"It occurs to us that the proceedings should be under Lord

Ptomilly's Act, and that the petition need not go into much detail.

"We are. Sir,

" Tour obedient servants,

" ALEXAin)EE GrEOEGE ElCHET {per S.P.)

" SAinJEL PEEGIJSOJf, V. P.

" AsTmiE Baeiow, Esq., Solicitor,

^^ North Great George's-street, DiMin?''

la
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It was Resolved—

•

" That the several proceedings of Council relative to the Cunning-

ham Fund, commencing December 12, 1875, the petition in this

matter, and the draft letter of instruction be printed, and a copy-

thereof be sent to each and every of the Members ; and that the

subject-matter of said letter of instruction be taken up by the

Academy at its meeting of the 14th January, 1878."

Monday EvEi^iifG, Decembee 10, 1877.

Samtjel Peegxtsox, LL. D., Yice-President, in the Chair.

Charles Smith, Esq., Barrow-in-Furness, was elected a Member of

the Academy.

The following Papers were read :

—

'' On Schutzenberger's Process for the Volumetric Estimation of

Oxygen iu "Waters." By C. C. Hutchinson, Esq. [Yide Proceedings,.

vol. iii., ser. ii., part 2.]

" Observations on Double Stars." By Dr. Briinnow.

Monday Evening, jAiruAEY 14, 1878.

Sib Eobeet "Kane, F, E. S., President in the Chair.

B.ead, the following letter from the Science and Art Department

of 21st December, 1878.

"Science and Art Depaetment,

" SoriH EJENSINGTON, S. "W.,

" 2lst Decemler, 1877.

"Sir,
" It was stated in the letter of the Yice-President of the Com-

mittee of Council on Education, dated the 8th of February, 1876, on

the subject of the formation of a Science and Art Museum in Ireland,

that their Lordships earnestly desii'ed to retain the advantage of the

assistance and authority which the continued co-operation of the

Societies with the Government, in this more extensive national im-

i.m
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dertaking, Tvould afford; and in order to aid them in the administra-

tion of the Science and Art Museum, the Natural History Collections,

and the Botanic Gardens, they propose to constitute a Board of

Visitors, consisting of twelve Members—four nominated by the Lord

Lieutenant, five by the Royal Dublin Society, three by the Eoyal

Irish Academy—the Members to be appointed for a limited time, but

to be re-eligible ; and a President, to be elected annually by the Board
;

and that the duties of the Board of Visitors would be to make annual

reports to the Science and Art Department, which should be laid

before Parliament, on the condition, management, and requirements

of the Museum, and to advise on points affecting the adminis-

tration.

'
' Parliament has now sanctioned the building of the Science and

Art Museum ; and as some of the collections and departments con-

nected with it are already in existence, and the selection of the site

for the Museum, on the property which has now been vested in

Government, must shortly be made, the Lords of the Committee of

Council on Education are most anxious to have the benefit of the

assistance of Visitors from the commencement of this important

national undertaking.

"I am therefere directed to request that you will be so good as to

move your Academy to nominate three gentlemen to serve on the

Board for a period of five years.

"I am, Sir,

'
' Your obedient servant,

"jS"oeman M'Leod.
^' The PEEsroENT, Eotai Ibish Academy."

The President stated that the subject of this letter would be con-

sidered at the Meeting of the 28th inst., and the election of three

Visitors of the JSTational Museum would be then proceeded with.

After some remarks by the President on the loss the Academy had

experienced by the lamented death of their late President, Dr. Stokes,

the following Resolution was passed unanimously :

—

" That the Royal Irish Academy, having received with deep regret

the announcement of the death of Dr. Stokes, desires to place on

record its sense of the eminent services which he rendered to Science,

and also of the zeal which he showed as President of the Academy for

its honour and its interests ; and that a copy of this Resolution be
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sent to Lis family, Tvith an expression of the earnest sympafhy of tlie

Academy with their sorrow under the loss they have sustained."

Eesolved

—

" That as a further mark of respect to the memory of our late-

President, Dr. Stokes, the Academy do now adjourn."

And the Academy adjourned accordingly.

MoiTDAT EvEKOfG, Jaatjakt 28, 1878.

Sle Eobekt "Fvaxe, F. E. S., President, in the Chair.

The Per. J. H. JeUett, B. D. ; Samuel Perguson, LL. D., and Sir-

Pohert Xane, P. E. S. (President), were elected Members of the Board

of Yisitors of the new Science and Art lluseum in Ireland.

It was moved by the Secretary of Council

—

" That the Draft Scheme for the administration of the Cunning-

ham Pund, submitted at the Stated lleeting of the 30th ]S"oYember

last, be adopted by the Academy."

Dkaft Petitiois''.

^' In Chancery.

" In the Matter of the Eoyax Irish AcADE]u:r, and in the Matter of

the 52nd George 3rd, cap. 101, intituled 'An Act to provide a

summary remedy in case of abuse of trusts created for charitable

purposes.'

" To the Eight Honorable Jony TnoiiAS Ball, Loed High Chais^celloe

OF Ieelaio).

"The Petition of Sa^iuel Peegusox, of ]S"o. 20 Iforth Grreat George's-

street, in the city of Dublin, Esq., Q.C, and AxexajSdee Geoege

EicHET, of 27 Ppper Pembroke-street, in the city of Dublin, Esq.,

Q. C, two of the members of the Council of the Eoyal Irish Aca-

demy,

''HuiEBLY ShOWETH,

"1. Timothy Cunningham, formerly of Gray's Inn, in the county

of Middlesex, duly made and executed his last Will and Testament,

in writing, dated 10th June, 1789, and thereby, amongst other be-

quests, left and bequeathed to the Eoyal Irish Academy of Dublin the

sum of £ 1 000, to be laid out in such funds as they should think proper,

and the interest of it to be disposed of in such premiums as they
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should think proper, for the improvement of natural knowledge and

other objects of their Institution, and the said Testator thereby ap-

pointed the Eev, Thomas Hnssey sole Executor of his said Will.

"2. The said Timothy Cunningham died shortly afterwards, and

his said Will was duly proved in London on the 16th June, 1789, and

Probate thereof granted to the said Rev. Thomas Hussey, the Execu-

tor named.
" 3. The Eoyal Irish Academy was incorporated by Eoyal Charter

in the year 1786 for promoting the study of Science, Polite Literature,

and Antiquities.

"4. The legacy of £1,000 was duly paid over to the said Royal

Irish Academy.

"5. Under the Statutes and By-laws of the Academy all medals

or other honorary rewards are from time to time to be awarded by the

Council of the Academy at their discretion^

" 6. Different plans have from time to time been adopted for the

purpose of carrying out the intentions of the said Testator.

"7. The first plan was that of giving prizes for the best essays on

subjects proposed by the Academy.

" 8. This was soon afterwards altered, and ' The Cunningham Grold

Medal' was instituted instead of a pecuniary prize.

"9. These Medals were for some time given for papers published

in the Transactions of the Academy, but this plan was objected to,

as narrowing too much the field of competition and diminishing in pro-

portion the honour of the reward.

" 10. In the year 1848 a new plan was substituted, which was as

follows :

—

"I. All Works or Essays in the departments of Science, Polite

Literature, or Antiquities, which should be published in Ireland,

whether in the Transactions of the Academy or not, or which

should relate to Irish subjects, were to be considered as competing

for the Medal.

"II. The Council of the Academy were to award Medals every

third year, and were to take into consideration all papers or works

coming under this description which had been published within the

six years preceding.

"III. Money premiums were, from time to time, to be given for

Essays or Reports on stated subjects.
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"11, These regulations have been only partly acted on, the limits

of time having been found inconvenient, and the regulations in that

respect being deemed improvident, a further resolution was passed at

a meeting of the Council of the Academy on 18th JSTovember, 1872,

by which the said regulations of March, 1848, respecting the medals

and premiums from the Cunningham Bequest, were repealed, and it

was resolved that awards from it thereafter should be made at the

discretion of the Council, limited only by the Trusts of the Testator's

"Will.

" 12. Subsequently, on the 3rd February, 1873, a further resolu-

tion was passed by the Council of the Academy, by which the Council

agreed to recommend the Academy to offer out of the Cunningham

Fund two premiums of £50 each for Essays on the then present state

of the Irish Language and Literature, written and unwritten, in.

Munster and Connaught.

"13. This recommendation was subsequently adopted at a General

Meeting of the Academy, held on the 16th March, 1873.

"14. Seven Essays were sent in, but their merit being insufficient

to entitle any of them to the full amount of a prize, the Council de-

cided to divide £50 between three of the Essayists.

" 15. In December, 1874, the Council offered two premiums of

£50 each for the best Reports or Essays on the then present state of

the Irish Language and Literature, written and unwritten, in the

Provinces of Leinster and Ulster respectively.

" 16. Three Essays were sent in, but none were of sufficient merit

to entitle the author to a full prize ; however, £20 was awarded to one

of the Essayists.

"17. The Council have awarded no premiums since the year

1874.

"18. ^Notwithstanding the desire of the Council to give premiums,

they have found that that form of encouraging learning out of said

Cunningham Eund has not been successful, and that the interest

of the Fund has outgrown their ability to apply it beneficially in that

way.

" 19. The Council, are desirous that a scheme should be devised,

so as to enable the Royal Irish Academy to employ the interest on the

Cunningham Fund in the most advantageous and beneficial manner.

"20. The present Members of the Council of the Academy
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President

:

Sib, Egbert Kane, M. D., F. E. S.

The Council:
Elected.

<1). Mar. 1870. Edward Perceval Wright, M. D., F. L. S., F. R. C. S. I.

<2). „ 1872. David Moore, Ph. D., F. L. S.

(3). ,, 1872. John Casey, LL. D., F. E. S.

(4). ,, 1873. Thomas Hayden, F. K. & Q. C. P. I., F. E. C. S, I.

<5).
'

,, 1874. Eev. John Hewitt Jellett, B. D., S. F. T, C. D.

(6). ,, 1875. Sir Eobert Kane, M. D., LL. D., F. E. S., F. K. & Q. C. P. I.

(7). ,, 1875. Alexander Carte, M. D., F. L. S., F. E. C. S. I.

(8). „ 1875. "Williani Archer, F. E. S.

(9). „ 1876. Eobert Stawell Ball, LL. D., F. E. S. (Sec.)

<10). „ 1876. James Emerson Eeynolds, M. D., F. C. S.

(11). „ 1870. Eev. Samuel Haughton, M. D., F. E. S., D. C. L., F. T. C. D.

(12). ,, 1877. Bindon B. Stoney, C. E.

<13). „ 1859. John KeUs Ingram, LL. D., F. T. C, D.

(14). „ 1867. "William John 0'Donnavan,LL.D.

<15). „ 1869. Alexander George Eichey, LL.D., Q. C.

(16). Dec, 1869. John Eibton Garstin, M. A. & LL. B., F. S. A.

(17). Mar. 1871. Very Eev. William Eeeves.^D. D., LL. D., M. B.

(18). „ 1873. Eev. ThaddeusO'Mahony,D.D.^

(19). „ 1875. Eev. MaxweU Close, M. A.

(20). „ 1875. Eobert Atkinson, LL. D.

(21). „ 1876. Thomas Drew, E. H. A.

(22). „ 1867. Samuel Ferguson, LL. D., Q. C,

of whom your petitioners are two.

"21. The whole interest on the Fund constituting the Cunning-

ham Bequest, not having been expended from time to time in

premiums and medals, the present amount of the said Fund, includ-

ing principal and the interest from time to time added thereto, is the

sum of £2618 9s. 5d. Government new Three per cent, stock, which is

now standing in the books of the Governor and Company of the Bank

of Ireland, in the name of the Royal Irish Academy.

"22. The funds available for the publication of the Transactions

and Proceedings of the Academy are not sufficient for that purpose,

and many Papers of merit are held over, for want of adequate means

for their publication.

"23. Tour Petitioners submit that the interest on said Cunningham

Bequest might be usefully employed, after providing for such pre-

miums and medals, if any, as from time to time the Council may see

fit to award, by applying it from time to time in aid of the funds at the
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disposal of the Council for the publication of the Transactions and'

Proceedings of the Academy, and that a scheme for the purpose should

be settled under the direction of the Court.

" 24. The proposed method of dealing with the interest of said EuncI

has, as youi' Petitioners are personally aware, the approval of the Council.

''May it therefore please your Lordship to order that it

may be referred to your Lordship in Chamber to settle a

scheme for the proper administration of the said Cunningham

Eund, and, if your Lordship should think fit, to direct that, in

settling such scheme, regard should be had to the employment

of the interest on said Fund in the manner suggested by your

Petitioners in paragraph 23 of the foregoing Petition; and that

your Petitioners may be declared entitled to their costs of this

Petition and of the proceedings, when taxed and ascertained,

out of the said Pund, and that the said Poyal Irish Academy,

the present trustees of said Pund, may be at liberty to pay

said costs, when so taxed and ascertained, thereout to your

Petitioners, or that your Petitioners may have such further and

other relief in the premises as to your Lordship may seem fit^

" And your Petitioners, &e.,

" "Wii. Andeesok", Counsel.'"

Oedee of the IIastee oe the Poles.

INov. 19, 1877.]

"It is ordered by the Eight Honorable the Master of the Polls,,

that it be adjourned to the Judge in Chambers to approve of and settle

a scheme for the future regulation of the Cunningham Bequest in the

said Petition mentioned; and it is ordered, that the Petitioners do

bring in and lodge in said Chambers a Draft of such scheme as they

suggest for the purpose, such Draft to be first approved of by Counsel

on behalf of the said Royal Irish Academy. And it is further ordered,,

that a copy of said Draf b Scheme, when so lodged in Chambers, be also

lodged with the clerk of the Attorney-General. And it is further

ordered, that a summons do issue for the first week of the Chamber

Sittings of next year for the consideration of said Draft.

" WiiLiAii Gr. Wtbea^t:s, a. E."

"G. P. Slatteey."
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Deaft of Peoposed Ixstetjctiojts eoe the Peepaeatiois' op a

SCHE3IE.

''SlE,

'
' The order of his Honour the Master of the EoUs, dated the 1 9th

November, 1877, and made in the matter of the Royal Irish Academy

and the matter of the 52nd Greo. 3., chap. 101, has been laid before,

and carefully considered by, the Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy.

"His Honor by such order has directed that the Petitioners

should bring in and lodge in his Chambers a draft of a scheme, and

that such scheme should be settled by Counsel, and that a copy of

such scheme should be lodged with the Clerk of the Attorney-

General.

"The Petitioners in the matter presented the petition at the

request and by the directions of the Council, and are, both they and

the Council, desirous that such a scheme should be presented to the

Coiu't as may meet the views of the Counsel employed in this case,

and also the wishes of the general body of the members of the

Academy.

" The Council has, therefore, taken the opinion of the members of

the Academy as to the nature of the proposed scheme, and have re-

ceived their consent and approval to the following instructions. It is

for the Counsel employed to reduce these instructions to a formal and

technical shape ; and these instructions are, therefore, intended merely

as an expression of the wishes of the Council and the Academy as to

the substance and matter of the scheme.

" The Council and the members of the Academy desire that the

interest and dividends of the Cunningham Fund should be applied in

the manner following :

—

"1. In premiums of an honorary nature, such as medals, &c., to per-

sons rendering eminent services in Science, Polite Literature, or

Antiquities.

"2. In pecuniary premiums, to be awarded by the Council for the

best Essays upon subjects to be proposed by the Council, when

and as they think fit, and advertised for public competition.

*' 3. In the publication, under the title of ' Cunningham Prize Me-

moirs,' of such Papers read before the Academy as in the opi-

nion of the Council of the Academy possess eminent merit.
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" 4. That, subject to the making due provision for the abovepurposes, the

Council be at liberty to apply the annual revenue and dividends

towards the expenses of the publication of the Transactions

and Proceedings of the Academy.
^'5. That for aU or any of the purposes aforesaid, numbered respec-

tively 1, 2, and 3, the Council be at liberty to have recourse to

the present or future accumulation of dividends, and to deal

with the same as the revenue of the current year.

" You are requested to lay these instructions before Counsel for his

guidance in the preparation of the proposed scheme."

After a prolonged debate,

It was Resolved

—

"That the further consideration of the subject be adjourned to

the next night of meeting."

IToxDAT EvE^"r^^G, Pebeuaet 11, 1878.

SiK EoBEKT Ejlxe, F. R. S., President, in the Chair.

Charles E. Burton, A. B. ; George P. Fitzgerald, IT. A. ; Robert

"W. Lowry, B. A., and llichael O'Hanlon, M. D,, were elected

Members of the Academy.

The consideration of the Cunningham Pund Scheme was re-

sumed, and the following amendment was adopted :

—

" That the Academy accept the scheme proposed by the Council

for the better administration of the Cunningham Pund, subject to

such alterations (if any) as, on discussion of its details, shall seem fit

;

and that the Academy now proceed to consider the scheme, paragraph

by paragraph, as set out in the draft of proposed instructions which

Council have placed before them."

The adoption of the first paragraph of the Report of Council

having been moved, the following amendment was moved and

seconded :

—

" That the first clause shall have the words within brackets as

follows inserted therein :

—

"I. In premiums of an honorary nature, such as Medals, &c.

—

[One in every year to the author of the best Paper read before the

Academy during the previous three years, in one of the following
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subjects, in rotation, viz.:—(1) Pure Science, (2) Applied Science,

(3) Polite Literature and Antiquities ; and] to persons rendering

eminent services in Science, Polite Literature, or Antiquities."

The amendment having been negatived, the following amendment

"was then proposed and seconded :

—

" In premiums of an honorary nature, such as Medals, with or

without pecuniary premiums, to persons rendering eminent services in

Science, Polite Literature, or Antiquities."

To this was added the words, " which premiums shall be awarded

triennially."

A division having taken place, the amendment was negatived, and

the first clause of the Draft Scheme was adopted by the Academy.

The second, third, fourth, and fifth clauses were carried unani-

mously.

The final clause—"You are requested to lay these instructions

before Counsel, for his guidance in the preparation of the proposed

scheme"—was carried unanimously.

The preamble having] been accepted, the entire draft was then

adopted by the Academy.

Monday Eveistkg, Pebetjaey 25, 1878.

SiE EoBEET Kane, P. R. S., President, in the Chair.

The following Papers were read :

—

" A Chemical Examination of the Mixed Waters of the Estuary of

the Ptiver Liffey, with Remarks on the Discharge of Sewage into

Estuaries," By L. Studdert, LL. D.

" On a Unique Copy of the Life of the Virgin, by Albert Durer."

By William Prazer, M. D.

"Further Remarks on the Supposed Substitution of Zinc for

Magnesium in Minerals." By E. T. Hardman, E. C. S. [Vide Pro-

ceedings, vol. iii., ser. ii., part 2.]

"On the Acanthology of the Desmosticha," Part I. By H. W.

Mackintosh, B. A. [Ordered for Transactions, vol. xxvi.]

"On Direct Demonstration of the Properties of the Pirst Negative

Pedal of a Central Conic from any Point on its Plane." By J. C.

Malet, M. A. \Transactio7is, vol. xxvi., part 12.]
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Sattodat Evening, Maech 16, 1878.

(Stated Meeting.)

Sib, Eobeet Kane, P. E. S., LL. D., President, in the Chair.

The Ballots for President, and Members of Conncil, and Officers,

and for Honorary Members, being opened, the President appointed

J. J. Digges La Touche, William Prazer, M. D., Professor O'Looney,

and The O'Conor Don, M. P., Scrutineers for the election of President,

Conncil, and Officers ; and "W". J. Pitzpatrick, LL. D., and Parke

l^eville, C. E., as Scrutineers for the election of Honorary Members.

The Secretary of Council brought up the following Eeport of the

Council for the year 1 877-8 :

—

Pepoet oe Councix foe the Yeae 1877-8.

Since the date of the last Eeport of the Council, the following

parts of vol. xxvi. of the Transactions have been published :

—

Part 7. " The Eed Stars : Observations and Catalogue." By J.

Birmingham.

Part 8. " On a New Species of Parasitic Green Alga belonging to

the genus Chlorochytrium of Cohn." By E. Perceval Wright, M. D.

Part 9. " On a Species of Ehizophydium parasitic on Species of

Ectocarpus, with Notes on the Pructification of the Ectoearpi." By

E. P. Wright, M. D.

Part 10. ''A Supplement to Sir John Herschel's ' General Cata-

logue of Nebulae and Clusters of Stars.' " By J. L. E. Dreyer, M. A.,

P. E. A. S.

And the following is in the press :

—

Part 11. "On the Aspect of Mars at the Oppositions of 1871 and

1873. By C. E. Burton."

Of our Proceedings there have been issued within the year part 1 of

vol. iii. (second series), containing Papers on Science; and part 12

of vol. i. (second series), containing Papers on Polite Literature and

Antiquities.

Within the past year. Papers by tbe following authors were read

before the Academy :

—

In the department of Science :—by Professor Tait ; Professor E.

S. Ball ; Dr. C. E. C. Tichborne ; Professor E. P. Wright j Professor
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•CReilly ; Eev. James Pearson ; Professor A. Leith. Adams ; Mr. "W.

H. Bailey; Dr. Brunnow ; Mr. Edward T. Hardman ; Mr. H. W.
Mackintosli ; Mr. J. C. Malet ; Mr. Thomas Bayley ; Mr. Henry Hat-

field ; Mr. Wm. Plunkett and Dr. Lancelot Stnddert ; Mr. C. C. Hut-

chinson and Mi\ A. IS". M'Alpine; Mr. Eeginald Lawrence and Mr. C.

W. EeiUy.

In the department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :—by Mr.

Denis Crofton ; Dr. Samuel Perguson ; Eev. J. P. Mahaffy ; Mr. E. C.

Eotheram ; and Dr. W. Frazer.

The work of lithographing the most valuable of our Irish MSS.

makes steady progress. Of the "Book of Leinster," 312 pages, being

more than three-fourths of the whole, have been printed off, and 80

additional pages are on stone. The Irish scribe pursues his work with

remarkable diligence, and it is expected that the remaining portion

will be completed before the summer of 1879.

The whole of the triple text of the Eelire of Oengus having

been printed, Dr. 'WTiitley Stokes applied for and obtained the con-

sent of the Council to have the Glossarial Index, which is to be

added, printed in Calcutta, with a view to save the time lost in the

transmission of proofs between this country and India. It appeared,

however, on trial, that the work could not be properly executed there.

All the manuscript of the Index is now in the printer's hands, and a

large portion of it is in type ; and the issue of the entire work may be

expected in the course of the present year.

The question pending between the Academy and the Government

for a considerable time prevented progress being made in the publica-

tion of the Annals of Ulster. This difficulty having been removed,

arrangements have been made for the immediate commencement of the

printing, and it is hoped that the Council will be able, in their next

Eeport, to announce that a substantial portion of the work has been,

completed.

Several interesting objects have been added to the Museum within

the year. Amongst those procured by purchase are a very fine lunula

of gold, a torque of the same metal, and some weapons of bronze. The

donations include an ancient canoe and a singular trough-shaped vessel

of oak, sepulchral urns, and other articles, presented by Mr. J. G-. Y,

Porter, of Belleisle. For the Strong Eoom a movable mahogany

glazed case has been constructed, in which will be deposited some of
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the most important of our ancient manuscripts. The painting and

other work now in course of execution in the Crypts and Supplemental

Library will, when completed, effect a substantial and much-needed

improvement in those portions of the Academy's premises.

The grants in aid of the preparation of Scientific Eeports, recom-

mended by the Committee of Science, approved by the Council, and

now submitted for the sanction of the Academy, are as follows :

—

£25 to C. E. C. Tichborne, F. C. S., for Eesearches upon the gene-

ral diffusion of Fluorine in Animal Concretions, &c.

£25 to E. T. Hardman, F. C. S., for Apparatus and Chemicals to

enable him to continue his Chemico-Geological Eesearches.

£20 to A. G. More, F. L. S., for the Examination of the Flora o£

the South and "West of Ireland.

£12 to A. Leith Adams, F. E. S., towards the expenses of collecting

materials relating to the Natural History of the Irish Elk, with the

view of producing a Monograph on the subject.

£18 to Eev. J. H. Jellett, B. D., for Eesearches on the Eolations

between Light and Electricity.

£70 to Professor Oswald Heer of Zurich, for an Investigation of

the Tertiary Flora of Antrim.

£30 to Dr. Macalister, for purchase of rare specimens to carry out

Embryological Eesearches.

The Council thought it their duty to address a Memorial to the

Lord President of the Committee of Council on Education, calling his

attention to the composition of the Committee for the administration of

the grant of £4000 now annually voted by Parliament for the encou-

ragement of Scientific Eesearch, and urging the inadequacy of the re-

presentation of Ireland on that body. In taking this step, they acted

in conjunction with the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, and, besides sup-

porting a similar claim put forward by that learned body, the Council

prayed that this Academy should have in future two Eepresentatives

on the Committee, instead of one, as had been previously an-anged. In

reply, we were informed that, after communicating with the Eoyal So-

ciety, the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education had approved

of the Academy having a second Eepresentative in addition to its Pre-

sident ; and the Council accordingly nominated Mr. Eobert Mallet, a

distinguished Member of the Academy, to act in that capacity on its

behalf.
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The Academy was recently invited by the Lords of the Committee

of Council on Education to nominate three persons to act as Members

of the Board of Yisitors, constituted, in accordance with Lord Sandon's

letter of the 8th of February, 1876, to aid their Lordships in the ad-

ministration of the new Science and Art Museum to be founded in

Dublin, as well as of the Natural History Collections and the Botanic

Gardens, which are to be associated with that establishment. The

Academy accordingly nominated the Rev. John H. Jellett, Samuel

Ferguson, LL. D., and Sir Robert Kane, to act on the Board.

A proposal was made to the Council of the Academy in April last

by the Council of the Royal Dublin Society for a Conference between

the President and Science Committee of the Academy and twelve

members of the Royal Dublin Society, whose names were given, to

consider certain suggestions which had been made by a Committee of

the Royal Dublin Society, the most important of which was, that "it

would be desirable that a Society devoted exclusively to Science should

exist in Dublin." A correspondence between the two Councils took

place on the subject, the result of which was, that the Council of the

Royal Dublin Society declined to accept the Conference under the con-

ditions which the Council of the Academy thought it necessary to

prescribe. The correspondence is given in an Appendix to the present

Report, which also contains a letter which the Council thought it their

duty to address to the Secretaries of Her Majesty's Treasury, in rela-

tion to one of the heads of agreement between the Government and

the Royal Dublin Society, embodied in the Memorandum of Provisions

agreed to on the 5th of March, 1877.

It is known to the Members of the Academy that the British

Association for the Advancement of Science will hold its next meet-

ing in Dublin, in August of the present year. The Council of the

Academy, at the request of the Lord Mayor, nominated several

gentlemen to act on the Local Committee appointed to make arrange-

ments for the reception of the Association. The Academy has also

resolved, on the suggestion of the Council, to give a Conversazione on

the occasion, as it did when the Association last visited Dublin. A
subscription amongst the Members of the Academy has accordingly

been opened. The Reception Committee of the Association has offered

to place £100 at our disposal towards the requisite expenses. It is

understood that all Members of the Association, as well as Members

K, I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1877-8. f^l
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of the Academy, are to be admissible. Having regard to tbe number

of persons who may be expected to be present, it is obrioiis that a

considerable sum must be provided, and, as the funds of the Academy

are not available for the purpose, the Council trust they will be

enabled, by the liberality of the Members, to make the Conversazione

worthy of the distinction of the learned body to which it is proposed

to do honour, as well as of the position which the Academy occupies

in the scientific world.

The re-transfer of the charge of the Academy's annual vote from

the Science and Art Department to the Chief Secretaiy for Ireland has

been carried into eifect, in accordance with the arrangement entered

into with the GoveiToment.

The Treasurer reports that there is no feature in the state of the

Academy's finances calling for special remark, and that he expects

that the accounts for the year ending on the 31st of this month will

be found satisfactory.

The Council, dissatisfied with the past administration of the Cun-

ningham Fund, and desirous that it should be utilised in a more

ample manner for the promotion of the principal objects which the

testator had in view, caused to be prepared a Draft of Instructions, to

be given for the preparation of a scheme to be laid before the Master

of the Eolls, for the better administration of the Fund. This Draft

was submitted to the Academy, with the Eesolutions of the Council

and other documents relating to it, and, after a prolonged discussion,

was adopted by the Academy.

It is the opinion of the Council that too long an interval has been

allowed to elapse without an award of medals out of the Cunningham

Fund, and they recommend this subject to the consideration of their

successors.

'Sine, ordinary Members have been elected since the 16th March,

1877, viz. :

—

1. Eev. G. H. Pteade, M. A.

2. Francis A. Tarleton, LL. D.

3. Benjamin "Williamson, M. A.

4. C. Lloyd, M. D.

5. Charles Smith.

6. C. E. Burton, B. A.

7. George F. Fitzgerald, M. A.

'.^m
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8. E. W. Lowry, B.A.

9. M. O'Hanlon, M. D.

'^e have lost by deatli -svithin the year seven Honorary ITem-

liers :

—

In the department of Science :

—

1

.

TJrbain Jean Joseph Leverrier.

2. Henri Victor Eegnanlt.

3. Padre Angelo Secchi.

In the department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :

—

1

.

John Lothrop llotley,

2. John Stuart,

3. Augusto SoromenhOj

4. Louis Adolphe Thiers,

and eleven Ordinary !3Iembers, viz. :

—

1. C. iS'eville Bagot, elected June 8, 1863..

2. Edward Cane, elected February 22, 1836.

3. Fleetwood ChurchiU, IT. D., elected January 10, 1842.

4. Eugene A. Conwell, LL. D., elected January 9, 1860.

5. Denis H. Kelly, elected June 24, 1838.

6. Thomas E. Kelly, LL.D., elected January 25, 1836.

7. James C. E. Kenney, elected April 10, 1848.

8. John Mollan, M. D., elected January 13, 1840.

9. Thaddeus M. O'Callaghan, C.E., elected January 11, 1876.

10. "William Stokes, M. D., elected jS^vember 29, 1834.

11. Henry Wilson, E. E. C. S. I., elected January 8, 1866.

Amongst these names, that of William Stokes naturally takes the

foremost place. He was bom in Dublin in the year 1804. He belonged

to a family in which, as has been well said, " genius is hereditary."

His father, Dr. Whitley Stokes, was a man of great ability and origi-

nality of intellect ; and his honesty and independence of character

were shown by his resignation, for conscientious reasons, of his Senior

Eellowship in Trinity College. On his retirement from that office, he

was appointed Lecturer in JSTatural History—a post which he filled

till he became Eegius Professor of Physic in 1830, With his scientific

2a
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work his gifted son was from an early age constantly associated ; and

though, from his father's peculiar views on the subject of education,

he was never sent to school or to the University, we cannot doubt

that, under such able guidance, the powers of observation which

were afterwards to make him famous were effectually cultivated. He
was also a pupil of John "Walker, a man of vigorous intellect and

varied learning, who, as well as Whitley Stokes, had forfeited, for

conscience sake, his position in the University.

"William Stokes' medical studies were pursued at Edinburgh,

whither he was sent in 1823. He there became the pupil and

friend of Dr. Alison, whom he declared, long afterwards, to have been

the best man. he had ever known ; and by him he was taken as his

habitual companion in his charitable labours among the sick poor.

Soon after his graduation he was appointed, at the early age of

twenty-two, Physician to the lEeath Hospital in succession to his

father ; and in this institution, in conjunction with Dr. Graves, he

carried out the great reform in clinical teaching which will be for ever

associated with the names of these two eminent men. The essence of

the new method was the systematic effort (in the words of Stokes him-

self) ''to teach the individual pupil, to encourage him to learn, to

show him how to teach himself, to bring him into the true relation in

which he ought to stand with his instructor, to make him familiar

with bed-side medicine, to show him the value which attends on every

new fact and observation in medicine, and to make him learn the duty,

as well as taste the pleasure, of original investigations."

As a clinical teacher, Stokes, as all his pupUs testify, pre-eminently

shone. His thorough examination of every case—his accurate and

careful diagnosis—his treatmient, marked at once by caution and

courage—^presented to the student the perfect exemplar of a practical

physician. As a lecturer he possessed very remarkable gifts of lucid

and forcible expression ; his earnestness of manner is described as sin-

gularly impressive ; and he had that special power of creating a living

interest in his teaching which belongs to the original investigator,

fresh from direct contact with nature. As he has himself said :

" Genius, the creative power, so far as such a power is given to man,

will, while it produces its golden fruits, find a descriptive language of

its own, which he who deals merely with the thoughts and discoveries

of other men can never speak."
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Already in 1825, when he was but twenty-one years of age, had

api3eared his first contribution to medical literature—his Introduc-

tion to the Use of the Stethoscope, founded on the works of Laennec

and Andral, but containing much original matter, and giving clear

promise of his future eminence. This work was followed, in 1828, by

two lectures " On the Application of the Stethoscope to the Diagnosis

and Treatment of Thoracic Disease." At this time the new instru-

ment was far from having obtained general acceptance amongst the

members of the profession. But Stokes caught up, with enthusiasm,

the additional resource which had been placed at the disposal of the

physician, declaring that "it had added more to the facility, cer-

tainty, and utnity of diagnosis than anything that had been done for

centuries."

Very soon after his appointment to the Meath Hospital he began

to contribute to the medical periodicals of the day. Many Papers of

his appeared in the Dublin Hospital Reports, the Dublin Hospital

Gazette, the Transactions of the Association of the College of Physi-

cians, and in the Dublin Journal of Medical Science, which, at first

edited by our President, Sir Ptobert Kane, was afterwards, for several

years, conducted by Grraves and Stokes. Some of his communica-

tions to the last-named Journal were in the form of Eeports of

the Pathological Society, which had been founded by Stokes in con-

junction with the late Professor R. W. Smith ; others were of the

nature of Reviews, amongst which may be particularly mentioned his

notice of Calmeil's Treatise on Insanity, in which he points out the

relations between the phenomena of the mesmeric state and those

exhibited in the nervous epidemics which have appeared more than

once in medieval and modern Europe.

In 1837, Dr. Stokes published the first of his great medical works

—his Treatise on the Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases of the Chest.

This work at once established his reputation as standing in the fore-

most rank of clinical observers. It was received by the profession at

home and abroad as a most valuable contribution to science ; and

honorary distinctions were conferred on its author by many medical

societies on the Continent of Europe and in America. In 1854 ap-

peared his work On Diseases of theSeart and Aorta, which took similar

rank with its predecessor in the estimation of the medical world.

So late as 1874, completing the Triad of Classical Treatises from his
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pen, were publislied his Lectures on Fever, in wLicli lie gave the

results of his vast experience in the observation and treatment of that

disease—results which can never lose their value, though, in the opinion

of many physicians, he did not suificiently distinguish the several

morbid affections comprehended under the general name of Pever.

"We possess, besides his strictly medical writings, a valuable series-

of Addresses which he delivered from time to time, chiefly in the

Theatre of the Meath Hospital or in the University of Dublin, in

which, in the year 1845, he succeeded his father as Eegius Professor

of Physic. These are to an unprofessional reader the best evidence of

his varied powers, and a most interesting record of his general views.

He exhibits in them the attitude which all through his life he main-

tained in relation to the philosophy of medicine. " We have not yet,"

he said, '' a Theory of Medicine. But at the appointed time, when the

required amount of facts have been faithfully observed and recorded,

they will, by one of the great properties of truth, crystallize spon-

taneously into a system and a law." He was, accordingly, in medical

doctrine what he described Grraves as having been—an Eclectic. "Whilst

essentially following the Hippocratic tradition, and therefore attaching

primary importance to the study of symptoms in the living body, and

denying the connexion of all disease with organic lesion, he admitted the

vast advantage which had arisen from the researches of the pathologi-

cal anatomists. He welcomed all the additions contributed by modern

science to the means of diagnosis, proclaiming—as we have seen—at

the very outset of his career the importance of stethoscopy, and in one

of his latest discourses enumerating the aids to be derived from optics,

from new applications of acoustics, and from physical phenomena

generally, in the study of morbid conditions.

But in these Addresses he has also dealt with questions of a different

kind, and of no less importance to the public; and these subjects sa

largely occupied his mind, and his views respecting them were so often

put forward in his public and private discoui'se, that they cannot be

passed over in a notice like the present. Pilled with a sense of the great-

ness of his noble profession, he insisted again and again on the means

which he judged best fitted to elevate it in general estimation and in

social position. He is never tired of impressiag on his hearers the neces-

sity of a sound and large general culture as the basis of professional in-

struction. "Without such culture, he insisted, no special training could
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"bear its full frait, not merely on account of the various contacts now
established between medicine and the whole range of the sciences, but

because, for the true physician, what is above all things needed is' the

philosophic habit of mind which a large and liberal education is

best fitted to produce. "Medicine," he said, "is not a handicraft,

governed by a fixed rule, or any set of rules that you can learn by rote.

It is not a study of fijsed, but of varying conditions." Hence, he in-

ferred, that to deal with it the mind must have the suppleness and

resource which will enable it to adapt itself to complex phenomena,

exhibiting from time to time new characters and varied combina-

tions. And though no system of education will give the mens medica,

which seems to be a gift of nature, it is evident that a general cultiva-

tion of the powers of the mind, and rational habits of observation and

induction, must be the best preparation for so difficult a task,

Further, believing it to be important for mankind that the

medical profession should occupy a high place in public opioion and in

society, he dwelt on the necessity of a good general education with a

view to this result also. He urged, that without such an education the

profession would tend to degenerate into a trade, and the worst of

trades ; and that men whose general powers of mind had not been cul-

tivated, whose tastes were unrefined, and who were strangers to wide

and important fields of knowledge, could not maintain the dignity

of the profession, or assert for it the position which it is entitled to

claim.

In a similar spirit he preached the necessity of moral training,

and he aimed at elevating the moral tone of the students who came

under his influence; and, remarkable as he always is for the fresh-

ness and force of his style, he sometimes rises into a strain of genuine

eloquence when he paiuts the ideal physician, and enlarges on the

duties and responsibilities of a profession whose labours are a perpe-

tual exercise of humanity, and in which, to use his own words,

"honour is so indispensable and so precious that he who wants it, or

who has soiled it, has no business there."

Hor was he less zealous for the material interests of his medical

brethren, especially of those who were least able to vindicate their

own claims. He made an effort to procui'e for such of them as were

connected with the Poor-law service some fitting recognition of their

labours, and of the dangers to which they were exposed. He and
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Mr. Cusack gave remarkable evidence before a Committee of the House

of Commons in 1843, on the excessive mortality amongst Irish, practi-

tioners, especially from the prevalence of typhus fever in this country.

A demand, based on these considerations, vs^as made for an improve-

ment in their pecuniary position, which was partially—though unhap-

pily only partially—successful.

Dr. Stokes always protested against what he calls "the unhappy

and calamitous division of the profession into medicine and surgery."

Sooner or later, he held, that factitious and unreasonable distinction

would be obliterated. " The human constitution," he says, '*is one;

there is no division of it into a medical and surgical domain ; the same

laws and the same principles apply to the cure of a fractured bone

and the cicatrisation of an internal ulcer." What he regarded as most

essential, however, was not the fusion of the two branches of the pro-

fession, though to this he looked forward, as likely both to further the

progress of science and to elevate the moral and political status of the

profession, but the fundamental identity of the education of both.

Advantages, as he says, no doubt arise from a practitioner devoting

himself to this or that branch ; but, if he seeks for eminence, he will

first educate himself generally. Especially he dwells on the necessity

to the surgeon of a thorough study of fever, from which more men in

the British IN'avy died during the great French War than from all

other causes, including the sword. It is, without doubt, in a great

measure to the influence and arguments of Stokes that we owe the

marked movement in the Dublin School towards an identical training

for the physician and the surgeon.

Dr. Stokes foresaw and predicted the increasing degree in which

the medical profession would be brought by the demands of modern

civilization into relation with the Government of the country. In

particular, as he points out, the growing sense of the importance of sani-

tary measures, and the gradual development of the central and local

organizations for the improvement of the public health, musttend in that

direction. It was mainly due to his influence that the University of

Dublia established, in 1871, the Certificate of Qualification in State

Medicine for such Medical Graduates as have made a special study of

the extensive group of subjects included under the name of Preventive

Medicine. His views as to the necessity of joint action of the State and

the Profession were, in some degree, carried into effect by the creation
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of the General Council of Medical Education, of wliich he was nomi-

nated a Member by the Crown, and in whose labours he took an active

and influential part.

In 1868 was published The Life, and Lahours in Art and ArchcB-

ology, of George Petrie. Connected with that eminent man for many
years by the closest ties of friendship, and sympathizing profoundly

with his sentiments and tastes, Dr. Stokes was probably better fitted

than any other person to be his Biographer ; and the book is a worthy

memorial of the great antiquary of whom this Academy is justly

proud, fully and ably describing his public services, while it

paints with life-like truthfulness his gentle and loveable character.

!But it is much more than a biography: besides abounding in accurate

information and just criticism on subjects of Art and Archaeology, it

gives an account, from several points of view, of that memorable period

in our national history which almost deserves the name of the Irish

Renaissance. It is more than once observed by Dr. Stokes that, during

the first quarter of the present century, a noticeable apathy had come

over the Irish mind; there was a marked decline of intellectual

vitality and initiative. But the twenty years that followed form, he

says, "the most remarkable, and not the least glorious, epoch in our

history;" for it was then that a singular development of intellect and

energy in almost every department of mental culture showed itself

amongst us. " It was the time," he adds, " of Hamilton, the younger

Lloyd, Lord Bosse, MacCullagh, Apjohn, and Bobinson ; in literature,

of Todd, Anster, Butler, Hincks, and Petrie ; in medicine, of Graves,

the representative man of Irish medical science, and of many more

whose labours in various paths of original investigation have advanced

the honour and interests of their country." The re-awakening was

felt in the University, which then began the series of reforms which

has so much improved and expanded its entire system ; in the Clinical

teaching of the Medical School of Dublin—a School which rose into dis-

tinction with unexampled rapidity ; in general and periodical literature

;

but nowhere was the new life which then began to stir more active than,

in this Academy, as the list of names we have quoted will sufficiently

show. This great period is not indeed described in all its aspects in

Dr. Stokes' work, but such figures and incidents as group themselves

round Petrie—the movement in archseological study ; the Topographi-

cal Survey, that noble undertaking, too soon brought to a close ; the
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increase of tiie manuscript treasures of the Academy ; the foundation

of its Museum—of all these the book contains a most trustworthy and

interesting record. In every page appears the genuine love of the

author for his country—for its scenery, its people, its traditions—and

his earnest zeal for its honour and its welfare. He pleads for the

preservation of our ancient monuments, for the publication of the

manuscript materials of Irish History and Philology, and protests

against the mistaken policy of effacing the vestiges and affec-^

tions of Irish l\'ationality, instead of consecrating the one and de-

veloping the other as a grand portion of the common treasure of the

Empire.

In 1874 Dr. Stokes was elected President of this Academy. The

position was one to which he was not only entitled by his eminent

services to science, but for which he was specially fitted by the breadth

of views and the respect for every form of useful intellectual effort

which so remarkably characterised him. iJfone of the distinguished

men who have filled our Chair had a more earnest zeal for the honour and

the welfare of the Academy. Those of its officers who in a time of peril

and difficulty were in constant communication with ^him can bear tes-

timony to the profound interest—often amounting to painful anxiety

—

with which he followed everything which seemed likely to affect its

fortunes, and to the sound judgment with which he early perceived

what might safely be accepted, and what ought never to be con-

ceded.

The general recognition of Dr. Stokes' eminent merits was evi-

denced by the many titles of honour and other distinctions which he

received fi'om learned bodies at home and abroad. The University of

Dublin conferred on him the Degree of II. D. lionoris causa. He was-

also Honorary LL. D. of the Universities of Cambridge and Edinburgh,

and Honorary D. C. L. of the University of Oxford. He was three

times President of the King and Queen's College of Physicians, and

was appointed by Her Majesty the Queen as her Physician in Ordinary

in Ireland. He was Honorary Member of the Imperial Academy of

Medicine of Vienna ; of the Eoyal Medical Societies of Berlin, Leipsic,

and Ghent; and of several other similar scientific bodies ia Europe

and America. Finally, he was named in 1875 one of the Members of

the highly distinguished German Order, Pour le Merite. During his

life was erected by a number of his professional and other fiiends and
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admirers the excellent portrait statue of him from the chisel of Foley,

which stands in the Hall of the College of Physicians, and which will

present to future generations a most truthful and characteristic image

of the man as he yet lives in all our memories.

Of Dr. Stokes, as he appeared in private life, this is scarcely the

fitting place to speak. But those who were admitted to his intimacy

can never lose the impression made by personal contact with his fine

intellect and his genial nature. He was eminently a many-sided man :

sensible to the charm of poetry, of painting, of music, delighting in

the play of humour, responsive to every touch of tender feeling ; with

strong convictions, yet of a thoroughly tolerant temper; sincerely

pious, without bigotry or ostentation ; free from intellectual narrow-

ness, and without the least tincture of jealousy, welcoming and

honouring merit wherever it appeared. The warmth of his affections

was attested by many life-long friendships, and his kindness to the

poor and suffering is remembered with gratitude in many an humble

home.

His life was a useful and a noble one, guided by lofty motives, and

directed to worthy ends. A true patriot, he pursued, with dis-

interested zeal, the objects he thought most important for the interests

and honour of Ireland ; and his country will long cherish his memory

with affectionate pride.

Fleetwood Churchill was an Englishman by birth, but, soon after

having taken his Degree of M. D. at Edinburgh, settled in Dublin, and

from the first devoted himseK to the obstetric branch of medicine, in

which he enjoyed a very extensive practice, and achieved a high

reputation. His writings on the Diseases of Women, on Midwifery,

and on the Diseases of Children, are works of great merit, and were

long the established text-books on these subjects. In 1848 the Uni-

versity of Dublin conferred on him the Honorary Degree of M. D.,

and about the same time he was elected an Honorary Eellow of the

King and Queen's College of Physicians. In 1856 he became Eing's

Professor of Midwifery in the School of Physic. During the years

1867-8 he filled the office of President of the College of Physicians.

"When retiring from practice in 1875, he presented to that College his

large and valuable collection of ancient and modern obstetrical works;

and the College directed his portrait, an excellent likeness, by Thomas
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A. Jones, President of the Eoyal Hibernian Academy, to be placed in

its great Hall.
\

Dr. Churchill was a man of sterling integrity and of

great kindliness of nature, and was respected and esteemed both by

the public and by his professional brethren.

Mr. Conwell was an intelligent and industrious student of our

^National Antiquities. Several Papers of his appear in our Proceed-

ings : amongst others, those on the Identity of the Ancient Cemetery

at Loughcrew, in the County of Meath ; on hitherto undescribed

Antiquarian Ptemains at SHebh-na-Caillighe, in the same county ; on

Sepulchral Cairns on the Loughcrew Hills ; and on the Lia Pail at Tara.

llr. Denis H. Kelly served for several years on the Council of the

Academy, and his gentle and kindly manners must have left agreeable

recollections in the minds of many of our llembers. He took

much interest in Irish llanuscript literature, and in our ancient archi-

tectural and other o^ational memorials. He contributed to our Pro-

ceedings Papers on the Strokestown Crannog; on a Terraced Hill near

Castleblakeney ; on Inscribed Stones at Puerty, in the County of

Roscommon ; on two Manuscripts of Duald Mac Pirbis ; and on the

Time and Topography of the Eruighean da Choga. He compiled and

presented to our Library an Alphabetical Index to Mr. O'Curry's

Catalogue of the Academy's Irish Manuscripts. He also presented to

the Academy the Perguson Manuscripts, being a series of Extracts

from the Memoranda Eolls of the Exchequer and other record

authorities.

Mr. Henry "Wilson, who was so highly and so justly esteemed, and

whose early death was so deeply regretted by his medical brethren and

the public, gave much attention to the study of Irish Antiquities.

He contributed to our Proceedings a Description of an Ancient Bronze

Shield,which is now in the Museum of the Academy.
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Appendix to Eepoei.

[1]

" EoYAL Dtiblin' Society,

" KUDAKE-STKEET
,

''Uh April, 1877.

" Mt deah Seceetaut,

" The Council of the Eoyal Dublin Society have directed me to

request you to move the Council of the Eoyal Irish A cademy to sanc-

tion a conference between the President and Science Committee of the

Academy and a Committee of the Society, composed of the following

Members, viz. :

—

Sir Richard Griffith, Bart., f. r. ss. l. & e.,

Vice-President, R. D. S.

The Very Rev. the Provost, t. c. d., f. r. ss. l. & e.,

Vice-President, R. D. S.

The Earl of Rosse, f. r. s.

Rev. Maxwell Close, m. a.

Professor Barrett, f. r. s. e.

Professor Hull, m. a., f. r. s.

Professor Macalister, m. d.

Howard Grubb, m. e., f. r. a. s.

Charles A. Cameron, m. d., f. r. c. s. i.

Robert M'Donnell, m. d., f. r. c. s. i.

George Johnstone Stoney, m. a., f. r. s., Secretary, R. D. S.

" The object of the conference would be to ascertain whether con-

joint action can be recommended to the two Societies in reference to the

following suggestions, which have been made by a Committee of the

Eoyal Dublin Society, viz. :

—

" ' 1st. It is most desirable that a Society devoted exclusively/ to

Science should exist in Dublin.'

" ' 2nd. "We deem it essential that the Scientific Society shall have

such resources as will make it independent ; that is, such a capital sum

as, along with its annual income from subscriptions, will enable it to
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defray all sucli expenses as those that are borne by the private funds

of the similar learned Societies assembled in London at Burlington

House.'

" I am to request you to lay before the Council of the Eoyal Irish.

Academy the inclosed copy of a Memorandum of Agreement between

the Eoyal Dublin Society and the Government, some of the provisions

of which are important to be taken into account,

''lam,
" My dear Secretary,

" Yours faithfully,

" G. JoHxsToira STo^^:T,

" Secretary, Royal Dublin Society.

" The Seceetaey op the Cottrcix,

" Hoyal Irish AcademyJ^

Of Provisions, supplementary to those contained in lord SandonJs

Letter of the Wi February, 1876, ayreed to at Meeting of the bth

March, 1877.

Present : Sir M. Hicks Beach, M. P. ; Yiscount Sandon, M. P.

;

Mi\ W. H. Smith, M. P. ; Mr. John P. WaUer, LL. D. ; Colonel

Charles C. Yesey ; Mr. Samuel P. Adair ; Mr. G. Johnstone Stoney,

P. E. S., Secretary E. D. Society.

1. The Government will allot to the Eoyal Dublin Society in

Leinster House such accommodation, free of rent and taxes, as in the

judgment of the Government is sufficient for the functions of the

Society still remaining to it in Science and Agriculture. The condi-

tions of occupation will be the same as those accorded to the learned

Societies in Burlington House.

2. The Government will propose a Grant of £10,000, to be in-

vested by the Society, with the approval of the Government, and to be

made subject to the Tnists of the present Charters, or any alterations

of them, in full compensation for any proprietary right of the Society

in the lands, buildings or collections, with the exception of the

Scientific Serials, the Transactions, &c., of other learned Societies,

and the Works of Art at present in Leinster House, of which last a
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list shall be made, to be approved by the Government. Provision to

be made for full and free access by the public at all reasonable times

to the Serials and Transactions referred to.

3. The opinion of the Librarian of the British Museum shall be

taken as to any earlier editions of modern books, or duplicates, which

in his judgment are not required for the National Library : and such

books shall be re-transferred to the Eoyal Dublin Society.

4. The Society in future to provide its own staff of officers and its

own printing. But the Grovernment will authorize the Stationery

Office to contiaue to print the Proceedings and Transactions of the

Society—limiting them strictly to its Scientific work—for a period of

five years from the date of the transfer of the collections, with the

view of assisting the Society to re-organize itself on an independent

basis.

5. The Lecture Hall, Laboratory, and the necessary offices to be

reserved to the Society, or an equivalent provided.

6. The existing privileges of passing through Leinster Lawn and

the Court Yard of Leinster House to be reserved to Members of the

Society.

7. Subject to the consent of the Director, the collections in the

botanical Gardens and the Natural History Museum to be available,

as heretofore, in illustration of the papers read before the Society.

8. Members who have joined the Society before the 1st of Janu-

ary, 1878, to be allowed to borrow books as at present from the

Library, subject to regulations to be laid down by the Librarian, and

to have free admittance to the Museum at all times at which it is

open to the public.

9. The Government will either allow the Agricultural Shows of

the Society to be continued in Kildare-street, affording equal facilities

to those enjoyed at present, or provide, either by Grant or by lands

and buildings, for a transfer of the Shows to some other convenient

place. The Government will inform the Society, as soon as possible,

whether the Shows will be left where they are, or removed.

10. If such transfer is effected, account shall be taken of any loss

the Society may be subjected to by reason of the removal of the Shows

from the centre of the City to the Suburbs, or by discontinuance of the

aid given in the maintenance of the buildings, and the Government

will ask for Yotes accordingly.
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1

1

. Vested interests of officers paid from public funds shall be pre-

served, so far as they are so paid.

12. The Society to be relieved of any expense with regard to the

School of Ai't, from and after the passing of the Bill.

13. The Library and Collections of the Society, "with the exceptions

above named, to be conveyed to the Government to be placed in the

proposed National Library and Museum, and to be retained in Lreland

on behalf of the public.

14. The Eoyal Dublin Society will undertake to assist in the

passage of the Bill now before Parliament, and will concur in the

introduction of any clause or clauses that may be necessary to vest

the Library and the Collections in Her Majesty's Government for the

purpose of a Public Library and Museum.

15. The Government will be prepared, at the request of the

Society, to recommend to Her Majesty to grant such a new charter or

charters as, in the opinion of the Government, may be required by the

altered circumstances and condition of the Society.

Signed on behalf of the above-named,

"William H. Smith, Secretary to the Treasury.

G. Johnstone Stonet, Secretary to the Royal Duhlin Society^

'5tk March, 1877.

[Mr. C. Uniacke ToTvashend, the other member of the deputation, concurred in

this Memorandiim, but was unable to attend the meeting of the Conference at

which it was signed.]

[2]
" 10th of April, 1877.

"My dear Sik,

" Your letter of the 6th inst. was considered by the Council of the

E-oyal Irish Academy at its last Meeting, and the following Resolution

was adopted, which I am directed to communicate to you for the in-

formation of the Council of the Boyal Dublin Society :

—

'

'

' That the Council accedes to the desire of the Council of the

Royal Dublin Society that a conference should take place between the

President and Science Committee of the Academy and the Members o£

the Royal Dublin Society named in the letter of the Secretary of that

Body ; and that the Science Committee be requested to receive those
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gentlemen, and consider the views and suggestions they may put for-

ward, and report the same to the Council of the Academy, with such

observations as they may deem expedient ; but not to take part in any

joint expression of opinion.'

" I am instructed to add that the Council of the Academy does not

wish to be understood as entertaining with favour any proposal which

would contemplate a restriction of the sphere of the Academy's opera-

tions, or would involve a radical change in its constitution.

" I am, my dear Sir,

^

' Yours faithfully,

"John K, Ingram,

" Secretanj of Council, R. I. A.
^* Geoege Johnstone Stoney, Esq., P. E. S.,

" Secretary, Royal Dublin Society.''''

[S]
" EoTAL Dublin Society,

" Ejxdahe-Steeet,

" 19th April, 1877.

''My deae See,

" I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th inst.,

containing a copy of a Eesolution passed by the Council of the Eoyal

Irish Academy in reference to the invitation of the Council of the

Eoyal Dublin Society, contained in my letter of the 6th inst., request-

ing the Council of the Academy to sanction a conference of Commit-

tees of the two Societies, for the purpose of ascertaining whether

conjoint action can be recommended to both Societies in reference to

the two propositions contained in my letter.

"The Eesolution of the Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy in

effect empowers the President and Science Committee of the Academy

to receive the Members of the Eoyal Dublin Society named in my let-

ter, only as a Deputation.

"As this Eesolution appears to have been based upon a misconcep-

tion of the nature of the invitation which the Council of the Eoyal

Dublin Society had instructed me to make, I am directed to explain

that the object of the invitation was to elicit the opinion of a body of

scientific men representing the Academy and the Eoyal Dublin Society,

B. I. A. MIXL'TES, SESSION 1877-8. fSl
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as to whether they could recommend conjoint action to the two So-

cieties. I am desired further to explain that it was intended that any

recommendations which might emanate from this conference should be

looked on in the light of suggestions from a body of scientific men to

the Councils of the two Societies, but should have no force to bind

either of them.

"Having thus, I trust, removed any misapprehension as to the

nature of the invitation contained in my letter of the 6th inst., I am
desired to express the hope that the Council of the Academy will

allow their Science Committee to meet the Committee of this Society

in conference, to discuss and advise, and not merely to receive them as

a Deputation ; inasmuch as a conference of the kind proposed by the

Council of this Society is alone likely to lead to any practical result.

'

' I am, my dear Sir,

" Yours faithfully,

" G. JomsrsTois^E Stoney,

" J. K, Ingeax, Esq., LL. D.,

" Secretary of Council, R. I. ^."

''Son. Secretary.

[4]
'' Zmh of April, 1877.

*' ilT DEAB SlE,

" I have received your letter of the 19th instant, and have laid it

before the Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy.

" In my reply to your letter of the ^6th instant, I informed you of

the willingness of the Council that a conference should take place be-

tween the Science Committee of the Academy and the gentlemen

nominated by the Council of the Eoyal Dublin Society, so that these

gentlemen might have an opportunity of stating and enforcing their

views, and having them considered by the Committee, and that the

Committee, after such consideration, might make su<?h a Eeport to the

Council of the Academy as they should judge expedient.

''But it is not possible for the Council to accede to the proposal

that the Members of the Science Committee, as such, should take part

with a number of gentlemen, not Members of the Committee, in a

joint vote on any question affecting the constitution or work of the

Academy.
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" A conclusion might possibly be aflSjmecl by a majority of the mem-

bers of the conference, and a consequent expression of opinion come to

the Council, which would be at variance with the views of the Science

Committee of the Academy. This would be practically to supersede

on the occasion the Science Committee in the office which belongs to

it exclusively, of advising the Council on all matters relating to the

cultivation or interests of Science.

"I am therefore directed to inform you that the Council, whilst

prepared to sanction the holding of the conference on the basis of the

Resolution already communicated to you, cannot agree to such a

course as is suggested in your letter of the 1 9th instant.

"I am, my dear Sir,

'
' Yours faithfully,

"John K. Ingeam,

" Secretary of Council, R. I. A.

'^ Geoege Johnstone Stoney, Esq., F. R. S.,

" Secretarij, Royal Bullin Society.''''

[5]
" EoYAL Dublin Society,

" Kilbaee-Stkeet,

"lOtJi ofMay 1877.

"My deae Sie,

"I have laid before the Council of this Society your letter of the

30th ult., in which you inform me that the Council of the Royal Irish

Academy, whilst prepared to sanction the holding of a conference on

the basis of the Resolution already communicated to me, cannot agree

to such a course as is described in my letter of the 19th ult., and, in

reply, the Council of this Society direct me to express, through you,

to the Council of the Royal Irish Academy their regret that the Coun-

cil of the Academy have not allowed such a conference to take place as

was proposed by the Council of this Society.

'

' Such a conference would have brought together a body of scientific

men, sitting apart from Agriculturists and Antiquarians, and not re-

presenting exclusively the Corporation of the Academy or the Corpora-

tion of the Royal Dublin Society. There was therefore reason to

3a
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hope that it would have been possible, through this conference, to ob-

tain the advice of a body of scientific men upon the real question at

issue, viz., What course will be best for the future of Science in Ire-

land, under the special opportunities which have arisen ?

"It would, in the opinion of the Council of the Eoyal Dublin

Society, have been for the advantage of Science, and for the public

advantage, that this issue could have been placed before such a con-

ference without the complications that arise from antiquarian and

agricultural pursuits, and from the supposed interests of particular

Corporations.

" The Council of the Eoyal Dublin Society wish it to be distinctly

understood that, in entering upon this negociation, they have been

actuated by the desire to leave no means untried whereby the scienti-

fic branches of the two Societies might in future act together. It is

therefore very much to be regretted that the Council of the Academy

have declined the invitation.

" I am, my dear Sir,

" Yours faithfuUy,

" G. JOHNSTOKE StONET,

''John K. Ingeam, Esq., LL.D.,
'' Secretary of Council, R. I. A^

"Son. Secretary.

[6]
''2^rdofMay, 1877.

" My deae Sie,

" I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th inst.,

and in reference thereto I am directed by the Council of the Eoyal

Irish Academy to remind you that they have not declined the holding

of the conference proposed by the Council of the Eoyal Dublin Society,

but have agreed to it, on the only basis on which it seemed to them it

could be properly held. This they did through respect for the Council

of the Eoyal Dublin Society, and because they thought the conference,

rightly conducted, might have led to useful results. It must, how-

ever, be understood that in their opinion the Council of the Eoyal

Dublin Society, in devising measures for the promotion of general

Science, is occupying itself with a subject with which, under the
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. Charter of tlie Society, it is not authorised to deal. It was esta-

blished for the promotion of Husbandry and the useful Arts, and has

never obtained authority to undertake the cultivation of abstract

Science.

" The Council, however, have observed with regret that some Mem-
bers of the Society are seeking to divert it from its proper functions

which it has discharged with honour to itself and advantage to Ireland,

and to embark it in the new career of the promotion of abstract Science,

The effect of this course of proceeding, which is quite unwarranted by its

existing Charters, is to engage it in a permanent competition with the

Eoyal Irish Academy, by which Science, in the largest sense, has (in ac-

cordance with its Charter) been cultivated ; and this competition will,

it is believed, be injurious to both Bodies, as well as to the country at

large, which will lose the services in relation to industrial subjects

hitherto rendered by the Eoyal Dublin Society.

" The Council have therefore felt it their duty to make a represen-

tation on the subject to Her Majesty's Government, a copy of which I

have been instructed to send you, for the information of the Council of

the Royal Dublin Society, as soon as I shall be in possession of an ac-

knowledgment of its receipt by the Government Department to which

it has been addressed.

" I am, my dear Sir,

" Very faithfully yours,

" JoH]!T K. Ingram,

" Secretary of Council.

'" Geoege JoHifSTOiSrE Stonet, Esq,., P. E. S.,

^'Secretary, Royal Dullin Society.''^

[7]
** Eoyal Ikish Academy House,

"DtJBLnf, 22ncl of May, 1877.
*' Gentlemen-,

" I am directed by the Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy to ask

your attention to one of the heads of agreement between the Govern-

ment and the Eoyal Dublin Society, embodied in the Memorandum of

Provisions agreed to on the 5th of March last.

"The Eoyal Dublin Society was established by Charter in 1750,
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tinder the name of the " Dublin Society for promoting Hushandry and

other useful Arts in Ireland.' -

''A supplemental Charter was granted in 1866. JS'othing is

enacted in it respecting a change of the objects of the Society, -which

is described as the Dublin Society for the Promotion of Husbandry

and other useful Arts and Sciences in Ireland. The intention was

plainly not to alter the sphere of labour which it had always honour-

ably fulfilled, namely, that of advancing the Agricultural and Industrial

interests of the country ; and the phrase ' useful Arts and Sciences

'

shows that it was meant still, as before, to occupy itself, not with

abstract Science (which had been provided for in the Eoyal Irish

Academy), but only with Science in relation to its industrial or

economic applications. The fact of some Papers not answering to this

description having been read at its Meetings in recent years cannot

affect the true character of the Society, or the correct interpretation

of its Charters and its history. At present, however, as we have

reason to know, some of its most active Members entertain the project

of diverting it from the objects which it was founded to promote, and

embarking it in the cultivation of abstract Science. To enable it to

alter its character in this way, a new Charter would be necessary.

If such a Charter should be sought, it will become the duty of the

Hoyal Irish Academy, which was established by Eoyal Charter for

the cultivation of Science, in the largest acceptation of the word (a&

well as of other studies), and has fully and faithfully discharged its

duty in that field, to represent to the Government the impolicy of

public resources being used for the establishment in a city like Dublin

of a second Society, which would occupy the same intellectual

domain, and thus carry on an active competition, with the Eoyal Irish

Academy; whilst, on the other hand, Ireland would be deprived of

the valuable services, in relation to industrial subjects, which are

performed for England by the Society of Arts, aud have hitherto been

rendered to this country by the Eoyal Dublin Society.

" But the point to which the Council desire at present to ask the

attention of the Government is a less general one, which, however,

requires more immediate notice.

"In Article 4 of the terms of agreement lately entered into

between the Government and the Eoyal Dublin Society, it is stated

that the Government will authorise the Stationery Ofiice to continue
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to print the Proceedings and Transactions of the Society, limiting

them strictly to its scientific work, for a period of five years from the

date of the transfer of the collections referred to in preceding Articles.

"We believe that the intention of the Government, in using the words

' Kmiting them strictly to its scientific work,' was not to sanction

indirectly an enlargement of the sphere of the Society's operations, or

the diversion of them into a new channel, but to exclude such publi-

cations as might relate to the practical action of the Society in

connexion with Agriculture. And if the words be so interpreted, we
are far from objecting to the pri\dlege thus accorded to the Eoyal

Dublin Society. On the contrary, we regard it as dictated by the

kindest feelings, and as a seasonable and thoughtful aid to the

Society, whilst reorganising itself on an' independent basis. But we
have reason to believe that the intention is entertained by some

Members of the Society to take advantage of the word ' scientific,'

used in this Article, as if it authorised the printing of matter

belonging to abstract, as distinguished from practical Science, and to

the exclusion of Industry and Art. This, we beg to represent, cannot

be done under the existing Charter of the Society, and we must

respectfully express our opinion that it would be a misapplication of

public funds to use them for that purpose.

*'The Council, therefore, humbly submit that the word ' scientific'

in Article 4 must be construed as relating, not to abstract Science, but

to the practical application of Science in the useful Arts, and that no

Papers of the former class, which may be proposed for publication by

the Eoyal Dublin Society, should be printed at the public expense, so

long, at least, as that Society is governed by its present Charter. And
if it should be proposed to grant a new Charter, with such extended

powers as have been above referred to, the Council respectfully claim

to be allowed to submit to Her Majesty's Government their reasons

for objecting to the adoption of such a course.

"I am. Gentlemen,

"Your obedient Servant,

" (Signed) John K. IwaEAM, LL. D.,

" Secretary of the Council.

** To THE LOEDS COMMISSIONEES OF HeE MaJESTY's TeEASUET,

" Whitehall:'
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[8]

''2UhofJune, 1877.

" My deae Sie,

"Having received an acknowledgment of the receipt of the

Council's communication to Her Majesty's Treasury, I hasten to send

you, as I promised, a copy of it, for the information of the Council of

the Eoyal Dublin Society.

"lam,
"My dear Sir,

" Yours faithfully,

" John K. Ingeam,

" Secretary of Council, B. I. A.

" Geoege JoHisrsTONE Stonet, Esq., F. E. S.,

" Secretary, Royal Dublin Society."

The Eeport was adopted.

The list of recommendations of Scientific Grants was read and pro-

posed by the Secretary for adoption by the Academy :

—

£25 to C. E. C. Tichborne, P. C. S., for Eesearches upon the gene-

ral diffusion of Fluorine in Animal Concretions, &c.

£25 to E. T. Hardman, F. C. S., for Apparatus and Chemicals to

enable him to continue his Chemico-Geological Eesearches.

£20 to A. G. More, F.L. S., for the Examination of the Flora of

the South and West of Ireland.

£12 to A. Leith Adams, M. D., F. E. S., towards the expenses of

collecting materials relating to the Natural History of the Irish Elk,

with the view of producing a Monograph on the subject.

£18 to Eev. J. H. Jellett, B. D., for Eesearches on the relations

between Light and Electricity.

£70 to Professor Oswald Heer of Zurich, for an investigation of

the Tertiary Flora of Antrim.

£30 to Dr. Macalister, for purchase of rare specimens to carry out

Embryological Eesearches. ,
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The Grants to Mr. Tichbome, Mr. HarcTman, Mr. More, Dr. Leith

Adams, Eev. J. H. Jellett, and Dr. Macalister, were adopted without

a division ; but the recommendation of £70 to Professor Oswald Heer

was negatived on a division.

It was proposed by Dr. Lyons, and seconded by Dr. M'Sweeny

—

" That it be referred back to the Council to reconsider the alloca-

i;ion of the sum of £70, not yet granted, in connexion with the Tertiary

Plora of Ireland ; and that the Council is hereby empowered to allot

"the Grant specified in the manner that shall now seem best to them."

The following amendment was proposed by the Secretary of Coun-

cil :

—

"That the words relating to 'the Tertiary Mora of Antrim' be

omitted."

The amendment having been negatived, the original motion was

•carried.

The Scrutineers having duly reported, the President declared the

following duly elected as President and Council for the ensuing Ses-

sion :

—

Peesident.

SiE EoBEET Kane, LL. D., F. E. S.

CoinsrcrL.

Committee of Science.

Edward Perceval Wright, M. D., P.L. S. ; David Moore, Ph.D.,

T. L. S. ; John Casey, LL. D., P. E. S. ; Thomas Hayden, M. D.

;

Eev. J. H. JeUett, B. D., S. F. T. C. D. ; Alexander Carte, M. D.,

F. L. S. ; "William Archer, F. E. S. ; Eev. Samuel Haughton, M.D.,

F. E. S.; Bindon B. Stoney, M.A., C.E.; Eobert S. Ball, LL. D.

F. E. S. ; Edmund Davy, M. D.

Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

John KeUs Ingram, LL. D., F. T. C. D. ; William J. O'Don-

navan, LL. D. ; Alexander G. Eichey, Q. C, LL. D. ; John E. Gar-

stin, LL. B., F. S. A. ; Very Eev. W. Eeeves, D. D. ; Eev. Thaddeus

O'Mahony, D. D. ; Eobert Atkinson, LL.D. ; Lord Talbot de Mala-

hide, F. E. S.; Samuel Ferguson, Q.C, LL.D.; J. T. Gilbert, F. S. A.
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Dr. Ingram having stated to the Academy his intention of resign-

ing his position of Secretary of the Conncil, the following Resolution

was passed unanimonsly :

—

" That the Academy, in accepting the resignation of Dr. Ingram,

desire to express their high sense of his distinguished and constant

services, and their sincere regret at his retirement."

The Ballot was then opened for the election of Officers ; and th&

Scrutineers having reported, the President declared the following duly

elected :

—

Teeasueee.—John Eibton Garstin, LL. B.

Secketaey of tbge AcADEirr.—Bobert S. Ball, LL. D.

Seceetaet oe CoTJifcix.—Eobert Atkinson, LL. D.

Seceetae,t oe PoEEi&if CoeeespojStdejs^ce.—AYilliam Ai'cher, F. E. S.

LiBEAEiAis^—J. T. Gilbert, F. S. A.

Cleek of the AcADEiiT.—Edward Clibbom, Esq.

The following gentlemen were declared by the President, on report

of the Scrutineers, duly elected Honorary Members :

—

In the Department of Science.

Louis Pasteiir, Paris.

Sir WilKam Thomson, Glasgow.

In the De'partment of Polite Literature and Antiqxiities.

Dr. George Curtius, Leipsic.

Henry Bradshaw, Cambridge.

Dr. H. Kern, Leyden.

Charles !N"ewton, London.

The President, under his hand and seal, nominated the following a&

Yice-Presidents for the year 1878-79 :

—

Samuel Ferguson, LL. D. ; Thomas Hayden, ]\I. D. ; Alexander

Eichey, LL. D. ; Eev. Samuel Haughton, M. D.

A List of Donations to the Libraiy was read, and thanks voted ta

the donors.

The Academy then adjourned.
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Monday Evening, Apeil 8, 1878.

Sir Egbert Kane, LL. D., F. E. S., President, in the Chair.

By permission of the Academy, Professor Eobert Galloway read a

Paper " On the Extraction of Iodine and Bromine from Kelp."

[This Paper will appear in the Proceedings, Ser. ii., vol. iii.,

Science, part 2.]

Dr. E. P. Wright, E. L. S., read a Paper

—

" Notes on Algae No. 2

;

On the Development of the Cell Structure and of the Antheridia in

Griffithsia ; On the Development of the Siphons and Tetraspores in

Polysiphonia

[This Paper will be published in vol, xxvi. of the Transac-

tions.''''']

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors.

Monday Evening, May 13, 1878.

Sir Eobert Kane, LL. D., E. E. S., in the Chair.

Eev. John O'Eeilly, C. C; George L. Cathcart, Jun., M. A

;

John Browne, Esq. ; Professor Eobert Galloway, and John Kane, Esq.,

were elected Members of the Academy.

E. "W. Davy, M. D., read a Paper '' On a New Chemical Test for

Carbolic Acid, and its Useful Applications."

[This Paper will appear in the Proceedings, Ser. ii., vol. iii.,

Science, part 2.]

The Eight Eev. the Lord Bishop of Limerick read a Paper " On

Two Ancient Inscribed Monuments."

The Secretary read Papers by J. C. Malet, M. A., "On a Certain

Surface derived from Quadrics," and " On an Elementary Proof that

every Equation has a Eoot."

[This Paper will be published in vol. xxvi. of the Transac-

tions"']

The Secretary read a Paper by Mr. O'Dowling " On Celtic

Names in the Tyrol and Carinthia."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

Donors.
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IMojTDAY EvExixG, Mat 27, 1878..

Snt, EoBEET Kane, LL. D., F. R. S., in tlie Chair.

Eev. John O'Eeilly, Dr. O'Hanlon, llr. J. Kane, and Mr. C. C.

Eurton signed the EoU, and were admitted Members.

A. S. Hart, LL. D., Vice-Provost, T. C. D., read a Paper " On the

Intersections of Plane Curves of the Third Order."

[This Paper is published as part 13, vol. xxvi. of the Transac-

tions.
'\

The President delivered the following Address on the occasion of

the delivery of the Cunningham Medals to Dr. Aquila Smith, Pro-

fessor Casey, Professor Dowden, and Professor AUman :

—

" GEIJILEMElSr,

"Among the duties which devolve upon your President, there is

none more honourable, and certainly none more agreeable, than that

of acting as the organ of the Council and of the Academy in confer-

ring the Cunningham Gold Medals upon those distinguished men

who may from time to time be selected on account of their eminent

literary, scientific, or archaeological merits to receive that highest

honorary reward by which, in this country, intellectual distinction is

recognised. It is now a period of six years since, under the Presi-

dency of my excellent predecessor, Eev. Dr. Jellett, the Council and

the Academy conferred upon Sir William "Wilde, whose loss we all so

much regret, the Cunningham Medal, in recognition of his great

merits in preparing The Illustrated Catalogue of our Museum—a work

which rendered the treasures of that unequalled collection known and

appreciated by all students of Archaeology and Art, and has redounded,

as we have frequent example, to the great credit and usefulness of

the Academy. Since that time the labours of the Academy, and

the original researches of our Members, have been prosecuted with

so much success, and in such varied fields, as has worthily sus-

tained the character of this Institution among the learned bodies of

Europe, and has afforded to the Council an area of selection for that

honour which rendered their decision, among so many, very difficult.

The Council, having regard to the constitution of the Academy,

including the great divisions of Literature, Science, and Antiquities,

and again, in the field of Science, to the departments of Mathematical

and Physical and of Biological Science, decided, after mature con-
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sideration, to award on this occasion four Gold Medals, viz., one to

Dr. Aquilla Smith, for his inquiries into Irish Numismatics ; one to

Dr. Casey, for his important mathematical discoveries ; one to Pro-

fessor Dowden, for his literary writings, especially in the field of

Shaksperian criticism ; and one to Dr. Gr. J. Allman, for his researches

into the natural history of Hydrozoa. It will be observed that the

Academy has now waived the somewhat narrow condition which had

limited the works for which this honour could be awarded to those

published in its Transactioiis, or on subjects immediately connected

with this country. In selecting for this mark of their approval the

works of Professor Dowden, which have for their subject him who
was the poet not of one country but of humanity—not of one period

but of all time—the Council has worthily expanded the range of

influence of the Academy, and has brought our intellectual life into

kindred and fellowship with the intellects of other lands, so that the

distance and separation from other centres of intellectual activity,

which had been on so many occasions objected to our country, can no

longer be considered to apply.

I should be thought unpardonably presumptuous, did I attempt to

describe with any detail the grounds upon which the Council founded

their decision as to these Medals, or were I to comment with any

affectation of authority on the works of the distinguished persons who

are to receive them. I shall venture, only in a general way, and very

briefly, to indicate the nature of the researches which in each case

have been specially designated by the Council as deserving to be

crowned with the approval of the Academy.

The study of ITumismatics has been paralleled by an eminent

Geologist with that of Palaeontology, as representing, in regard to

history, a series of facts recorded in the concrete material of coins

and medals, fixing the order of succession of dates and events, as fossil

remains characterise the succession and relative dates of geological

formations, but leaving the philosophical interpretation of the cosmi-

cal or political changes by which those facts were caused to be

discussed on other grounds and with further sources of information.

The study of coins has thus afforded to history and to political

science, as the study of fossils has afforded to geological science,

important means of definition and control ; and Dr. Smith, by the

valuable series of Papers which he contributed to our Proceedings and
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Transactions, to the Journal of the Kilkenny Arch(Zological Society, and

to other Journals, has supplied important materials for the elucidation

of many obscure points in Irish Mediaeval History. Thus in his

Papers on the ''Irish Coins of Edward IV. and of Henry YII."

we find incidentally raised the curious question as to the coins of

Edward Y. on which appears the title of Rex Sihernm instead of the

usual Domimis HilernicB—which change, it has been ingeniously

suggested by Dean Butler, was made by the Yorkist faction to engage

for the impostor Lambert Simmel that instinctive devotion of the

Irish people for the royal title, independent of personal merit or con-

stitutional principle, which has been so frequently displayed. These

Papers, which at once established Dr. Smith's character as an acute

and accomplished ^Numismatist, were followed up by others on the

Anglo-Saxon coins, and on the Scottish coins and tokens found in

Ireland, others again on the Irish coins of Mary, and on the moneys

of necessity coined in Ireland of debased materials, as brass and pewter,

in the calamitous periods of the first Charles and of the second James.

Another subject of Dr. Smith's researches was that of the coinage of

the great Anglo-Korman nobles, whether of the de Lascis in Ulster,

exercising the rights of feudal sovereignty, or as the EitzGeralds and the

Ormondes, acting by authority of and as representatives of the Crown.

He also directed his attention to the subject of the tradesmen's tokens

coined of silver and copper in Ireland, and has thereby collected

materials for illustrating many points in the industrial history of this

country. All these careful and laborious inquiries afford valuable aid

to the historian ; but we owe to the zeal and patriotism of Dr. Smith

far more than even such literary contributions. The collection of

Irish coins formed by Dr. Smith during his inquiries, and which it

had been sought to obtain for the Museums of the sister kingdom, has

become, owing to his national spirit and liberality, the property of this

Academy, and being augmented by the collections of Dean Dawson

and of Dean Butler, which were similarly acquired, render the

jN'umismatic treasures of this Academy such as any Museum or any

country may be justly proud of.

Eor such labours, and on such grounds, the Council have decided to

confer upon Dr. Aquilla Smith a Cunningham Medal, and in that

award I have no doubt the Academy heartily concur. I have now,

accordingly, the pleasure of presenting the Medal to Dr. Smith.
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It will be within the knowledge of many of our Members, that of

late years mathematicians have been much occupied with the investi-

gation and development of a new Algebra, transcending in its power

of generalization the methods of analysis previously known. This

new Calculus may be said to have originated with my late distinguished

and lamented colleague Dr. Boole. Subsequently, it has been deve-

loped by the labours of Sylvester and of Cayley in England, by the

writings of Eev. Dr. Salmon in this country, and by several eminent

foreign mathematicians. Among the most important investigations by

which this new branch of Science has been enriched in its geometrical

relations are those recently published by our colleague Dr. Casey.

To those investigations so much value is attached by competent mathe-

matical authorities, that the Council of this Academy did not hesitate

to award to Dr. Casey, in recognition of their merit, a Cunningham

Gold Medal. I shall attempt, though very briefly, and I fear imper-

fectly, to notice the general nature of those Papers.

Among Dr. Casey's earlier contributions to this higher modern

geometry, is a memoir which was published in volume ix. of the

Proceedings of this Academy. This Paper contains a number of new

and remarkable theorems, with respect to the Contact of Circles and

Spheres, as well as some extensions to Conic Sections. But in a historic

notice of Dr. Casey's labours, this Paper is of especial interest, inas-

much as it contains the germ of those new analytical methods which

he has developed with such extraordinary success in his subsequent

works. The principal features of these methods are well illustrated in

the great Paper on "Bicircular Quartics" which he laid before this

Academy in February, 1867, and which appears in volume xxiv. of our

Transactions.

The curves known as bicircular quartics are a peculiar class, in-

cluded under the more general designation of curves of the fourth

degree. The properties of these curves had been already, to some ex-

tent, investigated before the commencement of Dr. Casey's labours,

but it was found that the ordinary Cartesian analysis is not sufficiently

tractable to be applied to this particular class of curves with advantage
;

and consequently, before Dr. Casey's work appeared, the true geome-

trical relations of these curves had been but imperfectly apprehended.

By a most elegant analytical conception. Dr. Casey placed the true

theory of these curves at once in a proper light. In his new system

of co-ordinates, the variables denote circles instead of the straight lines
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to which we are accustomed in the Cartesian co-ordinates ; and the

general equation of the second degree, with this new interpretation of

the variables, denotes a hicircular quartic in its most general form.

The advantages of this mode of representation are easily seen. In the

first place we are at once enabled to utilize our abundant information

about the properties of a binary quartic in order to ascertain the pro-

perties of a bicircular quartic, while in the second place the peculiar

analytical mechanism is exquisitely adapted to the investigation of the

focal properties which are of so much importance in curves of thi&

description.

The powerful instruments of research thus created by Dr. Casey

have been applied by him to the study of the properties of these curves,

and he has not only discovered a large number of new theorems, but

he had so co-ordinated and arranged the whole theory as to constitute

the bicircular quartics into an important branch of modem Geometry,

The conspicuous success of this analytical method in the plane has

naturally suggested to Dr. Casey the study of the corresponding theory

in space, of three dimensions. Little was indeed known of the im-

portant class of surfaces called Cyclides, until Dr. Casey brought his

new analysis to bear upon them. As one of the most immediate con-

sequences of this application, he discovered that a Cyclide is the enve-

lope of a variable sphere, whose centre moves in a given quadric, and

which cuts a given fixed sphere orthogonally. The complete develop-

ment of the theory of the Cyclide was published in The Philosophical

Transactions for 1871.

In his next great memoir, " On a j^ew Porm of Tangential Equa-

tion" {Phil. Trans., 1877), Professor Casey has turned his attention to

a somewhat different department of mathematical research. The co-

ordinate of a variable line may be defined by the angle which it makes

with a fixed line, and by the length of the intercept measured from a

fixed point on the fixed line. An equation between these co-ordinates

is termed by Dr. Casey the tangential equation of the envelope of the

line. This form of equation lends itself with surprising facility to many

geometrical investigations, of which abundant examples will be found

in the memoir referred to. One of these discoveries is so important

as bearing on Dr. Casey's previous work, that it must not be passed

over without remark : I allude to the rectification of the bicircular

nartic by the aid of elliptic functions.

Abundant references in the writings of the most eminent mathe-
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maticians sho-w that the high reputation which Dr. Casey hohls as

a mathematician in this Academy is sustained by the opinion in

which he is held by mathematicians all over the world. Under

such circumstances, I feel sure the Academy will cordially agree

with the Council in conferring upon Dr. Casey the Gold Medal

which I now feel honoured in presenting to him.

In order to bring under the notice of the Academy the grounds

upon which the Council hare awarded a Cunningham Gold Medal to

Professor Dowden for his literary works, especially in the field of

Shaksperian criticism, it is necessary that I should briefly indicate

the point of view from which the labours of that gentleman in the

field of aesthetic scholarship and psychological analysis may most

consistently be considered, with reference to his studies of the life and

Avritings of the Great English Dramatist.

There are two different ways in which the works of some great

writers admit of being studied ; we may, according to the ordinary

usage of critics, consider their productions separately, examining their

characteristic features, appreciating their sesthetic excellence and

dwelling on their moral significance ; or again, in the cases of those

who have left us sufficiently numerous and varied products of their

genius, we may consider the further question, often still more deeply

interesting, according to what laws of progression did the genius of

the author develope itself, and the firmness and sureness of his

execution increase ; how did his views of life gradually form them-

selves, and arrive at greater width and clearness ; how were his

moral convictions shaped and fixed ; what was the final attitude of

his thought and sentiment—in a word, we may seek thi'ough his work

in some measure to reach himself, to read in some degree the history

of his mind.

To arrive at even an approximate answer to these questions, in

the case of a nature so rich and so many-sided as that of Shakspere,

would evidently be an achievement of no ordinary interest and import-

ance.

Now, before any considerable progress could be made in such a

research, a previous condition must be satisfied. It was necessary

that a chronological arrangement of the poet's work, sufficiently com-

plete, and established on satisfactory bases, should be in our possession.

K. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1877-8. TA"!
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The knowledge on this subject was long very imperfect, and the

cuiTent opinions ahout it largely conjectural ; but since the time of

our countryman Edmund ITaione, who first undertook this inquiry,

scholars have accumulated a mass of evidence, founded partly on con-

temporary documents which have been brought to light, partly on

references in the plays themselves, as to their respective dates ; and,

in recent years, a study of what are called verse-tests, founded on the

regularly changing characters of the poet's versification throughout

his career, has been prosecuted with much assiduity, and with a large

measure of success. The results obtained by this last method are in

entire harmony with the external evidence, and enable us to supple-

ment its deficiencies ; and thus a chronological scheme has been con-

structed, which all competent judges have agreed in accepting as, in

its essential features, placed beyond reasonable question.

IS'ow, first, by the aid of these discoveries, for such they deserve

to be called, our judgment of the poet's works, from the sesthetic

side, becomes more rational. The products of his different periods are

considered apart, and are estimated according to a relative, not an ab-

solute standard. The slight sketches of his almost boyish years are

not placed alongside the highest efforts of his maturity; and instead of

being tempted, with some of his worshippers, to maintain the existence

of an equally high standard of excellence in all the poet's work, we

are enabled, without compromising our reverence for his mighty

genius, to admit the inferiority of his early productions, and recog-

nise in the history of his, as of every other mind, the presence of

growth and development.

But further, as is indicated above, when the path has been thus

prepared, we can approach with some prospect of success the ulterior

problem, behind and through the works to find the man, to under-

stand what no external record tells us, not merely what he sang or

painted, but what he was ; in what succession his great powers un-

folded themselves, how Ms conceptions of men and things broadened

with his larger experience : what were his ripest and ultimate con-

victions respecting human nature and human duty, and what, in

general, the final outcome of his spiritual life.

It is chiefly for the valuable contributions of Professor Dowden to

this inquiry, that the Council has conferred on him the honour which

I am sure the Academy will gladly ratify. He was in an eminent
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degree fitted for the conduct of such a research, by combining in him-

self several qualifications but seldom united. To the clear insight of

the critic he adds the sympathetic enthusiasm of the poet ; and with

Shakesperian learning, with all that has been written on Shakesperian

subjects, whether at home or abroad, he is, perhaps, more conversant

than any other living scholar. He has thus been enabled to furnish

what the voice of the best judges pronounces to be the best extant

solution of the profoTindly interesting question to which I have re-

ferred, and to produce a work which has not merely achieved a great

present success, but will long continue, as I believe, to be the

cherished companion and guide of the Shakesperian student.

These general remarks will have sufficiently indicated the spirit

in which Professor Dowden has discussed the aesthetic and psycholo-

gical characteristics of the personages of the Shaksperian di'ama. It

would be impossible for me to notice in detail his treatment of those

subjects, but I may venture to point out his masterly comparison of

the mental peculiarities of Romeo, of Hamlet, and of Brutus. Those

grandly elaborated types of tragic passion, each of whom by the over-

mastery in the one of sensuous emotion, in the second of abstract me-

ditation, and in the third of stoic idealism pervading their mental

nature, had lost the faculty of dealing suitably with the requirements

of practical life, and, having become the mere instruments in events

which they had lost all power to control, were led on to those tragical

issues of which we have all read with interest and sympathy. His

critical appreciation of the variety in Shakspere's treatment of the

supernatural as an element of dramatic composition appears to me also

peculiarly just and elegant, where he contrasts the earlier period

when genial and playful Puck, Oberon, and Titania, carry on the

amusing mystifications of the " Midsummer Night's Dream," with the

later period where the horrid witchery ofDemoniac chants luresMacbeth

to his fate by double meanings ; and, finally, where with the kindly

grace of Ariel, and the wisdom of Prospero supernaturally matured,

such powers are shown to be employed only as ministers of justice

and of mercy, to be surrendered, once that the good object of their ex-

ercise has been accomplished.

The President here presented the Gold Medal to Professor Edward

Dowden.
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Although for some years back Dr. Allman has transferred his per-

sonal activity to the wider field of the sister kingdom, yet he has never

ceased to be heartily and thoroughly identified with this Academy,

and with this country. It will, therefore, not require many words

to explain to the Academy the grounds on which the Council decided

to confer on him a Cunningham Gold Medal.

The varied and beautiful forms of life which under the names of

Zoophytes, of Polypes, or of Anthozoa, the corals and sea flowers, have

excited so much popular interest and have been objects of so much

instructive inquiry, were, even after the recognition of their animal

nature, considered until lately to belong exclusively to the lowest

stage of animal existence, the Radiata of Cuvier ; and their structure

was supposed to be only the elementary form of a digestive sac, whose

aperture was surrounded by retractile arms, to which nutriment was

conveyed by vibrating cilia, expanded over the solid base or polypo-

dome to which the associated organisms belonged. It was, however,

discovered that, among the bodies usually known as Polypes, great

diversity of habits and of structure could be observed. Among the

first to recognise this diversity, and to point out that certain forms of

Polypes were of much higher organization than others, and should

occupy a much higher place in zoological classification than had been

previously supposed, was our fellow-countryman, Mr. J. V. Thompson,

already distinguished by his remarkable discovery of the larval meta-

morphoses of certain of the Crustacea, but unhappily since so prema-

turely lost to Science. His observations, verified and followed up by

various foreign naturalists, were extended and completed by Professor

Allman with admirable skill and perseverance, great originality of

thought, and closeness of reasoning, in the remarkable series of memoirs

by which the history of these animals has been entirely remodelled,

and placed on its really scientific basis, their extraordinary phases of

reproduction made known, and their true position in the scale of

organic existence demonstrated.

I have said that the result of the researches of Dr. Allman and of

his fellow-labourers in the same field, of whose merits he has on all

occasions in his writings shown himseK most scrupulously and deli-

cately appreciative, has been to prove that certain classes of the

so-called Polypes belong to certain types of organization much higher

than the radiate, approaching even to the lower divisions of the
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highest invertebrate type, that of the Mollusca ; assimilating them-

selves most closely to the forms of the componncl Tunicated Ascidians,

in some of which many of the most eminent naturalists of the present

day are disposed to trace the primordial rudimentary source of the

vertebrata, the very highest type of animal organization.

This important discovery was announced in the remarkable Paper

read by Dr. Allman to this Academy in 1852, and published in

volume xxii. of our Transactions. Since that time he has continued,

by Papers in the Scientific Journals, by Reports to the British Asso-

ciation, and by the admirable monographs published by the Ray

Society, to illustrate and advance our knowledge of the structure, the

morphology, and the physiology of these tribes of organisms. In doing

so, he was obliged to create a new nomenclature, which has now been

universally approved and adopted into biological literature. These

classes of animals are therefore entirely removed from the true radiate

Polypes. They are now known to Science as Hydrozoa and Hydroids,

and their position is fi:sed by certain relations with the Ascidian

Molluscs, to which, as I have said, they show close affinity.

Nor is the interest of Dr. Allman's researches limited to the living

forms of animal life. I am informed by eminent geological authority

that he has also thrown new light upon some of the most obscure

questions of palseontology, and that the Graptolites of the Silurian

system, almost the oldest and most mysterious forms of palaeozoic

existence, are now known by Dr. Allman's investigations to have been

Hydrozoa.

The extraordinary series of transformations exhibited by many of

these animals, in virtue of a process of alternate generation by

ovules and by buds, has been specially illustrated by Dr. Allman in

his " Monograph on the Hydroida " published by the Ray Society.

That the medusae, the sea nettles, which swim about our coast, and

which in their countless myriads light up with gleaming phospho-

rescence the darksome waste of ocean, should be but highly developed

buds of polypoid forms, must strike the scientific equally as the

popular mind with surprize and admiration. That such wandering

forms, endowed with powers of locomotion, with organs of higher

sense, with sight and hearing, of course in imperfect and rudimentary

condition, can be derived from a fixed polypoid base, that forms,

alternately sexual and non-sexual, can rise from a common source

—

K. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1877-8. rK"!
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these are indeed wonders of creation, for a knowledge of which we
are indebted to these who have laboured with so much zeal and well-

merited success in these interesting fields of Science. Amongst these

our countryman and colleague holds the foremost place. I could,

Avere it required, in confirmation of the eminent position that Dr.

Allman holds in the world of Science, repeat to you the eulogistic

terms in which his labours have been referred to by the most distin-

guished foreign authorities, but of such quotation there is no need.

That he has been elected to the office of President of the Linnean

Society of London is in itself the verdict of the Biologists of the

United Kingdom, and of Europe.. In thus honouring him we must all

feel that we do honour to ourselves and to our country.

The Academy will concur in my regret that we have not the

pleasure of presenting this Medal to Dr. Allman in person, but my
friend the Eev. Dr. Haughton will take care that the Medal shall be

duly forwarded and delivered to Dr. Allman, by whom he has been

requested to receive it on his part.

A vote of thanks to the President for his Address was proposed by

Professor Hennessy, seconded by Professor Haughton, and was carried

by acclamation.

Dr. Smith, Professor Casey, and Professor Dowden were present

and received their Medals fi'om the President.

Professor Allman not being able to come to Dublin, the Medal

awarded to him was received on his behalf by Professor Haughton.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

Donors.

Monday Evening, June 24, 1878.

SiK EoBEET Kane, LL. D., F. E. S., in the Chair.

Joseph A. Beatty, Esq., "William J. Corbet, Esq., and Eev.

William A. Eeynell, B. D., were elected Members of the Academy.

The Eev. H. Lloyd, D. C. L., Provost, T. C. D., read a Paper " On
the Laws of the Yariations of Temperature at the Earth's Surface, as

inferred from Operating Causes."

[This Paper will be published as part 19 of vol. xsvi. of the

Transactions.']
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By permission o£ the Academy, Mr. E. T. Hardman read a Paper

" On an Undescribed Mineral from near Carnmoney Hill, near

Belfast."

[This Paper will appear in the Proceedings, ser. ii., vol. iii.,

Science, part 2.]

Professor O'Reilly exhibited and described a Plan of 200 Basaltic

Columns, with Angular Measurements.

[This Paper will be published in vol. xxvi. of the Transactions.']

By permission of the Academy, Mr. E. Lapper read a Paper " On

the Distillation Products of the Saccharates of Ammonium and Ethyl-

ammonium."

[This Paper will appear in the Proceedings, ser. ii., vol. iii.,

Science, part 2.]

By permission of the Academy, Dr. Chichester Bell read a Paper

" On Further Observations on Pyrrol and its Derivatives."

[This Paper will appear in the Proceedings, ser. ii., vol. iii.,

Science, part 2.]

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

Donors.

The Treasurer laid on the table the following Abstract of the

Academy's Accounts for the year ending 31st of March, 1878, as

audited by William Archer, F. R. S., and "William J. O'Donnavan,

forming the Committee of Audit.

The Academy was then adjourned to ISTovember.

E. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1877-8, V^'\
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GENERAL ABSTRACT OF THE ACCOUNT OF JOHN RIB'

FOR THE YEAR EN]

RECEIPTS.

iKlma from last Year,

From PARLIAMENTARY GRANTS :—

Unappropriated:—" Old Grant," . . . .

Appropriated

:

—
Preparation of Scientific Reports, . . .

Library,

Researches in connexion with Celtic MSS.,
Publication of ditto,

Museiun,
Purchase of Treasure Trove,

Illustration and Printing of '
' Transactions

'

'

and " Proceedings,"

Opening the Academy in the evening, . .

„ TRINITY COLLEGE GRANT towards re-

production of the MS. known as the Book of

Leinster (on accoimt of £700) making £500,

MEMBERS' PAYMENTS :—

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Composition (invented as

opposite),

PUBLICATIONS SOLD

Transactions,

Proceedings,

„ Irish MSS. Series,

Leabhar Breac,

Leabhar na.h-Uidhi'i, . . .

Museum Catalogue {invested as opposite),

INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningham Bequest—New 3 per cent.

Stock {see opposite),

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock

{see opposite),

„ TEA FUND Siibscriptions,

For Special
Purposes.

£ S. d.

8 9 6

130
200
200
200
200
100

200
152 7 4

80

70 7

3 10 7

76 14 3

4 16 8

6 10

£1632 15 4

For General
Purposes.

£ s. d.

3 18 o

500

47 5

373 16

26 1 8

5 18 10

1 4

20 15

8 11

76 3 10

1063 10 1

I certify that the above account is con-ect, according to the best of m
For Auditors' Eepoi



:ademy.
^STIN, TREASURER OF THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY,
OF MAECH, 1878.

PAYMENTS.

For scientific AND LITEEARY PUR-
POSES:—

Polite Literature and Antiquity Objects, ,

Scientific Eeports,

Library,

Irish. Scribe, &c.,

„ (including Lithographing
of Book ofLeinster, andPrinting Felire

of Aengus,
Museum,
Treasure Trove .

Transactions and Proceedings, ....
Opening the Academy in the evening, . .

Book of Leinster,

„ ESTABLISHMENT CHAEGES :-

Salaries,

Wages and Liveries, . .

Furniture and Repairs, . .

Fuel,

Insui-ance, Taxes, and Law,
Stationery,

Printing (Miscellaneous), .

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies,

„ INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL) :—

Life Membership
Compositions, .

Cunningham Be-
quest Interest,

Balance, . . .

Museum Catalogue,

Stock
Bought.

Description.

Consol. Stock,

New3 per Cents,

Bk. of Ir. Stock,

Total
Stock.

£
2645

2699 18

42 16

„ TEA FUND Expenditure,

]n\ma to Credit of the Academy,

From Funds
appropriated
tor Special
Purposes.

£> S. cl.

130
200
200

200
200
100

200
152 7 4

83 4

70 7

76 14 3

8 7 3

6 10

£1627 9 10

5 5 6

£1632 15 4

From Funds
available

for General
Purposes.

£ s. d.

Total
of each Class.

£ s. d.

110

187 16 7

409
221 14 6

8 9 4

34 3

8 2 6

12 16 6

12 15 6

25 4 11

18 4

1763 14 6

750 6 7

11 16 4

1060 6 1

3 4

1063 10 1

155 8 6

18 6 4

2687 15 11

8 9 6

2696 5 5

knowledge and belief, John Eibton Gakstik, Treasurer, E.I. A.

see next page.
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AUDITORS' REPORT.

We have esarcined the above General Abstract, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be correct, leaving a

Balance of Eight Pounds Nine Shillings and Six Pence to the credit of the Aca-

demy ; which amount is certified by the Aceoimlant-General to have remained to

the credit of the Academy's account in the Bank of Ireland on the 1st of AprU,

1878.

The Treasiu-er has also exhibited to us like Certificates in respect of the

invested Ccqntal, sho-ndng that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day Avere £2699 I85. 4^., New Three per cents.

;

£2645 18s. orf., Consols; and £42 16s. 9rf., Bank of Ireland Stock.

(Signed),

WILLIAM ARCHER, | . ,,, ,

WM. J. O'DONNAVAN, ]
^"^«^«"'^-

2\stofMay, 1878.
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SPECIAL MEETIXG.

Monday EvExixa, ArrarsT 12, 1878.

SiK EoBEET E1\.XE, LL. D., F.E. S., in the Chair.

By permission of the Academy, Dr. William Bernard read a Paper
" On the Exploration and Ptestoration of the Buins of the Grianan of

Aileach." [Tide Proceedings, toI. i., ser. ii., Polite Literature and

Antiquities, part 13.]

Professor Casey read a Paper "On the Equations of Ciixdes."

[Tide Transactions, vol. xxvii., part 20.]

The following Eecommendation of the Council was read, and

proposed by the Secretary for adoption by the Academy :

—

" £40 to ITr. W. H. Baily, towards expenses of preparing a Beport

' On the Cambrian and Silurian Fossils of Ireland,' from the Parlia-

mentary Grant for Scientific Beports."

The Becommendation was adopted.

Mr. Patrick Trayner, Dublin, presented thi'ee volumes, containing^

the manuscript Minutes of the Kirwinian Chemical Society, taken at

their meetings in the Academy on March 8, 1815, and on subsequent

occasions.

The thanks of the Academy were voted to the donor.

Dr. Bernard presented the objects he exhibited in connexion with

his Paper, as a donation to the Museum of the Academy.

The thanks of the Academy were voted to the donor.

Mo'DAT Etexing, Xovembee 11, 1878.

SiE BoBEET Kaxe, LL.D., F.B.S., President, in the Chair.

The following Papers were read :

—

" On the Precessional Motion of the Earth, considered as a Solid

Shell filled with Liquid, devoid of Viscidity and Friction." By Pro-

fessor Hennessy, F. B. S.

E. I. A., MIXVTES, SESSION 1878-79. L i J
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" On the Siipernuinerary Rings of the Eainbow." Ey Philip

Burton. [Y'lde Proceedinffs, yoI. iii., ser. ii., Science, part 3.]

" On the Computation of Tides at Pleet'n'ood and Discussion of

Corresponding Phenomena in Different Places." By the Eev. James

Pearson. [Vide Proceedmc/s, vol. iii., ser. ii., Science, part 3.]

The President announced to the Academy that the Treasurer

(llr. Garstin) had resigned his office ; and that the Academy will , at

its next meeting, proceed to the election of a new Treasurer.

A copy in Bronze of the newly instituted Davy Medal was pre-

sented by the President and Council of the Royal Society.

The list of Donations to the Library was read, and thanks voted,

to the several donors.

Satuedax EvExrN'G, jS'ovembee 30, 1878.

(St. Andrew's Day. Stated ITeeting.)

SiE, Robert Kaxe, LL.D., F.R. S., President, in the Chair.

Rev. Maxwell H. Close, M.A., was elected a Member of Council,

and also Treasurer to the Academy, in the place of J. R. Garstin,

LL.D., who had resigned.

By permission of the xicademy, Valentine Ball, M.A., F.G.S., of the

Geological Survey of India, read a Paper " On the Forms and Distri-

bution of Ancient Stone Implements in India." [Vide Proceedings,

vol. i., ser. ii., Polite Literature and Antiquities, part 13.]

Professor Hennessy, F.R.S., read "A ]!^ote relative to the Struc-

ture of the Interior of the Earth."

Robert S. Ball, LL.D., F.R.S., read a Paper " On aXew Determi-

nation of the Annual Parallax of the Star 61 Cygni."

Letters were read from Sir William Thomson, C. F. ]S"ewton, Esq.,

and Henry Bradshaw, Esq., returning thanks for the honour conferred

upon them by the Academy in electing them Honorary Members.

Resolved unanimously :

—

" That the thanks of the Academy be given to John Ribtoii

Garstia, F.S.A., &c., for his services as Treasurer."

i
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3I0XDAT EVE^TXG, DECEiTBER 9, 1878.

Sir Saieuel FERGrso:^, LL.D., Yice-President, in the Chaii\

The Secretary of Council read a Paper by Ptobcrt S. Ball, LL.D.,

&e., "On the llethod of Searching for Stars of Large Parallax,

which has been adopted at Dunsink."

Donations to the Library -vrerc XDresented, and thanks voted to the

-donors.

IToxDAr Etejoxg, XixrARY 13, 1879.

Sir Egbert KA^'E, LL.D., F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

George Dennis Blake was duly elected a ^Member of the

Academy.

Eobcrt S. Ball, LL.D., P.E.S., read a Paper '-'On some Specula-

tions with regard to the Possible Origin of lleteorites."

The following Grants, recommended by the Council out of the

Parliamentary Grant for the preparation of Scientific Eeports, were

adopted :

—

£10 to G. H. Eonahan, for •' Prosecution of his Studies of the

Constituents of Granite."

£30 to E. W. Dary, :\I.D., and C. A. Cameron, IT.D., towards the

'•' Prosecution of Eesearches into the Compounds of Selenium."

Donations to the Library were presented, and thanks voted to the

donors.

3Io^rDAT EvExixG, January 27, 1879.

See Egbert Ea^t;, LL.D., F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Professor O'Eeilly read a Paper '
' On the Correlation of Lines of

Direction on the Globe."

G. H. Einahan read a Paper " On Sea Beaches, especially those

of "Wexford and Wicklow." [Vide Proceedings, vol. iii., ser. ii..

Science, part 3.]

7 a
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It Tvas moYcd "by Dr. Frazer, ancT_ seconded by J. H. Lloyd, and

resolved imanimoiisly :

—

" To direct the attention of the Council to the recent destruction

hy fire of a large library ; and to request that some further steps may

be taken to protect the manuscripts in the collection of the Academy."

lEoXDAT EyEISXS'G, pEBErAEY 10, 1879.

SiE EoBEEi Kax'e, LL.D., F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

James G. Beauey, H.D., and Austin ]\Ieldon, lE.D., were elected

]y!embers of the Academy.

The Librarian read the following Eesolution from the Council

relating to a motion passed at the last meeting of the Academy:

—

" That the Academy be informed, in reference to the above

Eesolution, that the Council has the Cjuestion under their considera-

tion, and that steps had abeady been taken to request the Board of

"Works to furnish a suitable Safe, in which to deposit the most valu-

able IISS. of the Academy, now in the Library."

C. E. C. Tichborne, read a Paper " On the Dii'eet Evidence of the

Dissociation of Salts when in Solution."

The Secretary, for the Eev. James Pearson, read a Paper "On
the Computation of Occultations and Eclipses." [Tide Proceedings,

vol. iii., ser. ii., Science, part 3.]

Professor Hennessy read a Paper " On the Numerical Value of the

Precession of the Equinoxes."

Donations to the Library were presented, and thanks voted to the

do7Jors.

MOXDAT EVEXIXG, EEBErAKT 24, 1879.

See Eobeet Kaxe, LL.D., E.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Eobert S. Ball, LL.D., F.E.S., read " ]N"otes on the Application of"

Lagrange's Equation of Motion to certain Problems in the Theory of

Eotation."

Donations to the Library were presented, and thanks returned to-

the donors.
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SAitniDAY Eyexixg, Maech 15, 1879.

(Stated Meeting.)

Sm RoBEKT Kane, LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the Cliair.

Yisitors were admitted.

The President declared the Ballot open for the election of

Members of Council.

The Secretary of Council brought up the following

Report of the Couj^cil foe, the YEATt 1878-9.

Since the date of the last Eeport of the Council, the following-

Parts of the Transactions have been published :

—

Vol. xxrii.

—

Polite Literature and Antiq^idties.

Part 2. "On an Ogam Inscription." By the Eight Eev. Charles

^Graves, D.D., Lord Bishop of Limerick.

Vol. xxvi.

—

Science.

Part 11. "On the Aspect of_ Mars at the Oppositions of 1871 and

1873." By C. E. Burton.

Part 12. " Direct Demonstration of the Properties of the Pirst

Negative Pedal of a Central Conic from any Point in its Plane." By
John C. Malet, M.A.

Part 13. "On the Intersections of Plane Curves of the Third

Order." By A. S. Hart, LL.D.

Part 14. " On a Proof that every Equation has a Eoot." By
J. C. Malet, M.A.

Part 15. " On a certain Surface derived from a Q,uadi'ic." By
J. C. Malet, M.A.

Part 16. "Attempt to deduce the General Laws of the Variations

of Temperature at the Earth's Surface from those of Solar and Terres-

trial Eadiation." By the Eev. H. Lloyd, D.D.

Part 17. " Eeport on the Acanthology of the Desmosticha, Part I.'

By H. W. Mackintosh, B.A.

Part 18. "On the Cell Structure of Griffithsia setacea." By
E. P. Wright, M.D.
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Part 19. "On the Pormation of the so-callecl Siphons in Poly-^

siphonia." By E. P. AYright, M.D.

The following Parts of the Transactions are in the press, and will

be published immediately :

—

Yol. xxvii.

—

Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Part 3. "On the Croix Gammee or Swastika." By the Eight Eev..

Charles Graves, D.D.

Yol. xxvi.

—

Science.

Part 20. "On the Equations of Circles." By J. Casey, LL.D.,

P.E.S.

Of the Proceedings, Part 2 of vol. iii. (second series), containing the

Papers on Science, was published in IS'ovember, 1878 ; and the follow-

ing Parts are in the press :

—

Of vol. iii. (second series), containing Papers on Science, Part 3
;

and of vol. i. (second series), containing Papers on Polite Literature

and Antiquities, Part 13, which will complete this volume.

"Within the'past year Papers by the following authors were read

before the Academy :

—

In the department of Science :—By Professor E. P. "Wright

;

Professor Davy ; Mr. J. C. Malet ; the Yice-Provost of Trinity

CoUege; the Eev. the Provost of Trinity College; Mr. E. T.

Hardman ; Professor O'Eeilly; Mr. E. Lapper; Dr. Chichester Bell

;

Professor Casey ; Professor Hennessy ; Professor Galloway ; Professor

Leith Adams ; Mr. Philip Burton ; Eev. James Pearson ; Professor

Eobert S. Ball ; Mr. G. H. Kinahan ; and Dr. Tichborne.

In the department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :—By the

Eight Eev. Charles Graves, D.D. ; Dr. Bernard ; and Mr. Yalentine

Ball.

The lithographing of the Pooh of Leinster has kept pace with the

expectation expressed in the last Eeport. l^early the whole of the

work is completed, and there is fair ground for anticipating that it

will be published before the summer of the present year.

In reference to iheFelire of Oengus, in addition to the natural diflScul-

ties arising from the editor's residence in India and his absorbing public

duties, there have arisen other obstacles, over which the Council had
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no control, and wliich have contributed their quota of retardation to

the anticipated progress of the work. The work is, however, going

on steadily, if not quite so quickly as it was hoped ; and unless some

xmforeseen hindrance should occur, the Council hope to be able to lay

it before the Academy within the year.

As considerable delay had overtaken the progress of the publica-

tion of the Tdi7i B6 Cuailgne, the Committee of Irish MSS. felt bound

to take energetic steps to facilitate the advancement of the work, and

they are now endeavouring to carry out arrangements by which it

may be brought to a successful termination.

On^ing to the state of health of the editor of the Annals of

Ulster, the Yery Ptev. Dean Eeeves, it had become impossible to

apply during the present year any portion of the sum voted for the

publication of these valuable records of Irish history ; the editor had,

in consequence, felt obliged to stay his hand through his uncertainty

as to whether the Government, under these circumstances, would be

willing to revote the amount of the lapsed Grant. In the course of

the communications with the Government that have taken place on

this subject, the Council feel that it is eminently satisfactory to have

received assurances from the Government that the unavoidable delay

will not prevent the Academy from receiving the entire sum origi-

nally stipulated for the publication of the " Annals," and that the

necessary votes will be submitted to Parliament in proportion to the

progress of the work, so as to secure its completion by the hands of

so competent a scholar.

During the past year, the Museum has been thrown open to the

public on two evenings in the week, and has attracted a very good

attendance. The magnificent collection of oiir national antiquities,

thus offered to the inspection of a wider circle, has naturally excited

great interest, and the opportunity which has been afforded of becom-

ing acquainted with the graceful workmanship of the ancient artists

of Ireland has been welcomed by many as a boon.

There have been recently added to the collection in the Museum
several antique bronze weapons, a massive gold collar, and a pen-

annular brooch, the only one entirely of gold ever found in Ireland.

The fine chalice, brooches and cup, comprised in the " Ai'dagh Treasure

Trove," for some time on deposit in the Museum, have become the

property of the Academy. A set of glazed desk-cases, to be attached
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to the lower portion of the wall-cases in the strong room, are in course

of construction. "When completed and set up they will add consider-

ably to the exhibition space, now too limited for a suitable disposition

of the numerous gold and silver objects in the Museum.

Hydrants connected with the street water-mains, and leathern

hose have been placed in the basement of the Academy House, on the

ground floor, and in two of the upper stories, a measure long needed

for the protection against fire of the house and premises, and the valu-

able property they contain. As a further measure of precaution, the

Council have applied to the Board of Works for a safe in which to de-

posit the most precious of the manuscripts now in the possession of the

Academy.

The Grants in aid of the preparation of Scientific Eeports, already

sanctioned by the Academy, are as follows :

—

£40 to W. H. Baily for Report on Cambrian and Silurian Possils.

£10 to G. H. Kinahan for prosecution of his studies of the Consti-

tuents of Granite.

£30 to Drs. Davy and Cameron to prosecute further researches

into the Compounds of Selenium.

In addition, the following Grants have been recommended by the

Committee of Science, approved by the Council, and will be submitted

for sanction to the Academy this evening, viz. :

—

£21 8s. to Dr. Davy for Researches on the j^itro-Prussides.

£50 to Dr. Wright for Investigations into the Structure of the

Vegetable Cell and its Nucleus.

£20 to Dr. Reynolds and Rev. Dr. Haughton for Microscopic Slide

Sections of a large collection of Sandwich Island Lavas, already ana-

lysed by Dr. Haughton.

The Academy having resolved to give a conversazmie to the mem-

bers of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, a

subscription list was opened for the purpose among the members of

the Academy, by whom it was most liberally supported {vide Appen-

dix A.) At the request of the Council, the Lord Mayor courteously

placed at the disposal of the Academy such rooms in the Mansion-

house as were required on the occasion. It is believed that the

reception was of a kind not unworthy of the distinguished body in

whose honour it was held, nor of the position of the Academy in the

scientific world.
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The Treasurer reports that there is no feature in the state of the

Academy's finances calling for special remark.

The Council had reason to fear, from a communication received

from the Government, that the sum granted annually for the publica-

tion of the results of the transcription of Irish MSS. would bo

diminished in the coming year. They accordingly made strong repre-

sentations to the Government of the essential importance, in the

interests of the study of Irish literature, that this Grant should be

continued without diminution or suspension, and they are happy to

state that the Government, in reply to these representations, have in-

timated their intention to continue the Grant as heretofore, without

•annexing any other condition than that of having furnished to them,

with the yearly estimates, evidence of the continiious progress of the

works carried on by the aid of the Grant.

The scheme which was prepared for the better administration of

the Cunningham Fund having been submitted to the Academy and

approved by them, was laid before the Master of the Rolls, and re

ceived his sanction in its main features. Under the scheme the Council

will be enabled to apply the fund more effectually for the purposes

which the testator had in view.

Cunningham Medals were awarded within the past year to the

following gentlemen :—To George James Allman, M.D., for his re-

searches on Hydrozoa ; to John Casey, LL.D., for his researches in

Modern Geometry; to Edward Dowden, LL.D., for his eminent

services in the field of Shaksperian Criticism ; to Aquilla Smith,

M.D., for his works in the department of Irish jSfumismatics. The

awards received the cordial approbation of the Academy. The

President, on the occasion, so aptly and fully stated the grounds on

which the awards were made, as to render it unnecessary to enlarge here

•on the merits of the eminent scholars and men of science on whom the

Academy bestowed this honourable distinction.

Eleven Ordinary Members have been elected since the 16th of

March, 1 878, viz. :—

\. Rev. John O'Reilly, C. C.

2. George L. Cathcart, M. A.

3. John Browne.
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4. Robert Galloway.

5. John Kane.

6. Joseph A. Beatty.

7. William J. Corbet.

8. Eev. William A. Eeynell, B. D.

9. George D. Blake.

10. James G. Beaney, M. D.

11. Austin Meldon, M. D.

"We have lost by death within the year one Honorary Member m,

the department of Polite Literature and Antiquities, yiz :

—

Sir Thomas Duffus Hardy,

and fourteen Ordinary Members, viz. :

—

1. John Barker, M.D., elected April 14, 1851.

2. Henry M. E. Crofton, elected January 24, 1857.

3. Sir E. Griffith, Bart., elected April 26, 1819.

4. Wrigley Grimshaw, F.E.C.S.I., elected January 10, 1842.

5. Thomas Grubb, F.E.S., elected January 14, 1839.

6. W. H. Hardinge, elected April 8, 1850.

7. Earl of Leitrim, elected November 13, 1876.

8. Eev. George Longfield, D.D., elected Eebruary 10, 1845..

9. Francis Kolan, elected June 24, 1872.

10. Thomas .Oldham, LL.D., E.E.S., elected June 10, 1844.

11. William Harvey Pim, elected January 13, 1851.

12. Eev. Thomas H. Porter, D.D., elected April 25, 1836.

13. O'Xeal Segrave, elected Eebruary 14, 1848.

14. Colonel E. K. Tenison, elected January 12, 1846.

Of the honoured name of Sir Eichard Griffith, of vrhich Ireland is

justly proud, we make only a passing mention, as the Academy was

not the medium through which his scientific labours were made

known to the public.

Of those whose activity was more directly connected with the

Academy, we cannot omit some notice of the following men, eminent

in their respective walks of science and literature :

—

Thomas Oldham, LL.D., was born in Dublin in 1816. After

obtaining his degree of B.A. in the University of Dublin, he studied
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geology, mineralogy, and engineering in Edinburgh. In 1839 he was

appointed chief geological assistant to Captain (afterwards General)

Portlock, E.E., who directed the Geological Department of the

Ordnance Survey of Ireland. Oldham was engaged first in the field

on the geological survey of Derry, with parts of Tyrone and Antrim,

and subsequently in the preparation of the Report on that district,

which was published in 1843. In that Report Portlock speaks in

the highest terms of the knowledge of mineralogy, the intelligence,^

and unbounded zeal of his chief assistant. In 1844 he was ap-

pointed Assistant Professor of Engineering in the University of

Dublin, and in 1845 Professor of Geology, in succession to John

Phillips. In 1846 he became Local Director for Ireland of the-

Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, and in 1848 President of

the Geological Society of Dublin, whose Journal contains some valu-

able Addresses and Papers from his pen. He it was who discovered iu

the Cambrian rocks of Bray Head the obscure fossil organism whicb.

was named after him by Edward Forbes Oldhamia. He directed the

Geological Survey of Ireland until 1850, when he was appointed

Superintendent of that of India, then just instituted by the Indian

Government. He carried out the duties of this office with his

usual zeal and ability, and being on a visit to Dublin in 1857, he

was able to give to the British Association, at their meeting there,

a long account of the work which had already been done. The

IMemoirs and Reports of the Survey issued under his superintendence

are of great extent and importance. He paid particular attention

to the coal-measures and the coal of India, and numerous memoir's

were devoted to that subject. He received, in 1875, a Royal Medal

from the Royal Society of London, ''for his long and important

services in the science of geology." After his retirement from the

Indian Geological Survey he resided at Rugby, where he died July 1 7 ,.

1878.

W. H. Hardinge held for several years a seat on the Council, and

in his capacity as Treasurer was of eminent service to the Academy.

His position as Keeper of the Landed Estates Records gave him unusual

facilities for the prosecution of certain interesting lines of research,,

and, accordingly, to his investigations the Academy is indebted for the

following Papers of his which appeared in our Transactions

:

—Two
memoirs on Manuscript, Mapped and other Townland Surveys in Ire-
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land of a public character, embracing the Gross, Civil, and Down Surveys

from 1640 to 1688; a Paper containing observations on the earliest

known MS. census returns of the people of Ireland ; another, on an

Unpublished Essay on Ireland, by Sir W. Petty, 1687 ; and a detailed

Paper of considerable interest " On Circumstances attending the Out-

break of the Civil War in Ireland, 1641-1652."

W. Grimshaw, F.R.C.S.I., communicated to the Academy a Paper

on the subject of an improved Air Thermometer, by means of which

he obviated the well-known objection to the ordinary form of that

instrument.

Thomas Grubb, P.R. S., enriched our Proceedings with two im-

portant Papers on the Microscope and its improvement. Of his more

special scientific work it is unnecessary to enter into any detail, as

there is probably no Observatory in Europe in which the skill and

genius of our late respected member were not held in the highest

•esteem.

The Rev. George Longfield, D.D., was for some time a member of our

Council. He was a Eellow of Trinity College and Regius Professor of

Hebrew in the University of Dublin. In the latter capacity he delivered

a series of systematic lectures on the Hebrew Language and Literature.

He published in 1859 an Introduction to the Study of the Chaldee lan-

guage. In addition to his distinguished attainments in Semitic Philo-

logy, he was an accomplished Greek and Latin scholar ; and he is known

to have been for some time engaged on an edition of the Cajativi of

Plautus. This is not the place to speak at length of his moral

and social qualities ; but the strong feeling which was awakened by

his premature death gave evidence of the high esteem which was

•entertained by all who knew him for his manly, conscientious, and

unpretending character.

John Barker, M.D., E.R.C.S.I., took his B.A. degree in the

University of Dublin, 1841, as a Senior Moderator in Mathe-

matics and Physics. Ten years later he was admitted a Member of

the Academy. For many years he held the office of Curator of the

Anatomical Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ire-

land. Ardently attached to the Biological Sciences, he from time to

time published several interesting facts bearing on zoology and

botany. To our Proceedings he contributed several memoirs, of

which one, " On the Illumination of Microscopical Objects," may be
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especially noted. In this he applied the principle of immersion to-

the illumination of microscopical objects, thereby getting rid of

almost all shadows, allowing of no disturbing light to impinge on the

retina, and improving definition. To enable him to carry out still

further these important investigations he obtained, in March, 1870, a

grant from the Fund placed at the disposal of the Academy for the

preparation of Scientific Eeports.

The following Recommendations of the Council, being submitted

seriatim to the Academy, were adopted :

—

£21 8s. to Dr. Davy for Researches on the Mtro-Prussides.

£50 to Dr. "Wright for Investigations into the Structure of the

Yegetable Cell and its IS'ucleus.

£20 to Dr. Reynolds and Rev. Dr. Haughton for Microscopic Slide

Sections of a large collection of Sandwich Island Lavas, already ana-

lysed by Dr. Haughton.

The adoption of the Report was moved by the Secretary of the

Council.

An Amendment was moved by Professor Hennessy, and seconded

by Mr. Gr. H. Kinahan, as follows :

—

" That the Report of the Council be sent back to the Council for

revision."

After a considerable discussion, a division was taken, in which Dr.

O'Donnavan and Professor Casey acted as tellers.

The numbers being 33 on each side, the President declared the

Amendment lost.

The adoption of the Report, having been then put as a substantive-

Resolution, was then declared carried.

The President appointed Mr. Hutton and Mr. Andrews as Scruti-

neers of the Ballot for the Members of Council.

The President declared the Ballot open for the election of Hono-

rary Members, and nominated Drs. Ingram and Joyce as Scrutineers.

They reported that the following Honorary Members had been unaui-

mously elected :

—

In the Department of Science.

^^iUiam Huggins, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.
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In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

ITaximilien-Paul-Emile Littre.

The Scrutineers reported tlie result of the election of Members

•of the Council, whereupon

The President declared the following elected :

—

PUESEDENT.

Sir Eobeet Kane, LL.D., F.Pt.S.

. Council.

Committee of Science.

"David Moore, Ph.D., P.L.S. ; John Casey, LL.D., P.E.S.
;

Thomas Hayden, M.D., F.K. & Q.C.P.I. ; Ptev. J. H. Jellett, B.D.,

S.F.T.C.D.; Alexander Carte, M.D., P.L.S. ; Robert S. Ball, LL.D.,

P.E.S.; Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D., P.R.S., P.T.C.D. ; Edmund

W. Davy, M.D. ; Joseph O'Reilly, C.E. ; Benjamin 'Williatoson, M.A.,

E.T.C.D. ; George E. Eitzgerald, M.A., E.T.C.D.

Committee of Tolitc Literature and Antiquities.

John Kells Ingram, LL.D., E.T.C.D. ; "VYilliam J. O'Donnavan,

LL.D.; Alexander Gr. Richey, Q.C, LL.D.; Yery Rev. W. Reeves,

D.D. ; Robert Atkinson, LL.D. ; Lord Talbot de Malahide, E.R.S.

;

Sir Samuel Eerguson, LL.D. ; J. T. Gilbert, E.S.A. ; Rev. Maxwell

H. Close, M.A. ; John R. Garstin, E.S.A.

The Ballot for Officers having been taken, the President declared

the following duly elected :

—

Teeastjeee.—Rev. Maxwell Close, M.A., E.S.A.

Seceetaet op the Academy.—Robert S. Ball, LL.D., E.R.S.

Secketart of Cotjnci'l.—Robert Atkinson, I^L.D.

LrBEAKiAN.—John T. Gilbert, E.S.A.

Secretary oe Eoreign Correspondence.—Joseph P. O'Reilly, C.E.

The President, under his hand and seal, nominated the following

as Yice-Presidents for the year ending March 16, 1880 :

—

Thomas Hayden, M.D. ; A. G. Richey, Q.C, LL.D.; Rev. S.

Haughton, M.D. ; John Kells Ingram, LL.D.
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APPENDIX A.

Subscriptions to the British Association Reception Fund.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Rev. J. H. Jellett, 2 F. A. Tarieton, . 1

Dr. Havden, 2 2 J. R. Wigham, . 2 2

Dr. Carte, 2 E. Whittle, M.D., 2

Dr. Haugliton, 2 2 T. Pigot, . . . . :}

Dean Reeves, 2 2 Sir R. Kane, President, •5

W. Arclier, 2 E. W. Davy, M.D., . 1

Dr. Ingram, 5 John M'Donnell, •?,

Dr. Ferguson, 5 G. G. Tyrrell, . 2

A. Thorn, . . . . 5 David Moore, Ph.D., . 2

J. T. Lombard, . 5 J. T. Gilbert, Librarian, 5

Sir T. Larcom, 3 J. A. Blake, 1

Sir A. E. Guinness, Bart., . 5 R. Atkinson, LL.D,. 2

Bishop of Xillaloe, 5 J. J. Kelso, . . . . 1 1

The Provost of Trinity Col- Rev. J. O'Rourke, 1 1

lege, . . . . 5 A. Smith, M.D., . 1

The Marquis of Kildare, 5 Earl of Charlemont,
E. C. Guinness, . 5 A. Andrews, )

Duke of Leinster, 5 J. J. Lalor, . 1 1

Lord O'Hagan, . A. M'Donnell, C.E., . 1

Kev. T. R. Robinson, . J. Little, M.D., .
>

F. M. Jennings, . 2 Rev. R. T. Smith, 1 1

Sir R. Griffith, . •5 A. Parker, . ;;

J. Apjohn, 2 G. Ellis, . 1

Lieut.-Gen. TV. J. Smythe, 5 Earl of Enniskillen, 5

Lieut. -Colonel Cooper,. 4 18 G. J. AUman, M.D., . 1

John Casey, LL.D., 2 Rev. B. W. Adams, . 1 1

R. M'DonneU, . 3 3 The Primate, 'i

Sii- A. Power, 5 Dr. Harvey, 2 2

D. R. Pigot, 1 W. 0. Barker, . 1 1

Rev. M. H. Close, Rev. G. Longfield, 1

C. Copland, . 1 G. Pirn, 5

JohnHiU, . 2 W. Dillon, . 1

W. Phibbs, . 3 Earl of Rosse,

A. Fitzgibbon, . . 2 J. Lentaigne, 2 2

E. Wright, LL.D., 2 2 T. M. Hutton, . 2

A. Hanagan, '.

1 R. S. Ball, LL.D., Secretary 5

H. S. Sweetman, 2 T. IST. Deane, 1

J. F. Duncan, M.D., . . 1 Rev. G. Salmon, D.D., 2

B. B. Stoney, C. E., . . 2 G. J. Stoney, M.A., . 10

A. Ferrier, . 2 W. H. ByrAe, . 1 1

A. Hudson, M.D., . 5 G. W. Maunsell, . 2

R. H. Jephson, . 2 A. Lane, M.D., . 1 1

"W. Stokes, M.D., . I 1 R. H. Beauchamp, 1

Bishop of Limerick, -. 5 G. Sanders,

.

. 1

Lord G. HiU, . 2 J. Purser, . . 1

R. W. Lowry, . . 1 1 W. Gillespie, . 10

H. M. E. Crrfton, . 5 J. E. Gore, . . 1

J. C. Smith, . 1 1 W. Sweetman, 2
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£ s. d. £ s. d:^

Lord Powerscourt, 5 J. J. D. LaTouclie, 2 0^

A. Leared, M.D., 1 1 W. B. Smytbe, . 2 a
J. Pini, 3 F. E. Davies, 10 6
W. H. Pirn, 3 A. G. Eicbey, LL.D., . 3 3

W. A. T. Amherst, 2 E. H. Kinahan, . 5

W. H. Hardinge,

.

1 Colonel Hickie, . 2

"W. J. O'Donnavan, 3 3 Dr. Bennett, 1

F.E. Clarke, M.D., . 10 6 Professor O'Looney, 1 1

A. S. Hart, LL.D., 2 G. Porte, 1

T. Wilkinson, 1 1 Lord Talbot de Malabide, 5

G. Fitzgerald, M.A., . 1 T. Drew, M.A., . 3

Duke of Manchester, . 5 J. E. Garstin, M.A.. . 5

Earl of Granard, . 2 J. Frost, . .
'

. 1 a
S. G. Eowley, . 2 2 E. P. Wright, M.D., . 2

Eev. 0. T. Dobbin, .

Lord Gougb,
2

5 i1325 18 0'

STATEMEIs^T OF THE ACCOUi^TS

Of the Committee appointed ly the Council of the Royal Irish Academy
for the Reception of the British Association.

Et Eeceived :

—

Subscriptions to Fund from Members of the Academy,
Subscription from Executive Committee,

To Paid :
—

Eefreshments (Murphy and Guinness),

Passage from Eoyal Irish Academy to Mansion House,

Hire of Furniture and Mirrors (Jones),

Printing and Stationery (Dollard, Browne & Nolan, and Ponsonby

& Murphy),
_

Hire of Scientific Instruments (Eobinson), .

.

Carriage of objects lent for exhibi ion. Expenses of Attendants with

do., &c..

Hire and conveyance of Military Bands,

Attendants and Assistants on occasion of Conversazione,

Gratuity to HaU Porter, Mansion House,

Postage, .

.

Stewards' Badges (Johnson), ....
Telegrams, Porterage, Sundry Assistance, Car-hire, Hire of Carts

Messengers,. .

Secretary for Services, . .

Cheques, Stamps on,

I have examined and compared with vouchers th above Accounts, and find

them quite correct.

December 16, 1878. " M. H. CLOSE.

£325 18

119 7 6

£445 5 6

£200 13 9

107 19 9
29 3 4

11 13 9

2 16

17 11 6

18 4
2

4 3 11

7 12

8 6 2
30

1 4

£445 5 6

Approved by Council,

December 16, 1878, E.KAjSTE, PrewV/ew;-.
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Monday Evenin-g, Apeii 14, 1879.

Sir Robert Kane, F.E,.S., &c., President, in the Chair.

Thomas Dunbar Ingram, LL.B., was elected a Member.

Eev. Samuel Haughton, M.D., &c., read a Paper " On an Easy

Method of obtaining the complete Differential Equations of Motion of

an Ocean surrounding a Solid Nucleus, and subject to any Disturbing

Porces (the Nucleus itself revolving on a Eixed Axis), without calcu-

lation or transformation of Co-ordinates, from simple Geometrical

and Mechanical Principles." [Vide Proceedings, Yol. iii., New
Series, Science, Part 3.]

The Secretary of the Council having brought down the several

Reports of Council intended for the consideration of the Academy, and

of which copies had been previously forwarded to the Members

—

It was Resolved :

—

"That for the accommodation of President Sullivan, Ph.D., the

Report * On the State of the Publication of the Tain B6 CuaiLuge' be

taken first."

On the State oe the Ptjbhcation of the Tatn Bo Cuailnge.

This Report was read as follows by the Secretary of the Council,

who moved its adoption :

—

On 25th October, 1873, the following Minute is recorded in the

Minute-book of the Committee :

—

" Dr. Sullivan reported that he was prepared to proceed with the

publication of the Tain B6 Cuailnge, text and translation, as a com-

mencement of the series of Irish Historic Tales."

Upon this the Committee passed a Resolution requesting Dr. Sul-

livan

—

" To proceed with the work, and, as soon as possible, to submit to

the Committee a specimen of the style in which he would propose to

have the printing executed, it being understood that the size shall be

uniform with that of the Irish Manuscript series."

There is no Minute o the books of the Committee purporting that

Dr. Sullivan ever compL d with the above Resolution, by submitting

to the Committee a specimen of the style in which he would have the

printing executed, nor has any part whatever of the work ever been

seen by the Committee.

B. I. a. minutes, session 1878-9. fSl
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ISTotliing appears in the Minute-book of this Committee with refe-

rence to the estimates for the work, but on the Minute-book of the

Publication Committee, under date December 1st, 1873, is recorded a

Eesolution accepting the estimate of Messrs. Browne & !N"olan, on

certain conditions of type, &c.

The Report of Council for the year, read March 14th, 1874, con-

tains the following passage bearing on the publication of this work :

—

" An edition of some of the most interesting ancient Irish Historic

Tales, with translation, has been commenced, and will be pubKshed

uniformly with the Irish MSS. series. The first of the tales, the

Tain B6 Cuailnge, will appear, it is hoped, in the course of the

present year. It will be edited by Dr. Sullivan, and the translation

will be the joint work of that gentleman and Mr. O'Looney."

There seems to have been a general understanding that Professor

O'Looney would aid Dr. Sullivan, but the Committee have no record

on their books of any communication whatever having passed between

them and Mr. O'Looney on the subject of this work until the present

year.

In the beginning of the year 1876 the Council felt it to be desira-

ble to endeavour to obtain some satisfactory account of the progress of

this work, which the report of March, 1874, had announced as in pre-

paration, with the hope that it would appear in the year 1874-5, and

accordingly, on March 11th, 1876, a Resolution was passed

—

" That Dr. Sullivan be requested to furnish a Report on the extent

and progress of the printing of the volume of Tain B6 CuaUnge,

entrusted to him to edit, and that he be requested to furnish copies of

all the sheets as printed."

At the time when this request was made. Dr. Sullivan seems to

have interpreted the request of the Council for information as a desire

on their part to subject his work to criticism, and accordingly replied

as follows :

—

'" Queen's College, Coek,
'' 2^rd March, 1876.

*'Mt deae De. Ingeam,

" Excuse me for not having answered your letter about the Tain

Bo Cuailnge ere this. I could not do so sooner, and therefore not in

time for your Report, as I had to make some inquiries as to the amount

of matter set up in type, the state of the ' copy' of the text for the
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printer, and many other matters -which took some time. Much time

was spent in settling the text to be followed, and the form in which

the book should be printed, the extent to which the various readings of

the manuscript should be given, andwhether as Foot-notes orAppendix,

as well as the extent and mode of giving explanatory notes, and lastly

as to the collation of the text with the original.

" All these matters having been settled, a good deal of the text and

translation was put in type. Some months ago, however, the work

was suspended, in order to enable Mr. O'Looney to give his undivided

attention to the preparation of the introduction to Leabhar Breac,

which required an amount of work very disproportionate to its extent or

appearance. Mr. O'Looney is now free to take up the Tain again,

and we hope to be able to finish it before anything else shall inter-

rupt us.

"There is one point referred to in your note about which there

must be some mistake. I do not think it is usual for an author or

editor to submit his work piecemeal to criticism, or to allow sheets of

an unfinished work to be circulated about. When I undertook, in con-

junction with Mr. O'Looney, to bring out a translation and text of the

Tain Bo Cuailnge, I certainly did not understand that one of the

conditions should be that I was to furnish copies of the sheets to any-

one until the work was finished.

"Once the Academy had ordered the printing, and settled the

general form of the work, it appears to me that their responsibility

was only of the same kind as that which it undertakes in publishing

Papers in its Proceedings.

" I am sure the Council must have iuadvertently made the request

communicated in your note, and which, so far as my experience goes,

is without precedent.

" I remain,
*

' Yours very sincerely,

(Signed) " "William: K. SullivajST.

" JoHisr K. Ingram, Esq., LL. D.,

" Secretary of Council, R.I.A.^''

8 a
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In reply, the Secretary of Council forwarded the following letter:

—

"UhofAjjril, 1876.

" My deae De. Stjlliyajs'-,

" Tour letter of March 23rd having been before the Council at its

meeting yesterday, I was directed to inform you that the object of the

Council (in passing the Resolution commiinicated to you) was not to

ascertain how the work has been done, but what the work hitherto

done actually is, and how much remains to be done, and to ascertain

what funds will be required to meet the cost of this work.

" The Council still desire this information.

^"I am, your faithful Servant,

"(for J. K. IxGEAir, See. of CounciT),

"J. E. Gaestin.

AY. K. Stjlmva^^ Esq., Ph.D., M.R.I. A.,

''President, Q.C., Cork."

To this letter of the Council no answer was sent.

By Dr. Sullivan's letter of 23rd March, however, the assurance was

given that the work would proceed, and the hope was held out that it

would be finished before long. IN'o record is made on the Minutes of

anything having occurred which was likely to retard the work, and no

complaint or suggestion on any matter bearing directly or indirectly on

the work was ever made to the Committee or Council. As, however,

even after the letter of the Secretary of Council, no account of its

progress was communicated by Dr. Sullivan to the Committee, they

passed this Resolution on November 25, 1876:

—

" That the Secretary of this Committee be requested to communicate

with Dr. Sullivan, President, Queen's College, in order to ascertain

the number of pages now printed of the Taia Bo Cuailnge, and the

probable number remaining to complete the work ; also the approxi-

mate amount of the expense already incurred for printing, explaining

to Dr. Sullivan that the present financial position of the Academy

makes it necessary that the Committee shoidd be suppHed with the

information as soon as possible."
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A copy of tlie above Eesolution having been forwarded to Dr. Sul-

livan, on 29tb December, 1876, Dr. Sullivan replied to the Secretary

as follows :

—

"Queen's College, Coek,

''2Wi Bee, 1876.

^'Deae Sie,

"I am now in a position to give the Committee of Irish MSS. the

information you asked for in your letter of the 27th JN'ovember.

" The original estimate of Messrs. Browne & jS'olan (which is in

the Academy) was for text and translation on opposite pages, making

about thirty-two sheets, or 512 pages, of which 500 copies were to be

printed. Preface, notes and index not estimated for. Including these,

the book will make about 700 pages, or forty-four sheets.

" The text is all copied out and ready for printers. The transla-

tion is almost all revised, and the greater part of the notes (which will

form an Appendix, and not be printed as foot-notes) are also ready : in

fact nearly all the work is now done, and it can be passed through the

press very rapidly.

" Six sheets of text and translation are ready to be printed ofP. A
good deal of time was spent in preliminary arrangements, so as to save

expense in correcting hereafter. This will enable us to carry the work

more rapidly through the press henceforward.

" I remain, &c.,

" W. K. ScLLIVAIf.

" Pbofessok ATK^^^so^^"

From this letter the Committee naturally inferred that, all obstacles

having been now removed, the work would proceed continuously and

rapidly; and accordingly, on March 24th, 1877, the Treasurer was au-

thorised to pay Messrs. Browne & Nolan on account of the work to

the extent of the funds available for that purpose. On this occasion a

sum of £95 was paid.

For a period of more than a year from the date of the above letter

(29th December, 1876) nothing was heard from Dr. Sullivan as to the

state of the work under his care, so that the Committee at length felt
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"bound to call on the editor for a report of its progress ; and accordinglj-

on May 25th, 1878, they passed the following Eesolntion:

—

"That the Secretary be requested to seek from Dr. SulKvan infor-

mation as to the progress of the Tain Bo Cuailnge, referring to Dr. Sul-

livan's letter of the 29th December, 1876."

This Resolution, on being forwarded to Dr. Sullivan, elicited from

him the following reply, read at the Committee Meeting of June 22nd,.

1878 :—

/, 1878.

*' Dear Sie,

''I have received your note of the 28th inst. (May) relative to the

Tain B6 Cuailnge, and have forwarded it to Professor O'Looney. So

soon as I hear from him I shall write again.

" I remain, &c.,

" w. x. sullivak.

" Peofessoe Atkustson"."

As Dr. Sullivan, however, did not write again, the Committee^

after waiting nine months, were forced to take action again in the

matter, and accordingly, on February 15th, 1879, it was Resolved :

—

" That Dr. Sullivan be requested to give the Committee the infor-

mation respecting the progress of the Tain Bo Cuailnge, which he

has never furnished since it was applied for by the Committee in May,.

1878 ; and, in particular, to state what portion of the work is in type,

how much of it has been printed oif, and when it is likely to be com-

pleted ; and

" That in communicating this Resolution, the Secretary be directed

to request that Dr. SulUvan will furnish the desired information in

time to be laid before them at their next Meeting, on Febniary 22nd."

In reply to this Dr. Sullivan sent the following letter, which was^

placed upon the Minute-book of the. Committee :

—
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" Queen's College, Coek,

" 2mh Fehrum-y, 1879.

'' Sir—I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

loth instant, enclosing a copy of a Resolution of the Irish MSS. Com-

mittee of the Eoyal Irish Academy. This Resolution ignores altogether

my answer to their former application, in which I stated that I would

write to Professor O'Looney on the subject, and communicate with

them when I heard from him. It seems to me to be necessary, there-

fore, to remind the Committee of my position in connexion with the

subject of the above Resolution.

"Professor O'Looney laid before the Academy a translation of

the whole Leabhar na h-TJidhri, and also translations of the Tain Bo

Cuailnge, and several other Tales of the same cycle. Many members

of the Academy, and others interested in Irish literature, expressed a

wdsh that these translations, especially those of the Tales, should be

printed. The Irish MSS. Committee of the time, fully impressed

with the importance of providing scholars with such valuable help,

proposed to make a beginning by printing the text and translation of

Tain B6 Cuailnge. Being desirous of giving any help I could in this

useful work, and having myself already printed the text, with a

translation, of the principal episode of the Tale in question, I under-

took to see Professor O'Looney's work through the press.

"The progress of the Book necessarily depended, so far as I was

concerned, upon my getting proofs from the author. At first consi-

derable progress was made ; but Professor O'Looney, considering that

he had been badly treated by the Academy, that is, I presume, by the

Irish MSS. Committee, in respect of several matters, and if I under-

stand him rightly, of this particular work among the number, refused

to proceed with the Tain Bo Cuailnge until justice shall have been

done him. I have always been ready and willing to perform what I

undertook to do, and I am now just as anxious as ever to devote any

time that may be necessary to see the Tain Bo Cuailnge through the

press; but I decline any further responsibility in the matter. The

Committee should apply for the information they seek to Professor

O'Looney, who is on the spot, and who alone could give it. I am sui-e

he will do so if asked ; and if not, will be able to give a satisfactory

reason for his refusal. No one ought to be as anxious, and, I believe.
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no one could be more desirous than Professor O'Looney for the satisfac-

tory completion of the Tain Bo Cuailnge. His refusal to proceed -^th

it until the Academy shall hays done him right shows, therefore, his

strong sense of the injustice done him, and it is hut reasonable to

assume that he must have good grounds of complaint. The Com-

mittee itself being the chief cause of delay—I hope only the inrolun-

tary cause—I trust they will at once remove the only obstacle to

the completion of the Book—the injustice of which llr. O'Looney

complains.
" I am, Sir,

" Tour obedient Servant,

(Signed) " WrLLiAir K. Sxtlltvait.

" EOBEET AtEXN-SON, EsQ.,

" Secretary of the Irish MSS. Committee, H.I.A.^'

The statements made ra this letter, referring to injustice done to

Professor O'Looney, are quite incomprehensible to the Committee,

who have always endeavoured to secure for him his full shai'e of

credit for any work performed by him in the service of the Academy,

and from whom they had never heai'd any complaint of injustice done

him by the Committee in any matter. In this matter they had had

no dealings with Professor O'Looney ; the charge of proceeding with

the work had been entrusted by the Committee to Dr. Sullivan alone,

and on- his own report that he was prepared to proceed with it.

[Prof. O'Looney could, if he thought proper, have consulted the

Minute-book of this Committee, in which the letter of Dr. Sullivan

was set out at length, and could have transcribed it if he had so

desired. The Secretaiy of the Committee, on being applied to verbally

for a copy, to be made by the ofiS.cers of the Academy, informed Prof.

O'Looney that this application should be made in writing to the Com-

mittee, when there was not the slightest doubt that his request, thus

regularly brought before them, would be immediately complied with.

This Prof. O'Looney did not do.]

To this letter the Committee felt there was but one reply, and ac-

cordingly, on February 22, 1879, they Eesolved

—

"That as Dr. Sullivan has by his letter of February 20, 1879,

declined ' any further responsibility' in the matter of the publication of

the Tain Bo Cuailng"", the ari'angement entered into by the Eesolu-
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tion of October 25, 1873, requesting Dr. Sullivan ' to proceed with the

work,' be regarded as having now fallen through."

As the Committee were, however, naturally anxious that the work

undertaken should not be left unfinished, they further Eesolved

—

" That as it appears from the letter of Dr. Sullivan that he declines

any further responsibility in the matter of the Tain Bo Cuailnge

;

and that further, he regards Prof. O'Looney as the ' author ' of the

publication in question, a letter be addressed to Prof. O'Looney re-

questing him to be good enough to inform this Committee whether he

will undertake to carry on the priuting of the work under the super-

vision of the Committee."

To this Eesolution Prof. O'Looney replied that he was " prepared

to proceed vsdth the Tain on receiving particulars of the course which

may be considered most satisfactory for carrying through the under-

taking."

Prof. O'Looney having signified his assent to the proposal of the

Committee on certain conditions, the Committee naturally desired to

see what had been done, because as they had never had any opportunity

of seeing a page of the work, they could not possibly lay down any course

to be pursued with reference to the manner of its execution in the

future.

They accordingly desired the printers, Messrs. Browne & j^olan, to

furnish their account for the portion of the work printed off up to

date, together with a clean copy of the work so far as printed, to be

laid before this Committee at their next Meeting ; and further, pend-

ing the settlement of the necessary arrangements, the Committee

informed the printers that "the printing of the work was not to pro-

ceed further without an order from this Committee."

At the same Meeting they also passed a Ptesolution—" That a letter

be written to Prof. O'Looney, annexing a copy of the above Eesolution,

and infoi-ming him that when the sheets, so far as at present printed,

shall be before them, the Committee will be prepared to give him par-

ticulars of the course which, in their opinion, may be most suitable

for carrying through the undertaking ; and that it will be their desire

to ascribe to Prof. O'Looney all the credit which they have learned is

due to him in the preparation of the work, and to give him every

facility in their power for completing it in a manner agreeable to him-

self and satisfactory to the Academy."
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To this Resolution Prof. O'Looney has not replied.

Messrs. Browne & Nolan hare not sent the sheets as directed by

the Committee, who are thus prevented from furnishing particulars to

Prof. O'Looney of the course they deem suitable in order to carry on

the work. Annexed is a copy of a letter received from the printers,

from which the Committee conclude that Messrs. Browne & Nolan

decline to comply with the request of the Committee, until authorised

by Dr. Sullivan and Prof. O'Looney :

—

' * "Wholesale Paper "Waeehoitse,

" 24, Nassaf-steeet,

"DuBLnf, 8th March, 1879.

" SiE,—In reply to your favour of the 3rd instant, we regret our

inability to give any further information than that contained in our

letter of 19th November, 1877, the printing work to which you refer

being now in the same state as then. Dr. W. K. Sullivan and Pro-

fessor O'Looney have not replied to our letters on the subject.

" Yours truly,

(Signed) " Bkowne & Nolan,

"Per P. M.
\

" Eobeet AiKiNsoif, Esq."

Council has taken steps to define the Academy's legal position

with Messrs. Browne & Nolan, by addressing the following letter to

them :

—

April 7, 1879.
" SiK,

"I am directed by the Council of the Royal Irish Academy

to request that you deliver, without delay, at the Academy House,

the amount of printed matter now in your hands, and prepared by

you in pursuance of the contract contained in the letter of the

Secretary of MSS. Committee to you, dated the 2nd day of December,.

1873; and at the same time furnish your account for the work

in pursuance of such contract hitherto done by you ; the balance on

which, together with expense of carriage, will be at once discharged

by the Academy.

"If you decline this request, the Council would desire a state-

ment from you, why, having received so large a payment from the-
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Academy, you refuse to recognize their property in the work done for

them by you.

"An answer is requested from you before the next Meeting of

Council, which will be held on Wednesday the 9th inst., at 4 o'clock,

p.ii. And in the event of no reply being received by that time from

you, the Council must conclude that you decline to accede to this

request.
" Tour obedient Servant,

" KOBEET AtKIK^SON,

" Secretary/ of Council.

*' Messrs. Beowjte & Nolan."

To this letter no answer has been received. Council is advised that

as the matter now stands, it is in the option of the Academy either ta

enforce the delivery of the work done, or to treat the behaviovir of

Messrs. Browne & Nolan as a rescission of the contract ab initio, and

to have back again the money paid on account ; and recommend that

Council should be authorized to proceed in that matter as it may
seem most for the advantage of the Academy, with power to take

such legal proceedings as may be necessary in that behalf, and

submits the foregoing as its Eeport.

"Whereupon the following Amendment was proposed by Professor

Hennessy, seconded by The O'Conor Don, M.P. :

—

"That the Academy declines to authorize the Council to take

legal proceedings with regard to the work done by Messrs. Browne

& Nolan. And that a Special Committee of the Academy be ap-

poLuted to investigate and report upon the matter at issue.

This Amendment, by vote of the Academy, was altered a&

follows:

—

" That the Academy do appoint a Special Committee of the Aca-

demy to investigate and report upon the matter at issue."

A division was taken on the Amendment, which was declared lost

;

the original Motion was then put, and the President declared it

adopted.

It was then Resolved :

—

" That the Academy do adjoum specially till Friday evening, at

its usual hour, to consider the remaining Reports."
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SPECIAL MEETING.

Fkidat EvEifiNG, Apeil 18, 1879.

Sir Robert Kaxe, E.E.S., &c., President, in the Chair.

The consideration of the Reports of the Council was resumed. It

was Resolved :

—

" To proceed with the Report on the Editorship of

the Book of Leinster."

On the Editorship op the Book op LEijfSTEE..

This Report was read as follows by the Secretary of Council, who

moved its adoption :

—

On the 14th December, 1872, a Resolution was passed by the Com-

mittee to the effect

—

" That the President be requested to communicate to the Board of

Trinity College, Dublin, that this Committee is prepared to undertake

the production of a lithographic fac-simile of the Book of Leinster,

similar in style to Leabhar Breac and Leabhar na h-Uidhri."

This Resolution the Secretary was desired to communicate to the

President, with a request that he would be good enough to take such

steps as he might deem desirable in the matter, and to inform the Com-

mittee of the result.

At this same Meeting, prior to the passing of this Resolution, the

Committee had had laid before them " A Descriptive Catalogue of the

Contents of the Book of Leinster," by Mr. O'Looney, when the fol-

lowing Resolution was passed :

—

"That when funds are available, the Treasurer be authorized to

pay Mr. O'Looney for preparing a catalogue of the contents of the

Book of Leinster such amount as shall be certified by the Secretary of

the Academy and the Librarian."

The catalogue laid on the table by Mr. O'Looney was a necessary

preliminary to any recommendation on the part of this Committee to

the Board of Trinity College to co-operate in the undertaking of this

work, as the descriptive catalogue of MSS. in Trinity College Library

does not enter into any detail of the contents of that MS.

The catalogue should, by the terms of the Resolution, have become

the property of the Academy, on payment of the sum duly certified.
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The President of the Academy Qlx. Jelleti) accordingly brought

the matter before the Board of Trinity College on February 1st, 1873,

and in a letter to the Secretary of Council (Dr. Ingram) signified the

assent of the Board on certain conditions.

From this period till the 23rd May, 1874, the Committee was en-

gaged in settling the details necessary to enable the work to be effi-

ciently performed, as will appear from the following Resolutions.

On the 17th May, 187o, it was Eesolved by the Committee

—

•' That the President be requested to name a day during the fol-

lowing week on which he could meet and confer with this Committee-

as to the details in connexion with the purchase of the paper and

lithography of the Book of Leinster, and the other arrangements for

that work."

Accordingly, on the 21st May, 1873, Mr. Jellett presided at a

Meeting of this Committee, when the details in connexion with the

publication of the Book of Leinster were considered.

On the 14th June, 1873, a further Eesolution was passed by this

Committee, to recommend Council to request the President to bring^

under the notice of the authorities of T. C. D. certain considerations

which made it expedient that, for the purpose of transcription, the MS.

should be deposited in the Academy House.

On 25th October, 1873, the President reported to this Committee

that the Board of T. C. D. had consented to deposit the Book of

Leinster in the Academy House in portions ; and also that the Board

had agreed to purchase in advance all the paper required for the work.

On the same day the President was requested to take the requisite

steps to obtain permission for Mr. O'Longan and Mr. O'Looney ta

have access to the Book of Leinster for the purpose of putting the

leaves in sequence, preparatory to commencing the copy.

On 24th January, 1874, the Committee having considered the

estimates for the paper and the printing of the Book of Leinster,.

adjourned till January 26th, when it was Resolved

—

" That a Sub-committee, consisting of the Treasurer, the Secretary

of the Academy, the Secretary of Council, and the Librarian, be

requested to examine and arrange all matters in connexion with the

purchase of the paper and the lithography of the Book of Leinster."

On 23rd May, 1874, it was Resolved by the Committee

—

"That the sample of paper from Messrs. Pirn, recommended by
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tliem, and now marked by the Chairman, be approved of for the Book

of Leinster."

Matters having been thus finally arranged, the Committee on the

same day passed this further Eesolution

—

"That the Librarian be req[uested to have the goodness to under-

take the supervision through the press of the Book of Leinster, and to

arrange all details in connexion with it on behaK of the Com-

mittee."

This duty llr. Gilbert continued to fulfil until the close of the

year; (he was present for the last time at the Meeting of 26th of

December, 1874 ;) but the state of his health soon after obliged him

to withdraw from his Academy duties. Towards the end of the

Academic Session of 1875-1876, when Mr. Gilbert, by his prolonged

absence, was about to become ineligible for re-election to his seat on

the Council, owing to non-attendance, the Council in February, 1876,

passed a Eesolution to advise the Academy to waive the by-law which

made him ineligible for non-attendance. As Mr. Gilbert's advisers,

however, declined to avail themselves of the offer, the matter pro-

ceeded no further, and Mr. Gilbert being thus no longer re-eHgible,

Dr. Atkinson was, at the Stated Meeting of March, 1876, elected by

the Academy Librarian in his stead.

As from the date of his last attendance at this Committee, on

December 26th, 1874, up till this period of March, 1876, no commu-

nication had been received from Mr. Gilbert, and the work of tran-

scription of the Book of Leinster had remained entirely without any

other supervision than that exercised by members of this Committee,

the Committee, feeling the necessity of some responsible personal super-

intendence over the work, passed a Resolution on April 22nd, 1876 :

—

" That the Librarian be requested to supervise the publication of

the Book of Leinster in its passage through the press ; and, on the

completion of the work, to prepare such prefatory matter as may seem

to him suitable as an introduction to the work."

By this Resolution, Dr. Atkinson, designated under his then official

title as Librarian, was instructed to prepare an introduction to the

work on its completion, without any special direction as to the nature

or contents of such preface.

The following extract from the proceedings of the Academy, taken

from a Paper of Professor O'Looney, read January 13th, 1873, "On the
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Book of Leinster," points naturally to the source whence informa-

tion ought to have been available :

—

'' The want of a descriptive catalogue of the contents of so im-

portant a book as that of Leinster has long been felt, and to supply

this, I have now the honour to submit one in which I have endeavoured

to specify every piece to be found in the MS., noting in all instances

the page, column, and line where the composition commences, and

giving the title or first line of each piece."

This Paper, it will be observed, was read before the Academy prior

to the acceptance by the Board of Trinity College of the proposal to

lithograph the Book of Leinster.

The work, at the time of Dr. Atkinson's appointment, had ad-

vanced during the few months of Mr. Gilbert's supervision, and during

his prolonged absence, as far as page 192 of the fac-simile.

Mr. Gilbert's state of health having permitted him to resume his

occupations, and the year during which he remained ineligible under

the by-law having expired, his name was replaced on the list of

eligibles for Council, and on his re-election as a member of Council on

the 16th March, 1878, Dr. Atkinson voluntarily resigned the Librarian-

ship in order that Mr. Gilbert might be, as he was, re-elected to that

office. Dr. Atkinson did not, however, regard himself as freed from

the duties imposed on him by the Resolution of 22nd April, 1876, and

continued to supervise and conduct the preparation of the Book of

Leinster for the press, as from the date of his appointment to that

duty, with the full concurrence of the Committee.

Towards the end of last year, however, when the work of tran-

scription was nearly completed, and there remained the important

task of preparing the introduction, Mr, Gilbert, alleging that, as

Librarian, he was the proper person to discharge the duty of super-

vising the Book of Leinster, under the terms of the Resolution of

22nd April, 1876, demanded of Dr. Atkinson that he should withdraw

from the performance of that duty. There had been several Meetings

of the Committee during the year, at which Mr. Gilbert had been

present, in one of which an important matter bearing on the Book of

Leinster had been considered without any objection being made by

Mr. Gilbeit to the action of Dr. Atkinson in supervising the work.

Upon learning from Mr. Gilbert for the first time that he con-

sidered himself wronged in the matter. Dr. Atkinson at once brought

this state of facts under the notice of Council at their next Meeting,
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Dec. 2ncl, 1878, declaring his willingness to withdraw if it were decided

that he had been entrusted with the duty merely in his capacity of

Librarian ; but, otherwise, expressing his desire to continue and com-

plete the work with which he had been charged by the Resolution of

the Committee. Council on that occasion directed that a Report should

"be made of all the Resolutions passed in reference to the editorship of

the Book of Leinster. This Report was accordingly prepared and pre-

sented at the Meeting of 20th January, 1879, to the Council, who
decided that it should be referred to this Committee, as involving a

matter primarily within their jurisdiction. Accordingly, in pursuance

of this reference, the Committee took the Report into their consi-

deration, and passed the following Resolution :

—

" That, by their Resolution of the 22nd April, 1876, this Committee-

appointed Dr. Atkinson, therein described by his then official designa-

tion of Librarian, to supervise the publication of the Book of Leinster

in its passage through the press, and, on the completion of the work^

to prepare such prefatory matter as might seem to him suitable as an

introduction to the work
;

" That such duty was entrusted to him on the ground of his per-

sonal fitness to discharge it, and not in his official character as Libra-

rian for the time being ; and «

"That the Committee therefore consider that Dr. Atkinson con-

tinues to be still charged with the duties so entrusted to him."

Mr. Gilbert has not, however, accepted their construction of their

own Resolution, and does not withdraw his claims.

Dr. Atkinson, being thus authoritatively recognised as the respon-

sible editor, then took steps to prepare his introduction to the work^

and accordingly, as was natural, applied to Professor O'Looney to be-

furnished with the catalogue referred to in the Minutes of the 14th

December, 1872, and which had been submitted by him to the Academy

in the year 1873, and which, therefore, should have been in the

possession of the Academy. Professor O'Looney, who had, up to this-

time, Dr. Atkinson informs the Committee, worked harmoniously

under his supervision, declined to furnish the catalogue. On this-

refusal being made known to the Committee, they passed a Resolution

on 15th February, 1879 :—

"That, observing in the minutes that a descriptive catalogue of

the Book of Leinster by Professor O'Looney was laid before the Com-

mittee on the 14th December, 1872, Professor O'Looney be requested
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to send in now that catalogue to the Committee, and also to furnish

the certificate of Dr. Sullivan and ]Mr. Gilbert as to the amount

payable for it; and that a copy of this Resolution (together with a copy

of the Minute above referred to, and the Eesolution thereon) be com-

municated to Professor O'Looney, with a request that he will be good

enough to let the Committee have his answer before or at its Meeting

on the 22nd February."

To this request of the Committee Professor O'Looney refused to

accede, in a letter of 22nd February, in which he alleged as follows :

—

" Having prepared the present work to accompany the Academy's

edition of the Book of Leinster, I submitted it to the Irish MSS. Com-

mittee, and it was approved by the Committee at its Meeting on the

14th December, 1872, as appears from the ^Minutes and Resolutions of

the Committee. I now only await the requisite order to put it to

press as on the former occasions.

""With reference to the certificates for payment which your Com-

mittee asks me to send in, there will be no difficulty when the work is

in print."

The Committee, finding no such acceptance of an introduction in

their Minutes, and recognising the impropriety of incurring expenses

in printing a document that had never been submitted to the inspec-

tion of the responsible editor, and of the natiu-e, extent, and execution

of which he had consequently no means of judging, informed Pro-

fessor O'Looney that if the catalogue, as prepared by him, were not

fui-nished by a given day, Dr. Atkinson would be requested to proceed

with the work with such materials as are at his command.

The time fi:sed having expired, and the catalogue not having been

brought in by Professor O'Looney, Dr. Atkinson, in pursuance of the

direction of the Committee, began his preparation of the introduction

without the assistance of Professor O'Looney's catalogue. In order to

facilitate the performance of this lengthy task, Dr. Atkinson gave

certain directions to the Academy's scribe, Mr. O'Longan, whereupon

Ml'. Gilbert personally interposed, and told Mr. O'Longan that, in his

opinion, Dr. Atkinson had no right to interfere. On this interposition

being reported to the Council, Mr. Gilbert made a statement at the

Council table that he was himself now engaged in printing an intro-

duction to the publication. If this preface be either the document

prepared by Professor O'Looney or founded upon it, as Professor

O'Looney, in his letter of 22nd February, explicitly asked leave from

K. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1878-79. fQ]
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this Committee to put his catalogue to the press as an introduction to

the "vrork, the Committee do not undertake to explain this statement

of Mr. Gilbert of his wholly unauthorized printing of such prefatory-

matter.

The Committee having, on the application of Dr. Atkinson, autho-

rized Mr. O'Longan to transcribe the headings of the several tracts

and articles in the Book of Leinster, thatTvork is being proceeded with

by IVTr. O'Longaa, without further interference from Mr. Gilbert.

The entire work is now lithogTaphed, though not finally revised. It

contains 401 pages, of which upwards of 200 have been carried on under

the supervision of Dr. Atkinson, while the preceding pages, from

74-193, were, owing to the absence of Mi'. Gilbert, and the reluctance

of the Committee to take any action so long as there remained any

hope of Mr. Gilbert's being able to resume his duties, left without

any direct responsible supervision.

Council has directed that it be intimated to the Academy's printers

that no printing in connexion with the Book of Leinster will be regarded

as done on the credit of the Academy unless sanctioned by the MSS-

Committee.

Whereupon the following Amendment was proposed by Dr.

Hayden, and seconded by Dr. Madden :

—

"That the Academy consider it desirable that all the arrange-

ments requisite to complete the publication of the Book of Leinster,

including the Introduction and preliminary matter, shall continue to

be entrusted to the present Librarian of the Academy, under whose

supervision the undertaking was commenced ; that the Council be

requested to afford him all requisite facilities within their power for

the satisfactory execution of the work, and that the Report now

presented to the Academy be referred back to the Council for re-

consideration in the foregoing respects."

A division was taken, and it appeared that there were 56 votes

against the Amendment, and 26 votes for it.

The President having declared the Amendment lost, the original

Motion for the adoption of the Eeport was put, and declared carried.

Ox THE PAy:iIEXT TO THE EdITOK.

The Secretary of the Council then read Eeport on the Payment to

the Editor of the Academy's Transactions and Proceedings as follows,

and moved its adoption :

—
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At a Meeting of the Council, held on June 17, 1878, it was moved

hy Dr. Atkinson, seconded by Mr. Gilbert, and Resolved

—

" That the

Council considers it expedient to engage the services of a paid Editor,

for a sum not exceeding £40 yearly, with a view to securing the

prompt publication of the Papers read in the Academy, and that the

Publication Committee be requested to give eifect to this Pesolution."

Accordingly, the Committee of Publication having considered this

reference from Council, on June 20th, passed a Resolution :

—

"That the Secretary be requested to communicate with Dr.

Wright, informing him that a sum of £40 per annum had been allo-

cated for editorial purposes, and to ask him if he will undertake, at

that rate, under the general direction of the Publication Committee,

the editing of the Proceedings and Transactions, so as to secure a re-

gular and prompt issue of the same."

Dr. Wright having, in a letter of the 25th June, signified his

" willingness to do what he could to assist the Publication Committee

to edit the Transactions and Proceedings," the Committee, on the 25th

June, Resolved—" That Dr. Wright be appointed for one year Editor

of the Proceedings and Transactions, in conformity with the terms of

the Resolution of this Committee of 20th June, 1878." Adopted by

Council, April 9, 1879.

The Report was put, and declared adopted.

0^ THE Cunningham Fund Scheme.

The following Report on the Cunningham Eund Scheme having

been taken as read, Dr. Atkinson moved its adoption :

—

Council now lays before the Academy the Scheme approved of

by the Master of the Rolls for the Administration of the Cunningham

Eund, which, owingj to the illness of an officer of the Court, was not

certified in time for the Stated Meeting, and recommends, by Reso-

lution of March 17th, 1879—
" That the Scheme, as finally settled and authenticated, be printed,

and communicated to the Academy, on behalf of the Council, by the

Secretary of Council, who shall also lay on the table the documents

received from Messrs. Ellis and Barlow ; and that the Academy be

recommended to authorise the President and Treasurer to attach the

seal of the Academy to the transfer of such a portion of the Govern-

ment Stock as may be required to pay the costs, when taxed."

9 a
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Ik the High Couet of Justice ix Ieelaxd,

Chancery Division.

Mastee, op the Rolls.

In the Matter of the Eoyal Irish Academy, and in the

Matter of the 52nd Geo. 3, c. 101, intituled "An Act

to provide a Summary Eemedy in case of Abuse of

Trusts created for Charitable Purposes."

Scheme for the regulation and management of the bequest of one

thousand pounds made by the will of Timothy Cirifi)fiN-GHA.M,

formerly of Gray's Inn, in the county of Middlesex, dated tenth

June, one thousand seven hundred and eighty-nine, to the

EoTAL Ieish Academy, for the purpose of being disposed of in

such premiums as the said Academy should think proper, for

the improvement of natural knowledge, and other objects of

their Institution, and of the stocks and funds now representing

such bequest.

The said bequest, with the interest and dividends which have

from time to time been added thereto, amounting to the sum of two

thousand six hundred and eighteen pounds, nine shilKngs, and five

pence. Government new Three per cent. Stock, now standing in the

books of the Governor and Company of the Bank of Ireland, in the

name of the Eoyal Ieish Academy, after payment thereout of the

costs of the proceedings in this Matter, and order herein, shall hence-

forward constitute and be called "The Cunningham Bequest Fund."

The Annual Income of said fund shall be applied as follows :

—

1st. In premiums of an honorary character, such as medals and

other marks of distinction of a like nature, to be awarded, from time

to time, by the Council, for the time being, of the Eoyal Ieish

Academy, to persons rendering eminent services in the improvement

of knowledge in Science, Polite Literature, or Antiquities.

2nd. In pecuniary premiums to be awarded, from time to time, by

said Council to the authors of the best Essays (by said Council con-

sidered worthy of such premiums) upon subjects connected with

Science, Polite Literature, or Antiquities, such subjects to be proposed

by said Council, when and in such manner as they shall think fit.

3rd. In the publication, under the title of " Ctjnnik-gham Peize

Memoies," of such Papers in Science, Polite Literature, or Antiquities,
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communicated to the Academy as, in the opinion of the said Council,

may possess eminent merit.

4th. If, after providing for the several purposes aforesaid, any

balance of said annual income shall remain undisposed of, same shall

be applied for the purpose of increasing future pecuniary premiums,

to be awarded under clause two, as the said Council shall think most

expedient.

Dated this 16th day of December, 1878.

Edwaed Sullivan, M.R.
Piled 11th of March, 1879.

The following Amendment was moved by Professor Hennessy, and

seconded by Dr. Madden :

—

" That while the Meeting agrees to the payment of the law costs

from the Cunningham Bequest Fund, we express our regret that this

reduction of the Fund was not avoided by the adoption by the Council

of the strongly expressed opinion of many Members of the Academy,

that there should be no deviation from the testator's will."

The Amendment having been declared lost, the original motion

was put, and carried.

On the Peliee of Oengus.

The following Report on the Pelire of Oengus having been taken

as read, its adoption was moved by Dr. Atkinson :

—

At a meeting of the Publication Committee, on March 27, 1872,

at which were present Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Garstin, and Dr. Sullivan,

the sum of £51 5s. was paid to Mr. Thom on account of the printing

of the Pelire. 'No further sum has ever been expended on this work

from the funds at the disposal of this Committee, as, in the following

and succeeding years, the additional grant of £200 a-year in aid of the

publication of Irish MSS. enabled the Committee of Irish MSS. to

carry on the printing of the work, without aid from the ordinary pub-

lishing funds of the Academy.

In a letter from the Government, dated December 22, 1875, it was

especially ordered that the whole grant-in-aid of £200 a-year should

be " strictly appropriated to the cost of publishing the Leabhar Breac,

the Book of Leinster, and the Pelire of Oengus."

Since the date of that first payment by this Committee, on March

27, 1872, sums amounting to £200 have been expended on the printing
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of the Felire, i. e., an average of £33 yearly. IS'one of this expense

has been borne by the Publication Committee, who have, during that

interval, expended the sum of £2070 on the publication of Papers read

before the Academy, being an average of £345 yearly.

Adopted by Council, April 9, 1879.

The following Amendment was moved by Mr, Gilbert, and seconded

by Dr. Hayden :

—

"That the Report on the Pelire of Oengus be referred back to

Council, with a request that they will be good enough to state how

much of the grant voted by the House of Commons has been expended

on this work for alterations, &c."

The Amendment having been declared lost, the original Motion

was put, and carried.

On the Academy's Todd Peopessoeship.

The following Eeport on the Academy's Todd Professorship of the

Celtic Languages having been taken as read, its adoption was moved

by Dr. Atkinson :

—

Council has received the following communication from the Com-

mittee appointed by the subscribers to the " Todd Memorial Fund"

to carry out the resolution of the subscribers, that the Memorial shall

take the form of such Professorship in connexion with the Royal

Irish Academy :

—

" RoTAL Irish Academy,

"19, Dawsoi^-streex, Dttblot,

"Aprin, 1879.

'Sir,

" In compliance with the request made by the Council of the

Royal Irish Academy, on the 17th of March last, to be furnished with

a statement showing the amount and position of the Todd Memorial

Fund, we beg to forward herewith the Report of the Committee

on the subject, together with copies of the documents referred to

therein.

" We are, Sii', your obedient Servants,

" John- K. Ingram, | Secretaries, Todd National
'

' John Rebton Garstin, ) Memorial Comr)iittee.

" Robert Atkinson, Esq., LL. D.,

"Secretary of the Council of the

" Royal Irish Academy

P
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Eepoet Enclosed.

This Committee was appointed at a general meeting of the sub-

scribers to the Todd Memorial Fund, held on the 27th of October,

1869, for the purpose of carrying into effect the resolution of the sub-

scribers that such Memorial should take the form of a Professorship of

the Celtic Languages, to be founded in connexion with the Royal

Irish Academy. The Committee appointed Mr. J. T. Gilbert, who is

a member of the Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy, and Mr.

Hardinge, joint treasurers of the fund. A proposal haying been made

by Mr. Gilbert and others to apply the fund to a different purpose, and

the Council of the Academy having protested against that course, unless

with the sanction of a public meeting of the subscribers, and saving

the rights of the Academy, and Mr. Hardinge having died, a requisi-

tion was, on the 27th of January, 1879, addressed to the Secretaries of

this Committee to convene such meeting for the purpose of appointing a

joint treasurer with Mr. Gilbert, and for the transaction of general

business. The Secretaries, in the exercise of their discretion, on the

10th of February last convened a Meeting of this Committee for those

purposes, to be held on the 21st of February ensuing. On the 17th of

the same month, the Council of the Academy, by Eesolution of that

date, declared its willingness to advise the Academy to accept the trust

for founding such Professorship.

Mr. Gilbert, without the knowledge or consent of the Committee,

lodged, on the 21st of February, 1879, the Trust Fund, so vested ia

him as such surviving treasurer, in the Court of Chancery, under the

provisions of the Trustees Eelief Act, 11 & 12 Yict. c. 68.

The reasons which induced Mr. Gilbert to make such lodgment

are stated by him, in an affidavit dated February 15th, 1879, in sup-

port of his petition to lodge, to be, that the fund is wholly insufficient

to endow and support the proposed Professorship, and that differences

of opinion would appear to exist as to the best disposition of the fund

;

and further that there does not now appear to be any power to appoint

a new trustee in the place of Mr. Hardinge, deceased.

The Committee do not admit that the fund is insufficient, but, on

the contrary, trust that, with the co-operation of the Academy, a Pro-

fessorship may be established on that foundation. They abstain from

remarking on the statements as to differences of opinion or alternative
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projects, conceiving the consideration of such topics to be premature,

until the feasibility of the object determined on by the subscribers

shall have been practically tested.

At the meeting of this Committee, held on the 21st of February,

1879, the Rev. M. H. Close was appointed joint treasurer with Mr.

Gilbert, in the room of the late Mr. Hardinge.

The funds so brought in appear, by the annexed schedule, to con-

sist of £1209 18s. Ad. Government Three per cent. Stock, and

£12 Os. Ad. cash, and there remains a sum of £107 12s. ^d. Govern-

ment Three per cent. Stock, representing £100 cash, standing in the

names of Mr. Gilbert and Rev. M. H. Close, contingently applicable to

the trust if a like sum of £100 shall be subscribed, or if the contingent

donor shall so direct.

"VVe beg herewith to transmit

—

'' (a-) A copy of the Resolution of the Council of the Royal Irish

Academy of January 20th, 1879;

" (b. ) A copy of the Circular referred to in Mr. Gilbert's Affidavit

;

" ( c. ) A Printed Letter referred to in same
;

''( *l) A copy of the Advertisement of 10th February, 1879, con-

vening Meeting of Committee
;

" (e.) A copy of the Resolution of the Council of the Royal Irish

Academy, of February l7th, 1879
;

"
(
f. ) A copy of the Affidavit of Mr. Gilbert of the 15th February,

1879;

" (g.) A copy of the Notice of Lodgment received by Rev. M. H.

Close from Mr. Gilbert's solicitor in the matter;

" (h-) A Statement of Accounts."

Council recommends that it be empowered to take such steps in and

about drawing said fund out of Court as may be necessary, and submits

the foregoing as its Report.
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[a.J

R^RSOLVED

" That the Eoyal Irish Academy having an interest in the Todd

Memorial Pund, the Council reserving all rights of the Academy, pro-

tests against any allocation of the Fund, other than that already

approved by the Subscribers, "without the consent of the said Sub-

scribers in public meeting assembled being first obtained."

[b.]

" Royal Ieish Acadejiy,

"19, Dawson-steeet, DiJELm,

" November, 1878.

^^ Memorial to the late J. H. Todd, D. D.

" SlE,

" More than eight years have elapsed since, on my proposition, a

subscription was opened for a Memorial to commemorate the services

rendered by the late Dr. Todd towards the promotion of the scientific

study of the ancient historic and linguistic monuments of Ireland.

'* It was hoped that sufS.cient funds might be received to endow a

Professorship of Celtic Languages in connexion with the Eoyal Irish

Academy, and thus advance the accurate knowledge of ancient Irish

Literature, and further the publication of our historical manuscripts.

"The total fund received— with the interest to the present time

superadded—amounts to about £1000—a sum totally inadequate for

the foundation of a Professorship; and there does not appear any

prospect of further contributions from private sources for carrying out

that project.

" Those who were intimately associated with Dr. Todd, and in-

terested in his literary labours, desire that steps should now be taken

for a permanent and effective Memorial to him, in the form which they

believe would have been most gratifying to himself in his lifetime.

" After careful consideration it appears to them that the following

would be the best course to adopt as ensuring a lasting literary monu-

ment to Dr. Todd, and, at the same time, most effectually promoting

the linguistic and historical studies in which he was so long engaged.
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"It is proposed to publish as a Memorial Yolume, commemorative

of Dr. Todd, for presentation to the chief Public Libraries of Europe

and America, a photographic reproduction of Lebliar mor Lecain—The

Great Book of Lecan—a large and unique Irish Manuscript, transcribed

from old materials in the fifteenth century, and now preserved in the

Library of the Eoyal Irish Academy. The Great Booh of Lecan con-

sists of about 650 folio pages, in double columns, and is the most im-

portant unpublished Irish Manuscript of its class in Ireland. To

place its contents beyond the risk of destruction, and to render them

accessible to the learned world, would be one of the greatest boons

possible to confer on students of the branches of knowledge to which

Dr. Todd devoted so much of his attention. Such a publication would

unquestionably give a great impetus to scientific and accurate Celtology.

" It is calculated that the sum already subscribed, with the amounts

likely to accrue from further Subscriptions for copies of so valuable a

publication, would probably defray the cost of the work—inclusive of

a history of the Manuscript, description of its contents, analytical

tables, indices, &c., on the plan of the volumes published under my
direction by the Eoyal Irish Academy.

'' It is intended that each subscriber of £5 shall receive a copy of the

work, and that those who have subscribed less than £5 may obtain

copies by increasing their contributions to that amount. Should they

not desire to do so, they will receive copies of the printed description

of the Manuscript, without the photographic portion. Each sub-

scriber of £10 and upwards to receive a special copy of the complete

work on extra-sized paper.

'

' The adoption of the course here indicated for the Memorial has

received the warm approval of the friends of Dr. Todd, whose names

and Subscriptions are noted on the other side ; and should you desire

to co-operate, I beg that you will return the enclosed form, with your

signature, to

"Tour obedient Servant,

"JoHX T. Gheeet,

'^Treasurer, Todd Memorial.

"J. K. Ingram, Esq."
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Tlie following have desired that their Suhscriptions shall be applied

to the publication of the JBooh of Zecan as the " Todd Memorial" :

—

Et. Kev. C, Graves, Bishop of Limerick,

Et. Hon. Lord Talbot de Malahide, .

Yery Eev. Dean "W. Eeeves, Armagh,

Sir T. A. Larcom, Bart., .

"W. H. Hardinge, Esq.,

John E. Garstin, Esq., J. P.,

W. J. O'Donnavan, LL. D.,

John T. GHbert, F. S. A., .

His Grace the Duke of Leinster,

£
10

s. d.

10

10

5

5

5

5

5

[c]

"Todd Memoeial Eiwd.

"37, ISToETH Geeat Geoe&e's-steeet,

" DuBLrx, 24itli January , 1879.

"SlE,

" Eeferring to the Eesolution passed at the Public Meeting of

the Subscribers to the Todd Memorial Eund, held at Molesworth Hall,

on 27th October, 1869, 'That the ISlational Testimonial to the late

Eev. J. H. Todd shall take the form of a Professorship of the Celtic

Languages, to be founded in connexion with the Eoyal Irish Academy,'

and to a Circular signed by you as ' Treasurer to the Todd Testi-

monial Eund'—issued as from the ' Eoyal Irish Academy, 19,

Dawson-street,' about the month of l!^ovember last, to a selected num-

ber of the Subscribers—in which you invite adhesion to a proposal for

applying the Eund to a different purpose, we are instructed by Sir

Samuel Ferguson, Q.C, who is a Subscriber to the Fund, to inform

you that he is advised that, by the Eesolution in question, a Charity

Trust has been created which cannot be altered without the assent

both of the Subscribers in Public Meeting duly assembled, and of the

Eoyal Irish Academy ; and we are respectfully to caution you (the

more especially as by the death of your Co-treasurer, ~W. H. Hardinge,

Esc[., LL.D,, on the 20th inst., you have become sole surviving Trea-

surer) against dealing with the Fund for any but the purpose so resolved

on, unless and until suchpurpose shall be altered by competent authority.
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*'* It appears that, Sir Samuel Ferguson having expressed his

disapproval of the restricted issue of your Circular, and of the ap-

pearance of Academic sanction given to it by the use of the Academy's

address, you, on the 20th inst., without his knowledge or consent,

took the step of returning his Subscription by making a lodgment of

£5 as from ' The Todd Trustees' to the credit of his private banking

account. Sir Samuel Ferguson decliues to allow himself to be so de-

prived of his status as a Subscriber, and we, on his behalf, require

that he shall receive due notice of any further proceedings, whether

by Public Meeting or otherwise, which may be taken in relation to the

Fund. "We hold Sir Samuel Ferguson's draft for the amount so lodged,

which we are prepared to pay over to the credit of the Fund as soon

as a new Joint-treasurer shall be appointed in the room of Mr.

Hardinge.

"It appears that, with the sanction of the Council of the Eoyal

Irish Academy, a Committee, of which you were a Member, sat at

the Eoyal Irish Academy House, in and after November, 1869, and

received Subscriptions there, for the purpose of carrying out the above

Eesolution. The form of Memorial resolved on is stated in the Circular

issued by that Committee to ' have the fullest approval of the immediate

relatives of the late Dr. Todd,'—an approval which does not appear

to have been procured for the scheme you propose to substitute. It

has, therefore, been thought proper that copies of this letter should be

sent to the Yery Eev. Dean Eeeves and J. E. Garstin, Esq., J.P., the

surviving Secretaries of that Committee ; to your surviving Co-Trustee,

the Eev. Maxwell Close ; to the personal representative of the late

Mr. Hardinge, one of the Trustees on whose behalf you purported to

make the re-payment of Sir Samuel Ferguson's Subscription ; to the

Eight Eev. the Bishop of Limerick, who, you state, suggested the

proposed change in the application of the Funds; and to Charles

Todd, LL.D., Q.C.—which will account to you for this being a printed

communication.

""We are. Sir,

'

' Your obedient Servants,

" Maxwell & "VYeldon.

"J. T. Gilbert, Esq.,

" rUla JSfova,

" £lacJcrock:'
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[d.J

"Todd National Memoeial.

" Royal Ieish Academy Hotjse,

" 19, Dawson-steeet, Dublin,

"IQth February, 1879,

" "We hereby convene a Meeting of the Committee appointed to

carry out a Resolution for establishing as a Memorial of the late

Eev. James Henthom Todd, D.D., S.F.T.C.D., &c., a Professorship of

the Celtic Languages in connexion with the Royal Irish Academy, to

be held at the Academy House, 19, Dawson-street, Dublin, on Priday

the 21st instant, at four o'clock, p.m., for ths purpose of filling, if so

decided, the Joint-treasurership vacant by the death of W. H.

Hardinge, Esq., and Joint-secretaryship, vacant by the death of

H. B. Dobbin, Esq., and to transact such other business as at the

Meeting may be determined upon.

" William Reeves, D.D., M.R.I.A.,

Bean of Armagh, \ Secretaries.''''

"John Ribton Gtaestin, M.A., M.R.I.A., E.S.A.,

[e.]

Resolved—
"That in the event of the 'Todd IS'ational Memorial Fund'

amounting to a sum equivalent to not less than £1100 of Three per

cent. Government Stock, the Council will be prepared to advise the

Academy to accept the said Fund, and will undertake the duty of

from time to time selecting an Academy's Todd Professor of the Celtic

Languages, of defining his status and duties, and settling his remune-

ration—not to exceed, so far as it is derived from the Memorial

Fund—the annual income thereof."
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[f-]

High Cofet of Justice (Ireland),

" Chancery Division.

" In the Matter of the Trusts of

' The Todd Is'atioiial Me-
I, John Thomas Gilbert, of Villa

Nova, Blackrock, in the County of

morial Pund;' and the 11th
^ Dublin, Esq., make oath and say as

and 12th Yictoria, chap. 68.
j follows :

1. My name is John Thomas Gilbert, and my address is Villa

Nova, Blackrock, in the County of Dublin.

2. I may be served with any petition, or any notice of any pro-

ceeding or order of the Court relating to the trust fund, at the office

of my solicitor, Mr. Thomas Donnelly, of jS'o. 27, Dame-street,

Dublin.

3. I propose to transfer the sum of one thousand two hundred

and nine pounds eighteen shillings and fourpence. Government IS^ew

Three per cent. Stock, and to pay into Court the sum of twelve

pounds and four pence cash to the credit of the trust, after deducting

the sum of eight pounds for the costs of bringing same into Court.

4. After the death of the late Eeverend James Henthorn Todd,

D.D., S.F.T.C.D., a public Meeting for the purpose of promoting a

testimonial to his memory was, on the 27th day of October, 1869,

held at the Molesworth Hall, Dublin, the Very Eeverend William

Atkins, D.D., Dean of Eerns (since deceased), in the chair; and it

was by the said meeting Eesolved, on my motion, seconded by the

Eeverend Professor Jellett, E.T.C.D., and taken down in writing in

the Minute-book of said Meeting, and signed by the Chairman thereof,

that the national memorial to the late Eev. J. H. Todd shall take the

form of a Professorship of the Celtic Languages, to be founded in con-

nexion with the Eoyal Irish Academy; and at a Meeting of Committee of

the subscribers to said fund held on the 3rd IN'ovember, 1869, William

Henry Hardinge and I were appointed Honorary Treasurers of the fund

to be raised, which was called " The Todd JS'ational Memorial Eund,"

and the Eeverend "William Eeeves, D.D., Henry Brook Dobbin, and

John Eibton Garstin were appointed Honorary Secretaries, and a very

large number of persons, exceeding one hundred in number, were
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appointed a Committee ; and it was requested tliat Subscriptions

should be sent to the said William Henry Hardinge and myself as

such Honorary Treasurers, or to the local Honorary Secretaries, Sir

William Tite, M.P., F.E.S., and William Chappell, Esq., F.S.A.

5. A considerable amount of Subscriptions, including the sum of

five pounds each from the said William Henry Hardinge and myself,

were sent in, amounting in the whole to a sum of about nine hundred

and fifty pounds, and same were, from time to time, invested by the

said William Henry Hardinge and myself in the purchase of Govern-

ment Xew Three per cent. Stock. In addition to the sum so sub-

scribed, in the month of February, 1871, the Eeverend Maxwell

Close deposited with the Committee a sum of one hundred pounds

in cash, to be added to the amount then subscribed, provided a further

sum of one hundred pounds should be contributed by the 1st of

J^ovember then next, and the said sum of one hundred pounds was

invested by the said William Henry Hardinge and myself in the

purchase of one hundred and seven pounds twelve shillings and eight

pence Government ISTew Three per cent. Stock, in the joint names of

the said William Henry Hardinge, myself, and the said Reverend

Maxwell Close, and same now stands in the said three names in the

books of the Governor and Company of the Bank of Ireland ; but the

dividends on said sum of Stock have been, from time to time, invested

by me and the said William Henry Hardinge, in the names of myself

and said William Henry Hardinge, and form part of the said sum of

Stock proposed to be transferred by me ; and the dividends on all the

said Stock were re-invested from time to time, and such Stock now

amounts to the sum of one thousand two hundred and nine pounds

eighteen shillings and four pence ; and the Stock and cash intended to

be transferred and brought into Court by me is the entire amount of

such Subscriptions and investments, and recently accrued and unin-

vested dividends, after deducting the aforesaid sum of eight pounds,

and the sum of four pounds seven shillings and four pence for the

costs of and incidental to the taking the opinion of counsel as to the

course to be pursued by the trustees, and the sum of five pounds nine

shillings and seven pence paid by me for printing and sending out the

circular mentioned in the next paragraph hereof.

6. The said sum of one thousand two hundred and nine pounds

eighteen shillings and four pence is wholly insufficient to endow and
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support the proposed Professorship, and it has been, in consequence,

proposed that, in lieu of such Professorship, and as a memorial to

Dr. Todd, and with a view to promote Celtic studies, a photographic

reproduction of the great Book of Lecan, an unique and most import-

ant unpublished collection of ancient Celtic literature belonging to the

E-oyal Irish Academy, should be published as a memorial volume, and

such last-mentioned proposal has been approved of by a large number

of influential Subscribers and by eminent Celtic scholars, as tending

pre-eminently to promote the knowledge of Celtic languages, which

cannot, it is believed-, be fully investigated so long as the said book

remains unpublished.

7. The said William Henry Hardinge and I commenced the issue

of a circular, inviting Subscribers to inform us if they would approve

of such last-mentioned proposal, and caused same to be sent to several

of the Subscribers, and it would appear that such proposal is dis-

approved of by some Subscribers, and, amongst others, by Sir Samuel

Ferguson, Q.C. ; and believing it to be our duty to return the Sub-

scriptions of those who dissented from the said last-mentioned propo-

sition, I consequently lodged to the account of the said Sir Samuel

Ferguson with his bankers the sum of five pounds'; and to the

account of John Kells Ingram, Esq., the sum of ten pounds, as his

Subscription of five pounds, and a like amount as the Subscription of

his brother, believed now to be abroad, to said fund ; and I have

received from Messrs. Maxwell & Weldon, as solicitors for the said

Sir Samuel Ferguson, a printed protest, dated 24th of January, 1879,

and upon which I have endorsed my name at the time of swearing

this afiidavit, repudiating the return of his Subscription, and caution-

ing me against dealing with the fund for any but the original

purpose ; and as there would appear to be a difference of opinion

among influential Subscribers, I am desirous to be relieved of any

responsibility as to the application of the fund, and I have not made

any deduction from the amount of the Stock transferred or cash paid

into Court by me in respect of the three said Subscriptions so returned

by me.

8. My Co-trustee, the said William Henry Hardinge, died on or

about the 21st day of January, 1879; consequently, I am now sole

Trustee, and there does not appear to be any person to appoint a

new trustee in his place, and for the protection of the fund, as well as
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to relieve myself from responsibility, I am desirous to pay same into

Court.

9. The parties interested in the fund are the several Subscribers,

who are very numerous, exceeding two hundred, some of whom have

since died. The surviving Honorary Secretaries are the said Eeverend

William Eeeves, D.D., and John Ribton Garstin, and William Chappell

is the surviving local Honorary Secretary and Treasurer for London, and

Sir Eobert Kane is President of the Eoyal Irish Academy, and the

Yery Eeverend Dean Atkins, since deceased, was the Chairman of the

aforesaid Meeting, and the said Eeverend Maxwell Close is interested

in said fund as aforesaid, and they are all interested in the trust fund,

and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, are the proper represen-

tatives of the Subscribers.

9. I submit to answer all such inquiries relating to the application

of the Stock and moneys transferred into Court as the Court may think

proper to make or direct.

John T. Gilbekt.

Sworn before me this 15th day of February,

1879, at the Eecord and Writ Office,

Four Courts, Dublin.

William Sullivan, C. E. W.

This Affidavit is filed on behalf of John

Thomas Gilbert, Esq., by Thomas Don-

nelly, of No. 27, Dame-street, Dublin, his

solicitor.

Filed 15th February, 1879.

A. O'Connor,

A. C. R. Wr

R. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1878-9. flOl
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' "In the High Couet of Jtjsxice in Ieelakb,

" Chancery Division.

"In the Matter of The Trusts of the Todd National

Memorial Fund, and the 11th and 12th Yict.

chapter 68.

" SlE,

" Take notice, that on the 21st day of February instant John

Thomas Gilbert, of Villa Nova, Blackrock, the surviving Trustee of the

above fund, transferred to the credit of the above matter the sum of

£1209 18s. 4id., Grovernment new 3 per cent. Stock, and paid into

Court to the like credit the sum of £12 Os. Ad., said sums being the

total amount of the Subscriptions received for the Todd National

Memorial Fund, including reinvestment of dividends, but after de-

ducting the sums of £5 95. Id. for printing, £4 7s. 4d^. for costs of

and incidental to taking the opinion of Counsel, and £8 for costs of

bringing said Stock and cash into Court.

" Dated this 24th of February, 1879.

" Thomas Donnelly,

" Solicitor for said J. T. Gilbert,

" 27, Dame-street, Dublin.

" To Eev. Maxwell Close,

^^ Neiotown Parh, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.''''
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The folloTving Amendment vas proposed by President Sullivan, and

seconded by Mr. O'Shauglmessy :

—

" That no funds contributed by Parliament be used to pay the

costs of any proceedings which may be taken by the Academy in the

matter of the Todd Memorial Pund."

The Amendment having been put, was negatived, whereupon the

following, as an Amendment, was moved by Dr. Sigerson, and

seconded by Mr. Pottrell :

—

"That the Academy defer consideration of this subject until it

shall have received further information in reference to the wishes of

the Subscribers to the Todd Memorial Fund."

The Amendment having been put, and declared lost, the original

Motion was put, and declared carried.

The Academy then adjourned.

Mojv^DAY Evening, Apezl 28, 1879.

Ste Egbert Kane, P.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Sir Samuel Ferguson read his Paper " On a Passage in the Con-

fessio Patricii." [Yide Proceedings, vol. ii., ser. ii., Polite Literature

and Antiquities, Part 1.]

Sir Samuel Ferguson read his Paper " On Inscribed Stones from

the Cairn of Kilsough."

The Secretary read, for Mr. William Lloyd Peacock, U. S. Mineral

Surveyor, his Paper " On a remarkable Parhelion seen at Colorado.'"

The Treasurer's estimate of Income and Expenditure for 1879-80

was sTibmitted and approved.

Donations were presented, and thanks voted to the donors.
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Monday Evening, Mat 12, 1879.

Sir E-obekt Kane, il.d., p.e.s., President, in the Chair.

Kev. Terence O'Rorke, d.d., was elected a Member.

Professor O'Reilly read a Paper " On a Cylindrical Mass of Basalt

existing at Contham Head, Moon Bay, Coast of Antrim." [Vide Fro-

ceedings, vol. iii., series ii.. Science, part 3, p. 237.]

The Secretary read a Series of Mathematical Notes, by Mr. Anglin,

which were communicated by President Sullivan.

Professor E. W. Davy, m.d., read a Paper, "Notes on some Obser-

Yations on Nitrification." [Vide Proceedings, vol. iii., series ii.. Science,

part 3, p. 242.]

Monday Evening, Mat 26, 1879.

Yeey Rev. Dean Reeves, d.d., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Stephen Tucker, Rouge Croix, and Mr. "W. J. Doherty, c.e.,

were elected Members.

Mr. P. C. E. Burton read a Paper "On recent Researches respecting

the minimum visihile in the Microscope. [Vide Proceedings, vol. iii.,

series ii., Science, part 3, p. 248.]

Very Rev. Dean Reeves read a communication relative to a letter

received from the Lord Bishop of Killaloe, from the late John Forster,

on a circumstance connected with his memoir of Dean Swift. [Vide

Proceedings, vol. ii., series ii., Polite Literature and Antiquities,

part 1, p. 4.]

The thanks of the Academy were voted to the Lord Bishop of

Killaloe, for the donation of the letter.

Monday Evening, June 9, 1879.

SiE RoBEET Kane, ll.d., f.e.s.. President, in the Chair.

^he President announced with great regret the death of our

e6.;oemed Member, David Moore, ph.d., Director of the Botanic

Gardens at Glasnevin.

Dr. W. Frazer read a Paper " On a Medal of the Delivery of

u. I. a. minutes, session 1878-79, 1879-80. [HI
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Antwerp, in 1577." [Vide Proceedings, vol. ii., series ii., Polite

Literature and Antiquities, part 1, p. 7.]

Dr. "W. Frazer exhibited an Irish Harp of the time of Elizabeth,

or James I. He also exhibited, on behaK of Mr. Henry Keogh, of

Eoundwood House, Co. "Wicklow, some objects from the ruins of

Knock-a-Temple Church at Koundwood.

The objects included a large rivetted Bronze Bell, the figure of a

Human Head carved in freestone, an English Coin of the date of

Henry III., and a Scotch Coin of Alexander III., a portion of a

glass Patera, a Button of Mica Schist, and other small objects. [Vide

Proceedings, vol. ii., series ii.. Polite Literature and Antiquities,

part 1, pp. 9 and 12.]

The thanks of the Academy were voted to Mr. Keogh, for his

kindness in submitting these objects to the inspection of the Academy.

By permission of the Academy, Mr. C. C. Hutchinson, Associate,

Hoyal College of Science, Ireland, read a Paper " On a convenient

available Source of Heat for Laboratory purposes."

The following Eecommendation from the Council was adopted :

—

" To recommend the Academy to vote the sum of £25 for the

purchase of certain documents which will be of value for the con-

tinuation of the Catalogue of the Museum."

Monday Evenin-g, Ji^e 23, 1879.

Sib. Robert Kaxe, ll.d., e.e.s.. President, in the Chair.

Mr. B. Williamson, m.a., f.k.s., f.t.c.d., signed the Eoll, and was

admitted a Member.

By permission of the Academy, Mr. John Dreyer, Assistant Astro-

nomer at Dunsink Observatory, read "A I^ote on the Meteors con-

nected with the first Comet of 1870." [Vide Proceedings, vol. iii.,

series ii.. Science, part 4.]

Mr. Samuel Ferguson read a Paper "On a Passage in the Confessio

Patricii" (jN'o. 2). [Vide Proceedings,\o\. ii., series ii., Polite Litera-

ture and Antiquities, part 13.]

Mr. George Porte read a " Report of Experiments and Researches

in Micro-Photography."

Dr. George Sigerson, read a Paper "On a contribution to the
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Study of J^erve Action in connexion with, the sense of Taste." [Yide

Proceedings, vol. iii., series ii., Science, part 4.]

Professor J. P. O'Reilly, c.e., exhibited to the Academy a set of

eleven Maps, by Plorentino Alueno Secco, dated 1600, giving amongst,

others a map of Central Africa, with the recent discoveries of the

Source of the Nile, and the course of the Congo.

The following Eecommendations from Council were adopted :

—

To allocate £50 to a Committee, consisting of Mr. Gr. H. Kinahan,

Mr. Ussher, and Mr. Leith Adams, for the purpose of exploring the

Cappagh Caves near Dungarvan,

To allocate £15 to Professor J. Emerson Reynolds, for the pur-

chase of a considerable quantity of Sulpho-urea to make experiments

on the comparative actions of the Isomeric bodies, and Sulpho-cyanate

of Ammonium, and the Sulpho-urea, on the growth of certain plants.

To allocate £50 to Messrs. "Kinahan and Baily, for the purpose of

investigating the fossils and igneous rocks of Curlew and Fintona Beds.

MoifDAT EVENTNG, NoVElTBEE 10, 1879.

Sib, Eobeet Xat^e, ll.d., e.e.s., President, in the Chair.

Dr. W. Frazer, f.e.c.s.i., read a Paper "On the Discovery of Danish

"Weapons, and a quantity of Human Remains recently found near

Donnybrook."

Dr. E. Perceval Wright, read Papers

—

1. "On a New Genus and Species of Sponge, with, heteromor-

phic zooids."

2. "On two New Species of Thallophytes." [Yide Transac-

tiotis, vol. xxviii.. Science, parts 1 and 2.]

Donations to the Library were presented, and thanks voted to the

Donors.

SaXUEDAT EvENIlfG, NoVEMBEE 29, 1879.

SiE RoBEET Ka^e, ll.d., P.E.S., President, in the Chair.

(Stated General Meeting.)

Dr. "W. Frazer read a Paper " On certain Papers relating to Lady
Bellasys and the private history of James II., when Duke of York."

11a
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The President delivered the following Address in presenting-

Cunningham Medals to Dr. Eobert S. Ball, f.e.s., for his "Researches

on Mechanics," and to "W. Archer, f.e.s., for his "Biological

Hesearches" :

—

The Council having had under their consideration the recent ad-

vances in the Mathematical, Physical, and Biological Sciences which

have heen effected by the labours of this Academy, and of which.

results have been published in the volumes of our Proceedings and

Trans actiotis, have decided that Cunningham Medals shall be conferred

upon Dr. Robert S. Ball, Astronomer Royal for Ireland, for his re-

searches in Mechanics ; and upon Mr. William Archer for his Biolo-

gical Investigations. In now presenting on the part of the Council^

and of the Academy, those medals to our distinguished colleagues,

I shall endeavour, though very briefly, to submit to the notice of the

Members the grounds on which those honorary rewards have been,

made.

Dr. Ball's title to an eminent position in the world of Irish Science,,

and in this Academy, might claim the sanction of hereditary right—

a

claim which those who, like myself, have had the pleasure and ad-

vantage of association with his esteemed father in those efforts for the

promotion of scientific objects to which much of the present eminent

position of this Academy is due—would be the first to recognise ; but

he can afford to waive even such well-founded rights to our sympathy

and respect, and to leave his claims to the well-deserved honour he is

now about to receive, on his own individual services to Science and to

the Academy.

Having devoted himself specially to the cultivation of the Mathe-

matical and Physical Sciences, Dr. Ball became Professor of Applied

Mathematics in the Royal College of Science, on which position he

conferred special value and importance by his admirable lectures on

Practical Mechanics, and by the organization of laboratories for phy-

sical research and instruction. Those lectures have been published,

and constitute a work of standard value in scientific literature.

Some other works on Mechanics and Astronomy, of a more elemen-

tavy character, served to illustrate Dr. Ball's powers as a clear and

popular, while thoroughly accurate, expounder of scientific truth,

as did also the various Papers read and explained by him before the
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Members of tlie Academy. It is not, however, for those more popular

results of Dr. Ball's labours that the Council have on this occasion

showed their sense of his merits as an original thinker and discoverer

in Science, but for work of a more recondite character, the nature of

which is much less capable of popular description, but the value and

importance of which has been abundantly vouched for by the suffrages

of eminent mathematicians throughout Europe. I refer to the series

of Memoirs published partly in our Transactions, and partly in those of

the Royal Society of London, and finally completed and published in a

separate and independent form in his work on the Theory of Screws,

a Study of the Dynamics of a Rigid Body.

In this remarkable work, which is based mainly on the appli-

cation of the principles of the new linear geometry, which we owe to

the labours of Poinsot, of Pliicker, and of Chasles, Dr. Ball studies

the kinematics, equilibrium and small oscillations of a rigid body.

The direct problem to be dealt with may be thus stated :—To deter-

mine at any instant the position of a rigid body subjected to certain

constraints, and acted on by certain forces. Adopting one position of

the body as a standard of reference, a complete solution of the pro-

blem must provide us with the means of deriving the position at any

subsequent epoch from the standard position. Then arises the inquiry

into the most natural method of specifying one position of a body with

respect to another. It had been established by Poinsot that a force

and a couple perpendicular to the force constitute what may be called

the canonical form of a system of forces applied to a rigid body, and

it was discovered by Chasles that the canonical form of the displace-

ment of a rigid body consists of a rotation about an axis combined

with a translation parallel to that axis. We can thus, in the method

used by Dr. Ball, have a movement prescribed by which the body can

be brought from the standard position to the sought position ; a certain

axis can be found, such that if the body be rotated around this axis

through a certain angle, and translated parallel to the axis for a cer-

tain distance, the desired movement will be effected.

It will simplify the conception of the movement to suppose that

at each epoch of the interval of time occupied by the operation for

producing the change of position, the angle of rotation bears to the

final angle of rotation the same ratio which the corresponding trans-

lation bears to the final translation. Under these circumstances the
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motion of the body is precisely the same as if it were rigidly attached

to the nut of a screw (in the ordinary sense of the word), which had

an appropriate position in space, and an appropriate number of threads

to the inch. Hence, it may be stated that the canonical form to which

all the forces acting on a rigid body can be reduced is a wrench on a

screw. By such conception it is shown by Dr. Ball the solution of

any problem in the dynamics of a rigid body may be presented. The

complete solution of such a problem must provide at each epoch a

screw by a twist about which, of an amplitude also to be specified, the

body can be brought from a standard position to the position occupied

at the epoch in question. I do not think it necessary, on this occa-

sion, to enter further into the details as to the methods employed, and

the results obtained by Dr. Ball in these researches ; suffice it to

observe, as to their power and generality, that, limited only by the

condition that the body, while the object of examination, remains in or

indefinitely adjacent to its original position, the restricted inquiry still

includes the complete theory of equilibrium, of impulsive forces, and

of small oscillations of rigid bodies.

It would not, however, sufficiently indicate the services rendered

to Science by Dr. Ball were I to omit to state that, since the transfer

of his labours from the Eoyal College of Science to the University

Observatory at Dunsink, he has zealously devoted himself to those

astronomical researches for which a remarkable combination of mathe-

matical and mechanical ability have so highly qualified him. Already

he has laid before this Academy several memoirs embodying valuable

observatory work, and I understand that researches now in progress,

especially as regards the important subject of parallax, promise to

afford results which will redound to the credit of the University and

of this Academy,

The Peesident then delivered the Medal to Dn. Ball, and pro-

ceeded :

—

The history of the gradual development of our knowledge of the

lower forms of animal and vegetable life presents a subject of great

and popular interest ; but on this occasion I feel it my duty to limit

myself to such observations as are requisite to explain to the Members

of the Academy the special grounds on which the Council decided to

signalise the services rendered by Mr. Archer to this department of

Science by the award of a Cunningham Medal. It is only since the
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early part of the present century that naturalists have learned to

recognise, that by a close and attentive study of the lowest and simplest

forms of animal and vegetable life could they alone hope to arrive at

an accurate idea of the elementary structure of organised tissues, or a

knowledge of the processes by which the growth and development

of living beings are effected. As the chemist proceeds in his inqui-

ries to separate the more complex compounds into their elementary

constituents, and then synthetically to reunite those elements into

combinations of continually increasing complexity and mass, so the

naturalist has learned to seek for the laws of organisation in the

simplest forms by which life is manifested, and to study the initial

forces of vitality in the properties of the elemental cell. Thereby

was that Protean material revealed, not inaptly called the physical

basis of life, the protoplasm, coextensive with the organic world,

bound up with every vital act, from the lowest organism up to the

very highest. For this study the biologist must investigate the struc-

ture and functions of unicellular plants and animals ; then he will

find that in both great divisions of the organic world the protoplasm

is in its essential nature the same, whilst in individual species in both

kingdoms it may nevertheless manifest subtle characteristic differ-

ences of aspect and behaviour. Being throughout an albuminoid te-

nacious semifluid, more or less mobile, it is possessed of an innate

irritability ; totally destitute of visible structure, although living

;

itself unorganised, it is yet the builder up of all organisation : watched

under the microscope in the living state in some of the simplest sarco-

dines, this truly marvellous material can be seen altering its outline,

sending forth and retracting prolongations of its substance, the so-

called pseudopodia, along which the more liquid portions of its mass

appear often to ramify and inosculate. Such researches into the

problem of life, as manifested by those humble and elemental forms,

standing as it were on the threshold of existence, have thrown a

wondrous light on many a dark puzzle as to growth and develop-

ment.

The origin of this department of Science is completely modern

;

scarcely dating from the middle of the present century. Numerous

enthusiastic workers on the Continent and in great Britain have, how-

ever, rapidly raised it to its present importance as the basis of philo-

sophical biology. The names of Berkeley and Hassall, of Balfs and
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Braiin, of Nageli and Pringsheim, are but a few of those whose

labours should well deserve to be recorded ; some of whom still remain

labourers in the field of biological science actively augmenting the

growing importance of their studies. The peculiar nature of those

beings which form, for the most pait, the objects of their inquiries

facilitates their investigations. "Wherever the foot of man can tread,

those minute and simple beings are to be met with ; no costly expedi-

tions are needed to collect them ; each, sea, and every land, affords their

special forms ; the upland lake, the marshy pool, the air itself, affords

fruitful material for inquiry. In our own country such localities

abound, but until lately this branch of biological science did not ap-

pear to attract much notice when Mr. Archer showed that our fresh-

water ponds possessed representatives of diverse types, some of exqui-

site beauty, and kindred with even tropical forms.

Since that time our esteemed colleague has devoted himself, with

a patient assiduity and a microscopic tact which is beyond praise, to

this class of researches, and his spirit of inquiry and honest love of

truth has afforded him an abundant harvest of important and interest-

ing results, to a few of which I shall very briefly direct attention. In

1855, Mr. Archer laid before the Zoological and Botanical Association

of the University of Dublin a Catalogue of the Desmidiese of the

County of Dublin. This was followed up in the ensuing spring by

a supplemental list. Modestly styled a Catalogue, these two memoirs

constituted excellent original essays on the species forming that group
;

giving descriptions of new genera and species, illustrated by drawings

from the author's hand. By this publication Mr. Archer took at once

a high place among original investigators ; and when the long illness

of Mr. Ralfs prevented him from revisirg the new edition of the

Desmidieas for Pritchard's well-known work on the Infusoria, the task

was committed to Mr. Archer's care. Since that time a long series

of Papers on these subjects has flowed from his pen, so that now, in

every work relating to that class of organisms, one finds our col-

league's name and labours referred to as an authority. I need not

detain you with a long list of those Papers, contenting myself with

the statement that by them our knowledge of the unicellular and fila-

mentous algse has been largely increased.

The close relation between the two kingdoms of organic nature,

especially in their lowest and more elemental forms, necessarily leads
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the investigator of the phenomena of vegetable life to consider also

the correlative forms of animal existence at once analogues and com-

petitors in the great struggle for existence. So, from the contem-

plation of plant life Mr. Archer was led to the study of animal life as

manifested in its lowest forms. His studies were rewarded by a very

brilliant series of discoveries, Among the group of the Rhizopods, not

only new species and genera, but several new families, have been dis-

covered and described by him. Chief among those memoirs I may

mention those in our own Proceedings " On some new or little known

freshwater E-hizopods," that, "On Chlamydomyxa labyrinthuloides, a

new freshwater sarcode organism," and those in the Quarterly Journal

of Microscopical Science "On some freshwater Rhizopods," in which he

described that beautiful form called by him " Rhaphidiophrys viridis,"

still the noblest known form of freshwater Rhizopods. Not only was

the discovery of these new creatures a subject for congratulation, but

the painstaking way in which their life-history was studied and re-

corded will always remain a pattern for such work in future. His

Paper also " On Ballia callitriche," published in the Linnean Society's

Transactions, describing the structure and cell development of one of

the higher algae, has been received as a most valuable contribution to

our knoAvledge of cell-evolution.

I am sure that the Academy will fully approve the judgment of

the Council in awarding to Mr. Archer a Cunningham Medal in recog-

nition of the merit he has shown in these varied and interesting

researches ; and in presenting him therewith, I venture to express my
hope that he may be able to prosecute still further a line of research

in which he has already been so successful.

The President then presented the Medal to Me. Aechee.

Mr. Gr. H. Kinahan read a Paper " On a Submarine Crannog, at

Ardmore, Co. Waterford."

Alexander Macalister, m.d., was elected to the place on the Council

vacant by the death of David Moore, ph.d.

Donations to the Library were presented, and thanks voted to the

Donors.
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Monday Evening, Decembee 8, 1879.

SiE Samuel Feegitson, ll.d., q.c, in the Chair.

The Secretary read a Paper by Mr. J. P. Knott "On some Anoma-

lous Structures in Human Anatomy."

Mr. G. H. Kinahan read a Paper " On Supposed Cambrians in the

counties of Mayo and Tyrone."

Dr. John Casey read a Paper " On Cubic Transformation." \_Vid&

Cunningham Memoirs, No. 1.]

Mr. Philip Burton read a Paper " On a Phenomena of the Iris

observed in Pogs."

Dr. IS". Purlong read a Paper "On the occasional occurrence of

a Polar arrangement of Clouds, with its possible relation to Tempera-

ture."

Mr. Edwin Hamilton, m.a., was elected a Member of the Academy^

Donations to the Library were presented, and thanks returned to

the Donors.

Monday Evening, January 12, 1880.

A. G. Richey, ll.d., a.c, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Treasurer read a Paper by Mr. Thomas Plunkett " On some

Sepulchral Remains found in Killicarrey, Co. Cavan."

The Secretary read a further Paper by Mr. A. H. Anglin entitled

"Mathematical Notes."

Donations to the Library were presented, and thanks voted to the

Donors.

Monday Evening, January 26, 1880.

Eev. S. Haughton, M.D., F.E.S., Yice-Presideut, in the Chair.

John K. Ingram, ll.d., v.p., read a Paper " Note on a Fragment

on an Ante-Hieronymian Version of the Gospels, in the Library of

Trinity College. [Vide Proceedings, vol. ii., series ii., Polite Litera-

ture and Antiquities, part 2.]

A Report by G. H. Kinahan "On the Rocks of the Fintona and
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Curlew Mountain Districts, with Palseontological Remarks, by
W. H. Baily," was taken as read.

By the permission of the Academy, T. J. B. Quinlan, m.d., read a

Paper " On the application of Spectrum Analysis to the Estimation of

Bile in the Eenal Secretion, in cases of Jaundice." [Vide Proceedings,

vol. ii., series ii., Science, part 4.]

The following Grants, recommended by the Council, out of the

Parliamentary Grant for the preparation of Scientific Eeports, were

adopted :

—

£10 to R. M. Barrington, to enable him to investigate the Flora

of the Blaskett Islands.

£10 to Mr. H. C. Hart, to enable him to investigate the Plora of

the Galtee Mountains.

£20 to Mr. Phineas S. Abraham, to assist him in the Microscopic

Studies of the Marsupial Tissues.

Donations to the Library were presented, and thanks voted to the

Donors.

Monday Evening, Eebetjaey 9, 1880.

Sir Eobeet Kane, ll.d., e.e.s.. President, in the Chair.

The following Resolution was unanimously adopted, and the

President was requested to communicate it to the family of the late

Sir Dominic J. Corrigan, Bart., m.k.i.a. :

—

"That the Royal Irish Academy desires to express its deep sense

of the loss which Medical Science has sustained by the death of Sir

Dominic J. Corrigan, Bart., a distinguished Member of this Academy,

and an Ex-President of the King and Queen's College of Physicians in

Ireland."

Dr. George Sigerson, ch.m., read a Paper " Contribution to the

Study of Nerve Action, in connexion with the sense of Taste." !No. 2,

"Functions of the Chorda Tympani." [Yide Proceedings, vol. iii.,

series ii.. Science, part 4.]

Michael Barry, m.d.. Rev. John B. Barter, Thomas Plunkett, John

Newsome White, and Agmondisham B. Vesey, l.k.q.c.p.i., were

elected Members of the Academy.

Donations were presented to the Library, and thanks voted to the

Donors.
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Monday Evening, Febetjaet 23, 1880.

Sir PtOBEEx Kane, ll.d., e.k.s.. President, in the Chair.

A Letter was read from "W. J. Corrigan, ll.d., thanking the

Academy for the Eesolution adopted by them with reference to the

death of the late Sir Dominic J. Corrigan, Bart., ji.d.

E. Atkinson, ll.d.. Secretary of Council, brought up the following

Eeport from Council, on the death of Mr. Joseph O'Longan, Irish

Scribe, to the Academy :

—

The late Me. Joseph O'Longan, as he was probably the last, so he

was amongst the most distinguished, of Irish Scribes. He belonged to

a family in which this profession was hereditary : the names of him-

self, his brother, father, and grandfather—all of them acting in this

capacity—are not likely to be soon forgotten.

Many products of their skill and industry now lie in the Hoyal

Irish Academy, but the most important work has undoubtedly been

accomplished by Me. Joseph O'Longan, who is just deceased.

In early life employed as a schoolmaster in Co. Cork, under the

!National Board—a service which, had he continued in it, would have

entitled him to retire on a pension—he there made for himself a name

as an efficient and trustworthy Irish Scribe. During that period we
have from his hand a beautifully-written copy of the Book of Lismore,

together with many minor MSS. in the Windele Collection. On the

death of O'Cueet in 1865, Me. O'Longan was appointed to the post

of Irish Scribe to the Academy, which he has held ever since. During

the early part of this period we have from his hand the invaluable

Index of Subjects and of Initial Lines, of the matters contained in

the MSS. of theBoyal Irish Academy, a work in sixteen folio volumes,

which enables a reference to be at once made to almost any topic dealt

with in the MSS. The work on vi'hich he was subsequently engaged

was the transcription of the great MSS.—Leabhar na h-TJidhre, Leab-

har Breac, and the Book of Leinster—all of which he completed.

The Book of Ballymote was little more than begun when his fatal

illness attacked him.

It is unnecessary to enlarge on the value of these important pub-

lications ; but testimony may here be fitly borne to the manner in

which Me. O'Longan's work on them was performed. It may be
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safely asserted that no one who ever saw him work doubted or could

doubt his thorough earnestness in the performance of his task. The
difficulty in his case was to prevent his overstepping the bounds of

prudence in the work he endeavoured to get through : the Committee

of Irish MSS. has had to intervene in the interests of his health, and

shorten compulsorily the time which he would have devoted to the

service of the Academy. And his zeal was equalled by his rectitude.

The conscientious spirit in which he patiently worked was evident to all

who had anything to do with the direction of his labours.

The Salary which the Council could give, from the funds at their

disposal, was but small in consideration of work so faithfully and so

loyally performed towards the Academy ; and the Council feel that it

will only be anticipating the wishes of the Academy in seeking con-

tributions towards the support of the family (widow and three

daughters) whom Me. O'Loj^gan's death has left entirely unprovided

for.

They have therefore drawn up the preceding short notice, and ask

the generous aid of the Members of the Academy in support of the

bereaved family, as a well-merited tribute to the memory of the

deceased.

Subscriptions in aid of the fund will be received by the Treasurer,.

E,EV. M. H. Close, Academy House, Dawson-street.

List of Subscriptions already received

—

The President, £3 Ss.; Eobert Atkinson, ll.d., £5; Eobert S. BaU,.

F.E.S., £2 2s.; A. Carte, m.d., £2 2s.; John Casey, r.E.s., £2 2s.;

Eev. M. H. Close, m.a., £20; E. W. Davy, m.d., £l Is.; Sir S.

Perguson, ll.d., £2 2s. ; George F. Fitzgerald, f.t.c, £2 2s. ; John

E. Garstin, f.s.a., £2 2s. ; John T. Gilbert, f.s.a., £2 2s. ; Eev. S.

Haughton, f.e.s., £2 2s. ; T. Hayden, m.d., £2 2s. ; J. K. Ingram,

LL.D., £3 3s.; Eev. J. H. Jellett, b.d., £2 2s.; A. Macalister, m.d.,

£1 Is. ; W. J. O'Donnavan, ll.d., £2 2s. ; J. P. O'Eeilly, c.e., £2
;

Yery Eev. Dean Eeeves, d.d., £2 2s. ; A, G. Eichey, q.c, £2 2s. ;

Lord Talbot de Malahide, f.e.s., £2 2s. ; B. Williamson, f.e.s., £1 Is.

Professor J. P. O'Eeilly, c.e., read a Paper "On the Lines of

Jointing observable about the Shores of the Bay of Dublin, and

their relation with neisrhbourinf? Coast Lines."
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Eev. S. Haughton, m.d., p.e.s., and J. Emerson Reynolds, m.i).,

read their "Eeport on Experiments made to determine the Drag of

Air upon Air, and of "Water upon Water, at low velocities." [Tide

Proceedings, vol. iii., series ii., Science, part 4.]

TxjESDAT EvEifiNG, March 16, 1880.

SiE E.0BEii,T Kane, ll.d., e.e.s.. President, in the Chair.

(Stated Meeting.)

The President declared the Ballot open for the election of Members

of Council. Mr. Latouche and Dr. Sigerson were appointed Scrutineers.

The Secretary of the Council brought up the following :

—

E-EPORT OE the CouiirciL EOR THE Yeab, 1879-80.

Since the date of the last Report of the Council, the following

Parts of the Transactions have been published :

—

Vol. xxvii.

—

Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Part 3. "On the Croix Gammee or Swastika." By the Eight

Eev. Charles Graves, d.d., Lord Bishop of Limerick.

Yol. xxvi.

—

Science.

Part 20. " On the Equations of Circles." By J. Casey, ll.d.

Part 21. " On the Correlation of Lines of Direction on the Earth's

Surface." By J. P. O'Eeilly, c.e.

Part 22. *' Explanatory Notes and Discussion of the l^ature of the

Prismatic Forms of a Group of Columnar Basalts, Giant's Cause-

way." By J. P. O'Eeilly, c.e.

The following Parts of the Transactions are in the Press, and will

be published immediately :

—

Vol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 1. "On a new Genus and Species of Sponge." By E. P.

Wright, M.D.

Part 2. "On two new Genera and Species of Thallophytes." By
E. P. Wright, M.D.

Also of the Cimningliam Memoirs.

No. 1. " Cubic Transformations." By John Casey, ll.d.
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Of the Proceedings, part 13 of vol. i. (second series), containing

Papers on Polite Literature and Antiquities, concluding the volume,

was published in April, 1879
;
part 3 of vol. iii. (second series), con-

taining Papers on Science, was published in July, 1879 ; and part 1 of

vol. ii. (second series), containing Papers on Polite Literature and An-

tiquities, was published in November, 1879.

Within the past year Papers by the following authors were read

before the Academy :

—

In the Department of Science :—By Kev. Dr. Haughton ; Dr.

Davy; Mr. W. L. Peacocke ; Mr. C. E. Burton ; Mr. C. C. Hutchinson
;

Mr. John E. L. Dreyer ; Mr. George Porte ; Dr. Sigerson ; Professor

E. Perceval Wright ; Mr. G. H. Kinahan ; Mr. J. E. Knott ; Professor

Casey ; Mr. Philip Burton ; Dr. IST. Eurlong ; Mr. A. H. Angiin

;

Mr. W. H. Baily ; Dr. E. J. B. Quinlan ; Professor J. P. O'Eeilly

;

and Professor J. Emerson Reynolds.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :—By the

Very Rev. Dean Peeves ; Sir Samuel Eerguson ; Professor Ingram
;

Mr. G. H. Kinahan ; Dr. W. Erazer ; and Mr. Thomas Plunkett.

It will be thus seen that, during the season just past, there has

been no falling-off in the number and importance of the Papers read.

The Council, having had under consideration the desirability of ob-

viating disputes as to the priority of Papers read in the Academy or

elsewhere, by defining exactly the time at which each Paper was

received and laid before the Academy, have introduced some

changes into the method hitherto observed, which, they believe, will

conduce to the more satisfactory administration of the business of the

Academy, viz., by requiring that every Paper shall be accompanied by

an abstract of its contents, and that leave shall not be given to read

any Paper which is not in the Secretary's hands at the time ; the

Paper thus read will be marked with the date of reception, and, if

printed, will take priority from that date, no changes being allowed

in the Paper, except in the form of notes, which shall also bear the

date of their insertion, after receiving the assent of the Committee of

Publication. A strict adherence to these rules will lead to the more

speedy publication of the Papers thus prepared, besides providing for

the indispensable determination of the time from which an author can

claim priority for his communication.

The Council, having for some time past observed with regret that
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the funds at their disposal for the publication of the numerous import-

ant Papers read before the Academy, were inadequate for the purpose,

have had under consideration a plan for allocating more funds to this

object, and have adopted a scheme of retrenchment, (which cannot,

however, be brought into operation for some time), by which the various

functions of the Academy will still be carried on in a suitable manner,

at the same time that the publication of Papers shall not receive

any disheartening check from deficiency of the necessary means.

The following grants in aid of the Preparation of Scientifie

Eeports have been already sanctioned by the Academy :

—

£50 to a Committee consisting of Mr. Gr. H. Kinahan, Mr. R. J.

TJssher, and Professor Leith Adams, for the purpose of exploring the

Cappagh Caves, near Dungarvan.

£15 to Professor J. Emerson Reynolds for the purchase of a con-

siderable quantity of Sulpho-Urea to make experiments on the com-

parative actions of the Isomeric Bodies, Sulpho-Cyanate of Ammonium,

and Sulpho- Urea, on the growth of certain plants.

£50 to Messrs. G. H. Kinahan and W. H. Baily for the purpose

of investigating the Possils and Igneous Rocks of the Curlew and

Pintona Beds.

£10 to Mr. R. M. Barrington to enable him to investigate the

Plora of the Blaskett Islands.

£10 to Mr. H. C. Hart to enable him to investigate the Plora of

the Galtee Mountains.

£20 to Mr. Phineas S. Abraham to assist him in the Microscopic

studies of the Marsupial Tissues.

Attached is a schedule (Appendix A.) giving information as to the

progress of the Reports for which Grants from this fund have been

made from time to time, and it is the earnest wish of the Council that

the Secretaries be informed, at as early a date as possible, of the state

of the investigations for which the grants were made, and of the pro-

bable time when the Reports thereon may be expected.

While the above statement sufficiently testifies to the activity of

the Academy on the side of science, the antiquarian interests have

not been neglected. Considerable progress has been made in the

department in which the Academy is naturally expected to aid the

prosecution of research, viz., in the advancement of Celtic studies.
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The Council having had under consideration the importance of

bringing into more manageable bounds the enormous masses of infor-

mation scattered in various works on the early history of Ireland,

have offered a prize of £100 for the best Dictionary on the model

of a classical dictionary, containing a digested account of all names of

persons and places to which reference is made in the facsimiles pub-

lished by the Academy— a term of three years being fixed as the limit

within which the prize can be obtained.

A still more important step in the direction of securing proper

attention to Celtic studies has been taken by the Council during the

past year, in accordance with the decision of the Academy. In

endeavouring to carry out the purpose of the Todd Memorial

Fund, the Council have appointed Mr. Maunsell Hennessy as the

first Todd Professor of the Celtic languages ; to which end measures

are being taken that the necessary funds m^j be drawn out of Court,

so that the Todd Professor will, it is hoped, be enabled to deliver four

lectures on subjects connected with his Chair during the ensuing

year.

On the other hand, the Council regret to report the serious

loss that has befallen the Academy, in the death of its Irish scribe,

Mr. Joseph O'Longan. They have already in a communication to the

Academy expressed their deep sense of the value of Mr. O'Longan's

services, and have addressed to the Members, on behalf of his family,

an appeal to which they have generously responded. His unexpected

death has, as was natural, put a stop for the time to the work of

the transcription of Irish MSS., by which the Academy has sought

to place its literary wealth at the disposal of a wider circle of

scholars, and so facilitate the speedier sifting of the historical and

philological materials in the possession of the Academy. It is hardly

necessary to add, that negotiations are in progress with a view to

secure the satisfactory continuation of this desirable work, but the

arrangements will take some little time to mature. The Council

expect, however, that the work will be shortly resumed, and that the

new arrangements when completed will, besides, tend to the accumu-

lation of suitable material for the great desideratum in these studies

—

a trustworthy Irish Dictionary.

In another branch of this department of Celtic studies, the Council

report that, as the slow progress of the work of carrying through

E. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1879-80. Ll^J
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the press the Tain Bo Cualnge gave no hopes of its being finished

within any reasonable time, and as they found it impossible to in-

fluence the rate at which its preparation was proceeding—tho work

being practically in the same condition as it was some year=5 ago

—

they have felt bound to order its discontinuance. This, however, is

now of the less consequence, as the original tale itself will be placed

in the hands of scholars almost immediately, in the fac-simile of the

Booh of Leinster.

Of this last work, the whole of the transcription was finished by

ITr. O'Longan; all the introductory matter is completed, comprising an

analysis of the contents, and suitable indices, so that its immediate

publication may be expected.

The Booh of Ballymote, the next of the great IISS. proposed to be

published in fac-simile, was just begun when the death of the

transcriber suspended the work : pages 1-16 are printed off, and

pages 17-29 are on the stone.

In the case of the Annals of Ulster, the Council are glad to report

that the preparation of that work for the press is now in a forward

state, and the editor, the Yery Eev. Dean Eeeves, has announced his

expectation that "the printing of the work will commence in the

course of the present month."

The Felire of Oengus is also progressing favourably, and though

the anticipations of the Council as to its publication during the

present session have not been fulfilled, the work has yet advanced so

far, that its publication cannot now be long delayed. The body of

the work itself is printed off, and the whole of the Glossarial Index is

also in type : there now remains, to complete the work, only the

Introduction, the whole of which is in the printer's hands.

In the internal arrangements of the Academy House some im-

portant improvements have been introduced, under the directions of

the proper authorities.

The glazed desk-cases alluded to in the last year's Report have

been completed, and are now set up in the Gold Eoom of the Museum.

With the adjacent horizontal window-cases, they afford the space so

long needed, for the exhibition of numerous gold objects hitherto too

crowded to admit of satisfactory inspection.

Considerable repairs have been effected, in addition, in various
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parts of the Academy House. The main staircase has been painted

throughout, and the Eeading-room has been re-decorated.

Another measure, referred to in last year's Eeport, has been

carried ' out, in order to the greater security of the Academy's

treasures, in the proyision of a spacious fire-proof safe, in which are

now deposited the most precious of the MSS. belonging to the

Academy.

During the past year many valuable objects have been added to

the collections in the Academy, comprising—fibulse of gold, bronze

weapons and implements, fictile and wooden vessels, an ancient

Irish "skin-hood," and a crozier-head of white bronze plated with

silver, a most interesting example of mediaeval Irish art.

The Library, besides the oixlinary additions by way of exchange

and purchase, among other donations, has received, by the be-

quest of Sir Thomas Larcom, the valuable present of upwards of 300

volumes, all of which have been duly catalogued and made accessible

to the Members of the Academy. Another important addition has

been made also, in the acquisition of a body of papers, the work of

the late Sir William "Wilde, containing material for the continuation

of the Catalogue of the lluseum.

In addition, the Library has been honoured with a welcome pre-

sent from the Government of Prance, consisting of fifteen volumes

of the Domments Inklits siir VHistoire de France.

In accordance with the request of the Moore Centenary Committee

and of the Lord Mayor of Dublin, the Council lent to that Committee

various objects in the possession of the Academy, which had belonged

to Thomas Moore, to form part of a collection of mementos of the

poet, to be exhibited on the occasion of the Centenary celebration.

All the objects have since been safely restored.

In the Session just past, Cunningham medals were awarded to the

following members of the Academy

—

Kobert S. Ball, li.d., f.e.s., and

William Archer, f. e. s.
;

to the former for his Researches in Mechanics, to the latter for his Bio-

logical Researches. The cordial approval of the Academy in sanctioning
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these awards found a fitting exponent in the President' who, in his

address on the occasion of presenting the medals, made suitable refe-

rence to the labours that had gained for these two gentlemen the

honourable distinction awarded them by the unanimous suffrages of

the Academy.

In addition, Dr. Casey's Paper, on Culic Transformations, has been

deemed worthy of being printed as a Cunningham llemoir, in accord-

ance with the provisions for the disposal of the Cunningham Fund.

The following Ordinary Members have been elected since the 16th

of March, 1879:—

1. Thomas Dunbar Ingram, LL.B.

2. Eev. Terence O'Eorke, D.D.

3. Stephen Tucker, Eouge-Croix.

4. W. J. Doherty, C. E.

5. Edwin Hamilton, M. A.

6. Thomas Plunkett.

7. Eev. John B. Barter.

8. John jSTewsome "White.

9. Michael Barry, M.D.

10. Agmondisham B. Yesey, L.K.Q.C.P.I.

"We have lost by death within the year four Honorary Members

—

In the Department of Science :

—

1. Bernard Yon Cotta.

2. Heinrich "Wilhelm Dove.

3. Johann Yon Lament.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :

—

1. Major-General Sir Thomas A. Larcom, K.C.B.

And sixteen Ordinary Members :

—

1. William Andrews, elected January 10, 1842.

2. Charles Benson, M.D., elected November 30, 1825.

3. Eev. Eobert Gr. Cather, elected January 13, 1862.

4. Sir Dominic J. Corrigan, Bart., M.D., elected January 11,

1847.

5. James Gribson, Q.C., elected January 13, 1851.

6. Charles W. Hamilton, elected April 25, 1836.

7. jSTathaniel Hone, elected April 12, 1847.
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8. J. J. Kelso, M.D., elected November 8, 1869.

9. Sir T. A. Larcom, K.C.B., elected ISTovember 30, 1833,

10. C. Lloyd, M.D., elected May 14, 1877.

11. Sir John Macls^eill, P.E.S., elected February 21, 1831.

12. David Moore, Ph.D., elected June 23, 1845.

13. Rev. T. H. Porter, D.D., elected April 25, 1836.

14. YeryEev. C. "W. Russell, D.D., elected February 10, 1868.

15. H. H. Stewart, M.D., elected April 11, 1853.

16. A. Thorn, elected June 11, 1866.

In addition to the distinguished name of Corrigan, whose labours

have been more appropriately commemorated in the memoirs of other

Societies devoted to the studies of his profession, there appear in the

above list the following names, which call for some special mention in

the present Report :

—

William Andrews, from his youth, and during his long life, was

an ardent field naturalist. He made many valuable additions to the

flora and fauna, especially the marine ichthyology, of the South West

of Ireland : among his discoveries should bo particularized Geomalacus

maculosus (Allman), a beautiful gasteropod, occurring in Co. Kerry. His

memory will be deservedly perpetuated in the name given by Edward

Newman to another of his discoveries, Trichomanes Andretvsii (a

remarkable variety of T. radicans), and in that of Galathea Andrewsii

given to a crustacean by Dr. John Kinahan. Mr. Andrews was one

of the chief founders and promoters of the Natural History Society of

Dublin, of which he was at one time President, and for a considerable

period Secretary. He was also for many years Chairman of the

Natural History Committee of the Royal Dublin Society. He
contributed to the Proceedings of the Academy, in 1844, a Paper on

Trichomanes and Hymenophyllum ; and in 1867 and 1870, two com-

munications recording the finding in those years of the rare cetacean,

Ziphius Sowerhii, in Dingle Bay, Co. Kerry.

David Moore, Ph. D., has left a memory not less enduring in the

records of the Academy's publications than in the hearts of all who

knew him. His able management of the Botanical Gardens at Glas-

nevin for the last forty years as Director, has shown the possibility

of uniting the keenest spirit of scientific investigation with a practical

skill as invaluable as it is rare. In the early portion of his career,

attached as Naturalist to the Ordnance Survey, his first important
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work was a contribution to a Flora of Ireland, published in the

Memoirs of the Survey; another work, under the name of Cylele

Hibernica, giving the geographical distribution of Irish plants, was

published by him in conjunction with A. G. More, !F. L. S. In

later years, amid all the distractions of his daily duties, engaged as he

was in labours that have produced in the Glasnevin Gardens one of

the best stocked collections in Europe for its size, his studies took

the special direction of investigations into Irish mosses and liverworts,

on which he contributed several Papers to the Proceedings of the

Academy. The scholars of other countries were not slow to recognise

the great worth of his researches, and the University of Leipzig

bestowed on him a Degree, in token of its appreciation of the sound-

ness of his knowledge, and the value of his observations.

By the death of the Yery Rev. C. W. Eussell, D. D., President of

Maynooth College, Ireland has been deprived of one of her most re-

spected scholars. Born in 1812, in the County Down, and educated

in Maynooth College, he subsequently held for many years the Chair

of Ecclesiastical History in his College, of which he finally became

President in 1857. A man of singular refinement and courtesy, as well

as of a clear and penetrative intellect, he could not fail to exercise a

remarkable sway over the minds of those with whom he came in con-

tact. His sympathies with Irish Archaeology were manifested as far

back as 1851, in an interesting essay on the subject of early Christian

art in Ireland ; but his first work of consequence was his Life of the

celebrated linguist Cardinal Mezzofanti, published in 1858. Since

then many of his writings have attracted public notice, notably his

editions of several volumes of the Calendars of State Papers re-

lating to Ireland. In 1869 he published, in the Proceedings of the

Academy, the following] Papers:—"On an Agreement in Irish

(with fac-simile) between Gerald, first. Earl of Kildare, and the

Mac Eannalls," of the date of 1530; and "On the 'Duties upon

Irishmen' in the Kildare Eental-Book," in illustration of the

Mac Eannall Agreement, in which Dr. Russell recognised evidence of

a system of irregular exaction on the part of the Geraldines from the

Irish population outside the Pale. No more significant proof could

be given of the wide-spread appreciation of his merits as a scholar

and a writer than his appointment in 1869 to be a Member of the

Royal Commission on Historical MSS.
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Sir Thomas Larcom became a Member of the Academy so far back

as 1833. Holding a seat for many years on the Council, he devoted

much time to the furtherance of the aims of the Academy, and let slip

no opportunity of advancing its interests. It was mainly through his

means that the Academy attached to itself the services of men like

O'Donovan, 0' Curry, and Petrie, whose capacities he was one of the

first to discover, and whose labours in the field of archseological

research none "could better appreciate, and few did more heartily

sympathize with. His appointment to the charge of the Ordnance

Survey was the signal of a new era in the history of the antiquities

of Ireland ; the measures adopted and carried out by him have laid

the foundation for a thorough study of the topography of Ireland

from the earliest times, based on the yet existing monuments scattered

everywhere throughout the country. The results are garnered in

the splendid set of the 149 volumes of the Ordnance Survey, includ-

ing eleven volumes of drawings, which were presented to the Academy

iu 1860, by the Government of the time. The materials here brought

together, on a plan originated by Sir Thomas Larcom himself, and

successfully carried out under his superintendence, furnish a trust-

worthy and valuable store of information on almost every place of inte-

rest in Ireland; and it was mainly owing to his influence that the

Academy is now in possession of the treasury of topographic lore thus

collected. Here is not the place to speak of his administrative labours,

but in all that relates to the history and antiquities of Ireland, the

honour of initiating some of the most important advances that have

been made belongs undoubtedly to Major-General Sir Thomas Larcom.

At the close of his career, by his valuable bequest, he manifested at

once his continued interest in Irish affairs, and his deep sense of the

importance of the labours of this Academy.

The Report, to which was attached the following Appendix, was

adopted :

—
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APPENDIX A.

Pahliamentaey Geaki foe the Peepaeatiojj' of Scientific Eepoets.

[ Vide also Appendix B., Minutes of Proceedings, for 1875, page Ixvii.]

From April 1874 to March 1880, upwards of sixty applications

were made to the Council for assistance of the above Grant of £200

a-year.

Of these, the following Grants have been recommended by the

Council, and approved by the Academy, and the amounts forwarded

to the respective applicants :

—

No.

41

42
43
44
45

46
47

48
49

50

51

52

53

54
55

56

67

58

59

60

61

Date.

1875.

Feb. 15.

Mar. 16

June 24.

Nov. 19.

1876.

Mar. 20.

Mar. 16.

1877.

Mar. 16.

5> >•)

Name and Subject.

E. T. Hardman, on chemico-geological researches, .

"W. H. Mackintosh, Researches on the Echinoidea,

G. Porte, on micro-photographic experiments,

Leith Adams, on exploration of caves of Shandon, .

Handsel Griffiths, on effect of certain drugs on the cii--

culation,

Reuben Harvey, Researches on staining re-agents, . .

A. H. Chiu-ch, Report on some arseniates and phos-
phates,

A. Carte, Investigating the bog of Ballybetagh, .

"W". King, Researches into the jointing of rocks, . . .

Rev. E. O'Meara, Fiuiher investigations into the Dia-

tomacese,

Leith Adams, Report on Irish Pleistocene Mammals, .

Rev. S. Haughton, Report on the tidal constants of the

Irish Sea,

L. Studdert, and A. Plunkett, on mineral waters of

Mallow,
C. Bell, Investigations into Pyrrol,

E. Reynolds, Investigations into the atomic weight of

glucinium,

E. P. Wright, Report on chytridia parasite on floridese,

C. E. Burton, on the spectroscope,

Rev. S. Haughton, Report on the tidal constants of the

Irish Sea,

C. Bell, Further investigations into Pyrrol, ....
R. Ball, Towards the expenses of recording the observa-

tions of Jupiter's Satellites

J. E. Reynolds, and Rev. S. Haughton, for experiments

on the dynamical co-efficients of friction at low velo-

cities between solids and fluids, .

Amount
of

Award.

£ s.

25
30

25

40

a.

25

25

30

25

20

35

12

50

25

20

40 12

10

3 15

8

4

50
10

50

25
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No.

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

Date. Name and Subject.
Amount

of
Award.

1877.

Mar. 16.

1878.

Mar. 16.

Aug. 5.

1879.

Jan. 13.

Mar. 16.

Rev. J. H. Jellett, for experiments on the action of a

galvanic cm-rent on a beam of polarized ligKt,

E. P. "Wright, towards the cost of di-a-ndngs of some of

the lower algse,

C. Tichbome, Researches into the general diffusion of

fluorine in animal concretions,

E. T. Hardman, for apparatus and chemicals to enable

him to continue his chemico-geological researches, .

A. G. More, for examination of the flora of the south

and Avest of Ireland,

Leith Adams, towai'ds the expense of collecting materials

relating to the natural history of the Irish elk.

Rev. J. H. Jellett, for researches on the relation between
light and electricity,

A. Macalister, for piu-chase of rare specimens to carry

on embryological experiments,

W. H. Baily, for report on Cambrian and Silm-ian fossils,

Gr. H. Kinahan, on studies on the constituents of granite,

E. W. Davy and C. A. Cameron, Researches into the

compounds of Selenium,

E. W. Davy, Researches on the nitro-prussides,

E. P. "Wright, Investigations into the stracture of the
vegetable cell and its nucleus,

J. E. Reynolds and Rev. S. Haughton, for microscopic

slide sections of a large collection of Sandwich Island

lavas, already analysed by Dr. Haughton, ....

£ *. d. 1

25

40 :

25

25

20 !

12
I

IS

30 !

40 :

10

30
21 8

50

20

The amount granted to ISo. 57 has heen applied to the cost of con-

struction; for the Academy, of a iSTew Spectroscope, described in the

Proceedings, vol. i., series ii., Science, p. 208.

E'os. 45 and 50 have died.

IS'os. 60 and 75 returned their Grants, not being able to follow out

the line of research intended.

^os. 41, 42, 43, 44, 48, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 59, 61, 65, and 67,

have forwarded either preliminary or final Eeports.

Letters have been sent by the Secretary of the Academy and the

Secretary of Council to each of the other recipients of Grants, IN'os.

46, .47, 49, 52, 58, 62, 63, 64, 66, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, and

satisfactory answers respecting the progress of their researches have

been, received from all, except from Nos. 69 and 70, from whom no

replies have been, as yet, received.

E. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1879-80. flSl
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The President then dedared the Ballot open for the election

of Honorary Members.

Dr. Casey and ITr. Fitzgerald were nominated Scrutineers.

The rotes of the Academy were taken on the following Grants :

—

£10 to Mr. A. T. Stewart for the Exploration of the Botany of

the portion of the County of Fermanagh west of Lough Erne,

including what is called the Highlands of Fermanagh.

£20 to Dr. Eeynolds and Eev. Dr. Haughton for Microscopic-

Slide Sections of a large collection of Sandwich Island Lavas, already

analysed by Dr. Haughton.

£30 16s. M. to Professor H. "W. Mackintosh, for the structure of

Echinoderms.

£25 to Mr. F. Hodges, for researches on the action of various

bleaching agents.

£10 to Mr. Isaac Carroll, to explore the Botany of the district in

the County of Cork lying to the westward of a line drawn from

Skibbereen to Bantry.

£20 to Dr. Sigerson, for the construction of an electric apparatus

for Physiological investigations.

£25 to Ml'. Bertram C. 'V\"indele, for researches on the embryology

of the Muscular System.

The Grants were adopted by the Academy.

The Scnitineers handed in their Pteport as to the election of

Honorary Members, when the President declared the following duly

elected :

—

In the Deioartment of Science.

Elias Loomis, Tale College, United States, America; 0. C. Marsh,

Harvard College, United States, America ; Oswald Heer, Ziirich.

In the lepartment of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Professor Pick, Gottingen.

The Scrutineers handed in their Eeport as to the election of
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President and Council, and the President declared tte following duly

elected :

—

PEESrOENT.

Sm EOBEET XaT^E, LL.D., E.E.S., &c.

Council.

Committee of Science.

Jolin Casey, ll.d., e.e.s., Professor of Mathematics, Catholic

University of Ireland.

Thomas Hayden, m.d., f.e.q.c.p.i., Professor of Physiology,

Catholic University of Ireland.

Pev. J. H. Jellett, b.d., s.f.t.c.d.

Alexander Carte, m.d., f.l.s., Director, Museum of Science and

Art, Dublin.

Eobert S. Ball, ll.d., f.e.s., Professor of Astronomy, Dublin

University, and Eoyal Astronomer for Ireland.

Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.e.s., f.t.c.d., Professor of Geology,

Dublin University.

Edmiind "W. Davy, m.d., Professor of Medical Jurisprudence,

Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland.

Joseph P. O'Reilly, c.e.. Professor of Mineralogy, Royal College

of Science, Dublin.

Benjamin "Williamson, m.a., e.e.s., e.t.c.d.

George P. Fitzgerald, m.a., e.t.c.d.

Alexander Macalister, m.d.. Professor of Anatomy, Dublin Uni-

versity.

Committee of Polite Literatv/re and Antiquities.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d., e.t.c.d., Librarian of Trinity College,

Dublin.

"William J. O'Donnavan, ll.d.

Alexander G. Richey, ll.d., q.c.

Very Rev. "W. Reeves, d.d.. Dean of Armagh.

Robert Atkinson, ll.d.. Professor of Sanskrit, Dublin University.

Lord Talbot de Malahide, e.e.s.

Sir Samuel Perguson, ll.d., q.c.

J. T. Gilbert, e.s.a.

Rev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

John R. Garstin, ll.d., f.s.a.
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The President appointed, under his hand and seal, the following as

Vice-Presidents for the year ending March 16, 1881 :

—

Alexander Piichey, ll.d., q.c.

Rev. Samuel Haughton, ar.n., f.t.c.d.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d,, f.t.c.d.

John Casey, ll.d.

The Ballot was then opened for the election of the Officers of

the Academy, and on the Report of the Scrutineers the President

announced that the Officers of the Academy had been elected as

follows :

—

Tkeasiteer.—Rev. M. H. Close, m.a.

Seceetakt oe the Academy.—Robert S. Ball, ll.d.

Secketaky op the Coitncil.—Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceetaliy oe PoREiGisr CoEEESPONDEisrcE.—Joseph P. O'Reilly, c.e.

LxBEAKiAA^.—John T. Gilbert, e.s.a.

Cleek of the Academy.—Edward Clibborn, Esq.

Mr. John Ribton Garstin presented to the Academy a copy of the

Church Bells of Devon, by the Rev. H. T. EUacombe.

The thanks of the Academy were voted to the Donor.

The Academy then adjourned.
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GENERAL ABSTRACT OF THE ACCOUNTS,

1st April, 1878, to 31st March, 1879.

E. I. A MINUTES, SESSION 1879. ri4:l



ROYAL IRI:

Consolidated aeneral kMmct of the Accounts of JOHN MBTON &ARS^

and of tlie REY. MAXWELL H. CLOSE, Treasurer of tlie E^

RECEIPTS.

^dma from last Year,

From PARLIAMENTARY GRANTS :—

Unappropriated:—" Old Grant," . . . .

Appropriated

:

—
Preparation of Scientilic Reports, . . .

Library,

Researches in connexion ^ith Celtic MSS.,
Publication of ditto,

Museum,
Purchase of Treasure Trove,

Illustration and Printing of " Transactions
'

'

and " Proceedings,"

Opening the Academy in the evening, .

MEMBERS' PAYMENTS

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Composition (invested as

opposite),

PUBLICATIONS SOLD :-

Transactions,

Proceedings,

„ Irish MSS. Series, . .'
.

Leabhar Breac,

Museum Catalogue (invested as opposite),

INTEREST ON IN^^ESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningham Bequest—New 3 per cent.

Stock {see opposite),

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock
(see opposite),

TEA FUND Subscriptions,

For Special
Purposes.

£ S. d.

5 5 6'

200
200
200
200
200
100

200
200

57 15

4 1 3

78 8 9

5 2 10

8

For General
Purposes.

£ 5. d.

3 4

500

57 15

353 6 6

3 6 7

1 13 2

5

1 10

77 14 6

£1658 13 4 998 14 J 2657 8 1

Total of
each Class.

We certify that the above account is correct, according to the best of oui

For Auditors' Ecnori



:ademy.

asiirer of tlie Royal Irisli Academy, from 1st April, 1878, to 30th November, 1878,

ill Academy, from 1st December, 1878, to 31st March, 1879.

PATMEJ^TS.

For scientific AND LITERAET PUE-
POSES:—

Polite Literatui'e and Antiquity Objects, .

Scientific Peports,

Library,

Irish Scribe, &c.,

„ (inchidiug Litbographing
of Book of Leinster, and Printing Felire

of Oengus,
Museum,
Treasure Trove
Transactions and Proceedings, ....
Opening tbe Academy in tbe evening, . .

Book of Leinster,

Cunningbam Medals,

„ ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES

Salaries,

"Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Repairs,

Fuel,

Insurance, Taxes, and Law, ....
Stationery,

Printing (Miscellaneous),

Postage,

Freigbts, Incidentals, and Contingencies,

INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL):-

Stock
Bought.

Life ^lembership
Compositions, . I 59

Huseum Catalogue, 2

Description.

Consol. Stock,

Bk. of Ir. Stock,

Total
Stock.

2705

45

TEA FUND Expenditure,

galawa to Credit of tbe Academy,

From Funds
appropriated
for Special
Purposes.

& s.

175
200
200

200
200
125

200
200

5 5

7S, 8

57 15

9 4 1

3 5

£1653 18 4

4 15

£1658 13 4

From Funds
available

for General
Purposes.

£ S. d.

95 18 5

5 6

n 14 5

18 8

409
216 15 4
21 11 8

25 2

4 9

30 1

26

15

57

12 12 8

Total
of each Class.

£ s. d.

1762 11 3

805 15 5

66 19 1

15 17 8

997 5 1

1 9 8

998 14 9

2651 3 5

6 4

2657 8 1

14 1 1 T ^ f John Ribton Gakstix,
\ t .,. t>lowledge and belief, \ -m tx n < J-reasurers, K. I. A

e next page.
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AUDITOES' REPOET.

We have examined the above General Abstract, and compared tlie YoucKers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be correct, leaving a

Balance of Six Pounds Four Shillings and Eight Pence to the credit of the Academy

;

which amount is certified by the Accountant-General to have remained to the credit

of the Academy's account in the Bank of Ireland on the 31st of March, 1879.

The Treasurers have also exhibited to us like Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day were £2699 18s. id., New Three per cents.

Cunningham Bequest Fund ; £2705 10s. Id., Consols (Life Membership Composi-

tions) ; and £45 14s. 0<?., Bank of Ireland Stock, Museum Catalogue Receipt.

STEPHEN MYLES MAC SWINEY, M. D., \ . ,.,

^oignea;,
^ ^ digGES LA TOUCHE, ^

[2521]
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GENERAL ABSTRACT OF THE ACCOUNTS,

1st April, 1879, to 31st March, 1880.

R. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1879-80.
j
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ROYAL IRi:

GEKEEAL ABSTRACT OF THE ACCOUNT OF EEV. MAXWI
FOR THE TEAR END

RECEIPTS.

hlmtt from last Year,

From PARLIAMENTARY GRANTS :—

Unappropriated:—" Old Grant," . . . .

Appropriated

:

—
Preparation of Scientific Reports, . . .

Library,

Researches in connexion witli Celtic MSS.,
Publication of ditto,

Museum,
Pm-chase of Treasure Trove,
Illustration and Printing of '

' Transactions
'

'

and " Proceedings,"

Opening the Academy in tbe evening, . .

„ SCIENCE GRANT, returned by Grantees,

CUNNINGHAM BEQUEST FUND :—

Proceeds of 'Stock sold out to pay costs of

Proceedings and Order,

MEMBERS' PAYMENTS :—

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Composition {invested as

opposite),

„ PUBLICATIONS SOLD :-

Transactions,

Proceedings,

Leabhar Breac,

Leabhar na h-Uidhri,

Museum Catalogue {invested as opposite,

Museum Handbook, &c.,

„ INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningham Bequest—New 3 per cent.

Stock [see opposite),

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock
{see op/posite),

TEA FUND Subscriptions,

For Special
Purposes.

£ s. d.

4 15

200
200
200
200
200
100

200
200

74

115 11 2

78 15

3 3 6

77 11 5

4 15 11

8

£1866 12

For General
Purposes.

£ s. d.

1 9 8

500

52 10

346 10

36 6

10 17 11

10 10

6 19

4 4

79 9 6

1048 12 5

Total of
each Class.

f S. d

6 4 8

2000

74

115 11 2

477 15

71 16 9

161 16 10

8

2915 4 5

I certify that the above account is correct, according to the best of my



CADEMY.
CLOSE, TEEASUEEE OF THE EOYAL lEISH ACADEMY,
T OF MARCH, 1880.

PAYMENTS.

For scientific AND LITEEAET PUE-
POSES :—

Polite Literature and Antiquity Objects, .

Scientific Eeports,

Library,

Irish Scribe, &c.,

„ (including Lithographing
of Book of Leinster, and Printing Felire

of Oengus,
Museum,
Treasure Trove
Tajansactions and Proceedings, ....
Opening the Academy in the evening, . .

Cunningham Medals,

,, Prize Memoir, ....
,, Bequest Fund, Solicitor's

Costs, ,

ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES :—

Salaries,

Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Eepairs,

Fuel,

Insm-ance, Taxes, and Law,
Stationery,

Printing (Miscellaneous),

Postage,

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies, .

„ INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL):—

^ife Membership
Compositions, .

luseum Catalogue,

Stock
Bought.

£ s. d.

80 6

2 10

Description.

Consol. .Stock,

Bk. of Ir. Stock,

Total
Stock.

£

2785

TEA FUND Expendituie,

From Funds
appropriated
for Special
Purposes.

£ S. d.

299
200
200

200
224 12

43 5 3

200
207 2 9

42
35 11 5

115 11 2

78 15

7 19 5

12 15

£1866 12

klittra to Credit of the Academy,

From Funds
available

for General
Purposes.

£ S. d.

4 5

136 1 1

11 8 6

117 13 10

Total
of each Class.

£ s. d.

419
161 8

10 1 3

21 9 7

12 5 8

19 16 10

35 11 2

25

68 13 2

8 5 6

£1866 12

1040 19 7

7 12 10

1048 12 5

2036 11

763 5 8

86 14 5

21 6

2907 11 7

7 12 10

2915 4 5

dedge and belief,

—

Maxwell H. Close, Treasurer, B. I. A.
\_For Auditor!^' B.eport see next page.
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AUDITORS' EEPORT.

We have examined the above General Abstract, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to he correct, leaving a

Balance of Seven Pounds Twelve Shillings and Ten Pence to the credit of the Aca-

demy; the amount certified by the Accountant-General as standing to the credit

of the Academy's accoimt in the Bank of Ireland on the 31st of March, 1880, being

£66 Is. \\d., cheques amounting to £58 15s. l(f., having remaiaed unpresented.

The Treasurer has also exhibited to us like Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day were £2581 6s. &cl., New Three per cents.

;

£2785 16s. Id., Consols ; and £48 4s, M., Bank of Ireland Stock.

, ( ALEX. MACALISTER,
)

(^^^^^')'
I J. P. O'REILLY,

]^-^^iors.

14^ of May, 1880.

[2.521]
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Monday Evenii^-g, April 12, 1880.

SiE EoBEET Kaj^e, ll.d., F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Before the ordinary business of the evening commenced, the

President said that it was his duty to report to the Academy the

death of Mr. Edward Clibborn, who had occupied for upwards of

forty years the responsible position of Clerk to the Academy. During

the whole period of Mr. Clibborn' s services he was distinguished by

the most zealous discharge of his duties, and by the intelligent

interest which he took in every branch of the business of the

Academy. Mr. Clibborn was possessed of varied and extensive lite-

rary and scientific information, which on many occasions enabled him

to render his assistance specially useful to the officers of the Academy,

for instance, in the early arrangements of the Museum of Antiquities,

of which the Academy is so justly proud.

The President felt sure that the regret which he deeply felt at

the loss of a gentleman with whom he had the pleasure of being

associated for many years will be sincerely sympathised with by the

Members of the Academy generally.

Professor J. P. O'Reilly, c.e., read a Paper " On the Correlation

of the Lines of Faulting of the Palamon Coal-field District, Bengal

Presidency, I*Torthern India, with the neighbouring Coast-lines."

"William Eoberts read a Paper " On the Satellite of a Line

meeting a Cubic."

Gr. H. Kinahan and W. H. Baily read a Paper—" Heport (Part II.)

on the Bocks of the Eintona and Curlew Mountain Districts."

A list of Donations was read, and the thanks of the Academy

were voted to the Donors.

K. I. A. MlXrXKS, SES^SION 1879-80. [16]
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Monday Evening, April 26, 1880.

A. G. K,iCHET, Q.c, LL.D., Yice-President, in the Chair.

Messrs. G. H. and Gerrard Kinahan read a Paper entitled

"Keport on the Eurites, or Basic Eelstones, of the Silurian Age."

Monday Evening, May 10, 1880.

A. G. E.ICHEY, Q.c, LL.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Messrs. Kinahan and TJssher read a Report " On the Exploration

of Ballynamintra Cave, Cappagh, near Dungarvan, by Messrs. Kinahan,

TJssher, and Adams."

"William A. Mahony, m.d., vras elected a Member of the Academy.

The Treasurer submitted the estimate for the current year.

The list of Donations was read, and the thanks of the Academy

voted to the Donors.

The Secretary was requested to prepare a draft Address to His

Excellency Earl Cowper, on his being appointed to the oflS.ce of Lord

Lieutenant of Ireland.

Monday Evening, May 24, 1880.

A. G. EiCHEY. Q.c, LL.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

A. Macalister, m.d., read a Paper " On an Inscribed Cone, bearing

the name of Tirhakah, King of Egypt."

G. H. Kinahan read a Paper " On Inscribed Stones in the Counties

of Wicklow and Wexford."
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The following Donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

Donors :

—

A silver bank token, by Captain William Robinson.

Seven Papers by Keller "On Inscribed Stones in Switzerland,"

presented by Mr. George H. Kinahan.

A jade celt was exhibited by the Rev. Dr. M'llwaine.

The following Address was adopted :

—

" To His Excellexcy E.iKL Cowper, e.g.. Lord Lieutenant General

and General Governor of Lreland.

*'May it please toue Excellency,

""We, the President and Members of the Eoyal Irish

Academy, desire to offer to your Excellency our respectful congratu-

lations on your arrival in Dublin as the Viceregent of Her Most

Gracious Majesty the Queen.

"The Body which we represent was incorporated by Royal

Charter during the last century, for the purpose of promoting the

study of Science, Polite Literature, and Antiquities.

" At our Meetings Memoirs are read, containing original investiga-

tions in science, discussions on questions of literature or antiquarian

research. Many of these Memoirs are afterwards published, and dis-

tributed to other learned Bodies throughout the world, from whom
the Academy receives in return reports of their transactions.

" To the Academy has also been entrusted the important function

of administering the Eund for scientific research which is annually

allocated for this purpose by the liberality of Parliament.

" Under our auspices, fac-simile editions of some important Irish

MSS. in the possession of the Academy and of Trinity College,

Dublin, have been published, with a view of rendering their contents

generally accessible to Celtic scholars and comparative philologists.

We would invite your Excellency's attention to the extensive

Museum of Antiquities which has been brought together by the

labours of the Academy. This collection is essentially national, as

the great majority of the objects it contains have been discovered on

Irish soil, and it is illustrative of the ancient arts and civilization of

the country.
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"In virtue of your exalted office, your Excellency is constituted

under our Cliarter Yisitor of tlie Academy. We feel assured that the

objects and functions of our Institution being such as they are will

meet with your consideration and support."

Monday EYi;:N'rN'G, June 14, 1880.

Sir Robert Kane, ll.d., f.r.s., President, in the Chair.

The President announced that he and the Members of the Academy

were received by His Excellency Earl Cowper, Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland, on the 7th inst.

The Address adopted at the last Meeting was read by the Presi-

dent, to which His Excellency made the following Reply :

—

"Pray accept my best thanks for your congratulations on my
arrival here as Representative of Her Majesty the Queen.

" Your important duties, and the admia'able manner in which they

are performed, are well known to me.

" The Papers read at your different Meetings, your fac-simile

editions of curious MSS., and your other publications will, now that

I have so cogent a reason for taking a deep interest in all that

concerns Ireland, be of the greatest interest and advantage to me.

" I look forward also, with the anticipation of much instructive

entertainment, to making acquaintance with your valuable Museum
of Antiquities, and to the means it will afford me of obtaining a

better knowledge of the ancient civilization of this island.

"If my office of Yisitor to your Academy—an office which I

assure you I feel both pride and pleasure in filling—should give me
any opportunity of being useful to you in the execution of your

various functions, you may at all times command my services."

E. "W. Davy, m.d., read a preliminary Report " On some jS'ew

Organic Mtroprussides."

Resolved—"That a Grant of £15 be made to Mr. Edward
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Hardman, f.c.s., for making soundings in Lough Gill, with, a view to

throwing light on the geological formation of the locality."

The Secretary laid on the table a Memoir " On Cubic Transforma-

tions," by John Casey, ll.d., p.k.s., v p., being the first number of the

Cunningham Memoirs.

A list of Donations to the Library was read, and thanks voted to

the Donors.

The President announced that, in consequence of his other avoca-

tions. Dr. Robert S. Ball found himself reluctantly compelled to resign

the position of Secretary to the Academy ; and that at its next Meet-

ing the Academy will proceed to the election of a Secretary.

Several donations to the Museum were exhibited, in reference to

some of which the following letter was read :

—

" EiSTNiSKiLLEN, June bth, 1880.

"Sni,

" I have been requested by the Earl of Enniskillen to forward

for presentation to the Eoyal Irish Academy the following objects,

which were recently discovered in a sepulchral mound situate at a

place called Killicarney, not far from Belcoo :

—

"1. A perfectly preserved vessel, composed of baked clay, con-

taining calcined bones.

"2. Numerous portions of a second earthen vessel found in the

same mound.

"3. A finely polished stone celt, which was found in the kist

which contained the perfect urn.

" 4. A small but beautifully formed knife or saw, composed of

flint, which was found in the same kist.

"5. A rudely formed object of flint, found with the above-men-

tioned knife or saw.

" 6. An object composed of bone, discovered with the flints.

" His Lordship wishes these objects to be presented, through him-

self, on the part of Loftus Tottenham, Esq., M. P., of Glenfarme Hall,

nsar Belcoo.

" On my own part, I beg to present to the Academy a couple of

human skulls and other remains which were found by myself in the
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very curious and, I believe, prehistoric mound of Toam, near Belcoo,

I have most carefully investigated the history of these finds, and have

drawn up a Paper upon the subject, which Paper, accompanied by

numerous illustrations, is now in print, and will, I trust, very soon

appear in The Journal of the Royal Historical and Archceoloyical Asso-

ciation of Ireland. I may add that the shuU which I have packed in a

box by itself will probably be found with the loss of some of its

teeth. The teeth, however, will be found in the box with the skull,

and may be re-inserted.

" A lucifer match-box which accompanies the bones contains

specimens of the charcoal which accompanied the interments.

" I have the honour to remain,

" Tour obedient Servant,

" (Signed) W. P. Waeemak.

" To The SECiiETAE.T, Royal Irish Academy.^'

The following object was also exhibited :

—

Slab of micaceous schist, with cup markings, found at Ballina-

mark, near Ovoca, Co. Wicklow, presented by M. ~K. Jones, Esq., of

Knocknamohill.

The thanks of the Academy were voted to the Donors.

]\I0KDAY, Juiv-E 28, 1880.

SiK Robert Kane, ll.d., e.k.s., President, in the Chair.

The President proposed the suspension of the standing orders, and

there being no dissentient voice, the standing orders were declared

suspended.

itr. Close (Treasurer) proposed

'
' That Dr. Macalister, Professor of Anatomy and Chirurgery in the

School of Physic in Ireland be elected Secretary of the Academy, in

the place vacant by the resignation of Dr. Pobert S. Ball, f.k.s.,

Astronomer Royal of Ireland."

Dr. Macalister's nomination was seconded by Dr. Frazer.
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The President declared the Ballot open for the election of a Secre-

tary to the Academy.

The Secretary of the Council (Dr. Atkinson) read the recommen-

dation of the Council that Mr. A. Edgar be appointed Clerk of the

Academy in the place of the late ITr. CKbbom.

The President declared the Ballot open for the election of a Clerk

of the Academy.

Sir Samuel Ferguson, ll.d., presented a Fasiculus of Prints from

Photographs of Casts of Ogham Inscriptions, and read an abstract of

an Introduction thereto.

Sir Samuel Ferguson, ll.d., read a Paper " On Sepulchral Cellse."

Dr. F. A. Tarleton, f.t.c.d., read a Paper " On Chemical Equili-

brium."

The following Papers were taken as read :

—

Mr. Thomas Plunkett's, " On two Log Huts discovered in the Coal-

bog, Co. Fermanagh, twenty-one feet below the surface of the peat."

Professor J. Emerson Pteynolds, m.d., f.e.s., " Pteports on experi-

ments on the comparative action of the Isomeric bodies Sulpho-

Cyanate of Ammonium and Sulpho-TJrea, on the growth of certain

plants."

The Secretary read a Paper for Professor W. King, n.sc. :
" Eeport

on the Pielation of Ptock-jointing to Phenomena in Physical Geography

and Physical Greology," Part I.

The Secretary read a Paper for Geo. Ai-mstrong, c.e. :
" On a dis-

coveiy of Human Eemains in the neighbourhood of Dundalk."

The Secretary laid on the table the first volume of the Irish

Manuscript Quarto Series, Part I., "On the Calendar of CEngus," by

Whitley Stokes, ll.d.

A list of Donations was read, and the thanks of the Academy were

voted to the Donors.

The Scrutineers having reported, the President declared that

John Patrick Gannon, Esq., Laragh, Co. Eildare, and Arthur H.

Anglin, Esq., b.a., Cambridge, and m.a., Queen's University, Ireland,

were duly elected Members of the Academy ; that Professor Alexander

Macalister was duly elected Secretary of the Academy; and that

Alfred Edgar, Esq., was duly elected Clerk of the Academy.
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The following Eesolution was passed :

—

" That the Academy, on the occasion of Dr. Ball's retiring from

the office of Secretary, desires to record its grateftd sense of the emi-

nent services conferred on the Academy by Dr. Ball during his tenure

of office.
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Monday Evening, Novembee 18, 1880.

SiE RoBEiiT Kane, ll.d., f.k.s.. President, in tlie Chair.

Mr. John Patrick Gannon, Laragh, Co. Kildare, signed the Roll,

and was admitted a Memher.

Sir Samuel Ferguson, ll.d., read a Paper " On the Doorway of the

Round Tower of Kildare." [Vide Proceedings, vol. ii., ser. ii., part 3,

Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

The Secretary presented, for Mr. "W. R. Westropp Roberts, m.a.,

a Paper " On the Periods of the First Class of Hyper-elliptic Inte-

grals." [Yide Transactions, Science, vol. xxviii., part 5.]

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and proposed, "that the

thanks of the Academy be accorded to the Donors," which motion was

carried.

Tuesday Evening, Novembee 30, 1880.

SiE RoBEET Kane, ll.d., f.e.s., President, in the Chair.

The President, having made a statement in reference to the docu-

ment sent down from the Council, relative to the Scheme for the

application of the Todd Memorial Fund, called upon the Secretary to

read a copy of the Scheme approved by the Vice-Chancellor.

This Scheme will be found in an Appendix to the Report of

Council for 1880-81.

Dr. Macalister read a Paper " On Notes on the Anatomy of two

Negroes." [Vide Proceedings, vol. iii., ser. ii., Science, part 6.]

The Secretary read, for Mr. Philip Burton, a communication " On

Halos and Anthelia."

The Secretary read the list of Donations to the Academy, and pro-

posed, "that the thanks of the Academy be given to the donors,"

which was carried.

The Academy adjourned.

R. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1880-81. L^ • J
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Monday Evening, December 13, 1880.

SiE Samitel Feegttson, ll. d., in the Chair. -

The Chairman declared the Ballot open, and asked Messrs. Porte

and Kane to act as Scrutineers.

The Rev. J. H. Jellett detailed the results of experiments made

hy himself and George F. Fitzgerald, m.a., f.t.c.d., for the purpose

of ascertaining whether it be possible to detect any action of

a galvanic current on a beam of polarized light when transmitted

through air at the ordinary barometric pressure. Two grants had

been made some time ago by the Academy for the purpose of con-

ducting these experiments ; but various causes of delay intervened,

and the conclusive experiment was not made until Thursday last. The

details of the experiment are as follow :

—

A beam of solar light was polarized by a Mcol's prism. It was

then transmitted through a brass tube, round whi(;h a double coil of

insulated copper wire passed. On emerging from the tube the beam

was analyzed by a Jellett's prism, capable of showing a deviation of V
in the plane of polarization. A current obtained from a Gramm's

machine, driven by a gas engine, 3^ h. p., was transmitted through

the coil, and the analyzing prism was adjusted so as to give a perfect

equality of tint. The current was then reversed and the analyzer

observed. By this method, as is easily seen, the change in the plane

of polarization produced by the current would be doubled. But no

inequality of tints could be perceived. Hence it is to be inferred that

a current such as that here described is incapable of producing a

deviation of 30" in the plane of polarization of a transmitted beam.

The dimensions of the several parts of the apparatus were the fol-

lowing :

—

Length of tube, . . . 30-35 feet.

Thickness of wire, ... '^"^ -096.

Length of wire, . . . 1790 feet.

Number of coils, . . . 5340.

The Secretary read, for the Eev. J. Pearson, a Paper '' On Three

Years' Observations of the Tides at Liverpool (Fleetwood)." [Vide

Proceedings, vol. iii., ser. ii., Science, part 6.]
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Sir Samuel Ferguson requested A. G. Richey, Esq., v. p., to take

the Chair, -when he read " !N"otes on some Traces of Irish Influences

at St. Gall and Bobhio."

The Ballot being closed, the Scrutineers reported Mr. T. Hughes

Corry to be duly elected a Member.

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and proposed that the

thanks of the Academy be accorded to the respective Donors.

Monday Eyening, Janfaet 10, 1881,

SiK EoBEET Kane, ll.d., f.e.s., President, in the Chair.

The Ballot was declared open, and Professor Casey and Rev. "Wm.

Eeynell were requested to act as Scrutineers.

The Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., d.c.l., ll.d., f.e.s., Fellow of

Trinity College, and Professor of Geology in the University of Dublin,

read a Memoir, entitled " New Researches in Sun-heat and Terrestrial

Radiation."

Paet I. contains the following results :

—

1. Complete expressions for the Sun-heat, received daily and

yearly, at any place, on the supposition that the earth has no atmo-

sphere.

2. These expressions show that the Sun-heat received at any place

is the sanie in the northern and southern hemispheres, when the lati-

tudes are the same.

N.B.—This is true, whether the earth has an atmosphere or not.

3. Complete expressions for terrestrial radiation at any place ; in-

cluding a secular periodic variation of climate, depending on the first

power of the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, and on the earth's peri-

helion longitude.

[Ordered for the Transactions.']

A Paper " On Researches in Annual Parallax " was read by Pro-

fessor R, S. Ball, LL.D., F.E.S., Astronomer Royal. [Vide Proceedings^

vol. iii., ser. ii., part 3.]

n a
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A Paper " On a Model of a Human Face from an Island ofp the

Coast of New Guinea" was read by P. S. Abraham, b.sc. (Lond.).

The President announced that Mr. Robinson, Dr. Watts, and Mr.

Fletcher were duly elected Members of the Academy.

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

Monday Evening, Januakt 24, 1881.

The Rev. "W. A. Reyneil, b.d., in the Chair.

Dr. Frazer proposed, and Dr. Fitzpatrick seconded, the following

Resolution :

—

"That the Academy desires to record its deep sense of the loss

sustained by itself and by the cause of science in the death of Dr.

Humphrey Lloyd, Provost of Trinity College, who was for forty-nine

years one of the most distinguished Members, and for five years Presi-

dent, of the Academy.
*' His fame as an original investigator and successful cultivator

and promoter of Physical Science is of European extent ; but it would

be unsuitable to dwell thereon now when his recent loss is still so

prominently before our minds.

" Yet it may be allowable to say that our sorrow at his departure

is tempered with thankfulness that such a man has lived, and with

pride at the lustre shed upon the Academy by his connexion there-

with. Those who knew him best and most intimately are they with

whom his personal character and disposition were in highest estimation.

" The Academy hereby tenders to Mrs. Lloyd and the other sorrow-

ing relatives of the late Dr. Lloyd its sincere sympathy and condolence

in their bereavement."

Dr. Frazer proposed, and Mr. H. Smith seconded, that the Academy

do now adjourn.

The Academy in consequence adjourned.
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Monday Evening, Febeitaet 14, 1881.

The Eev. Peofessob Hatjghion, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following Reply from Mrs. Lloyd to the

President, acknowledging the Resolution passed by the Academy in

recording their sense of the loss sustained by the Academy in the

death of the late Provost of Trinity College :

—

"Peovost's House,

''Felrmry 1, 1881.

*' Deae Sie Robeet,

" I BEG you to express to the Council and Members of

the Royal Irish Academy my grateful sense of their kindly feeling

towards, and cordial appreciation of, my late husband shown in their

Resolution of January 24th.

" I should sooner have made this acknowledgment, had I not been

hindered by illness.

" Believe me,

" Very truly yours,

(Signed) "Doea Lloyd."

The Chairman declared the Ballot open, and requested Dr. Sigerson

and Mr. Doherty to act as Scrutineers.

The Secretary read Notes on some Crania, sent to the College

Museum by Dr. "W. H. Hart, Colonial Surgeon, Sierra Leone.

The Secretary announced the discovery of a Kitchen Midden Heap

of Shells, in the same locality as that from which the Human Remains

were taken which formed the subject of Dr. Prazer's Paper in a late

number of the Academy's Proceedings (vol. ii., ser. ii,, p. 29, Polite

Literature and Antiquities).

The shells formed a heap covering about twelve square feet, and

six inches high, lying under cover of eighteen inches of surface soil.

The shells were cockles, mussels, and periwinkles, mixed with broken

bones of the ox and sheep, and lying on the boulder clay.

Dr. Ingram, v.p., here took the Chair, while the Rev. S. Haughton

read the continuation of his "Researches (Part I.) on Sun-heat, with

special regard to the Source of the Heat which gave to the Arctic

Regions in Tertiary times the present Climate of Lombardy."
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In tliis Memoir he gave a statement of the Middle Tertiary Climate

of the Arctic Eegions, from which he showed that at the latitude of

80° N". the climate must have been :

—

July Temperature 7 64°. 1 F.

Mean Annual 7 47°.0 F.

;

the present climate being

—

July Temperature = 34°.0 F.

Mean Annual = 4°. 5 F.

In order to convert the present climate of Lat. 80° N. into its Middle

Tertiary Climate, we, therefore, require an addition of 30°. 1 F. to the

July Temperature, and an addition of 22°. 5 F, to the Mean Annual

Temperature.

Dr. Haughton then explained his method of calculating, numerically,

the change of temperature in the Arctic Eegions, north of 70° Lat.,

which the Gulf Stream, the Kuro Scivo, and the Northern Mosambique

were capable of producing ; and showed that they fell short of what was

required by the testimony of the Tertiary Flora ; and required the aid

of sources of heat not furnished by TJniformitarian Theories.

Dr. Haughton having resumed the Chair, Mr. Barrington, by per-

mission of the Academy, read his Paper " On the Flora of the Blasket

Islands."

The Chairman announced that Francis Davis "Ward, j.p., and Henry

"Wm. Mackintosh, ir.A., were duly elected as Members of the Academy.

The Secretary laid on the table a Eeport by H. C. Hart, b.a., on

the Botany of the Galtee Mountains.

Dr. Macalister exhibited the impression of an Aborigiual Hand

from a cave in New South Wales, presented to the Museum of Trinity

College by Dr. S. Knaggs, of Newcastle, N. S. W. ; and a Necklace of

Human Teeth from the Soloman Islands, presented by Dr. Goode, R.N.

The Secretary announced the list of Donations, and the thanks of

the Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

The Treasurer reported that the Council had recommended the

Academy to grant the sum of £20 to Messrs. Balkwill and Joseph

"Wright for the examination of the Foraminifera of Dublin Bay, and

£30 to Mr. Gerrard Kinahan, in aid of his Researches on the Chemical

Impurities of River "Waters, and proposed that the grants be con-

finned, which motion was carried.

The Academy adjourned.
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Monday Etening, Feeeuaey 28, 1881.

Sir Eobert Kane, ll.d., f.e.s.. President, in the Chair.

Three new members, Messrs. Robinson, Fletcher, and Mackintosh,

were admitted, having signed the Eoll.

The Academy having given permission, Mr. Abraham proceeded

to read his Paper, " On a Collection of Human Crania, and other ob-

jects of Ethnological interest from the West Coast of Africa."

Mr. W. J. Doherty read a Paper on " The Abbey of Fahan."

Dr. Macalister exhibited two skulls artificially deformed, from

grave mounds in Hungary, near Pesth, resembling the Grafenegse

skull figured by Fitzinger.

Dr. Macalister also exhibited the mummied head of an ancient

Peruvian from near Ancou.

The Secretary read the list of Donations to the Museum and

Library, and the thanks of the Academy were accorded to the re-

spective Donors.

The Academy adjourned.

"Wednesday Evening, March 16, 1881.

(Stated Meeting.)

Sir Robert Kane, ll.d., f.e.s., President, in the Chair.

The President declared the Ballot open for the election of Members

of Council.

The Secretary of the Council brought up the

Report op the Cotjncil for the Year 1880-1881.

Since the date of the last Report of the Council the following

Parts of the Transactions have been published :

—

Vol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Parti. "On Chemical Equilibrium." By Francis Alexander

Tarleton, ll.d.
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Part 2. ''On a New Genus and Species of Sponge with supposed

Heteromorpliic Zooids." By E. P. Wright, m.a., m.d.

Cunningliam Memoirs.

No, 1. "On Cubic Transformations." By John Casey, f.e.s.

The following are laid on the table this evening :

—

Transactions, vol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 3. " On Blodgettia confervoides of Harvey, forming a New
Genus and Species of Pungi." By E, P. "Wright, m.a., m.d.

Part 4. " On a New Genus and Species of Unicellular Algae, living

on the Filaments of Bhizoclonium Casparyi." By E. P. "Wright,

M.A., M.n.

Part 5. "On the Periods of the First Class of Hyper-elliptic

Integrals." By William E. Westropp Roberts, m.a.

The following Parts of the Transactions are in the Press, and will

be published immediately :

—

Vol. xxvii.

—

Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Part 4. " Fasciculus of Prints from Photographs of Casts of Ogham
Inscriptions." By Sir S. Ferguson, ll,d.

Part 5. " On Sepulchral Cellse." By Sir S. Ferguson, ll.d.

Yol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 6. "NewEesearchesinSunHeat." ByEev. S.Haughton, f.e.s.

Of the Proceedings, part 4 of vol. iii. (Second Series), containing

Papers on Science, was published in April, 1880 ; part 2 of vol. ii.

(Second Series), containing Papers on Polite Literature and Antiquities,

and part 5 of vol. iii. (Second Series), containing Papers on Science,

were published in December, 1880.

The contributors in the Department of Science are :—Eev. Dr.

Haughton ; Dr. Davy ; Eev. John H. Jellett ; Dr. Ball ; Dr. Tarleton

;

Dr. Macalister ; Professor J. P. O'Eeilly ; Professor J. Emerson

Eeynolds ; Professor W. King ; Eev. J. Pearson ; Mr. G. H. Kinahan
;

Mr. W. H. Baily ; Mr. Philip Burton ; Mr. W. E. Eoberts ; Mr. P.

S. Abraham ; Mr. H. C. Hart ; Mr. E. M. Barrington.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :—Sir

Samuel Ferguson ; Dr. Macalister ; Mr. George Armstrong ; Mr. P.

S. Abraham ; Mr. Thomas Plunkett ; Mr. W. J. Doherty.
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The following Grants in aid of the Preparation of Scientific Eeports

have been sanctioned by the Academy :

—

£15 to Mr. E. Hardman for making Soundings in Lough Gill, with

a view of throwing light on the geological character of the district.

£20 to Messrs. F. P. Balkwill and Jos. "Wright for an Examination

of the Foraminifera of Dublin Bay.

£30 to Mr. G. A. Kinahan in aid of Researches on the Chemical

Impurities of River Waters.

£50 to the Rev. Dr. Haughton to aid in completing his Researches

in Sun Heat.

£10 to Dr. Hayes for Microphotography by Electric Light.

£15 to Mr. Barrington for the Botanical exploration of the islands

of Lough Erne.

£10 to Mr. Stewart to complete the investigation of the Botany of

the mountains of Fermanagh and Cavan.

And the following will be submitted to the Academy this evening

for their sanction :

—

£20 to Mr. H. C. Hart in aid of the exploration of the Botany of

the Killarney mountains.

£25 6s. &d. to Mr. A. G. More and Professor Alfred C. Haddon

for Dredging in Dublin Bay.

After considerable delay the assent of the Court having been

formally signified, the Council have taken the necessary steps to draw

out the annual dividends upon the funds for the purpose of carrying

into effect the objects of the Todd Memorial, so that the Todd Pro

fessor will deliver his lectures during the present year.

As anticipated in the last report, the Booh ofLeinster and the Felire

of Oengxis were published early in the session, and the Book of Bally

-

mote is now in hands. The progress of art has made it possible to

procure a perfectly trustworthy reproduction of this ms. by photo-

lithography, so that in a few years we may hope to see another of our

great manuscripts in the hands of scholars. Sixty-eight pages are

nearly ready, and the work will be proceeded with as rapidly as

possible : as the preparation of the introduction and analysis is going

on pm-i passu, the publication may be expected almost immediately

after the completion of the printing.
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With respect to the Annals of Ulster, the Council regret to have to

state that the expectations expressed in the last Report of a commence-

ment of the printing have not yet been fulfilled.

I^umerous additions have been made within the past year to the

collections in the Museum. They include many objects of considerable

archseological interest—large double-conical beads of fine gold, of un-

doubted antiquity, lately found in the Co. Limerick, similar to those

already in the possession of the Academy ; a unique fibula of silver

;

an amulet, from Timoleague, Co. Cork, of admirable workmanship, in

the form of a caterpillar, studded with numerous coloured stones in

silver settings, known as the " conac," and long traditionally con-

nected in Ireland with the cure of the murrain in cattle ; an ancient

canoe of oak, found in the bed of the river Suck after the recent remark-

able bogslip in Corbally townland ; a knife of flint, with its original

moss hafting, from the river Bann. Amongst the objects recently be-

queathed to the Academy by the late Thomas M. Ray, Esq., of this

city, are several implements of the bronze and stone periods, from

various " finds " in Ireland ; cabinets of coins of various countries
;

medals commemorative of remarkable domestic and foreign events, in

silver, bronze, and other metals, some very curiously enamelled ; and

a singularly fine series of electrotyped medallions of the kings and

emperors of France.

The Library has been repainted throughout ; and the book-cases,

presses, and shelves therein, together with those in the Reading Room

and Moore Library, numbered and lettered.

The following Ordinary Members have been elected since the 16th

March, 1880:—

1. "William A. Mahony, m.d.

2. John Patrick Gannon.

3. Arthur H. Angiin, m.a.

4. Thomas Hughes Corry, m.a.

5. John L. Robinson, c.e.

6. Robert George Watts, m.d.

7. Joseph Fletcher, f.c.s.

8. Francis Davis Ward, j.p.

9. Henry William Mackintosh, m.a.
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"We have lost by death within the year three Honorary Members

—

In the Department of Science :

—

1. Michel Chasles.

2. Carl "Wilhelm Borchardt.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :—

-

1. Thomas Carlyle.

And eight Ordinary Members :

—

1. Robert Cryan, m.d., elected June 8, 1874,

2. James S. Eiffe, f.e.a.s., elected December 11, 1843.

3. Thomas Gallwey, j.p., elected June 11, 1866.

4. Anthony Hanagan, elected April 8, 1867.

5. Alfred Hudson, m.d., elected April 8, 1861.

6. Eev. H. Lloyd, d.d., elected February 27, 1832.

7. Michael H. Stapleton, m.d., elected April 13, 1846.

8. Sir Thomas Tobin, d.l., elected June 14, 1869.

One of these names demands notice here in an especial degree—

•

the name of Humphrey Lloyd, late Provost of Trinity College,

formerly President of the Royal Irish Academy.

Of illustrious lineage in the aristocracy of mind (for the name of

his father, Bartholomew Lloyd, is inscribed on our rolls as that of one

whom the Academy delighted to honour), Humphrey Lloyd has shed

on our body the lustre of more brilliant scientific achievement, and

earned for himself a wider renown.

His father was appointed Provost of Trinity College in the same

year (1831) in which the -late Provost was elected Professor of

Natural Philosophy in the University. Thirty-six years after, in

1867, Humphrey Lloyd was admitted Provost, in which distinguished

oflB.ce he died, after a brief illness, in his eighty-first year, in the

beginning of the present year (January 17, 1881), as universally

regretted as he had been highly esteemed.

His work was nearly coextensive with his oflficial career, for in the

very year of his appointment as Professor, 1831, he published his

Treatise on Light and Vision; and the third edition of his work On the

Wave Theory of Light, together with his Treatise on Magnetism, were

published in 1874. It was, in fact, to the problems of physical

optics and terrestrial magnetism that his studies were specially
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directed; but, in addition, his Papers on Meteorology contributed

largely to the advance of that science, more particularly to the

development of the Law of Storms.

It was by his remarkable investigations in physical optics that

he first fixed the attention of the scientific world. In the Third

Eeport of the British Association (1833) Professor Lloyd furnished

an account of the experiments by which he had established the

existence of conical refraction in biaxial crystals, in conformity

with the theoretical anticipations of Hamilton. It had been known

since the beginning of the last century, that when a pencil of light

is allowed to fall on certain crystals, it is in general divided into

two rays. In Iceland spar—a uniaxial crystal—in which the phe-

nomenon of double refraction is conspicuous, it was found that one of

these rays obeys the ordinary law of refraction, and by a sagacious

conjecture, based upon this fact, Huyghens obtained the law of the

other, or " extraordinary" ray. Huyghens' law was for a long time

supposed to apply to all doubly refracting substances, till Brewster

made known the existence of biaxial crystals, on which light may be

incident in either of two directions Avithout being bifurcated—a phe=

nomenon which showed that Huyghens' law does not prevail in these

crystals. Presnel thereupon investigated the most general laws of

double refraction from the legitimate and perfectly general hypothesis

that the ether within a crystal acts under the same laws as a body

whose elasticity varies in different directions. From this hypothesis

he deduced the equation of the wave-surface, and showed that all the

laws of biaxial crystals, known up to this time from the experiments

of Brewster and Biot—both those laws which regard the direction of

the rays, and those which determine their polarization—were conse-

quences of this theory. He also showed that Huyghens' law and

the other known phenomena of crystals with one optic axis followed

as consequences of the particular case of his hypothesis where the

elasticities are the same in directions parallel to one plane.

The geometrical form of Fresnel's wave-surface—a surface of two

sheets intersecting at four points—was investigated in minute detail

by M'Cullagh and Hamilton. In the course of this inquiry, Hamilton

discovered that at each point of intersection a cone is tangent to the

surface, and that where the outer sheet, after passing the point of

intersection, bends back, it has a tangent plane which touches it
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along a circular line of contact. To each of these geometrical proper-

ties an optical phenomenon should correspond, and it "vras an object

of great scientific interest to ascertain whether these remarkable

deductions from the waye-theory of light Tvould be borne out by-

experiment, especially as the optical phenomena they predicted were

unlike any known up to that time. The phenomena to be sought for

by experiment were—1°. That a ray reaching the crystal in a direc-

tion pointed out by the theory, should be spread out within the

crystal along the edges of a cone [internal conical refraction] ; and,

2°. That a ray traversing the crystal in another indicated direction

should on emergence be expanded into another cone [external conical

refraction]. The difficulty of this investigation lay in the precision

with which the requisite dii'ections should be given to the rays, and

the extreme cai'e with which all other rays, even in closely neigh-

bouring directions, should be excluded. Purther, the limits within

which the experiments could be made were rendered very narrow by the

circumstance that in all known crystals the cone of intersection of the

sheets of the wave-surface is very obtuse, and the circle of contact of the

tangent plane is a circle subtending a very small angle at the centre

of the surface. Professor Lloyd undertook the investigation, and at

length, by great patience and wonderful skill, succeeded in making

both the experiments, using slices of arragonite, a biaxial crystal.

His success in this investigation has furnished us with a verification of

the wave-theory of light, all the more significant as the deduction

was very remote and the phenomena of a wholly novel character

.

The xvii''' volume of the Transactions of the Academy contains a

full account of these researches, which at once lifted Professor Lloyd

into the front rank of scientific experimentalists. In 1834 he fur-

nished a Eeport to the British Association on " The Progress and

Present State of Physical Optics," which is published in the Report

of 1834.

In the field of magnetic research he was equally successful. This

was indeed a heritage from his father, under whose auspices the

Magnetic Observatory in Trinity College was founded. The Observa-

tory was placed under the direction of Professor Lloyd, and was fur-

nished with instruments devised by himself, and constructed by an

eminent member of the Academy, the late Mr. Grubb.

Lloyd soon became recognized as one of the leading authorities
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on this subject, and was associated with Sir J. Herschel and others,

in the Committee appointed by the British Association to nrge on

the Government of the day the importance of establishing magnetic

observatories throughout Great Britain and in India. Their arguments,

backed by the influence of the E,oyal Society, wrought so effectually

on the Government, that the measure was adopted. Such was the

universal confidence in Lloyd's skill and experience, that the pre-

paration of the written instructions for the conduct of the observato-

ries was entrusted to him. How highly the British Association valued

his labours may be inferred from the fact that on their visit to Dublin

in 1857 he was selected by them as their President.

In 1877, the most important of his Papers, together with some

valuable addresses delivered by him on various public occasions, were

reprinted by the late Provost, and given to the world in a collected

form—an example which it is highly desii'able should be extensively

followed. A complete list of his Papers, published in our Transactions,

is here given.*

"An Attempt to facilitate Observations of Terrestrial Magnetism" (1833).

" On a iS'ew Case of Interference of the Rays of Light" (1834).

" On the mutual Action of Permanent Magnets, considered chiefly in reference

to their best relative Position in an Observatory " (1839).

Supplement to a Paper " On the mutual Action of Permanent Magnets, con-

sidered chiefly in reference to their best relative position in an Obser-

vatory " (1841).

" On the Determination of the Intensity of the Earth's Magnetic Force in abso-

lute measure " (1843).

•' Eesults of Observations made at the Magnetical Observatory of Dublin

diuing the years 1840—43" [1st Series—Magnetical DecHnation] (1846).

"On the Mean Results of Observations [Magnetical and Meteorological]"

(1848).

" Notes on the Meteorology of Ireland, deduced from the Observations made in

the year 1851, under the Direction of the Eoyal Irish Academy " (1853).

" On the Detennination of the Intensity of the Earth's Magnetic Force in

absolute measure, by means of the Dip-Cii-cle" (1858).

" On the Light reflected and transmitted by Thin Plates " (1859).

" On Earth-Currents and their Connexion M-ith the Diurnal Changes of the

Horizontal Magnetic Needle" (1861).

" Attempt to deduce the General Laws of the Variations of Temperature at the

Earth's Surface from those of Solar and Terrestrial Radiation " (1878).

* Numerous Papers on the above and kindred subjects are published in the

Proceedings of the Academy.
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These labours were naturally not unregarded by the Academy,

wbo awarded him tbe Cunningham Medal in 1862, having pre^-iously,

in 1846, bestowed upon him the highest honour in their power by

electing him their President.

In 1874 there was conferred on him by the Emperor of Germany

the order "Pour le Merite." IS"© more significant proof could be

given that the respect in which he was held in his own country was

no mere local partiality, but was due to the intrinsic worth of the man.

But high as he thus stood in men's estimation for his scientific

merits, he stood, if possible, yet higher in their thoughts as a man

deserving implicit trust. Till the close of his life his advice was

eagerly sought, for his counsel was as sagacious as his sympathies were

large ; and his decisions, calmly and quietly given, were accompanied

by a charm of earnestness and self-abnegation that compelled the

esteem and affection of all men, even of those who differed from him

in opinion. To this charm of manner and singleness of purpose was

added a singular receptivity of new thought; never warped by old

methods, nor trammelled by routine, he was equally ready to assimi-

late new truths, and to lend encouragement to every honest worker.

With him success was no measure of effort, and his praise was as un-

grudging as it was sincere. Judging others by his own earnestness

and candour, he was repaid by the profound respect of all with whom
he had to deal. To no man did fame ever come more unsought, and

no man was ever less spoiled by fame. Earely has such a warm sym-

pathy been felt so continuously : the honours that his labours and

character could not fail to secure him after death seem to have

attended him throughout his whole life :

quod dedistis

viventi decus atque sentienti

ran post cineres habent.

The Report of the Council was adopted.

The following Grants were approved of by the Academy :

—

£25 6«. &d. to Mr. A. G. More and Professor Haddon for Dredging

in Dublin Bay.

£20 to Mr. H. C. Hart in aid of the Exploration of the Botany of

the Killarney mountains.
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The Secretary announced the reception of the specimens bequeathed

to the Academy by the late Mr, Thomas Matthew Eay, and moved :

—

" That the Academy hereby records its high appreciation of the

liberal and patriotic spirit which moved the late Mr. Thomas Matthew

Ray to leave his valuable collection of objects of national and general

interest to the Hoyal Irish Academy. Also that the Academy tenders

its best thanks to Miss Mary E,ay and Mr. Thomas M. Eay, the exe-

cutors and children of the testator, for the promptitude and accord

with which they carried out his intentions towards the Academy."

The Eev. M. H. Close seconded the Eesolution, which was carried.

The Ballot being closed, on the Scrutineers' report the Vice-Presi-

dent declared the following duly elected :

—

Peesidext.

SiE EoBEET Kane, ll.d., p.e.s,, &c.

Council.

Committee of Science.

Eev. J. H. Jellett, d.d., Provost, t.c.d.

Alexander Carte, m.d., e.l.s.

Eobert S. Ball, ll.d., f.e.s.

Eev. S. Haughton, M.n., s.f.t.c.d., f.e.s.

E. W. Davy, m.a., m.d.

J. P. O'Eeilly, c.e.

George F. Pitzgerald, m.a., f.t.c.d.

Alexander Macalister, m.d.

John Casey, ll.d., f.e.s.

F. A. Tarleton, m.a., e.t.c.d.

Greorge Sigerson, m.d.

Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities {and Museum).

A. Gr. Eichey, ll.d., q.c.

Yery Eev. W. Eeeves, d.d.

Eobert Atkinson, ll.d.

Lord Talbot de Malahide, f.e.s.

Sii' Samuel Ferguson, ll.d., q.c.

John T. Gilbert, f.s.a.

Eev. M. H. Close, m.a.
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Jolin R. Garstin, m.a., ll.d.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d., f.t.c.d.

William Frazer, f.e.c.s.i.

The President, Sir Robert Kane, nominated the following under

his hand and seal as Yice-Presidents for the year :

—

Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.r.s., s.f.t.c.d.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d.

John Casey, ll.d., f.k.s.

Sir Samuel Ferguson, ll.d.

The Ballot was opened for the Office-bearers. Messrs. Porte and

Archer were appointed Scrutineers. On the close of the Ballot the

Chairman announced that the following were elected :

—

Treasukek.—Rev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

Seceetaet.—Alexander Macalister, h.d.

Sechetaey of the Councll.—Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceexaey op Foeeigx Coeees?ondence.—Joseph P. O'Reilly, o.e.

LiBEAELiif.—John T. Gilbert, f.s.a.

Cleek of the Academy.—Alfred Edgar, b.a.

The Academy then adjourned.

R. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1880-81. [18]
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APPEIs^DIX A.

CUNNEfGHAil FtIND, ROTAl IeISH AcADESIT.

Order of the Master of the Rolls, dated December 18, 1878.

Scheme for the Eegulation and Management of the Bequest of

£1000. made by the Will of Timothy Cunningham, formerly of

Gray's Inn in the county of Middlesex, dated 10th June, 1789,

to the Eoyal Irish Academy, for the puipose of being disposed of

in such Premiums as the said Academy should think proper, for the

Improvement of I^atural Knowledge and other objects of their Insti-

tution, and of the Stocks and Funds now representing such Bequest.

1st. The said Bequest, with the interest and dividends which

have from time to time been added thereto, amounting to the sum

of £2618 95. 5c?., Government N'ew Three per cent. Stocks, now
standing in the Books of the Governor and Company of the Bank

of Ireland, in the name of the Boyal Irish Academy, after payment

thereout of the costs of the proceedings in this matter and order

herein, shall henceforward constitute and be called "The Cun-

ningham Bequest Fund."

The Annual Income of said Fund shall be applied as follows:

—

1st. In Premiums of an honorary character, such as Medals and

other marks of distinction of a like nature, to be awarded from time

to time by the Council for the time being of the Eoyal Irish Aca-

demy to persons rendering (in the opinion of the said Council) emi-

nent services in the improvement of knowledge in Science, Polite

Literature, or Antiquities.

2nd, In pecuniary Premiums to be awarded from time to time

by the said Council to the authors of the best Essays (by the said

Council considered worthy of such Premiums) upon subjects con-

nected with Science, Polite Literature, or Antiquities; such sub-

jects to be proposed by the said Council when, and in such manner

as, thev shall think fit.
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3rd. In the publication, under the title of •• Cunningham Prize

Memoirs," of such Papers in Science, Polite Literature, or Anti-

quities, communicated to the Academy, as in the opinion of the

said Council may possess eminent merit.

4th. If, after providing for the several purposes aforesaid, any

balance of the said Annual Income shall remain undisposed of, the

same shall be applied for the purpose of increasing future pecuniary

Premiums to be awarded under Clause 2, as the said Council shall

think most expedient.

APPENDIX B.

RoYAi Ikish Academy's Todd Peofessoeship op the Celtic Languages.

Scheme for the Regulation of the alove-named Professorship, as approved

and adopted hj the Vice- Chancellor'' s Order, August 2, 1880.

1. The Fund from time to time representing the " Todd Memorial

Fund " shall be held by the Royal Irish Academy, subject to the trusts

of this scheme.

2. The Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy shall be at liberty to

elect a Professor, to be called " The Academy's Todd Professor of the

Celtic Languages," hereinafter called the Todd Professor.

3. Such Todd Professor shall be appointed triennially.

4. The outgoing Professor shall be re-eligible.

5. The duties of the Professor shall consist in delivering before the

Academy a series or course of lectures annually during the session

;

such series or course to consist of such number of lectures, not being

less than four in each session, as the Council of the Royal Irish Aca-

demy shall from to time appoint.

6. The subject of such annual series or course of lectures shall be

the Celtic Languages.
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7. The Royal Iiish Academy may from time to time make sucli by-

laws and regulations (not inconsistent with the provisions hereinbefore

or hereinafter contained) for regnlating the mode of election of the

Todd Professor, the subjects of the lectures to be comprised in each

course, the time and place of delivery of all such lectures, the publi-

cation of any such lecture, the preservation of the manuscript or the

materials used in the preparation of any such lectures, or generally in

relation to the functions and duties of the Todd Professor, as to the

Eoyal Irish Academy shall seem expedient.

8. The stipend of the Todd Professor shall be £40 per annum, or

such greater sum as the Royal Irish Academy shall from time to time

appoint.

9. The income of the " Todd Memorial Fvmd," so far as the same

shall extend, shall be applied in payment of the said annual stipend.
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it

Monday Evening, April 11, 1881.

Snt RoBEET Kane, ll.d., f.e.s., President, in the Chair.

Dr. Prazer read a Paper " On some Irish Brooches."

A letter from the Secretary was read, enclosing one from Dr. Allan,

relative to a race of men in "West Africa with horns on the malar bones.

A photograph was forwarded with the letter, and submitted to the

Academy.

Dr. Ball read a Paper "On a plane representation of certain

Problems in the Dynamics of a Eigid Body."

Dr. Knott read a Paper " On some Muscular Anomalies in Human
Anatomy."

The following Donations were made to the Academy :

—

One silver coin of Edward lY.

Three silver coins of Henry VII., found in Ballyara Castle, near

Tobercurry, belonging to the O'Haras. Presented by R. H. Jephson,

M.E.I. A.

One socketed bronze celt, found at Cloghogue, Co. Armagh, in a

bog, twelve feet below the surface. Presented by Mr. Alexander

Donaldson, of Cloghogue.

The thanks of the Academy were voted to the Donors.

The Secretary then read the list of donations of Books.

The thanks of the Academy were voted to the Donors.

Francis John Boxwell Quinlan, m.d., was elected a Member of the

Academy.

Monday Evening, Apeil 25, 1881.

SiE Robeet Kane, ll.d,, p.e.s., President, in the Chair.

Dr. Quinlan, having signed the Roll, was admitted a Member of

the Academy.

The Rev. Dr. Haughton read a Paper entitled " New Researches

on Sun Heat. Part II. : On the Influence of the Gulf Stream and of

K. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1880-81. 1X91
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other Ocean Currents upon Climate, and on the probable effect of such

currents in former times upon Geological Climates."

The Secretary read the list of Donations to the Library of the

Academy. The thanks of the Academy were accorded to the respec-

tive Donors.

The Secretary laid on the table the Treasurer's Estimate of the

Expenditure and Income of the Academy for the ensuing year.

Monday Evening, Mat 9, 1881.

SiK EoBERT Kane, ll.d., f.k.s.. President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read for Mr. Hodges the first part of a Report " On

the Action of Various Bleaching Agents, being an Investigation of the

Character and Chemical Constitution of the Fibre of the Flax Plant."

The President made a statement in reference to the Gold Medal

which the Academy had awarded to Mr. Howard Grubb, mentioning

that as Mr. Grubb was detained in Paris, and was unable to be

present, the presentation of the Medal would be postponed until he

returned.

The Secretary read for Mr. Gerrard A. Kinahan a " Report on the

Clearing of Peaty Water."

Dr. Ball read a Paper on " nomographic Screw-systems."

The Secretary read the list of Donations. The thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

Rev. D. D. Jeremy, m.a., and J. D. Hillis, m.d., f.e.c.s.i., were

elected Members of the Academy.

Monday Evening, May 23, 1881.

Sir Samuel Eeegitson, ll.d., v. p., in the Chair.

The Rev. D. D. Jeremy, m.a., having signed the Roll, was admit-

ted a Member of the Academy.
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Dr. Ball read a Paper '' On the Extension of the Theory of Screws

to the Dynamics of any Material System."

Dr. Macalister read a Paper " On a Funereal Inscription of Ara,

an Egyptian Official of about the XIX. Dynasty."

Dr. Frazer read a Paper " On Babylonian and Himyaritic Seals."

Mr. Hardman exhibited some human bones from a raised beach at

Drumcliff, Co. Sligo.

The Chairman made a communication from the Council in reference

to the Todd Professorship, and laid the following before the Aca-

demy :

—

" That inasmuch as the Resolution of the 30th November, 1880,

referring to an item of the Scheme for the Todd Professorship in the

Celtic Language, was founded on a misconception of the terms of the

Scheme, arising from the fact that an erroneous copy had been fur-

nished to the Council by the Academy's Solicitors, it be recommended

to the Academy that the Resolution be rescinded and the Minutes

amended accordingly."

The Chairman put the question, and the Academy adopted the

recommendation of the Council.

On the motion of the Secretary, the following Resolution was

adopted :

—

"The Academy, taking notice that a wooden building has been

erected in the Mayoralty garden in contact with the south side wall of

the Libraiy and under its windows, direct that the attention of the

Commissioners of "Works be called to the fact, with a view to the

Commissioners adopting such means as they may deem proper for the

safety of the Academy's premises."

The Secretary announced that the Treasurer's Annual Statement

of Accounts was laid on the table.

The Secretary also stated that at the Meeting of Council, 16th

May, 1881, it was resolved to recommend the Academy to grant the

sum of £20 to Dr. Davy in aid of Researches on the Organic Nitro-

prussides. The recommendation of the Council was confirmed.

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

19 «
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Mo^^)AY EvENiKG, JxrsE 13j 1881.

Sm EoBEET Kaije, li.d., F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Mr. "Wm. J. Eiiowles, by permission of the Academy, read a Paper

" On a Find of Plint Implements, &c., at Dundmm, Co. Down."

Mr. L. E. Dreyer read a Paper " On the Astronomical Instmments

in the Old Observatory at Pekin."

Dr. Macalister exhibited a Photograph of the Great Tablet of the

Kings of Egypt, found in a passage in the temple at Harabat el Mad-

founieh, Abydos, by M. Diimichen, of which he published an account

in the "Zeitschrift fiir Aegyptische Sprache," October, 1864. In this

table Sell the Eirst and his son, Eamses, are represented as doing

homage and saying a Suten ta hetep to the spirits of seventy-six of

their predecessors. The great interest of the Tablet is that the list of

names seems in exact chronological order.

Mr. D. <r. Ereeman was elected a Member of the Academy.

The Secretary laid on the table part 4 of vol. xxvii. of the Transac-

tions of the Academy, being Sir Samuel Ferguson's Fasciculus of

Prints from Photographs of Casts of Ogham Inscriptions.

The Secretary read the list of Donations to the Academy, and the

thanks of the Academy were given to the respective Donors.

The Secretary announced that, in accordance with the bye-laws,

there was now laid on the table a list of Members whose subscription

for the year ending 16th March, 1881, have not yet been paid.

Mo2n)AY Evening, Jri^E 27, 1881.

SiK RoBEET Kai^, ii.D., F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read for Mr. Hardman a Eeport " On the Soundings

of Lough GiU, Co. Sligo."

Dr. Davy read for himself and Dr. Cameron a joint Eeport " On
Some New Compounds of Selenium."
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The Secretary read a Report from Mr. B. C. "Windle " On the

Embryology of the Mammalian Muscular System."

The President, in proceeding to confer on Mr. Howard Grubb the

Cunningham Gold Medal, said :

—

"It is now my duty, in compliance with the Eesolution of the

Council of the Academy, to confer on Mr. Howard Grubb a Cunning-

ham Medal in recognition of the services which he has rendered to

Astronomical Science by his improvements in the construction of

telescopes.

" The Members of the Academy generally will be aware that there

has grown up in this city of late years an establishment eminently dis-

tinguished in the world of Physical and Astronomical Science for the

constniction of instruments of research of the highest order of merit,

and especially for the making of telescopes of great power and of the

most perfect workmanship. For the origin of this creditable result,

we are indebted to the scientific ability and practical skill of Mr.

Thomas Grubb, late a Member of this Academy, whose loss we have

had within the last few years to regret. Some of our senior Members

may still recollect the great improvements introduced by Mr. Grubb,

when Engineer to the Bank of Ireland, in the printing and numberings

of the notes. The extraordinary skill there shown attracted the atten-

tion of the Rev. Dr. Robinson, and led to the intimate association of

Mr. Grubb with our illustrious colleague, whom we are all proud to still

number among our Members.

" I am happy to be able to furnish the Academy with some brief

notices of Mr. Grubb's early achievements in telescopic construction,

for which I am indebted to the kindness of Dr. Robinson, who himself

took so great a part in developing and directing Mr. Grubb's mechani-

cal genius.

"The Armagh Observatory possessed at that time a 10-feet New-

tonian telescope, made by Sir "William Herschel, of which the great

speculum was much tarnished. Dr. Robinson wished to have it re-

poHshed, and consulted Mr. Grubb, who had been experimenting on

small specula. Mr. Grubb proposed, instead of re-polishing it, to

supply a new speculum, which was ventured on, and he produced a

speculum of such excellence that it at once established his character as
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an optician ; and this he did at a price one-fifth the amount which had

heen demanded by a London optician for a similar speculum.

"After this great success, he made many telescopes of from six to

fifteen inches aperture, all of which were of high excellence. One

important element in those telescopes is the plan of supporting the

great specula by a system of equilibrated levers so arranged as to pre-

\'ent any chance of flexure in the surface, and polishing them when so

supported. This plan of support, it may be mentioned, he had deyised

many years before for a different purpose, and it was adopted by the

late Lord Rosse in the construction of his gigantic instruments.

"Another very remarkable triumph of Mr. Grubb's mechanical

skill was the mounting on an equatorial stand the great 13|-inch re-

fractor of the Markree Observatory. Some years before, Troughton

had entirely failed in so mounting a 12-inch refractor for Sir James

South, and Mr. Cooper was naturally doubtful of the possibility of

Grubb's success, but at the instance of Dr. Robinson he allowed the

trial to be made.

"It was, however, thought prudent to experiment first on a

smaller scale, and Dr. Robinson had Mr. Grubb to mount equatorially

the 10-inch Newtonian at the Armagh Observatory (already referred

to) on this plan. The trial was completely successful, and gave an

opportunity of experimenting on various forms of driving clocks, which

resulted in that conical pendulum which bears Grubb's name, and

which, as perfected by Mr. Howard Grubb's mode of electrical con-

trol, is equal to the highest requirements of spectroscopic Astronomy.

Mr. Cooper's great instrument was then at once constructed as Mr.

Grubb proposed, and the Markree Catalogue of 14,000 stars is a true

witness to its excellence. By a curious chance, Mr. Grubb was after-

wards employed to mount the very instrument with which Troughton

broke down, and which Sii- James South presented to the Observatory

of Trinity College at Dunsink. How well he has succeeded is shown

by the valuable work which Dr. Robert Ball and Dr. Briinnow have

done with it, and which has been from time to time submitted to this

Academy.

" The establishment founded by Mr. Grubb in this city became,

under his direction, an important source of supply of astronomical and

other scientific instruments of precision, and when the University of

Melbourne decided on the erection in the Observatory of that city of a
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telescope of extraordinary power, and they consulted the Eoyal Society

of London as to the most suitable kind of instrument, and the hest mode

of obtaining it, a committee of that Body recommended that the tele-

scope should be a Cassegrain reflector ; and the construction of it was

entrusted to Mr. Thomas Grubb, with whom was associated in that

great work his son Mr. Howard Grubb, whose distinguished merit in

continuing and developing the career which his father had so well

commenced, the Academy proceeds this evening to recognise.

" It would be out of place were I to enter into any detailed parti-

culars as to the construction and performance of the great Melbourne

telescope. Those who may be specially interested in such will find

full information in the Memoir by the Rev. Romney Eobinson and

Mr. Thomas Grubb in i\LQ Philosophical Transactions ioy: 1869. It will

suffice for me to say that its performance has fully realised all antici-

pations, and it is generally recognised as a distinguished triumph of

mechanical and optical construction applied to the advancement of

exact science.

"As I have already said, this Academy had to deplore some years

since the loss of Mr. Thomas Grubb ; but his place in the history of

mechanical science has been well supplied, and I shall proceed to no-

tice briefly some of the works on which Mr. Howard Grubb has been

since that time engaged.

"The relative merits of reflecting and refracting telescopes have

been frequently disputed and critically discussed, and we may fairly

consider such to be still an open question which may be determined

variously, according to the different dimensions of the instruments and

the objects for which they are more specially designed.

" The subject has been treated of by Mr. Grubb in a valuable

Memoir on the great telescopes of the future, and there is probably no

person better qualified by varied experience in the construction and

use of such instruments to form a trustworthy opinion.

"Having, in conjunction with his father, brought to successful

completion the great Melbourne reflector, Mr, Howard Grubb has

since that time constructed the 8-inch refractor now in the Observa-

tory of Queen's College, Cork, and which, in the hands of my eminent

friend Professor England, may be expected to yield important contri-

butions to Science.
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"This beautiful instrument, which excited the admiration of

foreign astronomers at the Paris Exhibition in 1876, prepared the way
for Mr. Howard Grubb being entrusted with the greatest work of the

present day in the department of telescope construction, the 27-inch

refractor to be erected in the new Observatory at Yienna, and which

important work Mr. Grubb has lately brought to completion.

" I must refer for the detailed account of this great instrument to

the full description of it which has been published in the scientific

journals, the Engineer and Nature. It could only serve to embarrass

the Academy were I to enter upon a description of the numerous

original and ingenious contrivances by which the various complicated

adjustments of all parts of that great mechanism have been rendered

the most complete and perfect of any as yet devised. A Commission of

eminent astronomers, appointed by the Austrian Government, and of

which our colleague Dr. Eobert Ball is a member, have examined its

construction and performance ; and although impeded in their observa-

tions by our variable climate and by what Humboldt called ' Der

ewige I^ebelschleier Irlands,' have reported their complete satisfac-

tion with its results.

" Of this triumph of mechanical and optical ability, all who are

interested in the scientific and industrial character of our country may

well be proud. It might be legitimately excused in Mr. Grubb if,

when the products of his workshops, diffused through both hemi-

spheres, constituting in each objects of the highest scientific interest and

practical utility, he might be led to assume the proud, but well-earned

motto of a society of which he is a distinguished member, Nostri plena

laboris ; but I would venture to remind him that in the advancement

of Science, applied as well as abstract, every step that is gained leads

but to the perception of a still higher ideal, to be sought after and ob-

tained only by patient and untiring exertion. I feel assured that in

the spirit of a sincere cultivator of Science, by which he is animated,

he will rather aspire to follow the humble but hopeful device of this

Academy—'"We will endeavour.'"

Mr. Grubb, in receiving the Medal, thanked the Academy for the

honour they had conferred upon him.

The Eev. Francis Le Poer M'Clintock, m.a. (Cantab.), The Parson-

age, Castlebellingham, was elected a Member of the Academy.
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Dr. Macalister exhibited four different Shab-ti figures, showing

the commonest types of inscriptions in these funereal statuettes.

The Secretary read the list of Donations to the Library, and the

thanks of the Academy were voted to the respective Donors.

The Secretary read the list of Donations to the Museum, and in

connexion therewith read the following letter from Mr. Plunkett :

—

" Enniskillen,

''.hme22, 1881.

"SiK,

" In my Paper published in the Proceedings of the Eoyal Irish

Academy (vol. ii., ser. ii.), on the ancient huts found about 21 feet

underneath the surface of the peat in the coal-bog near Boho, Co.

Fermanagh, I stated that * the cuts on all the posts and stakes found

were more or less concave, and, I am of opinion, were formed by a

stone axe.' At the time I was exploring the huts, I did not find any

stone celts in connexion with them, but during the present month,

while a floor of peat was being cut, close to the site on which the huts

stood, the handle of a stone axe was found, which strongly supports

the opinion I quote above. I have pleasure in presenting the handle

to the Academy. I have forwarded it to-day in a small box, and

hope it will arrive before the next Meeting.

'
' I am. Sir,

'^ Yours, &c.,

" Thomas Plunkett.

"To THE SeCEETAEY,
'

' PtOTAL Ieish Academy,

"Dublin."

E. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1880-81. L^^J
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Monday Evening, JSTovembee 14, 1881.

Sir Eobeet Kane, ll.d., f.e.s., President, in the Chair.

The Secretary presented for Dr. Ball and read the abstract of his

Paper " On Eesearches on the Dynamics of a Rigid System moving

in IS'on-EucIidian Space, Part I."

This Memoir contains the fundamental steps necessary for translat-

ing the Theory of Screws from the ordinary space into the Non-

Euclidian Space of Cayley and Clifford.

Professor O'Reilly read a Paper '^ On a Relation to be established

between Coast-line Directions, represented by Great Circles on the

Globe, and certain localities in Europe marked by frequency of Earth-

quakes."

The Secretary read for Mr. Westropp Roberts a Paper '^ On a

Geometrical Representation of two Binary Cubics and their Associate

Forms."

The Rev. Dr. Haughton read a Paper " On the Effect of the Lunar

and Solar Tides in lengthening the Sidereal Day."

Dr. Macalister exhibited one of the funereal vases which originally

contained some of the viscera of the Princess Ha nefer, of the XX.
Dynasty. This jar was under the protection of the ape-headed Genius

of the Amenti, to whom it is inscribed.

Dr. Erazer exhibited a Shabti figure, the loan of which he had

obtained from Mr. Richard Gray, County Surveyor. Dr. Macalister

explained that it was the Shabti of Her-enuatas, son of Tashatat,

probably of the date of the XXYI. Dynasty, about b.c. 600.

Dr. Erazer exhibited a Bronze Bracelet found some years since in

the West of Ireland.

Dr. Tichborne was elected a Member of Council in place of the

late Alexander Carte, m.i)., e.l.s.

The Secretary laid on the table part vi. of the 28th vol. of the

Transactions of the Academy—" New Researches on Sun-heat and
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Terrestrial Radiation, and on Geological Climates." By the Rev.

Samuel Haughton, m.d., Dubl. ; d.c.l., Oxon. ; li.d., Cantab. (Parts

I. and II.)

The Secretary read the list of Donations to the Library, and the

thanks of the Academy were accorded to the Donors.

"Wednesday Evening, Novembee 30, 1881.

(St. Andrew's Day.—Stated Meeting.)

SrR Robert Kane, ll.d., e.e.s., in the Chair.

The Very Rev. the Dean of Armagh read for the Rev. Thomas

Olden, M.R.i.A., a Paper " On Some Ancient Remains at Kilmaclenine,

in the County of Cork."

The Secretary of Council read the regulations proposed by the

Council for the Todd Professorship.

The consideration of the regulations was postponed until the next

Meeting of the Academy.

R. I. A. MIXUTES, SESSIOX 1880-81. ESll
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RECEIPTS. For Special
Purposes.

For General
Purposes.

lulmtt horn last Tear,

From PARLIAMENTARY GR.iNTS :—

TTnappropriated

:

—" Old Grant," . . . .

Appropriated

:

—
Preparation of Scientific Reports, . . .

Library,

Researches ia connexion -natt Celtic MSS.,
Publication of ditto,

Museum,
Purchase of Treasure Trove,
IHusti-ation and Printuig of '

' Transactions
'

'

and " Proceedings," ; .

Opening the Academy in the evening, . .

TRINITY COLLEGE, balance of Contri-
bution towards reproduction of MS.
known as " Book of Leinster," making
£661 10s. Od

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Composition {invested as
opposite),

PUBLICATIONS SOLD :—

Transactions,

Proceedings,

Leabhar Breac,

Book of Leinster,

IMuseum Catalogxie {invested as op>posite),

INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningham Bequest—New 3 per cent.

Stock {see opposite),

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock
{see opposite),

„ TEA FUND Subscriptions,

£ s. d.

200
200
200
200
200
100

200
200

161 10

„ IRISH MANUSCRIPTS, returned by A.
Thom & Co., being excess of amount
paid them on account over cost of Print- I

ing Calendar of Oengus 1 19 4

„ MEMBERS' PAYIMENTS :—

52 10

1 9 10

75 13 4

5 6

6

£ s. d.

7 12 10

500

47 5

346 10

22 15 11

7 12 6

6 9

120 15

81 9 8

|£1821 13 3 1140 9 11 I 2962

I certify that the above account is con-ect, according to the best of my
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PAYMENTS.

'OR SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY PUR-
POSES :—

Polite Literature and Antiquity Objects, .

Scientific Reports, ........
Library, •

Irish Scribe, &c., •

„ (including Litbographing

of Book of Ballymote), ......
Museum,
Treasure Trove . .

Transactions and Proceedings, . . . .

Opening tbe Academy in the evening, . .

Cunningham Prize Memoir, . .

Todd Professorship, Advertizing,

ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES :

Salaries, . .
_

.
_

Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Repairs,

Fuel,

Insurance, Taxes, and Law, ....
Stationery,

Printing (Miscellaneous),

Postage, ^
•

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies,

„ INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL):—

Ife Membership
Compositions, .

Stock
Bought.

useum Catalogue, 2

Description.

Consol. Stock,

Bk. of Ir. Stock,

Total
Stock.

„ TEA FUND Expenditure,

From Funds
appropriated
for Special
Purposes.

£ s. d.

200
200
200

380 14 1

200
100

200
200

3 9 6

52 10

6 15 10

6

£1749 9 5

§ulmi:t to Credit of the Academy, 72 3 10

£1821 13 3

From Funds
available

for General
Purposes.

£ s. d.

67 4
*9

10 16 7

184 11 1

4 1

Total of
each Class.

£ s. d.

10 6

1950 17

359 2 1

256 2

20 9 6

42 16 3

9 14 2

6 17 6

56 10 11

15

36 10 9 803 3 2

59 5 10

16 6

1080 2 7 2829 12

60 7 4
1

132 11 2

1140 9 11 2962 3 2

;dge and belief.—Maxwell H. Close, Treasurer, JR. T.A.

l_For Auditors' s Meport see next page.
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AUDITORS' REPORT.

We have examined the above General Abstract, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be correct, leaving a

Balance of One Hundred and Thirty-two Pounds Eleven Shillings and Two Pence

to the credit of the Academy ; the amount certified by the Accountant-General as

standing to the credit of the Academy's account in the Bank of Ireland on the 31st

of March, 1881, being £314 19s. 6^., cheques amounting to £178 4s. 4rf.j having

remained unpresented ; and two Subscriptions, amounting to £4 4.?, Oi^., having

been placed to the Academy's credit in March, 1881.

The Treasurer has also exhibited to us like Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day were £2t581 6s. Qd., New Three per cents.;

£2838 bs. 2,d., Consols; and £50 5s. \\d., Bank of Ireland Stock.

^_. ^^ ,
WILLIAM FRAZER, ^

(^^S"^^')'
1 JOHN CASEY, r"'"^'"'**'

ZrdofMay, 1881.
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Monday Evening, Decembee 12, 1881.

Sm Samitel Peeguson, a.c, ll.b., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Donations were announced, and the thanks of the Academy voted

to the Donors.

The Secretary of Council read the proposed regulations for the

Academy's Todd Professorship of the Celtic languages, and explained at

length the principle on v^hich the Council had acted in drawing up

the proposed regulations.

The regulations were unanimously adopted.

The Secretary laid on the table part 7 of vol. xxviii. of the TranS'

actions of the Academy—"Extension of the Theory of Screws to the

Dynamics of any Material System." By E. S. Ball, ll.d., e.e.s.

Monday Evening, Januaey 23, 1882.

SiE EoBEET Kane, ll.d., e.e.s., President, in the Chair.

Mr. T. ^N". Deane read a Paper " On the Remains of Quin Abbey,

Co. Clare."

By permission of the Academy Mr. Davison read a Paper " On the

Alterations in Structure in Bones consequent on Fracture."

Dr. Prazer exhibited a wax model made by Mossop of Lord Charle-

mont ; also two letters bearing on the early history of the Academy.

The following Grants, recommended by Council, were confirmed :

—

£15 to T. H. Corry, m.a., for a Botanical Survey of Ben Bulben.

£20 to John L. E. Dreyer, p.e.a.s., for Calculations to determine

the exact value of the Constant of Precession.

£30 to Eev. "W". Green, towards exploring the New Zealand

Glaciers.

£25 to W. P. De V. Kane, m.a., and E. Sinclair, for examining

the Entomological Fauna of the wooded districts of Ulster.

The Secretary read the list of donations to the Academy.

The thanks of the Academy were voted to the Donors.

R. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1880-81. t^^J
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Monday Evening, Febeitaet 13, 1882.

Sir Eobeet Kane, ll.d., e.e.s., President, in the Chair.

Dr. Frazer read a Paper "On some Discoyeries made during the

Excavations of the Ailesbury-road Mound."

Sir Samuel Ferguson, ll.d,, read a Paper on '* The Legend of the

Death of Dathi."

The following vs^ere elected Members of the Academy :—Mr. C.

MacCarthy Collins ; Kev. Michael Comerford; Mr. W. Sidney Cox, c.e.
;

and Mr. Alexander M 'Henry.

The following Grants, recommended by Council, were confirmed:

—

£20 to Professor Mackintosh, to aid in exploring the Zoophytes of

the Irish Coast.

£15 to A. Gr. More, to aid in exploring the Botany of St. Kilda.

The Secretary announced the donations to the Academy, and a vote

of thanks was passed to the respective Donors.

Mr. Eobert Macalister, ll.b., was declared elected Clerk of the

Academy.

Monday Evening, Febeitaey 27, 1882.

SiE RoBEET Kane, ll.d., e.e.s.. President, in the Chair.

Mr. Alexander M'Henry signed the Roll, and was admitted a

Member of the Academy.

The Rev. Dr. Haughton, f.e.s., read his Paper on " Atriptothalassic

Curves and Surfaces."

Dr. Tarletou, e.t.c.d., read a Paper " On some Deductions from

Professor M'CuUagh's Lectures on Rotation, and a slight Error which

appears to exist in them."
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The Secretary laid on the table the foUoTving Eeports :

—

Professor A. H. Church, m.a. (Oxon.)— '' On the !N'atiye Phosphates

of Aluminium."

Messrs. Joseph "Wright and J. P. Balkwill—" On the recent Fora-

minifera of Dublin and Wicklow."

Mr. S. A. Stewart—" On the Botany of Permanagh,"

The Secretary read, for Lord Talbot de Malahide, a I^ote "On an

Inscription at Algiers."

The Secretary read the list of donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

Thuksday Etening, Maech 16, 1882 (Eve of St. Patrick's Day).

(Stated Meeting.)

Sm EoBEET KjlNe, ll.d., F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Mr. Francis Davis "Ward signed the Eoll, and was admitted a

Member of the Academy.

The President stated that at this Meeting the period of five years

of his Presidency had expired, and that the time had come for the

choosing of a new President.

Eev. Dr. Haughton proposed, and Mr. Justice O'Hagan seconded :

—

"That Sir Samuel Eerguson be nomiaated to the Presidential

Chair."

The President declared the Ballot open, and nominated Dr. Frazer

and Mr. Porte Scrutineers of the Ballot for President and Council,

and Professor O'Eeilly and Eev. Mr. Eeynell Scrutineers of the Ballot

for Honorary Members.

The Secretary of Council read the Eeport for the past year, which

was adopted.

22 u
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Repoet or THE Couis^ciL roE THE Teae 1881-1882,

Since the date of the last Eeport of the Council the following

Parts of the Transactions have been published :

—

Vol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 6. '* Xew Eesearches on Sun-heat and Terrestrial Eadiation,

and on Greological Climates." By Eev. Dr. Haughton, f.e.s.

Part 7. "Extension of the Theory of Screws to the Dynamics of

any Material System." By Eobert S. Ball, ll.d., f.e.s.

Yol. xxvii.

—

Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Part 4. " Fasciculus of Prints from Photographs of Casts of Ogham
Inscriptions." By Sir Samuel Ferguson, ll.d.

The following Parts of the Transactions are in the Press and will

be published immediately :

—

Yol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 8. " On some hitherto undescribed Compounds of Selenium."

By Charles A. Cameron, m.d., and Edmund W. Davy, m.d.

Part 9. "On the Dynamics of a Eigid System jStloving in JN'on-Eu-

clidian Space." By Eobert S. Ball, ll.d., f.e.s.

Of the Proceedings, part 6 of vol. iii. (Second Series), containing

Papers on Science, was published in April, 1881
;

part 3 of vol. ii.

(Second Series), containing Papers on Polite Literature and Antiqui-

ties, and part 7 of vol. iii. (Second Series), containing Papers on

Science, were published in December, 1881.

The contributors in the Department of Science are :—Dr. Ball

;

Drs. Davy and Cameron ; Dr. Tarleton ; Dr. Haughton ; Dr. Davison
;

Professor O'Eeilly ; Professor Church; Mr. J. F. Knott; Mr. F.

Hodges ; Mr. G-. A. Kinahan ; Mr. E. T. Hardman ; Mr. B. C. Windle
;

Mr. W. E. Eoberts ; Messrs. J. Wright and F. P. BalkwiU ; Mr. S. A.

Stewart.

In the Department of Polite Literatui'e and Antiquities :—Lord

Talbot de Malahide ; Dr. Frazer ; Dr. Macalister ; Sir Samuel Fer-

guson ; Mr. T, IS^. Deane ; Mr. E. T. Hardman ; Mr. "VY. J. Knowles

;

Eev. T. Olden.
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The following Grants in aid of the Preparation of Scientific Eeports

have been sanctioned by the Academy :

—

£20 to Dr. Davy for further Researches on the Organic JSTitro-

prussides.

£15 to Mr. T. H. Corry for an Examination of the Botany of Ben

Bulben.

£20 to Mr. J. L. E. Dreyer for Calculations to determine the

exact Value of the Constant of Precession

.

£30 to the Rev. "W. Green towards Exploring the New Zealand

Glaciers.

£25 to Mr. "W. F. De Vismes Kane for an Examination of the

Entomological Eauna of the wooded districts of Ulster.

And the following will be submitted to the Academy this evening

for their sanction :

—

£25 to Mr. H. C. Hart for a Botanical Exploration of the Moun-

tain Ranges of Ireland.

£15 to Mr. R. M. Barrington to complete his Botanical Exploration

of the Shores and Islands of Lough Erne.

£15 to Mr, S. A. Stewart for a Botanical Exploration of Rathlin.

£17 10s. lid. (in addition to £30 already voted) to Rev. "W.

Green towards Exploring the !N"ew Zealand Glaciers.

The difficulties that retarded the delivery of the lectures of the

Todd Professor having been removed, the Council believe that the

lectures will be commenced before the close of the present session.

The Council have authorized the printing of the first volume of

the Annals of Ulster. The Academy will remember that the cost of

the production of the work will be defrayed directly by the Govern-

ment, and will not be a charge on the funds of the Academy.

The preparation of the Booh of Ballymote is being steadily pro-

ceeded with, upwards of two hundred pages of the ms. having been

photo-lithographed, and the Council have reason to anticipate that

before the end of the year one-half of the whole work will be com-

pleted.

The Museum has received during the past year large and valuable

additions, comprising the collection made by Mr. "William Perry, to-

gether with several minor collections, and a donation from Trinity
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College of various objects of considerable antiquarian importance.

These acquisitions include : — lunulse, double conical beads, rings,

fibulse, fragments of torques, and bracelets—all of gold ; silver and

bronze seals ; finger and signet-rings and crosiers ; bronze trumpets

;

crotals
;
pins and spurs ; armlets ; weapons and tools ; stone imple-

ments and moulds
;

glass and amber beads ; sepulchral urns of clay
;

an ancient boat of oak, found near Baron's Court, Co. Tyrone ; an

amulet, found near Doneraile, Co. Cork, in 1834, similar in character

and material to the " Conac" purchased some time ago by the Aca-

demy ; and a large quadrangular bell of gold bronze, of singularly

fine workmanship, and in perfect preservation, said to have been found

in Lough Lene, Co. Westmeath.

In the Strong-room additional accommodation for the deposit of

numerous objects of value has been obtained by attaching a series of

glazed drawers to the bases of the projecting desk-cases.

The first edition of the " Brief Handbook to the Museum" having

been exhausted, a second and carefully revised edition has been pub-

lished, in which are noted all changes recently made in the disposition

of objects in the collection.

In the Academy House several important repairs have been

effected, and its exterior, together with that of the Eeading-room and

Library buildings, thoroughly repainted.

In the Library a considerable amount of work has been done in

the way of internal arrangements and towards completing the cata-

logues and registration, more especially in connexion with the Haliday

collection.

The following Ordinary Members have been elected since the 16th

March, 1881 :—

1. Francis John Boxwell Quinlan, m.d.

2. Eev. Daniel Davies Jeremy, m.a.

3. J. D. Hillis, M.D.

4. Daniel J. Freeman, m.e.i.a.i.

5. Rev. Francis LePoer M'Clintock, u.a.

6. Charles Mac Carthy Collins.

7. Eev. Michael Comerford, p.p.

8. "William Sidney Cox, c.e.

9. Alexander M 'Henry.
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We have lost "by death within the year three Honorary Members

—

In the Department of Science :

—

1

.

"Wilhelm Philipp Schimper.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :

—

2. Ferdinand Keller.

3. Maximilien Paul Emile Littre.

And twelve Ordinary Members :

—

1. Philip Bevan, m.d., elected April 13, 1846.

2. Stewart Blacker, j.p., elected January 9, 1843.

3. Alexander Carte, m.d., elected February 12, 1855,

4. Leonard Dobbin, elected January 11, 1847.

5. Eeuben Joshua Harvey, m.d., elected December 14, 1874.

6. Thomas Hayden, f.k.q.c.p.i., elected August 24, 1857.

7. James Joseph MacCarthy, e.h.a., elected April 11, 1853,

8. Robert Mallet, p.e.s., elected October 22, 1832.

9. Eev. Thomas Romney Robinson, d. d., p. e. s,, elected

February 14, 1816,

10, Colonel Crofton M, Yandeleur, D,i,, elected May 26, 1834.

11, William H. Warren, m.d., elected June 23, 1872.

12, Edward "Wright, ll.d., elected November 12, 1855.

It will thus be seen that the Academy has had serious losses

during the present year, including two former Members of Council,

and a President whose name stood among the foremost in the world of

science.

In Alexander Carte, m. a,, m. d., f. e, c. s. i., p. l. s., who died

September 25th, 1881, the Academy has lost a respected and valued

Member of its Council, and Science an earnest and faithful investigator.

Dr. Carte commenced his scientific career as Curator of the Museum of

the Royal College of Surgeons in Dublin. In 1851 he was appointed

by the Royal Dublin Society to the charge of their Katural History

Museum. At this period the Museum was lodged in a few rooms in

Leinster House, on the Library floor, and, excepting its Mineral Collec-

tion, contained but few specimens of value. The great increase of the

collections, as they now exist, in their present excellent arrangement,

is due to the labour and energy of Dr. Carte, who, on the transference
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of the Museum to the Science and Art Department, held the post of

Director till his death in September, 1881, his services thus extending

over thirty years. His assiduity in performing the duties entailed on

him in that office was not more remarkable than his care and skill as

a naturalist. His Paper in the Philosophical Transactions on the ana-

tomy of BalcBnoptera rostrata, written in conjunction with Professor

Macalister, the present Secretary of the Academy, is probably the

best known of his contributions to Biological Science. To the

Proceedings of the Academy he contributed, in conjunction with Mr.

E. J. Moss, M.E.i.A., a Eeport on the Animal Eemains found in the

Bog of Ballybetagh, near Dublin ; and to the Journal of the Eoyal

Dublin Society, papers on the Extinct Cave Animals of Ireland. By
the surgical profession, Dr. Carte will be remembered as the ingenious

inventor of an elastic compress for aneurism.

Another valued Member of Council, and former Vice-President of

the Academy, has been lost to the Academy, in Dr. Thomas Hayden.

Dr. Hayden was appointed in 1854 to the Chair of Anatomy and

Physiology in the Faculty of Medicine of the Catholic University,

which post he continued to hold until his death. In 1866 Dr. Hayden

read before the Academy a Paper on " The Physiology of the Protrusion

of the Tongue ;" and, in 1871, a Paper discussing the effects of " The

Eespiration of Compressed Air." His attention subsequently was more

devoted to pathological than to physiological studies, and the result of

his researches in this direction became manifest, in 1875, in the publi-

cation of his work on *' Diseases of the Heart and Aorta."

Eeuben J. Harvey (son of Joshua E. Harvey, m.d.. Professor of

Midwifery in Queen's College, Cork), was born in 1845, and educated

in Trinity College, Dublin, where he took high mathematical honors,

graduating as Gold Medallist and Senior Moderator in Mathematics.

Having studied Medicine in Trinity College, where he took the first

Medical Scholarship (1868), he proceeded to his m.b. degree in 1870
;

and subsequently, after studying at Wiirzburg, he became Demon-

strator of Anatomy in the Dublin University Medical School. In

1872 he was made Lecturer in Physiology in the Carmichael Medical

School. He was the author of several Papers on Physiology, one of

which " On the Intertubular Tissue of the Mammalian Testis," will

be found in our Transactions, vol, xxvi.. Science, part 2.
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Eobert Mallet, m.a., m. eng., ph. d., f.e.s., m.i.c.e., f.g.s., and

Honorary and Corresponding Member of various foreign societies, was

born June 3, 1810, and died JSTovember 5, 1881. He was co-partner with,

his father, Mr. John Mallet, in the Yictoria Poundry and Engineering

"Works, Dublin. Even from his boyhood he displayed a great interest

in physical science, and when he became and continued to be actively

engaged in the practice of his profession of civil engineer, he never

remitted his attention to the more purely scientific consideration and

investigation of the physical agencies and principles with which

he was brought into contact. He entered Trinity College in 1826,

and graduated in Arts in 1830. He was elected Member of the

Academy in 1832, and made his first contribution to the Academy's

Transactions in 1837. He became Member of the Institution of

Civil Engineers in Ireland in 1836 ; and contributed numerous

technical Papers to the Transactions of the Institution, of which,

he was made President in the years 1866-1867. The first of his

important Papers on Physical Geology was presented in 1838 to

the Geological Society of Dublin, the Presidency of which he held

in the years 1847-1848, and in whose Journal he published many

geological Papers. In 1839 he was elected Associate, and in 1842

Member, of the Institution of Civil Engineers of England (to whose

Transactions he contributed various Papers) ; he was awarded by that

Body, in 1841, a silver medal and premium for a communication on

the Corrosion of Cast and Wrought Iron in "Water, and in 1859 the

Telford Medal for his investigation of the Co-eificients of Elasticity

and Eupture in "Wrought Iron. He was elected Eellow of the Eoyal

Society of London in 1854, and of the Geological Society of London

in 1859, and sat on the Council of both societies.

We cannot here do more than merely allude to the many important

engineering works carried out by him, and the numerous inventions

due to him, especially in the construction of artillery, his numerous

Papers on which subject must not be passed over without reference.

The department of physical geology to which Mallet more especially

directed his attention was that of the phenomena and theory of

earthquakes and volcanic action, for the discussion of which his

training and practice as an engineer rendered him peculiarly well

qualified. It is in connexion with this that his name will be

principally remembered by men of science. The first of his Papers
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on the subject "was presented to the Academy in 1846 (see list

infra) ; in it he satisfactorily explains a phenomenon which had

been attributed to a vorticose movement in some earthquake shocks.

^Numerous other Papers followed in the Transactions of the Academy

and of various other societies. In 1858 he completed, with the assist-

ance of his son, Professor J. "W. Mallet, the Earthquake Catalogue of

the British Association, in which records of more than 6000 earthquakes

are given. It was in this same year that he was commissioned by

the Eoyal Society of London to study, on the ground, the effects

of the great earthquake which had occurred in the district of Naples

in the preceding year. The results of his investigation were given in

his work, in two vols. 8vo, "The Great Neapolitan Earthquake of

1857," published in London in 1862. His last Paper on this subject,

" On "Volcanic Energy," appeared in the Philosophical Transactions.

1872. It was for his important labours in this field that he re-

ceived the Cunningham Gold Medal from the Eoyal Irish Academy in

1862, and the "WoUaston Gold Medal from the Geological Society of

London in 1877.

List of Papers by Mr. Mallet in the Transactions of the Academy :

—

" On a Mtherto unobserved Structure discovered in certain Trap Eocks in the

County of Gal^ray." (1837).

"On the Dynamics of Earthquakes, being an attempt to reduce their Phenomena

to the known laws of Wave Motion." (1846).

" On the Objects, Construction, and Use, of certain Instruments for self regis-

tration of the passage of Earthquake Shocks." (1846).

" Notice of the British Earthquake of November 9, 1852." (1854).

'

' On the Physical Conditions involved in the Construction of Artillery, and on

some hitherto unexplained Causes of the Destruction of Cannon in Service."

(1855).

Thomas Romney Pobinson, d.d., ll.d., Dublin and Cambridge;

D.c.L. Oxford; f.e.s.; Hon. f.e.s.e., f.e.a.s. ; Ord. Boruss. Pour le

Merite ; Honorary and Corresponding Member of various Eoreign

Societies, was born in Dublin, April 23, 1792, and died, having nearly

completed his 90th year, on February 28, 1882. At the very early age

of 13, he entered Trinity College, Dublin, of which he became Scholar

in 1808, and Fellow in 1814. He was elected Member of the Royal

Irish Academy in 1816, and his first contribution to the Academy's
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Transactions, ''On the Construction of Furnaces for High Heats,"

was made in 1818. His ''System of Mechanics" was published

in Dublin in 1820.

In the year 1824 Eobinson was appointed Director of the Armagh

Observatory, which had been founded by the munificence of Primate

Eobinson in 1793. Owing to the death of the founder before com-

plete arrangements were made, the Observatory was but indiffe-

rently furnished with instruments until 1827, when a transit instru-

ment, and a mural circle having a telescope of 3 "8 inches clear

aperture were set up, the gifts of the then Archbishop of Armagh,

Lord John George Beresford. Under the efficient direction of

Dr. Eobinson the results of this liberality were soon manifest in

the publication of three parts of the "Armagh Observations" for

1828-30 (4to, Dublin). In 1859 was pubKshed in 8vo, in Dublin,

with the aid of a Government Grant, on the recommendation of

the Eoyal Society of London, his work entitled, "Places of 5345 Stars

observed from 1828 to 1854 at theArmagh Observatory." The stars were

principally Bradley's stars, excepting the larger ones (of which special

observations were made at Greenwich), and those beyond 116° N. P.D.

"With very few exceptions the observations with the transit instrument

down to March, 1837, and those with the mural circle down to 1849,

were made by the Director himself. In the introduction to the volume

are given details respecting the instruments and methods of obser-

vation, that astronomers may be able to estimate for themselves the

degree of confidence which they can accord to the results. The labour

involved in the making of so large a number of observations (several

for each star), and in the subsequent reduction of the observations, was

very great. It was more especially for this Catalogue that the Eoyal

Medal of the Eoyal Society of London was awarded to Dr. Eobinson in

December, 1862.

This Catalogue has been in very extensive use ; it has been em-

ployed in combination with others in the determination of the positions

of moon-culminating stars for the " I^autical Almanac." Oom of

Pulkova made a systematic comparison between it and Argelander's

" Abo Catalogue" {Astron. Naclir., No. 1408). From the great num-

ber of stars contained in the Armagh Catalogue, of whose places we
possess few or no recorded observations made elsewhere during the

years 1830 to 1850, it was specially prized by Argelander for investi-
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gating the proper motions of the stars, and for the same reason it "u-ill

continue to be of permanent value. Afterwards the mural circle was

furnished with a new telescope, having a seven-inch object-glass, 'and

a chronograph was obtained from Knoblich, of Altona, and with these

1000 of Lalande's stars were re-observed, three or four times each, in

the years 1868-1876, and the results published in the Transactions of

the Eoyal Dublin Society, 1879.

Besides the astronomical Papers contributed by Dr. Eobinson to

the Transactions (see appended list) and to the Proceedings of the

Academy, he has written various others in the Transactions and in the

Proceedings of the Royal Society, in the Memoirs and in the Monthly

Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, and in the Reports of the

British Association.

During his long, active, and distinguished scientific career, Dr.

Eobinson made a great number of communications to different

societies on subjects pertaining to various branches of physics. It

would be impossible to give, within our present limits, even a brief

general sketch of the results of his labours. We must content our-

selves with referring more particularly to his widely known and

much used invention, the Cup Anemometer, and to his investigations

of its principles.

The essential parts of this instrument were devised by him in 1843,

and subsequent improvements made until it was completed in 1846,

in which year it was described by him before the British Association at

Southampton. In 1850 he read before the Academy a Paper the ob-

ject of which was to approximate to the theory of the instrument. In

1874 there appeared a Memoir by M. Dohrandt of the St. Petersburg

Meteorological Observatory, describing an elaborate series of experi-

ments which he had made to determine the relation between the

velocity of the rotation of the Cup Anemometer and that of the wind.

Dr. Robinson's attention being thus di'awn again to the subject, he

read to the Academy in 1 875 a Paper, which appears in the Proceedings,

" On the Theory of the Cup Anemometer and the Determination of its

Constants." In this he gave a criticism of Dohrandt' s experiments,

and suggestions for the removal of some objections to which they

seemed to be open, with proposals for other experiments which he

hoped he might afterwards carry out. This he soon had a favourable

opportunity of doing, with apparatus constructed by Mr. Howard
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Grubb, and within the dome erected by Mr. Grnbb for the accom-

modation of the great Vienna Telescope. The result of these elabo-

rate experiments was a Paper in the Philosophical Transactions " On

the Determination of the Constants of the Cup Anemometer by Experi-

ments with a Whirling Machine," April, 1878.

Dr. Robinson was President of the Eoyal Irish Academy from

March, 1851, to March, 1856. He was President of the British

Association, at its meeting in Birmingham, 1849; and was elected

Pellow of the Royal Society of London in 1856. It may be truly

said that, in few cases has -the early promise of boyhood been suc-

ceeded by a more brilliant manhood. Up to the very last years of

his long life, in ever cordial sympathy with fellow-workers, he

laboured continuously and successfully in the field of scientific in-

vestigation, and that too in so many departments of knowledge, that

one knows not whether to admire more the force than the versatility

of his genius.

List of Papers by Dr. Robinson in the Transactions of the

Academy :

—

" On the Construction of Fmmaces for High Heats, and the Theory of their

Operation." (1817.)

" On the Means of producing an Intense Heat hy the Combustion of Oxygen

and Hydrogen Gases." (1818.)

"On Voltaic Electricity." (1818.)

" On Correcting Observations made with Equatorial Instruments." (1825.)

" Description of a new Air-pump, with an investigation of the Limit of Exhaust-

ing Power in various constructions of that Instrument." (1825.)

" On correcting Errors of the Astronomical Circle by Opposite Eeadings." (1825.)

" On the Longitude of the Armagh Observatory, given by fifteen Chronometers

of Arnold and Dent." (1838.)

" On the Difference of Longitude between the Observatories of Armagh and

Dublin, determined by Eocket Signals." (1839.)

" On the Constant of Eefraction, determined by Observations with the Mural

Circle of the Armagh Observatory." (1841.)

" On the Effect of Heat in lessening the Affinities of the Elements of "Water."

(1847.)

" On the Eelation between the Temperature of Metallic Conductors, and their

Eesistance to Electric Currents." (1848.)

" Description of an Improved Anemometer for Eegistering the Direction of the

^'ind, and the Space which it traverses in given Intervals of Time." (1850.)

"Experimental Eesearches on the Lifting Power of the Electro-Magnet " (Pts.

1, 2, 3, in 1852, 1854, 1857).
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The Scrutineers haying reported, the Chairman declared the result

of the Ballot for President and Council as follows :

—

Peesidenx.

Sra Saiiuel PEHGusoif, il.d., q.c.

Council.

Committee of Science.

Eobert S. Ball, ll.d., f.e.s.

Eev. Samuel Haughton, Ji.r., f.e.s., s.f.t.c.d.

Edmund "W". Davy, m.a., m.d,

Joseph P. O'Eeilly, c.e.

Greorge P. Pitzgerald, m.a., f.t.c.d.

Alexander Macalister, m.d., f.e.s.

John Casey, ll.d., f.e.s.

Francis A. Tarleton, ll.d., f.t.c.d.

George Sigerson, m.d.

Charles Pt. C. Tichborne, ph.d.

Sir Eobert Kane, ll.d., f.e.s.

Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Alexander G. Eichey, ll.d., q.c.

Very Eev. "W. Eeeves, d.d.

Eobert Atkinson, ll.d.

John T. Gilbert, f.s.a.

Eev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

John E. Garstin, m.a., f.s.a.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d., f.t.c.d.

"William Prazer, f.e.c.s.i.

David E. Pigot, m.a.

On the report of the Scrutineers the following were declared

elected as Honorary Members :

—

In the Department of Science

—

Simon Newcomb, "Washington.

Henry John Stephen Smith, m.a., Oxford.

Eudolph Vii'chow, m.d,, Berlin.
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In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities

—

G. I. Ascoli, Milan.

Edward Augustus Bond, ul.d., London.

Heinrich Brugscli, Pacha, Gottingen.

Sir Henry James Sumner Maine, ll.d., K.cs.r., Cambridge.

Sir Eobert Kane having left the Chair, it was taken by Sir Samuel

Ferguson, the newly elected President.

The Ballot for the Officers of the Academy was then declared open,

and Dr. Sigerson and Mr. Archer were nominated Scrutineers.

The Ker. J. H. Jellett, d.d., Provost of Trinity College, proposed,

and Dr. Ingram seconded, a vote of thanks to Sir Eobert Kane for the

dignified and able manner in which he had filled the Presidential Chair

during the past quinquennium.

The motion was carried by acclamation, and Sir Eobert Kane

replied.

The Scrutineers reported the election of the following Officers :

—

Teeastteek.—Eer. M. H. Close, ir.A.

Seceexaet.—Alexander Macalister, ar.D.

Seceetaet of the Cottnctl.—Eobert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceetaet of Foeeign Coeeespoxdexce.—Joseph P. O'Eeilly, c.e.

LrBEAEiAN.—John T. Gilbert, f.s.a.

CiEEK OF THE AcADEMT.—Eobert MacaHster, el.b.

The President under his hand and seal nominated the following

Vice-Presidents for 1882-83 :—

John K. Ingram, ll.d.

Eev. Samuel Haughton, ir.D.

John Casey, ll.d.

Very Eev. "WilKam Eeeves, d.d.

The Academy then adjourned.
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In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities

—

Graziadio I. Ascoli, Milan.

Edward Augustus Bond, xl.d., London.

Heinrich Brugsch, Pacha, Gottingen.

Sir Henry James Sumner Maine, ll.d., k.c.s.i., Cambridge,

Sir Robert Kane having left the Chair, it was taken by Sir Samuel

Ferguson, the newly elected President.

The Ballot for the OflS.cers of the Academy was then declared open,

and Dr. Sigerson and Mr. Archer were nominated Scrutineers.

The Rev. J. H. Jellett, n.D., Provost of Trinity College, proposed,

and Dr. Ingram seconded, a vote of thanks to Sir Robert Kane for the

dignified and able manner in which he had filled the Presidential Chair

during the past quinquennium.

The motion was carried by acclamation, and Sir Robert Kane

replied.

The Scrutineers reported the election of the following OflS.cers :

—

Teeastjeee.—Rev. M. H. Close, m.a.

Seceetaet.—Alexander Macalister, m.d.

Seceetaey of the Cottncil.—Robert Atkinson, ll.d,

Seceetaet oe Foeeign Coeeespondence.—Joseph P. O'Reilly, c.e.

Libeaeian.—John T. Gilbert, f.s.a.

Cleek op the Academy.—Robert Macalister, ll.b.

The President under his hand and seal nominated the following

Vice-Presidents for 1882-83:—

John K. Ingram, ll.d.

Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d.

John Casey, ll.d.

Yery Rev. "William Reeves, d.d.

The Academy then adjourned.
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Monday Evening, Apeil 10, 1882.

SiE Samuel Ferguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

The President, in postponing the Ballot for the vacant place on

Council, to which the name of Denis Florence MacCarthy (deceased on

the 7th inst.) had been recommended for election, expressed his sense

of the great loss the Academy had sustained in the death of that dis-

tinguished Irish poet and man of letters. '

Dr. Tichborne read for the author. Professor J. Emerson Eeynolds,

M.D., a Paper " On the Growth of Tobacco Plants under the Influence

of two Metameric Bodies."

Dr. Ingram read a Paper '' On two Collections of Mediaeval Mora-

lized Tales."

Dr. Sigerson, for the Secretary, laid on the table two Papers by

Professor J. C. Malet, m.a. :

(1). " On the Equation of a Tangent Cone to a Quadric referred

to the Axes."

(2). "On certain Definite Integrals,"

The following Donations were announced to the Academy :

—

A bronze Spear-head found in the Shannon, near Tarmonbarry, in

1869. Presented by Rev, Dr. Clarke, m.r.i.a.

A "Marsh MS." which formed part of the Sproule Collection.

Presented by Mr. Marc Pontet, c.e.

E. J. Mahony, d.i-. and Francis J. O'Farrell, p.c.s. were elected

Members of the Academy.

Monday Evening, Apeil 24, 1882.

Sib Samuel Feeguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Mr. J. E. Gore, having signed the EoU, was admitted a Member
of the Academy.

^p The President called the attention of the Members of the Academy

to the Petrie Collection of Drawings which Miss Stokes had carefully
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arranged and mounted, and now has transferred to the Academy

arranged in order.

The President, having made some prefatory remarks, called upon

Mr. William M. Hennessy, the Todd Professor, to deliver his first

Todd Lecture on the "Mesca Uladh," or the Frenzy of the Ulster-

men.

Dr. Davy read a Paper ''On a New and Expeditious Method for

the Determination of the Nitrites under different circumstances."

The Secretary read the following Papers :
—

(1). "On the Clearing of Peaty Water," by Mr. Gerrard

Kinahan.

(2). " A Eeport on the Botany of MacGrillycuddy's Reeks," by

Mr. H. C. Hart.

(3). "A Report on the Jointing of Rocks in relation to Engineer-

ing, especially the Tunnelling of the Straits of Dover,"

by Professor King.

The Secretary, read for Mr. G. H. Kinahan, m.r.i.a., a Paper ''On

Sepulchral and other Prehistoric Relics in Cos. Wexford and Wicklow."

The Scrutineers having reported, the President declared Mr. T. N.

Deane elected a Member of Council.

The Secretary read the list of Donations to the Library, and the

thanks of the Academy were accorded to the respective donors.

Rev. Mr. Reynell, m.h.i.a., presented two tiles from Rective

Abbey, Co, Meath, one with the arms of Gerald, Earl of Kildare.

These tiles have been figured in the Frontispiece of Oldham's " Antient

Irish Pavement Tiles," and are described at pp. 5-6 of the same work.

The Secretary read letters of thanks from H. Brugsch-Pascha and

Signer Ascoli on the occasion of their election as Honorary Members.

Monday Evening, Mat 8, 1882.

SiK Samuel Feegijson, q.c, ll.b., President, in the Chair.

Before the reading of the Minutes Dr. Ingram proposed the follow-

ing resolution :

—

" That in expression of our horror and indignation at the atrocious

murder of the Chief and Under Secretaries to the Lord Lieutenant, and
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in token of our respectful sympathy -vnth His Excellency the Visitor

of the Academy, and -^ith the relatives and friends of the victims, the

Academy do now adjourn."

The motion was seconded by Mr. Pigot and carried unanimously.

The Academy then adjourned.

Monday EvEis-mG, Mat 22, 1882.

SiE SAJitTEL Feeguson, q.c, ll.d.. President, in the Chair.

Professor William M. Hennessy delivered his second Todd Memo-

rial Lecture on the " Mesca Uladh."

Dr. Ingram, f.t.c.d., read a Paper " On the earliest English Trans-

lation of the ' De Imitatione Christi.'
"

The Secretary read a Paper for Mr. "W. Barlow Smythe, m.a., " On

the Bell of Lough Lene."

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

The Secretary of Council read the following Address, prepared by

Council, for presentation to His Excellency Earl Spencer :

—

" To His Excellency John Potntz, Eael Spenceh, K. Gr., Lord Lieu-

tenant- General and General Governor of Ireland, and Lord President

of Ser Majesty'' s Council in England.

"Mat it please Totje Excellency,

""We, the President and Members of the Eoyal Irish Academy,

desire to renew the expression of respectful welcome on Tour Excel-

lency's resumption of the office of Her Majesty's Eepresentative in

Ireland.

" As we have had already the honour of presenting an Address to

Your Excellency on a former occasion, we do not deem it necessary to

dilate upon the terms of our Charter, or to enumerate our various

functions as the principal Literary and Scientific Body of this country.

" Engaged as the Academy is in the furtherance of the aims for

which it was instituted by Eoyal Charter, we represent no party, and

are not bound to any political creed ; but the movements of the pre-
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sent time cannot be indifferent to us—our hearts cannot but beat in

sympathy with all earnest effort to raise and elevate our country—to

develop her natural resources, and to encourage and strengthen her

people in. every honourable aspiration.

'' We deeply feel the unhappy circumstances which seem to bar

her progress and hinder her in her development. In particular we

deplore, in common with the great mass of our countrymen, the

dreadful deeds which have stained our soil with blood, and flung

over us all a veil of sorrow and humiliation ; and we denounce,

with all the earnestness of which we are capable, the perpetration

of the murders, so many of which have gone unpunished amongst us.

" In this unhappy state of affairs we hail with congratulation

the resumption of office by Tour Excellency, as a Statesman com-

bining ability and vigour with a long personal experience gained

in Ireland; and we earnestly hope that, under your Excellency's

Administration, the painful feelings of irritation will gradually die

away, and Ireland, obedient to law, will resume her sisterly inter-

course with our neighbouring island, striving in honourable rivalry

to uphold the dignity and advance the interests of the Empire."

The address was unanimously adopted.

The Secretary read the following letter in reply to the Eesolution

passed on the 8th inst.

—

" The Castle, Dublin,

''May 9th, 1882.

"8m,

" Lord Spencer desires me to thank you for the Copy of the

Resolution passed by the Royal Irish Academy on the 8th instant.

" The expression of feeling conveyed to him in the resolution he

highly appreciates under the present trying circumstances, and he

will take care that the relatives and friends of Lord Erederick

Cavendish and Mr. Burke are informed of the sympathy of the Royal

Irish Academy, and its adjournment in respectful memory of their sad

fate.

"Tours faithfully,

" COURTENAY BOXLE,

"Private Secretary.

"Alex. Macalister, Esq."
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Monday Evening, JuifE 12, 1882.

SiE SAirtJEL TEEGrsoN', Q.c, LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The President ajinonnced that he and Members of the Academy

were received by His Excellency Earl Spencer on the 27th May, when
the Address adopted at the last meeting Tvas presented by the President,

to Trhich His Excellency made the following reply :

—

^'I receive with very great pleasure the Address of the President

and Members of the Eoyal Irish Academy.

" You refer to the character of the circumstances under which I

return to the position of Her Majesty's humble representative in

Ireland. I can assure you that I fully appreciate the difficulty of

these circumstances and the arduous nature of the task to which I

have undertaken to devote strenuous efforts and thoughtful care. The

knowledge which I have ali'eady acquired of Irishmen leads me to the

belief that the mass of the people of this country share your hatred of

the crimes which have recently been committed. To free all classes

from the illegal combinations which have for many months exercised

a baneful influence in the country, and to leave honest men liberty of

action and the privilege of living peaceably with their neighbours,

are the objects which the Government have deeply at heart.

''If they are supported in this, they may hope to see a speedy

return of peace, and, ere long, a renewed development of the great

resources which this country unquestionably enjoys.

" I am well aware of the value of your labours in the past, and I

appreciate the high position occupied by your Society. Under every

condition of affairs the cultivation of literature and science contributes

much to national advancement and the improvement of national cha-

racter.

" I hope for the speedy return of the time when you may devote

your undisturbed attention to the objects of your Charter, for I feel

sure that the more true knowledge is extended in Ireland the more

universal will be the abhorrence of intimidation and crime, and the

greater the value set upon justice and peace."

Mr. J. R. Garstin, f.s.a., read a Paper '' On Pictures of the Meet-

ing of Irish Volunteers in College Green."
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Professor William M. Hennessy delivered his third Todd Lecture

on the ''MescaUladh."

The President announced that the Earl of Charlemont had pre-

sented to the Academy a valuable collection of the MSS. of the great

Earl of Charlemont, the first President of the Academy. These were

sent with the following letter addressed to the President, Sir Samuel

Ferguson.

" EOXBOROUGH, MOY, Co. TYRONE,

" 21th May 1882.

'' Sir,

"I have the honour to present to the Eoyal Irish Academy

twenty-three manuscript volumes—seven in folio size and sixteen in

quarto—the seven folios containing original unpublished literary

works of my grandfather all in his own handwriting.

" These, I am sure, will be prized by the Academy as proofs of

the literary taste and learning of their first President, and I am
gratified to think that in their Library they are placed where they

will serve to perpetuate and enhance my grandfather's memory

amongst his fellow-countrymen.

" The first of these folio volumes contains his autobiography, or

account of his political life from 1760 to 1783. The only request

I have to make is, that this work should not be at any time published

in its present form, for it will be seen by referring to his Preface that

he forbade its publication, as he deemed that its imperfect execution

and faults of style rendered the work unfit for the public eye : not

that there was any secret he would conceal, for his Biographer had the

use of it, and has given most of the contents of the volume to the

public in his Memoirs of his political and private life.

" Besides this folio volume, there are three volumes entitled ' An
Essay towards the History of Italian Poetry, attempted in translated

Specimens of the more noted Classical Poets from Dante to Metastasio

inclusively.'

" There are also two volumes of his Travels. The first on the

Manners of the Turks ; the second containing his visit to the Islands

of the ^gean Sea, the Levant, Attica, and the Peloponnesus. This

latter volume is entitled 'A Traveller's Essays, containing an Account

of Manners rather than of Things, written for my own amusement and
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for that of my friends only, treating of matters hitherto, as I believe,

unobserved in the Grecian Islands and in part of the Continent of

Greece.'

" The remaining folio volume is entitled ' Translations and Imita-

tions from Sonnets and Epigrams, Italian, French, Latin, and Greek.'

" The sixteen volumes in quarto comprise thirteen volumes of

original letters and two copies of my grandfather's letters to Andrew

H. Haliday, m.d., of Belfast, Secretary to the Northern Whig Club.

These fifteen volujnes are all uniformly bound.

" The sixteenth is an unpretending quarto volume of no small

interest and value, containing copies of two letters of the Hon. Eobert

Stewart (afterwards so well known as Lord Castlereagh) to his step-

father. Earl Camden, written from Spa and St. Germains respectively,

in September and November, 1791, and giving his views of the

French Eevolution then only beginning.

" They were made for Lord Charlemont at his earnest request.

This is the very copy presented by the Hon. Eobert Stewart in the

handwriting of a clerk of his father's. They are of great historical

interest, as the political sagacity displayed in them by so young a man

(for he was then only two-and-twenty) made a great sensation in the

political world, and the credit thus gained probably determined his

vocation for life to foreign affairs.

" They are, besides, the earliest of Lord Castlereagh's Papers

remaining, as the principal part of his private papers (entrusted to

the Eev. John llathias Turner by his brother Charles, second

ITarquess of Londonderry, in order to the compilation of a history

of his brother's life) perished at sea in the year 1829, in the manner

described in the account annexed to the letters.

" I have the honour to be. Sir,

" Very faithfully and earnestly yours,

" (Signed) Chakt-emokt.

" To The Peesidext (5f the

EOYAL IeISH ACABEIIY."

It was Eesolyed :

—

That the Academy receives with grateful appreciation the MS.
Memorials of its first President, the first Earl of Charlemont, which

his noble successor James Molyneux, third Earl of Charlemont, has
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been pleased to present to it, and desires to record its marked thanks

to his Lordship for this much-prized donation.

The Academy will respect the condition not to permit the publica-

tion of the folio containing the first Earl's autobiography, as expressed

in his Lordship's letter.

The Secretary read the list of Donations and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

The following Scientific Grants recommended by the Council were

confirmed :

—

£25 to Mr. Grerrard Kinahan in aid of Researches in the Minerals

of Ireland by means of "Washing.

£25 to Dr. Davy in aid of Researches in the Physical and Chemi-

cal Properties of the Alkaloids.

MoNDAT Eteiong, June 26, 1882.

Sm Samuel Feegtjson, q.c, ll.d.. President, in the Chair.

Mr. F. J. O'Farrell, having signed the Eoll, was admitted a Member

of the Academy.

The Eev. Hugh Robert Collum and Mr. Frederick H. Houston

were elected Members of the Academy.

Professor "William M. Hennessy delivered his fourth Todd Memo-

rial Lecture. Subject—" The Talland Edair."

The Secretary read for Professor Mackintosh a Paper "On the

Acanthology of the Diadematidse."

The Secretary read for Mr. G. H. Kinahan a Paper *' On Megali-

thic Structures in Counties "Wicklow and Carlow."

The Secretary read for Mr. J. L. E. Dreyer a Paper "On a iN'ew

Determination of the Constant of Precession."

By permission of the Academy, the Rev. W. S. Green read a Report

" On the New Zealand Glaciers."

The Secretary (Dr. MacaKster) read a Paper " On Multiple Renal

Arteries."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. B. C. A. Windle read a Paper

" On the Short Muscles of the Hand."

E. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1881-82. C34j
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By permission of the President, the Secretary read a Paper by Mr.

J. F. Knott, p.E.c.s.i., " On Muscular Anomalies."

The Secretary exhibited, on behalf of himself and Mr. Garstin, a

series of Scarabcei of different ages from Amenhetp I. downwards.

Dr. Frazer exhibited an ancient Irish Harp and a Bronze Pot.

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

Monday Evening, November 13, 1882.

SiE Samuel Feegitson, g.c, il.d., President, in the Chair.

The Eev. J. B, Barter, having signed the Roll, was admitted a

Member of the Academy.

Mr. J. F. O'Eeardon was elected a Member of the Academy.

The Secretary read for Dr. Ball a Paper '' On Further Contribu-

tions to the Theory of Screws."

By permission, of the Academy, Mr. Drew read a Paper '' On the

Evidences of the Plan of the Cloister Garth and Monastic Buildings of

Christ Church Cathedral."

Dr. Ingram read for Miss Margaret Stokes, Hon. m.e.i.a., ''Notes

on the Dolmens and Pre-historic Stone Circles in Ireland."

The Secretary read the following Papers :

—

'' On the Flora of Lambay," by Mr. H. C. Hart.

"On Computation of Tides," by Rev. J. Pearson.

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were voted to the respective Donors.

Thtjesdat Evening, Novembee 30, 1882.

(St. Andrew's Day.—Stated Meeting.)

Snt Samuel Feeguson, q.c, ll.d.. President, in the Chair.

Visitors having been admitted, the President delivered his Address.

It was moved by Lord Belmore, and seconded by Dr. Lyons, M.P. :

—

'

' That the thanks of the Academy be given to Sir Samuel Fergu-

son for his Address, and that it be printed."
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Monday Evening, Decembee, 11, 1882.

SiE Samuel Feeguson, q.c, il.d.. President, in the Chair.

Mr. Frederick H. Houston and Mr. John Eraser O'Reardon, having

signed the Eoll, were admitted Members of the Academy.

Mr, Thomas Grreer, m.p., was elected a Member of the Academy,

Dr. Frazer read a Paper " On the Medals and Medallic History of

Ireland." Nos. 1 and 2, W. S. Mossop, Senr., and "W. S. Mossop,

Junr.

Dr. Macalister read a Paper " On Additional Evidence as to the

existence of a Family of Horned Men in "West Africa.

Dr. Macalister read also a Paper " On a Cranium from Lord

Howe's Island."

Dr. Macalister exhibited for Miss Lily Ashley, now residing at

Aleik, Lebanon, Sketches of Ancient Monumental Stones from Lebanon,

with Inscriptions, believed to be funereal.

Eev. J. B. Berkeley Barter presented to the Academy an ancient

Harp, which some generations back was the instrument used by an

old Irish Harper, by whom it was bequeathed to the Rev. Mr. Best,

a Sligo clergyman, with the history that it had been an heirloom

in his family. From Mr. Best it passed to a descendant, Mrs. Bestic,

from whom it was obtained by Mr. Barter on the occasion of the

Moore Centenary. It is 46 inches high, with a trunk and sounding-

board of red sally, with 35 bronze pegs, and a kind of handle where-

with the minstrel could carry it.

The Academy accorded to the Rev. Mr. Barter a special vote of

thanks for his donation.

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

The following Scientific Grants, recommended by the Council,

were confirmed :

—

£20 to Messrs. F. P. Balkwill and Joseph "Wright in aid of

further Researches in the Foramenifera of Dublin Bay.

£25 to Dr. Macalister to purchase Skulls of the Peninsular and

Insular Races of Western Europe, for comparison with Irish Crania.

E. I. A. MINCTES, SESSION 1882-83. L^^J
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Monday Evening, Janttaet 22, 1883.

Sm Samttel Feegttson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Professor "Valentine Ball, f.e. s., read a Paper "On Indian Brass

Castings."

Dr. Macalister read " A Description of a Series of Egyptian

Scarabsei," which he exhibited.

Dr. Macalister read a Paper " On the Crania of IS'atiTes of the

Solomon Islands," which was illustrated by the exhibition of the

Crania.

The Secretary read for Mr. H. C. Hart " A Eeport on the Botany

of the Mayo and Galway Mountains."

The Secretary read, on behalf of Captain Dunne, an account of

a Canoe from Castlebar, presented to the Academy by him. The

Canoe was found, during drainage operations, in the Castlebar Lake,

or Lough Euadh ; it lay under a pile building like those frequently

found in the Swiss Lakes, but peculiar in having traces of cyclopean

building around the piles ; it was originally 32 feet long, but about

6 feet of what was the prow has decayed. Two much smaller Canoes

were found at the same time, and one still remains in situ, but not

accessible without great labour. Plint arrow and spear heads, and

a sharp bone tool, were in the Canoe when raised.

The thanks of the Academy were voted to Captain Dunne for

the Donation,

Dr. Macalister exhibited the Mummy of Tes-net-per, daughter of

Tefnecht, a priestess of ITeith, probably of the twenty-first dynasty,

and read an account of the Inscriptions. By permission of Lord

James Butler, the Mummy case was exhibited, and the special thanks

of the Academy were accorded to his Lordship.

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

On the Academy proceeding to private business, the President

made a statement regarding the action of the Council of the Academy

in relation to the proposed Charter for the Eoyal Dublin Society.

The Eev. The Provost of Trinity College expressed his concur-

rence in the action of the Council.
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Monday Evening, Febeuart 12, 1883.

SiE Samuel Feegfson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Mr. J. F, Knott, e.e.c.s.i., and Mr. T. H. Longfield were elected

Members of the Academy.

The President made a statement regarding the conference held

this day, in the presence of His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, on

the subject of the New Science and Art Museum.

The President, having requested Dr. Erazer to take the Chair,

proceeded to read his Paper " On the Inscription at Kenfig, Glamor-

ganshire."

The President having taken the Chair, the Secretary read for

Mr. Thomas Bayley a Paper "On Suggestions on the Development

of the Cyclic Law of the Chemical Elements."

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the Donors.

Monday Evening, Febrfaey 26, 1883.

SiE Samuel Feeguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Professor "William M. Hennessy delivered his first Todd Memo-

rial Lecture for the present Session " On the Irish Element in other

Languages, especially English."

Eev. T. Olden read a Paper "On the Geography of Eoss Ailithir."

Mr. "W. F. De Vismes Kane read a Eeport " On the Entomology

of Lough Oughter and the Favour Eoyal District."

Dr. Macalister read a "Paper " On the Morphology of Joints."

The Secretary read for Mr. G. H. Kinahan a Paper "On Inscribed

Stones in Co. Donegal."

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors,
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The following Scientific Grants, recommended by the Council,

were confirmed:

—

£50 to Dr. Doherck for a Magnetic Survey of Ireland.

£10 to Dr. Cameron for Eesearches on the lodates and Bromates

of the Alkaloids.

£30 to Mr. H. C. Hart for the continued Botanical Examination

of the Mountains of Ireland.

Friday EvEOTiiTG, March 16, 1883.

(Eve of St. Patrick's Day.— Stated Meeting.)

Sir Samuel Eergtjson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

The Ballot for Members of Council was declared open, and Dr.

Wright and Mr. Longfield were requested to act as Scrutineers.

The President made a statement with regard to the result of the

Conference on the site of the New Museum and Library, and read a

letter from the Under-Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant, announcing

that the Lords of the Treasury had agreed to the proposition of the

enlarged site in Kildare-street.

The President also read a letter from the Under-Secretary to the

Lord Lieutenant, stating that in case the Ashburnham Collection be

purchased by the Government, His Excellency will communicate with

the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury with regard to the deposition

of the Irish Manuscripts in a Dublin Library.

The Ballot for Honorary Members was declared open, and Dr.

Sigerson and Mr. More were requested to act as Scrutineers.

The Secretary of Council read the Eeport for the past year, which

was adopted.

Eeport of the Cottncil for the Year 1882-83.

Since the date of the last Eeport of the Council the following

Parts of the Transactions have been published :

—

Vol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 8. " On some hitherto undescribed Compounds of Selenium."

By Charles A. Cameron, m.d., and Edmund W. Davy, m.d.
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Part 9. '' Certain Problems in the Dynamics of a Rigid System

moving in Elliptic Space." By Eobert S. Ball, il.d., p.e.s.

Part 10. "On some Deductions from MacCuUagh's Lectures on

Eotation." By Francis A. Tarleton, il.d., p.t.c.d.

Part 11. "On certain Definite Integrals." By John C. Malet,

M.A., F.U.S.

Part 12. "On the Embryology of the Mammalian Muscular

System. No. 1.—The Short Muscles of the Human Hand." By

Bertram C. A. Windle, m.b., b.ch.

Yol. xxvii.

—

Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Part 5. "On Sepulchral Cellse." By Sir Samuel Eerguson,

Q. C, LL. D.

The following Part of the Transactions is'in the Press, and will be

published immediately :

—

Yol. xxviii.— Science.

Part 13. "Eeport on the Acanthology of the Desmosticha."

Parts ii., iii. By H. W. Mackintosh, m.a.

Of the Proceedings, part 8 of vol. iii. (Second Series) was published

in May, 1882, and part 9 in December, 1882, both containing Papers

on Science ; and part 4 of vol. ii. (Second Series), containing Papers

on Polite Literature and Antiquities, was published in January, 1883.

The contributors in the Department of Science are:—Dr. Reynolds;

Mr. J. C. Malet; Dr. Davy ; Mr. G. A. Kinahan ; Mr. H. C. Hart

;

Dr. King; Mr. H. W. Mackintosh; Mr. J. L. E. Dreyer ; Rev.

W. S. Green ; Dr. Macalister ; Mr. B. C. A. Windle ; Mr. J. E. Knott

;

Dr. BaU; Rev. J. Pearson ; Mr. T. Bayley ; Mr. "W. F. De Y. Kane.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :— Sir

Samuel Eerguson, President ; Dr. Ingram ; Mr. Gr. H. Kinahan

;

Mr. W. B. Smythe ; Mr. J. R. Garstin ; Mr. T. Drew ; Miss Stokes

;

Dr. Erazer; Rev. J. B. Berkeley Barter ; Professor Y. Ball; Dr.

Macalister ; Rev. T. Olden ; and the Todd Professor, Mr. William

Maunsell Hennessy.

The following Grants in aid of the Preparation of Scientific Reports

have been sanctioned by the Academy :
—

£25 to Mr. Gerrard A. Kinahan in aid of Researches in the

Minerals of Ireland by means of washing.
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£25 to Dr. E. "W. Davy in aid of Eesearches in the Physical and

Chemical Properties of the Alkaloids.

£15 to Mr. H. C. Hart for Exploration of the Botany of the Coast

Line of Ireland.

£20 to Messrs. E. P. Balkwill and J. Wright in aid of further

Researches in the Eoraminifera of Dublin Bay.

£25 to Dr. Macalister to purchase Skulls of the Peninsular and

Insular Eaces of "Western Europe, for comparison with Irish Crania.

£50 to Dr. Doberck for a Magnetic Survey of Ireland.

£ 1 to Dr. Cameron for Eesearches on the lodates and Bromates of

the Alkaloids.

£30 to Mr. H. C. Hart for the continued Botanical Examination

of the Mountains of Ireland.

During the present year the Academy's Todd Professor delivered

his first series of Lectures, which are now in the Press, and will be

published shortly.

The Council regret that the Yery Eev. Dean Eeeves, Editor of the

Annals of Ulster, has found himself compelled to resign the editorship

of that work, owing to the state of his health and the pressure of offi-

cial and other duties, but the Council have taken steps to carry out the

publication of that important work by forwarding to the Government,

with the hearty concurrence of Dean Eeeves, the name of an eminent

Irish scholar, Mi\ Hennessy, the Academy's Todd Professor of the

Celtic Languages, as the proposed Editor of the Annals.

During the present year about eighty pages of the Boole of Bally-

mote have been photographed, sixty-six additional pages have been

printed off, and one hundred pages are in a forward state of prepara-

tion, so that the anticipation of the preceding Eeport has been fairly

met.

The additions to the collections in the Museum, acquired by pur-

chase within the past year, comprise about two hundred objects,

chiefly in flint and bronze.

The Donations, during the same period, consist of a series of pre-

historic implements from Banda, N. W. Provinces of India ; an ancient

Irish harp ; a unique spinning machine of wood
;
portion of a massive

gold-plated unclosed ring, with rude archaic markings ; and a canoe,

found during the drainage operations in Lough Euadh, in the vicinity

of Castl'ebar.
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A valuable contribution to our Library has been made by the Earl

of Charlemont, who has liberally presented the collection of papers and

letters of his predecessor, James Earl of Charlemont, the first Presi-

dent of this Academy.

As it was felt by the Council that the site for the proposed

new National Museum in Kildare-street, and the plans drawn in

accordance therewith, were unsuitable for the purposes for which they

were intended, the Council forwarded to His Excellency a Resolution,

with a detailed statement of their objections, and they are happy to

report that the concurrent action of the Council and the other impor-

tant bodies prevailed with the Irish Government; and representatives

from the Academy and the other public bodies were accordingly sum-

moned to the Castle, for the purpose of conferring with His Excel-

lency on the subject. The result of this conierence was the concession

by the Government that an enlarged site should be obtained, and

competition invited for suitable plans for the proposed new Museum
under the new conditions of enlarged site. In this respect the Council

cannot too strongly express their thanks to Earl Spencer for his large-

minded willingness to consult and give weight to the enlightened

opinion of the community.

It having been brought under the notice of the Council that a pro-

posed New Charter had been prepared for the Eoyal Dublin Society,

the Council, after examination of the proposed Charter, adopted the

following Hesolution :

—

''That, in the opinion of this Council, the Draft Supplemental

Charter of the Eoyal Dublin Society, which will be laid before the

Meeting of that Society on the 18th inst., will (if confirmed) be highly

prejudicial to the interests of the Eoyal Irish Academy; and this

Council is prepared to offer to the final confirmation of such a Charter

its strenuous opposition."

In consequence of the Charter's not having passed at the meeting of

the Eoyal Dublin Society, it became unnecessaiy for the Council to

take any further action in the matter.

The following Ordinary Members have been elected since the 16th

March, 1882:—

1. E. J. Mahony, d.l.

2. E. J. O'Farrell, f.c.s.

3. Eev. H. E. Collum, f.s.s.
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4. F. H. Houston, f.e.g.s.i.

5. J. F. O'Eeardon.

6. T. Greer, m.p.

7. J. F. Knott, F.R.c.s.i.

8. T. H. Longfield.

We have lost by death within the year one Honorary Member

—

Henry John Stephen Smith, f.e.s.

And nine Ordinary Members :

—

1. Eight Hon. Lord Castletown of Upper Ossory, elected

January 13, 1873.

2. Samuel F. Downing, li.d., elected February 11, 1856,

3. Gerald Fitz Gibbon, m.a., elected April 12, 1841.

4. William Digges LaTouche, m.a., elected January 25, 1836.

5. Denis Florence MacCarthy, elected April 13, 1857.

6. Eight Hon. Sir Joseph IS'apier, Bart., ll.d,, d.c.l., elected

February 10, 1840.

7. Standish G. Eowley, ll.d., elected April 8, 1872.

8. Evelyn Philip Shirley, m.a., elected January 13, 1873.

9. Walter Sweetman, j.p., elected February 24, 1845.

Such a Eeport as this is not the place in which justice can be done

to the poetical merits of Mr. D. F. Mac Carthy, which have received

ample appreciation in the literary world. Many of his fresh and

graceful lyrics live in all our memories ; and his translations of the

Plays of Calderon, in which he attempted the diflficult task of repro-

ducing in English the Spanish assonant rhyme, have met with a

highly favourable judgment from such competent authorities as Long-

fellow and Ticknor. The principal events of Mr. Mac Carthy's life,

with the titles and dates of his publications, are given in the preface

to a very attractive volume, lately published by his son, containing

most of his original poems. He contributed to our Proceedings, in

1862, a Paper in relation to the MS. of the Memoirs of the Court of

Spain, ascribed to the Marquis de Yillars.

Samuel F. Downing, LL.D., was for many years Professor of Engi-

neering in Trinity College. He was the author of Elements of Practical

Sydraulics, of which a second edition appeared in 1861, and a third

was in preparation at the time of his death. In the Academy's

Transactions will be found a Paper of his '' On the Drainage of

Haarlem Lake."
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The Secretary of the Academy proposed, and Dr. Ingram seconded,

that

The President,

Sir Robert Kane, and

Rev. The Provost of Trinity College

be re-elected as the Academy's Representatives on the Board of Visi-

tors of the National Museum.

The Resolution was carried.

Dr. Stokes proposed, and Mr. Leonard seconded, the following

Resolution :

—

''That Council be requested to inform the Academy what steps,

if any, have been taken by Council in relation to the proposed New
Charter for the Royal Dublin Society, and to state its opinion as to

the probable effect of such Charter on the status and interests of the

Academy."

Dr. Ingram proposed, and Dr. Tarleton seconded, as an Amend-

ment :

—

" That it is expedient to postpone any expression of opinion as to

the proposed New Charter of the Royal Dublin Society until the terms

of that Charter have been made public."

The Amendment was carried.

The Scrutineers having reported, the President declared the

result of the Ballot for President and Council as follows :

—

President.

SiE Samuel Peegtjson, q.c, il.d.

CoTOfCIL.

Committee of Science.

Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.e.s., s.f.t.c.d,

Edmund "W. Davy, m.a., m.d,

J. P. O'ReiUy, c.e.

Alexander Macalister, ir.n., p.e.s.

John Casey, il.d., f.e.s.

F. A. Tarleton, ll.d., p.t.c.d.

George Sigerson, m.d.

Charles R. C. Tichborne, ph.d.

Sir Robert Eane, ll.d., p.e.s.

Rev. J. H. Jellett, d.d.

Alexander G. More, f.l.s.

R. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1882-83. C^61
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Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Very Eev. W. Eeeves, d.d.

Eobert Atkinson, ll.d.

J. T. Gilbert, p.s.a.

Eev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

John E. Garstin, m.a., f.s.a.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d., f.t.c.d.

"William Frazer, r.E.c.s.i.

Bavid E. Pigot, m.a.

.
T. N. Deane, e.h.a.

William M. Hennessy, Esq.

The Scrutineers having reported,

Professor Charcot, of Paris, and

John Evans, d.c.l., Treasurer, Eoyal Society.'

were elected Honorary Members of the Academy.

The Ballot for Officers was declared open, and Dr. Stokes and

Dr. Tarleton were requested to act as Scrutineers.

The Secretary read the list of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

The President, under his hand and seal, appointed the following

Vice-Presidents for 1883-84 :—

Eev. Samuel Haughton, m.d.

John Casey, ll.d.

Very Eev. William Eeeves, d.d.

David E. Pigot, m.a.

The Scrutineers reported the election of the following Officers :

—

Teeasieree,.—Eev. M. H. Close, m.a.

Seceetaet.—Alexander Macalister, m.d.

Seceetaet oe the Council.—Eobert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceetaey oe Eoeeign Coeeespondence.—Joseph P. O'Eeilly, c.e,

LiBEAEiAN.—John T. Gilbert, e.s.a.

Cleek oe the Academy.—Eobert Macalister, ll.b.

The Academy then adjourned.
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ROYAL IR

GE^EEAL AESTSACT OF THE ACCOUNT OE REV. HAX^
FOR THE TEAR Eli

RECEIPTS.
For Special
Purposes.

§Kimtt from last Year,

From PARLIAMENTARY GRANTS :—

Unappropriated

:

—" Old Grant," . . .

Ap2)ropriated

:

—
Preparation of Scientific Reports, . .

Library,

Researches in connexion with. Celtic MSS.
Publication of ditto,

Museum,
Purchase of Treasure Trove, ....
Illustration and Printing of " Transactions'

and " Proceedings,"

Opening the Academy in the evening, .

,, SCIENCE GRANT, returned by Grantee,

„ MEMBERS' PAYilENTS

£ s. d.

72 3 10

200
200
200
200
200
100

200
200

17 10 11

Entrance Fees, ..........
Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Composition {invested as

opposite),

PUBLICATIONS SOLD :—

63

Transactions,

Proceedings,

Leabhar Breac,

Leabhar na h-Uidhri,

Book of Leinster,

Museum Catalogue (invested as opposite),

INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningham Bequest—New 3 per cent.

Stock {see opposite),

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock

(see op>posite),

3 11 3

„ TEA FUND Subscriptions,

75 13 5

5 15 8

5 5

For General
Purposes.

£1743 1

Total of

each Clas

£
60

s. d.

7 4

500

47 5

357

14 10 6

2 9 11

16 19 6

6 6

73 2 6

£ s.

132 11

2000

17 10

467 5

83 7 6

116 19

164 16

1161 8 3 2904 8

I certify that the above account is coiTect, according to the best of



DEMY.
OSE, TEEASUREB, OF THE EOYAL lEISH ACADEMY,
MARCH, 1882.

2 2^""

PAYMENTS.

DR SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY PUR-
POSES :—

Polite Literatm-e and Antiquity Objects, .

Scientific Reports,

Library,

Irish Scribe, &c.,

,

,

( including Plioto - Litbo -

graphing of Book of Ballymote), . . .

Museum,
Treasure Trove
'

' Transactions '
' and '

' Proceedings,' ' . .

Opening the Academy in the evening, . .

Cunningham Medal, . .

,, Prize Memoir,

ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES :—

Salaries,

"Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Repairs,

Fuel,

Insui-ance, Taxes, and Law, ....
Stationery,

Printing (Miscellaneous),

Postage,

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies,

INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL) :—

:e Membership
!!)ompositions, .

Stock
Bought.

iseum Catalogue, 2

Description.

Consol. Stock,

Bk. of Ir. Stock,

Total
Stock.

£

2900

s.\d.

3: o

From Funds
appropriated
for Special
Purposes.

, TEA FUND Expenditure,

£ s. d.

217 10 11

200
200

200
200
100

200
200

21

29 17 10

From Funds
available

for General
Purposes.

Total of
each Class.

63

9 6 11

b .5

£ s. d.

151 11 7

25 3

98 16 6

69 16 2

6 10 8

334 4 11

19« 7 6

17 11 3

42 8 3

10 12 11

9 14
27 12 9

25
43 11 4

£ s. d.

1920 6 8

706 10 3

11 15 1

72 6 11

17 1

^alattf^ to Credit of the Academy,

£1646 8 I 1070 3 3 2716 3 11

i

96 19 5 ; 91 188 4 5

£1743 1 1161 8 3 2904 8 4

dge and belief.

—

M.^xwell H. Close, Treasurer, E.I. A.
[For Auditors Report see next payc.



AUDITORS' REPORT.

"We have examined the above General Abstract, and compared tbe Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be correct, leaving a

Balance of One Hundred and Eighty-eight Pounds Four Shillings and Five Pence

to the credit of the Academy, the amount ceiiified by the Accountant- General as

standing to the credit of the Academy's account in the Bank of Ireland on the 31st

of March, 1882.

The Treasurer has also exhibited to us like Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day were £2581 6s. 6d., New Three per cents.;

£2900 lis. Od., Consols ; and £53 3s. Od., Bank of Ireland Stock.

,„. ,, ( ROBERT KAl^E.
) ^ ,.

(S^S^^*^)'
i DAVID R. PIGOT. )

^«^*^--

27tb April, 1882.

[134]
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GEIs^EEAL ABSTEACT OF THE ACC0II:N^T OE EEY. MAX^
FOE THE TEAE EI

EECEIPTS. For Special
Purposes.

§KlKXltt from last Tear,

Fkom PAELIAMENTAEY GEANTS :—

£ s. d.

96 19 5

TInappropriated

:

—" Old Grant," . . .

Appropriated

:

—
I

Preparation of Scientific Eeports, . . . \ 200
Library,

|

200
Eesearches in connexion ATitL. Celtic MSS.,

|

200
PubHcation of ditto, 200
Museum,

,
200 0_

Purchase of Treasure Trove, 100
lUusti-ation and Printing of '

' Transactions
'

'

i

and " Proceedings," '. 200
Opening the Academy in the evening, .

„ MEMBEES' PAYMENTS :—

Entrance Fees, .

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Composition {invested as

200

opposite),

„ PUBLICATIONS SOLD:—

36 15

Transactions,

Proceedings,

Leabhar Breac,
I

Leabhar na h-Uidhri,
\

Book of Leinster,
j

Museum Catalogue {invested as oppiosite), . : 2 16 8

INTEEEST O'S INVESTMEIs'TS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningham Bequest

—

ISe^ 3 per cent.

Stock {see opposite),

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock
{see opposite),

PecuniaryPremium Fund—^New 3 percent.

Stock {see opposite)

TEA FrXD Subscriptions,

75 11 9

6 7 6

1 1

5 5

£1724 16 4

For General
Purposes.

£ s. d.

91 5

500

42
329 14

17 12 3

8 14 4

8 10

7 6 6

20 10

84 13 2

1110 5 3

I certify that the above account is correct, according to the best o



DEMY.
OSE, TEEASIJEEE OE THE EOYAL lEISH ACADEMY,

MARCH, 1883.

PAYMENTS.
From Funds
appropriated
for Special
Purposes.

From Funds
available

for General
Purposes.

Total of
each Class.

K SCIENTIFIC AND LITEEAEY PUR-
POSES :—

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ S. d.

Polite Literatui-e and Antiq^uity Objects, .

Scientific Reports,

Library,

Irish Scribe, &c.,
_

• •

„ ' (including Photo-Litbo-

grapbing of Book of Eallymote), . . .

Museum,
Treasure Trove
" Transactions" and " Proceedings," . .

Opening tbe Academy in tbe evening, . .

200
200
200

200
200
100
200
200

162 10

5 18 4

71 5 4

17 3

Todd Professorship, 1 4 8

1741 6 5

ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES :—

Salaries,

"Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Repaii's,

Fuel,

Insm-ance, Taxes, and Law,
Stationery,

Postage, .."

37^ 11 10

199 17 6

18 12 2

30 10 8

18 4

14 10 9

46 5 10

25

54 1 2

786 10 3

INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL) :—

36 15
3 Membership
impositions,

Stock
Bought.

Description.
Total
Stock.

£

35

s.d.

17 10 Consol. Stock,

£

2936 8

d.

10

:uniary'Premium
nd, being- unes-
nded Balance of
mningham Fund
1880-81, . . 72

!

3 3 New 3 per cent. 72 3 3 72 3 10

seum Catalogue, 2 15 7 Bk. of Ir. Stock, 55 18 7 9 4 2

5 5 10 7 3

118 3

15 12 3TEA FUNI) Expenditure,

£1623 8 1038 3 11 2661 11 11

101 8 4 72 1 4 173 9 8

£1724 16 4 1110 5 3 2835 1 7

Ige and belief.

—

Maxwell H. Close, Treasurer, JR. I.A.
[For Auditors' Report see next page.
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AUDITORS' REPORT.

We have examined the above General Abstract, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be correct, leaving a

Balance of One Hundred and Seventy-three Pounds Nine Shillings and Eight Pence

to the credit of the Academy, the amount certified by the Accountant-General as

standing to the credit of the Academy's account in the Bank of Ireland on the 31st

of March, 1882, being £237 14s. 2d., cheques amountiug to £64 4s. 6d., having

remained unpresented.

The Treasurer has also exhibited to us Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day vrere £2653 9s. 9d., New Thi-ee per cents.;

£2936 8s. lOd., Consols ; and £55 18s. 7d., Bank of Ireland Stock.

,„. ,, ( WILLIAM FRAZER,
) , ^.

(^^^^^)'
1 JOHN CASEY, l^""''''''-

2lst April, 1883.

TODD MEMORIAL FUND.

This Fund consists of two sums, both invested in New Three per Cents., viz.,

£1209 ISs. id. standing in the name of the Accountant-General of the Court of

Chancery, and £142 2s. id. (composed of a conditional subscription and accrued

income added thereto) standing in the joint names of Mr. J. T. Gilbert and Rev.

M. H. Close.



§l0pl %xk^ %CKhm^.

GE^^EEAL ABSTEACT OF THE ACCOUNTS,

1st April, 1883, to 31st March, 188U.

[32]
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GEIS'EEAL ABSTEACT OF THE ACCOUNT OF EEY. MAX^
FOE THE TEAE EJi

EECEIPTS. For Special
Purposes.

For General
Purposes.

§KlmU from last Year,

Fkom parliamentary GRANTS :—

Unappropriated:—" Old Grant," . . . .

Appropriated

:

—
Preparation of Scientific Reports, . . .

Library,

Researclies in connexion with Celtic MSS.,
Publication of ditto,

Miisenm,
Pm-cbase of Treasure Troye,
IHusti-ation andPiinting of " Transactions"

and " Proceedings,"

Opening tb.e Academy in the evening, . .

SCIENCE GRANT :—
Returned by Grantees,

MEMBERS' PAYIMENTS:-

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Composition (invested as

opposite),

PUBLICATIONS SOLD :—

Transactions,

Proceedings,

Leabhar Breac,

Leabhar na h-Uidhri,

Book of Leinster,

Museum Catalogue [invested as opposite).

INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cimningham Bequest—New 3 per cent.

Stock,

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock
[see opposite),

Pecuniary PremiumFund—New 3 per cent.

Stock,

„ TEA FUND Subscriptions,

£ s. d.

101 8 4

200
200
200
200
200
100

200
200

65

48 6

2 6 6

75 11 9

2 2 3

5 5

£1799 19 10

£
72 1 4

500

68 5

346 10

28 3 6

12 2 9

11 18

6 16 6

15 15

86 5 2

6 14 2

1154 11 5

I certify that the above account is correct, according to the best o
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OSE, TEEASTJPvEE OF THE EOYAL lEISH ACADEMY,
' MARCH, 1884.

PATMEIsTTS.

OE SCIEXTIFIC AXD LITEEAET PTJE-
POSES:—

PoKte Literattrre and Antiquity Objects, .

Scientific Eeport?
Library,

Irish Scribe, &c.,

„ (including Photo-Litho-
graphing of Book of Eallymote), . . .

Museum,
Treasxire Trove
"Transactions" and "Proceedings," .

Opening the Academy ia the evening, . .

Cunningham Medals,

ESTAELISH^^LEXT CBAEGES :—

Salaries,

Wages and Liveries,

Fiirnituie and Eepairs,

Fuel,

Lisiu'ance, Taxes, and La-w, ....
Stationeiy,

Printing (Miscellaneous;,

Postage,

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies,

, IXTESTMEXTS (CAPITAL):—

Fe ilPTT.bership

ompositions,

iseutn Catalogue,

Stock i -rv - i- I
Total

Bought. Description.
s^^^j,_

s. d.

12 8

Consol. Stock,

Bk. ofIr. Stock,

I

2983 14

581 I

, TEA FUXD Expenditure,

jaTailjCjC to Credit of the Academy,

From Funds From Funds 1

appropriated ' available 1
Total of

for Special for General i each Class.
Purposes.

|

Purposes. !

265
200
200

200
200
100
200
200

50

£ s. d.\ £ 5. d.

116 1 4

3 15 8

12 6

60 4 10

2 2 11

370 5

200 5 9
'

15 8 7
;

47 12 5
i

12 18 2

9 3 6 1

50 13 6 I

25 i

56 18 3 :

1797 17 3

48 6

9 8
57 6 8

5 5 12 9 3 17 14 3

122 8 2 170 19 9 ; 293 7 11

i

£1799 19 10 ,
1154 11 3 2954 11 3

dge and belief.

—

Maxwell H. Close, Treasurer, R.I.A.
[For Atiditors' Beport see next page.
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AUDITOES' EEPORT.

We have examined the above General Abstract, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be correct, leaving a

Balance of Two Hundred and Ninety-three Pounds Seven Shillings and Eleven

Pence to the credit of the Academy, a sum of Fifteen Pounds remaining in the

Treasurer's hands, and the amount certified by the Accountant-General as standing

to the credit of the Academy's account in the Bank of Ireland on the 31st of

March, 1884, being £341 17s. lid., cheques amounting to £63 10s. Od. having

remained unpresented.

The Treasurer has also exhibited to us Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day were £2653 9s. 9d., New Three per cents.;

£2983 14s. Id., Consols; and £58 Is. Zd., Bank of Ireland Stock.

„. , ( WILLIAM FEAZER,
) ^ ,.

^^'^'''^^'
\ JOHN CASEY,

\^ud^tors.

2Zrd April, 1884.

TODD MEMORIAL FUND.

This Fund consists of two sums, both invested in New Three per Cents., viz.,

£1209 18s. id. standing in the name of the Accountant-General of the Court of

Chancery, and £142 2s. id. (composed of a conditional subscription and accrued

income added thereto) standing in the joint names of Mr. J. T. Gilbert and Rev.

M. H. Close.
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Thtjesday Evening, March 29, 1883.

(Special Meeting.)

Sir Samuel Fekgtjson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

The President made a statement in reference to the present position

of the Academy as affected by the proposed new Charter of the Eoyal

Dublin Society.

The Secretary of Council read the following Eeport on the proposed

Charter, and moved its adoption

:

"Report of the Council.

"At the Meeting of the Academy, on the 22nd January, 1883,

the President brought under its notice the course which had been

then recently taken by the Council of the Royal Dublin Society

(hereinafter called the Society) for the purpose of obtaining a new

Charter, and the grounds on which the Draft of that Charter had

met with the disapproval of the Council of the Academy. The

Draft in question had, a few days before, failed to receive the ne-

cessary sanction of a General Meeting of the Society, and it was not

necessary on that occasion to enter on the subject more in detail. As,

however, the governing body of the Society has since then intimated

its intention to revive the proposal, with some modification, which, so

far as its nature has been publicly announced, fails to obviate the

objections entertained by the Council of the Academy, and has

gazetted the Statutory Notice convening a Special General Meeting

of the Society to consider a second Draft Charter for the 5th of

April next, it is deemed advisable that a detailed Eeport should

be laid before the Academy, with a view .to inform its Members on

the subject generally, and to acquaint them fully with the past and

present action of Council in this matter.

R. I, A. MINUTES, SESSION 1883-84. L^^J
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1750, Original

Charter.

Scientifically

administered.

1836, Eeport
of Select Com-
mittee.

Publication of

Society's

Journal of

Practical

Science.

Papers in

Pure Science

occasionally

included.

1866,

Supplemental
Charter.

1868, Treasury
Commission.

'^ The Royal Duhlin Society : Oriyin, Grotvth, and unauthorized

Extension of its Functions in Applied Science.

"1. The Dublin Society was incorporated by Royal Charter in

1750, for promoting Husbandry and other Useful Arts in Ireland.

" 2. Although not given any Scientific function by its Charter,

the Society, quite legitimately, applied itself to teaching the

Arts in a scientific manner, and came to be recognized by the

Irish Parliament as having functions bearing upon ' the Useful

Sciences.' There are numerous Votes and Acts, granting

annual sums to the Society for the promotion of {inter alia)

' Science as Parliament should direct
'

; but these directions are

always given by Special Acts allocating the sums to the Society

for practical objects, including ' Schools of Drawing and other

useful Sciences.' See Index to Acts (Irish Parliament), ' Dublin

Society.'

" 3. In 1836 a Select Committee of the House of Commons

recommended the publication by the Society of a Selection from

the Papers read at its Evening Scientific Meetings {post, 18).

The Society consequently published a Journal of its Proceedings

' in Practical Science ' down to 1858 ; after which date Scientific

Papers of a less practical kind began to be, from time to time,

included in the Journal. It is not supposed that there was any

deliberate intention to go beyond the legitimate scope of the

Society's functions in the introduction of Papers of this character •

and Council is willing to believe that the practice of occasionally

diverging into such topics originated in mere inattention to the

boundary line, which, in Science, separates the extension of

theoretic knowledge from its practical application to purposes of

utility—the latter alone being, in Council's judgment, the proper

province of the Society.

"4. A Supplemental Charter was granted to the Society in

1866, by which some changes were made in its administrative

constitution ; and the title, ' The Royal Dublin Society for the

Promotion of the Useful Arts and Sciences,' was recited in the

Preamble as a name by which the Society was known ; but no

change was thereby made in its original functions.

'* 5. Pursuant to the recommendations of a Treasury Com-

mission, issued in 1868, Her Majesty's Government in 1876-7
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resolved on transferring to the Science and Art Department of

the Committee of Council on Education certain branches of the

work up to that time performed by the Society, such as in the

School of Art and the Botanic Gardens. In connexion with this Transfer of

transfer, the Society appears to have entered into some arrano^e-
^0*^16178111110-

' ' ^'^
_

'^ tionstobcience

ment with the Government, by which the latter undertook the and Art De-

Printing of the Society's Scientific Papers [post, 18) for some time. ?f,^ ^^^ \

There is no record accessible to Council from which the Details Government.

of this arrangement can be ascertained ; but it is observable

that the Publications of the Society from this period dealt

less with practical Science, and became more distinctively

theoretic in their character.

*' 6. The Society, on oth March, 1877, entered into an Agree- 1877, 5 March.

ment with Her Maiesty's Government, which provided, uiter alia,
-A-greement m

•> •'
.

prospect ot

that, in the contemplated transfer, accommodation should be pro- transfer.

vided for the Society, sufficient for the discharge of the functions

still remaining to it in Science {post, 18) and Agriculture ; and jsfew Charter

that the Stationery office should continue to Print the Proceedings contemplated.

and Transactions of the Society, limiting them strictly to its

scientific work {post, 18) for a period of five years from the date

of the transfer of the collections, with the view of assisting the

Society to re-organize itself on an independent basis ; and it is

stated that the Government would be prepared to recommend to

Her Majesty to grant such new Charter or Charters as, in the

opinion of the Government, might be required by the altered

circumstances and condition of the Society.

" 7. The Dublin Science and Art Museum Act, 1877 (40 & 41 1877, Dublin

Yict. c. 234, Loc. & Pers.), was now passed; which, after
J'J.j.^J^^^^;!;^

declaring that it was expedient that the Society ' should be Act.

maintained in the exercise of its functions, save so far as the

same are affected by this Act,' provided that for the purpose of

giving effect to the objects of the Act it should be lawful for the

Commissioners of works in Ireland, the Science and Art Depart-

ment, and the Society, to enter into any agreements, contracts,

or arrangements they might think fit, and that such agreements,

&c., should have the same force as if embodied in the Act.

" 8. On 1st March, 1881, an agreement was executed between 1881, 1 March,

the Department, the Commissioners, and the Society, pursuant
S^eemen in

[29*]
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pursuance
thereof.

Draft New
Charter pre-

For advance-
ment of

Science

generally.

Containing
inaccurate

recital,

tending to

injurious

rivalry vrith

Academy.

to the powers of the 'Museum Act,' whereby the Memorandum

of Agreement of 5th March, 1877 {supra, 6), so far as the provisions

thereof remained unperformed, hut without prejudice to anything

done in pursuance thereof, was annulled and superseded ; and

consequently in the absence of any reason to suppose any further

or supplemental Agreement for a Charter to exist, the provisions

on that subject above mentioned are assumed to be no longer

operative.

" 9. The five years in question drawing to an end, the Society

lately appointed a Committee of Ee-organization. It prepared

a Draft of a new Charter which was adopted by the Council of

the Society. The Draft recited the several Charters of the

Society, the Museum Act, and the agreement in pursuance

thereof of 5th March, 1881 ; but did not show any direct

Parliamentary or Governmental sanction for any extension of

the original functions. It, however, purported to grant that

the Society under its original name, otherwise the Royal

Dublin Society, or the Royal Society of Dublin, should con-

tinue incorporated for, inter alia, ' the advancement of Science,'

with power to confer the title of Fellow on a limited number

of its corporate members ; and it recited in the preamble that

the Society was ' better known as the Hoyal Dublin Society, or

Royal Society of Dublin.' So far as concerns the name ' Royal

Society of Dublin,' this recital was contrary to the fact. The

Society had never theretofore been known by that name. But

the combined effect of the extension of functions, and of the

power to confer Fellowships, would have been to invest the

Society with an apparent status similar to that of the Royal

Societies of London and Edinburgh—a position which in Ireland

has always belonged to the Royal Irish Academy alone.

"The Hoyal Irish Academy: hoio affected, and its position in

relation to the action of the Society.

1786, Charter " 10. The Royal Irish Academy was incorporated in 1786, for

Acad°einv
^^^

^^^ promotion of Science, Polite Literature, and Antiquities.

Claims scienti- While maintaining its position as the leading and the only Char-

tered Scientific Body outside the Universities in Ireland, it has

been and is well content that the Society should cultivate the

fie pre-emi
nence.
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applied Sciences, and earnestly desirous that it should succeed

in their advancement.

"11. The Academy was not in privity with, and had no 1877. First

opportunity of intervening in, any of the Proceedings of the D^^g^t ^^

Society until after the latter had resigned its functions in Art Society's

and Botany to the Science and Art Department, when, in 1877,
P^c^^edings.

as will be in the recollection of the members, a correspondence

took place between Mr. Stoney as Secretary of the Royal Dublin By proposal

Society, and Dr. Ingram as Secretary to the Council of the
^'^^^ ^^ a'^new

Academy, in reference to a proposal made on the part of the exclusively

Society for the partial amalgamation of the Academy and the
amalo-aniated

Society for Scientific purposes, as if of bodies recognized as Society.

having identical Scientific functions. The Council of the Aca-

demy declining to entertain this proposal, the correspondence Declined by

(so far as concerned the suggested amalgamation) was closed by ^^^° Academy.

a letter from Dr. Stoney of the 10th May in that year. It

appeared, however, to the Council that the claims made by

the Society in respect of Scientific research could not be

allowed to remain unnoticed ; and accordingly the letter of

the 23rd May, 1877 (Appendix 1), was written to Mr. Stoney : Appendix.

a letter of the preceding day {ibid. 2) having been sent to the

Secretaries of Her Majesty's Treasury. To the former of these

communications an answer was received from Mr. Stoney dated

the 10th July, 1877, transmitting a ' Statement of Facts by the

Delegates of the Royal Dublin Society ' (ibid. 3).

"12. The Document last mentioned purports to set forth the Scientific

claims of the Society to the cultivation of pure and applied ?,^^™f
°^

,

. . ... Society put
Science, as distinguished from their practical application to use- forward on

ful purposes. These claims are founded by the Delegates : 1 , on occasion,
^

_
^

_

JO? grounded m

:

prescriptive usage ; 2, on the authority of Parliament ; and 3, on

the Supplemental Charter {supra, 4), and Report of Select Com-

mittee {supra, 3).

"In support of the first of these no proof is offered, save in Prescriptive

respect of the Papers, &c., read and published under the circum- ^'^^se-

stances above stated {supra, 3, 5).

"For the second ground, 'a series of Acts of Parliament,' Acts of Parlin

among which 25 Geo. III. (1), c. 27 is specially cited, are re-
"^

ferred to as ' recognizing the right of the Society to cultivate
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Science,' that is, the series defining its functions in 'the Use-

ful Sciences ' [supra, 2).

Charter of '' Lastly, it is alleged that the Supplemental Charter of 1866

confirms to the Society all powers, &c., which it then possessed

under its original Charter, ' or in any other legal manner what-

ever ' (on which Council observes that no powers could arise in

any legal manner by acts ultra vires) and emphatically, that the

Select Committee of the House of Commons had {supra, 3) re-

Eeport of ported in favour of the Society's publishing selections from its

Scientific Transactions.

"13. From the terms in which this part of their case is stated

by the Delegates, it might be supposed that the opinion of the

Committee was expressed in reference to Science generally,

without any such restriction as that which the Governing Body
Eelied on as if of the Society now seeks to repudiate. It is in the following

science gene- words: 'In 1836 a Committee of the House of Commons was
rally. ' appointed "with a view to a wider extension of the advan-

' tages of the Annual Parliamentary Grant to the Society,"

' and this Committee in their 10th Resolution recommended
' that the Council of the Society should cause a " selection from

' the Papers read at the Evening Scientific Meetings to be printed

' and published." To this resolution the Society, at the solici-

' tation of the Government, unanimoiisly assented on the lOth

' November, 1836 ; and from that time the continuous and more

' systematic publication of scientific communications dates. It

' had therefore existed for thirty years in its fuller form when
' it was further " granted and confirmed" to the Society by its

' Supplemental Charter.' And the Statement proceeds to other

matters, as if the recommendations of the Committee had been

thus set out in their full extent and meaning. That this is not

so will appear at once from the Eeport of the Committee, and

will be abundantly confirmed by examination of the voluminous

evidence on which that Report was founded.

Eeport does "14. In page 16 of the Report is to be found the following

cois'truction.
Paragraph, headed ' Publication ' :—

" ' The volume which is at present annually published by the

' Dublin Society contains little else than the Minutes of its Pro-

' ceedings. Its bulk is unnecessarily increased by the custom of
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' printing the names of all the persons who attend each weekly

' meeting. The greater part of the expense thus incurred will be

' rendered unnecessary by investing in a Council the administra-

' tion of the affairs of the Society ; but your Committee are of

' opinion that it is highly desirable that the Society should issue

' publications, both occasional and periodical, and should cause

' such publications to be printed in the cheapest manner, and

' sold to the public at the lowest price which circumstances

' will admit. It has been represented to your Committee that

* original investigation has never been the object of the Dublin

' Society, but that it has always aimed rather at diffusing a

' knowledge of those results which have been the fruit of the

' labour of others—more particularly of such as have a practical

' bearing upon the useful and ornamental Arts. For this reason

* it is said that the Society has wisely abstained from publishing

' Transactions containing philosophical speculation. Perhaps this

' is a sound view of the duties of the Dublin Society ; but your

* Committee are not of opinion that on this account it ought

' wholly to abstain from publication. The abundance or scarcity

' of materials for its publications will depend much on the effi-

' ciency or remissness of the Council, the Committees, and the

' Professors, and will form a good test of the energy with which
' they fulfil the duties imposed on them. Your Committee think

* it very desirable that each Committee, aided by the Professor

' attached to such Committee, should at least once in each year

' submit to the Society Reports, as well of their own operations

' as of any changes which may have taken place in the general

' condition of Science within this particular department since

' their preceding Eeport ; and that they should present to the

' attention of the Society, and of the public, any particular facts

' which they may deem it of importance to communicate by way
' of compilation, extract, or abridgment. Such Reports, together

' with any Papers of a peculiarly interesting kind, which may
' have been read at the Evening Meetings, would afford ample

' materials for occasional or periodical publication. Indeed, con-

' sidering the very extensive range of subjects which are brought

' within the circle of the Dublin Society's duties, the chief diffi-

' culty in regard of publication, if the Committees and officers

' were efficient, would be the task of selection.'
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Hecommenda-
tions of

Committee
confined to

J

Practical

Science.

As further

appearing by
the allocation

of the Society'

I

duties.

Being the

same view

"15. The recommendations of the Committee -were embodied

in thirteen resolutions, in two only of Tvhich (the 4th and 10th)

do the -n-ords ' Science ' and ' Scientific ' occur. These resolu-

tions are as follows :

—

" (4). Eesolted :
—

' That the Dublin Society should be con-

sidered the great central Association for the diffusion through-

out Ireland of a knowledge of Practical Science, and of all

improvements in Agriculture, Horticulture, and the Arts, and

that it should place itself it communication with all local

Societies founded with a view to similar objects, affording them

assistance, encouragement, and information, and receiving from

them in return periodical Reports of their proceedings.'

"(10). Eesolted:—'That each Committee should periodi-

cally publish Reports of its proceedings, and that the Council

should, by selection from the Papers, read at the Evening

Scientific Meetings, or by the compilation of such other interest-

ing and useful information as they may think it desirable to

communicate to the public, cause to be printed from time to

time publications which should be accessible to the public by

purchase.'

" It is too plain to permit a doubt that these two resolutions

are intimately connected with one another, and that the word
' Scientific ' in the 10th is to be read as in pari materia with the

words 'Practical Science' in the 4th; while the meaning and

object of both resolutions are fully and clearly explained in the

passage already cited from the body of the Report.

"16. A further confirmation of this view is to be found in the

3rd and 6th resolutions. By the former it was recommended

that the Committees of the Society should be eight in number,

severally devoted to— 1. Fine Arts; 2. iSTatural Philosophy;

3. Chemistry ; 4. Mineralogy (and the application of the last

three subjects to the useful xlrts) ; 5. Botany and JSTatiu-al

History; 6. Agriculture; 7. Statistics; and 8. Accounts and

Domestic arrangements. And the 6th resolution was :
—

' That

the Botanic Garden should be made as much as possible a school

for young gardeners seeking instruction in horticulture.'

"17. From the passages thus given from their Report, it is

abundantly clear that the view adopted by the Select Committee
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as to the true functions of the Society was precisely in accord- taken by the

ance with that now taken by the Council of the Academy. But '^'ifnesses

examined.
it seems worth while to go a little farther, and to see how far

that view was supported by the evidence of the able and learned

men who either were personally examined, or whose written

statements on the subject of the inquiry were laid before the

Committee.

" Isaac Weld, Esq. (Sec. to the E. D. S.). Mr. Weld.

*' ' The objects of the Academy*'' and of the Dublin Society are

very different. The Dublin Society originated in the desire of

a number of men for practical improvement in the Arts, Manu-

factures, and Agriculture of the country. Such matters of deep

abstract Science as are frequently introduced at the Academy

have never engaged the attention of the Dublin Society.'

—

Evidence, 57.

*' De. (now SiE R.) Kane. (Paper read by Eobert Hutton, Dr. Kane.

Esq.)

" ' It occurs to me that there is only one principle which can

be adopted, not indeed to the exclusion of every other, but on

that principle which must govern all the others—I mean the

dissemination among all classes of a knowledge of Physical

Science. It is, therefore, to the improvement of the Society as

an organ of Scientific instruction that all our efforts should, in

the first place, be directed. . . .

'' ' The Society ought to give up all idea of becoming the

vehicle for the publication of original Articles. Nothing is

more absurd or mischievous than the opinions of many influential

members on that point. Surely the Society ought to know that

its end is not to advance any Science whatever, but to apply the

abstract principles of Science to practical purposes, which can

be best done by giving the requisite instruction to all classes of

the community without distinction.'

—

Ev. 1395. (Paragraphs

9 and 26.)

* See in Eeport of 1836 the letter of H. Drummond, Under-Secretary,

March 17tli, 1836, par. 12, where the Royal Irish Academy is grouped with

the Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh. Mo. 1371.
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Sir E. '' Sir R. Geiitith.
Griffith

" ' Q. This Society is rather more a Society for applying the

Sciences practically to the Arts than following out Abstract

Science ?

" 'Yes, for Practical Science.'—^?;. 2074.

Dr. Harty. " William Hartt, M.D.

'' ' The Dublin Society is not a Scientific body ; it never was

intended to be a Scientific body ; and if it be made a pure

Scientific body it will be diverted from its appropriate purpose.

I do not mean to say they may not cultivate Science as they

do to a certain extent ; but it never was founded for Scien-

tific purposes.

" ' I have taken an extract from a Eeport of the Dublin

Society made to the Government in the year 1820, in confir-

mation of my views and feelings. I will read the extract :

—

''
' The objects proposed by the Society are practical, and do

not interfere with any other of the institutions in this country,

which are either purely Scientific and Literary, or else adapted

to Professional Education.'—j^y. 2389, 2390.

" ' The Dublin Society is not a learned Society, properly

speaking ; it is a purely practical Society, and it is not by what

it would publish or has ever published that its utility is shown,

but in the public benefits derived from its several departments.

. . . The Dublin Society is only Scientific so far (and so far you

may call it learned) as it employs Professors to give general

information to the community on the elementary parts of certain

Sciences.

" 'Its object is not so much to enlarge the field of Science, as

to make Science available for practical purposes.'

—

JEv. 2405-

6-7.

" ' It is not a body for the promotion of Science.

" ' It is not, properly speaking, a Scientific body. It does

not appoint its Professors with a view to carry Science to per-

fection ; it is with a view to apply the existing mass of

knowledge to practical purposes of life. Its real and proper
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objects are the practical application of the Science to the pur-

poses of life.'—^y. 2533-8.

"'It "was not established for Scientific, but practical pur-

poses.'

—

Ev. 2544.

"It only remains to add that, on careful investigation, no

evidence or opinion has been found to have been offered to the

Committee in favour of a different view.

"18. It is plain that the meaning of the words ' Science' and Meaning of

' Scientific,' in such documents as, have been the subject of re- ^^^ "Scienti-

view, depends entirely on the nature of the subject-matter and fie," loc. cit.

context. Tried by this test, in no instance will these words, as

cited above, be found to be used in any other plain and rational

sense than as restricted to the study and teaching of the known

means by which Science can be practically applied to the Ai'ts,

to Manufacture, and to Agriculture.

" 19. This view is very clearly laid clown in Dr. Ingram's Agreeing with

letters (Appendix), and does not meet with an adequate answer
^^^ SmXty's

in the Delegates' statement ; where, by pointing out the diffi- functions

culty which exists in fixing the limits between pure and applied twined by the

Science, it is sought to avoid the distinction between the ad- Academy.

vancement of the field of Science itself and the advancement of

its 'industrial and economic applications.' This distinction is

inherent in the subject, from whatever point of view it is con-

sidered ; and Council observes that it is a mistake to suppose

that any extension of the general boundaries of Science can

efface it, or confuse the independent provinces of theoretic in-

vestigation, and of the practical application of the knowledge

thence derived.

" 20. During the last winter it was announced by the Royal 1882. Draft

Dublin Society that a Draft, then issued to its Members, of the
J^ropoSd'"'^"'

new Charter, so long contemplated, would be laid before a

General Meeting of the Society for its adoption. The nature of

the Draft is indicated supra, 9. It attracted the most serious

attention and disapproval of Council, which lost no time in

obtaining the opinion and directions of eminent counsel as to the Counsel's opi-

coui-se which should be taken by the Academy in opposing the
^\°"ft^

grant of such Charter, if it should obtain the approval of the Charter.

General Meeting then convened for that purpose. The Resolu-

new
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tion consequently come to by Council has been already reported

to the Academy.

Further action "21. At the General Meeting of the Society, held on the

18th January, 1883, for the purpose of considering the Draft in

question, the necessary majority of three-fifths of the Members

present was not obtained, and it was hoped that the Governing

Body of the Society might see the wisdom of abandoning a

further course of encroachment.

Eenewed "22. This expectation has not been realized. The Council
action of the ^f ^j^g Society has, as already intimated, taken the Statutable

steps to convene a Special General Meeting, within the next

fortnight, to consider a resolution approving a second Draft new

Charter; but has not, as on the former occasion {supra, 20), as

yet made public its terms even to its own Members.

Duty of Mem- " 23. It may, however, be inferred from a Report laid before

bers of the
^j^g Society at its last Meeting (1st March), as appearing in the

longing to both public newspapers, that, in the now proposed Draft, no claim
Societies. ^-^^ ^^ ^,^^^ ^^ ^^le name ' Eoyal Society of Dublin'; but be-

yond this nominal change there is no assurance that any of the

other provisions of the former Scheme have been substantially

modified, and Council must assume that it is still proposed to

extend the functions of the Society over the whole field of

Science. The situation is critical, and calls for the most serious

consideration of the Members of the Academy.

"24. The President, on the occasion first referred to, used

words which entirely express the sense of Council, when, depre-

cating the creation by Charter in Ireland of two bodies for the

pursuit of Science in the same identical province of investigation,

he said :

—

" ' This country cannot afford such a rivalry. The number of

' educated men of Science who are also scientific investigators is

' not sufficient to support two great rival societies in Pure Science

' in Dublin. Either both should languish, or one should flourish

' on the ruins of the other. The Royal Irish Academy has de-

' served better of the State than to be exposed to that alternative.

' Whichever Society might emerge victor out of such a strife

' would achieve its triumph at an expenditure of intellectual

'force, diverted from its proper pursuits into barren and pos-
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* sibly embittered channels of rivalry and strategy. It is a

* serious question for our rulers here whether it is for the public

* interest that the higher pursuits of learning in this country

* should be thrown for an indefinite time into that condition of

' disablement and confusion, or whether they would not better

' consult the common weal by recognizing and acting upon the

* maxim to let well alone.'

" 25. Council desires to add the expression of its conviction,

that not only the Scientific but the Industrial interests of the

country would be injuriously affected. It considers that any

diversion of the great abilities at the command of the Royal

Dublin Society from the field of practical usefulness into that

of abstract Scientific exploration would materially impede the

Society's progress in the valuable public objects for which it was

founded, and' in the success of which the Eoyal Irish Academy,

in common with all classes of the Queen's subjects in Ireland,

has a substantial and friendly interest.

" Council's advice to the Academy.

" 26. Council recommends :

—

" I. That copies of this Eeport be sent to all Members of the

Academy, and to the Secretaries of the Royal Dublin Society,

" II. That Coimcil be empowered from time to time, as emer-

gencies may arise, in the name of the Academy, to do all acts

which, in its judgment, may be necessary for effectually resist-

ing the encroachments on its chartered functions, contemplated

in the present proceedings of the Governing Body of the Royal

DubHn Society.
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"APPENDIX
^0. 1.

' •' EoTAL Ieish Academt,

''May 2d, 1877.

" Mt deah Sie,

" I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of tlie lOtli

inst. ; and in reference thereto, I am directed by the Council of

the Eoyal Irish Academy to remind you, that they have not

declined the holding of the Conference proposed by the Council

of the Eoyal Dublin Society, but have agreed to it on the only

basis on which it seemed to them it could properly be held. This

they did through respect for the Council of the Eoyal Dublin

Society, and because they thought the conference, rightly con-

ducted, might have led to useful results.

" It must, however, be understood that, in their opinion, the

Council of the Eoyal Dublin Society, in devising measures for

the promotion of General Science, is occupying itself with a

subject with which, under the Charters of the Society, it is not

authorized to deal. It was established for the promotion of

Husbandry and other useful Arts, and has never obtained

authority to undertake the cultivation of Abstract Science. The

Council, however, have observed with regret that some ]^embers

of the Society are seeking to divert it from its proper functions,

which it has discharged with honour to itself and advantage to

Ireland, and to embark it in the new career of the promotion of

Abstract Science.

" The effect of this course of proceeding, which is quite un-

warranted by its existing Charters, is to engage it in a perma-

nent competition with the Eoyal Irish Academy, by which

Science in the largest sense has (in accordance with its Charter),

been cultivated ; and this competition, it is believed, will be

injurious to both Bodies, as well as to the country at large,

which will lose the services in relation to industrial subjects

hitherto rendered by the Eoyal Dublin Society.

" The Council have therefore felt it their duty to make a

representation on the subject to Her Majesty's Government, a
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copy of which I have been directed to send you for the infor-

mation of the Council of the E,oyal Dublin Society, as soon as I

shall be in possession of an acknowledgment of its receipt by the

Government department to which it has been addressed.

" I am, my dear Sir,

''Faithfully yours,

"J. K. liS'GRAM,

" Secretary of Council.

"Tb G. J. Stoket, Esa.,

" Secretary of the Royal Dublin Society.

"No. 2.

'
' Royal Irish Academy House,

''Dublin, May 12, 1877.

" GENTLEMElSr,

" I am directed by the Council of the Royal Irish Academy to

ask your attention to one of the heads of agreement between the

Government and the Royal Dublin Society, embodied in the

' Memorandum of Provisions ' agreed to on the 5th of March

last.

" The Royal Dublin Society was established by Charter in

1750, under the name of the ' Dublin Society for promoting

Husbandry and other Dseful Arts in Ireland.'

" A Supplemental Charter was granted in 1866. Nothing is

enacted in it respecting a change of the objects of the Society,

which is described as 'the Dublin Society,' better known as the

Royal Dublin Society, for the promotion of Husbandry and

other useful Arts and Sciences in Ireland.

" The intention was plainly not to alter the sphere of labour

which it had always honourably filled : namely, that of advanc-

ing the agricultural and industrial interests of the country ; and

the phrase ' Useful Arts and Sciences ' shows that it was meant
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still, as before, to occupy itself, not with Abstract Science

(which had been provided for in the Royal Irish Academy), but

only with Science in relation to its industrial or economic ap-

plications. The fact of some Papers not answering to this

description having been read at its Meetings in recent years

cannot affect the true character of the Society, or the correct

interpretation of its Charters and its history. At present, how-

ever, as we have reason to know, some of its most active

Members entertain the project of diverting it from the objects

which it was founded to promote, and embarking it in the

cultivation of Abstract Science. To enable it to alter its cha-

racter in this way a new Charter would be necessary. If such

a Charter should be sought, it will become the duty of the

Ptoyal Irish Academy, which was established by Eoyal Charter

for the cultivation of Science in the largest acceptation of the

word (as well as of other studies), and has fully and faithfully

discharged its duty in that field, to represent to the Government

the impolicy of public resources being used for the establishment

in a city like Dublin of a second Society, which would occupy

the same intellectual domain, and thus carry on an active com-

petition with the Royal Irish Academy ; whilst, on the other

hand, Ireland would be deprived of the valuable services in

relation to industrial subjects which are performed for England

by the Society of Arts, and have hitherto been rendered to this

country by the Royal Dublin Society.

" But the point to which the Council desire at present to ask

the attention of the Government is a less general one, which,

however, requires more immediate notice. In Article 4 of the

terms of Agreement, lately entered into between the Government

and the Royal Dublin Society, it is stated that ' the Government

will authorize the Stationery Office to continue to print the

Proceedings and Tranmdions of the Society—limiting them

strictly to its scientific work—for a period of five years from the

date of the transfer of the collections referred to in preceding

Articles. We believe that the intention of the Government in

using the words ' limiting them strictly to its scientific work

'

was not to sanction indirectly an enlargement of the sphere of

the Society's operations, or the diversion of them into a new
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channel, but to exclude such publications as might relate to the

practical action of the Society in connexion with Agriculture.

And if the words be so interpreted, we are far from objecting to

the privilege thus accorded to the Eoyal Dublin Society. On
the contrary, we regard it as dictated by the kindest feelings,

and as a seasonable and thoughtful aid to the Society whilst

reorganizing itself on an independent basis. But we have reason

to believe that the intention is entertained by somelTembers of the

Society to take advantage of the word ' Scientific ' used in this

Article, as if it authorized the printing of matter belonging to

Abstract as distinguished from Practical Science. This, we beg

to represent, cannot be done under the existing Charter of the

Society, and we must respectfully express our opinion that it

would be a misapplication of public funds to use them for the

purpose.

" The Council, therefore, humbly submit that the word
* Scientific,' in_Article 4, must be construed as relating not to

Abstract Science, but to the practical applications of Science in

the useful Arts ; and that no Papers of the former class, which

may be proposed for publication by the Royal Dublin Society,

should be printed at the public expense, so long at least as that

Society is governed by its present Charter.

" And, if it should be proposed to grant a new Charter, with

such extended powers as have been above referred to, the

Council respectfully claim to be allowed to submit to Her

Majesty's Government theii* reasons for objecting to such a

course.

'

' I am. Gentlemen,

" Your obedient Servant,

"John K. Ingram, LL.D.,

'
' Secretary of the Council.

" The Seceetaeies of

" Hee Majesty's Teeasuet,

" Whitehall, London, S. W.

R.I.A. MINUTES, SESSION 1883-4. L^^J
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" No. 3.—

''STATEMENT OF FACTS
" BY THE

"DELEGATES OF THE EOTAL DUBLIN SOCIETY,

" I?i Refly to the Averments of a Letter, dated the 23rd May,
" last, from the Secretary of the Council of the Royal Irish

" Academy to the Secretaries of the Treasury.

" A. The letter from the Council of the Academy alleges that

the Eoyal Duhlin Society's chartered functions are limited to

Husbandry and the Useful Arts ; in other words, to Agriculture

and Industry.

" If the assertion had been that the/rs^ Charter of this ancient

Society makes no direct mention of two principal provinces of

the Society's subsequent work, viz. : Science and Art, the state-

ment would have been true. Nothing, however, pertinent to

the letter would have followed from so guarded a statement,

and the broader assertion which the letter makes is wholly in-

correct.

"At the remote date of our first Charter (1750), the great

and important group of Sciences which are now chiefly studied

by Scientific men were almost unknown ; but according as they

grew up, and the dependence of Industry upon them became

understood, the omission in the Charter was felt, and was sup-

plied by the Irish Legislature.

" It has also been provided for in the Society's Supplemental

Charter. Accordingly, from a date far back in the last century

down to the present time, Science, both pure and applied, has

steadily, and indeed necessarily, been cultivated by the Eoyal

Dublin Society, and the Society is now entitled to continue this

practice at once by reason of the case, by prescriptive usage, by

the authority of Parliament, and by its supplemental Charter.

" We may refer, among other Acts, to the 25 Geo. III. c. 27

(1785), which directs the Society to apply funds therein granted
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by Parliament to ' the encouragement of Manufactures, Arts,

and Sciences.' This is only one of a series of Acts of Parliament,

before and since, which recognize the right of the Society to

cultivate Science. We are to refer also to page 1 of the ' Report

of the Special Commission of the House of Commons of 1836,

and the Supplemental Charter of 1866, in both of which docu-

ments this Society is correctly described as a Society for the

promotion of Sciences as well as of " Husbandry and other

Useful Arts.'

" Even if it could be shown that the prolonged labours of the

Society in relation to Science and Art before 1866 were un-

authorized by its Charter, and stood only on a usage and the

direction of Parliament, this can no longer be maintained, be-

cause the Supplemental Charter of 1866, in the 10th clause,

declares that the Society ' shall continue to have all such the

same jurisdictions, powers, authorities, and discretions as such

Society now has under or by virtue of the said hereinbefore

recited Charter or Letters Patent, or in any other lawful manner

whatever. And we do hereby further for Us, our Heirs and

Successors, grant and confirm unto them all such jurisdictions,

powers, authorities, and discretions accordingly"—thus afiarm-

ing the Chartered Right of the Society to any extension of its

operations for which there then existed prescriptive usage.

" The History of the usage which is thus granted and con-

firmed by Charter, so far as it related to the reception of Scien-

tific communications and their publication, is as follows :

—

'' Up to 1832, such communications were occasionally made

at the ordinary Meetings of the Society and occasionally pub-

lished. In that year this branch of the Society's labours was

better organized by establishing separate Meetings for reading

and discussing Scientific Papers, under a Resolution passed on

29th March, 1832.

"In 1836 a Committee of the House of Commons was ap-

pointed, ' with a view to a wider extension of the advantages of

the Annual Parliamentary Grant to the Society,' and this Com-

mittee, in their 10th Resolution, recommended that the Council

of the Society should cause ' a selection from the Papers read at

the Evening Scientific Meetings to be printed and published.'

[30^^]
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To this Eesolution the Society, at the solicitation of the Govern-

ment, unanimously assented on the 10th IS'ovemher, 1836, and

from that time the continuous and more systematic publication

of Scientific communications dates. It had, therefore, existed

for thirty years in its fuller form when it was further ' granted

and confirmed' to the Society, by its Supplemental Charter.

" B. The letter from the Academy further states that the

practice of the Royal Dublin Society has not heretofore been to

cultivate ' Abstract Science.' It is plain, from the context, that

by 'Abstract,' we are here to understand Pure, as opposed to

Applied, Science ; and understanding this to be the meaning of

the term, the statement is erroneous. In order to make this

evident, the Delegates have had the Scientific work communi-

cated to the Royal Dublin Society at its Scientific Meetings

examined ; and, in order to show that the practice is long es-

tablished, they went back twenty years, viz., to January, 1856,

and have analysed the first two hundred consecutive Papers

published by the Society after that date. The result of the

analysis is as follows :—

-

" Of these 200 Papers—

" 98 are in Pure Science;

" 70 are in Applied Science ; and

'' 32 on non-Scientific Subjects.

"By going back twenty years more, that is, to 1836, the

result is similar, [See List of Scientific Communications, made

at the several consecutive meetings of 1836, appended to this

Statement.]

" Hence the assertion that an effort is now being made to

'alter' the character of the Society, 'by embarking it in the

cultivation of Abstract Science,' is in conflict with the foregoing

facts.

'
' In reality, neither the Royal Irish Academy, nor the Royal

Dublin Society, nor both the Societies taken together, have been

the exclusive cultivators of Science in Dublin, nor has either

body any ground whatever to claim a monopoly in that respect.

"Moreover, the statement that Ireland will be ' deprived of

the valuable services in relation to industrial subjects which are
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performed for England by the Society of Arts ' is also a mistake.

On the contrary, a very strong desire exists to extend largely

the operations of the E.oyal Dublin Society in this direction.

Such an extension is in no way incompatible with our aim, viz.,

to place Science in the Eoyal Dublin Society under the control

of londfide scientific men.

" The severance of Applied from Pure Science, which the

Council of the Royal Irish Academy advocate, has long ceased

to be practicable, and has not been observed by the Royal Irish

Academy itself.

'* It is entirely repudiated by scientific men both at home and

abroad, as opposed to the best interests both of Science and In-

dustry. Among others, Dr. Andrews, the outgoing President

of the- British Association, dealt with this error in his Address

to the Association last year, and winds up his weighty treat-

ment of the subject in the following terms :

—

" ' It is with the greater confidence, therefore, that I have

ventured to suggest from this Chair that no partition should any-

where be raised up between Pure and Applied Science.'

'' C. The. printing of the Royal Dublin Society, which has

heretofore been executed at the public expense, has consisted of

two principal parts, viz. :

—

" 1st. The Business Proceedings of the Society and Council,

and

—

" 2nd. The communications made to the Society at the Evening

Scientific Meetings.

" It was stated to the Delegates, at their interviews with the

Government, that the words ' limiting it strictly to its Scientific

work,' which are commented upon by the Council of the Aca-

demy, were introduced into the Articles of Agreement for the

purpose of excluding, after the present Session, the first of the

following heads.

'

' That the words had no reference to such ' publications as

might relate to the practical action of the Society in connexion

with Agriculture,' as conjectured by the Council of the Academy,

is manifest from the fact that such matter was never printed at

the public expense, and will continue, as heretofore, to be printed

at the expense of the Society.
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" D. Having thus disposed of the several assertions made in

the letter of the Council of the Royal Irish Academy, the Dele-

gates have further to observe that the request, which the Coun-

cil of the Academy bases on those assertions, is simply a request

to the Government not to fulfil what Sir M, Hicks-Beach, Lord

Sandon, and Mr. Smith, solemnly promised on its behalf, and in

consideration for which the Eoyal Dublin Society has consented

to surrender its share in valuable property.

" E. The Delegates also submit, that the attempt of the

Council of the Royal Irish Academy to limit the functions of

the Eoyal Dublin Society ought not to have been made by ap-

pealing in a private*^ manner to a Department of the Govern-

ment, but should have been made both openly and before a legal

tribunal, if any such case as has been put forward could be sub-

stantiated, which the Delegates respectfully deny.

"Royal Ditbiin" Society,

''July 1th, 1877.

"APPENDIX.
"List of Scientific Communications mabe to the Eoyal Dublin Society

AT its Evening Scientific Meetings in 1836.

" January 2Uh, 1836.

"1. Peofessob. Davy, ' On Ms Discovery of a New Gas.'

" 2. Dr. Coulter, ' On Californian Conifers.'

"3. Mr. "Weld, ' On Finns uncinata.''

" 4. Mr. Clibborn, ' On Electrical Conduction, Eduction, and Induc-

tion.'

" 5. Dr. Kane, ' On tlie Interference of Sonorous Waves.'

'' Fehruary 23rd, 1836.

" 1. Mb. Weld, ' On the Finns uncinata and Qiiercus hispanica.''

" 2. Mr. Grubb, ' On a New MetKod of lUuminating the Wires of a

Micrometer.'

" 3. Me. Niven, ' On the Physiology of Vegetation, and an Account of

Experiments in Einging,' &c.

" 4. Me. Mackay, ' On the Bufo rubeta indigenous to Ireland.'

* The Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy did not send to the Eoyal

Dublin Society a copy of the representation they had made to the Treasury

until more than a month had elapsed after it had been presented to the

Government.
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" March 29th, 1836.

"1. Professor Davy, 'On the Properties of the Gas lately discovered

by him.'

" 2. Mr. Clibborn, ' On Atmospherical Electricity.'

" 3. Mr. John Grant, ' On the Cause of Smut in Wheat.'

" 4. Mr. Niven, ' On Loliuni italicmn.''

" 5. Captain Portlock, ' On the Aurora Borealis.'

"April 26th, 1836.

"1. Mr. Colles, ' On the Effect of the Presence of Iron in Building

Cements.'

" 2. Mr. Lover, ' On the Action of the Human Heart.'

"3. Sir William Betham, ' On the Persepolitan Inscriptions,' Drawings

of which had been published by the Eoyal Dublin Society.'

" 4. Dr. Scouler, ' On Elevated Beaches, and on the Conversion of

Coal into Anthracite.'

" 5. Mr. Clibborn, ' On the Aurora of the 22nd April, 1836.'

" Mmj nst, 1836.

"1. Mr. Kingsley, ' On Perspective.'

" 2. Professor Davy, ' On fm-ther Experiments illustrative of his newly

discovered Gas.'

" 3. Dr. Scouler, ' On the Chambered Shells of the Carboniferous Lime-

stone of Ireland.'

" 4. Mr. Grubb, ' On Optical Glass.'

" November 2Wi, 1836.

"I. Dr. Scouler, ' On the Lignites and Silicified Woods of Lough

Neagh.'

" 2. Professor Kane, ' On Professor Callan's Modification of Faraday's

Electro-Magnetic Apparatus.'

" December IGth, 1836.

"1. Professor Scouler, 'On the Geological Distribution and Geogra-

phical Eelation of Simple Minerals in Ireland.'

" NOTE ADDED BY DIEECTION OF THE PEESIDENT.

"The agreement of the 1st of March, 1881 [antea, p. 233, P. 8), contains

the following clause :
—

" ' 19. The Department shall, at the request of the Society, join in a re-

commendation to Her Majesty to grant such a new Charter or Charters as in

the opinion of the Society may be required by the altered circumstances and

conditions of the Society.'
"
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Dr. Emerson Eeynolds, f.e.s., moved as an Amendment :

—

" That the Eeport be referred back to the Council for further

consideration (in respect to paragraphs 3, 10, and 19), as the Academy-

is of opinion that the distinction sought to be drawn in the Report

between Pure and Applied Science is untenable in the present state of

knowledge."

Mr. George F. Fitzgerald, f.r.s., seconded the Amendment.

The Amendment was lost by twenty-eight votes to six (the tellers

not being included).

Dr. Emerson Eeynolds then moved as an Amendment :

—

" That the Eeport be referred back to Council, on the ground that

in the opinion of the Academy no Scientific Body can claim monopoly

in the pursuit of any Department of JS'atural Knowledge, and therefore

that the Academy declines to sanction any interference with the action

of the Eoyal Dublin Society in reference to its proposed Charter, and

that the interests of the country require that mere differences should

give place to the cordial co-operation of all Scientific Bodies in the

development of the resources of Ireland."

Mr. Gr. F. Fitzgerald seconded the Amendment.

The Amendment was declared lost.

The original Motion was then put and carried.

It was proposed by Eev. J. H. Jellett, d.d., Provost of Trinity

College, and seconded by Dr. Casey, p.e.s. :

—

" That copies of the Eeport be transmitted to the Under Secretary,

for the information of His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, to the

Secretaries to the Treasury, the Secretaries of the Science and Art

Department, and to the Eegistrar of the Eoyal Dublin Society."

The Motion was carried.

It was proposed by Dr. Ingram, and seconded by Dr. Atkinson :

—

" That Council be empowered from time to time as emergencies

may arise, in the name of the Academy to do all acts which in its

judgment may be necessary for effectually resisting the encroachment

on its chartered functions contemplated in the present proceedings of

the Governing Body of the Eoyal Dublin Society."

The Motion was carried.

The Academy then adjourned.
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Monday Eyenikg, Apeii. 9, 1883.

Sir Samtjel Feeguson, q.c, il.d., President, in the Chair.

Mr. R. J. Mahony, having signed the Eoll, was admitted a Member

of the Academy.

Mr. Henry King, m.b., was elected a Member of the Academy.

Professor W. M. Hennessy delivered his Second " Todd Memorial "

Lecture " On a Tract on the Demesne Lands of Tara, contained in the

Book of Lecan."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. E.. M. Barrington, ll.b., read a

Eeport " On the Plora of the Shores of Lough Erne."

The Secretary read, for Dr. R. Ball, p.e.s., two Papers

—

1. " On a Plane Representation of certain Dynamical Problems

in the Theory of a Rigid Body."

2. " Researches on the Annual Parallax of /x Cephei."

Mr. R. J . Mahony exhibited an ancient Oaken Implement presented

by him to the Academy.

The President made a statement in reference to the acceptance on

the part of the Dublin Society of their new Charter, and stated that

the Council when in possession of the particulars thereof would take

steps to protect the interests of the Academy.

Monday Evening, Apeil 23, 1883.

SiK Samuel Feegtjson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Mr. Henry King, m.b., and Mr. J. Newsom White, having signed

the Roll, were admitted Members of the Academy.

The President referred to the demise of Lord Talbot de Malahide,

a former President of the Academy, who died at Madeira, in the 78th

year of his age.

Rev. Dr. Haughton read a Paper " On a description of a New
Method of representing the Diurnal Temperatures of any place by

means of a Rational Formula, with an application to the Hourly

Observations made in the month of January at Greenwich Observatory."
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By permission of the Academy, Dr. Eichard A. Hayes read "A
Eeport on Micro-photograpliic Methods."

The Secretary read, for Messrs. Balkwill and Wright, '' A Report on

the recent Foraminifera of DubHn and Wicklow." No. 2.

The Secretary read a Paper, for Mr. T.Arnold, " On the Ashburnham

MSS."

The Secretary read the List of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

MoifDAY EvExiJfG, May 28, 1883.

SiK Samijel Feegtjsoij", q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

A Paper by the late Lord Talbot deMalahide, entitled, '' Canarian

Traditions about the Island of St. Brendan " was read by the

Secretary.

It was proposed by Mr. J. E. Garstin, and seconded by Dr. Joyce,

and

Besolted.— '' That the Academy desires to record its sorrowful

appreciation of the loss which it has sustained by the death of Lord

i Talbot de Malahide, who was so long associated with the Academy as

a Member of its Council, who filled the Presidential Chair, and whose

abiding interest in the work of the Antiquarian Department is evi-

denced by his contribution of the Paper just now read."

The Secretary read, for Mr. A. H. Anglin, the following Papers :

—

" (a) To expand -jr-- in powers of x, and to find the Coefficient of
J{x)

the Greneral Term where f{x) is a Rational Integral Func-

tion of X of n Dimensions."

" (B) To expand -;-- in powers of x, and to find the Coefficient of
f{x)

the Greneral Term where /(a;) consists of a Series of Quad-

ratic Factors."

"
(y) To expand log -— in powers of x, and to find the Coefficient

of the General Term where f{x) is a Rational Integral

Function of ^."
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" (8) To expand log jj— in poTvers of x, and to find the Coefficient

of the General Term where /(*) consists of the Product of

a Series of Quadratic Factors."

Prof. "William Maunsell Hennessy read his Third "Todd Memorial"

Lecture for the present Session. Subject—The Gessa, or "Prohibi-

tions," regarded as attaching to certain persons and classes in Ireland

in ancient times, and the violation of which was supposed to be

attended with evil consequences.

By permission of the Academy, Mr. Greenwood Pim, ii.A., read a

Paper " On Eecent Additions to the List of Fungi of Counties Dublin

and "Wicklow."

The following Grants, recommended by the Council, were confirmed

by the Academy :

—

£10 to Mr. T. H. Corry, to complete the Botanical Survey of Ben

Bulben.

£15 to Mr. S. A. Stewart, for a Botanical Survey of Lough Allen

and the Slievanierin Mountains.

£25 to Mr. TV. F. De Y. Kane, to investigate the Entomological

Fauna of the South and South-west Coasts of Ireland.

£10 to Messrs Wright andBalkwill, for Further Researches on the

Foramiuifera of Dublin Bay and neighbourhood.

£15 to Mr. Greenwood Pim, to investigate the Irish Fungi, espe-

cially those of Killamey.

£10 to Rev. Mr. Lett, for an Examination of the Mosses and

Lichens of the Mourne Mountains.

£15 to Mr. R. M. Barrington, for the Exploration of the Flora of

the Shannon Lakes.

Letters were read from Dr. John Evans, Treasurer, Royal Society,

London, and Monsieiu- Charcot, Paris, returning thanks for their

having been elected Honorary Members of the Academy.

The Secretary read the List of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the repective Donors.
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Monday Evening, June 11, 1883.

Sir Samuel Feeguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Kev. E. Reynolds, Professor Y. Ball, f.e.s., and Mr. H. E. Cart-

wright, were elected Members of the Academy.

By permission of the Academy, Mr. W. J. Knowles read a Paper

" On Elint Implements from the raised Beach at Larne and other parts

of the North-east Coast of Ireland."

Dr. Macalister, f.k.s., read a Paper '' On the Correct Text of the

Monument of Rui."

The President read a Paper " On a Passage in the Confession of

St. Patrick."

The Secretary read the List of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.

MoNDAT Evening, June 25, 1883.

SiE Samuel Feeguson, q.c, ll.d.. President, in the Chair.

Professor V. Ball, e.e.s., and Rev. M. Comeriord, p.p., having signed

the Roll, were admitted Members of the Academy.

Rev. Dr. Haughton, f.e.s., read a Paper "On Further Developments

of his Discussion of the Hourly Temperatures at Greenwich in January

during Thirty-five Tears."

The Secretary read, for Dr. R. Ball, f.e.s., ''An Addendum to his

recent Paper on The Theory of Screws."

Dr. Sigerson read a Paper " On the Structural and Acquisitional

Elements in the Formation of Dextral Predominance in Man."

Professor W. M. Hennessy read his Fourth "Todd MemoriaP'

Lecture. Subject—The Battle of Ros-na-Rig on the Boyne.

The Secretary read the List of Donations, and the thanks of the

Academy were accorded to the respective Donors.
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Monday Evening, IN'otembee, 12, 1883.

SiE Samuel Feegtjson, a.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

The President announced that a portion of the Ashburnham Col-

lection of Irish Manuscripts was entrusted by the Treasury to the

Boyal Irish Academy.

Professor Ed. Perceval Wright, m.a., ii.d., was elected to the

vacant place on Council.

The Right Hon. The Earl of Arran, k.p. and Mr. Ptobert Watson

Erazer, ll.b., were elected Members of the Academy.

The Secretary read, for Dr. lames Davison, a Paper " On the

Influences of some Conditions on the Metamorphosis of the Blow-fly

(Musca vomitoriay\

Dr. Sigerson read a Note " On the Evidence of the Existence of a

Subterranean Passage under the Liffey."

Professor H. W. Mackintosh read a Paper, Report of Irish

Zoophytes.—Part. I. " On some Rare Sea Anemones taken at Grey-

stones, Co. Wicklow, with Remarks on the Marine Invertebrate

Eauna of that District."

The Secretary read, for Mr. B. William McoUs, a Paper " On
the Expansion of Elliptic Functions.

"

The following Grants, recommended by Council, were confirmed

by the Academy :

—

£15 to Dr. R. Ball, for the Construction of a Model of a Cylindroid.

£50 to Mr. H. C. Hart, for a Botanical Report in connexion with

the Palestine Exploration Expedition.

£35 to Rev. Dr. Haughton, to assist in defraying the expenses of

Calculations of Sun-heat and Radiation.

On the question of the Yote of £50 to Mr. Hart, a division was

called for, and two Members, Dr. Quinlan and Mr. Baily, were found

to dissent.

The Grant of £50, for a Magnetic Survey of Ireland, granted on

the 26th of February to Dr. Doberck, was transferred to Mr. Coates,

who is carrying out the Survey.

The List of Donations was read, and the thanks of the Academy

were accorded to the respective Donors.
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Feidat Evening, Wovember 30, 1883.

(St. Andrew's Day.— Stated Meeting.)

SiE Samtjel Fekguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Mr. Eobert W. Frazer, ll.b., having signed the Eoll, was admitted

a Member of the Academy.

The President announced to the Academy the death of one of its

Members, Dr. Pichey, a.c.

The President presented to Dr. E. Perceval Wright the Cunningham

Medal for his services in Natural Science.

The President said

—

Doctor Edward Perceval Wright,

Let me expressmy personal pleasure in being the medium of bestow-

ing the Cunningham Medal which Council has awarded to you for

your services in Natural Science. Your field of activity has extended

as well into Zoology as Botany, of both of which subjects you have, in

your time, been Professor in our University ; but it has chiefly lain in

the latter, in the direction of vegetable Physiology and the minute ob-

servation of the beginnings of Plant Life. The Academy, while specially

recognizing your services in the latter branch, has not forgotten your

Zoological researches both of fossil and recent forms ; and remembers

with approval, in the former, your examination of the extinct tribe of

Labyrinthodont reptiles from the Carlow coal-measures, in disinterring

and describing which you had the aid of the great Naturalist who to-

night takes his seat as President of the Poyal Society, and, in the

latter, of those strange but destructive mollusks of the Eastern seas

known as Ship-worms, one species of which you have, for the first

time, found inhabiting fresh water ; and it also takes notice that

your Memoir on the Structure of the Organ-pipe Coral told us, again

for the first time, the nature of the animal which built up that sin-

gular domicile, and the true composition of the domicile itself ; and

that your visit to the Islands of the Indian Ocean has been fruitful

in many additions to our lists of tropical forms.
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In these researches you have had to coast along the very confines

and thresholds of life, where analysis fails to discern further distinc-

tions, and contents itself with giving to the primal stuff of organi-

zation its shadowy name of Protoplasm. This familiarity with the

beginnings of life in the animal kingdom has largely influenced your

views and methods in investigating plant physiology, where your

successes have been the more immediate inducement to this distinction

conferred on you by the Academy. In your Papers laid before us on the

Cell-structure of several sorts of Algge, you have disclosed to us the cell

in its first observable constitution, free of a surrounding wall, and

have traced, in and from it when surrounded, out-reaching filaments,

endowed with life and movement, in communication with equally open

adjoining cells. This continuity of life-action from cell to cell, is a new

phenomenon, and must be taken into account in future speculation on

the irritability of cellular tissue. Another Paper of yours on a unicellu-

lar parasite of these Algse is also recognized as a notable contribution to

knowledge. In these parasites on healthy vegetation, multitude makes

up for minuteness, and simplicity of action gives uniformity and conti-

nuity to the mischief. The protaplasm out of which this parasite

originates possesses the property of developing certain carbon-gathering

particles ; and these, in search of their aliment, for they cannot eliminate

it from the air, go in quest of it among the tissues of higher organisms.

This greedy instinct of the lower forms of life it is which makes

vegetable revolution and anarchy in men's vineyards, corn fields, and

potato plantations. If a man could, while treading the path you have

pursued among t\io?,eAIgce and Fmigi, either see beyond the protoplasmic

veil on one side, or see how to supply the cravings of these carbon-

eating parasites by some other provision of their nutriment on the

other, he would, in the first case, bring us a step nearer to the

Pirst Great Cause, and might, possibly, in the second confer on man-

kind a boon almost worthy to rank with the fabled gifts of Triptolemus.

These are strong temptations to the observer to diverge into theory

;

but, undisturbed by them, you have taken the philosophic course of

noting and recording what you have seen of these spores issuing

from their primary sac, and burying themselves among their food in the

carbon-built tissues of higher organisms; and, in those higher organisms,

of the extrusion from the vital source, whatever that be, lying hid in its

protoplasmic nest, of the successive detachments of members which con-
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stitute the growth of the plant. Whether Protoplasm shall remain an

imposing name for the point at which observation finds itself baffled,

or whether the coveted approach to some ulterior term of knowledge

may be attained to ; whether the modes of growth of those low

organisms may be accepted where you have left them, or your obser-

vations be utilized for some beneficent method of controlling their

ravages, your contributions on the subject to our "Transactions" will

always be a source of pride to the Academy and of honour to yourself.

Accept this Medal, with the best wishes of the Academy that you

may long live to feel that your labours have not been unappreciated

by the Society you have served so long, both as an Officer and as a

Member contributing effectively to the promotion of its high objects.

The Secretary read a letter from Mr. Birmingham apologising for

his inability to be present on this occasion to receive the Cunningham

Medal awarded to him.

Eev. Dr. Haughton proposed, and Professor O'Reilly seconded,

Dr. E. P. Wright as Secretary of the Academy.

The Ballot having been taken, the President, on the Eeport of the

Scrutineers, declared that Dr. E. P. Wright had been unanimously

elected Secretary.

It was proposed by Dr. Erazer, and seconded by Sir Robert Kane,

and carried unanimously :

—

" That the Academy desires to express its high sense of the value

of the services rendered to it by its late Secretary, Dr. Alexander

Macalister, f.k.s."

The List of Donations was read, and the thanks of the Academy

were accorded to the Donors.
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MoNDAx Evening, Decembee 10, 1883.

SiK Samtjel Feegtjson, ll.d., q.c, President, in the Chair.

Mr. W. J. Knowles was elected a Member of the Academy.

Mr. David E. Pigot, m.a., Yice-President, took the Chair, while

the President read a Paper '' On a Mode of Subaqueous Tunnelling."

Mr. J. E. Garstin, f.s.a., read "IS'otes on some Irish Inscriptions

in the County Louth, as yet unpublished."

Mr. Garstin exhibited and read " Some Extracts from a Manu-

script Journal, 1688-90, of Colonel Thomas Bellingham, an ancestor

of Sir Alan E. Bellingham, Bart."

Mr. A. G. More, f.l.s., read a Paper prepared from the I^otes of

the late Thomas H. Corry, m.e.i.a., "On the Heights attained by

Plants on Ben Bulben."

Donations were announced and thanks voted to the respective

Donors.

Monday Evening, Janitaey 14, 1884.

SiK Samuel Feeguson, ll.d., q.c, President, in the Chair.

Mr. Robert "William Lowry and Dr. John Ereeman Knott signed

the EoU and were admitted Members of the Academy.

The Eev. Stephen M'Ternan, p.p., and Professor Alfred Cort

Haddon, m.a., e.z.s., were elected Members of the Academy.

The President, calling on Mr. John Birmingham, addressed him as

follows :

—

Me. Biemingham.

The Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy has awarded you

this Cunningham Medal for your contributions to the advance-

ment of knowledge in Astronomy. In this vast field, the depart-

ment your labours have illustrated is that of the Coloured Stars.

Besides the multitude of stars which on a clear night garnish the

heavens with innumerable points of white light, the eye of the trained

student distinguishes about seven hundred, some few of which shine

-a.I.A. MINUTES, SESSION 1883-4. L^^J
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with a green, or a blue, but the greater number with a red lustre

;

the former generally coupled together in binary or ternary groups, and

often exhibiting variety not only in tint, from time to time, but in

apparent magnitude also. Appearances so suggestive could not but

invite to scientific speculation. From a supposed analogy to some

phenomena arising out of the undulatory theory of sound, it was

thought that the change from green or blue to red in a variable star

might possibly indicate its approach to or retrogression from us in space

—a grand idea, which, if indeed a discovery, would have enabled

science to reach another arm's length into the unknown, and take note

not only of the transverse but of the direct motion of the non-planetary

celestial bodies. To these expectations was presently added the prospect

of a more definite means to the same end for all the stars, in spectro-

scopic observation. Each star yielded its own spectrum, and these also

had their variations, which might tell the same story of increasing

or diminishing direct distance, and also supply the means of measur-

ing it. Such, some fifteen or twenty years ago, were, and still are,

the exciting pursuits of Astronomic exploratory genius, stimulated by

constant additions to the number and characteristics of the coloured

classes furnished by the Observatories. You, Mr. Birmingham, from

your Yaldarno in the "West, where the feudal lords of Athenry and

Tuam used formerly to prosecute pursuits of so different a nature, in

contributing to these supplies, took your place as one of our leading-

Irish representatives in this walk of Science. You had already, on the

outburst of T. Coronae in 1866, been the first to observe that notable addi-

tion to the class then attracting so general an attention. It was at this

time, when your name was rising into distinction in the Observatories of

the world, that your Danish precursor, Schjellerup, published his list of

the Red Stars observed up to that time. It, for about ten years, was

the authoritative source for past observations ; but the growth of newly-

recorded phenomena, to which your own discoveries began materially

to contribute, ultimately called for a revised and supplemented Cata-

logue ; and in furnishing this to our Transactions, in 1876, you estab-

lished your claim to this, the highest scientific distinction the Academy

can bestow. In this Catalogue, which you are now revising and sup-

plementing down to the present time, you include every Coloured Star,

with its place-indication, and a digest, by date, of every observation

hitherto recorded of it by yourself or others. To this you have added
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a similar spectroscopic digest equally minute, compreliensive, and au-

thentic. !N"o one could now tliink of essaying any generalization on

the subject without resorting to these lists, as a necessary companion

of his steps and foundation for his inferences. You have yourself,

with commendable prudence, refrained from inference. If I might

express an individual opinion, I would say that not the least of your

deserving consists in the candour with which you declared your belief

in the insufficiency of the then existing data for any reliable induction

as to the constitution or direct motions of these bodies. In their gyra-

tions, they may be receding deeper into the abyss, or they may be

emerging into shallower depths coasting our own system. You
content yourself with noting facts. It is thus solid knowledge

is ultimately attained to. Of you, let it be said, sic itur ad astra.

Proceed, with the best wishes of the Academy, in your philoso-

phic method ; and bear back with you to the Birmingham Country

this Medal, as a token and assurance to our brethren beyond the

Shannon that wherever Irishmen devote their leisure to higher learn-

ing, there exists for them here, in the capital of their own part of

the United Kingdom, a Body having perpetual succession, and speak-

ing with the voice of constituted authority, whose business it is to

sympathise with them, to encourage and to reward.

The President then presented the Medal to Mr. Birmingham.

The Secretary read a Eeport by Mr. Samuel A. Stewart " On the

Botany of the Island of Bathlin, county of Antrim."

Dr. Lyons, m.p., read, by permission of the President, an Abstract

of Mr. D. Howitz's "Preliminary Eeport on Ee-foresting of Ireland,

with a List of Trees proposed for Planting and Cultivation in

Ireland."

A vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Lyons for bringing this

Abstract before the Academy.

Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to the Donors.

Part 1 of the "Proceedings," Yol. iv., Ser. ii., Science, January,

1884, was laid on the table.

The following Eesolution was moved by Dr. E, P. Wright,

seconded by the Rev. M. H. Close, and carried :—

"That it be referred to the Council to consider and determine

whether it is not expedient to have the Academy placed on the

Dublin Telephone System."

31 «
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Monday Evening, January 28, 1884.

Sib Saitoei Ferguson, ll.d., q.c, President, in the Chair.

Mr. Stephen Tucker, Somerset Serald, signed the Roll, and was

admitted a Member of the Academy.

Professor J. P. O'Reilly, c.e., read a Paper " On the Main Lines

of Jointing observable about Dublin."

The Secretary read, for Mr. J. E. Gore, e.r.a.s., a Paper " On the

Variable Stars, with Notes and Observations."

Mr. "W. F. de V. Kane, m.a., read a " Eeport on the Lepidoptera

of the South and South-west Coasts of Ireland."

Donations were announced, and the thanks of the Academy were

voted to the Donors.

Part 5 of the "Proceedings," Yol. ii., Ser. ii., Polite Literature

and Antiquities, January 1884, was laid on the table.

Monday Evening, February 11, 1884.

Sir Samuel Ferguson, ll.d., q.c. President, in the Chair,

Mr. Eichard Manliffe Barrington, m.a., ll.b. ; Yery Rev. William

Delany, s.j. ; Mr William Booth Pearsall, f.r.c.s.i., and Mr. Greorge

ISToble Plunketfc were elected Members of the Academy.

The Rev. M. H. Close, m.a., read a Paper " On a Yisual Illusion

affecting certain Astronomical Phenomena."

The Rev. Dr. Haughton, e.r.s., read "Some Critical and Literary

Remarks on Euclid's Doctrine of Parallel Lines."

Donations to the Museum and Library were announced, and thanks

were voted to the respective Donors.

The following Recommendation of Council was adopted :

—

That a sum of £15 be granted to Messrs. R. M. Barrington and

R. P. Yowell, to complete the Botanical Survey of the Ben Bulben
RangQ
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MojS'dat EYEiras'G, Febetjaey 25, 1884.

SiE Samitel Peeghjsok, ll.d., q.c, President, in tlie Chair.

Very Eev. William Delany, Mr. Greorge ISToble Plunkett, and

Mr. Alfred C. Haddon signed the Eoll, and were admitted Members

of the Academy.

Dr. Edward Perceval "Wright read a Paper " On the Evolution of

the Eunction of Sex in Protoplasm."

Donations were announced, and thanks voted to the Donors.

A letter from the Chancellor, Rector, and Principal of the Univer-

sity of Edinbnrgh was read, inviting a Delegate from the Academy to

be present at the Tercentenary Celebration of the Eoundation of the

University.

It was resolved :

—

" That the President be requested to act as the Eepresentative of

the Eoyal Irish Academy at the Tercentenary of the Edinburgh

University, on the 16th, 17th, and 18th of April; and that the

Secretary see that the President's nomination as such be notified to

the University under the Seal of the Academy.

Satuedat Evening, Maech 15, 1884.

(Stated Meeting.)

SiE SAiroEL EbegusojS', ll.d., q.c. President, in the Chair.

Mr. "William Booth Pearsall and Mr. William Sidney Cox signed

the Eoll, and were admitted Members of the Academy.

The Secretary of Council read the following :

—

Eepoet or the Council eoe the Yeae 1883-84.

Since the date of the last Eeport of the Council the following

Parts of the Transactions have been published :

—

Yol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 13. "Eeport on the Acanthology of the Desmosticha."

Part ii. By H. W. Mackintosh, M.A.
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Part 14. '' Eeport on the Acanthology of tlie Desmosticha."

Part iii. Further Observations on the Acanthology of the Diade-

matidae. By H. W. Mackintosh, M.A.

The following part of the Transactions is in the Press, and will be

published immediately :

—

Yol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 15. " On Expansion of Elliptic Eunctions." By Mr. B. W.
ISTicoUs.

Of the Proceedings, part 10 of vol. iii. (Second Series) was pxxblished

in June, 1883, and part 1 of vol. iv. in January, 1884, both containing

Papers on Science ; and part 5 of vol. ii. (Second Series), containing

Papers on Polite Literature and Antiquities, was published in January,

1884.

The contributors in the Department of Science are :—Mr. P. M.

Barrington ; Dr. R. S. Ball ; Pev. Dr. Haughton ; Dr. E. A. Hayes
;

Messrs. J. Wright and E. P. Balkwill ; Mr. A. H. Angiin ; Mr. 0.

Pirn ; Dr. Sigerson ; Mr. J. Davison ; Mr. H. W. Mackintosh ; Mr.

B. "W". McoUs ; Sir Samuel Eerguson, President ; The late Mr. T. H.

Corry ; Mr. S. A. Stewart ; Dr. Lyons, m. p. ; Professor O'Peilly
;

Mr. J. E. Gore ; Mr. W. E. de Y. Kane ; Eev. M. H. Close ; Dr.

E. P. "Wright.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :— Mr.

W. M. Hennessy, Todd Professor ; Mr. T. Arnold ; The late Lord

Talbot de Malahide ; Mr. W. J. EJiowles ; Dr. Macalister ; Sir Samuel

Ferguson, President ; Dr. Sigerson ; Mr. J. E. Garstin.

The following Grants in aid of the Preparation of Scientific Eeports

have been sanctioned by the Academy :

—

£10 to Mr. T. H. Corry to continue the Botanical Survey of Ben

Bulben.

£15 to Mr. S. A. Stewart for a Botanical Survey of Lough Allen

and the Slievanierin Mountains.

£25 to Mr. W. E. de Y. Kane to investigate the Entomological

Eauna of the South and South-west Coasts of Ireland.

£10 to Messrs. Wright and Balkwill for further Eesearches on the

Eoraminifera of Dublin Bay and neighbourhood.
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£15 to Mr. Greenwood Pirn to investigate the Irisli Fungi, especially

those of Killarney.

£10 to Eev. Mr. Lett for an Examination of the Mosses and

Lichens of the Mourne Mountains.

£15 to Mr. E. M. Barrington for the Exploration of the Elora of

the Shannon Lakes.

£15 to Dr. Ball for the Construction of a Model of a Cylindroid.

£50 to Mr. H, C. Hart for a Botanical Eeport in connexion with

the Palestine Exploration Expedition.

£35 to Eev. Dr. Haughton to assist in defraying the expenses of

Calculations of Sun-heat and Eadiation.

£15 to Messrs. E. M. Barrington and E. P. Vowell to complete

the Botanical Survey of the Ben Bulben Eange.

£50 to Mr. "W. M. Coates for a Magnetic Survey of Ireland. [A
grant of £50 was made to Dr. Doberck for this purpose in Eebruaiy,

1883, but, being unable to proceed with the survey, in consequence

of his departure for Hong Kong, he returned the amount of the grant.]

In March, 1883, the Council addi'essed an application to Her
Majesty's Government, requesting that in the event of the Ashburnham

Library being purchased by the State, such portions of it as were

specially connected with the history and affairs of Ireland should be

placed in a library in Dublin. On the completion of the purchase of

the Collection the Government intimated to the Council its intention

of depositing a certain portion in the custody of the Academy. The

trust was accepted by the Council, and the mss., having been deposited

here, are now available for consultation under the regulations pre-

scribed by the Government. They are placed in the strong room,

beneath the presses containing the gold and silver objects.

Some delay took place in the progress of the publication of the

Booh of Ballymote, owing to the transfer of the business of the City

Printing Company into the hands of Mr. Eorster. Satisfactory arrange-

ments, however, have been made, which will, it is believed, secui-e the

publication of the work within a reasonable period. Pour hundred

pages have now been photo-lithographed, and sixty additional pages

have been completed and ^printed off during the present year.
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Since the publication of the last Eeport, the Academy's Todd Pro-

fessor of the Celtic Languages has delivered his second set of lectures.

His first set, containing an edition (text, translation, and notes) of the

Mesca JJlad, is now ready, and will he laid on the table this evening.

The third series, it is expected, will be delivered after the Easter

recess.

In reference to the Annals of Ulster, the Council, having recom-

mended to the Grovernment Mr. W. M. Hennessy as the fitting editor

of that work, have to report that this recommendation received the

sanction of the Government in June, 1883 ; and, accordingly, Mr.

Hennessy has been engaged during the past year in the preparation of

the work for publication, which will shortly be begun.

During the past year more than 500 objects have been added

to the collections in the Museum, comprising numerous flint and

stone implements, bronze weapons, cinerary urns, glass and amber

beads, and ornaments of gold. Many of these objects are of con-

siderable antiquarian value, notably, a symmetrically-formed whet-

stone found, in 1882, near Murrisk Abbey, Co. Mayo, of silicious grit,

of unusual size and beautifully mounted in bronze ; a torque of gold,

of large dimensions ; a lunula of the same metal, in fine preservation,

and two unique circular gold boxes, remarkable for ingenuity of work-

manship and the archaic character of their ornamentation. These

valuable objects were found about 40 years ago in the vicinity of

Mullingar, together with a few others also of gold, but of less import-

ance.

The former glazed roof of the reading-room has been replaced by

one of more solid construction, and various minor repairs effected.

During the past session Cunningham Medals were awarded to

the following gentlemen :—To Professor Ed. Perceval "Wright, m.d.

for his original researches in JS'atural Science ; and to Mr. J. Birming-

ham, for his Astronomical observations.

These awards having met the cordial approbation of the Academy,

the Medals were presented by the President, who conveyed the senti-

ments of the Academy in an interesting statement, in which he briefly

reviewed the works which had earned for their authors this honour-

able distinction.
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The follomng Ordinary Members have been elected since the 16th

March, 1883:—

1. Henry King, ir.A., m.b.

2. Eev. E. Reynolds, c.c.

3. y. Ball, M.A., F.E.S.

4. H. E. Cartwright, ll.b.

5. The Earl of Arran, e.p.

6. Eobert ~W. Erazer, ll.b.

7. William James Knowles-

8. Rev. Stephen M'Ternan, pp.

9. Alfred Cort Haddon, m.a.

10. Richard M. Barrington, m.a., ll.b.

11. Yery Rev. 'William Delany, s.j.

12. William B. Pearsall, f.e.c.s.i.

13. George JN'oble Plunkett.

We have lost by death within the year four Honorary Members :

—

In the Department of Science

—

1. Oswald Heer.

2. Sir Edward Sabine.

3. William Spottiswoode.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities

—

1 . Sven Mlsson

:

And twelve Ordinary Members :

—

1. Thomas Hughes Corry, m.a., elected December 13, 1880.

2. Right Hon. Rickard Deasy, ll.d.. Lord Justice of Appeal,

elected January 12, 1846.

3. Right Rev. William Fitzgerald, d. d.. Lord Bishop of

Killaloe, elected August 24, 1857.

4. Rev. William Grraham, d.d., elected April 10, 1848.

5. Robert D. Joyce, m.d., elected December 12, 1870.

6. Marcus Keane, elected Eebruary 11, 1867.

7. Colonel W. E. A. MacDonnell, elected April 10, 1865.

8. James Moore, m.d., elected January 14, 1864.

9. Joseph O'Kelly, m.a., elected January 8, 1866.
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10. Eev. John O'Reilly, c.c, elected ]\Iay 13, 1878.

11. Alexander George Eichey, ll.d., q,.c., elected April 8, 1867.

12. Lord Talbot de Malahide, d.c.l., f. e.s., elected June 23,

1845.

Lord Talbot de MalaMde became a member of the Academy in

1845, and was first elected to the Council in 1853. He took a very

active interest in the business of the Academy in its various depart-

ments, constantly attended its meetings and those of the Council and

Committees, and made many donations to the Library.

Lord Talbot largely aided in obtaining from Government the con-

cession of the increased annual grant, which had some years previously

been recommended by a Committee of the House of Commons. His

lordship was also the means of having the Treasure Trove regulation,

so far as Ireland is concerned, placed in connexion with the Academy,

an arrangement which has enabled the Council to make many im-

portant additions to the Museum.

In 1866 Lord Talbot was elected President of the Academy, and

held the office until the winter of 1869, at which time, not being

resident in Ireland, he felt compelled to resign the presidential chair.

His lordship, however, rejoined the Council in 1872, and (with

the exce2)tion of the session 1875-6) was a member of the Polite

Literature and Antiquities Committee until 1881 ; and subsequently

showed his continued interest in the Academy by two contributions

which he transmitted from abroad, and the latter of which was sent

only a few days before his decease.

Lord Talbot held various important positions in connexion with

Science, Archaeology, and Literature, both in Great Britain and Ire-

land. He was a Pellow of the Royal Society, President of the

Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, and President of

the Geological and Zoological Societies of Dublin.

The lamented death, by accident, of Thomas Hughes Corry, so fresh

in the recollection of us all, has deprived the Academy of a most

valuable member—one who, if we may judge from what he had

actually accomplished in Botanical Science during his short life, gave

promise of the highest distinction in that line of investigation, which

he pursued with such remarkable zeal and ability. He met his death

whilst actually engaged in carrying out a Botanical Survey of Ben
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Bulben, for wMcli tie had received a grant in aid from the Academy.

After graduating in first class honours in jSTatural Science in the

Queen's University, he entered the University of Cambridge, where

he still further distinguished himself by obtaining various JSTatural

Science Scholarships and Prizes, and finally by taking his Degree of

B.A. in the ISTatural Sciences Tripos in June. 1882. He was elected

Lecturer on Botany in the University Medical and Science Schools

and also to Girton College. He had published numerous Papers on

botanical subjects in various periodicals, and in the Transactions of the

LinnEean and other scientific societies.

In Dr. Alexander George Richey the Academy has lost one of the

class of Members whom she can least afford to lose, for the number of

independent thinkers who can support their principles by the reason-

ings of a mind so well-trained, and so familiar with abundant details

of historic lore, is necessarily small. His lectures on early Irish His-

tory will long be remembered, not so much for their literary polish or

graces of style, as for their faii'ness and just appreciation of the cir-

cumstances of the time. Their intrinsic value as a statement of fact

is heightened by their continuous implicit reference to the leading facts

of contemporary European history, with which much of the movement

in the early period of Anglo-Irish contact was necessarily connected.

His appointment on the " BrehonLaws" was one of those happy coin-

cidences of the hour and the man which sometimes fall to the lot of a

governing body : his Introductions to the two volumes published under

his editorship give proofs of a ripe knowledge of all the facts, com-

bined with a nice legal tact in discerning their mutual relations, and,

above all, a subtle philosophic instinct for their comparison with the

early usages of other countries that had passed through a parallel

stage of development.

After a distinguished career in Trinity College, Dublin, he gradu-

ated in 1853, as Pirst Medallist of his year in Classics, and subse-

quently was appointed Deputy Professor of Peudal and English Law
in the University, a post which he filled with distinction until his

death. He had been for a long time an active member of our

Council, and had also been for many years a Vice-President of the

Academy.

The Report was adopted.
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Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Dr. Ingram moved a vote of thanks to Dr. Jasper E. Joly, for his

presentation to the Academy of a Portrait of the late Dr. Petrie.

This Eesolution was seconded by Dr. Prazer, and was passed by

acclamation.

The Scrutineers having handed in their Report as to the election

of President and Council for the ensuing year, the President declared

the following elected :

—

Peesibeiti.

SlE SiJVnJEL PEEGUSOIf, Q.C., LL.D.

COTTNCIL.

Committee of Science.

Edmund "W. Davy, m.a., ir.n.

J. P. O'ReiUy, c.e.

John Casey, ll.d., f.e.s.

P. A. Tarleton, ll.d., f.t.c.d.

George Sigerson, m.d.

Charles R. C. Tichborne, ph.d.

Sir Robert Kane, ll.d., e.e.s.

Rev. J. H. Jellett, d.d., Provost, t.c.d,

Alexander Gr. More, e.l.s.

Edward Perceval "Wright, m.d.

Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., e.e.s,, s.f.x.c.d.

Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

J. T. Gilbert, e.s.a.

Rev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

John R. Garstin, m.a., e.s.a.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d., e.t.c.d.

"William Frazer, f.e.c.s.i.

David R. Pigot, h.a.

"W^illiam M. Hennessy.

Sir Patrick J. Keenan, c.b., k.c.m.g.

P. "W. Joyce, LL.D.
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On the Eeport of the Scrutineers, the following were declared

duly elected Honorary Members of the Academy :

—

In the Department of Science.

M. Charles Hermite, Paris.

Baron A. E. de Nordenskiold, Stockholm.

Li the Beimrtment of Polite Literature mid Antiqidties.

George Stephens, Copenhagen.

The President, under his hand and seal, nominated the following

as Yice-Presidents of the Academy :

—

John Casey, ll.d., f.e.s.

David R. Pigot, m.a,

John Kells Ingram, ll.d.

Francis A. Tarleton, ll.d.

The Scrutineers having reported, the President declared the

following duly elected :

—

Teeasubi;b.—Rev. M. H. Close, m.a.

Secketarx.—Edward Perceval Wright, m.d.

Secretaet of the Cottn-cil.—Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceetaet oe Eoeeign Coeeespondence.—Joseph P. O'Reilly, c.e.

LrBEAEiAif.—John T. Gilbert, e.s.a.

Cleek of the Academy.—Robert Macalister, ll.b.

The Academy then adjourned.

Monday Eveis^i^g, Apeil 28, 1884.

SiE Samtjel Eeegtjsok, q.c, ll.d.. President, in the Chair.

The Rev. Canon John Grainger, d.d., signed the Roll, and was

admitted a Member of the Academy.

The President gave a short account of his visit to Edinburgh as

Representative of the Academy at the Tercentenary Celebration of the

University of Edinburgh. The President introduced to the Academy

Professor Cremona, of Rome, who proceeded to read a communication

" On Geometrical Transformation of the Eourth Order in Space of

Three Dimensions, the Inverse of which is of the Sixth Order."

Professor O'Reilly, c.e., read a Paper, entitled " A New Catalogue

of British Earthquakes."
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Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to the respective

Donors.

The Secretary read the following letters :

—

" MoNsiEaE LE Secketaiee,

'^L'insigne honneur que m'a accorde I'illustre Academie

Eoyale d'Irlande, en me nommant I'un de ses membres honoraires me
penetre de la plus vive reconnaissance. C'est un puissant encourage-

ment que je regois pour redoubler d' efforts, afin de me rendre digne

autant que je le puis, de I'estime des savants eminents qui m'ont

honore de leurs suffrages. Je serais heureux que vos confreres vou-

lussent bien agreer I'offre d'une cordiale amitie en retour du temoignage

de leur sympathie dont je me suis senti profondement touche, et c'est

en vous demandant d'etre aupres d'eux I'interprete de ma pensee que

je vousprie. Monsieur le Secretaire, de recevoir I'expression de ma plus

haute estime et de mes sentiments de confrere reconnaissant et bien

devoue,
" Ch. Heemite.

''Paeis, 22 Avril, 1884."

"'Bo. 1, Bianco Lttno's Allee, "W.,

" Cheapinghaven, Denmaek,

" April 2d, 1884.
'

' Mt deae Sie,

" I lose no time in acknowledging your favor of the 16th

inst., announcing my election as Honorary Fellow of the illustrious

Academy of which you are Secretary. The official Diploma duly

reached me.

" This great distinction is undoubtedly gratifying to me. However

undeserved, it will spur me on to fresh eft'orts in that great field of

Science in which the E,oyal Irish Academy has gained so many laurels.

Some of its publications, in the Old !N"orthern Archives here, have

been of great service to me in my Eunic studies.

"Please present to the Academy my thanks for their kindness to

a simple, hard-working student,

"And believe me,

" With great respect,

" Your obedient Servant,

'
' Geoege Stephens.

" E. P. "Weight, m.d.,

" luLLAND."
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The Secretary of Council read the following letters :

—

'' Dublin Castle,

''March 2mh, 1884.
" SlE,

'' "With reference to previous correspondence on the subject

of the proposed new Charter for the Eoyal Dublin Society, I am
directed by the Lord Lieutenant to transmit to you, for the informa-

tion of the Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy, the accompanying-

copy of a letter which was addressed to the Eoyal Dublin Society on

the 22nd December last, communicating to that Body His Excellency's

views in the matter.
" I am. Sir,

" Tour obedient Servant,

''E. G-. C. Hamilton.

" The Secketakt of the Council,

''Royal Irish Academy,

''19, Bawson-streetP

[Copy.]

"SlE,

" Dublin Castle,

December '2,2nd, 1883.

" I am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to acquaint you,

for the information of the Eoyal Dublin Society, that His Excellency

has had before him their Memorial, praying for the issue of a new
Charter, which was forwarded with your letter of the 26th April last,

together with a Draft of the proposed Charter, and also a Memorial on

the same subject from the Eoyal Irish Academy, and the reply thereto

of the Charter Committee appointed by your Society.

" His Excellency desires me, in the first place, to assure the Society

that no time has been lost in giving this matter its due consideration.

The importance of the issues involved required that the subject should

be dealt with fully in all its details, and this necessarily led to a con-

siderable amount of references and correspondence. I am, now, how-

ever, in a position to inform the Society, through you, of the decision

which His Excellency has finally arrived at.

"The whole controversy has more than ever impressed on His

Excellency the desirability of the amalgamation of the several learned
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and scientific BocU.es in Dublin, and the creation out of them of a large

institution with extended and well-defined priyileges. The advantages

of such an amalgamation are very clear, and His Excellency would be

disposed to further it by erery means in his power, and would be quite

ready to deal thoroughly with the subject as a whole so soon as it is

ripe for settlement. He cannot but feel, howerer, that whatever may
be the present prospects of amalgamation, they would be materially

lessened by granting such a Charter as the Eoyal Dublin Society now
seek to obtain, and he is not, therefore, prepai-ed to submit to the

Queen a proposal for the extension of the functions of the Eoyal

Dublin Society as proposed by them.

"As the Society contend that they have already power under their

existing Charters to pursue their scientific investigations, he considers

that the present requirements of the case would be best met by a

Charter which should continue the existing powers of the Society,

and at the same time provide for the internal administrative changes

which its altered cii'cumstances appear to requii'e. These should not,

however, include the power to grant Fellowships, which His Excellency

considers would be unadvisable at the present time ; nor does he think

a sufficient reason has been shown for the recital of the Society in the

Draft Charter as the ' Eoyal Society of Dublin.'

'' Should the Society decide to accept these proposals, and submit

a Draft Charter in accordance with them, His Excellency will cause

the necessary steps to be taken for its being laid before the Law
Officers of the Crown, and subsequent submission to the Queen, with

as little delay as possible.

"I am to add that His Excellency has communicated his views

on the subject to the Lords of the Committee of the Council of

Education, and has received from them a letter in which they state

that they have no objections to make to His Excellency's proposals.

''I am, &c.,

(Signed) "E. Gr. C. Hamilton.

" The Secketaet,

*' Royal Bullin Society.''''

The Secretary laid on the table Part 15, Yol. xxviii., of the Trans-

actions (Science): "Expansion of Elliptic Eunctions," by William

Xicolls, E.A.
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MoN-DAY Evening, Mat 12, 1884.

SiK Samuel Feeguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Cliair.

The following were elected Members of the Academy :

—

George Mounsey Atkinson ; Hamilton Bell ; John Joseph Cranny,

M.D. ; Rev. Bartholomew Mac Carthy, n.n. ; "William Eobert Molloy
;

Eev. Denis Murphy, s.j. ; Joseph Casimir O'Meagher; Edward P.

Eamsey, f.l.s. ; Very Rev. William J. "Walsh, d.d. ; Lieut-Colonel "W.

Gregory "Wood-Martin.

The Secretary read a Paper by Mr. J. E. Gore, e.e.a.s., " On Sus-

pected Variable Stars."

Professor "William Maunsell Hennessy delivered the first Todd

Memorial Lecture for the present Session '' On the Irish Triads."

Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to the donors.

Read, the following letter from Baron !N'ordenski61d :

—

" Stockholm, 3. Mai, 1884.

"Monsieur,

"Je viens de recevoir le certificat que vous avez bien voulu

m'envoyer de Membre Honoraire de Royal Irish Academy.

'' Je vous serai tres reconnaissant de presenter mes vifs remercie-

ments a cette Academie pour le grand honneur qu'elle m'a fait en

m'admettant dans son sein, et veuillez bien I'assurer que je serai par-

ticulierement heureux chaque fois que 1'Academie ou I'un de ses

Membres me foumiront I'occasion de leur etre utile.

''Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, I'expression de mes sentiments tres

distingues,

"A. E. Noedenskiold.

"Monsieur Samuel Feeguson.

^'President de Royal Irish Academy

^

Duhlin:'

R.I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1883-4. L^^J
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Monday Evenikg^ Mat 26, 1884.

Sir Samuel FEEGUsoif, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

The following signed the Roll, and were admitted Members of the

Academy :

—

Hamilton Bell ; "William Robert Molloy ; Rev. Denis Murphy,

S.J. ; Joseph Casimir O'Meagher.

Dr. Casey, y.p., took the Chair while the President read a Paper by

the Lord Bishop of Limerick " On Terminations in OS in Ogham In-

ijcriptions, and On Forms of the Celtic Cross."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. H. C. Hart read a Report on

the Botany of the Mountain ranges of Down, Derry, Carlow, Water-

ford, and Kerry.

Dr. Frazer exhibited and made some remarks on the following :

—

1. Ancient Cross-Bow or "Latch," found in excavations in the

city of Dublin.

2. A uniq^ue Silver Medallic Plaque, commemorative of Dr. Martin

Luther.

3. A ball or large bead of Rock Crystal, found in Co. Meath.

Professor "William Maunsell Hennessy delivered the second Todd

Memorial Lecture for the present Session, " On the Irish Triads."

The Secretary read for Mr. A. H. Anglin, m.a., a Paper " On

Trigonometrical I^otes."

Donations to the Library and Museum were announced, and thanks

were voted to the respective Donors.

Monday Evening, June 9, 1884.

SiE Pateick Keenan, e.c.m.g., was moved to the Chair.

Dr. John J. Cranny and Mr. William J. Knowles signed the Roll,

and were admitted Members of the Academy.

Dr. Frazer read Papers "On an Ancient Cross-bow or 'Latch,'

found in an Excavation in the City of Dublin;" and " On a Unique

Silver Medallic Plaque, commemorative of Dr. Martin Luther," which

had been exhibited at the previous Meeting,
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The Secretary read for Dr. Robert S. Ball, r.E.s., a Paper " On the

Kinematics and Dynamics of a Rigid System in Elliptic Space."

Sir Patrick Keenan vacated the Chair, which was taken by

Dr. Tarleton, y.p.

Professor "William Maunsell Hennessy read the third Todd Me-

morial Lecture for the present Session, " On the Battle of Moy Tura."

Donations to the Library were announced, and the thanks of the

Academy were voted to the respective Donors.

Monday Evening, June 23, 1884.

SiE Saituel Eeegtjson, Q.C., LL.D., President, in the Chair.

Mr. Louis Claude Purser, m.a., f.t.c.d., was elected a Member of

the Academy.

The Secretary read a Report by Messrs. Joseph Wright and F. P.

Balkwill, '^ On Recent Eoraminifera from the Coast of Dublin and the

Irish Sea."

Mr. V, Ball, e.e.s., read a Paper " On the Identification of the

Animals and Plants of India which are Mentioned by Early Greek

Authors."

Professor William M. Hennessy read the fourth Todd Memorial

Lecture for the present Session, " On the Battle of Moy Tura."

Dr. R. S. Ball, e.e.s., exhibited a model of a cylindroid.

Owing to the lateness of the hour, the Meeting was adjourned to

Tuesday evening, June 24th at 8 o'clock.

Ttjesdat Evening, June 24, 1884.

(Adjourned Meeting.)

Sir Samuel Eeeguson, q.c, ll.d.. President, in the Chair.

The President read from the Chair a Paper " On the Identification

of the JSTames on some Ogham Monuments," by the Right Rev. the

.Lord Bishop of Limerick.
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Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to tlie respec-

tive Donors.

The Secretary read a letter from the President of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, requesting that the

Academy would name a representative to be present at their approach-

ing meeting.

It was resolved :

—

"That Dr. Eohert Ball, Astronomer Eoyal for Ireland, be re-

quested to act as the representative of the Eoyal Irish Academy at

the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science, to be held in Philadelphia on 3rd (and following days) of

September, and that the above nomination be notified to the Associa-

tion under the seal of the Academy.

TJie Proceedings, vol. iv. (Second Series) No. 2, Science, for July,

1884, was laid on the table.

Monday Evening, IN'ovembee, 10, 1884.

Sir Samuel Peeguson, q.c., ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Sir Eohert Kane, e.e.s., took the Chair while the President read a

Paper on the Coroticus Epistle.

Donations to the Library and Museum were announced, and thanks

were voted to the respective Donors.

The following scientific grants recommended by the Council were

confirmed by the Academy :

—

£15 to Dr. Haughton, in supplement of a grant of £35, to defray

the expenses of Calculation of Sun-heat Coefficients and Eadiation.

£25 to Mr. Adeney, for a Chemical and Spectroscopical Investi-

gation of the rarer elements in some of the Crystalline Eocks of

Donegal.

£30 to Mr. Haddon, for Eesearches on the Morphology of the

Mollusca.

£15 to Mr. Hart, for Investigating the Flora of Southern Donegal.

£15 to Mr. Stewart, for Investigating the Flora of the Southern

portion of the County Clare and the Shannon Estuary.
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SATTIRDA.T EvENTNG, NoVEMBEE 29, 1884.

(Stated Meeting.)

Sir Samuel Peegtjson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

The Eeliquary of St. Lachtin, recently forwarded to the Academy's

Museum by Her Majesty's Grovernment, was laid on the table. The

President gave the following account of the Eeliquary :

—

I have the satisfaction to announce to the Academy that Her

Majesty's Government have, with a very gratifying consideration for

Irish feeling, decided that the Eeliquary known as the Shrine of

Saint Lachtin, shall be preserved in Ireland. It had been purchased

for the sum of £450 by the Department of Science and Art. Your

Council made a representation to His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant

as to the expediency of its being sent to this Academy ; and the result

is, that the Treasury has recouped the Science and Art Department

that sum, and the Eeliquary is now in our custody for ultimate de-

posit in the Science and Art Museum, Dublin, now happily commenced.

It is a singularly fine example of old Irish workmanship in metal,

made more precious by its bearing an inscription which defines its

date. As the Cross of Cong shows the state of this branch of the Arts

in Connaught in the latter half of the twelfth century, the Lachtin

Eeliquary testifies to its condition in Munster not later than the first

quarter of the same century, at which time objects of workmanship

so excellent were certainly rare in the west of Europe. My learned

and revered predecessor. Dr. Todd, about thirty years ago, in our

Proceedings,* gave an account of the Lachtin Shrine, to which I refer.

I have but to observe that, since Dr. Todd's memoir was written,

the publication by Dr. Eeeves of the Martyrology of Donegal affords

some reason for doubting the conjecture that the Lachtin of the

Eeliquary was he of Aghadur, whose festival is 19th March. It seems

more probable that a Lachtin of another date is the person in ques-

tion, regarding whom the compiler observes: " Cuimin of Condeire,

says that he used to be always standing, praying for the men of

Munster, and sheltering them."f If so, we might conclude that he

is that Lachtin, sent by Saint Declan of Ardmore, with six others

of his scholars for the foundation of the great Seminary of Lismore.

* Vol. V. page 461. f Mart. Don. 181.
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"Whoever Lachtin may have been, there is no doubt that the con-

templation of this Eeliquary will afford pleasure and instruction to

many thousands of our countrymen, seen, as it will be, in the

National Museum in company with other objects of Irish metal-work

unequalled, I may affirm, in the productions of so early a post-Chris-

tian age in any other collection in the world.

"When I consider the many proofs of consideration shown to the

Academy by the Queen's Grovernment of late years, as in the present

case, and recently in that of the Ashburnham MSS., as well as in the

compliment paid us by inviting us to superintend the publication, at

the cost of the State, of the Annals of Ulster, I am bound, on my
own part, to express my gratitude, and do not doubt that my feelings

will find an echo in the general voice of the Academy. I am not

insensible, however, of the fact, that during that time we have had two

Viceroys, both men of high culture and sagacity, who have had the

opportunity of observing how much the Irish people love to preserve

the memorials of the former civilization of this country, and who

must have noticed that every step taken by the Queen's advisers

towards gratifying that sentiment has been received with unanimous

approval.

The following Resolution, proposed by the Secretary of the

Academy and seconded by Mr. E. J. Cruise, was adopted :

—

"That the thanks of the Academy are due and are hereby given to

the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury for their Lord-

ships' liberal and considerate action in enabling the Department of

Science and Art to send to the Academy the Reliquary called the

Shrine of Saint Lachtin."

The following Resolution, proposed by Sir Robert Kane, ll.d., f.r.s.,

and seconded by Sir Patrick Keenan, k.c.m.g., was adopted :

—

''That the grateful thanks of the Academy are due to the Lord

Lieutenant of Ireland, Earl Spencer, k.g., for His Excellency's effica-

cious aid in obtaining for the Academy's collection of antiquities, for

ultimate deposit in the new National Museum of Ireland, the Reliquary

called the Shrine of Saint Lachtin."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

respective Donors.

The Transactions, Science, vol. xxviii., part 17 (Catalogue of the

Earthquakes occurring in Great Britain and Ireland during Historic

Times, by Professor O'Reilly), was laid on the table.
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Monday Evening, December 8, 1884.

SiE Samuel Peegtjson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Lieutenant-General Sankey, c.b., was elected a Member of the

Academy.

Mr. John E. Garstin, f.s.a., read a Paper on the Sixteenth Cen-

tury Inscriptions in Leighlin Cathedral, in memory of Bishops, &c.

Dr. P. J. B. Quinlan, read some JN'otes of a Eecent Visit to the Anti-

quarian Museums of Copenhagen and Stockholm, over which he had

the advantage of being shown by Messrs. Worsaae and Oscar Mon-

telius. He noted a polished stone fish-hook in Copenhagen, the size of

an ordinary ling-hook, made of smooth, polished, dark stone, perfectly

barbed and pointed : in fact, but for being thicker in scantling, it

would form a complete match to its modern representative. "While

the manner in which the stone hatchets of hard flint were sharpened

and polished is known to all, and we possess the stone polishing

blocks on which the operation was accomplished by the aid of sand

and water ; it was a mystery how prehistoric people, possessing

neither bronze, iron, nor any other metal, drilled through the hard

flint the sharply defined and beautifully polished cylindrical hole in

which the wooden handle of the axe or the hammer was to be in-

serted. In the Swedish collection are the relics of a hatchet and

hammer factory, where the work was suddenly interrupted, and where

the unfinished flint implements were left in all stages of their manu-

facture. The inspection of these unfinished implements aft'ords a

simple explanation of how the hole was drilled. The hammer or axe

having been polished was fixed upon a solid stone bed by means of

cement ; and the operator, now taking a cylindrical hollow drill of

wood, commenced working on the flint implement. The hollow of the

drill was filled with fine sand, through which water was made to

flow, and the drill was kept working on the flint by means of a bow.

As it turned, the sand washed out between the wood and the flint
;

and this cutting process was in fact analogous to our present mode of

cutting marble blocks into slabs by a saw, sand and water, or to the

cutting of diamonds through the medium of soft iron with diamond

dust and oil. The process is completely illustrated in the Stockholm

Museum, and there are hammers and hatchets in every stage, from a

shallow circular mark down to the almost completed result.
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The principal feature in the Danish Ecclesiastical Collection is St.

Olaf' s Shrine, for many centuries placed upon the high altar of Trondh-

jem Cathedral, and removed at the time of the Eeformation. This

shrine is the representation of a hand and forearm in silver gilt, and is

about life-size. Our recently acquired Shrine of St. Lachteen has a

wooden core, and rests horLzontally ; that of St. Olaf stands perpen-

dicularly •with the hand up and the elbovr below. It is hollow, and

formerly contained the relics of St. Olaf, and can be opened by a rude

silver key, which is still in the lock. St. Olaf was the introducer of

Chiistianity into Norway, but appears to have been a warrior as well

as a bishop, if one may judge by the fact that he was killed at the

battle of Sticklestad in a. d. 1030, and that he was buried in his

helmet and spurs in. Trondhjem Cathedral. The spurs and helmet are

still preserved in Stockholm; but on inquiry as to the reKcs, it appeared

that the Danish Government had, with much liberality, returned

them to CathoKc hands, and that they have been placed in a new
shrine, a fac-simile of the original. The Dagmar Cross is a very beauti-

ful example of Byzantine gold-work with Cloisonne enamel, and was

presented to the Danish Eoyal Family by one of the Greek Emperors.

In A. D. 1212, when Queen Dagmar died, it "was already an antiquity
;

and was, at her dying request, buried in her grave, where it remained

for 400 years. Beside it is another cross which has a curious history.

For many centuries an unknown and neglected oak figure had been

lying in the lumber-room of the Cathedral at Eoeskilde, and was sold

with, some other lumber. Its purchaser proceeded to break it up for

firewood ; and on dividing the head found this beautiful ornament.

It is a doubled-barred cross, and is exquisitely set in rubies. Dr.

F. J. B. Quinlan gave a detailed account of many other of the magni-

ficent gold ornaments in the collection.

Dr. Frazer read Some ]S"otes on a Set of Playing Cards relating to

Dr. Sacheverel.

The following scientific grants, recommended by the Council, were

confiimed by the Academy :

—

£15 to Professor O'Eeilly, to aid in researches regarding the Dis-

tribution of Earthquakes in Great Britain and Ii'eland.

£10 to Dr. Frazer, for the purchase of the standard instruments

for the correct measui'emeut of Crania,

'V
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The following letter from Sir Robert Hamilton was read :

—

"Dublin Castle,

December 4, 1884.

" SiE,—I am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 1st instant, enclosing copy of a resolution

passed by the Royal Irish Academy at the General Meeting on the

29th ult., with reference to the purchase of the Reliquary known as

the Shrine of St. Lachteen, and I am to express His Excellency's

gratification that this valuable work of Irish Art has been secured

for the nation, and is now exhibited among national objects of Art in

DubUn.
" I am, Sir,

*' Your obedient servant,

(Signed), '* R. G. C. Hamilton.

"Ed. Peeceval "Weight, Esq., m.d.,

" Secretary of the Royal Irish Academy,

" DuUinr

R. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1383-4, L'^^J
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The following letter from Sir Robert Hamilton was read :

—

" Dublin- Castle,

"December 4, 1884.

" SiE,—I am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 1st instant, enclosing copy of a resolution

passed by the E,oyal Irish Academy at the General Meeting on the

29th ult., with reference to the purchase of the Reliquary known as

the Shrine of St. Lachtin, and I am to express His Excellency's

gratification that this valuable work of Irish Art has been secured

for the nation, and is now exhibited among national objects of Art in

Dublin.
" I am, Sir,

"Your obedient servant,

(Signed), *'E,. G. C. Hamilton.

"Ed. Perceval Wkight, Esq., m.d.,

" Secretary of the Royal Irish Academy,

" Duhlm."

K. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1881-.3. L^^J
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Monday Evening, Jaxuaey 12, 1885.

Sir Samuel Feegusoj?", q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Lieutenant-General Sankey, c.b., having signed the Eoll, was ad-

mitted a Member of the Academy.

Mr. Justice O'Hagan took the Chair while the President read a

Memoir, entitled "A Version of the Confessio of St. Patrick."

Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to the Donors.

Monday Evening, Janttahy 26, 1885.

Sir Samuel Eeeguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Dr. Erazer read a Paper "On an Early Silver Seal of Maurice

O'Holohan."

The Secretary read a Eeport by Mr. S. A. Stewart, "On the

Botany of Lough Allen and the Slievanierin Mountains."

Sir Robert Kane took the Chair while the President read a Memoir

(in continuation) "On the Coroticus Epistle and the Patrician Docu-

ments."

Donations to the Museum and Library were announced, and thanks

were voted to the respective Donors.

Monday Evening, Eebruaey 9, 1885.

SiE Saiiuel Ferguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Mr. James Colthurst, h.a., ll.d., was elected a Member of the

Academy.

The Secretary read a Paper, for Dr. W. Erazer, " On a Shale

Chark," which was also exhibited.

Mr. D. R. Pigot, v.p., took the Chair while the President read (in

continuation) his Memoir " On the Patrician Documents."
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Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The following scientific grants recommended by the Council were

confirmed :

—

£50 to a Committee, consisting of Professors E. P. Wright;

A. Haddon ; "W. J. SoUas ; H. "W. Mackintosh ; Messrs. Percy Sladen

;

Joseph Wright ; and Dr. Malcolmson ; for a Eeport on the Deep Sea

Dredging off the Entrance to Bantry Bay.

£40 to Professor Sollas, to aid him in his researches on the Meta-

morphic and Igneous Rocks of the Western Highlands of Ireland.

£20 to Mr. Joseph "Wright, to aid him in his researches on the

Eoraniinifera of Dublin Bay.

£15 to Mr. R. M. Barrington, to aid him in his researches as to

the Migration of Birds in Ireland.

Monday Evening, Eebetjaey 23, 1885.

Bev. De. Hatjghton, e.k.s., s.f.t.c.d., in the Chair.

By permission of the Academy, Mr. Greenwood Pim read a Eeport

" On the Eungi of Glengariff and Killarney."

Professor Haddon read a Preliminary Report "On the Eauna of

Dublin Bay."

By permission of the Academy, Professor Sollas read a Paper " On

the Structure of the Skeletal l^etwork of the Anomocladina as pre-

sented in Yitulina stalactoides."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. H. C. Hart read a Report

" On the Botany of Sinai and Palestine."

The following Papers were taken as read :

—

1. Mr. G. H. Kinahan, " On Metamorphic Action."

2. Mr. H. C. Hart, Report "On the Elora of South-west Do-

negal."

3. Professor E. P. Wright, " ISTotes On Bryopsis plumosa."

Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to the Donors.

33 a
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MoifDiY EvENES'G, Maech 16, 1885.

(Stated Meeting.)

SiE Samitel FEEGrsoj^', Q.C., LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The Ballot for President and Council was declared open.

The President appointed Messrs. George Porte and "William Archer

as Scrutineers of the Ballot.

The Secretary of Council read the follovring Eeport :

—

Eepoet of the CorNCiL FOE THE Teae 1884-85.

Since the date of the last Eeport of the Council the folloTving parts

of the Transactions have been published :
—

Yol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 15. " Expansion of Elliptic Eunctions." ByW. Nicolls, b.a.

Part 16. " On a G-eometrical Transformation of the Eourth Order,

in Space of Three Dimensions, the Inverse Transformation being of

the Sixth Order." By L. Cremona, ll.d., f.e.s.. Professor of Higher

Mathematics in the University of Eome.

Part 17. " Catalogue of the Earthquakes having occurred in Great

Britain and Ireland during Historical Times, arranged relatively to

Localities and Frequency of Occurrence, to sefve as a Basis for an

Earthquake Map of the Three Eingdoms." (Plate xi.). By J. P.

O'Eeilly, c.e.

Part 18.—"Eeport on some Eecent Eoraminifera found off the coast

of Dublin and in the Irish Sea " (Plates xii., xiii., and xiv.), by

E. P. Balkwill and Joseph "Wright, f.g.s., is laid on the table this

evening.

Of the Proceedings, part 2 of vol. iv. (Second Series) was published

in July, 1884, and part 3 of vol.iv. inEebruary, 1885, both containing

Papers on Science ; and part 6 of vol. ii. (Second Series), containing

Papers on Polite Literature and Antiquities, was published inEebruary,

1885.
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The contributors in the Department of Science are :—Mr. J. P.

O'Reilly; Mr. J. E. Gore; Mr. F. P. Balkwill ; Dr. R. S. Ball

Mr. V. Ball ; Mr. J. Wright ; Mr. J. Birmingham ; Mr. S. A. Stewart

Mr. Greenwood Pim ; Mr. G. H. Kinahan ; Mr. A. C. Haddon

Mr. W. J. Sollas ; Mr. H. C. Hart ; Dr. E. P. Wright.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :— Mr.

W. M. Hennessy, Todd Professor; Dr. W. Erazer ; Sir Samuel Eer-

guson, President ; Mr. J. R. Garstin ; Dr. E. J. B. Quinlan.

The following Grants in aid of the Preparation of Scientific Reports

have been sanctioned by the Academy :

—

£15 to Dr. Haughton, in supplement of a Grant of £35, to defray

the expenses of Calculation of Sun-heat Coefficients and Radiation.

£25 to Mr. Adeney, for the Chemical and Spectroscopical Inyesti-

gation of the Rarer Elements in some of the Crystalline Rocks of

Donegal.

£30 to Mr. Haddon, for Researches on the Morphology of the

MoUusca.

£15 to Mr. Hart, for Investigating the Elora of Southern Do-

negal.

£15 to Mr. Stewart, for Investigating the Flora of the Southern

portion of the County Clare and the Shannon Estuary.

£15 to Professor O'Reilly, to aid in Researches regarding the

Distribution of Earthquakes in Great Britain and Ireland.

£10 to Dr. Erazer, for the purchase of Standard Instruments for

the correct measurement of Crania.

£50 to a Committee, consisting of Professors E. P. Wright,

A. Haddon, W. J. Sollas, H. W. Mackintosh ; Messrs. Percy Sladen,

Joseph Wright, and Dr. Malcolmson : for a Report on the Deep Sea

Dredging ofi the entrance to Bantry Bay.

£40 to Professor Sollas, to aid him in his Researches on the Meta-

morphic and Igneous Rocks of the Western Highlands of Ireland.

£20 to Mr. Joseph Wright, to aid him in his Researches on the

Foraminifera of Dublin Bay.

£15 to Mr. R. M. Barrington, to aid him in his Researches as to

the Migration of Birds in Ireland.
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The following Ordinary ^Members have been elected since the 16th

March, 1884:—

1. George llounsey Atkinson.

2. Hamilton Bell.

3. John Joseph Cranny, m.d., p.e.c.s.i.

4. Ear. Bartholomew llacCarthy, d.d.

5. "William Eobert MoUoy.

6. Eev. Denis Murphy, s.j.

7. Joseph Casimir O'Meagher.

8. Edward P. Eamsay, f.l.s. /

9. Yery Eev. William J. Walsh, d.d.

10. Lieutenant- Colonel William Gregory Wood-Martin, j.p.

11. Louis Claude Purser, m.a., p.t.c.d.

12. Lieutenant-General Sankey, c.b.

13. James Colthurst, m.a., ll.d.

We have lost by death within the year eight Members :

—

1. Eight Hon. the Earl of Arran, k.p., elected I^ovember 12th,

1883.

2. Thomas Brooke, d.l., elected April 12, 1858.

3 Charles Copland, elected April 14, 1856.

4. Eev. Abraham Hume, d.c.l., ll.d., elected June 14, 1875.

5. Joseph Henry Lloyd, ll.d., elected January 10, 1876.

6. Eight Hon. Mountifort Longfield, ll.d., elected Eebruary

12, 1838.

7. Eight Hon. Lord O'Hagan, k.p., elected June 8, 1857.

8. Patrick James Smyth, elected January 13, 1873.

Fifty pages of the " Book of Ballymote " have been photographed,

and seventy-two additional pages have been completed and printed off

duiing the present year.

At the conclusion of Mr. Hennessy's term of office, the Council

elected Dr. Atkinson to the Todd Professorship ; and the first series

of his lectures will, it is expected, be delivered before the summer

vacation.

The Council regret that further progress has not been made in the

publication of the " Annals of Ulster," the printing of which had only

just commenced in December last, when Mr. Hennessy's health gave

TTl
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Avay, and he had practically to suspend his labours. The Council

have taken steps to secure regular progress in the work on ITr. Hen-

nessy's recovery, and trust that no further delay will occur.

The ITuseum has been enriched with some valuable donations during

the past year ; and there have been purchased various implements

of flint and bronze, together wdth two fine lunulse of gold, recently

found in the IS'orth of Ireland. The attention of the Council having

been called to the sale of the Pountaine Collection of Antiquities,

they drew up a memorial, which they forwarded to his Excellency the

Lord Lieutenant, pointing out the desirability of securing for Ireland

one of the most valuable objects in this art collection, viz. the bronze

Eeliquary of St. Lachtin, and of depositing it in the Museum of the

Academy, where it might take its place along with other similar

objects.

The Council are glad to state that their representations on the

matter met with a favoui'able reception by the Grovernment, who gave

instructions for the Eeliquary to be sent from the South Kensington

Museum to the Academy, where it is now deposited in the strong

room of the Museum.

The Eeport was adopted.

The President then presented a Cunningham Gold Medal to Pro-

fessor John C. Malet, f.e.s., for his researches in Elliptic Functions.

The President said :

—

Peofessor Johs" Cheistiai^ Malet,

The Council of the Poyal Irish Academy has awarded you its

Cunningham Medal in recognition of your services to Science in that

department of pure Mathematics known as the Abelian Functions.

The field in which you have prosecuted these labours is one open only

to minds specially trained in the advanced methods of mathematical

investigation, and explorable only by intuitive as well as trained

mathematical genius. Long before ordinary intelligences can reach

these altitudes, the wings of the conceptive faculty droop, and they

find themselves, as I do, gazing upward at a flight which they may

admire but cannot accompany. !N'ot so the illustrious mathematicians

whose presence gives its just scientific weight and distinction to this

occasion. They have followed you to the bounds of your researches,

and grasp, with a fuller apprehension than I can do, all the additions
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to knowledge which you have brought back. Any of us who contem-

plates the circle at the base of the cone passing successively into the

ellipse, the parabola, the hyperbola, as the sectional plane shifts

through its varying predicaments, can well conceive how the Sine,

Cosine, and other Cii'cular Functions may have their modified counter-

parts in expressions applicable to these and similar transformations

;

and can, in some measure, appreciate the great achievement of Le-

gendre in discovering and generalizing the correlative group of the

Elliptic Functions. It is not yet sixty years since mankind profited

by this most valuable accession to the instruments of analysis. Abel,

carrying Legendre's investigations forward into a region of expressions

still more complex, soon after gave to view the vast outlying

province of the Abelian or Hyper-Elliptic Functions. These In-

tegrals, amongst the highest conceptions yet grasped by human
intelligence, had a necessary affinity to the discoveries of Legen-

dre ; but the links of their relationship were wanting, and the unity

which is the soul of the law remained undemonstrated. It was

then that Jacobi, taking up the torch which had fallen from the

hand of the youthful Abel, and exploring the intermediate abyss

with a still keener scrutiny, had the happiness to discover and demon-

strate one of the lines of affinity connecting those transcendental

properties of space and figure with the Elliptic Functions of Legendre.

Tou, Professor Malet, have not been less happy in demonstrating—as

the presence of the mathematicians around you attests—with equal

certainty and with a farther reach of vision, that not one only, but all

these roots of the Hyper-Elliptic system, connect themselves, through

retroverse transformations, which you have shown need not exceed

four in number, to the precedent theory of Legendre, as that to the

primary conceptions of Euclid and Plato. I may compare you two to

the listeners to the inland murmur of the sea-shell : Jacobi to Landor's.

to whom

—

" It remembers its august abodes,

And murmurs as tbe ocean murmiirs tbere."

You, to Wordsworth's, to whose ear it has spoken more articulately

—

if I may, without profanation, so far paraphrase his words

—

'
' Of central la-w subsisting at the heart

Of endless transformation."
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These experiences in the heights of mathematical abstraction are

the nearest approach to an independence of the material world allowed

to man's rational faculty. As it mounts upward from the first

ideas of space and extension—sustaining itself, through the power of

its own intuitions, until the sensible elements from amongst which it

took its first steps are lost in a distance all but immeasurable—we

get the assurance of something in our nature external to the accidents

of matter ; and may recognize, in the mathematician, a contributor to

man's moral as well as intellectual convictions. I have spoken of the

young Abel and the young Jacobi. Abel died at twenty-seven. Jacobi

was but twenty-five when he wrote his " Pundamenta Nova." You,

Mr. Malet, when you followed up, expanded and made accessible by

simpler methods the enlarged theorem of Jacobi, were, I believe, but

twenty-four, and have still, we all trust and hope, a long life of use-

fulness and honour before you. It may remind some of us, who are

so much your seniors, regretfully, of the clear vision and daring energy

of life's morning ; but hopefully also of the further inroads into the

Unknown which our now young men may yet achieve for us here in

this Academy.

The Secretary read the following notice of alteration of By-Law:

—

" The Council recommend to the Academy to try the experiment

of meeting at 4 o'clock, p. m., instead of 8 o'clock, p. ir., for the re-

mainder of the Session; and that By-Law, Sec. 2, Cap. IX., be

altered in accordance with this recommendation."

The adoption of the above was moved by the Secretary of the

Council, and on being put to the vote was declared carried.

The following resolution was moved by the Rev. J. H. Jellett, d.d..

Provost of Trinity College, seconded by Mr. Y. Ball, r.K.s., and

carried. :

—

" That it be referred to the Council to take the necessary steps to

have the approaching Centenary of the Academy celebrated in a maimer

worthy of the Country and of the Academy."

The following resolution was moved by Sir Eobert Kane, f.e.s.,

seconded by Dr. Ingram, s.f.t.c.d., and carried

—

" That an Address of Welcome be presented to their Royal High-

nesses, the Prince and Princess of Wales, on their approaching visit
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to Ireland, and that the officers of the Academy be requested to draw

up the same."

The officers retired and prepared the following Address to His

Royal Highness, Albert Edward, Prince of Wales :

—

' ' May it please Toue Eoxal Highn^ess,

" "We, the President and Membees of the Royal Ieish Academy,

desire to tender our respectful welcome to Your Royal Highness, to

the Princess of Wales, and to the Members of your August Family,

on this your visit to Ireland.

" We beg leave, through your Royal Highness, to renew the expres-

sion of our loyal attachment to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen"

ViCTOEiA, the Patron of the Academy.

" We further beg respectfully to express our confident hope that the

important national objects for which this Academy was founded, now

a century ago, may continue to receive, as they have hitherto done,

the favourable and sympathetic consideration of Her Majesty."

It was then proposed by Sir Robert Kane, seconded by Dr. Ingram,,

and resolved—" That this Address be adopted."

On the report of the Scrutineers the President declared the follow-

ing duly elected as President and Council for the ensuing year.

Peesideni.

SiE Samuel Feeguson, q.c., ll.d.

Council.

Committee of Science.

Edmund W. Davy, m.a., m.d.

J. P. O'Reilly, c.e.

John Casey, ll.d., f.e.s.

George Sigerson, m.d.

Charles R. C. Tichborne, p^.d.

Sir Robert Xane, ll.d.

Rev. J. H. Jellett, d.d.

Alexander G. More, e.l.s.

Edward Perceval Wright, m.d.

Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.e.s., s.f.t.c.d.

Robert S. Ball, ll.d., f.e.s.
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Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

J. T. Gilbert, f.s.a.

Eev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d., s.f.t.c.d.

"William Frazer, f.k.c.s.i.

David E,. Pigot, m.a.

William M. Hennessy, Esq.

Sir Patrick J. Keenan, c.b., k.c.m.g.

P. W. Joyce, LL.D.

Thomas IS'. Deane, r.h.a.

The President then, under his hand and seal, appointed the follow-

ing as Yice-Presidents for the ensuing year :

—

David E,. Pigot, m.a.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d.

Eev. Samuel Haughton, f.e.s.

Eobert Ball, ll.d.

The Scrutineers having reported, the following were declared duly

elected Honorary Members of the Academy in the section of Science :

—

James Joseph Sylvester, d.c.l., ll.d., f.e.s., Oxford.

Alexander William Williamson, ll.d., f.e.s., London.

On the report of the Scrutineers the following officers were de-

clared duly elected :

—

Teeastjeee.—Eev. M. H. Close, m.a.

Seceetaet.—Ed. Perceval Wright, m.d.

Seceetaet of the Council.—Eobert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceetaey of FoEEiGiir Coeeespondence.—Joseph P. O'Eeilly, c.e.

LiBEAEiAisr.—John T. Gilbert, f.s.a.

Cleek of the Academy.—Eobert Macalister, ll.b.

The Academy then adjourned.
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Monday Afteenoon, April 13, 1885.

Sra Samuel Ferguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair,

Viscount Powerscourt, k.p., signed the Roll and was admitted a

Member of the Academy.

Most Eev. Nicholas Donnelly, d.d., George Ribton Crampton, m a.,

and R. Finlay Heron, b.a., were elected Members of the Academy.

Rev. Thomas Olden read a Paper '' On the Culebath."

Professor Robert Atkinson read his first Todd Memorial Lecture

—

Introductory—for the Session.

Professor O'Reilly, in laying on the table an Alphabetical Catalogue

of the recorded Earthquake Shocks of Europe, read some Notes intro-

ductory thereto.

Dr. E. W. Davy read a Paper " On the Nitro-prussides of the

more important Bases of Opium."

Donations were announced, and thanks voted to the Donors.

Monday Afternoon, April 27, 1885.

Sib Samuel Perguson, q.c, ll.d.. President, in the Chair.

Mr. Richard M. Barrington, ll.b., signed the Roll and was admitted

a Member of the Academy.

The Secretary announced that the Address voted by the Academy

to their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales had been

presented to their Royal Highnesses by the President on the 10th

instant.

Read the following letter from Professor Sylvester :

—

" Athen^um Club, Pall Mall,

" 18th April, 1885.

" Sir—I beg to express, through you, to the Royal Irish Academy

my best thanks for the distinction they have been pleased to confer
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upon me, and the gratification I have felt in being 'affiliated as an

Honorary Member to so illustrious a body as the Royal Irish Aca-

demy.

" The Diploma has duly reached me.

"I am, Sir,

"Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) "i. J. Sxivestee.
" De. E. Peeceval "Weight,

^^Royal Irish Academy

^

Professor Robert Atkinson read his second Todd Memorial Lecture,

on the Ecclesiastical Literature of the Leabhar Breac.

Mr. R. M. Barrington read a Report by himself and Mr. R. P.

Vowell, on the Flora of Ben Bulben, Co. Sligo, and of the adjoining

Mountain Range in County Leitrim.

Mr. "W. H. Baily read a Report on the Cambrian and Silurian

Fossils of Ireland.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

I

Monday Afteeitoon, Mat 11, 1885.

SiE Samuel Feegitson', q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Mr. George Ribton Crampton, m.a., signed the Roll and was

admitted a Member of the Academy.

Professor Robert Atkinson read his Third Todd Memorial Lecture,

on the Passions in the Leabhar Breac, Part ii.—The Apostles.

Dr. R. S. Ball, read a Note on a Geometrical Method of investigat-

ing the Dynamical Properties of the Cylindroid.

By the permission of the Academy, Mr. "W. S. M'Cay, p.t.c.d., read

a Paper " On Three Circles related to a Triangle."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to th^

Donors.
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Monday Afteekoojs*, Jdne 8, 1885.

SiE Sajiuel Feeguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the CKair.

Eev. Dr. Bartholome-w MacCartliy, Yery Eev. Dr. William J.

"Walsh, and Mr. Louis Claude Purser, m.a., f.t.c.d., signed the Eoll,

and were admitted as Members of the Academy.

Eev. Eohert Conlan was elected a Member of the Academy.

Professor Eobert Atkinson read his Fourth Todd Memorial Lecture,

on the Homilies of the Leabhar Breac.

Mr. Louis Claude Purser, f.t.c.d., read a Paper " On a London

Manuscript of Cicero's- Letters."

Eev. Dr. Bartholomew Mac Carthy read a Paper " On the Stowe

Missal."

Eev. Dr. MacCarthy also read a Paper " On Textual Eecension."

The following scientific grants recommended by the Council were

adopted by the Academy :

—

£10 to Messrs. E. M. Barrington and E. P. Yowell, for a Eeport

on the Plora of the Shores and Islands of Lough Eee.

£10 to Mr. H. C. Hart, for a further Eeport on the Flora of the

county of Donegal.

£10 to Mr. W. F. de Y. Kane, for a Eeport on the Distribution of

the Lepidoptera of the South of Ireland.

£10 to Mr. William Oray, for a Eeport on the Worked Flints of

the North-east of Ireland.

£10 to Mr. S. A. Stewart, for a Eeport on the Flora of the

Southern Shores of the Shannon.

£20 to Mr. Alexander M 'Henry, for a Eeport on the Animal and

other Eemains found in the Sand Hills of Ballintoy, and the Crannog

of Lough na Crannagh.

£50 to Mr. A. Gr. More, for a Eeport on the Geographical Distri-

bution of Plants in Ireland.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

Donors.
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MoxDAY AFTERifoON-, Juste, 22, 1885.

Seb Samtjel Peegiison-, q.c, ll.d.. President, in tlie Chaii'.

Eev. James Goodman, h.a., was elected a Member of the Academy.

Bev. Denis Murphy, s.j., read a Paper on the " Trinmphalia

Chronologica Monasterii S. Crncis," an ancient MS. History of Holy

Cross Abbey, County Tipperary.

The Secretary read a Paper by Mr. W. J. Knowles, " On Flint

Implements from the ZS'orth-east of Ireland."

Professor Haddon, m.a., read a iNote " On an Anemone found

parasitic on a Thaumatias floating in Dublin Bay."

Mr. Pigot, Y. P., took the Chair, while the President read a Paper

" On the Patrician Documents " (in conclusion).

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

Donors.

The following recommendation of the Council was adopted :

—

"That the Academy be recommended to extend the experiment

of meeting at 4 o'Clock, p.ir., instead of 8 o'Clock, p.m., up to, but not

including, the Stated Meeting in March, 1886."

Pbidat Aeteenoojt, July 10, 1885.

(Special Meeting.)

Sir Pobeet Kake, ll.d., f.k.s., in the Chair.

The Pesolution of Council (July 3), directing the Special Meeting

to be summoned, was read, and also the notice to Members of the Aca-

demy convening the Meeting.

On the motion of JoUiffe Tufnell, f.k.c.s.i., seconded by Rev.

W. A. Eeynell, b.d., the Officers were requested to prepare a Draft

Address to His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant.

Accordingly, after a short interval the Treasurer, on behalf of the

Secretary of the Academy, read a Draft Address.
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On the "Motion of Dr. "W. Frazer, seconded by Sir John Barring-

ton, D.L., the Address was adopted in the following terms :

—

i ' To His Excellency Henet Howaed Moltnetjx, Eael of Caenaevok,

LoED Lieutenant-General and Geneeal Goveenor of Ieeland,

YlSITOE OF THE RoTAL IeISH AcADEMY,

*
' Mat it please xottb, Excellency,

"The Eoyal Irish Academy desires to offer its respectful

welcome to your Excellency on your entering on the duties of your

high office, and to express its sincere hope that your Excellency's

sojourn in Ireland may he satisfactory to yourself and useful to the

country.

"The Academy received its Eoyal Charter for the Advancement

of Science, Literature, and Archaeology just one hundred years ago.

It is the only chartered institution in the kingdom which unites the

cultivation of science with that of literature, in this respect resembling

the principal learned Academies of the Continent of Europe ; and it

is the belief of its Members that this constitution conduces to its social

and intellectual usefulness.

" The Academy has found in your Excellency's predecessors

encouragement and protection, and it does not doubt that it will

find in your Excellency, whose cultivated tastes are well known, a

continuance of sympathy with its objects and of watchfulness over its

welfare.

" The Academy begs to renew on this occasion the expression of

its loyal and devoted attachment to the Queen, whose authority and

generous influence it recognises in the person of yonr Excellency.

" Signed on behalf of the Royal Irish Academy,

" Samuel Ferguson, President.

"Ed. Perceval Wright, Secreta/ryy

The Officers were requested to ascertain from his Excellency when

it would be convenient to him to receive the Address.

The Academy then adjourned.
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Monday Qth Noyembee, 1885.

Sib Samuel FEUGrsois-, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair,

The Secretary announced that the Address voted by the Academy

on the 10th July was presented to His Excellency the Lord Lieu-

tenant on the 15th July, and that the following gracious reply had

been given to it :

—

" GrENTLEMEN",

" I receive with great satisfaction the assurance of your devo-

tion to the person and to the throne of the Sovereign. I thank you

also very cordially for your own good wishes and welcome to myself.

Such bodies as you. Gentlemen, represent, are most valuable to the

community to which they belong. They both strengthen it and adorn

it. They are in fact .like—if I may so ^say—to the shaft and capital

of the column ; and I am not ignorant at all oE what you have done.

You have attained, as you remind me in your Address, a great and

venerable age, and I trust that you may still have in the full maturity

of your powers a long and honoured, and useful existence before you.

I am well aware that many whom I have now the pleasure of address-

ing have left their mark upon the literature and archseology of Ireland.

I have been informed of the valuable and most interesting collection

of Irish Antiquities which you have accumulated, and I hope by your

favour, I may have the opportuity some day of making personal

acquaintance with them."

The Most Eev. Dr. Donnelly, Bishop of Canea, signed the Eoll

and was admitted a Member of the Academy.

Dr. R. S. Ball read a Paper " On the character of the Linear Trans-

formation which corresponds to the Displacement of a Eigid System

in Elliptic Space."

Dr. "W. Frazer read Notes on three Celts presented to the Academy

by the Eev. Peter J. M'Philpin of Castlebar.

The Eev. Dr. Haughton read a Paper ** On the Law of Terrestrial

Eadiation in terms of Temperature deduced from Thirty-five Years'

hourly Observations on Temperature at Greenwich Observatory."

Donations were announced, and thanks voted to the Donors.

B.I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1884-5. TS^l
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The following Scientific Grants recommended by the Council wore

confirmed :

—

£10 to Mr. W. J. Knowles, to investigate the Flint Implements of

the I^orth-east of Ireland.

£60 to Professor D. J, Cunningham, for a Report on the Anatomy

of the Chimpanzee.

The following Eosolution was moved by Dr. "W. Frazer, seconded

by Dr. E. S. Ball, and carried :

—

'' That it be recommended to the Council to take steps for having

the following Irish Abbeys, amongst others, placed under the charge

of the Board of Works : Kilmallock, Mainster (Charleville) ; Clare

(Galway) ; Strade (Mayo) ; Sligo, Boyle, Morrisk (Mayo) ; Ballin-

skelligs, Fore, Kells, Dunbrody, Athcnry, Ennis."

Monday, 30th Novembee, 1885.

(Stated Meeting.)

SiE Samuel Ferguson, q.c., ll.d., President, in the Chair.

The following Donations to the Museum were announced, and

thanks were voted to the Donors :

—

Two earthen urns and a bronze pin, found in stone fort Kenock

Eahenagh, Aran Island. Presented by the Board of Works.

Fragment of sculptured stone, found in broken urn at Glascarrig,

near Old Abbey, county "Wexford. Presented by the Eev. John Fur-

long, p.p., Ballygarrett, Clonevin, Gorey.

Two bronze triangular plates, a brass ornament, some old coins,

and an iron arrow-head, found in Athassel Abbey, county Tipperary,

Presented by the Board of Works.

A wooden bow, found twelve feet deep in the bog of Enniskeen.

Presented by the Eev. Hugh Gelston, m.a., Enniskeen Eectory,

Kingscourt, county Cavan.

Two small gold pins, found on south side of Mellifont Abbey.

Presented by the Board of Works.

Three bronze axe-heads, found in Carrow-Leekeen, county Mayo.

Presented by the Eev. Peter J. M'Philpin, of Castlebar.
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GENERAL ABSTRACT OF THE ACCOUNT OF EEY. MAXW
FOR THE YEAR EN

RECEIPTS.

§Kluna from last Year,

From PARLIAMENTARY GRANTS :—

Unappropriated:—" Old Grant," . .

Appropriated

:

—
Preparation of Scientific Reports, . . .

Library,

Researclies in connexion witli Celtic MSS.,
Publication of ditto,

Museum,
Purchase of Treasure Trove,

Illustration and Printing of " Transactions
'

'

and " Proceedings,"

Opening the Academy in the evening, . .

,, SCIENCE GRANT:—
Returned by Grantee,

TODD MEMORIAL FUND :—
Balance to Credit of Revenue Account,

MEMBERS' PAYMENTS:—

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Composition {invested as

opposite), .

PUBLICATIONS SOLD :-

Transactions,

Proceedings,

Leabhar Breac,

Leabhar na h-Uidhri,

Book of Leinster,

Museum Catalogue {invested as opposite),

„ INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningham Bequest

—

l^e^ 3 per cent.

Stock,

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock
[see opposite),

Pecuniary Premium Fund—New 3 per cent.

Stock,

„ TEA FUND Subscriptions,

For Special
Purposes.

£ s. d.

122 8 2

200
200
200
200
200
100

200
200

50

20 6 3

69 6

75 16 3

7 7

2 2 8

3 5

£1850 4 11

For General
Purposes.

£ S. d.

170 19 9

500

68 5

316 1

11 13 10

3 2 8

8 7

4 9 3

21

3 6

87 5 6

1191 7 6

I certify that the above account is correct, according to the best of m



lADEMY.
)LOSE, TREASUEEE OF THE EOYAL IRISH ACADEMY,
OF MAECH, 1885.

PAYMENTS.

For scientific AND LITEEAEY PUE-
POSES:—

Polite Literature and Antiquity Objects, .

Scientific Eeports,

Library,

Irisb Scribe, &c.,

„ (including Pboto-Litbo-

graphing of Book of Ballymote), . . .

Museum,
Treasure Trove
" Transactions" and " Proceedings," . .

Opening the Academy in tbe evening, . .

Todd Memorial Fund:—Advertisingvacant

Professorship,

ESTABLISHMENT CHAEGES :—

From Funds
appropriated
for Special
Purposes.

Salaries,

"Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Eepairs,

Fuel,

Insurance, Taxes, and La^v,

Stationery,

Priatiag (Miscellaneous),

Postage,

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies, .

„ INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL):

Aie Membership
Compositions,

luseum Catalogue,

Stock
Bought.

s. d.

Description.

Consol. Stock,

Bk. of Ir. Stock,

Total
Stock.

£

3058

60

„ TEA FUND Expenditure,

§KlKMt to Credit of the Academy,

250
200
200

200
200
100

200
200

14

72 9

7 4 1

3 5

216 2 10

From Funds
available

for General
Purposes.

£ S. d.

138 6 2

33 19

3 11

127 7 9

2 6 3

380 5

222 12

46 19

65
11 16

5 1

43 19

25

51 17 5

Total of
each Class.

£ S. d.

20 U 7

£1850 4 11 1191 7 6 3041 12 5

1853 7 1

852 12 3

79 13 1

16 7 19 5 7

236 14 5

: and belief.

—

Maxwell H. Close, Treasurer, R.I.A.
[For Auditors' Report see next page.



ATJDITOES' REPOET.

We have examined the above General Abstract, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be correct, leaving a

Balance of T-^o Hundred and Thirty-sis Pounds Fourteen Shillings and Five

Pence to the credit of the Academy, the amount certified by the Accountant-

General as standing to the credit of the Academy's account in the Bank of Ireland

on the 31st of March, 1885, being £250 6s. 2d., a sum of 12s. 6d. remaining

in the Treasurer's hands, ^'hile cheques amounting to £14 4s. Zd. have remained

unpresented.

The Treasurer has also exhibited to us Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day were £2653 9s. 9d., New Three per Cents.

;

£3058 7s. 4if., Consols; and £60 13s. Od., Bank of Ireland Stock.

Like Certificates have been exhibited to us showing two sums amounting

together to £142 2s. id., New Three per Cents., standing in the names of

Trustees, which, with the sum of £1209 18s. id., New Three per Cents., in the

Court of Chancery, form the Invested Capital of the "Todd Memorial Fund."

,c. ,^ i
J- P- O'EEILLY,

) , ,.
(Signed),

\ ^,, .T,nHFE. M«^*^<"-^-WM. AECHER,

1st June, 1885.
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Monday, December 14, 1885.

Sir Samuel FERGtrsoN-, q. c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Mr. Eobert Cochrane, c.e. ; Rev. Edward Alexander Cooke ; Dr.

Daniel John Cunningham ; Mr. Lucas White King, ll.b. ; and Mr.

Thomas Glazebrook Eylands, f.s.a., were elected Members of the

Academy.

The Secretary read a Paper by Mr. J. E. Gore, e.r.a.s., "On the

Orbit of the Binary Star (^) Delphini."

The Secretary read a Paper by Mr. R. A. Roberts, m.a., " On
some Properties of certain Plane Curves."

Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to the Donors.

Monday, January 11, 1886.

Sir Samuel Eerguson, q.c, ll.d., President, in the Chair.

Professor Robert Crawford, m.a., m.e., was elected a Member of

the Academy.

The Secretary read a Paper by Mr. G. H. Kinahan, " On Loch
Betha, Co. Donegal."

Rev. Dr. Haughton, e.r.s., read a Note "On the Law of Annual
Radiation at Greenwich, and the Sky-temperature that Controls it."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Monday, January 25, 1886.

Dr. Ingram, Yice-President, in the Chair.

Dr. Daniel John Cunningham and Mr. Robert Einlay Heron
signed the Roll, and were admitted Members.

Rev. Denis Murphy read a Paper " On Two Sepulchral Urns and

an Inscribed Cross lately found in the Aran Islands."

R.I.A. MINUTES, SESSION 1885-7. L*^^J
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Dr. D. J. Cunningham read a Eeport "On the Lumhar Curve in

Man and the Apes, with an Account of the Topographical Anatomy

of the Anthropoid."

Dr. John Casey, f.e.s., read a Paper " On the Properties of the

Harmonic Hexagon of a Triangle."

The Secretary read a Paper, by Mr. J. C. Malet, f.r.s., " On some

Geometrical Problems."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Monday, FEBErAKY 8, 1886.

SiE, EoBEKT Kane, ll.d., f.r.s., in the Chair.

Eev. James Goodman, m.a., signed the Roll, and was admitted a

Member.

Mr. George CoflPey, b.e., and Mr. Greenwood Pirn, m.a., f.l.s., were

elected Members of the Academy.

Mr. Alexander M'Henry read a Report " On the Explorations at

White Park Bay, Ballintoy," and " On the Crannog of Loch-na-

Cranagh, Pair Head, Co. Antrim."

Dr. Frazer read a Paper " On the Dublin Stocks and Pillory."

Professor A. C. Haddon, ivr.A., read a Preliminary Report "On
Dredging in Deep Water off Bantry Bay."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. Joseph Wright, a member of

the Bantry Bay Dredging Committee, gave a remme of his Report on

the Foraminifera found.

By permission of the Academy, Mr. Jacob, also a Member of the

Bantry Bay Dredging Committee, gave a resume of his Report on the

Crustacea found.

The Secretary read a Paper, by Mr. J. E. Gore, f.e.a.s., " On the

Orbit of the Binary Star, 0. Struve, 234."
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The Secretary read a Paper, by 3Ir. James llahony, " On the Con-

glomerates of Fanad."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

MoxDAT, Febetjaet 22, 1886.

Dr. IxGEAir, Yice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Greenwood Pirn, m.a., f.l.s., signed the Poll, and was ad-

mitted a Member of the Academy.

Mr. Henry Hennessy, f.e.s., read a Paper " On the Former

Fluidity of the Bodies composing our Planetary System."

The Secretary read a Paper, by Sir Robert Ball, p.b.s., " On
Laplace's Analytical Theory of the Perturbations of Jupiter's Satel-

lites."

The Secretary read a further Pteport, by Mr. H. C. Hart, " On the

Flora of Southern Donegal."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. E. T. Hardman read !N"otes

on a Collection of Flint Instruments and "Weapons from Tropical

"Western Australia.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The following Eecommendation of the Council was adopted :

—

''That a sum of £10 be given out of the Grant for Scientific

Eesearch to a Committee, consisting of Dr. E. P. Wright, Professor

Sollas, and Professor Haddon, to assist in the preparation of the

Eecord of Zoological Literature for 1885."

On the motion of Dr. Mac Swiney, seconded by Eev. Thomas

Olden, it was resolved :

—

" That an Address be presented to His Excellency the Lord Lieu-

tenant, and that the Officers of the Academy be requested to draw

up the same."

35 a
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The following Address, having been submitted by the Officers, was-

adopted :

—

*'To His Excellexct Johk Campbell, Eael of ABEEDEE^', Loed

LlEUTEiS'ANT-GEjrEEAL AJfD GeNEKAL GoTEEKOE OF IeELAND.

'' May it please Yoite Excellency,

" AYe, the President aad ^Members of the Eoyal Irish

Academy, beg leave to offer our respectful welcome to Your Excellency

on your assumption of tlie liigh office of Chief Governor of this country,

and through Tour Excellency to renew the expression of our attach-

ment to the Throne and Person of our Sovereign Lady the Queen.

" In virtue of the Viceregal Office, Tour Excellency becomes the

Yisitor of our Academy, and as such we trust Tour Excellency may

soon be pleased to inspect the Collection of jSTational Art Treasures-

and Antiquities deposited in our Museum.

" Incorporated for the study of Science, Polite Literature, and

Antiquities, we can point to our records of the past for evidence of

valuable work accomplished, and we look forward with confidence to

an equally productive and useful future.

" We enter this year on the commencement of a second century

of our Chartered existence, and we hope that, in celebrating our

approaching Centenary, we may have the honour and advantage of

Tour Excellency's countenance and support.

" For the Eoyal Irish Academy,

" Samitel EERGirso]sr, kt., ll.d., President.

" Ed. Peeceval "Weight, m.a., m.d., SecretaryJ"'

Tuesday Evening, Maech 16, 1886.

(Stated Meeting.)

Me. David Pigot, m.a., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Ballot was opened for the Election of President and Council.

The Chairman appointed Mr. W. E. de V. Kane and Mr. W. E.

MoUoy as Scrutineers.
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The Ballot was opened for Honorary Members, the Treasurer and

•Secretary being appointed Scrutineers.

The Secretary of Council read the following Report :

—

Repokt of the Council foe the Year 1885-86.

.Since the date of the last Report of the Council the following parts

of the Transactions have been published :

—

Vol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 19.— '^ On the Botany of Sinai and South Palestine" (Plates

XV., xvi., xvii.). By H. C. Hart, b.a.

Part 20.— '' On Three Circles related to a Triangle." By W. S.

M'Cay, M.A., F.T.c.D.

Part 21.— •' On the Mtro-prussides of the more important Bases of

Opium." By Edmund W. Davy, m.a., m.d.

And the following will be laid on the table this evening :

—

Part 22.—"Alphabetical Catalogue of the Earthquakes recorded as

having occurred in Europe and adjacent Countries, arranged to serve as

.a basis for an Earthquake Map of Europe." By Joseph P. O'Reilly,

C.E., Professor of Mining and Mineralogy, Royal College of Science,

Dublin.

Vol. xxvii.

—

Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Part 6.—" On the Patrician Documents." By Sir Samuel Eer-

gUSOn, LL.D.

Of the Proceedings, part 4 of vol. iv. (Second Series) was published

in July, 1885, containing Papers on Science; and part 7 of vol. ii.

(Second Series), containing Papers on Polite Literature and Antiquities,

was published in January, 1886.

The contributors in the Department of Science are :—Mr. J. P.

O'Reilly; Dr. E. W. Davy; Mr. R. M. Barrington ; Mr. R. P.

Vowell; Mr. W. H. Baily; Sir Robert S. Ball; Mr. W. S. M'Cay;

Mr. W. J. Knowles ; Mr. A. C. Haddon ; Rev. Dr. Haughton ; Mr.

J. E. Gore; Mr. R. A. Roberts; Dr. D. J. Cunningham; Dr. John

Casey; Mr. J. C. Malet ; Mr. Joseph Wright; Mr. A. Jacob; Mr,

J. Mahony ; Mr. H. Hennessy ; Mr. H. C. Hart.
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In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :—Eev.

Thomas Olden ; Dr. Atkinson, Todd Professor ; Mr. Louis C. Purser \.

Kev. Dr. B. Mac Carthy ; Eev. Denis Murphy ; Sir Samuel Perguson,

President; Dr. W. Prazer; Mr. G. H. Kinahan ; Mr. A, M'Henry;

Mr. E. T. Hardman.

The following Grants in aid of the Preparation of Scientific Eeporta

have been sanctioned by the Academy :

—

£10 to Messrs. H. M. Barrington and R. P. Yowell: for a Eeport

on the Plora of the Shores and Islands of Lough Pee.

£10 to Mr. H. C. Hart: for a further Eeport on the Flora of the

county of Donegal.

£10 to Mr. W. F. de Y. Kane : for a Eeport on the Distribution of

the Lepidoptera of the South of Ireland.

£10 to Mr. WiUiam Gray : for a Eeport on the Worked Flints of

the JS'orth-east of Ireland.

£10 to Mr. S. A. Stewart : for a Eeport on the Flora of the

Southern Shores of the Shannon.

£20 to Mr. Alexander M'Henry : for a Eeport on the Animal and

other Eemains found in the Sand-hills of Ballintoy, and the Crannoge

of Lough-na-Crannagh.

£50 to Mr. A. G. More : for a Eeport on the Geographical Distri-

bution of Plants in Ireland.

£10 to Mr. "W. J. Knowles : to investigate the Flint Implements of

the JN'orth-east of Ireland.

£60 to Professor D. J. Cunningham: for a Eeport on the Anatomy

of the Chimpanzee.

£10 to a Committee, consisting of Dr. E. P. Wright, Professor

Sollas, and Professor Haddon, to assist in the preparation of thc+

Eecord of Zoological Literature for 1885.

Many objects of interest have been added to the collections in

the Museum during the past year—including a massive penannular

bracelet of gold, recently found near Bantry, Co. Kerry ; a series of

double conical gold beads ; a cruciform silver-inlaid plaque of bronze
;

a large and singularly-perfect bronze spear-head, from Kuightstown,
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Co. Meath ; other -weapons of the same metal—hronze ring-pins,

Ogham-inscribed stones, flint implements, and sepulchral urns.

The windows some time ago removed from the southern wall of

crypt have been replaced, and light again admitted to that portion

of the basement in which the larger stone and wooden objects are

deposited.

Great progress has been made with the printing of the "Book of

Ballymote," which has so far advanced that the editor confidently

expects that the work will be published before the next Report of

Council.

The progress of the printing of the "Annals of Ulster" has not been,

(^uite so continuous as the Council was led to anticipate, but twenty-

one sheets (336 pages) have been printed off.

During the past Session the Todd Professor delivered his first

series of lectures, of which the introductory lecture has been published

;

and the remaining three, which will complete Yol. II., will be pub-

lished in the course of the summer.

The following Ordinary Members have been elected since the 16th

March, 1885:—

1. Most Bev. Nicholas Donnelly, d.d., Bishop of Canea.

2. George Eibton Crampton, m.a.

3. Robert Finlay Heron, b.a.

4. Rev. Robert Conlan.

5. Rev. James Goodman, m.a.

6. Robert Cochrane, c.e.

7. Rev. Edward Alexander Cooke.

8. Daniel John Cunningham, m.d.

9. Lucas White King, ll.b.

10. Thomas Glazebrook Rylands, f.s.a., f.e.a.s.

11. Robert Crawford, m.a., m.e.

12. George Coffey, b.a., b.e.

13. Greenwood Pirn, m.a.

We have lost by death within the year three Honorary Members

in the Section of Polite Literature and Antiquities :

—

1. Henry Bradshaw.

2. Georg Curtius.

3. Hans Jakob Asmussen Worsaae.
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And ten Ordinary Members :

—

1. Thomas Andrews, m.d., ll.d., f.e.s., elected January 14,

1839.

2. Riglit Hon. and Most Eev. Marcus Gr. Beresford, d.d., Lord

Primate, elected June 8, 1851.

3. Daniel G. Griott, m.a., elected June 8, 1857.

4. Eev. William Macllwaine, d.d., elected April 10, 1876.

5. Richard E. Madden, f.k.c.s., elected February 23, 1846.

6. Alexander Parker, elected June 10, 1839.

7. Major-General Sir Arthur Purves Phayre, k.c.s.i., g.c.m.g.,

C.B., elected AjDril 8, 1872.

8. Jonathan Pim, elected January 8, 1849.

9. James Butler Pratt, c.e., elected June 9, 1854.

10. Thomas JoUiffe Tufnell, f.e.c.s.i., elected February 9, 1846.

This is not the place to give a detailed account of Dr. Madden's

many publications, but there is probably not one here present Avho is

not aware of the distinguished position he occupied in literature, and

who does not feel that the Academy is the poorer by the loss of

such men from her midst.

The scene of Sir Arthur Phayre's labours was very different, but

in his case also the Council feel that they should not allow the name

to be passed over without the tribute of a special reference.

Thomas Andrews, m.d., ll.d. Dublin, Edinburgh, and Glasgow

;

F.E.s. ; Hon. f.e.s.e. ; Honorary and Corresponding Member of various

foreign societies ; Vice-President and Professor of Chemistry in the

<iueen's College, Belfast, was born December 19th, 1813, died Novem-

ber 26th, 1885. He studied for several years in Trinity College,

Dublin, distinguishing himself both in Science and Classics. After

taking his degree in the University of Edinburgh in 1835, he devoted

himself to medical practice in Belfast, his native town.

The strong bent of his mind towards original investigation is

shown by the fact, that in these early years, when he was occupied

with a busy and successful practice he found time to carry out several

important scientific researches. It was during this period that he

made the series of experiments on the Heat evolved in chemical

combination, the accounts of which appear in our Transactions.
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In 1845 tlift Government selected Dr. Andrews as the Yice-Presi-

dent and Professor of Chemistry in Queen's College, Belfast, in

consequence of which he gave up his medical practice. In the small

laboratory adjoining his lecture-room, with singularly simple appara-

tus and with comparatively little aid from any hand but his own, all

his original work was done.

It will be observed, on examining the long list of his published

Papers, that nearly all his investigations belonged rather to the domain

of Physics than to that of Chemistry proper. They were far-reaching

in their scope, and of a character which required extreme nicety of

manipulation and the most careful j)recautions. One of these investi-

gations has been already alluded to. Of two others we shall speak

very briefly.

In 1855 he communicated to the Eoyal Society the first of several

Papers on Ozone. Much discussion had arisen on the constitution of

this strange substance, and doubts had even been expressed whether

all the substances known as Ozone, prepared by different processes,

were really the same. By the series of experiments recounted in this

Paper he proves " that Ozone, from whatever source derived, is one

xmd the same body, having identical properties and the same constitu-

tion, and is not a compound body, but oxygen in an altered or allo-

tropic condition."

His last work, however, was unquestionably his greatest, and has

been universally accepted as a discovery of the first importance, viz.,

that on the connexion of the liquid and gaseous states of matter. It

formed the subject of the Bakerian lectures delivered by him in the

Royal Society, in the years 1869 and 1876.

In these researches carbonic acid was the material experimented

upon, and he employed a beautiful apparatus designed by himself, and

executed under his own superintendence. This apparatus admitted of

the pressure and temperature being altered independently, while the

substance operated on was in glass tubes and completely under inspec-

tion.

It had long been known that the liquefaction of carbonic acid and

other gases, by pressure, was greatly facilitated by reducing the tem-

perature ; but now Andrews, for the first time, proves that if the

temperature of the gas be above a certain point (for carbonic acid

31° C), no pressure, however great, will produce liquefaction: that
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below this temperature liquefaction can always be effected by increased

pressure.

He then points out how it follows as a necessary consequence that

the liquid and gaseous states are continuously connected—in other

words, that we can so alter by perfectly continuous changes the

temperature and volume of the carbonic acid that it shall be at the

commencement of the operation an undoubted gas, and at the close an

undoubted liquid; and that this can be done in such a way that

throughout the process the whole of the substance operated upon

shall be in but one physical state. The temperature referred to above

is thus seen to be one of the most essential elements, to be determined

for any substance, and Andrews gives it the name of the critical tem-

perature of the substance. His discoveries in this subject immediately

acted as a powerful stimulus on others to make further experiments,

and, as is well known, the last few years have been signalized by the

most striking achievements in the liquefaction of gases hitherto

supposed intractable.

Dr. Andrews was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1849,

and presided over the Glasgow meeting of the British Association in

1876.

List of Papers by Dr. Andrews in the Transactions of the Academy :

—

" On the properties of Yoltaic Cii'cles, in wliicli Concentrated Sulphuric Acid

is the Liquid Conductor " (1838).

" On the Heat developed during the combination of Acids and Bases" (1841).

" On the Heat developed during the formation of the Metallic Compounds of

Chlorine, Bromine, and Iodine" (1842).

The Eeport was adopted.

The Secretary stated that the Address voted at the last Meeting of

the Academy to His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant had been pre-

sented by Dr. Ingram, v. p., and a Deputation, consisting of many

Members of the Academy.

His Excellency delivered the following reply :

—

*' Me. President and Gentlemen,—
" I receive with great pleasure the expressions of loyalty con-

tained in your address with reference to the Queen ; and I thank you
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for the congratulation you offer me on assuming the high office to

which Her Majesty has been pleased to appoint me.

"It is "with great pleasure that I become the Yisitor of your

Academy, and I trust to have an early opportunity of visiting your

Museum, -with its far-famed collection of antiquities and objects of

Art.

" The purposes for -which you were incorporated are well-known
;

and, as there appears to be at the present time an increasing recogni-

tion, of the value and importance of such institutions as your own"

from an educational point of view, I can with confidence express a

hope that the success which has crowned your efforts hitherto may

continue in increasing measure to accompany them in future.

" I congratulate you sincerely upon entering into the second

century of your chartered existence, and I shall be most happy to

offer any assistance in my power with reference to the approaching

celebration of that event."

The following recommendation of the Council was moved by the

Secretary of the Council :

—

" That the Council recommend to the Academy to continue the

Afternoon Meetings of the Academy, as during the present Session."

Dr. Ingram moved, as an amendment :

—

" That the recommendation of the Council be adopted, with the-

omission of the word ' as ' before the words ' during the present

Session.'
"

The amendment was declared carried.

On the Eeport of the Scrutineers, the Chairman declared the fol-

lowing elected as Honorary Members of the Academy :

—

Edward Frankland.

Lord Eayleigh.

Cardinal ISTewman.

Heinrich Schliemann.

Donations to the Library and Museum were announced, and thanks

were voted to the Donors.
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On the report of the Scrutineers, the Chairman declared the fol-

lowing elected as President and Council for the ensuing year :

—

PUESIDENT.

SiE Samuel Eekgusojs", q.c, ll.d.

CorxciL.

Committee of Science.

J. P. O'Eeilly, c.e.

John Casey, ll.d., F.E..rr.i., f.e.s.

George Sigerson, m.d., f.u.tj.i.

Charles P. C. Tichborne, ph.d.

Sir Robert Kane, ll.d., f.e.s.

Eey. J. H. Jellett, d.d.

Alexander G. More, f.l.s.

Edward Perceval Wright, :m:.d.

Pev. Samuel Haughton, ir.D., f.e.s., s.f.t.c.d.

Sii' Pobert S. Ball, ll.d., e.e.s.

Y. Ball, ii.A., F.K.s.

Committee of Polite Literature and Antiq^uities.

Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

J. T. Gilbert, f.s.a.

Rev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d., s.f.t.c.d.

William Prazer, f.r.c.s.i.

David Pt. Pigot, m.a.

Right Hon. Sir Patrick J. Keenan, c.b., k.c.ii.g.

P. W. Joyce, LL.D.

Thomas !N^. Deane, e.h.a.

Jolm R. Garstin, m.a., f.s.a.

The Ballot vt^as then opened for the election of Officers, and, on the

report of the Scrutineers, the following were declared duly elected :

—

Teeasijrek— Rev. M. H. Close, m.a.

SECEETAKr—Edward Perceval Wright, m.d.

Seceetaet to the Couxcil—Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceetaet of Fokeign Coerespoxdexce—Joseph P. O'Reilly, c.e.

LiBEAELiN—John T. Gilbert, f.s.a.

Cleek of the Academy—Robert Macalister, ll.b.
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The nomination of the following as Yice-Presidents for the ensuing

year, under the hand and seal of the President, was then announced :

—

John K. Ingram, ll.d.

Eev. Samuel Haughton, f.r.s.

Sir Eobert S. Ball, f.e.s.

Joseph P. O'Pteilly, c.e.

Monday, Apeil 12, 1886.

Professor O'Eeilly, Yice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Henry Thomas O'Eeilly, e.e.c.s.i., and Mr. William Jame&

Browne, m.a., were elected Members of the Academy.

The Secretary read the following letter from Lord Eayleigh :

—

"4, Caelto:n' Gaedexs, S.W.,

"April 9, 1886.

"Deae Sie,

''I have received your letter informing me that the Eoyal Irish

Academy have done me the honour of electing me an Honorary Mem-
ber, Please convey to the proper quarter my sense of the great com-

pliment done me by this election. The position of Honorary Member

is one which I shall value highly.

" Yours very truly,

" Eayleigh.''

The Secretary read a Paper, by Mr. A. H. Anglin, ir.A., " On

some Theorems in Determinants."

The Secretary read a Eeport, by Mr. "W. P. de Y. Kane, "On
the Macro-Lepidoptera of Eallarney and South of Ireland."

Dr. Frazer exhibited, and read Notes, " On a Bronze Pot, found

many years since in a Bog near JN'avan," presented to the Museum by

the Marquis of Headfort.

Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to the Donors.
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lEoxDAx, May 10, 1886.

Dr. I>"GEAii, Yice-Presideiit, in the Cliair.

Eev. Leonard G. Hasse was elected a Member of the Academy.

The following letter from the President was read :

—

"20, Is'oKTH Gkeat Geokge's-stkeet^ Dfblin',

''IQth May, 1886.
'" Mx DEAR Dr. TVki&ht,

•'Will you kindly convey to the Academy the expression

of my great regret and disappointment, that continuing illness will

prevent my being present otherwise than in heart and goodwill at its

Centenary Celebrations.
" Believe me,

" Very faithfully yours,

" SAiTUEL FEEGUSOlSr.

" Edwaed p. "Weight, ir.i).,

" Secretary to the Royal Irish Academy

T

The following letters were also read :

—

''April Vltli, 1886.

"Ser,

"I feel the great honour done me by the Royal Irish

Academy in electing me one of its Honorary Members, in the

Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

'
' I beg to acknowledge the safe arrival of the Diploma of Mem-

bership which you have sent me, and the courteous and kind words

with which you accompany it.

"I am, Sir,

'
' Tour faithful Servant,

'
' JoHx H. Caedln-al I^ewma^^.

"Ed. Peeceval "Weight, m.d."

" Hotel D'A>"'GLETEiaiE, Eoxe,

''April 13//;, 1886.
" Deae Sir,

" I have just received your letter of the 5th inst., inform-

ing me that the Poyal Irish Academy had done me the honour to
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^leet me an Honorary !Mcmber in the Department of Science. I will

thank you to convey to the Academy this expression of my great

gratification in receiving so flattering a recognition from the represen-

tative Institution of Irish Science.

" I am, dear Sir,

" Your obedient Servant,

" E. Feakkland.

"Dr. Ed. Peeceval Weight,

" Secretary to the Royal Irish Academy

P

" Athexs,

"13th April, 1886.

" SlJR,

" I am in receipt of your favour of 6th inst., from "whicli

I see "with, profound gratitude that the Royal Irish Academy has

elected me an Honorary llemher in the Department of Polite Litera-

ture and Antiquities.

" I beg to assure you, that I shall endeavour to the utmost of my
abilities to show myself worthy of the Diploma of Membership, which

will be th.e greatest omament of my house.

"Believe me, Sir,

" Tour obedient Servant,

"Ht. SCHLIEIIANN.

"Ed. Peeceval "Weight, ir.D.,

" Secretary of the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin.''^

llr. Thomas jS". Deane, e.h.a., read a Eeport " On the Excavations

of Dowth."

By the permission of the Academy, the Eev. Professor Gwynn,

D.D., read a Paper "On a Syriac MS. of Archbishop Ussher's Col-

lection."

Mr. V. Ball, f.e.s., read a Paper "On some Scientific Eesults

derivable from Thirty Years' Experience of Lion-breeding in the

Gardens of the Eoyal Zoological Society ol Ireland."

Donations to the Library were announced and thanks were voted

to the Donors.
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CEKTEI^AET CELEBEATION".

WEDifESDAT, Mat 12, 1886.

A Banquet in celebration of the Academy's Centenary, was held in

the Libraiy of the Academy on Wednesday Evening, 12tli May, 1886.

In the unavoidable absence, through, illness, of Sir Samuel

Ecrguson, President of tbe Academy, John K. Ingram, ll.d.,

S.F.T.C.D., Senior Yice-President of the Academy, presided.

After dinner, the toast of " Her Majesty the Queen, Patron of the

Academy," having been duly honoured, the Chairman rose, and said :

—

" I rise now to propose the health of the noble guest who has

graced our festival with his presence this evening. It gives me great

pleasure to propose the toast, and yet I regret that it has fallen to me
to propose it. I regret, and I am sure you all join in the feeling, that

the distinguished poet, man of letters, jurist, and antiquary, who pre-

sides over this Academy, is not present at our Centenary Celebration,

and that we shall not hear from his lips the weighty and well-chosen

words which we have often heard from him when he occupied our-

Chair. More still than his absence, we lament that illness should be

the cause of it. "We tender to Sir Samuel Ferguson our hearty sym-

pathy, and we ask him to take with him, as a solace in his retirement,^

which we trust will be of short duration, the assurance that he is not

merely honoured in this Academy, but that he is the object of a

warmer feeling of affection on the part of all that have been admitted

to his friendship. I am sure his Excellency will excuse me for giving-

priority to that topic for a few minutes. Turning to his Excellency, I

will sav we welcome him here on several grounds. TVe welcome him,

in the first place, as the representative of our gracious Sovereign, which

would alone be a sufficient passport to our regard, and would secure for

him a cordial reception. "We welcome him, in the second place, on. ac-

count of his kind feeling towards Ireland and the Irish people. Even

at this festival, devoted as it is to Science and Literature, the sacred

claims of charity and beneficence cannot be overlooked; and every
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Member of this Academy must feel grateful to his Excellency, and,

may I be permitted to add, to the noble lady who is the companion

of his life and the sharer of his exalted position, for their exertions

on behalf of our suffering poor. We welcome him also as, by

virtue of liis high office. Visitor of this institution. He has already,

not in the technical or legal sense, but from the impulse of enlightened

curiosity, visited our collection ; and I entertain the hope that he may
be induced to be present at some of our Meetings when we are in a

position to offer liim a specially interesting bill of fare. Some years

^go, it will be remembered, the question was raised whether the charge

of the Parliamentary grant to the Academy should not be taken from

the Irish Government, and whether the wants and requirements

•of the Academy should not be placed in the care of a body having

its seat in London. On that occasion we protested strongly against

the proposed change, and we urged our desire that all our com-

munications with the Government should pass through the Lord

Lieutenant. We carried our point, and we have never had reason

to regret it. We have been treated by the Yiceroys of successive

administrations with a courtesy and consideration for which we desire

to express our respectful thanks, and we feel confident that we shall

not fare worse with our present Yiceroy than with any of his pre-

decessors. I give you ' The health of the Earl of Aberdeen, Lord

Lieutenant of Ireland.'
"

His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, on rising to respond, said :

—

"Mr. President and Gentlemen, I feel very deeply the extreme

kindness with which you have received those more than kind words

which have fallen from your President. If I were to attempt to allude

to the several remarks which he has made, I could only do so in a

somewhat deprecatory tone. But there were some allusions to which

I, as Avell as you, could give a most hearty assent, more especially to

those references to Sir Samuel Ferguson, whose absence I in common

with yourselves regret, though I cannot claim the personal acquaint-

ance, and experience of his abilities and the charms of his company,

which, of course, many here can claim. I need hardly say how deeply

I appreciate and recognise the value of such a hearty greeting as you

have been pleased to give me as Her Majesty's representative. The

loyalty of such an assembly as this is well known, and is to be

R.I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1885-7. L'^^J
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depended upon, and I cannot help thanking you for very heartily

responding to the reference made by your esteemed President to Lady

Aberdeen. I am sure I can say for Lady Aberdeen and myself, that

we came to Ireland by no means in a state of mind the reverse of hope-

ful or confident of the treatment we should receive if we endeavoured

to do our duty—still we never could have expected to receive such

constant, such unvarying, and I venture to say, so increasing, marks of

courtesy, sympathy, and kindness. I beg once more to express my
appreciation of being present on this occasion, and to thank you

heartily for your kindness."

The Lord Lieutenant, again rising, said :

—

"Gentlemen, I feel it to be a special privilege, and no small re-

sponsibility, to propose the toast of the evening, ' Success to the Royal

Irish Academy.' After a century of its useful and honourable existence,,

the Members of this Society will naturally engage in a momentary

retrospect. It is well known that the Academy, like many other

valuable institutions, was first inaugurated under modest conditions,,

at least so far as regards members ; but that beginning possessed the

best guarantee for future success, inasmuch as the original Member-

ship appears to have consisted entirely of men who had already been

spontaneously drawn together by an unfeigned love of knowledge and

by a lofty and unselfish confidence in the benefits which would be im-

parted to their fellow-men through the cultivation anddifi'usion of that

knowledge. And for the same reason, doubtless, we find that the

foundation then laid, and the field of operation then mapped out, was

both broad and bold. A society which aims at the promotion of the

sciences, polite literature, and antiquities, certainly gives ample scope

for energy and talent. Indeed, such width of subject might have been

expected to lead occasionally to some differences and uncertainty of

effort, which would have had a weakening effect. But that clanger

appears to have been averted by the sound and earnest tone and

method which characterized the early action of the institution, and

which has throughout been well maintained. As illustrative of this

feature it may be noted, that in the preface to the first volume of the

Transactions, the writer, Dr. Burrowes, who must have been a

sagacious and far-seeing' man as well as a fine scholar, struck an

excellent key-note when he expressed the hope that the Members
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would be enabled to stimulate in their countrymen a sense of the-

dignity of mutual exertion, and to promote the national prosperity by

the application of scientific knowledge ; and he adds the expression of

a truth which is now more widely recognized than at that time, that

no one science is so little connected with the rest as not to afford many

principles the use of which may extend considerably beyond the

science to which they primarily belong. "While thus the practical

side of the functions of this institution has been kept in view, there

has been, on the other hand, no lack of recognition of the importance

of cultivating a high ideal, the purpose being, in short, to bring out

and to maintain all that is purest and most ennobling both in science

and art. And no more conspicuous example of your efforts need be

quoted, than that which is to be found in the discovery and preserva-

tion in your museum of those exquisite pieces of design and workman-

ship, which are the productions of the native art of your own renowned

island. This Academy, gentlemen, had at the outset, the advantage

of the countenance and support of the Monarch who then occupied the

throne of this Empire, and it has now for many years enjoyed the

distinction and great benefit of having at its head and patron the

illustrious Sovereign who has been ever ready to encourage the

liberal arts ; and it is to me a cause of peculiar gratification to have

the privilege of reading a letter containing a message which will be

received by you with profound appreciation. It is as follows :

—

' "WiNDsoE Castle,

'May 10, 1886.

* Deab Loed Abeedeen,

' I am commanded by the Queen to request that you will

convey to the Members of the Eoyal Irish Academy Her Majesty's

congratulations on the completion of a century of its existence, and

her best wishes for its future prosperity.

' Yours very truly,

' Heket Ponsonbt.'

"We may have the satisfaction of feeling that that cordial missive is no

mere matter of phraseology, but that it indicates a hearty and kindly

sympathy, such as we know Her Majesty eviaces in any work cal-

culated to benefit her subjects, and for the promotion of their good.

36 a
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Mr. President, I have alluded to the high iisefulness which has heen

maintained throiighout this century of your Society's existence,

although I don't think that I have at all done the subject justice.

"We know that all times are not alike—that there are periods when the

attainment of distinction is greater than at others. I might recall

such names as Hamilton, M'CuUagh, and others—names which are, I

assume, familiar to all here present. I will only to-night allude to

the name of one Member—one of your Members present, who has

conferred upon this Society, as he would upon any learned and dis-

tinguished society, lustre and distinction—I refer to your esteemed

Chairman, Dr. Ingram. Of course, in alluding to Dr. Ingram,

especially upon an occasion such as this, wc would first speak of him

in connexion with the first of the three important departments of

literature. But Dr. Ingram's attainments and renown are not confined

to any one department of literature and arts, or to any one country.

His career has spread abroad ; and I feel it must be to him a source of

sincere pride, and a source and feeling of real pleasure, to think that he

has been enabled to do so much and earn so much distinction. And
those feelings of congratulation which we would offer to him on this

occasion will be intensified, and offered in the manner most acceptable

to him, owing to the fact that his personal qualities have endeared him

to all who are brought in contact with him. I know how cordially

any such expressions—and I only wish I could express what I desire

to indicate on your behalf—I wish I could express that in very adequate

language—but I know how cordially any such expressions will be re-

ceived by you. But I feel that the want of suitable language is not

so serious a drawback on this occasion, because the feeling that ani-

mates you is one of affectionate goodwill to Dr. Ingram. I have the

greatest possible pleasure in coupling his name with this, the toast

of the evening— ' Success to the Eoyal Irish Academy and Dr.

Ingram.' "

Dr. Ingram, in replying, said :

—

" May it please Your Excellency, and Gentlemen, I am very

grateful to his Excellency for the very flattering words he has used

towards me, and also for the very kind way in which these words

have been received by the Members of the Academy. But I must

say that his kindness and yours have greatly exaggerated my merits.
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I have done but little towards the scientific or literary work of the

Academy. My intellectual activity, such as it has been, has lain

for the most part in other fields. But I have done a good deal of

ministerial work for the Academy. I have been for a long time, and

am still, indeed, a Member of the Council, and was also Secretary of

the Council, and in that way saw a good deal of, and took a good

part in, the proceedings of the Academy ; and this I will say, that

on my part loyalty to its interests and earnest effort on its behalf

have never been wanting. But, turning from myself to the larger

subject which- his Excellency has raised, the history of the Academy

in the last hundred years—the first century of its chartered existence

—I will follow his Excellency in remarking that there are times in

the history of institutions, as of individuals, when it is well to pause,

to look back on the past, and, enlightened by experience, to look

forward to the future. Such a period has now arrived in the history

of the Academy; and it would certainly be profitable to take a complete

survey of what it has already done, and what work seems to await it

in the future. But such a task would be far beyond my powers, and

would, perhaps, be better suited to a special seance of our body than to

a festive meeting like this. I shall not seek to do more than to notice

a few particular points of interest which the history of the Academy

offers. There are two things noteworthy about the origin of the

Academy—namely, the immediate source from which it took its rise,

and the time when it came into existence. The germ from which it

was develoi:)ed was a private association formed in Trinity College for

friendly discussion. So large a part had the College in its foundation

that of the twenty-one original Members of the Council, nine were

Fellows of Trinity College. This is interesting as iu some degree pro-

phetic of the fact that Trinity College has been all through the most

effective auxiliary of the Academy, or rather, perhaps, I should say

the two have been most valuable mutual auxiliaries. And long, I

pray, may this relation continue to subsist. The time at which the

Academy was founded was a hopeful and expansive one—the public

aspirations were high, and the national feeling had been strongly ex-

cited. The spirit of the time was well represented in Lord Charlemont,

who was the first President of the Academy. The Irish aristocracy of

tlie period have been, I think, rather hardly treated by some historians

and politicians. Whatever may have been the radical unsoundness of
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their political position, they had some of the best qualities of aristo-

cracies : they were patriotic ; they were high-spirited and generous ; they

could appreciate wit, eloquence, literature, and art. Lord Charlemont

was one of the best types of his class—he was, as has been said, at

once a patriot and a Mtecenas—he had travelled much; he was an

accomplished man, possessing, in particular, a thorough knowledge of

Italian literature. When he was elected President, he did not

merely wear the title as a feather in his cap ; he devoted much time

and energy to building up the Academy in its early years, and his

name deserves to be held in honourable memory amongst us. The

history of the Academy seems to fall naturally into three parts or

periods. The first period would end about the middle of the third

decade of the present century. The principal figures of the time were

Kirwan and Brinkley, men of real eminence—the one as a mineralogist

and chemist, the other as an astronomer. This was a period of pre-

paration and training, rather than of achievement ; the Academy was

fostering the scientific and literary genius of the nation, but had not

yet earned a European fame. Then came the wonderful outburst

which began in the twenties of our century. I know few things in

the history of intellect more remarkable than the movement which

went on during the next twenty-five years, forming the great period

of the Academy—a movement which may be studied with pleasure

and profit in two delightful books—Stokes' 'Life of Petrie,' and Graves'

'Life of Hamilton.' During the brief period I have mentioned a mar-

vellous amount of memorable work was done. The leading figures on

the stage were—Hamilton, M'Cullagh, Lloyd, and Petrie. Hamilton

stood in the very foremost rank of mathematicians. There is nothing

in recent mathematics to compare with his Calculus of Quaternions.

M'Cullagh was more restricted to the field of pure geometry, but he

had great geometrical resource, and the beauty of his methods and

results was singularly attractive. Lloyd was a great physicist—in

particular, terrestrial magnetism owes to him, perhaps, more than to

any other man. Petrie was the great reformer of Irish ArchiBology,

who dispelled the dreams of the Yallanceys and the Ledwiches, and

founded an era of genuine inductive research. !N'ow, the fame of all

these men is indissolubly connected with that of the Academy, for

almost all their most important discoveries were first announced at its

meetings. This is true of Hamilton's deductive anticipation of the
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phenomenon of Conical Refraction—of his theory of Quaternions—of

IfCullagh's beautiful researched on Fresnel's AVave, and on the Sur-

faces of the Second Order—of Lloyd's experimental verification of

Conical Refraction, of his Meteorology of Ireland, and of most of his

memoirs on Magnetism ; of Petrie's Hill of Tara, and his Ecclesiastical

Architecture of Ireland. All these^were brought before the Academy,

and published in its Transactions. Other most valuable labours fell

within the same limits of time—such as those of Todd, O'Donovan,

and 0' Curry, on the sources of Irish History and the philology of the

Irish Language, and those of Larcom on topography and local history.

To the same period, too, belongs the first formation of our fine collec-

tion of national antiquities—now one of the chief glories of the

Academy—which was made accessible to study by the Catalogue of

-Sir William Wilde. After this, which I have called the "great period"

of the Academy, comes the time in which most of us have lived; when

the tropical productiveness which marked the preceding stage had

•ceased, but much good and solid work was done ; the progressive

development of knowledge going on, not by leaps and bounds, but by

the slowly accumulating partial results of many inquirers. If I do

not mention the names of those who have taken part in these more

recent labours of the Academy, indeed, of any nisi quos Lihitina sa-

cravif, it is not that I undervalue their abilities or services ; far

otherwise ; it is because it would be presumptuous in me to charac-

terise their contributions or weigh their merits. To the Members of

'Our body it is sufficiently known who have done most to sustain the

reputation of the Academy during the past generation—it is enougli

to say, that most of them are gathered round our festive board to-day,

iis are also many of those who may be relied on to sustain its reputa-

tion in the years to come. Amongst the tasks which lie before the

Academy in the future, there is one to which I wish to call attention,

because it is urgent, and ought not to be postponed. The other

branches of the Indo-European family of languages having now been

sufficiently explored, the attention of philologists is becoming in a

:great degree concentrated on the Celtic tongues. By a grant from the

Government, with some assistance from Trinity College, the Academy

has been enabled to reproduce some of the most important ancient

Irish texts, so as to make them available for the study of scholars,

both at home and abroad. ]Srow, the effect of the increasing study of
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these texts is to make more and more indispensable the production of

a really good Irish dictionary, and the Council has undertaken thi&

task. But it cannot be achieved without a vast amount of more or

less mechanical labour, done under competent supervision, and the

requisite funds to employ this labour are not forthcoming. I heartily

Avish some wealthy Irishman, emulating the noble liberality of

Guinness and of lioe, would come forward and supply the means,

and thus connect his name for ever with this great national enterprise.

But, failing such intervention, the Council must proceed—however

slowly—with the work, hoping that the Government will, ere long,

see the propriety of pushing it forward by more effectual aid than i&

furnished by the present manuscript grant. There is no fear of want

of useful work to be done by Irishmen in the future, and I am con-

fident there will be no lack of the intellectual ability required to do

it. I am one of those Avho believe in a large undeveloped fund of

Irish genius and talent, and I hope this Academy will always be one

of the most potent agencies for evoking and encouraging it, and

directing it to the highest and Avorthiest ends."

There was also a Conversazione on Thursday Evening, May 13,

which was given in the Acaclemv House.
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Monday, May 24, 1886.

De. Ingram, Yice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Williani James Browne, m. a., signed the Boll, and was

admitted a Member of the Academy.

The following letter was read :

—

" Maelbokough House, Pall Mall, S.W.,

''May 15, 1886.

" I have had the honour of laying before the Prince of

Wales, your letter of the 3rd instant, addressed to Sir Robert Hamilton,

announcing the completion of the first century of the Royal Irish

Academy, and I am desired, in reply, to request you to convey the

warm congratulations of His Royal Highness to the Members of the

Academy on the interesting event.

" I am, Sir,

''Your obedient Servant,

" Peancis Knollys.
" To De. E. p. Weight,

" Secretary, Royal Irish Academy^

The following Resolution was moved by Sir Robert Kane, seconded

by Sir Robert Ball, and passed :

—

"The Academy desire to place on record an expression of their

gratitude to Dr. E. Perceval Wright and the Rev. Maxwell H. Close,

Secretary and Treasurer of the Academy, for their zealous and

assiduous labours in the conduct of the arrangements for the late

Centenary Celebration, which so largely contributed to bring it to

a successful issue."

Sir Robert Ball read " Notes on the Astronomical Theory of the

Glacial Period."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. Arthur R. Rambaut read a

Paper " On the Possibility of Determining the Distance of a Double

Star by Measures of the Relative Yelocities of the Components in the

Line of Sight."

Sir Robert Ball read " Some Observations on Nova Andromedse,

made at Dunsink in 1885."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.
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Monday, June 28, 1886.

Peofessou J. P. O'Eeilly, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Professor Robert Crawford, ir.A., ir.E., and Mr. Henry Thomas

O'Reilly, f.e.c.s.i., signed the Roll, and were admitted Members of

the Academy.

Rev. Edmond Rariy, p.p., Robert S. Longworth-Dames, Hugh H.

Johnson, and John Lentaigne, e.e.c.s.i., were elected Members of the

Academy.

The Secretary read a Paper, by Miss Margaret Stokes, hon. m.r.i.a.,

"On an Inquiry into the probable Date of the Tara Brooch and the

Chalice found near Ardagh."

Rev. Denis Murphy, s.j., read a Paper "On an Ancient MS. Life

of St. Caillin of Fenagh, and his Shrine."

The Secretary read a Paper, by Lieutenant- Colonel TV. G-. Wood-

Martin, "Description of a Crannog Site in Co. Meath."

The Secretary read a Paper, by the Rev. Edmond Barry, " On an

Ogham Monument at Rathcobane, in the County of Cork."

The Secretary read a Paper, by Messrs. Taylor and Roebuck, " On

-some Authenticated Material towards a Land and Freshwater Mollus-

can Fauna of Ireland."

Professor Henry Hennessy, f.k.s., read a Paper " On the Distri-

bution of Heat over Great Britain and Ireland."

The following alterations in the By-laws 1 and 2, Chapter IX.,

on the recommendation of the Council, were adopted by the Academy :

—

In Chapter IX., 1, by adding the words " at Four o'clock, p.m."

In Chapter IX., 2, by substituting the words "Four o'clock, p.m.,"

for " Eight o'clock, p.m."

The following Grants, recommended by Council, were confirmed :

—

£15 to Mr. Henry C. Hart, towards the continuance of the

Botanical Exploration of Southern and Central Donegal.

£40 to a Committee, consisting of Professor Haddon, Rev. TV. S.

Green, Joseph Wright, and Dr. E. P. Wright, for a further Report on

the Dredging in Deep Water of the South-west Coast of Ireland.

Donations to the Library were announced, and the thanks of the

Academy were voted to the Donors.
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Monday, November 8, 1886.

Db. Ingeam, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Hugh H. Johnson signed the EoU, and was admitted a Mem-

ber of the Academy.

The following Eesolution was proposed by Mr. Justice O'Hagan,

tmd seconded by the Rev. Dr. Jellett, Provost of Trinity College-,

Dublin, and passed unanimously :

—

"That this Academy desires at this its first meeting since the

<lecease of its lamented President, Sir Samuel Ferguson, to express its

deep sense of the loss it has sustained in his death, and to convey to

Lady Ferguson its earnest sympathy and condolence."

[The following letter, in reply, was subsequently received :

—

" 20, NoETH Geeat Geoege's-steeet, Dublin,

''November llth, 1886.
" Deae Doctoe Weight,

" Will you allow me to thank you, and, through you, the

Eoyal Irish Academy for the Eesolution passed at their last meeting,

which you have this day forwarded to me. It is an inexpressible

consolation to me to know that in. the great loss I have sustained I

have the sympathy of all who knew and valued my late dear husband,

and to be thus assured that his character and genius have been appre-

•ciated by those who are so well qualified to judge of his personal

worth and devotion to the interests of the great IN^ational Institution

which honoured him by electing him its President.

"Believe me,

" Dear Doctor "Wright,

'
' Very truly yours,

" Maet C. Feegitson."]

The Secretary read a Paper, by Mr. E. A. Eoberts, h.a., "On
Modern Mathematics."

Professor O'Eeilly, v. p., read a Paper " On the Intervals and

Periods of Earthquakes."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.
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The Yice-President, in the Chair, declared the ballot open for the

election of a President, and appointed Mr. T. Maxwell Hutton and

Dr. S. M. Mac Swiney as Scrutineers.

Sir Eobert Kane, f.k.s., moved, and Mr. D. R. Pigot, m.a.,

seconded, the special nomination of the Rev. Dr. Haughton, f.k.s., as

President of the Academy.

It was moved by Sir Eobert Ball, and seconded by "W. J. Fitzpatrick,.

LL.D., and passed :

—

" That an Address of Welcome be presented to his Excellency the

Lord Lieutenant, and that the Officers of the Academy be requested

to prepare a Draft Address for the approval of the Academy."

The Officers brought up the following Address, which was approved

of and passed :

—

"To His Excelleijcy Chaeles Steavakt, Mahqtjis of Londonderut^

Lord LrEUTEiirAis^T-General ksh General Governor of Ireland.

" Max it please Yoitr Excellency,

''We, the President and Members of the Poyal Irish

Academy, embrace the earliest opportunity of congratulating Your

Excellency on your appointment to the high position of Her

Majesty's Yiceroy in Ireland, and of offering, through you, to Her

Most Gracious Majesty Queen Yictoria, our Patron, the assurance

of our loyal devotion.

" Our Academy was established, in 1785, for the promotion of the

study of Science, Polite Literature, and Antiquities. That we have

in some measure fulfilled the duties entrusted to us in all these

Departments, can be seen in the Yolumes of our Transactions and

Proceedings published within the last hundred years.

""While we have been enabled to accomplish something towards

making the ancient Literature and History of our Country known,

our very limited resources have left very much more yet to be done

in this direction.

" "We have been fortunate in bringing together an unrivalled

collection of Irish Antiquities, which, from its very richness, our

space rendered it impossible properly to exhibit. "We have reason
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to believe that these objects will soon be placed in rooms in every way-

suitable for displaying them in the N^ational Museum of Science and

Art.

"In virtue of your Office, Your Excellency is Visitor of our

Academy, and we trust that we may soon have the honour of showing

to you and Lady Londonderry our Museum and Library."

On the E,eport of the Scrutineers, the Vice-President, in the Chair,

declared that the Eev. Dr. Samuel Haughton, f.e.s., s.p.t.c.d., was
elected President of the Academy.

Tuesday, Novembek 30, 1886.

(Stated Meeting.)

Rev. De. Haughton, f.k.s., President, in the Chair.

The Eev. Dr. Haiighton briefly thanked the Academy for the high

lionour it had done to him in electing him President, and paid a tribute

of respect to the memory of the late President.

The President then, under his hand and seal, appointed the follow-

ing to be Vice-Presidents :

—

John Kells Ingram, ll.d.

Sir Robert S. Ball, ll.d.

J. P. O'Reilly, c.e.

Right Hon. Sir Patrick Keenan, c.b., k.c.m.g.

The President then declared the Ballot open for the election of a

Member of Council, and appointed Dr. H. King and Mr. Lombard as

Scrutineers.

Donations to the Library and Museum were announced, and thanks

were voted to the Donors.

On the Report of the Scrutineers, the President declared Dr. P. A.

Tarleton elected on the Coiincil.
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The Reply of His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant to the

Academy's Address was read, as follows :

—

" He. President and Gentlemen-,

"The loyal and dutiful devotion you have evinced towards

our beloved Queen, and the kindly welcome you have extended to me
as her Eepresentative, afford me much gratification. I assure you, I

fully recognize what an important work has been accomplished by the

Eoyal Irish Academy during the past century of its existence.

" The record of its labours, as evidenced by the reports in the

Transactions and Proceedings of your Society, is one of which not

only your Members, but all Irishmen, have every reason to be fully

proud. It will give Lady Londonderry and myself much pleasure to

visit your famous Library, and to inspect your unrivalled collection of

Irish. Antiquities, which I rejoice to know will soon have a fitting

home provided for them in the new Museum of Science and Art. In

conclusion, I can only express my earnest hope, that the future

researches of your Members in those fields of knowledge, as yet unex-

plored, may refiect a similar lustre on our country to that conferred

by their distinguished predecessors."

Monday, Decembek 13, 1886.

Eev, De. Haughton, f.e.s., President, in the Chair.

Sir Robert Ball, e.e.s., read a Paper " On Dynamics and Modern

Geometry, a New Chapter in the Theory of Screws."

Dr. Atkinson read a Paper, by Mr. John B. Btjet, m.a., e.t.c.d.,^

" On the Praetorian Prefects, and the Divisions of the Roman Empire

in the Eourth Century a.d."

The List of Donations was read, and the thanks of the Academy

were voted to the Donors.
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Monday, Jan-tjaky 10, 1887.

Rev. De. HAUGHTOisr, f.e.s., President, in the Chair.

Eey. John George Birch, m.a. ; F. W. Burhidge, f.l.s. ; Thomas

Carroll; Eev. John Gwynn, d. d. ; Louis Fitz Patrick, m. e. c. s.

;

Frederick Moore; and William Johnson Sollas, ll.d., d. sc, "were

elected Members of the Academy.

Mr. Robert S. Longworth-Dames signed the Roll, and was admitted

a Member of the Academy.

By permission of the Academy, Mr. E. T. Hardman read " I^otes

on some Habits and Customs of the Natives of Kimberley, "Western

Australia."

Surgeon-General King exhibited a Pali Manuscript from Burmah.

Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to the Donors.

Monday, January 24, 1887.

Rev. De. Hatjghton, p.k.s., President, in the Chair.

Rev. Stephen M'Ternan, Mr. F. W. Burbidge, Colonel W. G-

Wood-Martin, Mr. Thomas Carroll, and Mr. Frederick W. Moore

signed the Roll, and were admitted Members of the Academy.

Dr. Ingeam, v. p., took the Chair, while the President read a

Paper " On a ifTew Method of determining Heat Radiation Constants

from Mean Monthly Temperature."

The Secretary read a Paper, by Mr. W. J. Simpson, " On Worked

Flints, found on a Raised Beach, at Portrush in 1885."

The Secretary laid on the Table, "Cunningham Memoirs," Ko. iii.,

being " !N"ew Researches on Sun-heat, Terrestrial Radiation, &c.," by

Rev. Dr. Haughton, f.e.s., President.

Donations were announced, and thanks were voted to the Donors.

Mr. John Ribton Garstin, m.a., e.s.a., was appointed a Visitor to

the Museum of Science and Art, Dublin, in the room of the late Sir

Samuel Ferguson, q.c, ll.d.
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JSJoNDAT, Febetjaey 14, 1887.

De. I>'geam, Yice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Thomas Dunbar Ingram, ll.d., signed the Eoll, and was

admitted a Member of the Academy.

Dr. "W. Frazer, read a Paper "On the Monastic Seal of the

HeiTiiits of St. Augustine, near Dublin."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The Secretary of Council moved the following alteration of By-

law 8 of Chapter III., as recommended to the Academy by the

Council :

—

"That the words 'elected while resident within the United

Kingdom ' be omitted."

The following Amendment was moved by Mr. Pigot, seconded by

Dr. Frazer, and adopted :

—

" That this Resolution be referred back to the Council for their

reconsideration."

MojTOAT, Febetjart 28, 1887.

Rev. De. Haiighto>^, f.e.s , President, in the Chaii-.

Mr. R. M. Barrington read a Report " On the Flora of the Shores

of Lough Ree."

Dr. Frazer exhibited a Parchment Sheet containing the jN'otes used

in Hunting 200 years ago.

Dr. Frazer also exhibited a Series of Irish Ecclesiastical Paving

Tiles.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.
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The following Scientific Grants, recommended by the Council, were

confirmed by the Academy :

—

£40 to Professor G. F. Fitz Gerald, f.e.s., to aid in making

Magnetic Observations at Yalentia.

£15 to Professor O'Eeilly, c.e., to aid in a Chemical Study of

certain Rock Pormations about Dublin.

£40 to Eev, Dr. Haughton, f.h.s., and Professor G. P. Pitz Gerald,

F.E.S., to aid in ascertaining the Amounts of Evaporation of Water and

other Liquids, when the same Total Amount of Heat is applied in

different Times.

£25 to Professor W. J. Sollas, ll.d., to aid in the Study of the

Structures and Eelations of the Igneous Rocks of the Carliugford and

Mourne Mountain Districts.

£25 to Mr. Y. Ball, p.e.s., to prepare a Report on the Mineral and

Vegetable Substances used as Drugs in India in the Middle of the

16th Century.

"WEDifESDAT Atteej^oox, Maech 16, 1887.

(Stated Meeting.)

Rev. Dk. Hatjghtois^, e.e.s.. President, in the Chair.

Dr. AV. Johnson Sollas and Rev. John George Birch, m.a., signed

the Roll, and were admitted Members of the Academy.

The President declared the Ballot open for the election of President

and Council for the ensuing year, and requested Deputy-Surgeon-

General King and Mr. Y'illiam Archer, f.e.s., to act as Scrutineers.

The President addressed the Academy as follows :

—

Gentlemen, Meitbees oe the Royal Ieish Acadeiit,

I have already thanked you for the high honour you have

done me by electing me your President. Under the cii'cumstances in

which this election has taken place, it is fit that I should say a few

words about my predecessor in this Chair, whose lamented death has

caused the vacancy which you have chosen me to fill.

K.I. a. minutes, session 1886-7. L*^ 'J
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Pew Members of the Academy knew our late President longer and

more intimately than I did, and in what I now venture to say, I ask

your pardon, if private friendship may seem to colour my words too

strongly.

In the first place, I wish to state, imperatively, that our late

President was not (any more than I am myself) the mean hybrid for

whom the title " "West Briton" has been coined.

He was intensely Irish, and, in his younger days, dangerously

so

—

" Si Pergama dextra

Defendi possent : etiam hac defensa fuissent."

He saw in time the impossibility (as others have done) of such

methods ; and devoted his life to the effort to win for Ireland, if

possible, both in Literature and Science, the first place. His ideas

are, perhaps, best expressed in his own words

—

'
' The man aspires

To link his present with his country's past,

And live anew in knowledge of his sires ;

No rootless Colonist of alien earth,

Proud but of patient lungs and pliant limb,

A stranger to the land that gave him birth

—

The land a stranger to itself and him."

In our late President's address, on the 30th November, 1882, he

dwells especially on the characteristics of this Academy, that it is not

Scientific or Literary, but essentially both. Fifteen President's have

preceded me in this Chair, and of them, I think, it may be fairly said

that, while some excelled both in Science and Literature, of none

can it be said with truth that he was so exclusively devoted to either

Science or Literature as not to appreciate and prize the value of the

other branch of knowledge.

I shall endeavour to imitate their example, and I can assure you

that if I fail in knowledge of the Literary and Antiquarian studies

cultivated by so many of our distinguished members, it is not for

want of sympathy with, or appreciation of, tastes different from my
own.
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In connexion with this subject, I may add, that the separation of

Science and Letters in the publication of our Proceedings and Transac-

tions, which has existed too long, is now to cease ; and that for the

future, although each Paper in the Transactions may be obtained

separately, each volume will contain all that the Academy considers

most valuable in both Letters and Science, and that our Proceedings

will show, as they ought, the work done at each of our meetings.

Sir Samuel Perguson represented this Academy at the Tercentenary

of the University of Edinburgh in 1884, on which occasion he received

the Honorary Degree of ll.d. from that University.

"When, in the year 1883, the Lords of the Treasury agreed to the

transfer to the Academy of the Irish portion of the Ashburnham mss.,

Sir Samuel proceeded to London, and, in conference with Dr. Bond,

Principal Librarian of the British Museum, selected the mss. for

transfer, and obtained for the Academy a larger portion of them than

would otherwise, most probably, have been given.

At the time of the celebration of the Centenary of the Academy

(1886), Sir Samuel was prevented by failing health from taking an active

part in it, but by frequent letters and otherwise showed undiminished

interest in all its proceedings. On that occasion Dr. Ingram took his

place, as Senior Yice-President, and gave such an exhaustive resume

of the work of the Academy, from its commencement, as saves me,

on the present occasion, from dwelling upon any part of our past

history, except that of the last five years, during which our late

President directed our meetings and policy with such marked success.

In Geometry and Pure Mathematics the Academy has held its

wonted place, the more important contributions being those of Dr.

Casey on the Harmonic Hexagon of a Triangle, and of Mr. M'Cay on

Three Circles related to a Triangle.

In Mixed Mathematics we have had a series of contributions by

Sir Hobert Ball on the Theory of Screws and on the Theory of Rigid

Bodies ; terminating in a very remarkable Paper on the relations of

Dynamics and Modern Geometry, which is destined to mark an epoch

in modern Mixed Matliematics.

Our Astronomical Papers, although few in number, are very

valuable, and I have myself endeavoured to maintain the reputation

in Scientific Meteorology earned for this Academy by the late Provost

Lloyd by completing the discussion of the hourly observations of
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temperature made at GreenTvich, by means of a logarithmic formula,

easily applicable to similar observations made elsewhere.

In the jS'atui'al Sciences the Academy has revived, during the

past six years, the impulse given to it by the late Dr. Macartney,

and we can show, by such Papers as those of Professor O'Eeilly,

on the Earthquakes of Europe ; of Hr. Y. Ball, on the Breeding

of Lions in Dublin ; and, above all, by that of Professor D. J.

Cunningham, on the Lumbar Curve in Man and the Apes, that this

ancient Academy need not fear any rivals in the discussion of any

branch of Science, either ancient or modem.

In Letters, we have had two Papers, which, I trust, are only the

prelude to what may be expected in future from the same quarter,

viz. Mr. L. C. Purser, on the London iiss. of Cicero's Letters ; and

Mr. J. B. Bury, on the Praetorian Prefects and the Divisions of the

Eoman Empire in the Fourth Century a.d.

In the Department of Antiquities we have had from our late

President the translation of the Patrician Documents into his own

graceful and attractive Anglo-Irish, of which he was so complete a

master— a translation that must di-aw and win students of other

branches of knowledge, who would otherwise have cared but little

for St. Patrick and his literary memorials.

I should add to this the valuable Memoir on the Stowe Missal, by

the Eev. Dr. M'Carthy.

In conclusion, Gentlemen, I now ask for your hearty support and

assistance, during the period in which it may please God that I shall

remain your President.

"We close to-day a page of the past, and open another of the

future

—

" Cras ingens iterabimus sequor."

The Secretary then read the following Pieport of the Council :

—
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Report of the Couitcil foe the Yeae, 1886-87.

Since the date of the last Eeport of the Council the following

parts of the Transactions have been published :

—

Vol. xxvii.

—

Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Part 7. " On the Stowe Missal." By Rev. B. Mac Carthy, d.d.

Part 8. " On a Syriac MS. belonging to the Collection of Arch-

bishop Ussher." By Rev. John Gwynn, d.d.

Vol. xxviii.

—

Science.

Part 23. " Some Properties of Certain Plane Curves." By R. A.

Roberts, m.a.

Part 24. " Observations on Lion Breeding in the Gardens of the

Royal Zoological Society of Ireland." By Y. Ball, m.a., f.e.s.

Part 25. "Geometrical Theorems." By John C. Malet, m.a.,

F.R.S.

With these volumes the present series of divided Transactions is

concluded, and vol, xxix. will contain the Papers in both Depart-

ments.

Cunningham Memoirs.

'Bo. II. "The Lumbar Curve in Man and the Apes, with an

Account of the Topographical Anatomy of the Chimpanzee, Orang-

utan, and Gibbon." By Daniel J. Cunningham, m.d.

No. HI. "On Sun-heat, Terrestrial Radiation, &c." By Rev.

Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.e.s., President of the Academy.

Of the Proceedings, Part 5 of vol. iv. (Second Series), containing

Papers on Science, was published in July, 1886.

In the Department of Science the Contributors are :—Mr. A. H.

Anglin ; Mr. W. P. de Y. Kane ; Mr. Y. Ball ; Sir Robert Ball ; Mr.

A. R. Rambaut ; Mr. Taylor ; Mr. Roebuck ; Mr. Henry Hennessy

;

Mr. R. A. Roberts; Mr. J. P. O'Reilly; Rev. Dr. Haughton, President;

Mr. R, M. Barrington ; and Mr. R. P. Yowell.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :—Dr. "VY.

Prazer ; Mr. T. N. Deane ; Rev. Dr. Gwynn ; Miss Margaret Stokes
;

Rev. Denis Murphy ; Lieut.-Colonel W. G. Wood-Martin ; Mr. J. B.

Bury ; Mr. E. T. Hardman ; and Mr. AY. J. Simpson.
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The following Grants in aid of the Preparation of Scientific Reports

have been sanctioned by the Academy :

—

£15 to Mr. Henry C. Hart, towards the continuance of the

Botanical Exploration of Southern and Central Donegal.

£40 to a Committee, consisting of Professor Haddon, Hev. W. S.

Green, Joseph Wright, and Dr. E, P. Wright, for a further Report on

the Dredging in Deep "Water off the South-west Coast of Ireland.

£40 to Professor G. E. Eitz Gerald, p. r. s., to aid in making

Magnetic Observations at Yalentia.

£15 to Professor O'Reilly, c.e., to aid in a Chemical Study of

certain Rock Eormations about Dublin,

£40 to Rev. Dr. Haughton, r.K.s., and Professor G. E. Eitz Gerald,

F.E.S., to aid in ascertaining the Amounts of Evaporation of Water and

other Liquids, when the same Total Amount of Heat is applied in

different times.

£25 to Professor W. J. Sollas, ll. d., to aid in the Study of the

Structures and Relations of the Igneous Rocks of tlie Carlingford and

Mourne Mountain Districts.

£25 to Mr. Y. Ball, p.E.g., to prepare a Report on the Mineral and

Vegetable Substances used as Drugs in India, in the middle of the six-

teenth century.

The additions last year to the collections in the Museum have been

numerons : they comprise antique penannular ornaments of gold, from

the Co. Donegal; bronze trumpets, in fine preservation, found in

1875 on the townland of Clogher, near Tralee ; a unique ecclesiasti-

cal bell of iron, coated with bronze, recently discovered in an ancient

bee-hive cell, on Senach's Island, Magherees, Co. Kerry ; a horn goblet

and other objects, from Aghaloughan Crannog ; fragments of ancient

Irish woollen garments, found in 1870 on a human body, in a bog

in the Co. Donegal ; a tripod pot-quern of sandstone, weapons and

tools of bronze, glass and amber beads, and a large number of flints and

stone implements, collected some years ago, chiefly in the counties

Antrim and Down.

The Booh of Ballymote is now ready, and will be laid on the table

this afternoon. The question of the ms. to be next reproduced, in

continuation of the series, is now under consideration.

The Annals of Ulster, vol. i., is nearly completed, and it was

expected that it would be laid on the table to-day, but, owing to
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Mr. Hennessy's absence from home, his final corrections have not been

received.

The Todd Lecturer has not delivered his lectures during the pre-

sent year, as he vras unable to complete the publication of his previous

lectures, and the regulations of the Todd Professorship forbid the

delivery of a second series till the preceding one has been published.

The following Ordinary Members have been elected since the 16th

March, 1886 :—
1. Eev. Edmond Barry, p.p.

2. E.ev. John George Birch, m.a.

3. "William James Browne, m.a.

4. Frederick AY. Burbidge, f.l.s.

5. Thomas Carroll.

6. Louis Fitz Patrick, m.e.c.s.

7. Eev. John Gwynu, d.d.

8. Rev. Leonard G. Hasse.

9. Hugh H. Johnson, b.a.

10. John Lentaigne, b.a., p.e.c.s.i.

11. Bobert S. Longworth-Dames, b.a.

12. Frederick W. Moore.

13. Henry Thomas O'Reilly, f.e.c.s.i.

14. "William Johnson Sollas, ll.d.

We have lost by death within the year, eleven Members :

—

1. Sir Samuel Ferguson, ll.d., q.c. (President of the Academy),

elected March 15, 1834.

2. Right Hon. the Earl of Enniskillen, elected Jan. 12, 1846.

3. W^illiam Foley, m.d., elected January 9, 1860.

4. His Grace the Duke of Leinster, elected April 8, 1844.

5. Right Hon. Sir John Lentaigne, c.b., m.b., elected April 11,

1853.

6. Robert D. Lyons, m.b., d.l., elected May 12, 1851.

7. Rev. James Mac Ivor, d.d., elected June 9, 1856.

8. Parke ISTeville, c.e., elected May 8, 1854.

9. George Pirn, elected February 12, 1838.

10. Right Hon. and Most Rev. Richard Chenevix Trench, d.d.,

late Archbishop of Dublin, elected March 16, 1864.

11. Stephen Isaacson Tucker, Somerset Seraid, elected June 9,

1879.
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The year that has just elapsed is memorable to the Academy, not

more for the celebration of its Centenary, than for the death of our late

distinguished President, Sir Samuel Perguson. In him has passed away

one of the oldest members of the Academy, and one of its staunchest

friends. He had been a Member for upwards of fifty years. Prom

the very beginning of his membership he gave proof of his peculiar

turn of mind. The love for antiquarian studies animated him

down to the last year of his life, from his first Paper, published in

January, 1838, to his last work "On the Patrician Documents,"

1885, a work which gives us the measure alike of the intimacy of his

acquaintance with the story of Ireland's Apostle, and of his mastery

over the riches and beauty of the English tongue.

During the twenty years between 1841 and 1863, the absorbing

duties of his profession of barrister left him but little leisure for the

prosecution of antiquarian research ; but as soon as circumstances per-

mitted, his eager mind returned to the cherished studies of his younger

days, and in 1863 he began a series of investigations into the arcana

of Oghamic writing, which he carried on down to the end of his life

with unabated zeal. No failure seemed to daunt him, no praise made

him relax his efforts; and it is not too much to say that if ever the

interpretation of the Oghamic record be solidly established, a large

share in the renown of the discovery will fall of right to Sir Samuel

Ferguson.

I^or is it solely to his efforts towards the solution of this problem

that his renown is due : the thanks of scholars are not less owed to

the devotion with which he hunted out from every corner in Ireland

the pillar-stoues on which the writings are engraved. It was indeed

his wish, as it was our hope, that the Academy should be enabled to

publish a Corpus Inscriptionum, in the shape of photographs, taken

from the paper casts and moulds made by his hands. But with his

death the hope has failed : the first fasciculus alone was completed

;

the remainder await the time when the Academy shall be fortunate

enough to discover among its members one who can worthily fulfil

the pious duty of completing the work that Sir Samuel Perguson

began.

These drier studies, the pioneer labours of decipherment and tenta-

tive translation, appealed to a comparatively narrow circle. But Sir

Samuel Perguson had a far deeper claim on his countrymen than
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mere antiquarian zeal could establish. Pifty years ago he began to

delight the wider public with the native tales and poems of Ireland.

It was well that the tales should be translated, but it was a rare

fortune that gave Irishmen the opportunity of hearing them told by

such a master of speech. In the reproduction of these old legends

want of knowledge and want of sympathy would be alike fatal, and

yet the adequate possession of both would not have sufficed to give

the nameless charm of many of them. That could only be given by

a poet, and Sir Samuel Ferguson was undoubtedly a real poet.

Under his hand the charm of the novelty in the story is heightened

by the exquisiteness of the form ; the two elements are blended into

a product peculiarly Irish, and of singular excellence. His last effort,

his version of the Patrician Documents, is a noble ending to his work as

a student and as a poet.

But it is not solely as thinker and writer that we have to mourn

his loss. The Academy has had no truer son. Outside the range of

his private relations, the Academy was second only to Ireland in his

sympathies ; there was nothing that affected either which did not stir

up in him a correspondent emotion. The highest honours that the

Academy could confer upon him were his; but perhaps even these

honours were less significant than the esteem in which he was

universally held. And as he was honoured in his public life, so in

private he was equally beloved, for his heart was as large as his

intellect was clear.

The following is a list of the Papers by Sir Samuel Ferguson,

published in the Transactions and Proceedings of the Academy.

Papers published in the Transactions :

—

1838. " On the Antiquity of the Kiliee or Boomerang."

1867. " On the Eudiments of the Common Law, discoverahle in the published

Portion of the ' Senchus Mor.'"

1880. " Fasciculus of Prints from Photographs of Casts of Ogham Inscriptions."

1882. " Sepulchral Cellse."

1885. " Patrician Documents."

Papers published in the Proceedings :

—

\. "On the Antiquity of the Kiliee or Boomerang."

I. Continuation of the above.

B.I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1886-7. fSSl
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1838. " Eemarks on the late Publication of the Society of Northern Antiquaries."

1841. " On the Classification of Ancient Military "Weapons found in Ii-eland."

1863. " Account of Inscribed Stones in the Sepulchral Monument called 'Mane
Nelud,' in the Department of Morbihan, Brittany."

1863. " Account of Further Explorations at Locmariaquer, in Brittany."

1864. "Account of Ogham Inscriptions in the Cave at Eathcroghan, Co. Eos-

common."

1865. "On a Passage in the ' Historia Anglorum,' of Henry of Huntingdon,,

relative to Stonehenge."

1870-1871. " On the Difficulties attendant on the Transcription of Ogham Legends,

and the Means of Eemoving them."

1872. " On Ancient Cemeteries at Eathcroghan, and elsewhere in Ireland (as affect-

ing the Question of the Site of the Cemetery at Taltiu."

1872. " On some Evidence touching the Age of Eath-Caves."

1872. " On some Links in the Chain of Connexion between the Early Populations

of Asia and Central America."

1872. " On Paper Casts of Ancient Inscriptions in the Cos. of Galway and Maj^o."

1873. " On the Ogham-Inscribed Stone of Callan Mountain, Co. Clare."

1873. " On the Completion of the Biliteral; Key to the Values of the Letters in the

South British Ogham Alphabet."

1873. " On the Collateral Evidences corroborating the Biliteral Key to the South

British Ogham Alphabet."

1874. " On au Ogham-Inscribed Stone from Mount Music, Co. Cork."

1874. " On a recently discovered Ogham Inscription at Breastagh, in the Co. of

Mayo."

1874. " On an Ogham-Inscribed Stone (No. 1) at Monataggart, Co. Cork."

1873. " On the Evidences bearing on Sun-worship at Mount Callan, Co. Clare."

1874. " On Further Ogham Inscriptions discovered at Monataggart."

1875. " Additional Note on Ogham Inscriptions at Monataggart, Co. Cork."

1875. " On an Ogham Inscription at Mullagh, Co. Cavan."

1875. "On the alleged Literary Forgery respecting Sun-worship on Mount

Callan."

1876. "On the Ceremonial Turn called ' Desiul.'
"

1879. " On a Passage in the ' Confessio Patricii.'

"

1879. Do. No. II.

1880. "On the Doorway of the Bound Tower of Kildare."

1882. " On the Legend of Dathi."

1882. " Presidential Address."

1883. " On some Passages in the ' Confessio ' of St. Patrick."

1883. " On a Mode of Sub-Aqueous Tunnelling."

1883. " On the Kenfig Inscription."

1883. " On some Passages in the ' Confessio ' of St. Patrick."

The Eeport was adopted.
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Eead the Certificates of the following Candidates for Member-

ship :—James C. S. Green, m.b. ; A. R. Nichols, b.a. ; and Eev.

Patrick Alphonsus Yorke.

The Earl of Belmore proposed and Mr. Justice O'Hagan seconded

the following Resolution, which was carried unanimously.

" That an Address of congratulation be presented to Her Most

Gracious Majesty the Queen, Patron of this Academy, on the com-

pletion of the Fiftieth Year of her Peign.

"That the Officers of the Academy, with the Vice-Presidents, are

hereby requested to draw up the same, and to submit it for the

approval of the Academy at its next Meeting."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The Scrutineers having reported, the President declared the

following elected as the President and Council for the ensuing

year :—

President.

PeV. SaMTTEL HaUGHTON, M.D., F.B.S., S.F.T.C.D.

COTTKCIL.

Committee of Science.

J. P. O'Reilly, c.e.

John Casey, ll.d., p.r.it.i., f.r.s.

George Sigerson, m.d., e.r.u.i.

Charles R. C. Tichborne, ph.b.

Sir Robert Kane, ll.d., f.r.s.

Rev. J. H. Jellett, d.d.

Edward Perceval Wright, m.d.

Sir Robert S. Ball, ll.d., f.e.s.

V. Ball, M.A., F.K.S.

F. A. Tarleton, ll.d., f.t.c.d.

Daniel J. Cunningham, m.d.
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Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Eobert Atkinson, ll.d.

Rev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d., s.p.t.c.d.

William Frazer, f.k.c.s.i.

David E,. Pigot, m.a.

Eight Hon. Sir Patrick J. Keenan, c.b., k.c.m.g.

P. W. Joyce, LL.D.

Thomas JS". Deane, e.h.a.

John E. Garstin, m.a., f.s.a.

Hon. Mr. Justice O'Hagan, m.a.

The Ballot for Officers was then opened.

The President nominated Mr. G. L. Cathcart and Dr. Mac Swiney

as Scrutineers.

The Earl of Eosse proposed and Dr. Edward Hamilton seconded

Dr. W. Erazer as Librarian to the Academy.

The President nominated, under his hand and seal, the following to

be Yice-Presidents during the year 1887-88 :

—

Sir Eobert S. Ball.

Professor J. P. O'Eeilly.

Eight Hon. Sir Patrick Keenan.

Hon. Mr. Justice O'Hagan.

On the report of the Scrutineers, the President declared the

following elected as Officers for the ensuing year :

—

Teeastjree.—Eev. M. H. Close, m.a.

Seceetaet—Ed. Perceval AYright, m.d.

Secretary of the Council—Eobert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceetaet of Eoeeign Coeeespo^stdexce—Joseph P. O'Eeilly, c.e.

LrBKAEiAif
—

"William Erazer, f.e.c.s.i.

Cleek of the Academy—Eobert Macalister, ll.b.

The Academy then adjourned

THE end.
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GENEEAL ABSTEACT OE THE ACCOUNT OE EEV. HAX^
FOE THE TEAE EJSI

EECEIPTS. For Special
Purposes.

For General
Purposes.

§Klmtt from last Tear,

From PAELIAMENTART GEAKTS :—

Unappropriated

:

—" Old Grant," . . . .

Appropriated

:

—
Preparation of Scientific Eeports, . . .

Library,

Eesearclies in connexion vrith. Celtic MSS.,
Publication of ditto,

Museum,
Purcbase of Treasiu-e Trove,

Illusti'ation andPrinting of " Transactions"
and " Proceedings,"

Opening tbe Academy in the evening, . .

,, ClJNXINGHAM PUXD :

Eepayment from General Purposes Fund,

„ TODD MEMOEIAL FUJSiD :—
Interest on Investments,

MEMBEES' PAYMENTS

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Compositions (invested as

opposite),

PUBLICATIONS SOLD:—

Transactions,

Proceedings,

Leabbar Breac,

Leabhar na b-Uidbri,

Book of Leinster,

Museum Catalogue {invested as opposite), .

„ INTEEEST OX USTVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningbam Bequest—^NeTV 3 per cent.

Stock,

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock
(invested as opj^osife),

PecuniaryPremium Fund—New 3 per cent.

Stock, ....

Annals of Ulster—Eepayment by tbe Trea-
sury of tbe Amount paid last Year by
tbe Academy for Editing and Priating,

Balance,

£ s. d.

49 4 6

200
200
200
200
200
100

200
200

47 12 2

39 6 11

5

18 6

74 16 6

7 10

2 2 8

259 17

145 4 7

s. d.

500

73 10

324 9

6 3 2

1 8 11

5 10 3

3 3

5 5

90 17 5

24 2 10

£2215 IS 8 1034 9 7 3250 8 3

I certify tbat tbe above account is correct, according to tbe best of
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LOSE, TREASUEEE, OF THE EOYAL lEISH ACADEMY,
3F MARCH, 1887.

PATMEIs^TS.

From Funds
appropriated
for Special
Purposes.

£ S. d.

For scientific AXD LITEEAEY PUR-
POSES:—

Scientific Eeports, 200

Library, I 200

Irish Scribe, &c., .

'

200

„ (including Photo-Litho-

graphing of Book of Ballymote), . . . 200

Museum, 200

Treasui-e Trove 151 2 4
" Transactions " and " Proceedings," . . 200
Opening the Academy in the evening, . . 200

Cunningham Fund :

—

Memoirs, Nos. II. and III., Medal, and
new Die,

„ ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES :-

Salaries,

"Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Repairs,

Fuel,

Insui-ance, Taxes, and La^r, ....
Stationery,

Printing (Miscellaneous),

Postage,

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies,

INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL) :—

308 9

Life Membership
Compositions,

WEuseum Catalogue,

Stock T~. • /-•

Bought.
Description.

Consol. Stock,

Bk. of Ir. Stock,

,
Total
Stock.

322017 89

Annals of Ulster, Editing and Printing,

Cunningham Fund :

—

Amount Transferred to General Purposes
Fund last Year,

9 4

258 13

£2215 18 8

From Funds
available

for General
Purposes.

£ s. d.

40 18 10

7 7 4

259 3 2

1 7 1

365 10

158 17 5

3 16 9

38 15 4
9 15 10

11 2 3

11 16 4

25

53 7 1

Total of
each Class.

£ s. d.

2168 7 9

678 1

97 14 4

258 13

47 12 2 47 12 2

1034 9 7
I

3250 8 3

pledge and belief.

—

Maxwell H. Close, Treasurer, It.I.A.

[For Auditor^ Meport see next page.



AUDITOES' EEPORT.

"We have examined the above General Abstract, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to he correct, leaving a

sum of Fifteen Shillings unaccounted for, and a Balance to the debit of Academy

of One Hundred and Sixty-nine Pounds Seven Shillings and Five Pence.

The Treasui-er has also exhibited to us Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day were £2653 9«. 2cl., New Three per Cents.;

£3220 17«. M., Consols ; and £66 19«. M., Bank of Ireland Stock.

Like Certificates have been exhibited to us showing two sums amounting

together to £142 2s. id., IVew Three per Cents., standing in the names of

Trustees, which, with the sum of £1209 18s. id., New Three per Cents., in the

Court of Chancery, form the Invested Capital of the " Todd Memorial Fund."
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TRANSACTIONS : Quarto, boards ; or in Parts, stitched.

Vols. I. to XXVIII. (_some out ofprint). For Prices, &e., inquire at the Academy.

Vol. XXIX. Part I—On the Plane Sections of the Cylindroid. Being the Seventh
Memoir on the Theory of Screws. By Sir R. S. Ball,
LLD., F.R.S., Royal Astronomer of Ireland. Plates I.

and II. Price 35.

,, Part II.—On the Ogam Monument at Kilcolman. By the Right
Rev. Charles Graves, D.D., Bishop of Limerick.

Price Is.

PROCEEDINGS : 8fo, cloth ; or in Parts, stitched.

Sekies I.—Vols. I. to X., 1836 to 1870 {some out of print). For prices, 8fc.,

inqidre at the Academy

.

Series II.—SCSEWCE :

Vol. I., complete. \Title-i3age 8j Index with Pt. 1, Vol.III.~\

Vol. II., complete. \_Title-page Sf Index ivith Pt.l,Vol.III.'\

Vol. III., complete. ITitle-jxir/e and Index tcith Part 10.]

Vol. IV., complete. \_Title-pa[/e and Table of Contents with Part Q."]

Series II.—JP®EilTE I^STEMATUME AM® AWTI^^UITIES :

Vol. I., complete. \_Title-page and Index with Pt. 13.]

Vol. II., complete. \Title-page and Table of Contents icith Part 8.]

Catalogue of the Antiquities in the Museum of the Academy. By Sir William
R. Wilde, M.D., M.R.I. A. :—

Vol. I. Price 14s., in cloth hoards, ivith numerous Illustrations.

Vol. II. Part I.

—

(Antiquities of Gold.) Price 3s. 6c/., stitched.

Handuook to the Museum (with Plans). 8vo, stitched, 2d.

Photographs of Antiquities in the Museum of the Academy. Mounted on card-

board. Is. each, or 10s. for 12.
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IRISH MANUSCRIPTS—FAC-SIMILES.

\_E(litio)is limited to 200 copies.']

THE accurate study and critical investigation of the ancient literary and his-

toric monuments of Ireland have hitherto been impeded by the absence of

fac-similes of the oldest and most important Irish Manuscripts.

"With a view of supplying this acknowledged want, and of placing beyond risk

of destruction the contents of Manuscripts, the Academy has nndertaken the pub-
lication of carefully collated lithographic or photo-lithographic copies of the oldest

Irish texts still extant.

//) folio, on ioned paper.—Price £3 3s.

LEABHAR NA H-UIDHRI : a collection of pieces in prose and verse, in the

Irish language, transcribed about A. D. 1100 ; the oldest volume now known
entirely in the Irish language, and one of the chief surviving native literary monu-
ments—not ecclesiastical—of ancient Ireland ; now for the first time published,

from the original in the Library of the Royal Irish Academj', with account of the

manuscript, description of its contents, index, and fac-similes in colours.

In imperial folio, on ioned paper—Price £4 4s. ; or £2 2s. per Part. Parts I. and II. ;

or in One Volume, half calf.

-y EABHAR BREAC—the " Speclded Book"—otherwise styled " The Great

Jl i Book of Dun Doighre" : a collection of pieces in Irish and Latin, tran-

scribed towards the close of the fourteenth century ; "the oldest and best Irish

!MS. relating to Church History now preserved."

—

[G. Petrie.) Now fii'st pub-
lished, from the original MS. in the Academy's Library.

In imperial folio, on toned paper, with a Photograph of a page of the original.

Price £6 6s.

THE BOOK OF LEINSTER, sometime called The Book of " Glexdalotjgh "
:

a collection of pieces in the Irish Language, compiled in pai-t about the
middle of the twelfth century. From the originalMS. in Trinity College, Dublin, with
introduction, analysis of contents, and index, by Robert Atki^'son, M. A., LL.D.,
Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Grammar in the University of Dublin, Secre-

tary of Council, Royal Irish Academy.
The Book of Leinster is one of the most important of the fragments of Irish

literature that have come down to us. In addition to copies of the native prose his-

toric accounts of the Tain Bo Cualnge, the Boraina, &c., it contains a large fragment
of an early prose translation of the Historia de Excidio Troiae of Dares Phrygius

;

a great number of the poems and prose introductions of the Dindsenchas or legendary
account of the origin of the names of places in Ireland ; A'ery many historic poems,
in which the legendai-y and traditional accounts of the early history of the country
are preserved ; Irish genealogies and hagiologies ; and a great number of interesting

stories, illustrative of the manners and customs, the modes of thought, and the

state of culture, &c., of the people of Ireland just about the period of the Anglo-
Norman Invasion.

[^For continuation of List of Fuhlications, see paye iv. of this Cover.
~\
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In imperial folio, reproduced by Photo-lithography—Price £5 5s.

THE BOOE: of BALLTMOTE : a collection of pieces in tlie Irish Language,
dating from the end of the fourteenth century ; novr published in Plioto-

lithog-rayhy from the original Manuscript in the Library of the Eoyal Irish

Academy. With Introduction, Analysis of Contents, and Index, b}- Robebx
Atkix!>6x, jM.a., ll.d., Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in the

L^niversity of Dublin ; Secretary of Council, Royal Irish Academy.

The Book of Bailymote contains mimerous articles of interest to the Scholar

and to the Antiquary. The original portion consists of—Genealogical Lists

;

Histories and I,egends ; a fragment of the Brehon Laws ; a copy of the Dincl-

senchas; Treatises on Grrammatical Topics, &e. The other portion contains trans-

lations from Latin originals : the Destriiction of Troy, the Wandering of Llysses,

the Story of the ^ueid, and the Life of Alexander the Great.

THE lEISH MA^'TJSCEIPT SEEIES.

Yolume I., Sro.—Part 1, Price bs.

Volume I., 4to.—Part 1.—Whitlet Stokes, LL.D. : On the Felire of (Engus.

TODD LECTUEE SEEIES.

Volume I., 8vo. [In the Press.']

Volume II., 8vo. Eobeet Atkixs;o>', !M.A., LL.D. : The Passions and Homilies
from Leabhar Breac. With an Introductory Lecture ou
Irish Lexicography. Price oOs.

THE CUIs^Iv'IJS^GHA^ MEMOIES.

Ko. I.—JoHK- Casex, LL.D., Dubl. ; F.E.S. : On Cubic Transformations,

Iso. II.—D. J. CuJs^NiKGHAM, M.D., Edin. & Dubl.: On the Lumbar Curve in

Man and the Apes.

Iso. III.—Eey. Samuel HArGHToy, M.A., M.D., Dubl. ; F.R.S. : Kew Researches

on Sun-heat, Terrestrial Radiation, &c.

No. IV.—Sir EoBEET S. Ball, LL.D., Dubl.: F.E.S.: Dynamics and Modern
Geometry—A Xew Chapter in tlie Theory of Screws.

For List ofPullications of the Academy, see also pages ii. and\\\. of this Cover.

Applications for any of the PuMications of the Academy are to he addressed to

the Teeasukee of the Eotal Ieish Acade:\iy, 19, DaTTSon-street, Dublin

;

or to Hodges, Eiggis, & Co., Dublin ; or Williadis & ^oegate, 14,

Heraietta-street, Covent Garden, London ; and 20, South Erederick-

street, Edinhurgh.
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